State of Oregon Department of Environmental Quality

Written Comments

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking
Climate Protection Program
This document includes written comments (e-mail and USPS mail) received during the public
comment period for the Aug. 5, 2021 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Draft Rules to develop
a new Climate Protection Program. The deadline for comments was extended from Oct. 4, 2021
at 4 p.m. to Oct. 25, 2021 at 4 p.m.
Oral comments from Public Hearing #1 and Public Hearing #2 are available on the rulemaking
website.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Glyn Thomas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
“Rule-making Comment”
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:30:01 AM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I believe credit should be given where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold
many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas
for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change
of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.

The sad fact is that more is needed. Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the
climate crisis, the State needs to be a leader, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing
at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the
Climate Protection Program fall short of meeting this moment.

Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
Oregon should be a leader in climate change policy. Thee is an opportunity to align and
lead the three Western States - providing uniform industry standards. The rest of the nation
has followed in our footsteps, and continues to look to us for direction. We must live up to
those expections.

This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen
to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been
asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Glyn Thomas
1979 SE Ladd Ave,
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elliott Grey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ’s draft plan for Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:05:01 AM

Good Afternoon,
I am writing today to comment on the proposal rules for the forth coming DEQ’s draft plan for Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and the exemption of six fracked gas plants from the calculations of Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGE)
from these plants. These plants are exactly those type of facilities that a contributing some of the highest levels of
GHGE, the very thing that is driving Climate Change. I’m sure you don’t need to be reminded that Climate Change
is real and the latest IPCC report indicates we Must take action now. By not including these plants is the calculations
makes no sense!!!!!
The DEQ is supposed to be about Environmental Quality not protecting the interests of lobbyists and polluters.
Thank you,
Elliott Grey
835 W 12th
Eugene, 97402
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tirabin@sonic.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
[Fwd: Comments re Climate Protection Program]
Sunday, October 24, 2021 2:35:59 PM

---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------Subject: Comments re Climate Protection Program
From:    tirabin@sonic.net
Date:    Sun, October 24, 2021 2:15 pm
To:      ghgcr2021Wdeq.state.or.us@sonic.net
Cc:      stephanie.caldera@deq.state.or.us
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear members of DEQ responsible for Greenhouse Gas Programs:
I am a resident of Eugene, Oregon, writing to request your office stand
strong in your deliberations concerning regulating pollution emitters, in
order to reverse the climate warming trend that threatens our state and
the world.
We already have enough unusual weather and fire events to realize that
there will not be a habitable place left for our children and
grandchildren.
I urge you to mandate polluters, and I mean ALL polluters including
"stationary" polluters, reduce their emissions AT A FASTER RATE THAN 2-3%
PER YEAR. Allowing industrial emitters to "self-identify" their emissions
is foolish.
I also request that Community Climate Investments be limited as a tool for
high polluters to avoid their responsibility as regards emissions.
However, if the CCI is used, DEQ should have oversight as to compliance.
I am appalled that the list of polluters who must cap emissions omits any
industries in Lane County!
Please be very serious in addressing the needs of citizens, especially our
children and grandchildren, when setting the rules of Oregon's Climate
Protection Program.
Sincerely,
Tima Rabinovitch
1226 Taylor Street
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cbklock@rconnects.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
*Climate Protection Plan (CPP) testimony
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 12:05:45 PM

EQC Commissioners and DEQ staff,
I'm Clair Klock from Corbett, OR
I urge you include carbon sequestration on working farms and forest land
as a practice elgiable for funding for climate change mitigation in
Oregon. It is a opportunity for the individual persons to be included in
solving the problem we have created.
Thank you,
Clair Klock
931 NE Salzman Rd.
Corbett, OR 97019
503.695.5882
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jefferson johnston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
“Rulemaking Comment”
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:50:51 AM

Please, stop dictating to private businesses. Private companies are run efficiently, they have to
be due to competition. as opposed to our bloated inefficient government, with no competition.
You were elected to serve the people, not command them. Please, stop killing our freedom!
Jefferson Johnston
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

KIRT PARESI
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
“Rulemaking Comment”
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:36:53 PM

Unless you want to enrage the local population, my advice is don't even think or breathe in
making it more expensive or difficult
to drive legal passenger vehicles on the highway. I for one, and I can say for sure, most people
will be pissed at you if you make
everyday life more difficult. I don't give two sacks of walnuts about your phony climate
garbage, or any other phony method to act
like a pack of stinking Nazis! Got it?
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Brandstetter Ron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
2 comments of proposed rule-making - Brandstetter
Sunday, October 24, 2021 4:41:01 PM
OR enviromental letrs R+D 102421.odt

Please find our 2 comments in the attached file.
If for any reason I do not have the right address, please help these comments find their way to
the Oregon DEQ public comments on rule-making for the Greenhouuse Gas Reduction
legislation, which is open until tomorrow Monday 10-25. Please feel free to return this email
with suggestions for a better address if that seems appropriate.
Thank you very much.
Danusia and Ron Brandstetter
6505 SE Needham St.
Milwaukie OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lindaengels51@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Engels
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
1995 Graduate school professor: We have 10 years to turn the climate calamity around. Not there yet. do more!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:24:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,

Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
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of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Engels
636 NE 61st Ave Portland, OR 97213-4308
lindaengels51@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harriett Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Accountability & Equity NOT Exemptions & Offsets in our Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:49:23 PM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters
in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state is completely
ridiculous, and will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals
and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to Oregon now, while it allows them to
threaten the future of our state with impunity.
I strongly urge DEQ to *strengthen* the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects communities
throughout the state by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
I urge the DEQ to change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting
fracked gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s *top six polluters* off the hook. As a result,
Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power
plants, and fails to protect the wider community by alllowing harmful emissions. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power
from out-of-state while the pollution lands on Oregon's own communities.
DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I
support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but urge DEQ to
bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited (rather
than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution levels).
DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. We
cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it elsewhere.
Oregon's communities--rural, low income, and BIPOC communities-- will continue to bear the
brunt of pollution's effects on their health if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice and to
the cleaner air and lower carbon and methane emissions that our state needs and deserves.
Harriett Smith
clearnoteaudio@hotmail.com
856 Lincoln #3
Eugene, Oregon 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Spencer Ayala
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Accountability & Equity NOT Exemptions & Offsets in our Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:23:33 PM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
Hello there,
I want to be clear. Action now will save lives in the future. We cannot keep acting like climate
change isn't a problem.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters
in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge the DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
- DEQ should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- DEQ should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must ensure that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing
emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon will have a clear path for
accessing investments made directly in the very communities that are being harmed. We
cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it elsewhere.
EJ communities--rural, low income and BIPOC communities-- will continue to bear the brunt of
pollution if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Perham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Accountability & Equity NOT Exemptions & Offsets in our Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:29:34 PM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters
in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge the DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
- DEQ should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- DEQ should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must ensure that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing
emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon will have a clear path for
accessing investments made directly in the very communities that are being harmed. We
cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it elsewhere.
EJ communities--rural, low income and BIPOC communities-- will continue to bear the brunt of
pollution if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
I strongly urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects frontline
communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
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Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice that
our state needs and deserves.
Mike Perham
mperham@gmail.com
575 B Ave
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Birdsall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Accountability & Equity NOT Exemptions & Offsets in our Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:31:44 PM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters
in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
As we march towards a climate apocalypse, to exempt Oregon's largest polluters is
tantamount to climate arson.
I urge the DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
- DEQ should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- DEQ should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must ensure that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing
emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon will have a clear path for
accessing investments made directly in the very communities that are being harmed. We
cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it elsewhere.
EJ communities--rural, low income and BIPOC communities-- will continue to bear the brunt of
pollution if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
I strongly urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
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cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects frontline
communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice that
our state needs and deserves.
Ben Birdsall
bwbirdsall@gmail.com
4757 N Lombard St
Portland, Oregon 97203
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I strongly urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects frontline
communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice that
our state needs and deserves.
Spencer Ayala
spencerdadrian@gmail.com
4127 SE 73rd Ave
Portland, Oregon 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jayparasco@gmail.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Accountability & Equity NOT Exemptions & Offsets in our Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:23:29 PM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters
in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge the DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
- DEQ should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- DEQ should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must ensure that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing
emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon will have a clear path for
accessing investments made directly in the very communities that are being harmed. We
cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it elsewhere.
EJ communities--rural, low income and BIPOC communities-- will continue to bear the brunt of
pollution if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
I strongly urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects frontline
communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
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Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice that
our state needs and deserves.
jayparasco@gmail.com
810 SE 34th Avenue
PORTLAND, Oregon 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan De Anda-Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Accountability & Equity NOT Exemptions & Offsets in our Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:18:46 PM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters
in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge the DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
- DEQ should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- DEQ should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must ensure that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing
emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon will have a clear path for
accessing investments made directly in the very communities that are being harmed. We
cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it elsewhere.
EJ communities--rural, low income and BIPOC communities-- will continue to bear the brunt of
pollution if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
I strongly urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects frontline
communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
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Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice that
our state needs and deserves.
Alan De Anda-Hall
alan.deanda@live.com
3620 SE Francis St
Portland, Oregon 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chris@creatingdemocracy.org
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Accountability & Equity NOT Exemptions & Offsets in our Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 1:54:57 PM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters
in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge the DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
- DEQ should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- DEQ should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must ensure that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing
emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon will have a clear path for
accessing investments made directly in the very communities that are being harmed. We
cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it elsewhere.
EJ communities--rural, low income and BIPOC communities-- will continue to bear the brunt of
pollution if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
I strongly urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects frontline
communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
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Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice that
our state needs and deserves.
chris@creatingdemocracy.org
5006 SE Boise St
Portland, Oregon 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gregory Monahan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Accountability & Equity NOT Exemptions & Offsets in our Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 8:54:38 AM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
Time to get serious and regulate ALL sources of GHG emissions!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters
in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge the DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
- DEQ should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- DEQ should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must ensure that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing
emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon will have a clear path for
accessing investments made directly in the very communities that are being harmed. We
cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it elsewhere.
EJ communities--rural, low income and BIPOC communities-- will continue to bear the brunt of
pollution if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
I strongly urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects frontline
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communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice that
our state needs and deserves.
Gregory Monahan
gregorymonahan29@gmail.com
7225 SW 13th Ave
Portland, Oregon 97219-2015
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Dudley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Accountability and Equity NOT Exemptions and Offsets in our CPP
Thursday, October 21, 2021 1:14:14 PM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters
in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge the DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
- DEQ should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- DEQ should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must ensure that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing
emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon will have a clear path for
accessing investments made directly in the very communities that are being harmed. We
cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it elsewhere.
EJ communities--rural, low income and BIPOC communities-- will continue to bear the brunt of
pollution if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
I strongly urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects frontline
communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
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Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice that
our state needs and deserves.
Amy Dudley
dudley.amy@gmail.com
5006 SE Boise St
Portland, Oregon 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Serena Miser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Accountability
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:31:48 AM

Hello,
I am listing out the demands needed for environmental justice for communities:
Follow the Science: Cut emissions 50% by 2030
Hold polluters accountable: hold stationary sources of pollution accountable to local
communities and 3rd party experts.
Equity: 100% of community climate investments should go to environmental justice
communities, 50% to Tribes, communities of color.
Environmental integrity: Ensure one CCI offset credit: one metric ton of CO2e
Thank you,
Serena M.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Naomi Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:18:25 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Naomi Smith
Hillsboro, Oregon, 97006, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Naomi Smith via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Naomi provided an email address
(smith.naomimargret@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Naomi Smith at smith.naomimargret@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamala Joy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Advocating support of strong Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 11:21:28 AM

Hello,
My name is Pamala Joy and I run a small non-profit that helps people in the Ashland
area. I have been doing this for over a quarter century, and supporting environmental
protection for even longer.
I am writing to you today to emphatically urge you to support the approval of a strong
Climate Protection Program. I see this as essential to the well-being of Oregon's
current and future citizens.
Here are my points:
Adjust the program to include all polluters (including stationary sources, i.e.,
industry – and natural gas power plants) under the cap and reduce program rather
than carve out exceptions for industrial sources through the Best Available
Emissions Reduction rules that could easily result in increased emissions from
that sector and omit the generation facilities entirely.
Strengthen the commitment to addressing social injustice,
Strengthen the interim target and goal of GHG emissions in the rules so they
better match the best available science which demands net zero emission by 2050
at the latest.
In addition, I urge you to eliminate from the program elements that offer perverse
incentives such as for biofuels and Renewable Natural Gas that will undermine the
reduction goals,
Also, include non-combustion climate pollution in the assessment and eliminate
methane gas and its inadequate substitutes from the state’s energy economy as
rapidly as feasible.
Finally I ask that you better serve rural Oregon by including carbon sequestration in
the Community Climate Investment options.
Thank you for serving the people of Oregon by supporting the environment in these
ways.
Sincerely, Pamala Joy
Director, Ashland Food Angels, award winning non-profit
-~ Ashland Food Angels ~
Grassroots Volunteer Food Retrieval Program
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Pamala Joy
Founder/Director
541-482-5330
www.AshlandFoodAngels.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Janet Steele
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Albany Area Chamber Letter to Oregon DEQ
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:43:26 AM
AACC Letter to DEQ, Oct. 2021.pdf

Ms. Singh,
Attached is our letter to DEQ regarding the Climate Protection Plan.
Sincerely,

-Janet Steele,
President
The Albany Area Chamber of Commerce - Serving as Your Business and Community
Advocate since 1904.
435 1st Ave. W
Albany OR 97321
541.926.1517
www.albanychamber.com
jsteele@albanychamber.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carroll Johnston (carrollj77@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
All greenhouse gas polluters should be held accountable for climate change solutions
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:03:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Whether greenhouse gas is produced by gas fired power plants or a solid waste incinerator that uses natural gas, the
impact on our climate by a ton of greenhouse gas is the same and will affect us and our progeny equally. None
should be exempt.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carroll Johnston
1747 Sonya Dr SE
Salem, OR 97317
carrollj77@gmail.com
(503) 364-1394
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ketousle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kay Tousley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Although I won’t live to see the worst of climate change, I am seriously concerned about it. I foresee water riots
and maybe even wars, as massive numbers of people struggle find a place to live. There is no time to waste!
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:58:54 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kay Tousley
1400 NE 2nd Ave Apt 1611 Portland, OR 97232-1147
ketousle@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Elizabeth Lindsey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Amend Community Climate Initiatives
Friday, September 24, 2021 2:30:50 PM
climate -- DEQ CPP Additional 9-21.docx

TO: Oregon Department of Environmental Quality and
Environmental Quality Commission
GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us
FROM: Elizabeth Graser-Lindsey, PhD, Bio-Environmental Engineering
Beavercreek, OR 97004
RE: Rulemaking Comment – Strengthen Community Climate Initiatives
DATE: Sept. 24, 2021
Community Climate Investments should focus on initiatives being quantitatively
effective, independently verified and permanent at reducing greenhouse gas
emissions rather than on limiting initiatives to a narrow range of possibilities.
One investment that currently isn’t included, but that is critically needed, is a
subsidy program for electric medium- and heavy-duty trucks. This is needed
so that the Clean Truck and NOx rules can be effective and that carbon
emissions from delivery and freight can be reduced sufficiently. Electric
medium- and heavy-duty trucks are expected to cost 3X as much as fossil fuel
trucks, making them prohibitive for many delivery and freight companies to
afford to benefit the public need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Please amend the CCI program to allow programs to subsidize electric mediumand heavy-duty trucks.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Richard Wisner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Attn: Lauren Slawsky - Comment on DEQ Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:31:27 AM
OR_DEQ_Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.pdf

Thank you for providing the email address for submitting public input on
the upcoming hearings on our Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
Have a great weekend,
Richard Wisner
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Importance:

Jenny Dresler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Ed Finklea; Justen Rainey; John Carr; JL Wilson; Jenny Dresler
AWEC Comments in response to Climate Protection Program rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:02:33 PM
image004.png
AWEC_ CPP Rulemaking Comments_Final_10252021_signed.pdf
Macroeconomic Impact Analysis of ODEQ CPP Rule_10-25-2021.pdf
AWEC Comments to DEQ March 26, 2021.pdf
AWEC February 2021 Comments on DEQ Climate Program.pdf
AWEC Comments on DEQ Climate Program.pdf
High

Good afternoon,
Please find attached comments from the Alliance of Western Energy Consumers (AWEC) in response
to the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Climate Protection Program rules.
Please don’t hesitate to reach out to Ed Finklea, AWEC’s Natural Gas Director, with any questions
regarding these comments.
Best regards,
Jenny Dresler
On behalf of AWEC
Jenny Dresler

Director of Regulatory Affairs
phone: 503-363-7084
mobile: 503-810-4174
email: jenny@pacounsel.com
991 Liberty St SE
Salem, OR 97302
NOTICE: Effective October 18th, my email will
permanently transition from
jenny@pacounsel.org to
jenny@pacounsel.com. Please change your
address records.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Linda Lovett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Benton SWCD Letter Regarding Rules for Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:59:32 PM
image002.png
BSWCD sequestration support letter final - signed.pdf

Good afternoon,
Attached please find a letter from the Benton Soil and Water Conservation District
Board of Directors regarding DEQ rules for the Climate Protection Program.
Thank you for your consideration,
Linda
Linda Lovett
Operations Manager
-she/her/hers-

136 SW Washington Ave., Suite 201
Corvallis, OR 97333
ph: 541-753-7208 ext. 200
Sign up for our E-news
Find us on Facebook
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Wolf, Tom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
GRUNOW Kylie
bp America comments on the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for the CPP
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 11:42:46 AM
bp CPP NPRM Comments Letter 10_13_21.pdf

Good morning! Attached are bp America’s comments on the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
for the CPP.
Enjoy your day.
Tom
Tom Wolf
senior government affairs manager, US West Coast
communications & advocacy
bp America
4519 Grandview Road
Blaine, WA 98230
mobile: 360-483-7438
thomas.wolf@bp.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

vanorman@gorge.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
SEN Hansell; SEN Thatcher
Cap and Destroy
Friday, September 24, 2021 12:23:13 PM

The FEAR messaging coming from 'Leadership' is disgusting! Feeding the world's
population is more and more daunting.
All efforts of 'Leadership' should be toward advancing our ability to provide real food to
our population Not toward destroying the ability of those who perform the function to do the work!
Gary R. VanOrman
6857 Roberts Market Road
The Dalles
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Importance:

Dave White
Dave White
cap and trade are the wrong solution.
Thursday, October 7, 2021 7:01:45 PM
image003.png
image004.png
image008.png
image006.png
High

What is the worldwide numerical value for NetZeroCO2E? It’s not what the IPCC said and that value has never been defined until
now. More than 5 million visitors to cctruth.org in the last 14 months.

Learn the correct well-documented science about Climate Change.

Cctruth.org presentation page.
13th Keynote address at Climate Change Conference 7/30/2021.
Magazine article with video of our expert review of The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change reports which are science fiction!
State of Oregon sanctioned experiment.
Effect of 16 billion trees planted in the last three years. Normal
rise is 1.5 ppm per month. Flat CO2 first time-à
10 billion trees scheduled this year and every year for 10 years. 3 trees a second!

https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/monthly.html

A statistical relationship for carbon dioxide vs. atmospheric carbon dioxide rise Does Not Exist (DNE)
The full manuscript may be accessed at:
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/2017JD028121
Residence time is like standing water in your kitchen sink. The water is residing longer.
No effect from any recession! No effect from COVID! Any work on emissions of carbon dioxide
takes 150 years to take effect.
New information brings The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Reports into
question. cctruth.org/ipcc.pdf
1. Atmospheric CO2 equilibrium statement had zero references to any published
manuscript. Was based on a simulation guess.
2. The actual equilibrium is 8.6 gt/yr. (billion tons per year)
3. Their only probability for their solution to work by lowering emissions of CO2 is 50-66%.
Would you take your car to a mechanic who said they could fix it 50-66% of the time?
4. The scientific consensus is 33% not 97%. Read ipcc.pdf for explanation.
5. The IPCC GWP (Global warming potential) is false because it assumes equal concentrations
of Greenhouse gases (GHG). CO2 is 412 ppm methane is 1.8 ppm and soon. CO2 is 1.94
w/m2. Methane is 0.5 w/m2.
6. Sea level rise is 1.4 mm/yr. and not accelerating. The Jakobshavn Glacier in Greenland has
grown for the third year in a row.
7. Watch the movie “Kiss the ground” on Netflix (produced by others) which explainseven
if we stopped all CO2 emissions atmospheric CO2 will not lower.
8. Use of Unscientific Terms. The SR 1.5 document uses the unscientific terms highly (or
otherwise) likely six times, unlikely three times, and highly (or otherwise) confident sixtytwo times.
9. The graph they use to say cause and effect for emissions vs. CO2 rise has not been updated since
2012. After 2014 worldwide emissions were mostly flat, with a 7% droplast year.
The rate of rise for atmospheric carbon dioxide is less than 3 parts per million (red line) (ppm)
per year. This graph shows (blue line) we can replace grass in medians and sides of roads with
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native trees and shrubs. This location has 161k vehicles per day traffic. They will consume a large
portion of the carbon dioxide from vehicles. We have two NIST certified carbon dioxide sensors
calibrated within 1 ppm.

Globalforestwatch.org/map
5X emissions of CO2 from
fossil fuel burning.
97% reduction in photosynthesis.
Larger issue.
cctruth.org

Thanks
Dave White
13th Climate Change Conference 9th keynote address
https://cctruth.org/keynote_address_07_30_21.mp4
Chemical Engineer with Masters level study in Statistics research@cctruth.org
Climate Change Truth Inc.

More than 16 billion trees have been planted due to the science I presented. 10 billion planted
this and every year now (3 trees per second). Cctruth.org
India stopped destruction of their rainforest and Peru stopped deforestation.
A 501-3c non-profit scientific research group. Limited funding at this time.
We have no agenda except the scientific truth about Climate Change and all research.
Google Scholar
Facebook
Researchgate
Acta Scientific agriculture Journal editor and Board Member
URF Journals Chief Editor for Climate Change and Geology
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Hamaker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Cap&Regulate is not necessary
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:24:34 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
The Oregon Legislature established GHG reduction goals in 2007 through HB 3543.
The law called for reducing GHGs to 10% below 1990 levels by 2020, and 75% below
1990 levels by 2050.
However, the statute does not say whether GHGs should be measured in the
aggregate or on a per capita basis. This is an important distinction given Oregon’s
population growth since 2007.
The Oregon Global Warming Commission (OGWC), a group created by HB 3543,
insists on measuring total GHG emissions. Using this metric, Oregon produced 13%
more total emissions in 2017 compared to 1990 levels, and thus appears to be failing.
When measured on a per capita basis, Oregon GHG emissions in 2017 were actually
21% lower than 1990 levels. We have more than doubled the 10% emissions
reduction goal, three years ahead of the deadline.
In fact, Oregon has improved its energy efficiency so much that per capita energy use
in 2016 was the lowest it’s been since 1960, declining 37% since it peaked in 1972.
Oregon has the lowest per capita energy use in the entire Northwest.
Cap and regulate is not necessary in our green state!
Sincerely,
Jen Hamaker

Sent from my treehouse made from renewable, sustainable wood.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lisa Arkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CCP 2021 Public Comment
Sunday, October 24, 2021 4:42:23 PM
CCP Comment (Beyond Toxics) 10-23-2021_.pdf

Please place these public comments in the official record for the Climate Protection
Program. We would appreciate a confirmation that this attachment has been
received.
Thank you,

Lisa Arkin, Executive Director
Beyond Toxics
541-543-2465 (direct)
541-465-8860 (office)
2 offices:
120 Shelton McMurphey Blvd., Suite 280, Eugene, OR 97401
312 N. Main St., Suite B, Phoenix, OR 97535
larkin@beyondtoxics.org
“The eyes of the future are looking back at us, and they are praying for us to see beyond our own time.” Terry Tempest Williams
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nick Parish
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Citizen comment
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:53:49 AM

Hi, the folks at NW Natural suggested I share a comment on the proposed DEQ rulemaking,
presumably to indicate I support the convenience and flexibility of the continued growth of the
natural gas industry as part of our state's energy mix.
I don't, and wanted to also pass along my comment directly to the DEQ to ensure it's not
amended inappropriately:
NW Natural, the solicitor of this citizen comment, and other members of the fossil fuel industry have had
more than enough time to come to terms with their role in the climate crisis, and plan for the future of its
business.
Its naked attempt to forestall the inevitable clean energy transition-necessary to save lives and ensure
a future for our grandchildren—by encouraging citizen comment in favor of the terminal status quo is
insulting, dangerous, and frankly pathetic. It's emblematic of an organization prioritizing self-protection,
even over the ongoing livelihood of its own customer base.
The clock is ticking, NW Natural. If you ask me (oh, hey, you did) the organization should be atoning.
Count up the known damage you've caused. Take a look beyond box-ticking and state-mandated
compliance. Real talk. Come clean. Then start to transition your business model toward decarbonization.
To save the planet, your sector has to shrink 72%, as estimated by McKinsey (which is surely doing the
research on behalf of its petrochemical / LNG clients). Plan for that inevitability, and lead the way with
innovations designed to cope with less, and to use your powers for innovation to capture rather than emit
harmful greenhouse gases, [https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/oil-and-gas/our- insights/theimpact-of-decarbonization-on-the-gas-and-lng-industry]
encourage the DEQ to set the most aggressive timelines conceivable for the decarbonization of
the state of Oregon, and to trust in the ingenuity and resolve of her citizens to protect the future, with or
without the fiends who delivered us to this lamentable present.
I strongly

Nick Parish
nparish@gmail.com
3924 NE 34th Ave
Portland
(646) 267-8173
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ken deveney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Action Plan
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:37:46 PM

I am a senior citizen living in a very smokey part of Oregon. So climate
change is a threat to my health. I would like the Plan to be strengthened
so that it actually reduces emissions. The Community Climate Investments
often don't result in less pollution.
Kenneth Deveney
920 N Mountain Ave
Ashland OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Orr, Matthew
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
climate bill comment
Monday, October 11, 2021 9:39:47 AM

Dear DEQ:
This email is to comment on your proposed Climate Protection Program. It is very encouraging that
Oregon state government is taking on the issue of climate change. The only way that this problem is
going to be addressed effectively is if government entities at every level do their part without
passing the buck to others, so thank your for being accountable for protecting the public interest
regarding climate. I would like to encourage you to pass the strongest measures possible. There are
many opportunities to strengthen Oregon’s economy while also protecting its environment. Please
stand up against the fossil fuel industry, its lobbying arms, and its public misinformation campaigns
and keep Oregon moving forward on climate protection.
I teach climate change in my Ecology class at Oregon State University-Cascades and have stayed
abreast of the scientific literature on climate to offer my students the best information possible.
Emerging climate impacts have grown so strong at this point that most of the general public is
largely aware that government policies are not doing enough to meet carbon dioxide emissions
reductions needed for a livable future. With that in mind I would like to encourage you to offer the
sorts of creative and innovative solutions that the public expects from its representatives by taking
bold action to transfer to a greener and more prosperous economy. We need net zero GHG
emissions by 2050 at the very latest. You can do that, for instance, by strengthening aspects of the
Climate Protect Program that address stationary pollution sources, by eliminating perverse
incentives from the program, and by dealing more effectively with methane.
Although climate change extends far beyond its impacts on my personal life, I would like to share
one quick personal anecdote in closing. I live in Bend, but on my visit to Salem last summer for a
soccer tournament the last day of competition had to be cut in half due to a high of 112 F on
Sunday, and many teams were sent home with a refund. Then Monday it was 117. These sorts of
temperatures are extremely disruptive to human activity. Sports tournaments, along with the
revenue that they bring to Salem, will have to be canceled in the future. If that sounds like an
exaggeration, it’s not: two months later a soccer tournament in Bend was canceled due to wood
smoke. While canceled sports tournaments and their effects on local economies and youth
development should be considered low on the list of climate-related concerns, they illustrate how
far-reaching the destructive effects of climate change have started to extend. Beyond flooding, fires,
and crop failures, climate disruption is going to affect almost everything in an extremely negative
fashion. Something has to be done very fast, so please pass the sort of strong legislation needed to
meet the clear recommendations of climate scientists.
Sincerely,
Matt Orr, PhD
Associate Professor, Biology
OSU-Cascades
541-322-3141
https://osucascades.edu/people/matthew-orr
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Gemutliche
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Change ---Sunday, October 24, 2021 9:24:11 AM

I urge citizens of any political side to carefully weigh the impact climate change is affecting
the planet & its inhabitants& what that change is going to mean to the future of your offspring.
Do not ignore science! There are none so blind as those that refuse to see---This is our only
home, do not burn it down !
Jeff Gemutliche
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

joe orzali
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
joeorzali@gmail.com
Climate change comment
Friday, October 8, 2021 5:09:26 PM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
I would like to encourage law makers and regulators to enact the strongest possible restrictions and taxes or fees on
current and future greenhouse gas emissions. Numerous businesses have demonstrated repeatedly that they won’t
do what’s right for human health and ecological health, they are beholden to the singular goal- profit. Don’t provide
options. Provide clarity.
Thanks for considering my words,
        Joe Orzali
High School Science Teacher and father of 2.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Rapalyea
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Change Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:00:38 PM

So you now know how to control the sun's activity, the alignment of the planets and their
orbits and their influence on the Earth's climate?
We are much closer to having too little CO2 , the bottom being around 180 ppm than the top
of maybe 2,000 ppm. Last time I checked we were around 400ppm. Greenhouse operators
commonly add CO2 to enhance plant growth and vigor.
Further can you have an impact on China and India other than stopping the sale of clean liquid
natural gas to China?
Stephen Rapalyea
Chiloquin,OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

margaret goldshadow.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate change comment
Thursday, August 5, 2021 4:00:49 PM

The earth has been undergoing climate changes since the planet formed.
There is nothing people can do to change our ways enough to make any difference at all.
People are not 'all that' when it comes to the workings of the universe.
Why cause people to suffer in a multitude of ways because of the opinions of a few who don't
understand of what they speak?
Just wondering, why?
Sincerely,
Margaret Petersen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Bykerk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Change is not urgent
Sunday, October 3, 2021 9:16:06 AM

Re: Climate Change is not urgent
Dear Advisor Singh,
Government needs to stop picking winners and losers in the energy industries.
If anyone is serious about “carbon neutral” they’d be be considering nuclear power; but,
critical thinking is severely lacking in today’s society.
Government may need to “regulate” the energy industry but they have no business dictating
how to run the industry - leave that to the industry itself.
Climate change mandates are merely wealth redistribution programs and should have no place
in our once free country.
Sincerely,
John Bykerk
Sincerely,
John Bykerk
bykerkj@gmail.com
PO Box 70265 Springfield, OR 97475 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Addams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Change Protection Plan
Sunday, October 3, 2021 7:39:02 PM

The state Department of Environmental Quality has said it doesn’t have
authority to regulate the fracked gas power plants. The DEQ must be given
that authority!
The planet's ecosystems are in CODE RED. There's no more time to waste.
Bold actions must be instituted right away or our kids and grandchildren
will have extremely difficult lives.
Mary Addams
1688 Hayes St, Unit B
Eugene OR 97402
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Lamy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Gail Lamy
Climate change!
Sunday, September 5, 2021 9:31:13 AM
Outlook-x0v3ahzi.png

Please do all you can to reverse global warming. Specifically, don't let companies get away
with greenwashing and PR campaigns that lull the public into thinking they're doing good stuff,
but aren't really doing much. The article in today's (Sunday September 5th) New York Times
Weekly Review section was excellent on that score.
Similarly, the governor mandated referencing 1990 as a baseline year; don't let government
agencies get soft on that target.
We've got to begin acting like this is an emergency!
Thank you,
John Lamy

JOHN LAMY

541-778-2252
www.LamyConsulting.com

Excellence in Execution: Get Results!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dennis hedges
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
climate change
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:52:05 PM

Please adhere to the 80% of 1990 level instead of 2010 which will help get to our mandate
faster . Also close loopholes that affect our pollution output and RGN policy.
Thank You
Dennis Hedges 541-673-4472
Roseburg Or.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Hawes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate change
Sunday, October 24, 2021 9:11:26 PM

Forgive me; I know it is late but it is very late for the world. I would advise everyone to read
Counter Punch; especially the article entitled “Code Red”! We are out of time and the world
leader conferences; like the IPCC that is going to be held in Glasgow, Scotland in a matter of
days will end in failure like the meetings held for thr last 25 years. The capitalist class is going
the other direction; the billionaires have the money and that gives them the power. The articles
in Counter Punch explain this very clearly! The power of the billionaire class would have to be
taken away for anything meaningful to happen regarding climate change. Time has run out.
We do not have 30 yrs to work our way there. Read how truly bad it is! Thanks. George
Hawes
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pati Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate change--false claim
Saturday, October 2, 2021 10:20:57 PM

Re: Climate change--false claim
Dear Advisor Singh,
First off our climates go in cycles. Anyone who does a study on this knows that. Those saying
the earth is going to burn up are way off base.
There is nothing wrong with fossil fuels, natural gas, propane, electricity. Too many folks now
can't pay their bills due to fixed incomes.
You take all those choices away and people will freeze to death because the costs will be too
high. And maybe that's what you want, a form of getting rid of older people by starving them
to death.
I already deal with DEQ with vehicles and I don't agree with that. People go through town
with oil burners and mine don't do that. I pay, they don't . Whose nutty idea was this anyway??
Just another government layer sticking their hands in my pocket.
The actual folks who do climate studies have stated that we have cycles. All the cycles have
cycled through many times. Your just using this as an excuse to raise prices. Its all a lie.
Sincerely,
Pati Hall
chevylane8@gmail.com
5230 SE 118th Ave Portland, OR 97266 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheila Koenig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Crisis Action needed
Saturday, September 18, 2021 12:17:51 PM

A more stringent cap on emissions is needed: The Cap is still set at 45% by 2035
and 80% by 2050. That’s not enough! Science tells of harrowing future.
With all the climate emergency alarm bells we are witnessing all over the world, we
are requesting targets of 50% by 2035 and 100% by 2050, which better reflect the
BEST AVAILABLE SCIENCE.
Sheila Koenig
Multnomah County resident
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wynne Furth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Disaster and Greenhouse Gases in Oregon
Monday, September 27, 2021 4:06:39 PM

Thank you for your work on trying to save our collective lives by reducing GHG emissions in
Oregon as much as we can.
This transition will inevitably create hardship, and we need to do what we can to alleviate that,
but NOT by allowing more GHG emissions. We used to be told that the heating of the planet
would be something for our grandchildren to contend with, but that is obviously not true. The
significant damage is here now, it is accelerating, and we need to bite the bullet and change.
Please use your authority to turn our lethal economy around.
With thanks,
Wynne Furth
Portland, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

r
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Policy
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 5:57:41 AM

I am totally in favor of very strong climate policies to reduce eliminate all contributions to global warming.
Establish carbon limits, sustainable clean power sources including residential solar, wind, geothermal
options; and electric vehicles. Use taxes, fees, fines to raise funding, and provide assistance to lowincome individuals and families.
Thanks
Richard Royal
Sunriver, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thiel Larson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
climate policy
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 12:05:03 PM

I support the plan putting a cap on greenhouse gas emissions. requiring suppliers of gasoline, diesel, propane,
kersosene and natural gas to cut emissions by 80% by 2050. Thiel Larson tlarson@bendbroadband.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beverly Paulson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CLIMATE PRIOTECTION
Sunday, October 24, 2021 5:05:35 PM

Beverly Paulson

WE ARE CHALLENGED TO REDUCE CLIMATE POLLUTION 80% BELOW
1990 LEVELS . THERE ISSO MUACH TO CONSIDER AND I AM COUNTING
ON YOU TO DO THE JOB REQUIRED! I AM 93 YEARS OLD AND WANT TO
SEE OUR PLANET SURVIVE IN A HEALTHY CONDITION. I AM
COUNTING ON YOU TO DO THE JOB REQUIRED!
SINCERELY
BEVERLY PAULSON
1397 SE LANE
ROSEBURG OR
97470
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra & Randy Turner/Medina
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate protection comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:35:50 AM

While greenhouse gas is threatening, high temperatures and drought conditions will mostly
effect Oregon. I've found only one answer to this fate human animals find themselves in and
that is the MEER: Reflection project, which stands for Mirrors for Earth's Energy
Rebalancing, check it out. I've got 54 square feet of mirrors now and adding.
Take care,
Randy Turner
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

blucia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lucia Strasburg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection is beyond critical
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:21:32 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lucia Strasburg
935 Mountain Meadows Cir Ashland, OR 97520-9117
blucia@mind.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

blucia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lucia Strasburg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection is critical
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:19:19 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lucia Strasburg
935 Mountain Meadows Cir Ashland, OR 97520-9117
blucia@mind.net
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Catalina de Onís
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Catalina de Onís
Climate Protection Plan Additional Comment
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 11:18:01 AM

Warm Greetings:
Earlier in Oct. 2021, I submitted a public comment on the Climate Protection Plan and am
submitting this additional comment to emphasize the importance of centering environmental
justice perspectives to strengthen the Plan, while also supporting its advancement.
As my previous comment mentioned, I'm a resident of Salem and am an environmental
communication researcher and professor. My areas of emphasis are environmental, climate,
and energy justice communication. I also care deeply for our local Oregon climate and the
environments we call home. This comment serves to echo and amplify the claims of the
environmental justice groups and communities that have expressed the imperative of
incorporating and implementing a Climate Protection Plan that centers the lived experiences of
the most marginalized people in this state. By "environmental justice groups and
communities," I am referring to low-income and low-wealth individuals and Black,
Indigenous, and other People of Color. Please support and strengthen the plan to include these
items:
-The 43 industry businesses identified by environmental justice groups should be regulated
and need to be included in this plan. This regulation should involve a stronger emissions cap
and require a faster timeline for decreasing emissions.
-All community climate investments should go to environmental justice communities, and 10
percent of funds should be dedicated specifically for tribal communities with oversight from
tribal governments. Fifty percent of these funds should be earmarked for environmental
quality.
-The Covanta incinerator and other stationary sources of emissions should be regulated and
have clear reduction goals and timelined requirements clearly delineated. These industries
need to be audited and regulated by a separate entity.
Thank you for your time and consideration of this perspective on the Climate Protection Plan.
With best wishes,
Catalina M. de Onis, PhD
Salem Resident
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyle Huth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan Comments
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:10:20 AM

Hi there,
Thank you for your hard work. I'd like to share a few comments in support of making this plan as strong as
possible.

Cap and reduce program is too little too late

This plan should have an interim goal of at least 50% emissions reductions of
covered sources by 2030.
Hold all stationary sources accountable and meet a cap and reduce schedule.
Put all power plants, electricity co-ops and any new emissions source in the state
under the emissions cap.
Community Climate Investments (CCI) are too lax

Fuel suppliers should not be allowed to pay for offsets (CCI credits) after the first 3
years unless the CCI projects are substantially completed.
A significant percentage of CCI’s should clearly be targeted for impacted
communities
Allow CCI credits for Industry only if there is a cap and reduce requirement.
Investments need public comments on the projects.
Thanks!
Kyle Huth
97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Olson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan comments
Monday, September 20, 2021 3:12:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I work as a hospital chaplain in Jackson County who faces daily the frustration,
exhaustion and grief in dealing with the battle against COVID. However, today I am
writing as a rural Oregonian to urge our Department of Environmental Quality to take
strong and swift action to address our climate crisis. And, from my point of view, I see
distressing and disturbing commonalities in how humans are responding both to our
COVID crisis and to our climate crisis.
First, I want to thank you for taking steps to address the Governor’s Executive Order
20-04 to initiate action and institute change. I recognize and appreciate that many
citizens have spent countless hours working on committees to develop the rulemaking.
However, and to the point, I am feeling rather desperate and unsafe with the
Climate Protection Program proposed by the DEQ. It is significantly inadequate as
is and does not respond to the “Code Red for humanity” that the IPCC has shouted in
its recent report. We need to be cutting emissions by 50% by 2030. We need to
hold each of the primary polluters accountable – no letting any corporations off
the hook! And the CPP needs to get granular in defining the benefits to
impacted communities. In rural Oregon we will particularly benefit from carbon
sequestration opportunities, which is not even mentioned in the plan.
What happens to us when we don’t accept the clear and plain science that tells us to
take caution and to take action for our safety and communal well-being? I can tell you
what I see in the hospital for those patients who don’t “believe” in COVID or the
vaccine and don’t want to do be told to be safe and care for each other. Loss and
death are what happens. Patients either leave with a compromised body and a loss of
life as they knew it, or they die. Families are anguished and in disbelief. What
happens when we don’t address climate change? Loss and death are what happen.
In my small town alone, our creek has dried up this summer, the fish have died, the
wildlife have to leave to find another water source, the farms and families dependent
on it have to buy their water or they put their place up for sale. In last year’s Almeda
fire we lost 40% of our town, with low-income communities being the worst hit. And
yet despite the tragedy happening right in front of our eyes – whether COVID or
climate change – an alarming number of people refuse to believe it and refuse to take
action. God bless them and God help them. Nevertheless, we will need to forge on
like responsible humans and address the matters at hand, no matter the temper
tantrums. God bless us and God help us.
Thank you for your service,
Rev. Liz Olson
Talent, 97540
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catalina de Onís
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; Catalina de Onís
Climate Protection Plan Public Comment
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:49:11 PM

Warm Greetings:
I write as a resident of Salem, as an environmental communication researcher and professor,
and as someone who cares deeply for our local Oregon climate and the environments we call
home. Please support the Climate Protection Plan and ongoing efforts to cut greenhouse gas
emissions, while also ensuring that an equity perspective guides this important plan.
My partner and I have numerous fond memories of hiking throughout Oregon and observing
people of all ages appreciate this remarkable, awe-inspiring place that should be protected and
cared for so that present and future generations may have the same experiences I have been so
privileged to have. The Climate Protection Plan is a crucial piece of legislation that will take
the necessary steps to ensure a livable PNW. The unprecedented wildfires, ice storm, and
extreme heat waves during the last year in the Willamette Valley serve as a potent and painful
reminder that climate change is here, as we experience the regional and local consequences of
global heating. What also is abundantly clear is that not everyone in our community
experiences the disruptions of climate change equally. For example, studies and personal
testimonies reveal how farmworkers, low-income individuals, and Black, Indigenous, and
other People of Color are disproportionately harmed by these events, scientifically linked to an
untenable reliance on fossil fuels to power our lives. There are many other alternatives, and
the Climate Protection Plan creates a path for moving toward more sustainable options. This
concern includes the importance of rejecting plans for ongoing reliance on methane gas, which
requires holding the industry accountable for its polluting practices, which it tends to disguise
with a greenwashed "natural" veneer. Please support the Climate Protection Plan and ensure
that those who are most negatively impacted by the climate crisis are not only considered in
this legislation but are centered, so that environmental and climate justice can guide our state's
next steps toward cultivating a more livable and sustainable present and future for all people in
Oregon and the Pacific Northwest.
Thank you for your time and consideration of this perspective on the Climate Protection Plan.
With best wishes,
Catalina M. de Onis, PhD
Salem Resident
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Hendrickson
colin.mcconnaha@state.or.us; richard.whitman@state.or.us; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan Rule
Sunday, September 26, 2021 6:39:45 AM

I am one of the thousands of union workers who rely on natural gas not only to cook or heat
my home, but also for my livelihood.
The natural gas industry directly employs nearly 2 million Americans. And it's not just those of
us laying the pipes or installing hookups in homes and businesses. It's also steelworkers who
melt glass to recycle bottles or roll out our toilet paper. And it's heating contractors replacing
boilers to high-efficiency natural gas systems. Many professions - and products - need natural
gas.
Natural gas is reliable, affordable, efficient, and clean. We've made tremendous progress
toward decarbonization, and labor has been at the forefront of training and implementing the
latest technology designed to address climate change. With the expansion of renewable
natural gas and green hydrogen, we're not only supporting a cleaner energy future for
generations to come, but we're also creating better-paying jobs. Renewable gas projects are
predicted to create 7.3 million jobs by 2050.
Reducing access to natural gas will stifle the innovations that utilize the existing 75,000 miles
of infrastructure in the Pacific Northwest. Infrastructure I'm proud to have helped build.
I too care deeply about the environment and believe natural gas - and renewable natural gas
and hydrogen - can be part of our clean energy future and a partner in decarbonizing the
energy system. When transitioning our electric grid to more wind and solar instead of coal, we
didn't tear down the power lines, nor should we reduce access to natural gas or make it more
expensive. Let's instead allow utilities to continue to invest in cleaner, renewable gases that
will retain the reliability and affordability people enjoy from natural gas.
This isn't just about my livelihood; it's about protecting the beauty we enjoy in Oregon for my
children and grandchildren. I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when
developing its rules. Oregonians want to keep their affordable and reliable natural gas as we
work toward a clean energy future.
Thank you for your time and consideation,
Jessica and Joel Hendrickson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nora Lehmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 8, 2021 1:24:18 PM

My name is Nora Lehmann, and I’m the board co-president of Families for Climate. We mobilize parents,
kids, and families to take action for climate justice and a livable planet. I’m speaking today on behalf of
my two children, who are three and five, because we know that aggressively reducing emissions this
decade is absolutely critical for limiting catastrophic climate change. In 10 years, when Sally and Sydney
are 13 and 15, I pray that we’ll look back at this moment as the turning point when, against the odds, we
wrestled the possibility of a livable future from a crucible of misinformation, delay, and outright
destruction.
I hate all the things about climate change has brought here to the PNW that my children simply accept as
normal: that there are days in the summer when it is literally too hot to play outside; that they have been
sensitized to even a whiff of smoke in the air, and will ask me to check the air quality index; and that
having to tape up the leaky windows in our old house, or flee Portland in desperate search of somewhere,
anywhere, with decent air quality is now just a regular event for them.
As someone who has committed to facing the horrors of climate change instead of looking away, I am
well aware that these things are not “our new normal” but are merely a preview of coming attractions. So I
am grateful for the tremendous amount of work that has gone into these draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program, and for all those who have advocated so tirelessly for it to live up to its name.
However, there are several critical defects in this program that I am asking you to remedy:

1) Physics tells us that to meet our emissions reductions targets, we must achieve 7-8% annual
reductions in the next decade. Yet this plan only requires polluters to reduce their emissions 2-3%
per year. This isn’t acceptable: Oregon’s children demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate
pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
2) The current exclusion of the largest climate polluters in the state, like fracked gas power plants,
cement and steel factories, is indefensible! This will result in Oregon failing to meet our climate
responsibilities, and frontline communities will continue to be harmed.
3) Any Community Climate Investments must prove real reductions in climate pollution, about one
ton eliminated for every CCI credit sold. If this is not mandated, it will render the cap practically
meaningless and again, allow pollution to continue to harm our most vulnerable communities,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If these problems are fixed, the Climate Protection Program will be truly worthy of its name, and I’ll be
proud to tell my kids that we live in a state that is leading the way towards a cleaner, cooler, fairer future.
Thank you.

-Nora Lehmann (she/her)
Board Co-President, Families for Climate
"Whether children today get to grow up on a planet that is even relatively stable is not political
at all. It is the epitome of morality." -- Mary Annaïse Heglar
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Buck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan Rules
Sunday, October 17, 2021 2:38:46 PM

Subject: Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
To: Environmental Quality Commission
Oregon should be a leader in protecting our environment and that includes recognizing the
severity of climate change on that environment due to human activity including the use of
fossils fuels. The longer we wait the deeper the crisis we must confront. Climate protection
must be seen as top priority for this state given the impact on livelihood and future.
Although the Draft Rule is helpful and in the right direction, it falls short of what is needed to
address the climate crisis we face across this country and the world. Our inaction on this
matter has dire consequences we see increasing annually. This summer’s climate-fueled
extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just the latest examples of
how climate change is worsening public health crises and is already costing Oregon taxpayers
billions of dollars – and the crisis will only get worse unless we act strongly now.
The rule making process has already taken fifteen months and enabled divergent perspectives
and voices to be involved. This is a matter of urgency and further delays are harmful and
unwarranted. The following elements should be included:
1. A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts already costing Oregonians billions of
dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ must enact targets in line with the best
available science, which requires an emission reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by
2050.
2. Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial Sources: These entities need to be held to
mandatory long-term emission reductions.
3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We commend DEQ for
proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its principal mechanism to provide both
equity for the most impacted communities, and flexibility in compliance for the covered
entities. However, this is a new and innovative program that requires both strengthening and
further development of implementation guidelines.
With these added elements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national arena, and set an example for other states. In addition,
Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits in terms of
increased economic development, especially in rural areas, better paying jobs, and improved
public health for all our residents.
Sincerely,
Jim Buck
312 SE 15th St.
Gresham, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Raphael
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:36:37 PM

To the Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on Oregon’s Climate Protection Plan. My
name is Carol Raphael and I care deeply about climate protection because without a healthy
ecosystem none of us will survive. I am adamant that the DEQ and the Environmental Quality
Commission adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible without delay.
An ambitious Climate Protection Program gives Oregon the opportunity not only to cut
harmful climate emissions, but also to create jobs, improve public health, and invest in
environmental justice communities. I urge the DEQ to maximize these benefits by making the
following improvements to the final rules:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The CPP must follow the best available science, and aim to cut
covered emissions in half by 2030 and by 100% by 2050. Stronger, steeper emissions
reductions targets are essential to avoid the worst impacts of climate change.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: I am deeply concerned that DEQ is
proposing a program that could let large industrial polluters off the hook. I urge you to
hold these large industrial polluters accountable with firm deadlines for mandatory
long-term emission reduction that track science-based targets.
INVEST TO REDUCE POLLUTION & BENEFIT FRONTLINE COMMUNITIES: While I am
pleased that DEQ is considering ways to invest in Oregon communities, I am concerned
that the proposed “Community Climate Investments” will allow pollution to persist
unabated in communities already unfairly burdened by the climate crisis. Please revise
the rules to provide assurances that these projects will result in meaningful, timely
emissions reductions and that investments will be guaranteed in communities
disproportionately impacted by climate change.
I am aware that the Oregon Environmental Council and many other parties submitted joint
comments on October 12. I wish to confirm my strong support for these comments:
Joint NGO Comments re- Climate Protection Program
I urge the Environmental Quality Commission and the Department of Environmental Quality to
strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program by the end of this year.
The time for meaningful action is NOW.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Carol Raphael
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Trish Bowcock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan
Monday, September 20, 2021 7:43:22 AM

Good Morning
I would like to thank Governor Brown and her staff for taking measures to manage harmful greenhouse house
emissions. I urge you to hold strong and proceed with the enacting the current executive order for the current version
of the Climate Protection Plan.
Our Planet depends on us,
Patricia Bowcock
411 Lindsay Lane
Ashland, OR 97520
(541)282-4417
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Littlewood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan
Friday, October 8, 2021 1:12:51 PM

I understand that the fossil fuel supporters have requested an extension of the
comment period, so here is my comment.
Enough with the delays! 15 months, about a dozen workshops and half a dozen
public hearings should be enough. The public has spoken with a loud, clear voice: We
want a stronger program. We want 50% reduction by 2030 and 100% by 2050 to
keep pace with the latest science. The program needs clear guidelines and large
industrial sources need to be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
Of course OBI is pushing back. This is an existential crisis for the fossil fuel industries.
But it's very clear that their survival means disaster for the rest of us. Please don't
follow the money--protect Oregon and the planet and human life instead.
Ann Littlewood
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Meier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:48:43 AM

To Whom It May Concern:
We should have acted on comprehensive climate legislation 50 years ago. We did a bit, but the
bottle bill isn’t enough for what faces us this decade. Now is Oregon’s time to act to meet our
responsibilities.
The Climate Protection Program draft is a good start. Many of the worst polluters are held
accountable; the declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a fine compromise and should be kept
in the final draft; and the Community Climate Investments are a wonderful creation. That said,
the following improvements are vital to the bill:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan minimum
targets, which must be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate
pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a
healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin
immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
Allowing industrial polluters to self-identify twice per decade is barely even a guideline. If
you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from
the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. While this is potentially helpful, it doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering
the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities. At
minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction
and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project
investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these
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changes and more for many months. I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for
our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come.
Most sincerely yours,
Victoria Meier
West Linn, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jan Zuckerman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:52:16 PM

Dear Ms. Singh,
There is no question that we are now experiencing the horrors of human induced climate
disruption. One only needs to step outside to see, breathe and smell it. One only needs to open
a newspaper or turn on the news to learn about the endless deaths and dire predictions of what
is to come if we don’t drastically reduce GHG emissions now. One only needs to lay awake at
night with the anxiety and fear of what the future holds for our children and grandchildren to
understand what is at stake.
When Governor Brown calls on state agencies to use “any and all authority and discretion
available to meet Oregon’s climate goals”, we expect DEQ to meet the challenge and protect
our communities from all climate polluting industries. This includes the worst polluters- the
fracked gas plants.
We depend on the DEQ to decide how much GHG pollution our state will allow. Will
exempting fossil fuel electric power generators from the Climate Protection Plan get us to
where we need to be to adequately lower emissions? No. It conflicts directly with Executive
Order 20-04. Oregon’s fracked gas power sector is going to produce over 9 million tons of
carbon dioxide equivalent each year. This does not even consider the upstream pollution from
methane pollution caused by leaks from wells, pipes, compressors, and other equipment. Why
in the world would DEQ give them a pass to pollute even more?
While I appreciate the hard work that has gone into the rulemaking process, under the current
plan, it is the industry that harms our communities, that continues to benefit and continues to
put our communities and planet at risk. The science is clear- global climate emissions are
increasing, not decreasing. Our state can lead by action. We do not have time for, as Greta
Thunberg, says, “Blah blah blah,” empty words, which have taken us on the fast track to
climate destruction.
Please stop, reverse course, and develop a meaningful plan that earns the trust of the
communities you are supposed to protect. As a parent, grandparent, retired teacher, and youth
mentor, I am exhausted by continually having to write letters, speak out, attend meetings,
make calls, and push the very agency, whose mission it is to “be a leader in restoring,
maintaining and enhancing the quality of Oregon's air, land and water”, to do the right thing.
We need the DEQ to develop a Climate Protection Plan that has the ear of the people, not the
polluting industries who continue to benefit from the harm they cause to us all.
Thank you,
Jan Zuckerman
2914 NE 18th Ave., Portland, Or. 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Marquis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan
Sunday, October 24, 2021 12:52:57 PM

Dear DEQ:
I am writing to encourage the strongest language
and rules possible for the Climate Protection Plan
being drafted at this time.
Climate changes are impacting me personally in that
last year’s Holiday Farm fire came dangerously close
to a cabin property that I own on the upper McKenzie
river. In addition, a relative of my wife lost her home
in Blue River due to that same fire. The entire
McKenzie Valley was forever changed by that fire. It
is clear that such events are increasing due to global
warming.
The draft Climate Protection Program (CPP) needs to
be strengthened so that Oregon follows the science
and reduce greenhouse gas emission by 50% by
2030 in order to avoid the worst outcomes of Climate
Change.
I urge you to adopt a stronger plan by the end of
2021. Action is required now improve the health of
our climate.
The CPP should also include more factories and
businesses that emit significant greenhouse gas
emissions. For example, fossil fuel power plants and
large manufacturers should be regulated under the
program.
For the sake of our children, grandchildren and
future generations, please exercise courage and
leadership by strengthening and adopting the CPP
by the end of 2021.

Sincerely,
Robert Marquis
3620 Glen Oak Drive
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alison Wiley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Plan: Please recognize school districts and transit agencies as non-profit entities
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:07:51 PM

October 25, 2021
To: Commissioners, Oregon Environmental Quality Commission
From: Alison Wiley, Founder of the Electric Bus Newsletter and of the Electric Bus Learning
Project.
Re: Proposed Climate Protection Plan Rule, Request for Recognition of Public
School Districts and Transit Agencies as a “Non-profit Entities”
First, let me express my appreciation for your public service as Commissioners. I sense that
your work is complex and difficult. I believe that each of you cares deeply about preserving
Oregon’s environment. I do, too. I have a suggestion, researched by an attorney I respect, for a
small amendment to the Proposed Climate Protection Plan Rule, one that will make it more
effective in reducing our state's greenhouse gas emissions.
I am a transportation professional who has worked on reducing emissions from transportation
for 15 years. In the last five years I have focused on helping Oregon’s bus fleets to electrify.
For example, I am the founder of the Electric Bus Newsletter and of the Electric Bus Learning
Project.
I’m aware that you have developed a proposed climate protection program to implement the
Governor’s Executive Order No. 20-04 to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases in Oregon,
including those from transportation. The proposed rule describes “community climate
investments,” that will be managed and invested by a “community climate investment
[1]
entity.”
Many of Oregon's school districts and transit agencies are seeking to reduce their bus fleets'
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. I know this because many of them read my newsletter to
learn about electrifying their fleets. I've helped some of them apply for funding for electric
buses, but such funding sources are rare. Electric buses, with their requisite charging
infrastructure, currently cost 2.5-4x the cost of new diesel buses. The fuel and maintenance
savings that electric buses accrue over the years do not help with the purchase cost.
1. Converting School Bus Fleets Serves the Purposes of Community Climate
Investments.
Converting Oregon's bus fleets from fossil fuel propulsion to electric propulsion serves at least
three purposes of a community climate investment as described in section 271-0900.
The first purpose is to reduce 1 MT of CO2 for each emissions credit. Each 100 gallons of
gasoline produces roughly 1 MT of CO2. Most school bus fleets emit thousands of MT CO2
annually. Eliminating these emissions can readily be demonstrated by documenting the
reduction in fuel used annually by each fleet operator, and these reductions will be permanent
once a diesel bus is replaced with a battery powered bus.
The second purpose is to reduce co-pollutants. In addition to reducing GHG emissions,
electric buses will also eliminate the nasty pollutants emitted from diesel engines. Diesel
engines emit particles that contain carbon and complex carbon molecules, many of which are
known to be carcinogenic and contribute to many other disease outcomes identified by U.S.
[2]
EPA. Diesel also emits large amounts of nitrogen oxides and many other pollutants harmful
to health. EPA reports that children exposed to the pollutants in diesel exhaust are known to
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develop asthmatic responses, suffer asthma attacks after they develop asthma, experienced
abnormal lung development during childhood and have diminished cognitive development.
Diesel pollution also cause or contribute to other diseases among adults and other vulnerable
populations in addition to children.
The third purpose is to protect “environmental justice communities” which are defined as
including “communities traditionally underrepresented in public processes and adversely
harmed by environmental and health hazards, including seniors, youth and persons with
[3]
disabilities.” Our students are exposed to these pollutants everyday while waiting to board
the buses in the school yard and while riding the bus. Students bear an additional health
burden from exposure to these emissions.
The exposures by residents in communities adjacent to highways and along city streets will
also be eliminated if we can replace Oregon's diesel buses with battery electric buses. Bus fleet
conversions will serve to achieve the third purpose to protect public health in environmental
justice communities by reducing emissions near highways. People living next to highways are
usually low income and are exposed to the full array of diesel emissions in addition to
pollutants from more distant sources. These populations would be immediate beneficiaries of
electric buses replacing Oregon's diesel buses..
2. School districts and transit agencies must be included as Community Climate
Investment Entities
A “community climate investment entity” is defined as “a nonprofit organization that has been
approved by DEQ as a CCI entity and that has entered into a written agreement with DEQ
consistent with OAR 340-271-0920….”
The rule states that “To be eligible for DEQ approval as a community climate investment
entity, a person must:
(a) Be an organization exempt from federal taxation according to Section 501(c)(3) of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3).”
A nonprofit organization that qualifies for approval as a CCI entity appears to be limited to
those organizations exempt from tax under 26 U.S.C § 501(c)(3). School districts would not
qualify under this requirement because governmental entities are not governed by § 501(c)(3)
which only applies only to “Corporations, and any community chest, fund, or foundation,….”
I propose that the rule be amended to recognize that other nonprofit organizations, such
as school districts and transit agencies that operate a vehicle fleet using carbon fuels, and
that commit to convert its fleet to zero emission technologies, be included within the definition
of entities that qualify for approval by DEQ as community climate investment entities.
I am not asking that these resources be used to displace current sources of revenue that support
existing bus fleets. These agreements can be designed by DEQ to ensure that resources
received as CCIs are dedicated to providing the additional resources needed to convert bus
fleets.
Commissioners, thank you for considering this request.
Alison Wiley
(she/her)
Founder and Project Manager, Electric Bus Learning Project
Electric Bus Newsletter
(541) 295-0255 | alison@electricschoolbus.org
"To go fast, go alone. To go far, go together."
- African proverb
[1]

Proposed rule § 340-271-0020 Definitions:
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(7) “Community climate investments,” “community climate investment funds” or “CCI funds” means money paid
by a covered fuel supplier to a community climate investment entity to support implementation of DEQ-approved
community climate investment projects.
(8) “Community climate investment entity” or “CCI entity” means a nonprofit organization that has been approved
by DEQ as a CCI entity and that has entered into a written agreement with DEQ consistent with OAR 340-271-0920
to implement projects supported by community climate investment funds.
[2]
See U.S. EPA GHG Standards for Medium and Heavy Duty vehicles, discussion of health effects of non-GHG
pollutants emitted from diesel trucks and buses: 81 Fed. Reg. 73,477, 73,836 (October 25, 2016).
[3]
Proposed section 271-0020 (17) Definitions.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program - COMMENT
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 1:04:37 PM

Thank you for critically important, cutting edge work on the existential threat of our time.
I encourage you to weigh the silent voices, those who won’t be at liberty to comment, including many poor and
marginalized communities, future generations and other species with whom we share planet Earth.
From those unheard in this process, know that sustainability is key: Are your decisions benefitting all, rather than
few? Are costs/impacts factored over not only the present but also the future? Are creativity, resiliency and bravery
central themes for vetting ideas/solutions?
Please support a just, equitable transition to a carbon-free energy future for Oregon.
Thank you,
Melissa Rowe Soll, MFR
Portland, OR.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Keith Lucht
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program (CPP) comments
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:41:11 AM

Good morning,
Please see the comments below regarding the recently proposed Climate Protection
Program (CPP).
Ed Staub & Sons is a locally (and family) owned business serving our community
– helping ensure moms and dads can get to work and kids can go to school. We
are critical to our community.
This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will cost
and what will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing Oregon’s
greenhouse gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have made significant
investments to comply with that regulation and have reduced millions-of-tons of
greenhouse gases. Please don’t add another expensive mandate on our local
businesses.
The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our
business in responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals and
those at home without power all rely on us and fuels to respond to emergencies or
remove people from harm’s way. This rule would complicate our ability to respond
in emergency situations when we could potentially be regulated based on increased
imports of fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to
purchase more community climate investment credits. The proposed rule would cap
the use of those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance obligation. What are we supposed
to do if we hit that cap – which may only be 6 years away? After that, fuel rationing
becomes a real possibility as biofuel availability decreases due to expanding
markets in California, Washington, and elsewhere. Oregonians need to know that
fuel rationing is a very real possibility – even during times of emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not
monitor the price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to comply
gets too high. Affordable and available transportation fuels is an equity issue that
the commission should address. We cannot simply price certain people out of fuel
or only offer fuel to those that have the most money. Fuel should be available to
Oregonians across the state. To ensure that happens, the rule needs a mechanism
to suspend the program when the cost of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or
any fuel rationing is required.
Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the
Clean Fuels Program. Again, we are small, locally owned business. We are not
large, multinational corporations. Creating new complex regulations will make it
difficult for our business to survive. And without businesses like ours throughout the
state, many communities will struggle to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this
program. We are already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
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should not be treated as if we are some large, multinational corporation that can
absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder
climates of Eastern and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a possibility of
fuel gelling during the winter months, leaving engines inoperable.
Thank you,
Keith Lucht
DOT Compliance Manager
Ed Staub & Sons Petroleum / Eds Trucking
Cell: 541-887-7200
Fax: 541-887-8575
keith.lucht@edstaub.com

www.edstaub.com

This message and any attached documents contain information from Ed Staub and Sons Petroleum that may be confidential, proprietary, trade
secret and/or copyright protected. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this information. If you have
received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:23:50 PM

CPP Testimony 9/2021

Environmental Quality Commission Chair and Members.
I am writing to ask that you request that some important changes be made in the present rules.
The CPP Rules developed by DEQ include goals which will not be enough to reduce
Oregon’s share of GHG reduction. Executive order 20.04 instructed state government to
make plans to diminish their GHG to “at least 45% of that in 1990 by 2035 and at least
85% of 1990 in 2050.” The science now tells us that the world must cut produced GHG
to 50% by 2035 and 100% (net zero for human caused GHG) by 2050 to avoid great
increase in severe weather events many times as intense and frequent as we have had recently.
DEQ should set its goal at 50% in 2035 and 100% in 2050. After “net zero” we can begin the
effort to sequester atmospheric GHG and approach an earth climate that supports life well.

DEQ is recommending good rules for reducing transportation fuels. Rules
need to be made better by including smaller companies more rapidly under the cap, such as 3
years from the
start of the program.

The plans are inadequate for regulating large polluting stationary manufacturing facilities
(steel through
silicone chips to cement). Industry has not come forth with suggestions they can do to make
major
reduction in GHG release. They do argue for arrangements that soften their business burden as
if
global warming is not also their problem. A diminishing cap on GHG would likely be the best
practical
arrangement for these facilities. The planned BAER process will require very firm
independent supervision
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for each site with arrangements for redesign to lower GHG release required every 2-3 years
instead of the
proposed two times each decade.

Community Climate Instruments (CCIs) are a very good new and untried idea. They are
complex but valuable in
having a variety of benefits. They furnish flexibility to polluters unable to meet GHG limits
for a period. Their
purchase finances community based action which trains to green jobs that diminish GHG
production by promoting
weatherization, appliance and bulb efficiency, heat-pumps and promotes human health in the
community. The rules
selected should include promotion of electric transportation by establishing charging stations
and support of electric car
coops in impacted communities.. Special programs for working lands to maximize their
storing of carbon should be considered in the CCI effort.
Two elements are especially important: each polluting entity should be limited to maximum
limit of about 10% of their
annual goal in CCIs at a time and each approved CCI needs to be estimated by established
methods to be diminishing
GHG by one ton.

The proposed DEQ rules reasonably cap and establish reduction in the cap on fossil gas for
space heating.
Maybe gas financial capital can be moved to building and owning generation of electricity by
wind and solar.

Fossil gas generation of electricity creates an immense amount of released GHG. DEQ should
support and observe
the execution of HB 2021 for possible ways to improve its effectiveness as time passes. It is
likely that cap and steep
reduction of the cap will be the most effective way to manage this large source of GHG
release.

We, Oregon, have no challenge that exceeds controlling our share of world GHG excess and
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convincing other states, countries and the world that we are doing so. Others can then do their
best to
do their share. WE and the WORLD’s PEOPLE and the WORLD are interdependent. We can
behave interdependently and survive. We should try to do this while there is still time.

Sincerely,
Bill Harris
Portland, OR
September 2021
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Susan Applegate
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program : Rule Making
Friday, September 3, 2021 4:51:48 PM
DEQ letter.doc

Thank you for accepting my public comment on the Rules and Rule making points .
Susan Applegate
541-391-1285
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Emma Durbin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Susan L Smith
Climate Protection Program Comment
Monday, September 6, 2021 11:28:52 AM

I am submitting this comment in support of the OR DEQ proposed rule. Reduction or total erasure of greenhouse
gas emission in this state would positively impact a large number of communities. If Oregon implemented the new
proposed rules, it would also help set a good example for all other states that need to implement similar measures.
These rules are also incredibly moderate in terms of what burdens they impose on emitters of greenhouse gasses.
The rules do not require an erasure of all emissions, and the “penalties” for non compliance are trivial. These rules
also help address local and underrepresented communities. There are no fiscal or economic impacts on the
general public which is hugely important for equity in these matters.
Thank you for your consideration and time.

--

*This e-mail is privileged and confidential. Do not forward, print, or copy without authorization from the
sender. If misdirected, please delete and notify the sender by email.*

Emma Durbin
OUTlaws President
They/Them/She/Her
J.D. Expected 2022
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DICK DOLGONAS
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program comment
Friday, October 1, 2021 8:17:05 PM

We are facing a climate emergency. While nobody likes it, it is here and we must
act. Yes, Oregon is a small state and our contribution to the problem is relatively
minor compared to the U.S. population and the world population. But the need is
real. Just as none of us throw trash on the ground because it’s only one small
piece, and we continue to vote even so it’s only one measly vote, we do it because
it is the right thing to do.
The right thing for the Department is to take aggressive action. As the Governor’s
Executive Order stated, we must reduce our climate pollution 80% below our 1990
level by the year 2050. All actions must reflect that, and delaying doing so will
only exacerbate the problem, and make future actions to be that much more
drastic.
I would emphasize that this is needed across the board. No doubt you are hearing
good reasons to treat certain industries or sectors differently but doing so only
drives a hole through the fix and means other industries or sectors will have to
further their efforts, or that we will not reach the level needed.
As a long-time Oregonian, I am familiar with the work of the Department, and the
battles that have been faced. It has not been easy but is has been worthwhile. The
lessons learned during those efforts must be utilized to address our current crisis.
Thank you.
Dick Dolgonas
Roseburg, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonnie McKinlay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Comment
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:24:59 PM

Hello Members of DEQ and EQC,
I urge you to strengthen the Climate Protection Program to match
the climate crisis.
I am a retired Oregon elementary public school teacher, I loved my
job so much I never really yearned for the mellow, golden days of
retirement. When, more than a decade ago, I did retire, I jumped into
full-time climate activism---what else would I do? I clearly saw that
the threats from advancing climate disruption were tumbling down
on our special planet. Along with the committed efforts of the Tribes,
environmental organizations, intervening attorneys and community
members, I played a bit part to help prevent new oil, coal and
fracked projects from collecting necessary construction permits.
In its current form, the Climate Protection Program offers only
piecemeal remedies as we are perched on the precipice of climate
chaos. Please equip Oregon to take a leadership role in addressing
climate disruption. Please listen to the scientists, the agencies, the
IPCC, NOAA, NASA, IEA as they signal immediate action on
climate. Please carefully process the immensity of their words.
“Devastating extreme weather events”. “Out of time”. “Turning point.”
“Record-breaking”. “Code red”. Please honor the urgency that is
called for in Governor Brown’s Executive Order 20-04.
Thank you,
Bonnie McKinlay
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Weinstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program comment
Sunday, October 24, 2021 10:02:40 PM

I would like to make the following comments concerning the proposed rules for the Climate
Protection Program:
1. The Climate Protection Program (CPP) need to be strengthened to keep pace
with the
latest scientific information: a 50% reduction in fossil fuel emissions by 2030
a 100% reduction by 2050
2. Large industries need to be held to long term emissions reduction.
3. Clearer guidelines are needed for the CCI program.
4. Please – no more delays in the rulemaking process.
These suggestions are being strongly encouraged so that my children and grandchildren can live
In Oregon with health and hope for the future. Thank you.
Susan Weinstein
1236 NE Market Drive
Fairview, OR 97024
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Kauffman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Comment
Sunday, October 10, 2021 10:52:24 AM

Hello,
The meeting summaries of the technical workshops and town halls are well done and very reader
friendly. The Notice of Rule Making is thorough. I have two comments:
Non-compliance needs to be more expensive than compliance. It is imperative everyone
involved is incented to achieve the goals.
There is inconsistent use and therefore potential inconsistent interpretation of the word
“impact” throughout the documentation and website.
In the Notice of Rulemaking there is an effort to call out the positive and negative
impacts, but it is done inconsistently. Sometimes the intent is negative and other times
positive, but without clarification someone not familiar with the topic could infer and
incorrect meaning.
Example: In the “Overview of Proposed Program” dated September 2, 2021, there is a
bullet point that highlights the ambiguity of use throughout the website and
documentation. Under “To support the purposes, CPP:” the 4th bullet says” Provides
covered entities with compliance options to minimize business and consumer
economic impacts”. The word “negative” should be inserted between the words
minimize and business
It is very possible that the impacts of making these changes could be quite
positive on businesses and consumers, as noted in the Notice of Rulemaking.
Whether from a cost, health, performance, or other perspective.
Example: Page 17 in the Notice of Rule Making – “DEQ did not have any specific
information to quantify costs associated with administrative requirements but expects
covered fuel suppliers to experience minimal fiscal impact for these requirements.”
Example: Page 28 in the Notice of Rule Making - ”To mitigate small business impacts,
DEQ is proposing points of direct regulation and emissions thresholds that will exclude
the vast majority of small businesses from being subject to program requirements.”
Sincerely,
Rebecca Kauffman
Interested member of the public – Bend, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Stan Dean
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Comments by Jackson Soil and Water Conservation District
Saturday, August 21, 2021 5:57:38 PM
CPP Comments by JSWCD.pdf

See attached letter.
Stan Dean
530 902 7415
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marion Hadden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Comments
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 9:14:10 AM

To all concerned:
I support approval of a strong Climate Protection Program.
Please strengthen the interim target and goal for GHG emissions in the rules so
they better match best available science which demands net zero emissions by
2050 at the latest.
Please adjust the program to include all polluters (including stationary sources,
i.e., industry – and natural gas power plants) under the cap and reduce program
rather than carve out exceptions for industrial sources through the Best Available
Emissions Reduction rules that could easily result in increased emissions from
that sector and omit the generation facilities entirely.
Better serve rural Oregon by including biological carbon sequestration in the
Community Climate Investment options.
Eliminate from the program elements that offer perverse incentives such as for
biofuels and Renewable Natural Gas that will undermine the reduction goals,
Include non-combustion climate pollution in the assessment and eliminate
methane gas and its inadequate substitutes from the state’s energy economy as
rapidly as feasible.
We need to act on this as soon as possible. Please for our children's sakes don't
delay!
Thank you for reading my comments, Marion Hadden
4035 Little Applegate Rd. Jacksonville OR 97530
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

johnb419@aol.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Comments
Monday, October 4, 2021 7:06:21 PM

September 30, 2021
To the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and the Oregon
Environmental Quality Commission (EQC):
I’m writing to you because I’m concerned about worsening climate change here in
Oregon, and I see the new Climate Protection Program created by our state DEQ as
a chance to address this.
I’ve lived in the Mount Tabor neighborhood of Portland for the last 31 years. I have
some large trees on my property. I was told recently by an arborist that with our
warmer summers that I may need to begin watering some of these trees. In my 31
years here I have never needed to do this with large trees, and if I don’t begin this I
may run a risk of allowing some of these trees to die, and possibly could fall and pose
a danger. I’m also concerned about the well-being of other trees in this area and
throughout the city. In winter we hear about the occasional tree that falls on a house
due to high winds or from excessive rain that softens the soil around the tree.
However, with our increasingly warmer summers, we may very well begin to see a
new type of tree failure which will endanger people and property. Large trees and
other vegetation that have been suited to Oregon summers may not be able to adjust
to the warmer weather.
While proposed ‘cap’ limitations for polluters will help to address climate warming, in
my opinion these limitations do not go far enough. I believe scientific research has
shown that climate pollution should be cut in half by the year 2030, and at least 90%
by 2050.
We also need to hold all major polluters here accountable, not just some. It will be
important for DEQ’s draft rules to require all industrial emitters to reduce their climate
pollution.
Finally, Community Climate Investments (CCI), which allow polluters to pay for clean
energy projects in Oregon communities, should be well-defined. Also, a clear and
sufficient percentage of these CCI investments should be assured to to those
communities that are on the frontlines of harm from climate damage. Current proposal
language here is vague.
To truly address climate change in this state, we need to effectively use the tools we
have. I believe the Climate Protection Program, if properly used, could be one of
these tools.
I appreciate your taking the time to read my comments.
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Sincerely,
John Bigelow
6612 SE Scott Drive
Portland, OR 97215
Phone: 503-233-5875 (does not do text)
Cell: 503-544-5225
E-Mail: johnb419@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Munger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate protection program comments
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:35:55 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” I am an Oregonian that cares deeply about how climate change has and will impact our state and planet.
I am writing to urge you to do whatever is in your power to make the climate protection program as robust and
ambitious as possible. please make sure that the final iteration of the rules ensures that we are reducing the
threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
Industry must be held accountable for their emissions! Specifically, I ask you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Amy L. Munger
___________________________
This email was sent by Amy Munger via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Amy provided an email address
(amy.l.munger@outlook.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Amy Munger at amy.l.munger@outlook.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tiffany Lee Brown / Plazm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program comments
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:24:47 AM

hello, there ~
Thanks for doing your work to help our fair state. I grew up in Oregon, with my family
involved primarily in two industries: agriculture (livestock, farming) and heavy equipment
parts (providing parts to builders, miners, farmers, loggers, etc.).
Nowadays we know that many activities in those sectors are harmful to the environment. It is
absolutely necessary that we get really serious about it! We have moved too slowly, so far, and
as I pack my bags for another evacuation warning, I have to wonder: why aren't we doing
more at the State level?
I'm writing to request that the CPP is altered to reflect our state of climate emergency. No
exemptions for big polluters. No encouragement of gas frackers. We can't pretend it's all about
profit and jobs any more. Our forests are burning. Our livelihoods, families, communities, and
planet are at stake.
Please do the right thing. Protect habitat, the environment, and especially, our water sources.
Do not encourage frackers or give them a free pass. We're all in this together. I'd like my son
to be able to raise his own children in Oregon someday. That can't happen if we are out of
drinkable water, out of healthy salmon runs, the forests have burned down, and we're just
sitting around pacifying the Big Guys who run the energy companies.
Stand up for real people and our environment. *Please.*
Thanks very much
Tiffany Brown
(living in unincorporated Deschutes County - grew up in unincorporated Lane County)

–––––––––––
tiffany lee brown / "t"
editorial
www.plazm.com
503 997 0301
pronouns: she/they
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

M Orwick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; mke Orwick
Climate Protection program comments
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:07:33 AM

Oregon Climate Change committee,
There are some simple changes we as Oregonians can make that will help reduce global warming.
1. Encourage people to use a clothes line instead of a clothes dryer. This will help the climate and their
pocketbook.
2. White or highly reflective roofs on buildings. To facilitate this change give property owners a property
tax reduction. All State buildings should lead by example.
3. All above ground fuel tanks need to be painted white or highly reflective material. Adding insulation
increases benefit.
4. All new building permits should have 25% additional fee if 30% of the building energy needs are not
passive solar, solar panels, or geothermal.
5. There should be an additional tax on auto tires that are wider than 215 mm. Wider tires use more
energy.
6. All ODOT weigh stations need to be located strategically to reduce fuel consumption of trucks stopping
and starting again. The south bound weigh station between Madras, Oregon and Terrebonne Oregon is
example of poor location at the bottom of hill. The State could also convert completely, to weight in
motion.
7. A $500 fine for gasoline vehicles left unattended idling for more than 5 minutes, except medical or
business purposes.
You are welcome to call me for discussion. 541-771-2504.
Thank you,
Mike Orwick
Terrebonne, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Amanda Hoey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Comments
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:31:17 PM
CPP Comments OWGL_signed.pdf

Attached are the comments from the Oregon Wheat Growers League. Thank you for the opportunity
to submit.
Amanda Hoey
Chief Executive Officer
Oregon Wheat Growers League
115 SE 8th Street, Pendleton, OR 97801
Phone (Pendleton Office): 541-276-7330
Cell Phone: 541-993-5953
Web: www.owgl.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Comment--Seek 50% GHG production by2035 and 100? by 2050 for our children
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:01:53 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Bill Harris
Portland, Oregon, 97210, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Bill Harris via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Bill provided an email address
(bbharris1936@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Bill Harris at bbharris1936@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wedadopest@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeramy Bray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program draft is not strong enough to accomplish what is needed -now-.
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:27:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I know these spam activist emails can be monotonous. Maybe go take a walk in the woods... And hope my 5 yr old
will be able to when he's your age. Thanks for listening.
----Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
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At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come.
Sincerely,
Jeramy Bray
790 Boone Rd SE Salem, OR 97306-1729
wedadopest@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jimsteitz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Steitz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Must Be More Aggressive Than Proposed
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:30:03 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
***As a former resident of Oregon, who hopes that my home state may yet lead the country in stabilizing our
climate, I implore you to enact rules for the Climate Protection Program that are commensurate with the grave
timetable and consequences of the crisis now unfolding. Oregon’s 2021 summer from hell will also be one of the
coldest in our children’s lifetimes unless our world abolishes fossil fuels with a speed of execution unseen since the
world war mobilization. Oregon must cut its own emissions proportionally, in good faith, to help break the inertial
stranglehold against collective action upon this ultimate crisis of the commons, which has prevailed against the
urgent pleadings of scientists and all morally decent people for a generation.
There is no further time for accounting chicanery or exemption of the largest industrial polluters and gas-powered
electricity generation. Failure to ratchet down emissions from the biggest emitters is tantamount to a refusal to
achieve the reduction targets. The reductions must also commence immediately, not be backloaded to let business
lobbies stall for time and lobby to weaken the standards later. The past three decades of feckless haggling with
industry over carbon emissions demonstrates that targets for a decade away are consistently ignored, either as
someone else’s concern, or a nuisance for the government relations office to fix.***
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
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Sincerely,
Jim Steitz
849 Glades Rd Apt 1203 Gatlinburg, TN 37738-5671
jimsteitz@mac.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jimsteitz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Steitz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Must Be More Aggressive
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:46:20 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
***As a former resident of Oregon, who hopes that my home state may yet lead the country in stabilizing our
climate, I implore you to enact rules for the Climate Protection Program that are commensurate with the grave
timetable and consequences of the crisis now unfolding. Oregon’s 2021 summer from hell will also be one of the
coldest in our children’s lifetimes unless our world abolishes fossil fuels with a speed of execution unseen since the
world war mobilization. Oregon must cut its own emissions proportionally, in good faith, to help break the inertial
stranglehold against collective action upon this ultimate crisis of the commons, which has prevailed against the
urgent pleadings of scientists and all morally decent people for a generation.
There is no further time for accounting chicanery or exemption of the largest industrial polluters and gas-powered
electricity generation. Failure to ratchet down emissions from the biggest emitters is tantamount to a refusal to
achieve the reduction targets. The reductions must also commence immediately, not be backloaded to let business
lobbies stall for time and lobby to weaken the standards later. The past three decades of feckless haggling with
industry over carbon emissions demonstrates that targets for a decade away are consistently ignored, either as
someone else’s concern, or a nuisance for the government relations office to fix.***
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
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Sincerely,
Jim Steitz
849 Glades Rd Apt 1203 Gatlinburg, TN 37738-5671
jimsteitz@mac.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jimsteitz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Steitz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Must Be Stronger to Meet Scale of Crisis
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:05:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
***As a former resident of Oregon, who hopes that my home state may yet lead the country in stabilizing our
climate, I implore you to enact rules for the Climate Protection Program that are commensurate with the grave
timetable and consequences of the crisis now unfolding. Oregon’s 2021 summer from hell will also be one of the
coldest in our children’s lifetimes unless our world abolishes fossil fuels with a speed of execution unseen since the
world war mobilization. Oregon must cut its own emissions proportionally, in good faith, to help break the inertial
stranglehold against collective action upon this ultimate crisis of the commons, which has prevailed against the
urgent pleadings of scientists and all morally decent people for a generation.
There is no further time for accounting chicanery or exemption of the largest industrial polluters and gas-powered
electricity generation. Failure to ratchet down emissions from the biggest emitters is tantamount to a refusal to
achieve the reduction targets. The reductions must also commence immediately, not be backloaded to let business
lobbies stall for time and lobby to weaken the standards later. The past three decades of feckless haggling with
industry over carbon emissions demonstrates that targets for a decade away are consistently ignored, either as
someone else’s concern, or a nuisance for the government relations office to fix.***
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
Sincerely,
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Jim Steitz
849 Glades Rd Apt 1203 Gatlinburg, TN 37738-5671
jimsteitz@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dassa, Ira
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Young, Nancy; Williams, Sean
Climate Protection Program Proposed Rule -- Airlines for America Comments
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 10:14:09 AM
A4A Comments on ODEQ Climate Protection Program Proposed Rule-filed-9-28-2021.pdf

Please see the attached for Airlines for America’s (A4A) comments.

Ira Dassa

Director, Environmental Affairs
Airlines for America
We Connect the World
1275 Pennsylvania Ave. NW, Suite 1300
Washington, DC 20004
202.626.4151 | idassa@airlines.org
airlines.org | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | LinkedIn
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mikeal Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
dcglobalwarmingcoalition@gmail.com
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:36:28 PM

This is my comment to the proposed rules, due October 3, 2021.
1. Reduce climate pollution 80% below 1990 levels, not 2010 levels.
2. Cap and reduce all sources of emissions, including stationary sources.
3. Investments by polluting industries to underserved communities must reflect the actual cost of offsetting
emissions.
4. DEQ must limit the use of Renewable Natural Gas to consumers who have no other source of alternative energy.
Thank you for accepting and displaying my comments in your report on the final rules, so that Oregonians how
public opinion affected your decisions.
Mikeal Jones
retired, Umpqua National Forest
Roseburg, Douglas County
Mikeal Jones
826 SE Brockway Ave
Roseburg OR 97470
(541) 673-1859
mikealjones@charter.net
Sent from our iPad 2
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Hanrahan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Friday, September 24, 2021 12:52:42 PM

To the Department of Environmental Quality:
I very much want politicians and people in charge of the environment to consider a suggestion I have for helping to save the environment,
which is: BIO-FUELS, as follows:
Bio-fuels (such as ethanol; i.e., "alternative fuels") (1) can replace anything that currently uses gasoline, natural gas, LNG, coal,
propane, and other such fuels that are now used for energy and which pollute the air and our breathing and our land;
Also (2), there are no vehicle emission problems with Bio-fuels, unless one has a problem with smelling French fries while waiting
behind a school bus (this is common in Arizona);
And (3), they can be locally sourced, county sourced, or country sourced -- which eliminates having to import fuel from other countries;
Additionally (4), their use would eliminate a lot of landfill dumping and the pollution that goes with THAT enterprise;
Plus (5), many people (farmers especially) are familiar with making their own fuel and have done so for decades, therefore, start-up
ventures would be fast and easy; and
Finally (6), fuel sources for Bio-fuel can be things like brush that "fuels" forest fires, and then too organic items such as stems, peelings,
and cores from fruits and vegetables that are generally tossed aside if not used for mulch or for feeding animals.
Sincerely yours,
Carol Hanrahan
812 Shadow Ranch Ln
Roseburg, OR 97470
541-672-6054
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie H
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:15:52 PM

Please improve the Climate Protection Program!! You need to reduce climate pollution 80% below 1990 levels, not
2010 levels! Also, ALL sources of industrial emissions must be reduced over time and be subject to a cap!! Please
close this loophole!
Sincerely,
Julie Harris
Sutherlin
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Sheldon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Sunday, October 17, 2021 8:57:54 AM

To Whom it May Concern;
A section of my beloved Umpqua River corridor destroyed for the foreseeable future by the Archie Creek Fire of
2020.
A childhood friend’s home of 37 years burnt to the ground.
The threat of climate change can no longer be dealt with willy nilly, and peripherally. The time is now, and
Oregon’s history of dealing intelligently with our environment can lead the way.
Climate pollution MUST be reduced 80% below 1990 levels. Instead you have chosen 2010 levels. This will not get
the job of curbing pollution done.
This will in no way meet the mandate of the executive order.
Please put the health an future of my children and grandchildren over the profits of polluting industries.
Thank you for taking time to read my plea.
Respectfully,
Steve Sheldon
219 Westwood Lane
Roseburg, OR
541-784-7474
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robin Wisdom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:30:20 PM

These are my comments regarding Gov. Brown's Executive Order mandating state agencies to
reduce Oregon's cIimate pollution 80% below 1990 by 2050.
I understand that the DEQ is failing to reduce Oregon’s climate pollution 80% below 1990 by
2050.
You must reduce climate pollution below 1990 levels. But you have chosen the emissions of
the year 2010. This is not acceptable and will result in fewer emission reductions and a failure
to meet the mandate of the Governor’s Executive Order.
There should be no exceptions for stationary sources. All loopholes should be plugged. All
sources of industrial emissions must be subject to a cap and reduce over time.
And finally, reducing 80% below 1990 by 2050 is too far out. We need to reduce faster! It’s
‘code red’ regarding our climate. Climate change is obviously already present. We can’t wait to
make meaningful changes to our climate policy.
Thank you very much for considering my comments.
Robin Wisdom
1260 Arcadia Drive
Roseburg OR 97471
541-672-6982
rwisdom@jeffnet.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey Jackson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Sunday, September 5, 2021 3:09:35 PM

To the Department of Environmental Quality,
I have a number of points to make regarding how you are instituting Governor Brown's
Executive Order mandating state agencies to reduce Oregon’s climate pollution 80% below
1990 by 2050. Your agency is charged with carrying out this mandate. You must reduce
climate pollution 80% below 1990 levels. Instead, you have chosen the emissions of the year
2010. This will result in fewer emission reductions and a failure to meet the mandate of the
Executive Order. If you use the year 2010 emissions level, increase the percentage of
emissions reductions above 80% sufficiently so it meets the 1990 level mandate.
Secondly, under the proposed rules, most industries have their emissions capped and reduced
over time. But an exception has been made for stationary sources. All they have to do is use
what they consider to be the best technology available, irrespective of whether it reduces
emissions. This is an unacceptable loophole which could actually result in an increase in
emissions. All sources of industrial emissions must be subject to a cap and reduce over time.
Thirdly, industry is allowed to pollute as long as they invest in underserved communities in a
way that offsets their emissions. But under the rules, the amount they must invest is based on
a concept called ‘The Social Cost of Carbon’ which has nothing to do with the actual cost of
offsetting their emissions. This is another loophole which can result in greater climate
pollution. The charge to industry must reflect the actual cost of these investments.
Lastly, natural gas companies are allowed to continue to pollute by using so-called ‘Renewable
Natural Gas’ (RNG). This is nothing more than a dirty fossil fuel that relies on methane from
landfills. By allowing RNG, an incentive is provided for expanding landfills to increase the
supply of RNG. DEQ should limit the use of RNG to those consumers who have no other source
of alternative energy.
I urge you to address the above issues. The urgency of the climate crisis cannot be overstated.
Here and around the world, climate induced unprecedented heat waves, wildfires, floods, and
hurricanes are destroying lives and property.
Thank you for taking my comments,
Jeff Jackson
P.O. Box 33
Roseburg, OR
97470
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Hanrahan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Monday, October 11, 2021 8:16:34 AM

To the Department of Environmental Quality concerning Climate Protection:
I personally feel very strongly that if alternate fuels, biofuels, and all other alternate fuels could be truly studied and/or considered to help
control the crashing climate problems, it would be a win-win-win since they are already being used, mostly by farmers, and for decades;
the infrastructure is in place to easily jack up production (such as to use what will soon be empty gas tanks at closed gas stations, for
example); the production is easy and doesn't take much time as there are plenty of people who know how to make it (especially in
Oregon); and it should be strongly considered at least as an interim source of fuel for the current crop of gas-powered cars AND as a
bridge between gas and electric.
Think of "bathtub gin" as a mental "fix" on this suggestion. Plus, this "fuel" also falls under the heading of science!
I wish you luck on your Program. Everyone is with you!
Thank you for doing this!
Sincerely,
Carol Hanrahan
812 Shadow Ranch Ln
Roseburg, OR 97470
541-672-6054
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

panky19@frontiernet.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public comment
Sunday, October 17, 2021 1:10:23 PM

Sir, we are in real trouble as long as climate change is an issue. So far it looks like nothing is going to
change. We have to reduce pollution on all fronts. The loopholes that companies and countries take
advantage of is
truly a crime against nature. Our world cannot continue on this deadly path. You must see that? I know
that what has the most influence on you and your cronies is how much money can be made and how to
keep
the public in the dark with all their goblety gook. If something is not done, soon, it WILL BE TOO LATE,
and mother nature is going to take it all back.
Please think with your heart, not your wallet. Greed is our enemy.
Thank you for taking the time to read this.
Always,
Sandy Marcell
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hellene Chapman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:33:20 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I am writing in the Public Comment Period about the Climate Pollution Proposals.
Please, please reduce the climate pollution 80% below 1990 levels!! Please CLOSE all loopholes that industry can
take advantage of. We have already seen too much damage from global warming!! Just here in Oregon—the fires,
the excessive heat that have caused the death of many Oregonians!!
What about our children, grandchildren? Do we want to leave them with a heavy burden that is heavier than what
we are already dealing with?
Please reduce climate pollution 80 % below 1990 levels!!!
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Hellene Chapman
Roseburg
hellenechapman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Kreofsky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Sunday, October 24, 2021 5:24:54 PM

We need to start taking the climate crisis seriously in this county and this country. Our
children and grandchildren depend on this, as does the survival of life as we know it. Why
doesn't Oregon show they can be a leader here, taking brave, bold, even brazen steps in the
right direction? I live in Douglas County ... the wildlife are suffering greatly, the fish are dying
off, the river is too warm in the summer, the trees are fading fast from the drought (along with
the sheer craziness of clear cutting), fires are off the charts, our health is being affected
negatively and yet ... baby steps are being taken to address this issue.
You must reduce climate pollution 80% below 1990 levels. Instead, you have chosen the
emissions of the year 2010. This will result in fewer emission reductions and failure to meet
the mandate of the Executive Order. If you use the year 2010 emissions level, increase the
percentage of emissions reductions about 80% sufficiently so it meets the 1990 level mandate.
Save us - please.
Connie Page
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juliyen Bouknight
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:09:21 PM

Hello, Please you must reduce climate pollution 80% below 1990 levels.
We do not have the 30 year period to protect our future survival needs.
This reduction to climate pollution must also include all sources of industrial
Emissions such as stationary sources.
The underserved community resides everywhere and environment health affects us all.
DEQ is called upon to limit use of RNG to consumers that need to discover other source of energy.
We are unable to live in a county if climate threats are not suppressed.
Please act now and let us all be healthy on this beautiful Mother Earth who provides our sustaining green house
nature.
Thanking you in advance, Juliyen Bouknight
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Bailey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
dcglobalwarmingcoalition@gmail.com
Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:33:08 PM

        The climate is changing. It is changing more rapidly than we had expected. (Ref Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change report 2021 - “climate change is widespread, rapid and intensifying”). Yes, it is happening in our
state - witness extreme weather events, catastrophic wildfires from very unusual east winds, increased temperatures
and increased smoke and heat related illness. And yes, we know what is causing it. (Ref IPCC report as above).
The use of fossil fuels including coal, oil and gas, along with methane and certain refrigerants are the main culprits.
        In an attempt to begin the decarbonization process, Governor Brown issued an Executive Order mandating state
agencies to reduce Oregon’s climate pollution 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The DEQ as you know is the
primary agency charged with carrying out this mandate. I have been following the progress and am upset to see that
the DEQ seems to be doing all it can to dilute and weaken the Executive Order. The climate situation is serious and
needs sincere and complete commitment from the servants of the people. This is real and urgent. The solutions may
be complex but there is no excuse for letting the pressure of the profit minded steal the future from the people and
environment of Oregon.
        Therefore, I respectfully request your immediate attention to these points:
                - We must use the 1990 levels of emissions as the measurement from which we seek to reduce climate
pollution by 80%. To choose to use 2010 as the benchmark is ignoring the intent of the Executive Order and will
not provide enough of a reduction in carbon to affect the changes we need to make to begin to reverse climate
warming.
                - Please do not make an exception for emissions from stationary sources. All sources of emissions must
be subject to a cap and reduce program. The key to success is to set a clear goal of no tolerance for carbon pollution
with a gradually increasing cap to achieve this.
                - The offsets of investing in underserved communities need to be clearly monitored based on the actual
cost of offsetting emissions. This is a transitional stage where companies need to have clear plans to reduce their
carbon pollution and experience some requirement to pay into the common good of those affected most by the
pollution. Again, climate change is real and its effects serious.
                - Renewable Natural Gas should not be exempt from the regulations. It should be limited in a way that
ensures carbon pollution does not increase, and limited to consumers who have no other source of alternative
energy.
        Studies around the world are showing that by the end of the century, more frequent and severe natural disasters
could shrink the economy by 10 percent if no new policies to mitigate climate change are enacted. By comparison,
the costs of transition would be no more than 2 percent of gross domestic product. (NY Times 9/29/21)
        I urge you to give full attention to correcting these shortfalls in order to truly enact Governor Brown’s
Executive Order. To choose inaction to placate the industrial lobbyists is a recipe for fueling the climate emergency
and a failure to serve the people of Oregon.
        Thank you for your continuing efforts to improve the quality of our Oregon environment.
                Sincerely,
                Diana Bailey
                Roseburg Oregon
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Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jude Bouknight
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Concern
Monday, October 25, 2021 7:30:04 AM

DEQ, Thank-you for the concern and protection towards our beautiful natural world we all
enjoy in Douglas County Oregon.
People and all animals deserve a nurturing thriving climate should the human laws of the
environment allow. And so we must repair it.
In fact some very few who may think a thriving climate is overrated will be grateful not to
experience end times.
Please take the effort of correction reducing climate pollution 80% below 1990 levels. Just an
image of the chance for abundant health among our young and elders and animals wild,
rewards us each everyone. Oh joy!
Thanking you in this opportunity ahead, Jude bouknight
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cora LeBold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Public Response
Sunday, September 26, 2021 7:06:17 PM

Legislative delay tactics have necessitated that most climate action will now be radical (but
appropriate). Significant action will require participation by ALL citizens, business entities,
and consumers.
The baseline must equate to the 1990 emission levels and ALL industries must pay the actual
cost of offsetting their emissions (NO Exceptions).
Natural Gas use should not be encouraged and should be treated only as a temporary transition
fuel to existing customers with no other options.
Hopefully a realistic Carbon Tax will soon be in place to add more incentives to this effort but
until then we must move forward quickly and in a leadership role. Many adjustments will be
made to these programs but at least we will be moving forward towards our reduction goals.
The Oregon Global Warming Commission has provided the information you need for
motivation I hope you do what is necessary.
Sincerely,
Charles LeBold
Union, OR 97883
541-562-6153
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Hine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 11, 2021 12:53:58 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Patricia Hine
29755 Lusk Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maxine Centala
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:20:45 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Maxine Centala
PO Box 2124
Waldport, OR 97394
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anitra Kupalo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 8, 2021 6:33:03 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Anitra Kupalo
N Ivy St.
Medford, OR 97501
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Christa Knittle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 18, 2021 7:57:21 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Christa Knittle
1121 Laura St
Springfield, OR 97477
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From:
To:
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Robert Granger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 18, 2021 12:11:43 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Robert Granger
65 West 30th Ave. Apt 3303
Eugene, OR 97405
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Emily Heilbrun
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 20, 2021 7:04:00 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Emily Heilbrun
2175 Jefferson Aly
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
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Robert Granger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 18, 2021 12:10:17 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Robert Granger
65 West 30th Ave. Apt 3303
Eugene, OR 97405
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Anakaren Gutierrez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 17, 2021 11:29:10 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Let us all have a future! Please!
Sincerely,
Anakaren Gutierrez
32966 Dillard Loop
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
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Anakaren Gutierrez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 17, 2021 11:27:40 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Anakaren Gutierrez
32966 Dillard Loop
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katherine Bragg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 17, 2021 9:27:03 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
We must enact the prongs possible solutions now.
Thank you,
K Bragg
Sincerely,
Katherine Bragg
2630 Tyler St
Eugene, OR 97405
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Kristina Lefever
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:58:54 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Thank you for listening to the people of Oregon, and thinking about our future. Thank you
even more for taking action for all Oregonians, now and in the future.
Sincerely,
Kristina Lefever
Po box 789
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
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Tami Darden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:18:59 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Tami Darden
1790 Norwood Street
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Tami Darden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:18:37 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Tami Darden
1790 Norwood Street
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
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Tami Darden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:18:19 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Tami Darden
1790 Norwood Street
Eugene, OR 97401
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Matt Stevenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 8:09:50 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Matt Stevenson
1150 SE SELLWOOD BLVD
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julianne Schaffner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 3:24:32 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Julianne Schaffner
2956 FERRY ST
EUGENE, OR 97405
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From:
To:
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Randy Newnham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 6:43:32 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Randy Newnham
520 Lindley Lane
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
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Joseph Palazzo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 3:00:39 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
I strongly support this message. I have been a lifelong advocate of cleaning the environment.
Thank you for the opportunity to be heard.
Joseph Palazzo
Sincerely,
Joseph Palazzo
5060 SE 33rd Pl
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
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Joseph Palazzo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 2:59:54 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
I strongly support this message. I have been a lifelong advocate of cleaning the environment.
Thank you for the opportunity to be heard.
Joseph Palazzo
Sincerely,
Joseph Palazzo
5060 SE 33rd Pl
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
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Joseph Palazzo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 2:57:54 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
I strongly support this message. I have been a lifelong advocate of cleaning the environment.
Thank you for the opportunity to be heard.
Joseph Palazzo
Sincerely,
Joseph Palazzo
5060 SE 33rd Pl
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
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James Rodell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 9, 2021 9:42:45 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Thank you for understanding the greater needs. Money in pockets doesn't provide clean water
or healthy air.
Sincerely,
James Rodell
1756 NW Grant Circle
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Pamela Howard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 8, 2021 3:35:53 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
The United Nation's release of the sixth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change sent a "code red" warning for the health of our planet. The "code red" was
issued not only for our planet but for humanity.
Sincerely,
Pamela Howard
2445 NW Westover Road, Unit 407
Portland, OR 97210
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Evelyn Hess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:34:24 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Evelyn Hess
PO Box 5464
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Charlie Townsend
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:33:58 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Charlie Townsend
1455 NW Irving
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
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Evelyn Hess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:33:50 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Evelyn Hess
PO Box 5464
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
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Evelyn Hess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:33:31 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Evelyn Hess
PO Box 5464
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
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Evelyn Hess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:32:59 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Evelyn Hess
PO Box 5464
Eugene, OR 97405
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CHARLES TOWNSEND
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:30:49 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
CHARLES TOWNSEND
623 NE MORRIS ST
PORTLAND, OR 97212
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CHARLES TOWNSEND
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:28:50 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
CHARLES TOWNSEND
623 NE MORRIS ST
PORTLAND, OR 97212
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CHARLES TOWNSEND
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:26:31 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
CHARLES TOWNSEND
623 NE MORRIS ST
PORTLAND, OR 97212
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MICHAEL GRANEY
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 1:51:08 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
MICHAEL GRANEY
115 Arbor Drive
Eugene, OR 97404
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MICHAEL GRANEY
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 1:50:02 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
MICHAEL GRANEY
115 Arbor Drive
Eugene, OR 97404
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MICHAEL GRANEY
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 1:48:02 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Note that carbon sequestration does not rightly include the bogus untested and unproven
schemes being proposed by the fossil fuel industry and getting included in numerous climate
protection legislation as "offsets" to allow more fossil development.
Sincerely,
MICHAEL GRANEY
115 Arbor Drive
Eugene, OR 97404
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Michael Graney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 1:30:59 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
If DEQ exempts Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by entirely
exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, then DEQ is not proposing rules for a Climate
Protection Program but is instead actively trying to overturn it.
Sincerely,
Michael Graney
115 Arbor Dr
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
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Kathleen Rutecki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 10:58:40 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
This is imperative for the future of us all!
Sincerely,
Kathleen Rutecki
PO Box 22512
Eugene, OR 97402
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Lon Otterby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 8:20:25 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Unless the fines are substantial the polluters will pay the meager fees and continue to pollute.
Thank you for your consideration.
Lon Otterby
93995 Marcola Road
Marcola, OR 97454
ottercruz@aol.com
Sincerely,
Lon Otterby
93995 Marcola Road
Marcola, OR 97454
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Ellen Rifkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:33:02 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Please weave transparency and accountability into the Climate Protection Program. This
means collecting data, and mapping, tracking, enforcing so that equity isn't just a slogan but
actually addresses the need of frontline communities.
Sincerely,
Ellen Rifkin
457 Knoop Ln
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
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Ellen Rifkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:30:17 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
As the plan stands now, there's not enough oversight and insurance that the changes will go
where they are most needed. Don't do this halfway!!!!
Sincerely,
Ellen Rifkin
457 Knoop Ln
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
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Ellen Rifkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:28:32 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Please don't take action that won't make enough difference. I am concerned about the life
awaiting my daughter. Please be courageous and face what science is telling us, not just what
is more convenient to recognize.
Sincerely,
Ellen Rifkin
457 Knoop Ln
Eugene, OR 97404
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Ellen Rifkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:26:22 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
I am deeply concerned about our biosphere and about the children coming up in the world
now. Please take action that matches what the science reports are telling us, not just action that
allows you to say "I did something."
Sincerely,
Ellen Rifkin
457 Knoop Ln
Eugene, OR 97404
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Sarah Deumling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:25:00 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Sarah Deumling
4550 Oak Grove Rd.
Rickreall, OR 97371
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Sarah Deumling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:24:45 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Sarah Deumling
4550 Oak Grove Rd.
Rickreall, OR 97371
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Sarah Deumling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:24:20 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Sarah Deumling
4550 Oak Grove Rd.
Rickreall, OR 97371
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Sarah Deumling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:23:26 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Sarah Deumling
4550 Oak Grove Rd.
Rickreall, OR 97371
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robert carraway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:12:01 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
robert carraway
4135 Fox Hollow Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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robert carraway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:11:19 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
robert carraway
4135 Fox Hollow Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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robert carraway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:10:56 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
robert carraway
4135 Fox Hollow Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
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robert carraway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:10:16 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
robert carraway
4135 Fox Hollow Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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lily baughman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:44:37 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
lily baughman
1129 nw 28th st
corvallis, OR 97330
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Melanie Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:32:32 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Melanie Lee
950 Tivoli Avenue
Eugene, OR 97404
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Sally White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:32:06 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Because large polluters seem to be able to find loopholes, the rules must be crystal clear and
NO buying of carbon credits as that just passes the problem onto others. Those who pollute
MUST be the ones to clean up their mess just as we teach kids.
Sincerely,
Sally White
3190 Wallace Rd NW
Salem, OR 97304
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Lori Ann Burd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:05:26 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Lori Ann Burd
6832 NE Claremont Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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Lori Ann Burd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:05:10 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Lori Ann Burd
6832 NE Claremont
Portland, OR 97211
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Rory Cowal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:03:57 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Rory Cowal
5828 NE Everett St
Portland, OR 97213
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Rory Cowal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:03:31 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Rory Cowal
5828 NE Everett St
Portland, OR 97213
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Xitlali Torres
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 6:58:18 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
I, 21, grew up in Eugene Oregon and I am a proud Hispanic-American Oregonian. I can't sit
by and wait for others to advocate stronger climate action for me, I devote my studies to
climate action, and I urge you to consider this message for my future
Sincerely,
Xitlali Torres
535 Stafford Court
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Supkis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 6:48:43 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Thank you for your attention and efforts to "do the right thing".....This is long overdue.
Sincerely,
Heidi Supkis
16930 Pony Express Way
Bend, OR 97707
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Benton Elliott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:59:18 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Benton Elliott
1601 Olive St
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teresa Mueller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:59:02 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Please think and act boldly to soften the blows of the climate crisis we've created by our
heedlessness and subsequent inaction.
Sincerely,
Teresa Mueller
2059 Friendly St
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Derrick Hindery
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:40:29 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Derrick Hindery
NA
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Schlegelmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:39:39 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
This verification of the value of each possible offset is a very critical component of ensuring
that only offsets that truly benefit mitigating climate change and don't harm people are
included so that polluters don't take the easy way out.
Sincerely,
Paul Schlegelmann
6325 NW Fair Oaks Dr.
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:22:12 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Leslie Hunter
699 W. 40th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:21:53 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Leslie Hunter
699 W. 40th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:21:27 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Leslie Hunter
699 W. 40th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:20:35 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Leslie Hunter
699 W. 40th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Rouanna Garden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 1:04:03 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Include every GHG generator and then monitor them for compliance. We have learned that
without monitoring companies cheat and lie. Also, growing trees as offsets is iffy in times of
forest fires and new trees don't store carbon for many years.
Sincerely,
Rouanna Garden
1860 F St
Springfield, OR 97477
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rouanna Garden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 1:02:06 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Northwest Natural Gas needs to be held accountable.
“We do have to take action here in Oregon.” said Dan Kirschner, executive director of the
Northwest Gas Association. Then he turns around and implies any action will not really help.
Climate Denier.
Sincerely,
Rouanna Garden
1860 F St
Springfield, OR 97477
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Michael JamesLong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 12:01:53 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
I agree with the Sierra Club: IT IS UNACCEPTABLE TO LEAVE FRACKED GAS POWER
PLANTS OPERATING IN OREGON UNREGULATED!
Sincerely,
Michael JamesLong
620 Horn Lane
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Barnhart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 10:57:05 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Susan Barnhart
1439 W 4th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Durr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 5:04:29 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Everyday I worry for my future and my children's future. I have grown up knowing about
climate change, and it is beyond time to hold the biggest polluters accountable.
Sincerely,
Amanda Durr
1370 Dalton Dr.
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rose Macchi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:45:25 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Rose
Sincerely,
Rose Macchi
1085 W. 22nd Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juliet Stumpf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 7:47:43 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
This issue is too important to put in the hands of any entities other than those whose mission is
to serve the public interest: DEQ and community-based non-profits. Please create rules that
create quantifiable, enforceable limits.
Sincerely,
Juliet Stumpf
744 SE Malden St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juliet Stumpf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 7:40:15 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Making climate change a truly statewide project means including rural areas in investment in
climate action policies such as carbon sequestration programs.
Sincerely,
Juliet Stumpf
744 SE Malden Street
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juliet Stumpf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 7:31:01 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
It is critical for DEQ to set a cap that truly reduces pollution fast enough to make a difference
for this generation and the generations to come. It must include all polluters and strong
provisions for real and effective enforcement.
Sincerely,
Juliet Stumpf
744 SE Malden Street
Portland, OR 97202
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Twila Jacobsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:57:53 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Twila Jacobsen
2869 Adams Street
Eugene, OR 97405
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Twila Jacobsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:57:11 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Twila Jacobsen
2869 Adams Street
Eugene, OR 97405
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Twila Jacobsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:56:08 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
As a Board member of a land and forest based educational non-profit corporation in southern
Douglas County, it is vitally important to create and pay a rightful price to forestland owners
who have been sequestering carbon with good forest practices.
Sincerely,
Twila Jacobsen
2869 Adams Street
Eugene, OR 97405
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Twila Jacobsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:52:19 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Set Oregon up for the future. Strong caps on climate pollution are needed NOW.
Sincerely,
Twila Jacobsen
2869 Adams Street
Eugene, OR 97405
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Sue Mandeville
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:21:54 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Politicians have know about climate change for 50 years if not more, and now with our backs
to the wall, politicians/government agencies continue to bow to profit making industries.
Please do the right thing to protect our one and only planet.
Sincerely,
Sue Mandeville
723 Crest Ln
Springfield, OR 97477
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Crow Bolt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 11:22:03 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
We need strong and quick action to ensure the health and safety of our communities and our
descendants.
Sincerely,
Crow Bolt
2230 Hideaway Ct
Eugene, OR 97401
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Oriana Kahn Hurwit
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 9:27:00 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Oriana Kahn Hurwit
675 W 25th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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Oriana Kahn Hurwit
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 9:26:43 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Oriana Kahn Hurwit
675 W 25th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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Oriana Kahn Hurwit
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 9:26:11 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Oriana Kahn Hurwit
675 W 25th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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Oriana Kahn Hurwit
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 9:25:35 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Oriana Kahn Hurwit
675 W 25th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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Sara Hubbe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:25:15 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
I am currently managing my mother's farm in east Linn County with my sister, and we are
seeing the need for support for local farmers to adopt sequestration practices that are in line
with Oregon's Climate Protection Program.
Sincerely,
Sara Hubbe
1215 W 17TH AVE
EUGENE, OR 97402
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Cheryl Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 12:55:35 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Hunter
2401 Stansby Way
Eugene, OR 97405
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Lisa Caine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:57:33 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Lisa Caine
2014 NE Brazee St
Portland, OR 97212
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Lisa Caine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:57:15 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Lisa Caine
2014 NE Brazee St
Portland, OR 97212
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Lisa Caine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:56:52 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Lisa Caine
2014 NE Brazee St
Portland, OR 97212
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Lisa Caine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:56:21 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Lisa Caine
2014 NE Brazee St
Portland, OR 97212
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Carla Hervert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 1:44:45 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
All people are of equal importance, & should be treated so!
Sincerely,
Carla Hervert
2948 Dry Creek Rd
Eugene, OR 97404
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Carla Hervert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 1:43:31 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
We must makes changes now- before it is too late!
Sincerely,
Carla Hervert
2948 Dry Creek Rd
Eugene, OR 97404
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Carla Hervert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 1:43:04 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
We must make changes now, before it is too late!
Sincerely,
Carla Hervert
2948 Dry Creek Rd
Eugene, OR 97404
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Carla Hervert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 1:38:12 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
We do not have much time left- we must make changes now! Thank you!
Sincerely,
Carla Hervert
2948 Dry Creek Rd
Eugene, OR 97404
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Suzie Savoie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 9:17:29 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Suzie Savoie
PO Box 1155
Jacksonville, OR 97530
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Suzie Savoie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 9:16:43 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Suzie Savoie
PO Box 1155
Jacksonville, OR 97530
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Suzie Savoie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 9:15:41 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Suzie Savoie
PO Box 1155
Jacksonville, OR 97530
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Carl Grimm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:32:55 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Carl Grimm
3824 SE 41st Ave.
Portland, OR 97202
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Rouanna Garden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 6:13:06 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Do not exclude any industry. There is nothing natural about Natural Gas, is a Fracked Fossil
Fuel and needs to be held accountable for all the green house gas it generates, especially since
it's 100% methane, the most potent GHG on the planet.
Sincerely,
Rouanna Garden
1860 F St
Springfield, OR 97477
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Rouanna Garden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 6:12:25 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Do not exclude any industry. There is nothing natural about Natural Gas, is a Fracked Fossil
Fuel and needs to be held accountable for all the green house gas it generates, especially since
it's 100% methane, the most potent GHG on the planet.
Sincerely,
Rouanna Garden
1860 F St
Springfield, OR 97477
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Rouanna Garden
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Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 6:11:53 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Do not exclude any industry. There is nothing natural about Natural Gas, is a Fracked Fossil
Fuel and needs to be held accountable for all the green house gas it generates, especially since
it's 100% methane, the most potent GHG on the planet.
Sincerely,
Rouanna Garden
1860 F St
Springfield, OR 97477
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Rouanna Garden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 6:10:41 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Do not exclude any industry. There is nothing natural about Natural Gas, is a Fracked Fossil
Fuel and needs to be held accountable for all the green house gas it generates, especially since
it's 100% methane, the most potent GHG on the planet.
Sincerely,
Rouanna Garden
1860 F St
Springfield, OR 97477
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Cameron Hubbe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, September 26, 2021 2:07:42 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
How could the DEQ exempt the big polluters??
DEQ rules MUST INCLUDE FRACKED GAS power plants.
Sincerely,
Cameron Hubbe
1120 W 17th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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Ellen Saunders
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:48:01 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
OR
Sincerely,
Ellen Saunders
47950 NW Dingheiser Rd
Manning, OR 97125
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Kelley Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:43:06 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Kelley Edwards
1073 W 13th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97402
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Kelley Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:42:47 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Kelley Edwards
1073 W 13th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97402
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Kelley Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:42:35 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Kelley Edwards
1073 W 13th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97402
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Kelley Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:42:26 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Kelley Edwards
1073 W 13th Avenue
Eugene, OR 97402
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Sarah Hale
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, September 26, 2021 8:26:47 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Thank you for listening! I appreciate all that DEQ has done to protect Oregonians and our
beloved ecosystems. I hope that we can make these proposed protections as strong as possible
to maximize the impact of this work.
Sincerely,
Sarah Hale
1365 Taft Street
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Saul
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, September 26, 2021 6:23:41 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
David Saul
285 E 47th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cameron Hubbe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 8:03:23 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Let's pay farmers, ranchers, young people, forest and agriculture workers, and others, to help
our natural ecosystem sequester more carbon!
Sincerely,
Cameron Hubbe
1120 W 17th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
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Doug Simpson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:02:56 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
I am aghast that the DEQ would not adopt the most stringent and effective greenhouse gas
emissions. We can't let the polluters dumb this program down!
Please adopt a system that is fully accountable and verifiable, and doesn't allow more pollution
Sincerely,
Doug Simpson
1622 Brittany St
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
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Charlotte Maloney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 11:42:03 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
truth is that accountability is the only way out of the climate crisis.
Do your job- make all companies discharging toxics into the air to cease as soon as possible.
Stop any development of natural gas infrastructure to improve air quality.
Sincerely,
Charlotte Maloney
4391 Shadow Wood Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Rain
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 11:19:50 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Thank you for responding to the needs of Oregonians and choosing a different path forward,
Ben
Sincerely,
Ben Rain
1120 W. 17th Ave.
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clem Steen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 8:44:24 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Clem Steen
3346 Norris Ln S
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clem Steen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 8:43:19 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Clem Steen
3346 Norris Ln S
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clem Steen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 8:41:45 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Clem Steen
3346 Norris Ln S
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clem Steen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 8:40:36 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Clem Steen
3346 Norris Ln S
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea DiPalma
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:54:34 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
My family and I live in the Bethel neighborhood in Eugene and we are very concerned about
how this neighborhood is becoming very industrialized and the pollution that this industry is
creating, particularly JP Baxter. Please do everything in your pow
Sincerely,
Andrea DiPalma
3161 Coraly Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
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Nadia Gardner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:49:14 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
As a rural coast resident and a parent, I ask for the most proactive actions now!
Sincerely,
Nadia Gardner
80285 Woodland Heights Rd
Arch Cape, OR 97102
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nadia Gardner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:48:32 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
As a rural coast resident and a parent, I ask for the most proactive actions now!
Sincerely,
Nadia Gardner
80285 Woodland Heights Rd
Arch Cape, OR 97102
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Sage Jottly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:33:22 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Sage Jottly
436 21 Ave.
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Kennedy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Friday, September 24, 2021 9:57:56 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Short and sweet. Sounds like the human thing to do.
Sincerely,
Michael Kennedy
2156 Madison St.
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Wolfe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Friday, September 24, 2021 6:59:56 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Kathy
Sincerely,
Kathy Wolfe
920 Mary Jane
Ashland, OR 97520
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CJ Ravenwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Friday, September 24, 2021 4:19:08 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Give a shit. Please. You can fix things. We can do it.
Sincerely,
CJ Ravenwood
406 4th st
Springfield, OR 97477
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Millhollen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Friday, September 24, 2021 2:45:52 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Because of the urgent need to slow down climate change, we need not only to reduce
emissions. We also need to reduce the carbon already in the atmosphere.
Sincerely,
Anne Millhollen
2685 Benson Ln
Eugene, OR 97408
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Angela Fendley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:36:06 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Angela Fendley
1607 Adkins St. #3
Eugene, OR 97401
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Angela Fendley
1607 Adkins St. #3
Eugene, OR 97401
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Angela Fendley
1607 Adkins St. #3
Eugene, OR 97401
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Angela Fendley
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Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:35:28 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Angela Fendley
1607 Adkins St. #3
Eugene, OR 97401
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Kelli Matthews
1830 Elkhorn Drive
Eugene, OR 97408
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Kelli Matthews
1830 Elkhorn Drive
Eugene, OR 97408
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Kelli Matthews
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Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:03:24 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
OR
Sincerely,
Kelli Matthews
1830 Elkhorn Drive
Eugene, OR 97408
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Kelli Matthews
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Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Kelli Matthews
1830 Elkhorn Drive
Eugene, OR 97408
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Betsy McMahon
P.O. Box 1163, 411 North Avenue
Manzanita, OR 97130
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Sharalyn Peterson
448 Charnelton St
Eugene, OR 97401
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Pamela Mattson McDonald
258 Commercial St.
Astoria, OR 97103
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Let’s make our state an example for other states to follow in the fight to save our planet.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Benson
3295 Onyx St
Eugene, OR 97405
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Victoria Eells
94406 Sixes River Rd
Sixes, OR 97476
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Victoria Eells
94406 Sixes River Rd
Sixes, OR 97476
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Victoria Eells
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Victoria Eells
94406 Sixes River Rd
Sixes, OR 97476
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Victoria Eells
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Victoria Eells
94406 Sixes River Rd
Sixes, OR 97476
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
We have been seeing impact of climate change in our forest here outside Eugene over the past
5 years, losing trees due to drought. It's critical that pollutant issues be addressed aggressively
and accountably to meet our need to affect climate change
Sincerely,
Karen Perkins
84569 Laughlin Rd.
Eugene, OR 97405
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Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Dianne Ensign
11600 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dianne Ensign
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:13:10 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Dianne Ensign
11600 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dianne Ensign
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:12:39 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Dianne Ensign
11600 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dianne Ensign
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:11:37 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Climate chaos is not being taken seriously enough, and not enough is being done to combat it,.
Sincerely,
Dianne Ensign
11600 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Dennis Hoerner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:52:56 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Dennis Hoerner
1374 E 23rd Ave
Eugene, OR 97403
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis Hoerner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:52:40 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Dennis Hoerner
1374 E 23rd Ave
Eugene, OR 97403
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis Hoerner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:52:11 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Dennis Hoerner
1374 E 23rd Ave
Eugene, OR 97403
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis Hoerner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:51:35 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Dennis Hoerner
1374 E 23rd Ave
Eugene, OR 97403
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joanne Cvar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:44:03 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must include carbon sequestration in
addition to greenhouse gas emission reductions. Investments in both are necessary to achieve
the climate and community outcomes we seek.
DEQ should require that community climate investment (CCI) projects include the option for
carbon sequestration, preferably in rural Oregon, and follow the best practices of being real,
measurable, additional, persistent, verifiable, and enforceable.
Investing in carbon sequestration and storage projects in rural communities can support
climate outcomes and bring additional benefits such as job creation, cleaner air, safer drinking
water and protecting wildlife habitats. There are many types of carbon sequestration projects
to explore, including longer tree rotations, regenerative agriculture, wetland preservation and
restoration, and more. DEQ should account for the needs of rural Oregonians and recognize
the significant value natural climate solutions hold.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Joanne Cvar
165 SE Rose St
Waldport, OR 97394
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Lou Emerson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:57:25 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Mary Lou Emerson
922 SE Lambert St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Benton Elliott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:45:44 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Benton Elliott
1601 Olive St
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ruby Matthews
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:17:52 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
This is our moment and we must pull out all the stops to correct our.collective course before
it’s too late. We must also include a revenue neutral tax on carbon. Our neighbors in BC
Canada have shown us how effective it is to put a tax on carbon.
Sincerely,
Ruby Matthews
3050 Memory Lane
eugene, OR 97404
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From:
To:
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Emily Herbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:02:13 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
We've heard of offsets into forest tracts that later burned. The offset must be permanent and
verifiable. The purchases must be in carbon equivalents. What Oregon needs most is a halt to
the carbon pollution that is harming the planet and all beings
Sincerely,
Emily Herbert
2120 NE Halsey Ave
Portland, OR 97232
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From:
To:
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Date:

Howard Shapiro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 5:39:53 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
OR
Sincerely,
Howard Shapiro
2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd.
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Autumn Voirol
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 5:37:33 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Industrial polluters should not be allowed to “self-identify” and devise their own plans to
reduce emissions. DEQ needs to regulate them.
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Autumn Voirol
6446 NE 24TH AVE
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Rory Cowal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:23:23 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Rory Cowal
5828 NE Everett St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Maxine Centala
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:21:27 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas the draft rules can be
stronger:
Protect vulnerable communities
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
I want to address the first point specifically. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program must
protect the communities that bear the burden of pollution. Communities of color, rural
communities and low-income Oregonians are disproportionately affected by pollution and the
climate crisis.
The rules place the burden of greenhouse gas emissions and their co-pollutants, like smogforming and cancer-causing VOCs, on BIPOC and other marginalized communities.
Environmental justice should be Oregon DEQ’s top priority in designing this program, not the
desire of climate polluters to avoid costs and inefficiencies for their industry.
Right now, the rules include lip service about equity but no data collection, equity mapping,
tracking or enforcement to ensure the benefits reach impacted communities. So how will we
know if the rules help or hurt? We can’t depend on emitters to value public health over their
bottom lines – we need our regulators to do their jobs to protect our health and environment.
We demand transparency and accountability.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Maxine Centala
PO Box 2124
Waldport, OR 97394
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marie Jackson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 18, 2021 3:04:42 PM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Include carbon sequestration programs
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The CPP must verify the value and benefit of
offsets.
If DEQ is going to include offsets in its climate strategy, it must commit to verifying that
they’ll have positive outcomes for the climate and frontline communities. Right now, there’s
too much leeway for polluters to choose how and when they take accountability for their
emissions.
As the rules are currently written, polluters can keep polluting the communities around them
instead of meeting climate pollution reduction limits. With input from the Equity Advisory
Committee, DEQ should select which approved Community Climate Investment (CCI)
projects get funded in what order and in what amount, rather than leaving that decision up to
the regulated entities buying CCI credits. Both the Equity Advisory Committee and
community-based nonprofits executing the projects should receive financial support and
technical assistance.
The CPP should guarantee that each CCI credit eliminates one ton of climate pollution and
ensure that an exact percentage of CCI projects will benefit those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. Polluters
must not be able to purchase or bank these credits indefinitely.
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Marie Jackson
27045 Petzold rd
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Morris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 14, 2021 11:43:25 AM

Dear DEQ - Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path
to reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a
real difference in the lives of Oregonians. I believe there are four areas that the rules must
address:
Hold industrial polluters accountable
Include carbon sequestration programs
Verify the value & benefit of offsets
Protect vulnerable communities
I want to address the first point specifically. The Climate Protection Program must hold all
large polluters accountable. The cap in the draft rules does not reduce pollution fast enough.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economywide targets. DEQ needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results.
Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources
by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover stationary sources.
Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster.
Finally, the rules should include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants by
entirely exempting fossil fuel electric power generators, DEQ creates a huge loophole that
locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have
to endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our
biggest climate polluters a free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection
Program rules for all Oregonians.
We must be progressive in our regulations now to give Oregonians a healthier future. We need
to hold the largest climate polluters accountable for the issues they are causing on this planet. I
hope you will be on the right side of history with us.
Sincerely,
Ashley Morris
3450 Bell Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne & Michael Meiring
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 10, 2021 4:21:42 PM

I am a resident of rural Jackson county. I never imagined when I moved here 21 years ago that
I would have to spend my summers indoors, in order to avoid either extreme temperatures or
unhealthy air quality due to smoke from wildfires. I also never imagined that I would live for
four months out of every year with my “get- away” bag packed, fearful that at any moment a
wildfire could engulf my home. Thanks to climate change, this is now my reality and the
reality of thousands of other rural Oregonians.
When Governor Brown issued her executive order I was cautiously hopeful. Finally, I thought,
action on climate change is being taken in Oregon. In looking at the DEQ draft rules for the
Climate Protection Program, though, I see that they need to be stronger. While there are a
number of areas that could be improved, there are two things that are the most concerning to
me: 1) the DEQ’s current target for reducing emissions, and 2) the entities that are included
under the cap and reduce.
The first element of the program that needs to be strengthened is the DEQ’s current target for
reducing emissions. In order for the cap to reduce emission pollution fast enough, it needs to
be based on the best and most current scientific information available, which is the
information that was released recently from the IPCC. That report indicated that we need to be
at net zero by 2030 in order to have even a 50% chance of limiting global warming to 1.5
degrees C. I understand that 16 months ago when the DEQ began developing the Climate
Protection Program rules, the IPCC report hadn’t yet been released. Now that information is
available, however, and the DEQ cap proposal needs to be based on that information.
Secondly, the program needs to be more expansive from the outset in terms of who is included
under the cap and reduce. The threshold should be lowered to include more fossil fuel
companies initially and at a faster rate in the coming years. Climate pollution resulting from
extraction, transmission and processing of all fossil fuels needs to be included. And stationary
source polluters also need to be included. Expecting stationary source polluters to essentially
“self-regulate,” through the “Best Available Emissions Reduction” approach, is simply
unrealistic.
I appreciate the work of all of the parties involved in developing the Climate Protection
Program. I hope the DEQ and the EQC will take this opportunity to strengthen the program, so
that it actually achieves the intended goals. Thank you.
Anne Meiring
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Owens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program Rules
Thursday, September 2, 2021 3:26:11 PM

Dear DEQ,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a Climate Protection
Program. While I am pleased to see that DEQ is considering taking action to reduce emissions from state's top
sources of climate pollution, I am concerned about proposals that would reduce the scope and applicability of the
rules.
It is imperative that DEQ maintain language in the rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: (1)
reducing the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, (2) limiting the use
of alternative compliance options (Community Climate Investments), and (3) providing increased oversight to make
sure that program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals. Furthermore, rule language needs to be
strengthened to ensure that the Climate Protection Program follows the best available science, holds industrial
polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains the integrity of the cap.
Specifically, DEQ must:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Jim Owens
Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jim Owens via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jim provided an email address (jim@jgowens.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jim Owens at jim@jgowens.com.
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To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

amills@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Annette Mills
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:57:13 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
While I believe that the DEQ’s climate action plan has some very important elements, such as placing a cap on
emissions, the plan's timeline is unacceptable. Climate scientists have made it very clear that we need to cut our
emissions in half by 2030 in order to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. Therefore, we need to greatly
accelerate our efforts statewide, and I encourage you to do so.
I'm also concerned that the proposed plan exempts gas-burning power plants from the cap. It's essential that large
industrial sources of pollution are held accountable.
Thank you for your consideration of my concerns.
Sincerely,
Annette Mills
228 NW 28th St OR97330 Corvallis, OR 97330-5307
amills@willamettewatershed.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ann Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program testimony
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:24:41 PM
CPP written comments 10 25 2021.docx

I am submitting my comments on the CPP.
Thank you,
Ann Turner, MD
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cassandra Locke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:31:42 AM

Hello,
To protect our local and global communities you need to follow the science and cut emissions
50% by 2030. Hold polluters accountable to their actions towards local communities and 3rd
party experts. Give 100% of Community Climate investments to indigenous communities and
communities of color. Thank you for taking the path toward local and global environmental
betterment!

--

Cassandra M Locke

Willamette University Class of 2023
Economics Major
Sociology Minor
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mia Kaji
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:32:02 AM

100% of Community Climate Investments should go to environmental justice communities.
50% should go to Tribes and communities of color.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joana Kirchhoff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:20:36 AM

From the Portland Raging Grannies to DEQ
Here is our testimony on the Climate Protection Program. We are using
text from Physicians for Social Responsibility as it so clearly explains our
position:
There’s still time for the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality’s (DEQ) new
greenhouse gas reduction program to protect the health and safety of Oregon
communities. This program – the so-called “Climate Protection Program” – has the
potential to be Oregon’s strongest tools for meeting its emission reduction goals.
However, the six largest climate polluters in Oregon are fracked gas power plants,
and they are noticeably absent from the DEQ’s current draft of the plan. And,
although DEQ has stated that it wishes to prioritize equity and alleviate burdens for
communities bearing the brunt of climate change impacts, the draft rules currently
allow continued pollution that disproportionately affects these communities.
For Oregon to meet its greenhouse gas emission reduction goals, tell the
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality’s (DEQ) to strengthen the
Climate Protection Plan.
Here are possible improvements to the draft rules from the Oregon League
of Conservation Voters.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by
50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources
accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that
benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be
meaningful. Please listen to the voices of the Portland Raging Grannies for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health.
Thanks Joana Kirchhoff

Portland Oregon 97213
for
Portland Raging Grannies
https://portland.raginggrannies.org/
-Do not get lost in a sea of despair,” Lewis tweeted almost exactly a year before his death. “Do not
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become bitter or hostile. Be hopeful, be optimistic. Never, ever be afraid to make some noise and get in
good trouble, necessary trouble. We will find a way to make a way out of no way.”
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Brody
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 5, 2021 8:11:16 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I am writing to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection Program.” I am grateful
that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. Time is running out to act,
which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
Please maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing the
threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Eric Brody
___________________________
This email was sent by Eric Brody via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Eric provided an email address
(eric.g.brody@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Eric Brody at eric.g.brody@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Gibson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:59:41 PM

To whom it may concern:
I have been following the progress of the Climate Protection Program from the moment Governor
Brown signed the executive order to reduce emissions and meet specific goals. My thoughts are
varied and am so excited to see us move forward and seek comprehensive options. My office
overlooks the bay in North Bend and I am privileged to watch fisherman, log ships and barges share
the same water way. These industries play a significant role in our community and in our
environment. Peoples livelihoods are directly impacted when legislation is impacted that doesn’t
contain the same complexity as the industries it impacts.
Oregon is not monolithic. We ultimately share air and water with the rest of the planet just like our
natural resources build houses in other parts of the world. I have seen nothing in the plan that
addresses the huge impact of shipping and more importantly ships that come to our ports (
sometime empty) operating on the most dirty of fuels, Bunker fuel. The world is changing to an LNG
product for ships which will have amazing carbon impacts over bunker-fuel. The question is, will we
include this in our plans? Can we provide incentives for companies using LNG in our ports? Can we
consider re-engaging the conversation about an LNG terminal to be a filling station on the western
seaboard?
The ships that leave here are typically loaded with logs heading for ports all over the world. Those
logs were cut and de-limbed on landings all across the state. Those limbs are pushed into piles
awaiting moist weather so they can be burned. A huge renewable resource pouring current, not
fossil, carbon into the air and wasting billions of BTU’s of energy. Why? That waste can be Torrified
into a product that can be readily used to create power and profit for a cyclic industry. If it is terrified
on the landing, the power can be used to run equipment.
These fabulous trees are a wonderful asset and the lungs of the planet. I hope we can figure out a
way to compensate with carbon credit and maximize the industry.
Thank you for listening.

John Gibson

1892 Sherman Ave.
North Bend, OR 97459
Bus 541-756-0596 Fax 541-756-0411
john@neighborforlife.com
neighborforlife.com
Licensed: Oregon
Find us on Facebook

If this communication is securities related, see the additional disclosures.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roggen Roll
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:23:12 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
It has come to my attention that the DEQ is considering NOT regulating major climate
polluters in the upcoming "Climate Protection Program." As a father, home owner, and human
being who is very worried about our future due to the climate crisis, I think this is a huge
mistake. My wife and I ride our bikes for 80% of our trips and have done all we can to reduce
the energy consumption of our home. It’s time for industry to do its part too. Please ensure
that all polluters are regulated under this program so that my children will have a chance at a
decent future.
Thanks,
Rye
-Sent from iPhone please excuse typos
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Natalie Ranker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:08:36 PM

Oregon DEQ,
I am writing to request that you rework your Climate Protection Program.
What you have set forth prioritizes Oregon's biggest polluters over the citizens of our state, in
particular our citizens of color. I ask you to please reconsider this
plan for the health of all Oregonians and so that Oregon can reach its climate
pollution reduction goals.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Natalie Ranker
414 Simpson Ave.
North Bend, OR 97459
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sean Scorvo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:32:30 PM

To Whom it may concern;
        I was recently heartened to read of Oregon’s intent to help protect/stabilize our climate in the face of daunting
climate related challenges. Thus, it is with some chagrin that I recently learned of Oregon Business Institute’s
ability to extend the comment period to, presumably, push a less climate friendly agenda.
        As a recent candidate for state legislature in HD23, I was exposed first hand to the difficulties currently
encountered (and likely to worsen) by rural residents. This is especially true for those residents associated with
agriculture, forestry, and tourism. I have similarly found my own farm having increasing difficulties with drought in
the summer and runoff in the winter.
        It is with that background in mind, that I urge you to push back against industry feedback meant to water down
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program. Industry feedback submitted not by those who work in said Oregon
industries who are driven by the fact that they have to live with the repercussions of unmitigated climate change in
our state, but by those in charge of those industries, who, having kept their healthy profit margins intact by
extending the “debate” or inflating the possibility of deleterious outcomes to DEQ’s climate plan, can live wherever
suits them.
        Thus, I wholeheartedly support a strong climate protection program, not one watered down by industry
representatives. Additionally, I support; 1) The strongest possible measures necessary to become carbon neutral by
2050, if not earlier, 2) Inclusion of all polluters from all industries, not just power plants and automobiles (to this I
would add the agriculture industry), and 3) Acknowledgement and addressing of the fact that zoning laws tends to
place those industries in communities of color, thereby exposing said communities to an outsized health burden
related to those industries.
        Furthermore, I urge you to consider a program I developed as part of my campaign to use Oregon’s bounty of
forested land and excellent soil to benefit Oregon residents in their climate protection endeavors. At its core, the
plan incentivizes rural land holders to plant approved trees (i.e. those likely to do better in a changing Oregon
climate) to improve the land's water retention, sequester carbon, and improve soil health (given that the majority of
carbon sequestration is in the roots and the surrounding fungal and bacterial communities found in healthy soil).
Trading of carbon offsets in the various carbon markets available worldwide, such a program can be made to
provide incentives beyond those available from traditional timber/agricultural harvests, pay for a system of
monitoring (via utilization of those skilled in their various forest and agriculture sectors), offset any potential layoffs
forced by industry as a response to the program, and improve tourism revenue. All that is required is the will to set
up the ability to trade its monitored program on those markets, and for Oregon to monitor carbon sequestration
success by setting up a system of personnel/data collection techniques to assess the actual amount of carbon
sequestered in the program annually.
        I’ll conclude here by saying that regardless of your willingness to entertain the above sequestration plan
(indeed, I have more information available at your request), I urge you to put Oregonians ahead of industry in your
forthcoming plan…the livability of our state depends on your actions.
Sincerely,
Sean Scorvo
503.753.6009
26641 Bellfountain Rd
Monroe, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Owens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 2:05:45 PM

I watched all of the hours of testimony at your hearing on Sept 30th, and read up on the
concerns almost all who spoke raised. Almost every single speaker called this proposal
inadequate. The few who took issue relied on fossil fuel for their businesses. While important,
these rules must place the greater good above the individual. Further, this plan is implemented
over many years, providing ample and needed time to address this minority of concern.
As a physician, I'm keenly aware of the health harms of GHG emissions and particulates
relating to transportation. I appreciate the mention of disproportionate harms to vulnerable
populations, and that the intent of these rules is to address climate harms from these emissions.
However, climate harms at their foundation are due to impacts on health.
I cannot find in your meeting documentation any mention of quantifying these significant
harms in your proposed rules. Who informed the committees involved and how did they
propose to reduce these harms as much as possible? Was the OHA involved in your rule
making?
It would appear from your final rule proposal that all efforts to reduce these harms is not a
priority. Your proposal will allow ongoing GHG emissions unnecessarily. Why?
Why, when Oregon has 8 years to reduce all emissions by 50%? This is directly your
responsibility. Your division is directly responsible for these harms.
Oregon could save $6.7 Billion in health costs associated with emissions from transportation
alone. https://datawrapper.dwcdn.net/6pa0W/5/
Michael Owens MD
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

deardorff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 2:30:03 PM

We are responding to the Climate Protection Program rules. As you know, Oregon’s climate is changing from
historic wildfires to ocean hypoxia. Please follow the U.N.’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's newest
report published in August. We need to be responsible so our children don’t face catastrophe.
Thank you for allowing us to provide input.
Sincerely,
Jim and Linda Deardorff
PO Box 324, 407 Crestview Dr.
Reedsport, OR 97467
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jan Wainscott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
REP Power
Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 9:24:49 PM

DEQ Decision Makers:
It's time to quit kicking the can down the road. It's time to stop sitting back and waiting for
large industrial companies to play prolonged games with "tell us how you propose making
changes to reduce emissions". Set the goals that are necessary to reduce emissions and
mandate when they must be attained; if not attained, set substantial penalties to be paid.
You need to stop this dance with large industrials who have the lead in the dance, and no
motivation to change the tempo they are taking.
Jan Wainscott
Concerned Portland Citizen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Sleva
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 11, 2021 8:48:58 PM

To Whom It May Concern:
We need to limit greenhouse gas emissions and we need to do it now. We have no more time to waste
deciding when and if and whatever. The time is now. Yes, prices will rise; yes, it will be inconvenient;
yes, people will lose jobs; but the alternative is for our beautiful earth and all her people to be destroyed
completely. We have knowledge and we can make change. We can create new jobs. We can subsidize
renewable energy, instead of corn farmers and oil producers. BUT if we continue to procrastinate we will
run out of time. I would like a livable world for my grandchildren. Is that something you cherish as well?
Let's get moving before it's too late.
Thank you for listening to my opinion.
Sincerely,
Eileen J Sleva
Hillsboro, OR
"If you want peace, work for justice." Pope Paul VI
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Harrington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 11, 2021 2:30:18 PM

I am fully in support of the Oregon 2021 rulemaking for the Climate Protection Program. We need to take big, bold
steps now if we are to have any hope for the future.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brandon Dorman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 4, 2021 5:33:55 PM

Hello,
I support the program as described in the document "Overview of Proposed Program" dated
September 2, 2021.
Thanks,
Brandon Reilly
-MA - Johns Hopkins University, SAIS
International Development and International Economics
001 202 621 4056
RPCV Albania
2006-2008, TEFL

Please note that the @johnshopkins.it domain is given to alumni, research fellows and former
employees of the SAIS Europe/Bologna Center campus. Emails sent from this domain do not
represent official communications of the Johns Hopkins University or its SAIS Europe
Campus.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jere Rosemeyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 4, 2021 2:42:20 PM

1). The goals must be consistent with the latest IPCC evaluations. Otherwise there is no point.
Failure is not an option. The goal isn't to do as good a job as possible. The goal is to do the job
that has to be done. Not 80% by 2050, 100% by 2050. Nothing can get in the way of that.
2). All electric facilities must be regulated.
3). All fracked gas must be eliminated, at least by 2050. Sooner is better.
Jere C. Rosemeyer
1380 Hughes St.
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jen Maffei
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:15:28 PM

Hello,
My name is Jennifer Maffei and I've lived in Portland, OR for over 17 years. I feel fortunate to
largely be in a community of like-minded, climate conscious, and justice orientated folks.
There is so much work to be done in terms of climate justice and its inextricable tie to social
justice and human welfare.
I joined a portion of the Climate Protection Program hearing on September 30th, 2021, and
heard testimony from 15 participants. I am inspired by the passion and knowledge these
people bring in advocating for the maximum possible measures in curbing climate pollution,
supporting front line communities, and doing Oregon's part to avoid the worst case climate
crisis scenario.
There is no price for human life, good health, natural spaces, and diversity of species; yet
money seems to do the majority of talking, and it's often supporting those who wreak the most
havoc. I hope instead, you will listen to the voices of the people who recognize we are in a
fragile place, one which is already cracked and barely holding on, and that you will take bold
action to hold our biggest polluters accountable.
I know the road ahead is hard and finding solutions will often prove difficult, but if not now,
then when? The answer to that is, there is no future "when" there's only "too late". Too late to
keep the worse at bay, too late for the families whose health has suffered from breathing
toxins daily, too late for the water, the lands, and the animals that perish as the earth recoils
with sadness.
The time to act is now. This is the time for the boldest possible action we can take. There is no
Planet B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Act now, with urgency.
Construct rules and regulations without loopholes.
Devise mechanisms of accountability. No exceptions, no excuses.
Stick to IPCC recommended reduction targets.
Hold firstline communities in highest consideration. Stop the hurt.
Honor the earth and co-create a thriving, healthy future.

Thank you,
Jennifer Maffei
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ardel Wicks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:54:11 PM

After reviewing the Climate Protection Program, my thoughts:
The program cuts emissions too fast and will cause Oregonians to bear too much of the
burden while other states and countries counteract any emission cuts done within our
state.
I disagree with the state increasing energy costs on families and businesses through
these artificial caps.
The program does not seem to sufficiently address renewable natural gas and renewable
hydrogen options
People should be able to purchase and use whatever forms of energy they choose
Ardel Wicks
3369 Arlington Ave
Eugene OR 97408
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Safia Goldsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:45:16 PM

Good afternoon,
I hope this email finds you well. I'm a second year student at Willamette University and I'm
emailing you to ask you to prioritize environmental integrity. With the Climate Protection
Program as an important issue right now, it is essential that the industry polluters are held
accountable for responsibly changing their practices. Stationary sources of pollution should be
accountable to those who their actions impact most, especially local communities and 3rd
party experts. Furthermore, 100% of Community Climate Investments should go to
environmental justice communities, with 50% going to Tribes native to Oregon and the PNW,
and 50% going to communities of color.
Thank you for your time!
Safia Goldsmith
she/her/ella
Willamette University '24
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sean O"Rourke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
climate protection program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 11:35:01 PM

I am a member of local #290 Plumbers & Steamfitters which we provide a significant amount of
highly skilled, educated & hard working members with families that work on natural gas pipelines. As
it is a critical part of the energy solution in the Northwest, also is the cleanest fossil fuel while
providing reliable & affordable energy. The Pacific Northwest has 75,000 miles of available pipelines
to deliver hydrogen which requires highly skilled employees to maintain them. Natural gas industry
employs nearly 2 million Americans and is expected to add 3.5 million jobs by 2035. Thank you for
taking the time to let me provide my comments & taking the time to read it. While making the hard
decisions for us all, while moving forward with “Green Hydrogen”
Sean O’Rourke
Local 290 BA
Cell: 971-678-4290
seano@ua290.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emma McEvoy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 3:25:19 PM

I am emailing to show my support for the continuation of the Climate Protection Program and its enforcement in the
state of Oregon. My priorities and concerns include the following:
1. Cutting emissions by 50% by 2030
2. Holding polluters accountable and encouraging investment into local communities and 3rd party experts
3. Prioritizing equity by having 100% of Community Climate Investment go to environment justice communities
with 50% of those funds going to Indigenous tribes and communities of color
4. Encouraging integrity by ensuring one CCI offset credit equals one metric ton of CO2e
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Kucha
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 24, 2021 3:39:11 PM

Dear Folks,
I am imploring you to do all you can to strengthen the rules and regulations that go to protect our fragile and
degraded environment.
I know you are receiving much scientific testimony that supports my request. However my appeal to you is not
directed towards your mind and its reasoning abilities but to your heart.
I believe what has brought us to this precipice of climate change and the sixth extinction it engendering is a
fundamental lack of love in our dealing with each other and the world.
The Earth is not a commodity to be divided-up and exploited but a living organism to be cared for and cherished.
I beseech you as you assess the situation at hand not to favor the careless takers but to offer your hand in helping to
heal the giver - our Earth.
Please use the power you have to rectify the wrongs perpetrated and see to creating a livable world for generations
to come.
Sincerely,
Bill Kucha
Depoe Bay, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erin Boers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:00:41 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” I support this program and support actions to reduce emissions. I support the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Erin Boers
___________________________
This email was sent by Erin Boers via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Erin provided an email address (boers.erin@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Erin Boers at boers.erin@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karol Dietrich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 11, 2021 3:07:58 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. I am concerned that without greater
clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and break the overall
emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Karol Dietrich
___________________________
This email was sent by Karol Dietrich via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Karol provided an email address
(wonmor@pacifier.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Karol Dietrich at wonmor@pacifier.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marian Grebanier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:39:46 PM

Dear DEQ:
It is imperative at this state of climate affairs that bold actions are taken to bring emissions
down radically and quickly if we want a future for our children and grandchildren. We need at
least 50% reduction by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
No delays are warranted and so please do not give in to any more pressure from the OBI
representing the uncaring fossil fuel polluters who unwisely and greedily want to delay any
intelligent and caring actions.
Thank you.
Marian Grebanier
2005 NE Prescott St., #4
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JoAnn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate protection program
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:22:35 PM

I would like to comment that requiring electric or tier 4 engines in
farm and heavy truck applications is counter productive from a climate
perspective. Manufacturing the new engines and / or batteries is
extremely carbon intensive and expensive. Far better to encourage use
of biodiesel which would have immediate impact on carbon emissions and
be much more economically feasible.
Dan Keeley
St. Paul, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jason castaneda
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
climate protection program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:24:00 AM

How is this even possible? You people and your governor are not looking at the larger picture
of this. Emergency diesel plans? small businesses? have you guys even considered taking a
look at the clean fuels program already put in place? its already helped tremendously! this is
absolutely ridiculous. you people are pushing small businesses out of oregon and pushing
people in general out. Your governor has a screw loose and no one sees it but the smart
people. what the hell is wrong with you people!!!!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pcwolter@comcast.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Program: comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:49:08 PM

Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Severe heat waves, forest fires and drought conditions are signs of man made climate change. The
obvious cause of these changing conditions are a direct result of greenhouse gas pollution at
unsustainable levels.
Oregon is not doing enough to help solve the climate crisis and make changes with the necessary
urgency. We must cut our climate pollution by 50% and we all must start as soon as possible to meet or
exceed the goal of doing so by 2030.
At this point in time the polluters have a free pass, especially the largest industrial sources. They must be
held accountable to mandatory reductions. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial polluters to follow
the cap and lets them “self-regulate” how to reduce emissions. We all know that self-regulating is not a
reliable way to compel large-scale polluters to do everything in their power to reduce their emissions.
Their actions to achieve pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every three
years, or more often- preferably more often!
DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not follow the science. We
must demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least
90% by 2050. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial emitters to actually reduce their climate
pollution! That means they won’t!
We also need much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in frontline
communities (e.g. Black, Indigenous, people of color, low-income, rural). We need to clearly define what
kind of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflect the real cost of project
implementation.
We should prioritize those on the frontlines of harm from climate damage to benefit from these
investments. The current language is too vague, only saying that DEQ “may” prioritize CCI projects that
benefit frontline communities – among other purposes. We need to do better for these communities and
make the language more specific to meet their needs.
We all know that if we accept the status quo of our current pollution that the worst of climate destruction is
yet to come. Please listen to our voices for environmental justice, climate protection and public health!
We have been asking for these changes for so long and time is running out.
Thank you for considering these most important changes for the benefit of all concerned.
Sincerely,
Pat Wolter
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juliyen Bouknight
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Public Say
Saturday, October 23, 2021 4:24:51 PM

Dear DEQ, The Douglas County Public must be sure you hear our needs and voice for climate action. We desire that
we keep our Climate Action Program improving our program to be consistent with the climate warming actions
advised. Allow us to go forward with knowledge that our County can avert the extreme conditions we are forced to
live in the year 2022. Please help our young families enjoy this most beautiful environment now and in near future.
We want to know that DEQ will continue to protect Douglas County,
J. Bouknight
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta Rivard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection Rulemaking
Friday, September 24, 2021 11:05:50 AM

Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
The vast majority of scientists agree that we must reduce greenhouse gas pollution by 50% by
2030. The climate disasters that we are seeing in Oregon and around the globe will only
intensify in the coming years, causing increasingly more destruction, loss of life, migration,
and financial instability. Your proposed Climate Protection Rules need to be much bolder and
contain more specifics and controls to avoid polluter loopholes.
Before young people and others totally despair and either drop out or revolt, causing societal
breakdown, we must show them that we cherish them over greedy polluters and politicians.
We urgently need to reduce fossil fuel use and create good jobs and increase programs and
incentives for conservation and alternative energy use now. Weak, doomed-to-fail programs
are no longer an option. Please join other climate champions and make us proud of you and
your work.
Sincerely,
Loretta Rivard
1463 NW 12th Street
Corvallis Oregon
lorettarivard9@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Luck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection rules must be stronger!!!
Saturday, August 28, 2021 3:29:16 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and we MUST
DO BETTER!
The draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel
"natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set
at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much
further refinement.
We must listen to the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030. Don’t give any
polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Invest
in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and
climate change.
The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at
least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. THIS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE! We
must cut emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap
stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
It is disgraceful that there are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to
self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution
from these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to
exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and
air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline
consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state
gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
WE MUST DO EVERYTHING WE CAN TO GET OURSELVES TO A STATE OF SUSTAINABILITY.
THERE IS NO ROOM FOR FAILURE!
Sincerely,
Diane Luck
Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Diane Luck via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Diane provided an email address (dianeluck@mac.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Diane Luck at dianeluck@mac.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Baker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Friday, September 3, 2021 7:36:50 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Chris Baker
Portland, Oregon, 97219, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Chris Baker via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Chris provided an email address
(bkrchristopher@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Chris Baker at bkrchristopher@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynn Ungar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection
Friday, October 8, 2021 6:14:40 PM

I'm writing to urge the strongest action possible to mitigate climate change. Both the natural
beauty of our state and its health and well-being of its people are under severe and growing
threat from fire, drought and smoke. To place the short-term desires of business interests over
the long-term health of our people and the natural world would be short-sighted in the
extreme. The window for averting catastrophic climate change is closing. It is vital that we act
now. The best gift we can give our children is hope for their future.
Sincerely,
Rev. Dr. Lynn Ungar
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lmansorge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate Protection
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:46:03 PM

Hello,
I am writing to express my deep concern over the proposed Greenhouse Emission changes.
I do not feel that the true cost of the proposed changes nor the true environmental impact of
going exclusive to electric has been adequately weighed and reviewed.
NW Natural Gas IS a renewable and clean burning source. I understand they are ready for a
new type of renewable energy using food waste.
My concern is that families will not be able to afford heat or will be without electric heat, due
to supply and demand. The proposed program must be reconsidered.
Keep natural gas!!
Lisa Erdmann

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clare Strawn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
climate regulation suggestions
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:16:00 AM

When making a systems change it is most productive to build the alternative
systems to usurp the ones that don't work. Listen to the rural communities about
their needs and generate solutions for them that take them off their dependence on
fossil fuels. The legislators that represent them do not do so by walking out (or
threatening to). Whose interests does that serve?
Electric energy production needs to be DECENTRALIZED and
DEMOCRATIZED. Sponsor programs that create community level micro-grids that
integrate and aggregate solar, hydro, wind and bio sources of power. The
technology is ther and being implemented in Europe. Let's be leaders.
Zero fossil Fuels by 2035.
Clare Strawn, PhD.
Eugene
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

malarkey7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Malarkey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate. Be brave.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:07:20 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Malarkey
2550 NE 36th Ave Portland, OR 97212-2902
malarkey7@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Rahm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Climate
Sunday, October 17, 2021 3:56:14 PM

We must accelerate our transition away from fossil fuels and all the associated environmental destruction. It really is
“do or die”.
Please do everything you can to this end, and kindly plug your ears to the whining and manipulations of the carbon
industry. Greedy knuckleheads…
Thank you
John Rahm
Sisters OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ariane Holzhauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CODE RED FOR HUMANITY! Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program
without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 2:38:50 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
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gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ariane Holzhauer
United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Ariane Holzhauer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ariane provided an email address
(ariane.holzhauer@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ariane Holzhauer at ariane.holzhauer@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Phoenix
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
coment
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:52:32 PM

The DEQ needs to strengthen its proposed rules for the Climate Protection Plan. They
must cap emissions on all big polluters so we can fight climate change. They should
include any methane emissions under the cap as well. The rules should require more
rapid reductions with better goals by 2030, otherwise we won’t be able to limit
temperature rise to 1.5 degrees C—which is a tipping point.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Seth Moody
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment - Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:06:46 PM

I am quite aware that perfect is the enemy of good but I am not for this rule as written because
it doesn't go far enough and the argument that it must be so carefully crafted that it's not going
to hurt anyone is absolute crap.
We're all getting hurt right now so please add the following to the current rule structure.
- DO NOT include carbon trading ... greed and 1st world problem transference to the
developing world has clearly proven this aspect as infeasible.
- Address all industrial and energy creating point source emissions right off the bat.
- Make a 50% reduction in GHB's (including methane) to 1990 levels by 2030.
- Make measurement, verification and accountability a cornerstone.
- Create accountability for repeat offenders must be clear and severe to include fines as a
percent of revenue (rather than pathetic wrist slaps), removing
operating permits/licenses and jail time for those found accountable. CEO's, CFO's, CTO's and
middle management need skin in this game.
- Add language, with a timeline for implementation, to develop clearly quantifiable and
verifiable rules for sequestration across ecologies and DO NOT
include trading.
I was born, raised and have lived a majority of my adult life in Western or Southern Oregon.
The coast range hadn't experienced much for wildfire (other than the Tillamook fire which was
and is currently used as an example by the state forester and timber industry as what happens
when a forest gets "too old" and needs "regeneration" through clear cutting)...West of
Cascades to say nothing of the Coast range....now we have had communities, literally sitting
on the ocean (Brookings and Lincoln City) the wettest parts of our region, threatened by
wildfire.
By the time I was born in Corvallis in 1969 most of the coast had been clear cut at least 3
times.
As a young man in Boy Scouts playing and working in the woods cutting firewood and
planting trees it was quite evident that the practice of clear cutting was heavy and negatively
impacting our forest ecology.. the way forest soils retain carbon, hold nutrients and absorb and
release water into drainages was being diminished and so was the obvious health of the forest,
creeks, rivers, estuaries, coastal waters, habitats and fisheries.
Now we're dealing with nearly continuous poor air quality from fires, IC engines and
industrial activities...THE VERY AIR WE BREATHE....I wore a respirator outside working
for 2 months in 2021 because of poor air quality and I don't have an underlying health
condition...it was just really bad air that could be cut with a knife and would clog my lungs
with soot.
DEQ, WE have the political will of the people, please pull your heads, hands and shoulders
out of the butt of corpocracy and listen.
Stop pushing the buck to the next generation and make this rule something that is doable now
as well as accountable and aspirational to the future.
Seth Moody
Southern Oregon Land Steward
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PS--I live in the middle of the woods with limited internet access, so my response time is not always super
speedy. Thank you for your patience

Seth S. Moody
503-367-5792
www.nymphandwoodsman.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

pdbillings
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
comment emissions
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:52:58 PM
deq comment.rtf

attached from Pam Billings comment on emissions rules.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christine Haynie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment for Climate Protection Plan draft due October 25, 2021
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:43:28 PM

I am writing in response to DEQ’s invitation to comment regarding Oregon’s draft of Climate
Protection Plan. I am a resident of rural Southern Oregon and have lived here for 18 years. I
am an informed consumer of articles and science based reports and publications and news and
personal stories related to the escalating destruction of our local and global environments and
economies caused by climate change.
First, I thank you for the opportunity to give comments on the draft and for your work in
creating it. It is a good start, but based on GHG reduction goals outlined in numerous State
agencies, as well as science based data and input from our own ears and eyes, I believe the
plan as it exists now falls short in some glaring ways. I entreat you to respond positively to the
many comments you have received including mine that ask you to strengthen the CPP so we
can actually reach the stated goal of zero omissions by 2050.
Please: Do not exempt big polluters such as natural gas power plants and other stationary
sources that will result in increased, not decreased omissions.
Please: Put more effort and money in ensuring that vulnerable populations who bear the brunt
of climate chaos impacts will not become climate refuges..
Please: Ensure the Community Climate Investment options include strong support for
biological carbon sequestration. This is often overlooked by suburban and urban planners but
it is very important to rural Oregonians. It is a strong tool for decreasing GHG from our
atmosphere. Additionally, large forests play a hugely important role in stabilizing ecosystems
and climate related impacts.
Please: Do not include biofuels and Renewable Natural Gas as solutions to reaching zero
emission goals. Creating more methane through capture and recycle in dairy farms, for
example would only increase emissions plus pose logistical problems of creating giant feed
and processing plants at a time when meat and beef based dairy consumption is on the wan
and is recognized as totally unsustainable by climate and conservation experts.
Please: Eliminate methane from the State’s energy economy as soon as possible given that
science tells us it is a worse GHG than carbon dioxide.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Respectfully submitted
Christine Haynie
940 Washburn LN
Medford, OR 97501
541.773.1680
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberly Hawkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment for Governors Climate Protection plan
Monday, October 18, 2021 6:13:20 PM

I fully support the Governor’s Climate Protection Plan. The time to act is NOW!
Thank you
Kimberly Hawkins
Medford, Oregon
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cynthia Warnock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment letter
Sunday, September 26, 2021 12:42:59 PM
letter to DEQ on climate plan.docx

Attached is a comment letter from the Wallowa SWCD Board of Directors.
-Cynthia Warnock
Wallowa SWCD
401 NE 1st, Suite E
Enterprise, OR 97828
541-263-3049
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joan Dickerson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on climate protection program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 6:27:35 AM

Although we think we know all there is about climate change we do not. When
considering this proposal also consider the consequences of the actions. For
example by requiring the reduction of greenhouse gases what are the
consequences of other forms of energy. How do wind farms, solar energy etc affect
the environment. Are these components recyclable; how do they affect the landfills?
How do solar panels, on many buildings affect or change the atmosphere? Do we
even know?
To provide a balance all forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural
gas and renewable hydrogen - are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
It shouldn’t be an all or nothing approach but a balanced approach. Families and
businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s
energy system.
Joan Dickerson
3345 SE Summerfield Dr, Corvallis, OR 97333
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Patrizia Reisinger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Dirk Kronemeijer; Rianne de Vries
Comment on Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:25:54 PM
image001.png
DEQ Rulemaking Clean Fuels Program Expansion_GoodFuels_20211025.pdf

Dear Sir or Madam,
Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Climate Protection Program.
Please find attached our position. Thank you very much for your consideration.
Kind regards,
Patrizia Reisinger
Patrizia Reisinger
Manager International Regulatory Affairs
a: Danzigerkade 15b – 6th floor - 1013 AP Amsterdam
e: patrizia@goodfuels.com
m: +31 6 25 09 64 20
w: GoodFuels.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Steitz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on Climate Protection Rules
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 8:45:17 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
***As a former resident of Oregon, who hopes that my home state may yet lead the country in stabilizing our
climate, I implore you to enact rules for the Climate Protection Program that are commensurate with the grave
timetable and consequences of the crisis now unfolding. Oregon’s 2021 summer from hell will also be one of the
coldest in our children’s lifetimes unless our world abolishes fossil fuels with a speed of execution unseen since the
world war mobilization. Oregon must cut its own emissions proportionally, in good faith, to help break the inertial
stranglehold against collective action upon this ultimate crisis of the commons, which has prevailed against the
urgent pleadings of scientists and all morally decent people for a generation.
There is no further time for accounting chicanery or exemption of the largest industrial polluters and gas-powered
electricity generation. Failure to ratchet down emissions from the biggest emitters is tantamount to a refusal to
achieve the reduction targets. The reductions must also commence immediately, not be backloaded to let business
lobbies stall for time and lobby to weaken the standards later. The past three decades of feckless haggling with
industry over carbon emissions demonstrates that targets for a decade away are consistently ignored, either as
someone else’s concern, or a nuisance for the government relations office to fix.***
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
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There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jim Steitz
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, 37738, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jim Steitz via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jim provided an email address (jimsteitz@mac.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jim Steitz at jimsteitz@mac.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Barbara Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on CPP Rules 10/19/21
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:41:55 PM
Testim. DEQ EQC 1021.odt

Sincerely,
Bill Harris
2803 NW Cumberland Rd
Portland, OR 9710
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Owen Wozniak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on DEQ Climate Protection Program draft rules
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:52:48 PM

Hello,
In reviewing the draft rules for the DEQ Climate Protection Program, I note OAR 340-2710110(5)(b)(B)(viii) excludes from covered emissions "Emissions from an air contamination
source that is an electric power generating plant with a nominal electric generating capacity
greater than or equal to 25 megawatts."
I may be misunderstanding this section, but that would seem to exempt natural gas-powered
electricity plants. If so, this is wholly unacceptable. How can we meet Oregon's emissions
reductions goals with such a large loophole? I can see no reason why these facilities should be
exempt. The climate crisis is urgent, and near-term economic strains on utilities and
ratepayers pale in comparison to the long-term costs of inadequate reductions.
I urge DEQ to include these facilities in the covered entities.
Thank you,
Owen Wozniak
400 SE 26th Avenue
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Rubinstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on DEQ Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:08:38 PM

To Whom It May Concern:
While I'm pleased that rules are being drafted for the Oregon DEQ's Climate
Protection Program, I'm concerned that fracked gas power plants, the biggest
stationary source of emissions in the state, are exempted from the Program. I
request that fracked gas power plants and other large stationary emission sources be
covered by the Program. It would be a joke if the largest stationary sources of
emissions in our state were not part of our protection plan for our climate.
Leslie Rubinstein
30767 Kenady Ln
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
ruby56@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

wesleytward@comcast.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; "Michael Heumann"
Comment on DEQ GHG Climate Plan
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 8:37:59 AM
MACG Comment on DEQ GHG Plan 10-13-2021.docx

Please include the attached comment on the GHG Climate Plan
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Regna Merritt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on DEQ proposed GHGE program 2021
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:35:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments. I'm a retired Physician Assistant and a
former Healthy Climate Program Director at Oregon Physicians for Social Responsibility. I
submit these comments today out of love and concern for my family, friends, and the planet's
entire community that relies on stable ecosystems for immediate and long-term health and
safety.
Please read the recent Lancet article, "The 2021 Report of the Lancet Countdown on Health
and Climate Change: Code Red for a Healthy Future" which informs my comments :
https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S0140-6736%2821%2901787-6
While I thank you for your hard work, I have serious concerns regarding the Department of
Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of
a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to
exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate
polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate
goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. We must
fix this if we are to have any hope of securing stability for our people and our climate in this
decade.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
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I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Regna Merritt, PA-retired
Member, Healthy Climate Action Team
Member, Advisory Board Oregon Physicians for Social Responsibility
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Witt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
comment on DEQ"s Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:19:45 PM

From what I understand, DEQ's proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 exempts
the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
One third of our town burned down last year, and this year the entire Rogue Valley was almost
uninhabitable for most of the summer due to smoke. Please stop catering to corporate special
interests and take the kind of bold action we need!
Please prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution affecting rural, lower income, and
communities of color.
Please regulate fracked gas power plants, instead of letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the
hook.
Please limit pollution from stationary sources like large refineries and oil train terminals.
Please ensure that our communities are able to access and benefit from the Community
Climate Investment program.
Someday, you will look back on the work you did on this and have to explain to your children
and grandchildren either that you took the bold action that was needed or that you exempted
the largest polluters and failed in other ways to meet the moment.
Our communities need you to do the right thing.
Thank you.
-Matt Witt
Talent, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Taylor Beach
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
COMMENT ON DEQ"S PROPOSED CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:09:28 AM

To Whom It May Concern,
I work for a small family-owned petroleum and fuel company in Southern Oregon. Our communities
rely on us for their everyday needs. Being able to heat their homes, cook their dinners, drive
themselves to work, the list could go on and on. Not only do families and individuals rely on our
services, but our Oregon first responders as well. We supply fire stations, police forces, paramedics,
and hospitals with the fuel to operate. Without companies like ours, entire communities are
hindered. On top of the services and products, we also employ many individuals in our small
communities. I understand the need to protect our planet and keep us all here a little longer, but
these regulations are not feasible with what our communities need to survive. We as a company
already implement the cleanest and safest ways to provide these services and we are already a
major reason of why greenhouse gases are being reduced. This program does not affect the big
multinational companies that you think it does. It will be putting those of us out of business that are
integral in the livelihood of our communities and cities. It effects the mother and father driving their
child to school, the school that will not have heat for their students in the winter, or the fire station
that is trying to save someone’s home. I ask that you look at the real companies that will be affected
by these complicated rules. A company like ours cannot stay afloat with the costs that these rules
will put into place.
Sincerely,
Taylor Beach
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jollee Patterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on draft CPP rules
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:42:59 PM

To whom it may concern –
I am writing to comment on the draft rule language for Oregon’s Climate Protection
Plan (CPP). Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft rules. As we
know, this summer showed us – again – the severity of the climate crisis and the
need for urgent and strong action. I think about my children, and my grandchildren. If
this is the situation we are facing now, what will it be like for them in 10, 20, 50 years?
I am so concerned that they will not know the safety and beauty of our environment.
We are the ones with the power to do the right thing for them now. We must be brave
and bold and do what is needed. Oregon is the right place to do the right thing. The
state is watching closely, and DEQ must do the right thing with the CCP rules.
With that, there are two areas of the draft rule in particular that must be strengthened.
First, we must have a higher cap. This is essential. The draft sets the cap at 45% by
2035 and 80% by 2050. That is not enough action; we must do more and we can. If
we don’t act with more urgency, we won’t see enough change. Please set the
targets at 50% by 2035 and 100% by 2050. Our children will thank you.
Second, the penalties must be set higher and regulated industries must have no
loopholes to get out of penalties. We know this is essential. Otherwise, regulated
industries will make the cost/benefit analysis and just pay the penalties as a cost of
doing business. If that is the case, there goes the future for our children. Please
increase the types and limit of penalties, and eliminate ways that violators can escape
effective penalties.
Thank you for your work and time. Please keep the future of all of our children at the
center of your work.
Jollee Patterson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Josh O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on draft rules for 2021 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:15:03 PM

To Whom it May Concern,
I am a NW Natural customer, and recently received a pair of emails from the NW Natural
Public Affairs team encouraging me to complain to the DEQ about your draft rules for
Oregon's new Climate Protection Program. I am writing to let you know that, despite our
household's current reliance on natural gas, we look forward to the day when we do not use
any gas. We support any rules that speed up the transition of our home, neighborhood, city,
and the state away from natural gas. Programs that subsidize fuel-switching from natural gas
to electricity must be a key part of that effort.
Because of its potency as a greenhouse gas, and because it will always to some extent leak,
reducing natural gas in particular is essential. To a first, second, and third approximation,
natural gas as currently used is not renewable. Please do not accommodate natural gas utilities
who self-servingly claim that it is (or eventually will be) by giving their pet fossil fuel any
special consideration in making rules for the Program's implementation.
We need to move as quickly as possible away from fossil fuels, and I encourage the DEQ to
aim to make that transition faster than it is currently planning to. The DEQ should, if anything,
front load planned reductions in the Program's first 15 years by aiming for a 50% reduction in
emissions by 2035.
Finally, it seems essential that our state not simply give away allowances for free to fossil fuel
emitters. We know that those allowances will be worth billions of dollars, which should not all
go to the companies who hold the allowances. The Program's rules should ensure that much of
that value goes to the state of Oregon, which should use it to offset the huge costs that making
this energy system transition will entail.
Thank you for reading and considering my input.
Sincerely,
Joshua O'Brien
544 NW 13th Street
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey Yasskin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:36:00 PM

I am a ratepayer with NW Natural and learned of this public comment
period because they emailed their ratepayers to ask us to comment to
make the rules more favorable to natural gas.
* I do not think the rules should be made more favorable to natural gas.
* I encourage the DEQ to auction off the compliance instruments
instead of donating them to existing CO2 emitters. The DEQ can send
out the revenue as a per-capita rebate to everyone in Oregon to offset
the price increases caused by this auction spending, and to
incentivize people to switch away from CO2-intensive fuels.
* NW Natural's use of "renewable natural gas" appears to be a
marketing term for biofuel natural gas, which the program already
takes into account. That seems to be sufficient.
* I support the program's decision to avoid existing carbon offset
sources. Those offsets seem to have questionable effects on actual
carbon emissions, and we need more-guaranteed reductions. The ability
to trade compliance instruments brings back some of the benefit of
offset purchases.
Thank you for acting to reduce our state's carbon emissions.
Jeffrey Yasskin
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alex Bauman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program rulemaking
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:33:30 AM

To the Oregon Dept of Environment Quality,
Please consider this email to be my comments for the public record on the Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021 rulemaking.
I support regulations of the type proposed in the 2021 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program
proposed rulemaking, however, I believe the regulation should be strengthened with the
following modifications:
1. Caps should be reduced faster than proposed, to meet the goals in Executive Order 20-04,
and in line with the recommendations of the IPCC. The rules appear to propose reducing
emissions by 40% in 2035, while Executive Order 20-04 recommends reducing emissions by
45% in 2035. The proposed rules should be amended to follow Executive Order 20-04.
2. It appears that the proposed rules will allow industrial emitters to come up with their own
plan and timeframe to reduce emissions. It is highly unlikely that enough emitters will take
this seriously enough to make meaningful reductions in emissions. DEQ must require
emissions reductions from industrial emitters and measure their emissions frequently enough
to ensure compliance (e.g. every 2-3 years as opposed to every 5 as proposed).
Thank you,
Alex Bauman
2895 Ferry St
Eugene, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Marshall McComb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Craig Martell
Comment on New Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:10:52 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Setting proposed limits on greenhouse gas emissions would be greatly facilitated by a
refundable tax on carbon to reduce consumer demand for fossil fuels and shift that demand
to sustainable fuels. A refundable tax would also directly promote equity by protecting
consumers from suffering from the increased cost of fossil fuels.
In January, 2019, forty-five top economists from across the political spectrum called for the
United States to put a refundable tax on carbon, saying it is by far the best way for the nation
to address global warming. By making the tax revenue refundable (say, $2,000 per year per
family), there would be minimal economic drag on consumers, while the economy as a whole
would benefit greatly.
Here is a link to the article about the top economists which appeared in the Washington Post in
January, 2019.
And here is a link to a recent article in the Oregonian pointing to widespread support for a
refundable carbon tax.
Respectfully submitted,
Marshall McComb
1641 Washington Ave
Baker City, OR 97814
(541) 523-9215
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Alex Teesdale
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Susan L Smith; Susan Lea Smith
Comment on OAR 340 Divison 271: Oregon Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 4, 2021 1:04:42 PM

Here are my general concerns and responses to the drafted rules of Division 271:
) The top 6 GHG-emitting stationary sources from 2019 (excepting Woodgrain Millwork, Inc.)
are Electric Power Generation companies. (DEQ Dataset, “2019 Greenhouse Gas Facility
Emissions”) These 6 GHG emitting electric companies created over 9 million MTCO2e in
2019. Id. As I read Division 271, these companies are not “covered stationary sources” under
the exception of OAR 340-271-0110(5)(b)(B)(viii). “Covered emissions do not include: * * *
* * Emissions from an air contamination source that is an electric power generating plant with
a nominal electric generating capacity greater than or equal to 25 megawatts. The statutory
purpose of CPP is to “reduce greenhouse gas emissions from sources in Oregon, achieve cobenefits from reduced emissions of other air contaminants, and enhance public welfare for
Oregon communities, particularly environmental justice communities.” OAR 340-271-0010(3)
I believe an effective cap would entail that all industries, including electricity generating
companies, to some degree, feel the cap. Preventing electricity generating companies from this
cap is not an effective climate protection program.
I suggest an amended rule that includes a requirement for electricity generating companies
into Division 271, that includes the use of BACT (best available control technology)
standards, to require technological improvements for “dirty” electricity generating companies.
In addition, the rural communities that certain generating companies operate in are arguably
environmental justice (EJ) communities under OAR 340-271-0020(17)(“‘Environmental
justice communities’ means communities of color, communities experiencing lower
incomes, tribal communities, rural communities, coastal communities, communities with
limited infrastructure * * *”), and are not being protected through the currently drafted
Division 271 CPP.
) Does OAR 340-271-0110 encompass the anthropogenic emissions from lumber, paper, pulp,
and saw mills? Are they excepted through OAR 340-271-0110(5)(b)(B)(i)-(iv)? At least 8
wood-based processing companies emitted well over 25,000 MT CO2e each in 2019. (DEQ
Dataset, “2019 Greenhouse Gas Facility Emissions”) If so, there may be regulatory scheme
issues with these mills, and other companies that are heavily dependent on emissions from
liquid fuels, propane, natural gas, compressed, gas, or any other gas that is excepted under
OAR 340-271-0110(5). Division 271 currently reads as a largely “exception-based” climate
protection plan, that doesn’t hold responsible large point source emitters located in Oregon.
The “stationary sources” Division 271 declines to police are exactly those that have greater
potential to burden and impact EJ communities, rather than fuel distributors and importers. I
believe that DEQ should expand upon its “covered sources” to encompass sources like woodbased mills that produce localized environmental effects.
) OAR 340-271-0110(3) has a typo. “ All persons that are related entities must aggregate their
emissions together to determine applicability and each becomes a covered fuel supplier if
applicability it is met. ”
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) OAR 340 Division 12 amendments add CPP violations. The class I and class II base civil
penalties are set from $12,000 to $1,500 dollars. OAR 340-012-0140(2)(v) I don’t know if
there is enough of an incentive in the CPP for companies to actually invest in CCI credits,
rather than just pay the $12,000 violation civil penalty. 148 CCI credits roughly equal the
$12,000 Class I civil penalty (when CCI is set at $81). If the covered entity is over 148 MT
CO2e in non-compliance with their set GHG emissions for a year, they may be more
incentivized to stay in violation rather than spend the $81 per CCI credit to stay in compliance.
) The Compliance Instrument Table 4 (OAR 340-271-9000), when compared to the 2019 data
for Avista, Cascade Natural, and Northwest Natural Gas Companies do not align with the data
from DEQ’s “2019 Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Natural Gas Suppliers 2010-2019”
dataset. Avista (703,373 CI’s for 2022, 714,277 MT CO2e in 2019) and Northwest Natural
(5,931,657 CI’s for 2022, 6,053,892 MT CO2e in 2019) are set appropriately. However,
Cascade Natural (763,126 CI’s for 2022, 1,927,768 MT CO2e in 2019) will be given less than
half of the CI’s needed support their GHG emissions. To accommodate for the Division 271
changes and using Cascade Natural’s current emissions data, Cascade Natural would have to
apply for 1,164,642 CCI credits, which would cost upwards of 94 million dollars. This would
also be in conflict with the allowable percentage of total compliance obligations for which
compliance may be demonstrated with CCI credits (10% for years 2022-2024). I would like
clarification why Cascade Natural is expected to halve their emissions by 2022, compared to
the other natural gas suppliers, Avista and Northwest Natural.
) It is not an effective or equitable strategy to recruit the use of theoretical “CCI Entity” NonProfits to spearhead the charge on environmental justice. Non-Profits are inherently local and
volunteer-based, and as such, do not legitimize the purpose of creating environmental justice.
In lieu of creating a CPP that addresses and appropriates funding to invigorate EJ
communities, Division 271 shirks the responsibility off to the local people of EJ communities,
to put into place projects and programs for themselves. I do believe that EJ communities want
better for themselves, and could be aided by additional funding. However, the current
proposed rules do not create an effective or meaningful way to create lasting institutional
change in the law, or in our government, when it comes to creating environmental equity.
DEQ should propose an alternative rule that requires GHG-emitting companies to personally
spearhead community-based programs, by implementing and managing GHG-reducing
projects themselves. I believe that this current rule is not aligned with an effective
environmental justice strategy.
) OAR 340-271-0500 deals with Trading of Compliance Instruments. This section does not
address any geographical restraints on trading CI’s. As an effect, EJ communities could still be
burdened in greater disproportion than other areas, because there is no locational requirement
that a recipient of traded CI’s must not be located within an EJ community. By sequestering
the purpose of improving EJ communities through a CCI investment fund, the effects of cap
and trade systems on EJ communities will still be felt through the lack of protection in other
areas of Division 271.
) OAR 340-271-0900(1) does not a set a proposed yearly rate at which a project should meet the
at least one MT CO2e requirement. Division 271 does not set out how a CCI entity should
calculate these effects and does not provide the adequate statutory structure for CCI entities to
be successful in their projects. There is no example given of a GHG-reducing project in any
addendum. In theory, any GHG-reducing project that is implemented anywhere (or anywhere
in Oregon) could be of benefit to an Oregon EJ community, because all GHG-emissions have
a global scale impact. This is too broad of a project guideline to ensure that EJ communities
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see the benefits of CCI projects.
Source: DEQ’s Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program (datasheets downloaded from
https://www.oregon.gov/deq/aq/programs/Pages/GHG-Emissions.aspx)
Thank you for all of your work on this proposed administrative rule. I look forward to seeing
where this goes, and how this impacts Oregon’s Industries and Environment!
Best,
Alexandra Teesdale
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Nash
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
comment on Oregon DEQ"s draft rules
Monday, October 18, 2021 12:25:02 PM

Hello,
My name is Laura Nash, and I have lived in Portland, OR since 2009. I love Oregon's
abundant natural resources, the beautiful green spaces, delicious clean water, and fresh air.
Oregon DEQ's proposed rules for limiting pollution by Oregon's top greenhouse gas emitters
do not protect Oregon's natural resources or communities.
Several changes need to be made before these rules are adopted. I will focus on one in this
comment: Fracked gas power plants should not be excluded from these rules. Fracked gas
combustion is a huge source of greenhouse gases and extremely harmful to community health.
It is astounding to me that fracking was left out of the proposed rules to begin with.
As a 30 year old who has witnessed the increasing harm of climate change, I am terrified for
the future--for myself, for my family, for my young friends and relatives. It has become
impossible to deny or ignore the current and impending crises, yet political leaders
continuously fail to take significant action. Small changes are not sufficient. We need to make
bold changes NOW.
Thank you,
Laura Nash
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Anneli M. Cers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on Oregon"s Climate Protection Plan Rules
Sunday, October 24, 2021 8:15:04 PM
CPP comment.pdf

Dear Commissioners,
When I moved to Portland at the beginning of August to attend Lewis & Clark
Law School, a smokey and uncharacteristically hot city greeted me. For weeks, I
did not know that I can see Mt. Hood on my runs due to the poor air quality.
Without drastic changes in policy, record-breaking high temperatures and raging
wildfires foreshadow the future that climate change promises.
The Environmental Quality Commission has the opportunity to change the
foreseeable narrative of climate change. In addition, Oregon is in a prime position
to set an example for similar initiatives in other states. I urge the EQC to set
more rigorous standards in Oregon’s Climate Protection Program rules to reflect
the climate predictions described in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s Sixth Assessment Report.
The BAER standards allow too much flexibility for the state’s largest stationary
sources to develop their own emission reduction plans. Minimum reduction
requirements are needed to encourage emission reductions that will contribute to
the state’s overall emission reduction goals. In addition, no new sources should be
allowed to take advantage of the BAER program.
The Climate Protection Plan’s rules emphasize the state’s dedication to serving
the needs of communities most vulnerable to climate change and the negative
impacts of environmental hazards. However, the proposed rules fall short of
explaining the continued role that community members and environmental
justice organizations will serve once the BAER rules are implemented. Requiring
involvement from stakeholders such as community members can help promote
compliance with the rules and hold emitters to higher standards. Specifically,
requiring the stationary sources addressed by the BAER program to involve
community members in the development of their reduction plans could reduce the
flexibility of the program and hold the emitters accountable by impacted
residents.
The incredible potential for the Climate Protection Plan to reduce emissions in
Oregon and set high standards for other states should not be taken for granted.
This is a chance to take major steps towards equitable climate solutions for
current Oregon residents and future generations.
Thank you,
Anneli Cers
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry Ritter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
REP Lively
Comment on Proposed GHG Emissions Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:25:23 AM

Oct. 22, 2021
To: ODEQ
Re: Proposed Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Program

Please exempt biogenic CO2-e!

Prior to my retirement from the paper industry in 2008, I was responsible for the Part 98
Federal and also the ODEQ GHG reporting for one of Oregon’s paper manufacturers. Following
retirement I have served as a technical and engineering consultant for a CA-based consulting
company specializing in environmental compliance.
As such, I am well familiar with the GHG rules and also the scientific data surrounding
greenhouse gas emissions.
Nearly 90 percent of CO2-e releases from Oregon’s paper mills are biogenic from a renewal
resource (wood). The industry has spent the past 3 decades dramatically reducing its fossil
fuel usage and there are simply few opportunities left for further anthropogenic CO2-e
reductions while retaining the ability to operate in an economically-sustainable manner.
While I recognize the need to pursue clean energy alternatives to fossil fuels, the inconvenient
truths in the world today are that human population continues to explode and China, the
world’s largest GHG emitter, continues to build new coal-fired gigawatts (43 new power plants
according to Time) and blast furnaces for its steel industry (18 per Time).
Climate change is a worldwide phenomenon. Nothing we do in Oregon will have any
measurable effect on the world’s climate. This does not mean that we should do nothing to
reduce CO2-e releases in our state. It does mean, however, that we should not put some of
the state’s higher-paying family wage jobs in jeopardy over biogenic GHG emissions.
The foregoing are my own views and may not reflect those of the firms in which I have been
employed.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,

Jerry J. Ritter
1865 Yolanda Ave.
Springfield, OR 97477
541-968-8295
editor@8thafhsoregon.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on proposed program
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 5:05:19 PM

I believe that Oregon is making this state much less desirable to live in due to the expensive
and onerous regulations. Climate change regulations are just another example. I purchased a
new vehicle recently and I had to pay a "privilege tax." I also recently purchased a new RV.
Not only did I get to pay a "privilege tax" I also had to pay for the pass down corporate tax
that Oregon placed on businesses. You are making this state more difficult to live in all of the
time. Your proposed regulations will impact many people who are already struggling with
higher fuel bills. The Oregon obese government is causing hardships on its population. My
wife and I are taking our RV and searching for another state that has fewer regulations to
move to. We are looking at Idaho, Utah, Arizona, and Texas. Once we find the area we want
to move to we will sell our house and move. My question to you is, when we move, and others
like us, will our emissions stop at the Oregon border? You are doing more harm than good to
the residents of this once great state. Shame on you.
Morris Eagleman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eric.g.brody@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Brody
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on Rulemaking - Strengthen Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:18:22 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Eric Brody
5925 NE 18th Ave Portland, OR 97211-5417
eric.g.brody@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kate Simonen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on Rulemaking
Friday, October 1, 2021 8:12:10 AM

Hello, I was interested to learn of this upcoming rulemaking.
I direct the research at the Carbon Leadership Forum. We are focused on improving the data
and methods to evaluate and reduce the carbon impact of building materials. As this rule
addresses manufacturing facilities, I would like to encourage you to consider the use of
Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) as a way of evaluating plant emissions. There is
growing use of EPDs within building and infrastructure work. If manufacturers are required to
report emissions on a product level through EPDs, the data can also inform procurement
decisions by both government and private sectors.
I'd be happy to discuss this issue in more detail if you were interested.
Kate
KATE SIMONEN AIA SE
Professor and Chair, Department of Architecture

Mithun/Russell Family Foundation Endowed Professorship in Sustainability
University of Washington
Executive Director, Carbon Leadership Forum
Website | Linkedin | Twitter
(206) 659-6875 (she/her/hers)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tia Hatton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on Rulemaking: Science and natural laws requires us to be more ambitious in draft Climate Protection
Program!
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:44:31 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Each year, I get more and more worried about the impacts of climate change. I am devastated by the deaths of my
neighbors around the state from heat related and wildfire related instances over the past year and a half.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Tia Hatton
___________________________
This email was sent by Tia Hatton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tia provided an email address (tiahatton@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tia Hatton at tiahatton@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Georgenne Ferdun
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on the DEQ Climate Protection Program proposal, Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Rulemaking
Sunday, October 3, 2021 2:53:03 PM

Thank you for receiving comments on the DEQ Climate Protection Program proposal,
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking.
My name is Georgenne Ferdun. I live in NE Portland near 42nd and Prescott.
My children and grandchildren live in the area as well. We all experienced the smoke and heat of
the last two summers and the weather changes associated with climate change. I am asking that
changes be made to strengthen the Rulemaking proposal in several ways to better protect my
family, our friends and our neighbors all over the region from the health effects of pollution and the
accelerating rate of climate change.
1. Please strengthen the cap reduction rules to meet the goals of reducing emissions by 50% by
2030 and 100% by 2050. Recent science indicates that this is a critical task and must be done at
a faster rate than in the current proposal.
2. Please include in the program all large Stationary Sources, and suppliers of transportation fuels
and other liquid and gaseous fuels that emit greenhouse gases, including electric power suppliers
that use fracked gas for power.
3. Please include greenhouse gas reduction goals and toxic emission reduction goals for
Stationary Sources to protect the health of our neighbors and the community as a whole and work
on a process that creates improvements in a faster time frame. The BAER process seems really
cumbersome allowing hazards to exist for a long time before correction.
4. Please drop the use of the community climate investment (CCI) program. For the sake of our
health we can’t afford to allow that program to substitute for actual emission reduction. The
program uses departmental resources that should focus on directly and speedily reducing
emissions. We are in an emergency situation at this point. If the program is retained, please limit it
to no more than 5% of emissions with no reduction over time and limit the use to the businesses
with the smallest amounts of emissions. Make sure that the investment recipients include carbon
sequestration programs and that the effect on the environment is verifiable and is verified.
Thank you.
Georgenne Ferdun
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Annabelle Valdini
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on the Proposed Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 7:23:47 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I would like to submit a public comment on the proposed Climate Protection Program.
My name is Annabelle Valdini and I’m 14 years old. I’m sending you my public
comment today because I need you to both make the Climate Protection Program a
reality, and add on several critically important rules that ensure this program would
fight global warming in the most effective way. While definitely a great start and better
than nothing, right now, this proposed Climate Protection Program contains several
serious flaws. We should add these three things onto the program:
Firstly, it should not provide exemptions to fracked gas power plants and
infrastructure, because fracked natural gas and petroleum are extremely harmful to
the planet. Secondly, we need to hold industrial polluters accountable, and require
them to reduce their emissions. Third, the DEQ should adopt a more stringent cap
trajectory: to reduce emissions by 50% by 2030, because the current cap trajectory
just doesn’t go far enough for cutting emissions.
The Climate Protection Program could live up to its name if we add these three
things, and would help fix a problem that our species has created. We call ourselves
the wise ape, but we have irreparably damaged our planet, and conditions from now
on will only get worse. I am honestly shocked that I, a 14-year-old, who shouldn’t
have to worry about anything but school, friends, and my next Algebra assignment,
have to spend my Thursday afternoon dealing with a problem that my ancestors and
predecessors have done nothing but exacerbate. It’s scary, growing up in a world that
you know is doing worse and worse but the grownups around you are taking minimal
action to stop it. It’s scary, knowing that so many species of unique life have become
extinct because of the climate crisis. It’s scary, knowing that more and more people
will die each year because of something that some people won’t even acknowledge
the existence of. Well, it does exist. And we need to stop it. We need the Climate
Protection Program, but we also need to add these things onto it so that it really
protects the climate.
Thank you,
Annabelle Valdini
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Chase
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment on the proposed Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:39:08 AM

I am commenting on the proposed Climate Protection Program.
I personally am opposed to the proposed Climate Protection Program. Not only is this an
unnecessary overreach of government. It does not take into account the damage it will do
those Oregon residences of lower income, middle class and rural communities.
I am in favor of continued reductions of anything that contributes negatively to the
environment within reason, in a measured, responsible way. Not in a way that is politically
motivated or creates undue hardships on hard working Oregonians.
This proposal will increase the cost of fuel to the point that it will adversely affect Oregon
residences negatively. It will raise the costs of not only fuel, but other necessities that we all
need to survive, including groceries, fuel, heating fuels, and other everyday goods.
It will increase inflation at a higher rate than we are currently experiencing, possibly creating
more need for government handouts, creating more reliance on government and putting more
burden on all taxpayers.
To propose a program that could potentially lead to fuel rationing is inexcusable and
irresponsible.
There is a real chance that it will cause many small businesses to close their doors, making it
harder for Oregonians to get the services that they rely on. It will most likely affect rural areas
harder than urban areas, due to the fact that the infrastructure needed to change to different
sources that don't use fuel, just isn't in place and isn't feasible for rural communities.
This new proposal should not be implemented in any way shape or form.
Thank you,

-Jeff Chase
FastBreak Operations Director
FastBreak Convenience Stores
Support Center
541-887-8921
jeff.chase@edstaub.com
www.myfastbreak.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

qflys@aol.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 10:29:06 AM
OREGON power.docx

see attached
I have 30 years of experience & interest in this. I also worked for the US Dept of Energy for 22 years.
I would volunteer to help on this.
Quentin Jauquet Stanko
21367 NE Eagles way
Bend, OR 97701
541 647-2695
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Epidendio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resili, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:38:39 PM

Re: Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resili, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Barbara Epidendio
bepidendio@msn.com
11520 SE Stanley Ave. Milwaukie, OR 97222 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Burns Christensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comment/Oregon Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 12:46:02 PM

To: Environmental Quality Commission
Looking at the Rule that was to be passed and then had the comment period extended, the
following should be considered:
A more stringent Cap using the best available science, not pressure from fossil fuel polluters;
MANDATORY requirements for large industrial sources which need to be held accountable
for long-term emission reductions;
and a strengthening of the Community Climate Investment process including further
development of implementation guidelines.
Thank you for including my concerns in your process. I have children and grandchildren who
count on wise decisions made now.
Sincerely,
Julie Burns Christensen
Corbett 97019
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Tschann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Commenting on the DEQ Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 4:40:15 PM

To the Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs, DEQ,
I appreciate that you exist and realize that your efforts often appear to go
unnoticed. Yet at this time you very much have our attention. We are in a
critical position and moving forward in an increasingly risky timeline for
managing Climate Change. Big and rapid changes need to be designed and
committed to.
Climate change increases the risks in health and well-being of "us", the
citizens of the US and our environment; from increasing the risk of
extreme heat and cold waves and destructive storms to increasing the risk
of diseases. Who is affected? Nearly all citizens from low income to
pregnant women, older adults to many occupational groups and lastly to
those with preexisting conditions or disabilities. Nearly all of us are
affected. Don't give polluters, their CEO's and stockholders, a free pass at
the expense of 90% of our society. Invest in reducing climate change and
pollution.
Sincerely,
Denise Tschann
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tonia Moro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments - Climate Protection Program 2021
Monday, October 4, 2021 10:25:16 AM

Dear members of the Environmental Quality Commission, Director Whitman, and DEQ staff,
Please accept these comments regarding the Climate Protection Program proposed rule(s).
They are informed by the comments submitted by the Environmental Justice Advocates which
you should credit and take action to address.
It is time for Oregon to stop saying one thing and doing another when it comes to climate
goals. The exclusions and exemptions, especially those related to stationary sources and gas
utilities, cause the rule to fall so short of the intent of the Executive Order that, at minimum,
the rule should be re-titled as Oregon’s “Slight Plan to Reduce Green House Gas Emissions.” I
recently attended a nation-wide webinar focusing on stopping fossil fuel infrastructure and the
activist speaking about the Jordan Cove/Pacific Connector Pipeline project rightly determined
she needed to explain to everyone that Oregon is not the green state everyone thinks it is. It’s
time to stop our double speak.
We cannot claim progress or even feign an understanding of what it will take to meet the EO
goals, if we continue to exempt fracked gas power plants and fracked gas fuel. Those plants
and gas utilities must be the actual focus of any effort; preventing the extraction, burning and
leakage of methane is the most impactful thing we can do. It is time to start thinking out of the
box. It is time to start thinking creatively. It is time to take the risk of legal commerce clause,
or takings challenges. We don’t have much time. Let’s figure it out. Let’s remain credible.
At least, accept the proposed resolutions advanced by the Environmental Justice Advocates
and advance those that require legislation.
Thank you,
Tonia L. Moro
Attorney at Law PC
19 S. Orange Street
Medford Oregon 97501
541 973 2063
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alex Hattenhauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
COMMENTS -CLIMATE PROTECTION PLAN
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:18:35 PM
SKM_C3851FS21093011380.pdf

ATTACHED LETTER
THANK YOU

Disclaimer
The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use
by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful.
Security and reliability of email is not guaranteed. Communications should be verified from a mailed or faxed
copy. All emails to anyone @hattenhauerdistributing.com are communications to the firm and are not private
or confidential to any named individual.
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out
more Click Here.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ray seidler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
comments DEQ CPP
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:56:58 AM
DEQ written comments to by October 4th.docx

My comments about the CPP of the DEQ are attached.
Ray Seidler
Ashland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

League of Women Voters of Oregon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments for Climate Protection Program Draft Rules Published for Public Review
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:33:04 AM
DEQ CPP LWVOR Comments 2021 10 23.pdf

Hello,
Please see the attached testimony submitted on behalf of Claudia Keith, Climate Emergency
Coordinator, and Kathy Moyd, Climate Emergency Portfolio.
Thank you,

Amanda Crittenden

Office Administrator
League of Women Voters of Oregon
Pronouns: she/her
Phone: 503-581-5722; Email: lwvor@lwvor.org; Web: www.lwvor.org

Join us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rhianna Simes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments for DEQ CCI program-- include Carbon Sequestration!
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:51:14 AM
DEQ _CCI_include carbon sequestration.pdf

Dear Department of Environmental Quality:
I am writing to share our support for the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Program and to
ask DEQ to allow carbon sequestration projects to be included as possible investment options
in the Community Climate Investment Offset Program.
I am a farmer, agriculture educator and mother of two young children. I am also the codirector of Cultivate Oregon, a woman-led non-profit that advocates for an equitable and
sustainable food system that champions an environmental justice and scientifically supported
approach to economic vitality for sustainable food, farms, families, and communities.
The scientific community has established that carbon sequestration, through healthy farming,
is an essential part of combatting climate crisis. We are asking that DEQ include carbon
sequestration projects into the CCI program itself, so that nonprofits that specialize in healthy
farming have the funding needed to support the education, outreach, and implementation of
these projects.
The CCI program is a perfect vehicle to support climate change adaptation and mitigation
quality of life improvements in disproportionately impacted OREGON communities. We also
strongly advocate that nonprofits must achieve a balance with supporting projects that
represent both environmental justice needs as well as emission reduction AND carbon
capture projects that result in healthy soils.
Healthy soils programs reduce co-pollutants, improve air and water quality, reduce/eliminate
pesticides, and use fewer energy inputs, reduce soil erosion, absorb and hold greater volumes
of water that will be crucial during periods of present and coming drought, AND sequester
carbon. It’s a practice that can be implemented quickly since there are years of data from
programs and experiences in other States (and countries) to draw upon.
Cultivate Oregon can support, facilitate, and grow a community climate investment program.
· Cultivate Oregon has decades of agricultural technical experiences as university
trained educators and scientists on topics of healthy soils production; we also have
farmers on the Cultivate Oregon steering committee to work with and advise us on our
efforts who already use healthy soil practices;
· We have professional experiences working, supporting, and collaborating with other
nonprofits, networks, and community groups related to farming, food, and
environmental justice in Oregon.
· Cultivate Oregon has leadership capabilities and the desire to work with coalition
partners to see that there is a state-wide unified coalition that is prepared to establish
local projects in and around disproportionately impacted communities -should such a
program ever become a reality in Oregon.
· Cultivate Oregon and our coalition partners have deep and extensive roots in our
communities across Oregon. We have the relationships, environmental attorneys
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support, decades of agricultural education experiences especially on the topics of
healthy soils, and important connections with farmers and ranchers who are a part of
the disproportionately impacted rural communities that would seek support if such a
CCI program becomes a reality.
Cultivate Oregon would like to collaborate with the Department of Environmental Quality to
bring Community Climate Investment Programs to Oregon to incentivize and encourage
carbon sequestration the growth of health soils.
Please See our website for more information https://www.cultivateoregon.org/
Rhianna Simes, M.S.Ed.
Co-Director Cultivate Oregon
Rhianna@cultivateoregon.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christine Haynie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments for draft of Climate Protection Plan due October 25, 2021
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:37:20 PM

I am writing in response to DEQ’s invitation to comment regarding Oregon’s draft of Climate
Protection Plan. I am a resident of rural Southern Oregon and have lived here for 18 years. I
am an informed consumer of articles and science based reports and publications and news and
personal stories related to the escalating destruction of our local and global environments and
economies caused by climate change.
First, I thank you for the opportunity to give comments on the draft and for your work in
creating it. It is a good start, but based on GHG reduction goals outlined in numerous State
agencies, as well as science based data and input from our own ears and eyes, I believe the
plan as it exists now falls short in some glaring ways. I entreat you to respond positively to the
many comments you have received including mine that ask you to strengthen the CPP so we
can actually reach the stated goal of zero omissions by 2050.
Please: Do not exempt big polluters such as natural gas power plants and other stationary
sources that will result in increased, not decreased omissions.
Please: Put more effort and money in ensuring that vulnerable populations who bear the brunt
of climate chaos impacts will not become climate refuges..
Please: Ensure the Community Climate Investment options include strong support for
biological carbon sequestration. This is often overlooked by suburban and urban planners but
it is very important to rural Oregonians. It is a strong tool for decreasing GHG from our
atmosphere. Additionally, large forests play a hugely important role in stabilizing ecosystems
and climate related impacts.
Please: Do not include biofuels and Renewable Natural Gas as solutions to reaching zero
emission goals. Creating more methane through capture and recycle in dairy farms, for
example would only increase emissions plus pose logistical problems of creating giant feed
and processing plants at a time when meat and beef based dairy consumption is on the wan
and is recognized as totally unsustainable by climate and conservation experts.
Please: Eliminate methane from the State’s energy economy as soon as possible given that
science tells us it is a worse GHG than carbon dioxide.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Respectfully submitted
Christine Haynie
940 Washburn LN
Medford, OR 97501
541.773.1680
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rich Peppers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments from Climate Jobs Pdx regarding CPP Draft Rule
Monday, October 18, 2021 2:06:37 PM
CPP Comment Ltr from Climate Jobs Pdx.docx

To Whom it May Concern:
Our Comment Letter is attached, and copied and pasted in this email, for convenience.
Rich Peppers
On behalf of Climate Jobs Pdx
A Committee of Jobs With Justice
Send to: GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us
To: Environmental Quality Commission
From: Climate Jobs Pdx
Subject: Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Climate Jobs Pdx is a Committee of Portland Jobs With Justice, and our mission is to advance and
support efforts to reduce climate change in keeping with what science tells us is required while
ensuring that the necessary changes in our economy become opportunities to reduce inequality and
injustice in our society rather than continue or even exacerbate it. We believe DEQ/EQC staff and
leaders have a full appreciation of the urgency of the climate crisis so we won’t review the growing
list of terrible climate-related impacts reminding us that time is running out. However, we are
concerned that the draft rule, while a solid first draft, is not as ambitious as the times demand, as
follows:
1. Set more demanding goals, and measure and report performance in meeting them: The
science behind the latest IPCC Report calls for emission reduction goals of 50% by 2030 and
100% by 2050, rather than the 30%/80% in the draft rule.
2. No broad exemptions for large industrial emitters: The general rule should be that these
entities need to be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions, with temporary
exceptions to the general rule allowed where deemed necessary.
3. The Community Climate Investment (CCI) process should operate on a 1:1 basis: This is
a good draft program and there are legitimate circumstances for which a covered entity
might seek to use CCIs instead of lowering their emissions below the cap. However, each ton
of emissions allowed over the cap should be balanced out with an equivalent amount of
avoided emissions under CCI.
4. Dedicate an appropriate amount of recovered CPP penalties to a dislocated worker
training and income stabilization fund. In addition to good efforts to set high labor
standards for new industries in the new, decarbonizing economy (as in HB 2021), use funds
collected as part of the enforcement of CPP to protect dislocated workers for a time from a
decline in income while retraining them for new jobs in the green economy.
We appreciate the chance to provide our comments to you as you deliberate on these draft
rules. The CPP in general, especially with our suggested improvements, is a long-overdue and
hugely important tool in our state’s toolbox for fighting climate change and inequity. Thank you
for your commitment to seeing through the creation of this program.
Sincerely,
Climate Jobs Pdx, A Committee of Jobs With Justice
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Erica Morehouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments from EDF on the proposed CPP
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:42:43 PM
EDF Comments on CPP 10.25.21.pdf

Please find attached comments from Environmental Defense Fund on DEQ’s proposed Climate
Protection Program.
Erica Morehouse, JD
Director, Equitable and Just Policy Solutions
Environmental Defense Fund
C 916-905-9795
Twitter: eamorehouse@edf.org
Pronouns: she, her, hers

This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender
immediately by return e-mail, delete this e-mail and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the
intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bob Yuhnke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on Climate Protection Plan rule
Monday, October 25, 2021 4:09:53 PM
2110-25 COMMENTS ON Proposed CPP.pdf
Climate Science Describes Impacts of GHG Emissions (fnl).pdf
2012-09 ECA COMMENTS ON PROPOSED MODELING SCENARIOS (fnl).pdf

We are resending this message because this message was originally sent at 3:57 pm today, but
returned as undeliverable because the email address was incorrect.
Attached for the record in this rulemaking are comments submitted by Elders Climate Action. These
include a primary comment document and 2 attachments referenced in the primary comment.
Bob Yuhnke
Elders Climate Action
303-499-0425
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lisa Adatto
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on Climate Protection Plan
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:25:18 AM
DEQ, Comments on Climate Protection plan, 9.6.2021.docx

Comments from the Lake Oswego Sustainability Network.
Thanks,
Lisa Adatto
President of the Board of Directors
Lake Oswego Sustainability Network
c: (503) 914-9678
ladatto3@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hal T. Nelson, Ph.D.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 2:12:47 PM
Nelson OR Load Based Cap 2009.pdf

Dear DEQ Colleagues,
I am submitting comments on the CPP as a private citizen.
However, I am also a professor at Portland State University who teaches and researches climate and
energy policy both in the US and internationally. I worked as a modeler for the first Oregon Global
Warming Commission that engaged stakeholders to develop a load-based cap and trade back in
2005-2006 (see attached Climate Policy journal article). I also modeled UK compliance costs of the
EU’s emissions trading system for my Ph.D dissertation, along with authoring a dozen or so reports
on state-level GHG abatement policy modeling in the energy sector for the Center for Climate
Strategies (US).
Because of my deep familiarity with climate policies, I am writing with these suggested modifications
to the CPP rules.
1. First and foremost, the draft rules exclude the electricity generation and other large

emitters from the cap. This is counter to every other GHG cap and trade program in the
world! Why? HB 2021 commits providers in the state to be carbon free by 2040 already.
Including the electricity generation sector under the cap will likely REDUCE the HB 2021
compliance costs to electricity generators through trading.
a. Second, requiring Best Available Technology (BAT) is ineffective at reducing GHGs
compared to a cap.
b. Third, it costs regulated actors more since they can’t buy allowances.
c. Fourth, it is expensive to implement as it requires considerable administrative
capacity that DEQ is sorely lacking.
d. Finally, inclusion of large emitters under the cap also reduces the possibility of
regulatory capture and is more transparent.
2. The state of Oregon is WAY behind in meeting its GHG goals in EO 20-04. We require a cut
50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
3. A clear percentage of CCI investments should be guaranteed to those on the frontlines
of harm from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC
communities.
Thank you for including these comments in your deliberations.
All the best,
Hal Nelson, Ph.D., CFA (he/him)
4528 SE Clay St
Portland, OR 97215
Yes, you can do something to help the climate crisis:
https://rare.org/program/make-it-personal/
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ray seidler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
comments on Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 17, 2021 2:35:05 PM
DEQ comments Oct. 17.docx
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Farkas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on Climate Protection PShifrogram
Sunday, October 3, 2021 11:30:35 AM

To whom it may concern:
Please put me down as someone who is NOT IN FAVOR of Oregon’s current climate proposals. I believe in an “all of
the above” approach to energy which INCLUDES the use oil and gas. The drive to “decarbonize” our energy sources
will lead to skyrocketing energy prices, reduced reliability and intermittent power failures (see experiences of
Germany today).
Governments have never been good at choosing winners and losers in the market place- energy is no different.
There are always unintended consequences and governments (and ideological initiatives) are particularly bad at
predicting them.
Governments (and taxpayers) should not be subsidizing the development of “green” technologies nor should they
be financially rewarding constituents for their virtue signaling (e.g. tax credits for electric vehicles). Punitive
measures (taxing, over-regulating, banning) for disfavored energy sources is simply the other side of the same coin.
As an example, proposals by some municipalities to eliminate natural gas for new construction is crazy. Natural gas
if far superior to electricity for heating and cooking and should be maintained as one of many energy sources used
for these purposes.
What is Oregon’s plan to significantly increase the production of electrical energy needed in substitution for the
energy sources being curtailed, discouraged or banned under the plan?
Build more hydroelectric dams? (Seems unlikely in today’s environment),
Burn more oil and gas at power plants to then be distributed over the enhanced grid needed for
distribution? (Seems at cross purposes with the stated goals),
More solar? (This could help some but there are limits and ecological issues with this as well. What are the
costs and the pure physical space needed for solar to create an equivalent amount of energy to substitute
for that lost to regulation? )
More wind? (Consumes vast amounts of acreage, visual polluting and incredibly destructive to wildlife.
Again, what are the costs and physical space needed to create an equivalent amount of energy for that lost
to regulation?)
More nuclear? (This option, too, seems unlikely in today’s political environment. However, if Oregon truly
believes in “de-carbonization”, they should be pushing nuclear as the front-running option to generate the
replacement energy needed. Nuclear has no carbon emissions, is an uninterrupted power source, does not
kill birds, does not impact fisheries, does not consume vast quantities of land, may now be modular and has
virtually no limit to the amount of energy produced. Fears are overblown and waste disposal issues are
manageable if the political will exists).
To sum things up:
1. Oregon should adopt an “all of the above” approach to energy production,

2.
3.
4.
5.

Oregon should not try to pick “winners and losers”,
Oregon and Oregon taxpayers should not subsidize “green” energy sources or users,
Oregon should not over-regulate or ban non-favored energy sources, and
Oregon should focus more on creating new sources of energy and less on restricting/over-regulating existing

ones.
Regards,
Paul Farkas
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brett Baylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on CPP draft and delays
Sunday, October 17, 2021 12:28:32 PM

To the Environmental Quality Commission —
Last summer and fall our neighborhood was enveloped in hazardous wildfire smoke and we packed our “go bags” in
preparation for evacuation. This past summer we hit 116 F.
For over 15 months we have continued to discuss DEQ's proposed Climate Protection Plan (CPP), and now we have
another delay until Oct. 25th at the behest of the fossil fuel industry. This is what the industry does to try to run out
the clock on new rules. Don’t keep playing this game.
Further delays will cause confusion and obstacles to the program start in 2022. Despite the imperfections in the draft
CPP we need to get started regulating the polluters.
Please allow no further delays.
Sincerely,
Brett Baylor
Portland, 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Linda S Craig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on CPP from Linda Craig
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:05:34 PM
10 4 21 DEQ Climate Protection Program.pdf

Attachment and pasted below:

Comments on Climate Protection Program
Linda Craig
Portland, OR
9 23 21
Why I Care
I’ve been an Oregon resident since 1970, and I love our state. The beauty of the desert and
grasslands, mountains, valleys, and coast are unsurpassed. But our state is damaged and will
be less beautiful and productive for our children and grandchildren. You, EQC and DEQ, can
act now to see that Oregon does its part to avoid the worst of the damage, not only to Oregon,
but to the planet. Government at every level, local, state, and national, must act boldly if we
are to succeed in protecting the quality of life for future residents.
You are aware of the costs we are already bearing because of greenhouse gas pollution in our
state. I want to tell you of my recent experience, however, which brought the costs into sharp
focus for me.
This summer, I spent the summer volunteering south of Burns for Friends of the Malheur
National Wildlife Refuge. That Refuge, an important stop-over on the Pacific Flyway, was
exceedingly dry and hot this summer. Water on the Refuge is at a 20+ year low. Migrating
waterfowl will have trouble resting and refueling before heading further south. To make this
situation more dire, the Klamath Refuge is also dryer than it has been in memory of those
living today, and the combination of both key Refuges being dry is going to be devastating to
birds and other wildlife that depend on them.
The drought in SE Oregon not only affects the birds. The ranchers and farmers are hardpressed to make a living in their accustomed way…no water to irrigate crops and no water or
grass to keep livestock alive.
We are not sure of the part that climate change has caused in this particular, extraordinary
drought, but climate models tell us that drier parts of the planet are likely to be hotter and drier
as more parts of carbon dioxide per million are added to the atmosphere.
It only makes sense to stop what we are doing and attempt to mitigate the damage already
done.
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Strengthen the Draft Rules
The draft Climate Protection Plan rules go part way to protecting our future. I urge you to keep
the parts of the draft that are strong and strengthen the parts that do not go far enough.
The IPCC report is clear that the cap set on GHG in the draft rules does not go far enough. I ask
that you strengthen the cap to cut 50% of GHG emissions from the covered sources by 2030
and 100% by 2050.
To accomplish what is needed, large sources of GHG emissions must be curtailed. I am
concerned that the draft rules do not require industrial sources to reduce their climate
pollution. Strong action to reduce emissions should be clearly mandated, and there should be
adequate review by independent scientists at least every three years to see that industrial
sources are using best available technology to reduce the pollution from their processes.
Community Climate Investments, if they are to be part of the program, should clearly prioritize
projects that benefit those who are most heavily impacted by climate change. The CCI option
for covered sources should be carefully monitored to see that frontline communities are
benefited, and that each CCI credit eliminates at least one ton of climate pollution. Tighten the
rules to be sure that these criteria are mandated.
For more details on desired changes, I endorse and refer you to testimony prepared by Pat
DeLaquil on behalf of Metro Climate Action Team.
Response to Oregon is too small. We can’t make a difference. We often hear this excuse
for doing nothing, but every government and business must do its part. Consider philanthropy:
you don’t give nothing to the causes you care about just because someone else is wealthier and
can give more.
Conclusion
The report from your contractor, ICF, tells you that a well-designed emissions reduction
program will significantly improve environmental outcomes while reducing adverse health
impacts and positively impacting jobs and economic growth. Why would you not adopt the
strongest program your knowledge and technology allow? Paraphrasing words of Jennifer
Morgan, Executive Director of Greenpeace International, “Don’t let vested interests call the
climate shots rather than serving the global community.”
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Angus McLean
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on CPP
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:21:44 PM
image001.png
image002.png
image003.png
PFT Comments to DEQ on CPP 10.25.21.pdf

Hello,
Please find in the attached file comments from Pacific Forest Trust on the Climate Protection
Program rulemaking.
Thank you,
Angus McLean
-- —
Angus McLean
Policy Associate

The Pacific Forest Trust

Working Forests Work Wonders for Us All
1001-A O’Reilly Avenue / San Francisco, CA 94129
Cell: 914.374.9237
Office: 415.561.0700 x13
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Baker-Krofft
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on current proposal
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:45:26 PM

I am wring today to commend you on the huge job you have undertaken. Thank you. Although
still not completely to my liking, climate change is so quickly eroding our Oregon way of life,
I urge you to do SOMETHING WITHOUT DELAY. If there is fine tuning to be done, it can
be done along the way rather than spend more time on a plan that all agree to. It may be a trifle
weak, but on the whole is preferable to no action being taken. I have for years doggedly
attended Oregon Legislative meetings to express how much in need of cutting emissions to
lower CO2 levels we are, and as part of 350.org Salem, Clean Air Oregon, and the faith based
Power& Light groups I strongly urge my support for what your plan calls for. It is the least we
can do after local temperatures climbed to 117° and record setting 1 25 inch rain fell in the last
few months. I have also testified in Washington state, and they seem to be pulling ahead of us
in paying attention to how we can save our dear planet. I am a teacher, mother, and have
become an activist in the last years of mounting climate chaos.
Thank you for listening to my comments.
Nan Baker-Krofft Salem
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

heather@hoodriverswcd.org
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
comments on DEQ rules for the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 11:35:50 AM
HRSWCD comments on DEQ CPP.pdf

Please accept these comments from the Hood River Soil & Water Conservation District regarding the
Climate Protection Program.
Thank you,
Heather
Heather Hendrixson
District Manager
Hood River Soil and Water Conservation District
3007 Experiment Station Road
Hood River, OR 97031
(541) 386-4588
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Janet Lorenzen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Comments on DEQ’s Climate Protection Program Draft Language
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:12:06 PM
Letter to DEQ CPP Draft Rules.Lorenzen+350.10.22.2021.pdf

DEQ CPP Staff and Stephanie Caldera,
Attached are comments from 350Salem on the DEQ’s Climate Protection Program Draft
Language.
Thank you,
Janet Lorenzen
--

Associate Professor Janet A. Lorenzen, Ph.D. (she/they)
Chair, Department of Sociology
Willamette University
900 State Street
Salem, OR 97301
Affiliations: American Ethnic Studies, Women's & Gender Studies, Center for Sustainability & Environmental Justice
jlorenze@willamette.edu
Office: Smullin 218
Office Phone: 503-370-6313
Willamette University was previously the Indian Manual Labor Training School and is on the land of the Kalapuya, represented today by the Confederated Tribes of the
Grand Ronde and the Confederated Tribes of the Siletz. Support the climate goals of the Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians: http://atnitribes.org/climatechange/
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Candace Bonner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on DEQ’s proposed Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 24, 2021 6:22:48 PM

October 20, 2021
DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions 700 NE Multnomah St. Suite 600 Portland, OR 97232
Re: Comments on DEQ’s proposed Climate Protection Program rules
Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide commentary on DEQ’s comprehensive Climate Protection Plan.
These past two years Oregonians have not only been experiencing the climate change emergency first hand,
but twice have been in a climate change state of emergency. Last September Oregon seemed to be going up
in flames, smothered in smoke, this summer the long hot dry weather culminated in the deadly heat dome,
with draught conditions lingering on afterwards. No Oregonian has been completely spared, from those who
lost lives or loved ones or homes, to those who lost crops, to those who were forced to breathe hazardous
air. As a small woodlands owner, my front row seat this year was watching my conifers during the heat
dome turn brown, as if scorched by a blowtorch, then the rain of falling needles lasting weeks after. Western
hemlock was hurt worst. Then the Western red cedar began to turn brown, and I continue to pick cedar
frond out of my hair each night instead of combing out needles. I don’t know whether the trees will survive,
weakened already by suffering drought conditions both before and after the heat dome. Some of my
blueberries were killed, all had their berry crop decimated. I am sure if the next heat dome lasts a week or
more, many of our forest trees will die, as well as our agricultural crops. I live in terror of forest fire, but it
seems we are at the point that if the trees aren’t killed by fire, they will be destroyed by heat and drought.
“If the pythons don’t get you, the crocodiles will,” to quote the Babar books. And behind all this is climate
change.
DEQ’s Climate Protection Plan is much needed, covers many important areas, and is well thought out.
However, in its specifics, it is not enough, not fast enough, given our current level of crisis. Climate change
is moving faster than the measures in the CPP. Every estimate of how fast climate change is progressing
keeps falling short; it is accelerating faster than predicted. The bare minimum we must do is follow the
science, which says we need to reduce emissions 50% by 2030 and 90% by 2050. All around the world we
are failing to meet the minimum goals for emissions reductions, which makes it likely that climate change
acceleration will push these targets higher. We need to build into the CPP a constant reevaluation of the
emissions targets as dictated by science, with a mechanism to change our emissions reduction goals quickly
as climate change progresses.
The Community Climate Investment program is a worthy concept, but is vulnerable to becoming a “pay to
pollute” opportunity unless there are more specific definitions and guardrails. It may otherwise result in less
emissions reductions than would occur without this alternative. We always hear the threat of passing along
costs of lowering emissions to the people, the consumers. We don’t seem able to muster the comparison
data of the longer term and much greater costs of the threats to our forests, our crops, our drinking water
and the water to support aquatic species, our homes, our health, if we do not adequately lower emissions.
Oregon is the Oregon we love because of her glaciated mountains and forests of big trees, and her beautiful
cold streams providing water for all of us. Please remember what we have to lose.
I should note that I have read the Oregon Climate Action Plan Coalition commentary. Suffice it to say I
endorse their critique of other specific provisions of the CPP, without repeating their comments here.
You have in your power, in your hands, Oregon’s response to climate change. Climate change is no longer
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paper warnings; we are living it. We are seeing damage now to what we love. Please do not feel it sufficient
to have good intentions, to deal carefully and incrementally, but seize this opportunity to make Oregon a
leader in doing what is hard and painful, but most likely to work. With all my heart, I wish you the courage
to do so.
Candace Bonner, small woodlands owner, Corbett, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Zahnow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on DEQ"s CPP rulemaking
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:09:36 PM

I submit these comments as a residential natural gas customer of NW Natural and a regulated
fuel consumer in Oregon.
My primary line of comment is in regard to consumer protections absent in the draft rules. As
rapid-fire, en vogue energy transformation laws and regulations are developing, I am seeing
my costs for everyday essentials - groceries, home heating, fuel, and water rise rapidly, in
some cases double. I strongly support clean energy investment that is balanced, thoughtful and
necessary.
Clean energy policies should focus on the areas of greatest environmental return on
investment to ensure Oregon consumer dollars are being prudently spent. Covered entities
have high reputational and financial risk for not taking action on regulatory and voluntary
climate protection measures and DEQ's policies should support those entities in achieving
successful outcomes. These rules should incentivise investment in fuels that can be distributed
using existing delivery infrastructure and assets, so as not to burden existing captive customers
with the costs of stranded assets - which benefit no one. Community investment should be a
priority, but should result in outcomes that do not disproportionately shift significantly higher
costs to other customer classes. And natural gas distribution should remain a choice for
consumers, while incentivising technologies that result in cleaner combustion.
Comments on cost containment and Community Climate Investments (CCIs):
1) Compliance flexibility results in better outcomes for Oregon consumers.
Consider a 4-year compliance period. Three years may not be sufficient for covered entities
and DEQ to analyze and adapt, particularly in the first compliance period. a 4-year compliance
period more closely aligns with Oregon's HB 2021.
2) Banking and trading of allowances should be implemented over the compliance period
to ensure covered entities can strategically implement informed actions that smooth out costs
for consumers.
2) DEQ should implement a cost cap on CCIs.
Since DEQ does not regulate Oregon consumer rates, it should establish a reasonable spending
threshold, and cap annual CCI investments at that amount. Similar to DEQ's proposed 1MT of
CO2e/1 CCI threshold, there should be a CCI program investment threshold.
3) Use of CCIs should ramp down over time, not up.
As energy solutions grow cleaner, reliance on CCIs to achieve the program's goals should
decrease. These will be the most costly tool in the toolbox and have the most indirect
correlation with emissions reductions. EJ communities should continue to be represented
through the Equity Advisory Committee through the life of the program.
4) DEQ should be accountable for its program costs and outcomes.
In addition to reporting to the EQC, it should report to the Oregon Public Utilities
Commission, at minimum, once every two years, on the amounts spent on CCIs and the CPP
program, to ensure a wide disconnect does not grow between this program's actions and rate
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impacts to Oregon consumers. This reporting should include a quantitative analysis of
demonstrable reductions achieved, that are directly attributable to this program.
Thank you for taking the time to consider my comments.
Jessica Zahnow

-Jessica Zahnow
p: (718) 974 1718
e: jessica.zahnow@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Lipe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on Green House Gas emissions
Monday, October 11, 2021 7:18:31 PM

I suggest that Oregon lower the automobile speed limit, wherever
feasible, to reduce greenhouse emissions. Cars travelling at lower
speeds burn less gas and so reduce emissions. Lowering the speed
limit would lower drivers' fuel costs, lower accidents, and make car
travel a bit safer.   Short car trips would not be significantly
longer if the speed was reduced a bit. Long trips would take more
time, but perhaps more rest areas could be created to make taking
breaks easier and more pleasant. Emergency vehicles could be granted
some exceptions where necessary. This suggestion could be implemented
in phases, or in locations where it is most effective, and least
opposed.
Another suggestion is to continue, and to improve, installation of
smart stop lights so that vehicles do not need to burn fuel while
stopped unnecessarily. This would also reduce emissions.
A third suggestion is to implement an educational campaign encouraging
motorists to turn off their engines when they are parked (when
feasible). There may be good reasons why a motorist waits parked with
the engine running, but I suspect many times it is just inertia which
causes them to do so.
Thanks for considering my suggestions,   Mark Lipe
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Monica Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Thursday, October 14, 2021 12:35:51 PM

DEQThank you for taking this courageous action. I know there will be objections from those who
are currently displacing the economic costs of their emissions. I applaud your efforts in
encompassing these costs so that new technologies that are not supported by sustized oil will
have a more equitable chance to thrive. I also feel that a 30-year plan is striking a balance
between urgently needed transition, and gently moving industry forward. Well done!
Take CareMonica
Monica Brown
Tigard OR
(541) 514-9677
monicabrown11@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

ezaron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
publicaffairs-RE@nwnatural.com; PUC CONSUMER PUC * PUC
Comments on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:23:20 AM

Dear DEQ Committee:
Comment (1): (relevant to the Public Utilities Commission)
On 2021-10-21, I received an email from "NW Natural Public Affairs Team" which requested
that I provide feedback on the Governor's Greenhouse Gas directives. The email directed me
to the form at the following website:
https://portal-nwnatural.nationbuilder.com/oregon_deq_climate_rules_comment?
utm_campaign=re_nb_feedback_form_round_3&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nwnatural
While I appreciate that NW Natural informed me of the opportunity to comment, I am not
comfortable with the fact that a regulated public utility is collecting comments and
encouraging me to lobby on their behalf by prompting me with leading comments to frame the
issues. Did they set up the above-linked web page with your approval? Can you verify that the
comments submitted to their portal are being forwarded without bias or editing to your
committee?

Comment (2):
Because climate change is being caused by environmental pollutants which are being emitted
and distributed around the globe, it cannot be solved or even incrementally improved by one
state or locality. The nature of these pollutants is such that determining their sources in order
to ascribe liability for their detrimental effects is not possible. The major consumer of fossil
fuels and emitter of greenhouse gases by industry in the United States is the US military.
Hence, until the country develops the political will to reduce those emissions by an order of
magnitude or more, it is senseless to tinker with other emission-reduction strategies.
I believe DEQ should monitor emissions of environmental pollutants, but I do not believe
Oregon or DEQ should play any direct role in reducing these emissions. I believe we should
instead be investing in education and in technology development to build our capacity to cope
with the consequences of widespread pollution by greenhouse gases. Reductions of
greenhouse gasses must be driven and coordinated from the Federal level and via international
treaty.
Sincerely yours,
Edward D. Zaron
Associate Professor (Sen. Res.)
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College of Earth Ocean and Atmospheric Science
Oregon State University
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deb Foster
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
comments on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:57:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I will try to keep my comments brief. I was devastated when Oregon
Republican legislators killed our attempt to create a climate action plan
here in Oregon. I support DEQ's efforts to regulate and reduce our carbon
consumption and emissions, however, your plan needs to go further and
reduce emissions even more. Given that every country who took part in
the Paris Climate Accord has not only failed to reduce their carbon
emissions to the promised level, they have all INCREASED the amount of
carbon emitted, everything we do now has to make up that lost ground
and much more. It's not enough to try to meet targets, we have to greatly
exceed them. And now that President Biden's CEPP has been defeated, the
action we take has to be massive.
The deadline we're facing and the targets we have to meet are hard and
firm. No one is writing us a happy ending out of this, and we won't get an
extension on this deadline. If we fall short and miss it, we have doomed
ourselves and future generations to a planet that will become increasingly
inhospitable to supporting life as we have known it. I have to say it again,
there is no extension on this deadline. We are in such a perilous position
right now, we have to do more than we think is possible. We have to find a
way.
Thank you for taking action, I support what you have outlined, but the
reductions need to go even further, and in a shorter timeline. Every being
and species on this planet hangs on our action or inaction. Wildlife is
suffering and dying as a direct result of what we have done to the planet.
Please, please, please, find a way to speed up and increase the reductions
in our greenhouse gas emissions here in Oregon, and be a model for other
states.
In all sincerity,
Debra Foster
2928 SE Vineyard Rd
Milwaukie OR 97267
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Fran Erickson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; SINGH Nicole * DEQ
Scott Bell; Karen Durand; Paul Eagar; Fran Erickson; Adaobi N Ezeh; Matt Graves; Wood, Thomas; Todd Meunier; Mitch Fargher
Comments on OR DEQ Proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Climate Protection Program Rules from Dyno Nobel, Deer
Island, OR
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:40:55 PM
image001.png
Comment letter on GHG rules 10-25-2021 from Dyno Nobel Signed.pdf

Greetings Nicole –
Please see the Dyno Nobel comment letter on the proposed GHG rulemaking attached.
Thanks. Fran
Frances Erickson, PE
Environmental Manager
Fran.Erickson@Am.DynoNobel.com
Ph: +1 503-366-8902 | M: +1 971-203-8555
Dyno Nobel Inc.
St. Helens Plant, 63149 Columbia River Highway, Deer Island, OR 97054, USA
dynonobel.com

DISCLAIMER: This email, including any attachment, may contain information that is confidential or legally
protected. If you are not the named addressee you must not read, print, copy, distribute, or use in any way this
email, including any attachment, or any information they contain. If you have received this email in error,
please notify the sender by return email immediately, destroy all copies and permanently delete it from your
system.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on proposed Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 10, 2021 10:41:01 AM

I am favorably impressed by what I see of the proposed Climate Protection Program and favor its
adoption.
At the same time, I have a few recommendations for refinements:
· Be more aggressive regarding reductions in Greenhouse Gas Emissions. The caps on
emissions do not ratchet down quickly enough. From everything I have read, we need to
reduce emissions by 50% by 2030, but the plan seems to target a 50% reduction only by
2040. And we need to eliminate fossil fuel emissions by 2045 or at the latest 2050, not
reduce them by 80% by 2050. The technology to do this is already here, or arriving soon.
· Consider a role for carbon sequestration in Oregon forests. The Plan properly focuses on
reducing actual Greenhouse Gas Emissions, and not tools for offsetting emissions but
allowing them to continue. At the same time, as we aim to reduce net carbon emissions to
zero, there is a legitimate role for high quality natural climate solutions. In particular, here in
Oregon we can grow trees that will sequester carbon. I would pair more aggressive
emissions reductions with some support for sequestering carbon in forests. One way to do
that might be to allow for some use of carbon offsets to meet more aggressive caps. Another
might be to sell (not simply distribute for free) some of the planned emissions allowances,
and then to invest the money in grants to entities that commit to high quality forest carbon
sequestration. Another might be to allow some percentage of the Community Climate
Investment funds to be invested right here in Oregon.
Thanks for considering my comments.
Steve Cook, 3134 SW Evergreen Lane, Portland, OR 97205
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on Proposed Rule Change
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:45:33 AM

The DEQ needs to strengthen its proposed rules for the Climate Protection Plan. They must cap emissions on all big
polluters so we can fight climate change. They should include any methane emissions under the cap as well. The rules
should require more rapid reductions with better goals by 2030, otherwise we won’t be able to limit temperature rise
to 1.5 degrees C—which is a tipping point.
Sincerely,
Diane Lia
4802 SE 46th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Joshua Skov
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on proposed rulemaking for GHG program
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:58:32 PM
Skov comments to DEQ on proposed rulemaking for GHG program-102521.pdf

Please find my comments attached. Thank you!
Best,
Josh
-----------------------Joshua Skov
Industry Mentor and Senior Instructor
Center for Sustainable Business Practices (CSBP)
Top Ranked Green MBA 2016-2021, Princeton Review
Lundquist College of Business • University of Oregon
jskov@uoregon.edu • 541-729-4879 • site • LinkedIn • meet with me

he/him/his
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Kreag
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on Proposed rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:59:47 PM

From Rebecca Kreag Portland OR, 97225:
I thoroughly agree with the comments submitted by Chris Olson see below:
Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules

Severe heat waves, forest fires and drought conditions are signs of man made climate change.
The obvious cause of these changing conditions are a direct result of greenhouse gas pollution at
unsustainable levels.

Oregon is not doing enough to help solve the climate crisis and make changes with the
necessary urgency. We must cut our climate pollution by 50% and we all must start as soon as possible
to meet or exceed the goal of doing so by 2030.

At this point in time the polluters have a free pass, especially the largest industrial sources. They
must be held accountable to mandatory reductions. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial polluters to
follow the cap and lets them “self-regulate” how to reduce emissions. We all know that self-regulating is
not a reliable way to compel large-scale polluters to do everything in their power to reduce their
emissions. Their actions to achieve pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party
every three years, or more often- preferably more often!

DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not follow the
science. We must demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030
and at least 90% by 2050. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial emitters to actually reduce their
climate pollution! That means they won’t!

We also need much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities (e.g. Black, Indigenous, people of color, low-income, rural). We need to clearly
define what kind of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflect the real cost of
project implementation.

We should prioritize those on the frontlines of harm from climate damage to benefit from these
investments. The current language is too vague, only saying that DEQ “may” prioritize CCI projects that
benefit frontline communities – among other purposes. We need to do better for these communities and
make the language more specific to meet their needs.

We all know that if we accept the status quo of our current pollution that the worst of climate
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destruction is yet to come. Please listen to our voices for environmental justice, climate protection and
public health! We have been asking for these changes for so long and time is running out.

Thank you for considering these most important changes for the benefit of all concerned.

Sincerely,

Chris Olson, Beaverton, Oregon 97007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Roy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on Rulemaking for Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 9, 2021 4:19:09 PM

To: Nicole Singh, DEQ
From: Jeanne Roy, 6805 SW 12th Ave, Portland 97219
Date: September 9, 2021
Subject: Comments on Rulemaking for Climate Protection Program
I have been an environmental educator and advocate in Oregon for the past 36 years. Climate
change is the most serious environmental issue humans have created, and we are many years
behind the need to take action to stop the buildup of greenhouse gases. The extreme
weather, fires, and floods are affecting all of us humans as well as the plants and animals we
depend upon.
I am happy that the DEQ is proposing rules to reduce greenhouse gases and affirm several
aspects:
The current rules require natural gas companies to reduce greenhouse gas pollution for
the first time in Oregon. It’s a good start.
New limitations and increased oversight of the use of CCIs is also a good start.
DEQ’s proposal to include an increasing number of oil companies in the program each
year is a good compromise from previous draft rules.
However, the rules need to be strengthened.
Targets. The emission reduction targets in the CPP do not meet the need as identified by the
most recent scientific reports.
The need is 50% by 2035 and at least 90% by 2050. I ask that DEQ revise the rules,
setting these new targets.
Include in the rules the ability of DEQ to adjust the caps downward if the targets are not
being met.
The initial cap should be set at a level that will require emission reductions immediately.
The state has waited too long to take action, and Oregonians are already feeling the
effects of climate change.
Industrial sources. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial emitters to actually reduce their
greenhouse gases. Under the proposed rules, their emissions could possibly increase.
Revise the rules so that major industrial sources are not exempt from mandatory declining
emissions These businesses need incentives to innovate less carbon-intensive processes.
Community Climate Investments. Under the proposed rules there is no requirement that
credits achieve measurable, permanent, verifiable, and enforceable reductions and result in a
1:1 reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
DEQ should review all CCIs every two years to ensure that the projects are actually
reducing emissions as projected.
DEQ must include in the rules language that the price of CCIs will be adjusted and
increased to ensure that they meets a 1:1 reduction.
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Penalties: DEQ should include language to limit the ability for regulated entities to get out of
violations and the ability to have penalty funds invested in new CCI projects.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Edelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on rules
Sunday, October 24, 2021 7:35:53 PM

Hello,
I fully support the proposed, with exceptions below, rules for the Climate Protection Program.
It is a necessary, and long overdue, effort for Oregon to make a serious contribution to
meeting its science-based targets in GHG reductions..
As a member of Governor Kulongoski's original Carbon Allocation Task Force, I have been
monitoring the use of alternative compliance paths (ACP) since they were first considered in
CATF over a decade ago. Fortunately, the use of so-called 'offsets' is not being considered in
these rules. But, there still must be quantitative limits on ACP that are consistent with the
original proposals to the Western Climate Initiative (WCI), and now incorporated into the
CARB compliance protocol. Thus, it is essential that these rules limit CCI to the original WCI
proposal of no more than 3% of compliance obligations, but, if necessary, not more than 6%
of compliance obligations as applied in California and Quebec.
Second, the design of CCI must fully realize environmental justice objectives without
compromising any "per ton" GHG reduction obligations. The current language is too vague to
guarantee equity outcomes, by only prescribing that DEQ *may* prioritize CCI projects that
benefit frontline communities, among other purposes. In addition, each CCI credit must
eliminate one ton of climate pollution. DEQ should review all CCIs every two years to get as
close to that target as possible - and prices of CCI should be correspondingly adjusted to
ensure that one ton of GHGreduction can be realized.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Jim Edelson
Portland OR
edelson8@gmail.com
503.209.4625
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Adatto
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Plan
Monday, October 18, 2021 11:35:05 AM

To whom it may concern:
Climate change is no longer an abstract concept that might impact future generations.
Scientists clearly link climate change to devastating fires that have already led to loss of life
and homelessness. The impacts of climate change already interfere with tourism, forestry,
agriculture and more. Heat waves this year killed unsuspecting people around the state. It is
deadly serious, and our actions must be strong to head off catastrophic change in the future.
With that in mind, I strongly support the Climate Protection Program. There are things I like
about the draft rule, and components that should be strengthened.
I support:
· Overall, this is the first comprehensive climate change program in Oregon. I salute
the state for the imagination, courage, and strategic thinking demonstrated by state
leaders in creating this effort.
· DEQ’s proposal requires natural gas companies to reduce greenhouse gas pollution
for the first time in Oregon. This is critical, and a good first step.
· DEQ’s proposal requires an increasing number of oil companies to join the program
each year. This is necessary, and I support it.
I am cautious about
· Community Climate Investments (CCI): There is a value in providing alternative means
to reach climate goals. However, community projects may fail to reduce actual
greenhouse gasses. I propose that the DEQ to limit these alternatives to 10% or less of
the program, provide stricter definitions of what projects can qualify, and require
significant oversight to ensure that goals are met. I support a requirement that DEQ
review the CCI program at least every two years and terminate any arrangements that
don’t live up to their GHG reduction targets.
These areas need to be strengthened,
· Increase the cap: Given the danger and expense imposed by global warming, we
must follow the science. The current suggested cap doesn’t even follow the goals that
were set in 2007, and climate change is coming faster than was expected then. The cap
must be raised to at least 50% emissions reduction by 2030, and at least 90% for 2050.
· Include industrial polluters: The current program, based on best available emission
reduction (BAER) for major emitters appears to be based on self-disclosure and
voluntary compliance. With climate change causing death and economic havoc around
Oregon, that simply doesn’t work, and without a stronger approach we won’t meet
necessary GHG reduction targets. Companies that emit greenhouse gasses also
provide important products and jobs in Oregon, and I approve of a plan that seeks
input from the companies themselves. Because each manufacturing operation is
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unique, the State will need customized targets and compliance. Large emitters should
be required to reduce their pollution as much as is feasible, and this should be verified
by an independent third party and based on best practices.
· As mentioned above, the CCIs can provide a useful alternative for companies to
comply with goals. As an equity measure, I would like to see added language that
directs some CCI dollars to communities that are most harmed by fossil fuels: rural
communities, low-income communities, and communities of color.
All the best,
Lisa Adatto
1960 Egan Way
Lake Oswego, Or. 97034
c: (503) 914-9678
ladatto3@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Helen Kennedy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
SHEERAN Kristen * GOV; Oregon GWC * ODOE; FELDON Leah * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program Proposed Rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:34:31 AM
_10 25 21 HK letter to DEQ and EQC on Cap Reduce.pdf

Dear Nicole and Stephanie,
Attached please find my comments on the proposed rules. Please share with the DEQ staff and
Commission Members. I am happy to discuss or clarify any of my suggestions.
Respectfully,
Helen Kennedy
Marcola, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Fallihee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 3:21:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Dear Managers.
A Climate Protection program so full of holes that many big polluters can sail right through???
Be real…take your moment to send out a real Climate Action program with no fracked gas
power plants. Show courage, you have real power, do something to be proud of now!,
Thank you,
Ellen Fallihee
12975 SE River Rd
Oak Grove, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Ahnert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:12:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Please do not exempt the six natural gas plants in Oregon
from the greenhouse gas emissions inventory.
Thank you,
Nancy Ahnert
4875 E Amazon Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Austin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:23:58 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
My name is Karen Austin. I live in Eugene. I have a Master’s degree in wildlife biology, and
worked as a wildlife biologist for the US Forest Service for over 15 years.
I am a concerned citizen who has read recent reports by the IPCC and United Nations and
know that we all need to act to reduce climate emissions immediately, and especially methane
emissions. My reasons for getting involved in reducing our climate emissions are our younger
generation and all other species who depend on a healthy atmosphere.
The “Oregon Climate Action Plan (OCAP),” establishes a bold new goal for our state: reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in Oregon by at least 45% below 1990 levels by the year 2035, and
by 80% by 2050.
Here are some suggestions for making the CPP more effective:
The name Climate Protection Program needs to change or the rules need to include a much
larger percentage of current greenhouse gas polluters. Right now the name implies a
comprehensive plan and in reality this draft plan covers only a fraction of the carbon
emissions emitted in our state.
DEQ must adopt a more stringent cap trajectory that cuts emissions by at least 50 percent by
2030. The way the rules are currently written, emissions from stationary sources could
increase under this program. It is critical that DEQ’s Climate Protection Program (or CPP)
hold these sources accountable. DEQ needs to include fracked-gas power plants these rules,
and greenhouse gas emissions must transition to 45% of 1990 levels by 2035.
DEQ’s proposed “Community Climate Investment” program for polluters to comply with
emissions reduction requirements needs adjustment to make the rules more specific. Without
greater clarity and direction in the rule language that hold polluters to reducing emissions
directly, emissions from stationary sources could increase under this program. Major industrial
polluters in Oregon must be held accountable to specific standards and timelines for
decreasing emissions. Please ensure that DEQ make the rules in the CPP specific and focused
on emissions.
Industrial polluters must be held accountable by DEQ, and held to mandatory declining
emissions reductions. Polluters should be required to hire qualified third party auditors to
create a plan which outlines a timeline for reducing emissions and strategies to reach these
emissions, which should be available to DEQ and the public.
DEQ can and should create rules to significantly reduce climate emissions.
Thank you,
Karen Austin
715 W 40th Ave
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Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Hight
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 10, 2021 8:45:09 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am a member of the Climate Justice Team at the Medford Congregational United Church of
Christ. We were designated as a Creation Justice congregation years ago. Our team has
sponsored educational events and action forums on climate change legislation and policies to
protect Oregon's communities from the effects of fossil fuel pollution. So many people in the
Rogue Valley continue to struggle with the after-effects of the catastrophic Almeda Fire. We
are also in the midst of a debilitating drought and most have stayed indoors throughout the
summer months to avoid particulate matter damage to their lungs from fires near our valley.
The DEQ and EQC have power to make significant changes to lower the fossil fuel emissions
at the root of all these challenges to our biosphere. Most Americans do not appreciate that we
have increased the temperature of the earth by 2.7 degrees Fahrenheit since the Industrial
Revolution. We have surpassed the 1.5 celsius goal now. We believe environmental justice
should be your guiding objectives in designing this Climate Protection Plan, not the agenda of
fracked gas industries. As it stands now their loop holes are in place and they will remain a
large cause of our problems instead of part of the solutions to reign in green house gas
emissions. People have been talking about reversing climate trends for over 30 years. Half of
all carbon emissions have occurred since 1990, one third since 2005. Your current proposed
plan is inadequate as it includes loopholes for the worst polluters, the fracked gas power
plants. There is time to amend the plan and strengthening the regulations that will make the
overall plan more than just words, trying to curb fossil fuel emissions. Trying means failing.
We can do this better-- yet only by your efforts and regulations. As a faith community we will
stand with you and many others against pressure from these powerful polluters. Make Oregon
a role model as we were when bottle recycling began. We are living in a critical time, future
generations will judge the actions or inactions you have embraced. Thank you for doing this
complicated, life sustaining work for us and our precious planet. We ache to be proud of the
Climate Protection Plan. Thank-you also for extending the deadline for feedback.
Thank you,
Robert Hight
1200 Mira Mar Ave
Medford, OR 97504
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lily Allred
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:51:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lily Allred
1821 Roberts Rd
Medford, OR 97504
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Curtis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 1:28:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
My name is Mike and I reside unhoused in Eugene. I am one of at least two thousand living
unhoused in this otherwise prosperous city, without 4 walls and a roof, without heating or airconditioning, without a sink or a shower, and a sitting duck for all kinds of weather calamities,
now fueled to great excess by global climate change.
The summer of 2020 brought heavy smoke from the Holiday Farm fire into Eugene for days
and weeks. There was little escape from its choking ashes and caustic fumes for those of us
living outside. What permanent damage was done to our lungs only time will tell. June of
2021 brought us the heat dome and temperatures of 112-116 degrees. For a week the highs
stayed above 100 degrees. I personally spent one day bent under the trees of polluted Amazon
Creek. Other extreme weather like ice storms have terrified my community. Can you imagine
being out in it day and night, trying to stay warm or even walk?
All of this is to say that we, as your neighbors who are increasing in numbers as housing
prices skyrocket, need the service and protection our state government can provide. And not
by halves. Not by giving some polluters a wink and a pass. ALL of the industries, businesses,
and power plants need to wean away from fossil fuel NOW. Start with fracked gas--that's easy
as it ruins our precious water! We have no time for offsets and workarounds. We can't
consider profits anymore. People are already dying. Get to the real business at hand, which is
SAVING THE PLANET. Come on people, don't you realize it may already be too late???
Thank you,
Mike Curtis
215 W 35th Pl
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Karman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:48:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
In addition to the coalition comments discussed below, I also want to express concerns
regarding the timeframe. The timeline in the proposed rules is inconsistent with the pace
scientists tell us we need. We need to reduce emissions at least 50% by 2030. Anything less is
a form of climate denial.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Page 432 of 9889

Jessica Karman
9315 SW 2nd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

RAND SCHENCK
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 11:12:39 AM

From: Rand Schenck
To: Department of Environmental Quality
Date: October 3, 2021
Subject: Climate Protection Program
I am writing to applaud the efforts and time and resources you have expended
in developing these draft rules. At the same time, I believe that the extent of
these efforts do not measure up to the need of addressing the climate chaos we
are experiencing here in Oregon and the rest of the world. We must act
decisively this decade with a wide range of actions to make the difference
needed.
I urge you to go further and respond to the urgency of actions required. Please
address these priority needs:
1. CAP: improve the cap by requiring 50% reduction by 2035 and 100% by

2050 as this truly reflects the best available science.
2. Best Available Emission Reduction: address the current uncertainty on
achieving the long term emission reductions necessary by allowing other
voices to address whether a BAER implementation plan will do the
necessary job.
3. Community Climate Investments: require that each CCI licensed entity
meet a 1:1 ratio on a portfolio basis
4. Penalties: develop stronger language to ensure regulated entities are
unable to avoid the consequences of their violations.
Lastly, I do want to recognize ways that you have strengthened some of your
earlier proposals including: declining threshold for transportation fuel
suppliers; improved methodology for distribution of compliance instruments;
and better safeguards re CCIs.
I recognize that this has been a challenging process and one that has evoked
many competing values and interests. Please do what is right by putting the
needs of our children and the planet ahead of all others.
Sincerely,
Rand Schenck
2947 NE 31st Ave
Portland, Or 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeannie Culp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:37:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
My name is Jean Culp. I live at 88567 Weiss Estates Lane, Bandon, Oregon 97411
Our natural surroundings must be valued and protected beginning now so our children and
children's children will not be robbed of a healthy environment and of the wonderful beauty of
the Earth.
Do not exempt Oregon’s top six polluters—all large fracked gas power plants—from Oregon’s
new greenhouse gas regulation program.
Do not allow loopholes and flexibility for polluters that avoid stringent controls on climatechanging pollution and the other air pollution that comes with it. For too long the burdens of
pollution have fallen on communities near these plants.
We must protect all Oregonians from fossil fuel pollution.
I want Oregon officials to start protecting our land and people from bad policy that has hurt us
all.
Thank you,
Jeannie Culp
88567 Weiss Estates Ln
Bandon, OR 97411
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rufus Knapp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:08:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am writing regarding regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the face of a rapidly warming planet, I
understand from Power Past Fracked Gas that the DEQ’s “Climate Protection Program” may
exempt large Oregon polluters from regulation. I oppose this.
- EQC should extend the rule to regulate fracked gas power plants.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. I support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but
urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are
reduced (no grandfather exemptions.)
The DEQ simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” by
exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Rufus Knapp
4417 SW 94th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Myco Stassens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:17:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
As eager as I was to learn more about Oregon's plan to curb emissions, I was devastated to
hear of its reality.
By allowing most of Oregon's polluters to continue their greedy, wasteful and unjust activities
unregulated, Oregon's plan to curb emissions are right on track to fail to meet its goal.
Marginalized communities will continue to feel the worst effects from these polluters.
The fine print remains just under the surface so that many Oregonians will never learn of it. I'll
be telling the real story to every Oregonian I know, as will all the other activists with genuine
concern for our ecosystems and world.
Thank you,
Myco Stassens
PO Box 483
Powers, OR 97466
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Theodora Hight
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:08:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisises, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the 6 largest GHG polluters in Oregon from regulation! Alone
they create half of our greenhouse gas emissions.
Oregonians lungs, air and water sources, our health, our lives, our planet, depend on the
choices and rules created to meet the climate goals envisioned in E.O. 20-04. Thank you for
your efforts Gov. Brown. The DEQ now has the authority and discretion to reduce the 9
million plus tons of CO2 that are annually added to our atmosphere's warming blanket. There
are communities next to these fracked gas processing plants that are living with much higher
risks to their health daily. You have the power to correct much social injustice.
As citizens we beg you to make rules that reign in these major polluters, make fair rules where
every one sacrifices for the protection of our precious resources, and everyone benefits. If you
can't stop lobbyists from effecting the rule making process at least remove loopholes that
make this "Climate Protection" surely miserly and disappointing. Instead imagine truly
protecting our small blue dot's atmosphere and reducing GHG immediately, as if our lives
depended on it, because they do.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Theodora Hight
1200 Mira Mar Ave
Medford, OR 97504
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jamie Rehlaender
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:20:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
My name is Jamie Rehlaender. I am 24 years old. I have grown up in the midst of the climate
crisis.
I have seen 12 year olds skip school to protest in the streets in the name of their own future. I
have been told since I was a child that if I ride my bike, if I recycle my plastics, if I take
shorter showers, then I can save the planet. Now this seems to me to be a lie and a ploy.
Oregon’s fracked gas power sector will produce 9 million tons of carbon dioxide equivalent
this year. Nine millions tons, not even counting the pollution caused by actually fracking for
the gas. How far would I have to ride my bike to undo this?
This sector is made up of the biggest polluters in Oregon, and yet it goes totally unchecked. It
doesn’t make any sense. The greenhouses gases produced, unregulated, from these plants will
directly affect the health of Oregonians, as well as the futures of young people, who already
have to configure their lives around the consequences of climate change.
Most of my peers will not have children because they do not believe there will be a livable
planet to bring them into. Some of my peers will move out of Oregon because the air quality
has degraded so much, especially when thick with smoke.
I understand that there is a political and economic element to the non-regulation of these
power plants. I hope that the human element wins.
Thank you,
Jamie Rehlaender
18051 Kelok Rd
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alyson Meade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:00:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Alyson Meade
6295 SE Aldercrest Ct
Milwaukie, OR 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

GT
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, August 23, 2021 1:16:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
What a JOKE!!!!!
Throw out that ridiculous "program" and start over with SERIOUS PROTECTIONS AND
RULES AND CONSEQUENCES for once.
Thank you,
GT
PO Box 1377
Veneta, OR 97487
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

GT
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:01:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
REALLY?!?!?!?
You're kidding, right?!?!?!?
The current "proposal" DOOMS OREGON to the bottom of the pack in terms of REAL
environmental changes. I thought Oregon was a LEADER, but alas, it appears
SOMEONE IS LINING THE POCKETS OF THE DECISION MAKERS!
There can be NO OTHER EXPLANATION!
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
GT
PO Box 1377
Veneta, OR 97487
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Powell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:46:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Susan Powell
1448 A St
Springfield, OR 97477
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Bachhuber
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:25:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
The proposed DEQ Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program has problems. We can’t allow
business as usual for methane derived electricity.
Natural gas is unnatural since most is now obtained from fracking, in itself an extremely
damaging technology. Natural gas cannot be considered a “bridge fuel” to a cleaner future.
The future is now and the consequences of climate change are apparent. Action to reduce the
use and production of methane must be immediate. This is a climate crisis and no part of the
economy should be exempt from immediate remediation, especially natural gas power plants.
Change the proposed rules to include this industry in all the carbon cuts to come.
Thank you,
Stephen Bachhuber
3428 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sulema Santillan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:34:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sulema Santillan
2501 Avenue A
White City, OR 97503
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyle Purdy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:34:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kyle Purdy
850 Fairway View Dr
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosalia Rodriguez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:33:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rosalia Rodriguez
2700 Terrmont St
White City, OR 97503
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Prowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:28:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sarah Prowell
2216 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
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Sara Moss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:27:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sara Moss
SE Marble Mountain Ln Bend
Bend, OR 97702
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ana Alvarez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:51:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ana Alvarez
812 S Pacific Hwy
Talent, OR 97540
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

emily Aunspaugh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:41:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
emily Aunspaugh
125 Kiss Ct
Roseburg, OR 97471
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maria Solorio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:37:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Maria Solorio
3601 Avenue C
White City, OR 97503
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From:
To:
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Anthony Henderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:36:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anthony Henderson
3240 W St
Sacramento, CA 95817
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From:
To:
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Ceila Rodriguez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:23:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ceila Rodriguez
2111 Kings Hwy
Medford, OR 97501
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Perla Salazar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:12:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Perla Salazar
1631 Prune St
Medford, OR 97501
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From:
To:
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Cervantez Sara
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:05:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Cervantez Sara
111 Talent Ave
Talent, OR 97540
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alessandra De la torre
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:49:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Alessandra De la torre
1185 Fern St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

p quillian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:22:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to front-line and ALL communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other front line communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities. And
then gov't & citizens are left to often pay for cleanup and cap these wells. So a private moneymaking industry reaps profit but bears no responsibility to cleanup? This is madness. They
need to be held accountable.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels). Stop these oil trains now!
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
p quillian
120 Faith Cir
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Talent, OR 97540
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Powers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:25:35 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jason Powers
5216 SE Salmon St
Portland, OR 97215
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To:
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Meladee Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 9:48:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Meladee Martin
4009 SW Seymour Ct
Portland, OR 97221
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet H.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 9:44:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janet H.
93619 Blue Bird Ln
North Bend, OR 97459
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From:
To:
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Beppie Shapiro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 9:43:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Beppie Shapiro
255 SW Harrison St
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
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Clint Landeen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 8:30:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Clint Landeen
380 S Holly St
Canby, OR 97013
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From:
To:
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Cam Wolff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 2:57:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Cam Wolff
2627 SE Mulberry Dr
Milwaukie, OR 97267
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From:
To:
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Diana Boss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 2:27:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diana Boss
10295 SW Murray Blvd
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
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Date:

Kimberly Crihfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 1:04:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kimberly Crihfield
233 NE 102nd Ave
Portland, OR 97220
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From:
To:
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Sarah Lasoff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 1:01:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sarah Lasoff
1514 NE 14th Ave
Portland, OR 97232
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From:
To:
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Emily Platt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 12:20:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Emily Platt
2808 SE 18th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Kinney-Dobbins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:49:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Donna Kinney-Dobbins
63284 Morningstar Ct
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Salvner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:12:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amanda Salvner
119 E Davis Ave
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Tibbot
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 6:05:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ann Tibbot
948 B St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marshall Goldberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 4:42:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Marshall Goldberg
3080 SW Raleighview Dr
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Keene
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 2:59:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have asthma and had to leave my beloved home and 25 year friends do to not being able to
breathe. I still get far sicker from diesel vehicles and pollution than I do from the forest fires.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Margaret Keene
645 SW Loafers Ln
Madras, OR 97741
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Fletcher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 12:54:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. It does not go far enough to protect our air and
water.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Karen Fletcher
5040 SE Henry St
Page 475 of 9889

Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chelsea Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 10:32:12 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Chelsea Davis
14420 SW Daphne St
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 9:25:03 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
William Wilson
1747 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Courtney Rae
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 9:06:01 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Courtney Rae
730 SE Cesar Estrada Chavez Blvd
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janiece Staton Retired RN, BSN, MSW, MAT
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:50:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janiece Staton Retired RN, BSN, MSW, MAT
817 SW 171st Ave
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

richard chasm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:48:41 AM

Public Comment: Climate Protection Program
Richard M, Chasm
P. O. Box 51
730 Hoover Hill Road
Dillard OR 97432
Oct. 21, 2021
To: Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Thank you for extending the deadline to comment on the proposed new
rules for addressing a changing climate in Oregon. Please accept these
comments as my testimony.
I live on 77 acres of timberland approximately 25 miles southwest of
Roseburg and 3 miles west of Winston. My father purchased this land in
1958 and except for a couple of years at the U of O, I have lived on this
land to this very day. I have logged, thinned and cut firewood over these
years as a small scale forest manager. I have noticed over the last ten
years that the trees have quit growing. They are not dead they simply
quit getting bigger. Many of these trees have not grown a quarter of an
inch in 15 years! About 5 years ago the firs started dying all over and
not just on the south slopes. I thought this is a changing climate but I
still have cedar and pine growing so it will be OK, This past year the
cedars and now the pines are dying! I have never seen this before. The
question of a changing climate has been debated and deferred but what
I see is an acceleration of the impact of putting carbon in the air. My
forest and forests all over southern Oregon are dying. This can not be
good for human lungs either.
The proposed rule changes have a number of loopholes for existing
industries such as a requirement to invest in “under served
communities”. Who decides what is an under served community? What
is proposed and who will see it done? What will happen if the industries
fail to deliver? For far too long the state has erred on behalf of short
term profits and not annoying powerful business interests. I realize we
need jobs but giving the same old industries a pass is how we got here
and provides no incentive for modernization or innovation.
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My experience is that while there are many good and conscientious
people who work for the DEQ they are unable to enforce the existing
rules let alone some fancy new ones. They are neither well funded or
fully supported. I want strong, straight forward rules that are enforced.
To resort to a cliche’ There is no Planet B. We are destroying the place
we live. I see it with my eyes every day. It is past time to tell commercial
and industrial interests they need to be good stewards for this planet
and not just reap short term profits and we will fix it later. Later is now.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

richard chasm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:46:32 AM

Public Comment: Climate Protection Program
Richard M, Chasm
P. O. Box 51
730 Hoover Hill Road
Dillard OR 97432
Oct. 21, 2021
To: Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Thank you for extending the deadline to comment on the proposed new
rules for addressing a changing climate in Oregon. Please accept these
comments as my testimony.
I live on 77 acres of timberland approximately 25 miles southwest of
Roseburg and 3 miles west of Winston. My father purchased this land in
1958 and except for a couple of years at the U of O, I have lived on this
land to this very day. I have logged, thinned and cut firewood over these
years as a small scale forest manager. I have noticed over the last ten
years that the trees have quit growing. They are not dead they simply
quit getting bigger. Many of these trees have not grown a quarter of an
inch in 15 years! About 5 years ago the firs started dying all over and
not just on the south slopes. I thought this is a changing climate but I
still have cedar and pine growing so it will be OK, This past year the
cedars and now the pines are dying! I have never seen this before. The
question of a changing climate has been debated and deferred but what
I see is an acceleration of the impact of putting carbon in the air. My
forest and forests all over southern Oregon are dying. This can not be
good for human lungs either.
The proposed rule changes have a number of loopholes for existing
industries such as a requirement to invest in “under served
communities”. Who decides what is an under served community? What
is proposed and who will see it done? What will happen if the industries
fail to deliver? For far too long the state has erred on behalf of short
term profits and not annoying powerful business interests. I realize we
need jobs but giving the same old industries a pass is how we got here
and provides no incentive for modernization or innovation.
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My experience is that while there are many good and conscientious
people who work for the DEQ they are unable to enforce the existing
rules let alone some fancy new ones. They are neither well funded or
fully supported. I want strong, straight forward rules that are enforced.
To resort to a cliche’ There is no Planet B. We are destroying the place
we live. I see it with my eyes every day. It is past time to tell commercial
and industrial interests they need to be good stewards for this planet
and not just reap short term profits and we will fix it later. Later is now.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brendan Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 2:16:15 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Brendan Lee
5716 S Kelly Ave
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

C Hersh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 12:18:56 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021: in the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s proposes to exempt
the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters
in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and
ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals.
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
C Hersh
5516 NE 28th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rani Sawyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:20:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rani Sawyer
406 Old Garden Valley Rd
Roseburg, OR 97471
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nina Council
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:56:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nina Council
2970 Dianne St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Keene
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:22:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Margaret Keene
645 SW Loafers Ln
Madras, OR 97741
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Evelyn Whitlock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:19:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have previously written, but want to again write to you to emphasize the importance of
reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as quickly as possible. From a public health
viewpoint, all the reports coming in are dire. This week, the Lancet 2021 update on the global
climate crisis said we are at code red for the health effects from climate change. The IPCC
report earlier this year was daunting by showing that global temperatures are rising faster than
we anticipated, as governments and industry fail to achieve needed reductions in GHG. Each
year we defer, the momentum towards disaster builds and we have fewer options for making
the required cuts in fossil fuel use (the major contributor to GHG emissions), without
significant human pain and cost. We must act NOW!
In the midst of this rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities. Climate change is multiplying existing
inequities. It is inhumane and immoral not to prioritize those who are already suffering the
most.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants and
ignores the fact that every bit of carbon we continue to spew is dooming our future! Also, the
proposed rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy
fracked gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline
communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
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communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now and meet the seriousness of the moment with
courage and resolve. As a September, 2021 report in Science illustrated, the real impacts of
climate change will fall on those who were born after 1960--who face extreme environmental
events that are directly tied to increases in global temperature and to serious, negative impacts
on physical and mental health, well-being and longevity. Even if current climate pledges are
met, children born in 2020 will experience 2 to 7 times more wildfires, heat waves, droughts,
crop failures, river floods, and tropical cyclones over their lifetimes than those born in 1960.
Those of us in decision-making positions today will be largely spared from the worst impacts
of OUR failures to reduce GHG and global warming.
We must act with appropriate urgency and with integrity to protect the safety of our children
and to preserve a future for all coming generations. We must not doom our children to a future
of doom and disaster. And we are running out of time to prevent this.
As a mother, grandmother, and carer of future generations--as well as a retired public health
professional and researcher--I implore you to act courageously now to address the climate
crisis.
Thank you,
Evelyn Whitlock
1904 N Skidmore St
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Christian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:24:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steven Christian
1300 E Main St
Hillsboro, OR 97123
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

A. Todd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:19:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
A. Todd
255 River Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Borcherding
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:00:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Paul Borcherding
3302 N Columbia St
La Grande, OR 97850
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Goldfeld
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:25:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anne Goldfeld
18090 NW Cornell Rd
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lee Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:02:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
lee Jones
1068 Park Ave NE
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nate Hildebrand
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:40:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nate Hildebrand
235 NE Ivy St
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

robert clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:39:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
robert clark
2825 SW Elmer Nelson Ln
Grants Pass, OR 97527
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Nussbaum
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:37:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janet Nussbaum
4319 NW Yeon Ave
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Natalie Ranker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:09:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Natalie Ranker
414 Simpson Ave
North Bend, OR 97459
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teri Kaliher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:40:59 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Teri Kaliher
4841 SW Richardson Dr
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Carl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:28:26 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nancy Carl
1014 S Park St
Carlton, OR 97111
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Jules Moritz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:23:46 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jules Moritz
8285 NW Mitchell Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
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Alexander Cox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:17:32 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Alexander Cox
1892 Colestin Rd
Ashland, OR 97520
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Jerry LaFountain
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:52:22 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
My grand kids deserve a healthy planet and I have serious concerns regarding the Department
of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst
of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised
to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest
climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s
climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jerry LaFountain
683 Blue Moon Dr
Central Point, OR 97502
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P Bryer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:28:35 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
P Bryer
2112 W 29th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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Barry Oaks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:43:09 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barry Oaks
86313 Franklin Blvd
Eugene, OR 97405
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Peter Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:00:39 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Peter Miller
1706 SE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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Don Dabney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:51:46 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Don Dabney
5707 Fishers Fry
Gold Hill, OR 97525
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Derek Shetterly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:45:42 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Derek Shetterly
2385 Morada Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
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Chris DeSmit
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:43:24 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Chris DeSmit
2290 E Main St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Kelly Brignell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:41:11 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kelly Brignell
1747 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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Anne Millhollen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:34:23 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anne Millhollen
2685 Benson Ln
Eugene, OR 97408
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Richard Beam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:29:44 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Richard Beam
19773 Bellevue Way
West Linn, OR 97068
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Marilyn Mitton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:18:08 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Marilyn Mitton
1260 NW Naito Pkwy
Portland, OR 97209
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Rae Waterman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:42:13 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rae Waterman
610 7th St
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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Nikki Dennis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:20:35 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nikki Dennis
255 SW Harrison St
Portland, OR 97201
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Annaabelle Herbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:55:49 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Annaabelle Herbert
13671 SW 62nd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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Janet Elgin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:45:06 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janet Elgin
515 NE Holladay St
Portland, OR 97232
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Anthony Pepitone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:18:42 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anthony Pepitone
215 S Church St
Newberg, OR 97132
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claire cohen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:37:47 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
claire cohen
5051 Foothills Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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Steve Prince
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:19:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steve Prince
2426 Washington Alley
Eugene, OR 97405
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Larry Morningstar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:56:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Larry Morningstar
315 S 1st St
Talent, OR 97540
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Amy Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:34:01 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Roberts
2883 NW Sunny Ln
Albany, OR 97321
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Leslie Burpo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:12:18 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Leslie Burpo
28577 Hamm Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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Jane Civiletti
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:48:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jane Civiletti
14614 SE Fairoaks Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97267
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jen Eiffert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:32:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
jen Eiffert
2955 David Ln
Medford, OR 97504
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From:
To:
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Rich Iwasaki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:08:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
As a resident of Beaverton, I have serious concerns regarding the DEQ's proposed Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Program 2021. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to all communities.
I urge EQC to make these changes to the program:
1. Prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and other
frontline communities.
2. Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas power
plants, Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel
power plants The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to
buy fracked gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline
communities.
3. Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited,
4. Bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that BIPOC
and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. If a polluter
chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income
rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rich Iwasaki
40 SW 147th Pl
Beaverton, OR 97006
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Amy Van Schijndel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:02:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Van Schijndel
3618 NW Tustin Ranch Dr
Portland, OR 97229
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Julie Walker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:42:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Julie Walker
15200 SW Crown Dr
King City, OR 97224
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Barbara Branham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:17:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barbara Branham
3070 SW Garden View Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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Philip Ratcliff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:09:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Philip Ratcliff
4665 Tragen Ct SE
Salem, OR 97302
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Diana Saxon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:39:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diana Saxon
4098 Market St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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Elizabeth Bogacz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:28:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Bogacz
5219 SW View Point Terrace
Portland, OR 97239
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Katelyn Entzeroth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:24:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Katelyn Entzeroth
3500 SW 113th Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005
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Tod Boyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:05:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tod Boyer
786 Ashland St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Polly Wood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:58:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Polly Wood
408 Cascade Ave
Hood River, OR 97031
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Justus Peacock-Broyles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:31:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Justus Peacock-Broyles
4621 NE 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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Mary Lynn Willis Parodi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:22:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mary Lynn Willis Parodi
12045 SW Springwood Dr
Tigard, OR 97223
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Peter Ware
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:13:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Peter Ware
1309 Pear Tree Ln
Medford, OR 97504
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Rich InLove
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:57:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rich InLove
616 W 4th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:45:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Catherine Miller
421 Middlecrest Rd
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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From:
To:
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Ai DeVore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:41:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ai DeVore
2385 Morada Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
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brad kalita
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:39:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
brad kalita
38038 Chiloquin Ridge Rd
Chiloquin, OR 97624
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From:
To:
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Date:

Jean Wyman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:15:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Dear Kate—don’t let this be your legacy. You’ve done such a great job under such hard
conditions, don’t let the fossil boys take it away from you. Also, please run for Mayor of
Portland. WE NEED YOU!!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jean Wyman
Page 545 of 9889

3914 NE 75th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
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Date:

Steve Sheehy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:15:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steve Sheehy
4727 Alpine Dr
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
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From:
To:
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Stephen a Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:13:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stephen a Johnson
3385 SW 100th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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To:
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Cindy Jensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:07:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Cindy Jensen
1505 SW 192nd Ave
Aloha, OR 97006
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From:
To:
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Judy Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:54:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Judy Anderson
74015 Cougar Mountain Rd
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
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From:
To:
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Brent Rocks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:11:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Brent Rocks
1518 SW Upper Hall St
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
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Date:

Basey Klopp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:10:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis wildfires, smoke, HEAT DOME! - DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to
exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate
polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate
goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Basey Klopp
1808 NW Vicksburg Ave
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
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Duncan Baruch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:05:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to front-line communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Duncan Baruch
8833 SW 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
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Date:

Andrew Wade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:03:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Andrew Wade
3413 Brookside Dr
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Lutje
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:59:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Debra Lutje
1214 E 12th St
The Dalles, OR 97058
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Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:58:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89117
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Hugh Cochran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:56:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Hugh Cochran
355 Santa Clara Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
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Ann Nowicki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:50:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ann Nowicki
3355 N Delta Hwy
Eugene, OR 97408
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Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:41:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Edwards
PO Box 247
Cloverdale, OR 97112
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:40:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Craig Heverly
3712 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:40:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Wilma Ingram
1631 SE Honeysuckle Loop
Warrenton, OR 97146
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greeley wells
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:34:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
greeley wells
5253 Carberry Creek Rd
Jacksonville, OR 97530
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E. Darby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:29:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
E. Darby
1020 NW 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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Lisa Caine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:25:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lisa Caine
2014 NE Brazee St
Portland, OR 97212
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Esther Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:20:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Esther Friedman
4160 Hertel Dr S
Salem, OR 97302
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Jay Humphrey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:19:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jay Humphrey
25525 S Laura Ln
Estacada, OR 97023
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Monica Gilman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:18:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Monica Gilman
25525 S Laura Ln
Estacada, OR 97023
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Nancy Cushwa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:17:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nancy Cushwa
2715 N Terry St
Portland, OR 97217
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Carol Elkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:12:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carol Elkins
7416 Sherman Rd SE
Aumsville, OR 97325
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Ryan Beam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:12:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ryan Beam
316 N Baldwin St
Portland, OR 97217
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Sarah Welte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:09:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sarah Welte
18880 SW Hart Rd
Beaverton, OR 97007
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Yancette Halverson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:06:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Yancette Halverson
8828 SE Flavel St
Portland, OR 97266
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Robert Fladger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:58:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Robert Fladger
41855 Park Rd
Port Orford, OR 97465
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David Griffith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:53:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David Griffith
2700 SE 160th Ave
Portland, OR 97236
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Paul Martinsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:50:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Paul Martinsen
3553 Basswood Ct NW
Salem, OR 97304
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Scott Mahood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:48:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Scott Mahood
3530 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Portland, OR 97214
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Victoria Holzendorf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:44:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Victoria Holzendorf
5063 Foothills Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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John Matthews
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:41:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
The DEQ needs to demonstrate the the leadership initiated by Gov. Tom McCall when, even
as a republican he told big industry along the Willamette and other rivers of the state to stop
their pollution of our waterways or pay the consequences. They did so... economics adjusted,
jobs flourished, and cleaner, healthier water was benefited for all. We need to renew this
attitude now and make these necessary changes (as discussed above) that will end up
benefiting all!
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Thank you,
John Matthews
4540 Singlestrand St SE
Salem, OR 97302
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To:
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BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:39:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
BC Shelby
1040 NW 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
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Date:

Anna Cowen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:37:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anna Cowen
19308 Leland Road
Oregon City, OR 97045
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Anthony Albert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:37:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anthony Albert
285 NW 35th St
Corvallis, OR 97330
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Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:35:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ian Shelley
50 SW 97th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:30:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carolyn Latierra
3223 NE Knott St
Portland, OR 97212
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jean Svadlenka
7010 SW Highland Ct
Wilsonville, OR 97070
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Arlene Burns
606 3rd Ave
Mosier, OR 97040
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rose Goodwin Jones
300 W Main St
Talent, OR 97540
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steve Smith
11516 SW Oak Creek Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lois White
1357 Redwood Cir
Grants Pass, OR 97527
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Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:24:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Raymond Hogan
2808 SE 18th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
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Comments on the Climate Protection Program
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Wanda Graff
580 S Ivy St
Canby, OR 97013
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Robert Gibson
206 Harrison St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Belinda Colley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:19:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Belinda Colley
PO Box 152
Azalea, OR 97410
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From:
To:
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Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:18:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
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Date:

Sandra Joos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:18:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sandra Joos
4259 SW Patrick Pl
Portland, OR 97239
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Benton Elliott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:18:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Benton Elliott
1601 Olive St
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
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Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:02:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
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Mike Beilstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 12:45:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mike Beilstein
1214 NW 12th St
Corvallis, OR 97330
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Diane Tegtmeier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:49:02 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diane Tegtmeier
128 Strawberry Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
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Suzanne Butterfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:41:20 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Suzanne Butterfield
856 NW Haleakala Way
Bend, OR 97701
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Harry Kershner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:50:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Harry Kershner
9322 N Oswego Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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Lucy Kennedy-Wong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:35:42 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lucy Kennedy-Wong
7308 SE Harrison Ct
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
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Carolyn Guidry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:18:35 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carolyn Guidry
90844 Hill Rd
Springfield, OR 97478
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From:
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Anne Trudeau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:03:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anne Trudeau
4207 NE 40th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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Katherine Hails
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:43:32 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Katherine Hails
3326 SW Marquam Hill Rd
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
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Cynthia Enlow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:15:57 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Cynthia Enlow
1460 NW Ashley Dr
Albany, OR 97321
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Dani Maron-Oliver
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:55:00 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dani Maron-Oliver
75 Blue Heron Dr
Longview, WA 98632
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From:
To:
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Joy Mamoyac
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:31:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Joy Mamoyac
2988 NW Angelica Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
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Mike Zotter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:08:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mike Zotter
4917 SE Mintone Dr
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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From:
To:
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Hans Tschersich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:35:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Hans Tschersich
377 W Clackamas Blvd
Gladstone, OR 97027
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From:
To:
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Tod Boyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:48:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tod Boyer
786 Ashland St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
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Elizabeth Sheppard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:33:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
EQC needs to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
Please exercise your authority to require DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking
process proceeds much further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful
“Climate Protection Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest
climate polluters in the state.
Close down the polluters. Our lives depend on it.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Sheppard
2007 SE Bybee Blvd
Portland, OR 97202
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John Nettleton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:25:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Nettleton
4311 SE 37th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
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Carroll Johnston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:12:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carroll Johnston
1747 Sonya Dr SE
Salem, OR 97317
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From:
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John Gillette, M.D.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:53:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Gillette, M.D.
1133 NW 11th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
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Maureen O"Neal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:40:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Maureen O'Neal
9100 SW 80th Ave
Tigard, OR 97223
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From:
To:
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Larry Morningstar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:34:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Larry Morningstar
315 S 1st St
Talent, OR 97540
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From:
To:
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Date:

D Wiese Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:39:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
D Wiese Jones
6935 SW Wilsonville Rd
Wilsonville, OR 97070
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

curt clay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:21:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
curt clay
PO Box 822
Coos Bay, OR 97420
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Ben Stickney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:19:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ben Stickney
3540 N Alaska Pl
Portland, OR 97217
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Joanne M James
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:14:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Joanne M James
9923 NE Prescott St
Portland, OR 97220
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D. Deloff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:11:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
D. Deloff
4430 SW 202nd Ave
Aloha, OR 97007
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Carol Newman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:10:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carol Newman
44331 Peterson Ln
Astoria, OR 97103
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Dave Ruud
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:06:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dave Ruud
14139 NW Charlton Rd
Portland, OR 97231
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Rhoberta Michaels
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:06:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rhoberta Michaels
14404 SE Princeton Village Way
Clackamas, OR 97015
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Constance Huff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:50:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Constance Huff
49460 McKenzie Hwy
Vida, OR 97488
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Kelly OHanley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:46:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kelly OHanley
6134 NE Alameda St
Portland, OR 97213
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Victor Odlivak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:46:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Victor Odlivak
1620 Lorane Hwy
Eugene, OR 97405
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dell goldsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:25:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Stand up, Gov. Brown! We need your help to stop climate disaster.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
dell goldsmith
7150 SW Newton Pl
Portland, OR 97225
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Diane Whitney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:22:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diane Whitney
12035 SW Bull Mountain Rd
Tigard, OR 97224
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Steve Prince
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:17:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steve Prince
2426 Washington Alley
Eugene, OR 97405
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kim davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:56:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like waste incinerators, large refineries
and oil train terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER)
technologies, but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual
pollution levels are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently,
but at higher pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
On behalf of our grandchildren, thank you for implementing an improved climate protection
program to truly protect our health and habitats.
Thank you,
kim davis
5455 Oakridge Ct SE
Page 633 of 9889

Salem, OR 97306
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Julie Walker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:54:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Julie Walker
15200 SW Crown Dr
King City, OR 97224
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John Borland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:41:13 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Borland
2511 Caves Camp Rd
Williams, OR 97544
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Randy Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:40:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Randy Harrison
4051 Wagner St
Eugene, OR 97402
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Lynn Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:40:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rule-making process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lynn Edwards
3439 SE Caruthers St
Portland, OR 97214
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Brent Rocks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:36:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Brent Rocks
1518 SW Upper Hall St
Portland, OR 97201
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Michele McFerran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:36:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Michele McFerran
15381 SE Lewis St
Happy Valley, OR 97086
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Lisa Hogan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:27:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lisa Hogan
10560 NE Skidmore St
Portland, OR 97220
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dorinda kelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:22:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
dorinda kelley
314 NE 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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Laurie Caplan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:18:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Since it appears Senator Manchin is going to limit federal climate action, it's up to DEQ to do
its best with the proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
Surely you can do better than what's currently in the “Climate Protection Program," especially
because you propose to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Laurie Caplan
766 Lexington Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
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Lynne Taylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:15:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lynne Taylor
38910 SW Hartley Rd
Gaston, OR 97119
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Laura Raymond
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:13:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Laura Raymond
4401 SE 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Michael Duey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:12:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Michael Duey
9099 SE Augustine Ct
Happy Valley, OR 97086
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Sheri Ambrose
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:11:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sheri Ambrose
815 NE Schuyler St
Portland, OR 97212
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Mick Alderman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:09:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mick Alderman
PO Box 1205
Astoria, OR 97103
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Jeffrey White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:07:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jeffrey White
42852 SW Dudney Ave
Forest Grove, OR 97116
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Debra Saude
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:06:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Debra Saude
1910 NE 21st St
Lincoln City, OR 97367
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:01:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ann Hollyfield
1180 NW Art St
Seal Rock, OR 97376
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Ian Shelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:59:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ian Shelley
50 SW 97th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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Anthony Albert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:58:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anthony Albert
285 NW 35th St
Corvallis, OR 97330
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:58:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
As a pediatrician, I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental
Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly
escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt
the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters
in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and
ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ginny Feldman
11230 S Collina Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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Patricia Browning
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:55:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Patricia Browning
59 N Wightman St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Dana Bleckinger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:54:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dana Bleckinger
PO Box 904
Yachats, OR 97498
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Rebecca Luening
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:46:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rebecca Luening
5209 SE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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Patricia Murphy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:45:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Patricia Murphy
2604 SE 79th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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Ted Dreier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:41:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ted Dreier
7037 SW 54th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
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Date:

Janet Weil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:40:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janet Weil
16053 NW Hildago Ln
Portland, OR 97229
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Richard Glass
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:33:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Richard Glass
1555 W 18th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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Jenny Pompilio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:31:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
As a physician, mother and public health advocate, I have serious concerns regarding the
Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s “Climate Protection Program” is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest
climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s
climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jenny Pompilio
10425 NW Laidlaw Rd
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
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Melantha Bobrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:28:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Melantha Bobrick
2275 NW Lakeside Pl
Bend, OR 97701
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M. Susan Dean
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:27:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
M. Susan Dean
74 SE 72nd Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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Marie Wakefield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:25:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Marie Wakefield
3054 US-20
Newport, OR 97365
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Barbara Krupnik-Goldman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:01:32 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barbara Krupnik-Goldman
11439 SE Market St
Portland, OR 97216
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Rae Waterman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:08:53 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rae Waterman
610 7th St
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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Chavous Ms.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:39:59 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Chavous Ms.
6766 Carribean Ln
Louisville, KY 40219
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Keenan Murray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 10:24:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Keenan Murray
2926 SW 4th Ave
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
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Date:

Sophie Goodwin-Rice
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:34:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sophie Goodwin-Rice
1010 SE 11th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
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Paxton Rothwell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:22:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Paxton Rothwell
3911 NE Grand Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
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Lindsey Hartung
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:22:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lindsey Hartung
2154 NW Village Cir
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robin Sack
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:14:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Robin Sack
3947 NE 32nd Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
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Amy Dudley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:49:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Dudley
5006 SE Boise St
Portland, OR 97206
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Veronika Coleman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:10:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Veronika Coleman
721 E Spring St
Dayton, WA 99328
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J Chu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 11:56:28 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
J Chu
4110 E 15th St
Vancouver, WA 98661
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From:
To:
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Eli Savage
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 9:25:51 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Eli Savage
15000 Davis Ln
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
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Tyler Wagner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 9:30:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tyler Wagner
4918 NE 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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Nancy D"Inzillo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 8:54:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nancy D'Inzillo
4417 NE Killingsworth St
Portland, OR 97218
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Jackie Santa Lucia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 7:03:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jackie Santa Lucia
16309 SW Lake Forest Blvd
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
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Angeline Zalben
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 4:10:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Angeline Zalben
5223 22nd Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98105
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Kayla Grubbs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 4:04:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kayla Grubbs
123 NW 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
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Julia Fritz-Endres
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 1:39:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Julia Fritz-Endres
1820 NE 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
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kristen sartor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 12:10:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
kristen sartor
646 N Sumner St
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
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Katia Warnock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 10:45:13 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Katia Warnock
5421 SE Rhone St
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Cushwa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 10:02:38 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nancy Cushwa
2715 N Terry St
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cassie Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 9:33:36 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Cassie Wilson
31691 SE Chin St
Boring, OR 97009
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ukiah Halloran-Steiner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 9:29:01 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ukiah Halloran-Steiner
17504 SW Masonville Rd
Mcminnville, OR 97128
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From:
To:
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Joan Mann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 17, 2021 7:33:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Joan Mann
992 McGilchrist St SE
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
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Date:

Andrew Butz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 17, 2021 12:18:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am deeply concerned about the Dept. of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of accelerating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called
“Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt Oregon's largest climate polluters from
regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will obtruct the program from
meeting state climate goals and would ignore the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities.
I ask EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I ask DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much further. The
agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that
protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Andrew Butz
3735 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
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Date:

Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 17, 2021 10:47:30 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
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Marilyn McFarlane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 17, 2021 10:39:34 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Marilyn McFarlane
5505 SW 18th Dr
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
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Geoff Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 17, 2021 9:39:45 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Geoff Wilson
9285 NW Cornell Rd
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
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Lisa Yarrow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 17, 2021 8:46:31 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lisa Yarrow
1726 NE 55th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
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Julie Granger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:21:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Julie Granger
5946 NE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

T Jeffries
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 16, 2021 8:12:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
T Jeffries
1455 NW Ithaca Ave
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rachel Wheeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 16, 2021 6:09:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rachel Wheeler
5515 N Oberlin St
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lenny Dee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 16, 2021 4:00:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lenny Dee
2580 NE 31st Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Raymond Hogan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 16, 2021 3:06:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Raymond Hogan
2808 SE 18th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:01:02 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Johnson
7405 SW 102nd Ave
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mary watkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 16, 2021 9:14:03 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
mary watkins
2424 SE 78th Ave Unit B
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 16, 2021 7:54:36 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
William Wilson
1747 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phyllis Cordero
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 16, 2021 3:17:16 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Phyllis Cordero
18265 SW Morse Ln
Aloha, OR 97006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Civiletti
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 16, 2021 12:17:28 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021!!!!!!!!!!! In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate
crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate
Protection Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate
polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Jane Civiletti
14614 SE Fairoaks Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Lasoff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 10:52:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sarah Lasoff
1514 NE 14th Ave
Portland, OR 97232
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tim Jeffries
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 10:05:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Which kept politician(s) carried this disaster, written by the fossil fools' own lawyers?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tim Jeffries
1455 NW Ithaca Ave
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Jo Mann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:08:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mary Jo Mann
2036 SE Lincoln St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Reverend Nathan Jimenez National Congressional Scholar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 8:01:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. There is no reason why we
should even be using petrol or fossil fuel products we can run cars, trucks, on solid hydrogen
as demonstrated by Stan Ovshinsky. We can run trains and fly planes on biodiesel, we can
even make plastic-like products from biomass cellulose products so there is no reason why we
should be using petrol products at all. By not using biofuels you are hurting American
Farmers. So please stop allowing drilling for oil, fracking for gas, which pollutes the
atmosphere and destabilizes the earth's crust by drilling and fracking. We need to move toward
a sustainable and renewable future. In addition, there are biofuels which would help American
Farmers make money that are also available to be used for fuel so there is no reason for us to
be using petrol at all. Fundamentally the use of petrol is old world moronic thinking. Are you
a wise person or a moron, be a wise person and oppose such horrible environmental damage.
We all live on this planet and we only have one planet we have to be as the bible says good
stewards of the earth. Do not give into greed or for the lust of power, greed and the lust for
power leads to perdition. If we do not invest in a green infrastructure then the United States of
America will fall behind in these technologies. All new cars should be biodiesel hybrids this
would go far to eliminate pollution. Countries like China will gain market share in these areas
of business. If we have sustainable green energy we will always eternally have sustainable
green energy. This is a wise decision to switch to clean energy so we will always have energy.
With the recent computer hack on the Colonial Company pipeline I think that need for
biofuels are even more prevalent please support such legislation.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
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pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Reverend Nathan Jimenez National Congressional Scholar
2438 SE 41st Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Reverend Nathan Jimenez National Congressional Scholar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:59:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Reverend Nathan Jimenez National Congressional Scholar
2438 SE 41st Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Woodlief
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:58:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mark Woodlief
1230 NW 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary McGaughey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 5:33:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mary McGaughey
381 NE Village Squire Ave
Gresham, OR 97030
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William M. Musser IV
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 5:28:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
William M. Musser IV
3225 NE 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 4:49:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mary King
2897 SE Caruthers St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David DeLeon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 4:43:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David DeLeon
2042 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abigail Oberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 3:18:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Abigail Oberg
850 Elrod Ave
Coos Bay, OR 97420
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Freeman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 2:26:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
Big Polluters are the last, rather then the first, polluters to be given a gold umbrella. I strongly
urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much further. The
agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that
protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Richard Freeman
6404 SE 23rd Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Hatten
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 1:46:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lisa Hatten
5226 NE 22nd Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

KENT SUGNET
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 1:30:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
KENT SUGNET
7210 SE Clay St
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Bax
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 1:28:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Catherine Bax
2007 NE Mason St
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maya Rommwatt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 1:00:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Maya Rommwatt
1911 SE 97th Ave
Portland, OR 97216
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Philip Brunner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 12:33:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Philip Brunner
2541 N Terry St
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jules Moritz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 12:22:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jules Moritz
8285 NW Mitchell Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
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Harry Kershner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 11:19:24 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
As you know, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest
climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals.
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
Thank you,
Harry Kershner
9322 N Oswego Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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Page Fortna
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 11:05:46 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Page Fortna
2068 NW Lovejoy St
Portland, OR 97209
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Patricia Sanders
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 10:58:48 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Patricia Sanders
605 NE 80th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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Marcia Mersky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:51:07 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Marcia Mersky
4023 SE 48th Av
Portland, OR 97206
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Heather Ikeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:47:02 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Heather Ikeler
3054 SE Morrison St
Portland, OR 97214
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annie capestany
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:33:15 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
The Department of Environmental Quality is NOT doing its job. The DEQ’s so-called
“Climate Protection Program” will NOT protect anything if it exempts the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Oregonians do NOT want an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these climate polluters
pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
The DEQ must change things NOW, when changing is still easy. Protect ALL Oregonians, not
just the rich White people who own big industry.
Thank you,
annie capestany
5325 N Interstate Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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Diana Richardson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:24:46 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diana Richardson
1905 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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Barb Drake
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:13:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barb Drake
10748 Evanston Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133
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Thomas Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:03:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Thomas Brown
4750 Franklin Blvd
Eugene, OR 97403
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Karen Jacobson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 8:49:38 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Karen Jacobson
7445 SW 52nd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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Katherine Fredricks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 8:18:46 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Katherine Fredricks
2715 NW Pettygrove St
Portland, OR 97210
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Bill Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 8:16:39 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon, fracked gas power plants, from regulation. Excluding the largest climate
polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate
goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Bill Davis
12425 NW Barnes Rd
Portland, OR 97229
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David Regan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:54:17 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David Regan
623 SW Park Ave
Portland, OR 97205
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Bernadette Rodgers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:53:03 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. As you know, fracked gas is a fossil fuel! It makes
no sense to exclude gas power plants from a climate pollution program. In the midst of a
rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to
literally exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest
climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s
climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. It
makes no sense!
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Bernadette Rodgers
5105 SW Richardson Dr
Portland, OR 97239
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Peter Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:44:53 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We need action to address the climate crisis with rules set to match the dire need for change!
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Peter Miller
1706 SE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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Catherine Golden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:20:00 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Catherine Golden
2915 NE 54th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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Anthony Pepitone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 4:02:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anthony Pepitone
215 S Church St
Newberg, OR 97132
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Carrie Tilton-Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 1:53:23 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carrie Tilton-Jones
6244 SW Orchid Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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colin miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 15, 2021 12:17:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
colin miller
16275 SW Goshawk St
Beaverton, OR 97007
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jen Eiffert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 11:10:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
jen Eiffert
2955 David Ln
Medford, OR 97504
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Jay Monk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 11:03:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jay Monk
6221 SE Knight St
Portland, OR 97206
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David Medford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:57:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David Medford
7020 SW 82nd Ave
Portland, OR 97223
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Kristin Harvey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:37:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kristin Harvey
13200 SE Arista Dr
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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Amy Minato
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:29:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Minato
3525 SW Logan St
Portland, OR 97219
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Amy Halloran-Steiner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:23:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Halloran-Steiner
17504 SW Masonville Rd
Mcminnville, OR 97128
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Stephen Funk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:05:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stephen Funk
2030 SW Roxbury Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
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Merry Ann Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:04:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Merry Ann Moore
6319 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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To:
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Elaine Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:03:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Elaine Nelson
6786 SW 204th Ave
Aloha, OR 97007
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Mary Warren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:00:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mary Warren
2309 SW 1st Ave
Portland, OR 97201
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Lisa Hogan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:43:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Fracked-gas power plants cannot be exempt! I have serious concerns regarding the
Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lisa Hogan
10560 NE Skidmore St
Portland, OR 97220
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Judith Lienhard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:38:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Judith Lienhard
4455 SW 94th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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Kellee Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:27:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kellee Anderson
123 NW 11th St
Gresham, OR 97030
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John Reynolds
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:21:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Reynolds
12737 SE 25th Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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Sue Ward-McCurdy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:16:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
The DEQ needs to do its job protecting Oregonians from polluters. Do the job. Protect us. Not
corporations!
Thank you,
Sue Ward-McCurdy
3005 NE Tillamook St
Page 757 of 9889

Portland, OR 97212
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Jane Mara
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:15:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jane Mara
PO Box 776
Murphy, OR 97533
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Heather Pinney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:12:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Heather Pinney
7107 SW 5th Ave.
Portland, OR 97219
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Constance McConnell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:11:13 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Constance McConnell
3122 SE Main St
Portland, OR 97214
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Maureen ONeal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:04:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Maureen ONeal
9100 SW 80th Ave
Tigard, OR 97223
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Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:58:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dena Turner
1122 NE 122nd Ave
Portland, OR 97230
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adriana Voss-Andreae
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:42:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Adriana Voss-Andreae
1517 SE Holly St
Portland, OR 97214
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Carolyn Latierra
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:21:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carolyn Latierra
3223 NE Knott St
Portland, OR 97212
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Barbara Krupnik-Goldman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:14:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barbara Krupnik-Goldman
11439 SE Market St
Portland, OR 97216
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Tony Bellsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:04:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants.
The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked
gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tony Bellsmith
2538 NW Upshur St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
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John McSwigan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:59:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John McSwigan
6358 NE Rosebay Dr
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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Niles Armstrong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:56:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Niles Armstrong
4007 N Mississippi Ave
Portland, OR 97227
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From:
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Linore Blackstone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:46:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
WHY THIS EXEMPTION? WHY? WHAT YOU DO HAS A CONNECTION TO THE
COLLAPSE OF THE LIFE SYSTEMS OF THIS EARTH. WHAT IS YOUR ETHIC?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Linore Blackstone
Page 770 of 9889

1745 NE 49th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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Cynthia Enlow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:43:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Cynthia Enlow
1460 NW Ashley Dr
Albany, OR 97321
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Taylor Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:40:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Taylor Roberts
17575 Kirkwood Rd
Gladstone, OR 97027
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From:
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Dale Steele
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:38:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am writing to express my concerns and the current draft rules written for the "Climate
Protection Program". Good name but if much of the content has been drafted with the gas
industry polluters it is not going to serve the needs of those most vulnerable. Too many
loopholes have been included in these rules to provide adequate health and safety for those at
greatest risk from climate change and pollution.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
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Thank you,
Dale Steele
144 SE 73rd Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brent Rocks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:31:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Brent Rocks
1518 SW Upper Hall St
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Cowen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:27:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anna Cowen
19308 Leland Road
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
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Dean Sigler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:25:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
Fracked gas is dirty in its extraction and consumption. It is a health hazard at all points of its
use. We have clean alternatives we should use.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dean Sigler
18845 SW Vista St
Page 778 of 9889

Beaverton, OR 97006
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Rory Cowal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:12:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rory Cowal
5828 NE Everett St
Portland, OR 97213
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Rebecca Canright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:53:13 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rebecca Canright
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Asbury, NJ 08802
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Judith Eda
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:52:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Just Say No to the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called
“Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from
regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual
program that fails to meet Oregon’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these
facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Judith Eda
4655 NE Killingsworth St
Portland, OR 97218
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Amy Hansen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:52:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Hansen
8 Deboer Farm Ln
Asbury, NJ 08802
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Susan Heath
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:52:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Susan Heath
2552 Mount Vernon St SE
Albany, OR 97322
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:46:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nancy Carl
1014 S Park St
Carlton, OR 97111
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:45:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Veronica Poklemba
4417 SE Crystal Springs Blvd
Portland, OR 97206
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jay Humphrey
25525 S Laura Ln
Estacada, OR 97023
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Monica Gilman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:40:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Monica Gilman
25525 S Laura Ln
Estacada, OR 97023
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Gary Gilardi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:33:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Gary Gilardi
6590 Reservoir Rd
The Dalles, OR 97058
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Miriam Wingfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:31:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
We are now in a Climate Crisis. It was going to be in the future, but it is actually here. We
have very little time to get it right.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
As an Oregonian, I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rule-making process
proceeds much further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate
Protection Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate
polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Miriam Wingfield
2232 NE Couch St
Portland, OR 97232
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Sandra Joos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:29:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sandra Joos
4259 SW Patrick Pl
Portland, OR 97239
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Tony DeFalco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:26:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tony DeFalco
4419 NE Sumner St
Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Levin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:14:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Beth Levin
3043 NE 51st Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Knauss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:13:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jennifer Knauss
9312 N Gilbert Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tyson Bittrich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:10:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I refuse to believe that the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021 is the best we can do.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
At a bare minimum
- EQC must hold fracked gas power plants accountable. Fracked gas power plants constitute
the region’s top six polluters and we don not need loopholes for out-of-state investors and
other industrial users to buy fracked gas power while the pollution lands on BIPOC and
frontline communities.
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tyson Bittrich
115 S Arthur St
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Sullivan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:09:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lauren Sullivan
3031 SE 76th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Madeline Pommier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:08:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Madeline Pommier
2808 SW California St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elyse &amp; Ben Shoop
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:06:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Elyse & Ben Shoop
1544 S Radcliffe Ct
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Barela
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:04:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mike Barela
4545 SE Brooklyn St
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Deora
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:04:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Karen Deora
2715 NE 14th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Lent
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:03:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. Both present and future
generations of Oregonians will be harmed if these draft regulations are not subject to
significant change. It is difficult to see how we can even call this agency a "Department of
Environmental Quality." I am sure there are dedicated professionals employed therein who
must find it difficult to see this cop-out. We need emissions caps that apply to all emitters and
not cop-outs.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities. A
fundamental flaw arises from the fact that NW Natural Gas has been given a major role in
drafting these regulations. We should not be surprised to read that those corporate entities
think that voluntary swlf-regulation is working just fine!
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited.
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I see some industry apologists state that Oregon should not be instituting strict emission
control regulations because others in the world are not doing so. That is absolutely abhorent.
Oregon can and should be a leader in the fight agains anthropogenic climate change. If DEQ is
not taking the lead and caves totally to fossil fuel industry what hope is there?
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
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further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” including protection for frontline communities when it is exempting the largest
climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Peter Lent
9142 SE Kingswood Way
Damascus, OR 97089
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Jaffee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:57:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am writing to express my serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental
Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” as planned would inexplicably exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from
regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual
program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these
facilities pose to frontline communities.
I insist that EQC should to make the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much further.
I appreciate your concern and attention.
Thank you,
Daniel Jaffee
4723 NE 14th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randall Webb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:55:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Randall Webb
2328 NW Glisan St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Darlene Chirman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:54:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Darlene Chirman
7017 SE Martins St
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Heverly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:53:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Craig Heverly
3712 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Ingrid Rose
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:52:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ingrid Rose
922 NW 11th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:51:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89117
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From:
To:
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Clyde Alan Locklear
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:51:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021 is seriously off-base. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s
so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in
Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Clyde Alan Locklear
6222 SW 36th Ave
Portland, OR 97221
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From:
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Nancy Hedrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:50:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
We cannot be serious as a state about the science of climate crisis, if we have policy which
includes the most significant fossil fuel pollution. The climate crisis is now and we must be
real about how much we need to change on an institutional level, to do our part as global
citizens.
In relation to this, I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental
Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly
escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt
the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters
in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and
ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nancy Hedrick
Page 810 of 9889

6902 N Villard Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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Diana Talcott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:44:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diana Talcott
2806 SE 15th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Colleen Llywelyn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:41:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Colleen Llywelyn
1019 SW 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97205
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John Wadsworth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:40:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Wadsworth
9271 SW 3rd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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Jenifer Schramm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:39:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jenifer Schramm
2724 NW Thurman St
Portland, OR 97210
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Richard Glass
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:39:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Richard Glass
1555 W 18th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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Peyton McCandless
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:35:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am not satisfied with the Department of Environmental Quality's proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021. It is completely unacceptable that the DEQ's "Climate Protection
Program" is not going to regulate the largest climate polluters in Oregon.
Here is what I want, in alignment and agreement with PDX350:
*I want the EQC to prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. People and their health are more important than
companies and corporations, period.
*I want the EQC to change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. Fracked power
plants comprise Oregon’s top six polluters. It is completely nonsensical that the top six
polluters would not be regulated.
* I want the EQC to limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals.
*I want the EQC to bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to
ensure that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the
program. CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter
chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income
rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
Thank you,
Peyton McCandless
3045 NE Overlook Dr
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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Emily Shreefter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:32:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Emily Shreefter
3723 SE 28th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Spencer Kroll
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:31:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Spencer Kroll
15323 Keasey Rd
Vernonia, OR 97064
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Chris Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:30:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Chris Smith
2343 NW Pettygrove St
Portland, OR 97210
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Marjorie Nafziger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:28:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Marjorie Nafziger
1804 SE Ellis St
Portland, OR 97202
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Emily Herbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:27:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Having recently lived through the 72 hour heat dome just featured in The New Yorker, I have
serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s socalled “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in
Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities. Recall that the temperatures measured during
the heat dome in Lents were up to 124 degrees, while treed areas were significantly less
extreme, e.g, 112 degrees.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Emily Herbert
2120 NE Halsey St
Page 822 of 9889

Portland, OR 97232
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Ryan young
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:25:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ryan young
4635 SW Mueller Dr
Beaverton, OR 97007
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From:
To:
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Caelan Simeone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:25:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Caelan Simeone
2221 NW Flanders St
Portland, OR 97210
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Jynx Houston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:21:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jynx Houston
7605 SE Lincoln St
Portland, OR 97215
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Ginny Feldman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:17:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ginny Feldman
11230 S Collina Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:14:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
BC Shelby
1040 NW 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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Sheila Golden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:14:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sheila Golden
1411 NE 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97232
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Amy Van Schijndel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:13:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Van Schijndel
3618 NW Tustin Ranch Dr
Portland, OR 97229
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Veronika Coleman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 2:43:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Veronika Coleman
721 E Spring St
Dayton, WA 99328
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RACHEL SLOCUM
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 12:42:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
RACHEL SLOCUM
2210 NE Wygant St
Portland, OR 97211
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William McCall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 10:28:54 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
William McCall
1435 SE Lafayette St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zach Greenvoss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 7:07:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Zach Greenvoss
2216 SE Caruthers St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
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Anastasia Pyz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 5:56:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anastasia Pyz
13717 NW 2nd Ave
Vancouver, WA 98685
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From:
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Kyla Yeoman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 5:56:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kyla Yeoman
3020 NE 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
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S. Nam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 12:16:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
S. Nam
165 Bennett Ave
New York, NY 10040
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From:
To:
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Alyssa Deardorff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 10, 2021 10:38:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Alyssa Deardorff
32302 S Ona Way
Molalla, OR 97038
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Jerry Rivers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 10, 2021 12:04:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jerry Rivers
8 Gombert Pl
Roosevelt, NY 11575
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From:
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Blake Wu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 9, 2021 1:35:38 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Blake Wu
3600 Mt Diablo Blvd
Lafayette, CA 94549
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David DeLeon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 8, 2021 4:02:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David DeLeon
2042 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
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B. Chan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 8, 2021 1:35:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
B. Chan
9895 Scripps Westview Way
San Diego, CA 92131
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Couch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 8, 2021 9:09:24 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sandra Couch
2903 Bartlett Ct
Naperville, IL 60564
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rachael Pappano
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 8, 2021 6:36:32 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rachael Pappano
330 River Rd
Mattawamkeag, ME 04459
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From:
To:
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Mike Zotter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 8, 2021 1:30:35 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mike Zotter
4917 SE Mintone Dr
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 9:16:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dena Turner
1122 NE 122nd Ave
Portland, OR 97230
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Stephanie Trasoff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 9:15:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stephanie Trasoff
2447 Crestline St
Ferndale, WA 98248
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Wendy Wagner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 9:00:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Wendy Wagner
4015 SE Monroe St
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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Camille Gilbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 8:58:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Camille Gilbert
1923 San Andres St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
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Jennifer Valentine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 8:56:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jennifer Valentine
313 1st Ave
Massapequa Park, NY 11762
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Phillip Hope
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 8:35:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Phillip Hope
319 Avenue C
New York, NY 10009
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Bill O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 8:06:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Bill O'Brien
12520 SW Gem Ln
Beaverton, OR 97005
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Lorie Lucky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 7:59:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lorie Lucky
28313 Redondo Way S
Des Moines, WA 98198
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Deborah Kaye
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 6:29:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Deborah Kaye
6915 Holeman Ave
Blaine, WA 98230
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Philip Simon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 6:02:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Philip Simon
320 Channing Way
San Rafael, CA 94903
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Liisa Wale
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:57:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Liisa Wale
213 Jerome St
Bellingham, WA 98229
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Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:25:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89117
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les roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:06:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
les roberts
294 County Rd B26A
Serafina, NM 87569
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Otto Yunker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:03:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Otto Yunker
2309 NW Raleigh St
Portland, OR 97210
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Jeffrey White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:02:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jeffrey White
42852 SW Dudney Ave
Forest Grove, OR 97116
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A.L. Steiner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:01:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
A.L. Steiner
1299 Cornwallville Rd
Cornwallville, NY 12418
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:00:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Matthew Anderson
13522 Densmore Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133
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Sharon Longyear
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:59:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sharon Longyear
2765 Hyatt St
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
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Matthew Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:57:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Matthew Anderson
13522 Densmore Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133
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Derek Benedict
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:51:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Derek Benedict
709 212th Pl SW
Lynnwood, WA 98036
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Derek Benedict
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:49:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Derek Benedict
709 212th Pl SW
Lynnwood, WA 98036
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Perry Gx
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:43:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Perry Gx
14312 Franklin Ave
Tustin, CA 92780
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Allison Fradkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:23:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Allison Fradkin
3616 Torrey Pines Pkwy
Northbrook, IL 60062
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Geoffrey Eargle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:16:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Geoffrey Eargle
5656 Verner Oak Ct
Sacramento, CA 95841
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Donna Bonetti
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:11:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Donna Bonetti
1997 Oak St
North Bend, OR 97459
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Richard Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:11:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Richard Johnson
6 Overlake Ct
Bellingham, WA 98229
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Richard Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:09:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Richard Johnson
6 Overlake Ct
Bellingham, WA 98229
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David Doering
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:08:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David Doering
1544 Polk St
San Francisco, CA 94109
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Ellen McCann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:06:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ellen McCann
1262 Amalfi Pl
Escondido, CA 92027
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priscilla Martinez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:05:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We need to take better care of what is left of our environment, for people, wildlife, marine life,
and plant life.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
priscilla Martinez
35411 SE English St
Page 875 of 9889

Snoqualmie, WA 98065
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Wanda Graff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:05:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Wanda Graff
580 S Ivy St
Canby, OR 97013
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Marjorie Nafziger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:01:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Marjorie Nafziger
1804 SE Ellis St
Portland, OR 97202
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Jorge De Cecco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:00:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jorge De Cecco
705 N State St
Ukiah, CA 95482
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Bonnie Burke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:00:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Bonnie Burke
4740 Mission Gorge Pl
San Diego, CA 92120
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Beth Darlington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:00:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Beth Darlington
124 Raymond Ave
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604
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Sarah Stewart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:00:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sarah Stewart
85 Garfield St
Watertown, MA 02472
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Lisa Knisely
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 1:57:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lisa Knisely
863 NE Simpson St
Portland, OR 97211
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Nita Brueggeman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:16:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nita Brueggeman
2121 NW Savier St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Bethany Wofford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 4, 2021 7:50:01 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am the parent of an eight year old and I worry every day about her future and the decimation
of the world I have brought her into. Please take these concerns seriously and address them
with aggressive and fast action. We are running out of time.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Bethany Wofford
Page 885 of 9889

1707 NE Junior St
Portland, OR 97211
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To:
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Dwayne Hedstrom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 9:11:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Don't exempt any industries from regulation of the mess they make. That's exactly how we got
to where we are at.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dwayne Hedstrom
4823 NE 72nd Ave
Portland, OR 97218
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Kim Stein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:03:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kim Stein
1285 Rose Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
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To:
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Diana Boss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 6:25:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diana Boss
10295 SW Murray Blvd
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
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Kelly OHanley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 6:22:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kelly OHanley
6134 NE Alameda St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
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Janet Elgin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 5:23:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janet Elgin
515 NE Holladay St
Portland, OR 97232
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From:
To:
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Mary Lou Haas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:46:23 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mary Lou Haas
3843 SW Canby St
Portland, OR 97219
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Sharon Darcy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:16:11 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sharon Darcy
3615 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Glenna Hayes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 2:33:09 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns dddshould be addressed
first, rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s
biggest polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Glenna Hayes
7254 SW 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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To:
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Meadow Stassens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:37:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I can’t believe what a huge disappointment the Department of Environmental Quality’s
proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 is. Exempting Oregons six largest
polluters is a mistake that will cost so many lives and futures. BIPOC communities endure the
worst pollution impacts, and the proposed plan will continue to cause great harm. This is
choosing protecting power plant instead of the people.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Meadow Stassens
PO Box 483
Powers, OR 97466
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Laura Feldman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:22:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Laura Feldman
8515 N Foss Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
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Basey Klopp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:20:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Basey Klopp
1808 NW Vicksburg Ave
Bend, OR 97701
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Nancy Hedrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:32:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Please let's make honest, in-depth progress in the fight against climate change. I have serious
concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called
“Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from
regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual
program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these
facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nancy Hedrick
6902 N Villard Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ANN TIBBOT
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:04:50 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
ANN TIBBOT
948 B St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Karen Austin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 8:37:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I'm writing about my concerns and recommendations regarding DEQ's proposed Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Program 2021. We are in an escalating climate crisis, and the “Climate
Protection Program” as written exempts the largest climate polluters in Oregon from
regulation, which could result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate
goals. And which ignores significant harm this choice poses especially to frontline
communities, and to all humans and animals on our planet.
I'm asking EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- Prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and other
frontline communities, and address these first. Oregon’s biggest polluters should not be our
state's primary concern.
- Change these rules to regulate all fracked gas power plants - especially our state's top
polluters.
As it stands now Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by
fossil fuel power plants. The current draft rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and
other industrial users to buy fracked gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on
BIPOC and frontline communities. Please correct these gaps in regulating pollution.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies. I
urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community. This would ensure that if a polluter
chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income
rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
DEQ simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that
protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely, Karen Austin
Thank you,
Karen Austin
715 W 40th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 7:55:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dena Turner
1122 SE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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Edward Main
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 2:50:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Edward Main
2031 Branard St
Houston, TX 77098
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Sky Yeager
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 2:48:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sky Yeager
4400 NW Walnut Blvd
Corvallis, OR 97330
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S Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 2:01:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
S Cook
17875 SE Division St
Portland, OR 97236
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Bernadette Rodgers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:55:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Bernadette Rodgers
5105 SW Richardson Dr
Portland, OR 97239
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Craig Heverly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:19:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Craig Heverly
3712 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Donna Murphy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:10:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Thank you for your work doing what you can do to forestall the corporate intentions to extract
all they can from our earth.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Donna Murphy
2134 NE 37th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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Sandra Meucci
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 11:18:20 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. Fracking releases large
amounts of methane, a dangerously potent greenhouse gas. Fracked shale gas wells, for
example, may have methane leakage rates as high as 7.9 percent, which would make such
natural gas worse for the climate than coal. As a result, Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the
communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The rules create a loophole for
out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power from out-of-state
while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sandra Meucci
6234 NE Alameda St
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Portland, OR 97213
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Kathryn Robinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:41:39 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kathryn Robinson
19725 River Rd
Gladstone, OR 97027
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K Kay Bircher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:39:05 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
K Kay Bircher
340 SW Rimrock Way
Redmond, OR 97756
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Josh Spector
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:23:15 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Josh Spector
11606 SW Oak Creek Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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Kate Szrom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 8:51:55 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kate Szrom
6115 SE Lambert St
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Bienick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 6:40:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Michelle Bienick
10241 Williams Hwy
Grants Pass, OR 97527
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From:
To:
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Date:

Tod Boyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:49:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tod Boyer
786 Ashland St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Joyce Follingstad
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:35:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Joyce Follingstad
2123 NE 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
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Karen Heinemann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:29:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Karen Heinemann
2826 Swyers Dr
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
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Kari Morando
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:25:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kari Morando
7190 SW 105th Ave
Beaverton, OR 97008
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Jen E
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:39:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jen E
2955 David Ln
Medford, OR 97504
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Wilma Ingram
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:35:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Wilma Ingram
1631 SE Honeysuckle Loop
Warrenton, OR 97146
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Sarah Deumling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:18:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sarah Deumling
4550 Oak Grove Rd
Rickreall, OR 97371
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Ann Nowicki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:13:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ann Nowicki
3355 N Delta Hwy
Eugene, OR 97408
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Lisa Caine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:02:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lisa Caine
2014 NE Brazee St
Portland, OR 97212
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John Somdecerff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:01:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals. And natural gas is
NOT a "bridge fuel" - it is a CO2 emitting fossil fuel, about as bad as coal when the include
the methane leaks from fracking and transportation
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. The rules create a
loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power from
out-of-state. (Please remember that you work for US, not the corporations and billionaires.)
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
Our "climate window" to avert disaster is quickly closing. We need to make meaningful
change, not just more "green washing" business as usual.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rule making process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects front line communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Somdecerff
980 NE Orenco Station Loop
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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Dennis Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:49:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dennis Smith
505 W Main St
Enterprise, OR 97828
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Nina Council
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:24:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nina Council
2970 Dianne St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Lauren Sullivan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:24:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lauren Sullivan
3031 SE 76th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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Satya Vayu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:43:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Satya Vayu
608 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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Ryan Beam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:30:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ryan Beam
316 N Baldwin St
Portland, OR 97217
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Jean Wyman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:14:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jean Wyman
3914 NE 75th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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Joy Mojica
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:56:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Joy Mojica
6380 NE Cherry Dr
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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Ben Goodin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:44:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ben Goodin
53910 5th St
La Pine, OR 97739
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John Ardner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:17:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Ardner
2636 SW Eastwood Ave
Gresham, OR 97080
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Bret Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:05:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Bret Miller
311 N Mountain Ave
Ashland, OR 97520
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Ineke Deruyter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:55:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ineke Deruyter
9322 N Oswego Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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dolly marshall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:52:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
dolly marshall
1970 10th St
Springfield, OR 97477
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greeley wells
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:47:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
greeley wells
5253 Carberry Creek Rd
Jacksonville, OR 97530
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Helen Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:35:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Helen Jones
264 Grant St
Jacksonville, OR 97530
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Esther Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:23:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Esther Friedman
4160 Hertel Dr S
Salem, OR 97302
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Rory Cowal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:02:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rory Cowal
5828 NE Everett St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
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Date:

Cynthia Yolland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:56:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Our State is in an existential crisis. Global Climate change is affecting Oregon directly and
NOW! Our response should be of equivalent urgency!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC needs to prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Cynthia Yolland
10104 N Tyler Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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Wilma Ingram
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:55:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Wilma Ingram
1631 SE Honeysuckle Loop
Warrenton, OR 97146
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From:
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Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:47:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
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To:
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Peggy Lalor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:38:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Peggy Lalor
1901 Columbia St
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
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Joanne M James
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:39:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Joanne M James
9923-9943 NE Prescott St
Portland, OR 97220
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Steve Sheehy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:33:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steve Sheehy
4727 Alpine Dr
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
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From:
To:
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Richard Beam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:32:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Richard Beam
19773 Bellevue Way
West Linn, OR 97068
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Kreider
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:32:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I realize this is a form letter and a well written on I must admit, but it does express my serious
concerns. We work like hell to pass HB 2021 to get GHG under control but blow it at this
stage!?! Allowing merchant power plants that do not supply electricity to Oregon’s grid—
because they export it to other states, or supply private companies directly and not capturing
these emissions in the program is a central failing of this rulemaking. Come on! That was not
the intent and you all know that. Saying shame on you isn’t strong enough! Fix this and have
mercy on the downwind communities.
---- Now back to you originally scheduled message - Thanks jim ----I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
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further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jim Kreider
60366 Marvin Rd
La Grande, OR 97850
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Bachhuber
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:10:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stephen Bachhuber
3428 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shel Neu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:57:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Shel Neu
Nicolai Rd
OR 97048
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Hagge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:35:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janet Hagge
93619 Blue Bird Ln
North Bend, OR 97459
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Yola Hesser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:29:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Yola Hesser
90916 Southview Ln
Florence, OR 97439
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:29:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
lorraine foster
8205 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Rory Cowal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:05:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rory Cowal
5828 NE Everett St
Portland, OR 97213
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Nancy Carl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:03:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nancy Carl
1014 S Park St
Carlton, OR 97111
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Debra Lutje
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:48:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Debra Lutje
1214 E 12th St
The Dalles, OR 97058
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Ian Shelley
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Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:40:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ian Shelley
50 SW 97th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:38:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Reynolds
12737 SE 25th Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:34:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Camilo Marquez
2934 NE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:33:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am outraged by the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021. With the rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate
Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from
regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual
program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these
facilities pose to frontline communities. Fracking must be entirely eliminated NOW!
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Teresa McFarland
10740 SW 11th Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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Diana Saxon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:30:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diana Saxon
4098 Market St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:12:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
p quillian
120 Faith Cir
Talent, OR 97540
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Alyssa Kirkbride
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:05:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Alyssa Kirkbride
720 NW Torreyview Dr
Portland, OR 97229
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Steven Christian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:04:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steven Christian
1300 E Main St
Hillsboro, OR 97123
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:59:51 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Joan Walker
602 W Crocker Ave
Big Pine, CA 93513
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Yancette Halverson
8828 SE Flavel St
Portland, OR 97266
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
This expresses my feelings exactly!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David Edwards
291 Limerick Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
front-line communities.
I most strongly urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should make highest priority the reduction of climate changing pollution and copollution in BIPOC and other front-line communities. These concerns have to be addressed
first, rather than manipulating the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s
biggest polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC needs to change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants.
By exempting fracked gas power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the
hook. As a result, Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by
fossil fuel power plants. The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other
industrial users to buy fracked gas power from out-of-state while the pollution harms BIPOC
and front-line communities.
- EQC must limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we ask
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- EQC needs to strengthen rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to
ensure that BIPOC and other front-line communities are able to access and benefit from the
program. CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter
chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income
rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rule-making process proceeds further.
The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that
protects front-line communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Duncan Baruch
8833 SW 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kate Miller
421 Middlecrest Rd
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Frank Selker
4225 SW Agate Ln
Portland, OR 97239
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Randy Harrison
4051 Wagner St
Eugene, OR 97402
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mark McCormick
801 Oak St
Hood River, OR 97031
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Robert Gibson
206 Harrison St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sandra Joos
4259 SW Patrick Pl
Portland, OR 97239
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Roberts
2883 NW Sunny Ln
Albany, OR 97321
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carol Elkins
7416 Sherman Rd SE
Aumsville, OR 97325
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carol Kirkbride
720 NW Torreyview Dr
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maggie Stock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:30:02 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Maggie Stock
8086 SW 66th Ave
Tigard, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

TIFFANY BROWN
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:27:30 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Hi. I'm writing because the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021 looks really inadequate. Details on that below. First, let me tell you a
little about why I'm writing this note.
Thanks for doing your work to help our fair state. I grew up in Oregon, with my family
involved primarily in two industries: agriculture (livestock, farming) and heavy equipment
parts (providing parts to builders, miners, farmers, loggers, etc.).
Nowadays we know that many activities in those sectors are harmful to the environment. It is
absolutely necessary that we get really serious about it! We have moved too slowly, so far, and
as I pack my bags for another evacuation warning, I have to wonder: why aren't we doing
more at the State level?
I'm writing to request that the CPP is altered to reflect our state of climate emergency. No
exemptions for big polluters. No encouragement of gas frackers. We can't pretend it's all about
profit and jobs any more. Our forests are burning. Our livelihoods, families, communities, and
planet are at stake.
Please do the right thing. Protect habitat, the environment, and especially, our water sources.
Do not encourage frackers or give them a free pass. We're all in this together. I'd like my son
to be able to raise his own children in Oregon someday. That can't happen if we are out of
drinkable water, out of healthy salmon runs, the forests have burned down, and we're just
sitting around pacifying the Big Guys who run the energy companies.
Stand up for real people and our environment. *Please.*
Thanks very much
Tiffany Brown
(living in unincorporated Deschutes County - grew up in unincorporated Lane County)
DETAILS ON DEQ ISSUES:
--In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
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rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
TIFFANY BROWN
PO Box 104
Sisters, OR 97759
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Blaine Ackley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:20:33 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Blaine Ackley
655 NE 67th Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted Dreier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:18:38 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ted Dreier
7037 SW 54th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Halloran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:17:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Michael Halloran
2062 Scotsman Ln NE
Salem, OR 97305
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Vasquez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:16:46 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Pamela Vasquez
3668 Silverstone Dr NE
Salem, OR 97305
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From:
To:
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BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:16:25 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
BC Shelby
1040 NW 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Priscilla Carlson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:10:12 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Priscilla Carlson
2607 NE Mason St
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

claire cohen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:09:24 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
claire cohen
5051 Foothills Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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From:
To:
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Date:

Jean Toles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:08:23 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jean Toles
7214 N Mohawk Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Darby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:05:17 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Darby
1020 NW 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Destro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:05:08 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Greg Destro
1223 S 9th St
Independence, OR 97351
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Benton Elliott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:04:52 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Benton Elliott
1601 Olive St
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
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Belinda Colley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:04:52 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Belinda Colley
PO Box 152
Azalea, OR 97410
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Jane Farrell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:16:38 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jane Farrell
1855 W 28th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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Michelle Bienick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:11:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Michelle Bienick
10241 Williams Hwy
Grants Pass, OR 97527
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Jennifer Maffei
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:53:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jennifer Maffei
2718 SE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Stu ONeill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:18:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stu O’Neill
770 Faith Ave
Ashland, OR 97520
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Jim Plunkett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:01:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jim Plunkett
7112 SW 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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Jess Grady-Benson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:58:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jess Grady-Benson
6130 SW Brugger St
Portland, OR 97219
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Natalie Ranker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:13:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Natalie Ranker
414 Simpson Ave
North Bend, OR 97459
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Steve Bozzone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:35:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steve Bozzone
1001 SE Water Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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John Livingston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:10:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Livingston
6473 Doral Dr SE
Salem, OR 97306
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Bill O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:07:39 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Bill O'Brien
12520 SW Gem Ln
Beaverton, OR 97005
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From:
To:
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Jessica Hewlett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:21:13 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jessica Hewlett
266 SW Central Ave
Grants Pass, OR 97526
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen-Thea Marcus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:19:50 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Helen-Thea Marcus
123 7th St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tony Bellsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:19:49 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tony Bellsmith
2538 NW Upshur St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heather Mrozik
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:15:16 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Heather Mrozik
3816 SE Stark St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Watterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:12:29 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Plese stop corporate ability to buy out of pollution standards, make the rules more stringent
and enforce them now today before any more time passes. How about putting some of these
bills to a vote from the people who are most affected by it. I'm not sure what to do but please
do something to make them stop!
I remember Oregon when water was abundant and we could drink from the streams and eat the
fish from the rivers without worry of contamination. I remember when McCall made his
attempts to clean up the rivers. In my youth I never dreamed Oregon would become short of
water and was known as the rainy state. Why has so much pollution be allowed since then?
The worshippers of the almight dollar seem to rule the world and apparently see no end to our
resources and sustainable life here on earth. Running the earth into the ground is not the
solution and we need to stand up to BIG money pushing us around and continuing the
destruction of the planet. To them it seems nothing is sacred and as they push on in denial of
what is actually happening to our life giving resourses. The destruction has been a slow
process but the ending of it has got to come down hard and fast or we are going to loose our
beautiful lives here in Oregon and around the globe. So please do all you can to bring these
destructive forces to their knees and stop the destruction of Oregon.
Life is sacred in all forms and as an Oregonian I am especially fond of and protective of
Oregon and all its peoples.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
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are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Patricia Watterson
19145 Upper Cow Creek Rd
Azalea, OR 97410
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juan Quesada
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:55:13 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Juan Quesada
824 Pavilion Pl
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sam Yerke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:42:16 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am a licensed architect in the State of Oregon, I have a duty to protect the health, safety and
welfare of the public in my work. I write to you because I fear that the civil servants at DEQ
have a huge health and safety blindspot for large scale polluters in their most recent Carbon
Emission Rulemaking Draft.
Proposed Rule Number 340-271-0110 states an exemption for covered stationary entities:
Does not include emissions from landfills, electric power plants, and natural gas compressor
stations on and owned by interstate pipelines.
WHY?
These sources account for half of Oregon’s GHG emissions from stationary sources.
The decision to exclude these sources would be negligent given we are in a climate crisis, our
future generations need bold action to curb climate change.
I urge EQC to change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sam Yerke
1118 NE Killingsworth St
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Carter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:35:29 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Laurie Carter
838 Cobblestone Ct
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Voellm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:25:13 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jessica Voellm
1978 Old Hwy 99 S
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gerry Milliken
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:23:11 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Gerry Milliken
4230 E Comanche Dr
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elly Neiberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:06:23 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am emailing today regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. The program needs several changes right away.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program (from power past fracked gas)
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Elly Neiberg
1610 NW 118th Ct
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Ackerman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:33:18 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Laura Ackerman
3118 S Windsor Rd
Spokane, WA 99224
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gerry Pare
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:54:03 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Gerry Pare
99 Foss Rd
Talent, OR 97540
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katharine Tussing
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:01:21 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Katharine Tussing
148 Crestwood Ave
Buffalo, NY 14216
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harriet Edith Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:58:26 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Harriet Edith Roberts
2510 Woodland Dr
Eugene, OR 97403
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s Silvia Rennie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:40:46 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
s Silvia Rennie
375 South End Ave
New York, NY 10280
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From:
To:
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Susan Haywood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 10:00:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Historically, these climate polluters lie to us and leave us with the costs of clean-ups. Why let
them off the hook? Let's go all out for renewable energy NOW!
Thank you,
Susan Haywood
2146 NW Everett St
Page 1021 of 9889

Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
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Pamela Vasquez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 9:27:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Pamela Vasquez
3668 Silverstone Dr NE
Salem, OR 97305
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From:
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Anna Merritt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 9:13:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anna Merritt
1311 Chiloquin Hwy
Chiloquin, OR 97624
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From:
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Evelyn Whitlock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 9:09:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation! Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities already pose to frontline vulnerable communities.
While I am very supportive of the direction EQC and DEQ are taking, I urge them to go
further and to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules will fail to protect the communities that continue to be most impacted by fossil fuel
power plants.
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should drive the rulemaking, rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s
biggest polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- The rules need to tightened to avoid creating a loophole that allows out-of-state investors and
other industrial users four out-of-state to buy fracked gas power whose pollution lands on
BIPOC and frontline communities in Oregon.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Evelyn Whitlock
Page 1025 of 9889

1904 N Skidmore St
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
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Emily Platt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:09:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Emily Platt
2808 SE 18th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
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Remy Baracco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 7:45:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Remy Baracco
1006 Madrid Ave
Port Royal, SC 29935
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Lee DeVeau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:47:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lee DeVeau
350 Pearl St
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
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Guillermo Flores
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:40:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate-changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
As your constituent, I am proud to call the state of Oregon my home and as such, I want to see
all members of our community prosper and live free from harmful pollution.
Thank you,
Guillermo Flores
1862 Jefferson St
Eugene, OR 97402
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Terri Zunino
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:27:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Terri Zunino
912 Juanita Way
Central Point, OR 97502
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From:
To:
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Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:21:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dena Turner
1122 SE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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JoAnne Hamblin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:13:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
JoAnne Hamblin
560 E Valley View Rd
Ashland, OR 97520
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Robert Gibson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:06:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Robert Gibson
206 Harrison St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Linda Price
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:00:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Linda Price
2052 Bradbury St
Medford, OR 97504
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Brianne Foster
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:59:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Brianne Foster
19151 SW Chesapeake Dr
Tualatin, OR 97062
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Nina Council
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:43:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nina Council
2970 Dianne St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Ramie Streng
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:40:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ramie Streng
1255 Munson Dr
Ashland, OR 97520
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Jessica Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:37:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jessica Johnson
585 Allison St
Ashland, OR 97520
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:21:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Tobey
4860 OR-66
Ashland, OR 97520
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Andra Hollenbeck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:20:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Andra Hollenbeck
195 Skidmore St
Ashland, OR 97520
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:12:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mary Baker
642 Sheffield Dr
Eagle Point, OR 97524
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Steven Woolpert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:10:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in
Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steven Woolpert
308 Washington St
Lyle, WA 98635
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Janice Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 5:05:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janice Jones
1853 SW Abilene Way
Grants Pass, OR 97526
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J Cole
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:54:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
J Cole
PO Box 1332
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
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Barbara Kelberlau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:43:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barbara Kelberlau
3252 Bursell Rd
Central Point, OR 97502
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Geralyn Leannah
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:40:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Geralyn Leannah
522 Grant Ave
Sheboygan, WI 53081
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nancy shinn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:31:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
nancy shinn
1044 Pirates Ct
Coos Bay, OR 97420
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Marcy Graham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:30:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Marcy Graham
9391 Wagner Creek Rd
Talent, OR 97540
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Schuyler Kent
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:27:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Schuyler Kent
505 Lorraine Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90020
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celeste shearer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:22:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
celeste shearer
1767 SW Almond Ct
Mcminnville, OR 97128
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greeley wells
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:21:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
greeley wells
5253 Carberry Creek Rd
Jacksonville, OR 97530
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Ann Heron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:14:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ann Heron
2489 Emerald St
Eugene, OR 97403
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Tony DeFalco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:13:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tony DeFalco
4419 NE Sumner St
Portland, OR 97218
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Paul Rickerson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:10:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Paul Rickerson
502 Fairview St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Stephanie Tidwell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:05:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate-harming pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stephanie Tidwell
1072 Maclay Dr
Eugene, OR 97404
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Alessandra de la Torre
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:05:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Alessandra de la Torre
1185 Fern St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
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kristen sartor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 11:16:36 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
kristen sartor
646 N Sumner St
Portland, OR 97217
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To:
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Pat Kaczmarek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 11:11:25 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- The Governor’s target of carbon emissions reductions to 80% of 1990 levels is too little and
too late
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals.
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds any
further.
Thank you,
Pat Kaczmarek
4709 SW 31st Dr
Portland, OR 97239
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Christine Borden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 10:38:37 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Christine Borden
3703 SW Tunnelwood St
Portland, OR 97221
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Avery Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:54:55 AM

I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. I urge EQC to undertake the
following changes to the program: - EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing
pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount
concerns should be addressed first, rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of
reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities. EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels). - EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI)
program to ensure that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit
from the program. CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a
polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and
low-income rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset
the pollution. I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process
proceeds much further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate
Protection Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate
polluters in the state.
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Allison Specter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:33:06 AM

I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. I urge EQC to undertake the
following changes to the program: - EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing
pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount
concerns should be addressed first, rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of
reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities. EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels). - EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI)
program to ensure that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit
from the program. CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a
polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and
low-income rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset
the pollution. I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process
proceeds much further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate
Protection Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate
polluters in the state.
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To:
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Fred Chambers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:03:25 AM

I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. I urge EQC to undertake the
following changes to the program: - EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing
pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount
concerns should be addressed first, rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of
reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities. EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels). - EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI)
program to ensure that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit
from the program. CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a
polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and
low-income rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset
the pollution. I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process
proceeds much further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate
Protection Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate
polluters in the state. It is essential that you include Oregon’s largest polluters in these
regulations! The climate crisis is here, and we all need to take strong and effective action now!
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Mary Ann Perry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 7:37:50 AM

I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. I urge EQC to undertake the
following changes to the program: - EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing
pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount
concerns should be addressed first, rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of
reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities. EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels). - EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI)
program to ensure that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit
from the program. CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a
polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and
low-income rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset
the pollution. I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process
proceeds much further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate
Protection Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate
polluters in the state.
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Satya Vayu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:50:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Satya Vayu
608 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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Janet Weil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:28:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. How can you possibly justify this - even to yourselves?
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- Prioritize the reduction of GHG emissions and air pollution in BIPOC and other frontline
communities.
- Regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas power plants, EQC is letting
Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook.
- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. We
support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- Ensure that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the
program. CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter
chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income
rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. “Climate Protection Program” does NOT mean exempting the largest climate polluters
in the state.
Thank you,
Janet Weil
16053 NW Hildago Ln
Portland, OR 97229
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JANE MARA
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:15:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
JANE MARA
PO Box 776
Murphy, OR 97533
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annie capestany
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 27, 2021 7:21:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
we can't exempt the biggest polluters; that would make a joke out of the whole program. plus,
we have to protect the BIPOC communities. and the low-income communities. (especially
considering that air pollution has no borders.)
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
annie capestany
5325 SE Cesar Estrada Chavez Blvd
Portland, OR 97202
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Ruth Dallas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 27, 2021 7:10:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
i am asking you the people who decide what the Department of Environmental Quality’s
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 will be to think long and hard about what your
decisions on the scope of this project will mean for your children and mine. You have an
awesome (in the real sense of the word) power to reduce Oregon’s greenhouse gas emissions
to save our planet for future generations. Leaving out the 7 fracked gas corporations will make
this plan little but window dressing. Please do the right thing and expand the greenhouse gas
caps to all polluters. Time is running out and every citizen, town, site state and country needs
to do their part. If we wait it will cost much much more to mitigate the effects of climate
change and in the end it may be too late. Now is not the time for half measures. I plead with
you to do what is best not for investors but for children.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ruth Dallas
Page 1069 of 9889

54079 SW Scoggins Valley Rd
Gaston, OR 97119
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Rez Henthorne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, September 25, 2021 1:46:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants.
The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked
gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
While I can certainly see the merit in tackling the smaller problems first to make the bigger
ones easier, we simply do not have that kind of time. Unless we can immediately end (or at
least drastically reduce) the amount of pollution we allow megacorporations to produce, life
on Earth is doomed to extinction. That's not hyperbole. This is literally a fight for the
continued existence of the human race.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
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Thank you,
Rez Henthorne
34707 Seavey Loop Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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Hannah Perez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:31:37 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Hannah Perez
5513 Stanford St
Ventura, CA 93003
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bryleigh O’Neil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:31:22 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Bryleigh O’Neil
863 Anderson Ln
Springfield, OR 97477
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Theodore Alberon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:29:34 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Theodore Alberon
900 State St
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
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Date:

Diana Boss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:32:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diana Boss
10295 SW Murray Blvd
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Goff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 20, 2021 5:38:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline/all communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities/anybody by exempting the largest climate
polluters in the state.
Lower the caps to the minimum. Stop the foot-dragging and eliminate all significant fossil fuel
use immediately. Fascist intruders/usurpers will be unable to shut electricity to
difficult/uncooperative towns when they all run on solar/wind/sustainable power: Tough!
There is no other loss or fault.
Thank you,
Michael Goff
715 NW Hoyt St
Portland, OR 97208
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet LaFountain
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 20, 2021 2:49:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janet LaFountain
683 Blue Moon Dr
Central Point, OR 97502
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From:
To:
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Date:

Maia Hixon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:58:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Maia Hixon
2947 NE 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
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Date:

Emily Herbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:11:22 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Emily Herbert
2120 NE Halsey St
Portland, OR 97232
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Comeault
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:12:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jane Comeault
2905 NE Schuyler St
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
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Date:

Edith Montgomery
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:26:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Edith Montgomery
156 Blue Heron Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
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Date:

Alexander Cox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:51:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I wirite with serious concern regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program”
proposes to exempt the six largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the
largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the
state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline
communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Alexander Cox
1892 Colestin Rd
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Buck Clarke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:09:05 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. It just sounds like more typical Oregon DEQ fluff make it sound good like you're actually doing something but in reality you're simply doing the
absolute minimum in order to say that you are "protecting" the environment.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Buck Clarke
Page 1084 of 9889

4745 SW Lombard Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brianne Foster
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:53:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Brianne Foster
19151 SW Chesapeake Dr
Tualatin, OR 97062
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Philip Ratcliff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:52:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Philip Ratcliff
4665 Tragen Ct SE
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Remy Baracco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:45:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Remy Baracco
1006 Madrid Ave
Port Royal, SC 29935
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jules Moritz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:24:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jules Moritz
8285 NW Mitchell Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Heath
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:03:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Susan Heath
2552 Mount Vernon St SE
Albany, OR 97322
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:14:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021, nice name, complete bullshit. In the midst of a
rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to
exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate
polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate
goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jeffrey White
42852 SW Dudney Ave
Forest Grove, OR 97116
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From:
To:
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Date:

Dean Sigler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:08:40 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dean Sigler
18845 SW Vista St
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
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Date:

Kristen Sartor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:00:26 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kristen Sartor
646 N Sumner St
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
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Date:

Jennifer Doob
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:23:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jennifer Doob
3415 SE Stark St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
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Duncan Rhodes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:57:48 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Duncan Rhodes
871 W 8th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
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Christine Paige
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 1:42:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Christine Paige
2585 Washington St
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
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Amy Zlot
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 11:45:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Zlot
2825 NE 37th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
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Date:

jem mara
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:02:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
jem mara
pob776
Murphy, OR 97533
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janét Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 5:58:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janét Moore
63073 Cicada Ln
Coos Bay, OR 97420
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Keely
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 3:53:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sally Keely
3102 Green Mountain Rd
Kalama, WA 98625
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gabrielle Burkard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 1:35:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Gabrielle Burkard
1514 SE Belmont St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rez Henthorne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 6, 2021 12:22:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants.
The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked
gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
Make no mistake: Climate Change is real, and it's having dramatic effects already. Whether or
not you want to argue about the specific cause (despite the overwhelming scientific
consensus), we must take action NOW to ensure that humanity survives. That's not hyperbole.
Unless we take drastic and immediate steps to end pollution, the entire human race is doomed
to extinction, not to mention all life on Earth.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
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Thank you,
Rez Henthorne
34707 Seavey Loop Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Ware
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 5, 2021 10:28:37 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diane Ware
1309 Pear Tree Ln
Medford, OR 97504
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rouanna Garden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 5, 2021 8:51:22 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rule making process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Now that every summer we are often trapped inside our homes because of forest fire smoke,
people that cook with Fracked Fossil Fuel Gas are further depleting the clean oxygen available
and adding gas pollution into the mix.
"Natural gas and propane stoves can release carbon monoxide, formaldehyde and other
harmful pollutants into the air, which can be toxic to people and pets."
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From California Indoor Air Report.
It's time to stop all NEW development and to help Oregonians get off GAS that's not really
natural. In addition, move the Energy Trust of Oregon away from supporting polluting fracked
gas.
Thank you,
RB Garden
Springfield, OR
Thank you,
Rouanna Garden
1860 F St
Springfield, OR 97477
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Fred Chambers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 3, 2021 2:16:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Fred Chambers
2745 Bennett Creek Rd
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Kelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 3, 2021 12:51:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Linda Kelley
1830 Arthur St
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Koch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 3, 2021 9:05:08 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Victoria Koch
1525 W 12th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kim davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 3, 2021 8:59:09 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
kim davis
5455 Oakridge Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

T BROWN
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, August 30, 2021 7:14:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Let's get real, you guys! I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental
Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly
escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt
the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters
in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and
ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
T BROWN
14443 Crossroads Loop
Sisters, OR 97759
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joshua berger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, August 29, 2021 11:17:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
joshua berger
14443 Crossroads Loop
Sisters, OR 97759
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Golding
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, August 29, 2021 10:38:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
William Golding
246 S Stadium Way
Tacoma, WA 98402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lloyd Marbet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, August 27, 2021 7:48:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lloyd Marbet
18944 SE Bakers Ferry Rd
Boring, OR 97009
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Keene
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 26, 2021 8:18:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Margaret Keene
645 SW Loafers Ln
Madras, OR 97741
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Burge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 26, 2021 6:18:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sharon Burge
6030 Cumberland Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306
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From:
To:
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Date:

Sandra Joos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 26, 2021 12:42:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sandra Joos
4259 SW Patrick Pl
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 26, 2021 10:32:24 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Susan Cook
17875 SE Division St
Portland, OR 97236
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From:
To:
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Date:

Herald Kane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 9:23:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Herald Kane
3540 W Sahara Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89102
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From:
To:
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Date:

Pamela Goodman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 6:48:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Pamela Goodman
1834 W Giles Rd
Muskegon, MI 49445
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From:
To:
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Julie O
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:46:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Julie O
3635 SE Tibbetts St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
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Date:

Ellen Bailey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 12:26:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ellen Bailey
420 SE Grand Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
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doug franklin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 11:48:54 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
doug franklin
383 Boundary St
Waynesville, NC 28786
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From:
To:
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Cindy Hatcher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 5:23:07 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Cindy Hatcher
116 Conifer Trl
Bumpus Mills, TN 37028
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From:
To:
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Date:

Peter Beves
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 2:32:40 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals.
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a
meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting
the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Peter Beves
43 Goodrich St
Lunenburg, MA 01462
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From:
To:
Subject:
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L Adams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 9:03:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
L Adams
28421 Cerveza Ct
Escondido, CA 92026
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Forrest
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:52:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kim Forrest
784 Bluff Dr
Los Banos, CA 93635
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynn Cardiff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:37:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lynn Cardiff
N Mississippi Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Schwinberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:49:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jean Schwinberg
6341 5th Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98115
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From:
To:
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Date:

Roberta Cade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:33:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Roberta Cade
1321 Chemeketa St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
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Date:

Elisabeth Abram
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:19:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Elisabeth Abram
7607 SE Harmony Dr
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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From:
To:
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Date:

Christopher Minich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:16:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Christopher Minich
313 Roberts Rd
Lewis Run, PA 16738
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From:
To:
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Susan Delles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:15:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Susan Delles
2801 Sykes Creek Rd
Rogue River, OR 97537
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From:
To:
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Patricia Hine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:09:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Patricia Hine
29755 Lusk Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
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Date:

Michelle Rabin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:45:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Michelle Rabin
2230 Old Dalles Dr
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
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Georgia Locker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:32:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Georgia Locker
713 Duke Square
Fort Collins, CO 80525
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From:
To:
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Stephen Davie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:25:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stephen Davie
1131 Burgoyne Ave
Fort Edward, NY 12828
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From:
To:
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Lindsay Kemp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:20:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lindsay Kemp
925 NW Hoyt St
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
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Donald Paden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:14:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Donald Paden
665 Cressa Dr
Loveland, CO 80537
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Rob Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:09:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state. PLEASE, STOP KILLING US WITH DEADLY FOSSIL FUELS!
Thank you,
Rob Thompson
16516 87th Ave E
Puyallup, WA 98375
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Natalie Ranker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:06:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Natalie Ranker
414 Simpson Ave
North Bend, OR 97459
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From:
To:
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Scott Meyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:05:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Scott Meyer
4804 Upper River Rd
Jeffersonville, IN 47130
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d robinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:29:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
d robinson
1 River St
Curlew, WA 99118
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From:
To:
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Shannon Pitts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:04:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Shannon Pitts
239 N Peninsula Dr
Daytona Beach, FL 32118
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From:
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Sue Dean
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:02:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sue Dean
849 Widgeon Dr
Longmont, CO 80503
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Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:46:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89117
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Derya Ruggles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:42:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Derya Ruggles
4121 E 16th St
Vancouver, WA 98661
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Ruth Clifford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:23:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ruth Clifford
1505 De Rose Way
San Jose, CA 95126
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Barbara Bernstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:17:55 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barbara Bernstein
1214 SE Flavel St
Portland, OR 97202
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Dean Sigler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:58:26 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dean Sigler
18845 SW Vista St
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
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Elizabeth Reindollar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:50:00 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Reindollar
8311 Snowden Oaks Pl
Laurel, MD 20708
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David Doering
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:48:42 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David Doering
1544 Polk St
San Francisco, CA 94109
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From:
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alice ciuffo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:43:37 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
alice ciuffo
311 Cedarwood Court
Manchester Township, NJ 08759
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anastasia Pyz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:33:06 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anastasia Pyz
13717 NW 2nd Ave
Vancouver, WA 98685
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Shoemaker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, August 23, 2021 11:45:56 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Richard Shoemaker
1605 SE Tenino St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roberta Cade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, August 23, 2021 9:04:23 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Roberta Cade
1321 Chemeketa St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rachel Jang
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, August 22, 2021 1:08:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rachel Jang
3637 SW Nevada Ct
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Moissant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, August 21, 2021 9:58:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Helen Moissant
2965 Ross Ln
Central Point, OR 97502
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, August 21, 2021 12:00:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rebecca Clark
5035 N Depauw St
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

amy minato
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, August 20, 2021 11:22:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
amy minato
3525 SW Logan St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Tibbot
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, August 20, 2021 8:02:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ann Tibbot
948 B St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Rudy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, August 20, 2021 6:48:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mary Rudy
1953 NW Irving St
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frank Rouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, August 20, 2021 3:01:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Frank Rouse
21710 S Green Mountain Rd
Colton, OR 97017
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jere Rosemeyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, August 20, 2021 1:52:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jere Rosemeyer
1380 Hughes St
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gay Kramer-Dodd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, August 20, 2021 12:22:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
As an Oregonian who has certainly felt and breathed the impacts from climate change this
summer, I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s
proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating
climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest
climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state
will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Gay Kramer-Dodd
372 Lodenquai Ln
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark McCormick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Friday, August 20, 2021 9:26:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mark McCormick
801 Oak St
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

claire cohen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:18:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
claire cohen
5051 Foothills Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Albert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:22:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Anthony Albert
285 NW 35th St
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Grant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:48:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David Grant
211 Stanford Ave
Medford, OR 97504
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Holzendorf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:25:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Victoria Holzendorf
5063 Foothills Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Burge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:11:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sharon Burge
5030 Cumberland Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Destro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 4:17:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
My goodness, when the reckoning comes, what are the politicians going to say to the millions
suffering and dying - oops? Not even close to good enough, the Climate Crisis needs to be
addressed NOW - not by future administrations!!
Thank you,
Greg Destro
Page 1172 of 9889

1223 S 9th St
Independence, OR 97351
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenifer Schramm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 4:06:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. SERIOUSLY? In the midst of a rapidly escalating
climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest
climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jenifer Schramm
2724 NW Thurman St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Natalie Ranker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 3:49:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Natalie Ranker
414 Simpson Ave
North Bend, OR 97459
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Lippmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 3:31:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rebecca Lippmann
3962 NE Somerset Dr
Albany, OR 97322
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

D Stirpe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:56:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
D Stirpe
2311 SE Ash St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Manildi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:42:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barbara Manildi
3525 Red Cedar Way
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sue HAINES
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 1:58:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sue HAINES
1861 Kilkenny Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Kirschling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:34:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Karen Kirschling
633 Oak St
San Francisco, CA 94117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lee Schmidt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:30:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lee Schmidt
13505 SE River Rd
Portland, OR 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyla Yeoman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:20:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
This is issue is of utmost importance to me and I am watching it carefully. I am watching my
five year old daughter grow up in a region where already she’s had to remain indoors for at
least one week each summer and other days throughout the year due to smoke and other
pollutants in the air, making it horrendous for young lungs. It’s only going to get worse, but
we can mitigate how bad it gets - NOW.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- Include carbon sequestration in the form of old growth trees and significant protections for
forests.
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
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Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kyla Yeoman
3020 NE 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy McGowan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:04:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Wendy McGowan
3189 Admiral St
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clint Landeen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 11:58:18 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Clint Landeen
380 S Holly St
Canby, OR 97013
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alice West
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:44:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Alice West
1237 SE 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dawn Smallman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:53:59 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dawn Smallman
1148 SE 50th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phil Goldsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:39:39 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Phil Goldsmith
2420 NW Marshall St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Bresky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:24:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Robert Bresky
19300 Molalla Ave
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Fredgant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:03:29 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Daniel Fredgant
2735 NE 82nd Ave
Portland, OR 97220
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Cushwa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:45:34 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nancy Cushwa
2715 N Terry St
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leesa Burnett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:21:42 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Leesa Burnett
924 SW 12th St
Newport, OR 97365
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nadia Sindi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:20:55 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
P.S:
http://www.salem-news.com/articles/january112014/corruption-petition-ns.php?
fbclid=IwAR0n668Efngx8J3l95dUI5tufiMmD73OQWgy2oCp2eovOjeokwQRFW2AbWA
https://jameszogby.com/washingtonwatch2021s/anti-semitism-amp-anti-arab-bigotry-part-i?
emci=4f103383-1fee-eb11-a7ad-501ac57b8fa7&emdi=4b99fac9-f5ee-eb11-a7adPage 1193 of 9889

501ac57b8fa7&ceid=376192
https://youtu.be/_-0J49_9lwc
https://www.wweek.com/portland/article-21195-reputation-for-rent.html
https://www.wweek.com/portland/blog-30283-u-of-o-prof-files-bar-complaint-in-long-vkroger-case.html
http://www.salem-news.com/articles/january112014/corruption-petition-ns.php?
fbclid=IwAR0n668Efngx8J3l95dUI5tufiMmD73OQWgy2oCp2eovOjeokwQRFW2AbWA
https://www.dailyemerald.com/archives/uo-president-faces-ethicscomplaints/article_de9248c1-bf32-53ea-9a2b-8b67c4c08ad1.html
https://www.thefreelibrary.com/University+president+faces+ethics+complaint.-a0153374882?
fbclid=IwAR1lSXHpNvxvFW0TxkLDBhjELusnbonQkvyk8I3L7Ovt2UnNodwONa0nD2o
Late Oregon A.G. Dave Frohnmayer and Both D.A. Doug Harcleroad, Alex Gardner with the
Lane County Sheriff, trapped me in a criminal record since 1987. They have changed first
letter in my first name to "S" So I couldn't expunged it!!
http://petitions.moveon.org/sign/justice-for-nadia-sindi…
My life with Liberal Klans in Oregon!!
Arab/Muslim Americans are treated less than animals! We are called Sand N…
We are being prosecuted in a daily basis! High tech lynching, institutionally racism!
Especially for Arab women!!
Oregon late A.G. Dave Frohnmayer had my SS# blocked & prevented me from getting
employed, made me homeless and jobless!
Dave Frohnmayer was the one who started & initiated the fraud of Foreclosed-houses &
taking over our homes!
His bank robber Rep.Bob Ackerman, Doug McCool, UO Prof. Margaret Hallock. Hired
Scarlet Lee/Barnhart Associates. Forged my family’s signature. Gave our fully paid Condo to
the thief Broker Bob Ogle, his mom Karen Ogle was working in the USA Consulate in Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia. She administered the power of attorney to have my sister signature, added her
son to the deed. Sold without my signature!
Bob Ackerman had never responded to the Summon from the Court, and the sheriff never
served me or arrested him either!!
ThIs is what kind of criminal government we have in Oregon!!
Arrest Rep. Bob Ackerman, Doug Mccool, Broker Bob Ogle, his mom Karen Ogle, Scarlet
Lee/Barnhart Associates, UO Prof. Margaret Hallock, Wells Fargo
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Both D.A. Doug Harcleroad, Alex Gardner told me they have NO JURISDICTION on
Frohnmayer! Oregon criminal Officials are complicit with these crimes against me!
Both EPD, Lane County Sheriff Dept. and the FBI had been told to step down from
investigating the bank robber Rep. Bob Ackerman & the rest of Lane County Criminal
Officials are complicit with him!!
I ran five times for public offices! Voter Fraud & Sedition by Lane County government to
protect & cover up for the two criminals Frohnmayer & Ackerman!!
Oregon government is complicit with their crimes!!
https://facebook.com/groups/justice4nadiasindi…
http://davefrohnmayer.com
Please sign petition.
https://change.org/petitions/a-g-eric-holder-sent-jeff-merkley-gov-john-kitzhaber-investigateabuse-of-power-and-criminal-forgery-by-former-oregon-a-g-david-frohnmayer-and-lanecounty-government#share….
Dave Frohnmayer was going to kill me by sending some fabricated story after he called the
manager where I used to live to tell her he was waiting for him to pick him up from the
Airport! Then Frohnmayer sent me a team of Doctors for Mental health to Evaluate me!!
Thank you,
Nadia Sindi
1837 Kingsley Rd Apt 44
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Griffith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:12:37 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David Griffith
2700 SE 160th Ave
Portland, OR 97236
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yancette Halverson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:54:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Yancette Halverson
8828 SE Flavel St
Portland, OR 97266
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Delles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:47:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Keep it in the ground! No more fossil fuels.
Thank you,
Susan Delles
2801 Sykes Creek Rd
Rogue River, OR 97537
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Sarah Deumling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:39:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sarah Sarah Deumling
4550 Oak Grove Rd
Rickreall, OR 97371
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lorraine Hersey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:15:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lorraine Hersey
4223 SW Broadlane Ave
Pendleton, OR 97801
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Chaplin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:48:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Chris Chaplin
4016 SE 72nd Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Wyman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:43:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jean Wyman
3914 NE 75th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Funk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:29:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stephen Funk
2030 SW Roxbury Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Heath
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:17:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Susan Heath
2552 Mount Vernon St SE
Albany, OR 97322
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rita Leonard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:15:13 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
In the midst of a climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to
exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. This will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose.
I urge EQC to prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These concerns should be addressed first.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. Oregon’s draft rules fail
to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants by creating a
loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power from
out-of-state.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap.
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to reduce emissions,
BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a
meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting
the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Rita Leonard
3353 SE 13th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Boom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 8:23:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diana Boom
PO Box 328
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 8:14:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jeffrey White
42852 SW Dudney Ave
Forest Grove, OR 97116
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Hine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:54:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Patricia Hine
29755 Lusk Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Esther Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:45:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Esther Friedman
4160 Hertel Dr S
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Stevenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:17:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ben Stevenson
1150 SE Sellwood Blvd
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Hocker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:01:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stephen Hocker
13980 SW 158th Terrace
Portland, OR 97224
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

April Atwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:32:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
April Atwood
6306 SE 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Carl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:28:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Nancy Carl
1014 S Park St
Carlton, OR 97111
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Nowicki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:22:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ann Nowicki
3355 N Delta Hwy
Eugene, OR 97408
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rC
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:10:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
NEVER excuse polluters from polluting! Instead, hold them Completely Liable for all
damages they cause!
Thank you,
rC
321 Clay St
Page 1215 of 9889

Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynn Betteridge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:01:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lynn Betteridge
19675 S Fischers Mill Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tod Boyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:54:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Tod Boyer
PO Box 786
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Nettleton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:48:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Nettleton
4311 SE 37th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Ben Goodin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:42:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ben Goodin
53910 5th St
La Pine, OR 97739
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Randy Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:09:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Randy Harrison
4051 Wagner St
Eugene, OR 97402
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Katie Hughes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:08:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Katie Hughes
9242 N Chicago Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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Blaine Ackley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:07:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Blaine Ackley
655 NE 67th Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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K Kay Bircher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:04:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
K Kay Bircher
340 SW Rimrock Way
Redmond, OR 97756
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Suzanne Zook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:56:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Suzanne Zook
PO Box 601
Cave Junction, OR 97523
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Ian Shelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:54:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ian Shelley
50 SW 97th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:46:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dena Turner
1122 SE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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Michael Carrigan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:40:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Michael Carrigan
1439 W 4th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:27:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lise Hull
150 8th St SW
Bandon, OR 97411
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John Ardner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:15:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Ardner
2636 SW Eastwood Ave
Gresham, OR 97080
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Robert Fladger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:46:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Robert Fladger
41855 Park Rd
Port Orford, OR 97465
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Wanda Graff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:46:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Wanda Graff
580 S Ivy St
Canby, OR 97013
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Jan Stone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:43:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jan Stone
17352 SW Sugar Plum Ct
Aloha, OR 97007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shel Neu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:38:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Shel Neu
Nicolai Rd
OR 97048
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To:
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Steven Christian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:33:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steven Christian
1300 E Main St
Hillsboro, OR 97123
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Britney VanCitters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:27:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Britney VanCitters
6115 SE 87th Ave
Portland, OR 97266
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Mary Lynn Willis Parodi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:14:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mary Lynn Willis Parodi
12045 SW Springwood Dr
Tigard, OR 97223
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To:
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Donna Wehrley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:57:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Donna Wehrley
3601 S River Pkwy
Portland, OR 97239
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Barbara Branham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:56:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barbara Branham
3070 SW Garden View Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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Carol Loomis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:40:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carol Loomis
203 SE 162nd Ave
Portland, OR 97233
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Yola Hesser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:39:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Yola Hesser
90916 Southview Ln
Florence, OR 97439
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Beth Green
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:28:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Beth Green
3043 NE 51st Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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Randall Webb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:20:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Randall Webb
2328 NW Glisan St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
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Ansula Press
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:04:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ansula Press
5533 NE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
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Angela Zehava
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:02:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
Democrats have a TRIFECTA in Oregon and THIS is what they do. No blaming Repubs, it's
just CORRUPTION IN THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY.
What's the point of voting Democratic, if this is the kind of shit you people do??
I've lost patience entirely. Not giving, not walking for Democrats in Oregon any more if this
goes through.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
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Thank you,
Angela Zehava
1579 SE Nehalem St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet H.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:00:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Janet H.
93619 Blue Bird Ln
North Bend, OR 97459
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carly Werdel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:57:13 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carly Werdel
werdelc@oregonstate.edu
Corvallis, OR 97331
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From:
To:
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Sheila Golden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:55:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sheila Golden
1411 NE 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97232
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Debra Rehn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:54:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Debra Rehn
5130 SE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
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Duncan Baruch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:44:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Duncan Baruch
8833 SW 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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Stephen Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:41:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
DEQ should also protect old growth forests, prohibit unnecessary logging of trees from burn
areas, & work with other groups in the northwest to save salmon from being fried &
overfished.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stephen Johnson
Page 1252 of 9889

3385 SW 100th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
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Mark Darienzo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:38:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mark Darienzo
6923 NE Morris St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
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Christine Taylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:36:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Christine Taylor
3205 NE 47th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
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Craig Heverly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:14:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Craig Heverly
3712 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Kyle Alhart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:59:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kyle Alhart
2327 NW Candlelight Pl
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
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Date:

Barbara Kelberlau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:59:13 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barbara Kelberlau
3252 Bursell Rd
Central Point, OR 97502
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From:
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Debra Lutje
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:49:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Debra Lutje
101 W 2nd St
The Dalles, OR 97058
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From:
To:
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Evelyn Pietrowski-Ciullo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:48:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Evelyn Pietrowski-Ciullo
1145 Madison St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
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Lily Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:43:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lily Johnson
9515 N Kalmar St
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
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Barbara Bernstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:34:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barbara Bernstein
1214 SE Flavel St
Portland, OR 97202
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Marjorie Nafziger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:30:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Marjorie Nafziger
1804 SE Ellis St
Portland, OR 97202
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Amy Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:25:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Amy Roberts
2883 NW Sunny Ln
Albany, OR 97321
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From:
To:
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Hugh Cochran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:25:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Hugh Cochran
355 Santa Clara Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
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Will Richardson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:23:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Will Richardson
100 N Pacific Hwy
Talent, OR 97540
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Susan Haywood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:15:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
These changes are critical. One of our strengths as a state is that we are taking the climate
emergency seriously.
Thank you,
Susan Haywood
2146 NW Everett St
Page 1267 of 9889

Portland, OR 97210
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John Gasperoni
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:14:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Gasperoni
1083 NW Charlemagne Pl
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
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Teresa McFarland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:12:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I'm sorry, but have you lost your mind? I am outraged about the Department of Environmental
Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. With the climate crisis
worsening by the minute, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” intends to exempt
the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters
in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and
ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Teresa McFarland
10740 SW 11th Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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Basey Klopp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:10:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Basey Klopp
1808 NW Vicksburg Ave
Bend, OR 97701
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John Reynolds
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:06:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Reynolds
12737 SE 25th Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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From:
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Roberta Cade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:06:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Roberta Cade
1321 Chemeketa St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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Judy Kinsman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:03:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Judy Kinsman
1651 Upas St
Florence, OR 97439
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Rory Cowal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:02:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rory Cowal
5828 NE Everett St
Portland, OR 97213
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William M. Musser IV
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:49:12 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
William M. Musser IV
3225 NE 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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David Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:45:41 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
This expresses my feelings exactly!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
David Edwards
291 Limerick Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
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Pamela Yates
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:42:14 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
Why do I take my Prius through DEQ every two years when significant polluters are let off
the hook for the real damage they cause?
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Pamela Yates
890 NW 6th St
Page 1278 of 9889

Gresham, OR 97030
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Carol Gerl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:41:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Carol Gerl
3444 SE 35th Ct
Lincoln City, OR 97367
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Lyle Funderburk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:37:05 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lyle Funderburk
10003 SE Foster Rd
Portland, OR 97266
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Colin miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:36:49 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Colin miller
16275 SW Goshawk St
Beaverton, OR 97007
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Cindy Jensen
1505 SW 192nd Ave
Aloha, OR 97006
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Otto Yunker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:34:31 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
The Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program for
2021 is highly disturbing.
Our climate crisis is spiraling fast, but DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” creates
loopholes large enough for the most substantial climate polluters in Oregon to escape through.
The omitions of these polluters creates an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s
climate goals and abandons frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Otto Yunker
2309 NW Raleigh St
Portland, OR 97210
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GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
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Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Peter Luciano
32871 NW Sunset Dr
Scappoose, OR 97056
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Kirsten Burt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:33:34 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kirsten Burt
4041 E Burnside St
Portland, OR 97214
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Sandra Siegner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:33:27 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sandra Siegner
9640 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219
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George Barton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:32:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
George Barton
16807 S Clackamas River Dr
Oregon City, OR 97045
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Sue HAINES
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:29:25 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sue HAINES
1861 Kilkenny Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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Jennifer Anthony
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:28:33 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jennifer Anthony
8156 SW Seminole Trail
Tualatin, OR 97062
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Rick Ray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:28:06 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
This issue is super important to my family. We have serious concerns regarding the
Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Rick Ray
30777 NE Hurt Rd
Troutdale, OR 97060
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Barry Oaks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:27:08 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Barry Oaks
86313 Franklin Blvd
Eugene, OR 97405
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Jan Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:21:31 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jan Edwards
2650 SW Custer St
Portland, OR 97219
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Pamela Vasquez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:12:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Pamela Vasquez
3668 Silverstone Dr NE
Salem, OR 97305
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Diana Talcott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:11:14 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diana Talcott
2806 SE 15th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Cj James
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:09:51 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Cj James
50 W 5th Ave
Eugene, OR 97401
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Stephen Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:09:37 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Stephen Smith
11516 SW Oak Creek Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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John Fenker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:09:03 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
John Fenker
240 SE Craig Ave
Corvallis, OR 97333
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Clint Landeen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:08:23 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Clint Landeen
380 S Holly St
Canby, OR 97013
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Daniel Serres
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:06:37 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Daniel Serres
15506 SE La Bonita Way
Milwaukie, OR 97267
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Philip Colvard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:05:29 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Philip Colvard
520 Palm St
Medford, OR 97501
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Bognar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:04:13 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Pat Bognar
715 SW King Ave
Portland, OR 97205
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Stevenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:03:46 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Matt Stevenson
1150 SE Sellwood Blvd
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Svadlenka
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:01:30 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Jean Svadlenka
7010 SW Highland Ct
Wilsonville, OR 97070
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

robert clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:00:27 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
robert clark
2825 SW Elmer Nelson Ln
Grants Pass, OR 97527
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From:
To:
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Lori Kuebler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:59:26 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lori Kuebler
490 SE Oakbriar Ave
Roseburg, OR 97470
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From:
To:
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Date:

Mauria McClay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:58:45 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mauria McClay
5603 N Syracuse St
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
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Date:

Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:58:13 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
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marguery zucker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:57:09 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
marguery zucker
1966 Orchard St
Eugene, OR 97403
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Peter Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:56:53 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We have a devastating climate crisis facing us. We need decisive action to confront it.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Peter Miller
1706 SE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dorothy Brockgreitens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:54:09 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Dorothy Brockgreitens
2267 NW Broadway St
Albany, OR 97321
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Franklin Colbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:52:55 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Franklin Colbert
20500 NW Quail Hollow Dr
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Sheehy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:52:17 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Steve Sheehy
4727 Alpine Dr
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Benton Elliott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:49:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Benton Elliott
1601 Olive St
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Baxter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:47:09 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lisa Baxter
17770 SW Jersey Ct
Beaverton, OR 97007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Rabin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:45:53 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Michelle Rabin
2230 Old Dalles Dr
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katherine Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:45:22 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Katherine Smith
103 Crystal Dr
Grants Pass, OR 97527
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alexis Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:45:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Alexis Martin
15880 SW Sundew Dr
Tigard, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

judith lienhard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:43:51 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
judith lienhard
4455 SW 94th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan Beam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:43:06 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Ryan Beam
19773 Bellevue Way
West Linn, OR 97068
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christina Pasillas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:42:54 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Now is the time to actually do what government institutions were created to do--protect its
citizens--NOT serve the interests of greedy corporations. Do your damn job. We are watching
our environment/state burn down around us, and it seems, sometimes, with your help. Unless
you have someplace else to live, other than earth, I suggest that you do what needs to be done
to stop it from human destruction now.
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Thank you,
Christina Pasillas
2607 Hope St
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathryn Robinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:42:27 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Kathryn Robinson
19725 River Rd
Gladstone, OR 97027
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Wechsler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:42:26 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Susan Wechsler
1820 NE Vine Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Camilo Marquez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:42:18 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Camilo Marquez
2934 NE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Holford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:40:59 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sharon Holford
2580 SE Courtney Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donlon McGovern
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:39:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Donlon McGovern
4107 NE 24th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:38:32 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
BC Shelby
1040 NW 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lawrence Nagel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:37:39 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lawrence Nagel
375 Ashland Loop Rd
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:36:13 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mike O'Brien
1905 N Alberta St
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Winer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:35:44 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Diana Winer
2932 NE Jarrett St
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brent Rocks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:33:26 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Brent Rocks
1518 SW Upper Hall St
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Fiona Burgess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:30:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I am writing to you today regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. Specifically, I am deeply concerned by the fact that
this draft includes regulatory exemptions for fracked gas power plants, which account for
more than half of Oregon's greenhouse gas emissions from stationary sources with air permits.
How am I supposed to trust that the DEQ is truly committed to climate protection when they
are planning to accommodate of the largest climate polluters in Oregon? This is a shameful
concession that prioritizes industrial profit motives over the needs of the frontline
communities directly harmed by these power plants.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to
meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural
communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
At minimum, this fracked gas exemption must be eliminated from the program rules as soon
as possible, before any further revisions are made. As currently written, this policy is a farce
and a signal that the state of Oregon is more interested in maintaining a toxic status quo than
doing anything that could be considered "climate leadership."
Thank you,
Fiona Burgess
3426 SW Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Curtis Perkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Susan Lea Smith
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:03:40 PM
Comments Climate Protection Program.pdf

Hello Ms. Singh,
Please accept my comments in response to the Climate Protection Program. You will find a
PDF attached to this email. If you need comments in another format please let me know at
your earliest convenience. That way I can submit before the extended deadline. Thank you for
the opportunity to comment on such an important topic.
Respectfully,
Curtis
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Kullberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:58:42 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair
I don't understand how we in Oregon can take the climate crisis seriously, while exempting the
largest greenhouse gas emitters from the so-called Climate Protection Program. This
exemption will effectively sabotage our ability to meet the 2050 clean energy goals. It's a
craven action that serves only to preserve a status quo that no one wants and no one believes
in, aside from those who profit from the extraction and sale of methane gas. Furthermore,
these gas-fired plants are a significant source of health-damaging pollutants that
disproportionately affect rural, poor, and BIPOC communities. Climate justice is not served by
this exemption. As a former public health official I strongly oppose letting the energy sector
off the hook. We need our governor, our legislators and our state agencies to take the bold
action needed to put us on a path to carbon neutral energy production.
Thank you,
Patricia Kullberg
734 SE Lexington St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Estelle Voeller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Comments on the DEQ Climate Protection Program Rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:55:43 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
I appreciate the extensive efforts you've made to develop the draft
rules. However, I urge you to strengthen them and adopt the strongest
CPP possible.
I am Estelle Voeller, a resident of Jackson County, living outside the
City of Phoenix. I am one of the lucky people who found my home and
rural property intact after evacuating from the Almeda Fire last year.
Having lived in southern Oregon for almost 50 years, working outdoors
much of that time, I have noticed very different weather
patterns--drought, warmer temperatures, less snow, more frequent large
fires fueled by strong winds, with months of smoke. This year my
irrigation district shut down before the end of July, causing me to
scramble for 2 months to keep my crops and trees alive.
As you assess this latest draft, I urge you to keep the urgency of bold
action foremost in mind. We have had one serious warning after another
these past few months. Already warned in 2018 by the IPCC that we need
to keep global warning below 1.5 C degrees. Last August, the first
chapter of IPCC Assessment Report 6, Working Group 1 on the Physical
Science Basis was released, prompting UN Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres to warn this is "code-red for humanity", that the global
community has an incredibly short window of time to dramaticcally cut
fossil fuel emissions or face catastrophic consequences. In September,
we had the United in Science 2021 report, a compilation by the World
Meteorological Organization of the latest climate science information
from high-level organizations, including the WMO, Global Carbon Project,
IPCC, World Health Organization, World Climate Research Programme, and
the United Nations Enviroment Programme. In early October, the Biden
Administration released reports from 23 federal agencies examining how
climate change is already and will continue to disrupting nearly all
aspects of our life. All of these point to the extreme urgency to make
the hard choices to demand more of the greenhouse gas emitters in Oregon.
For the sake of our children, grandchildren, and future generations,
please strengthen these rules. Specifically:
Use the best available science to strengthen the interim target and goal
for greenhouse gas emissions. Polluters have known since goals were set
by the Oregon Legislature in 2008 about the need to reduce emissions.
Clearly, they have not done their part.
Include all polluters, including stationary sources, under the cap and
reduce program.
Include specific rules to strengthen the stated commitment to address
enironmental and social justice issues. Do not allow major polluters to
continue risking the lives of vulnerable Oregonians.
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Since carbon sequestration is an essential part of achieving net zero
emissions, include natural carbon sequestration in the Community Climate
Investment options. Our forests, wetlands, farms, ranches are extremely
valuable assets for Oregon and our planet. Protect them and incentivize
the growing movements to drawdown carbon. I know of several small
woodland owners who have purchased previously clearcut timber lands, and
are trying to grow and manage former forests in sustainable ways.
The whole lifecycle of methane gas must be included in your assessment;
do not limit your rules to non-combustion sources.
Thank you for considering my comments. And thank you for this crucial
work you are doing.
Estelle Voeller
3784 Coleman Creek Rd,
Medford, OR 97501
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dale Engle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the draft Climate Protection Plan
Sunday, October 17, 2021 6:00:41 PM

To Whom It May Concern:
I live in a rural part of Jackson County and have been buffeted in the last few years by the
effects of climate change - smoke and the threat of wildfires, water shortages, extreme heat and I am frustrated by the lack of action by the state. I'm writing in support of the DEQ's
Climate Protection Program but I am also concerned that it will be whittled down by special
interests. The following areas need to be strengthened in the final version of the CPP:
DEQ’s current cap proposal appears not to be fully based on the latest scientific climate
prognoses in that it does not reduce climate pollution nearly fast enough. We need a cap that
will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
The draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its purpose. DEQ should also cover Oregon gas power
plants, the state’s largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
DEQ proposed Community Climate Investments are an interesting way to account for climate
pollution with investments in greenhouse gas reduction projects, but they are not required to
result in a one-to-one overall reduction of climate pollution, and investments in communities
in harm's way are not clearly delineated. It needs much stricter definitions to address these two
issues.
Finally, as someone who lives in rural Southern Oregon, I see the tremendous value of carbon
sequestration projects. But the CCI fund doesn't include them as supportable options. It
should.
Please make the CPP as strong as possible so we can address the climate crisis in a meaningful
way and, I might add, be a model for the nation.
Sincerely,
Dale Engle
Jackson County (unincorporated)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doren Elias
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Plan Rule
Sunday, October 17, 2021 11:49:01 AM

To: Environmental Quality Commission
My name is Dvid Huffman, and my wife and I live in Portland. For the past 12 years my wife
been a citizen volunteer doing what she can to help influence climate change legislation. I am
deeply concerned about the fossil fuel industry exerting undue influence on the DEQ, and
want to see change happen, NOW, without further delay. We have kicked the can down the
road long enough and we have NO MORE TIME TO WASTE.
Although the Draft Rule is significant, it falls short of the ambition needed to address the
climate crisis we face as a society. The extreme cost of climate inaction has never been
clearer. This summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire
season are just the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises
and is already costing Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars – and the crisis will only get worse
unless we act strongly now.
This rulemaking process has been underway for over 15 months and has involved about a
dozen workshops and half a dozen public hearings. No delays are warranted, but the draft rule
needs to be strengthened is the following areas.
--[if !supportLists]-->1. <!--[endif]-->A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts
already costing Oregonians billions of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ
must enact targets in line with the best available science, which requires an emission
reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial
Sources: These entities need to be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI)
Process: We commend DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its
principal mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and
flexibility in compliance for the covered entities. However, this is a new and innovative
program that requires both strengthening and further development of implementation
guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other states. In
addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits
in terms of increased economic development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs,
and improved public health.
Sincerely,
David W, Huffman
Portland, OR 97266
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Stephen Funk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 10:09:15 PM
Draft_OR_Climate_Protection_Program_comments.docx

To: Environmental Quality Commission
We are in a climate crisis that demands strong, immediate action. Across the world, climaterelated disasters are accelerating. In Oregon, oceans are becoming more acidic, droughts are
worsening, wildfires are more frequent and massive, and winter storms are becoming more
destructive.
I am an Oregonian and parent of two children who are rightfully afraid of a future ravaged by
climate change. I vowed to them that I will do all I can to fight for a future where humanity
stood up to the challenge and prevented the worst outcomes. I implore you to implement the
strongest possible regulations in the Oregon Climate Protection Program.
Although the Draft Rule is significant, it falls short of the ambition needed to address the
climate crisis we face as a society. The extreme cost of climate inaction has never been
clearer. This summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire
season are just the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises
and is already costing Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars – and the crisis will only get worse
unless we act strongly now.
This rulemaking process has been underway for almost 18 months and has involved about a
dozen workshops and half a dozen public hearings. No delays are warranted, but the draft rule
needs to be strengthened in the following areas.
A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts already costing Oregonians billions of
dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ must enact targets in line with the best
available science, which requires an emission reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by
2050.
Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial Sources: These entities need to be held to
mandatory long-term emission reductions.
Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We commend DEQ for
proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its principal mechanism to provide both
equity for the most impacted communities, and flexibility in compliance for the covered
entities. However, this is a new and innovative program that requires both strengthening and
further development of implementation guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage and set an example for other states. In
addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits
in terms of increased economic development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs,
and improved public health.
Sincerely,
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Stephen Funk
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

KB Mercer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:19:39 PM

To the Environmental Quality Commission
Please find (in the scan attached), testimony from my friend Louise Bankey. She asked me to
submit it on her behalf.
Thank you;
KB Mercer
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Miel-Margarita Paredes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Miel Paredes
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:10:10 AM

To: Environmental Quality Commission
I am a concerned parent of two young children who lives in Portland, and I am writing to
echo the voices of scientists, who say that there is no time left to take immediate and
strong action to address climate change. Your commission has the power to make a big
difference in the outcome of our state and our planet. Please take this opportunity to do
the right thing. I ask that you include the following in the final rules:
1. A

more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts already costing Oregonians
billions of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ must enact
targets in line with the best available science, which requires an emission reduction
targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.

2. Mandatory

requirements for Large Industrial Sources: These entities need to be
held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.

3. Strengthen

the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We commend
DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its principal
mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and
flexibility in compliance for the covered entities. However, this is a new and
innovative program that requires both strengthening and further development of
implementation guidelines.

With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage and set an example for other states. In
addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits
in terms of increased economic development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs,
and improved public health.
This rulemaking process has been underway for 15 months and has involved about a
dozen workshops and half a dozen public hearings. It is time to bring the process to a
close and finalize the rules, strengthened with the provisions listed above. There is no
excuse for further delay.
Sincerely,
Miel Paredes
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniela Brod
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Sunday, October 17, 2021 5:56:16 PM

Dear Environmental Quality Commission:
I am a fourth generation Oregonian who is concerned about the fact that
wildfires and droughts are a normal occurrence for my children. This was
never anything I worried about as a child! We are deciding to stay inside
many days instead of getting out to recreate and explore this beautiful state.
My daughter's backyard birthday party was cancelled last summer due to
wildfire smoke.
Although Oregon's Draft Rule is significant, I am writing to let you know that
I think it falls short of the ambition needed to address the growing climate
impacts we face as a society. We need to act strongly now to avoid the
worst impacts. Economically, I am fairly well off and can decide to adjust my
outdoor plans. However, there are many in Oregon who depend on outside
work to make a living who will continue to feel climate impacts far worse
than my family because they do not have the luxury of changing their plans.
This is a moral as well as economic issue.
I do not suggest a rule-making delay. However, the draft rule needs to be
strengthened in the following areas:
1. A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts already costing

Oregonians billions of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater,
DEQ must enact targets in line with the best available science, which
requires emission reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by
2050.
2. Large Industrial Sources should have mandatory requirements:
These entities need to be held to mandatory long-term emission
reductions.
3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We
commend DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs)
as its principal mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted
communities, and flexibility in compliance for the covered entities.
However, this is a new and innovative program that requires both
strengthening and further development of implementation guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other states. In
addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will
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reap benefits in terms of increased economic development, good paying
jobs, and improved public health.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Daniela Brod
Washington Co., 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Mitton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:35:23 AM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
While the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, it
does fall short of what is needed to address the climate crisis we all face as a society.

The extreme cost of climate inaction has never been clearer. This summer’s climatefueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and devastating wildfire season are just the
latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and is
already costing Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars – and the crisis will only get
worse unless we act strongly now.
These are some of the areas that could strengthen the rules:
1. A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts already costing Oregonians
billions of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ must enact
targets in line with the best available science, which requires an emissions
reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
2. Public review of the Best Available Emission Reduction (BAER) approach
for Industrial emissions: There is wide-spread concern that the current BAER
process may not require long-term emission reductions in line with the technical
potential for a particular industry subsector, and that these emitters should
remain under the cap. However, as a minimum, DEQ should add language
facilitating public input to the BAER implementation plan for any covered
industrial entity.
3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: DEQ is to be
commended for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its
principal mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted communities,
and flexibility in compliance for the covered entities. However, this is a new and
innovative program that requires both strengthening and further development of
implementation guidelines. Examples of specific measures include:
a. Requiring each licensed CCI implementing entity to meet a “one ton for
one credit” or 1:1 emission reduction ratio on a portfolio basis,
b. Improve the definition of impacted communities to guarantee investment
and pollution reduction in frontline communities.
c. Establish set minimums for the most disadvantaged and impacted
communities.
d. Identify a process for developing the regulations defining the CCI Process.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other states. In
addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap
benefits in terms of increased economic development, especially in rural areas, good
paying jobs, and improved public health.
Sincerely,
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Michael Mitton

1260 NW Naito Pkwy, Portland 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Francine Chinitz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Monday, October 18, 2021 8:54:45 PM

To: Environmental Quality Commission:
I have been concerned about climate change for over two decades. I worry about the
world being habitable for my nieces as they grow up, and for the creatures in the
natural world. We cannot afford to hit the tipping point where we cannot stop the
ice caps from melting and the Alaska tundra from thawing. We need strong action
now.
Although the Draft Rule is significant, it falls short of the ambition needed to
address the climate crisis we face as a society. The extreme cost of climate inaction
has never been clearer. This summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread
drought, and early wildfire season are just the latest examples of how climate
change is worsening public health crises and is already costing Oregon taxpayers
billions of dollars – and the crisis will only get worse unless we act strongly now.
This rulemaking process has been underway for over 15 months and has involved
about a dozen workshops and half a dozen public hearings. No delays are
warranted, but the draft rule needs to be strengthened is the following areas.
1. A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts already costing Oregonians
billions of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ must enact targets
in line with the best available science, which requires an emission reduction targets
of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050. This is critical to help keep us under 2 degrees
of warming.
2. Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial Sources: These entities need to be
held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We commend
DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its principal
mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and
flexibility in compliance for the covered entities. And, this is a new and innovative
program that requires both strengthening and further development of
implementation guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other states. In
addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap
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benefits in terms of increased economic development, especially in rural areas,
good paying jobs, and improved public health.
I appreciate all your efforts to reduce carbon emissions and for your time reading
my comments
Sincerely,
Francine Chinitz
Portland, OR
503.419.8280
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Thia Bankey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
KB Mercer
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:15:39 AM
CLB Comments on Draft CPP Rule-General-3.pdf

Dear Commisioners,
please see attached PDF letter with my comments.
Thank you,
Cynthia Bankey, AIA, LEED AP
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

B. Baylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Sunday, October 17, 2021 11:46:47 AM

To: Environmental Quality Commission
The Climate Crisis is upon us now. Wild fires and smoke are a part of summers in
Oregon now with more calamities following in their wake. This has changed our
normal travels around Oregon, no camping, no plays in Ashland. PLEASE stop
delaying, we have no time to lose.
Although the Draft Rule is significant, it falls short of the ambition needed to
address the climate crisis we face as a society. The extreme cost of climate
inaction has never been clearer. This summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat,
widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just the latest examples of how
climate change is worsening public health crises and is already costing Oregon
taxpayers billions of dollars – and the crisis will only get worse unless we act
strongly now.
This rulemaking process has been underway for over 15 months and has involved
about a dozen workshops and half a dozen public hearings. No delays are
warranted, but the draft rule needs to be strengthened is the following areas.
1. A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts already costing Oregonians
billions of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ must enact
targets in line with the best available science, which requires an emission
reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
2. Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial Sources: These entities need to
be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We commend
DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its principal
mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and
flexibility in compliance for the covered entities. However, this is a new and
innovative program that requires both strengthening and further development
of implementation guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon
to demonstrate leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other
states. In addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and
will reap benefits in terms of increased economic development, especially in
rural areas, good paying jobs, and improved public health.
Oregon could be an example of what to do and to also show that NOW is the time to do it.
Sincerely,
Barbara Baylor
Portland, 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

KB Mercer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 17, 2021 11:44:14 AM

To: Environmental Quality Commission
My name is KB Mercer, and my husband and I live in Portland. For the past 12 years I have
been a citizen volunteer doing what I can to help influence climate change legislation. I am
deeply concerned about the fossil fuel industry exerting undue influence on the DEQ, and
want to see change happen, NOW, without further delay. We have kicked the can down the
road long enough and we have NO MORE TIME TO WASTE.
Although the Draft Rule is significant, it falls short of the ambition needed to address the
climate crisis we face as a society. The extreme cost of climate inaction has never been
clearer. This summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire
season are just the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises
and is already costing Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars – and the crisis will only get worse
unless we act strongly now.
This rulemaking process has been underway for over 15 months and has involved about a
dozen workshops and half a dozen public hearings. No delays are warranted, but the draft rule
needs to be strengthened is the following areas.
--[if !supportLists]-->1. <!--[endif]-->A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts
already costing Oregonians billions of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ
must enact targets in line with the best available science, which requires an emission
reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial
Sources: These entities need to be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI)
Process: We commend DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its
principal mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and
flexibility in compliance for the covered entities. However, this is a new and innovative
program that requires both strengthening and further development of implementation
guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other states. In
addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits
in terms of increased economic development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs,
and improved public health.
Sincerely,
KB Mercer
Portland, OR 97266
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

alezah
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 4:54:06 PM
Comments on Draft CPP Rule-General-3.docx

Subject: Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
To: Environmental Quality Commission
As a parent raising two children, the effects of climate change are often on my mind. What
will the world look like when my kids grow up? I see anxiety and fear, and hope for the future
mixed with nihilism in my kids and their friends and classmates. In addition, living mere
blocks away from Precision Castparts, I’m concerned about industrial polluters being held
appropriately responsible for their weighty and historic role in the climate crisis.
Although the Draft Rule is significant, it falls short of the ambition needed to address the
climate crisis we face as a society. The extreme cost of climate inaction has never been
clearer. This summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire
season are just the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises
and is already costing Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars – and the crisis will only get worse
unless we act strongly now.
This rulemaking process has been underway for over 15 months and has involved about a dozen

workshops and half a dozen public hearings. No delays are warranted, but the draft rule needs to be
strengthened is the following areas.

1. A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts already costing Oregonians billions
of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ must enact targets in line with
the best available science, which requires an emission reduction targets of 50% by
2030 and 100% by 2050.
2. Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial Sources: These entities need to be
held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We commend DEQ
for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its principal mechanism to
provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and flexibility in compliance
for the covered entities. However, this is a new and innovative program that requires
both strengthening and further development of implementation guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other states. In
addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits
in terms of increased economic development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs,
and improved public health.
Sincerely,
Alezah Torell
Portland, 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pdelaquil@gmail.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 12:03:16 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I have worked since 1980 in the fields of the renewable energy development and energy system
modeling and policy analyses, and addressing climate change has been a driving factor in my work
and advocacy. I have participated in this rulemaking process from the beginning, and although the
Draft Rule is significant, it falls short of the ambition needed to address the climate crisis we face as
a society. The extreme cost of climate inaction has never been clearer. This summer’s climate-fueled
extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just the latest examples of how
climate change is worsening public health crises and is already costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars – and the crisis will only get worse unless we act strongly now.
The MCAT’s core comments focus on the following critical areas where strengthening of the rule is
needed.
1. A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts already costing Oregonians billions of
dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ must enact targets in line with the best
available science, which requires an emission reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by
2050.
2. Public review of the Best Available Emission Reduction (BAER) approach for Industrial
emissions: I and others have continued to express concerns that the current BAER process
may not require long-term emission reductions in line with the technical potential for a
particular industry subsector, and that these emitters should remain under the cap. However,
as a minimum, we request that DEQ add language facilitating public input to the BAER
implementation plan for any covered industrial entity.
3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We commend DEQ for
proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its principal mechanism to provide both
equity for the most impacted communities, and flexibility in compliance for the covered
entities. However, this is a new and innovative program that requires both strengthening and
further development of implementation guidelines. Examples of specific measures include:
a. Requiring each licensed CCI implementing entity to meet a “one ton for one credit” or
1:1 emission reduction ratio on a portfolio basis,
b. Improve the definition of impacted communities to guarantee investment and
pollution reduction in frontline communities.
c. Establish set minimums for the most disadvantaged and impacted communities.
d. Identify a process for developing the regulations defining the CCI Process.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to demonstrate
leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other states. In addition, Oregon will be
investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits in terms of increased economic
development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs, and improved public health.
Please do all you can to strengthen this rule. Our children and grandchildren are counting in us to do
our best.
Sincerely,
Dr. Pat DeLaquil
155 SE 16th Ct.
Gresham, OR 97080
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dan Frye
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Monday, September 20, 2021 10:52:42 AM
Comments on Draft CPP Rules.pdf

Please see attached letter.
Thank you.
Daniel Frye
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Frye
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Saturday, October 16, 2021 1:30:00 PM

To: Environmental Quality Commission
The climate crisis is the most critical economic, public safety, and national security issue we
face today. I worry that my descendants are facing lives in a significantly degraded earth.
We must act aggressively and quickly to stem the ever-increasing levels of Greenhouse
Gases (GHG) in our atmosphere.
Although the Draft Rule is significant, it falls far short of the vision required to address the
climate crisis we face today. The extreme cost of climate inaction has never been more
obvious. This summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat and widespread drought together with
last year's disastrous wildfire season cannot be ignored or downplayed. The climate crisis
is now and is already costing Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars. We must act now.
This rulemaking process has been underway for over 15 months and has involved about a
dozen workshops and half a dozen public hearings. No delays are warranted, but the draft
rule needs to be strengthened in the following areas.
1. A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts are already costing
Oregonians billions of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ must
enact targets in line with the best available science, which requires emission
reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
2. Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial Sources: These polluting entities
need to be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We commend
DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its principal
mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and flexibility
in compliance for the covered entities. However, this is a new and innovative
program that requires both strengthening and further development of
implementation guidelines.
With these changes, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will
reap benefits in terms of increased economic development, especially in rural areas,
good paying jobs, and improved public health.
Thank you for listening
Daniel Frye, PhD
Portland, 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Darienzo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Monday, October 18, 2021 10:28:12 AM

To: Environmental Quality Commission
Subject: Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
I am concerned that the draft rules are not as strong as they could be. I suggest the following:
1. Set more demanding goals, and measure and report performance in meeting them:
Emission reduction goals of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050, rather than the 30%/80%
in the draft rule.
2. No broad exemptions for large industrial emitters: The general rule should be that
these entities need to be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions, with
temporary exceptions to the general rule allowed where deemed necessary.
3. The Community Climate Investment (CCI) process should operate on a 1:1 basis:
This is a good draft program and there are legitimate circumstances for which a covered
entity might seek to use CCIs instead of lowering their emissions below the cap.
However, each ton of emissions allowed over the cap should be balanced out with an
equivalent amount of avoided emissions under CCI.
4. Dedicate an appropriate amount of recovered CPP penalties to a dislocated worker
training and income stabilization fund. In addition to setting high labor standards for
new industries, use funds collected as part of the enforcement of CPP to protect
dislocated workers for a period of from a decreased income while retraining them for
new jobs in the green economy.
The CPP in general is a long-overdue and hugely important tool for fighting climate change
and inequity in the state. Taking into account my comments would make it better. Thank
you for the opportunity to comment and your commitment to the development of this
program.
Sincerely,
Mark Darienzo
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

MCAT
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
mcatsteering@olcv.org
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Thursday, September 9, 2021 8:52:46 AM
Comments on Draft CPP Rule-MCAT.docx

Please accept the attached comment letter from the Metro Climate Action Team.
Sincerely,
MCAT Steering Committee
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Arielle Fiestal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:08:55 AM

Greetings Environmental Quality Commission
I am writing this note to encourage strongest possible language for the Oregon Climate Protection
Program Rule. After experiencing the extreme heat we had this summer, there is no denying that
the effects of climate change have already begun to be a detriment to all of us. Policy has not been
proposed to meet this great challenge. To continue on a course of causing as little disruption to the
status quo will not serve us or our children. If action is to be taken, it needs to be taken boldly and
without reservation. And it needs to be taken now!
In this light I urge you to:
1. A more stringent cap must be adopted to reflect the recommendations of science to alleviate the
harshest effects of climate change: 50% by 2030 and 40% by 2040. If not now, when is it a good
time?
2. Large industrial sources must be held to mandatory requirements for long term emission
reductions.
3. The Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process needs to be strengthened. This new and
innovative program requires both strengthening and further development of implementation
guidelines by the DEQ.
I appreciate your continued work to bring Oregon to the forefront of addressing climate change
issues in an equitable manner that will bring increased economic development, good paying jobs, and
improved public health.
Judy Arielle Fiestal
Portland 97214

--

From my doorpost: A good start is half the work. ~ gaelic proverb
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Funk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Sunday, October 24, 2021 10:31:05 PM

To: Environmental Quality Commission
I live in Portland, and I am very concerned about climate change and how it will affect my
children, and all humanity in the decades to come. On a spiritual and ethical level, it is
shameful that we humans are allowing the greed of a small number of people in major fossilfuel dependent industries to force the rest of us into accepting an unnecessary future of climate
disaster, human suffering and mass extinction in the natural world. Your commission has the
power to make a big difference in the outcome of our state and our planet. Please take this
opportunity to do the right thing. I ask that you include the following in the final rules:
<!--[if !supportLineBreakNewLine]-->
<!--[endif]-->
--[if !supportLists]-->1. <!--[endif]-->A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts
already costing Oregonians billions of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ
must enact targets in line with the best available science, which requires an emission reduction
targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial
Sources: These entities need to be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI)
Process: We commend DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its
principal mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and
flexibility in compliance for the covered entities. However, this is a new and innovative
program that requires both strengthening and further development of implementation
guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage and set an example for other states. In addition,
Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits in terms of
increased economic development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs, and improved
public health.
This rulemaking process has been underway for 15 months and has involved about a dozen
workshops and half a dozen public hearings. It is time to bring the process to a close and
finalize the rules, strengthened with the provisions listed above. There is no excuse for further
delay.
Sincerely,
Stephen Funk
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Funk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Thursday, October 7, 2021 10:32:03 PM

Send to: GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us
Subject: Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
To: Environmental Quality Commission
I am an Oregonian living in Portland, and I am writing to stringently encourage your
Commission to implement the strongest possible regulations in the Oregon Climate Protection
Program. Climate change is already wreaking havoc, and if we don’t act aggressively, its
horrendous affects will accelerate. Not taking strong and immediate action is morally
indefensible, and self destructive.
It is upsetting to me that your commission caved to Oregon Business & Industry (OBI), the
lobbying front for fossil fuel polluters, and extended the comment period. This rule-making
process has been underway for 15 months and has involved a dozen workshops and half a
dozen public hearings. No delays were warranted.,
But, comments are want you want, here are mine:
The Draft Rule as currently written has some promising features but does not sufficiently
address the climate crisis we face as a society. The draft rule needs to be strengthened in the
following areas.
--[if !supportLists]-->1. <!--[endif]-->A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts
already costing Oregonians billions of dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ
must enact targets in line with the best available science, which requires an emission reduction
targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial
Sources: These entities need to be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI)
Process: We commend DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its
principal mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and
flexibility in compliance for the covered entities. However, this is a new and innovative
program that requires both strengthening and further development of implementation
guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage and set an example for other states. In
addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits
in terms of increased economic development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs,
and improved public health.
Sincerely,
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Stephen Funk
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

grandpa Ed
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:17:26 PM

Environmental Quality Commission
As a gardener and a concerned citizen of Multnomah County I was terrified by the three days of over
110 degrees temperature with the third day hitting 116 degrees we had this summer. My
ornamental shrubs and flowers were defenseless against those temperatures and the intensity of
the sun. I can only imagine how any human being or animal without protection would suffer under
those conditions.
Although the Draft Rule is significant, it falls short of the ambition needed to address the climate
crisis we face as a society. The extreme cost of climate inaction has never been clearer. This
summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just the
latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and is already costing
Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars – and the crisis will only get worse unless we act strongly now.
This rulemaking process has been underway for over 15 months and has involved about a dozen
workshops and half a dozen public hearings. No delays are warranted, but the draft rule needs to be
strengthened is the following areas.
1. A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts already costing Oregonians billions of
dollars, and that future costs will be ever greater, DEQ must enact targets in line with the
best available science, which requires an emission reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and
100% by 2050.
2. Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial Sources: These entities need to be held to
mandatory long-term emission reductions.
3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We commend DEQ for
proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its principal mechanism to provide both
equity for the most impacted communities, and flexibility in compliance for the covered
entities. However, this is a new and innovative program that requires both strengthening
and further development of implementation guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to demonstrate
leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other states. In addition, Oregon will be
investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits in terms of increased economic
development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs, and improved public health.
Sincerely,
Edward Gray
Gresham, OR 97030
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry Porter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Sunday, October 17, 2021 5:59:35 PM

To: Environmental Quality Commission
I’ve been very concerned about climate change for over 20 years. I worried that the effects would
accelerate, and this is now happening. I’ve tried to make smart personal choices, but that’s not
enough. We urgently need strong and broad policies to avert ever-worsening effects of climate
change.
I appreciate the Draft Rule, but it is not enough to address the climate crisis. The extreme cost of
climate inaction has never been clearer. Ever-increasing extreme heat, drought, wildfires, storms are
already costing Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars along with loss of life. The crisis will only get
worse unless we act strongly now.
This rulemaking process has been underway for over 15 months and has involved about a dozen
workshops and half a dozen public hearings. No delays are warranted, but the draft rule needs to be
strengthened in the following areas.

1. A more stringent Cap: Climate impacts already costing Oregonians

billions of dollars, and future costs will be ever greater. DEQ must enact
targets in line with the best available science, which requires an
emission reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
2. Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial Sources: These entities
need to be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We
commend DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as
its principal mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted
communities, and flexibility in compliance for the covered entities.
However, this is a new and innovative program that requires both
strengthening and further development of implementation guidelines.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to demonstrate
leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other states. In addition, Oregon will be
investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits in terms of increased economic
development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs, and improved public health.
Sincerely,
Jerry Porter
Portland, 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lori Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Oregon Climate Protection Program Draft Rule
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:09:31 PM
LW.Comments on Draft CPP Rule-General-2 copy.pages

Subject: Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
To: Environmental Quality Commission

I have always been concerned about climate change - which was still called the Greenhouse Effect when I learned about it in elementary
school in 1967. However, in the less than four years since I moved to the beautiful state of Oregon, the consequences of decades of
doing little to counter it have become painfully clear. We owe our state, our nation, and most importantly our youth, expeditious and
ambitious action to mitigate this very difficult but solvable problem.
Overall I commend the Draft Rule as a significant step in the right direction to curb emission of GHGs, set requirements for large
industrial sources, and creating the Community Climate Investment process to provide regulatory flexibility and hopefully benefit
disadvantaged communities. Below, I include a few more specific comments but the most important two things are to AVOID FURTHER
DELAYS, and resist efforts to weaken Draft rule. It already contains adequate flexibility for the regulated community.
This rulemaking process has been underway for almost 18 months and has involved about a dozen workshops and numerous public
hearings. No further delays are warranted and we have no time to waste.
In addition a few improvements are warranted. Please include mandatory reductions requirements for Large Industrial Sources; these
entities need to be held to mandatory long-term emission reductions. Make sure that the Community Climate Investment process is wellregulated and limited in scope so that it does not undermine the GHG reduction goals of the program. Also - given the language of the
Executive Order - it should more clearly be designed to benefit disadvantaged communities.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to demonstrate leadership on the national stage, and
set an example for other states. In addition, Oregon will be investing in the green economy of the future and benefitting the environment
and human health.

Sincerely,
Lori Williams
Portland 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Williams, Dedra
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments on the Oregon Climate Protection Program Draft Rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:52:04 AM
2021102--Simplot--CPP-Comments.pdf

Good morning,
The attached comments are on behalf of the J.R. Simplot Company regarding the
Oregon Climate Protection Program Draft Rules.
Thank you,
Dedra
Dedra Williams
Environmental Coordinator
dedra.williams@simplot.com
office (208) 780-7360
cell (208) 807-3651
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Sanborn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
comments re Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:58:04 PM

Dear DEQ,
I am writing to submit my comments regarding the Oregon Climate Protection Program.
I'm 50 years old and have lived here in the Pacific Northwest all my life. I think Oregon is just
about the most beautiful place in the world. But climate change is devastating us. It's already
here, and we've all felt it the last few years, especially this summer -- devastating wildfires,
terrible drought, brutal heat waves. I love Oregon and want to see us do everything possible to
stop the pollution that is contributing to climate change.
That's why I'm disappointed in the Climate Protection Program as it now stands, and why I'm
taking time to write and ask you to please make changes to the proposal to strengthen it and
make it meaningful.
Please change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants and large industrial facilities and
LNG terminals. Including exemptions for these giant polluters seems absolutely illogical and
unacceptable to me. It's opposed to the goal of the whole program -- protecting the climate!
The Community Climate Investment program as it currently exists also contains fixable flaws.
In particular, there is no requirement for 1:1 reductions, and the program does not guarantee
that these "community investments" won't go to profit corporations and industries instead of
our Oregon communities. Please clarify how this will work and make it stronger, and focus on
getting investments to our most impacted communities.
The climate crisis is terrifying. It's an emergency that's already upon us and will only deepen
unless we do everything we possibly can. Please, do all you can to strengthen and improve the
Oregon Climate Protection Program and protect the future of our beautiful state.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Jennifer Sanborn
2814 SE Yamhill Street
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Samantha Bayer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
mark@oregonhba.com
Comments re CPP
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:19:11 PM
Climate Protection Plan DEQ public comment Final.pdf

Please find attached comments on behalf of the Oregon Home Builders Association re the
Climate Protection Program. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Best,
Samantha Bayer
Oregon Home Builders Association
Housing Program Director
(541) 261-9961
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dina Lovenstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments Re: Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 1:40:38 PM
Comments Re Climate Protection Program.pdf

Dear Nicole Singh:
Please see my comments regarding the 2021 Climate Protection Program attached.
Thank you,
-Dina Lovenstein
Pronouns: She/Her
J.D. Candidate 2022
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tim Lynch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Brendon HAGGERTY; John Wasiutynski
Comments Re: CPP Draft Rules From Multnomah County Chair
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:51:39 PM
Chair Kafoury Letter to DEQ re CPP (10-25-21).pdf

On behalf of Multnomah County Chair Deborah Kafoury, please accept the following
comments in support of, and with additional recommendations for, the DEQ Climate
Protection Program draft rules.
We truly appreciate all your efforts thus far, and your work to put the strongest program
possible before the EQC for adoption.
Please don't hesitate to reach out if Multnomah County can be of any assistance.
Tim
Tim Lynch (pronouns he/him)

Sr. Sustainability Analyst
Office of Sustainability | Multnomah County
501 SE Hawthorne Blvd., Suite 600, Portland, OR 97214

T: 503.988.4094 | W: Office of Sustainability

This email was encrypted for your privacy and security
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Topeka Gibson-Grossmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments Regarding New Climate Action Program
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:39:58 PM

To whom it may concern,
After attending an informational webinar through my university, I have the following
comments to provide regarding the new climate action program:
1) Follow the science- DEQ should follow the science and adopt a more stringent cap
trajectory that cuts emissions by 50% by 2030.
2) Hold polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions
3) Ensure equitable outcomes and environmental integrity through the proposed alternative
compliance program (e.g. “Community Climate Investments”)
Thank you for taking the time to consider my comments.
Kindly,
Topeka
Topeka Gibson-Grossmann
She/Her/Hers (why do I use pronouns?)
MBA Candidate 2023
Willamette University
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Art
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments related to Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 1:16:39 PM

Hello,
My comments will seem only marginally related to the proposed regulatory
program to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but I think they are worth
considering.
Regulation of major point sources of greenhouse gases probably will not
be enough to achieve the needed reduction in emissions, because at least
part - and I think a large part - of what is needed to achieve this is a
substantial change in the behavior of the population at large. This
means drastically less automobile transportation with a modest increase
in mass transit, drastically less residential and commercial building
energy consumption, substantially less commercial truck transportation,
and a large reduction in consumer goods purchases (back to the days of
"use it up, wear it out, make it do, or do without"). None of this will
be easy. If it is to be even partly successful, it will require
cooperation by the public on a scale not seen in the U.S. since World
War II. This cooperation will require a very strong "public relations"
effort by the government, an effort that is ever-present in the eyes of
the public, an effort that constantly exhorts the public to make the
changes in behavior that are necessary to the successful achievement of
the goal.
When the government predicts a serious threat to its population, such as
by hurricane or tsunami, it takes decisive action to warn the public and
to cause the endangered public to take actions to reduce their
vulnerability. In the case of global climate change, the threat is
sufficiently slow in coming that decisive action - whether by the
government or by themselves - doesn't seem justified to many people.
Thus, such action is not supported by members of the population who
would have to reduce their income or lifestyle to help achieve the goal.
While the envisioned Climate Protection Program's regulation may force
some people - primarily business people and their investors and
customers - to help achieve the goal, a public relations effort is
needed to convince everyone else to do their part. Without an
"all-hands" effort by the majority of the population in the world's
leading GHG emitting countries to roll back carbon and methane
emissions, I don't see how we will reduce those emissions enough to stay
within 1.5% C of the 1850-1900 average global temperature.
Thanks for considering my comments,
Art Ayre
1863 S. 61st St.
Springfield, OR 97478
541-908-1022
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artayre1@outlook.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

robin riseup
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments to DEQ and EQC for meetings next month
Sunday, August 29, 2021 2:41:51 PM

Written comments for meetings on Sept 22, 28th, and 30th:
Oregon DEQ and EQC,
Re: The Governor’s executive order on climate should not have happened
as it did, and now we have DEQ’s Final draft to execute that
wrong-headed order. This is not a joke anymore. We are in a race for our
lives and Agencies MUST defy executive orders if the result is to
further doom us to climate chaos! Fight for the citizen’s of Oregon and
the world, please!!!! Go back to the Governor to help her to change her
order.
When we look around at the devastation from so-called “natural”
disasters across the planet right now, it is the height of stupidity to
continue with business as usual. That DEQ still proposes to exempt
Oregon's top six polluters – all fracked gas power plants – from
Oregon's new greenhouse gas regulation program is a crime.
These power plants place the burden of pollution on all communities near
these plants, and their emissions should count in ANY Oregon greenhouse
gas assessments!
Please don’t waste this crucial opportunity to actually do what really
needs to be done! Fight for us!
Respectfully,
Robin Bloomgarden
3690 Wood Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
541-688-1820
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

pdelaquil@gmail.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
"MCAT Steering Committee"
Comments to DEQ and the EQC on the CPP Draft Rules
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:28:29 PM
Comments on Draft CPP Rule-MCAT-10-20.docx

To: DEQ and the EQC,
Please accept these comments from the Metro Climate Action Team.
Best regards,
Pat
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lenny Dee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 11:42:22 AM

Hi,
While the CPP is basically a good program, it needs to be strengthened to keep pace with the latest scientific
information.   We want 50% reduction by 2030 and 100% by 2050
Lenny Dee
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Mattenberger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Comments
Friday, October 1, 2021 11:03:35 AM

Please increase regulation of our environment. This spaceship Earth is the only one we have;
let's not ruin it.
Cheers,
Chris
6228 NE 30th Ave, Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mike Buckantz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Lauren Kuenzi; "John Rakowitz (johnr@agc-oregon.org)"
Comments: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:52:46 PM
AGC CPP Comments October 2021.pdf

Attached please find comments prepared by Associates Environmental on behalf of
Associated General Contractors, Oregon-Columbia Chapter.
Mike Buckantz
Associates Environmental
18141 Beach Blvd., Suite 200
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
Phone: (949) 352-4918
Fax: (714) 362-9085
Mobile: (714) 625-7020
E-mail: mbuck@associatesenvironmental.com
Web: www.associatesenvironmental.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Garlynn Woodsong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Senator Lew Frederick; REP Sanchez
Comments: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Thursday, August 5, 2021 4:52:45 PM

Hello,
In reviewing the proposed GHG emissions reductions program, it strikes me that there is no proposed demand
reduction strategy for transportation energy consumption; and, possibly as a result, it becomes more difficult to
comply with the targeted emissions reductions over time. All of the current policy levers being tested are maxed out,
meaning there is no room for error, everything happens to happen at 100% efficiency, every single year, or the
program will fail to deliver the emission reduction targets.
Given that our state has repeatedly failed to meet emissions reduction goals in the past, we must try harder, and we
must map out multiple pathways to success.
With regards to mobile source emissions, this means that we must also map out a demand reduction strategy. This
must rely on urbanism, that is, on shifting the mode split away from the current over-reliance on automobiles and
trucks, so as to deliver a 20-30% reduction in VMT over current levels by the horizon year.
This is eminently do-able. However, it will take policy targets, and funding to achieve those targets.
Another element missing from this package is pricing (as far as I can tell from an initial read of the materials on the
program website).
If we set a price on carbon, in addition to the other policies currently proposed, the revenue produced can help to
pay for the infrastructure improvements, such as sidewalks, bicycle infrastructure, transit infrastructure, and
planning policy changes to further encourage more compact, clustered, climate-resilient land use patterns, required
to deliver effective transportation energy demand in Oregon.
If we set a price on carbon, part of the revenue can also be used to produce payments to every Oregonian, to help
finance every individual’s transition off of fossil fuels.
The prices on carbon currently proposed would seem to be sufficient to generate the necessary revenue ($75/ton,
then rising over time), but it has to be charged on every gallon of fossil fuel imported into the state (or produced instate, though to my knowledge no fossil fuels are produced in Oregon). Levying a carbon fee upstream will result in
higher prices for fossil fuels to consumers, but this will be offset by direct payments to consumers, who can then
spend the payments to transition off of the current over-reliance on fossil fuels.
The bottom line is that we must do more to reduce transportation sector emissions, more quickly.
Further, I don’t see the forestry sector included in these policy proposals at all. Currently, the forestry sector
represents a full 1/3 of all GHG emissions in Oregon. This is a disaster. The forestry sector’s emissions must be
reduced beyond zero; this sector must become a source of net carbon sequestration, ASAP. It’s a severe oversight to
not regulate forestry or agriculture as a part of this program, one that must be remedied before these rules are
finalized.
Thank you for your consideration of these serious recommendations.
Sincerely yours,
Garlynn G Woodsong
5267 NE 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Michael Graham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Community Climate Investment Entity Comments
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:53:24 PM
image001.png

Good Afternoon,
We would suggest adjusting the below rule 340-271-0910 (3)(a)(H) to ensure entities that have
previously not been required by the IRS to complete independent financial audits may at least apply
to become a eligible CCI Entity. Once such entities are deemed eligible they would still be required
to meet the annual independent financial audits going forward as required by the program.
Proposed text to accomplish this goal could include the following highlighted in blue.

(H) The applicant’s independent financial audits and IRS Form 990 for each of the
three most recent years or records showing good financial standing for each of the six most
recent years; and
We look forward to supporting the program.
Thanks,
Michael

Michael S. Graham
Deputy Director
Columbia-Willamette Clean Cities
Western Washington Clean Cities

818-422-3415 |
michael@cwcleancities.onmicrosoft.com
Clean Cities coalitions foster local partnerships to advance affordable, clean, alternative fuels, energy efficient mobility systems, and
other fuel-saving technologies and practices.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Garfinkel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Compromise isn"t working
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 3:17:17 PM

Hi EQC,
I'm concerned about the multitude of exceptions for big polluters within the proposed Climate
Protection Program. There are many compromises when crafting policy, I get that. However,
there are so many exceptions that it completely undermines the point of the program!
After the deeply sobering IPCC report published this summer it's abundantly clear that halfmeasures, compromises, and baby steps are absolutely not enough.
It's time for some tough love and moving away from supporting industries that have high
levels of pollution. Our descendants and all the natural world is depending on us.
Please reconsider the current proposed new rules and recraft them to support BIPOC
communities, as you committed to in 2020 and early 2021.
Thank you.
A concerned Oregon resident,
Michelle Garfinkel
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Schantin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Consumer input on energy sources
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:59:51 AM

Dear Policy Makers,
We are totally on board with clean energy (we have solar panels); however, we are NOT
onboard with irresponsible rushed implementation.
Financial impact on our economy and personal homes should have a HUGE influence on the
HOW and the Timeline used.
Realistically what we do in Oregon ALONE will have very little impact on our global
conditions, so let’s not sacrifice our social and economic health for short timelines and ideals.
We need people working and paying their own affordable bills along with converting how we
get our energy.
Thank you for your time,
Diane and Mark Schantin
Hillsboro, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

c.simard@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Catherine Simard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Con"t Give Industrial Polluters a Free Pass
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:49:02 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
Page 1383 of 9889

yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Catherine Simard
1611 Holly Ave Eugene, OR 97408-7173
c.simard@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Casey Bage
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Devon Guyer; Jonah Sandford
CPP Comment - Northwest Environmental Defense Center NEDC
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:24:33 PM
NEDC CPP Comment to DEQ.pdf

Dear Ms. Singh and DEQ,
Attached is NEDC's comment for the "Environmental Law Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021" Rulemaking – Climate Protection Program.
Thank you and be well,
Casey Bage
-Casey Bage (he/him)
JD Candidate 2023 - Lewis & Clark Law School
NEDC (Northwest Environmental Defense Center) Project Coordinator
GEI (Green Energy Institute) Policy and Law Clerk / Extern - Summer 2021
SEED (Students Eliminating Environmental Discrimination) Board/ Officer
Environmental Law Review - L&C Law School
(818) 219-3636
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Stonecipher, Cathleen M. on behalf of Flanagan, Brien J.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Flanagan, Brien J.
CPP Comment [IWOV-pdx.FID4271504]
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:47:14 PM
Comments.pdf

Attached are comments.
Brien J. Flanagan
Shareholder
Direct: 503-796-2915
Mobile: 503-860-9297
bflanagan@schwabe.com

Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt

__________________________________________________________
NOTICE: This email may contain material that is confidential, privileged
and/or attorney work product for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any
review, reliance or distribution by others or forwarding without express
permission is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender and delete all copies.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rich Peppers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Comments from Rich Peppers
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:37:16 PM

Subject: Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
My name is Rich Peppers, and I live in Portland, Oregon. Concern for my daughter's
generation's future, and the future of the following generations drives my engagement with
this issue through the Metro Climate Action Team (MCAT) and other groups. We must do
everything we can, now, to leave our children and their children a liveable planet.
I'd like to sincerely thank the DEQ staff and EQC Commissioners for developing the Climate
Protection Program proposed rule in furtherance of the Governor's Climate Executive Order
20-04 to this point. It is a good start to achieving our crucial goals. As you are all aware, the
stakes are huge, and the need for urgency is great. Unfortunately, our situation demands that
we stretch further:
1. I join with many others in urging you to please set emission reduction targets of 50% by
2030 and 100% by 2050. The best available science, as exemplified by the latest IPCC report,
tells us even these more stringent goals verge on not being enough, but weaker ones would not
be responsive to our global crisis.
2. Require transparency and public accountability (including public input) for the Best
Available Emission Reduction approach for industrial emissions. The BAER process could
turn into a big loophole for some industry groups to avoid making greater emissions
reductions, and to avoid that possibility, I urge keeping all emitters under the cap, as a
backstop. At the very least, I urge that the rule be revised to require a public review process,
with public input to the BAER implementation plan for any covered industrial entity.
3. Please improve the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process. It's a good concept and
draft rule, but it should be strengthened as follows:
a. Tighten the standard of “1 ton emission reductions = 1 credit”.
b. Set standards to ensure investments/pollution reductions occur in frontline
communities.
c. Set minimums for the most disadvantaged and impacted communities.
d. Establish a transparent process for further development of the CCI regulations.
Thanks for your consideration of my comments. It is important to remember that this work, if
done right, not only helps to avert climate catastrophe, but also lays the foundation for a
booming, healthier, cleaner, and more inclusive future economy and society.
Sincerely,
Rich Peppers
Portland 97213
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Molly Tack-Hooper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
allie@rogueclimate.org
CPP Comments of Environmental Justice Advocates
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:37:41 PM
CPP Comments - Environmental Justice Advocates - Final 2021-10-05.pdf

Dear members of the Environmental Quality Commission, Director Whitman, and DEQ staff,
Attached please find written comments on the CPP rules on behalf of 25 organizations that are
community-based or advocate for environmental and climate justice.
Sincerely,
Molly Tack-Hooper
Supervising Senior Attorney, Northwest Office
Earthjustice
(she/they)
810 3rd Ave., #610
Seattle, WA 98104
mtackhooper@earthjustice.org
Tel. (206) 343-7340
@MollyTack
Our office is currently working remotely. Email is the best way to reach me.
The information contained in this email message may be privileged, confidential and protected from disclosure.
If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying is strictly prohibited.
If you think that you have received this email message in error, please notify the sender by reply email and
delete the message and any attachments.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sharla Moffett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
SINGH Nicole * DEQ; MCCONNAHA Colin
CPP Comments
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:58:51 PM
image001.png
image002.png
2021 10-25 FINAL OBI CPP Comments.pdf
Macroeconomic Impact Analysis of ODEQ CPP Rule_10-25-2021.pdf

Nicole and Colin,
Please find OBI’s CPP Comments attached.
Thank you.
Sharla Moffett | Director
Energy, Environment, Natural Resources and Infrastructure
Oregon Business & Industry
P: 971.940.7432 | C: 971.998.2272 | M: 503.588.0050
E: sharlamoffett@oregonbusinessindustry.com
200 SW Market Street L100 | Portland, OR 97201 | www.oregonbusinessindustry.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kaitlin Concannon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
CPP Program
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 12:00:02 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
I do not want to live in a world where my children are unsafe. I hope we can work together to make that happen.
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We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Kaitlin Concannon
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Kaitlin Concannon via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kaitlin provided an email address
(shamrock.khc@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kaitlin Concannon at shamrock.khc@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kelly Hogan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment - Ecumenical Ministries of Oregon
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:44:56 AM
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She/Her/Hers
Cell: 920-562-4076
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Hogan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:14:05 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am writing as a new transplant to the Oregon area after living in Wisconsin for my entire life.
It didn’t take me long to fall in love with the natural beauty of Oregon. However, though I’ve
always been deeply concerned about the grave effects of climate change, my experience living
in Oregon so far has turned this fear from an abstraction to a lived reality. In the few short
months of residing here I’ve already experienced the record heat wave and the threat of
wildfires. I can only imagine what day-to-day life would look like years down the road should
urgent climate action not be taken immediately. As a 22 year old, I am deeply terrified for a
future in which bold climate action is not taken, which is why I plead the DEQ does all in its
power to both strengthen the Climate Protection Plan as well as pass it as soon as
possible.
Particularly, I am advocating the CPP:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually,
this program will not achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current
proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum
targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to
a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin
immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions:
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from
the program.
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3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account
for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel
and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions
or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed
by fossil fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color,
rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required
to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution
to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
Thank you,
Kelly Hogan, Portland, OR, 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeremy Resnick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:39:10 AM

Dear members of the Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas
Program,
What kind of future are we creating for future generations of people and animals on this
planet?
Climate change is an existential threat, and we're starting to experience its effects firsthand.
Unless we rapidly reduce our GHG emissions, it will only keep getting worse.
Please listen to the scientists who've been studying this issue. Any Climate Protection Plan that

actually protects the climate is going to have to:
1) Follow the science, which clearly states that we must cut our climate pollution
50% by 2030.
Currently, DEQ’s cap proposal is not adequate to meet this requirement, only
requiring polluters to reduce their emissions 2-3% per year, instead of the 7-8%
annual reductions that are necessary. This is a shocking derogation of DEQ’s
fundamental duty to the public. Oregonians demand a cap that will cut 50% of
climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
It is unacceptable to exclude the largest climate polluters in the state, and will result
in an ineffectual program that both fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores
the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. DEQ must regulate
GHG emissions from Oregon’s top 6 climate polluters: fracked gas power plants,
which account for more than half of Oregon’s GHG emissions from stationary sources
with air permits (not including their upstream fugitive emissions). As our state's
largest individual climate polluters, the Climate Protection Program should require
them to cut their pollution.
Merchant power plants that do not supply electricity to Oregon’s grid—because they
export it to other states, or supply private companies directly—are not regulated by
either HB 2021 or the CPP. DEQ’s failure to capture these emissions in the program
is a central failing of the rulemaking.
3) Community Climate Investments must be in projects that result in real, verifiable
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pollution reductions that benefit the Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and
climate change.
These Investments must benefit local Oregon communities and economies, with
guaranteed investment in frontline communities.
CCI investments must prove real reductions in climate pollution, about one ton
eliminated for every CCI credit sold. If CCIs are not required to result in a 1:1 overall
reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the
limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon
communities, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or lowincome Oregonians.
It's up to you to fix Oregon’s share of this big broken system we’re all a part of. Every living
being deserves clean air, water, a liveable climate, so listen to the scientists, take their
recommendations, and make Oregon’s Climate Protection Program stronger and more
effective than it is currently drafted.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Resnick
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phil Carver
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:26:59 AM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs and the EQC
RE: Rulemaking on Climate Protection Program
Sept. 30, 2021
From: Philip H. Carver, Ph.D. (Natural Resource and Utility Economics, Johns
Hopkins U. 1978)
INTRODUCTION
I worked for the Oregon Dept. of Energy and Public Utility Commission from 1980 to
2017 with the time after 1990 primarily devoted to reducing carbon dioxide emissions.
It is critical that every level of government (municipal, state and federal) do everything
it can to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by something like 50 percent by
2030. Otherwise, several climate tipping points will likely be crossed.
It appears that the tipping points for losing most of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet and
most of the oceans’ coral reefs have been crossed. It will take decades to centuries to
lose most of the WAIS but the process seems irreversible even if the world achieved
the reduction noted above. Other potential tipping points include horrific release of
methane clathrates from Arctic soils and seabeds, catastrophic release of carbon from
Northern Hemisphere forests and halting of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation. The scale of increased droughts, wildfires, floods and loss of Oregon’s
forests depends on worldwide GHG emission reductions in the next eight to ten years.
Oregon has been a climate leader since at least 1997. Immediate and strong rules by
the EQC can further lead the nation.
It is imperative that the EQC adopt strong rules by Jan. 2022. There is no time to
delay if Oregon is to achieve substantial reductions in GHGs by 2030. Implementing
these rules will take a substantial portion of the eight years between 2022 and 2030.
The EQC can strengthen the rule in the following ways:
1.

DEQ should review the CCI program every two years to ensure CCIs
investments reduce an average of one ton of climate pollution each and
prioritize investments in communities most impacted by climate damages. DEQ
should include in its biennial report to the Environmental Quality Commission
recommendations for changing the price of CCIs as-needed to meet climate and
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equity goals. The price of a CCI should be adjusted as-needed to make sure it
covers the cost of investing in enough clean energy to reduce one ton of climate
pollution.
2.

3.

DEQ’s current cap proposal does not follow the science. It does not reduce
pollution fast enough. Oregonians need a cap that will cut 50% of climate
pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
A clear percentage of CCI investments should be guaranteed to those on the
frontlines of harm from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and
BIPOC communities. The current language is too vague, only prescribing that
DEQ *may* prioritize CCI projects that benefit frontline communities, among
other purposes.

SUMMARY
Oregon and the DEQ must ensure a habitable world for our children and stave off the
worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. IT CAN BE
IMPROVED. But in any case it must be implemented immediately.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public
health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gosia Wozniacka
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 2:06:40 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Program,
I’m writing as a parent who is extremely anxious and worried about the future of our planet
and our children's livelihoods. Because of this, I would like to comment on the Climate
Protection Plan rulemaking process. I fear that my preschooler and other children may not
have a stable climate to live in when they grow up. We are already facing extremely harsh
weather conditions here in Oregon (and elsewhere across the country and the world). It's
difficult to breathe the air where we live or to go outside/stay inside with the extreme heat.
We do not have expensive air conditioners or air purifiers, so we are stuck to suffer the bad
air and heat. I know that unless we rapidly and radically reduce our GHG emissions, it will
only keep getting worse. My son is three years old today -- can you imagine what his world
will be like in 20, 30, 40 years if we choose an inadequate response to this crisis?
As a citizen of this state, I want DEQ to know is that any Climate Protection Plan worthy of
its name must:
1) Follow the science, which clearly states that we must cut our climate pollution
50% by 2030.
Currently, DEQ’s cap proposal is not adequate to meet this requirement, only
requiring polluters to reduce their emissions 2-3% per year, instead of the 7-8%
annual reductions that are necessary. This is a shocking derogation of DEQ’s
fundamental duty to the public. I ask that you stand by the cap that will cut 50% of
climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
2) Don’t give polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
It is unacceptable to exclude the largest climate polluters in the state, and will result
in an ineffectual program that both fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores
the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. DEQ must regulate
GHG emissions from Oregon’s top 6 climate polluters: fracked gas power plants,
which account for more than half of Oregon’s GHG emissions from stationary sources
with air permits (not including their upstream fugitive emissions). As our state's
largest individual climate polluters, the Climate Protection Program should require
them to cut their pollution.
Merchant power plants that do not supply electricity to Oregon’s grid—because they
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export it to other states, or supply private companies directly—are not regulated by
either HB 2021 or the CPP. DEQ’s failure to capture these emissions in the program
is a central failing of the rulemaking.
3) Community Climate Investments must be in projects that result in real, verifiable
pollution reductions that benefit the Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and
climate change.
These Investments must benefit local Oregon communities and economies, with
guaranteed investment in frontline communities.
CCI investments must prove real reductions in climate pollution, about one ton
eliminated for every CCI credit sold. If CCIs are not required to result in a 1:1 overall
reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the
limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon
communities, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or lowincome Oregonians.
We are depending on your courage and your moral clarity to do this work. My child, your
children and grandchildren, or your friends' and loved ones' children deserve a better, safer,
fairer world. You hold the responsibility to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to
come. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, public health, and climate
protection that have so carefully and assiduously tracked and critiqued this program, take
their recommendations, and make Oregon’s Climate Protection Program stronger and more
effective than it is currently drafted.
Sincerely,
Gosia Wozniacka and her 3-year-old son Mateusz
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Callahan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:50:48 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Program:
I’m writing as a citizen who is deeply worried about the environment. Last fall was a
real wake-up call for me in Portland, unable to leave my house for a WEEK because
of the wildfire smoke. Climate change was suddenly very real, in my face, and very,
very sad. We know unless we rapidly reduce our GHG emissions it will only keep
getting worse.
I know the Climate Protection Program is a complex issue. So I’m grateful that a
statewide coalition of groups has done so much work to hold DEQ accountable to the
science, and to protect our most vulnerable communities, and I urge you to listen to
their critiques.
I’m speaking from the perspective of an ordinary citizen, who has a right to a clean
and safe climate, and demands nothing less for every Oregonian—especially the
most vulnerable and those who have historically been harmed by polluting industries.
I want DEQ to know is that any Climate Protection Plan worthy of its name must:
1) Follow the science, which clearly states that we must cut our climate
pollution 50% by 2030.
Currently, DEQ’s cap proposal is not adequate to meet this requirement, only
requiring polluters to reduce their emissions 2-3% per year, instead of the 7-8%
annual reductions that are necessary. This is a shocking derogation of
DEQ’s fundamental duty to the public.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources
accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
DEQ must regulate GHG emissions from Oregon’s top 6 climate polluters:
fracked gas power plants, which account for more than half of Oregon’s GHG
emissions from stationary sources with air permits (not including their upstream
fugitive emissions). As our state's largest individual climate polluters, the
Climate Protection Program should require them to cut their pollution.
Merchant power plants that do not supply electricity to Oregon’s grid—because
they export it to other states, or supply private companies directly—are not
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regulated by either HB 2021 or the CPP. DEQ’s failure to capture these
emissions in the program is a central failing of the rulemaking.
3) Community Climate Investments must be in projects that result in real,
verifiable pollution reductions that benefit the Oregonians most harmed by
fossil fuels and climate change.
These Investments must benefit local Oregon communities and economies,
with guaranteed investment in frontline communities.
CCI investments must prove real reductions in climate pollution, about one ton
eliminated for every CCI credit sold. If CCIs are not required to result in a 1:1
overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to
occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing
pollution in Oregon communities, especially Black, Indigenous, and
communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
We are depending on your courage and your moral clarity to fix Oregon’s share of this
big broken system we’re all a part of. Please listen to the voices for environmental
justice, public health, and climate protection that have so carefully and assiduously
tracked and critiqued this program, take their recommendations, and make Oregon’s
Climate Protection Program stronger and more effective than it is currently drafted.
Sincerely,
Karen Callahan
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ymb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 10:13:18 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality, Office of Greenhouse Gas Program,

I’m writing as a parent and citizen who is concerned about the future we are creating
for our children. I would do anything to give my, and all children, a safe and healthy
future -- a future that first and foremost requires a stable climate. But unless we
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hold DEQ accountable to science to protect our most vulnerable communities, so I
strongly urge you to please listen to their critiques. A
DEQ Climate Protection Plan must:
1) Follow the science, which clearly states that we must cut our climate
pollution 50% by 2030.
Currently, DEQ’s cap proposal is not adequate to meet this requirement, only
requiring polluters to reduce their emissions 2-3% per year, instead of the 78% annual reductions that are necessary. This is a shocking derogation of
DEQ’s fundamental duty to the public. Our climate does not care about
polluters' profits or feelings. The climate only cares about the laws of physics.
Oregonians demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the
covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
2) Not give polluters a free pass, and hold large industrial sources accountable
to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
It is unacceptable to exclude the largest climate polluters in the state, and will
result in an ineffectual program that both fails to meet the state’s climate goals
and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
DEQ must regulate GHG emissions from Oregon’s top 6 climate polluters:
fracked gas power plants, which account for more than half of Oregon’s GHG
emissions from stationary sources with air permits (not including their
upstream fugitive emissions). The Climate Protection Program must require
our state's largest individual climate polluters to cut their pollution. Merchant
power plants that do not supply electricity to Oregon’s grid (because they export it to
other states, or supply private companies directly) are not regulated by either HB 2021
or the CPP. DEQ’s failure to capture these emissions in the program is a central failing
of the rulemaking.
3) Community Climate Investments must be in projects that result in real,
verifiable pollution reductions that benefit the Oregonians most harmed by
fossil fuels and climate change.
These Investments must benefit local Oregon communities and economies,
with guaranteed investment in frontline communities.
CCI investments must prove real reductions in climate pollution, about one ton
eliminated for every CCI credit sold. If CCIs are not required to result in a 1:1
overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to
occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing
pollution in Oregon communities -- especially Black, Indigenous, and
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communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
We are depending on your courage and your moral clarity to fix Oregon’s share of this
broken system we’re all a part of. All children today deserve a safe world, and those
of us who are adults at this critical moment in history have a profound responsibility to
stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, public health, and climate protection that have so carefully and
assiduously tracked and critiqued this program, take their recommendations, and
make Oregon’s Climate Protection Program stronger and more effective than it is
currently drafted.
Sincerely,
Yuki Bowman
-ymb, aia
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ketojm83 at wvi.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:35:23 PM

The Climate Protection Program needs to consider the dependability of energy
sources in its rulemaking. We support alternative and renewable energy sources. We
have a solar PV array but rely on the electric grid for consistent and dependable
electric power.
We live in Mehama, east Marion county, and rely on natural gas to cook and heat our
home when the electric power is out. If we are gone during part of the winter, natural
gas is a dependable energy source to ensure our house does not freeze during power
outages.
We must keep the gas infrastructure in use. The rules should encourage renewable
natural gas, such as from methane capture at landfills and manure digesters, Natural
gas should also be encouraged to replace diesel in large commercial vehicles. Future
developments in hydrogen use will likely benefit from the natural gas infrastructure.
Community Climate Investment rules should be refined to ensure science and
engineering based expectations of emission reductions in any proposal. Proposed
project planning should be transparent to the public and be required to have low
administrative costs.
Lastly, because this is a regulatory program, vs. incentive based or voluntary, their
needs to be a cost cap to encourage sound investments and protect Oregon
consumers.
Thank you,
Jeff Keto
Mehama, Oregon
503-881-4542
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dawn Rostad
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 2:07:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Program,
As an Organic Farmer, I am extremely worried about what climate change means for the world. I felt
the stress from increased temperatures this summer and the long dry periods. It was harder to grow
and harder to keep my plants alive. It was also unsafe to work in such extreme temperatures. The
wildfire smoke from the previous summer also left me concerned about my health and livelihood. I
work at a small educational farm and I felt blessed to have the flexibility to not be out in extreme
temperatures and smoke. I often have thought of what it must have been like for farmers and farm
workers staying out of the field in July. it would mean a loss of crops and income for their business.
I returned from my Peace corps service ten years ago. I was an agriculture volunteer in Northern
Ghana. While there, I got to experience how the climate was changing and got to listen to the
concern of famers about the decreased precipitation, increase in salinization of their soils, and the
increase in temperatures. I remember thinking that this is climate change. The landscape was
changing and soon would not be arable for agriculture. My village found that because of these
pressures they had to migrate to find work for a large portion of the year, living in slums in the
southern part of the country. I remember being very grateful that things were not like this in the
Pacific NW. Now, I think that it is only the degree in which they are different.
As a mother, I worry for the future of my two children. I don’t have time to delve into the
complexities of the Climate Protection Program, but I know that the details are important. I am
grateful that a statewide coalition of groups have done so much work to hold the DEQ accountable
to science, and to protect our most vulnerable groups, and I urge you to listen to their input.
I want DEQ to know is that any Climate Protection Plan worthy of its name must:
1) Follow the science, which clearly states that we must cut our climate pollution 50% by
2030
Currently, the proposed cap is for polluters to meet a 2-3% per year reduction, instead of a
7-8% reduction that is necessary.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emission reductions.
3) Community Climate Investments must be in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution
reductions that benefit the Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
We are depending on your integrity to get this done for Oregon. We have so much privilege and
resources in the United States. We should use those to help fix some of the problems and to set the
pace for others to join in. Please listen to the voices of scientists, environmental justice advocates,
public health, and climate protection groups that have reviewed and critiqued this program, take
their recommendations, and make Oregon’s Climate Protection Program stronger and more
effective than it is currently drafted.

Sincerely,
--

Dawn, Hazel, and Quince.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carol.m.moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 1, 2021 5:29:24 PM

Hello,
In June, Oregon experienced the most deadly heatwave in our history. For the past several
years we have had terrible air quality during wildfire season and have lost hundreds of
thousands of acres to intense fires. We are enduring historic drought. Dead zones off the
Oregon coast are destroying fisheries. These are not unrelated events. They are consequences
of the massive amounts of heat-trapping gasses humans have been pouring into the
atmosphere since the industrial age, and they are becoming self-reinforcing feedback loops
that will damage our environment in the decades to come.
This year, my first grandson was born. By the time he reaches adulthood, the climate will
either be on its way to recovering, or rapidly becoming uninhabitable. What we do now,
within the next ten years, will determine which fate his generation and those to follow
experience.
That is why I am urging you to reconsider the current proposed rules for the Climate
Protection Plan. We are facing a climate catastrophe in the foreseeable future and are already
feeling effects from the damage we've already done. There is little time left to avert the very
worst outcomes. Hope rests on rapid reductions in emissions by all sectors of our economy in
order to deliver the emission reductions targets that Governor Brown set.
Specifically, I urge that the rules:
1) Strengthen emissions reductions targets to more rapidly reduce the amount of CO2 and
other greenhouse gasses by 2035
2) Set enforceable, clear, and quantifiable limits for all sectors--including energy exports,
industrial activities, and electric grids
3) Place equity at the core of the plan to ensure that marginalized communities do not bear the
brunt of adverse climate effects or remediation strategies
Thank you for your considerations and for working to improve our climate future. Oregon has
the opportunity to be a national and global leader in this area and I encourage you to rise to
meet the gravity of this crisis.
Carol Moore
Beaverton, OR
Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Molly Wallace
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:26:12 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Program,
I’m writing as a parent of two young kids—one almost 8 years old and the other 3 years
old—who is deeply worried about the future we are creating for our children and future
generations. Like any mother, I would do anything to protect my kids and give them a safe
and healthy future. But all our efforts to give children a good life won’t matter if they don’t
have a stable climate to live in. We know that climate change is an existential threat, but
now we can see it, feel it, even smell it. The past few years have given Oregonians a
frightening taste of our future as our planet keeps heating up—the destructive forest fires,
the smoke that makes it unhealthy and dangerous to breathe, the increasingly hot and dry
summers, punctuated by deadly heat waves—and we know that unless we rapidly reduce
our GHG emissions, it will only keep getting worse.
As a busy working parent, I don’t have the time or expertise to delve into all the
complexities of the Climate Protection Program, but I know that the devil is always in the
details with a program like this. So I’m grateful that a statewide coalition of groups has done
so much work to hold DEQ accountable to the science, and to protect our most vulnerable
communities, and I urge you to listen to their critiques.
I’m speaking from the perspective of an ordinary citizen, who has a right to a clean and safe
climate, and demands nothing less for every Oregonian—especially the most vulnerable
and those who have historically been harmed by polluting industries. I want DEQ to know is
that any Climate Protection Plan worthy of its name must:
1) Follow the science, which clearly states that we must cut our climate pollution
50% by 2030.
Currently, DEQ’s cap proposal is not adequate to meet this requirement, only
requiring polluters to reduce their emissions 2-3% per year, instead of the 7-8%
annual reductions that are necessary. This is a shocking derogation of DEQ’s
fundamental duty to the public. Our climate does not care about polluters' profits or
feelings. The climate only cares about the laws of physics. Oregonians demand a cap
that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least
90% by 2050.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
It is unacceptable to exclude the largest climate polluters in the state, and will result
in an ineffectual program that both fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores
the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. DEQ must regulate
GHG emissions from Oregon’s top 6 climate polluters: fracked gas power plants,
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which account for more than half of Oregon’s GHG emissions from stationary sources
with air permits (not including their upstream fugitive emissions). As our state's
largest individual climate polluters, the Climate Protection Program should require
them to cut their pollution.
Merchant power plants that do not supply electricity to Oregon’s grid—because they
export it to other states, or supply private companies directly—are not regulated by
either HB 2021 or the CPP. DEQ’s failure to capture these emissions in the program
is a central failing of the rulemaking.
3) Community Climate Investments must be in projects that result in real, verifiable
pollution reductions that benefit the Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and
climate change.
These Investments must benefit local Oregon communities and economies, with
guaranteed investment in frontline communities.
CCI investments must prove real reductions in climate pollution, about one ton
eliminated for every CCI credit sold. If CCIs are not required to result in a 1:1 overall
reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the
limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon
communities, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or lowincome Oregonians.
We are depending on your courage and your moral clarity to fix Oregon’s share of this big
broken system we’re all a part of. All children today deserve a better, safer, fairer world,
and those of us who are adults now, at this critical moment in history, have a profound
responsibility to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. Please listen to the
voices for environmental justice, public health, and climate protection that have so carefully
and assiduously tracked and critiqued this program, take their recommendations, and make
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program stronger and more effective than it is currently
drafted.
Sincerely,
Molly Wallace, on behalf of Joanna and Wesley and their Oregon and global "siblings"
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dan Kirschner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; SINGH Nicole * DEQ
Scott Peterson
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:27:09 PM
102521 DEQ CPP Comments.pdf

Greetings,
Please accept the attached comments from the Northwest Gas Association
on DEQ’s Climate Protection Plan rulemaking. Thank you.
Dan Kirschner, Executive Director
Northwest Gas Association
1914 Willamette Falls Dr, #260
West Linn, OR 97068
O - (503) 344-6637
M - (503) 880-7269
www.nwga.org

Click here for up-to-date information about NWGA events
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Debby Garman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
CPP rulemaking comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:28:24 PM

EQC Chair Kathleen George,
DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions
700 NE Multnomah St. Suite 600
Portland, OR 97232
Cc: EQC Vice Chair Sam Baraso and Commissioner Molly Kile
October 25, 2021
RE: Oregon Climate Protection Program Economic Benefits
Dear Chair George and DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions staff:
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments regarding the Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ)’s proposed Climate Protection Program (CPP).
I am nearing my 70th birthday and have lived in Oregon for about five decades. I came to
Oregon just out of college because of its beautiful landscapes, pristine natural resources and
recreational opportunities. As I move around in my home state these days, it’s clear to me
that humans in Oregon and around the world have squandered the resources of our glorious
planet, and we have very little time to save remaining species and ourselves. We are suffering
from poor air quality, traffic gridlock, wildfires, urban heat traps, polluted toxic water and
algae blooms, and people (especially youth) suffering mental deterioration from multiple
overwhelming crises.
The science is as clear on climate chaos as it has been on Covid management. Humans MUST
take prompt action in every way to reduce the dangerous gasses and pollution that are raising
the atmospheric carbon levels and other deadly gasses (this means methane especially) as
soon as possible to prevent the worst outcomes for our futures.
Your agencies have the power to implement NOW the most effective policies for this. Please
don’t let fossil fuel lobbyists and their massively rich corporations - whose wealth was gained
by toxifying our planet with no consequences – prevail in their efforts to water down the good
policy proposals you have developed. Instead, please work to move faster on your timelines
and harder on your reduction goals. I am not a scientist but I have seen and heard plenty of
expert testimony – as have you. Please listen to the science and not the greenwashing lies of
those lobbyists and their money blinded masters.
This is a moment in time when you can make historic choices and give Oregonians the chance
to be proud that we do our part to lead in the world. Let’s go! I want to cheer you all on to
speedy and effective action!
The following are key points, and I know many voices have been repeating them:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based
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on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make
the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial
polluters from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air
pollution reductions. Furthermore, their identified actions for "best available emissions
reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a
timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later
date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters,
which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL
FUELS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory,
but as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for
one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the
cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the
worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can be very
meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and
public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
No delays, please! Let’s go!
Debby Garman - Hillsboro, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Strauss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:51:39 PM

Dear DEQ and Commisson,
Please accept the following comments on the proposed CPP.
My husband and I have lived in Central Oregon for over 40 years. I am writing on behalf of a family of four voters.
We have all worked hard to support Gov. Brown and deeply appreciate her efforts to repair the climate damage we
now suffer under. We are watching closely to see how DEQ administers her efforts.
Frankly, although Oregon has managed some aspect of our environment well, we are not very trusting of our state’s
environmental leadership. In our time, deer populations have declined and we can barely find healthy, large tree
forests on a drive to or along the coast. I’m writing today to voice our disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules
for the Climate Protection Program, which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current
emissions reduction goals. Also, it does not plan with the ambition we need to be confident in a healthy climate
future.
We have lived through the smoke of wildfires in years past, but nothing was like the apocalyptic experience we had
this summer. Due to a past illness, my lungs are weak. For many days, I could barely get enough oxygen inside my
air-conditioned house. Eight people I know of via friends have plans to move out of state because of the climate
issues. A friend who owns a garden shop was sold out of house plants. The UN report that came out prior to the
heat dome stated that we should expect one of these every ten years. We had three this summer. Everyone I know,
no matter the politics, was complaining. Friends who came to visit — pressure on your lungs to go outside, low and
hot water in the mountain lakes — I told them, don’t come next summer after June. This is an absurd and disgusting
situation and we need clear, strong solutions.
We urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan by:
1. Please establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by at least 50% by
2030.
2. Firm limit must be placed on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s executive
order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators that export power from Oregon.
3. Willamette Week reported temperature of 124 in the poorer parts of Portland. Please ensure that equity is at the
heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based on input from the communities that are most
directly impacted by climate and air pollution: communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income
Oregonians.
This is a no joke situation. It will harm our breath and our economy. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit
on emissions that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. We cannot fail to meet this moment.
Susan Strauss
66280 White Rock Loop
Bend, Or
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
SINGH Nicole * DEQ; SLAWSKY Lauren * DEQ; ESPIE Matthew * DEQ
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP rulemaking comments (not already copied to you); received 8/5/21 - 10/25/21 (4 p.m.)
Tuesday, October 26, 2021 8:59:42 AM
Comments re Climate Protection Program.msg
Rule Making Comment on Climate Protection Program.msg
Climate Protection Program.msg
Southern Oregon Climate Action Now follow-up comments.msg
Comments on the draft Climate Protection Program.msg
Fwd Rulemaking Comment.msg
Fwd NGO comments re draft Climate Protection Program rules.msg
My comments to the EQC on the draft DEQ Climate Protection Plan.msg
Oregon Climate Protection Program Public Comment.msg
Re Oregon Climate Protection Program.msg
Climate Protection Program rules.msg
Climate Protection Rulemaking Comment.msg
advocating support of strong Climate Protection Program.msg
Public Comment.msg
Rulemaking Comment Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules.msg
COMMENTS ON THE CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM.msg
Walk-in testimony tonight.msg
Re Registration for Comments during Sept. 30th EQC Hearing.msg
SOCAN Comments on the DEQ CPP for the EQC.msg
PROPOSED CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM - Meeting for 93021.msg
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda S Craig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP: Climate Clock Says Strong Action Now!
Saturday, October 23, 2021 1:47:25 PM

Climate Clock Says Less than 8 Years!

The Climate Clock https://climateclock.world/science#deadline tells us how much time we
have until the carbon we have emitted at the current rate exceeds the amount that would keep
warming to less than 1.5 degrees. As I look at the clock right now, it says we have 7 years, 272
days to turn things around. No more.
In the meantime, the federal government is failing to pass the legislation necessary for our
country to meet its climate goals…and those goals weren’t adequate to keep warming below
1.5 degrees. The federal government is saying, “Ok, states. You have to act. We’re failing.”
It is up to us. NOW! This CPP must be passed now and strengthened to reduce our GHG
emissions to 50% by 2030 and carbon neutral by 2050.
The fate of the planet is in your hands.
Yes, others must act, too, but unless everybody steps up, our children’s future is doomed. We
can show the path.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Linda Craig
2433 NW Quimby
Portland OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christine Hagerbaumer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CPP: industry accountability and equitable outcomes
Sunday, September 19, 2021 11:45:44 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed Climate Protection Program rules.
When I first learned about climate change in the late 1980s, I worked to raise awareness of the serious threats of a
warming world. In graduate school in the early 1990s, I modeled how climate change would impact Sub-Saharan
Africa and studied how responsible public policy could change the frightening trajectory. And from 1996 through
2019 I worked in a professional role in Oregon forwarding policies to reduce GHGs from transportation and other
sectors. During that time, I helped stop dangerous legislation in Oregon (such as HR 3 of 2005 that passed the
House, declaring state agencies should adopt no controls of greenhouse gas emissions). And I helped pass
meaningful legislation that has put our state on the map when it comes to taking climate change seriously (including
Oregon’s Clean Fuels Program).
As each year, hour, and minute passes, the urgency to address climate change strengthens. From a truly existential
perspective, it's critical that DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
DEQ has put serious effort into developing a strong program and many aspects are tremendous, but I am in
agreement with my former organization and many others around the state that the rules still need improvement. I
urge you to:
(1) Maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing the
threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
(2) Strengthen the rule language to ensure that the Climate Protection Program follows the best available science,
holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge
you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kind regards,
Chris Hagerbaumer
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Christine Hagerbaumer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Christine provided an email address
(teklou@easystreet.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Christine Hagerbaumer at teklou@easystreet.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Grosvenor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
CPP: Please relook and adjust plans
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:26:22 PM

For the DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Please think in the long term what we need to do to help the needs of the most vulnerable Oregonians who are
affected first and the most by climate change. I am glad that DEQ has plan s to reduce emissions from our key
sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the current rules to increase the cap on emissions,
hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
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and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Jennifer Grosvenor
Portland, Oregon, 97221, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jennifer Grosvenor via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jennifer provided an email address
(grosvenor@hevanet.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jennifer Grosvenor at grosvenor@hevanet.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cliff Stephens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
czrs@comcast.net
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:21:51 AM

Re: czrs@comcast.net
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is not urgent and very complex. Working together and not taking
drastic, costly actions will lead to the most promising energy future. Solar output is the main
factor influencing climate change. We are entering a period of decreasing solar output
decreasing the need to even consider costly regulation and mandated reductions in energy
choices for Oregon residents and businesses. Projections of climate disaster have been
predicted for centuries and extremes have not come true. In the 1970’s, Al Gore was warning
of the coming global cooling and ice age, then he changed his direction to global warming.
Now it is being called “climate change”. Well, yes, throughout the earth’s history, the climate
has cycled and changed due to changes in solar output and earth tilt, volcanic activity and the
effects of natural fires. Human input into these changes is dwarfed and is minor by these
macro factors. Economy and affordability should be our guides in promulgating regulations,
not reactionary policies based on bad and disputed theories.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is not as important as many reactionary fear mongers make out to
be, but even more important is access to affordable energy and the security of a dependable
statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has recklessly decarbonized our economy. We may not get
everything right, so we should go slow or even halt these expensive, misguided efforts to
change climate. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules trying to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions are even needed, while maintaining affordability, reliability
and choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Cliff Stephens
czrs@comcast.net
333, SE 65th Av Portland, OR 97215 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wade Kerr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Decarbonization
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:46:13 PM

I am one of the thousands of union workers who rely on natural gas not only to cook or heat
my home, but also for my livelihood.
The natural gas industry directly employs nearly 2 million Americans. And it's not just those of
us laying the pipes or installing hookups in homes and businesses. It's also steelworkers who
melt glass to recycle bottles or roll out our toilet paper. And it's heating contractors replacing
boilers to high-efficiency natural gas systems. Many professions - and products - need natural
gas.
Natural gas is reliable, affordable, efficient, and clean. We've made tremendous progress
toward decarbonization, and labor has been at the forefront of training and implementing the
latest technology designed to address climate change. With the expansion of renewable
natural gas and green hydrogen, we're not only supporting a cleaner energy future for
generations to come, but we're also creating better-paying jobs. Renewable gas projects are
predicted to create 7.3 million jobs by 2050.
Reducing access to natural gas will stifle the innovations that utilize the existing 75,000 miles
of infrastructure in the Pacific Northwest. Infrastructure I'm proud to have helped build.
I too care deeply about the environment and believe natural gas - and renewable natural gas
and hydrogen - can be part of our clean energy future and a partner in decarbonizing the
energy system. When transitioning our electric grid to more wind and solar instead of coal, we
didn't tear down the power lines, nor should we reduce access to natural gas or make it more
expensive. Let's instead allow utilities to continue to invest in cleaner, renewable gases that
will retain the reliability and affordability people enjoy from natural gas.
This isn't just about my livelihood; it's about protecting the beauty we enjoy in Oregon for my
children and grandchildren. I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when
developing its rules. Oregonians want to keep their affordable and reliable natural gas as we
work toward a clean energy future.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Louise Shawkat
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Sunday, October 17, 2021 7:46:10 PM

Jackson County has been in drought conditions for several years, this has
been the worst....we have a 2 yr deficit of 10.23 inches or approximately a 28%
decrease in available water. Ground water is extremely limited in our region-we
need to do as much as possible to reduce our GHG and as quickly as possibletime is being wasted and our future generations are going to suffer-there is no
doubt about this fact.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by
2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.

louise40208@gmail.com

Louise D Shawkat
502.777.7550
870 Cambridge Street

Ashland, Oregon 97520-1008
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Krebsbach, Abbie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; nicole.singh@state.or.us
Nieraeth, Shawna; Spector, Alyn
DEQ Cap and Reduce Rule Comment - Cascade Natural Gas Baseline Correction
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:27:55 PM
Adjusted Cascade Emissions Baseline_20211021.xlsx

Dear Nicole,
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation (Cascade) is providing this email comment to cover a specific
topic regarding our baseline emissions in the proposed OR DEQ Cap and Reduce rulemaking, OAR
340-271-9000 Table 4, and which affects the trajectory of compliance instruments to be distributed
to Cascade. Cascade is also submitting separate comments in a joint comment letter with Avista as
Rural Service Providers. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed rule.
This email comment is focused on Cascade’s baseline emissions value and associated compliance
instrument distributions derived from the baseline value. Shawna Nieraeth, an Environmental
Specialist on my staff, has been corresponding with others at DEQ to understand how the baseline
emissions were calculated for the proposed rule. We have calculated a different baseline emissions
value for Cascade and have not been able to replicate the emissions baseline stated in the proposed
rule. We believe DEQ calculated the proposed rule baseline emissions for Cascade by taking
Cascade’s total city gate gas volumes as reported to Oregon and EPA and converting this volume of
natural gas to CO2e emissions assuming all gas is combusted and subtracting our electric generation
customer emissions using emissions data directly reported to DEQ from the electric generation
customer. This is one way to subtract out the electric generation customer emissions from our
compliance obligation per the draft rule exemptions, but this method may result in more
complexities and uncertainties in reconciling annual emissions as we report and demonstrate
compliance ongoing.
We believe a more straightforward approach to establishing Cascade’s baseline and reconciling
emissions for compliance with DEQ annually would be most appropriate. We propose taking our
total city gate volumes as reported to Oregon and EPA, subtracting the natural gas volumes delivered
to electric generation customers that we also report to Oregon and EPA, and converting that adjusted
total natural gas volume to CO2e emissions assuming all gas is combusted. This would be our
baseline emissions value and would be used in determining annual compliance instrument
distributions. The spreadsheet attached represents this methodology for calculating an average of
2017-2019 annual emissions for the baseline in 2022 and we request DEQ to review the data
provided for use in establishing Cascade’s baseline.
We understand that DEQ was re-evaluating Cascade’s baseline emissions with this approach based
on email correspondence between Cascade and DEQ on 09/30/2021. However, the data included in
that email correspondence does not appear to match our estimate. We propose that we meet for a
brief virtual working session over Microsoft Teams to conduct a final review of the inputs, data
sources, and calculation methodology to establish the most appropriate baseline for Cascade in the
final rule and to agree on the methodology ongoing for subtracting out electric generation customer
emissions.
Please let me know when you and another staff person at DEQ from the GHG emissions reporting
program can meet in the near future and I will send an invite for the virtual meeting.
Thank you for your consideration and the opportunity to provide comment.

Abbie S. Krebsbach

Environmental Director
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation | Intermountain Gas Company
Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. | Great Plains Natural Gas Co.
400 N. 4th Street
Bismarck, ND 58501
Phone: 701-222-7844
abbie.krebsbach@mdu.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Keeley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:20:20 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
While it is critical that green house gas emission are reduced, DEQ and State of Oregon are adopting rules that will
significantly increase those emissions. I am referring to diesel engine replacements and other pollution control
strategies that replace perfectly functional engines with new engines that emit slightly less particulate pollution (tier
3 vrs tier 4 engines) but just as much GHG. That program will absorb vast resources and generate much GHG of its
own due to the manufacturing process. Those resources are critically needed to reduce GHG emissions, not to
reduce already low particulate emission which are of no concern at all in the rural areas. Those running worn out or
illegally souped up equipment should certainly be forced to comply with the equipment's original emission
requirements. Past that we should keep our eye on the ball and address GHG emissions in the most efficient way
possible. We do not have the luxury to be politically correct here.
Sincerely,
Dan Keeley
5975 Buyserie Rd NE
Saint Paul, OR 97137
djkeeley@stpaultel.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Coats
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org; cbock@emoregon.org
DEQ Cimate Protection Program
Monday, October 4, 2021 8:40:37 PM

Dear DEQ Regulators,
The air we breathe is a life-sustaining gift from the Creator to the creation. Fossil fuel
emissions are life-destroying toxins and the foremost drivers of climate change. Burning fossil
fuels drives the warming that drives the record-breaking heat that drives the megafires that
turn our life-giving and carbon-storing forests into toxic smoke and heat-trapping emissions.
We must stop fueling and amplifying this deadly feedback loop.
Because of the fires, we are losing the joy and blessing of summer in Oregon—of hiking in the
mountains, camping in the woods, swimming in the rivers, and even just sitting outside on a
summer evening. August and September—the reliably sunny months you could plan to be
outdoors—are turning into a time we dread going outside.
Please do all you can within your power and authority to reduce fossil fuel emissions and
protect Oregon’s forests and climate. We need DEQ set emissions caps based on science—
50% by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. We need these caps to be mandatory, not voluntary,
and we need to ensure climate justice and equity through alternative compliance programs.
Thank you for following the science and taking the strongest steps to protect our air and
climate,
Victoria Coats
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Peter-Tana Hatton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
DEQ Climate Plan Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:40:48 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s
draft rules for the Climate Protection Program fall short of meeting this moment.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.

Having lived in Oregon since 1969 and 1976, respectively, we feel Oregon should be taking
the lead and setting an example for other states as far as what individual states can do to
reduce the impacts of climate change. We have 6 grandchildren and we want them to be able
to enjoy the beautiful Oregon that we and our children have been blessed to grow up in. Please
make your rules with your grandchildren in mind, not thinking only about what is best for
today and tomorrow, but those days farther down the road. Thank you, Tana & Peter Hatton,
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pedro Evenezer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Meeting
Friday, October 8, 2021 1:19:01 PM

DEQ do the right thing on the climate crisis. Emissions are a major problem and your
exceptions for natural gas is wrong, do the right thing and stop this exception.
Best,
Pedro
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Plan Must Protect the Climate
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:15:51 PM

To Whom it May Concern at DEQ:
Subject: Climate Protection Plan
The Climate Protection Plan is falling far short of protecting people and the climate. This plan
has serious flaws:
Instead of protecting Oregonians from the impacts of climate change, these draft rules
from the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) grant a wholesale
exemption for fracked-gas power plants. These rules carve out significant loopholes that
will allow Oregon’s top polluters to continue polluting largely unabated.
The plan favors lower costs for polluters over the health and safety of those who suffer
the most from the climate crisis and pollution: Black, Indigenous, and People of Color
(BIPOC), low-income, and rural communities.
The draft rules ignore DEQ’s goal of protecting frontline communities from greenhouse
gas emissions and other pollutants, like smog-forming pollution from fracked-gas power
plants.
This is wholly unacceptable. DEQ must step up to the plate and perform its designated duty
which is to protect our environment, human safety, and the safety of other species who cannot
speak for themselves.
It is wholly unacceptable that exemptions would be given for fracked-gas power plants. This
does not align with the critical need to act right now to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Pollution from fracked gas power plants threatens the future of Oregonians and the future of
life on planet earth.
There is no time to put off taking action on climate mitigation. The time is now. DEQ must
NOT grant exemptions to large polluters, including fracked gas plants.
Dena Turner
1122 SE 60th Avenue
Portland, OR 97215
503-953-3109
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Adam Steckel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Adam Steckel
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:55:14 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I have children in Oregon and hope to have grandchildren in the future

Signed,
Adam Steckel — 97005
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Adina Flynn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Adina Flynn
Saturday, September 18, 2021 10:20:07 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I love trees and mountains and water and clean air. As people to continue to have multiple
children these resources will be stretched further and further. Though not in my lifetime it will
be until their extinction.

Signed,
Adina Flynn — 97211
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Adrian Jimenez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Adrian Jimenez
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:22:12 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want to see a future where people don't have to live in fear of climate disasters, water
scarcity, and inhabitable conditions. As a scientist, I want to see this world continue to thrive
so we may continue to learn all we can about, and from, it.

Signed,
Adrian Jimenez — 97201
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Adrienne Kringen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Adrienne Kringen
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:10:33 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I have children who TODAY are feeling the consequences of our generations unwillingness to
take meaningful action. We are all facing a future of weather extremes, resource depletion,
and a real, tangible loss of a habitable environment for both people AND animals. It is
UNACCEPTABLE and we have the power to change it now. Use the rules DEQ has drafted
as a good starting point. Adopt them now and immediately begin the work of making them
stronger and fairer. Don't miss this moment. WE are all called to do the right thing now.

Signed,
Adrienne Kringen — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Aiyana Green
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Aiyana Green
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:31:44 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
My home and community are threatened directly by drought, extreme heat, smoke, and
wildfire. My friends are losing their farms due to lack of irrigation water, losing their homes in
raging wildfires, getting sick from weeks of smoke each year, and leaving the state in search
of somewhere safer. Catastrophe is happening now, here in Oregon. We can't wait to take
action--we must do everything we can to turn this around!

Signed,
Aiyana Green — 97520
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Al Ramirez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Al Ramirez
Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:31:32 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want a teacher for kids that is beautiful and enriched by this wonderful land.

Signed,
Al Ramirez — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alexis Cowley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Alexis Cowley
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:24:24 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Our earth is a precious gift. I love fresh air, green trees, rushing rivers and the waves the ocean
gives us. We must do our best to preserve this gift so we can pass along a better future to our
children and future leaders.

Signed,
Alexis Cowley — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

ALEXANDER RUZICKA
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from ALEXANDER RUZICKA
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:45:06 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Hello DEQ & EQC, Climate change is the most important long-term issue that is now facing
us-- all of us on this planet. As an Oregon Resident I encourage you to do what we can to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and not soften the rules for industry simply because they
carry a big stick and have lots of dollars to spend on lobbying. We can't put profit over the
environment. The planet and all of us thank you in advance. Sincerely, Alex Ruzicka

Signed,
ALEXANDER RUZICKA — 97221
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Aleksandra Sumic
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Aleksandra Sumic
Sunday, September 19, 2021 7:11:20 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We have only this planet to live on and we are destroying it!

Signed,
Aleksandra Sumic — 97213
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alisa Capeletto
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Alisa Capeletto
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:38:22 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I care about the health and wellness of people and planet. Those two things affect everyone
every day and we only have one planet. We need to start caring more about the environment
that lets us survive, otherwise we won’t.

Signed,
Alisa Capeletto — 97031
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alice Nelson Lewis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Alice Nelson Lewis
Sunday, September 26, 2021 10:25:42 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Oregon is a leader in environmental protection. Let's keep it that way! Stand firm on these
protection rules. Thank you for your persistence in this most important issue. Gratefully, Alice
Lewis--Portland resident

Signed,
Alice Nelson Lewis — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Allison Asbjornsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Allison Asbjornsen
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:39:41 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my grandchildren to live a healthy life in this world.

Signed,
Allison Asbjornsen — 97141
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Amer Bonie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Amer Bonie
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:37:35 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I love this world

Signed,
Amer Bonie — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Amy Zlot
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Amy Zlot
Saturday, September 18, 2021 5:57:29 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
we have a chance and obligation to make this planet livable for us and for generations to
come. The threat is real..and is here now. Please do the right thing and implement rules that
will make an impact.

Signed,
Amy Zlot — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Amy Baskin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Amy Baskin
Monday, September 20, 2021 12:25:53 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
care and maintenance of the Earth doesn't stop with me and my generation. Our responsibility
to the earth extends to current and future generations and all species.

Signed,
Amy Baskin — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Anne Jarvis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Anne Jarvis
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:55 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It is essential to the quality of life in Oregon and the long term economic health of the state. It
is important to take action now!

Signed,
Anne Jarvis — 97209
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Annette Prindel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Annette Prindel
Monday, September 13, 2021 2:11:07 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
WE CARE ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE

Signed,
Annette Prindel — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Annie Meyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Annie Meyer
Saturday, October 9, 2021 9:10:28 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It’s affecting all of us.

Signed,
Annie Meyer — 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Antonio Sonera
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Antonio Sonera
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 5:06:57 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I care about Oregon.

Signed,
Antonio Sonera — 97232
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ariel Matasar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Ariel Matasar
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:23:03 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the CPP.
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current GGE effects on BIPOC and low-income Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the CCI.
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on BIPOC and lowincome communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee "overrepresents" the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my children to have a safe place to live.

Signed,
Ariel Matasar — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

armando luna
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from armando luna
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 1:31:22 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Please take steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions so our state and our world can continue
to exist.

Signed,
armando luna — 97213
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ashley Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Ashley Smith
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:15:36 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want all kids (and their kids) to have a healthy planet to call home.

Signed,
Ashley Smith — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ashley Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Ashley Smith
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:48:40 PM
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Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Climate change and equity are related interdependently. If we have one we have the other.
Please do everything you can from a policy place to support healing the planet and society
today. Sincerely Ashley R Smith.

Signed,
Ashley Smith — 97219
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Barry Pelzner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Barry Pelzner
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:07:02 PM
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Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Rapid changes to the viability of life itself in Oregon tell us that climate change is the highest
priority issue that our state government needs to address. We need the DEQ to adopt its
Climate Protection Program right now, and then start working to improve and strengthen it
going forward. Industrial interests no doubt are pressuring the DEQ to allow carbon offsets
into the program, and to raise the allowances of permitted emissions. But those provisions in
the current version of the CPP are just barely sufficient to head off disastrous climate change,
so they must be kept and then strengthened as soon as possible. In addition, the interests of
poor and marginalized communities need more protection, because they suffer most the
damages of a polluted climate. And those communities need more representation on the
committees that will be working to strengthen the CPP after this current iteration is
implemented.

Signed,
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Barry Pelzner — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Belinda Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Belinda Miller
Saturday, September 18, 2021 11:03:13 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my daughter to know we did all we could to save the world.

Signed,
Belinda Miller — 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Betsy Zucker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Betsy Zucker
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:03:56 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want to see a liveable planet for the generations to come! We need the strongest possible
action to fight climate change - so please do NOT weaken any of the proposed rules. Adopt
the CPP NOW and continue to work on more actions.

Signed,
Betsy Zucker — 97215
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Betsy Wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Betsy Wright
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:21:42 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
How important that our young people know how important our immediate response to climate
is. Do you? Please act!!

Signed,
Betsy Wright — 97210
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

BEVERLY STEIN
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from BEVERLY STEIN
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:41 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We are in a crisis situation which must be responded to now for the future of our children and
communities.

Signed,
BEVERLY STEIN — 97141
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Beverly Crow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Beverly Crow
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:19:13 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We only have one environment, one earth space in which to live. Our living space is in
jeopardy and it can be helped and aided into a better life and existence. Make whatever
changes you can now and keep working on improving and enlarging the scope of
environmental aid, assistance, and wholesome life for all inhabitants: human, animal, water,
and mineral.

Signed,
Beverly Crow — 97230
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Bob Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Bob Turner
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:52:26 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We want to maintain the beauty of Oregon

Signed,
Bob Turner — 97201
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Caitlyn Peake
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Caitlyn Peake
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:51:17 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want a livable future in Oregon.

Signed,
Caitlyn Peake — 97216
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Capi Reed
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Capi Reed
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:21:23 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I am lucky enough to live in Oregon and enjoy the wonders of the ocean beaches, the
moutains, the desserts, the valleys but protectiin is needed. Speeding up the enforecement of
the minimal percents of pollution would be a great help.

Signed,
Capi Reed — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Carol Chadwick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Carol Chadwick
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:28:51 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We are running out of time, and have seen fires with increased intensity and destruction, as
well as hurricanes and floods with horrible loss of life and property.

Signed,
Carol Chadwick — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Carolyn Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Carolyn Martin
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:51:03 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Corporations don't breathe; people do. For the sake of your children's children's children, do
the right thing and save Oregon from more disasters.

Signed,
Carolyn Martin — 97015
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cathie Skinner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Cathie Skinner
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:38 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want this beautiful state to be beautiful in the years to come.

Signed,
Cathie Skinner — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cathy Williamson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Cathy Williamson
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:06:26 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I have seen a tremendous change in our climate in my 70+ years in Oregon. Extreme heat such
as we saw in June, lower rainfalls and long, hot summers are just some manifestations. I urge
you to take steps NOW to deal with greenhouse gas emissions.

Signed,
Cathy Williamson — 97217
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Charles White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Charles White
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:34:27 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
As I battled to prevent serious damage to my garden and shrubbery during the heat dome, I
realized again how far Climate Change had actually progressed. We must act. We desperately
need the Climate Protection Prigram now. Charles White, nearly 97, remembering the climate
of the 1930s. ,

Signed,
Charles White — 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cheri Berry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Cheri Berry
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:18:57 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I encourage the forward direction of these rules and regulations the DEQ has in place. Putting
the into reality is now necessary to make a statement and improvements needed going
forward. Thank you for this opportunity to be heard.

Signed,
Cheri Berry — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Christine Vernier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Christine Vernier
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:17:36 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Time is running out. We need to do all we can to enact rules that will make a difference.
Please pass these rules now and work to expand them in the coming year.

Signed,
Christine Vernier — 97210
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Christie Brawner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Christie Brawner
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:40:02 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Oregonians are more and more becoming victims of environmental disasters. My family in
southern oregon have had to live with weeks of wildfire smoke every summer, and they are
fortunate compared to those who have lost their homes and lives to wildfire. Let’s take a more
aggressive stance on mitigating climate change.

Signed,
Christie Brawner — 97034
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Christine Lujan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Christine Lujan
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:02:20 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I see things happening in our world that are destroying our planet and I feel myself and
everyone living here have a responsibility to be good try to leave as little of an environmental
footprint as we can in an effort to slow the impacts of global warming. Climate change is
already making a huge impact that we saw coming, but it didn’t get a lot of attention and now
we’re feeling the effects of not doing enough, drier forest that burn easier and quicker, losing
ocean/ land habitat because of warming seas, running out of resources to combat wild fires
(that’s a result of the wildfires), dangerous work conditions because of the hot weather. I have
been concerned about climate change from an early age and I think if we all work together we
can slow the effects, but we need to act now, we’ve ignored this issue for too long.

Signed,
Christine Lujan — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Christine Tebben
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Christine Tebben
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:25:30 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I am a mother, a small business owner, an environmentalist, and a 30-year resident of Oregon.
I love our state and our planet, and I believe that we have a moral imperative to ensure a
livable future for people and living creatures around the world. The IGPCC report establishes
that that future is in peril. We need immediate action to adopt the CPP, but we also must start
work immediately to make it better.

Signed,
Christine Tebben — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cindy Quale
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Cindy Quale
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:39:34 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It is obvious to me that we are in a severe situation with the climate. I remember when it
rained all the way through June and how green everything was. Now the trees are all burnt
because of record heat and wildfires. Our glorious state is turning into a desert. I commend the
DEQ for coming up with new regulations to address climate change. I urge you not to bend to
industry pressures to water them down. I also urge you to keep working on this so our children
can enjoy Oregon in the future as we have. Thank you!!!

Signed,
Cindy Quale — 97220
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Corrina L
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Corrina L
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:31:55 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the CPP.
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current GGE effects on BIPOC and low-income Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the CCI.
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on BIPOC and lowincome communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee "overrepresents" the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my child to grow up in a healthy, thriving, and safe environment.

Signed,
Corrina L — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cori McCullough
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Cori McCullough
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:11:23 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Climate change matters to me because I want a habitable future for my generation and
generations to come. I want a planet that supports all forms of life. I want a future where I can
enjoy the outdoors, and grow nourishing food. I want a future that takes into account other
peoples future, and the future of all ecosystems. It is far harder, actually impossible, to find
reasons not to be passionate about climate change. We don’t have time to delay drastic action,
the time is now. We need policies enacted preventing this mass destruction and to not back
down, not set future deadlines. We don’t have years to waste, we are already losing time to
uninhabitable weather on a daily basis around the world. Climate change matters to me
because without viewing it as the emergency it is, we will no longer recognize and be able to
survive the changes that will come.

Signed,
Cori McCullough — 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dale Oller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Dale Oller
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:38:27 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Depression and anxiety is soaring because young people feel hopeless about Climate issues.
Please DEQ do your job to help Dale Norma Oller, MD Physician/ Psychiatrist

Signed,
Dale Oller — 97219
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Daniel Pollack-Pelzner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Daniel Pollack-Pelzner
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:07:22 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I love living in Oregon, and I want its natural beauty and natural resources to continue to
sustain my children long after I'm gone.

Signed,
Daniel Pollack-Pelzner — 97221
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Darcy Rose
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Darcy Rose
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:57:59 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I’m a third generation Oregonian and I have cared deeply about climate change since I was 13.
I’m now 44 and work to sign up customers for NW Natural’s Smart Energy program. Growing
up in Douglas County during the spotted owl era, and people were told you had to choose
between jobs and the environment. That’s not the case any more and we need to take urgent
action now, for my kids 8, 12, 15. Thank you for listening to Oregonians.

Signed,
Darcy Rose — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from David Friedman
Sunday, October 10, 2021 11:31:34 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I’m human. I have kids and adults I care about. We all live here together and we can’t let
greed and desire for power or wealth keep us from working together to make our world
continue to remain habitable for generations to come.

Signed,
David Friedman — 97211
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David Bangsund
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from David Bangsund
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:41:01 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Climate change as a real threat to our children’s future.

Signed,
David Bangsund — 97707
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David Shratter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from David Shratter
Sunday, October 10, 2021 5:27:02 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want to leave the world a better place for all the children on this earth.

Signed,
David Shratter — 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

david percy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from david percy
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 12:52:33 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I have a daughter...

Signed,
david percy — 97213
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dawn Schneider
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Dawn Schneider
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 12:28:10 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my children to live in a world that isn't dying.

Signed,
Dawn Schneider — 97215
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dede Montgomery
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Dede Montgomery
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:56:10 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I care about future generations.

Signed,
Dede Montgomery — 97068
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Diana Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Diana Nelson
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:40 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It will hasten illness and death in my grandchildren, great-grandchildren and in yours. It will
be the death of the human species as well as other innocent creatures. After that, perhaps the
planet will slowly regenerate but who knows?

Signed,
Diana Nelson — 97267
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Donna Tallman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Donna Tallman
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:57:47 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
My ancestors who cared for this land for thousands of years without harm are crying at the
RAPE of their gift to us.

Signed,
Donna Tallman — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Donald Q Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Donald Q Smith
Monday, September 27, 2021 3:57:23 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Fires, smoke, disappearing glaciers, rising oceans—all can be perilous for Oregon’s future.
We must act now.

Signed,
Donald Q Smith — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Elizabeth Bell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Elizabeth Bell
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:27:23 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I worry about our future generations ability to live in a world that is experiencing such
extreme climate situations - extreme hot and cold, hurricanes, floods etc.

Signed,
Elizabeth Bell — 97330
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Elizabeth Martin Jacobs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Elizabeth Martin Jacobs
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 4:48:07 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I care about the lives of others and want to protect our earth for generations to come.

Signed,
Elizabeth Martin Jacobs — 97213
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ellie Emerson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Ellie Emerson
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:09:20 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
…it is already becoming the reality that we, future generations, and the rest of the planet will
have to live in. Climate change affects everybody, sooner or later, but I believe it is not too
late to make a difference. We may not be able to reverse the detrimental impacts we have
already caused each other and the more-than-human world, but if we stay focused and keep
working towards a pollution-free future, we can keep things from getting unnecessarily worse.
Biodiversity is important. Quality of life is important. Equity, sustainability, and justice are all
important. Now I am asking the Oregon DEQ and EQC to do their part in transforming these
dreams into reality.

Signed,
Ellie Emerson — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Elle Cowley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Elle Cowley
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:32:18 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want the earth to be live able for the generations after me. We have to take care of the planet
if we want her to take care of us.

Signed,
Elle Cowley — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ellen Ullrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Ellen Ullrick
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:39:26 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
June's heat bubble and now chronic and severe forest fire seasons are big tangible wake-up
calls.

Signed,
Ellen Ullrick — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Emily Lievens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Emily Lievens
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 5:38:37 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We need to do everything we can to slow climate change now.

Signed,
Emily Lievens — 97034
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Emily Goldberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Emily Goldberg
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:47:11 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I worry about my 5 year old’s future

Signed,
Emily Goldberg — 97213
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Emily Frey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Emily Frey
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:45:37 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want us to have a future we can breathe in.

Signed,
Emily Frey — 97217
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Emma Pelzner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Emma Pelzner
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:49:03 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I love beautiful Oregon and I want my child to be able to enjoy the same beauty in the future.

Signed,
Emma Pelzner — 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Erik Bangsund
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Erik Bangsund
Monday, September 13, 2021 3:49:16 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
it is the right thing to do.

Signed,
Erik Bangsund — 97220
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Erin Kaminker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Erin Kaminker
Saturday, September 18, 2021 10:03:43 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Please adopt the CCP today. We need climate protection now for the future of all life on Earth.
It is imperative. Thank you, Erin Kaminker

Signed,
Erin Kaminker — 97520
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Eugene Holden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Eugene Holden
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:44:59 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want to leave a better world for those coming after me. And also, I want to live my adulthood
in a world that is healing, not dying.

Signed,
Eugene Holden — 97005
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Evans Boyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Evans Boyd
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:38 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Because I love this earth.

Signed,
Evans Boyd — 97218
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Frank Granshaw
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Frank Granshaw
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:38:48 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I have grandchildren. While it is important to me that they inherit a viable economy, it is
equally important that they inherit a healthy natural environment. I am also a geoscientist and
a native Oregonian, whose family was dependent on the timber industry. So the relationship
between natural resources and jobs is all too obvious. The GHG emission rules contained in
the CPP are necessary for preserving a viable climate and economy. This rules should be kept
strong and be enforced. Arguments that they need to be softened to protect jobs, look at short
term gains rather than long-term benefits. They also prioritize the gains of few wealthy
stakeholders over the general welfare of the community. At a time when we are seeing record
extreme weather events and our best science is telling us that we need to make major changes
to avoid more and worse of the same, now is not a time to allow short term profits and
political expediency to jeopardize the inheritance we leave to grandchildren.

Signed,
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Frank Granshaw — 97213
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Frederick Russell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Frederick Russell
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:52:20 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
OUR FUTURE AND THE FUTURE OF MY GRANDKIDS AND CHILDREN UNBORN IS
AT STAKE. WE NEED TOO ACT NOW AND TO CONTINUE TIGHTER
REQUIREMENTS ON EVERY PERSON AND COMPANY TO MAKE THIS HAPPEN.
DO NOT BACK DOWN. IT IS THAT IMPORTANT

Signed,
Frederick Russell — 97006
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hally Gillespie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Hally Gillespie
Saturday, September 18, 2021 10:16:12 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I am a mom of two young kids in Oregon and I lay awake at night worrying about the world
they are inheriting because of climate change. It's shameful we haven't acted sooner, but it's
not too late to still make a difference. The industry profits are not worth this cost, not at all.
Please, adopt the Climate Protection Program rules now, and start working immediately to
expand them. We don't have any more time to waste and we all know it's the right thing to do,
even if it's hard in the face of industry pressure.

Signed,
Hally Gillespie — 97520
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Heather Jacks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Heather Jacks
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:10:21 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I have 3 young children and I’d like them to live in a world that is beautiful and has resources
for them and their children, grandchildren and beyond. The state of Oregon has been a
trailblazer for change for the rest of the country. We need to be that catalyst now.

Signed,
Heather Jacks — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Heidi Dyal Freistat
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Heidi Dyal Freistat
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:56:24 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
This is the single biggest threat to humanity and our entire globe.

Signed,
Heidi Dyal Freistat — 97220
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Helen Lyman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Helen Lyman
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:29:48 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want all of life to continue, but climate change is a threat to all life. What humans unleashed
with fossil fuel use has got to come to its end. Some are resigned, saying we are in end times.
Of course there is no way to know that. I do not want to lay down in hopelessness. Please help
the earth.

Signed,
Helen Lyman — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Holly Schoenbeck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Holly Schoenbeck
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:06:16 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I see and feel it happening all around me. The choking smile from uncontrolled wildfires, the
sea life dying in our warmed oceans. The melting ice caps and the Greenland glaciers. The
rising sea levels. The increasingly violent storms. Those are just a few examples. Reducing
carbon emissions is essential to slow the change. I fear for my grandchildren and the earth
they are inheriting. We can do this.

Signed,
Holly Schoenbeck — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ian Gillespie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Ian Gillespie
Monday, September 20, 2021 4:27:13 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It is ruining our outdoor recreation activities. Lakes and reservoirs are lower, smoke chokes
the air and sometimes it is so hot you don't even want to go outside.

Signed,
Ian Gillespie — 97520
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jackson Brando
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Jackson Brando
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:46:37 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Because if we don’t reduce emissions our future will have even more drastic weather patterns
(extreme weather), we will be less able to grow crops, wildfires, etc.

Signed,
Jackson Brando — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

jack boudreau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from jack boudreau
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:37:41 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
it is real, and the impacts are destructive to our families, our economy and our environment.
We are already far behind where we need to be on climate change rules. Please take this
critical step forward.

Signed,
jack boudreau — 97211
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

James Lawrance
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from James Lawrance
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:42:25 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I am a young person, and want my generation and future generations to have a safe clean
planet.

Signed,
James Lawrance — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jan Tanaka
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Jan Tanaka
Monday, September 20, 2021 9:25:27 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We are going to create an extinction spiral.

Signed,
Jan Tanaka — 98282
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jan Berger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Jan Berger
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:53:23 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
DEQ, Please adopt the new climate change regulations in Oregon. We need to work now for a
better future. Thank you ~Jan L Berger 2340 SW 76th Ave Portland, Oregon 97225

Signed,
Jan Berger — 97225
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jean Josephson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Jean Josephson
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:57:50 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my grandchildren to live healthy lives on planet Earth.

Signed,
Jean Josephson — 97201
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jereme Axelrod
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Jereme Axelrod
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:47:29 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:

Signed,
Jereme Axelrod — 97210
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

jere grimm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from jere grimm
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:51:44 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We humans are the first species in 13 billion years who are able to decide whether to go
extinct or not. It's our choice. For the sake of my grandchildren and everyone else's, this is the
moment to act. Future generations will thank you.

Signed,
jere grimm — 97210
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jessi Eaton-Shields
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Jessi Eaton-Shields
Saturday, September 18, 2021 12:50:36 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We are running out of water in Southern Oregon. The heat waves and the smoke are becoming
too burdensome and the Alameda Fire devastated our community.

Signed,
Jessi Eaton-Shields — 97520
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jesus Moreno
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Jesus Moreno
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:37:49 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
the next generation that will have to deal with the repercussions of our actions, past and
present. I feel that it is already a little late to prevent all of the repercussions of climate change
but it is never too late to do the right thing.

Signed,
Jesus Moreno — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jo Barney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Jo Barney
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:28:07 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
am so glad that this group has taken a stand and has created a plan to work on climatge
change: I support their efforts l00 % and wish I could join the ir efforts in a physical way, but I
will senf this messsage to friends and a check to support in the ways that I can. I thinking of
my grand and great grandchidren as I write this and Ithank everyone envolved

Signed,
Jo Barney — 97222
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Joan Foley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Joan Foley
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:29:14 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We need to protect the beauty of Oregon, stop wildfires and keep our planet safe.

Signed,
Joan Foley — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Kirkland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from John Kirkland
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:35:32 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Climate change is happening and we may be approaching a tipping point. Let's get behind this
effort to make a difference!

Signed,
John Kirkland — 97219
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Joshua Dunham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Joshua Dunham
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:52:20 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want the world to be better for my daughter, and not worse.

Signed,
Joshua Dunham — 97222
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Joy Lawrence
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Joy Lawrence
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:50:58 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I care about our clean rivers for spawning fish and wildlife!!

Signed,
Joy Lawrence — 97035
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Joy Engleman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Joy Engleman
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:18:44 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I like clean air and water.

Signed,
Joy Engleman — 97211
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Joy Haack
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Joy Haack
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:37 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
our kids and grandkids are taking this seriously, and we do, too; it’s not too late for us to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and adopt the CPP. Now.

Signed,
Joy Haack — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Joy Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Joy Wilson
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:28:27 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
My generation, and those before mine, have left a mess for today's children. We can't sit idly.
We can't wait until we figure it all out with a silver bullet solution. We must act. Now.
Inaction is not an option. The climate crisis is real and our hand in it is obvious. We cannot
ease up our environmental goals and timelines to appease industries with big dollar
megaphones. Oregonians are willing and committed to make necessary changes to keep our
state and our planet alive and well. As a white woman, I recognize the inequities that exist in
our state and am eager to see an intentional, meaningful focus and commitment to the reduce
greenhouse gas effects on Black and Indigenous communities and all People of Color here in
Oregon. The Climate Protection Program needs to move forward NOW... and once it has
begun, we must continue to make it better and expand the goals. Because we can do this AND
we can do even better!

Signed,

Page 1526 of 9889

Joy Wilson — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Judith Webber
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Judith Webber
Sunday, September 26, 2021 10:43:50 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
it is real and our children, grandchildren, and all future generations will be hugely impacted by
our actions now.

Signed,
Judith Webber — 97222
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Julie Sur
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Julie Sur
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:34:42 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Oregon is beautiful and made me want to get outside. The most beautiful state!

Signed,
Julie Sur — 97229
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kalah McCaffrey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Kalah McCaffrey
Friday, September 24, 2021 9:29:44 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
The longer we put off mitigating climate change, the more people suffer and the more
expensive it will become. Please act now.

Signed,
Kalah McCaffrey — 97203
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Karen Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Karen Smith
Monday, September 20, 2021 3:27:13 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
There is no earth 2. We need to stop climate change now to save our planet for our children
and all of our futures!

Signed,
Karen Smith — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Katherine Lowry Woods
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Katherine Lowry Woods
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:13:55 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my children to have a future.

Signed,
Katherine Lowry Woods — 97217
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kathleen Jaffe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Kathleen Jaffe
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:16:43 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It's our most pressing issue.

Signed,
Kathleen Jaffe — 97701
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Keith Nasman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Keith Nasman
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:51:06 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Thank you for all your efforts to act on climate change. We are beyond the time of voluntary
reductions. It is clear that the public and moreso industry just aren't doing enough. Let's make
Oregon a leader on this and preserve our beautiful state.

Signed,
Keith Nasman — 97128
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kelly Burns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Kelly Burns
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:56:47 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I care about leaving the world a better place for my children and grandchildren.

Signed,
Kelly Burns — 97223
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kiley Ariail
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Kiley Ariail
Friday, October 1, 2021 8:15:04 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Too many people around the world -including Oregonians- are already suffering the effects of
climate change.

Signed,
Kiley Ariail — 97219
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kimvi To
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Kimvi To
Monday, September 13, 2021 2:31:28 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my kids and future generations to have access to clean air and water and enjoy the
beauty of Pacific Northwest, which requires that we do all that we can to combat climate
change to protect and preserve wildlife habitats and the environment.

Signed,
Kimvi To — 97035
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kimberly Ota
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Kimberly Ota
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:25:17 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We all live on this planet.

Signed,
Kimberly Ota — 97239
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kristine Abraldes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Kristine Abraldes
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:39:10 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I have two young children and I want them to grow up in a world that is safe, equitable, and
still has flourishing ecological systems.

Signed,
Kristine Abraldes — 97215
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Krista Bangsund
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Krista Bangsund
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:08:09 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the CPP.
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current GGE effects on BIPOC and low-income Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the CCI.
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on BIPOC and lowincome communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee "overrepresents" the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I'm especially worried about low-income and BIPOC kids in Oregon who are bearing the
brunt of climate change. It's affecting them now — terrible air, wildfires, excessive heat (often
without AC) ... — and it's going to continue to chase them over the course of their lives. We
have the opportunity to do something big, and we need to do it. Please adopt the current rules,
adding a project to baseline current greenhouse gas effects on BIPOC and low-income
Oregonians, and then please immediately kick off work to expand the rules to cover more
entities and make the rulemaking process and CCI more centered on BIPOC and low-income
citizens. Thank you for your work on this incredibly important challenge!

Signed,
Krista Bangsund — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kristin Harman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Kristin Harman
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:38 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Climate change matters to me because I want to be able to scuba dive one day and see thriving
coral reefs. I want to know that people are safe in their current homes so that a mass migration
of people doesn't happen from a preventable problem-climate change. I want regulators to take
a hard line with industry and not succumb to their lobbing pressures. Please stand up for me
and the community I live in and the greater human community around the globe.

Signed,
Kristin Harman — 97216
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Laura Matthiessen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Laura Matthiessen
Friday, September 24, 2021 7:09:57 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want to be able to breathe without my emergency asthma inhaler, something that I
increasingly can't do. I want to be able to eat without worrying and paying for the damage the
latest drought has put on farmers. I want this generation and future generations to have a
planet that's not plagued with fires and floods and other ravages of climate change. I want the
DEQ to adopt its rules ASAP and then expand them to make this horror of climate change
stop. While doing this, be strong and hold the line. DEQ must focus on equity all the while it
holds the line, expands its rules and adopts them as soon as possible.

Signed,
Laura Matthiessen — 97217
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Laurie Volm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Laurie Volm
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:19:44 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It affects everything we are and do and future generations to come

Signed,
Laurie Volm — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Laura Loertscher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Laura Loertscher
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:56:00 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I am a physician in Portland and see the consequences of climate change and environmental
inequity on my patients every day. Our communities pay a huge downstream cost for the lack
of investment and accountability for keeping our environment clean and safe.

Signed,
Laura Loertscher — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lois Waldron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Lois Waldron
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:24:39 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
it has become a threat to the global environment and the livability of our earth.

Signed,
Lois Waldron — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lucy Greenfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Lucy Greenfield
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:44:55 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the CPP.
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current GGE effects on BIPOC and low-income Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the CCI.
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on BIPOC and lowincome communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee "overrepresents" the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Oregon has an opportunity to be a leader on climate issues, let’s do it!

Signed,
Lucy Greenfield — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lynne Bangsund
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Lynne Bangsund
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:42:41 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I am very concerned about the environment- the DEQ must act now to move forward on the
rule changes. Our grandchildren are 14 and 16 and the future of our environment is at stake.
Enough of smoke and Fires !!!

Signed,
Lynne Bangsund — 97707
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lynn Kirwan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Lynn Kirwan
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:44:00 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Oregon has been my home since 1947. It is one of the most beautiful states in the US. We are
a progressive state and the Climate Protection Program can help to maintain it's beauty for
generations to come.

Signed,
Lynn Kirwan — 97219
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Maile Souza Bruno
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Maile Souza Bruno
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:47:51 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want to do something that will help preserve our beautiful Pacific Northwest and world, and
the future of our planet for the generations to come.

Signed,
Maile Souza Bruno — 97211
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mark Lawton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Mark Lawton
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:56:09 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Dear Legislator, Please pass the Climate Protection Program. If we can't take the lead in
Oregon, nobody can! -Thank You

Signed,
Mark Lawton — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Margaret Hill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Margaret Hill
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 12:49:52 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
it impacts human health, infrastructure, and transportation systems, as well as energy, food,
and water supplies.

Signed,
Margaret Hill — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Margaret Craig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Margaret Craig
Monday, September 20, 2021 9:30:55 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I would like to live to see old age.

Signed,
Margaret Craig — 97005
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Marc Poris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Marc Poris
Sunday, September 19, 2021 2:29:02 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We really don't have any time to waste on this.

Signed,
Marc Poris — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Marci Brinks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Marci Brinks
Sunday, September 19, 2021 10:35:05 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
My daughter and her generation are scared about their future. What kind of life is that. To be
afraid for your future.

Signed,
Marci Brinks — 97404
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Marisa Torres
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Marisa Torres
Sunday, September 19, 2021 7:23:40 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want a healthy earth for my children and their generation

Signed,
Marisa Torres — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Marilyn Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Marilyn Smith
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:59 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my world to be liveable.

Signed,
Marilyn Smith — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Martin Walsh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Martin Walsh
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 8:03:49 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I have two children. They may have children someday. What we do today is either ignore the
issue, 'kick the can down the road,' or positively do something constructive with those future
families in mind. Let's do the latter, ok? Also, this time last year we experienced the worst air
quality / fire season ever in my 30+ years in the PNW. I don't want us to just keep lurching in
that direction, letting things just get worse and worse.

Signed,
Martin Walsh — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Matthew Olive
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Matthew Olive
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:55:00 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
If we don’t change now, we will lose the most beautiful parts of Oregon and the world.

Signed,
Matthew Olive — 97401
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Megan Roller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Megan Roller
Sunday, September 26, 2021 8:41:26 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I have children and while they will never experience the same climate I had when growing up
I want them to be able to survive in the current climate and keep it from getting worse. I don't
want them to put off their dreams because of this factor in their lives (there is too many other
factors to want to keep from having kids, not wanting my potential grandchildren to live in a
quickly dying planet with potential food, water, and land shortages as well as the may other
inequities they will suffer in their lifetime). I also don't want to grow old in a climate that is
quickly dying, living through Salem's 117 was already horrible as it is, the weather is swinging
too drastically already. Something must be done to prevent it from getting worse and maybe
even heal it.

Signed,
Megan Roller — 97304
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Megan Horst
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Megan Horst
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:46:38 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
For a billion reasons. One is because 117 degrees heat killed people in Portland this year.

Signed,
Megan Horst — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Melvene Elise Meyers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Melvene Elise Meyers
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:49:39 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I am an Oregonian, Proud of my state and its forward looking programs to protect our forests
and wildlife. Now we need to protect our air as well. I do believe that we can make a
difference and that time is growing short.

Signed,
Melvene Elise Meyers — 97222
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Melina Barker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Melina Barker
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:46:40 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We can’t wait any longer to take this important step. Please, for our children, hold the line and
make this change.

Signed,
Melina Barker — 97520
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Meri Taylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Meri Taylor
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:46 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We are so fortunate to live in a magnificent region with so many opportunities for time in
nature. Climate change is making a huge impact on our livability.

Signed,
Meri Taylor — 97229
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Michael Heumann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Michael Heumann
Friday, October 15, 2021 11:40:05 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want a livable and sustainable future for my children and future generations. With your
leadership, DEQ & EQC, we can make this happen. But we need to act NOW and be sure we
are holding all emitters accountable -- including gas plants that transport out of state. Please
create a plan to measure the effects and track the progressof the CPP and CCI projects on
communities of color and on low-income communities.

Signed,
Michael Heumann — 97218
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Miranda Weigler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Miranda Weigler
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:51:11 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my children, and theirs, to experience the wonder of the Pacific NW in the same way I
got to enjoy it.

Signed,
Miranda Weigler — 97211
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Morgan Walker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Morgan Walker
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:48:31 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We evolved on this planet. It is, for human beings, literally a paradise, as it is for all living
things here. To turn it into a living hell, voluntarily, is simply madness. Craving for temporary
convenience and the love of money- sloth and greed, are not virtues, Difficult times call for
courage and character. It's time we embraced those virtues. We owe a debt of responsibility to
those who come after, a responsibility to do the right thing. Doing the right thing isn't always
easy, but it's always right.

Signed,
Morgan Walker — 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nathaniel Holder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Nathaniel Holder
Sunday, September 26, 2021 10:28:35 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Only one world to save. It's not too late.

Signed,
Nathaniel Holder — 97220
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nels Gabbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Nels Gabbert
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:43 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We are running out of time to change our behavior.

Signed,
Nels Gabbert — 97846
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nicole Zeman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Nicole Zeman
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:45 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want to keep living here without poor air quality and fires!

Signed,
Nicole Zeman — 97213
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nick Sauvie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Nick Sauvie
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 3:57:57 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
This is the most important issue facing Oregon, the US, and the planet. Nothing else matters
unless we are able to slow climate disruption. Please take action now to adopt the Climate
Protection Plan. After it is adopted, continue to strengthen the plan, particularly by focusing
investments that benefit people of color and low-income Oregonians.

Signed,
Nick Sauvie — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nina Scott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Nina Scott
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:55:34 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want us and the earth to survive!

Signed,
Nina Scott — 97211
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Pamela Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Pamela Turner
Friday, September 24, 2021 9:07:01 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want to reduce greenhouse gases NOW so my granddaughter can live a long and healthy life.
We cannot keep “kicking the can down the road”. Oregon can be a leader in combatting
climate change.

Signed,
Pamela Turner — 97201
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Pat Himes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Pat Himes
Monday, September 13, 2021 3:16:23 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want to assure that all Oregonians have a clean, safe and climate resilient environment for
generations to come.

Signed,
Pat Himes — 97134
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Patricia Mizutani
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Patricia Mizutani
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:25:50 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Close to a dozen people died in my own city of Portland during late June's heat dome. While
the ambient temperature in the Lents neighborhood was 124 degrees, the asphalt registered
180 degrees! This type of event should be a millennial event but we are heading into
unchartered territory where this could happen as frequently as every five years. Our approach
to climate change needs to be aggressive and immediate. This is when DEQ and EQC can
make a difference by adopting the Climate Protection Program and develop policies which
alleviate climate change effects on the vulnerable in our city and state.

Signed,
Patricia Mizutani — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Paul Ferris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Paul Ferris
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:27:06 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
They will be evident and change our environment, our world. We have to pay attention and
ACT now. I'm ready and I'm in for tge changes necessary to address climate change. There
should be more tests with results. Please stay out of the big pockets of the big petrochemical
Corp. Stand up for the consumers. Thanks. Paul Ferris, Oceanside resident who gets his water
from Short Creek in Oceansude9

Signed,
Paul Ferris — 97134
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Paul Schmidt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Paul Schmidt
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:41:08 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I moved to Oregon in 1976 because I loved the state’s natural beauty and commitment to
preserve it. Forty years later I am as enthused and energized. We must be proactive, on the
front foot and ahead of the curve. Let’s do all we can do to curb emissions today snd move
resolutely forward to increase these measures and more

Signed,
Paul Schmidt — 97239
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Penny Robertson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Penny Robertson
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:03:31 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
My children already have a heavy burden to fix the mess created by generations before them.
We need to stop making it even worse.

Signed,
Penny Robertson — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Perry Swanson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Perry Swanson
Monday, September 27, 2021 4:26:10 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It will negatively impact everyone, including future generations, and ultimately make this
planet uninhabitable.

Signed,
Perry Swanson — 97229
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rachel Stohl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Rachel Stohl
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:38:21 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We need to raise our kids into a world that will still be here. The changes to keep our planet
livable will become so much more drastic the longer we hesitate, and they will have less of a
positive impact. Please end the delay.

Signed,
Rachel Stohl — 97206
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rebecca Mowe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Rebecca Mowe
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:33 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We wasted so much time listening to the corporate sector downplay the risks. No more delays.

Signed,
Rebecca Mowe — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Reside Jacob
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Reside Jacob
Monday, September 20, 2021 8:41:18 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my kids and their kids to enjoy a place to live that is beautiful and healthy. Please play
the long game.

Signed,
Reside Jacob — 97005
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Reyna Zack
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Reyna Zack
Monday, September 13, 2021 3:30:36 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Healthy climate for our legacy we will leave behind

Signed,
Reyna Zack — 90035
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rhondie Emry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Rhondie Emry
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:33:29 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
What will our world be like for our grandkids? My fear, not so good….I am from the
generatiion that saw President Kennedy assinateded, the very sad Viet Nam War, and now
catastrophic weather issues taking place. I watched the sky broil last September. Mother
Nature is letting us know, if we do not change our policies, all hell will break loose! Please act
responsibly and consider the world our grandkids inherit.

Signed,
Rhondie Emry — 97059
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Richard Josephson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Richard Josephson
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:48:08 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I'm doing my part. We installed home solar and drive an EV. This is critical for our children
and grandchildren (15, 10, 4 and 1 mo). Please do yours.

Signed,
Richard Josephson — 97201
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Richard Rosenhaft
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Richard Rosenhaft
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:51:56 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We're hikers. We're bikers. We bird and hunt for mushrooms. We do this through
organizations and with friends. Our kind of tourism means big money for Oregon. Don't place
the interests of large corporations over our desires for a climate protection program. We are
watching the DEQ and we vote.

Signed,
Richard Rosenhaft — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rob Nimmo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Rob Nimmo
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:31:18 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Our environment sets the stage for everything else in our lives For us individually and for our
communities. Time is not on our side. Let's move ahead NOW.

Signed,
Rob Nimmo — 97205
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ruth Pekelder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Ruth Pekelder
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:11:51 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I did not care enough when I was younger, and as a result I am chagrined to be handing my
children and grandchildren such a dire situation. I want to act now to forestall more dramatic
loss.

Signed,
Ruth Pekelder — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sara Jensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Sara Jensen
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:27:43 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We need to use water wisely as it is very important to stop wildfires from burning our forests
and homes and saving water so that if there are fires it is possible to fight them with that
resource. We need to use renewable energy sources to keep our air cleaner for for a healthy
human race. So we definitly need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions which means cars need
to have Get better mileage plus less exhaust pollution. We need to figure out how to save our
bird populations by allowing areas where migration occurs to have enough water ways for that
to happen safely. I want my children & grandchildren to be able to enjoy the wildlife and flora
in the out doors as I have been able to do without the climate change causing catastrophic
flooding, hurricanes, tornados etc., because that is surely what is changing our weather
patterns!

Signed,
Sara Jensen — 97627
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Scott Burns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Scott Burns
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:21:22 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I have been studying climate change for 50 years. I am a geologist and my third publication in
the 1970's was about the subject. I have been teaching about it for over 50 years. I am a 6th
generation Oregonian. We need to do something now. DEQ - adopt the rules you have made to
regulate industry regulations. Then, expand them with a focus on equity. Adopt the CPP now.

Signed,
Scott Burns — 97061
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Shelley Voboril
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Shelley Voboril
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:44 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I believe our very lives are at stake. We need to be brave enough to act aggressively and
immediately.

Signed,
Shelley Voboril — 97035
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sid Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Sid Smith
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:53:06 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Pretending something isn’t happening today because it’s inconvenient or hard is not going to
save our state or planet. We must act NOW! The evidence of climate change is burning hot
and heavy throughout the state. Please human-up and do something.

Signed,
Sid Smith — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

stephanie booth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from stephanie booth
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:08:16 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
We are lucky to live here. Future generations deserve the same.

Signed,
stephanie booth — 97213
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Stuart Baxter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Stuart Baxter
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 2:18:11 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Please move forward on this!!!

Signed,
Stuart Baxter — 97201
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sue West
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Sue West
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:56:55 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Our planet is suffering, asthmatic folks like me suffer from Oregon's refusal to limit diesel
fumes, our children and grandchildren are inheriting a planet we have refused to respect. Too
bad we can't get a cap and trade bill through!

Signed,
Sue West — 97201
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sue Dodge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Sue Dodge
Saturday, October 9, 2021 9:51:58 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It is very essential we do steps now

Signed,
Sue Dodge — 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Susan Washtok
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Susan Washtok
Sunday, September 19, 2021 4:59:42 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
The wellness of the earth is important for everyone, but especially the generations to come!

Signed,
Susan Washtok — 97045
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Susan Carter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Susan Carter
Friday, September 17, 2021 12:54:58 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It effects the future life of my children and grandchildren. We are running out of time. You
and our state need to step up to the plate

Signed,
Susan Carter — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Susan Hoover
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Susan Hoover
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:08:45 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
In September of 2020 Portland had the worst air quality in the world for much of a week that
was the result of wild fires. These fires resulted in the loss of homes and property and also the
loss of wildlife habitat. There was also an impact on our watershed, and the possibility of
increased erosion, and increased flooding. This past summer we had two extreme heat events
which caused human death, loss of crops, and exacerbation of the pre-existing drought. In
February an ice storm impacted many with long power outages. We must act to prevent the
continuing climate change that contributes to these harmful weather events

Signed,
Susan Hoover — 97202
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Susan Johnsto
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Susan Johnsto
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:32:18 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
we are on a path to self destruction, and I want all of us to take action, to protect our world for
my children, grandchildren, and all future generations. We are running out of time, and need
to take action now, and not loosen regulations!

Signed,
Susan Johnsto — 97227
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Susan Eichman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Susan Eichman
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:06:05 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Climate change may not be reversible, but it is imperative that we all do our part to curb as
much damage to our atmosphere as possible. With these new rules, we can make an impact.
Please implement them as soon as possible.

Signed,
Susan Eichman — 97060
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Taj Hanson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Taj Hanson
Sunday, September 26, 2021 8:57:24 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members, We need the Climate Protection Program
and appropriate policy that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions and support social equity:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP). Keep permit allowance below 25%
of industry obligation. Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable - baseline current
greenhouse gas effects on Oregon’s communities of color and low-income Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate Investments
(CCI). Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel: Expand to all major emitters of
greenhouse gases — including gas plants that transport out of state. Create a plan to measure
the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of color and low-income
communities. Develop targets, and manage to them. Assure the next rule making committee
adequately represents the most impacted communities.

Signed,

Page 1601 of 9889

Taj Hanson — 97239
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tanja Olson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Tanja Olson
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:01:29 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Climate change matters to me because we are the stewards of the planet for future generations.
I don't want to leave this problem for the next generation. I don't want this to happen on my
watch, knowing we could have done something about it. Without the changes proposed in the
Climate Protection Program, our planet will become inhabitable in a few generations. We
cannot let that happen. We've already seen extraordinary changes in a few decades. We do not
have more time to make this perfect. Adopt the CPP and begin revisions immediately.

Signed,
Tanja Olson — 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tony Jordan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Tony Jordan
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:35:25 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want my children to have a chance at a future with a stable climate.

Signed,
Tony Jordan — 97215
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Trang Nguyen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Trang Nguyen
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:54:29 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Impacts all life on earth. The effects will lead to famine and can ravage the economy for our
children.

Signed,
Trang Nguyen — 97220
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tracy Ross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Tracy Ross
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:44:18 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
I want a future for our children and grandchildren.

Signed,
Tracy Ross — 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tristan Irvin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Tristan Irvin
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:15:13 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
Our world and our future depends on it. We need to be thoughtful stewards of the land that we
live on. So much damage is occurring and it’s irreversible, we need to make major changes to
preserve what we have left.

Signed,
Tristan Irvin — 97224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ursula Garcia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Ursula Garcia
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:02:21 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
...it's literally the future of our planet and our children. There is nothing else we can do that
will make the slightest difference if climate change makes our planet unlivable. All our efforts
needs to start with combating global warming.

Signed,
Ursula Garcia — 97229
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Vicki Bruno
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Vicki Bruno
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:18:17 AM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
It supports life all over the world! please do the right thing for all living things!

Signed,
Vicki Bruno — 97211
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Wendy Usher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
wecareaboutoregon@gmail.com
DEQ Climate Protection Program Comment from Wendy Usher
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:40:18 PM
ATT00001.htm

Dear Oregon DEQ and EQC Committee Members,
We need the Climate Protection Program. Now.
Don’t soften the rules that will reduce greenhouse gas emissions:
Keep offsets out of the Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Keep permit allowance below 25% of industry obligation.
Sharpen the focus on equity, and make it measurable:
Baseline current greenhouse gas effects on Oregon's communities of color and lowincome Oregonians.
Amend to assure marginalized community members staff the Community Climate
Investments (CCI).
Adopt the CPP today AND begin revisions in parallel:
Expand to all major emitters of greenhouse gases, including gas plants that transport out
of state.
Create a plan to measure the effects of the CPP and CCI projects on communities of
color and low-income communities. Develop targets, and manage to them.
Assure the next rulemaking committee adquately represents the most impacted
communities.

Climate change matters to me because:
every single step is helpful. Your efforts to enhance the rules are going to make significant
changes and will cause positive ripple effects as more people are educated through the DEQ
process. Thank you also for the focus on equity and please help assure that marginalized
community members staff the CCI. Through this representation, more positive change will
occur.

Signed,
Wendy Usher — 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

veronica poklemba
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program currently under consideration
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:59:02 AM

Hello members of the Environmental Quality Commission:
I took a look at your backgrounds as I considered what I wanted to say in this e-mail and I am really glad to see that
you all have significant backgrounds in both research and taking action to protect the environment, as well as the
people who depend on clean air and water for survival.
I sm extremely disappointed by the current plan presented by DEQ as I do not see any possibility for any real
change in the amount of emissions/toxins in our environment as a result of this plan. I will offer some specifics:
1. Allowing fuel suppliers to do community climate investment rather than reduce seems like it could allow these
large companies to just continue with their current practices. It appears fuel suppliers can basically buy their way
out of reducing. It also seems there is no specificity to ensure that actions taken under this approach would benefit
the communities that have been most negatively impacted, and continue to be most impacted, by polluting
industries.
2. Stationary Sources - direct regulation: The quantity of exemptions in this area renders the program meaningless.
Excluding 43 stationary sources such as compressor stations as well as pipelines, fracked gas power plants, electric
plants (I believe just 12 are included) just does not make any sense. Also identifying no real goals, and allowing
entities to identify their own goals also is likely to result in no real change in how things are done. Businesses have
no desire to make changes in something that works from their perspective.
3. The plan does not include the monitoring of emissions outside of the immediate area of a facility. I have had
experience looking at the effects of trash incineration facilities in Baltimore, MD. There are currently 2 trash
incinerators in the same neighborhood in Baltimore - a neighborhood that has traditionally comprised primarily
lower income persons and persons of color. The asthma rate for children in Baltimore is among the highest in the
country and is related to the locating of facilities like this in that city. The current DEQ plan is choosing to ignore
monitoring what is happening to the air quality in communities surrounding stationary facilities, to the detriment of
all of us.
The DEQ plan projects what they claim will be achieved with their presented plan. All of the above flaws (and I
only selected a few really obvious shortcomings), from my perspective, renders it impossible to assume that any
significant progress will be made as a result of this plan.
When Governor Brown put out the Executive Order regarding protecting our climate, I was excited that finally a
strong plan would be put in place to make some real change happen that could impact the climate disruption we are
currently experiencing. I do not think the plan presented by the DEQ at this time even begins to address our current
issues. I urge you to send a strong message to the DEQ and insist that they take a serious approach to our current
climate crisis and develop a plan that requires change from business as usual and includes the monitoring necessary
to ensure badly needed changes to current practice.
Thank you for your serious attention to this important issue.
Veronica Poklemba
Portland, OR. 97206
Addendum: Some other flaws in the current DEQ approach
       
        Toxins are not adequately monitored. EPA standards are used which are less restrictive than the EU. In the
current climate crisis we need more stringent standards
        The plan will only monitor 6 toxins on a 24 hour basis. Not good enough!  
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Dober
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 18, 2021 12:40:19 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I work in the forest sector and am concerned about the rushed process DEQ has gone through to develop the Climate
Protection Program and incomplete economic analysis. The proposed rule is 155 pages; the "modeling assumptions,
data sources, and methods" document is 69 pages and the "modeling study on program options" presentation is 69
pages. This is a lot of information for individuals to wade through and try to understand. Because this program will
significantly change how Oregon does business, will result in Oregon becoming more isolated from its trade
partners and significantly disrupt the flow of goods and services into and out of Oregon, getting this program right
the first time is paramount.
Regrettably, DEQ has missed the mark.
DEQ has chosen the costliest path for Oregonians and failed to adequately set up its modeling to provide
comprehensive economic effects.
According to a draft independent economic analysis, the program does not only result is more sever negative effects
for Oregonians compared to ICF's incomplete model, but lasting negative effects.
The contractors found these effects disproportionality hit communities outside of the Portland-Metro area and will
reduce the state's reliability and security of electricity, gasoline and diesel supplies as well as other common goods
and services found at grocery stores and around our communities.
It is clear that DEQ has not developed a program that is grounded in equity, nor have they sincerely sought out the
real impacts of the program to Oregon and Oregonians.
I request that DEQ grant more time to allow folks like myself to understand this complex program and the effects it
will have on my life. I also request that a comprehensive economic analysis be completed that specifically looks at
small business effects.
According to ORS 183.540, "If the statement of cost of compliance effect on small businesses required by ORS
183.335 (Notice) (2)(b)(E) shows that a rule has a significant adverse effect upon small business, to the extent
consistent with the public health and safety purpose of the rule, the agency shall reduce the economic impact of the
rule on small business by:
(1) Establishing differing compliance or reporting requirements or time tables for small business;
(2) Clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for small
business;
(3) Utilizing objective criteria for standards;
(4) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule; or
(5) Otherwise establishing less intrusive or less costly alternatives applicable to small business. [1981 c.755 §4;
2003 c.749 §7; 2005 c.807 §6]"
According to the draft analysis mentioned above, there is a significant adverse effect upon small business in the
forest sector. To that end, DEQ must reduce the effect.
Sincerely,
Tom Dober
53470 NW Sesame Ln
Forest Grove, OR 97116
brpinc@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 11:20:11 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I work in the forest sector and am concerned about the rushed process DEQ has gone through to develop the Climate
Protection Program and incomplete economic analysis. The proposed rule is 155 pages; the "modeling assumptions,
data sources, and methods" document is 69 pages and the "modeling study on program options" presentation is 69
pages. This is a lot of information for individuals to wade through and try to understand. Because this program will
significantly change how Oregon does business, will result in Oregon becoming more isolated from its trade
partners and significantly disrupt the flow of goods and services into and out of Oregon, getting this program right
the first time is paramount.
Regrettably, DEQ has missed the mark.
DEQ has chosen the costliest path for Oregonians and failed to adequately set up its modeling to provide
comprehensive economic effects.
According to a draft independent economic analysis, the program does not only result is more sever negative effects
for Oregonians compared to ICF's incomplete model, but lasting negative effects.
The contractors found these effects disproportionality hit communities outside of the Portland-Metro area and will
reduce the state's reliability and security of electricity, gasoline and diesel supplies as well as other common goods
and services found at grocery stores and around our communities.
It is clear that DEQ has not developed a program that is grounded in equity, nor have they sincerely sought out the
real impacts of the program to Oregon and Oregonians.
I request that DEQ grant more time to allow folks like myself to understand this complex program and the effects it
will have on my life. I also request that a comprehensive economic analysis be completed that specifically looks at
small business effects.
According to ORS 183.540, "If the statement of cost of compliance effect on small businesses required by ORS
183.335 (Notice) (2)(b)(E) shows that a rule has a significant adverse effect upon small business, to the extent
consistent with the public health and safety purpose of the rule, the agency shall reduce the economic impact of the
rule on small business by:
(1) Establishing differing compliance or reporting requirements or time tables for small business;
(2) Clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for small
business;
(3) Utilizing objective criteria for standards;
(4) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule; or
(5) Otherwise establishing less intrusive or less costly alternatives applicable to small business. [1981 c.755 §4;
2003 c.749 §7; 2005 c.807 §6]"
According to the draft analysis mentioned above, there is a significant adverse effect upon small business in the
forest sector. To that end, DEQ must reduce the effect.
Sincerely,
Greg Johnson
39832 McDowell Creek Dr
Lebanon, OR 97355
johnsongreg77@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Parkhurst
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:10:22 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I work in the forest sector and am concerned about the rushed process DEQ has gone through to develop the Climate
Protection Program and incomplete economic analysis. The proposed rule is 155 pages; the "modeling assumptions,
data sources, and methods" document is 69 pages and the "modeling study on program options" presentation is 69
pages. This is a lot of information for individuals to wade through and try to understand. Because this program will
significantly change how Oregon does business, will result in Oregon becoming more isolated from its trade
partners and significantly disrupt the flow of goods and services into and out of Oregon, getting this program right
the first time is paramount.
Regrettably, DEQ has missed the mark.
DEQ has chosen the costliest path for Oregonians and failed to adequately set up its modeling to provide
comprehensive economic effects.
According to a draft independent economic analysis, the program does not only result is more sever negative effects
for Oregonians compared to ICF's incomplete model, but lasting negative effects.
The contractors found these effects disproportionality hit communities outside of the Portland-Metro area and will
reduce the state's reliability and security of electricity, gasoline and diesel supplies as well as other common goods
and services found at grocery stores and around our communities.
It is clear that DEQ has not developed a program that is grounded in equity, nor have they sincerely sought out the
real impacts of the program to Oregon and Oregonians.
I request that DEQ grant more time to allow folks like myself to understand this complex program and the effects it
will have on my life. I also request that a comprehensive economic analysis be completed that specifically looks at
small business effects.
According to ORS 183.540, "If the statement of cost of compliance effect on small businesses required by ORS
183.335 (Notice) (2)(b)(E) shows that a rule has a significant adverse effect upon small business, to the extent
consistent with the public health and safety purpose of the rule, the agency shall reduce the economic impact of the
rule on small business by:
(1) Establishing differing compliance or reporting requirements or time tables for small business;
(2) Clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for small
business;
(3) Utilizing objective criteria for standards;
(4) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule; or
(5) Otherwise establishing less intrusive or less costly alternatives applicable to small business. [1981 c.755 §4;
2003 c.749 §7; 2005 c.807 §6]"
According to the draft analysis mentioned above, there is a significant adverse effect upon small business in the
forest sector. To that end, DEQ must reduce the effect.
Sincerely,
Anne Parkhurst
18195 N Bank Rd
Roseburg, OR 97470
parkhurst.excavation@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephany Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:10:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I work in the forest sector and am concerned about the rushed process DEQ has gone through to develop the Climate
Protection Program and incomplete economic analysis. The proposed rule is 155 pages; the "modeling assumptions,
data sources, and methods" document is 69 pages and the "modeling study on program options" presentation is 69
pages. This is a lot of information for individuals to wade through and try to understand. Because this program will
significantly change how Oregon does business, will result in Oregon becoming more isolated from its trade
partners and significantly disrupt the flow of goods and services into and out of Oregon, getting this program right
the first time is paramount.
Regrettably, DEQ has missed the mark.
DEQ has chosen the costliest path for Oregonians and failed to adequately set up its modeling to provide
comprehensive economic effects.
According to a draft independent economic analysis, the program does not only result is more sever negative effects
for Oregonians compared to ICF's incomplete model, but lasting negative effects.
The contractors found these effects disproportionality hit communities outside of the Portland-Metro area and will
reduce the state's reliability and security of electricity, gasoline and diesel supplies as well as other common goods
and services found at grocery stores and around our communities.
It is clear that DEQ has not developed a program that is grounded in equity, nor have they sincerely sought out the
real impacts of the program to Oregon and Oregonians.
I request that DEQ grant more time to allow folks like myself to understand this complex program and the effects it
will have on my life. I also request that a comprehensive economic analysis be completed that specifically looks at
small business effects.
According to ORS 183.540, "If the statement of cost of compliance effect on small businesses required by ORS
183.335 (Notice) (2)(b)(E) shows that a rule has a significant adverse effect upon small business, to the extent
consistent with the public health and safety purpose of the rule, the agency shall reduce the economic impact of the
rule on small business by:
(1) Establishing differing compliance or reporting requirements or time tables for small business;
(2) Clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for small
business;
(3) Utilizing objective criteria for standards;
(4) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule; or
(5) Otherwise establishing less intrusive or less costly alternatives applicable to small business. [1981 c.755 §4;
2003 c.749 §7; 2005 c.807 §6]"
According to the draft analysis mentioned above, there is a significant adverse effect upon small business in the
forest sector. To that end, DEQ must reduce the effect.
Sincerely,
Stephany Johnson
39832 McDowell Creek Dr
Lebanon, OR 97355
stephany-johnson@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Klempel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:10:13 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I work in the forest sector and am concerned about the rushed process DEQ has gone through to develop the Climate
Protection Program and incomplete economic analysis. The proposed rule is 155 pages; the "modeling assumptions,
data sources, and methods" document is 69 pages and the "modeling study on program options" presentation is 69
pages. This is a lot of information for individuals to wade through and try to understand. Because this program will
significantly change how Oregon does business, will result in Oregon becoming more isolated from its trade
partners and significantly disrupt the flow of goods and services into and out of Oregon, getting this program right
the first time is paramount.
Regrettably, DEQ has missed the mark.
DEQ has chosen the costliest path for Oregonians and failed to adequately set up its modeling to provide
comprehensive economic effects.
According to a draft independent economic analysis, the program does not only result is more sever negative effects
for Oregonians compared to ICF's incomplete model, but lasting negative effects.
The contractors found these effects disproportionality hit communities outside of the Portland-Metro area and will
reduce the state's reliability and security of electricity, gasoline and diesel supplies as well as other common goods
and services found at grocery stores and around our communities.
It is clear that DEQ has not developed a program that is grounded in equity, nor have they sincerely sought out the
real impacts of the program to Oregon and Oregonians.
I request that DEQ grant more time to allow folks like myself to understand this complex program and the effects it
will have on my life. I also request that a comprehensive economic analysis be completed that specifically looks at
small business effects.
According to ORS 183.540, "If the statement of cost of compliance effect on small businesses required by ORS
183.335 (Notice) (2)(b)(E) shows that a rule has a significant adverse effect upon small business, to the extent
consistent with the public health and safety purpose of the rule, the agency shall reduce the economic impact of the
rule on small business by:
(1) Establishing differing compliance or reporting requirements or time tables for small business;
(2) Clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for small
business;
(3) Utilizing objective criteria for standards;
(4) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule; or
(5) Otherwise establishing less intrusive or less costly alternatives applicable to small business. [1981 c.755 §4;
2003 c.749 §7; 2005 c.807 §6]"
According to the draft analysis mentioned above, there is a significant adverse effect upon small business in the
forest sector. To that end, DEQ must reduce the effect.
Sincerely,
Kelly Klempel
93 Village Dr
Creswell, OR 97426
kgolfid@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jack LeRoy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:10:11 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I work in the forest sector and am concerned about the rushed process DEQ has gone through to develop the Climate
Protection Program and incomplete economic analysis. The proposed rule is 155 pages; the "modeling assumptions,
data sources, and methods" document is 69 pages and the "modeling study on program options" presentation is 69
pages. This is a lot of information for individuals to wade through and try to understand. Because this program will
significantly change how Oregon does business, will result in Oregon becoming more isolated from its trade
partners and significantly disrupt the flow of goods and services into and out of Oregon, getting this program right
the first time is paramount.
Regrettably, DEQ has missed the mark.
DEQ has chosen the costliest path for Oregonians and failed to adequately set up its modeling to provide
comprehensive economic effects.
According to a draft independent economic analysis, the program does not only result is more sever negative effects
for Oregonians compared to ICF's incomplete model, but lasting negative effects.
The contractors found these effects disproportionality hit communities outside of the Portland-Metro area and will
reduce the state's reliability and security of electricity, gasoline and diesel supplies as well as other common goods
and services found at grocery stores and around our communities.
It is clear that DEQ has not developed a program that is grounded in equity, nor have they sincerely sought out the
real impacts of the program to Oregon and Oregonians.
I request that DEQ grant more time to allow folks like myself to understand this complex program and the effects it
will have on my life. I also request that a comprehensive economic analysis be completed that specifically looks at
small business effects.
According to ORS 183.540, "If the statement of cost of compliance effect on small businesses required by ORS
183.335 (Notice) (2)(b)(E) shows that a rule has a significant adverse effect upon small business, to the extent
consistent with the public health and safety purpose of the rule, the agency shall reduce the economic impact of the
rule on small business by:
(1) Establishing differing compliance or reporting requirements or time tables for small business;
(2) Clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for small
business;
(3) Utilizing objective criteria for standards;
(4) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule; or
(5) Otherwise establishing less intrusive or less costly alternatives applicable to small business. [1981 c.755 §4;
2003 c.749 §7; 2005 c.807 §6]"
According to the draft analysis mentioned above, there is a significant adverse effect upon small business in the
forest sector. To that end, DEQ must reduce the effect.
Sincerely,
Jack LeRoy
4953 Glen Echo Way
Central Point, OR 97502
jackleroy1@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Ehrmantrout
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:10:08 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
This program will cripple all industries that use fuel. This is a disasterous policy and will result in bankrupt
companies!! Therefore, many jobs will be affected.
I work in the forest sector and am concerned about the rushed process DEQ has gone through to develop the Climate
Protection Program and incomplete economic analysis. The proposed rule is 155 pages; the "modeling assumptions,
data sources, and methods" document is 69 pages and the "modeling study on program options" presentation is 69
pages. This is a lot of information for individuals to wade through and try to understand. Because this program will
significantly change how Oregon does business, will result in Oregon becoming more isolated from its trade
partners and significantly disrupt the flow of goods and services into and out of Oregon, getting this program right
the first time is paramount.
Regrettably, DEQ has missed the mark.
DEQ has chosen the costliest path for Oregonians and failed to adequately set up its modeling to provide
comprehensive economic effects.
According to a draft independent economic analysis, the program does not only result is more sever negative effects
for Oregonians compared to ICF's incomplete model, but lasting negative effects.
The contractors found these effects disproportionality hit communities outside of the Portland-Metro area and will
reduce the state's reliability and security of electricity, gasoline and diesel supplies as well as other common goods
and services found at grocery stores and around our communities.
It is clear that DEQ has not developed a program that is grounded in equity, nor have they sincerely sought out the
real impacts of the program to Oregon and Oregonians.
I request that DEQ grant more time to allow folks like myself to understand this complex program and the effects it
will have on my life. I also request that a comprehensive economic analysis be completed that specifically looks at
small business effects.
According to ORS 183.540, "If the statement of cost of compliance effect on small businesses required by ORS
183.335 (Notice) (2)(b)(E) shows that a rule has a significant adverse effect upon small business, to the extent
consistent with the public health and safety purpose of the rule, the agency shall reduce the economic impact of the
rule on small business by:
(1) Establishing differing compliance or reporting requirements or time tables for small business;
(2) Clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for small
business;
(3) Utilizing objective criteria for standards;
(4) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule; or
(5) Otherwise establishing less intrusive or less costly alternatives applicable to small business. [1981 c.755 §4;
2003 c.749 §7; 2005 c.807 §6]"
According to the draft analysis mentioned above, there is a significant adverse effect upon small business in the
forest sector. To that end, DEQ must reduce the effect.
Sincerely,
David Ehrmantrout
48461 E Meadow Way
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Oakridge, OR 97463
s.ehrmantrout@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Silbernagel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 11:00:34 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I work in the forest sector and am concerned about the rushed process DEQ has gone through to develop the Climate
Protection Program and incomplete economic analysis. The proposed rule is 155 pages; the "modeling assumptions,
data sources, and methods" document is 69 pages and the "modeling study on program options" presentation is 69
pages. This is a lot of information for individuals to wade through and try to understand. Because this program will
significantly change how Oregon does business, will result in Oregon becoming more isolated from its trade
partners and significantly disrupt the flow of goods and services into and out of Oregon, getting this program right
the first time is paramount.
Regrettably, DEQ has missed the mark.
DEQ has chosen the costliest path for Oregonians and failed to adequately set up its modeling to provide
comprehensive economic effects.
According to a draft independent economic analysis, the program does not only result is more sever negative effects
for Oregonians compared to ICF's incomplete model, but lasting negative effects.
The contractors found these effects disproportionality hit communities outside of the Portland-Metro area and will
reduce the state's reliability and security of electricity, gasoline and diesel supplies as well as other common goods
and services found at grocery stores and around our communities.
It is clear that DEQ has not developed a program that is grounded in equity, nor have they sincerely sought out the
real impacts of the program to Oregon and Oregonians.
I request that DEQ grant more time to allow folks like myself to understand this complex program and the effects it
will have on my life. I also request that a comprehensive economic analysis be completed that specifically looks at
small business effects.
According to ORS 183.540, "If the statement of cost of compliance effect on small businesses required by ORS
183.335 (Notice) (2)(b)(E) shows that a rule has a significant adverse effect upon small business, to the extent
consistent with the public health and safety purpose of the rule, the agency shall reduce the economic impact of the
rule on small business by:
(1) Establishing differing compliance or reporting requirements or time tables for small business;
(2) Clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for small
business;
(3) Utilizing objective criteria for standards;
(4) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule; or
(5) Otherwise establishing less intrusive or less costly alternatives applicable to small business. [1981 c.755 §4;
2003 c.749 §7; 2005 c.807 §6]"
According to the draft analysis mentioned above, there is a significant adverse effect upon small business in the
forest sector. To that end, DEQ must reduce the effect.
Sincerely,
Chris Silbernagel
PO BOX 951
LA GRANDE, OR 97850
chris@silbernagelinc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Kriege
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 18, 2021 12:40:19 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I work in the forest sector and am concerned about the rushed process DEQ has gone through to develop the Climate
Protection Program and incomplete economic analysis. The proposed rule is 155 pages; the "modeling assumptions,
data sources, and methods" document is 69 pages and the "modeling study on program options" presentation is 69
pages. This is a lot of information for individuals to wade through and try to understand. Because this program will
significantly change how Oregon does business, will result in Oregon becoming more isolated from its trade
partners and significantly disrupt the flow of goods and services into and out of Oregon, getting this program right
the first time is paramount.
Regrettably, DEQ has missed the mark.
DEQ has chosen the costliest path for Oregonians and failed to adequately set up its modeling to provide
comprehensive economic effects.
According to a draft independent economic analysis, the program does not only result is more sever negative effects
for Oregonians compared to ICF's incomplete model, but lasting negative effects.
The contractors found these effects disproportionality hit communities outside of the Portland-Metro area and will
reduce the state's reliability and security of electricity, gasoline and diesel supplies as well as other common goods
and services found at grocery stores and around our communities.
It is clear that DEQ has not developed a program that is grounded in equity, nor have they sincerely sought out the
real impacts of the program to Oregon and Oregonians.
I request that DEQ grant more time to allow folks like myself to understand this complex program and the effects it
will have on my life. I also request that a comprehensive economic analysis be completed that specifically looks at
small business effects.
According to ORS 183.540, "If the statement of cost of compliance effect on small businesses required by ORS
183.335 (Notice) (2)(b)(E) shows that a rule has a significant adverse effect upon small business, to the extent
consistent with the public health and safety purpose of the rule, the agency shall reduce the economic impact of the
rule on small business by:
(1) Establishing differing compliance or reporting requirements or time tables for small business;
(2) Clarifying, consolidating or simplifying the compliance and reporting requirements under the rule for small
business;
(3) Utilizing objective criteria for standards;
(4) Exempting small businesses from any or all requirements of the rule; or
(5) Otherwise establishing less intrusive or less costly alternatives applicable to small business. [1981 c.755 §4;
2003 c.749 §7; 2005 c.807 §6]"
According to the draft analysis mentioned above, there is a significant adverse effect upon small business in the
forest sector. To that end, DEQ must reduce the effect.
Sincerely,
Rick Kriege
4144 NW Stahancyk Ln
Prineville, OR 97754
rkriege@qwestoffice.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:13:32 PM

To whom it may concern at DEQ and EQC:
I am sending this email in response to the DEQ Climate Protection Plan.
I ask that Oregon DEQ and EQC hold accountable Oregon's six top polluters - all fracked gas
power plants.
I submit to you that the Oregon Climate Protection Program is no protection at all, in fact is
absolutely, positively pitiful greenwashing. How preposterous is it that the DEQ "Climate
Protection Program" would exempt the top polluters?
Please step up to the plate for the protection of life on planet earth, through taking steps to
mitigate the worst of climate chaos. Please include fracked gas power plants in the Climate
Protection Program regulations. Anything less is no protection at all.
Dena Turner
1122 SE 60th Avenue
Portland, OR 97215
503-953-3109
denaturn62@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 4, 2021 7:37:17 AM

To Whom it May Concern at DEQ and EQC:
I am writing to express concern and urge the Oregon DEQ and EQC to take the strictest steps
possible to regulate greenhouse gases in the State of Oregon.
I am aware that regulators are considering exempting the State's biggest polluters from
regulation, six large fracked gas power plants, and in addition may provide other loopholes to
large polluters.
If ever there was a time to regulate the largest polluters in the name of "Climate Protection,"
the time is now. There is no time left to act to preserve life on planet earth as we know it.
Fracked gas plants and all other polluters of climate damaging gases must be held to stringent
standards.
Do not fall prey to the will of fossil fuel corporations, who act only in self interest and for
profit. Instead, take a stand for humanity, climate, and species at risk of extinction due to
climate change.
Thank you,
Dena Turner
1122 SE 60th Ave, Portland, OR 97215
503-953-3109
-Dena
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LILA BRIGHTBILL
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Climate Rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:24:09 AM

Drought, sea rise, and extreme weather events experienced world wide are speaking to us. We
need to create the infrastructure and tax incentives to convert to electric vehicles immediately.
We need to recycle ALL plastics the way European nations do to generate electricity for our
cities and end the pollution of our seas and atmosphere. We need more wind and solar power.
If Oregon acts decisively, it can be a model for other states to follow. The US needs leadership
at more than the federal level. It needs support from states willing to innovate and lead.
Oregon should be first in stopping the advance of climate change.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Dix
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Comment-Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:33:18 AM

Thank you for extending the timeline for public comment on such an important and
time critical topic.
My name is Elizabeth Dix and I live in Beaverton Oregon 97005. I am requesting that
DEQ take under consideration the following on my behalf as an Oregonian and nature
lover:
#1: Follow the science: Please adopt stronger emissions reduction targets that will
put us on track to cut climate pollution in half by 2030, ideally sooner! Please make
sure that any "science" is actually validated and take caution for research funded by
Polluters.
#2: Hold industrial polluters accountable: It is imperative and in the best interest of
Oregonians to hold major industrial polluters accountable with mandatory emissions
reduction requirements as well as fines if not met. Possibly with fines to support
education in STEAM.
#3: Ensure equitable outcomes + environmental integrity: DEQ needs to provide
assurances that its proposed “community climate investments” will result in actual
meaningful, near-term pollution reductions and investments in communities
disproportionately impacted by climate change.
I hope to see meaningful language arise from this process and that Oregon can be a
leader in the country illustrating that we can have it all! A sustainable future where we
hold businesses and stewards of our land accountable.
Thank you for what you are doing and when discussing I hope you will keep in mind if
we are erring on a side, would we rather err on the side that sets us up for a positive
future or one that potentially puts us on an irreversible course towards imminent
destruction by our own hands.
Thank you!
Elizabeth
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alan Journet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
DEQ CPP Comments
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:58:05 PM
AJ Comments.docx

Please find attached.
Alan
----Alan Journet
7113 Griffin Lane
Jacksonville
OR 97530-9342
alanjournet@gmail.com
541-301-4107
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Joe Apodaca
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
DEQ Draft Climate Protection Plan, Rule Making Comment
Sunday, October 17, 2021 1:15:17 PM

Our climate warming is coming on fast and relentlessly and demands our full
action now. Oregon's Draft Climate Protection Program needs to require that
industrial polluters reduce their emissions on a faster, regularly checked
schedule. Industry needs to reduce emissions by 50% by 2030 and by 90% by
2050. Industry should not be allowed any stategies to dodge their
responsibility.
Sincerely, Linda M. Apodaca
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Parmenter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Emission Rules
Monday, October 4, 2021 2:08:37 PM

Friends,
I am watching the trees around my house and in my neighborhood die from lack of water. I just came back from five
days in eastern Oregon and the Malheur Wildlife Refuge which is drier and more desiccated than I have ever seen it.
Plants there are dead everywhere, affecting the birdlife and mammals who, of course, depend on water. What I’m
seeing is the collapse of our ecosystem. It is shocking to compare these times to even 10 years ago.
I am writing to strongly demand a very bold climate plan from DEQ as you implement Kate Brown‘s orders.
We need to cut 50% of carbon pollution from covered sources by 2030 and 100% by 2050. This is following the
science that is available to all of us. We must be doing this across the United States without excuses from anyone.
I want to see strict limitations on CCIs. I do not agree that any company should be able to buy its way out of
reducing carbon pollution. If it’s implemented, the CCI program should be reviewed every two years to ensure
compliance and to prioritize investments and communities most impacted by climate damage. But again - we need
to eliminate carbon pollution, period.
Large industrial polluters should not be exempted from the cap. These are exactly the sources that need to be
reducing their output. We are in a climate emergency and it is not the time to be giving breaks to these companies.
I want to see the very boldest climate action plan possible. The science is showing us that we do not have any more
time to waste with partial measures.
Thank you,
Beth Parmenter
2433 NW Quimby St, Unit 3
Portland OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tracy Farwell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; Kathleen George; WIGAL Jennifer * DEQ; DEQ GovDelivery; Colin McConnaha; Tobias Read;
SOS Oregon * SOS; WORTMAN David * DAS
DEQ Greenhouse Gas Program Comment Extension to 25 October 2021
Saturday, October 23, 2021 10:12:50 PM
DEQ Pollution Protection.pdf

Please find enclosed comment pdf.
This is posed as an open letter emphasizing the economic significance of the DEQ Climate Protection Program for
Oregon Sustainability Leadership.
Sincerely, Tracy Farwell, Better Energy LLC
Enclosure
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jamesg4170
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Greetings I am aware of a push to reduce greenhouse gas in Ore. Please let"s move with caution. Reaching
too far too fast will only hurt us all. Natural gas is clean,efficient and we love our gas heat and cooking. The
timber industry was damaged by...
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:39:29 PM

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S10, an AT&T 5G Evolution capable smartphone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Adams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ Oct 4 Hearing
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:18:29 AM

The Governor’s recent Executive order is overreaching and inadequately thought through.
You must consider the following in the on-going review of how to respond to climate change
issues:
· All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
· Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options
to meet their needs.
· Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.

Peter F. Adams
17800 NE Hillside Drive
Newberg, OR 97132
503 522 6272
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mark Fischer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ proposed rule unfair to Natural Gas users like Deschutes Brewery
Monday, October 4, 2021 7:56:57 AM
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We believe that the CCP and proposed rule by the DEQ will put an unfair
burden on businesses such as ours who are dependent on Natural Gas to
operate.
We are struggle out of a time where a quarter of our business disappeared we
are not in a position to hay higher priced for our main utility.
Our equipment cannot be converted to operate on electricity so we rely on
natural gas. We would prefer the government’s efforts be towards the
encouragement of cleaner natural gas and/or electricity.
Reducing access to or increasing costs for natural gas will also reduce consumer
choice, negatively impact businesses and result in higher prices and lost jobs.
We all support clean energy, but electrification is not the same as
decarbonization. When transitioning our electric grid to more wind and solar
instead of coal, we didn’t tear down the power lines, nor should we remove
natural gas infrastructure. With recent advancements in technology, renewable
natural gas and green hydrogen will be able to flow through these same
systems. But reducing access to affordable natural gas will stifle these
innovations and disincentivize utility investments in clean, decarbonized energy
solutions.
I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when developing its
rules. Making a key ingredient to our local businesses’ success more expensive
will only result in more closures of these vital businesses. Oregonians want to
keep their affordable and reliable natural gas as we work toward a clean energy
future.
Mark Fischer | DIRECTOR OF BREWERY OPERATIONS
Deschutes Brewery® | 901 Simpson Ave Bend OR | M 970-566-8176 |O 541-385-5606 X 143 |
He, Him
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Pitney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ RULEMAKING COMMENT
Monday, October 4, 2021 2:11:43 PM
DEQrules.docx

TO: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs

Dear Sister and Brother Oregonians:
Greetings from Bend, Oregon. I am writing on behalf of my local Emissions
Reduction
Team, pictured here. A couple years back, we gathered with our signs and strollers
on the steps of the State
Capitol. I’m a United Methodist minister and grandfather, so you see me in the
center of the
photo, wearing my clergy vestment, holding a sign of our grandson Jackson. We
were
there advocating for Clean Energy Jobs legislation then and, two years later, I am
still asking
you to keep up the good fight for climate justice for these and all others of our
newest generation
of 3-year-old citizens.
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For starters, I applaud your great courage to put in place program rules for the
Oregon Climate Protection
Program that, for the first time, will hold fossil gas companies accountable for
emission reductions and as well
as the oil companies that sell in Oregon. Also, the Community Climate Investments
option to allow large
polluters to pay for clean energy projects seems like a good option as long as those
same polluters are also
reducing their emissions in accordance with Oregon goals. These, appropriately
implemented, could be a great
asset to our children and their future, but much more must be done before I can
truthfully say that “Protection” for Climate is truly a reality in Oregon. Here are the
main asks for our three-year-olds:
1. Since the cap does most of the work here, we must have a cap in the rules that
will cut climate pollution
from covered sources 50% by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. This would follow
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the science.
2. Stationary source polluters cannot be exempt from the cap in the Climate
Protection Program. If there is
an exemption from the overall cap, then these polluters must follow some other
mandatory reduction program,
perhaps responsible to a third-party review every 2-3 years. Otherwise the fox is
guarding the henhouse and
the rules as currently written are an insult to the intelligence of even our three-yearold observers.
3. A clear percentage of Community Climate Investments (CCIs) must be
guaranteed to frontline communities
including low-income, rural, Tribal and BIPOC peoples and the price of a credit
should be adjusted periodically
to reflect the cost of investing in enough renewable energy to reduce one ton of
pollution.
4. Finally, CCIs can’t simply be offsets allowing major polluters to keep polluting
at the same rate over time.
We ask that rules limit the sales, number, and length of time polluters can use CCI
credits, and that the rules
ban trading or selling CCIs credits to other polluters.
In closing, let me say our grandson Jackson loves to play in the sand, and his
grandmother and I moved to Bend a year
ago so that, even in pandemic isolation, I can roll around in the sandbox with him
every day if I want to. This is as close as it gets to heaven on earth! But the way
we’re heading, there will be fewer days every year when it’s healthy enough for us
to enjoy sand, sun and the life the Creator makes for us to revel in. We also moved
here so that he could grow up seeing his grandparents advocate for his generation,
knowing that we are doing all we know how to make a difference, that maybe he
will grow up knowing how to participate in democracy too. Please do everything in
your power to put a conscience into the Climate Protection Program that invites
everyone do their God-given part to protect, defend and repair the Holy Earth and
her Climate. Our grandson Jackson will miss a bunch of the beauty we’ve lost in
God’s Earth, but, born into white privilege, he’ll find his way. His BIPOC sisters
and brothers are not so lucky. Please write
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rules for those who most need our compassion.
Sincerely,
Rev. John Pitney
Bend, Deschutes County, Oregon 97702
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hillary Kittleson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
DEQ Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen Draft Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:22:24 AM

I am writing as a grandmother of four young adults who are realizing how the environmental crisis
will impact their future. It is the most painful thing I have experienced to watch their near despair as
they see the decision-makers dither with their futures.
At this moment, Oregon has an unprecedented opportunity to make real progress toward reducing
climate pollution. The Department of Environmental Quality’s Climate Action Program can result in
substantial change or act as window dressing.
I strongly urge you to strengthen the current draft Climate Protection Program. Specifically, follow
the science and set a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from covered sources by 2030 and at
least 90% by 2050. The list of major sources of pollution that will be held to that standard should be
expanded to include major industrial emitters.
The science is clear, as is our lived experience of wildfires, extreme weather events, and the
consequences of melting tundra in the arctic. This is a moral moment for our state. Please respond
to the people’s voices, not the fewer, but often more powerful voices of those invested in the status
quo. The status quo is no longer possible if we wish to continue living on this planet.
Sincerely,
Hillary Kittleson
995 Elkay Drive
Eugene, OR 97404
541 543-4853
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jen Hamaker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ’s Cap and Reduce is NOT necessary!
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:50:22 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
The Oregon Legislature established GHG reduction goals in 2007 through HB 3543. The law called for reducing
GHGs to 10% below 1990 levels by 2020, and 75% below 1990 levels by 2050.
However, the statute does not say whether GHGs should be measured in the aggregate or on a per capita basis. This
is an important distinction given Oregon’s population growth since 2007.
The Oregon Global Warming Commission (OGWC), a group created by HB 3543, insists on measuring total GHG
emissions. Using this metric, Oregon produced 13% more total emissions in 2017 compared to 1990 levels, and thus
appears to be failing.
When measured on a per capita basis, Oregon GHG emissions in 2017 were actually 21% lower than 1990 levels.
We have more than doubled the 10% emissions reduction goal, three years ahead of the deadline.
In fact, Oregon has improved its energy efficiency so much that per capita energy use in 2016 was the lowest it’s
been since 1960, declining 37% since it peaked in 1972. Oregon has the lowest per capita energy use in the entire
Northwest.
Cap & Trade is not necessary in Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jen Hamaker
88080 Heather Dr
Springfield, OR 97478
jenhamaker1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paulette Wittwer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
DEQ"s Draft Rules on Climate
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:18:46 PM

        This last summer in Oregon was shockingly hot, affecting our agriculture, fisheries, forests and our health and
well-being. There’s no doubt that we’re in a climate crisis that needs to be address immediately. We must do our
part in the national and international response to this human-caused, impending catastrophe.
        In response to the DEQ’s draft rules, I would like to encourage this agency to make sure Oregon takes bold and
urgent climate action. We need to cut our climate pollution 50% by 2030. No later. Polluters need to reduce their
own carbon with only limited options for carbon offsets. Our state needs to hold all large polluters accountable in
that process.
        I’m a 5th generation Oregonian. My great great grandfather was active in bringing Oregon into the union as a
territory and as a state. I take pride in Oregon’s progressive leadership, especially in protecting our precious
environment. Now we’re faced with a great threat that requires a commensurate answer.
Thank you, Paulette Wittwer
                   Portland and Parkdale, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charyla Olsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Desertificación
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:02:33 AM

One way to affect climate change is to STOP desertification by using land wisely, no tilling and a multiplicity of
rotating crops for fodder for free- range animals. It is a proven help to the climate and Wendell Berry and others
have been saying this since the 70s.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Drew Fletcher (andrew.fletcher3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Do Not Gut the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, September 11, 2021 7:14:45 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I?ve been an Oregonian all my life, and have always took pleasure in sharing stories about the wonder that is our
state. But now the climate emergency is here. Every summer is the hottest on record, forests now burn longer and
with more intensity than ever before. And despite being 4, my child have already had to get familiar with 115 degree
weather and staying inside for weeks at a time due to thick smoke haze.
Please, enough! We voted to make clear we need real structural solutions to this catastrophic problem. I urge you
not to permit the most extreme emitters to continue on wrecking our state with business as usual. It?s immoral and
bad for the state. Help us make a change!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Drew Fletcher
1505 S Comus St
Portland, OR 97219
andrew.fletcher3@gmail.com
(503) 804-5599
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Hillock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
SINGH Nicole * DEQ
Document2
Sunday, October 24, 2021 3:27:27 PM
Document2.docx

Please include these comments.
Commissioner Hillock
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Wythe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t forget Carbon Sequestration in Oregon Climate Plan
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:53:13 AM

This is an email written by Julie Caldwell, Founder, Emerging Futures Network Member,
Southern Oregon Food Solutions & Southern Oregon Pachamama Alliance, but it expresses my
opinion perfectly, rather than using my far less elegant words I have chosen to send her
thoughts under my name. We simply must have both emission reduction and carbon
sequestration, if we are going to reduce our emissions to 0 by 2050. Please revise our Oregon
Climate Plan to include financial incentives for voluntary engagement of sequestration
practices in forests and farming.
Dear DEQ (Oregon Department of Environmental Quality),
According to the book “A Finer Future” by Hunter Lovins, scientists have determined that
sequestering enough carbon by 2030 buys us enough time to reduce our carbon emissions to net zero
by 2050.
We need both actions. Sequestering carbon and reducing our carbon emissions.
This comment politely demands that Oregon land holders (foresters, agriculturalists) have a
voluntary option to enter a carbon sequestration program on their lands and receive a financial
incentive to offset some of the startup costs.
The Oregon Global Warming Commission said in their “Natural and Working Lands Proposal”
issued in July of this year, “Carbon (dioxide) sequestered in natural and working lands reduced total
GHG emissions in the United States by 12 percent (EPA 2020). Researchers estimate that the
amount of carbon sequestered annually in natural and working lands could be more than doubled
by protecting and restoring natural habitats and modifying management practices in our forests,
farms and rangeland.”
I don’t understand why, in the final draft rules document released on August 5, 2021, Oregon DEQ
has not provided any option for Oregon land holders to receive financial incentives to enter a carbon
sequestration program that would significantly reduce net Oregon greenhouse gas emissions. I note
that the DEQ program already includes a Community Climate Investment fund that offers ‘offsets’
allowing emitters who can’t easily meet their emissions reduction requirements to buy ‘credits’ to
achieve compliance. Unfortunately, under this plan these funds can only be expended on projects
that promote emissions reduction (like improving home insulation, windows, heating/cooling
systems, etc.), not for sequestration.
Despite repeated requests to include it, it appears that carbon sequestration has been excluded, and I
urge you to change that promptly. My grandchildren (have four minors living in Oregon) and their
family members, including myself, need and want a voluntary carbon sequestration program in
Oregon.
Thank you for reading my comment, and taking note of my request.
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Carol Wythe, Member Southern Oregon Pachamama Alliance, SOCAN member
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lorraine Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t leave Carbon Sequestration out of the proposed rules
Thursday, August 19, 2021 1:44:42 PM

Dear DEQ (Oregon Department of Environmental Quality),
Project Drawdown brought together scientists and researchers from around the world to
systematically review hundreds of so-called "climate solutions" and identify the 100 most costeffective measures to implement. Regenerative Agriculture and Forest Protection made the cut of the
top 100 because they both allow carbon to be sequestered in the soil. Oregon's farmers and foresters
could sequester enough carbon by 2030 to buy us time to reduce our carbon emissions to net zero by
2050. Oregon's landholders should be brought into the climate plan because Oregon needs both
actions: Sequestering carbon and reducing our carbon emissions.
In fact, the Oregon Global Warming Commission said in their “Natural and Working Lands
Proposal” issued in July of this year, “Carbon (dioxide) sequestered in natural and working lands
reduced total GHG emissions in the United States by 12 percent (EPA 2020). Researchers estimate
that the amount of carbon sequestered annually in natural and working lands could be more than
doubled by protecting and restoring natural habitats and modifying management practices in our
forests, farms and rangeland.”
I urge you to provide Oregon land holders (foresters, agriculturalists) a voluntary option to enter a
carbon sequestration program on their lands and receive a financial incentive to offset some of the
startup costs.
I was disappointed that in the final draft rules document released on August 5, 2021, Oregon DEQ
did not provide any option for Oregon land holders to receive financial incentives to enter a carbon
sequestration program that would significantly reduce net Oregon greenhouse gas emissions. I note
that the DEQ program already includes a Community Climate Investment fund that offers ‘offsets’
allowing emitters who can’t easily meet their emissions reduction requirements to buy ‘credits’ to
achieve compliance. Unfortunately, under this plan these funds can only be expended on projects
that promote emissions reduction (like improving home insulation, windows, heating/cooling
systems, etc.), not for sequestration.
Thank you for reading my comment, and taking note of my request to add sequestration to the plan.
People are ready and willing to do it, but as you know financial incentives help them make the
decision to go for it.
We are all in this together and the statewide plan needs to include all the viable players. Farmers and
foresters have a lot to offer on behalf of all of us.
Sincerely,
Lorraine Cook
Southern Oregon Pachamama Alliance

-Together let us be "an environmentally sustainable, spiritually fulfilling, socially just human
presence on the planet."
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Whittington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:23:49 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
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Larry Whittington
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Norman Stalbird
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:10:07 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1648 of 9889

Norman Stalbird

Page 1649 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Palmer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Monday, October 25, 2021 10:15:55 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1650 of 9889

Michael Palmer

Page 1651 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Palmer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Monday, October 25, 2021 5:12:12 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1652 of 9889

Michael Palmer

Page 1653 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia HAGNESS
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:09:37 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1654 of 9889

Patricia HAGNESS

Page 1655 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marja Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Sunday, October 24, 2021 6:08:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1656 of 9889

Marja Johnson

Page 1657 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Lavey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Sunday, October 24, 2021 10:32:37 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1658 of 9889

Dan Lavey

Page 1659 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Myers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Saturday, October 23, 2021 6:11:28 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1660 of 9889

Karen Myers

Page 1661 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

L. Sinclair
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:41:08 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1662 of 9889

L. Sinclair

Page 1663 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanene Brownell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:58:22 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1664 of 9889

Jeanene Brownell

Page 1665 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Hormel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:51:44 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1666 of 9889

Ronald Hormel

Page 1667 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Casity Troutt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:31:37 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1668 of 9889

Casity Troutt

Page 1669 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen McKim-Altman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:26:47 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1670 of 9889

Karen McKim-Altman

Page 1671 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Wilcox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:04:33 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1672 of 9889

Linda Wilcox

Page 1673 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ROBERT GOSHORN
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:03:39 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1674 of 9889

ROBERT GOSHORN

Page 1675 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:57:29 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1676 of 9889

John Thompson

Page 1677 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Evans
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:44:38 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1678 of 9889

Richard Evans

Page 1679 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Benvie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:16:03 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1680 of 9889

Jim Benvie

Page 1681 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosemary Zoucha
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:02:40 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1682 of 9889

Rosemary Zoucha

Page 1683 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Silbernagel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:45:17 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1684 of 9889

Chris Silbernagel

Page 1685 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Bauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:09:21 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1686 of 9889

Andrew Bauer

Page 1687 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Bauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:09:20 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1688 of 9889

Andrew Bauer

Page 1689 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Deeds
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:07:32 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1690 of 9889

Kathy Deeds

Page 1691 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Bahles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:34:46 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1692 of 9889

William Bahles

Page 1693 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ervine Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:39:11 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1694 of 9889

Ervine Nelson

Page 1695 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Leanza
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:37:15 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1696 of 9889

Lance Leanza

Page 1697 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elice Koehne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:27:08 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1698 of 9889

Elice Koehne

Page 1699 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pete Giambalvo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:25:57 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1700 of 9889

Pete Giambalvo

Page 1701 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tyrel Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:26:00 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1702 of 9889

Tyrel Wilson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Brigham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:23:18 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1704 of 9889

Craig Brigham
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eddie Donovan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:39:11 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1706 of 9889

Eddie Donovan
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Matysak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:39:09 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1708 of 9889

Terry Matysak
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Belnap
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:29:42 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1710 of 9889

Ron Belnap
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheri Peterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:04:24 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1712 of 9889

Sheri Peterson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jiames Komro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:04:03 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1714 of 9889

Jiames Komro
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Howard-Morgan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:40:17 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1716 of 9889

Mary Howard-Morgan
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Walter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:06:03 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1718 of 9889

Anna Walter
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Perepchuk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:04:51 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1720 of 9889

Don Perepchuk
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Lyublanovits
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:57:21 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1722 of 9889

Stephen Lyublanovits
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen McKim-Altman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:48:44 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1724 of 9889

Karen McKim-Altman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Troudt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:48:34 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1726 of 9889

Jean Troudt
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alma Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:47:34 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1728 of 9889

Alma Thompson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Alm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:45:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1730 of 9889

Daniel Alm
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roseanna Ayres
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:42:17 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1732 of 9889

Roseanna Ayres
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:40:42 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1734 of 9889

Julie Martin
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nanette Wertz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:37:44 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1736 of 9889

Nanette Wertz
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paula Breland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:27:49 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1738 of 9889

Paula Breland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberly Springer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:26:29 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1740 of 9889

Kimberly Springer
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shirley Benson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:23:36 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1742 of 9889

Shirley Benson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Theadore campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:16:58 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1744 of 9889

Theadore campbell
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Trish Heilman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:13:31 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1746 of 9889

Trish Heilman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Hainz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:10:31 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1748 of 9889

Melissa Hainz
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Brigham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:03:21 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1750 of 9889

Karen Brigham
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Tarkiainen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:02:27 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1752 of 9889

Marilyn Tarkiainen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shirley boyle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:55:22 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1754 of 9889

Shirley boyle
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Lewin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:50:18 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1756 of 9889

David Lewin
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dagmar Realini
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:50:07 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1758 of 9889

Dagmar Realini
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DOUGLAS PARK-SAMPLE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:48:29 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1760 of 9889

DOUGLAS PARK-SAMPLE
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jack LeRoy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:45:59 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1762 of 9889

Jack LeRoy
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin loe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:39:35 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1764 of 9889

Kevin loe
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Olson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:33:45 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1766 of 9889

Daniel Olson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dyan Kirkpatrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:25:32 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1768 of 9889

Dyan Kirkpatrick
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert OByrnes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:19:01 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1770 of 9889

Robert OByrnes
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Moyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:18:53 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1772 of 9889

Larry Moyer
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nadeen Whiteside
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:18:50 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1774 of 9889

Nadeen Whiteside
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert OByrnes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:18:25 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1776 of 9889

Robert OByrnes
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rhonda Abbett-Carey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:10:11 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1778 of 9889

Rhonda Abbett-Carey
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Black
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:07:53 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1780 of 9889

Bob Black
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maryette Peterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:06:27 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1782 of 9889

Maryette Peterson

Page 1783 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Hazeltine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:02:11 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1784 of 9889

George Hazeltine

Page 1785 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Koontz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:59:46 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1786 of 9889

Steve Koontz

Page 1787 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eileen Read
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:57:55 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1788 of 9889

eileen Read

Page 1789 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shereen underwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:53:49 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1790 of 9889

shereen underwood

Page 1791 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Ward
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:53:22 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1792 of 9889

John Ward

Page 1793 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marilyn mitchell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:51:35 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1794 of 9889

marilyn mitchell

Page 1795 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Earl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:49:28 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1796 of 9889

Margaret Earl

Page 1797 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MARK HUTTO
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:47:48 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
Page 1798 of 9889

MARK HUTTO

Page 1799 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Thiel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Saturday, October 9, 2021 3:30:49 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Lisa Thiel

Page 1800 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Florence Siri
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Monday, October 4, 2021 5:21:31 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Florence Siri

Page 1801 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teresa Delacruz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Monday, October 4, 2021 10:55:28 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Teresa Delacruz

Page 1802 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alice Colby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Sunday, October 3, 2021 12:41:50 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Alice Colby

Page 1803 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Day
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 1, 2021 6:16:56 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Charles Day

Page 1804 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Florence Siri
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 1, 2021 5:45:31 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Florence Siri

Page 1805 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 1, 2021 4:39:01 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Dave Wilson

Page 1806 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Silbernagel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 1, 2021 3:10:55 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Chris Silbernagel

Page 1807 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Cole
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 1, 2021 11:50:07 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Bill Cole

Page 1808 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cheryl Cantu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 1, 2021 11:20:24 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Cantu

Page 1809 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Mosteller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:38:34 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Judith Mosteller

Page 1810 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Raynor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 1, 2021 7:49:59 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Robert Raynor

Page 1811 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Wendlick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 1, 2021 4:13:59 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Paul Wendlick

Page 1812 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Blake
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:59:31 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ronald Blake

Page 1813 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Radonski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:16:21 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Daniel Radonski

Page 1814 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Northern
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:50:23 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Susan Northern

Page 1815 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Francis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:09:54 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jason Francis

Page 1816 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lloyd Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:48:39 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Lloyd Harris

Page 1817 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joel Bender
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:41:18 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Joel Bender

Page 1818 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tam Delaney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:17:08 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tam Delaney

Page 1819 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tam Delaney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:16:45 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tam Delaney

Page 1820 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tam Delaney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:16:34 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tam Delaney

Page 1821 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tam Delaney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:16:18 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tam Delaney

Page 1822 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eddie Donovan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:08:29 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Eddie Donovan

Page 1823 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Al Katzman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:57:29 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Al Katzman

Page 1824 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Comrie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:46:38 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Patricia Comrie

Page 1825 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martin Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:34:52 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Martin Johnson

Page 1826 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Minshew
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:31:32 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
David Minshew

Page 1827 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harry Pollard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:27:01 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Harry Pollard

Page 1828 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Myers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:47:56 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Karen Myers

Page 1829 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dottie McDowall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:09:32 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Dottie McDowall

Page 1830 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:39:56 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Richard Anderson

Page 1831 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rpdney Collins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:53:51 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Rpdney Collins

Page 1832 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles hHarper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:52:49 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Charles hHarper

Page 1833 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susie Dalessi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:30:05 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Susie Dalessi

Page 1834 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Max Rupert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:19:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Max Rupert
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Todd Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:59:22 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Todd Miller

Page 1836 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Bean
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:46:15 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ashley Bean

Page 1837 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Keller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:45:54 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Keller

Page 1838 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marilyn mitchell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:18:34 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
marilyn mitchell

Page 1839 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberly Pence
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:11:31 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Pence

Page 1840 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:06:03 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Terry Anderson

Page 1841 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jack Steven
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:54:20 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jack Steven

Page 1842 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Delbert Durfee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:42:01 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Delbert Durfee

Page 1843 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Delbert Durfee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:40:53 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Delbert Durfee

Page 1844 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Howell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:35:38 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Rick Howell

Page 1845 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Noel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:32:54 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Chris Noel

Page 1846 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Bertelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:32:37 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Bertelson

Page 1847 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Mullins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:27:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Karen Mullins

Page 1848 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shirley Benson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:20:45 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Shirley Benson

Page 1849 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hattie Mead
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:08:20 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Hattie Mead

Page 1850 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jon Daly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:06:40 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jon Daly

Page 1851 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robyn Elam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:03:36 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Robyn Elam

Page 1852 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Komro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:03:26 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
James Komro

Page 1853 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sonia french
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:51:19 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
sonia french

Page 1854 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Connie Walker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:43:40 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Connie Walker

Page 1855 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Duane Huey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:41:33 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Duane Huey

Page 1856 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Lach
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:34:31 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Catherine Lach

Page 1857 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Renee Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:32:07 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Renee Miller

Page 1858 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Coddington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:29:48 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
James Coddington

Page 1859 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Earl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:25:25 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Margaret Earl

Page 1860 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gregory Lambert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:02:02 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Gregory Lambert

Page 1861 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Akers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:50:48 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
David Akers

Page 1862 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Olson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:48:46 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Daniel Olson

Page 1863 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise leidenfrost
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:42:27 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Denise leidenfrost

Page 1864 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Hogg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:35:28 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jessica Hogg

Page 1865 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ward Barker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:33:39 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ward Barker

Page 1866 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Hewett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:32:19 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Karen Hewett

Page 1867 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shelley Love
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:24:05 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Shelley Love

Page 1868 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erik Burgher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:21:42 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Erik Burgher

Page 1869 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Neault
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:19:38 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Richard Neault

Page 1870 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maria Gomes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:18:03 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Maria Gomes

Page 1871 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Justin Lieuallen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:17:10 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Justin Lieuallen

Page 1872 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:14:05 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
John Moore

Page 1873 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Rockey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:10:37 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Dave Rockey

Page 1874 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Ross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:10:36 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Ross

Page 1875 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Burdett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:07:26 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
John Burdett

Page 1876 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Mcmahan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:07:22 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
David Mcmahan

Page 1877 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Dobie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:06:28 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
John Dobie

Page 1878 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gene Pellew
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:05:01 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Gene Pellew

Page 1879 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david welsh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:03:49 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
david welsh

Page 1880 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Moyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:03:13 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Larry Moyer

Page 1881 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tracy Pugh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:02:51 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tracy Pugh

Page 1882 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Breedlove
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:02:39 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
James Breedlove

Page 1883 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leita Baker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:01:07 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Leita Baker

Page 1884 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peggy Kilpatrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:01:03 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Peggy Kilpatrick

Page 1885 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Udell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:53:44 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Doug Udell

Page 1886 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Casity Troutt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:30:39 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Casity Troutt

Page 1887 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynn Parks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:10:32 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Lynn Parks

Page 1888 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Tingley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:04:50 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Tingley

Page 1889 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Constance Iman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:58:31 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Constance Iman

Page 1890 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

KEVIN CLARK
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:38:01 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
KEVIN CLARK

Page 1891 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JUDY BEHM
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:56:54 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
JUDY BEHM

Page 1892 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Olsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:10:47 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Richard Olsen

Page 1893 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rex Watkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:02:55 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Rex Watkins

Page 1894 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Klinski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:43:23 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Barbara Klinski

Page 1895 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ernie Blatz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:18:26 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ernie Blatz

Page 1896 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Mansfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:09:08 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mark Mansfield

Page 1897 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Batte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:54:06 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Robert Batte

Page 1898 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Kennard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:08:05 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Patricia Kennard

Page 1899 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Al Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:28:12 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Al Johnson

Page 1900 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lucien Gunderman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:36:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
lucien Gunderman

Page 1901 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Sloan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:43:55 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mike Sloan

Page 1902 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis Fastenow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:46:42 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Dennis Fastenow

Page 1903 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derik Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:26:36 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Derik Smith

Page 1904 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Arnett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:56:33 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Barbara Arnett

Page 1905 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

GORDON STAHLBERG
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:46:55 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
GORDON STAHLBERG

Page 1906 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Stevenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:19:20 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Richard Stevenson

Page 1907 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:17:35 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Linda Brown

Page 1908 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Steele
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:12:01 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Scott Steele

Page 1909 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Thorp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:44:16 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ron Thorp

Page 1910 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:35:42 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jason Edwards

Page 1911 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Sene
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:16:16 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Larry Sene

Page 1912 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Sullivan-Astor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:14:50 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Amanda Sullivan-Astor

Page 1913 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Benvie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:59:50 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
James Benvie

Page 1914 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave McRae
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:33:01 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Dave McRae

Page 1915 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roger Gifford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:22:20 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Roger Gifford

Page 1916 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Kloch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:22:18 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Pat Kloch

Page 1917 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harvey Pitcher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:13:15 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Harvey Pitcher

Page 1918 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:55:20 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Richard Campbell

Page 1919 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Gaskill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:22:35 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
John Gaskill

Page 1920 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roxanne Gillis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:21:34 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Roxanne Gillis

Page 1921 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Oliver
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:11:43 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Robert Oliver

Page 1922 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Higby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:11:05 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
William Higby

Page 1923 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Bakkensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:11:04 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ann Bakkensen

Page 1924 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Whittington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:01:54 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Larry Whittington

Page 1925 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:55:00 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Judith Miller

Page 1926 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lex loeb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:47:03 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Lex loeb

Page 1927 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey Bullock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:43:52 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Bullock

Page 1928 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Yates
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:43:28 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Sandra Yates

Page 1929 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Glenn Holloway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:27:16 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Glenn Holloway

Page 1930 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Seibert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:25:07 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mark Seibert

Page 1931 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Merry Freeman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:14:05 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Merry Freeman

Page 1932 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosemary Zoucha
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:59:00 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Zoucha

Page 1933 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PATRICK MALMSTROM
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:53:06 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
PATRICK MALMSTROM

Page 1934 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jill soutomaior
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:44:18 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jill soutomaior

Page 1935 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Troudt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:42:50 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jean Troudt

Page 1936 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gordon Toll
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:42:47 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Gordon Toll

Page 1937 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Patrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:36:11 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jeff Patrick

Page 1938 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CHARLIE SERRAO
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:32:55 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
CHARLIE SERRAO

Page 1939 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark McLain
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:31:50 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mark McLain

Page 1940 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Travis Rios
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:29:47 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Travis Rios

Page 1941 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David officer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:29:30 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
David officer

Page 1942 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patty Dunn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:24:31 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Patty Dunn

Page 1943 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carla paradine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:21:08 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Carla paradine

Page 1944 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Irene Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:21:08 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Irene Smith

Page 1945 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Dillon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:19:42 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mike Dillon

Page 1946 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

REBECCA AUKER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:18:55 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
REBECCA AUKER

Page 1947 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DOUGLAS PARK-SAMPLE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:08:08 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
DOUGLAS PARK-SAMPLE

Page 1948 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana McQuown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:07:15 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Dana McQuown

Page 1949 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Bauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:55:50 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Andrew Bauer

Page 1950 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Wheeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:55:17 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Thomas Wheeler

Page 1951 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary ONeil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:53:16 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mary ONeil

Page 1952 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melvin Ellis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:51:03 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Melvin Ellis

Page 1953 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:46:59 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Nancy Martin

Page 1954 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Borg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:44:34 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tom Borg

Page 1955 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Perdue
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:43:42 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
John Perdue

Page 1956 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bryan Eggiman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:43:25 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Bryan Eggiman

Page 1957 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ross Bradshaw
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:41:38 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ross Bradshaw

Page 1958 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis knoke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:40:05 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Dennis knoke

Page 1959 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Hainz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:39:54 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Melissa Hainz

Page 1960 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gordon Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:38:31 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Gordon Hunter
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rpdney Collins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:37:05 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Rpdney Collins
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Gibson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:36:07 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
David Gibson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donald Duncan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:35:46 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Donald Duncan
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steven syron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:35:09 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
steven syron
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timothy Hilgers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:32:33 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Timothy Hilgers
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Kassis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:32:02 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Stephen Kassis
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

L. Sinclair
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:32:01 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
L. Sinclair
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Bedient
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:31:59 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Robert Bedient
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wilson smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:29:57 PM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
We urge you to extend the public comment period for the Climate Protection Program by at
least one week. More time is needed for stakeholders and the public to understand one of the
largest and most complex policies ever proposed by DEQ.
The new regulation is certain to have a major economic impact on our state. The challenge is
understanding just how much. This new and unique climate program – unlike any other in the
country – should be robustly evaluated to ensure the new policy carefully balances
environmental benefits with jobs and the economy.
DEQ’s fiscal analysis on the climate proposal was inadequate and did little to fairly evaluate
the costs and benefits.
I request that DEQ grant more time to provide Oregonians like me to understand this very
large and complex policy proposal and evaluate its impacts.
Rushing to finalize major policy decisions that will have statewide consequences is likely to
end in flawed regulations that hurt our economy, do not achieve climate objectives, or both. A
comment extension of one additional week is minimal and appropriate for investigating this
new and untested program to ensure that it does not result in unintended consequences for
Oregon.
Sincerely,
wilson smith
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derik Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Don"t Silence Oregonians!
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:45:44 AM

Dear Director Whitman and Environmental Quality Commission:
I’m writing to express serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Climate Protect Program.
Throughout the rulemaking process, DEQ promised to take action to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, promote equity for those disproportionately impacted by climate change and
control costs that could adversely impact workers, families and businesses.
The proposed rule supports several goals of the program, but unfortunately fails to address the
significant costs that businesses impacted by the program will incur, forcing them to pass
many of those costs along to consumers. While not all Oregon businesses will be regulated by
this proposed program, all businesses and all Oregonians will be impacted.
The lack of reasonable compliance pathways for businesses means that the only way to
comply with the program may be to curtail supply. Under this scenario, both jobs and
emissions are shifted outside of Oregon, failing to address global greenhouse gas reduction
goals, weakening Oregon’s economy and eliminating family wage jobs.
In addition to the impacts on workers and businesses, all Oregon consumers will be impacted
by this climate proposal that fails to fully consider costs to our state. Oregon families could be
forced to make difficult decisions about the essentials of everyday life including grocery
purchases, heating their homes and trips to the pharmacy or doctor due to forecasted increases
in fuel and energy costs.
An independent economic analysis of the Climate Protection Program shows very different
results than DEQ’s modeling exercise. It forecasts a number of negative economic impacts by
2050 if this program moves forward:
- 121,570 jobs lost
- $9.8 billion decrease in gross state product
- State income drop of $6.4 billion
- Middle income earners ($30,000-$150,000) hardest hit with reduced buying power
This proposed program forces a choice between sustaining Oregon’s environment and our
economy, a choice that we cannot afford to make, particularly as Oregon is precariously
reopening its economy and rehiring workers during the tail end of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Any proposed Climate Protection Program must include provisions that control costs like cost
caps, more flexibility in the types of carbon offsets and greater availability of carbon offsets
that can be used.
Oregon needs to take climate action now, but not at the expense of our jobs, families and our
economy. I urge you to address these critical issues before the rule is finalized.
Sincerely,
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Derik Smith
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Cohn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; lisa cohn
Draft climate protection plan comments
Saturday, September 18, 2021 2:48:38 PM

Dear DEQ
All summer we’ve experienced the effects of climate change, with drought, wildfires, power
outages and high temperatures.
I worry so much about my children’s future. My 13-year-old and other kids his age are
suffering from climate change anxiety. In fact, my son was recently quoted in a National
Geographic article about his worries.
We need to work as hard as possible to protect our kids and grandkids from the effects of
climate change. We especially need to help people in low income communities and
communities of color who are susceptible to the effects of climate change. For example, these
communities are often in areas that have fewer trees, so temperatures are higher during heat
waves. And members of these communities may not have air conditioning
to help during heat waves.
As you know, at least one Oregonian died working in fields during our big heat wave this
summer because he felt he couldn’t afford not to work.

Although the Draft Rule is significant, it falls short of the ambition needed to address the
climate crisis we face as a society. The extreme cost of climate inaction has never been
clearer. This summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early
wildfire season are just the latest examples of how climate change is a worsening public
health crises and is already costing Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars – and the crisis
will only get worse unless we act now.
The MCAT’s core comments focus on the following critical areas where strengthening
of the rule is needed.
1. A more stringent Cap: Given that climate impacts are already costing Oregonians
billions of dollars, and that future costs will be even higher, DEQ must enact targets in
line with the best available science, which requires emission reduction targets of 50%
by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
2. Public review of the Best Available Emission Reduction (BAER) approach for
Industrial emissions: We have continued to express concerns that the current BAER
process may not require long-term emission reductions in line with the technical
potential for a particular industry subsector, and that these emitters should remain under
the cap. However, as a minimum, we request that DEQ add language facilitating public
input to the BAER implementation plan for any covered industrial entity.
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3. Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: We commend
DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its principal mechanism
to provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and flexibility in compliance
for the covered entities.
However, this is a new and innovative program that requires both strengthening and
further development of implementation guidelines. Examples of specific measures
include:
a. Requiring each licensed CCI implementing entity to meet a “one ton for one credit” or
1:1 emission reduction ratio on a portfolio basis,
b. Improve the definition of impacted communities to guarantee investment and
pollution reduction in frontline communities.
c. Establish set minimums for the most disadvantaged and impacted communities.
d. Identify a process for developing the regulations defining the CCI Process.
With these improvements, the Oregon Climate Protection Plan will allow Oregon to
demonstrate leadership on the national stage, and set an example for other states. In
addition, Oregon will be investing in the technologies of the future and will reap benefits
in terms of increased economic development, especially in rural areas, good paying jobs,
and improved public health.
Please enact a strong plan for combatting climate change.
Sincerely,

Lisa Cohn
Portland, Oregon 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gail Sanford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
draft Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:29:40 PM

Dear Oregon DEQ,
I’m writing as a concerned citizen of the Oakfield neighborhood in Clackamas County in the Boardman Creek
watershed. I’m thankful that the State of Oregon through DEQ is working on limiting our fossil fuel emissions and
transitioning to a more appropriate utility system.
My understanding is that the hearing process for the draft Climate Protection Program has been extensive, more than
most, going on for over fifteen months and including workshops and public hearings. There should be no need for
further delays beyond October 25th.
It is my also understanding that the CPP is basically a good program. It needs to be well-informed by the latest
scientific information to set goals of 50% reduction by 2030 and 100% but 2050!
Please ensure that large industrial sectors are held to mandatory long-term emission reductions — ensure that
actually happen. Critical, it seems to me.
I understand from those who’ve studied the CCI program that it needs clearer guidelines.
In addition, how can we ensure that the Oregon Legislature fully funds the DEQ over the next thirty years so it can
well fulfill its responsibilities?
Thank you for your efforts,
Gail M Sanford
15223 SE El Camino Way
Portland. OR. 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Rhew
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Draft Climate protection Rules
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:48:58 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your draft climate protection rules. I don't think
that it is overstating the importance of the current situation regarding climate change and its
impacts to say that there is little time to waste to preserve the ecosystems that support
humanity now and into the future. I am a grandparent, and I am extremely concerned about the
conditions that we are going to leave our children and grandchildren with, in the face of
enormous fossil fuel company profits, not to mention the subsidies paid to them to ruin the
environment for our children and grandchildren. Changes are urgently needed to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and change land management practices to prioritize carbon
sequestration.
The draft Climate Protection Program does attempt to hold many of the worst polluters in OR
accountable, establishing a pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more
accountability for the oil industry. The recent addition of a declining threshold for fuel
suppliers is noteworthy and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest
threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea but need
further refinement. I would request the following improvements be considered for the draft:
The proposed reductions are too little too late; the plan should establish an interim goal
of at least 50% emission reductions of identified sources by 2030;
Regarding the best available emission reduction (BAER) program, this is too important
to leave to industry discretion. Include a mandatory declining cap for industrial entities
and measures to facilitate public review of all BAER findings;
Hold all stationary emission sources accountable to meeting a cap and reduce schedule
Put all power plants, electricity co-ops and any new emission sources in the state under
the emission cap;
The CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and
investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project
investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation;

Fuel suppliers should not be allowed to pay for offsets (CCI credits) after the
first 3 years unless the CCI projects are substantially completed.
A significant percentage of CCI’s should clearly be targeted for impacted
communities
Allow CCI credits for Industry only if there is a cap and reduce requirement.
Investments need public comments on the projects.
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely Ronald Rhew, Troutdale. Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brett Baylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Draft Oregon Climate Protection Plan Rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 9:51:11 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs -Last month, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released its 2021 update
of its original 2013 report. The new report contains information gathered over the past 8 years
using data and technologies that were unavailable in 2013 and thus gives us transformative
knowledge of the real state of our planet as of today.
That report stated that of all currently living human beings, including my children and
grandchildren, none will live to see our planetary health restored. Instead, we face the
certainty of our already staggering current crises — wildfire, historic flooding, monstrous
storms, drought, climate refugees, air pollution, oceanic dead spots — growing increasingly
intense and dangerous. This, the report states, will continue for at least the next 30 years. And
that’s 30 years only if we end greenhouse pollution within the next decade.
The time we had to discuss 85% reductions in emissions by 2050 expired last month. The
time we had to use terms like ‘best available emissions reductions’ has run out. The time for
what we can do is gone. We are at what we must do from now on.
The proposed Climate Protection Plan (CPP) must be adjusted to reflect this new reality. Each
delay in reductions, with its corresponding additional emissions load, multiplies the difficulty
of achieving a 100% elimination of GHG pollution by 2050. And the single most important
change to make to the proposed Climate Protection Plan rules is to achieve a minimum
50% reduction in GHG emissions by 2030. Banked earlier reductions make our 2050 goal
easier.
Also per the report, if we can quickly eliminate the production and usage of natural gas
(methane) we gain ground after those 20 initial years. DEQ’s historic proposal to hold fossil
gas providers accountable for their pollution is much needed, appreciated, and must
remain an integral part of the CPP.
The goal of 98% of oil companies’ pollution being regulated by gradual additions through
2031 is an improvement, but considering our situation, it's far too slow and is unaccountably
generous to those who have brought this crisis upon us.
Similarly, the Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) approach for large industrial
polluters further delays our response. The BAER process may allow polluters to obfuscate,
delay and contend every DEQ action every step of the way. It will be challenging to
effectively enforce, and it lays the onus on DEQ and its contractors to try to wade
through each and every industry. It has now been 18 months since the Governor issued
Executive Order 20-04. We need a realistic and enforceable approach to industrial pollution
that forces real emissions reductions.
Community Climate Investments could be an innovative climate justice mechanism but
the process will need clear definitions of eligible communities. The same problems could
befall CCI as has happened in some cases with offsets. These investments must result in
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real emissions reductions and be directed to those eligible communities using defined
minimums.
Sincerely,
Brett Baylor
Portland
97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David DeVore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule Comments
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:12:47 AM

Environmental Quality Commission
As my wife and I drove slowly (to minimize burning CO2) in our hybrid from Sisters to
Milwaukie last week, the devastation from forest fires near Detroit was once again brought to
our attention. To me, Oregon is the most beloved land in the world. To see our state devastated
by human caused gas emissions is disheartening. The heat wave this summer brought havoc to
peoples’ lives and had a huge impact on flora and fauna. The harsh feedback nature is giving
to us is a call for action through the Oregon Climate Protection Program. The Draft Rule as
currently written will help, but it needs to be stronger and more demanding. Oregonians are
losing billions of dollars in taxes and suffering health and property devastation through burned
houses and smoky air.
Please move along the process of implementing these rules with the urgency that is needed in
these three areas.
--[if !supportLists]-->1. <!--[endif]-->Mandatory requirements for Large Industrial
Sources: We cannot make the progress we need to make without setting high standards for
these large polluters.
--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Strengthen the Community Climate Investment (CCI)
Process: I am impressed by DEQ for proposing Community Climate Investments (CCIs) as its
main mechanism to provide both equity for the most impacted communities, and flexibility in
compliance for the covered entities. However, this is a new and innovative program that
requires both strengthening and further development of implementation guidelines.
--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->A more demanding Cap: DEQ needs targets in line with
the best available science. This requires an emission reduction targets of 50% by 2030 and
100% by 2050.
These improvements to the OCPP will showcase Oregon’s leadership, and Oregon can set
an example for other states. With stricter rules, Oregon will benefit from being out in front
in future technologies and will have increased economic development. Rural Oregon will
see economic opportunities and better paying jobs. Thank you for considering these
strengthened rules. Now is the time to be bold.
Sincerely,
David DeVore
Milwaukie, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Puhlman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Draft Rule Language for the Climate Protection Plan
Sunday, September 5, 2021 11:24:43 AM

Dear DEQ:
The Climate Protection Plan is a significant step toward a carbon-neutral future.
However, there are several areas that do not go far enough in tackling this
environmental emergency.
First, we need a more stringent Cap on carbon emissions. 45% by 2035 and 80% by
2050 is too slow to address this emergency. It is vital to have a 50% carbon Cap by
2035 and 100% by 2050. We have the technology to do this and we must get to
carbon neutrality faster than proposed.
Second, the public should have input when reviewing the Best Available Emission
Reduction (BAER). The public should be able to add valuable information to the
process and not rely upon industry or the state government to assess the best
available technologies out there to further reduce greenhouse gasses. Without the
public's input, valuable possibilities could be overlooked.
Finally, state-regulated entities need to be liable for penalties and fines in the event
of violations of these rules. The funds that are generated by these fines need to be
specifically earmarked for new CCI projects. This will accelerate our progress to a
carbon-neutral future.
Sincerely:
Dr. Mark Puhlman DNP
Lake Oswego, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Cross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Emissions Regulations
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:45:31 PM

It appears that you have limited your consideration of new emissions regulations to
"stationary" sources.
While more stringent regulations are necessary for landfills, dairies, industrial sources, etc., I
think you need to consider the harmful impacts of gas powered lawn equipment.
The awful greenhouse emissions of gas powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers are
well documented. California has committed to phasing them out over the next few years, at the
end of which time they will be
illegal to operate unless they are electric or battery operated. Please consider expanding your
vision to include these machines when considering pollution sources; collectively, they are
among the worst polluters in the state as well as causing noise pollution and exacerbating
asthma and allergies. Overall, you would do well to bring Oregon up to the same emissions
standards as California. Don't follow their water policies though - in this area California is a
laggard.
Sincerely,
Margaret Cross
McMinnville, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margriet Hecht
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Emissions
Monday, October 11, 2021 11:18:00 AM

Why on earth wait with this rule until 2050?
Climate change is progressing fast.
We need these rules now…by 2030 at the latest.
m.hecht
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erwin WEICHEL
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Energy for the future.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:38:08 PM

To whom it may concern,
Just a brief lesson in energy efficiency. We moved into a home that had an electric furnace as back up to a heat
pump. But as you probably know heat pumps are not efficient below a certain ambient temperature, it may be
something like 37 degrees, not at all sure about the exact temperature. But our first winter in this home we got a real
wake up call on the cost of electric heat. It was huge. As soon as I found out we had a gas line in our street we were
hooked up to natural gas. We had a wood burning stove that we enjoyed that heat but it was dirty. So now we have a
natural gas water heater, stove top, fire place/heater, and of course a natural gas furnace. Our electric heating bills
are a small fraction of what our heating bills used to be!
As to the mandate of renewable energy; who would be against that unless one looks at the actual efficacy. No wind,
no turbine generation. No sunshine, no solar. And if hydroelectric is not considered renewable what is left? In my
humble opinion making mandates without solid evidence of how it will actually work is pure folly. I think it is
wrong to move away form natural gas fired power plants. They are dependable rain or shine. Let the market decide
what we want as a power source. If someone chooses to pay more to be dependent upon an undependable source of
power, good luck. Pay more for brown outs or worse blackouts, would not be my first option. This of course gets
into a much wider discussion but all one has to do is look at California and what is happening there, they just
thought they could count on the larger multi state power grid, but when that is not available they do not have an
adequate power source/supply.
One final thought, just realize that unlike wood, oil, coal, nuclear, gas (in its many firms), a water head as potential
energy, geothermal and even the unpredictable sources such as solar, wind or even wave are means of generating
electricity. But electricity is NOT AN ENERGY SOURCE, it is a means of transmitting energy. That energy had to
be GENERATED somewhere. It might be instructive to calculate infrastructure costs and transmission costs and
losses for some of these proposed renewable sources that must be placed, at times, in remote areas amenable to that
particular source. Transmission losses/costs over long distances are not trivial. Power plants can be sited much
more conveniently.
Anyway, this topic is much too complex to discuss in a brief letter, suffice it to say that I am desperately against
limiting our power sources. We will ALL, almost assuredly, eventually regret these legislative mandates. These are
not sound/good ideas.
Respectfully,
Erwin Weichel
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joshua austin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Energy is so essential it should be diversified.
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:38:14 PM

Any financial advisor will tell you to "diversify your investments".
Energy supply is crucial to our modern society in protecting people from extreme weather
events, and providing heat. Our society has come to depend on energy to fulfill the most basic
of needs.
To ensure protection against weaknesses in our infrastructure, energy resources MUST also be
diversified. Green energies are fine to add to the system as a form of redundancy, but our
natural resources such as gas must also be included.
Natural gas provides, cheap, local, and efficient energy. The energy required to supply the
BTUs needed for heating water or stoves is far more efficient through gas. To provide a flame
in my home to heat via gas no way compares to the energy needed in a factory to convert to
steam, turn a generator, send the power over a copper line miles away, to an appliance that
then applies resistance in an element to heat. Natural gas is a far superior form of heating than
electric.
Thank you,
Joshua Austin.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron & Claudia Little
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
EQC/DEQ - Make Climate Rules Strong!!!
Monday, October 11, 2021 1:45:40 PM

We must meet a net Zero emissions by 2050 if we want to continue living on a habitable planet. Business interests
have gotten us into this potential doomsday situation. Ultimately, if we can’t get our emissions reduced, businesses
will collapse as well as the general public’s way of life.
We support approval of a strong Climate Protection Program. All polluters must be included under the cap and
reduce program rather than carving out exceptions for industrial sources.We must get rid of methane gas and its
inadequate substitutes quickly. No incentives should be allowed for biofuels and Renewable Natural Gas as they
undermine the reduction goals.
Let’s face reality! Recent climate calamities should make it very clear - we need to stop climate changing emissions!
Ron and Claudia Little
180 Logan Dr.
Ashland, OR 97520
mail@ronandclaudia.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna LARSON
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
excessive Cost without controlling cost to Consumer
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:09:53 PM

Greetings;
I use Natural Gas to heat my home. I do not feel that this expectation is fair. Cost to heat my home with Electricity is
not an Option due to cost.
Expectations will likely put Companies out of business with excessive demands, plus raising cost for Consumers.
Please put this Demands on Hold and we are trying to recover from Pandemic without causing another Great
Recession.
Thank you for your consideration.
Anna Larson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ruth and Steve Kaser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Executive Order
Sunday, September 5, 2021 7:36:03 AM

To Whom It May Concern:
Governor Brown’s executive order mandating reduction in climate pollution by 80% must be
adhered to in letter as well as spirit if we are to avoid the disaster we can already see inflicting
itself on the globe.
Do NOT allow the natural gas industry to greenwash their way out of doing what is necessary
with their ridiculous “Clean Natural Gas” which would rely on methane from landfills. I am
not opposed to capturing methane from all sources (include leaky pipelines). I am opposed to
handing the industry a loophole where increased waste and larger landfills would be good for
business.
Ruth Kaser
600 SE Marion St. Unit 501
Portland
97202
541-784-5671
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Renard Jonas Wiggins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fight Climate Change
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:09:54 AM

Please have DEQ maximize the offset and best practices for switching away from fossil fuels
and curbing methane ect.
Half way, compromises, ect are not going to work.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Pam Barrow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Food Northwest Comments on CPP Rule
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:43:33 PM
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Dear Nicole,
Attached are Food Northwest’s comments on the CPP Draft Rule, including an attachment
Microeconomic Impact Analysis. Please post these to the record.
Thank you!
Pam
Pamela Barrow, J.D.
Vice President
Food Northwest
8338 NE Alderwood Road, Suite 160,
Portland, OR www.foodnorthwest.org
971-563-7502 cell
pbarrow@foodnw.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsey Franger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
For our children
Monday, October 4, 2021 6:17:25 AM

Hello, As a resident of the River Road area in Eugene, I ask that our government passes progressive and
comprehensive laws to lower emissions in Oregon. My son, Diego, is 5 years old and thinking about his future
worries me. The science is there. Let’s not ignore the gravity and reality of what’s going on. Yes, it will take some
getting used to, some sacrifice and some creativity to forge our way forward. But, given the predictions based on
current levels of emissions, why wouldn’t we do everything in our power to slow the effects of climate change?
Let's protect future generations and do everything in our power to make sure their life is as good as it can be, given
this dire situation we’ve put ourselves in.
Thank you for your time,
Lindsey Franger
Eugene Resident and US Citizenship Teacher
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Koch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fossil Fuel
Friday, September 3, 2021 9:07:34 AM

Fracked has is dirty. Climate change is real. Please protect Oregon from fossil fuel pollution. Thank you, Victoria
Koch
Victoria.a.koch@gmail.com
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

R.B. Garden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fracked Fossil Fuel Gas
Sunday, September 5, 2021 8:49:44 AM

Now that every summer we are often trapped inside our homes because of
forest fire smoke, people that cook with Fracked Fossil Fuel Gas are further
depleting the clean oxygen available and adding gas pollution into the mix.
"Natural gas and propane stoves can release carbon monoxide, formaldehyde and
other harmful pollutants into the air, which can be toxic to people and pets."
From California Indoor Air Report.
It's time to stop all NEW development and to help Oregonians get off GAS
that's not really natural. In addition, move the Energy Trust of Oregon
away from supporting polluting fracked gas.
Thank you,
RB Garden
Springfield, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aaron Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fuel tax
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 4:20:12 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
No more tax on fuel
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Aaron Smith
6248 SW Mesa Way
Redmond, OR 97756
doubleatruck@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

SINGH Nicole * DEQ
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
FW: Accountability and Equity NOT Exemptions and Offsets in our CPP
Thursday, October 21, 2021 1:35:01 PM
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From: STREETER Amira * GOV <Amira.STREETER@oregon.gov>
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 1:28 PM
To: MCCONNAHA Colin * DEQ <colin.mcconnaha@deq.state.or.us>; SINGH Nicole * DEQ
<nicole.singh@deq.state.or.us>
Subject: FW: Accountability and Equity NOT Exemptions and Offsets in our CPP
Amira Streeter, J.D. (she/her/hers)
Climate, Energy, and Transportation Policy Advisor
Office of Governor Kate Brown
900 Court Street NE, 254, Salem, Oregon 97301
Office: (503) 373-1680
Assistant: Halley Parker
Halley.PARKER@oregon.gov

From: Amy Dudley <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 1:14 PM
To: STREETER Amira * GOV <Amira.STREETER@oregon.gov>
Subject: Accountability and Equity NOT Exemptions and Offsets in our CPP
Policy Advisor Amira Streeter, JD,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge the DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
- DEQ should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
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rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- DEQ should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result,
Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power
plants The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy
fracked gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline
communities.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must ensure that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by
reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon will have a clear
path for accessing investments made directly in the very communities that are being harmed.
We cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it
elsewhere. EJ communities--rural, low income and BIPOC communities-- will continue to
bear the brunt of pollution if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
I strongly urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects frontline
communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice that
our state needs and deserves.
Amy Dudley
dudley.amy@gmail.com
5006 SE Boise St
Portland, Oregon 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

SINGH Nicole * DEQ
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
FW: cap and trade letter
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 12:20:22 AM
Commissioner Hillock letter.docx

From: Margarette Craig <mcraig@union-county.org>
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:35 PM
To: Paul Anderes <panderes@union-county.org>; John Hillock <jhillock@co.wallowa.or.us>; SINGH
Nicole * DEQ <nicole.singh@deq.state.or.us>
Subject: cap and trade letter
Please read from Commissioner John Hillock.
Margarette Craig
Eastern Oregon Counties Assn.
Coordinator
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Daiker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fw: DEQ Rulemaking – Climate Protection Program: Comment Deadline Reminder
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:29:21 PM

Attention Nicole Singh:
Local governments never cease to amaze me. They frequently remind me of the old saying, "You can't fix
stupid".
Thinking you can legislate at the state level to solve issues like global warming and air pollution is like me
thinking if my dog quit urinating on my 20 acres and started going in the toilet, I could solve water
pollution. All you people do with your over-regulating is drive up costs with nothing to show for it. Why
don't you take all of the money being mis-spent on DEQ test centers for motor vehicles and fund housing
for the homeless or something worthwhile? Cars today don't fail DEQ tests. Other states have shut down
test centers because their contributions have shrunk to nearly nothing and they are no longer needed.
California recently passed a law stating you need to have more square inches to raise pigs in order to ship
pork to California. So, all pork producers, nationwide, have a choice, invest millions of dollars to produce
less pork or don't ship pork to California. Guess what they decided??
Why don't you fix our roads, cut government and call it a day?
Steve Daiker

From: DEQ Online Subscriptions <ordeq@public.govdelivery.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:05 AM
To: stevenpangus@hotmail.com <stevenpangus@hotmail.com>
Subject: DEQ Rulemaking – Climate Protection Program: Comment Deadline Reminder

DEQ Rulemaking – Climate Protection Program: Comment Deadline
Reminder

DEQ is asking for public comment on the proposed Climate Protection Program to limit greenhouse gas
emissions from certain sources in Oregon. Details about the proposals can be found in the Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking. Anyone can submit comments and questions about this rulemaking. A person can
submit comments through email or by regular mail. DEQ will consider comments on the proposed rules
received by 4 p.m., on Oct. 25, 2021.
In response to multiple requests for extension of the comment period, DEQ extended the public comment
period by 21 days in order to allow an additional opportunity to submit data, views or arguments concerning
the proposed rules. As a result of this action, DEQ extended the deadline for comments from Oct. 4, 2021 at
4 p.m. to Oct. 25, 2021 at 4 p.m.
Comment by email
Commenters should include “Rulemaking Comment” in the email subject line. Submit emails to:
GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us.
Comment by mail
Oregon DEQ
Attn: Nicole Singh
700 NE Multnomah St., Suite 600
Portland, OR 97232-4100
Note for public university students:
ORS 192.345(29) allows Oregon public university and OHSU students to protect their university email
addresses from disclosure under Oregon’s public records law. If you are an Oregon public university or
OHSU student, notify DEQ that you wish to keep your email address confidential.

Additional materials

The audio recordings of the Sept. 2021 public hearings are available on the rulemaking website Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Program 2021.

Additional Information
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Sign up to receive rulemaking updates here. Contact GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us with questions.
NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Follow us on Twitter

Find us on Facebook or

Visit Oregon DEQ
SUBSCRIBER SERVICES:
Manage Subscriptions | Unsubscribe All | Help
This email was sent to stevenpangus@hotmail.com using GovDelivery Communications Cloud on behalf of the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
(DEQ)
700 NE Multnomah St., Suite #600, Portland, OR 97232 · 503-229-5696
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

SINGH Nicole * DEQ
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
FW: GHGCR2021
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:56:29 AM
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From: Jana Jarvis <Jana@ortrucking.org>
Sent: Monday, October 25, 2021 9:57 AM
To: SINGH Nicole * DEQ <nicole.singh@deq.state.or.us>
Subject: GHGCR2021
Nicole,
Attached are OTA’s comments concerning the adoption of the proposed Climate Protection
Program. Please let me know if you have additional questions or need additional information.

Jana Jarvis

President & CEO
Oregon Trucking Associations
4005 SE Naef Rd., Portland, OR 97267
t: 503.513.0005
m: 503.522.5902
e: jana@ortrucking.org
www.ortrucking.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
FW: Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:36:53 PM

From: Kathy Conway <kathleendconway@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:17 PM
To: CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ <stephanie.caldera@deq.state.or.us>
Subject: Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules

Chair George and Members of the Environmental Quality Commission,

My name is Kathleen Conway and I am a rural Oregonian. I was born and grew up in
Oregon and although I left the state for most of my professional career, I returned to
Oregon after retirement because I knew that I would return to a state where people
worked together to address issues and lead by taking action.
During my time away from Oregon I became increasingly concerned about climate
change and the impacts it will have on my children and grandchildren. Now that I
again live in Oregon, dealing with the smoke from fires in Southern Oregon for the
past years has made the consequences of increasing temperatures and reduced
precipitation very real. As we looked through air with an AQI over 200 (Purple range)
it’s clear why U.N. Secretary General Guterres used the warning “Code Red for
Humanity.”
I would like to express my appreciation for all the time and hard work that has been
contributed to develop the draft document. I would like to thank those responsible for
moving us to a point where fossil gas companies are required to reduce their climate
pollution as well as developing a Community Climate Investment fund.
I would, however, like to stress that it is very important to me that you consider
improving this draft document by strengthening it to cut our climate pollution to net
zero by 2030 as the latest IPCC report indicates is necessary to keep global warming
below 1.5⁰C. The science is clear, we don’t have time to suggest minimal changes –
we are now at Code Red. This means that we must hold everybody accountable,
even large industries. They should not receive a free pass – all polluters must take
action. Finally, we must protect our most vulnerable populations. As we invest in
projects, they must result in real reductions that are verifiable and benefit Oregonians
who are most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
Although I realize that the task before us is enormous and acknowledge that the
Climate Protection Program would have been a good start 10 years ago, we are at a
critical time where we need a stronger program. My grandsons will be teenagers in
2030. Will we still be talking about doing something in another 10 years or will we
have established a Climate Protection Program that is really making a difference?
This is Code Red.
Thank you,
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Kathleen Conway, Ph.D.
Jacksonville, Oregon (Jackson County)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

catie faryl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fw: written testimony for today"s DEQ Public Hearing on Oregon"s Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:18:17 PM
Nine Reasons to support agricultural carbon sequestration for Sept 22 2021 DEQ Hearing.docx

From: catie faryl
Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:11 PM
To: GHCCR2021@deq.state.or.us <GHCCR2021@deq.state.or.us>
Subject: written testimony for today's DEQ Public Hearing on Oregon's Climate Protection Program

Hi Nicole,
Thanks for the opportunity to give some input to the important Climate Protection Plan. I
didn't do a very good job with my oral testimony tonight, but I hope the attached information
will be helpful in considering the importance of adding an agricultural carbon sequestration
feature to the plan.
If you have time and interest please visit the Soil Symposium offered by Cultivate Oregon in
November 2020 where many internationally known scientists reported on their success in
various countries with meeting GHG emissions reduction goals through Regenerative
Agriculture methods.
https://www.cultivateoregon.org/video_gallery
Also the book compiled by Steven Hawkin, "Project Drawdown" has a comprehensive chapter
explaining all the solutions offered via proper land management. Since part of the
controversies of developing an effective CPP are the result of competing interests, it seems
getting rural Oregonians involved with creating Soil Organic Matter through free range animal
husbandry and promoting the financial incentives to farmers and other working landowners
might give some room for addressing concerns (as in some testimony by a few individuals this
evening) that clean energy will ruin family farms. Perhaps these new methods of capturing
carbon and offsetting GHG from fuel sources via Regenerative Ag could be a point of
compromise. ???
Thank you for all you do and please feel free to contact me anytime.
Sincerely, Catie Faryl
Southern Oregon Pachamama Alliance/Project Drawdown Solutions Coordinator and
Volunteer for Cultivate Oregon
Phoenix, Oregon 541 530-8454
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Recap from our 2020 Soil Symposium
Cultivate Oregon, a non-profit project of Earth Island Institute,
is focused on regenerative agriculture issues, and building
local seed and food system resiliency.
www.cultivateoregon.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Hawks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fwd: Comment: Rule Making on Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:24:15 PM

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Sharon Hawks <sharonhawks@icloud.com>
Date: October 22, 2021 at 4:21:02 PM PDT
To: Sharon Hawks <sharonhawks@me.com>
Subject: Fwd: Comment: Rule Making on Climate Protection Program


Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Sharon Hawks <sharonhawks@icloud.com>
Date: October 22, 2021 at 4:11:38 PM PDT
To: GHGCR2021@deq.state
Cc: stephanie.caldera@deq.state.or.us
Subject: Comment: Rule Making on Climate Protection Program
Dear Public Servants,
I am writing to you as a long time resident of this beautiful state. I
came here at the age of 10 and am now in my senior years. As I grew
up I was always so proud of the way Oregon was innovative and
seemingly one step ahead of other states in protecting the beauty and
environment of our state. Today, I now feel it is more important than
ever for Oregon to step up again and show that we are ready to take
the reins in pushing ahead to protect our state, which means helping
in protecting our planet, in the near and long term future.
The science is clear as is our experience in the last few years. We
cannot be idle nor create a plan to counter climate change that is
weak or simply for show. We have the opportunity here now to create
a strong plan that will have a strong impact on polluting emissions in
our state. Therefore, you need to take the power invested in you to act
forcefully to make the changes needed in the Climate Protection
Program that will really make a difference in achieving the goal of
reducing these emissions 50% by 2030.
I believe these changes in the CPP must then include the largest
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manufacturers and industrial emitters under the rules of the plan. Any
exemptions of these must be made only after unbiased analysis. How
can we not include the biggest potential polluters? Also I hope that
you will reconsider including in-state gas power plants!
When I see children playing in the park across the street from our
home I often wonder what kind of world they will have to live in?
This is a painful kind of reflection. How can we not do as much as we
possibly can to preserve a place in which they can grow up, play and
work as we have had the privilege to do ourselves. Be bold and create
a plan for Oregon this year that you and I can be proud of, that will
make a difference for everyone.
Sincerely,
Sharon Hawks
735 W 12th Ave
Eugene 97402
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

MCCONNAHA Colin * DEQ
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fwd: CPP Feedback
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 1:25:42 PM
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From: Elysia Treanor <Elysia.Treanor@pgn.com>
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 1:23:30 PM
To: MCCONNAHA Colin * DEQ <colin.mcconnaha@deq.state.or.us>
Subject: CPP Feedback
Hi ColinAs discussed, below is suggested language for ORS 340-271-0110(5)(b)(B)(viii):
“Emissions from an air contamination source that is an electric power generating facility
plant with a total nominal electric generating capacity greater than or equal to 25 megawatts.”
Also, we would recommend inclusion of a definition of “local distribution company” (referencing
existing rules/regulations) within the final rules.
Thanks, Elysia

Elysia Treanor

Manager | Environmental Policy
503-819-3437 (c) | 503-464-8528 (w)
portlandgeneral.com | elysia.treanor@pgn.com
An Oregon kind of energy.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Britney VanCitters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Fwd: Rulemaking Comment- Oregon"s Climate Protection Plan Must Go Big
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:31:55 PM

Apologies for double-submitting. I forgot to cc Stephanie, and I want to make sure my
comment is received.
Thank you,
Britney
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Britney VanCitters <britney992@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Oct 19, 2021 at 6:19 PM
Subject: Oregon's Climate Protection Plan Must Go Big
To: <GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us>
To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon should be a leader in climate change policy. The rest of the nation has followed in
our footsteps, and continues to look to us for direction. We must live up to those
expectations.
Currently, Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our
greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of
scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program fall short of meeting this
moment.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
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Oregon must recognize our role in perpetuating the climate crisis and work toward
reversing what impacts we can. As temperatures continue to rise, the earth’s ecology
continues to change. We’re seeing the impacts already here in the PNW with the depleting
salmon populations. We cannot standby while these vital keystone species hurdle toward
extinction.
We must act to prevent and reduce the devastating wildfires and extreme weather that
we’ve experienced over the last few years. The Labor Day fires of 2020 will go down in
history and the impacts will be felt for generations to come. The burned forests will never be
the same in our lifetime.
The heat dome we experienced in July of this year was directly caused by climate change.
These events will only become more frequent and more severe. On the opposite end of the
spectrum, the ice storm in February of 2021 left thousands without heat or water for days
(even weeks). Again, these extreme weather events will only increase, therefore we must
act.
This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen
to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been
asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Britney VanCitters
Portland, 97266

-Britney VanCitters
she/her/hers (What's this?)
britney992@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Kinnick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fwd: Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:11:50 AM

Begin forwarded message:
From: Mary Kinnick <mary.kinnick@gmail.com>
Subject: Rulemaking Comment
Date: September 19, 2021 at 6:12:06 AM PDT
TO: DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Program
From: Mary Kinnick, Former chair, Friends of Mt. Tabor Park and current
member
Re: Proposed Oregon Climate Action Plan
For ten years I headed up the “Weed Warrior” program of the Friends of
Mt Tabor Park where volunteers removed invasive species and planted
native trees and plants in collaboration with Portland Parks and
Recreation and the Bureau of Environmental Sciences. Since then, I have
learned more about the significant role trees play in removing CO2 from
the environment and adding oxygen.
Why, then, no mention of an effort to expand our tree canopies throughout
Oregon? Trees can play a significant role in mitigating the effects of
climate change yet almost all attention is on fossil fuel reduction or
elimination. This is not enough. We need a multifaceted approach if we’re
going to make a difference.
Attention to trees is also critical now since we are losing trees to forest
fires and others in towns and cities because the drought is weakening
their potential for survival.
I urge you to include a section that focuses on trees as part of the Climate
Action Plan. I will continue to advocate for local, State and federal funds to
support the planting and maintenance of trees. As we do this, we need to
pay special attention to issues of equity since our tree canopies are
lacking in economically poorer neighborhoods.
Thank you for considering this addition to the Plan.
Mary Kinnick, Ph.D. and Professor Emerita
Portland State University
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503-287-6959
marykinnick@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Miki Barnes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fwd: Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:22:07 PM
Climate Change Program.pdf

For my records, could you please let me know if you received my comments?
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Miki Barnes
Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Miki Barnes <mikibarnes@gmail.com>
Date: October 7, 2021 at 2:46:08 PM PDT
To: GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us
Subject: Rulemaking Comment


Dear Nicole Singh,
Attached are my comments on the Climate Protection Program draft. Please review the
flight tracks included on the last 7 pages of the document to get a more accurate
perspective of the heavy pollution burden borne by Washington County residents due
to the international flight training program operating out of the Hillsboro Airport as
well as other Oregon airports. Aviation fuels contribute to global warming, emit
numerous toxins including lead, and severely degrade the environment. They also
disproportionately impact minority, economically disadvantaged, and communities of
color as well as rural residents. As such they should not be exempt from regulation and
reduction requirements.
Thank you.
Kind Regards,
Miki Barnes
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ginger Rayl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Fwd: Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:38:40 PM

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Ginger Rayl <ginger.rayl@edstaub.com>
Date: Thu, Sep 30, 2021 at 4:36 PM
Subject: Rulemaking Comment
To: <GHGCR2021@edq.state.or.us>
To whom it may concern
We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our communities - helping ensure moms
and dads can get to work and kids can go to school. We are critical to the communities we
serve.
This proposed rule is incredibly complicated and is tough to know how much this will cost and
what will happen to everyday tax paying, hard working Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing Oregon's greenhouse
gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have made significant investments to comply
with that regulation and have redacted millions of tons of greenhouse gasses. Please don't add
another expensive mandate on our local businesses.
The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our business in
responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals and those at home without
power all rely on us and fuels to respond to emergencies or remove people from harm's way.
This rule would complicate our ability to respond in emergency situations when we could
potentially be regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to purchase more
community climate investment credits. The proposed rule would cap the use of those CCI's at
20% of our compliance obligation. What are we supposed to do if we hit that cap - which may
only be 6 years away? After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel
availability decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington and elsewhere.
Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real possibility - even during times of
emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not monitor the
price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to comply gets too high.
Affordable and available transportation fuels is an equity issue that the commission should
address. We cannot simply price certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that have
the most money.. Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the State. To ensure that
happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when the cost of compliance
exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is required.
Also in the near future the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the Clean Fuels
Program. Again, we are a small, locally owned business. We are not large multinational
corporations. Creating new complex regulations will make it difficult for our business to
survive. And without business like ours throughout the state, many communities will struggle
to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned business under this program. We are
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already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and should not be treated as if we are
some large, multinational corporation that can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
-Ginger Rayl
Human Resources Manager
Ed Staub & Sons Petroleum
Support Center
541-887-8928
ginger.rayl@edstaub.com
www.edstaub.com | www.myfastbreak.com

This message and any attached documents contain information from Ed Staub and Sons Petroleum that may be confidential, proprietary, trade
secret and/or copyright protected. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this information. If you have
received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message.

-Ginger Rayl
Human Resources Manager
Ed Staub & Sons Petroleum
Support Center
541-887-8928
ginger.rayl@edstaub.com
www.edstaub.com | www.myfastbreak.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Gretzinger, Adam RC
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Ghc Cr 2021 public comment submission
Monday, October 4, 2021 10:57:39 AM
GHGCR2021-Public-Comment-9-30-2021.docx.pdf

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. I wish to have the decision makers see this info.
PDF, attached
Adam Gretzinger
Oregonian in Beaverton
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Cole
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
GHG Proposed Rule
Friday, October 1, 2021 7:15:43 AM

I am concerned about our (the states) abilities to comply with such a lofty goal. If it comes to
rationing fuel to keep people alive, warm, and mobile, then the program needs to be halted. I
fear the state and others could have huge legal snarls if and when people start dying because
fuel providers cannot comply and if they deliver face financial hardship. The bio and
renewable products need further development and availability before fuel suppliers can use
those as a tool to comply. This is too fast and too soon to not have huge consequences on
Oregon lives. You will simply price out low income families from being able to provide
mobility and warmth for their families. Mark my words.
Thanks,
Jason Cole
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Freeman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
GHG Rulemaking Comments
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:02:23 PM

Hello Members of EQC and DEQ,
Thank you for the opportunity to collect public comments on this rulemaking process. My name is
James Freeman, I am a 24 year old Oregon resident, and I am extremely worried about the future of
our planet and the millions of people who will suffer from the health and economic impacts of
climate change.
GHG Emissions and the Impacts of Climate Change
This Summer we experienced extreme temperatures, alongside another devastating wildfire season,
during an already crippling major drought. As someone renting an apartment without AC, this was
simply a seriously uncomfortable time, but I cannot help but think of those without housing or
having to work long hours outdoors during extreme heat in a haze of wildfire smoke. The earth is
heating up, unquestionably due to human related emissions, and people will die as a result.
I have listened to Governor Kate Brown speak at length about addressing the climate crisis. I have
seen headlines about DEQ creating a new plan to cap greenhouse gas emissions to protect the
Climate. For the most part, I am proud to live in a state in which my government officials feel a sense
of responsibility in fighting climate change. These are all reasons why I was sickened to learn about
the drastic gaps in the DEQ's proposed plan to reduce GHG emissions in our beautiful state.
How can we say that we are making a legitimate effort to reduce emissions without
comprehensively regulating Fracked Natural Gas?
Neither HB2021 or the proposed Climate Protection Plan regulates GHG emissions from Oregon’s
Merchant power plants, fracked gas power plants, which account for more than half of Oregon’s
GHG emissions from stationary sources with air permits.
In addition, by narrowing focusing regulation on utilities, the Climate plan fails to comprehensively
regulate facilities that spew pollution by combusting Natural Gas. This effectively ignores a large
source of Oregon GHG emissions and misses an important opportunity to incentivize a reduction in
fracked gas combustion.
I urge you to insist that these sources are addressed in the DEQ's plan, as excluding them would
have disastrous results for our future.
Pollution and Frontline Communities
Another promise made repeatedly by Governor Brown and the DEQ is prioritizing Black, Indigenous,
Communities of Color, and Rural Communities in Oregon and enacting plans which will not
exacerbate conditions for frontline communities. However, the planned implementation of the
Community Climate Investments do not require community investment and will give polluters a
pathway to buy their way out of meaningful carbon reduction. This will likely cause polluters to skirt
their emissions reduction goals and frontline communities will feel the impact of this. This was
demonstrated in California, where their landmark Cap-and-Trade law passed in 2006 allowed
companies buy offsets rather than reducing carbon, and emissions in Black and Brown communities
increased even as carbon limits were increased.
We have an opportunity here to learn from previous mistakes and aid these communities that will
feel the impacts of carbon emissions the hardest, along with those receiving the most benefit from a
well crafted plan. The Climate Protection Program MUST prioritize CCI projects that support
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Environmental Justice Communities and Indigenous groups, as well as prioritizing the projects that
have the greatest emissions reductions.
Having strong rules governing the CCI program is crucial, so it can not be used as a tool for
corporations to avoid reducing emissions and reinvest the credits into their own projects. I urge you
to make the changes requested by your stakeholders to beef up the regulation and enforcement of
the CCI program so that it will support the communities that have been left out to dry by the Fossil
Fuel industry for so long.
Thank you,
-James

-James P. Freeman
408-761-9330
jpf75@case.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Bowerman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
GHG rulemaking public comments
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:17:55 AM

RE: DEQ Comments on Greenhouse Emissions Program
From: Tom Bowerman
Date: 10.22.2021
Dear Ms. Singh, DEQ staff, and GHG Rule Making Committee:
Upon review of the current proposal, I strongly urge you to improve the
rules to address the climate crisis. My recommendations are:
1. There are too many exceptions to emission reduction goals. Everyone
must do their part, there should be no sacred cows, the exceptions are
always the slippery slope to weak and meaningless policy. Stationary
sources of emissions should not be exempt. All industrial emissions
should be covered.
2. Best available technology bench-marking is a slippery slope
loophole. Perhaps ten years ago we had some luxury to allow emitters to
opt for best available technology, this is no longer a luxury our
climate can afford; it should be actual mandated reductions in
emissions, providing much greater incentive to switch to new
technologies or otherwise close their business. Let's see more tough
love and less enabling past avoidance.
3. It is yet unclear that investments in "under-served communities"
should qualify as an offset. While it is true that under-served
communities sometimes experience disproportionate impacts from
pollutants which similarly contribute to global warming, the definition
of under-served communities is ambiguously ill-defined and prime for
abuse and avoidance of the level of reductions we must now insist upon.
We have dallied far to long on meaningful reductions.
4. You must retain the 1990 benchmark goal rather than resetting the
goal posts by 20 years. Moving the goal posts will set a precedent and
overlook the years of analysis and scientific basis for setting all
prior goals. If there is some logic I'm missing on the desirability of
retaining the 1990 benchmark, then the new reduction targets should be
adjusted to reflect the 80% reduction below the 1990 statewide emissions.
In closing, I urge you to hold firm to meaningful policy to address the
climate crisis. We're too far along on losing our ecosystem to allow
death by a thousand cuts to the new climate policy.
Thank you, Tom Bowerman
-Tom Bowerman, Director
PolicyInteractive
532 Olive Street
Eugene, Oregon 97401
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Desk (preferred)     541 726 7116
Mobile (urgent only) 541 554 6892
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Sheldon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
alan journet SOCAN - S. Oregon Climate Action Network; Julie Caldwell
GHGCR2021 -- please include carbon sequestration
Monday, August 16, 2021 8:11:39 AM

Regarding:
State of Oregon Department of Environmental Quality

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
Aug. 5, 2021
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking
Climate Protection Program
I live in rural Oregon, am an active member of Bellview Grange #759, and am the
President of www.emergingfuturesnetwork.net, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
serving Southern Oregon.
I write today to ask that you please modify the Community Climate

Investment protocol to include carbon sequestration projects such as
regenerative agriculture, biochar, etc.

Thank you,
Paul Sheldon
1080 Pleasant Way
Ashland, Oregon 97520

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Paul Sheldon (pronouns he/him/his)
founder
dreamosophy.com
paul@dreamosophy.com
(541) 631-4119

Dreamosophy intro video
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jennifer Hudson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Peter Saba
GHGCR2021
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:34:58 PM
image001.png
CSRM-Comments GHGCR2021 10.25.21.pdf

Dear Ms. Singh:
On behalf of Peter Saba and Schnitzer Steel Industries, Inc., please accept the attached Comments
on the Proposed Climate Protection Program Rulemaking.
Thanks,
Jennifer

Jennifer L. Hudson
Assistant General Counsel
SCHNITZER STEEL INDUSTRIES, INC.
299 S.W. Clay Street, Suite 350 | Portland, Oregon | 97201
Tel: 503.265.6373 | jhudson@schn.com | Cell: 503.708.9714
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tony Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Global Warming
Thursday, August 5, 2021 4:14:35 PM

I am concerned about what the emissions of a battery will give off just as well as fossil fuel. The
emissions from a battery can and will irritate the human membrane just as mush if not more that
gasoline. Be in a confined area and you cannot withstand those fumes for any period of time. How
will using electricity (Battery’s) be any better. They also cannot recharge themselves so and
alternative source of power must be used.
Thank you
Tony
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Reed
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Good job!
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:50:53 PM

I wanted to compliment your department on the latest proposal to address climate change in
the state of Oregon. Keep up the good work!
Thank you for time and effort,
Bob Reed
-Bob Reed
NEW E-MAIL ADDRESS: reedrobert77@gmail.com
Springfield, Oregon
541-683-1843 (h)
541-543-4245 (c)
www.inspirethekids.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

R.B. Garden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Governor"s Executive Order on Climate
Saturday, August 14, 2021 11:20:50 AM

I read that the DEQ is exempting the top 6 polluters in Oregon from
Oregon's new greenhouse gas regulation program. This is a slap in the
face for all Oregonians and especially the people living near these fracked
fossil fuel power plants.
It's time to regulate all GHG polluters in the state. They all contribute and
need to be held accountable. So called natural gas is a fossil fuel and
responsible for creating greenhouse gases. The people of Oregon are not
fooled by the greenwashing from the gas industry and the DEQ should not
be fooled either.
Include all GHG producing power plants in the new regulations. Regulate
natural gas because they cause atmospheric heating of the planet. It's
time to stand up for the planet, not corporations.
RB Garden
Springfield, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Amelia Reiver Schlusser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Melissa Powers; Carra Sahler
Green Energy Institute comments on Climate Protection Program draft rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 10:33:36 AM
GEI Comments CPP Draft Rules.pdf

Hello,
Attached are the Green Energy Institute's comments on the Climate Protection Program draft
rules. We appreciate your consideration of our input on the proposed rules.
Sincerely,
Amy Schlusser
--

Amelia Reiver Schlusser
Staff Attorney
Green Energy Institute
Lewis & Clark Law School
10101 S Terwilliger Blvd.
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 768-6741
ars@lclark.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Quincy Warner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Green House Emissions Hearing
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:35:00 PM

To whom it may concern:
I do not agree with the timeline of this program. The benefits of this program will not outweigh the detrimental
effects that it will have on our economy, livelihoods, and mental health - especially after so many are stabilizing
themselves after COVID and farmers facing extreme challenges from drought conditions. Many will not make it
through if this were to pass at this rate.
Thank you for your consideration,
Quincy Warner
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Blaine Ackley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Green House Gas Emissions Rule
Friday, October 15, 2021 10:32:17 PM

To whom it may concern:
Please include the elimination of leaded Aviation Gas Fuel in your new rules. There is absolutely no reason we
should allow these small planes to spew lead into our air and water and onto our crops.
Blaine Ackley
655 NE 67th Ave.
Hillsboro, Oregon 97124
503-360-8297
Best wishes, Blaine
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lane Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse emissions
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:50:43 PM

I believe the state of Oregon needs to stop making regulations that are breaking family’s and good people, to try and
change the cycle of the earth, it’s gonna do it’s cycle just like it always does, , you don’t need to break a bunch of
family’s to try and do something unfeasable!
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Alexander
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse emissions program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:56:47 AM

As a rural Oregonian who has spent a lifetime in the Agriculture industry both in financing and production, I oppose
the proposed program Greenhouse Emissions Program.
We have come a long way in the past 20 years to reduce emissions. However this proposal is unrealistic and those
that suffer the most will be those that are in rural areas and those that are working to provide food and fiber to the
rest of Oregon and the World.
Sincerely,
Jessica Alexander
541-508-8058
Redmond, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Alexander
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Emissions Proposal
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:15:01 AM

I would like to express my concern and disapproval of the proposed greenhouse proposal. I have experience in both
the trucking industry and livestock industry. This bill will create devastating consequences for both sectors. There
needs to be better options and infrastructure in place before we go all in.
Sincerely,
Bobby Alexander
Redmond, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cat Koehn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse emissions
Friday, October 8, 2021 1:35:13 AM

Dear Sirs - unless you include the ELECTRICITY sector, you will be leaving out a major part of problem- I am
against using FRACKED GAS!
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PAUL FERRIS
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse gas changes
Tuesday, August 17, 2021 3:01:38 PM

DEQ,
I want you to listen to what the general public want and NOT what large petrochemical
companies submit.
The DEQ has been too conservative and has neither heard or responded to the emergencies of
global warming or global weather changes.
To not change the regulations for CO2 emissions because of large economic factors and
monies only lessens our American ability to understand and accept your duties.
Please make the effort to protect us and our resources.
Thank you,
Paul Ferris
Your reply is requested.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kasey Every
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2021 - Comment for Oct 4th
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:32:27 AM

This program is absolutely ridiculous, radical, and obviously written by those that live in a city
apartment, ride their bike to work and work an 8:00am to 5:00pm in their office cubicle.
Seems logical to them on paper to them but completely assignine in the real world, this is
unrealistic to those that work daylight to dusk 7 days a week to keep the world going round.
What about the farmer, the rancher, and the rest of rural Oregonians that the rest of this
country and state depend on. Anyone that helped write this bill should have to go spend a
week in the life of a farmer, rancher, a trucker... get first hand experience before writing
something and shoving it down the throats of those that keep them fed!
Do not pass this. There is a better way to handle; logical and inclusive.
Sincerely,
Kasey Every
Redmond, Oregon
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Sachet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Sachet, Heidi
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program - Written Comment Submittal
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:09:38 PM

On Sep 23, 2021, at 11:06 AM, Paul Sachet <opasachet@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Commission Members:
In lieu of participation in the September 30th scheduled online public hearing I
wish to submit written testimony.
My wife and I own a home with a solar installation which serves us well nine
months out of the year. In winter we have experienced loss of publicly supplied
electricity from the Eugene Water and Electric Board (EWEB), and inadequate
electricity from our solar panels. Loss of both resources left us in the cold.
Therefore we urge that building regulations require battery back-up installations
to solar collectors.
Incentives, like tax deductions, for battery back-up will help, too, in accelerating
greater migration to solar panel installation. Leadership by the State of Oregon in
promulgating and incentivizing quicker and broader use of solar power as part of
new buildings, remodeling, and/or adding battery back-up for energy supply in
times of need, merits taking an essential regulatory position.
We look forward to the Oregon Environmental Quality Commission’s work
generally, and specifically, as requested above.
Sincerely,
Paul and Heidi Sachet
2191 Westwood Ln, Eugene, OR 97401
541.687.8427
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Andrea Fogue
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; SINGH Nicole
Cindy Granger (clgksg@gmail.com); dkampfer@wm.com; Garry Penning (gpenning@roguedisposal.com);
jasonh@wasteconnections.com; kristinl@pridedisposal.com; Melanie Widmer (mwidmer@madrassanitary.com);
Rob Thompson; Kristan Mitchell
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021- Climate Protection Program Proposed Rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:27:46 PM
ORRA Comments to DEQ_GHG 2021_Climate Protectin Program Proposed Rules_ 10-25-2021 Final.pdf

Ms. Singh,
Please find attached ORRA’s comments on the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021Climate Protection Program proposed rules. We appreciate the opportunity to submit these
comments for your consideration and look forward to working with DEQ to address these issues.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have questions.
Sincerely,
Andrea
Andrea J. Fogue
Governmental Affairs Director
Oregon Refuse and Recycling Association
Office: (503) 588-1837
Cell: (503) 507-8275
Fax: (503) 399-7784
andreaf@orra.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nick Staub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Major Fail
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 7:02:36 PM

Hello,
My name is Nick Staub and I work for a family owned and operated fuel company in
Eastern Oregon. The fuel we provide our communities ensures that busses can take
kids to school, moms and dads can go to work, and fire fighters can protect us. This
Executive order is so poorly thought through that it makes me wonder who could
possibly think it is a good idea. We can all get on board with lowering emissions and
making the air we breathe cleaner, but this plan will attempt to do so by getting rid of
the only sustainable source of energy that we have today. Not only are there not
enough Bio or Renewable fuels available to make it possible to comply with this, but
the CCI credits are also guaranteed to be lopsided and only benefit those who live in
Western Oregon. The entire Southern Eastern portion of the state have zero
budgeted CCI projects which means all people forced to comply with this plan by
investing in CCI's will be forced to spend money out of their local economies
furthering the divide between this great state. It seems that Salem has completely
written off anyone East of the Cascades as not worthy of a future and not important
enough to be invested in.The proposed rule would cap the use of those CCI’s at 20%
of our compliance obligation. What are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which
may only be 6 years away? After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as
biofuel availability decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington,
and elsewhere. Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real possibility –
even during times of emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not
monitor the price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to comply
gets too high. Affordable and available transportation fuels is an equity issue that the
commission should address. We cannot simply price certain people out of fuel or only
offer fuel to those that have the most money. Fuel should be available to Oregonians
across the state. To ensure that happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend
the program when the cost of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel
rationing is required. Please stop this executive order.
Thank you,
Nick Staub
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dustin Cantamessa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:18:55 AM

Rulemaking Comment:
· We

are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community –
helping ensure moms and dads can get to work and kids can go to school.
We are critical to our community.
· This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will
cost and what will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
· Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing
Oregon’s greenhouse gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have
made significant investments to comply with that regulation and have
reduced millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add another
expensive mandate on our local businesses.
· The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of
our business in responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics,
hospitals and those at home without power all rely on us and fuels to
respond to emergencies or remove people from harm’s way. This rule would
complicate our ability to respond in emergency situations when we could
potentially be regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
· The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to
purchase more community climate investment credits. The proposed rule
would cap the use of those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance obligation. What
are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which may only be 6 years away?
After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel availability
decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington, and
elsewhere. Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real
possibility – even during times of emergency.
· And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does
not monitor the price of compliance and suspend the program when the price
to comply gets too high. Affordable and available transportation fuels is an
equity issue that the commission should address. We cannot simply price
certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that have the most
money. Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure
that happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when
the cost of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is
required.
· Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double
the Clean Fuels Program. Again, we are a small, locally owned business.
We are not large, multinational corporations. Creating new complex
regulations will make it difficult for our business to survive. And without
businesses like ours throughout the state, many communities will struggle to
survive.
· Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this
program. We are already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions
and should not be treated as if we are some large, multinational corporation
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that can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
· Increased usage of BioFuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder
climates of Eastern and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a
possibility of fuel gelling during the winter months, leaving engines
inoperable.
Thank you,
Dustin C.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elliott Grey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Elliott Grey
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:04:42 PM

Good Afternoon,
I am writing today to comment on the proposal rules for the forth coming DEQ’s draft plan for Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and the exemption of six fracked gas plants from the calculations of Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGE)
from these plants. These plants are exactly those type of facilities that a contributing some of the highest levels of
GHGE, the very thing that is driving Climate Change. I’m sure you don’t need to be reminded that Climate Change
is real and the latest IPCC report indicates we Must take action now. By not including these plants is the calculations
makes no sense!!!!!
The DEQ is supposed to be about Environmental Quality not protecting the interests of lobbyists and polluters.
Thank you,
Elliott Grey
25494 Hall Rd
Junction City, Or 97448
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Martha Cox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Monday, October 4, 2021 4:26:49 PM
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.pdf

Please see enclosed letter. Thank you for the opportunity to respond.
Martha B Cox, CEO
Columbia Steel Casting Co., Inc.
PO Box 83095
Portland, OR U.S.A. 97283-0095
503-286-0685 ext 207
martha_c@columbiasteel.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Oliver
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:43:52 PM

To whom it may concern,
I am writing to OPPOSE this. Under the program drawn up by DEQ, it will put a strain on the
agricultural/cattle sector because fuel in all capacities would be restricted to the point of
operations being halted. Not only will the agricultural industry be effected, but all aspects of
industry in Oregon including timber, truck transportation, delivery services. Again, as a Native
Oregonian, farmer and cattle producer, I STRONGLY OPPOSE THIS!!
Respectfully,
Katie Oliver
Madras Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

KatieLu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Sunday, October 3, 2021 5:44:29 PM

We absolutely need to tighten up regulations with stricter emissions rules. My family, who
live in rural Oregon all feel the same as well. We want to keep Oregon the beautiful state that
it is while tackling climate change, and time is running out. Regulating industry is one of the
most effective ways of achieving these goals.
Please protect out state and our future generations.
Katie Mattenberger
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Welsh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Thursday, October 14, 2021 2:43:07 PM

I am not sure there is any significant impact to the reduction of green house emissions. There is no
credible evidence that this action will improve the livability to our state and may in fact have
unintended consequences to employment and job creation. Oregon is already experiencing
industries/business leaving the state, this program seems to implement more movement to more
business friendly states. I beiieve that the revenue to make this happen would be better spent on
actions to curb emisssions in other countries like India, China, Korea and Russia. Our impact is so
minuscule compared to other polluters. We are shooting ourselves in our proverbial foot. This
should not be an emotional decision but rational thoughtful decision.
DAVID WELSH RA

FOUNDER
CIDA | ARCHITECTURE | ENGINEERING | PLANNING | INTERIORS
15895 SW 72nd Ave, Suite 200
Portland, Oregon 97224
Phone: 503.226.1285
Cell: 503-789-1051
Fax: 503.226.1670
DAVIDW@CIDAINC.COM
WWW.CIDAINC.COM
CIDA ON FACEBOOK & TWITTER @CIDAINC

CIDA’s office remains open during this time, with employees working remotely as required. Our
intent is to continue to provide full services to our clients, and while this may temporarily look a
little different, we are committed to the same exemplary level of care. As the health and safety
or our employees, their families and our clients/consultants/contractors is of the utmost
importance to us, we are following the CDC’s guidelines, including social distancing, to do our
part to flatten the curve. As we navigate together, we remain available to discuss any project
specific questions or impacts.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kari Schlosshauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program comments
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:03:03 AM
DEQ_CPP comments.pdf

Hello,
Please find our comments attached for the Greenhouse Gas Emissions/ Climate Protection
Program proposed rulemaking. Thank you.
With gratitude,
Kari
Kari Schlosshauer (she/her)
Senior Policy Manager
503-734-0813
Portland, OR
www.saferoutespartnership.org
Facebook | Twitter
Learn & Take Action for Mobility Justice
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Reed Adam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
greenhouse gas emissions program of 2021
Monday, October 11, 2021 7:03:25 AM

The greenhouse gas emissions program of 2021 is an unrealistic goal. There is no viable replacement
for carbon fuels and simply increasing the cost of diesel and gasoline so that consumers will be
forced to purchase these fuels at a higher price this will hurt small business and most economically
disadvantaged populations. Forcing people to go electric is NOT what the people want! Our electrical
grid is unreliable and electric vehicle range and operating cost is simply not comparable to gasoline
and diesel vehicles.
The government is acting in an unreasonable manner and abusing its power to force the masses to
do something only a few want. Does DEQ really think reducing carbon emissions in our little state is
going to slow the warming of the planet earth!!!?? This government action will only speed up the
financial disparities that our times have come to know, more tents, more homelessness, less access
to transportation and for what? Carbon fuels are currently irreplaceable. Stop this action NOW!!
Reed Adam
Salem, Oregon

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zachary Shuman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program Public Comment
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:57:48 PM

Hi,
The only reason I know this public comment period is happening is that NW natural sent me a
bunch of propaganda and then solicited comments at their own site, (https://portalnwnatural.nationbuilder.com/oregon_deq_climate_rules_comment?
utm_campaign=re_execorder_feedback_form&utm_medium=email&utm_source=nwnatural)
claiming they would share my comments.
My comment on their website follows in full. I am deeply curious if they shared it with you.
“I was directed by multiple e-mails from NW Natural to portal-nenatural.nationbuilder.com to
share comments about the Climate Protection Program. I can’t help but notice that is not a
state website, and NW Natural appears to be acting as a middle-man for the comments they
are soliciting.
As a natural gas distributor, NW Natural’s entire business model is unethical, untenable, and
wholly unacceptable going forward in light of methane’s major contribution to Global
warming, which is THE challenge of our time and a true existential threat not only to our
society and lifestyle, but the survival of our species.
I encourage the State of Oregon in the strongest possible terms to ignore the company’s
propagandic non-sense about ‘renewable’ methane and to enact strict, sweeping, and
necessary regulation to limit green house gas emissions as quickly as possible.
Any efforts to support the needs of the community MUST come in the form of helping
individuals and small businesses convert to zero emission energy solutions, and helping
employees of no-longer-needed businesses find new work — NOT propping up untenable
business models.
I encourage the state to regulate on this issue with no regard to NW Natural’s desires, and to
assist NW Natural employees in finding work as part of the solution rather than the problem.
I look forward to seeing if the state receives my feedback. Thank you.“
Zachary S
Tigard, OR
Ps., I shared this comment with NW Natural just now, around 12:54pm, Oct 2nd, 2021, after
receiving my second or third solicitory email from them, this one specifically mentioning the
extended public comment period. It seems like it would say something weird about the
comments NW Natural does share with you if they somehow omit mine, don’t you think?
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne & Anthony Antoville
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program Public Comment
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:07:52 PM

We respectfully request that DEQ strengthen the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program by
1. Closing loopholes that allow for fracked-gas power plants to go unregulated.
2. Supporting regulations that require technologies that lead to lower emissions
at stationary sources like refineries and oil terminals, but also place hard caps
on emissions at those facilities.
3. Strengthening rules for Community Climate Investment funding so that
frontline and low income communities benefit most.
Thank you,
Kristin Conrad-Antoville & Anthony Antoville
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ed Maurina
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program Rulemaking
Saturday, October 23, 2021 4:07:06 PM

Please do not absolve the FAA, Port Of Portland, and the Oregon Department of Aviation of
responsibility for reducing greenhouse gasses.
Without question, airplanes are a major contributor of greenhouse gases and air pollution
(lead, etc.).
The 'fight-industry' and associated parties should not be 'given a break'. Quite the opposite,.
Additional limits and regulations should be applied to put pressure on this industry to limit its
activity to necessary and required flights only.
As it stands, local aviators (in Hillsboro Oregon) are pumping tons of pollutants into the air
every year and diminishing the quality of life of area residents to joy ride and train foreign
pilots. At the same time they and their supporting airports benefit from tax breaks paid for by
those same residents.
Please do not cut aviators and associated parties further breaks.

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Teresa Tse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Teresa Tse
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:12:39 PM

Dear Sir or Madam,
I am writing in regards to the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program Rulemaking. It is important
that every industry is under the same standards to keep the air clean. There should not be
exceptions, especially to the aviation industry. I live in Hillsboro and we are exposed to avgas
pollution on a regular basis. I've counted over 75 prop planes flying over Washington county,
for hours, one day in September.
I am speaking for myself, my family and all of my neighbors (especially babies and children)
who live within one and a half miles of Hillsboro Airport. Our situation is worse than other
Oregon regions because these planes are flying in violation of FAA safety regulations, flying
at low altitudes, right over us. I think that DEQ should place air monitors at every school
within 5 miles of any airport. In particular, Hillsboro Airport because they have more traffic
than Portland International Airport.
DEQ is responsible for protecting and enhancing Oregon's water and air quality.
Please keep healthy and safe standards for all Oregonians. We should not be
exposed to lead, PM2.5, PM 10, benzene, elemental carbon, carbon monoxide,
relentless noise and a host of other toxins in the air. United of America is a world
leader and it will be very shameful if any government agency purposely allows any
industry to poison its citizens. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Teresa Tse
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jonathan Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program
Monday, October 11, 2021 8:08:06 AM

This program is a step in the right direction, but it needs to be far more aggressive if we are to
prevent the worse effects of Climate Change. We need to get to 100% renewable energy by
2030, and we can't put our trust in multiple administrations between now and 2050.
Our goal needs to be to work with the federal government to transition ALL EXISTING
companies to green energy. We need to build up our smart grid to standardize and handle
large-scale power storage with EVs and battery-swapping stations. Solar, wind, geothermal,
sustainable biomass, and landfill reclamation must be our main priorities this decade.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Clark, MSEE
Hillsboro, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Zuniga (suzuniga@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:18:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please hold ALL polluters accountable and DO NOT exempt the largest polluters in Oregon. If we are going to have
any real impact on climate we must ALL work together. Please make strong, BOLD, MEANINGFUL reductions in
emissions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Zuniga
301 NE 65th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
suzuniga@icloud.com
(503) 261-0916
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Horning
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse gas emissions, opposition
Sunday, October 10, 2021 4:00:49 PM

So now that we've gone through this pandemic, and government has taken a much larger role in
our lives, now Kate Brown is proposing to force climate change among us by forcing rationing of
fuels? There is zero way that wind and solar can make up for this, so you will see Oregon's
economy grinding to a halt and people either freezing to death in the winter or cooking to death
in the summer.
This proposal is not based on anything other than a wish list of green house gas emissions
reduction. There is no basis for what Oregon needs as far as power, only what the governor
does not want Oregon to use. There is no guidance on what is to replace all this power lost, and
there has to be, otherwise this will destroy Oregon and it’s people and economy.

Thanks,
Bob Horning
21215 NW Brunswick Canyon Rd,
North Plains, OR 97133
503-319-2007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Philip Ratcliff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Monday, September 6, 2021 10:50:51 PM

I’m hoping that your rules for greenhouse gas emissions will be strengthened by adopting the
following points:
1. Closing loopholes that allow for fracked-gas power plants to go unregulated.
2. Supporting regulations that require technologies that lead to lower emissions at

stationary sources like refineries and oil terminals, but also place hard caps on
emissions at those facilities.
3. Strengthening rules for Community Climate Investment funding so that frontline
and low income communities benefit most.
Philip Ratcliff
4665 Tragen Ct. SE
Salem 97302
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Holmes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
greenhouse gas emissions
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:47:39 AM

Ladies and Gentlemen,
I support all the proposed methods to reduce greenhouse gases.
You know what they are, but let's think about why we should do this.
It's tough to tell people who make their living and their fortune fracking
gas and contaminating our air, because let's face it for most people
making money is their first priority, and that's not going to change. So
quite simply you have to create an economy where people prosper in jobs
and corporation fat cats get rich and the air, the water, the soil gets
cleaner. You, and that means all the legislators and those who dream up
these proposals have to be clever about ways to make money cleaning up
our air. Because no matter how smart and wealthy you still need to breath
clean air.
So go with that, make your goals of reductions of greenhouse gas
emissions, but figure out how to make money off of doing it.
In the mean time I suggest you take Oregon trees off Wall Street as if
our trees are a sack of soybeans. Instead have the timber companies do a
60 year cut rotation with 30 foot wide stream banks to protect riparian
habitat for salmon and other wildlife and bingo! you will have more clean
air.
PLUS, did you know trees will grow three to four times larger if they have
salmon spawning (dying, rotting) to nourish their stream beds?
Fact, you can Google it.
And those larger longer living trees soak up more and more of the
contaminants while giving us cleaner air to breath.
Start with that one.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Nancy Holmes
Seaside, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

WB
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse gas program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:34:25 AM

In order to achieve zero-emissions in 30 years, we need to begin turning off fossil fuel plants,
building renewable or even nuclear electric plants, and transitioning to electric or hydrogen
vehicles and transit today. Industry will throw a fit about it, but the climate doesn't care about
money or human life. Government's role is to prioritize human life and scientific reality over
private profit. Nobody should be exempt especially when they're the largest polluters in the
state.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clay Ver Bryck, Sr.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas Proposed Ruling
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:35:40 AM

AS A SMALL BUSINESS OWNER WHO EMPLOYS 8 EMPLOYS AND AM WORKING
TO PUT MORE TO WORK, THIS RULING WOULD KILL MY BUSINESS. PLEASE
RECONSIDER THE RULING
CLAY D VER BRYCK SR
MEDFORD, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Graham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
greenhouse gas reductions
Monday, October 11, 2021 7:52:39 PM

DEQ’s current caps does not reduce pollution fast enough. DEQ & EQC should at least adopt mandatory emissions
reductions in line with state targets.   Thank you, Peter & Kitson Graham
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rollie Baxter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
greenhouse gas rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:49:59 PM

NW Natural asked me to send in my thoughts.
I think natural gas is a problem (not quite as bad as coal and oil) and its use
must be diminished. I am on gas but will need to convert. The state should
pour money into real renewables (gas IS NOT one of them) and help users
transition. Subsidies for conversion should be supported. Subsidies for new
solar / wind / wave should be expanded and enhanced and be very
generous. If anything, these actions are late to the game . We need
ACTION and aggressive action. NW Natural needs to decrease investment
in gas and transition to an energy company that includes solar and wind.
Damn the cost. I think the 45% reduction by 2035 and 80% by 2050 is too
low but it is a start. It should be faster. Yes, it is going to be inconvenient
and cost money.
I believe NW Natural to be a duplicitous, disingenuous energy company
seeking to sustain its current business model. Things must change.
This from NW Natural:

Take Action Now for Oregon DEQ Climate Rules

In March of 2020, Governor Kate Brown issued an executive order requiring state
agencies to meet specific goals – setting a standard for a 45% reduction from 1990
greenhouse gas emission levels by 2035 and an 80% reduction by 2050.
After more than a year of draft rulemaking by the Department of Environmental
Quality, it is evident that Oregonians across the state agree on the need to respond to
climate change, but there is still no consensus on exactly what that response should
be.
There has been no calculation of the true costs of the DEQ’s Climate Protection
Program, which will impact every energy user in Oregon. NW Natural supports the
goal of reducing carbon emissions, but the draft rules do not ensure such reductions.
And there are proposals that could discourage renewable energy innovation and force
communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs.
Because this is a regulatory process, there is opportunity for public comment.
Send us your comments directed at the DEQ by October 4, 2021, by 10 a.m.
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I sent my comments to NW Natural. It would be interesting to see if they
forwarded to you. Doubt it.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jay Schindler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gas
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 3:01:07 PM

According to https://www.oregon.gov/energy/energy-oregon/pages/electricity-mix-inoregon.aspx, the sources of electricity in Oregon in 2019 were 52% from Coal and
Natural Gas, 37% from hydro and just less than 5% from wind.
In a September 23 posting, the “EIA expects U.S. hydropower generation
to decline 14% in 2021 amid drought”
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=49676
If hydropower were to decline as the EIA projects, the hydropower
generation portion of our energy mix would drop about the same amount
of power as the wind provided in 2019.
The Jun 2021 EIA data for the electricity mix in California was 47% natural
gas fired generation and 35% non-hydro renewables, and 8%
hydroelectric.
According to an October 13, 2021 Washington Post article, in the state of New
York, by 2050, the state projects, electric cars, trucks and buses will use 14
percent of New York’s total output, and the overall demand could grow by 50%.
In June of 2021, Spokane suffered rolling blackouts. In California, in
response to a perceived power shortage, on July 8th Governor Gavin
Newsom issued an Executive Order ordering the CARB to “exercise
maximum discretion to permit the use of stationary and portable
generators or auxiliary ship engines to reduce the strain on the energy
infrastructure and increase energy capacity during the Extreme Heat
Event.” https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/ExtremeHeat-Proc-7-8-21.pdf
This while California, in its quest for reducing greenhouse gasses, planned
on prohibiting the sale of new gasoline powered cars by 2035 and banned
gasoline lawnmowers.
All the energy curtailed by limiting greenhouse gas emissions from power
generation must be replaced and the general growth of electrical demand
and the growth in demand for charging battery electric transportation in
the next decades needs to be provided for in generation capacity and the
capacity of the electrical grid.
Hydro is not going to grow, the removal of 4 dams on the Snake has been
advocated. Nuclear is illegal in Oregon, although we can import the
electricity generated from it. Coal is on its way out. Geothermal is limited.
Wind and Solar are part of the answer but do not have 24/7 reliability.
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According to the Northwest Power and Conservation Council, Oregon’s
loss of load probability (LOLP) is 7.5% and estimated to grow to 33%
about 2028.
While I believe it is important to make the change to a carbon free
economy, but we must make the transition in a way that doesn’t cripple us.
A LOLP of 33% is a third world power grid.
A decision that brings with it unforeseen circumstances may be a cure
worse than the disease.

Jay Schindler
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Burbank
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse GasEmissions Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:56:55 AM

Hello,
I believe that this policy will impact Oregon and it’s business and economy is a very negative way   I strongly
encourage the delegation to Vote against implementing this program.
Thank you,
Ashley Burbank
503-779-8078
2140 nw Lexie lane
Redmond OR 97756
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

murphyj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jean Murphy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse gases action plan
Thursday, September 23, 2021 4:01:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I'm glad our state has finally come up with a plan to reduce greenhouse gases. It's not strong enough to make
enough difference, but I tell myself every bit helps.
I hope enough people realize how drastic the situation is, and not only put this new plan into action, but
quickly come up with much more stringent caps on fossil fuel uses, and enforce them too. We're headed
for real trouble, if we don't. I'm almost 80, and won't be around for the worst effects of global warming,
but it breaks my heart to think of what seems inevitable -- UNLESS we do the hard things we KNOW
we must do.
So -- do this, and then do more.
Sincerely,
Jean Murphy
585 W 26th Ave Eugene, OR 97405-2740
murphyj@uoregon.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda M. Wysong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Greenhouse Gass Emmissions
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:38:41 PM

September 30
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s
proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. We are in a rapidly escalating
climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the
largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding stationary sources of
climate pollution in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the
state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline
communities. This exemption is putting industrial lobbies over the good of the people
of Oregon. Please change this create strong and enforceable goals for the overall
reduction of Greenhouse Gas Emissions.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
1. Prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and
other frontline communities – such as my neighborhood, Kenton in North
Portland that suffers from extreme heat and poor air quality.
2. Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook – this is
ridiculous and unfair.
3. Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
4. Bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities have access and benefit from the program.
Sincerely,
Linda
Linda Wysong
7616 N Denver Ave.
Portland, OR 97217
I respectfully acknowledge that I live and work on the unceded, traditional, and ancestral lands of the
Kalapuya, Tlatskanai, Cowlitz , Chinook, Multnomah and Clackamas peoples.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Rasmussen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
HB 2021
Thursday, October 14, 2021 12:14:47 PM

Hello, For Oregon to do its part makes no sense. You will only burden business and people in this
state with no positive effect. Look at global CO2 emmisions, over 36 billion tons. Look at Oregons
part, about 64 million tons. That is about 0.0018. The US is about 15% of global CO2. Until the world
gets on board with reducing CO2, there is no reason for a state to push this agenda. Further look at
China’s number of operating coal fired electrical plants now and the proposed addition of plants in
China. The same for India and the rest of the world. Many Oregonians should go visit Thomas
Condon visitor center, you will find out that Oregon was once semi tropical. So, temperature records
have only been recorded since 1895? Pretty small window of time. If you insist to go down this road
and want to do your part and make a difference, you should move to China and start there.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah C (chaneysjean@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Hold all Oregon"s Polluters accountable
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:02:18 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I was very excited to hear about legislation passing this year to forge new pollution policies to help our planet and
climate. My understanding was that all polluters would be held accountable in order to reach the state's climate
goals.
Please do not give any polluters any kind of break. We can't afford this. All pollution impacts us all.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sarah C
3120 NW Manzanita Pl
Corvallis, OR 97330
chaneysjean@gmail.com
(541) 908-3818
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hannah Perez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Hold Polluters Accountable
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:30:04 AM

Hold polluters accountable in communities in which they cause damage to the community
members and nearby houses. People of color, specifically, face many health risks and issues
due to living near big sources of pollution.
Thank you,
Hannah Perez
Concerned Community Member
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Farmer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
How can this possibly benefit anyone
Friday, August 6, 2021 6:38:06 PM

I hop you do not seriously plan to limit the amount a fuel that will be available while at the same time hoping this
will not hurt the economy?
Also you need to figure out how I will be compensated for being forced to run bio fuel when now I can not run B2
diesel when the temp drops below 12 degrees.
This really can’t be anymore than a regulatory employment center plan.
Oregon contributes very little if any to emissions problems. But for some reason our state leaders want to mimic
California? Keep in mind there are more people living south of Sacramento, than the entire country of Canada. And
the real emissions problem there is caused by the climate.
If you really wanted to do something, start with getting traffic moving. Shut down the weigh scales (they are mostly
fuel wasters) and enforce the current vehicle emissions laws we have now.
Do you realize it is a common and popular practice to buy a new pickup, and have all the emissions controls and
systems removed?
Logical people will come to a logical solution.
I do not see anything logical here but illogical rule making.
Dave Farmer
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ivy Medow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
How the changing climate is affecting me
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:40:56 PM

The changing climate is making me afraid to keep living in this town on the Oregon
Coast.
I fear my neighbor's 80 foot cedars or doug fir might snap in the ever increasing
velocity winds.
I wonder if they will catch fire when he and his family are smoking dope on their
porch...one stray spark or ash + wind can equal disaster. The birds are fewer, and
they are my joy. The number of species is diminished every year.. In fact today
there were very few crows to chase a hawk away from their territory.
My town's leadership does not recognize climate change as worth their attention,
despite many of the citizenry imploring them to change their views for many
reasons...not just hugging trees, but maybe bringing funding streams in to help with
different things that currently there is no money for. I personally would like them to
see the value of trees and find some balance between conservation and
development.
I can't really afford to move, however. I have other barriers to just clearing out of
here. And I want systems change to take place so I can stay here! So it makes me
sad, too...in a roundabout way...and on many levels. I am an optimistic and joyful
person by nature...climate change is messing with my mojo.
Ivy Medow
Florence, Oregon.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

candybau@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of CANDY BAUNSGARD
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
I implore you to please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:11:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is needs to start taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution
continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility....it is time for Oregon to step up!
It's great that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
CANDY BAUNSGARD
1295 NW Constellation Dr Bend, OR 97703-5482
candybau@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rita
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
I LIKE TO SHARE SOME IDEAS HOPEFULLY SLOW DOWN CLIMATE CHANGE OR STOP CLIMATE CHANGE.
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:50:19 PM

Very concerned for this dangerous climate change. We all need to address this scary
climate change problem.
Scientist found our planet is heating up to fast and to hot. Scientist found out that is
not enough rain fall. Many lakes here in the states are shrinking, like Crater Lake and
the lakes in California and in all around the states. biologist found lake are shrinking
in other countries. This shows symptoms of climate change.
Scientist and biologist can see this climate change can cause a very catastrophic
damage to our planet causing server droughts famen could happen. so now Scientist
and biologist warn us to address climate thousands of people will died from lack of
water and server heat.
We all need to work together to find ways to keep green house gases out of the
acnisphere Scientist and biologist i sure be happy to work with all of you to find ways
to keep harmful green house gases from escaping to acnisphere. Scientist might find
away to clean up the acnisphere by some kind of ultra rays beams to burn pollutions
out of the ozone so the ozone can repair itself. Doing epidemic while hardly any cars
and smoke from factories was not dispersing polutiotence into air. Scientist saw that
the ozone was closing up and temperature of the earth was dropping some almost to
normal temperature that help the planet from climate change, this was helping to save
our planet.
With team of scientist and biologist can help all of you with additional ideas for
renewal energy beside wind power, solar panels, ocean power and all electric power
cars, trucks, trains. farm tractors and air planes and jets.
Wars countries needs to stop using harmful polluting bombs,rockets, anti air craft
guns, any thing that pollutes the air stop these
counties from using such polluting war machines is to stop engaging in selling
weapon to them.
, this would help stopping pollution from going into the acnisphere. It takes every
country to corporation keeping polutionants out of the ozone.
This hopefully this well be helpful set money aside to help low income people to
convert their cars into battery run if all can be don this way. Find solution to help
people with cars may not able to be covered into battery run car, maybe more bus
transport at mauby address to help ecomatate transportation needs for the middle low
income persons that can not afford to get indebt with car payments.
We need every vehicles to be off of fossil fuels.
Dearly thank you reading concerned letter and addressing climate change.
My love and prayers are with and one of to achieve this cleaning up the acnisphere
and the ozone to save our planet and us.
Love from concerned citizen
Rita.
email rita0993@comcast.net
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Freddy Ruiz Jr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
I love nature. Protect it.
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:54:21 PM

Please protect all the nature that we have left. Things are dieing and not coming back, ever.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rev. Robyn Hartwig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Important: CPP - 1) Follow the science 2) Hold industry accountable 3) Advance equitable outcomes
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:23:42 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I am a Lutheran pastor at Spirit of Grace, a Lutheran and Roman Catholic community. As a Christian, I am called to
prioritize the needs of the most vulnerable people in our communities. Low income communities and communities
of color have contributed the least to climate change but are experiencing the worst harm. I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I respectfully urge the DEQ to
strengthen the current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the
people of Oregon from the disastrous effects of climate change.
For the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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Our children and all future generations need us to take bold action now. As the Christian faith tradition reminds us,
"For whenever you have done it for one of the least of these, you have done it for me. (Matthew 25:37-40)
Thank you so much,
Yours sincerely,
Rev. Robyn Hartwig
Beaverton, Oregon, 97006, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Rev. Robyn Hartwig via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rev. Robyn provided an email address
(pastorrobyn@spiritofgracepdx.org) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rev. Robyn Hartwig at pastorrobyn@spiritofgracepdx.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosemarie Sweet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Improve Climate Protection Program rules.
Saturday, September 18, 2021 9:22:37 AM

Dear People,
We are in the midst of a climate emergency. As a senior citizen, I dread the effects of heat waves, polluted air and
wild fire on my children and grandchildren. When the air is terribly hazy from wild fires, as it was in my
neighborhood in NE Portland yesterday (Cully), I get headaches and brain fog. I’m relieved that Oregon’s
legislature has enacted laws demanding that we address climate change now.
Yet, I’m struck by the timidity and incompleteness of DEQ’s proposed rules. They make me doubt whether anything
you’ve so far proposed will make a dent in this emergency. DEQ’s cap and trade proposal only applies to fuel
suppliers, not to the major industrial polluters. Disturbingly, it exempts fracked gas power plants from regulation. In
a neighborhood like Cully, with an industrial sector and many BIPOC community members, it’s obvious that this
failure of regulation will affect these disadvantaged communities the most. How can you create a policy that doesn’t
take into account the needs of those with the fewest resources?
The proposed rules fail to limit pollution from stationary sources like large industrial facilities, fracked gas
infrastructure and LNG terminals. These gaps in regulation will fall hardest on communities like the one I live in. I
want to see these rules significantly strengthened to reflect the climate emergency we are now in the midst of.
Sincerely,
Rosemarie Sweet
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Harris (terryjharris@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Improve Oregon"s Climate Protection Program rules. Let"s meet our climate commitment.
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:54:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Thank you for your efforts on this important topic. These rules are critically important and big steps are needed.
Half measures will simply obligate DEQ to return again and again just to meet Oregon's climate goals.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Terry Harris
5047 SW 18TH PL
Portland, OR 97239
terryjharris@gmail.com
(509) 995-4754
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Felicia Kongable
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Improve the DEQ Climate Protection Plan
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:16:59 PM

Sent from Mail for Windows

Please improve the DEQ Climate Protection Plan:
The urgency of now must be acknowledged in all facets of the DEQ Climate Protection
Plan.Sticks, as well as carrots, must be applied to make changes occur quickly. There is no
time to go easy at this point.
DEQ must follow the science and adopt a more stringent cap trajectory that cuts
emissions 50 percent by 2030.
The Climate Protection Program must include regulation on stationary sources of pollution to
make it impossible to not reduce emissions. In-house designed plans to design a company’s
plan to decline their emissions should not be accepted- there is too much room for sleight-ofhand- a third-party should design the plan and set the timeline.
It is too easy for a polluter to provide money to invest in projects to lower emissions, and too
undwiedly a plan without very, very clear rules. Its outcome is not clear-cut and could bear
little progress in reductions. The rules must be very clear that reduction will be 1:1 per credit,
and provide the greatest community benefit.
Sincerely,
Felicia Kongable, 13505 SE River Rd, Apt 4203, Portland, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Voruz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Include Carbon Sequestration in Oregon Climate Plan
Tuesday, August 17, 2021 3:25:30 PM

Dear DEQ (Oregon Department of Environmental Quality),
According to the book “A Finer Future” by Hunter Lovins, scientists
have determined that sequestering enough carbon by 2030 buys us enough
time to reduce our carbon emissions to net zero by 2050.
We need both actions. Sequestering carbon and reducing our carbon emissions.
This comment politely demands that Oregon land holders (foresters,
agriculturalists) have a voluntary option to enter a carbon
sequestration program on their lands and receive a financial incentive
to offset some of the startup costs.
The Oregon Global Warming Commission said in their “Natural and
Working Lands Proposal” issued in July of this year, “Carbon
(dioxide) sequestered in natural and working lands reduced total GHG
emissions in the United States by 12 percent (EPA 2020). Researchers
estimate that the amount of carbon sequestered annually in natural and
working lands could be more than doubled by protecting and restoring
natural habitats and modifying management practices in our forests,
farms and rangeland.”
In their final draft rules document released on August 5, 2021, Oregon
DEQ did not provide an option for Oregon land holders to receive
financial incentives to enter a carbon sequestration program. The DEQ
program includes a Community Climate Investment fund that offers
‘offsets’ for emitters who can’t meet their emissions reduction
requirements to achieve compliance.   Under this plan funds can only
be expended on projects that promote emissions reduction (like
improving home insulation, windows, heating/cooling systems, etc.),
not for sequestration.
It appears that carbon sequestration has been excluded. I urge you to
change that promptly. For the safe and healthy livability of all of
us we need and want a voluntary carbon sequestration program in
Oregon.
Thank you for your consideration and for taking note of my request.
Sincerely,
Judy Voruz
Member, Southern Oregon Pachamama Alliance

--
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mike Sullivan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Input from AWPPW on the proposed GHG Emissions Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:46:13 PM
ritter ltr to ODEQ 10.22.21.docx

Greetings DEQ
Please read the attachment on exempting Oregon paper mills from biogenic CO2-e
emissions so finely submitted by Jerry Ritter, a retiree of Association of Western Pulp
and Paper Workers (AWPPW) Local Union-677, (Springfield, Oregon). AWPPW
consider Mr. Ritter's fine letter as a template for all of AWPPW's Local Unions in
Oregon.
I have often referred to the members of AWPPW as a "two legged" endangered
Species. Please give every consideration in your deliberations to the fate of your
Union Members.
Sincerely
Mike Sullivan
Oregon Political Director
AWPPW
971-237-3125
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tim Miller
colin.mcconnaha@state.or.us; SINGH Nicole * DEQ; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Input on price of CCI CREDITS -- critical adders on top of SCC
Thursday, September 2, 2021 3:38:10 PM
PECI Recommendation on DEQ CPP draft rules CCI program and SCC.pdf

Colin, Nicole, team Hello! As we discussed a few weeks back, the attached outlines critical cost considerations for
entities involved in managing CCI funds and implementing CCI projects.
As a DEQ CPP RAC member, most of my feedback has been through my role with Oregon
Business for Climate. However, on this topic, the more relevant basis is my role as Executive
Director of PECI.
Thank you for your consideration of this input, and I hope it is helpful as you refine the rules
for this very important program.
In appreciation,
- Tim
--

TIM MILLER

Executive Director

email tim.miller@peci.org
direct 503-490-3014
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erika Giesen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Input on the DEQ Draft Rules for the Climate Protection Program - strong support
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:08:23 PM

To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing to express my very strong support for a robust Climate Protection Program. I was
born and raised in Oregon and have witnessed the devastating impacts of the climate crisis in
the burning of our forests and the wildfire smoke we are subjected to every summer in
southern Oregon. We need your action now.
To address this I support the CPP and recommend that the program strengthen its commitment
to environmental and climate justice - oppressed groups, including low-income folks - are hit
worst and hardest.
I also hope you strengthen the interim target for greenhouse gas emissions so that they better
fit with what scientists recommend, which is net zero emissions by 2050, at the latest.
Lastly, I want to share my hope that you remove elements from the program that offer
incentives that will undermine the reduction goals, such as for biofuels and renewable natural
gas.
Thank you for considering my input.
Sincerely,
Erika Giesen
34 William Way
Talent, OR 97540
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

NANCY LOEB
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, August 26, 2021 10:56:14 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
I FEAR BOTH LOCAL AND NATIONAL LEADERS WILL FALL FAR SHORT OF OUR
NEEDED GOALS. THIS WILL RESULT IN HORRIFIC CONSEQUENCES FOR BOTH
HUMANS, ANIMALS, PLANTS AND OUR PLANET.
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
NANCY LOEB
3104 SW Cascade Dr
Portland, OR 97205
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Jensvold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Friday, September 3, 2021 10:05:16 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
In order to have a livable planet, we need to phase out fossil fuel use. A key way to do that is
to stop heating and powering our homes with fossil fuels like "natural" gas,
because "Natural" Gas,
a.k.a. Methane is
NOT clean
NOT green
NOT safe
NOT new
NOT a bridge to renewable energy
and
NOT natural!
Thank you,
Kelly Jensvold
10966 SW Durham Rd
Portland, OR 97224
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

NANCY LOEB
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, August 26, 2021 10:56:14 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
I FEAR BOTH LOCAL AND NATIONAL LEADERS WILL FALL FAR SHORT OF OUR
NEEDED GOALS. THIS WILL RESULT IN HORRIFIC CONSEQUENCES FOR BOTH
HUMANS, ANIMALS, PLANTS AND OUR PLANET.
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
NANCY LOEB
3104 SW Cascade Dr
Portland, OR 97205
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

caroline folger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Sunday, October 10, 2021 8:35:42 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
caroline folger
6831 SE Tolman St
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elaine Fischer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 12:49:25 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Elaine Fischer
2514 Sharmar Rd
Cave Spring, VA 24018
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Windy Ford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Saturday, October 2, 2021 6:57:30 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Windy Ford
2733 NE Dunckley St
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cori Longstreet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Saturday, October 2, 2021 6:56:49 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
I'm including the statement form 350.org - but as well I want to include my thoughts - Natural
Gas is killing our waterways and the communities that live in them. We need to take care of
all our communities and not just here in Oregon. Natural Gas is disgusting and horrid for our
planet.
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Cori Longstreet
7156 SE Stark St
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Nicola
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Saturday, October 2, 2021 6:54:26 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Michelle Nicola
3812 SE 71st Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Jacobson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:55:40 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Karen Jacobson
7445 SW 52nd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wilfredo R. Santiago
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:36:50 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Wilfredo R. Santiago
262 45th St
Brooklyn, NY 11220
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Kirkland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 1:34:44 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jessica Kirkland
2245 SW Park Pl
Portland, OR 97205
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Stenger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:13:13 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Joseph Stenger
4420 NE 36th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

AY
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:33:21 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
AY
Walnut Dr
VA 22405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Merry Ann Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:55:09 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Merry Ann Moore
6319 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Nash
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:43:05 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Laura Nash
6900 N Haight Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Sullivan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Friday, September 10, 2021 11:45:55 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Lauren Sullivan
3031 SE 76th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katelyn Entzeroth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, September 9, 2021 9:56:03 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Katelyn Entzeroth
3500 SW 113th Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Carl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, September 9, 2021 7:59:44 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Nancy Carl
1014 S Park St
Carlton, OR 97111
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maia Hixon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, September 9, 2021 6:45:10 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Maia Hixon
2947 NE 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Levin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, September 9, 2021 6:09:18 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Beth Levin
3043 NE 51st Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, September 9, 2021 1:53:03 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Jacobson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, September 9, 2021 12:46:45 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Karen Jacobson
7445 SW 52nd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Cowen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, September 9, 2021 12:39:21 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Anna Cowen
19308 Leland Road
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Lofy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, September 9, 2021 12:25:47 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jean Lofy
13505 SE River Rd
Portland, OR 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tara Schwoebel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Monday, September 6, 2021 11:17:17 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Tara Schwoebel
15125 SE Woodland Way
Milwaukie, OR 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allison PC
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Friday, September 3, 2021 2:36:58 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Allison PC
1265 SE Oak St
Hillsboro, OR 97123
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Nash
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, September 2, 2021 8:10:37 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Laura Nash
6900 N Haight Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jon Bazinet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 31, 2021 3:28:29 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jon Bazinet
256 Honeydew Dr
Vallejo, CA 94591
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michael hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 31, 2021 1:16:13 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
michael hall
2826 NE 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Armando Gomez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Monday, August 30, 2021 1:31:01 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Armando Gomez
2807 Yulupa Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CATHLEEN BURNS
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Monday, August 30, 2021 10:41:31 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
CATHLEEN BURNS
544 Seaview Ln
Friday Harbor, WA 98250
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joshua berger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Sunday, August 29, 2021 10:43:14 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
joshua berger
14443 Crossroads Loop
Sisters, OR 97759
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Koivisto
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Sunday, August 29, 2021 9:21:22 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ellen Koivisto
1556 Great Hwy
San Francisco, CA 94122
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Stebbins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Sunday, August 29, 2021 2:41:50 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Emily Stebbins
2245 SE 85th Ave
Portland, OR 97216
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alexandrea Rebar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Sunday, August 29, 2021 9:03:36 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Alexandrea Rebar
5237 S I St
Tacoma, WA 98408
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mende Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Sunday, August 29, 2021 5:03:17 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Mende Smith
1210 SE 20th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brian simpson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Saturday, August 28, 2021 11:05:57 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
brian simpson
1413 3rd Ave
Seattle, WA 98101
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

annie capestany
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Saturday, August 28, 2021 2:50:44 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
I am trying to get OFF of "natural" gas. I wish there were a program to subsidize my
conversion from gas to electric.
Instead, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its dangerous
product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas as a fuel
that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Recently, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
annie capestany
5325 SE Cesar Estrada Chavez Blvd
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Lytle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Friday, August 27, 2021 9:40:52 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Denise Lytle
3207 Plaza Dr
Woodbridge Township, NJ 07095
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Lytle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Friday, August 27, 2021 9:40:52 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Denise Lytle
3207 Plaza Dr
Woodbridge Township, NJ 07095
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Satya Vayu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, August 26, 2021 6:42:00 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Satya Vayu
608 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Mizutani
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, August 26, 2021 4:41:16 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Patricia Mizutani
2335 NE 24th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bruce Cratty
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, August 26, 2021 8:26:18 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Bruce Cratty
1968 Ayers Ave
Akron, OH 44313
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Sample
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, August 26, 2021 8:09:21 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Wendy Sample
5525 S Kelly Ave
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Isabel Cervera
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, August 26, 2021 12:57:37 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Isabel Cervera
2118 S Main St
Salisbury, NC 28147
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julia Damon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 11:06:09 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Julia Damon
6740 N Wilbur Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Reed Lewallen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 6:32:57 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Reed Lewallen
19515 Lost Lake Dr
Bend, OR 97702
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rachel Gilmore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 5:02:57 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Rachel Gilmore
936 NE 117th Ave
Portland, OR 97220
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Otto Yunker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 2:25:48 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Otto Yunker
2309 NW Raleigh St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
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Caroline Bowdish
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 2:18:26 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Caroline Bowdish
1531 N 16th Ave
Pasco, WA 99301
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From:
To:
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Date:

Deepa Sivarajan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 2:04:31 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Deepa Sivarajan
735 Belmont Ave E
Seattle, WA 98102
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From:
To:
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Anja Semanco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:40:28 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Anja Semanco
1111 N Forest St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Kolassa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:30:03 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Michael Kolassa
201 Eastern Pkwy
Brooklyn, NY 11238
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bhakti
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:15:44 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
Re: “Natural” Gas concerns
The science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the gas
industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
An important report has been released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon and
Washington.
Please read this research so you can be equipped with knowledge to safeguard our climate and
the health and safety of our communities: bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
I reside in the Puget Sound region. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Thank you,
Sara Bhakti
521 7th Ave
Kirkland, WA 98033
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From:
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Carly Werdel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:10:45 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Carly Werdel
werdelc@oregonstate.edu
Corvallis, OR 97331
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Acopine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 12:47:14 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Nancy Acopine
81 Lakeshore Dr
Asheville, NC 28804
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Khristine Sandwith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 12:41:33 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Khristine Sandwith
1000 Fern St SW
Olympia, WA 98502
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Ripp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 12:21:09 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jeanne Ripp
2523 H St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janette Letson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 11:58:42 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Janette Letson
78 S Carr St
Lakewood, CO 80226
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Rachael Crowther
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 11:37:37 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Rachael Crowther
20607 Poplar Way
Lynnwood, WA 98036
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Amy M
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 11:28:50 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Amy M
332 Campbell Dr
Rogersville, TN 37857
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frances M
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 11:28:30 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Frances M
332 Campbell Dr
Rogersville, TN 37857
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laureen France
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 10:50:35 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Laureen France
4007 32nd Ave W
Seattle, WA 98199
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From:
To:
Subject:
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G Allen Daily
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 10:46:31 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
G Allen Daily
4119 N 110th St
Wauwatosa, WI 53222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lori Gudmundson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 10:40:27 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Lori Gudmundson
PO Box 6003
Bellingham, WA 98227
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve S
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 10:19:36 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Steve S
Washington
Washington, DC 20560
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

heidi Ahlstrand
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 9:23:24 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
heidi Ahlstrand
1580 State Ave
Owatonna, MN 55060
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To:
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Leslie McClure
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 8:58:19 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe, but we must
stop using coal to produce electricity.
Thank you,
Leslie McClure
8537 Anderson Ct NE
Lacey, WA 98516
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From:
To:
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Frank Selker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 8:55:48 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Frank Selker
4225 SW Agate Ln
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenna Carodiskey-Wiebe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 8:46:41 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jenna Carodiskey-Wiebe
35005 18th Ave SW
Federal Way, WA 98023
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From:
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Anastasia Pyz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 8:33:30 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
I'm sure you all have heard about the IPCC's latest report. The evidence of human involvement
in the changing of our atmosphere and climate is now irrefutable. The question remain what
will WE, and more importantly YOU - the local elected officials - do about it? Is it the job of
the citizen to continue to have to do all the research and fighting to decarbonize our society
while politicians and corporations continue business as usual, polluting and stealing the future
away from the youth of the world like myself? You can be the change to that problem.
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of cows in fields, happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the
name “natural,” the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious
corporation you can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off
regulation of its dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts,
promoting gas as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon
emissions reduction targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
An important report was just released by my organization I volunteer with (350PDX),
supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon and Washington. I want to make sure you
saw this research so you can be equipped with knowledge to safeguard our climate and the
health and safety of our communities: bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Anastasia Pyz
8130 SE 6th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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William Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 7:54:19 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
William Wilson
1747 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
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Rachael Pappano
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 7:28:33 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Rachael Pappano
330 River Rd
Mattawamkeag, ME 04459
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From:
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Judith Arcana
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 6:15:44 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Judith Arcana
2034 NE 40th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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Thomas Gilmore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 6:08:43 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Thomas Gilmore
317 Parkridge Rd
Bellingham, WA 98225
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Bonnie Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 4:59:26 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Bonnie Miller
900 University St
Seattle, WA 98101
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From:
To:
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Shel Neu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 4:11:54 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Shel Neu
Nicolai Rd
OR 97048
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From:
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Michael Rynes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 2:54:59 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Michael Rynes
570 Harlowe Ln
Naperville, IL 60565
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From:
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J.D. Staton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 2:51:48 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
J.D. Staton
817 SW 171st Ave
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
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Joy Mojica
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:38:08 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Joy Mojica
6380 NE Cherry Dr
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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From:
To:
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Date:

Carlos Echevarria
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:08:22 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Carlos Echevarria
5301 W Goldenwood Dr
Inglewood, CA 90302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tanara Saarinen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:50:21 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Tanara Saarinen
4418 Rosedale St NW
Gig Harbor, WA 98335
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Tracy Cole
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:04:11 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Tracy Cole
10227 N 66th Dr
Glendale, AZ 85302
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From:
To:
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Mark Koritz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:45:21 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Mark Koritz
12104 Ashford Gables Dr
Dunwoody, GA 30338
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From:
To:
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Elaine Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 9:53:17 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Elaine Nelson
6786 SW 204th Ave
Aloha, OR 97007
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From:
To:
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Jeffrey Watson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 9:51:09 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jeffrey Watson
13523 248th Ave SE
Issaquah, WA 98027
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Justus Peacock-Broyles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 9:49:57 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Justus Peacock-Broyles
4535 NE Grand Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Candace LaPorte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 9:13:45 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Candace LaPorte
3167 Arizona Ave
North Chicago, IL 60088
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CG
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:52:05 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
CG
3901 Governor Dr
San Diego, CA 92122
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Nieland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:41:00 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Thomas Nieland
415 Oakwood Dr
Alamo, TX 78516
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John and Polly Wood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:33:31 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
John and Polly Wood
408 Cascade Ave
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maryellen Redish
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:16:21 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Maryellen Redish
671 S Riverside Dr
Palm Springs, CA 92264
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Kain
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:14:26 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jennifer Kain
95 SW 101st Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Noah Hanmer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 8:03:59 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Noah Hanmer
130 Sunrise Dr
Bristol, RI 02809
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joan Kleban
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:58:05 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Joan Kleban
966 Jackson St
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Heath
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:44:18 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Susan Heath
2552 Mount Vernon St SE
Albany, OR 97322
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margarita Perez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:43:18 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Margarita Perez
13859 Graber Ave
Los Angeles, CA 91342
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea Gruszecki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:40:43 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Andrea Gruszecki
19805 Sunnyside Dr N
Shoreline, WA 98133
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary McGaughey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:27:38 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Mary McGaughey
381 NE Village Squire Ave
Gresham, OR 97030
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Fred Greef
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:23:07 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Fred Greef
249 Bates Rd
White Salmon, WA 98672
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harold Watson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:14:57 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Harold Watson
1930 E Cairo St
Springfield, MO 65802
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:55:37 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Stephen Johnson
3385 SW 100th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Dawson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:35:52 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report (see url below) was released, supported by 64 organizations from
across Oregon and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be
equipped with knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our
communities: bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Link to the report:
https://powerpastfrackedgas.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Methane-Gas_-Health-Safetyand-Decarbonization.pdf
Thank you,
Kathy Dawson
5806 Greenwood Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John S
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:28:03 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
John S
10726 Stone Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Esther Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:25:40 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Esther Friedman
4160 Hertel Dr S
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Demetzky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:17:12 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Daniel Demetzky
8134 Crestwood Dr
North Ridgeville, OH 44039
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Canright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:02:52 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Mark Canright
11589 Martin Rd
Rockport, WA 98283
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tika Bordelon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:50:04 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Tika Bordelon
1400 Hubbell Pl
Seattle, WA 98101
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From:
To:
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Beth Levin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:36:51 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Beth Levin
3043 NE 51st Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
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Dave Dunkak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:34:43 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Dave Dunkak
3402 SE Harney Ct
Portland, OR 97222
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From:
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Joyce Dixon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:23:56 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
I was in a water heater gas explosion in 1997 and watched my next-door neighbor die of
scalding burns. I suffered brain trauma from the roof falling in on me. Gas is NOT a safe
system. Please move to all-electric choices.
Thank you,
Joyce Dixon
4045 Bowser Ave
Dallas, TX 75219
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From:
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Elisabeth Abram
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:18:08 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Elisabeth Abram
7607 SE Harmony Dr
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Jason Crawford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:47:43 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jason Crawford
3224 Randy Rd
Lancaster, PA 17601
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robyn Reichert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:34:24 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Robyn Reichert
6916 Stoney Creek Cir
Lake Worth, FL 33467
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From:
To:
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Date:

Katharine Skolnick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:24:23 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Katharine Skolnick
545 Washington Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11238
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vivian Korneliussen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:17:45 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Vivian Korneliussen
917 N 178th St
Shoreline, WA 98133
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From:
To:
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Stephen Fuller-Rowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:16:37 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Stephen Fuller-Rowell
91 N Polk St
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
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Emily Van Alyne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:07:55 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Emily Van Alyne
6749 Whitestone St
West Richland, WA 99353
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From:
To:
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judith lienhard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:06:15 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
judith lienhard
4455 SW 94th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Melvin Bautista
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:58:07 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Melvin Bautista
343 AZ-264
Saint Michaels, AZ 86511
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From:
To:
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Matthew Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:56:42 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Matthew Anderson
13522 Densmore Ave N
Seattle, WA 98133
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Ardner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:25:52 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
John Ardner
2636 SW Eastwood Ave
Gresham, OR 97080
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From:
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Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:18:12 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
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Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:14:56 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roberta Cade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:14:17 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Roberta Cade
1321 Chemeketa St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bernadette Rodgers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:12:38 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
Portland has declared a climate emergency, and so I know that you know that the climate
crisis is an existential threat to our community and to all humanity. We must stop using fossil
fuels, period. And yet, from allowing Zenith Energy to continue to operate in Portland, to
allowances / excuses for fracked gas, the actions of our elected officials do not match the
rhetoric, or the need. Below is yet more information about the dangers of fracked gas. Please
heed, and please be brave and take the kind of bold action this moment in history calls for.
Thank you!
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Bernadette Rodgers
5105 SW Richardson Dr
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Jean Wyman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:03:24 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jean Wyman
3914 NE 75th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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To:
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Date:

Ernie Walters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:02:39 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ernie Walters
2437 Tartarian Way
Union City, CA 94587
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lane Lucht
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:02:37 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Lane Lucht
1225 E Westview Ct
Spokane, WA 99218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sylvia Duncan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:59:55 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Sylvia Duncan
1117 Orlando Dr
Plano, TX 75075
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Emerson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:59:05 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Wendy Emerson
3717 SE 42nd Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Curtis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:58:19 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Richard Curtis
2039 SW Brixton Pl
Gresham, OR 97080
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Noella Schum
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:57:41 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Noella Schum
6 Arlington St
Rochester, NY 14607
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Falk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:51:28 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Diane Falk
1010 State Ave
Marysville, WA 98270
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Castelli-Hill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:51:11 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Susan Castelli-Hill
518 Sweet Hollow Rd
Melville, NY 11747
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary F Platter-Rieger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:49:04 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Mary F Platter-Rieger
2104 Crenshaw St
San Diego, CA 92105
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:48:26 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Scott Davis
106 Reynolds Rd
Fort Edward, NY 12828
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Spradlin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:42:55 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Karen Spradlin
307 Wilson Dr SW
Jacksonville, AL 36265
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Primrose
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:37:05 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
John Primrose
2834 Michigan St
Bellingham, WA 98226
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lyndee cunningham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:31:08 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
lyndee cunningham
1529 Division St
Camas, WA 98607
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maia hixon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:28:49 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Maia hixon
2947 NE 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Lutje
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:24:37 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Debra Lutje
101 W 2nd St
The Dalles, OR 97058
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Box
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:21:52 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ken Box
1117 W 9th St
Austin, TX 78703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Baker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:20:33 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Patricia Baker
1040 Kearney St
Denver, CO 80220
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ms Zentura
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:11:16 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ms Zentura
1034 S Nebraska Ave
Casper, WY 82609
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Kirschling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:09:25 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Karen Kirschling
633 Oak St
San Francisco, CA 94117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Cox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:59:51 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Susan Cox
321 E 71st St
New York, NY 10021
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Haight
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:57:20 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ashley Haight
5732 SE 50th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Lance
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:54:40 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Cindy Lance
2711 Anuenue St
Honolulu, HI 96822
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Burger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:47:25 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Nancy Burger
35 Lafayette Square
Haverhill, MA 01832
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wolfgang burger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:46:45 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Wolfgang burger
35 Lafayette Square
Haverhill, MA 01832
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Stevenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:46:31 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ben Stevenson
1150 SE Sellwood Blvd
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Nettleton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:42:52 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
John Nettleton
4311 SE 37th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JoAnna Redman-Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:38:01 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
JoAnna Redman-Smith
11824 SE 225th St
Kent, WA 98031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lorraine Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:34:50 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Lorraine Johnson
13716 Lake City Way NE
Seattle, WA 98125
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katherine Wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:30:01 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Katherine Wright
3875 Ridgewood Way
West Linn, OR 97068
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From:
To:
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Elaine Becker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:27:05 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Elaine Becker
2514 Sharmar Rd
Cave Spring, VA 24018
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From:
To:
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Stephanie Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:23:21 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Stephanie Clark
1888 Premier Pl
Concord, CA 94520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Hiss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:22:19 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, PSE has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. They want you
to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation. Recently the gas industry has
promoted gas as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon
emissions reduction targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on their side.
Fracked gas has become the largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We
no longer have time to delay necessary action.
Today, bit.ly/methane-report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. Research supports rapid building electrification--by wind and solar
primarily--to their carbon reduction goals.
Thank you,
Joseph Hiss
225 17th Ave SE
Olympia, WA 98501
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Leavitt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:22:09 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Donna Leavitt
22415 85th Ave W
Edmonds, WA 98026
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Covington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:11:53 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Diana Covington
719 S Orchard St
Tacoma, WA 98465
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gregory Ross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:11:26 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Gregory Ross
2045 Evergreen Ave
San Leandro, CA 94577
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:10:47 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
Cooks love their gas stoves but they don't realize that they are poisoning themselves and their
families with carbon monoxide and other pollutants. Induction stoves are the clear answer and
even a budget $1000 induction range is a GREAT and safer stove to cook on. For heating we
simply can't beat Mini-split technology that has been the norm in the rest of the world for at
least 20 years. The fact that it can also cool us in the hot summer days is just frosting on the
cake.
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
David King
4805 N Borthwick Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonnie Burke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:07:03 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Bonnie Burke
3555 Mercer Ct
San Diego, CA 92122
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Benton Elliott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:06:06 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Benton Elliott
1601 Olive St
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phillip Hope
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:00:26 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Phillip Hope
319 Avenue C
New York, NY 10009
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Uhart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:58:44 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Mark Uhart
428 Daves View Dr
Kalama, WA 98625
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samantha Hernandez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:55:36 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Samantha Hernandez
521 NE Brazee St
Portland, OR 97212
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To:
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Perrin Stewart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:55:34 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Perrin Stewart
5322 SW Hewett Blvd
Portland, OR 97221
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From:
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Gerald Kline
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:54:53 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Gerald Kline
215 E 68th St
New York, NY 10065
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From:
To:
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Alexa Fay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:53:38 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Alexa Fay
1507 N 39th St
Seattle, WA 98103
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From:
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A. Todd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:52:18 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
A. Todd
255 River Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
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Wayne Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:49:28 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Wayne Harris
7642 49th Ave E
Bradenton, FL 34203
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Randall Webb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:49:11 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Randall Webb
2328 NW Glisan St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
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Paul Palla
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:44:05 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
FOSSIL FUELS EQUAL DEATH AND YOU KNOW IT! STOP HELPING THEM KILL
US!!
Thank you,
Paul Palla
45 N Carlisle St
Greencastle, PA 17225
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From:
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Jackie Stolfi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:42:50 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jackie Stolfi
267 Harbor Ln
Massapequa Park, NY 11762
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Virginia Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:39:54 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
However, the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of
the gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become
the largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Virginia Davis
17721 NE 156th St
Woodinville, WA 98072
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

r weiss I
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:38:30 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
r weiss I
12563 7th Ave NW
Seattle, WA 98177
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From:
To:
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Jules Moritz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:36:29 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jules Moritz
8285 NW Mitchell Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
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Brian Stewart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:34:11 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Brian Stewart
5322 SW Hewett Blvd
Portland, OR 97221
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From:
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Lorraine Hartmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:33:21 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Lorraine Hartmann
10627 Durland Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98125
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From:
To:
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Wilma Ingram
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:30:33 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Wilma Ingram
1631 SE Honeysuckle Loop
Warrenton, OR 97146
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Meg casey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:30:28 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Meg casey
1048 Edmonds St
Edmonds, WA 98020
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From:
To:
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Lorraine Hartmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:29:50 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Lorraine Hartmann
10627 Durland Ave NE
Seattle, WA 98125
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From:
To:
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Jennifer Valentine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:28:16 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jennifer Valentine
313 1st Ave
Massapequa Park, NY 11762
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From:
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Basey Klopp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:27:41 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Basey Klopp
1808 NW Vicksburg Ave
Bend, OR 97701
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David Stetler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:26:33 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
David Stetler
9916 NE 134th Ct
Kirkland, WA 98034
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From:
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Sharon Budde
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:26:22 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Sharon Budde
1171 Discovery Way
Concord, CA 94521
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From:
To:
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Therese Dowd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:26:16 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Therese Dowd
1870 N Skyline Dr
Tacoma, WA 98406
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Camille Gilbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:18:56 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Camille Gilbert
1923 San Andres St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Veronica Schweyen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:16:51 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Veronica Schweyen
425 Springvale Rd
Croton-on-hudson, NY 10520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gregry Loomis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:13:05 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Gregry Loomis
8330 13th Ave NW
Seattle, WA 98117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timothy Duda
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:12:54 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Timothy Duda
340 Queen Anne Ct
San Antonio, TX 78209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Toner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:12:45 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Laurie Toner
554 Washington St
Boston, MA 02135
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Cohen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:07:06 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Judith Cohen
1608 E Republican St
Seattle, WA 98112
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Darlington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:06:53 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Beth Darlington
124 Raymond Ave
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abigail Houghton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:05:26 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Abigail Houghton
4305 S Webster St
Seattle, WA 98118
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donald Shaw
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:05:04 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Donald Shaw
1906 Hawaii Ave NE
St. Petersburg, FL 33703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Francis Lenski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:00:35 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Francis Lenski
921 NW 115th Cir
Vancouver, WA 98685
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara O"Steen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:59:52 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Barbara O'Steen
4364 SW Cloverdale St
Seattle, WA 98136
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Keely
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:58:36 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Mark Keely
3102 Green Mountain Rd
Kalama, WA 98625
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan DiLeva
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:57:47 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
While capitalism literally bakes the planet, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a
clean, safe energy alternative. From images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas
fireplaces to using the name “natural,” the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an
environmentally conscious corporation you can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its
customer base and stave off regulation of its dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped
up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW
Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
The whole world is watching ...
Thank you,
Dan DiLeva
PO Box 45343
Seattle, WA 98145
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Esposito
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:51:21 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Dan Esposito
1510 N Rowell Ave
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CArin Christy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:47:03 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
CArin Christy
1652 Yew Ave NE
Olympia, WA 98506
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:45:46 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carrie Darling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:43:16 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Carrie Darling
18032 N 2nd St
Phoenix, AZ 85022
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Remle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:42:10 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Matt Remle
3029 S Brighton St
Seattle, WA 98108
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Russ Ziegler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:40:30 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Russ Ziegler
22 61st St
Downers Grove, IL 60516
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie toner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:40:25 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Laurie toner
554 Washington St
Boston, MA 02135
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From:
To:
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Thomas Hernandez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:37:22 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Thomas Hernandez
19200 Rising Sun Rd
Corona, CA 92881
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From:
To:
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Marcia Hoodwin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:33:25 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Marcia Hoodwin
8236 Shadow Pine Way
Sarasota, FL 34238
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Lauren Tozzi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:31:37 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Lauren Tozzi
4648 Sunnyside Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103
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From:
To:
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Robert Reed
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:29:21 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Robert Reed
450 Glenneyre St
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
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From:
To:
Subject:
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H. Hardouf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:29:09 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
H. Hardouf
100 Landsdowne St
Cambridge, MA 02139
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From:
To:
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Rez Henthorne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:27:32 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Rez Henthorne
34707 Seavey Loop Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Dennis Zyvoloski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:26:17 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Dennis Zyvoloski
4115 N 12th St
Tacoma, WA 98406
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

S. Keely
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:26:13 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
S. Keely
3102 Green Mountain Rd
Kalama, WA 98625
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lesley Atlansky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:25:41 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
I believe climate change to be the number one priority of our time, and I believe Portland and
Oregon can and should be a leader in the fight for clean air.
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Lesley Atlansky
1901 NE 64th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jorge De Cecco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:22:31 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jorge De Cecco
705 N State St
Ukiah, CA 95482
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Berman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:22:28 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Steve Berman
2424 Spaulding Ave
Berkeley, CA 94703
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From:
To:
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Date:

Francisco Gada
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:19:41 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Francisco Gada
3519 NE 15th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Kaye Exo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:19:09 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Kaye Exo
4911 NE 13th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:18:26 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
BC Shelby
1040 NW 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Kite
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:18:18 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Richard Kite
102 Hallam Rd
England BB9 8DJ
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aleks Kosowicz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:18:07 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
The simple truth is that there is no fossil fuel that will not exacerbate the current climate crisis
we face. Yet for years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy
alternative. From images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the
name “natural,” the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious
corporation you can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off
regulation of its dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts,
promoting gas as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon
emissions reduction targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Aleks Kosowicz
1745 Roberts Ln
Abrams, WI 54101
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Morgan Pepper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:18:03 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Morgan Pepper
118 S Avenue 50
Los Angeles, CA 90042
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Zorc
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:15:40 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Scott Zorc
1823 Ridgewick Dr
Wickliffe, OH 44092
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Lou Bennington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:15:08 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Mary Lou Bennington
1104 E 26th Ave
Spokane, WA 99203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ingrid Rochester
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:13:45 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ingrid Rochester
13310 Halleluiah Trail
Elbert, CO 80106
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Raymond Gibson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:13:28 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Raymond Gibson
2439 Hayes St
Hollywood, FL 33020
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Cresseveur
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:12:38 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jessica Cresseveur
2834 Charlestown Rd
New Albany, IN 47150
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harry Kershner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:11:34 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
As you know, the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the
side of the gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has
become the largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have
time to entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay
necessary action to benefit their shareholders.
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Harry Kershner
9322 N Oswego Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joan Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:11:30 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Joan Smith
108 Eliseo Dr
Larkspur, CA 94904
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Christian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:11:05 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Steven Christian
1300 E Main St
Hillsboro, OR 97123
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Luxem
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:11:03 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
David Luxem
1903 SW Hillcrest Rd
Burien, WA 98166
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

S. Nam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:10:54 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
S. Nam
165 Bennett Ave
New York, NY 10040
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Nichols
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:10:43 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
David Nichols
5107 NE Couch St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:10:39 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jim Roberts
629 Kirkland Way
Kirkland, WA 98033
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Butler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:10:31 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Mary Butler
319 Thorncliff Rd
Buffalo, NY 14223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

S. Robertson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:09:14 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
S. Robertson
17 Grove St
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Palmiter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:09:08 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Susan Palmiter
4435 SW Carl Pl
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen McCann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:08:51 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ellen McCann
1262 Amalfi Pl
Escondido, CA 92027
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dudley and Candace Campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:08:14 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Dudley and Candace Campbell
13167 Ortley Pl
Los Angeles, CA 91401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyenne Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:07:54 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Kyenne Williams
1620 NE Broadway
Portland, OR 97232
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barb Rogers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:07:17 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Barb Rogers
421 Stonehaven Dr
Ames, IA 50010
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Domke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:06:33 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ellen Domke
1301 W Thorndale Ave
Chicago, IL 60660
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Lyall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:06:08 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Andrew Lyall
3873 Bentwood Ln
Corpus Christi, TX 78415
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sonia Ness
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:06:04 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Sonia Ness
328 Banbury Ave
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Radford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:04:36 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Sally Radford
6438 S Warner St
Tacoma, WA 98409
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rory Cowal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:04:17 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Rory Cowal
5828 NE Everett St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenneth Deveney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:03:03 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Kenneth Deveney
920 N Mountain Ave
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dean Sigler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:59:02 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Dean Sigler
18845 SW Vista St
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kjersten Gmeiner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:58:58 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Kjersten Gmeiner
12051 14th Avenue Northeast
Seattle, WA 98125
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ian Shelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:58:02 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ian Shelley
50 SW 97th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jackie Griffeth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:56:56 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jackie Griffeth
72 Leta Dr
Colorado Springs, CO 80911
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Probyn Gregory
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:55:28 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Probyn Gregory
10877 Deliban St
Los Angeles, CA 91042
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Nowicki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:54:57 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Ann Nowicki
3355 N Delta Hwy
Eugene, OR 97408
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

A Lee Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:54:00 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
A Lee Miller
1721 5th Ave SE
Olympia, WA 98501
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Raymond Valinoti
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:52:49 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Raymond Valinoti
16 Warren Pl
New Providence, NJ 07974
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Priscilla Carlson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:52:18 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Priscilla Carlson
2607 NE Mason St
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Meisenbug
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:52:17 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Karen Meisenbug
4307 N 27th St
Tacoma, WA 98407
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Georgina Wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:50:54 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Georgina Wright
4370 New Suffolk St
North Las Vegas, NV 89032
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Christopher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:49:58 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Sandra Christopher
1425 N Kenwood St
Burbank, CA 91505
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Drumright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:49:43 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Chris Drumright
1434 E Main St
Murfreesboro, TN 37130
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Armando Garcia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:49:17 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Armando Garcia
946 Whimbrel Way
Perris, CA 92571
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alex Stavis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:48:57 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Alex Stavis
65 E 96th St
New York, NY 10128
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Cowen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:48:51 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Anna Cowen
19308 Leland Road
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

paul potts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:47:46 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
paul potts
1720
Raymond, WA 98577
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lawrence Nagel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:47:37 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Lawrence Nagel
375 Ashland Loop Rd
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Longyear
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:46:58 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Sharon Longyear
2765 Hyatt St
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Querido Galdo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:46:56 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Querido Galdo
3011 E 29th St
Oakland, CA 94601
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Will Richardson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:46:44 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Will Richardson
100 N Pacific Hwy
Talent, OR 97540
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randall Collins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:46:39 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
The gas industry has disingenuously promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative
for many years. They use the name “natural” and show happy families warmed by gas fire
places. The gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious
corporation you can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off
regulation of its dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts,
promoting gas as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon
emissions reduction targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Randall Collins
530 4th Ave W
Seattle, WA 98119
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Poxon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:46:15 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Judith Poxon
3207 L St
Sacramento, CA 95816
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William McGunagle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:45:01 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
William McGunagle
1727 E Olympic Ave
Spokane, WA 99207
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Schwegler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:44:33 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Tom Schwegler
7509 NW Kerns Dr
Weatherby Lake, MO 64152
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Bradley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:44:14 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Mark Bradley
1128 15th Ave
Seattle, WA 98122
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nancy hartman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:44:03 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
nancy hartman
839 Mariposa Rd
Lafayette, CA 94549
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jolie Misek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:43:18 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Jolie Misek
8513 Sweetbrier Loop SE
Olympia, WA 98513
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy Thornburn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:43:03 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Cathy Thornburn
5255 Ellenwood Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90041
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristin Rosenqvist
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:42:54 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Kristin Rosenqvist
Robb Dr
Reno, NV 89523
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caroline Sévilla
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:42:49 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Caroline Sévilla
4 All. Marc Chagall
Champs-sur-marne, Idf 77420
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LUCILE FLANAGAN
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:42:19 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
LUCILE FLANAGAN
12030 4th Ave NW
Seattle, WA 98177
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Albert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:42:13 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Anthony Albert
285 NW 35th St
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gerritt Baker-Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:41:20 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Gerritt Baker-Smith
5704 W Norfolk Rd
Portsmouth, VA 23703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Georgia Shankel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:41:04 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Georgia Shankel
15 S Homan Ave
Chicago, IL 60624
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abbie Bernstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:40:58 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Abbie Bernstein
1245 N Kings Rd
West Hollywood, CA 90069
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michael rosen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:40:30 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
michael rosen
5980 SE 30th St
Mercer Island, WA 98040
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brie Gyncild
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:40:16 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Brie Gyncild
1407 15th Ave
Seattle, WA 98122
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cheryl Braginsky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:22:37 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Cheryl Braginsky
3205 NE 63rd Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Iannone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 9:44:26 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Amy Iannone
3727 SE Carlton St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dineen O"Rourke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 9:40:05 AM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Dineen O'Rourke
3547 NE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

annie capestany
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Thursday, September 9, 2021 3:18:28 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
Methane is NOT clean and safe and cozy! Don't repeat the lies from the gas industry. They are
greenwashing, like so many other fossil fuel industries.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon’s
carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
annie capestany
5325 N Interstate Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Jensvold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Sunday, September 12, 2021 3:08:34 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
"Natural" Gas
A.k.a methane
Is not clean
Not green
Not safe
Not smart
Not new
Not a bridge to renewable energy
And not natural!
Find out the facts for yourself by reading the recently released report at bit.ly/methane-report
that myth busts the lies told by fossil gas companies just so they can still sell their product and
appear like they fit in a decarbonizing world.
Thank you,
Kelly Jensvold
15974 NW Oakhills Dr
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Platt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
It"s time for a methane gas-free community
Sunday, October 24, 2021 12:34:03 PM

Dear Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality,
For years, the gas industry has promoted methane gas as a clean, safe energy alternative. From
images of happy people at home, nestled by their gas fireplaces to using the name “natural,”
the gas industry wants everyone to believe it is an environmentally conscious corporation you
can trust. Recently, in an attempt to grow its customer base and stave off regulation of its
dangerous product, the gas industry has ramped up their greenwashing efforts, promoting gas
as a fuel that is helping Oregon and SW Washington reach their carbon emissions reduction
targets.
But the science on health, safety, feasibility, economics, and climate is not on the side of the
gas industry. The many dangers and limitations of gas are clear. Fracked gas has become the
largest contributor to global fossil fuels emissions increases. We no longer have time to
entertain fossil fuel corporations’ deceitful public relations campaigns or delay necessary
action to benefit their shareholders.
Today, an important report was released, supported by 64 organizations from across Oregon
and Washington. I want to make sure you saw this research so you can be equipped with
knowledge to safeguard our climate and the health and safety of our communities:
bit.ly/methane-report
Research supports rapid building electrification as an affordable way to help meet Oregon and
Washington’s carbon reduction goals and keep our communities healthy and safe.
Thank you,
Emily Platt
2808 SE 18th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nora Apter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Joint NGO comments re: CPP economic benefits
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:33:29 PM
CPP Economic Benefits Joint Comments 10.25.21.pdf

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Please find attached, a letter signed by 30 organizations from across the state, which underscores the
significant economic benefits of a strong Climate Protection Program (CPP) program. As discussed in the
letter, emissions reductions under the CPP will spur job growth and technological innovation, improve
public health, and create cleaner, cheaper, healthier energy and transportation options that will benefit
Oregon jobs, families, and the economy.
We continue to urge DEQ to strengthen the proposed CPP rules, which will further increase the
program’s positive outcomes for Oregon’s climate, communities, and local economies, and urge the EQC
to adopt these rules without delay so that the program may go into effect in January 2022.
Thank you for your consideration,
Nora
Nora Apter (she, her)
Climate Program Director

Oregon Environmental Council
c. 971-275-6179
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steven wohlford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Just stay out of my life
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:20:46 AM

So, I don't really do this too often, but you folks are starting to interefere with my life....
So I use natural gas to cook my food and make my coffee. Will you deny me cooked meat
products and coffee?
So I have to switch to electric... Are you going to pay for a new stove/oven? And I mean a
complete payment for replacement. Be advised the costs are going up due to the "global
supply line" issues..
What should I do if you if I can't warm my house in the winter?
Perhaps I can cut down some trees (CO2 reducing devices by the way) and burn them to keep
warm.
Have you really thought this out? Personally, I don't think so.
Where is the energy going to come from?
Will you permit multiple nuclear energy plants to be developed and constructed? Will public
sentiment allow it?
Solar and wind are all grand ideas, but how much agricultuture land in the dry side of the state
is going to be used? Energy or food?
Will you put wind turbines in Portland, Salem and Eugene to provide energy usage in those
cities? They consume a lot of the power that the state needs...
Perhaps mandate that those denizen's and everyone else be required to install a solar
system... What if they can't afford it?
Freeze them in the winter? Pay for it with more tax burden?
In general, vote against this and stay out of my life.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Keep the Climate Protection Program!
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:02:51 PM

Hi Climate Program Managers-It's imperative that you keep the Climate Protection Program. Please
change your rules to reflect the best science practices. Thank you!
Virginia & George Roth
-________________
George and Virginia Roth
Roseburg, Or
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Hugo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Kraft paper mills should not be allowed to operate within close proximity of low-density residential neighborhoods.
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:11:14 AM

To: Oregon DEQ
From: James Hugo
Date: October 25th, 2021
RE: Kraft Paper mills are dangerous to the environment, humans, and animals.

In Springfield Oregon there is a Kraft Paper mill that is owned and operated by International Paper Corporation.
There are tens of thousands of individuals who live within close proximity of the International paper Complex in Springfield Oregon.
This Kraft Paper mill has been causing health issues for my household, neighbors and my community. The Environment around the
mill complex has suffered from the greenhouse gas emissions released 24/7 from the IP mill complex. The McKenzie River has also
suffered environmental damage because of the oil spills into the McKenzie River.
The purpose of this document is to help educate those who are unaware about Kraft Paper mills and why Kraft paper mills should not
be allowed to operate within close proximity of low-density residential neighborhoods.
In this document are reports from credible sources.
I have gathered some helpful information to help educate whoever is interested in understanding the health effects paper mills have on
workers and the general public who are forced to live within close proximity of these heavy industrial zoned sites. 99% of these
individuals who are forced to live close to these industrial sites are low income individuals. There are millions of low-income
individuals in America whose health and safety are being negatively impacted by corporations like International Paper. There are
hundreds of thousands of low-income individuals in Oregon who are also being affected by Heavy Industrial sites that are within close
proximity of their low-density residential residences.
I hope after reading this information gathered here, that whoever reads this document will be just as concerned as I am about the
negative impacts Paper mills have on our Health and Safety as well as the Environment.
It is a true “Tragedy of the Commons”.
Hydrogen Sulfide released by Kraft paper mills is the worst chemical that the general public can be exposed to. There are 16 main
chemicals that are commonly used by all Kraft mills. All the Chemicals used in the Kraft Paper mill process are not safe for humans to
be around. Since the EPA and the Clean Air act has failed to properly categorize toxics and toxins, and has allowed the continued use
of many harmful chemicals, Kraft Paper mills continue to operate. There are safer ways to make wood products. There are too many
residential neighborhoods where disabled low-income individuals live that are constantly affected by the Kraft Paper mills in Oregon.
Paper pollution refers to environmental pollution caused by the production, use and recycling of paper. Paper pollution causes severe
adverse effects to the quality of air, water and land. Discarded paper is a major component of many landfill sites. Paper recycling is
also a source of pollution due to the sludge produced during dredging.
The amount of paper and paper products used is so enormous that the environmental impact of the pollution caused by it is also very
significant. Therefore, great efforts are required to ensure that the environment is protected during the production, use and
recycling/disposal of this enormous volume of material.
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Pulp and paper are the third largest industrial polluter to air, water, and land in the United States, and studies show that it releases well
over 100 million kg of toxic pollution each year.
The main components of pulp mill related pollution are chlorine and chlorine-based materials, sulfur, hydrogen sulfide and sulfur
dioxide. Chlorine and compounds of chlorine are used in the bleaching of wood pulp, especially chemical pulps produced by the kraft
process or sulfite process. Plants using elemental chlorine produced significant quantities of dioxins that are persistent organic
pollutants that are one of the most toxic human-released pollutants.
The used process water from a pulp mill contains a lot of organic material such as lignin and other organic material from the trees,
including chlorinated organic material. The presence of these organic substances results in high biological oxygen demand (BOD) and
dissolved organic carbon (DOC).
Sulfur-based compounds are used in the Kraft process as well as the sulfite process for making wood pulp. The release of sulfur
dioxide is of particular concern because it is water soluble and is a major cause of acid rain.
Air emissions of hydrogen sulfide, methyl mercaptan, dimethyl sulfide, dimethyl disulfide, and other volatile sulfur compounds are
the cause of the odor characteristic of pulp mills utilizing the Kraft process. Other chemicals that are released into the air and water
from most paper mills include carbon monoxide, ammonia, nitrogen oxide, mercury, nitrates, methanol, benzene, volatile organic
compounds and chloroform.
Nitrogen dioxide (NO) sulfur dioxide (SO) and carbon dioxide (CO) are emitted during paper manufacturing. All of them cause acid
rain and CO is a major greenhouse gas that causes climate change. These toxic gases contribute to air pollution.
Waste water discharged for a pulp and paper mills contain solids, nutrients and dissolved organic matter which when present in high
levels pollute water. Nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus can cause or aggravate eutrophication of freshwater bodies such as
lakes and rivers. Organic matter dissolved in fresh water changes ecological characteristics and may lead to death of all higher living
organisms. Waste water may also be polluted with organochlorine compounds. Some of these are naturally occurring in the wood, but
chlorine bleaching of the pulp produces far larger amounts of toxins to be released.
Delignification of chemical pulps releases considerable amounts of organic material into the environment, particularly into water
bodies. Deinking recycled paper pulp produces waste slurry which may go to landfill.
The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has found that recycling paper cause 35% less water pollution and 74%
less air pollution than making virgin paper. Pulp mills can be sources of both air and water pollution, especially if they produce
bleached pulp. Recycling paper decreases the demand for virgin pulp thereby decreasing the overall amount of air and water pollution
associated with paper manufacture. The EPA aims at protecting human health and the environment by reducing toxic pollutant
releases to the air and water. To encourage even more pollution controls it establishes a Voluntary Advanced Technology Incentives
Program to encourage mills to go beyond baseline water limits. It also prescribes national emission standards for hazardous air
pollutants for the production of pulp and paper.
https://environmentallaw.uslegal.com/specific-issues/paper/
16 Chemicals Used in Kraft Paper Manufacturing and Its Process
Kraft paper is a roll of thick brown paper that is usually used for wrapping sandwiches. The word kraft was a German word for
strength. This type of paper has higher tensile strength with a rough surface and has been manufactured since 1906. Commonly used
as a grocery bag, cement packaging, food packaging, base for sandpaper, and wrapping paper. Kraft paper is produced in the kraft
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process.
The Kraft pulping process is the most popular use of the paper pulp process. It depends on Sulfate (NA2SO4) to create alkalinity in
cooking, which is why it is also known as sulfate process. This process was patented by Dahl in 1884. The Kraft or sulfate process
replaced the soda process because of its simplicity, rapid process, applicability to all wood species, and more valuable productions.
There are three main stages of pulp production: Mechanical, Chemical, and Semi-chemical
Chemicals used in Kraft paper manufacturing
1. Sulfur – S
Sulfur is a bright yellow colored non-metallic chemical. Found widely in nature and is non-toxic. This element has been widely used
since ancient times. Sulfur can be used as fertilizer, pesticide, food preservation, pharmaceutical and furniture manufacturing. The
chemical is used in wood pulping with oxygen and then converted into sulfur dioxide (SO2) and absorbed into water and become
sulfurous acid (H2SO3).S + O2 → SO2
S2- + H2O → SH- + OHSH- + H2O → S2H + OH2. Sodium Sulfate – Na2SO4 (Soda)
With formula Na2SO4, this soda has a solid shape and is mainly used for detergents and the kraft process of paper pulping. Even if
Na2SO4 is non-toxic, it still can cause eye and respiratory organ irritation, thus still need to be handled with care. Also read: Sodium
Sulfate Functions
Together with NaOH and water, these chemicals create an opaque liquid called white liquor that can separate lignin and hemicellulose
from cellulose fiber for pulp production. Later it will be reduced to sodium sulfide (Na2S) by the organic carbonNa2SO4 + 2 C →
Na2S + 2 CO2
3. Sodium sulfide
Used as hydrolysis and solubilization of lignin and create Thiol (mercaptans). Thiol is an organosulfur compound which is a sulfur
analog of alcohol. This chemical smell like garlic or a rotten egg.R-R’ + Na2S → Thiol (mercaptans)
4. Sodium Hydroxide – NaOH (Lye)
An inorganic compound shaped as colorless solid crystalline and highly soluble in water. This compound has alkaline character and
may cause severe chemical burns. Sodium Hydroxide is often used as a base in industry and in textile, paper, drinking water,
detergents, and soap manufacturing.
In the Kraft process, this chemical is used along with sodium sulfate as white liquor in the early stage known as impregnation and
cooking where wood chips are steamed and cooked. The process will dissolve lignin and hemicellulose. R-R’|+ NaOH → R”COONa
+ ROH
NaOH + Na2S + wood → Na-org + S-org + NaHS
5. Calcium carbonate – CaCO3
Chemicals used in kraft paper manufacturing, Calcium carbonate naturally found as the main component of pearls, shells, snails, and
eggs. It is used as a filler to make paper bulkier and brighter. It also regenerated to CaO and carbon dioxide in the causticizing stage
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by burning it in the lime kiln. CaCO3 → CaO + CO2
6. Calcium oxide – CaO (Quicklime)
This alkaline compound is crystalline solid shaped and is an important commodity chemical. It is made from the decomposition of
limestone or seashells. Quicklime has a strong reaction with water and can cause severe irritation if inhaled or contacted.
In kraft pulping, calcium oxide is used to regenerate sodium hydroxide from sodium carbonate. It is then reacted with water to
produce Calcium hydroxide. CaO + H2 O→ Ca(OH)2
7. Calcium hydroxide – Ca (OH)2 (Slacked lime)
Converted from Calcium oxide, Ca (OH)2 solutions can cause chemical burns. This chemical is commonly used as water and sewage
treatment. It is used with Sodium Carbonate (green liquor) in the causticizing stage in the kraft process as intermediates in the reaction
in the production of sodium hydroxide. Also read: Calcium Hydroxide Uses in Food
8. Sodium Carbonate – NA2CO3 (Soda Ash)
This hygroscopic chemical is shaped as a white and odorless powder. Soda ash is great for grease, oil and wine stains remover, these
properties make it used as a water softener in laundering. It is also used in glass, paper, and rayon manufacturing. Beside
manufacturing industry, sodium carbonate is used as a food additive as raising agent and stabilizer.
This chemical is used in the early stage of kraft processing along with sodium hydroxide and sodium sulfate and in the causticizing
stage along with calcium hydroxide. Na2CO3 (aq) + Ca (OH)2 (s) → 2NaOH (aq) + CaCO3 (s)
9. Hydrogen Peroxide – H2O2
Commonly used as an oxidizer, bleaching agent and antiseptic. This chemical compound has a clear pale blue liquid form. In high
concentration, use of Hydrogen peroxide is an aggressive oxidizer and will corrode many materials. This is why the chemical
concentration above 40% is regulated. In pulping, it is used as a bleaching agent replacing chlorine.
10. Calcium Hypochlorite – Ca (ClO)2
Known as bleach powder and general oxidizing agent. Calcium Hypochlorite used as bleaching agent in kraft process that react almost
only with carbonyl groups
Here are other chemicals used in kraft process in the small amount:
Chemicals used in kraft paper manufacturing:
Hydrogen dioxide (H2O); water used in many processes of kraft process as alkaline dissolver
Oxygen (O2); used with sulfur to create sulfur dioxide (SO2)
Polyethylene (PE); sometimes used as kraft paper coating
Chlorine (Cl); used as bleaching agent but produces dioxins and other desirable products
Chlorine dioxide (ClO2); used as bleaching agent that reacts with free phenolic groups
Ozone; used as bleaching agent that reacts with any phenolic groups
The Kraft pulp process has faced environmental challenges as it produces TRS (total reduced sulfur gases, mainly H2S), SO2, and
NO. Besides those main problems, there are also other gas emissions found such as HCl, NH3, CO, methanol and other hazardous
compounds.
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TRS is the prime suspect in kraft odor and subjected to control measures. However, the modern process develops “high-solids firing”
which significantly increases steam generation and improves combustion stability, resulting in lower TRS and SO2 emissions.
There is also a future consideration of adding sodium borate (borax) into the liquor system. It will form tri-sodium borate (Na3Bo3)
which will dissociate into sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and NaBO2. This will be a possible Na2CO3 causticize in the recovery boiler.
Post author
By muharammy
Post date
February 2, 2018
https://azchemistry.com/chemicals-used-in-kraft-paper-manufacturing
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This paper reviews the available literature regarding the work environment in pulp and paper mills and the risk for malignant disease,
lung cancer, skin problems, respiratory disease, fibrotic disease, autoimmune disease, nasal irritation and cardiac disease indicating
that this occupational group was exposed to asbestos, chlorine compounds, wood dusts, formaldehyde, organic solvents, terpenes,
latex, clay, carboxy methyl cellulose and silica etc. Although inconsistent cancer mortality rates have also been found in retrospective
workers in the paper and pulp industry. The over exposure of calcium carbonate dust can cause irritation of eyelids, redness of eye,
tearing and pain in eyes, runny nose, sneezing, coughing, nasal irritation and physical irritation of the eyes, nose, mucous membrane
and skin of humans. Silica has been long known to cause progressive granulomatous and fibrotic disease in the lung in humans and it
affects DNA by binding directly with DNA or indirectly by promoting growth of already initiated cells. To conclude, the use of toxic
chemicals for pulping and bleaching paper can lead to the pollution that causes negative impacts on the health of paper industry
workers. The release of toxic pollutants like chlorine, lead, mercury and phosphorus into the environment by the industry could be
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responsible for the genetic damage in industry workers.
Health Hazards of Pulp and Paper Industrials Workers. Indo American Journal of Pharmaceutical Research.2017:7(07).
Industrialization and environmental Pollution is the introduction of contaminants into an environment that causes instability, disorder,
harm or discomfort to the ecosystem (i.e.) physical system or living organisms. Pollution can take the form of chemical substances or
energy, such as noise, heat or light energy. Pollutants, the elements of pollution, can be foreign substances or energies or naturally
occurring; when naturally occurring, they are considered as contaminants when they exceed natural levels. Pollution is often cleared
as point source or non-point source pollution (Gari, 2002). The fast pace of industrialization, galloping demand for energy and
reckless exploitation of natural resources during the last century have been mainly responsible for aggravating the problem of
environmental pollution, which is now set to pose serious threat to biodiversity and ecosystem process (De, 2007). The important
environmental issues that was included as environmental health hazards and diseases of new millennium; disasters management and
mitigation and application of remote sensing and GIS for disaster management and environmental studies. The total Indian population
suffers from allergic disorders due to the environmental pollution such as allergic rhinitis, bronchial asthma, atopic dermatitis etc
(Babar, 2007). The impact of toxic releases from pulp and paper industry, focusing on serious public health risks faced by people
living in proximity to those mills (Bailey and Newland, 2000). The literature was focused to assess the health status among paper
industry workers. The main objectives of the literature were Assessment of Hematological and biochemical parameters in paper
industry workers, Assessment of enzymic antioxidant status and Detection of DNA damage. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF
PAPER INDUSTRY Production of paper the production of pulp and paper is an important industrial trade. This work environment
entails a variety of exposure depending on the process. The pulp process has been the alkaline sulfate process, mechanical processes,
the acidic sulfite process, and during the last few decades waste paper pulping as well. The main occupational exposures have been
wood dust, terpenes and bleachery chemicals in the pulp mills. In sulfate mills also hydrogen sulfide and other reduced sulfur
compounds are used. In sulfite mills sulfur dioxide is found as well, whereas paper dust and different additives appear in the paper
mills. There is a multitude of chemicals in this industry, including some potential carcinogens. Other exposures are noise, heat,
microorganisms and shift work (Andersson, et al., 2002). Paper is manufactured from chemicals and mechanical pulp on one hand and
recycled fibers on the other. Both have environmental impacts but in different ways. Paper production requires large amount of water,
but most of the water used is recycled it leads to the environmental pollution. The raw material such as old newspapers, woods and
chemicals used for the production of paper are considered as environmental impacts and environmental health hazards to human in the
paper and paper board mills, the raw material used for the manufacture of paper and paper boards are old newspapers, manifold white
ledger, coated book stock, sorted office papers etc. The most of the agents were measured in the pulping and refining departments and
in on-machine coating and winding of papers/paper boards are asbestos, carbon dioxide, nitrous oxides, sulfur dioxides, carbon
monoxides minerals dusts, paper dusts, chlorine compounds, sulphuric acid, styrene, terpens, and different organic solvents (Koheran
et al., 2004). Conventional deinking requires large amount of chemicals such as NaOH, NaSO3, H2O2, etc. cellulose acts on the
cellulose fibers and facilitates the loosening of the ink from the fiber (Tandon et al., 2005).
PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS OF CHEMICAL AGENTS USED Carboxy methyl cellulose and carboxy methyl starch are
polymers which are easily to handle. Carboxy methylation of polysaccharide is a widely studied conversion since it is simple and
leads to products with a variety of promising properties (Heinze and Liebert, 2001). In general, polysaccharides are activated with
aqueous alkali hydroxide mostly sodium hydroxide and converted with monochloroacetic acid or its sodium salt according to the
Williamson ether synthesis yielding the carboxy methyl polysaccharide derivatives (Heinze, 2005). Carboxy methyl cellulose is
soluble in either cold or hot water and insoluble in organic solvents. Carboxy methyl cellulose can be even dissolved in formic acid
with comparatively slight chain degradation (Fannon et al., 2004). One of the most important goals of carboxy methylation of
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cellulose and starch is to obtain water-soluble derivatives which are applied in various fields in order to control the behavior of
aqueous system and preparations. They behave as typical polyelectrolytes (Jardeyby, 2004). Carboxy methyl cellulose and starch is
used as example to stabilize clay and latex systems. The carboxy methyl cellulose is of interest for metal ion adsorption, e.g., in waste
water treatment. Special points of interest are the interactions between the carboxylic moieties and poly valent metal cations and the
selectively of these interactions. An interesting area of application of their gels is cell immobilization and controlled release of
bioactive compounds (Fischer, et al., 2002). This controlled drug release was investigated with carboxy methyl cellulose. The polymer
was used as carrier for, e.g. erythomycia as model drug. The carboxy methyl cellulose was cross linked with ferric salt to get
biodegradable beads. Carboxy methyl cellulose is applied as disintegration aid for tablets (Heinze, 2005). The macroscopic properties
of polymers solutions are determined by microscopic (molecular) parameters. For example, the viscosity of the solution of carboxy
methyl cellulose and carboxy methyl starch in influenced by the molar mass of the polymers, their degree of branching, and their
radius of gyration, as well as their flexibility. Thickening properties of the solutions are related to the rigidity of the polymer
backbone, which can be characterized by the persistence length. The intrinsic persistence length of carboxy methyl cellulose
determined by SEC-MALLS as wells by potentiometric titrations with DS in the range from 0.75-1.25 applying the worm like theory
is assessed to be 16nm irrespective of the DS (Kubala, et al., 2003).
There are different grades of carboxy methyl cellulose and carboxy methyl starch. Especially the highly purified products (i.e.) of low
salt content have made the carboxy methyl polysaccharides to valuable additive in many areas of application including the food and
pharmaceutical areas (Spange, 2003). The importance of carboxy methylation of polysaccharides will further increase in the context
of increasing use of renewable resources (i.e.) in the context of sustainable development on one hand. On the other hand,
polysaccharide possess unique structures synthesized by nature that are an excellent basis of the development of advanced and highly
engineered products for present and future applications (Lazik, et al., 2002). The calcium carbonate is noncombustible, odorless, white
powder or colorless crystalline solid. It occurs naturally in the mineral’s aragonite, calcite, limestone, marble and vateritle. The two
forms of calcium carbonate that are important commercially are aragonite and calcite. The molecular weight of calcium carbonate is
100.9 and it is insoluble in water and alcohol and is soluble in dilute acids (NLM, 1991). The synonyms of calcium carbonate are
aragonite, agricultural limestone, ragstone, bell mine, pulverized limestone, calcite, chalk, dolomite, limestone, marble, portlet, stone,
lithographic stone and sohhofen stone (ACGIH, 1991). Calcium carbonate used as a neutralizing agents, filters and extender in rubber,
plastic and paint products and as an opacification agent in paper products. It is also used in the manufacture of putty, tooth powders,
antacid, white wash, quick lime, Portland cement, dentifrices, ceramics, polishes, inks, foods, pharmaceuticals, antibiotics, adhesive
etc. It is used in removing sulfur dioxides from stack gases and as a metallurgical flux. It is used as a pigment and as a source of lime.
It is used as an antacid in human. It is used as a dietary supplement as a nutrient and as an antidiarrheal agent (U.S. Department of
Health and Human Service, 1995). Formaldehyde is the main component used in the paper or paper board industry. High
concentration of formaldehyde forms many kinds of coating and laminating chemicals occurred in calendaring area and in the onmachine coating of paper. Formaldehyde is a flammable and colorless gas. Formaldehyde is used in the production of resins, molding
compounds, photographic films, decorative laminates, and plywood, and as a bactericide and a tissue preservative (Hauptmann, et al.,
2003). Formaldehyde is highly reactive at the site of contact and the anatomical features of respiratory tract and the patterns of flow of
inhaled air are quite different between rats and humans. DNA protein cross linkage formation, cytotoxicity, adaptive changes,
epithelial cell proliferation, preneoplastis. Lesions and tumors are described to occur in response to inhaled formaldehyde (Duhayon,
et al., 2008). Formaldehyde is an important industrial chemical that has been used for more than 60 years in the manufacture of resins,
adhesives, and plastics. It has also been used in the processing of anatomic and pathologic specimens, as an antimicrobial agent in
cosmetics, as a fumigant in agriculture, and in the production of crease-resistant garments. Although the heaviest exposures to
formaldehyde have occurred occupationally, it is also encountered residentially, where it arises from several sources, including
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particle board made with formaldehyde-based resins (which are widely used in furniture) and cavity insulation with urea
formaldehyde foam (Coggon, et al., 2003). The term “solvents” represents a diverse collection of liquid compounds with different
chemical properties including alcohols, glycols, aromatic hydrocarbons (e.g., benzene, toluene, and xylene) and chlorinated product
such as carbon tetra chloride and trichloroethylene. Solvents are used extensively as degreasers and cleansers in many setting (e.g.,
cleaning metal in a variety of industries, dry cleaning establishments) but the specific type of solvent varies substantially across types
of workplace involved in similar activities. Solvents are generally metabolized quickly so that biologic measurements reflect short
term rather than long term or cumulative exposure (Cooper and Parks, 2004). Organic solvents such as xylene, toluene, styrene and
benzene are most widely used in paper industry which is considered as health hazards. These polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are a
large group of organic compounds with two or more fused aromatic rings. They have a relatively low solubility in water, but are
highly lipophilic. Most of the poly aromatic hydrocarbons with low vapor pressure in the air are adsorbed on particles. When
dissolved in water or adsorbed on particulate matter, poly aromatic hydrocarbons can undergo photodecomposition when exposed to
ultra violet light from solar radiation (Srogi, 2007). Solvents are used extensively as degreasers and cleansers in many settings such as
cleaning metals and dry cleaning etc. Trichloroethylene (TCE) is a solvent used in numerous industries, as degreaser in the metal
manufacturing industry, solvent for oils and resins, or the production of rubber and as a chemical intermediate in the production of
refrigerants. A number of epidemiological studies have investigated the association between exposure to trichloroethylene and renal
cell cancer but the results have been inconsistent (Charbotel, et al., 2007). Asbestos refers to a variety of hydroxylated; silicate
asbestos minerals are divided into two broad groups serpentine and amphibole. Serpentine asbestos is called chrysotile, while
amphibole family includes crocidolite, anthophyllite, amosite, actinolite and tremolite. These minerals are said to exist in an asbestos
form of fibrosis habit when the mineral has grown in one dimension to form long thin crystals. Asbestos is a form of diffuse interstitial
pulmonary fibrosis. It is caused by inhalation of excessive amount of asbestos fibers that are within certain size and aerodynamic
shape ranges. It can cause significant impairment or even death, and is a well-recognized risk factor for the development of lung
cancer (Ross, 2009). Vinyl chloride, acrylonitrile and styrene are important industrial chemicals with a large number of applications.
Vinyl chloride is mainly used in the manufacture of poly vinyl chloride, acrylonitrile is used in the manufacture of acrylic and
modacrylic fibers, resins, elastomers and rubbers, and styrene is used in the production of many important commercial polymers,
including poly styrene, polyesters, styrene butadiene and in the manufacture of fiberglass-reinforced products. Acrylonitrile and
styrene are also used together in the production of tyrene-acrylonitrile and acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene resins. Inhalation is the
primary route of exposure to these substances, although acrylonitrile exposure can also occur through dermal contact (Scelo, et al.,
2004). Silica is among the most common minerals on earth. It exists in two forms, crystalline and amorphous. Crystalline form is also
called as free silica. Crystalline silica has evidence that it causes lung fibrosis or cancer whereas amorphous silica has no evidence that
it causes diseases. Low exposure may occur with whenever it mixed with dust it is sufficient to cause disease (Cooper and Parks,
2004). Silica and asbestos are also mainly used in production of fibers, ceramics, plywood, bricks etc. the use as asbestos has been
increasingly restricted as its dangers have been well recognized (Luce et al., 2002).
TOXICOLOGICAL EFFECTS The proposal that exposures to environmental or occupational substances may affect erection ability is
a tenable one and would add to a growing list of pathogenic risk factors associated with erectile dysfunction (Park, et al., 2008).
Several lines of evidence by clinical, epidemiological and biomedical research investigation lend support. Several environmental
toxicants to include lead, organic solvents, formaldehyde, asbestos, Sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide have been implicated as
possibly hazardous agents. Effects on the nervous and hormonal systems have been proposed as the leading mechanisms by which
environmental toxicants adversely impact erectile function (Burnett, 2008). Formaldehyde is mutagenic and when inhaled at high
concentration and it is carcinogenic. Some epidemiologic studies have linked occupational exposure to formaldehyde with cancers of
the nose, nasopharynx and lung, but the evidence for human carcinogenicity has been inconsistent and requires clarification.
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Formaldehyde is mutagenic in vitro, and exposures in vivo by gavage and inhalation have been shown to induce cytogenetic damage
in tissues that are in direct contact with the chemical. When rats inhaled formaldehyde at concentrations of 14 ppm or higher, they
developed cancer of the nose but it is unclear whether these tumors arose through a genotoxic mechanism auras a consequence of
cytotoxicity. Epidemiologic studies of occupational exposure to formaldehyde have suggested elevated risks of cancer at various sites,
including the nose and nasal sinuses, nasopharynx, lung, and brain. However, the evidence that formaldehyde is carcinogenic in
humans has been inconsistent, and when last reviewed by the International Agency for Research on Cancer in 1995, the evidence was
classed as “limited” (Coggon, et al., 2003). Asbestos was the earliest and is the most widely recognized carcinogenic hazard. It being
carcinogenic to humans based on both sufficient toxicological and epidemiological evidence (Mossman, et al., 2007). It is known that
silica is toxic to pulmonary macrophages which engulf the silica particles and a variety of chemotactic and toxic substances released
from lysed macrophages result in the collagen production which causes fibrosis. Silica is a human carcinogen (Luce, et al., 2002).
Organic solvents such as polyaromatic hydrocarbons and also considered as human carcinogenic and mutagenic agents which will
possess lung mortality disease and cancers who are exposed to it (Srogi, 2007). Poly aromatic hydro carbons comprise the largest class
of chemical compounds known to be cancer causing agents. Some, while not carcinogenic, may act as synergist. Some of these are
manufactured for research or used in medicines, dyes, plastics and pesticides such as naphthalene found in mothballs. Poly aromatic
hydrocarbons can also find in coal tar, bitumen, crude oil, and creosote and roofing tar. Thus, potential exposure to chemicals may be
assessed by testing contaminated soil, air or water for the chemicals of interest and estimating the degree of intake of each of these
media into the human body (Lichtfouse et al., 2005). The paper industry is a major source of toxic chemicals used which lead to
pollution. Many toxic chemicals are used in paper making, especially toxic solvents and chlorine compounds used to bleach and
delignify pulp. Additional toxins are used as biocides to prevent bacterial growth in pulp and finished paper products (Yadav, 2006).
PAPER INDUSTRY ON HUMAN HEALTH The health effect of workers in the pulp and paper industry reveled that high exposure
of chemicals used was associated with an increased prevalence if impaired lung function, allergic disease respiratory disease and death
(Korhonen et al., 2004). Exposure deriving from emission on the part of paper, pulp and board industries involves complex mixtures.
Most studies connected with their possible influence on lung cancer pertain to the field of occupational exposure (Corella et al., 2008).
The risk association between environmental exposure and erectile dysfunction can by further characterized by several specific risk
relationships. Type of exposure, dose response effect, effect of risk factor covertices and effects of discontinuation of exposure
represent such disease correlates. As suggested by the aforementioned section, various types of environmental exposure apparently
correlate with erectile dysfunction. Passive exposure to cigarette smoke, which contains numerous pollutants, represents a further
example of a type of environmental exposure that has been shown to be a risk factor for erectile dysfunction (Burnett, 2008).
Formaldehyde at a concentration of approximately 0.5-1.0 ppm causes acute health effects including irritation of the eye and upper
airway mucosa. Inhalation of the formaldehyde develops squamous cell carcinomas of the nasal cavity. Human leukocytes exposed to
formaldehyde developed DNA-protein cross links in vitro and in vivo which may result in loss of genetic material and leads to
nasopharyngeal cancer and local irritation (Hildesheim, 2001). Exposure of the formaldehyde has reportedly been associated with
Leukemia, especially in three broad occupational groups: embalmers, anatomists, and formaldehyde industrial workers (Descatha et
al., 2004). Silica has been long known to cause progressive granulomatous and fibrotic disease in the lung in human and its affects
DNA by binding directly with DNA or indirectly by promoting growth of already initiated cells (Luce et al., 2002). Silica can cause
chromosomal aberrations and transformation in mammalian cells. There have been a large number if epidemiologic investigations that
studies of silica exposed workers suggest an increased lung cancer but they are not consistent. Silica dust exposure leads to
autoimmune disease such as systemic lupus erythematosus (Cooper and Parks, 2004). Asbestos has the potential to induce lung tumor
and mesotheliomas. Pathological asbestos is associated with a significant increase in lung cancer risk. The exact risk of lung cancer
that is associated with asbestos is depends on many factors that have not yet been completely elucidated. These may include exposure
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amount, intensity, duration, and host factors. The degree of fibrosis, fiber type and smoking history also play a significant role. The
prevalence of pathological asbestosis has not been accurately determined for asbestos exposed workers. Pathological asbestosis is
associated with a significant increase in lung cancer. In one study, an approximate fivefold increase in lung cancer was found among
persons who are continuously exposed to asbestos (Ross, 2009). Other forms of diffuse interstitial pulmonary fibrosis, which are
pathologically similar to asbestosis, also are associated with an increased risk of lung cancer. For example, in a study of people with
diffuse interstitial pulmonary fibrosis associated with scleroderma, the lung cancer risk was five times that of control subjects (Bouros
et al., 2002).
Very high fiber inhalation exposure has been measured while people were wearing. Personal protective equipment manufactured from
chrysotile asbestos. However, there is little data that relates specifically to wearing asbestos gloves or mitts, particularly when used in
hot environments such as those found in glass manufacturing. The aim of this study was to assess the likely personal exposure to
asbestos fibers when asbestos mitts were used. Asbestos protective clothing was widely used in hot” industries such as foundries, steel
plants and glassworks, and by fire fighters. Undoubtedly the use of such clothing has saved many lives and made the working
conditions of others more bearable. Use of asbestos protective clothing was considered acceptable in the UK until the late 1970s and,
for example, it was not until 1976 that Scottish health civil servants advised the fire service of the possible hazards posed by asbestos
equipment used by fire fighters. At that time, it was concluded that although the risks to health were minimal, fire brigades should
phase out their use and find replacement gloves made from alternative materials (Cherrie, et al., 2005). The over exposure of calcium
carbonate dust can cause irritation of eyelids, redness of eye, tearing and pain in eyes, runny nose, sneezing, coughing and nasal
irritation. Calcium carbonate dust is a physical irritant of the eyes, nose, mucous membrane and skin of humans. Contact of calcium
carbonate dust with eyes causes redness, pain and inflammation of the eyelids while contact with the skin causes local irritation of
moderate degree. Exposure to large amount of the dust of this substance causes coughing, sneezing and nasal irritation. Although
chronic exposure to pure calcium carbonate does not causes pneumoconiosis, similar exposure to impure limestone (calcium
carbonate) containing 3% to 20% quartz may pose a silicosis risk (NLM 1991). Calcium carbonate causes moderate to severe irritation
in contact with the tissues of animals. Instilled into rabbit’s eyes, calcium carbonate causes severe irritation. In contact with the skin of
rabbits for 24 hours, this substance caused moderate irritation. The oral LD50 in rats is 6,450mg/kg (NIOSH, 1991). Most of the
epidemiologic studies pertaining to solvents and systematic autoimmune disease have focused on systemic sclerosis and
undifferentiated connective tissues. But in contrast there was no association between occupational exposure to solvents and systemic
lupus erythematosus in a recent care control study. Renal Cell Carcinoma (RCC), the most frequent malignancy in the adult kidney, is
usually sporadic. The phenotype is extremely heterogeneous and several classifications of renal epithelial tumors have been proposed.
Main histological subtypes of renal epithelial tumors include clear-cell RCC (75%), papillary RCC (10–15%), chromophobe RCC
(5%) and oncocytomas (5%). Inactivation of the VHL tumors suppressor gene is thought to result both in development of tumors in
the on Hippel-Lindau (VHL) disease (MIM #19330) and in sporadic clear-cell RCC. Germ line mutations of VHL gene are
responsible or VHL disease, a rare dominantly inherited cancer syndrome predisposing to a number of highly vascularized tumors
including multiple clear-cell RCC whereas somatic mutation or methylation of VHL gene is a frequent event in sporadic clear-cell
RCC (Charbotel et al., 2007). Increased lung function and respiratory symptoms among workers exposed to paper dust. In addition,
asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease has been found among workers exposed to soft paper dust (Korhonen et al., 2004).
The evidence for malignant disease in pulp and paper mills was reported that increased risk for lung cancer among workers exposed to
asbestos, chlorine compounds, wood dusts, formaldehyde, organic solvents, terpenes, latex, clay, carboxy methyl cellulose and silica
etc. although inconsistent cancer mortality rates have also been found into a retrospective workers in the paper and pulp industry
(Scelo et al., 2004). Vinyl chloride is an established cause of angiosarcoma of the liver; a few studies have reported a significant
excess of lung cancer among exposed workers, although the overall evidence is inadequate. Moreover, vinyl chloride has been shown
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to cause lung cancer in animals. Some studies reported slightly elevated risk of lung cancer among acrylonitrile exposed workers
(Bernnan and Bray, 2002). Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer related death among men and women who situated near paper
and paper board industries. In layer the male workers in pulp and paper mills, an increased mortality rate for malignant cancer was
found (Spitz et al., 2006). Those malignancies were associated with the following known or suspected carcinogens to with the workers
exposes such as asbestos cause’s pleura, formaldehyde leads to kidney, brain effects and Hodgkin’s disease (Corella, et al., 2008).
Epidemiological studies have reported positive associations between NHL and certain occupations including those of farmers,
pesticide applicators, drivers and managers. Several studies have reported no association between development of NHL and the
agricultural occupations (farmers, agricultural and forestry workers and pesticide applicators. Occupational exposures of a prior
interest include pesticides, dusts (metal, wood, paper etc), paints, diesel exhaust fumes, cleaning fluids, cutting oils and solvents. In
this paper, we examined the association between NHL and (1) selected long term occupations, and (2) occupational exposures based
on an individual's occupational history, and (3) duration of employment (Karunanayake et al., 2008). Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma
(NHL) is a cancer of the lymphatic system. Even though NHL is a relatively rare disease, its incidence rates have been increasing
worldwide for both men and women. A number of factors, including inherited and acquired immunodeficiency states as well as
infectious, physical, and chemical agents have been associated with an increased risk for NHL (Fisher et al., 2005).
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Overview of the Clean Air Act Regulatory Framework
1. The Clean Air Act
The CAA of 1970 was enacted "to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation's air
resources so as to promote the public health and welfare and the productive capacity of the
population." 42 U.S.C. § 7401(b)(1). The Act requires the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to establish national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) for six
criteria pollutants that EPA has determined may cause or contribute to air pollution reasonably
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anticipated to endanger public health or welfare. 42 U.S.C. §§ 7408(a), 7409(a). The Act
requires the division of states into air quality planning areas, which are then designated as "in
attainment," " nonattainment," or "unclassifiable" due to insufficient information with respect to
each pollutant, depending on each area's air quality. Great Basin Mine Watch v. U.S. EPA, 401
F.3d 1094, 1096 (9th Cir. 2005). Under the CAA's scheme of "cooperative federalism," states
may implement many of the Act's provisions, and each state is required to submit a state
implementation plan (SIP) to EPA for approval. A SIP must meet certain minimum standards set
forth by the CAA and EPA regulations before being approved. 42 U.S.C. § 7410(a)(1),
(a)(2)(A), (k)(1).
3. Prevention of Significant Deterioration
The prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) program governs sources located in
regions that are in attainment with NAAQS or where there is insufficient information to evaluate
whether the standards have been met. 42 U.S.C. §§ 7470-92.2
The PSD program is designed to
promote the protection of air quality in attainment areas, as well as economic growth that is
consistent with the preservation of air quality. 42 U.S.C. § 7470.
A central feature of the PSD program is the requirement that proposed new major
emitting facilities, or existing major emitting facilities for which modifications are proposed,
obtain a permit and approval prior to construction. 42 U.S.C. § 7475. The term "modification"
is defined as: "any physical change in, or change in the method of operation of, a stationary
source which increases the amount of any air pollutant emitted by such source or which results in
the emission of any air pollutant not previously emitted." 42 U.S.C. §§ 7479(2)(C), 7411(a)(4).
The PSD program includes requirements that the proposed facility demonstrate "that
emissions from construction or operation of such facility will not cause, or contribute to"
inordinate increases of any pollutant or an exceedance of NAAQS, and that the facility utilize
best available control technology (BACT) for each regulated pollutant. 42 U.S.C. § 7475. A
PSD permit sets forth emissions limitations for a facility and requires the operator to engage in
ongoing monitoring "to determine the effect which emissions" have on air quality in affected
areas. Id.
The PSD program currently utilizes both the 1974 PSD regulations promulgated by EPA
and the superseding 1977 Amendments to the CAA.3
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Neither 1974 PSD regulations nor the
1977 PSD Amendments apply to plants that "commenced" construction prior to specified dates.
Such plants are instead "grandfathered" past the PSD program unless and until the plant is
modified within the meaning of the Act. Under EPA's 1974 PSD regulations, facilities that
commenced construction before June 1, 1975, were not required to obtain a PSD permit. Under
the 1977 PSD Amendments, facilities that commenced construction before August 17, 1977,
we’re not required to obtain a PSD permit. 39 Fed. Reg. at 42,516; 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a).
The 1974 PSD regulations and 1977 PSD Amendments define "commence" similarly. A
facility is determined to have commenced construction with either the initiation of actual
construction, or upon entering into a contractual obligation for the construction of the facility.
39 Fed. Reg. at 42,516; 42 U.S.C. § 7479(2)(A).
4. Oregon's PSD Program
Each state's SIP must contain "emission limitations . . . to prevent significant
deterioration of air quality in each region" designated as "in attainment" or as "unclassifiable"
with applicable NAAQS. 42 U.S.C. § 7471. Oregon has primary responsibility for keeping its
air quality in compliance with federal standards pursuant to its SIP. Oregon's PSD program was
first approved by EPA on November 5, 1981. 46 Fed. Reg. 54939 (Nov. 5, 1981).4
Before
Oregon's PSD program received approval, the federally administered program was administered
in Oregon.
Under Oregon's SIP, regulated sources are assigned a Plant Site Emission Limit (PSEL)
for each air pollutant emitted. Or. Admin. R. (OAR) 340-224-0020(89). Oregon's PSD program
applies to the construction of a "federal major source" and to "major modifications" of a federal
major source. OAR 340-224-0020(66). Before the owner or operator commences construction
of a major source or a major modification of such a source, the owner or operator must obtain a
Standard Air Contaminant Discharge Permit (ACDP). OAR 340-224-0010(2); OAR 340-2160025; OAR 340-028-1900(1) (1997). An ACDP is a PSD permit in Oregon.
Under Oregon's SIP, a modification is considered "major" if it is a "physical change or
change of operation of a source that results" in an "increase in the PSEL by an amount equal to
or more than the significant emission rate over the netting basis," and if the "accumulation of physical changes and changes of
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operation since baseline would result in a significant emission
rate increase." OAR 340-224-0020(66)(a), (b). However, major modification is defined
differently for "new or modified major sources that were permitted to construct and operate after
the baseline period [1977-78] and were not subject to New Source Review." OAR 340-2240020(66)(c). For such plants, modifications are considered "major" if they "have cumulative
potential emissions greater than or equal to the significant emission rate, excluding any emission
decreases." OAR 340-224-0020(66)(c)(B).
The amount of a pollutant considered significant depends upon the pollutant in question
and the "significant emission rate" for each pollutant is set forth by rule. OAR 340-2240020(126). The "netting basis" is calculated by adding and subtracting from the "baseline
emission rate" based upon applicable rules and regulations. OAR 340-224-0020(71). The
baseline emission rate, in turn, is calculated as the "actual emission rate during" any consecutive
twelve-month period during calendar years 1977 or 1978. OAR 340-224-0020(13), (14). Some
modifications, such as "routine maintenance, repair, and replacement of components" are
expressly excluded from the definition of "major modification." OAR 340-200-0020(66)(d)
Title V Permitting Program
Title V was enacted as part of the CAA's 1990 Amendments and requires "major
stationary sources of air pollution to obtain operating permits, and establishes a procedure for
federal authorization of state-run programs." Ohio Pub. Interest Research Group, Inc. v.
Whitman, 386 F.3d 792, 794 (6th Cir. 2004) (citing 42 U.S.C. §§ 7661a(a), 7661c(a); 40 C.F.R.
§§ 70.3, 70.6(a)(1)). "Title V does not impose new obligations; rather, it consolidates preexisting requirements into a single,
comprehensive document for each source, which requires
monitoring, record-keeping, and reporting of the source's compliance with the Act." Id. (citing
42 U.S.C. §§ 7661c(a), (a); 40 C.F.R. §§ 70.6(a)(3), (c)(1)); see also OAR 340-2180010(3)(b)(A) ("Oregon Title V Operating Permits do not replace requirements in [ACDPs]").
Oregon's Title V program was approved by EPA in 1995. Boardman operates subject to a Title
V permit issued by ODEQ in 1996 and renewed in 2001. OAR 340-218-0010; 60 Fed. Reg.
50,106 (Sept. 28, 1995).
American Lung Association v. EPA
In American Lung Association v. EPA, the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit held that the Environmental
Protection Agency’s 2019 rule repealing the 2015 Clean Power Plan violated the Clean Air Act.
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Case Summary
Congress passed the Clean Air Act (CAA) over 50 years ago to wage a “war against air pollution.” The CAA gives the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) broad authority to enable it to achieve that objective. In exercise of that authority, EPA issued a rule called
the Clean Power Plan in 2015. The Clean Power Plan set guidelines for states to follow in developing their own plans to limit carbon
dioxide emissions from existing power plants. Opponents challenged the rule, however, and the Supreme Court stayed its
implementation, meaning the Clean Power Plan never went into effect. In 2019, under the Trump Administration, EPA reexamined
the Clean Power Plan, declared it unlawful, and repealed it, promulgating the Affordable Clean Energy (ACE) Rule in its place. The
American Lung Association and American Public Health Association, along with other organizations and localities, challenged EPA’s
2019 actions in several consolidated cases in the D.C. Circuit.
CAC filed an amici curia brief on behalf of members of Congress arguing that the Clean Power Plan was lawful and, therefore, that its
rescission on the ground that it was unlawful was “arbitrary [and] capricious” in violation of the CAA. EPA contended that it repealed
the Clean Power Plan because it determined that the rule exceeded EPA’s authority under the CAA. We argued, however, that the
Clean Power Plan was a lawful exercise of the broad discretion Congress gave EPA in the CAA to determine how best to reduce air
pollution—discretion the Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized. Because the Clean Power Plan was lawful, we argued that EPA’s
decision to rescind it on the erroneous ground that it was unlawful was “arbitrary [and] capricious” in violation of the CAA.
In January 2021, the D.C. Circuit held that the ACE Rule and its repeal of the Clean Power Plan were arbitrary and capricious in
violation of the CAA. Mirroring our brief, the court held that “[t]he ACE Rule expressly rests on the incorrect conclusion that the
plain statutory text [of the CAA] clearly foreclosed the Clean Power Plan, so that complete repeal was ‘the only permissible
interpretation of the scope of the EPA’s authority.’” Recognizing that EPA’s narrow reading of the CAA was “fundamentally . . .
‘misconceived,’” the D.C. Circuit vacated the ACE Rule and remanded to EPA, which will now develop a new plan to regulate
greenhouse gas pollution from power plants.
Strictly, an environmental policy can be defined as a government's chosen course of action or plan to address issues such as pollution,
wildlife protection, land use, energy production and use, waste generation, and waste disposal. In reality, the way a particular
government handles environmental problems is most often not a result of a conscious choice from a set of alternatives. More broadly,
then, a government's environmental policy may be characterized by examining the overall orientation of its responses to
environmental challenges as they occur, or by defining its policy as the sum of plans for, and reactions to, environmental issues made
by any number of different arms of government.
theusconstitution.org
https://www.theusconstitution.org/litigation/american-lung-association-v-epa/
The following pages of this document is a report prepared By Patrick J. Michaels of the CO2 Coalition. From April 2021.
Global warming caused by anthropogenerated emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other less consequential greenhouse gases is
real and observable. But what is more important is the amount of future warming that can be expected. The imprecision of climate
forecasts may have something to do with why no significant federal legislation has been passed to restrict emissions. In 2016, the
Supreme Court put a stay on the Obama administration’s expansive Clean Power Plan because it lacked legislative backing. When
Congress did attempt legislation, the 2009 Waxman-Markey cap-and-trade bill narrowly passed the House but never made it onto the
Senate floor, despite a large Democratic plurality. Cap-and-trade largely cost the party 64 House seats and its majority in the 2010
congressional elections.
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In 2009, the Obama administration EPA issued an “Endangerment Finding” from CO2 and other human emissions. The evidential
basis backing that finding was limited solely to General Circulation Climate Models (GCMs). All the GCM models, save one, proved
incapable of simulating the three-dimensional behavior of the lower atmosphere, and the one that did work, from the Russian Institute
for Numerical Modelling, predicts less future warming than all the others. Best scientific practice would emphasize this model, but it
also would stunt or reverse any expensive policies because the future warming is so small and distant.
The Social Cost of Carbon (SCC) was a concept used by the Obama administration to justify sweeping policies, but the administration
failed to follow OMB guidelines in the use of discount rates. Using warming suggested by both the Russian model and observationally
based calculations of future warming, along with enhanced planetary greening caused by increasing atmospheric CO2, the SCC
becomes negative (i.e., a benefit) across all discount rates under consideration.
Politically, it will be very difficult for the Biden administration to pass significant global warming legislation. With an even more
constitutionalist Supreme Court than the one that stayed Obama’s Clean Power Plan, it is highly likely that any sweeping actions
absent legislation will be voided by the Court.
Introduction
There is widespread agreement that the climate is changing, and that human activity is a driver of some of the warming that began in
the late 1970s. However, it is difficult to reconcile a warming of the early 20th century with CO2 changes, as the rate of warming then
was statistically similar to the recent rise, but the concentration of atmospheric CO2 had barely risen at its inception.
Because of these complexities, scientists are still struggling with the most important question of climate policy: By how much do CO2
emissions increase temperatures?
At this point, the persistent difficulty of quantifying the actual impact of carbon emissions on global temperatures strikes many people
as a purely academic exercise. The near-ubiquitous rationale for aggressive climate policies is: The climate is changing, and we know
why, and if we don’t do something about it now, it will soon be too late to stave off a set of circumstances so undesirable that any
rational analysis must point to rapid decarbonization at almost any cost.
This is clearly simplistic. It is also the approach taken by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in its 2018 1.5℃
Special Report. “Any comparison between 1.5℃ and higher levels of warming implies risk assessments and value judgments and
cannot be straightforwardly reduced to a cost-benefit analysis,” the IPCC says. However, the IPCC is not a federal agency, and the
courts would be unimpressed with such an airy dismissal.
The degree of uncertainty in our technical understanding of the climate is a crucial factor in getting the policy right. If costly climate
measures are to be justified with appeals to scientific authority, then it’s particularly important to understand what the science is
actually telling us.
This sensible approach is reflected in both of the main vehicles our democracy has at its disposal for policymaking. Legislation
requires convincing broad swathes of the public that major changes in how we power our society are worthwhile. And action by
administrative agencies must be based on a defensible technical record.
The start of the Obama administration saw a major push to pass a cap-and-trade scheme for taxing CO2 emissions. It passed the
House of Representatives by a narrow 219-212 vote, but it was held in committee in the Senate and never made it to the floor. Then
came the midterm elections of 2010, in which the Democrats lost 64 seats and their majority; most of the losses were sustained by
members who voted for the bill. That ended the possibility of passing major climate legislation through Congress for the foreseeable
future, which put the onus on President Obama to achieve carbon-reduction goals through regulation and executive orders.
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At his 2010 postelection press conference, the first question to the president concerned the obvious and consequential repudiation of
his global-warming policy by the electorate. His response was “there’s more than one way to skin a cat.”
The story told here shows how that went.
The Obama administration’s strategy for complying with what came to be the CO2 emissions targets of the 2015 Paris Agreement on
Climate Change rested on a suite of Environmental Protection Agency regulations. These were empowered by the Agency’s 2009
finding of “endangerment” (hereafter, the Endangerment Finding) to human health and welfare from climate change induced by the
emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases.
That 2009 finding traces back to the Supreme Court’s 2007 decision in the case of Massachusetts v. EPA, which held that CO2 is
indeed a pollutant under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, and that if EPA found that CO2 in vehicle emissions posed a danger
to human health and welfare, then the agency was required to regulate it or explain why it did not require regulation—which, the
Court held, the Bush-era EPA had failed to do adequately.
The regulations fostered by the Endangerment Finding included limits on CO2 emissions from both vehicles and stationary sources,
and the related Clean Power Plan, which would have phased out coal and (soon after) natural gas in America’s power sector.
In February 2016, the Supreme Court whittled down the regulatory limits on carbon emissions by preemptively staying the Clean
Power Plan on its prospective unconstitutionality. Then the Trump administration replaced the Clean Power Plan with a rule that
enshrined natural gas as America’s primary source of electricity. But the root of the Obama EPA’s greenhouse-gas regulations—the
Endangerment Finding and its predicate in Massachusetts v. EPA—remain untouched and will almost certainly be called into service
again as the basis for greenhouse-gas regulations in the Biden administration.
The Endangerment Finding has not aged well. Its main conclusions rested on often-ambiguous data that have grown in some ways
more ambiguous; and on assumptions and models that had potentially serious flaws at the time and whose flaws have become more
apparent since, and oddly enough have not been repaired in subsequent model generations.
Given what we now know, it is open to question whether anything like the 2009 Endangerment Finding would survive judicial
scrutiny today. The same is true of the scientific record of any new climate regulations, as those driven by the 2009 Endangerment
Finding are still based upon critical flaws that have been uncovered in climate models (the sole sources of future climate guidance). It
will be shown below that the only models that fit decades of three-dimensional data over the earth’s vast tropics are the ones with the
lowest projected warming for this century—a warming so small that it is demonstrably a net benefit.
This article will also show that all the projections used by the EPA in its Endangerment Finding were manually “tuned” to yield an
unrealistic fit to observed early 20th century temperatures. The evidence implies that any new agency regulations designed to
drastically cut greenhouse-gas emissions must clear more rigorous judicial scrutiny than hitherto, especially as federal courts continue
to refine their doctrines of “deference” to agency decision-making.
Mass. v EPA, the 2009 Endangerment Finding, and the Early National Climate Assessments
The majority opinion in the 2007 case Massachusetts v. EPA held that “pollutant” had a “capacious” meaning as used in the 1990
Clean Air Act Amendments. Writing for the majority, Justice John Paul Stevens said:
The Clean Air Act’s sweeping definition of “air pollutant” includes “any air pollution agent or combination of such agents, including
any physical, chemical . . . substance or matter which is emitted into or otherwise enters the ambient air.” On its face, the definition
embraces all airborne compounds of whatever stripe, and underscores that intent through the repeated use of the word “any.” CO2,
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methane, nitrous oxide, and hydrofluorocarbons are without a doubt “physical [and] chemical . . . substance[s] which [are] emitted
into . . . the ambient air.” The statute is unambiguous.
The Court rejected EPA’s contention that it had delayed its consideration of greenhouse-gas regulations because it wanted to wait for
more and better climate data to come in. The wisdom of that contention will become apparent throughout this essay.
Instead, the Court held that EPA must determine whether greenhouse-gas emissions from new motor vehicles “cause or contribute to
air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare, or whether the science is too uncertain to
make a reasoned decision.”
In a vigorous dissent, Justice Scalia argued that the word “pollutant” in the Clean Air Act is a reference to emissions that harm human
health, and necessarily excludes any major component of the air we breathe and that is vital to life on the planet. CO2 is the primary
building block of photosynthetic life, and it is no surprise that as its concentration has increased in the atmosphere, the earth has
experienced a profound greening of both forests and agriculture.
Massachusetts v. EPA emboldened the Obama EPA, which produced a “preliminary” finding of endangerment a mere 90 days into its
first term and then a final finding on December 7, 2009 as a separate rule—an unusual move, given that all agency rulemaking must
be based on an independent record—backed by a technical support document (TSD). In the Endangerment Finding, the EPA found
that under section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act, greenhouse gases threaten public health and welfare, and that greenhouse-gas
emissions from motor vehicles contribute to that threat.
These were actually two distinct findings. First, the EPA Administrator found that the combination of six well-mixed greenhouse
gases—carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6)—threaten the public health and welfare of current and future generations and therefore constitutes “air pollution”
under the Clean Air Act. Second, the Administrator found that the combined greenhouse-gas emissions from motor vehicles
contribute to the atmospheric concentrations of these key greenhouse gases and hence to the threat of climate change. That set the
stage for the “Tailpipe Rule” (limiting greenhouse-gas emissions from motor vehicles) and the suite of greenhouse-gas regulations
that followed from it.
The Technical Support Document for the Endangerment Finding relied heavily on the second “National Assessment” of climatechange impacts on the U.S., published in 2009 by the consortium of 13 federal agencies that consumed or disbursed climate-change
research funding. Based on this “evidence of record,” EPA found that greenhouse gases trap heat on the earth’s surface that would
otherwise dissipate into space; that this “greenhouse effect” warms the climate; that human activity is contributing to increased
atmospheric levels of greenhouse gases; and that the climate system is warming. As a result, the EPA Administrator judged that the
“root cause” of recently observed climate change was “very likely” the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse-gas emissions.
EPA found that extreme weather events, changes in air quality, increases in food- and water-borne pathogens, and increases in
temperatures resulting from climate change were likely to have adverse health effects. It concluded that climate change created risk to
food production and agriculture, forestry, energy, infrastructure, ecosystems, wildlife, water resources, and coastal areas as a result of
expected increase in sea level. EPA determined that motor-vehicle emissions of greenhouse gases contribute to climate change and
thus to the endangerment of public health and welfare.
A coalition of states and industry groups challenged EPA’s greenhouse-gas regulations in a petition for review to the D.C. Circuit
Court of Appeals, arguing that there was too much uncertainty in the data to support EPA’s judgment. In Coalition for Responsible
Regulation v. EPA (2012), the D.C. Circuit disagreed and upheld the Endangerment Finding. The Court reasoned that the existence of
some uncertainty did not on its own undermine the EPA action.
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This also followed from the Supreme Court’s earlier holding in Massachusetts v. EPA, when the Court held that the existence of
“some residual uncertainty” did not excuse EPA’s decision to decline to regulate greenhouse gases. To avoid regulating emissions of
greenhouse gases, EPA would need to show “scientific uncertainty . . . so profound that it precludes EPA from making a reasoned
judgment as to whether greenhouse gases contribute to global warming.” According to the D.C. Circuit, courts owed an “extreme
degree of deference to the agency when it is evaluating scientific data within its technical expertise.”
And yet that “extreme deference” was notably absent in the Supreme Court’s ruling against the Bush EPA.
Lingering Questions on Climate Change
To support its Endangerment Finding, the EPA’s Technical Support Document ultimately relied heavily on General Circulation
Climate Models, or GCMs. These and their descendants (Earth System Models) are at the heart of all four “National Assessments”
that have been published to date. With regard to the Endangerment Finding, the second (2009) “National Assessment” of climate
change effects on the U.S. is the document of record. It in turn relied heavily on the UN’s Fourth (2007) “Scientific Assessment” of
climate change [“AR4”], which again was heavily GCM-dependent. Critical systematic problems in these models were not known of
(at least to the general scientific community) at the time of the Endangerment Finding.
Relying principally on AR4, EPA cited evidence that warming since the mid-20th century (which actually didn’t begin until 1976, a
quarter-century after the nominal 1950 midpoint) that the observed pattern of warming —a warming of the lowest layer of the
atmosphere (the troposphere) and cooling immediately above it (the stratosphere)—was consistent with predictions of climate change
from anthropogenic greenhouse-gas emissions.
Yet in AR4, the IPCC claimed nowhere near the EPA’s level of confidence in the particulars. In AR4, IPCC reported that the principal
factors that drive the Earth’s climate system are the following: the sun; albedo effects, including from clouds; the climate’s response
to “external forcing’s” such as aerosols, volcanoes, and emissions from manmade sources; and, crucially, greenhouse gases.
With respect to both the sun and albedo effects, the IPCC conceded a “low” level of scientific understanding and a lack of consensus
about the overall effect on recent climate. With respect to “external forcing’s,” AR4 acknowledged scientists’ limited understanding
of the crucial variable of “equilibrium climate sensitivity” [ECS], expressed as how many degrees Celsius global temperatures will
ultimately rise if atmospheric CO2 doubles. A reliable figure for ECS continues to elude scientists’ grasp. An ECS of 1.5⁰C obviates
the case for sweeping reductions in CO2 emissions, as noted later in the section on the Social Cost of Carbon. It is noteworthy that at
that level of climate sensitivity, the midrange warming projections of the IPCC (which assume ECS values of 3.0⁰C) need to be
halved, as the ECS is directly proportional to expected warming at any given point in time, such as 2100.
“Tuning” the Models and the End of Climate Science Objectivity
A stunningly candid article by reporter Paul Voosen appeared in Science two weeks before the 2016 presidential election.
The climate-modelling community, perhaps sensing an inevitable victory for Hillary Clinton in the upcoming election, may have
reasoned that admitting to comprehensive flaws in their models would result in a shower of funds. This was new information had
never been released. According to Voosen:
For years, climate scientists had been mum in public about their “secret sauce:” What happened in the models stayed in the models.
The taboo reflected fears that climate contrarians would use the practice of tuning to seed doubt about models.
Indeed, that is precisely what this article does. Voosen elaborated:
whether climate scientists like to admit it or not, nearly every model has been calibrated precisely to the 20th century climate records
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—otherwise it would have ended up in the trash. “It’s fair to say all models have tuned it,” says Isaac Held, a scientist at the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, another prominent modeling center, in Princeton.
In total, the 20th century temperature history can easily be summed up: a warming of nearly 0.5C from 1910-45, a slight cooling from
then through the mid-1970s, followed by a warming from 1976 through 1998 that occurred at a similar rate to the earlier warming.
Tuning (meaning changing the models’ internal code to get an “anticipated acceptable” answer) to mimic the 1910-45 warming as a
result of human activity (i.e., CO2 emissions, among others) is an exercise in the absurd. By 1910, when that warming began, the
concentration of atmospheric CO2 had risen from an early 19th century value of around 285 parts per million (ppm) to around 298—a
tiny increase, considering that today’s concentration is around 414 ppm. If the early warming was caused by such a small increase in
CO2 concentration, it would be hotter than Hades by now.
Straightforward calculation, using generally accepted equations for the warming caused by CO2 and the cooling by simultaneous
emissions of sulfate aerosols (mainly from coal combustion), show that the 1910 concentrations could have induced a global warming
of only about 0.05⁰C; instead, through 1945 it was nearly 0.5⁰, an order-of-magnitude error. The observed value is far too small to be
detected by any network of thermometers.
The news hook for Voosen’s article was a yet-to-be-published paper by Frederic Hourdin, head of the French modelling effort, and 13
coauthors, all from different modelling centers. This quote will forever tar the patina of the climate models of today and could also
bring down the Endangerment Finding:
One can imagine changing a parameter [aka fudging the model] which is known to affect the sensitivity, keeping both this parameter
and the ECS in the anticipated acceptable range . . . (emphasis added)
Therefore, it is the scientist, and not the science, that determines future warming. It is the scientist, subject to all the pressures of
paradigm-keeping so eloquently written about by Thomas Kuhn in his famous Structure of Scientific Revolutions, that decides what is
anticipated and acceptable. It is the scientist, working within the peer pressure of an institutional setting that would react negatively to
a finding that fell below the “anticipated acceptable range,” who makes this decision. It should not surprise anyone that Hourdin et al.
went further to show this was all kept hush-hush:
In fact, the tuning strategy was not even part of the required documentation in the CMIP5 simulations [the latest collection of climate
models—see subsequent text] . . . why such a lack of transparency? Maybe because tuning is often seen as an unavoidable but dirty
part of climate modelling. Some may be concerned that explaining that models are tuned could strengthen the arguments of those who
question the validity of climate-change projections.
Which, indeed, is what this article does. Hourdin’s article will be thermonuclear to intrusive climate policies in the U.S., should they
ever be proposed. In her popular scientific blog, Climate Etc., now-retired Georgia Tech scientist Judith Curry wrote, “If ever in your
life you are to read one paper on climate modelling, this is the paper that you should read.”
In the next section, I point out that climate science hasn’t reduced the uncertainty of its projections for over four decades, but that lowsensitivity models, some of which aren’t traditional GCMs, come much closer to reality than the UN’s AR5 (2013) models, or the
follow-ons that will appear in AR6 (2022), which are even worse.
The clustering of overly warm results should not be surprising inasmuch as any modeler who publishes far outside of the “anticipated
acceptable range” would invite severe, and possibly career-cancelling, retribution from a very large community of faithful modelers.
It’s beyond the scope of this article to document the vitriol heaped upon scientists with low-sensitivity models, but even Google will
point the curious reader in the right direction.
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Improving the Reliability of ECS Calculations
It is generally held that there has been no real narrowing of the range of prospective climate change since the 1979 National Academy
of Sciences report Carbon Dioxide and Climate: A Scientific Assessment, chaired by Jule Charney of MIT. The “Charney
Sensitivity,” as it came to be called, was in the range of 1.5-4.5⁰K (=⁰C) for the equilibrium lower atmospheric warming caused by a
doubling of CO2. Subsequent assessments, such as some of the IPCC ARs, also listed the midpoint, 3⁰C, as a “most likely” value.
Periodically, the U.S. Department of Energy iterates what it calls “Coupled Model Intercomparison Projects (CMIPs). The one
applicable to the most recent (2013) IPCC state-of-climate-science compendium, CMIP5, contained 32 families of models with a
sensitivity range of 2.1-4.7⁰K, with a mean value of 3.4⁰—i.e., warmer lower and mean values than Charney. The IPCC then rounded
this back to 1.5-4.5⁰K, the old Charney Sensitivity, but then noted no “most likely” warming, owing to the larger spread of the models.
As noted below, observationally based sensitivity calculations by Christy and McNider (2017) and Lewis and Curry (2018), derived
from empirical data rather than theoretical computer models, yield ECS values between 1.4 and 1.6⁰K, which broadens the actual
range to be quite close to the Charney Sensitivity.
Unfortunately, use of the observationally based sensitivities along with the new CMIP6 model suite (which will be in the next (2022)
IPCC report) will result in a larger range of the ECS. The range of the CMIP6 models currently available (and almost all are now
available), is 1.8-5.6⁰C, and an estimate of the mean (based upon a nearly complete model set) is 4.0⁰C.
In summary, climate science suffers from the oddity that the more funding is expended, the less precise outcomes ensue. Models at the
bottom of the range that are anchored on observations (with one exception noted below) produce low ECS values, while the enormous
numbers of nonworking warmer models reflect climate scientists’ desire to produce results falling within an “anticipated acceptable
range,” to quote Hourdin.
Systematic Problems with the National Assessments
The quadrennial National Assessments of climate change effects on the U.S. are mandated by the Global Change Research Act of
1990.
As noted earlier, the Endangerment Finding’s Technical Support Document (TSD) relies heavily on the second “national assessment”
(NA-2) of climate change impacts in the United States from 13 federal agencies, now called the U.S. Global Change Research
Program (USGCRP).
NA-2 uses a large number of GCM simulations of global climate with enhanced CO2 and other human emissions. The output of these
models is then used to drive the so-called “impact” or effects models. These apply to many aspects of American life, projecting
changes in migration, death, nutrition, and mental illness, and many other consequences.
The most cited document in the TSD for the 2009 Endangerment Finding is NA-2. It has since become clear that the climate models
used in that report contained serious systematic errors in their assessments of the tropical atmosphere.
In our peer review of the NA-2 draft, Paul C. Knappenberger and I wrote (in part):
Of all of the “consensus” government or intergovernmental documents of this genre that [we] have reviewed in [our] 30+ years in this
profession, there is no doubt that this is the absolute worst of all. Virtually every sentence can be contested or does not represent a
complete survey of a relevant literature. […] Additionally, there is absolutely no effort made by the CCSP [Climate Change Science
Program] authors to include any dissenting opinion to their declarative statements, despite the peer-reviewed literature being full of
legitimate and applicable reports that provide contrasting findings.
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The progenitor of NA-2 was NA-1, published in 2000. The design of the NA-1 was similar to the succeeding three Assessments.
Future climate was generated by GCMs. At the time NA-1 was under development, the National Assessment Synthesis Team had nine
GCMs to choose from to forecast 21st century climate. They chose two: The Canadian Climate Centre model, which produced the
greatest 21st century temperature changes over the U.S. of all nine, and the model from the U.K. Hadley Center, a part of the
Meteorological Office, which produced the largest precipitation changes to 2100. That a team of federally-supported climate scientists
would purposefully and consequentially choose to employ the most extreme models greatly harmed the credibility of NA-1.
In researching my peer review of the draft NA-1, I tasked the two models to do the simplest task: simulate ten-year running means of
coterminous U.S. temperature averages over the 20th century. They couldn’t do it. The answers the models gave were worse than
simply assuming the 20th century average value (i.e., no model). In other words, the models added errors to the raw data. What they
did was exactly analogous to a student taking a four-option multiple-choice test and getting less than 25% correct.
I emailed Tom Karl, then director of the National Climatic Data Center and one of three supervisory scientists for the NA-1. He said
that I was correct, and that his team looked at more time intervals than I did, and in each case found what I did. So, the NA-1 science
team published a document with significant regulatory implications that was known to be fatally flawed at its heart. The fact that the
models produced worse results than a table of random numbers and were still used in such a policy-influencing document is
malpractice.
Trouble in the Troposphere
Models continued to proliferate in each quadrennial National Assessment and “scientific assessments” from the UN’s
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) every six years. The most recent of the IPCC reports, AR-5, is from 2013, and its
suite of models is readily available online at KNMI Climate Explorer.
John Christy, who published the first satellite-sensed global temperature record in 1990, compared the output of the 32 groups of AR5 models to temperature observations in the middle troposphere (approximately 5,000-30,000 feet) over the earth’s tropics.
Understanding the future behavior of the tropical troposphere is crucial to any confident assessment of potentially serious effects of
climate change. The tropical ocean is the source of 90% of the moisture that falls on America’s farmland east of the Rockies, one of
the most productive agricultural regions on earth. The amount of moisture that ascends into the atmosphere from the tropical oceans is
determined by the temperature contrast between the surface and upper layers. The greater the contrast, the more buoyant the surface
air, and the more moisture enters the atmosphere.
With one exception, all the models in AR-5 failed. Figure 1 shows results of the models compared to three independent sets of
observations: temperatures sensed by satellites, data from weather balloons, and the relatively new “reanalysis” data that infills data
gaps with a physical model. The plots begin in 1979 because that is when the satellite data begins.
Over a moist surface, the vast majority of incoming solar radiation goes toward evaporating water rather than directly heating the
surface. If the input of moisture forecast (i.e. precipitation) is not reliable (thanks to the vertical errors in the tropics), then average
forecasts of temperature will also be problematic. The observed data (circles and squares) indicate that the models are overpredicting
by several times the warming rate being observed at this level.
The IPCC models predict what is often called an “upper tropospheric hot spot” with a substantially enhanced warming rate compared
to layers above and beneath. The striking differences in recent decadal warming rates between the climate models and observations is
obvious in Figure 2.
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Close inspection of Figures 1 and 2 reveals that there is one model that tracks reality: the Russian Institute for Numerical Modelling
model INM-CM4. It has the least prospective warming of all of the AR-5 models for the 21st century. Its estimate of Equilibrium
Climate Sensitivity is also the lowest of all of these models, at 2.05C, compared to the average of 3.4C given in the IPCC model
group.
The Key Question of Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity
AR5 makes a carefully qualified attribution statement: “It is extremely likely that more than half of the observed increase in global
average surface temperature from 1951 to 2010 was caused by the anthropogenic increase in greenhouse gas concentrations and other
anthropogenic forcing’s together.”
“Half” of the observed warming in that period is about 0.3⁰C. That’s the lower limit of human-caused warming, because (as
demonstrated earlier) the sharp early 20th-century warming had little to do with anthropogenerated CO2 emissions.
The next UN IPCC report (AR-6) has been delayed to 2022, but its underlying climate models are becoming available. The new
Russian model, INM-CM4.8, has even less sensitivity to a doubling of CO2 than its predecessor—down to 1.8⁰C. Its predecessor
(INM-CM4), as shown in Figures 1 and 2, was the best of all (by far) in simulating the evolution of tropical temperatures at altitude. It
seems likely that the new version will be equally effective. It also predicts less warming than all the other models.
On the other hand, CMIP6 predicts more warming because several of the model ensemble members are warmer than the hottest model
in CMIP5. Fortunately, it appears that the warmer a CMIP6 model is, the larger is its over-forecast of recent decades and current
warming. One has to ask if the designers of these overheated models think that observed data is just an irrelevant burden.
Climate Policy Needs to Employ Scientific Best Practices
In professional weather forecasting, meteorologists do not take all of the available models and average them up to determine
tomorrow’s temperature or snowfall. Rather, they look at the current weather situation and determine which model or models is likely
to be more accurate than others and use that to base the forecast.
The same should be true in climate forecasting. Yet the TSD for the Endangerment Finding relied upon a clearly failing family of
models, and the most recent (Fourth) National Assessment pays no special attention to INM-CM4, instead relying upon the average
and the spread of the entire model suite.
Clearly the best scientific practice is to use the climate models that work: the Russian INM-CM4.8 (or the newer 5.0 that is in the
CMIP6 suite) and the observationally based calculations of Christy and Mcnider (2017) or Lewis and Curry (2018).
The Social Cost of Carbon: Could It Be Negative?
An intriguing possibility is that using these models will create a Social Cost of Carbon that is negative (i.e., a benefit). As a basis for
policies subsequent to the Endangerment Finding, the Obama administration introduced this concept to help clarify the risk side of the
risk-benefit calculus. That itself was risky. Given empirically and observationally derived equilibrium climate sensitivities as well as
the one GCM family that worked, combined with the agricultural and forest greening caused by increasing atmospheric CO2, the SCC
becomes a net benefit.
In the Obama administration, the SCC was calculated by federal interagency working groups (IWGs). The IWGs had some discretion
as to the selection of discount rates (estimates of the future value of invested money) and timeframes. As early as 2003, in the Bush
administration, the Office of Management and Budget indicated that models for future economic impacts of certain regulation should
use, among others, a 7% discount rate, which represents the robust long-term trend in securities investments since at least 1900.
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But the Obama administration used lower discount rates—lower than an estimate of future economic growth than historical trends
would suggest. Why? It is apparent from the administration’s results for 3% and 5% discount rates that the SCC would be negative (a
net benefit) far into the future with a 7% discount rate—that is, had the Obama administration followed the OMB guidelines, CO2
emissions could arguably confer a net benefit.
With regard to climate change, the Obama administration used a 3.0⁰C sensitivity to doubling CO2, and a probability distribution
about this figure calculated by Roe and Baker in 2007. This GCM-guided estimate should be regarded with the same (low) confidence
afforded both the AR-4 and AR-5 models because of their systematic errors in the tropics (See Figures 1 and 2). They don’t work, so
it is malpractice to use them in support of the Endangerment Finding, and it is best practice to use the ones that do, even if they may
not support Endangerment.
More recent climate projections based upon real-world observations (rather than projections) of changes in atmospheric composition
and temperature changes tend to produce lower warming than the AR-5 models. The most recently noted of these is by Lewis and
Curry (2018), with a sensitivity of 1.5-1.6⁰ (depending upon the temperature record used) and the satellite-based study of Christy and
McNider (2017), with a sensitivity of 1.4⁰C.
The Obama administration used three Integrated Assessment Models, but only one of these (FUND—for “Framework for Uncertainty,
Negotiation and Distribution”) had explicit multipliers for agricultural productivity enhanced by atmospheric CO2. All three models
used the UN’s A1B (“midrange”) emissions scenario, and discount rates below what has been observed systematically beginning in
1900.
Dayaratna et al. in a 2020 article in the peer-reviewed journal Environmental Economics and Policy Studies used realistic discount
rates, an enhanced vegetation response to increasing atmospheric CO2, and two lower-sensitivity models and found the Social Cost of
Carbon to be negative (i.e., a net benefit) at least well into the second half of this century for all discount rates from 3% to 7%. That
should not be surprising given the increases in life expectancy and personal wealth over the past 125 years. Those salutary trends were
built upon a fossil-fuel-burning (and CO2-emitting) economy.
The challenge faced by the Biden administration is that policy goalposts have moved and become substantially more aggressive.
Article 2 of the Paris Agreement speaks of achieving a balance between anthropogenic emissions and sinks “in the second half of this
century.” On the basis of the IPCC 1.5℃ Special Report, this goal has been brought forward to 2050, without, as noted above, any
cost-benefit analysis justifying the shift.
However, the costs of Net Zero by 2050 are extremely high. The 1.5℃ Special Report includes estimates of the shadow cost of carbon
for Net Zero in a 2050 emissions trajectory. For 2030, these range from between 1.4 times the Obama administration’s estimate of the
Social Cost of Carbon to 64 times, indicating the failure of putative policy benefits to outweigh costs by a very considerable amount.
Similarly, Bjorn Lomborg in a 2020 paper estimates that each $1 of cost yields only 11 cents of climate benefits. Narrowing such a
huge gap between cost and benefit will require a great deal of creativity and imagination from the Interagency Working Group—and
the resulting effort quite likely will be based on implausible and unreasonable assumptions.
Should Courts Defer to the New Administration’s Climate Actions?
Relying on IPCC reports that were considerably more guarded than the claims EPA made in the Preamble to its Endangerment
Finding was a considerable risk.
But the federal judiciary has developed a convoluted and often unpredictable patchwork of deference doctrines for weighing agency
determinations, and some lawyers think that it is merely a matter of political preference, expressed as “consequentialism,” that
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determines how a court majority will load the deference dice. During the Obama years, the judiciary was still heavily progressive, as it
had been since the New Deal, so Democrats could expect favorable rulings on deference. And in the D.C. Circuit, that’s precisely
what they got.
Still, as law professor Catherine Sharkey has written, “Even if a court is ill-equipped to evaluate details of an agency’s scientific
evidence, hard-look substantive review demands that an agency supply generalist judges with reasoned explanations backed by
sufficient scientific references.”
In the 2014 case, Utility Air Regulatory Group v. EPA, Justice Scalia, writing for the majority, noted that:
When an agency claims to discover in a long-extant statute an unheralded power to regulate a significant portion of the American
economy, we typically greet its announcement with a measure of skepticism. We expect Congress to speak clearly if it wishes to
assign to an agency decision of vast economic and political significance.
This was a warning to the EPA that if it tried anything big (such as the Clean Power Plan), the Court would “typically greet its
announcement with a measure of skepticism” if there was no specific legislative backing. This is why the Supreme Court stayed the
Clean Power Plan in February 2016 at the behest of Justice Scalia (his last judicial act before his sudden death).
The Scalia ruling is a signal that the Supreme Court may be more skeptical of new EPA climate regulations than courts have been in
the past, and the current nominal 6-3 split favoring constitutionalists only makes that case stronger. If the Court considers the new
regulation a “major question,” it may find that Congress did not “speak clearly” enough for EPA to stretch its delegated authority
enough to sustain a rule or to be given the near-blanket deference that EPA has enjoyed from courts in the past. The Court may find
that a new EPA rule did not take the requisite “hard look” at the nature of the lingering uncertainties and the failure of climate models
to align with climate data.
Conclusion
The Trump administration’s decision to withdraw from the Paris Agreement on Climate Change was lamented around the world,
because no global response to climate change is likely to succeed without buy-in from the United States. Yet, over the last decade and
a half, America has reduced carbon emissions more than all of Europe put together. How it has done so, however—through a
widespread switch from coal to natural gas made possible by hydraulic fracturing—is cold comfort for environmentalists, for it only
seems to entrench the continued primacy of fossil fuels.
But America was already unlikely to be able to meet the Obama-set Paris targets regardless of what presidential administration was in
charge. The years ahead will test this hypothesis.
At the same time, it is clear that the low-end climate models are much more accurate, even if they do not support extreme policies.
These were not available for the original 2009 Endangerment Finding.
There will clearly be those with legal standing to question extreme policy responses and the economic losses sure to follow. The
subsequent major question is whether our judiciary will recognize that federal agencies will have to ignore a remarkable amount of
subsequent science in order to support such policies.
It turns out that the general understanding of climate expressed in 2007 by the Bush EPA in response to Mass v. EPA was correct at
the time: EPA needed more science before it could reach a reasoned conclusion on whether and how to regulate carbon emissions.
It has that information now—and that information no longer supports an Endangerment Finding from CO2.
Patrick J. Michaels is Senior Fellow at the CO2 Coalition and Senior Fellow in Energy and Environment with the Competitive
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Enterprise Institute.
https://co2coalition.org/2021/04/23/new-biden-climate-policies-may-face-strong-legal-headwinds/
(This study has me personally interested because my daughter is experiencing endocrine health issues.)
Potential applications of fungi in the remediation of toxic effluents from pulp and paper industries. The discharged wastes from the
pulp paper industry contain ligninocellosic material along with other co-pollutants even after secondary treatment. Moreover, the
effluent contains a high amount of pH, total suspended solid, total dissolved solid, total solid, biological oxygen demand, and
chemical oxygen demand along with heavy metals above the permissible limits. Several studies have concluded that white-rot fungi
produced extracellular phenol oxidases which can effectively decompose lignin and other organic pollutants from the contaminated
site. Furthermore, various types of persistent organic pollutants and endocrine-disrupting chemicals i.e. nonacosane; heptacosane;
pentadecanoic acid, 2-benzisoxazole; hexadecanoic acid and octadecenoic acid are also present in pulp paper industry effluent that can
cause aquatic toxicity and hormonal disturbance in the environment. The ligninolytic enzymes of white-rot fungi get a wide substrate
particularity and have been involved in the transformation and mineralization of organic pollutants to systemic similarities to lignin.
Moreover, continuous widespread land and groundwater pollution as well as surface water have brought this issue to the forefront, and
cleaning up of such pollution is still a severe economic challenge for the society. The use of indigenous white-rot fungi for
remediation of wastes from the disposal site of the pulp paper industry gives a very relatively novel economic solution for many of our
risky environment challenges.
Science Direct
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780128219256000101
Thank You for reading this document
James Hugo
Springfield, Oregon
541-513-4572
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Slagle, Trudy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Baglien, Brent; Toevs, Ian; Hansen, Kindra
Lamb Weston, Inc. - Comments on the Proposed Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 10:06:41 AM
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Ms. Singh,
Please find Lamb Weston’s comments on Oregon’s proposed Climate Protection Program in
the attached. We appreciate the opportunity engage with the Department of Environmental
Quality on this important issue.
If you have questions, or would like to discuss these comments in more detail, please don’t
hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards,
Trudy Slagle
Environmental Social Governance Administration
t +1 509.737.6612 | m +1 509.551.9775
trudy.slagle@lambweston.com
esg.lambweston.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:

This message and any attachments are solely for the use of the individual or entity to which this message
is addressed and contains information that is confidential. If the reader of this message is not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, re-transmission, disclosure, copying,
distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this communication by persons or
entities other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error,
please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Dawson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Laughable Oregon DEQ Climate Rules
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:29:32 PM

Climate change is a natural cycle of the planet. We are currently in a cooling trend that will last longer
than I, or likely anyone reading this.
The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality has been a “make work” program since its inception.
The largest hole in the Ozone layer recently CLOSED. While I'm sure many would like to pat themselves
on the back for this, it really has nothing to do with consumers having to pay as much as $20,000 more
for a car, because it has mandatory, virtually useless yet very expensive emission control systems. This is
a natural progression of time and temperature. Please open a book.
Solar panels, windmills and electric cars are a joke. Production and disposal at the short 'end of life' cycle
for solar panels, windmills and electric cars are far more destructive to our environment and economy
than internal combustion powered vehicles.
Solar Panels, windmills and electric cars require loads of petro-chemicals to build. Solar panels only work
when the sun shines and windmills only work when the wind is blowing. At best, both events only happen
during the day. Electric cars will mostly be charging at night, but not with energy from solar panels and
windmills, because they won't be working.
Natural gas is one of, if not the most abundant and clean sources of energy, easily and cheaply available
to us particularly in the Pacific Northwest.
This nonsense is just a small part of a larger power grab that's going on. It's about time our state and
national government listened to their constituents or they will find themselves out on their collective
backsides in the near future.
If any of this really had anything to do with protecting the environment and not just a money and power
grab, we would be having a serious discussion about clean, safe, long term and dependable Nuclear
power.
I understand there is a lot of money to be made in the climate change game, just ask Al Gore, but we
regular taxpaying citizens are really getting tired of paying for this pointless crap!
Greg Dawson
We Support America
(503) 502-3310
greg@wesupportamerica.org
www.wesupportamerica.org

MOɅΩN ɅABE
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Moberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Lawmaking Comment: Our state needs clean, affordable energy choices
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:40:05 AM

Re: Lawmaking Comment: Our state needs clean, affordable energy choices
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please consider that we need all forms of renewable energy, including natural gas to be
available as we work toward reducing our carbon footprint. Natural gas is clean, renewable,
and the most efficient form of energy for many applications in our state.
Thank you for your consideration
Peter Moberg
Sincerely,
Peter Moberg
ptmoberg@hotmail.com
6520 SE Hale St. Milwaukie, OR 97222 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Guy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Leave Natural Gas companies alone
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:53:06 PM

Re: Leave Natural Gas companies alone
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural gas is one of the cleanest forms of energy. You need to leave the natural gas
companies alone. How do you expect to fuel these electric cars? The way we get electricity is
from natural gas and coal. I am so sick of this overboard stuff pushing a ridiculous agenda.
Natural gas has been a decades long very clean and affordable way to power many things.
Sincerely,
Kelly Guy
rseinc@gmail.com
17390 SW Kinglet Drive Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Effinger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Let"s Get Serious about Climate
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 8:37:58 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I used to tell folks from other parts of the country to visit Oregon in the summer because it was the nicest time of the
year. Now, summer is fire season, and on many Oregon days it's like hanging out in a Traeger meat smoker with an
IPA in your hand. No thanks.
I know this is a global problem, but someone has to lead, and the leaders should be places with lots to lose. Oregon
is one of those.
There is a lot of low-hanging fruit when it comes to cutting carbon emissions. I, for one, can't understand why
people need to drive around in huge trucks rigged to "roll coal." I complained after getting rolled once and was told
that while the black smoke was likely a violation, there was no law prohibiting excess emissions from trucks of a
certain size (huge pickups). That is just crazy.
Climate change is here, and our climate policies need to catch up to that reality. Yeah, I'm a liberal voter in Portland,
and I'll probably weather this crisis better than most. I don't live in the middle of a desiccated forest, and the fire
department is close by. Oregonians outside of the cities are already paying the biggest price. A drive up the Santiam
River to Detroit shows their terrible cost.
This is not a drill. I applaud Governor Brown and the legislature for new laws on sustainable power generation, but
we must do more.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility, and it is your moment in history to step up.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
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increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Thank you for your time,
Anthony Effinger
Portland, Oregon
___________________________
This email was sent by Anthony Effinger via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Anthony provided an email address
(aeffinger@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Anthony Effinger at aeffinger@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Sheldon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Linkage crisis!
Saturday, September 4, 2021 8:55:05 PM

You must reduce climate pollution 80% below 1990 levels. Instead, you have
chosen the emissions of the year 2010. This will result in fewer emission reductions
and a failure to meet the mandate of the Executive Order. If you use the year 2010
emissions level, increase the percentage of emissions reductions above 80%
sufficiently so it meets the 1990 level mandate.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Cady
colin.mcconnaha@state.or.us; richard.whitman@state.or.us; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Livelihood
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:00:02 AM

Decarbonization in Natural Gas Innovation = Oregon Jobs
"I am one of the thousands of union workers who rely on natural gas not only to cook or heat
my home, but also for my livelihood.
The natural gas industry directly employs nearly 2 million Americans. And it's not just those of
us laying the pipes or installing hookups in homes and businesses. It's also steelworkers who
melt glass to recycle bottles or roll out our toilet paper. And it's heating contractors replacing
boilers to high-efficiency natural gas systems. Many professions - and products - need natural
gas.
Natural gas is reliable, affordable, efficient, and clean. We've made tremendous progress
toward decarbonization, and labor has been at the forefront of training and implementing the
latest technology designed to address climate change. With the expansion of renewable
natural gas and green hydrogen, we're not only supporting a cleaner energy future for
generations to come, but we're also creating better-paying jobs. Renewable gas projects are
predicted to create 7.3 million jobs by 2050.
Reducing access to natural gas will stifle the innovations that utilize the existing 75,000 miles
of infrastructure in the Pacific Northwest. Infrastructure I'm proud to have helped build.
I too care deeply about the environment and believe natural gas - and renewable natural gas
and hydrogen - can be part of our clean energy future and a partner in decarbonizing the
energy system. When transitioning our electric grid to more wind and solar instead of coal, we
didn't tear down the power lines, nor should we reduce access to natural gas or make it more
expensive. Let's instead allow utilities to continue to invest in cleaner, renewable gases that
will retain the reliability and affordability people enjoy from natural gas.
This isn't just about my livelihood; it's about protecting the beauty we enjoy in Oregon for my
children and grandchildren. I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when
developing its rules. Oregonians want to keep their affordable and reliable natural gas as we
work toward a clean energy future.

Get Outlook for iOS
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lori Arce-Torres
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Local Oregon Businesses Rely on Affordable Natural Gas
Monday, September 27, 2021 9:20:33 AM

Dear Members Oregon Dept. of EQC,
The past year has been extremely hard for Businesses through Covid-19 restrictions. Please don't ask them to pay
higher utility costs as many are barely hanging on and trying to survive. Don't force them to look elsewhere for a
more economical state to do business in. Thank you!
The rule proposed by DEQ could greatly increase the cost of natural gas for local Oregon businesses at a time we
can least afford it.
COVID-19 closures and restrictions have decimated Oregon businesses, whether it's restaurants, hotels,
manufacturers, barber shops or farmers, every industry has been impacted. The last thing we need are higher energy
costs that will drive these job creators to other states.
Electrification will not work for all businesses. There are certain things that require an instant flame currently only
provided by natural gas.
Reducing access to or increasing costs for natural gas will also reduce consumer choice, negatively impact
businesses and result in higher prices and lost jobs. We all support clean energy, but electrification is not the same as
decarbonization. When transitioning our electric grid to more wind and solar instead of coal, we didn't tear down the
power lines, nor should we remove natural gas infrastructure. With recent advancements in technology, renewable
natural gas and green hydrogen will be able to flow through these same systems. But reducing access to affordable
natural gas will stifle these innovations and disincentivize utility investments in clean, decarbonized energy
solutions.
I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when developing its rules. Making a key ingredient to
our local businesses' success more expensive will only result in more closures of these vital businesses. Oregonians
want to keep their affordable and reliable natural gas as we work toward a clean energy future.
Sincerely,
Lori Arce-Torres
3655 NW Port Ave
Lincoln City, OR 97367
director@lcchamber.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jake Pelroy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Local Oregon Businesses Rely on Affordable Natural Gas
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:10:28 AM

Dear Members Oregon Dept. of EQC,
The rule proposed by DEQ could greatly increase the cost of natural gas for local Oregon businesses at a time we
can least afford it.
COVID-19 closures and restrictions have decimated Oregon businesses, whether it's restaurants, hotels,
manufacturers, barber shops or farmers, every industry has been impacted. The last thing we need are higher energy
costs that will drive these job creators to other states.
Electrification will not work for all businesses. There are certain things that require an instant flame currently only
provided by natural gas.
Reducing access to or increasing costs for natural gas will also reduce consumer choice, negatively impact
businesses and result in higher prices and lost jobs. We all support clean energy, but electrification is not the same as
decarbonization. When transitioning our electric grid to more wind and solar instead of coal, we didn't tear down the
power lines, nor should we remove natural gas infrastructure. With recent advancements in technology, renewable
natural gas and green hydrogen will be able to flow through these same systems. But reducing access to affordable
natural gas will stifle these innovations and disincentivize utility investments in clean, decarbonized energy
solutions.
I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when developing its rules. Making a key ingredient to
our local businesses' success more expensive will only result in more closures of these vital businesses. Oregonians
want to keep their affordable and reliable natural gas as we work toward a clean energy future.
Sincerely,
Jake Pelroy
3423 Breezewood Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
jake.pelroy@gmail.com
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Importance:

Brian Bergler
colin.mcconnaha@state.or.us; richard.whitman@state.or.us; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Local Oregon Businesses Rely on Affordable Natural Gas
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:22:39 AM
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Local Oregon Businesses Rely on Affordable Natural Gas
The rule proposed by DEQ could greatly increase the cost of natural gas for local
Oregon businesses at a time we can least afford it.
COVID-19 closures and restrictions have decimated Oregon businesses, whether it’s
restaurants, hotels, manufacturers, barber shops or farmers, every industry has
been impacted. The last thing we need are higher energy costs that will drive these
job creators to other states.
Electrification will not work for all businesses. There are certain things that require
an instant flame currently only provided by natural gas.
Reducing access to or increasing costs for natural gas will also reduce consumer
choice, negatively impact businesses and result in higher prices and lost jobs. We
all support clean energy, but electrification is not the same as decarbonization.
When transitioning our electric grid to more wind and solar instead of coal, we
didn’t tear down the power lines, nor should we remove natural gas infrastructure.
With recent advancements in technology, renewable natural gas and green
hydrogen will be able to flow through these same systems. But reducing access to
affordable natural gas will stifle these innovations and disincentivize utility
investments in clean, decarbonized energy solutions.
I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when developing its
rules. Making a key ingredient to our local businesses’ success more expensive will
only result in more closures of these vital businesses. Oregonians want to keep their
affordable and reliable natural gas as we work toward a clean energy future.

Brian Bergler

SVP, CORPORATE REAL ESTATE & FACILITIES
O: 541-330-7541

brian.bergler@fib.com

1070 NW Bond Street, Suite 301
Bend, OR 97703

firstinterstate.com
This email message (including any attachments) is only for use by the intended recipient(s)
and is presumed confidential. It may also be subject to privacy laws or other confidentiality
protections and may constitute inside information. If you are not an intended recipient, you
may not review, copy, distribute, or otherwise use this message or its contents. If you received
this message in error, please notify the sender and delete this message (including any
attachments) from your system immediately. Any unauthorized reading, copying, distribution,
or other use of this message or its contents is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.
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From:
To:
Date:

Ken and Jackie Meier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:25:43 PM

Natural gas is very much cleaner than oil and we should continue to use it as much as possible
while in the transition to cleaner products. I say this because the transfer must be done
carefully so our economy can stay moving ahead. If you disagree with my thoughts, it is
maybe that you have very unrealistic expectations. Or you have little concern for the effects
these rapid changes can have on the people you serve and don't care about
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From:
To:
Date:

Heather H
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 11:11:45 PM

I'm concerned that the local utility and other random companies (Facebook et Al) will be able
to use our offsets to further degrade the environment.
I would like to see more of the electrical and other utilities that consumers use in Oregon be
publicly owned and regulated. PGE Pacific power Northwest natural gas can take advantage of
any programs we set up to bolster their bottom line and not have to deal with climate crisis.
Nobody under the age of 40 is going to live in anything but ongoing crisis due to a lack of
response from utility companies that get significant money and funding from public sources in
taxpayers, with none of the financial problems of dealing with their shortsighted and misspent
funds.
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From:
To:
Date:

larry dixon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Monday, October 4, 2021 6:29:20 PM

I think we need to keep our gas and electric. Thanks
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From:
To:
Date:

Capi Reed
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:47:38 AM

Please consider increasing the percentage to a higher with rate with sooner results. I agree with
this suggestion: "the cap must cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and 100%
by 2050."

Thank you,
Capitola E. Reed
Reedsdog@comcast.net

from the covered sources by 2030 and 100% by 2050 sources by 2030 and
100% by 2050
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From:
To:
Date:

Linda Jensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:42:55 PM

It seems clear to me that nobody in this state will be happy until they kill every small business!
We are all going to be forced to go along with this baloney even when we know what a farce it
is! Where are our elected officials that should be looking out for us? Somebody needs to stop
this . It's outrageous! We just want to be able to live a good life, take care of ourselves and our
families. For some reason the only people that have anybody looking out for them are the
illegals. There doesn't seem to be any rules for them!
I think the goal of our state is to break everybody and this is a good excuse to do it. Then we
can go on the "dole" with everybody else. Our Earth is definitely getting warmer but I can't
believe anybody believes we're causing it! We are really something if we can do that! In fact,
this is a good way to ruin people and that's all it is
I hope somebody can intervene on this pathetic excuse to ruin peoples lives. Because that is all
it is, We do not want our livelihoods taken away from us!!
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From:
To:
Date:

Sarah McKenzie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:36:19 PM

Add my name to the growing list of Oregonians who beg you to set strict environmental
standards to mitigate the damage of climate change NOW.
All summer long, while almost daily opening and shutting my house to heat, I kept waiting for
the other shoe to drop...awful smoke in Portland like last summer.Due to circumstance and
luck, we were spared the smoke this time but more and worse global warming perils will hurt
us.
Time is of the essence. You must act NOW to prevent the worse case scenarios. Oregonians
want you to act decisively now to protect us, our kids and grandkids, our beloved Oregon, and
our planet. Do the right thing!
Sarah McKenzie
Southeast Portland (97214)

--

Sarah McKenzie
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From:
To:
Date:

sally DeSipio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; MIRZAKHALILI Ali * DEQ
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:49:58 AM

We chose Oregon as the state in which to raise our young son almost 20 years ago, perceiving
it to be an area where people loved nature and respect its natural resources like clean air and
water. Over the years, I have been sadly disappointed. I have grown to love this state deeply
and have zero regrets, but I have come to realize these elements that are foundational to health
and welfare need to be protected against industry and corporate interests.
We are in a climate crisis and Governor Brown and the Oregon legislature have risen to the
moment with executive orders such as the Climate Protection Plan. Unfortunately, the DEQ is
falling short, having submitted a draft rule that does not adequately reduce emissions that are
mandated in the order. Putting aside the disregard for the original mandate, this is once again
putting corporate interest ahead of the health of people, animals and the planet. If this
pandemic has taught us anything, it is that we are all in this together. We need to start acting
like this climate crisis is a reality, and take massively aggressive actions that may be more
expensive than we would like, and more uncomfortable for some, but the alternative is to
create a planet that is toxic and unliveable.
The contents of my urgent request is twofold:
1. Properly regulate the stationary sources of emissions - there are WAY too many exemptions
which I'll let others cite and which you already know about. We have got to get rid of these we don't stand a chance of meeting our emissions goals if we don't. If the DEQ plan properly
does what Governor Brown has directed and regulates the greenhouse gas emissions for
stationary facilities, the program will also have the beneficial effect of reducing other kinds of
pollution emanating from those facilities.
I would like to give a special shout out to hold Owens Brockway - one of Portland's most
notorious polluters - to account. It has already been fined $1M by the DEQ and is currently
using its power and influence to cut a deal with you behind the scenes. Please ensure that any
agreements you enter into with the facility requires them to install pollution controls that
reduce emissions and protects public health.
2. Establish more aggressive cap and trade schedules for the fuel suppliers. Again, I'll leave
the details to others and you already know what they are. The point is the same: without our
collective efforts to may the polluters pay, we are not going to save our natural resources or
our planet.
There are obviously so many aspects to mitigating the impacts of pollution and drawing down
our carbon emissions; 100 years of industrialization has created a complex infrastructure that
is incredibly challenging to undo or pivot from. However, it is our collective responsibility to
employ every trick that we know exists - it all boils down to the same thing: the polluters need
to pay for this transition. Please write a proper rule.
Thank you,
Sally DeSipio
West Linn
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From:
To:
Date:

Brian Bartlett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 1:24:30 PM

Just another marxist plan to redistribute wealth . Paying off your base and rewarding large
corporate collaborators.while promoting equity with " science".
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From:
To:
Date:

chris fuller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Friday, August 6, 2021 11:51:40 AM

First off we should make a rule minimum mandatory must 3 times daily safety meetings
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From:
To:
Date:

Darlene Ross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:49:48 PM

We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community –
helping ensure moms and dads can get to work and kids can go to school.
We are critical to our community.
This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will
cost and what will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing
Oregon’s greenhouse gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have
made significant investments to comply with that regulation and have reduced
millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add another expensive
mandate on our local businesses.
The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our
business in responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals
and those at home without power all rely on us and fuels to respond to
emergencies or remove people from harm’s way. This rule would complicate
our ability to respond in emergency situations when we could potentially be
regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to
purchase more community climate investment credits. The proposed rule
would cap the use of those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance obligation. What
are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which may only be 6 years away?
After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel availability
decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington, and
elsewhere. Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real
possibility – even during times of emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not
monitor the price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to
comply gets too high. Affordable and available transportation fuels is an
equity issue that the commission should address. We cannot simply price
certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that have the most money.
Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure that
happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when the cost
of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is required.
Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the
Clean Fuels Program. Again, we are small, locally owned business. We are
not large, multinational corporations. Creating new complex regulations will
make it difficult for our business to survive. And without businesses like ours
throughout the state, many communities will struggle to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this
program. We are already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
should not be treated as if we are some large, multinational corporation that
can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder
climates of Eastern and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a
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possibility of fuel gelling during the winter months, leaving engines inoperable.
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From:
To:
Date:

Gary Crabb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:20:59 PM

Hey we need you do get off the dime and pass strong legislation to reduce global warming.
The CPP needs to be stronger to eliminate fossil fuel emmisions by 2050. Even if we do that
we are still in deep trouble. Take this seriouly and stop playing footsie with OBI.
Regards,
Gary
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From:
To:
Date:

Sandra Tye
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Sunday, October 24, 2021 5:47:39 PM

Please include aviation which includes nearly half of all greenhouse gas emissions. ( They are
exempted in this proposal.)
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From:
To:
Date:

John Dunn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Saturday, October 2, 2021 10:37:06 AM

Do we switch to natural gas because the efficiencies and affordability. Please let us have that
choice to choose our energy sources
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Bradbury
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Make CPP stronger
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 11:45:36 AM

I am a climate warrior. We must make Oregon’s CPP as strong as possible for our safety and our ability to keep
living on this planet.
Please don’t fall prey to short.term profits. Please DO support a STRONG Climate Protection Program for our
health and survival. Thanks
Bill Bradbury
Secretary of State
1999-2009
Sent from my iPhoneam a climate
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave V
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Massive cost
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 8:10:50 PM

We have been blessed with an abundant supply of affordable energy in the form of natural
gas. To try to generate anywhere near the volumes needed from renewable sources would
run us all into the poor house.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe Smoe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
massive morons in charge
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 6:57:40 AM

The greenies are obviously not going to change their tyrant agenda to attempt to save the
planet by making Oregon fossil fuel free. Their agenda will never change the planetary climate.
Oregons foot print is not even 1% of the total green house gas emissions , but they think they
are going to reverse 250 years of world wide industrial emissions in a few decades. The
ignorance is pathetic. Do they think Russia and China and all other states are going to phase
out fossil fuels? How will Oregons National Guard and Oregons police function without fossil
fuels .How will Americas military operate without fossil fuels ? We are sure Americas enemies
will love the idea of no strategic fossil fuels for our military. This agenda is not about the
meteorological climate, it's about political climate and all the money and power driving this
agenda by alarmism. Children around the world are being terrorized by being told the world is
ending , an extinction event is imminent ,causing their mental emotional abuse . The greenies
in this Oregon committee are part of that abusive agenda, and should be ashamed to have any
part in this ecoterrorism agenda. God help us, save us from the greenies false agendas.
We are aware this is opportunity for input will change nothing in this tyrannical agenda , and
that is pathetically true here in Oregon .
John P ,Salem, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mary Anne Cooper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Member Comments on CPP Rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:35:16 PM
cap and reduce comments.pdf

Good afternoon,
Attached please find comments from OFB members on the climate protection
program rules.
Thanks,
Mary Anne
Mary Anne Cooper | Vice President of Government Affairs
Oregon Farm Bureau
1320 Capitol St. NE, Suite 200, Salem, OR 97301
Cell: 541.740.4062 • Office: 503.399.1701 x. 306 • Fax: 503.399.8082
maryanne@oregonfb.org • oregonfb.org
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dave White
STRICKLER Kristopher W; BROUWER Travis; BAKER Lindsay *ODOT; BROWN Cooper H; PERKINS Nikotris; BAKER
Lindsay *ODOT; JOYCE Amy B; GEBHARDT Robert * ODOT; LYNDE McGregor * Mac; PIETZ Amanda; RAMSDELL
Amy J; CRISWELL Karyn C; MOORE Lucinda M * Luci; KIM David; COOLEY Steven B; WINDSHEIMER Rian M;
CHICKERING Sonny P; NEAVOLL Darrin L; FARNSWORTH Gary C; SIPP Craig A; FINN Brendan C; CROWNOVER
Don R; ATKINSON Brent D
Mowing grass westbound 26 north side yesterday
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 7:19:32 PM
image001.png

Besides burning fossil fuels you are wasting people’s money and paying
someone for that work when they could do something else. Plant native shrubs
and trees at a minimal distance and in 10-12 years they will consume all the
carbon dioxide from the vehicles passing by.
The experiment I am doing proves it. Over 4.5 million data points last year
moved the hypothesis to theory. So far this year the average removal of vehicle
carbon dioxide is 16.8 ppm more than the 161,000 vehicles per day output.
When I get sufficient data this year, the theory will become Scientific Law.

Thanks
Dave White
13th Climate Change Conference 9th keynote address
https://cctruth.org/keynote_address_07_30_21.mp4
Chemical Engineer with Masters level study in Statistics research@cctruth.org
Climate Change Truth Inc.

More than 16 billion trees have been planted due to the science I presented.
10 billion planted this and every year now (3 trees per second). Cctruth.org
India stopped destruction of their rainforest and Peru stopped deforestation.
A 501-3c non-profit scientific research group. Limited funding at this time.
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We have no agenda except the scientific truth about Climate Change and all research.
Google Scholar
Facebook
Researchgate
Acta Scientific agriculture Journal editor and Board Member
URF Journals Chief Editor for Climate Change and Geology
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wade@threecreeksbrewing.com
colin.mcconnaha@state.or.us; richard.whitman@state.or.us; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
My businesses depend on affordable Propane
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:45:45 AM

Good morning,
The rule proposed by DEQ will greatly increase the cost of
propane for my businesses (brewpub\Production Brewery), and
likely put us under. As the #5 employer in our growing town of
Sisters, that will severely impact our community as well.
Restaurants and breweries simply cannot run on electricity
alone, the proper equipment does not exist and the power grid
is not up to the challenge.
Add COVID-19 closures and restrictions, and the last thing we
need are higher energy costs that will drive us out of business.
Reducing access to or increasing costs for propane will also
reduce consumer choice, negatively impact countless
businesses and result in higher prices and lost jobs. While we
support clean energy, note that electrification is not the same
as decarbonization. When transitioning our electric grid to
more wind and solar instead of coal, we didn’t tear down the
power lines, nor should we remove propane infrastructure.
I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides
when developing its rules. Making a key ingredient to our
industries success more expensive will only result in more
closures and financial ruin. Oregonians want to keep their
affordable and reliable gas networks as we work toward a
clean energy future.
Regards,
Wade Underwood
General Manager
Three Creeks Brewing Company
721 Desperado Court, Sisters, OR 97759
(W) 541-549-1963 ext. 5 (C) 541-977-7800
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Ray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
My Comments of the Climate Protection Plan
Saturday, September 4, 2021 11:51:49 AM

Hello Oregon DEQ staff,
Please include these comments in you assessment. This issue is hugely important to every
member of my family.
A more stringent Cap: The Cap is still set at 45% by 2035 and 80% by 2050. With all
the climate emergency alarm bells we are witnessing all over the world, we are
requesting targets of 50% by 2035 and 100% by 2050, which better reflect the best
available science.
Public review of the Best Available Emission Reduction (BAER) approach for
Industrial emissions: We have concerns that the process may not require long-term
emission reductions in line with the technical potential for the industry subsector.
Request that DEQ add language allowing the public input to the BAER implementation
plan for any covered industrial entity.
Clarifications to the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process: There is
currently no requirement for 1:1 emission reductions and no set required percentage
allocation to disproportionately impacted communities. Insist that DEQ require each
CCI licensed entity to meet a 1:1 ratio on a portfolio basis, and establish set minimums
for impacted communities.
Penalties: Existing penalty provisions seem likely to result in penalties of hundreds of
thousands to millions of dollars. Request that DEQ add language to limit the ability for
regulated entities to get out of violations, and the ability to have penalty funds invested
in new CCI projects.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Rick Ray
30777 NE Hurt Road
Troutdale, OR 97060
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jackie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
My comments on DEQ"s final draft to meet the Governor"s Executive Order on climate.
Monday, September 20, 2021 2:05:47 PM

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
I’m writing to object to the unwise proposal to exempt Oregon's top six polluters – all fracked gas power plants –
from our State‘s new greenhouse gas regulation program.
The communities near these plants bear the burden of that pollution and their emissions should count in Oregon
greenhouse gas assessment.
Jackie Johnson
Eugene, Oregon 97404

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allen Hallmark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
My comments on the draft DEQ Climate Protection Program rules
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 12:15:46 PM

To: The staff of the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
charged with implementing Governor Brown's Executive Order on
Climate Change
As a resident of rural Oregon (Jackson County) who lost his home
to the Almeda Wildfire on Sept. 8, 2020, I am very concerned
about human-caused global warming, which is causing the climate
to change faster than even many climate scientists had predicted.

That’s why I’m writing to you in support of a strong Climate
Protection Program to implement Governor Brown’s Executive
Order 20-04. Oregon’s CPP needs to be as strong as the law will
allow.

The CPP rules that the DEQ and the EQC establish need to include
all sources of greenhouse gas pollution in our state. We must be
able to get to net zero GHG emissions by 2050 at the latest. The
program must include stationary sources and natural gas power
plants. And your rules need to challenge industry to find
technological methods to reduce GHG emissions beyond “best
available emissions reduction” rules.

Here in Jackson County a lot of folks are interested in incentivizing
forest and farm managers to engage in much more biological
carbon sequestration in the Community Climate Investment
options. Sequestration provides GHG reductions that can be
measured and give us more “bang for our bucks” than almost any
other action.
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In addition, I urge you to address social injustice in your plan and
to provide jobs in GHG reduction programs for people living below
the poverty line (especially Oregonians of color), to eliminate from
it elements that would incentivize biofuels and so-called
Renewable Natural Gas. Those incentives would undermine the
GHG reduction goals that we must meet. Your rules must also be
aimed at eliminating methane gas from the state’s economy as
soon as possible.

Thank you for considering my comments,
J. Allen Hallmark
737 Stevens St., Apt. 215
Medford, OR 97504
458-226-6970
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Tanabe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
My words re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 1:44:53 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a recently retired educator, native Oregonian, and parent of three young adults, I am deeply concerned about our
environment.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Susan Tanabe
___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Tanabe via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email address
(malarkeyt5@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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Please reply to Susan Tanabe at malarkeyt5@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcus Ray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Natural Gas is comfortable, reliable and convenient
Saturday, October 2, 2021 6:07:14 AM

Re: Natural Gas is comfortable, reliable and convenient
Dear Advisor Singh,
Our home would not be nearly as comfortable and enjoyable without natural gas. We use it for
cooking, heating, fireplaces, and drying our clothes. It's available when the power is out, and
quickly heats our home, our food and drys clothes much quicker than electric dryers.
Moving to an all electric infrastructure with a single point of failure into our home doesn't
benefit the community. There is not a reliable renewable electric generation mechanism. We
need natural gas for our homes and to generate power.
Sincerely,
Marcus Ray
therays_junk@therayfamily.org
335 NW Miller Rd Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jon Simonson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Natural Gas is essential.
Thursday, September 23, 2021 10:12:56 AM

During the ice storm of 2021 we did not have electricity for several days.
During this time I was able to heat my house with my gas fireplace, take hot showers with my
gas water heater, and cook on my natural gas stove.
Natural gas is an essential part of a sustainable future which gives families a reliable source of
heat and cooking even when the power goes out. The power goes out quite a bit. Natural gas
is rarely, if ever, out.
Jon Simonson
Happy Valley, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Kriens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Natural Gas is Good
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:51:39 AM

Re: Natural Gas is Good
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural Gas is superior to other forms of carbon energy. It is an obvious stepping stone toward
cleaner air.
Many forms of renewable energy are dependent on Chinese materials (solar panels and wind
turbines). China is currently not a reliable partner, as we are learning to our dismay (COVID0.
Ultimately, we will need to have clean and reliable nuclear power, whether Earth-based or
outer space-based. Natural gas is the logical intermediate step.
Personally, I want natural gas as a cleaner alternative during winter conditions, like when the
electric grid, solar and wind can be unreliable.
Please keep natural gas available.
Sincerely,
Ronald Kriens
NW Natural Customer
Sincerely,
Ronald Kriens
ron_kriens@wycliffe.org
14980 SE Linden Ln Portland, OR 97267 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wilson Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Natural gas is not the problem
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:54:31 PM

Let me start by saying this, NO ENERGY SOURCE SHOULD EVER BE REMOVED
OR DEMINISHED WITHOUT A WORKING RELIABLE REPLACEMENT.
I am one of tens of thousands of Oregonians who rely on natural gas to cook,
heat water and heat my home.
Natural gas is reliable, affordable and clean. We've made tremendous progress
toward decarburization in recent years with the closing of the Boardman coal
plant and one other coal burner at Centralia. While China has plans to bring
over 40 new coal fired power plants online over the next few years. Just
yesterday OPEC made a statement that said oil demand will keep increasing.
Oregon is not the problem here.
Natural gas is not the problem, I repeat Natural gas is very clean compared to
coal and oil. Stopping all use of natural gas in Oregon would make zero
difference in the amount of carbon around the world.
So why are we even talking about closing our energy supplies? With the plans
to close 4 hydroelectric dams at the southern Oregon border, the coal plants
and now Natural gas. To be replaced with what? I still haven't got an answer to
that question.
Are we going to be expected to pay half of our monthly income to heat our
homes all while sitting around in the dark?
And what about all the existing natural gas-powered equipment we all own?
Are we going to get reimbursed for the loss of the use of that?
I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when developing its
rules. Oregonians want to keep their affordable and reliable natural gas as we
work toward a clean energy future."
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

info machearth.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Natural Gas rulemaking
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:12:53 AM

Good morning:
My comment below were spurred by an e-mail from our association, OHPBA, which is
naturally asking members for a canned and negative response to any restrictions on the use of
natural gas and by extension propane. While I agree with the association to let
the infrastructure for gas stand for the reasons given, diversification of energy sources as well
as convenience and relatively lower
pollution, there are two areas where gas use is a high contributor to global warming:

1. Gas leaks in production wells, refining and transmission
2. Outside gas fireplaces/heaters and firepits.
State regulation can do little to reduce gas pollution from #1 but #2 devices could and should
be banned.
Visit any resort or larger hotel facility and you will see large, sometimes huge gas firepits
burning away at all hours of the day to
do what: pollute the atmosphere with heat and by-products. One can see these fixtures on
front porches, back yards, restaurant
patios, even in downtown streets. Last year's shift from indoor to outdoor hospitality
increased the use of outdoor gas heaters
multifold. Their heat efficiency is close to zero but their global warming effect is huge and
totally avoidable. If people want to sit
outside and stay warm, have the wear coats!
Indoor gas fireplaces and stoves are a totally different kettle of fish. As they warm only a
certain area vs the whole house as a
central heat furnace would, they will in most cases be a more effective and less polluting
source of heat. Replacing a wood heat
source with gas appliance will be CO2 negative, but how far does a regulator want to go
without facing pitch forks?
Sincerely,
Wolfgang Sailler,
co-owner McMinnville Hearth and BBQ, selling and installing gas, wood, pellet stoves etc
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LARRY DENNIS
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
natural gas
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:34:13 PM

The affordability and reliability of energy should remain a priority for Oregon’s energy
system. Access to affordable energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy
system needs to be paramount.
All forms of renewable energy should be considered and are needed in a balanced,
low-carbon future.
Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals
more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of dependable energy options to meet
their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for
all energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when
the electric power is out. Which has happened to me more than once.

Cheers
Larry Dennis
503-307-9321
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tracy miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Natural gas
Thursday, October 7, 2021 12:09:41 PM

Re: Natural gas
Dear Advisor Singh,
Stop messing with natural gas! It is insane that once again deq/oregon is trying to kill industry
and choice for people of this state.
You will cause black outs if you don’t stop trying to close energy plants and trying to stop
natural gas from being installed is the dumbest thing I have ever heard about.
You are making it impossible to live in this state.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy
Disgusted Oregonian
Tracy Miller
Sincerely,
Tracy miller
millertracy42@gmail.com
1394 NE Ray Ct Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nathan Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Natural gas
Saturday, October 16, 2021 8:31:13 AM

I am a concerned citizen and feel natural gas is a clean and affordable option for me.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy
options to meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could
discourage renewable energy innovation and force communities to exclusively
depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas
service can have energy even when the electric power is out
I do not want to lose the ability to have natural gas heat when electric power outages
occur like they did this last February.
Please make this available on a reasonable time line for natural gas to meet your
guidelines
Nathan Williams
Happy Valley Or
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wilson Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Natural Gas
Thursday, September 23, 2021 10:50:34 AM

Let me start by saying this, NO ENERGY SOURCE SHOULD EVER BE REMOVED WITHOUT FIRST
HAVING A RELIABLE RELACEMENT IN PLACE.
Decarbonization in Natural Gas Innovation = Oregon Jobs
"I am one of the thousands of union workers who rely on natural gas not only to cook or heat
my home.
The natural gas industry directly employs nearly 2 million Americans. And it's not just those of
us laying the pipes or installing hookups in homes and businesses. It's also steelworkers who
melt glass to recycle bottles or roll out our toilet paper. And it's heating contractors replacing
boilers to high-efficiency natural gas systems. Many professions - and products - need natural
gas.
Natural gas is reliable, affordable, efficient, and clean. We've made tremendous progress
toward decarbonization, and labor has been at the forefront of training and implementing the
latest technology designed to address climate change. With the expansion of renewable
natural gas and green hydrogen, we're not only supporting a cleaner energy future for
generations to come, but we're also creating better-paying jobs. Renewable gas projects are
predicted to create 7.3 million jobs by 2050.
Reducing access to natural gas will stifle the innovations that utilize the existing 75,000 miles
of infrastructure in the Pacific Northwest. Infrastructure I'm proud to have helped build.
I too care deeply about the environment and believe natural gas - and renewable natural gas
and hydrogen - can be part of our clean energy future and a partner in decarbonizing the
energy system. When transitioning our electric grid to more wind and solar instead of coal, we
didn't tear down the power lines, nor should we reduce access to natural gas or make it more
expensive. Let's instead allow utilities to continue to invest in cleaner, renewable gases that
will retain the reliability and affordability people enjoy from natural gas.
This isn't about my livelihood; it's about protecting the beauty we enjoy in Oregon for my
children and grandchildren. I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when
developing its rules. Oregonians want to keep their affordable and reliable natural gas as we
work toward a clean energy future."
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arabrab Spikes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Natural gas
Saturday, October 23, 2021 6:29:45 PM

Hello, I am writing because I am a user of natural gas to heat my home. I understand that the
environment is really important. I have grandchildren that I worry about having a safe planet
to live on. I want changes to happen. I can see that right now electricity is thought of as the
way to go into the future. But we use our gas only during the winter to heat our house. Im
afraid that if everything is only electric, the power grid won’t be able to sustain it. Yes, all
future building should be able to be solar/wind powered. But for those of us in older homes,
please consider that changing everything out at this point would also cause problems. We are
currently upgrading to a more efficient gas heating system. I will do all I can, but hope you
help those of us with gas systems that already exist. Thank you. Barbara Spikes King City
Never let any external circumstance alter your purpose or disturb the calmness with which
you pursue it. -- attributed to Pablo Casals. Blessings from Barbara
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave White
Dave White
New information brings The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Reports into question.
cctruth.org/ipcc.pdf
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:03:44 PM

1. Atmospheric CO2 equilibrium statement had zero
references to any publishedmanuscript. Was based on a
simulation guess.
2. The actual equilibrium is 8.6 gt/yr. (billion tons per year)
3. Their only probability for their solution to work by lowering
emissions of CO2 is 50-66%.Would you take your car to a mechanic
who said they could fix it 50-66% of the time?
4. The scientific consensus is 33% not 97%. Read ipcc.pdf for
explanation.
5. The IPCC GWP (Global warming potential) is false because it
assumes equal concentrations of Greenhouse gases (GHG). CO2 is
412 ppm methane is 1.8 ppm and soon. CO2 is 1.94 w/m2. Methane
is 0.5 w/m2.
6. Sea level rise is 1.4 mm/yr. and not accelerating. The Jakobshavn
Glacier in Greenland has grown for the third year in a row.
7. Watch the movie “Kiss the ground” on Netflix (produced by
others) which explainseven if we stopped all CO2 emissions
atmospheric CO2 will not lower.
8. Use of Unscientific Terms. The SR 1.5 document uses the unscientific
terms highly (orotherwise) likely six times, unlikely three times, and
highly (or otherwise) confident sixty-two times.
9. The graph they use to say cause and effect for emissions vs. CO2 rise has
not been updated since 2012. After 2014 worldwide emissions were
mostly flat, with a 7% droplast year.
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/chapter-2/ Executive Summary This
statement with no references! The probability of reducing emissions by 45% to
reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide is 66% Planting a tree is 100% probability.
Limiting warming to 1.5°C depends on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions over
the next decades, where lower GHG emissions in 2030 lead to a higher chance
of keeping peak warming to 1.5°C (high confidence). Available pathways that
aim for no or limited (less than 0.1°C) overshoot of 1.5°C keep GHG emissions
in 2030 to 25–30 GtCO2e yr−1 in 2030 (interquartile range). This contrasts with
median estimates for current unconditional NDCs of 52–58 GtCO2e yr−1 in
2030. Pathways that aim for limiting warming to 1.5°C by 2100 after a
temporary temperature overshoot rely on large-scale deployment of carbon
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dioxide removal (CDR) measures, which are uncertain and entail clear risks. In
model pathways with no or limited overshoot of 1.5°C, global net
anthropogenic CO2 emissions decline by about 45% from 2010 levels by 2030
(40–60% interquartile range), reaching net zero around 2050 (2045–2055
interquartile range). 1 For limiting global warming to below 2°C with at least
66% probability CO2 emissions are projected to decline by about 25% by 2030
in most pathways (10–30% interquartile range) and reach net zero around
2070 (2065–2080 interquartile range). {2.2, 2.3.3, 2.3.5, 2.5.3, Cross-Chapter
Boxes 6 in Chapter 3 and 9 in Chapter 4, 4.3.7}
Thanks
Dave White
13th Climate Change Conference 9th keynote address
https://cctruth.org/keynote_address_07_30_21.mp4
Chemical Engineer with Masters level study in Statistics research@cctruth.org
Climate Change Truth Inc.

More than 16 billion trees have been planted due to the science I presented.
10 billion planted this and every year now (3 trees per second). Cctruth.org
India stopped destruction of their rainforest and Peru stopped
deforestation.
A 501-3c non-profit scientific research group. Limited funding at this time.
We have no agenda except the scientific truth about Climate Change and all research.
Google Scholar
Facebook
Researchgate
Acta Scientific agriculture Journal editor and Board Member
URF Journals Chief Editor for Climate Change and Geology
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Trudy Cameron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Garrett Stanford; Trudy Cameron
New UO Research on Oregon climate policy preferences
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:45:13 PM
Public Comment Exec Summ (Stanford and Cameron).pdf

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
As a public comment on the proposed rulemaking with respect to Oregon’s Climate Protection
Program, we would like to draw your attention to our current economic research concerning the
preferences of Oregonians over a variety of potential cap-and-trade programs. This new research is
based on a representative survey of more than 1,000 Oregon residents, conducted during August
and September of 2021. We attach an Executive Summary as a sketch of this research.
The full research paper is in draft form. Given that we are still awaiting the last few survey responses
we have contracted to receive, we do not wish to circulate this draft, as there may be small changes
in some of the numbers we report. Also, the body of the full paper runs to about 60 pages, including
tables and figures. There are also about 130 pages of Appendices that thoroughly document the
design of our choice experiments, the survey instrument, our sample selection correction
procedures, etc.
The full paper is written as a draft dissertation chapter for Economics Ph.D. student Garrett Stanford.
An abbreviated version will be intended for publication in an academic journal, so it is not written for
consumption by non-experts. Neither has the work yet been externally peer-reviewed. Readers will
need graduate-level economics training, or the equivalent, to digest the full paper.
However, the new knowledge represented by this research is intended to be relevant to decisionmaking about climate policy in Oregon. We will be happy to share the full paper within a few weeks,
when the dataset is complete and we have done some polishing. We are also willing to present the
research, should people involved with the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 be interested in
our findings. This research is truly “hot off the presses.”
Trudy
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trudy Ann Cameron
R.F. Mikesell Professor of Environmental and Resource Economics (Emerit.)
Department of Economics, 435 Prince Lucien Campbell Hall
1285 University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403-1285
tel: 541-346-1242 fax: 541-346-1243
cameron@uoregon.edu http://pages.uoregon.edu/cameron/vita/
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Boyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No exemption for fracked gas plants
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 12:15:12 PM

The future is now. We are already experiencing the consequences of climate change and our historical overreliance
on fossil fuels in meeting energy needs. DEQ needs to advocate for a clean environment, and the best way to do that
is to support clean energy sources. Is that going to be easy? No. Does that make it any less essential? No.
Thomas M. Boyd
421 Covey Lane
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Carlson (amycarlson@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Exemption for Oregon Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 11:33:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We have been ignoring or acting slowly in response to climate change, and we can no longer afford to take
piecemeal, incremental action with exemptions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state. This is the right thing to do today and for future generations.
Sincerely,
Amy Carlson
2006 N Emerson St
Portland, OR 97217
amycarlson@comcast.net
(971) 319-3319
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walt Mintkeski (mintkeski@juno.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Exemptions for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 7:50:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am very concerned about the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation, especailly gas fired electricy generation
facilities. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet
the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals by requiring the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program. CCIs must benefit communities
hurt first and worst by pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to adopt the changes recommended above. The agency cannot expect to develop a meaningful
"Climate Protection Program" to protect frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Sincerely,
Walt Mintkeski
6815 SE 31st Ave
Portland, OR 97202
mintkeski@juno.com
(503) 770-0232
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Ackley (awdsn@gmx.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, October 21, 2021 1:29:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Anne Ackley
1068 Park Ave NE Apt 304
Salem, OR 97301
awdsn@gmx.com
(503) 428-7876
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Hanks (laura.hanks7@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:19:31 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Laura Hanks
6281 SE Deering Ct
Milwaukie, OR 97222
laura.hanks7@gmail.com
(503) 305-1744
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyle Elwood (kreede@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:57:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kyle Elwood
1584 Scotch Ave SE
Salem, OR 97306
kreede@comcast.net
(503) 588-3107
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Martin (wpmartin60@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:31:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
William Martin
11670 SW 114th Pl
Tigard, OR 97223
wpmartin60@comcast.net
(503) 598-7701
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donald Winn (winndm@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:40:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
ALL pollution needs to be reduced!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Donald Winn
5252 NE Multnomah St
Portland, OR 97213
winndm@comcast.net
(503) 287-7835
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Halliday (phalliday@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:28:49 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Paul Halliday
750 Division St Unit 232
The Dalles, OR 97058
phalliday@charter.net
(541) 993-3278
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Esther Friedman (ibclcprof@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, October 18, 2021 6:47:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Esther Friedman
4160 Hertel Dr S
Salem, OR 97302
ibclcprof@comcast.net
(503) 881-1715
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosalinda Szliuga (linda3557@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, October 14, 2021 2:37:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
All parties must participate to the DEQ Energy Bill even corporations. There should not be any exemptions for
corporations. If the average citizen can reduce its carbon footprint then should an entity also.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rosalinda Szliuga
18755 SW 90th Ave Apt 516
Tualatin, OR 97062
linda3557@comcast.net
(425) 931-3557
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kendall KIC (kendallkic@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 8:44:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We all breathe this air, we ALL must be responsible.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kendall KIC
3550 SW KANAN DR
PORTLAND, OR 97221
kendallkic@aol.com
(503) 432-8608
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Berglund (quietpurr@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, October 10, 2021 1:34:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I want my grandchildren to have the same quality of life I have had.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lisa Berglund
1720 SW 4th Ave #227
Portland, OR 97201
quietpurr@gmail.com
(503) 320-7491
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Desilva (ann_desilva@improvisations.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, October 8, 2021 2:14:25 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ann Desilva
60401 Hanes Rd
Bend, OR 97702
ann_desilva@improvisations.net
(480) 444-9063
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cheryl Walsh (wczwalsh@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, October 8, 2021 9:57:05 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Walsh
1197 W 5th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
wczwalsh@msn.com
(541) 484-9965
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Valerie Skelton (valorskeleton@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, October 7, 2021 10:47:31 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We can't let a few wealthy companies decide the fate of our planet, and endlessly pollute our world with no
consequences. It should be seen as a crime against humanity and nature, and they should be held accountable for
their reckless actions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Valerie Skelton
2320 SW Leonard St Apt B
Corvallis, OR 97333
valorskeleton@gmail.com
(503) 741-9148
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samuel Taylor (sgtiv@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 4:45:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Samuel Taylor
2330 Old Dalles Dr.
Hood River, OR 97031
sgtiv@icloud.com
(541) 980-1868
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Grant (d2avid@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 6:03:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Grant
211 Stanford Ave
Medford, OR 97504
d2avid@charter.net
(541) 734-3258
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Kebisek (kenkebisek@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, October 2, 2021 3:05:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ken Kebisek
10986 SW Washington St
Portland, OR 97225
kenkebisek@frontier.com
(503) 641-4010
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barry And Gina Parshall (gina.parshall@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:15:41 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Barry And Gina Parshall
1144 NW Park Ridge Ln
Portland, OR 97229
gina.parshall@comcast.net
(971) 570-4274
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim and Sophie Swirczynski (swirz@cyber-dyne.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:59:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The population growth, climate change, industrial and vehicle pollution are all contributing to the decline in the
quality of life here and action must be taken to curtail the biggest contributes, such as industry.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jim and Sophie Swirczynski
297 Hawthorne Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
swirz@cyber-dyne.com
(541) 688-7641
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Higbee-Sudyka (dwhigbes@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:49:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We need to make sure that the DEQ includes the electric sector in the Clean Power Plan, because HB2021 isn't
enough. We need to hold all greenhouse gas polluters accountable. Thank you!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debra Higbee-Sudyka
4750 SW Nash Avenue
Corvallis, OR 97333
dwhigbes@gmail.com
(541) 554-6979
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samantha Mcquiston (shuttle_sam@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:09:11 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Samantha Mcquiston
1326 Reddy Ave
Medford, OR 97504
shuttle_sam@yahoo.com
(541) 941-9572
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

angela fazzari (angie951@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 7:55:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
angela fazzari
5414 ne halsey st.
portland, OR 97213
angie951@aol.com
(503) 477-7891
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Peterson (john.vernon.peterson@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 1:49:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
John Peterson
230 SE Evans St
McMinnville, OR 97128
john.vernon.peterson@gmail.com
(503) 437-6081
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Saito (4saitos@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 27, 2021 3:22:14 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Linda Saito
1489 Rosemont Rd
West Linn, OR 97068
4saitos@comcast.net
(503) 635-7981
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Jenkins (torolin1@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 26, 2021 3:58:54 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tom Jenkins
14380 Salt Creek Rd
Dallas, OR 97338
torolin1@msn.com
(503) 623-8850
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen O"Neal (momoneal77@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 26, 2021 12:49:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Maureen O'Neal
9100 SW 80th Ave
Portland, OR 97223
momoneal77@gmail.com
(503) 901-7354
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carla Bengtson (carlabengtson@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:55:37 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am a professor at the University of Oregon, and a grandparent. As a teacher, I want to show my students that
political engagement can yield results, which is why I am writing to you today. With the accelerating impacts of
climate change that we see all around us, I am frightened for my student's and my granddaughter?s future. This year
and last year in Oregon we experienced catastrophic wildfires and health endangering smoke throughout the state. I
have a colleague at UO that lost her home to the Holiday Farm fire.We are not alone. 1 in 3 Americans have
experienced the effects of climate change. But we have an opportunity to do something. Please protect our health
and the future of our planet by holding polluters accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carla Bengtson
2837 Central Blvd
Eugene, OR 97403
carlabengtson@icloud.com
(541) 914-9032
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Marrs (marrs_cynthia@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:53:06 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Marrs
94224 Templeton Rd
Junction City, OR 97448
marrs_cynthia@yahoo.com
(541) 998-6343
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tanya Stokes (tkmstokes@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 26, 2021 8:16:49 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tanya Stokes
15430 SW Garibaldi Ct
Beaverton, OR 97007
tkmstokes@gmail.com
(503) 469-1411
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nannette Taylor (nannette.taylor@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 26, 2021 8:01:57 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nannette Taylor
19402 SE Stark St Apt 8
Portland, OR 97233
nannette.taylor@gmail.com
(503) 665-5377
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tina Lundell (tinalundell@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:30:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tina Lundell
6015 NE 28th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
tinalundell@icloud.com
(503) 282-5769
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Schwarz (catiefaryl@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 24, 2021 8:26:43 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Just over 100 corporations are responsible for nearly 85% of the climate pollution Oregon puts out every year-- outof-state oil corporations, coal and fossil fuel (natural) gas, and industrial polluters. I hope all of them will be held
accountable to reduce GHG emissions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Catherine Schwarz
716 W 1st St
Phoenix, OR 97535
catiefaryl@hotmail.com
(541) 535-1854
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Courtney Salic (courtney.salic.cs@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:01:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Courtney Salic
64 Maynard Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
courtney.salic.cs@gmail.com
(541) 799-5280
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Boss (d.boss@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:06:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Diana Boss
10295 SW Murray Blvd Apt 311
Beaverton, OR 97008
d.boss@comcast.net
(503) 336-0567
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gail Battaglia (gailbee@ccountry.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:00:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
All polluters, private or corporate, must be held accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gail Battaglia
1999 Little Applegate Rd
Jacksonville, OR 97530
gailbee@ccountry.net
(541) 899-7922
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doris Queener (dqueene@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:45:41 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
What we know about polluters and the visible consequences that we see daily are urgent reasons for the DEQ to act
across the board to limit and eliminate pollution, no matter who is responsible for it. EVERYONE must be held
accountable for harm to the planet. DEQ belies its name when it doesn't work to guarantee environmental quality
for all!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Doris Queener
4940 Cedar St Apt 2A
Astoria, OR 97103
dqueene@gmail.com
(503) 763-0419
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sophie Cash (sophielcash@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:55:34 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sophie Cash
1318 SE Yamhill St Apt 2A
Portland, OR 97214
sophielcash@gmail.com
(617) 697-0720
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Vanderwerf (wendymgw@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 1:56:40 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Wendy Vanderwerf
8048 NE Miriam Way
Hillsboro, OR 97006
wendymgw@gmail.com
(503) 729-2902
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adelia Horner-Johnson (whornerjo@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:13:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I want my kids to breathe clean air. I want them to have a future on a planet that is still inhabitable. I want Oregon to
stay beautiful and not be burnt to a crisp. Giving our biggest polluters a free pass to destroy our climate is the exact
opposite of what we need to do.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Adelia Horner-Johnson
12074 SE 37th Ave
Portland, OR 97222
whornerjo@gmail.com
(503) 786-0933
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tyler Wagner (thwagner213@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 5:37:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As someone who works with young people, I hear often how important it is to take serious action to address the
climate crisis now. We need bold leadership to ensure our present and future are livable by holding the biggest
polluters accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tyler Wagner
4918 NE 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
thwagner213@gmail.com
(574) 367-1691
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Evan Reynolds (evan.s.reynolds@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:13:22 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon has little time to transition our power sources and economic foundation from fossil fuels to clean energy.
Governor Brown?s landmark executive action addressing this was an important first step on this path but we must
make good on its intent for it to be meaningful.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Evan Reynolds
4440 SW 75th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
evan.s.reynolds@gmail.com
(503) 296-0580
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Thornhill (robertthornhill14@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 20, 2021 10:37:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Thornhill
13586 SE Nightingale Ave
Happy Valley, OR 97015
robertthornhill14@yahoo.com
(323) 270-2022
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Voci (labellavoci14@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 20, 2021 1:40:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
All polluters are guilty and need to take responsibility for their unethical actions!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Linda Voci
1601 SW Reindeer Ave Apt 307
Redmond, OR 97756
labellavoci14@gmail.com
(397) 799-6145
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Davis (k.mdavis@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 20, 2021 10:52:45 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I fear that my grandchildren will be unable to live out their lifespans due to our rapidly deteriorating ecosystems and
biodiversity loss due to pollution, greenhouse gases and habitat destruction
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kim Davis
5455 Oakridge Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306
k.mdavis@yahoo.com
(971) 237-5459
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul DeStefano (prd-foe@nobig5.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 20, 2021 2:29:08 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is an all-hands-on-deck moment! We have to take strong action to protect our state resources from all types of
attacks.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Paul DeStefano
18130 SW Niks Dr
Aloha, OR 97003
prd-foe@nobig5.com
(503) 693-3971
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Campell (d_campb@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:23:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is hypocritical and nonsensical to write new rules for reducing climate pollution that doesn?t include reigning in
the six largest gas polluting plants in Oregon

I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Doug Campell
8923 N Woolsey
PDX, OR 97203
d_campb@yahoo.com
(503) 287-6517
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrice Goodman (patriceabl@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 19, 2021 8:05:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We must stand up for the environment. I would like my grandchildren to have a green and healthy planet for them
and their children.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Patrice Goodman
1001 SE 15th St Unit 14
Bend, OR 97702
patriceabl@gmail.com
(541) 771-1985
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Butler (butlerep@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 4:29:37 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Eric Butler
6774 SW Raleighwood Way
Portland, OR 97225
butlerep@gmail.com
(503) 292-4970
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randall Nerwick (rnerwick@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 3:28:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Randall Nerwick
3438 SE Mary Ct
Milwaukie, OR 97222
rnerwick@gmail.com
(310) 555-0000
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jillian Hawley (jillianhawley@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 7:55:52 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jillian Hawley
1797 Schoolhouse Ct NW
Salem, OR 97304
jillianhawley@gmail.com
(971) 336-5141
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna De Ville (troublelovesmimi@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 5:12:51 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Anna De Ville
5330 SE Henderson St
Portland, OR 97206
troublelovesmimi@gmail.com
(206) 235-2924
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angela Zehava (angela.zehava@stanfordalumni.org) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 3:30:05 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This carve out is nothing less than a gas SUBSIDY.
I'm assuming that the Governor has created these carve outs to protect consumers. However, if our family hadn't
been sold the lie that gas is cheap and green, we would have made different choices.
If gas is not subsidized, and consumers must pay it's true cost, current customers will economize and reduce their
usage, consumers looking to replace appliances will consider alternatives, and new construction will consider
alternatives.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Angela Zehava
1579 SE Nehalem St
Portland, OR 97202
angela.zehava@stanfordalumni.org
(503) 238-2508
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robin Bloomgarden (missrb1969@riseup.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:41:27 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I don't see what good this "Climate Protection Program" will do if the very companies who create the biggest
pollution problems will be getting off scot free?
Is DEQ looking out for the people of this state, or just the polluters?
Let's do the right thing, for once, and not just business as usual. We don't have time for that any more.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robin Bloomgarden
3690 Wood Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
missrb1969@riseup.net
(541) 688-1820
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Fisher (chezjude@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:47:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Judith Fisher
36847 Allstead Ln
Halfway, OR 97834
chezjude@hotmail.com
(541) 519-9329
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hilloah Rohr (hilloah.rohr@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:39:43 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I moved to Oregon for my master?s degree in 1971. It was beautiful, green, clear air. I loved that we recycled and
took care of our planet. It was a great place to be.
It?s been a downhill slide since then with increased dependence on cars etc. The big change has been the big
polluters. Now we?re dealing with emission pollutants, wildfires and an escalating vicious circle of interrelated
problems. Oregon is getting overrun with people escaping the horrible pollution and associated problems in other
states and countries. When will this reverse? Will it ever get better? The picture is not positive.
Please hold these big polluters responsible. Now is the time!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hilloah Rohr
1112N Wildflower Lane
Sisters, OR 97759
hilloah.rohr@gmail.com
(541) 815-0073
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andreas Moran (andreas.moran@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 12:33:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Regulations are not popular, and enforcing them even less popular. But that's what has to happen. No exceptions.
You must do everything in your power to reverse global warming - not just stop it - reverse it.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Andreas Moran
7440 SW Gordona Ct
Tigard, OR 97223
andreas.moran@comcast.net
(503) 452-2510
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adam Johnson (spoton.johnson@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:37:36 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Adam Johnson
110 SW Court Ave Apt 200
Pendleton, OR 97801
spoton.johnson@gmail.com
(906) 281-7520
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maria Waller (writecarmel@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:04:58 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Maria Waller
3749 Madrona Ln
Medford, OR 97501
writecarmel@gmail.com
(541) 200-5160
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Ray (signforgood@rickray.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:52:31 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rick Ray
30777 NE Hurt Rd
Troutdale, OR 97060
signforgood@rickray.com
(503) 609-0070
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Carter (pcinoregon@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:08:22 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
You guys are killing our Rivers, we have no fish in our Rivers anymore. Between you and the corps of engineers are
steelhead run is about nil. What are you guys doing. The pollution in the Columbia River is spreading through
oregon. Stop polluting our Rivers dammit.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Peter Carter
20 E Airport Rd.
Lebenon, OR 97355
pcinoregon@hotmail.com
(541) 606-2817
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Flaherty (jeflaherty@mindspring.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:08:20 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Where are the corporate polluters and every other human, animal, plant, tree, bees and birds going to live when the
planet is covered in toxic gases, water, soil, air, from raping the land, mining, drilling, cutting and digging,
plundering. Thousands of people are already homeless, jobless, sick and dying, from hurricanes, fires, earthquakes,
chemically polluted food, infectious and chronic diseases, drugs, in the richest country in the world, run by
corporate interests of a few men who couldn't care less about the planet, let alone the human beings who have built
their empires for them and become impoverished working for minimum wages. What happened to America the
Beautiful, land of the free and home of the brave? What happened to life liberty and happiness for all? We need to
get corporate money out of government if we want to have a true democracy centered on stewardship and
preservation of the health of the planet and the people on it. DEQ needs to hold polluters accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Janet Flaherty
7315 SW 34th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
jeflaherty@mindspring.com
(503) 293-5138
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jen Bybee (jubybee@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:59:36 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jen Bybee
4233 SE Oak St
Portland, OR 97215
jubybee@gmail.com
(408) 348-4117
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edie Summers (ediesummers@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:36:59 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please remember we are in a climate crisis.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Edie Summers
6107 Southwest Murray Boulevard
Beaverton, OR 97008
ediesummers@hotmail.com
(503) 481-5675
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julian Bose (julianbose@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 12:55:18 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Julian Bose
111 NE 6th Ave
Portland, OR 97232
julianbose@gmail.com
(703) 380-5096
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Crane (cranedonna50@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:45:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Donna Crane
37378 Middle Ridge Rd
Lebanon, OR 97355
cranedonna50@gmail.com
(541) 607-7338
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roslyn Herrera (roherrera9@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:53:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Roslyn Herrera
31553 SW Isle Way Ln
West Linn, OR 97068
roherrera9@gmail.com
(425) 281-0234
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lorraine Foster (lorraine@spiretech.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:12:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lorraine Foster
8205 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
lorraine@spiretech.com
(555) 555-5555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Benton Elliott (benton.elliott@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:01:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I'm an Oregonian and I care deeply about the environment. It's critical that DEQ follow the science and not bend its
regulations to suit industry. Old thinking must evolve into new understanding and greater protection for the
environment. We depend on DEQ to do the right thing for our state and the larger world. Thank you.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Benton Elliott
1601 Olive St Apt 1107
Eugene, OR 97401
benton.elliott@gmail.com
(541) 206-8875
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Sullivan (laurensull7@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:38:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lauren Sullivan
3031 SE 76th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
laurensull7@gmail.com
(503) 312-9872
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea Wyckoff (rawpalaver@centurylink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:31:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As a long-time resident and taxpayer of Oregon, I expect better from our State agencies like the ODEQ. With these
unreasonable exemptions, they are not only ensuring that our beautiful state will continue to be subject to everincreasing levels of pollution, but also that Oregon will be held hostage by out-of-state investors whose concern for
our citizenry is ZERO.
Therefor, it makes absolutely NO sense to pretend to be protecting the climate and then start allowing exemptions
for the worst offenders. The planet is DYING, and too many people just don't get it.
Thank you.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course NOW, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Andrea Wyckoff
3416 Storey Blvd
Eugene, OR 97405
rawpalaver@centurylink.net
(541) 345-5706
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katelyn Acevedo (katelyn.acevedo@ymail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:23:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Katelyn Acevedo
1672 Fruitdale Dr
Grants Pass, OR 97527
katelyn.acevedo@ymail.com
(541) 761-9214
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hilary Dearborn (hcdearborn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:17:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
My home is being threatened by wildfires each fire season. We need to more to control climate change. We can't let
any polluters off the hook.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hilary Dearborn
38513 Jasper Lowell Rd
Fall Creek, OR 97438
hcdearborn@gmail.com
(541) 520-0130
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Kastroll (j.kastroll034@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:18:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021.   
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeff Kastroll
PO Box 1357
Ashland, OR 97520
j.kastroll034@gmail.com
(541) 488-8904
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul DeStefano (prd-foe@nobig5.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:39:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
A huge portion of life on Earth is faceing extinctionin the near future. Oregon must lead the country toward
sustainable policy and regulations. Stop polluters cold and save our way of life in the PNW.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Paul DeStefano
18130 SW Niks Dr
Aloha, OR 97003
prd-foe@nobig5.com
(503) 693-3971
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Blaed Spence (blaed@sonic.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:41:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is BEYOND time to hold all environmental polluters accountable. Period.
Why? Because in 2021, after decades of warning from qualified scientists, climate collapse is ferociously game-on.
More to the point, according to the global Climate Clock, we have only six years left ? SIX SHORT YEARS ? in
which to fully address, curtail, and cease the colossal damage (happening EVERY SECOND) enacted by Big Oil,
Big Polluters, fossil fuels, carbon emissions, and so much more.
Now is the time for atonement. Accountability. Cessation.
Therefore, it is unconscionable that AT THIS VERY TIPPING POINT, you are caving to corporate interests ? the
very same interests that are radically hastening our massive, planetary demise. The only place you are "leading" us
to is unfathomable destruction.
Shame on you. Deep and abiding shame.
The mass extinctions, webbed system collapse, and avoidable human catastrophes are the blood that now bathes
your hands.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Blaed Spence
1250 SE Henry St
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Portland, OR 97202
blaed@sonic.net
(503) 719-4353
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tara Ohta (tara_ohta@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:37:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Getting Zenith Energy out of Portland and relocating the CEI Hub will probably come down to you, the DEQ. We?
re counting on you to save us from the catastrophes Zenith and the CEI Hub will bring about if you do nothing.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tara Ohta
1431 SW Park Ave Apt 610
Portland, OR 97201
tara_ohta@hotmail.com
(503) 473-5500
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Casey (michellecasey02@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:12:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Michelle Casey
5336 NE 41st Ave
Portland, OR 97211
michellecasey02@gmail.com
(928) 713-8302
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Egersdorfer (megersdorfer@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:45:03 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Melissa Egersdorfer
816 SE Bidwell St.
Portland, OR 97202
megersdorfer@outlook.com
(216) 533-3011
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Richardson (wendyefreeman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:10:53 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Wendy Richardson
2648 Broadview Ave
Medford, OR 97501
wendyefreeman@gmail.com
(650) 380-6905
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gloria Fisher (chaskafisher@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:05:58 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gloria Fisher
8725 NE Davis St
Portland, OR 97220
chaskafisher@gmail.com
(503) 257-5057
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Smith (outdoorslike@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:56:19 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Bob Smith
PO Box 5625
Coos Bay, OR 97420
outdoorslike@yahoo.com
(949) 274-3444
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alison Lewis (alisondl@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:32:50 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Alison Lewis
1891 Regal Avenue
Medford , OR 97501
alisondl@gmail.com
(760) 846-0377
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosemary Gray (rosemarysgray100@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:28:18 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This issue is of utmost importance. Our children need to be able to breath. When I was a child, we did not worry
about the air we breathed or the water we drank. It is time to stop the well funded companies from ruining the world
we live in and making it inhabitable for life
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Gray
7400 SE Milwaukie, Apt 406 Apt. 406
Portland, OR 97202
rosemarysgray100@gmail.com
(801) 209-5462
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Hardin (mhardin913@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:27:59 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is absolutely essential that Oregon take a strong stand and regulate our largest polluters. I am very concerned
about the lives of my grandchildren and the potential misery they may face if the state fails to take a strong stand.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mark Hardin
1411 NE 16th Ave., Apt 222
Portland , OR 97232
mhardin913@gmail.com
(503) 281-4299
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Edholm (edholmlove@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:13:38 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please protect Oregon from polluters! Protect our climate our earth for our children and all generations to come.
Earth is a beautiful place don't ruin it!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Linda Edholm
337 Engle st #203
Ashland, OR 97520
edholmlove@gmail.com
(541) 625-9646
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Boom (dianajeffers44@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:52:09 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregonians and all Americans depend on DEQ agencies throughout the country to do their part to stop pollution and
protect us. Please hold ALL polluters accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Diana Boom
PO Box 328
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
dianajeffers44@gmail.com
(503) 635-1780
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Jacobson (kajacobson@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:44:19 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Hold big polluters accountable. My children (and yours) deserve better!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Karen Jacobson
7445 Sw 52nd Ave
Portland , OR 97219
kajacobson@gmail.com
(971) 285-1163
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nathan Sivers Boyce (nboyce@willamette.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:15:06 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Heat waves, hurricanes, and floods across the world this summer confirm what the IPCC is telling us: We need to
take action to stabilize the climate immediately. We need stronger regulations that take effect sooner than we had
been previously considered. We can't afford to delay or to make exceptions any longer.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nathan Sivers Boyce
5940 SW Texas St
Portland, OR 97219
nboyce@willamette.edu
(503) 246-0718
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Wilson (wilsondebraj@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:07:35 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We are on the verge of climate catastrophe. The American West is on FIRE! It's time to rein in global climate
change.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debra Wilson
108 Crocker St
Ashland, OR 97520
wilsondebraj@hotmail.com
(541) 482-1703
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tony And Jan Accardo (j.derylle@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:44:28 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We can no longer put climate behind the almighty dollar, that will not longer work.All governments world-wide
have known about climate change for decades, but just as the proverbial snowball rolling downhill, the problem has
grown exponentially to the point where we can no longer reverse it - just slow it down! You got kids? Grandkids?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tony And Jan Accardo
3255 NW Oar Dr
Lincoln City, OR 97367
j.derylle@hotmail.com
(971) 600-7837
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Raven Sara (ravensacupuncture@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:40:39 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is the most important issue we face globally and locally. To ignore this, or, to subsume it under
financial and/or political considerations is to court with disaster. The Earth is the only home we have. The drought
this year should have been an impetus to act strongly to save our planet and ourselves. In Africa, Europe, South
America, Central America and Asia, major changes are occuring to reverse the damage done to the climate. It is
apalling that The United States lags behind the rest of the world in proactive legislation and action to save the
planet. As a governing body, you are responsible for the health and welfare of those under your juristiction. Not
taking care of the planet is a major error on the part of our government. In both the short and long run, this will have
devastating consequences to every living being on this planet. Perhaps you can live with this, but we cannot. Take
this opportunity to help the government move forward in the right direction.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Raven Sara
515 S Vannoy Creek Rd
Grants Pass, OR 97526
ravensacupuncture@gmail.com
(541) 479-5659
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Maccomb (dmaccomb@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:38:33 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Doug Maccomb
164 S Vernonia Rd
Saint Helens, OR 97051
dmaccomb@live.com
(503) 880-0327
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katherine Brewer (katherineebrewer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:23:59 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Katherine Brewer
18615 Westside Rd
Lakeview, OR 97630
katherineebrewer@gmail.com
(541) 947-4895
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted and Larkelyn Keener (tednlark@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:22:20 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ted and Larkelyn Keener
64682 Cook Ave # 28
Bend, OR 97703
tednlark@gmail.com
(541) 389-1913
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gerald Harris (pedalpowr@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:17:56 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gerald Harris
16122 NW Canterwood Way
Portland, OR 97229
pedalpowr@msn.com
(503) 533-4268
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Elliott (madamsandra@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:04:53 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sandra Elliott
7714 SW Barnes Rd Unit C
Portland, OR 97225
madamsandra@hotmail.com
(503) 292-1384
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kara Detwiller (kara.detwiller@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:02:25 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Industrial pollution is a huge reason why climate change is here--please protect our environment and include all
industrial plants in OR
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kara Detwiller
1811 SW Iowa St
Portland, OR 97239
kara.detwiller@gmail.com
(503) 494-7413
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Belknap (wendellandbarb@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:56:18 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Hold ALL polluters accountable. See main body message.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Barbara Belknap
32789 SW Ladd Hill Rd
Wilsonville, OR 97070
wendellandbarb@gmail.com
(503) 803-5407
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caroline Dubuque (carolinedubuque@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:38:33 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Future generations deserve a plant that has been well cared for by their predecessors. What we do today effects
generations to come after us. Please prevent further pollution loopholes and subsidies.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Caroline Dubuque
4728 SE Henry St
Portland, OR 97206
carolinedubuque@gmail.com
(406) 319-2041
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Pfander (ellpfa@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:30:12 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ellen Pfander
83435 Tolman Rd
Creswell, OR 97426
ellpfa@gmail.com
(541) 895-3403
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abby Klaasmeyer (2abbyk@zoho.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:24:20 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please-Nobody should be exempt from polluting. We all need clean air to breathe and enjoy, make everyone
contribute to doing their part to keep it clean. No exceptions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Abby Klaasmeyer
3272 SE Edgewood Pl
Gresham, OR 97080
2abbyk@zoho.com
(503) 491-1099
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Vollmer-Buhl (esvollmerbuhl@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:23:29 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As a former natural resources professional, and the mother of two young children who are growing up in the climate
crisis, making sure that our state?s climate pollution policies are effective is important to me and many other
parents.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Vollmer-Buhl
2635 Fillmore St
Eugene, OR 97405
esvollmerbuhl@gmail.com
(541) 520-2401
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Darby Carkeek-Davis (darbcar1@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:55:39 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Darby Carkeek-Davis
1897 70th Ave SE
Salem, OR 97317
darbcar1@comcast.net
(503) 409-1696
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Greeno (greeno_sally@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:53:25 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please do your due diligence regarding regulation for polluters and INCLUDE fossil fuel companies, as well as any
other corporations that will likely resist and try to bully their way through the process. I am concerned about
climate change and would love to believe that this earth, with all its beauty and resources will survive for
generations to come. It's especially poignant to me, having a grandchild of my own now. Thank you.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sally Greeno
1368 Centennial Dr SE
Salem, OR 97302
greeno_sally@comcast.net
(503) 931-1557
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dawn Griffin (dm_griffin@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:44:38 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dawn Griffin
1347 NE 47th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
dm_griffin@yahoo.com
(503) 348-1234
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Eells (dirtroadiva@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:41:38 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Victoria Eells
94406 Sixes River Rd
Sixes, OR 97476
dirtroadiva@gmail.com
(541) 441-7161
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leann W (elveedub.yellow@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:20:32 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Leann W
11055 SW Wishram Ct
Tualatin, OR 97062
elveedub.yellow@gmail.com
(901) 605-2908
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Fisher (lauriefisher55@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 3:01:50 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Laurie Fisher
10414 SW Bonanza Way
Tigard, OR 97224
lauriefisher55@gmail.com
(503) 624-8978
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Singiser (jsingiser@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:36:08 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
John Singiser
616 NE Fargo St Apt 303
Portland, OR 97212
jsingiser@hotmail.com
(650) 555-1212
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Elias (marybells_1963@gmx.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:13:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I live in Oregon and love this state. I have raised my child here by choice and I want to ensure she can love Oregon
and be as proud of the ongoing environmental protections as I have.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Elias
14685 SW Beard Rd Unit 103
Beaverton, OR 97007
marybells_1963@gmx.com
(503) 206-1337
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharah Keenan (keenan.sharah@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:26:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sharah Keenan
2336 SW Osage St Unit 303
Portland, OR 97205
keenan.sharah@yahoo.com
(510) 325-3935
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Froming (karen@froming.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:54:18 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We must put our words into action. No more pussyfooting around polluters. We have had a deeply troubling
summer with fires, airborne particulates, we have to control other sources of pollution. Show the Way Oregon!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Karen Froming
10 Othello St
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
karen@froming.net
(415) 378-0287
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samuel H. Clarke (sclarke554@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:36:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Samuel H. Clarke
2515 NW Arthur Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330
sclarke554@gmail.com
(541) 753-2998
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Klos (kenklosarch@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:28:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
In case it is not obvious climate change has begun. If the reeps think it's too expensive to fix now this will be the
good old days in the decades ahead, and the price to fix will not be attainable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ken Klos
2407 NE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
kenklosarch@gmail.com
(503) 282-7028
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrick Ruddiman (rkp209@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:06:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon DEQ picks and chooses what project or what permits they want to scrutinize. All permits should be treated
the same. Just like the NOAA project in Newport, OR, permits went right through. Port Newports terminal project
took 4 years to permit. Fish plants with waste water dump permits from meal plants never get checked but paper
discharge permits get checked constantly.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Patrick Ruddiman
209 NE 10th Ct
Newport, OR 97365
rkp209@gmail.com
(541) 265-5180
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Vandenhooff (heidivandenhooff@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:48:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Heidi Vandenhooff
3374se Woodward st
Portland, OR 97202
heidivandenhooff@gmail.com
(503) 754-1049
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lida Stevenson (lida.durant@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:14:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lida Stevenson
1610 SW Martin St
Corvallis, OR 97333
lida.durant@gmail.com
(970) 306-9929
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Maffei (jmmaffei45@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:14:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Put people before profits. Protect our communities and make healthy living a reality for all people, including our
most vulnerable populations impacted by dangerous pollution. There should be no loopholes or exemptions. All
polluters need to be held accountable NOW. Please put a stop to reckless practices that are putting our lives and our
future on this planet in grave danger. The time to act was years ago. Stand up to big polluters and hold them
accountable, without exception.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Maffei
2718 SE 30th Ave Apt B
Portland, OR 97202
jmmaffei45@gmail.com
(503) 481-7375
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Laybourn (laybourn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:12:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Andrew Laybourn  
1801 NW Upshur
Portland, OR 97209
laybourn@gmail.com
(503) 260-9239
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alex Macdonald (alex_macd@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:11:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Alex Macdonald
2425 NW Raleigh St
Portland, OR 97210
alex_macd@yahoo.com
(503) 555-5555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Marie Fitzelle Steup (outofpdx@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:08:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Anne Marie Fitzelle Steup
3532 NE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
outofpdx@gmail.com
(503) 230-0339
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen Rogers (gemeroym@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:08:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It?s ALL of our air. Everyone plays a part. Hold ALL accountable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Maureen Rogers
316 W Columbia Dr
Newberg, OR 97132
gemeroym@gmail.com
(503) 544-4237
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Tichenor (steven_tichenor@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:05:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Steven Tichenor
636 Bolt Mountain Rd
Grants Pass, OR 97527
steven_tichenor@hotmail.com
(541) 479-7516
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Bowman (livethelifeulove@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:05:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I worked on climate change issues back in 1985 for a research organization - back about the same time the 100,000
acre Silver Fire broke the record book. (It also burned over my foster brother's firefighting crew.) Climate change
has deadly implications.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kathy Bowman
606 N College St
Joseph, OR 97846
livethelifeulove@yahoo.com
(541) 432-4400
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aaron Perillat (barview@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:59:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I care about health and longevity. What more reason should anyone have to expect governing agencies to care about
the same.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Aaron Perillat
765 w pebble beach dr
Ashland, OR 97520
barview@gmail.com
(541) 646-0660
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Spies (debspies@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:55:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debra Spies
4283 E Amazon Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
debspies@hotmail.com
(541) 434-8311
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edward Lizewski (tent.potato@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:52:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Fires are making OR unlivable. We were lucky this year as there weren't any in the coast range - next summer could
be a summer of 24/7 smoke like it was this summer East of the Cascades.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Edward Lizewski
1199 N Terry St Spc 265
Eugene, OR 97402
tent.potato@gmail.com
(541) 505-0976
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Edwards (david@riverbird.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:45:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This expresses my feelings exactly!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Edwards
291 Limerick Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
david@riverbird.com
(541) 507-7151
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cierra Buer (cierrabuer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:44:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cierra Buer
1570 NW Serrano Ln
Powell Butte, OR 97753
cierrabuer@gmail.com
(541) 430-5073
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shereen Vesalpour (svesalpour@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:44:43 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Shereen Vesalpour  
765 W Pebble Beach Dr
Ashland , OR 97520
svesalpour@gmail.com
(435) 313-3294
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stacie Hall (ignacio927@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:42:25 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We must ensure that our environment is pollution free for our health and well being
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Stacie Hall
927 Clearbrook Dr
Oregon City, OR 97045
ignacio927@hotmail.com
(503) 887-1234
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Romerein (dromerein@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:39:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
DEQ-Do NOT let big polluters off the hook and consign up to more climate destroying greenhouse gas emissions.
Fires and drought have ravaged the American West, heat domes have baked Oregon and many parts of the U.S. this
summer, even Siberia has roiled under 100 degree heat. Climate change is no longer a distant theoretical concept but
is playing out now and unleashing its fierce signature. The message is clear we must drastically cut our carbon
emissions. We have very little time to avert an all out catastrophe.
The Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 is a step in the right direction but means nothing if the largest climate
polluters in the state like fracked gas power plants are exempted. To give big polluters a free pass is simply madness
with all that we know about how dire the crisis is.
The IPCC report was clear: we are in code red. Citizens shouldn't have to beg, implore or importune agencies to
regulate ALL carbon emitters especially the biggest emitters.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Deborah Romerein
3512 NE 23rd Ave Apt 2
Portland, OR 97212
dromerein@gmail.com
(503) 288-8067
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
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If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dorothy Tharsing (dtharsing@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:38:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is about time that those who make a mess clean up after themselves, be good role models for communities. I want
my grandchildren to be able to enjoy the beauty of Oregon. Corporations are driven by profits and need to switch to
being driven by a love of the earth and all her inhabitants.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Tharsing
850 Division St SE
Bandon, OR 97411
dtharsing@gmail.com
(541) 290-8372
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carrie Tilton-Jones (carrie@ology.org) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:35:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon's clean air, water, and natural environment are very important to our family. We enjoy them through
camping, hiking, photography, and drawing. We also do our part to keep them clean and healthy. We recycle and
compost everything we can. We buy local. We save food jars to use for storage. We choose organic food and fabrics
and nontoxic household cleansers. We take care of our soil and use only organic pest and weed control. I drive a
hybrid vehicle. We do our fair share. Since industrial pollution is a far larger contributor to climate change than
family households, I feel very strongly that our corporate neighbors must be compelled do their fair share, too.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carrie Tilton-Jones
6244 SW Orchid Dr
Portland, OR 97219
carrie@ology.org
(512) 832-5598
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Still (cjstill@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:33:31 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Chris Still
940 SE Mason Pl
Corvallis, OR 97333
cjstill@gmail.com
(805) 450-3070
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Lee (oldlady1735@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:30:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is the one thing that can save our planet
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carol Lee
17400 Holy Names Dr Unit 471
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
oldlady1735@gmail.com
(503) 699-6738
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Everist (everistscott@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:25:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As a member of a family that has lived in Oregon since the 1920?s, I want my grandkids to have a livable future in
Oregon like my grandfather did for his family. Please do not make exceptions for any corporate polluters.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Scott Everist
3924 NE 72nd Ave
Portland, OR 97213
everistscott@gmail.com
(503) 287-0980
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chapin Titcomb (chapintitcomb@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:23:44 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Chapin Titcomb
2846 SW Labbe Ave
Portland, OR 97221
chapintitcomb@gmail.com
(503) 894-8804
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vickie Mcalister (antiserf@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:16:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Vickie Mcalister
1965 Inland Way
Springfield, OR 97477
antiserf@hotmail.com
(541) 506-5166
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonnie Cross (boncro48@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:15:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Cross
5000 SE 31st St
Gresham, OR 97080
boncro48@gmail.com
(503) 663-1162
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Pierson (lascap@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:07:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This matters because there is an urgent need. We are already beyond the time where our earth can fully repaired.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Pierson
7877 NE Kian Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
lascap@msn.com
(502) 500-6039
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carla Hervert (c.hervert@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:55:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We are at a tipping point, if it is not too late already, to make changes to help protect this planet!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carla Hervert
2948 Dry Creek Rd
Eugene, OR 97404
c.hervert@yahoo.com
(541) 688-5903
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Swan (salemac@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:50:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The air quality and climate effects of it matter to me because I care about what is left formy children and
grandchildren to live in.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sally Swan
3306 SE 71st Ave.
Portland, OR 97206
salemac@comcast.net
(503) 421-2822
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marnee Colburn (marneec@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:49:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
DEQ , please exclude the biggest polluters, methane gas power plants, from regulation. This is good for ALL of
us!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marnee Colburn
756 NE Floral Pl
Portland, OR 97232
marneec@gmail.com
(401) 383-2671
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Schmoldt (linda@schmoldt.us) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:38:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
If we want to solve the pollution problem everyone who pollutes has to be held accountable. We have no time to
waste! Climate Chaos is here to stay!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Linda Schmoldt
2731 SE Market St
Portland, OR 97214
linda@schmoldt.us
(503) 236-3495
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Ann Jestel (maj430@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:37:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Jestel
PO Box 3181
Bend, OR 97707
maj430@msn.com
(541) 480-6630
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ariel Rose (arieljoyrose@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:35:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Big polluters pass on their costs to everyone 'downstream', whether it is air, water, or whatever. These passed on
costs create health and climate effects that many thousands or millions, close by and at a distance have to pay for.
With the massive changes in weather patterns, moisture, and it's impacts on farming, basic safety and many others,
the local, regional and global effects really matter alot. It's time the assume the costs of their bottom line, and pass
them on to their consumers, and not pass them on 'for free' for others and the ecological balance to bear their costs.
And with no acknowledgement or compensation.
I am a retired physician, and greatly appreciate the declining health status in our nation over the last 50 yrs. I've
seen it.

I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ariel Rose
225 W Hersey St
Ashland, OR 97520
arieljoyrose@gmail.com
(541) 821-5041
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
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If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martin Frazier (martinfrazier52@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:30:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
POLLUTERS WILL FOUL THIER OWN NEST.
DEQ'S JOB IS TO STOP THEM.
DO YOUR JOB.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Martin Frazier
6315 SE 18th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
martinfrazier52@gmail.com
(503) 233-5638
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hannah Satein (hsatein@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:19:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Stopping the continued increase in climate change is critical. All contributors should be held accountable,
particularly the largest and most significant ones. Those who profit off fossil fuels should be held accountable to
reduce their emissions and transition to renewable energies and pay for it.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hannah Satein
4099 Hilyard St
Eugene, OR 97405
hsatein@gmail.com
(541) 521-3352
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zane Woods (bobbymcroberts81@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:18:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Zane Woods
3635 SE 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
bobbymcroberts81@gmail.com
(503) 236-6072
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Bodewitz (mbodewitz25@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:05:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mike Bodewitz
814 20th St
Springfield, OR 97477
mbodewitz25@yahoo.com
(541) 514-5219
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Schock (carl@workpointe.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 5:44:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Hold ALL polluters accountable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carl Schock
6895 SW Ventura Dr
Portland, OR 97223
carl@workpointe.com
(503) 245-1396
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Pollard (danskyepollard@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 5:21:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have a grandma who is in her 80s and my mom is in her 60s who live in and love Oregon. As earth gets hotter,
and as prices for cooling go up, they are going to face more and more hardships. You can do your part to protect
those that need it by fighting climate change. Every opportunity to contribute to fighting this is one that must be
taken and every action against it is something I cannot forgive.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Daniel Pollard
11528 SW Campbell Rd
Hillsboro, OR 97123
danskyepollard@gmail.com
(503) 628-1656
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matthew Ashley (mattchop75@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 5:08:01 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please protect our environment!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Matthew Ashley
440 Monmouth ave s
Independence, OR 97351
mattchop75@gmail.com
(971) 701-1848
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Vasquez (cayetanatabullo@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 5:06:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Pamela Vasquez
3668 Silverstone Dr NE
Salem, OR 97305
cayetanatabullo@gmail.com
(503) 510-5781
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Dittrich (meiglan@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 5:01:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Karen Dittrich
918 NE 10th St
Grants Pass, OR 97526
meiglan@hotmail.com
(541) 474-0794
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jose Zamora (jpzamora10@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:53:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is hugely important because it makes our individual efforts count for nothing. Is recycling and turning off lights
fails in comparison to subsidized corporate polluters. Please add pressure on them!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jose Zamora
4012 SW Huber St
Portland, OR 97219
jpzamora10@yahoo.com
(503) 333-3011
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joel Kay (jjkof1@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:52:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Joel Kay
10707 SE Stanley Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222
jjkof1@msn.com
(503) 654-5567
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brock Roberts (robertsbrock4@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:51:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please do your job to improve Oregon?s environmental quality.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Brock Roberts
2286 NW Pettygrove St
Portland, OR 97210
robertsbrock4@gmail.com
(503) 223-4109
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tracie Sage (thesagegarden@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:44:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change has already been having huge negative impacts on Oregonians. Please do everything possible to
reduce climate pollution by creating strict regulations for all polluters including all fossil fuel industries. We need
100% clean energy from now on. Thank you for making Oregon a wonderful place to live and a leader in climate
change.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tracie Sage
PO Box 390
Williams, OR 97544
thesagegarden@yahoo.com
(541) 631-8451
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Pederson (barbarapederson@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:40:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon takes pride in its natural spaces. Air pollution impacts everyone. Include ALL polluters in your action.
Exempting biggest polluters defeats the purpose.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Barbara Pederson
6095 SW 66th Ct
Portland, OR 97223
barbarapederson@comcast.net
(503) 484-8560
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nicole Kemena (drkemena@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:35:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nicole Kemena
7844 SW Ashford St
Portland, OR 97224
drkemena@gmail.com
(916) 494-8794
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberly Devaney (kdevaney@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:34:27 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Clean air is vital! How else will vegetation, ecosystems, and individuals thrive without healthy air.
As someone dealing with C.O.PD, it tantamount to being able to breathe clean air. Please stop BIG air polluters  
Thank you,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Devaney
265 W 8th Ave Apt 303
Eugene, OR 97401
kdevaney@live.com
(541) 731-1170
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maynard Vitalis (cvitalis@pacbell.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:31:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is having devastating consequences for Oregon, the U.S., and the world.   ALL polluting businesses
should be held accountable and made to significantly reduce their emissions, especially in the gas and oil industry.
The gas industry in Oregon is no exception. Stand up for Oregonians and the environment.   Stop listening to
lobbyists and taking their money.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Maynard Vitalis
2010 Skyview Dr
Medford, OR 97501
cvitalis@pacbell.net
(541) 779-1272
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted Magnuson (twmagnuson@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:30:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please enforce clean air and water standards to curb pollution. Oregon is about maintaining a healthy environment;
industry needs to comply with that objective, for the sake of our health and the health of the planet. Thank you
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ted Magnuson
14405 SW High Tor Dr
Portland, OR 97224
twmagnuson@gmail.com
(503) 590-7998
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Pearce (debrapearce9@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:30:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Attending Cop 26 this year will be President Biden, Queen Elizabeth II and Pope Francis. They will be doing their
part to reverse global warming and we need to do ours.
Please make sure that Methane producers are included in any tariffs and take a very hard line on halting carbon
emissions.
Thank you for your time as there isn?t much left for all of us if we don?t get this right.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debra Pearce
20000 SW Santa Maria Dr
Newberg, OR 97132
debrapearce9@gmail.com
(503) 347-1045
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Geo Davidson (georgedavidson@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:29:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Geo Davidson
7633 SW Green Valley Ter
Portland, OR 97225
georgedavidson@comcast.net
(503) 719-5510
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Bowden (rsbowden@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:29:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please for our futures sake, do the right thing!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Susan Bowden
1600 Rhododendron Dr Spc 44
Florence, OR 97439
rsbowden@comcast.net
(541) 997-9031
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marian Tracy (mariantracy@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:27:48 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Methane gas is the biggest polluter and must be well regulated.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marian Tracy
3235 Pacific Loop
Coos Bay, OR 97420
mariantracy@charter.net
(541) 266-1012
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonnie Desaulnier (bonniedesaulnier@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:27:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Desaulnier
895 W 22nd Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
bonniedesaulnier@gmail.com
(541) 337-6082
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Keith Breswick (keithbreswick@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:24:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We had our property during the burn the Alameda Fire last year. Each day we are losing more of our beautiful
Oregon! We have lived here since 1975 and want to do whatever we can to protect and save this State which we
love.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Keith Breswick
1105 Kamerin Springs Dr
Talent, OR 97540
keithbreswick@gmail.com
(971) 259-3149
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Brookshier (brookshier47@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:23:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
John Brookshier
7958 SW Skyhar Dr
Portland, OR 97223
brookshier47@comcast.net
(503) 639-9131
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marti Franc (phn731@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:11:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The OR Department of Environmental Quality must hold all polluters accountable if we are to enact 100% Clean
Electricity for All and make it equitable across the state. We can't exempt the largest gas pollution emitters. Stay
firm in enacting this legislation. We must start right now to reduce emissions across the state with no loopholes and
exemptions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marti Franc
13333 Deer Meadows Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
phn731@live.com
(503) 209-5532
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edward Metzler (edwardmetzler@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:07:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have diminished lung function. I think a lot of it is a result of asthma that is aggravated by smog. DEQ needs to
hold polluters accountable and make them clean up the damage they have done to the air we breathe. Polluters have
cut years from my life. It is not helping me pumping more CO2 and particulates into the air which raises
temperature which creates extreme weather and forest fires.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Edward Metzler
14457 SW Foran Ter
Tigard, OR 97224
edwardmetzler@gmail.com
(503) 624-2124
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeri Iversen (dancingseer9@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:05:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeri Iversen
1267 Niagara Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
dancingseer9@icloud.com
(503) 325-2566
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dustin Kearns (kearnsmdustin@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:03:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dustin Kearns
7315 SE Tolman St
Portland, OR 97206
kearnsmdustin@gmail.com
(602) 571-2326
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Prince (cands78@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:00:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Steven Prince
2426 Washington Aly
Eugene, OR 97405
cands78@comcast.net
(541) 302-2864
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Coggin-Antone (c_r_antone@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:58:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The environment is screaming at us with one natural disaster after another from wildfires to ice storms. We need to
act NOW, before it is too late. We cannot bow to the powerful lobbyists and their campaign contributions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Coggin-Antone
2700 Gilbert St S
Salem, OR 97302
c_r_antone@yahoo.com
(503) 910-8674
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marion Dresner (marion@onlinenw.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:58:37 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please ensure that all of the big air quality polluters, including all current and future gas-burning power plants in the
Cap and Reduce program. Please be rigorous in your review of all proposed new fossil fuel infrastructure,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marion Dresner
34995 NE Rocky Hill Rd
Newberg, OR 97132
marion@onlinenw.com
(503) 625-3062
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Tschann (dmtschann@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:56:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have lived in Oregon for 40+ years, in the last decade some friends' homes, health and livelihood have been
destroyed by lack of healthy water, fire, toxic air and or smoke.
1. The air pollutants from a variety of industries are of the greatest concern in Oregon.
2. Climate change models project heavier rainfall in Oregon?s future with runoff adding to water and soil pollution
from specific industries. Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) are another water quality issue related to climate change
that adversely affects recreation, tourism, livestock, food production and our health.
3. Oregon will continue to experience recurring droughts that affect water supply and quality.
Water from manufacturing, agricultural runoff and livestock contamination in rivers, lakes and streams needs stop
and their practices altered, pay to repair damage to our environment and the health of our State. Accountability
across all pollution needs to be contained, repaired and managed.
Denise Tschann
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Denise Tschann
659 Fordyce St
Ashland, OR 97520
dmtschann@gmail.com
(501) 301-5551
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
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If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gina Norman (ginan5@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:55:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gina Norman
3436 NE 73rd Ave
Portland, OR 97213
ginan5@yahoo.com
(503) 281-3708
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Douglas Bovee (dboveemd@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:44:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
DEQ:
There is no planet B. We must do everything we can to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to preserve this precious
planet for our children and future generations.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Douglas Bovee
2569 Friendly St
Eugene, OR 97405
dboveemd@comcast.net
(541) 485-0961
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Daly (kerwickdaly@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:41:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Paul Daly
310 Hunington Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
kerwickdaly@comcast.net
(541) 344-9724
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joan Walker (jmabwalker@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:40:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Joan Walker
8390 sw 9th ave
Portland, OR 97202
jmabwalker@yahoo.com
(555) 555-5555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adama Hamilton (eshyouhod@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:39:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Pollution effects us all Please help Polluters to pay their fair share.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Adama Hamilton
1345 Tolman Creek Rd
Ashland, OR 97520
eshyouhod@me.com
(541) 708-0548
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Willis (lizewillis53@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:38:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Willis
12989 NW Ethan Dr
Portland, OR 97229
lizewillis53@gmail.com
(503) 481-4118
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda and John Mackown (jlmackown@casco.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:38:25 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Linda and John Mackown
77 SE Yaquina View Dr
Newport, OR 97365
jlmackown@casco.net
(541) 265-3245
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shannon Folden (shannon.folden@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:34:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The Oregon DEQ is listening to the voices of polluters instead of the people. This is not acceptable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Shannon Folden
5211 SW Martha St
Portland, OR 97221
shannon.folden@gmail.com
(503) 245-0367
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Weintraub (mrdanaweintraub@tutanota.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:33:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97003
mrdanaweintraub@tutanota.com
(503) 591-9470
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JoAnne Eggers (ejo.eggers@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:28:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Methane must be drastically reduced then eliminated so my grandchildren stand a chance of a livable planet. The
climate crisis is so serious and escalating now that I worry about my children and even myself and my 80 year old
peers. If we are truly serious we will not give methane a pass.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
JoAnne Eggers
221 Granite St
Ashland, OR 97520
ejo.eggers@gmail.com
(541) 482-3305
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kendall and Kenneth Kic (kendallkic@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:26:01 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kendall and Kenneth Kic
3550 SW Kanan Dr
Portland, OR 97221
kendallkic@aol.com
(503) 432-8608
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Wood (wawood3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:21:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please hold ALL polluters accountable in your Climate Protection Program to help save our planet!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
William Wood
498 Lit Way
Ashland, OR 97520
wawood3@gmail.com
(310) 434-1417
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynne Coward (lynne@adifferenttake.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:18:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I chose to come to Oregon about 25 years ago---primarily for the way this state respects the environment. Recently,
I have been more than dismayed to see that narrow polictal special interests have made significant inroad in state
governance.
My guess is that most deq employees have values similar to mine. I'm sending a comment
to build the public support to give you backing.
Thank you
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lynne Coward
1427 NE 17th Avenue
Portland, OR 97232
lynne@adifferenttake.com
(503) 335-9405
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lois Rutkin (loisrutkin@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:14:27 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The state of Oregon should be a state leading in clean air and climate change. There is no way that we should allow
polluters to get away with pollution because they are an industry. They more than any others should be held to
accountability. I will do my share and would even pay more for energy if Iit is clean.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lois Rutkin
14040 SW River Ln
Portland, OR 97224
loisrutkin@yahoo.com
(503) 590-5104
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joan Wilder (joanwilder03@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:14:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Joan Wilder
1662 NW Fields St
Bend, OR 97703
joanwilder03@gmail.com
(541) 678-0992
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Heumann (mjheumann@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:13:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We need to pay attention to all polluters and secure that regulations are adhered to. Thank you.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Judy Heumann
4343 NE 49th Ave
Portland, OR 97218
mjheumann@gmail.com
(503) 249-1499
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Elkins (hulatime@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:13:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carol Elkins
7416 Sherman Rd SE
Aumsville, OR 97325
hulatime@me.com
(503) 456-7890
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melanie Farnsworth (pdx1112@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:52:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Living in North Portland, we experienced the industrial pollution of the port, the freeway and of industry, not to
mention the noise pollution of Portland International Raceway. In addition, on our way home on I5 we could smell
gas often just south of the Interstate Bridge between Portland and Vancouver. The area is riddled with radon, also,
so the combination of air, noise and ground pollution has resulted in asthmatic children and lung cancer in
nonsmoking neighbors of ours. There are numerous schools in this area and children are expected to play in these
conditions. Sad. For years we have been contacting the DEQ and they say they can do nothing. Awful. Now I hear
Texas oil companies are buiding huge facilities at the port with no permits. Crude oil trains from Canada are
bringing oil for processing-right next to the Columbia River port. They have no interest in our quality o life or
health and you are allowing this- all of it. My grandchildren don?t have a chance for a hea
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Melanie Farnsworth
735 SW St Clair
Portland, OR 97205
pdx1112@gmail.com
(503) 422-5839
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Carl (dlnlcarl2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:48:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nancy Carl
1014 S Park St
Carlton, OR 97111
dlnlcarl2@gmail.com
(503) 852-0029
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Roome (dianarroome@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:48:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Diana Roome
25 Allen Ln
Talent, OR 97540
dianarroome@gmail.com
(650) 964-1399
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Brinkley (mbrinkle@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:47:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
John Brinkley
2582 W 28th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
mbrinkle@comcast.net
(408) 307-1332
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Zure (creative7purpose@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:46:43 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It?s past time for Portland to live up to its ?Green? reputation! Lest the whole world realizes it?s just a facade.
How are we to have confidence in DEQ if it doesn?t protect us from the biggest polluters.
Do your job!!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lisa Zure
2119 SE 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
creative7purpose@gmail.com
(415) 299-3560
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Bowman (pat.bowman@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:46:31 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We all need to behave as if climate change is at a critical stage. HOLD ALL POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Pat Bowman
1021 NW Skyline Blvd
Portland, OR 97229
pat.bowman@comcast.net
(503) 332-6588
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Howard Shapiro (howeird3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:46:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is pointless to have a climate policy that the largest polluters aren't required to follow! These utilities knew this
was coming and they didn't prepare adequately. They need to be held accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Howard Shapiro
2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd Apt 320
Portland, OR 97201
howeird3@gmail.com
(541) 999-1581
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hillary Tiefer (hillarytiefer@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:46:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hillary Tiefer
5007 SW Canterbury Ln
Portland, OR 97219
hillarytiefer@hotmail.com
(503) 245-4845
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nikki Dennis (nmden1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:43:31 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nikki Dennis
255 SW Harrison St Apt TH2
Portland, OR 97201
nmden1@gmail.com
(702) 727-9382
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Vaughn (nancyjvaughn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:42:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is up to YOU to make sure our environment improves for future generations!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nancy Vaughn
5051 Heceta Beach Rd
Florence, OR 97439
nancyjvaughn@gmail.com
(541) 999-4571
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Roggen (alroggen@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:42:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Amy Roggen
1010 SE Mason Pl
Corvallis, OR 97333
alroggen@gmail.com
(443) 834-4219
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Rowe (rowtoo@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:37:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gretchen Rowe
63075 Casey Pl
Bend, OR 97703
rowtoo@comcast.net
(651) 552-0816
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marceline Gearry (marcelineg@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:37:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marceline Gearry
2884 NW Savier St
Portland, OR 97210
marcelineg@gmail.com
(503) 223-4366
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rita Heinz (ritaheinz@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:35:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
BECAUSE OREGON IS BURNING!!! Don't let big polluters of greenhouse gases off the hook! You are hear to
support the wellbeing of the people and the environment, NOT the polluters!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rita Heinz
80 Nursery St
Ashland, OR 97520
ritaheinz@hotmail.com
(504) 444-4327
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Swanson-Davies (linda.glimmertrain@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:31:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please, Oregon has already experienced such dreadful damage through drought and deadly heat and fires. We must
do EVERYTHING we can to protect against further environmental damage.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Linda Swanson-Davies
4763 SW Maplewood Rd
Portland, OR 97219
linda.glimmertrain@gmail.com
(503) 804-3119
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yulia Brockdorf (yuliabrockdorf@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:29:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Yulia Brockdorf
428 SW Oak St
Hillsboro, OR 97123
yuliabrockdorf@gmail.com
(503) 577-5845
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Moore (carol_m_moore@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:28:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Last year, my first grandson was born. Because of the catastrophic heat wave in June left his apartment dangerously
hot, he and his parents stayed with us in our air conditioned home. We were fortunate. Others lost their lives.
By the time my grandson grows up and starts his own family, according to the latest scientific reports, the average
temperature will be at least 1.5C hotter than now. This will result in many more deadly heat waves, crop destroying
drought, and a climate that may no longer support a healthy ecosystem. That is an unacceptable future, and one we
can avoid. If we act boldly--NOW.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carol Moore
14280 SW Stallion Dr
Beaverton, OR 97008
carol_m_moore@yahoo.com
(503) 521-0555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Robertson (tlr78787@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:24:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Ocean and river pollution are at unacceptable levels. Polluters must be held accountable. Thank you for your efforts
on behalf of the citizens of Otegon and the world.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Terry Robertson
843 1/2 Almaden St
Eugene, OR 97402
tlr78787@gmail.com
(541) 653-9011
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Gilmore (bill@bsgilmore.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:23:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
William Gilmore
2702 NW Cannon Way
Portland, OR 97229
bill@bsgilmore.com
(503) 350-2350
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Rosenbalm (jean.rosenbalm@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:22:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jean Rosenbalm
8024 SW 158th Pl
Beaverton, OR 97007
jean.rosenbalm@gmail.com
(541) 760-4604
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Sergienko (petersergienko@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:21:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Peter Sergienko
2127 NW Irving St Apt 101
Portland, OR 97210
petersergienko@gmail.com
(503) 841-8580
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy And Jonathan Cogan (wendycogan@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:20:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The common person can't stop pollution without holding the largest polluters accountable at the source. Please
regulate them!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Wendy And Jonathan Cogan
7219 SE 28th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
wendycogan@comcast.net
(503) 231-7084
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathryn Freeman (misschips99@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:19:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Is there any other option before us? All of need to get on board, all of us need to accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Freeman
2046 NW Flanders St Apt 2
Portland, OR 97209
misschips99@hotmail.com
(503) 228-0120
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susanna Askins (tlknkr@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:18:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Susanna Askins
14640 NE Russell Ct
Portland, OR 97230
tlknkr@gmail.com
(555) 555-5555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Annie Mccuen (mccuen7691@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:16:25 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Annie Mccuen
1825 Fairmount Ave S
Salem, OR 97302
mccuen7691@comcast.net
(503) 378-7691
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Ibbotson (helenljo@pacifier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:16:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Ibbotson
5631 SE Knight St
Portland, OR 97206
helenljo@pacifier.com
(503) 246-5791
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caroline Cunningham (dianacunningham62@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:15:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Caroline Cunningham
1467 Siskiyou Blvd
Ashland, OR 97520
dianacunningham62@gmail.com
(831) 376-1825
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heather Watts (twilightmoongoddess@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:14:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Our climate directly effects the health of every living creature on this planet. We must hold polluters accountable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Heather Watts
5568 SE Flavel Dr
Portland, OR 97206
twilightmoongoddess@gmail.com
(503) 786-0816
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey Hardy (jnh@filmprofit.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:13:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Hardy
4110 SE Hawthorne Bl., 927
Portland, OR 97214
jnh@filmprofit.com
(310) 570-2362
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Jacobson (jacobsonlm1@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:11:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Larry Jacobson
3640 SW Baird St Unit 3
Portland, OR 97219
jacobsonlm1@yahoo.com
(206) 232-6300
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Buckley (mfbuckley@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:11:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Buckley
6525 NE 36th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
mfbuckley@sbcglobal.net
(503) 282-2590
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Hollen (glh4486@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:10:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Attacking climate change is important, necessary if the inhabitants of our planet is to survive. Already we are
seeing devastating events occur in increasing frequency for those who deny climate change. How many hurricanes,
how many tornados, how many floods will it take for everyone to acknowledge that climate change is real and we
must work with all nations of our planet to overcome climate change. Ignorance is not an excuse.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gary Hollen
1926 SW Burnside St., Unit 1412
Portland, OR 97209
glh4486@gmail.com
(503) 319-2897
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carlotta Sinkey (tigertale@fastmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:10:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Every living thing, people, plants, animals all depend on climate for stability to grow, exist or survive. It's every
business' responsibility to evolve with the environmental problems.
Thank you.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carlotta Sinkey
298 Rockridge Loop
Eugene, OR 97405
tigertale@fastmail.com
(541) 683-1393
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Sjolin (beargriz72@mail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:09:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Richard Sjolin
PO Box 2964
Hillsboro, OR 97123
beargriz72@mail.com
(503) 597-8418
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Breazeale (brezebra@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:09:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Joseph Breazeale
863 Wrights Creek Dr
Ashland, OR 97520
brezebra@yahoo.com
(925) 262-3809
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Lee (laurie.n.lee@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:07:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am not an expert in this area, but I am passionate about reducing pollution and agree with the comments made by
the sierra club here. We all are affected by climate change but some people are affected much more than others. I
want all of us to benefit from new laws and restrictions, not just a few of us.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Laurie Lee
39 Tanglewood Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
laurie.n.lee@comcast.net
(503) 636-1431
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tori Herbst (toritor@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:06:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tori Herbst
1450 N Prescott St Apt 526
Portland, OR 97217
toritor@comcast.net
(503) 810-8904
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stuart Sandler (stusan47@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:05:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Stuart Sandler
19419 NW Reeder Rd
Portland, OR 97231
stusan47@gmail.com
(503) 621-3255
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

C Giles (gilesci@eou.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:05:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
C Giles
804 O Ave
La Grande, OR 97850
gilesci@eou.edu
(541) 663-0858
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kay Tousley (ketousle@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:05:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am very concerned about climate change. I will soon be gone, but many people I care about will suffer unless
unless steps are taken quickly both to mitigate the damage and to adjust to changing cjonditions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kay Tousley
1400 NE 2nd Ave Apt 1611
Portland, OR 97232
ketousle@msn.com
(503) 282-7953
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Zorin (heidihartzorin@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:04:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Zorin
28 SE 28th Ave Unit 206
Portland, OR 97214
heidihartzorin@comcast.net
(503) 206-6675
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenna Cowan (jcowan@willamette.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:04:12 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jenna Cowan
32044 Coburg Bottom Loop Rd
Eugene, OR 97408
jcowan@willamette.edu
(541) 606-7247
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis West (2016denpat@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:03:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
"ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY"
DO ANY OF YOU KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS?   IT HASN'T SEEMED LIKE IT FOR 4 DECADES!
DO YOUR JOB AND STOP COUNTING THE MONEY and PERKS THEY BUY YOU OFF WITH!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dennis West
284 Lemwick Ln
Yachats, OR 97498
2016denpat@gmail.com
(971) 303-0282
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Shirkoff (shirkoff@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:03:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
In the end it is important that we pay the cost of making sure pollution is properly dealt with whether it is through
disposal or treatment. It is a cost of doing business. The biggest polluters should have to be as accountable as the
smallest. Honestly this is a cost of doing business and we cannot pass that on to our grandchildren.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jean Shirkoff
4000 SW Dogwood Ln
Portland, OR 97225
shirkoff@gmail.com
(503) 887-3313
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hank Greenburg (ragreenburg@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:03:12 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Why are we acting as if these large companies don't account for the majority of the pollution in the world? You are
putting individuals to standards that would only make a difference if these companies were held to the same
standard.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hank Greenburg
1025 Elkay Dr
Eugene, OR 97404
ragreenburg@gmail.com
(480) 252-2653
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gordon Christianer (christianer95@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:02:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gordon Christianer
1410 Polk St
Eugene, OR 97402
christianer95@comcast.net
(209) 712-3493
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Davies (ljdavies26@outlook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:02:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I would like my grandchildren to have healthy lungs and their children and so on.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Laura Davies
453 Evergreen Rd # A
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
ljdavies26@outlook.com
(503) 806-9611
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lindy Weaver (trolanweaver@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:02:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lindy Weaver
1267 Lupin Ln NW
Salem, OR 97304
trolanweaver@gmail.com
(503) 967-6574
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kay Hagen (kprismk@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:01:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kay Hagen
631 Spring Creek Dr
Ashland, OR 97520
kprismk@aol.com
(541) 973-8657
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Quentin (peggy.quentin@redcross.org) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:00:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I just don't understand the thikning behind this decision. We have to get pollution under control to save our planet.
Why would you give the biggest polluters a pass? Everyone has to step up to the plate.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Margaret Quentin
3830 NE 64th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
peggy.quentin@redcross.org
(503) 201-4657
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Hardwicke (sally.desipio@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:00:43 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sally Hardwicke
19675 South Sweetbriar Road
West Linn, OR 97068
sally.desipio@gmail.com
(503) 887-5317
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lana Walling (lana.walling@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:00:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We have seen the devastation that climate change is bringing to our planet. We cannot let the biggest polluters
continue what they have been doing. We have to show our children that we tried while we still had a chance. Please
hold polluters accountable, especially those with large impacts.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lana Walling
1918 NW 31st Ave
Portland, OR 97210
lana.walling@gmail.com
(213) 880-1900
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hugh Peach (hgp@adapt.global) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:00:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We critically need much better performance from heavy polluters. As the new climate report shows, we are beyond
the time in which these questions can be muddled through. We have got to dramatically cut carbon, methane and
other pollutants - lives are in the balance and the time is short. Please honor your responsibilities to the citizens
rather than to the big companies. Put the people first. There is no time to muddle this legislation and work it
through gradually.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hugh Peach
16232 NW Oakhills Dr
Beaverton, OR 97006
hgp@adapt.global
(503) 645-0716
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peggy Tribble (tnt1014@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:00:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Yes, ALL polluters ...no exceptions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Peggy Tribble
48100 SE Tumala Mountain Rd
Estacada, OR 97023
tnt1014@aol.com
(503) 630-6914
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Marrs (marrs_cynthia@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:59:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Marrs
94224 Templeton Rd
Junction City, OR 97448
marrs_cynthia@yahoo.com
(541) 998-6343
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Goncalves (goncalves_23@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:59:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is the single most important issue of our time that nearly all others depend on. Do it for the children!!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Andrew Goncalves
7033 SE Brooklyn St
Portland, OR 97206
goncalves_23@hotmail.com
(541) 944-8951
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Kucha (billkucha@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:58:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am totally disgusted with the unconscionable disregard of big polluters to continue with their criminal actions of
unregulated pollution which hasten the extinction of so much life on Earth. Shame on you. I hope there will soon
be a Nuremberg type trail which convicts and punishes these heartless insane fools.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Bill Kucha
3673 Otter Crest Loop
Depoe Bay, OR 97341
billkucha@gmail.com
(541) 765-2451
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Lemm Davis (mlemmdavis@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:58:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We live in Eastern Oregon but enjoy the vast joy of Oregon from the Wallowas to the Blues to the Gorge to the
cities to the coast! We must protect this amazing environment!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Lemm Davis
70487 Evergreen Ln
Pendleton, OR 97801
mlemmdavis@gmail.com
(541) 983-2481
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jace And Lori Thompson (jacethompson@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:58:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Greetings to the Oregon DEQ, thank you for your work. Our family wants to pass on our collective support to
reducing all greenhouse gas emitting sources in our state, as much as possible, as soon as possible, most notably
including natural gas power plants. The time is now to seize upon our advancements in sustainable energy, and the
coming energy storage innovation wave to chart a course for survival for the planet and us all. We have to try.
Setting lofty goals is the way to get there, and limiting "easy" solutions will help. My daughters are preparing to
enter college and a world that looks incredibly fraught with peril from man made climate change. But I tell them
everyday we can't get discouraged. We have to look for solutions and do the hard work to set a different course.
Please do not let them down with these pending decisions.   Gas power, like coal, has to become a far lower tier
option for energy, if at all.  
Best regards,
Thompson Family, NE PDX
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jace And Lori Thompson
7507 NE Sacramento St
Portland, OR 97213
jacethompson@hotmail.com
(503) 253-0877
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This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Gorringe (richgorr@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:57:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s
climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.

Sincerely,
Richard Gorringe
3574 NE Stanton St
Portland, OR 97212
richgorr@msn.com
(503) 331-5049
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacob Stutevoss (jstutevoss@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:56:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
All polluters need to be held accountable. We cannot afford to let any company take advantage of loopholes.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jacob Stutevoss
4031 Orchard Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
jstutevoss@me.com
(323) 632-3008
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Campbell (ellendcampbell@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:56:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ellen Campbell
933 NE Douglas St # 15
Newport, OR 97365
ellendcampbell@gmail.com
(541) 265-3405
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Zaszewski (cabincreek@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:56:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This matters to me because i am father to 4 kids, grandfather to 1 and it is our responsiblity to model responsible
actions / behaviors to the next generations so that they can also enjoy this amazing world we've inherited from those
who came before us. It cannot be that we get to extract / damage / pollute to hearts content without thought or care
for what (and who) comes next. Enough already, we have one shared world, share both with each other, the rest of
natures creatures, and shared with next generations, Time we all start acting that way
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Thomas Zaszewski
9153 NW Fullner Ct
Portland, OR 97229
cabincreek@gmail.com
(973) 801-4634
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doris Tonseth (tonseth@olypen.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:55:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We are all in a world of hurt and need to cut back on pollution from every source.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Doris Tonseth
PO Box 1409
Prineville, OR 97754
tonseth@olypen.com
(541) 416-2334
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis James Sagun Parker (revdennisj@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:54:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dennis James Sagun Parker
4320 S Corbett Ave Apt 317
Portland, OR 97239
revdennisj@comcast.net
(503) 226-2663
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jack Piper (jpiper@atkore.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:53:27 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jack Piper
2220 Nugget Way
Eugene, OR 97403
jpiper@atkore.com
(541) 746-6066
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Mcdonnell (headbeancounter@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:52:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We have only a short time to turn this all around !!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mike Mcdonnell
8872 SW 82nd Ave
Portland, OR 97223
headbeancounter@hotmail.com
(503) 467-8569
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zed Langston (zedlangston@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:52:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Zed Langston
4000 Jessen Dr
Eugene, OR 97402
zedlangston@gmail.com
(541) 913-1424
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

J Rinas (solacdncs@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:51:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
J Rinas
975 Lewis Ave Apt 6
Eugene, OR 97402
solacdncs@yahoo.com
(541) 614-5660
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Schroeder (greenridgeservice@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:02:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please hold the line on accountability for ALL?ALL?polluters ?we know how these
?Exceptions? begin a race to the past!?be bold!! Our future and the future of our States reputation and for Our
Children!! Depends on it!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Stephen Schroeder
748 s e Miller St
Portland , OR 97202
greenridgeservice@hotmail.com
(760) 908-1551
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Cohen (jeffscohen@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:49:04 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeff Cohen
3765 NW Highland Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
jeffscohen@earthlink.net
(541) 829-9388
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dustin Kight (richarddustin@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:58:00 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
In my experience as an Oregonian, policy makers too often lead with talking points that sound strong and
progressive but don?t follow through with the level of action implied in whatever policy victory or new program is
put in place. We shouldn?t squander opportunities to really make change just because we don?t really have to
compete with Republicans anymore in statewide politics. The proposed carve outs in the Climate Protection
Program feel like business as usual for our policy makers. Leading with the bold sounding plan, letting the wrong
people off the hook in the implementation.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dustin Kight
9465 N Polk Ave
Portland, OR 97203
richarddustin@gmail.com
(803) 640-8579
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Van Pelt (Spectralmassage@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:22:22 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Combating climate change is crucial for humanity's survival in this planet. As individuals we can only do so much,
but we need you to hold these big polluters to be held to standards that will combat climate change. No exceptions!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Amanda Van Pelt  
9970 SE Bull Run Rd.
Corbett, OR 97019
Spectralmassage@gmail.com
(971) 678-3178
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christy Eugenis (christye@newvillages.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:16:27 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Yes and we need to have emissions testing in Central Oregon- there are SO MANY giant trucks with giant noisy
exhaust pipes blasting smoke out- enough!!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Christy Eugenis
2087 NW Cascade View Drive
Bend, OR 97703
christye@newvillages.com
(503) 880-8573
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roslyn Herrera (roherrera9@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:18:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Roslyn Herrera
31553 SW Isle Way Ln
West Linn, OR 97068
roherrera9@gmail.com
(425) 281-0234
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Baur (nancybaur@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:36:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nancy Baur
14288 SE Johnson Rd
Milwaukie, OR 97267
nancybaur@comcast.net
(503) 659-8260
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Poscharscky (debforevers@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:47:22 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debra Poscharscky
16005 E Burnside St Apt 8
Portland, OR 97233
debforevers@gmail.com
(503) 753-8033
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LINDSEY KONOPKA (lindseykonopka@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:23:35 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is not what Oregon stands for! Please be our voice and step up to environmentally damaging companies. This is
unacceptable and embarrassing. We set a precedent for the rest of the country to follow - do not stop that now. Take
a stand, make a difference, see the change.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
LINDSEY KONOPKA
5417 SE Gladstone St
Portland , OR 97206
lindseykonopka@yahoo.com
(734) 672-1618
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Grant (d2avid@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:07:58 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Grant
211 Stanford Ave
Medford, OR 97504
d2avid@charter.net
(541) 734-3258
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jon Martz (jonpmartz@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:40:56 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is not coming, it is here. Now is not the time for half measures.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jon Martz
522 SW 5th Ave Ste 700
Portland, OR 97204
jonpmartz@hotmail.com
(503) 225-1862
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erika and Tom Kane (erikabkane@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:54:13 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is time to regulate all industries, like logging and fracked gas, to contribute to greenhouse emissions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Erika and Tom Kane
6218 Sconce Rd
Hubbard, OR 97032
erikabkane@gmail.com
(503) 651-2556
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynn Sargent (lynntofu@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:17:19 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lynn Sargent
9225 Southeast Cora Street
Portland, OR 97266
lynntofu@yahoo.com
(503) 382-9234
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Perry (perry.heidi@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:30:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Heidi Perry
4012 NE Roselawn St
Portland, OR 97211
perry.heidi@gmail.com
(646) 496-2568
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Reynolds (pork0chop0@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:10:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon DEQ, aren't you Public Servants?   Stop being the servants of the biggest polluters and do the right thing for
the citizens of Oregon.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Reynolds
16908 Salmonberry Rd
Brookings, OR 97415
pork0chop0@yahoo.com
(541) 412-1314
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Clark (bjclark@siderial.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:34:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We must reduce greenhouse gas pollution from the largest polluters, or this just won't work!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Clark
5035 N Depauw St
Portland, OR 97203
bjclark@siderial.com
(503) 735-9194
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Noah Clark (noahhamclark@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:12:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Noah Clark
7437 SE 29th ave
Portland , OR 97202
noahhamclark@gmail.com
(971) 801-9973
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Dalpiaz (jdaisyd@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:06:08 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jessica Dalpiaz
7474 Sw 59th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
jdaisyd@mac.com
(801) 550-5379
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrice Goodman (patriceabl@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 2:14:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It should be the right of every human and animal on this planet to breath clean air and drink clean, sweet water. It is
time to tell Corporate America that they can no longer gain financial rewards at the expense of our environment.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Patrice Goodman
1001 SE 15th St Unit 14
Bend, OR 97702
patriceabl@gmail.com
(541) 771-1985
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenny Morse (morseks@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:29:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Action needs to be taken now to slow the heating of our planet. Record temps and wildfires will continue in the
future if we don?t act immediately.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kenny Morse
2545 SW Nevada Ct
Portland, OR 97219
morseks@aol.com
(503) 939-5452
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kay and Douglas Godwin (kaygodwin@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 12:23:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We moved to Oregon from California thinking we were escaping drought. Twelve years later, Oregon is facing
serious drought. We HAVE to STOP polluting power plants, factories, cars, trucks, buses.!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kay and Douglas Godwin
1508 Oregon St
Ashland, OR 97520
kaygodwin@charter.net
(541) 708-0040
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristine Wood (woodkr222@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 12:18:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It's really crucial that everyone pay attention to global warming and do everything possible to enforce policies that
insist we hold all of unaccountable. I'm incredibly concerned how little the media reminds us of this crucial
obligation. If we are going to succeed in healing our world for our children and grandchildren, then we have to
make corporations--the biggest polluters--accountable. Oregano has always been a leader in environmental issues.
Please make corporations accountable now, and never give up!
Sincerely, Kristine Wood
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kristine Wood
PO Box 14051
Portland, OR 97293
woodkr222@gmail.com
(971) 404-4868
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Dorn (yhwhmyshepherd@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 12:16:54 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
To: Governor Brown and Oregon DEQ, As you well know our climate change is of the utmost important factor that
we need to focus on for the well being of humanity. I think that polluters should be held accountable to the people
who live on this earth for the pollution that they emit into our shared atmosphere. They are responsible for cleaning
up their act and for contributing to clean up the environment that they have been polluting. In addition it would
serve as an incentive to them to replace their old ways of doing things to healthier, greener, more sustainable
methods of energy. We all set an example by how we live our lives, for younger generations. It is my hopes that we
will show them that we love them and care about their future. Which includes the quality of life for them on this
planet now, and in the future. By enforcing major polluters to pay to clean up the earth, and to change their energy
sources to green ones. We can save our people, by investing now!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Dorn
805 SE Stephens St Apt 204
Roseburg, OR 97470
yhwhmyshepherd@gmail.com
(541) 680-1283
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alisa Looney (alisa@alooney.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 11:46:44 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please hold all polluters accountable in your new climate pollution policies! We need protection now. We are
Breathing smoke in Central Oregon every day already!!! Thank you!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Alisa Looney
PO Box 3467
Bend, OR 97707
alisa@alooney.com
(503) 367-3555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jolene White (jojocasper70@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:58:21 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
There is a lot of talk about preserving our Earth for future generations. But today, WE are yesterday's "next"
generation. The time to conserve our Earth, our resources and reduce pollution is today; it was yesterday.
Lawmakers are working together to find common goals, and what more common goal could we all have than
preserving our planet and the health of its inhabitants?
We need to follow the science and start our corrective changes with the biggest polluters, in order to make the
biggest impact, perhaps even making the subsidiary requirements to small polluters, having both the least
environmental impacts and less resources and profit margins to work with. Big bucks should not be driving
pollution privilege, which in turn, tends to further impact the environment of poor and minority communities. This
isn't the America to be proud of.
Please do NOT exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon, but rather prioritize pollution hotspots and close
those loopholes.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jolene White
677 Towne St
Grants Pass, OR 97527
jojocasper70@yahoo.com
(541) 441-7985
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977Page 2757 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristin Lohrenz (lohrenzl@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:27:07 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It's time to put your money into finding alternative energy. Realize what you extract is what you breathe. It is
personal.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kristin Lohrenz
963 NW Jackson Ave Apt 205
Corvallis, OR 97330
lohrenzl@gmail.com
(541) 760-9790
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ed Kushner (ejkushner@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:48:04 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I was surprised to learn that current proposed DEQ rules relating to reduction of greenhouse gases exempt gases
from fracking. I believe that his will become a loophole that would render ineffective the goal for Oregon to
eliminate the use of fossil fuels.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ed Kushner
3919 SW Martins Ln
Portland, OR 97239
ejkushner@gmail.com
(503) 892-3541
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Townsend (patriciat@harsch.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:18:16 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Reducing green house gases is critical to the survival of this planet and therefore its inhabitants. Pollution affects us
all and that is why ALL, big and small, must make sacrifices to help clean up the mess we, as humans, have made.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Patricia Townsend
541 SE 20th Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97123
patriciat@harsch.com
(503) 356-8691
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yulia Brockdorf (yuliabrockdorf@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:46:02 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Yulia Brockdorf
428 SW Oak St
Hillsboro, OR 97123
yuliabrockdorf@gmail.com
(503) 577-5845
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debbie Dohm (djdenada@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:36:46 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is time to hold the big polluters accountable for the adverse effects they cause on the environment but also the
communities most affected.
I used to live in NE Utah which went full tilt for fracking as that was where the money was. Perhaps so but the
community suffered deleterious effects and the high desert environment (much like central Oregon was impacted
even more. If not held to account big energy producers will take the quick easy bucks rather than pursuing
alternatives that are cleaner and less harmful to people, wildlife and ecosystems. No exemptions please!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debbie Dohm
2859 NE Hope Dr # 97701
Bend, OR 97701
djdenada@gmail.com
(530) 626-5938
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Browning (pelagick2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:18:43 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have a son. It is likely my son will have children. It is abhorrent for me to know that people in my generation are
destroying the world in which my grandchildren will live. The proposal to exempt ANY fossil fuel burning entity
from regulation aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions is shameful. Everyone must be in this battle to save as
much of this green earth as possible.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Browning
1715 NW Menlo Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
pelagick2@gmail.com
(541) 754-0092
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hilary Jones (hilarysjones@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 10:30:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hilary Jones
2344 SW Mitchell St
Portland, OR 97239
hilarysjones@gmail.com
(503) 764-5520
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeannie Wadst (wadstyj@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 8:58:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
You must hold climate polluters responsible. Our children and grandchildren will struggle to survive comfortably if
we don't begin to live responsibly on Planet Earth--NOW.

I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeannie Wadst
1032 S 1st St
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
wadstyj@yahoo.com
(541) 658-9984
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Emerick (cemerick5@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 8:53:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Craig Emerick
221 NW 9th St
Corvallis, OR 97330
cemerick5@comcast.net
(541) 753-5273
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Denniston (sally.denniston@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 8:01:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have always considered Oregon to be a very ecological state. To pass a bill that cut down on greenhouse gases is
fantastic, however I feel that all of Oregon?s companies that emit carbon into the atmosphere should be controlled or
just a few. With the climate changes we have seen in the past few years it is alarming. That we haven?t taken action
sooner is distressing,But it?s better to be late than sorry. Please put controls on all companies emitting carbon.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sally Denniston
1856 Hickory Ln
Grants Pass, OR 97527
sally.denniston@gmail.com
(541) 226-2231
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathryn Gimbel (kathryngimbel@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 7:50:44 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Gimbel
7793 Highway 66
Ashland , OR 97520
kathryngimbel@gmail.com
(541) 941-3230
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Crumpacker (ncrumpacker@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 7:14:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
These proposals hurt disadvantaged communities which is unconscionable.
Please correct these errors.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nancy Crumpacker
2351 NW Westover Rd Unit 701
Portland, OR 97210
ncrumpacker@comcast.net
(503) 292-1035
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles McGinnis (exercisechuck@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 4:31:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
All sources of green house gas emissions must be subject to DEQ'q Climate Protection Program.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Charles McGinnis
5505 SW Sweetbriar St
Portland, OR 97221
exercisechuck@comcast.net
(503) 292-5023
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Bernstein (mediapro1@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 4:10:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
A few days ago after the "dirty" rain that covered Portland with ash from the fires burning across Southern and
Central Oregon, I was checking my basil plants to make sure they weren't covered with ash, and I thought once
again about all the unexpected hazards we have been encountering for the past few years, all a result of climate
chaos. It is vital that Oregon develop a serious Climate Protection Program, one that includes all the GHG polluters,
not just the ones that lack the lobbying power to win exemptions. I am horrified that electricity producers are
exempted, since so much of our electricity is currently generated by fracked gas, which is one of the worse sources
of GHG emissions. The gas utilities claim that they are developing Renewable Natural Gas, which they say is a
green source of energy, but that is totally bogus. They cannot be let off the hook for their immense contributions to
climate chaos. I urge you to revise the draft plan to include all sources of GHG emissions
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Barbara Bernstein
1214 SE Flavel St
Portland, OR 97202
mediapro1@comcast.net
(503) 235-2623
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jennifer freda (jennifer.m.freda@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 3:52:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The climate crisis is real. We know this as Oregonians because we have been on the frontlines with the hottest
temperatures on the planet and smoke and fires dominating our lives.
I am asking that you take this seriously and stand up to big money and big polluters. They need to be regulated
because of the threat they pose, particularly vulnerable and hard hit individuals and communities.
If I can't trust the DEQ to hold the line on polluters, we are in a very risky and tragic place. Please don't allow these
exemptions which essentially gut the whole idea of controlling emissions Thansk you
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
jennifer freda
3354 SE brooklyn St
Portland, OR 97202
jennifer.m.freda@gmail.com
(503) 367-4646
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyle Alhart (kralhartdogood@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 3:06:54 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kyle Alhart
2327 NW Candlelight Pl
Bend, OR 97703
kralhartdogood@gmail.com
(541) 598-6748
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Duhrkoop (ballduhrkoop@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 2:47:31 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
No one will honor laws that exempt polluters no matter how influential.
Please make laws applicable to all no exceptions
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Duhrkoop
69991 Meadow View Rd
Sisters, OR 97759
ballduhrkoop@yahoo.com
(541) 359-7371
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Mestayer (willmestayer@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 2:41:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
William Mestayer
7754 N Kellogg St
Portland, OR 97203
willmestayer@yahoo.com
(228) 216-0045
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lucas Risinger (lucasrisinger@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 12:09:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is ridiculous! Hold these companies accountable, or we will hold YOU accountable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lucas Risinger
1025 NW 11th St
Corvallis, OR 97330
lucasrisinger@gmail.com
(541) 225-8552
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Smith (sgs.steven@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:51:01 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Why are the biggest polluters getting away with polluting and not being held accountable. Please do the job you
know you should. Hold polluters accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Steven Smith
7280 SW Benz Park Ct
Portland, OR 97225
sgs.steven@gmail.com
(801) 556-2901
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wesley Barton (wbarton1993@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:40:12 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The DEQ and Governor Kate Brown have been making good progress in taking the steps necessary to reduce
emissions with Clean Energy Bill. However, all of this will be for not if we blatantly allow the largest producers of
emissions to continue to do so. This is outrageous and I urge you to cease this.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Wesley Barton
2666 River Rd S
Salem, OR 97302
wbarton1993@gmail.com
(503) 339-6411
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Sanborn (veganlunchbox@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:16:38 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I'm 50 and have spent my entire life here in the Pacific Northwest. The last few years have been devastating; I never
before experienced summers like this here, with devastating wildfires, months with no rain, and crushing "heat
domes". At this time of crisis it's ridiculous to hear that the plan is to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon,
the ones most responsible, from climate protection regulation. We don't have any time left to waste. Please don't
allow these polluters to continue business-as-usual while all Oregon suffers.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Sanborn
2814 SE Yamhill St
Portland, OR 97214
veganlunchbox@gmail.com
(509) 396-4950
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Stevens (sallyjstevens@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:01:50 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is happening now and our actions to reduce harm can not wait. Giving exceptions to enforcing DEQ
standards is a hypocrisy we can not afford.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sally Stevens
9935 SE Grant Ct
Portland, OR 97216
sallyjstevens@yahoo.com
(503) 702-8321
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ray Kolberg (yargreblok@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:41:55 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Why is it the DEQ allows the big polluters off the hook , generally there is some financial gain to those making the
decisions. Let the public pay for the consequences of their decisions. I have also been disappointed in Kate Brown
Who I voted for , you are another reason that adds to my doubts .
DO YOUR JOB FOR ONCE AND TREAT EVERYONE EQUALLY.
Ray Kolberg.      Troutdale
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ray Kolberg
2148 SE Beaver Creek Ln
Troutdale, OR 97060
yargreblok@frontier.com
(503) 665-5053
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlotte Redor (charlotteredor@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:35:17 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is not a time to let big polluters off the hook. More than ever we need to uphold environmental standards.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Charlotte Redor
8733 NE Going St
Portland, OR 97220
charlotteredor@gmail.com
(415) 863-8651
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gay Hall (glhall3@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:26:15 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gay Hall
3289 SE Shoreline Dr
Corvallis, OR 97333
glhall3@aol.com
(541) 929-4876
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mariarose Shanahe (mrshander@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:24:31 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I love Oregon! I want our state to thrive and be a beautiful place for generations to come.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mariarose Shanahe
730 NW Kinney St
Grants Pass, OR 97526
mrshander@gmail.com
(541) 787-1028
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kirstin Seitz (kirstinleeseitz@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 8:58:09 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Out climate crisis in no longer denial. We are living it in Oregon with the hottest summer on record and out of
control wildfires. We must take immediate and full action. Industry is the leading cause of emissions, we need to
hold industrial polluters accountable so that our future generations can live lives in reasonable environments. Every
policy we pass now makes an enormous impact on the future, we cannot cut corners. Please uphold adequate
limitations on all, especially the most significant, polluters.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kirstin Seitz
1705 NE 19th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
kirstinleeseitz@gmail.com
(503) 422-3338
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bruce Seal (bruce.seal@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 8:54:22 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Bruce Seal
19550 Sugar Mill Loop
Bend, OR 97702
bruce.seal@gmail.com
(706) 540-4936
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Grady (setsgrady@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 8:47:08 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sally Grady
94 Pine St
Ashland, OR 97520
setsgrady@gmail.com
(415) 312-6905
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Nunno (ricknunno@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 8:47:03 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Richard Nunno
2880 SE Harrison St.
Portland, OR 97214
ricknunno@gmail.com
(202) 361-6164
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melanie Hunter (melanie.hunter@rocketmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 7:33:47 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I want my children to be healthy, reduce the toxic pollution in the air we all have to breathe no matter what is in it!
And Entek (Lebanon Oregon) needs to be held accountable for all the employees that end up with cancer from the
silica and trichloroethylene solvents they make you sign a release that you can?t sue them for health issues related to
the chemicals you will be subjected to.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Melanie Hunter
42695 N River Dr Apt 2
Sweet Home, OR 97386
melanie.hunter@rocketmail.com
(541) 570-9006
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Higbee-Sudyka (dwhigbes@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 5:49:27 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We need to meet Gov. Brown's GHG reduction goals. That means that all polluters need to be held accountable. All
of the electric sector and nothing producers. The stakes are too high to only include some.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debra Higbee-Sudyka
4750 SW Nash Ave
Corvallis, OR 97333
dwhigbes@gmail.com
(541) 554-6979
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roy Wessbecher (bretanet00@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 5:40:59 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
AND animal ag. is a huge source of pollution as well!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Roy Wessbecher
97952 Bubb Ln
Harbor, OR 97415
bretanet00@hotmail.com
(541) 469-4290
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathryn Sheibley (kssheibley@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 4:56:08 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The country has put off dealing with the climate crisis for too long. It' time for everyone - including DEQ - to get
serious and do whatever they can to deal with this international crisis.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Sheibley
1054 SE 56th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
kssheibley@gmail.com
(503) 407-8881
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

C Butts (ibbutts@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 2:55:08 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
our health socially and personally and ecologically are affected badly by pollution that preventable! these most
aggregious d largest amount polluters need to pay for their enviromental damage of their pollution!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
C Butts
222 SW Pine St Apt 419
Portland, OR 97204
ibbutts@yahoo.com
(503) 891-3337
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark and Susan Rochester (mrock@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 12:17:00 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mark and Susan Rochester
PO Box 736
Sutherlin, OR 97479
mrock@q.com
(541) 459-9479
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Valerie Snyder (mvensnyder@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:46:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Valerie Snyder
3311 Valley Crest Way
Forest Grove, OR 97116
mvensnyder@yahoo.com
(503) 357-7986
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Chaplin (chris.chaplin@protonmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:27:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Why would we exempt the largest polluters from legislative action aimed at curbing pollution and slowing climate
catastrophe?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Chris Chaplin
4016 SE 72nd Ave
Portland, OR 97206
chris.chaplin@protonmail.com
(804) 971-2509
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julaine Morley (rayjmo@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:58:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Julaine Morley
PO Box 788
Yachats, OR 97498
rayjmo@charter.net
(458) 546-9012
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jackie Gerspach (jackiegerspach16@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:53:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Don?t want this for my BEAUTIFUL state!!!!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jackie Gerspach
12140 SE 31st Pl Apt 59
Milwaukie, OR 97222
jackiegerspach16@gmail.com
(503) 475-0239
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Probst (kelly.kelly577@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:46:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I grew up in the 1950's and '60s. I am saddened by what I see around me, the overuse of plastics, etc. We are a
nation of consumers. If legislation isn't put thru to protect our planet we certainly will be doomed.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kelly Probst
7299 Eastwood Dr SE
Turner, OR 97392
kelly.kelly577@yahoo.com
(541) 619-9790
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carrie Carver (edgeofthesea003@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:10:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Hold ALL industrial and heavy duty polluter?s accountable ASAP. We don?t want to end up worse than China?s
SEVERE lack of rules regarding any type of pollution they dump into their water?s, rivers and streams. That shows
a severe lack of love, respect and care for our Mother Earth, if we don?t create laws to protect the earth for our gran
children and their grand children. Have some love, respect and pride in guiding America?s population the clean and
honest way. Mandate a lot more tree planting for the lack of oxygen that the ocean might eventually lose due to
climate change and plastics pollution and legalize and convict with high fines to companies or even individuals that
are major polluters to the highest of highs, the Quantum Field. Nothing but swirling energy can be saved if only we
don?t blow ourselves up with anger and atomic bombs!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carrie Carver
604 Royalty Cir NE
Salem, OR 97301
edgeofthesea003@gmail.com
(650) 430-0315
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kay Novak (novk@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:03:08 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Pollution is creating suffering and a threat to all life on the planet. Regulations and rules are important and should
include all polluters.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kay Novak
4941 SW Hollyhock Cir
Corvallis, OR 97333
novk@comcast.net
(541) 752-5278
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peggy Loveless (peggy7153@frontier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:52:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Peggy Loveless
1186 NE Parks Edge Cir
Hillsboro, OR 97124
peggy7153@frontier.com
(503) 648-1492
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Krause (jenzik@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:45:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Krause
4727 NE 28th Ave.
Portland, OR 97211
jenzik@icloud.com
(503) 333-9127
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kay Tousley (ketousle@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:04:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
The poorest people always bear the largest problems amount of pollution in their neighborhoods. No fair! Please
act to decrease pollution all over Oregon.
Sincerely,
Kay Tousley
1400 NE 2nd Ave Apt 1611
Portland, OR 97232
ketousle@msn.com
(503) 282-7953
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adama Hamilton (eshyouhod@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 7:52:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Stronger environmental quality is a must!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Adama Hamilton
1345 Tolman Creek Rd
Ashland, OR 97520
eshyouhod@me.com
(541) 708-0548
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linore Blackstone (llblackstone@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 7:21:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Well, I must not be able to understand why the gas companies and fracking are exempt from being held accountable.
What is your ethic? All consequences are material. Climate change is happening and is dangerous to the life of this
earth.
Is this as manipulative as it seems? Do DEQ folks support this exemption for the biggest polluters? Justify this.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Linore Blackstone
1745 NE 49th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
llblackstone@comcast.net
(503) 241-9494
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martin Robbins (mcrobbins72@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:52:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Martin Robbins
36373 River Point Dr.
Astoria, OR 97103
mcrobbins72@gmail.com
(541) 961-2775
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Himes (ferrisp@teleport.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:33:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Pat Himes
PO BOX 308
OCEANSIDE, OR 97214
ferrisp@teleport.com
(503) 502-4488
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Bowman (pat.bowman@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:26:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Come on, Oregon, we must lead the way?don?t let polluters off the hook!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Pat Bowman
1021 NW Skyline Blvd
Portland, OR 97229
pat.bowman@comcast.net
(503) 332-6588
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ike Nail (naili@wou.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:11:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Do your job. DO NOT let them off the hook.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ike Nail
345 Monmouth Ave N
Monmouth, OR 97361
naili@wou.edu
(503) 838-8341
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen Rogers (gemeroym@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 5:40:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We NEED to tackle climate change, not continue to give people passes!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Maureen Rogers
316 W Columbia Dr
Newberg, OR 97132
gemeroym@gmail.com
(503) 544-4237
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Wilson (wilsondebraj@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 4:41:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The climate crisis is of GREAT concern to me! We are experiencing extreme smoke and wildfire in Oregon. Please
hold ALL polluters accountable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debra Wilson
108 Crocker St
Ashland, OR 97520
wilsondebraj@hotmail.com
(541) 482-1703
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

C.A. Incze (kk7at@toast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 4:23:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
C.A. Incze
310 NE Darlene St
Winston, OR 97496
kk7at@toast.net
(541) 637-5597
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Forrette (markforrette@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 4:02:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It matters to me because I am elderly and in poor health as it is. I do not need co tknued polltion with global
warming!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mark Forrette
1217 Loal St
Medford, OR 97501
markforrette@yahoo.com
(775) 842-4188
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Duncan (duncanjenniferw@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 3:12:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As a child I had a lung collapse from asthma. I found that pollutants were a major factor in foods and the air. By
eliminating pollutants we give children a chance at having a future that can be better. Those who have created this
environmental health disaster are not the poor people, the common people, the every day workers. We are simply
the puppets of the puppeteers who are corporations that because of greed pollute 24/7. Please don?t tell me that poor
people have to suffer doubly from the health challenges created by corporations and then attempt to help them create
a better future for ourselves. It?s like fighting for the love of a person who does not love you, doesn?t care whether
you love them, and is constantly working against all of your efforts. Where is the logic in that? Where is the courage
of our public leader? Please hold those who pollute the most with the harshest sanctions and require them to correct
their own problems and those they have created for us all. Please.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Duncan  
4933 NE 15th Ave.
Portland , OR 97211
duncanjenniferw@gmail.com
(503) 490-1989
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Donnellan (quiniella@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 2:31:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Diane Donnellan
PO Box 598
Warrenton, OR 97146
quiniella@aol.com
(971) 207-4132
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Strauss (susan@straussstoryteller.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 2:29:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
After not being able to breath Oregon's air last summer and twice this summer, I cannot understand why DEQ would
not hold all polluters accountable for air quality. All one has to experience is one day in "hazardous" air quality to
know how sick it makes one feel, how sore one's throat gets and how desperate one feels.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Susan Strauss
66280 White Rock Loop
Bend, OR 97703
susan@straussstoryteller.com
(541) 610-5350
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Skowrup (nskowrup@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 2:11:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I want to know how you can justify allowing the biggest polluters to be except from regulations ?. Again it appears
because money is power and regulators want to cave. I want to remind you your job is to protect all of us not just
the rich and powerful!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nancy Skowrup
824 SW Gilson St
McMinnville, OR 97128
nskowrup@gmail.com
(503) 383-8167
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Lackowitz (debbie061653@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 1:49:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Deborah Lackowitz
259 S. Sequoia Parkway Q168
Canby, OR 97013
debbie061653@aol.com
(914) 733-5657
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William M. Musser IV (wmusseriv@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 1:44:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
William M. Musser IV
3225 NE 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
wmusseriv@icloud.com
(303) 549-0938
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchen Rowe (rowtoo@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 1:32:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gretchen Rowe
63075 Casey Pl
Bend, OR 97703
rowtoo@comcast.net
(651) 552-0816
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cinda Flynn (cmflynn33@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 1:25:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I think it?s vital that all polluters be held accountable and be required to reduce and meet the levels required in order
to save our planet. This will be tough for everyone. Everyone needs to sacrifice and do their part or we won?t make
it.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cinda Flynn
32950 Old Church Rd
Tangent, OR 97389
cmflynn33@gmail.com
(541) 231-8029
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sue Ellen Leonetti (tleonetti3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 1:19:12 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
In this critical time of climate change ALL climate polluters must be held accountable to reduce emissions.
Exempting or creating exceptions for the largest fossil fuel polluters in Oregon would be utterly ridiculous! Please
uphold the regulatory responsibilities of the DEQ to protect us all in this
precarious time.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sue Ellen Leonetti
PO Box 1537
Veneta, OR 97487
tleonetti3@gmail.com
(503) 329-7231
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristin Anderson (kja5@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 1:13:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This has been critically important to all life on Earth for decades. It is inconvenient and uncomfortable, but if
polluters are not hit financially they will never care. Only they can find ways to decrease their pollution. Please hold
their feet to the fire.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kristin Anderson
9577 NW Arborview Dr
Portland, OR 97229
kja5@comcast.net
(206) 817-6737
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cosmic Lovegood (ac3a9d8f@opayq.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:56:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon is such a beautiful place. Please keep it this way! Polluters should not get away with polluting our lovely
environment.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cosmic Lovegood
883 NE 90th Ave
Portland, OR 97220
ac3a9d8f@opayq.com
(971) 344-4994
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarita Southgate (saritasouthgate@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:28:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sarita Southgate
93764 Coho Ln
Coos Bay, OR 97420
saritasouthgate@gmail.com
(541) 294-3058
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sue Haines (haines8409@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:20:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It matters to me because I'd like to be able to continue living on this planet along with at least some of the plant and
wildlife we haven?t already driven to extinction. Petroleum use is a primary cause of Global Warming. We must do
everything we can to minimize global warming, stop using fossil fuels and keep any additional disruption from
occurring.
Pollution from methane and associated pollution from new and existing oil and gas operations is a huge assault on
the environment, with devastating long term consequences. It needs to stop! This pollution is toxic to all natural
things and humans! That means it kills them. We must rescue the earth from our pollution before it becomes a moot
point. Every process starts with small steps. Make this one of those steps! It matters to me because I'd like to be
able to continue living on this planet along with all the plant and wildlife, at least what we haven't already killed
off!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sue Haines
1861 Kilkenny Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
haines8409@comcast.net
(503) 757-5330
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977Page 2827 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wesley E. Stoker (stoker@ecoregon.org) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:15:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Wesley E. Stoker
3565 NE Manchester St
Corvallis, OR 97330
stoker@ecoregon.org
(541) 754-8487
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jan Fuccillo (fuccillo6312@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:10:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We cannot let the largest climate polluters in our state get to go free from being held responsible for our climate
mess.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jan Fuccillo
2522 SW Hewitt Ave
Troutdale, OR 97060
fuccillo6312@gmail.com
(503) 806-4213
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martin Frazier (martinfrazier52@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:05:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
DO YOU EXPECT TO HAVE HEALTHY PROGENY?
POLLUTION HARMS EVERYONE.
STOPPING POLLUTION IS YOUR JOB.
DO YOUR JOB!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Martin Frazier
6315 SE 18th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
martinfrazier52@gmail.com
(503) 233-5638
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Thomas (annthomas3@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:04:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ann Thomas
9248 SW Line Dr
Cornelius, OR 97113
annthomas3@sbcglobal.net
(503) 991-6558
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susanne Downs (chiwdy@juno.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 11:58:23 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I want my grandkids growing up to see the stars. Not having to drink polluted water. This pollution started with my
grandparents because they didn?t know better . We do know better so what is the problem? We are killing the planet
.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Susanne Downs
915 Robertson Bridge Rd
Grants Pass, OR 97526
chiwdy@juno.com
(559) 360-5981
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Black (di4an8@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:54:51 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Diane Black
5305 Joseph St SE
Salem, OR 97317
di4an8@q.com
(503) 585-2737
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victor Conway (edoin.conway@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:49:10 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Victor Conway
1971 Siskiyou Blvd
Ashland, OR 97520
edoin.conway@gmail.com
(541) 944-7736
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Poizat-Newcomb (snewcomb@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:39:03 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Steve Poizat-Newcomb
120 E 24th Pl
Eugene, OR 97405
snewcomb@gmail.com
(541) 221-8666
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nathalie paravicini (GREENS.NATHALIE@GMAIL.COM) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:30:45 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We can no longer accommodate those most responsible for the current climate crisis. They have been making huge
profits for years. It is time for them to absorb the costs they are currently imposing on society and on other beings
who are not represented in government. The biggest polluters do have the funds to pay - pay for the full costs of
production before paying dividends.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
nathalie paravicini
5517 SE 65th Ave
PORTLAND, OR 97206
GREENS.NATHALIE@GMAIL.COM
(503) 953-9003
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shana Weeks (mofrenchitoo@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:28:15 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Why should we allow polluters to make us all sick-- even themselves and their children? Then we all have to pay a
lot of medical bills that could be unnecessary if we control pollution. POLLUTION IS EXPENSIVE.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Shana Weeks
13765 SW Allen Blvd Apt 3
Beaverton, OR 97005
mofrenchitoo@gmail.com
(971) 235-1349
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nicholas Westendorf (nicwestendorf@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:24:50 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Westendorf
3380 SW 121st Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005
nicwestendorf@gmail.com
(815) 651-0631
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Thorson (suzannethorson@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:24:11 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is a scientific truth. I want all Oregon climate polluters held responsible. This issue matters to me
because I care about future generations and their health. I care about present generations and their health. I am a
health care provider. I care about and understand the importance of a healthy environment to facilitate biodiversity
essential for a thriving planet.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Thorson
1040 NW Naito Pkwy Apt O11
Portland, OR 97209
suzannethorson@hotmail.com
(435) 757-6220
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phyllis Grove (mallardchestnut@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:09:14 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Grove
2341 NW Floyd Ln
Bend, OR 97703
mallardchestnut@gmail.com
(415) 235-7265
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Viola Montano (vimemine9@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:08:25 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It matters cause I want my grandchildren to live in a clean environment
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Viola Montano
61346 Stardrift Dr
Bend, OR 97702
vimemine9@gmail.com
(626) 559-5861
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Glass (laurenjunewold@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:53:17 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Greenhouse gas reduction must happen immediately and on a large scale. Gas fired power plants must participate.
Greenhouse gas pollution from power plants is not "OK" because those industries might suffer economic
challenges. They must cut or sequester their emissions while evolving to use renewable, non-fossil fuel energy.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Larry Glass
88454 4th Ave
Florence, OR 97439
laurenjunewold@yahoo.com
(541) 590-5311
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrick Mclaughlin (ptmcla@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:51:51 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Patrick Mclaughlin
1955 NW Hoyt St
Portland, OR 97209
ptmcla@gmail.com
(801) 824-6377
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alton Roundy (lynneroundy2@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:49:55 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Are we not committed to a healthier. safer climate ?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Alton Roundy
38438 SE Kitzmiller Rd
Eagle Creek, OR 97022
lynneroundy2@yahoo.com
(503) 637-3066
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Keene (mgrtkeene@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:43:31 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Margaret Keene
645 SW Loafers Ln
Madras, OR 97741
mgrtkeene@gmail.com
(541) 460-5449
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne E Harrison (jeanneh1805@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:42:40 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Are you serious, DEQ? How can you contemplate not enforcing strict climate pollution rules on big polluters? We're
all in this together; my generation needs to act now to protect the young and unborn who have no voice.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeanne E Harrison
837 NW 25th Ave
Portland, OR 97210
jeanneh1805@gmail.com
(503) 228-0457
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Basey Klopp (bklopp@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:34:57 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Have you seen the national news this month? Our country is buckling under the weight of climate disasters.
Our family has fled our home state of Oregon to get away from the wildfire smoke - but now we need to return to
school and work, in fear that the catastrophic smoke levels of last September await us. We have young children with
growing lungs. I have a chronic respiratory disease. We are running out of livable days in Central Oregon.
The DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection plan to include Oregon?s biggest polluters under the Cap. End the
burning of fossil fuels in Oregon. You need to do more than any of your predecessors to combat climate change at
the state level, our future is dependent on your action!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Basey Klopp
1808 NW Vicksburg Ave
Bend, OR 97703
bklopp@gmail.com
(541) 647-0008
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clair Clark (clairclark86@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:29:30 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
When I think about my future, it looks pretty bleak. The seas are rising, the air is choked with the smoke of our
precious forests, food systems are collapsing, and heatwaves are killing my neighbors. Even with all the chaos we've
seen so far, our planet's life support systems are still hanging on by a thread and we have a chance to prevent truly
calamitous climate change. Oregon must do everything it can to curb carbon pollution as quickly as possible,
especially by those who pollute the most.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Clair Clark
1055 Fairview Ave SE
Salem, OR 97302
clairclark86@gmail.com
(541) 231-7920
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kirk Erwin (krwn04@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:26:31 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Over the last year Oregon's landscape has been ravished by Wildfires! In which, has produced some of the worst
Air Quality in the world!
Ever effort to move ourselves in a clean sustainable enviromental ...needs to be priority with thoughtfulness!
Not very convincing for people that are acknowledging Earth's call for help!
Kirk J. ERWIN citizen, tax payer and Sierra Club member.
MOA...and retired industry engineer and Energy consulting!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kirk Erwin
12505 SE River Rd Apt 28
Milwaukie, OR 97222
krwn04@aol.com
(503) 652-7320
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Dix (elizabethcdix@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:24:38 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The current climate requires drastic action.   Let this be the legacy you leave behind! Make all polluters pay. For
too long the biggest polluters have contributed to the issue and they need to be held accountable.  
Governor Kate has nothing to lose! Stand up for the oregon we want to be, a green, thriving, clean state.
Thank you for all you've done and are doing.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Dix
5275 SW Chestnut Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005
elizabethcdix@gmail.com
(503) 703-4071
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Fletcher (bhf@teleport.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:21:37 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As a lifelong Oregonian and parent and grandparent nothing is more important To me and all Oregonians than the
issues of ?The Environment ?and especially the red flag warnings on climate change.Please act as if our future
depends on it? Because it does.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Michelle Fletcher
1537 S Comus st
Portland , OR 97219
bhf@teleport.com
(503) 780-6699
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Longanecker (julielonganecker73@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:18:26 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Julie Longanecker
1020 N 6th Ave
Gold Hill, OR 97525
julielonganecker73@gmail.com
(541) 500-7169
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Brown (brownbeardandrew@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:12:11 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We have enough problems concerning air quality from forest fires! Don?t let polluters off the hook!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Andrew Brown
PO Box 430
Murphy, OR 97533
brownbeardandrew@yahoo.com
(360) 481-4630
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ginnie Vigansky (cristianasca@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:11:41 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Dear law makers,
Climate change is real and it is up to every person on the planet to do their part to help reverse the damage we have
already done. Policies that protect our planet are essential to make large companies change their practices to help
protect our environment for future generations. Please create policies that do not allow companies to pollute or
environment so we can all have fresh air to breathe, clean water, and can enjoy our natural surroundings. I support
laws that require companies to take responsibility for how they do business.
Thank you,
Ginnie L. Vigansky
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ginnie Vigansky
4747 Carolina Ave NE
Salem, OR 97305
cristianasca@gmail.com
(541) 913-5538
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hummingbird Holistic Care Home (karinlkeita@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:03:49 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Big business can afford to pay to clean up their processes to reduce pollution, don?t let them off the hook.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hummingbird Holistic Care Home
8818 NE Everett St
Portland, OR 97220
karinlkeita@gmail.com
(971) 754-1611
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marty Brockway (beentaken59@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:59:42 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marty Brockway
4341 SW Hume St
Portland, OR 97219
beentaken59@gmail.com
(503) 953-5255
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marla Schroeder (artbymarla@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:58:07 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon DEQ needs to pass climate pollution policies that include all of Oregon's largest climate polluters! I try to
do my part born and raised here and need to have all our companies required to do the same, in order to have a
beautiful livable Oregon and world for all of us!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marla Schroeder
5506 s.e. holgate
Portland, OR 97206
artbymarla@hotmail.com
(503) 777-1583
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Hollenbeck (orhorse1@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:57:46 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Actions to address climate change are urgent and require rules to require all entities to participate. These companies
are not going to make the necessary changes on their own, and if regulators do not step up to the plate on this, we
are all, including the people running the polluting entities, are going to suffer hugely.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Hollenbeck
27731 SW Baker Rd
Sherwood, OR 97140
orhorse1@yahoo.com
(503) 682-1099
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Rodell (jamespaulel1@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:48:43 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Can't you do better?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
James Rodell
1756 NW Grant Cir
Corvallis, OR 97330
jamespaulel1@aol.com
(541) 829-9002
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Hosford (udo2much@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:48:25 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
In southern Oregon, we?re dealing with ever increasing wildfires and the smoke from wildfires both within the state
and in CA. By allowing ANY polluters to get a free-pass adds to our misery as we suffer through summer and fall
every year with increasingly hazardous air to breathe. Please help rather than adding to this already disastrous
problem by holding ALL polluters accountable for the pollution they have and are creating. This has to stop.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kim Hosford
328 Meadow View Dr
Phoenix, OR 97535
udo2much@gmail.com
(541) 227-8696
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Virgina Tarango (mazvirtar@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:46:44 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is time we acknowledge that natural gas and fracking are problems and stand in the way of meeting climate
change goals. Exempting them from GHG emission regulations is wrong and ODEQ has a responsibility to protect
the public and the quality of the environment.
Stationary polluters also need to meet and have limits on GHG emissions again to protect the public and
environment.
We count on ODEQ to meet their responsibilities regardless of pressure from polluters and business partners who
benefit as they continue to pollute.
Let?s also face that we are running out of time to prevent what our inaction on climate change will bring.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Virgina Tarango
2311 SE 34th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
mazvirtar@gmail.com
(503) 997-0828
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977Page 2861 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patty Larsen (pklaaslarsen@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:39:21 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Regulation must be across the board for ALL polluters! This is not a time for exemptions. We need climate control
mechanisms to protect citizens against industry that only thinks about there bottom line. Our future depends on
everyone doing their part to reduce carbon emissions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Patty Larsen
18 Skyline Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
pklaaslarsen@yahoo.com
(503) 325-0074
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Elliott (madamsandra@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:39:06 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sandra Elliott
7714 SW Barnes Rd Unit C
Portland, OR 97225
madamsandra@hotmail.com
(503) 292-1384
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Monty Knudsen (mddlknudsen@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:37:56 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I thought Oregon was truly committed to taking real climate action. However, the Department of Environmental
Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 is a huge step backwards! You should be ashamed.
This action is clearly not in the public interest!
I am outraged and have grave concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate
Protection Program? is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the
largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals
and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Monty Knudsen
14930 SW Hickory Ln
Beaverton, OR 97007
mddlknudsen@gmail.com
(503) 626-9686
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Nelson (drdeborahshafer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:34:46 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Deborah Nelson
6544 Crowfoot Rd
Trail, OR 97541
drdeborahshafer@gmail.com
(541) 899-9999
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Fleenor (jtfleenor@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:32:11 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Hasn?t this summer of fires, drought, extreme heat, storms and flooding taught us anything? Please hold all polluters
accountable now.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Fleenor  
5804 N Delaware Ave
Portland , OR 97217
jtfleenor@gmail.com
(503) 953-4921
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Veronica Poklemba (ronnie717@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:31:45 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is irresponsible to exempt fracked gas polluters from pollution reduction requirements! The really of climate
change is in front of us with weather disasters on almost a daily basis. The state needs to take serious action to
move us away from reliance on fossil fuels, and stop bowing down to the power structure of the fossil fuel industry!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Veronica Poklemba
4417 SE Crystal Springs Blvd
Portland, OR 97206
ronnie717@comcast.net
(301) 831-3734
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry Svoboda (jerrigger@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:20:37 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please do this for your children and grandchildren.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jerry Svoboda
1406 SE Marion St
Portland, OR 97202
jerrigger@mac.com
(503) 333-7133
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angela Mcfarland (angela@adpizza.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:18:16 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Angela Mcfarland
3235 NW Crest Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
angela@adpizza.com
(541) 760-5758
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Jennings (earthtendercreations@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:12:56 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am an Oregonian, and I want gas powered plants to be required to meet emissions standards, the same as all other
industries. I see the effects of climate change and demand that strong, equitable steps be taken to slow it down.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sally Jennings
21797 Siletz Hwy
Siletz, OR 97380
earthtendercreations@gmail.com
(541) 444-2687
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Heyl (bob.heyl@att.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:12:14 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Pollution is pollution! Plain and simple. ALL polluters should be treated equally. No one should get off the hook!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Heyl
14620 SE Loren Ln
Portland, OR 97267
bob.heyl@att.net
(832) 483-5286
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Garey Kurtz (garey52k@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:01:31 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Hello. I have witnessed directly the unwillingness of the Oregon DEQ to directly implement anti-pollution laws with
large businesses. It is these larger polluters that must be regulated if we are to reign In climate change and make
Oregon the example that Oregonians stand for.   DEQ seems to see themselves as an intermediary between business
and the State government to arbitrarily decide when to enforce our environmental laws. The cost of ignoring the
larger polluters far outweighs the short term savings to these corporations. Please make DEQ responsible for their
mandate to serve Oregonians.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Garey Kurtz
4929 SE Tenino Dr
Portland, OR 97206
garey52k@gmail.com
(503) 548-8646
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Helikson (mahelikson@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 7:59:42 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Helikson
3135 SW Garden View Ave
Portland, OR 97225
mahelikson@comcast.net
(503) 351-9563
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brett Lutz (weatherbtl@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 7:51:25 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
If we don?t regulate the biggest polluters, then we?re not really tackling the air pollution problem and it?s climate
change impacts. Industry should not be allowed to profit at the expense of the populace. That?s like burning out the
National Forest to protect private timberland during a wildfire when the smoke impacts will adversely affect
communities down wind.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Brett Lutz
1700 E Main St
Ashland, OR 97520
weatherbtl@gmail.com
(541) 218-5203
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jonah Maris (marisjonah59@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 7:35:54 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
please we are on the verge of no return with the environmental damages we?ve caused.. WE NEED TO BUILD
BACK CLEANER AND GREENER! we cannot keep moving on this path of money-driven destruction and
carelessness.. seriously all these fires and smoke are obviously caused from something. let?s make moves towards a
better future and think about our future generations and how they won?t have a world to live in if we don?t care of
this place . please please think about you?re decisions and keep in mind sustainability and green future.. i lost my
house in the Almeda fires last year due to climate change, we need to fix that or else the oregon we love will be very
different..
thank you for reading, i hope you?re inspired to make some changes :)
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jonah Maris
515 E Main St Unit M
Rogue River, OR 97537
marisjonah59@gmail.com
(541) 787-1438
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Max Montano (maxmontano@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 7:20:31 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The time is now to start making meaningful progress toward reducing our greenhouse emissions if we hope to leave
a healthy planet to our children.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Max Montano
7537 N Brandon Ave
Portland, OR 97217
maxmontano@hotmail.com
(408) 206-5440
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joan Davis (aattss@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 7:18:12 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
There should NEVER be a free pass for polluters. Please do your job and hold them accountable. There is no
excuse for not doing so!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Joan Davis
26850 SE Currin Rd
Estacada, OR 97023
aattss@earthlink.net
(970) 203-4710
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Dicks (gcd4000@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 7:16:47 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
George Dicks
2473 Hardscrabble Rd
Drain, OR 97435
gcd4000@gmail.com
(206) 571-1767
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Adams (rebeccasavage@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:33:41 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Polluters need to be held accountable. Our natural environment is all we have to survive.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Adams
5053 SE Ramona St
Portland, OR 97206
rebeccasavage@hotmail.com
(970) 390-1776
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Schapp (jeanneschapp@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:32:40 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
PLEASE, we are at such a critical point when it comes to the climate crisis. I am especially interested in doing all
we can to eliminate fracking and use of its gas and also really thinking about how our communities are affected by
not doing all we can to eliminate the devastating pollution which continues in our state. You have the power stop
these polluters. Please take action now.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Schapp
459 NE Hazelfern Pl
Portland, OR 97232
jeanneschapp@sbcglobal.net
(503) 707-6747
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lesli Williamson (lesliwmc@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:32:10 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Our environment is choking already. We need more than ever to clamp down on those who have been and will
continue to pollute it even further. Rather than let them off the hook, they should be severely penalized and be
required to clamp down on their environmental impacts in the future. Everyone needs to do their part to combat
climate change, especially businesses that can help make a much larger impact. Please hold them responsible for
their past and future actions regarding our fragile environment.
Sincerely,
Lesli Williamson
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lesli Williamson
2028 SW Clifton St
Portland, OR 97201
lesliwmc@comcast.net
(503) 525-7801
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ulrikka Haveron (ulrikka.haveron@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:28:22 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
To ensure our children have a healthy, livable Earth, we need to take immediate action to decease greenhouse gases.
Our planet does not have the time to let big polluters continue the harm! We must hold them accountable right away.
All of us must act together right now.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ulrikka Haveron
632 NE Failing St
Portland, OR 97212
ulrikka.haveron@gmail.com
(503) 734-4836
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heather Watts (twilightmoongoddess@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:25:32 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Clean air is crucial for health and ending climate change. Everyone skips be held accountable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Heather Watts
5568 SE Flavel Dr
Portland, OR 97206
twilightmoongoddess@gmail.com
(503) 786-0816
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Bennett (bbpcv@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:13:25 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Of course it matters, for your children and grandchildren. Next to their lives, money means little.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Barbara Bennett
1221 NW 11th Ave. #615
Portland, OR 97209
bbpcv@live.com
(503) 939-9519
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Buckendahl (dbuckendahl@ykwc.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:07:59 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
They are the ones who are killing our Earth through their greed   They need to and will pay for what they?ve done in
so many ways beyond a monetary hit
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dana Buckendahl
59866 Calgary Loop
Bend, OR 97702
dbuckendahl@ykwc.net
(541) 480-4038
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phil Goldsmith (phil@lopglaw.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:04:53 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Phil Goldsmith
2420 NW Marshall St Apt 315
Portland, OR 97210
phil@lopglaw.com
(503) 246-9628
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Foran (lauren49e@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 5:39:08 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
All polluters must be held accountable. Every body counts or nobody counts .
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lauren Foran
7710 SW 40th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
lauren49e@gmail.com
(503) 784-7068
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Eastman (etribe@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 2:50:28 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Eastman
1312 NE Wagon Rd
Toledo, OR 97391
etribe@charter.net
(541) 635-0030
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Georgina Wenick (sassoda@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 1:42:37 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This matters because life exists in this state, and pollution is toxic to living organisms. Seems like a no brainer to
any thinking, conscious human,
when will we learn? I have environment sensitivity and live in Oregon. My family lives in Oregon. How we treat
the environment is how we treat the people and animals that call this state home. Toxins and pathogens will come
for us if we continue down this losing path, indeed in many ways we are already seeing this in our environment all
over the globe. Toxic algae blooms due to chemical runoff, fisteria due to pollution, forever chemicals melting off
the icecaps, new and dangerous chemicals showing up in tap water across the US, super fungus strains that threaten
human health, and super mycotoxins made by mold that has access to toxic chemicals. How toxic does the world
need to be before self preservation trumps greed and political ambition? Time to not only open our eyes, but change
our behavior, or humans are doomed!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Georgina Wenick
146607 Wild Cougar Ln
Gilchrist, OR 97737
sassoda@yahoo.com
(541) 977-5053
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Maribona (sharonmarie23@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:44:24 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
doing what everyone else is doing. Fixing my blocked posts. I wondered where everybody had been! This is good to
know. It's ridiculous to have 331 friends and only 25 are allowed to see posts.
I ignored this post earlier because I didn?t think it worked. It WORKS!! I have a whole new news feed. I?m seeing
posts from people I haven?t seen in years.
Here?s how to bypass the system FB now has in place that limits posts on your news feed. Their new algorithm
chooses the same few people - about 25 - who will read your posts. So hold your finger down anywhere in this post
and "copy" will pop up. Click "copy". Then go to your page, start a new post, and put your finger anywhere in the
blank field. "Paste" will pop up and click "paste". This will bypass the system.
If you are reading this m
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sharon Maribona
25 School House Loop
Lincoln City, OR 97367
sharonmarie23@yahoo.com
(541) 764-3276
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandy Fox (aquasan@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:19:54 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is so inconsiderate, irresponsible, shameful and embarrassing! Oregon has always been a leader in most cases
and this issue shows what hypocrites they are...Who's getting kickbacks for not fixing this problem?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sandy Fox
14730 SE Smith Springs Ct
Damascus, OR 97089
aquasan@comcast.net
(503) 658-2060
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jamie Fillmore (jfillmore66@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 12:02:02 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jamie Fillmore
15739 NW Rondos Dr
Portland, OR 97229
jfillmore66@gmail.com
(503) 703-0963
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Lilley (lilleyotv@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 11:49:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Because if we fail to marry action with accountability then we are failing at stopping a future of climate crises.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sarah Lilley
7607 SE Market St
Portland, OR 97215
lilleyotv@gmail.com
(541) 905-2270
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Manildi (bmanildi@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 11:41:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Barbara Manildi
3525 Red Cedar Way
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
bmanildi@earthlink.net
(503) 635-4878
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Longoria (karenakohl@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 11:20:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Polluters are ruining the air quality for all the world, as is evident by global warming which is destroying our planet
for future generations. We must do all all we can to stop all kinds of pollution. Please halt all pollution offenders
accountable.

I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Karen Longoria
1743 SW Tamarack St
McMinnville, OR 97128
karenakohl@gmail.com
(971) 241-3394
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sonia Battrell (sambp74@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 11:17:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Businesses and government institutions externalise their liabilities onto us, at the expense of our health,
neighbourhoods, our ability to invest resources into public well-being.
Every dollar spent to clean up noxious and/or toxic effluent from factories and military installations is stolen from
schools, roads and bridges, medical care, transit, etc., to prop up share value.
Toxins in air, soil, and water stunt healthy development, leaving children less able to learn and play.
The cascading effects and the costs they incur are incalculable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sonia Battrell
7239 SE Mitchell Ct
Portland, OR 97206
sambp74@gmail.com
(503) 953-6116
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Roberts (homerjim82@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 11:09:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Amy Roberts
2883 NW Sunny Ln
Albany, OR 97321
homerjim82@gmail.com
(541) 926-4599
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gail Lamy (gailrlamy@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 11:07:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is so important that the major climate polluters must pay for their actions. I live in Jacksonville, Oregon near the
Applegate Valley. Our region has had 8 weeks of mostly unhealthy to dangerous air this summer. We must reduce
co2 emissions. Everybody must pay, even big oil and natural gas. There is no time to lose.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gail Lamy
210 Oak Knl
Jacksonville, OR 97530
gailrlamy@gmail.com
(541) 601-4195
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Jadanova (jadanova77@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:48:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
My health and environment is the most important thing I have. Allowing companies to pollute our air and water is a
violation of our basic human rights. Please do the right thing.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Anna Jadanova
443 SE Jackson St Apt 202
Roseburg, OR 97470
jadanova77@gmail.com
(240) 994-3893
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlie Graham (cgraham@teleport.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:46:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Charlie Graham
695 NE 4th Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97124
cgraham@teleport.com
(503) 679-4444
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosemary Ross (rosie.94ross@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:44:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Your decisions must stop all kinds of pollution that damage our environment so our grandkids do not have an
environment more destroyed than ours already is. Make choices so fossil fuels and plastics are eliminated in the
next 15 years. Be strong and don't let bad things pollute our world anymore. Save our earth air and waters. Thank
you.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Ross
910 Cherry Heights Rd Apt 120
The Dalles, OR 97058
rosie.94ross@gmail.com
(541) 993-2786
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Strange (k2bstrange@molalla.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:28:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I find it absolutely appalling the trucks that are bought from CA because they don't meet that states standards and
take up our OR roads and highways. Black smoke billows from their smokestacks drivers seemingly oblivious to
what this does to our environment. Today we traveled behind a rock truck. We were way behind almost causing an
accident by driving so slow, because rock was flying out the back of it hitting our car and windshield.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Karen Strange
730 Storey Dr
Molalla, OR 97038
k2bstrange@molalla.net
(503) 990-1043
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Snipes (gscrooge@excite.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:25:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
George Snipes
6934 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
gscrooge@excite.com
(503) 774-3394
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lawrence Farin (da.farin1@facebook.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:22:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lawrence Farin
53 Greenridge Ct
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
da.farin1@facebook.com
(720) 413-8046
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brooke Brandsmith (bbserenitytherapeutic@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:18:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Make polluters pay for their messes!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Brooke Brandsmith
137 SE 83rd Ave
Portland, OR 97216
bbserenitytherapeutic@gmail.com
(971) 322-6783
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Toohey (satoohey@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:15:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon?s biggest polluters have to be held accountable. We should not give anyone special treatment. Everyone has
to curtail their polluting if the world is to survive.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Toohey
PO Box 1974
Corvallis, OR 97339
satoohey@msn.com
(541) 908-6202
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Sewall (dlsewall@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:10:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dana Sewall
740 NW Cascade Ct
Gresham, OR 97030
dlsewall@comcast.net
(503) 666-8696
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Varekamp (ron@varekamp.org) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:47:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ronald Varekamp
2302 SW Chelmsford Ave
Portland, OR 97201
ron@varekamp.org
(503) 243-2230
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharah Keenan (keenan.sharah@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:43:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sharah Keenan
2336 SW Osage St Unit 303
Portland, OR 97205
keenan.sharah@yahoo.com
(510) 325-3935
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Liz Blalock (Lizardbags@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:43:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This matters to me because every human has a responsibility to do their part, to act now, to combat pollution and
climate change in every way possible. We can't do it alone. We must work together, as a whole community, with
more strict regulation and expectation from everyone. Oregon should be a strong leader in green living, so let's get
to it, and show other states how we're doing our part to make a difference.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Liz Blalock
7244 NE 8TH AVE
PORTLAND, OR 97211
Lizardbags@gmail.com
(503) 223-1083
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Hogan (lisa.hgn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:42:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We are at a critical moment- we MUST hold companies responsible for their actions!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lisa Hogan
10560 NE Skidmore St
Portland, OR 97220
lisa.hgn@gmail.com
(503) 432-1760
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shirley Shaw (shirleyshaw21@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:36:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Shirley Shaw
5675 NW Foothill Pl
Corvallis, OR 97330
shirleyshaw21@gmail.com
(541) 990-7004
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Rehder (melissarehd@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:35:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Melissa Rehder
5630 SE Malden St
Portland, OR 97206
melissarehd@gmail.com
(541) 646-6799
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacqueline Jenkins (jjenkins@volcano.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:26:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The people of this planet have already paid a huge price for the destruction these polluters have caused. It is far past
time that they pay for what they have sown. They certainly have the money to be able to afford it. Stop putting this
on the shoulders of the taxpayers.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Jenkins
3789 5th Ave N
Keizer, OR 97303
jjenkins@volcano.net
(830) 581-9694
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Pierson (lascap@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:22:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I just got a letter from nw natural wanting me to take a survey
I have not looked at it yet, but they probably won't like my answers. Urgent, we take drastic measures to try to
save our planet. Nothing else really matters
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Pierson
7877 NE Kian Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
lascap@msn.com
(502) 500-6039
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna De Ville (troublelovesmimi@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:22:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Anna De Ville
5330 SE Henderson St
Portland, OR 97206
troublelovesmimi@gmail.com
(206) 235-2924
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Hannigan (hanniganjb@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:18:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
These proposed enforcement plans are ridiculous without attention to the largest polluters .
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Hannigan
1820 NW Hawthorn Pl
Corvallis, OR 97330
hanniganjb@comcast.net
(541) 230-1050
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Peterson (mary.peterso@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:17:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Peterson
351 SE Back Bay Dr
Newport, OR 97365
mary.peterso@gmail.com
(555) 555-5555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristen Whitby (kriswhitby14@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:14:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I have seen the changes that our state's environment has experienced over the last several years.
The rain has lessened, the temperatures are rising, the threat of wildfires is increasing. For the first time in my life, I
am looking into buying central air conditioning. Last year, 35 miles of the Santiam Canyon, was devastated in fire.
Living in the week of the worst air quality in the world felt like Armageddon. I cried as I drove through the canyon
for to the forest time after the fire. Oregon is my home, I grew up hiking, boating, and skiing here. Now, I feel like
the outdoor sanctuary that I love is under attack due to climate change. Global warming is no longer a threat in
some distant future, it is real and happening now. We need to act quickly and boldly to effect change. Therefore,
ALL polluters must take part in reducing their carbon footprint print. The DEQ should be protecting the air for all of
us, not allowing the biggest polluters off the hook!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kristen Whitby
5630 SW Pendleton St
Portland, OR 97221
kriswhitby14@gmail.com
(503) 726-6277
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Hunter (whunter70@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:06:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Wendy Hunter
9036 SW 35th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
whunter70@gmail.com
(503) 245-4208
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Moisan (janemoisan@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:00:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Our policies need to match our priorities. We have to hold big polluters to high standards and create accountability
now.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jane Moisan
7206 N Fenwick Ave
Portland, OR 97217
janemoisan@gmail.com
(503) 539-9264
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Belson (lauratova@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:57:31 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is already so disruptive and expensive and will just continue to get worse if we don?t do something
about it. Summer almost feels half ruined half the time around here.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Laura Belson
4400 Calaroga Dr
West Linn, OR 97068
lauratova@gmail.com
(503) 789-7603
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Pincus (lpincus@umich.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:55:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate disasters are not just looming - they are here! Don't let the big guys off the hook. They are the ones that
most need to be regulated and, more importantly, redirected toward renewable energy.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Leslie Pincus
7870 SE 13th Ave Apt 202
Portland, OR 97202
lpincus@umich.edu
(734) 358-6035
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Weintraub (mrdanaweintraub@tutanota.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:48:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97003
mrdanaweintraub@tutanota.com
(503) 591-9470
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kendra Tester (kendra_tester@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:43:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
These corporations need to be held accountable
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kendra Tester
1770 Old Netarts Rd W
Tillamook, OR 97141
kendra_tester@yahoo.com
(503) 522-1764
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Wallace (serenity3212@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:38:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please do what DEQ is responsible for doing. Enforcing the regulations for all polluters. I moved because of
pollution. Quality air is so important for my health and quality of life.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Judith Wallace
90331 Lewis Rd
Warrenton, OR 97146
serenity3212@gmail.com
(503) 861-5651
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Crowley (mgcrow2@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:38:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Crowley
619 Grand Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
mgcrow2@msn.com
(503) 325-2128
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Louise and Jerry Pascoe (jlpascoe@centurylink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:26:25 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Louise and Jerry Pascoe
22099 Nelson Rd
Bend, OR 97701
jlpascoe@centurylink.net
(541) 389-0138
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julia Fitzgerald (jfitzgerald100@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:19:27 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Julia Fitzgerald
355 Schooling St
Harrisburg, OR 97446
jfitzgerald100@hotmail.com
(541) 995-4862
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan Lawrence (amethystpurple1@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:19:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Alan Lawrence
6901 N Haight Ave
Portland, OR 97217
amethystpurple1@msn.com
(503) 283-3825
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hella Nordberg (hnord65@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:16:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hella Nordberg
5086 Riverdale Rd S
Salem, OR 97302
hnord65@gmail.com
(503) 569-9829
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Marie Oliver (amoliver3396@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:12:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
To Governor Kate Brown and the Oregon DEQ,
Our world is on fire, and you continue to refrain from holding big polluters accountable, suggesting a fundamental
lack of resolve, if not complete corruption. We demand stronger leadership from you.
If you feel that you cannot do your jobs in a responsible manner that protects all of us from harmful pollutants,
taking years off our lives and literally killing some of us, we ask that you step aside so that others with more
courage, vision, intelligence, and conscience can do the work necessary to turn this ship around.
Thank you.
Anne-Marie Oliver
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Anne Marie Oliver
1826 SE 35th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
amoliver3396@gmail.com
(503) 568-2160
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Lofgren (carolofgren@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:12:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carol Lofgren
PO Box 1337
North Plains, OR 97133
carolofgren@yahoo.com
(503) 647-2058
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lilly Hankins (lilliford@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:11:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have a 5 year old daughter and am terrified about what the future will look like for her. We have to take every
measure possible to stop fossil fuel use and pollution, even if it's hard PLEASE. Do the right thing for the kids.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lilly Hankins
16230 SE Clinton St
Portland, OR 97236
lilliford@gmail.com
(503) 317-8613
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Harris (kermit.donna@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:11:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Donna Harris
55785 Lost Rider Loop
Bend, OR 97707
kermit.donna@gmail.com
(541) 593-1970
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kara Gonterman-Yoder (cnkyoder@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:59:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Our actions are impacting the future for everyone.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kara Gonterman-Yoder
291 Lexington Avenue
Astoria, OR 97103
cnkyoder@gmail.com
(503) 784-5517
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jillana Meyer (jillana_t@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:58:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
There is no place for allowing polluters to avoid accountability. The earth and our communities can not sustain with
dirty air, water and land
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jillana Meyer
255 October Lane
Merlin, OR 97532
jillana_t@hotmail.com
(541) 955-4561
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joel Philippi (prynnian@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:56:25 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Seriously, the world will be dead in 200 hundred years, do your job and protect your citizens
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Joel Philippi
5331 SW MacAdam Ave
Portland, OR 97239
prynnian@yahoo.com
(701) 403-9654
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristin Smith (kristin262smith@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:50:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kristin Smith
2368 W Burnside St Apt 208
Portland, OR 97210
kristin262smith@yahoo.com
(503) 327-8951
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Anderson (baportland@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:45:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have always cherished the clean air I breath in ORegon. However, the last 2 years it has taken a turn for the
worse. I have constant sore throats and ear aches for the pollution in the air. WHERE IS THE DEQ?
PLEASE - NO MORE FOSSIL FUEL USAGE IN OREGON! Fracking in Oregon is so bad on so many fronts.
The potential of earthquakes is ever looming! Fracking can bring on earthquakes. What are we thinking?
Multiple miile-long trains a day coming down our scenic Columbian River gorge pulling coal and oil cars. All
feeding into the air pollution.
We should be setting the standards for the rest of the nation/world - not adding to the problem!
STOP POLLUTING OUR AIR AND GROUND WITH FOSSIL FUELS!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Barbara Anderson
1500 SW 5th Ave Unit 2505
Portland, OR 97201
baportland@gmail.com
(214) 215-3252
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 977Page 2940 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Aydelott (staydelott@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:44:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Steve Aydelott
20770 Gallop Rd
Bend, OR 97701
staydelott@hotmail.com
(541) 312-4173
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Orem (j.orem@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:43:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Protect Oregon's air and water. Don't let polluters off the hook.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Judy Orem
41 Condolea Ct
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
j.orem@comcast.net
(503) 635-2607
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Renee Clark (relynn53@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:36:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Renee Clark
1580 SE 19th St Apt E9
Lincoln City, OR 97367
relynn53@gmail.com
(541) 992-0921
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Maas (michaelinwonder@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:35:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Michael Maas  
102 Slate Creek Road
Wilderville , OR 97543
michaelinwonder@gmail.com
(541) 218-3824
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Burns (bigeye61@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:31:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Burns
PO Box 486
Manzanita, OR 97130
bigeye61@me.com
(503) 812-5618
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosalie Sable (rsable@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:22:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rosalie Sable
885 Mindy Sue
Medford, OR 97501
rsable@live.com
(541) 973-2397
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janette Wells (catdvm@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:17:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Janette Wells
1218 SW Tanner Ct
Bend, OR 97702
catdvm@hotmail.com
(541) 383-1508
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Monica Vanbladel (monica.vanbladel@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:13:01 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is unacceptable that the biggest culprits of the climate crisis - which we are all experiencing in excruciating real
time here in Oregon - won't be held to their responsibility to make the biggest changes as we transition to a clean
energy future.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Monica Vanbladel
3628 SE 66th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
monica.vanbladel@gmail.com
(847) 826-3095
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Currin (jcurrin115@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:09:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am concerned about climate change and our survival as a species, not to mention all the other creatures/plants on
earth. Please hold polluters accountable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jane Currin
330 E 30th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
jcurrin115@gmail.com
(541) 221-6547
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Kempfer (wendybreaksout@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:08:47 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Will government agencies like Oregon DEQ ever work on the behalf of the people or will they remain as they are
now, subservient to the industries they are supposed to regulate?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Wendy Kempfer
3717 SE 42nd Ave Apt B
Portland, OR 97206
wendybreaksout@gmail.com
(503) 926-3867
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Harrison (harrirad@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:04:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Efforts to address climate change will not be meaningful if the largest carbon emitters are exempted from regulation.
I urge you to include all sources of climate pollution in the rules.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Harrison
585 Washington St S
Salem, OR 97302
harrirad@yahoo.com
(503) 585-1243
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Harper (braxy4097@mypacks.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:04:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Gas plants powered by fracked gas must be held accountable and reductions or elimination enforced in greenhouse
gas reductions. These Oregon's biggest climate polluters. They pollute nearby communities every day with
dangerous air pollution.
Getting rid of these gas plants is about climate justice. Low-income, rural, and communities of color have long
suffered from the impacts of climate change and hazardous pollution. The DEQ must find equitable solutions!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sara Harper
5120 Highway 35
Mount Hood Parkdale, OR 97041
braxy4097@mypacks.net
(541) 352-6966
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tamara Tardy (tamaratardy@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:02:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tamara Tardy
1606 NW 21st St
Lincoln City, OR 97367
tamaratardy@gmail.com
(713) 417-0974
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This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Sandvik (rmsandvik@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:59:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
A regulatory system that waives accountability is worthless. Don?t be worthless?don?t waste my tax dollars!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Richard Sandvik
685 E Coyote Springs Rd
Sisters, OR 97759
rmsandvik@gmail.com
(541) 207-5776
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cierra Buer (cierrabuer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:59:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregonians want a clean, safe, environmentally sound state. We also want to work with companies that are
responsible and safe.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cierra Buer
1570 NW Serrano Ln
Powell Butte, OR 97753
cierrabuer@gmail.com
(541) 430-5073
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vinette Kopetz (vinnkop@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:46:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I do not agree with free passes to the largest climate polluters. Be honest about polluters for our citizens!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Vinette Kopetz
3323 Neal Creek Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
vinnkop@gmail.com
(541) 354-1961
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sue Ward-Mccurdy (irdlts@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:44:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The DEQ hasn?t been doing it?s job for Oregon in quite some time. We used to know they would make decisions
that would help Oregonians, not business . But not anymore. Their name is an oxymoron.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sue Ward-Mccurdy
3005 NE Tillamook St
Portland, OR 97212
irdlts@yahoo.com
(503) 288-2504
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Tunno (tunnobuild@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:40:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mark Tunno
46006 Highway 62
Chiloquin, OR 97624
tunnobuild@gmail.com
(541) 892-7876
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Roberts (roberts.cindysue@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:40:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We can not keep backing down to big polluters. We will never make real progress this way. Please don't cave in! As
an individual I am doing all I can and I expect you to do the same.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cindy Roberts
3705 Baker St
Baker City, OR 97814
roberts.cindysue@gmail.com
(970) 391-2225
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lori Nussbaum (lori.jonathan@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:35:12 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We are currently natural gas customers AND would like all polluters held accountable! I am hungry for better
solutions and accountability for all. I am particularly concerned about the impacts on low-income and historically
disadvantaged communities.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lori Nussbaum
8021 SE Gladstone St
Portland, OR 97206
lori.jonathan@gmail.com
(503) 319-5167
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Wilburn (kw@kathywilburn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:33:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kathy Wilburn
5958 Mission Hills St SE
Salem, OR 97306
kw@kathywilburn.com
(503) 978-1772
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Klos (kenklosarch@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:30:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Environmental Quality - does that mean good quality or crappy quality? Fix the environment so we can breath, eat
and sleep safely, not so your owners can make their next yacht payment!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ken Klos
2407 NE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
kenklosarch@gmail.com
(503) 282-7028
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caroline Cunningham (dianacunningham62@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:28:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Caroline Cunningham
1467 Siskiyou Blvd
Ashland, OR 97520
dianacunningham62@gmail.com
(831) 376-1825
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Gonsalves (danmad14@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:23:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon governor blew it with covid vaccine distribution! I went from supporter to unconfident! Don't BLOW
Oregon's response to combatting Climate Change!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Daniel Gonsalves
1300 Kristi Lp.
Lakeside, OR 97449
danmad14@aol.com
(541) 294-3645
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kent Knock (kentkknock@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:23:01 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
How can you justify not regulating major sources of the pollution that made the legislation necessary? (I know the
answer: goodies from lobbyists. But you are not going to admit that, I suppose) By having legislation that addresses
the issue and then exempting major polluters you are making the situation worse. People then think a major goal
has been achieved when only little polluters without lobbyists affected.
Regulate all polluters.  
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kent Knock
2583 E Evans Creek Rd
Rogue River, OR 97537
kentkknock@gmail.com
(541) 582-0811
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caley Ream (caleyream@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:20:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Caley Ream
1665 Waln Dr SE Apt 248
Salem, OR 97306
caleyream@gmail.com
(541) 531-1058
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gordon Gerhardt (sierracakes1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:18:12 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Gordon Gerhardt
1425 E Park St
Grants Pass, OR 97527
sierracakes1@gmail.com
(541) 295-4107
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angela Jones (angelacjones@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:17:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Seriously? All pollution counts, especially where the action of one, abet a non person, does not absolve the acts of
all involved. Stop it, grove a spine.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Angela Jones
5835 NE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
angelacjones@yahoo.com
(503) 246-8070
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julia Allen (julia.h.allen@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:15:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The destruction of the Climate affects ALL of us. Those who pollute the most should bear the brunt of
responsibility, though we must all change our policies and processes. No favorites please, it is imperative that we
IMMEDIATELY enforce stringent and severe legislation to protect our environment as well as all life on our
planet. I want my grandchildren and my grandchildren's children to have clean water to drink, air to breathe, forests
to wander. Wait not another minute to demand responsible stewardship, it is the duty of us all.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Julia Allen
4405 Orchard Loop
Tillamook, OR 97141
julia.h.allen@icloud.com
(503) 812-4537
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Frink (jackflash920@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:15:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We have to breathe the air or drink the water or eat the food ,we can't just sit back and let them slowly kill us. Stop
the pollution.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Frink
10325 SE Holgate Blvd Apt 313
Portland, OR 97266
jackflash920@gmail.com
(503) 619-5731
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Levin (levin.beth@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:13:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Beth Levin
3043 NE 51st Ave
Portland, OR 97213
levin.beth@gmail.com
(503) 309-2658
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Mcentire (klmcentire@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:11:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change does not have loopholes or passes and neither should the State of Oregon!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Karen Mcentire
4532 SW 11th St
Gresham, OR 97080
klmcentire@yahoo.com
(775) 450-8237
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Regna Merritt (merrittregna@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:08:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Regna Merritt
260 NW Pittock Ave
Portland, OR 97210
merrittregna@gmail.com
(503) 228-4066
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Wild (carolwilf@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:07:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is very important to me
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carol Wild
161S. Old Stage Rd
Cave Junction, OR 97523
carolwilf@yahoo.com
(510) 612-3586
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Kelspn (dlkelson@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:04:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please reconsider your position of letting the major polluters in Oregon off the hook
Regards David
Lake Oswego
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Kelspn
130 A Ave Apt 447
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
dlkelson@hotmail.com
(231) 343-4664
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Auld (sndrld@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:03:37 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Corporations have had a financial free-for-all in this country throughout history. But very few of them have paid for
their exploitation of our valuable resources. Corporations have become rich with our water, our rich soil, our
minerals, our trees. Many of them have done so tax free, even collecting gifts from various public organizations. It
is time, as we start to experience the stark future on this exploited planet, time for all organizations, public, private,
or individual, to pay their own way. It is time for politicians to protect their constituents, and it is time for
politicians to stop serving corporations. It is easy to worship the rich and powerful. However that worship has left
us a polluted dangerous world. It's time for everyone to put environmental quality above the pseudo partnerships
offered by Oregon industries.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sandra Auld
9058 SW Westlund Ct
Tigard, OR 97224
sndrld@gmail.com
(503) 816-0489
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Fern Walker (fernbluewalker@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 6:02:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Fern Walker
3432 NE 150th Ave
Portland, OR 97230
fernbluewalker@gmail.com
(503) 593-0168
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Griffitth (david@graphyx.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:59:44 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Griffitth
2700 SE 160th Ave Apt 7
Portland, OR 97236
david@graphyx.com
(503) 254-8312
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Drew Miles (dmiles220@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:59:37 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Drew Miles
7524 NE Pacific St
Portland, OR 97213
dmiles220@gmail.com
(847) 962-4482
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Scott (georgescott485@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:58:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
George Scott
3197 NE Multnomah St
Portland, OR 97232
georgescott485@msn.com
(206) 604-1182
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Freeberg (jfreeberg0@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:53:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
James Freeberg
823 Blackberry Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
jfreeberg0@aol.com
(541) 482-7414
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Holmes (sandra1667@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:53:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sandra Holmes
5557 SW Hewett Blvd
Portland, OR 97221
sandra1667@aol.com
(503) 226-4323
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ginger Purvis (ginger.purvis@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:52:44 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The world as we have known it will disappear SHORTLY. You, the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
can join the many organizations working with hope to lessen or even prevent the devastation.   WE CAN TIGHTEN
OUR BELTS AND LEARN HOW TO LIVE WITHOUT ALL THE CARBON PRODUCTS WE KEEP MAKING
AND MINING AND BUYING.
Don't give the carbon polluters the exemptions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ginger Purvis
338 Indian Hills Ct SE
Salem, OR 97302
ginger.purvis@q.com
(503) 588-1649
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheila Ford Richmond (sheilafordrichmond@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:51:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It has come to the time when we have no choice but to take positive action to do all we can to reduce harmful
emissions
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sheila Ford Richmond
1002 Kesia Ct
Hood River, OR 97031
sheilafordrichmond@gmail.com
(541) 490-2287
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Kidneigh (kellyk@kkwineco.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:43:47 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We?re already in a climate crisis that the worst polluters have chosen to ignore and have not been held accountable
for their role for decades. The time is past to act and we can not continue on this path.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kelly Kidneigh
17429 NE Hillside Dr
Newberg, OR 97132
kellyk@kkwineco.com
(503) 487-7692
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Tegtmeier (dianeteg@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:43:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I've been working for clean energy since 1973, and now it's clear that we no longer need fossil fuel plants. Please do
not exclued natural gas plants from the new rules regarding greenhouse gas reduction.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Diane Tegtmeier
128 Strawberry Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
dianeteg@gmail.com
(707) 696-1283
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marshall Holloway (mholloway13@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:41:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marshall Holloway
1436 NE Covington Ln
Bend, OR 97701
mholloway13@aol.com
(303) 674-8152
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Hazen (stresskitty@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:40:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We should not be exempting the largest polluters of the air and water tables. Fracking is one of the dirtiest
production methods there is...it makes absolutely no sense to exempt this.,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Hazen
21745 S McBurney Rd
Beavercreek, OR 97004
stresskitty@yahoo.com
(503) 632-0203
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Thomas (tallone35@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:37:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Thomas
4133 Osage St
Sweet Home, OR 97386
tallone35@hotmail.com
(425) 496-3987
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeannine Mihalek (jeanninemihalek@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:34:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Stop the corporate polluters each and every one.   Our planet needs this for all of us to survive and you know this so
don?t go letting them off the hook.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeannine Mihalek
18184 S Redfir Dr
Beavercreek, OR 97004
jeanninemihalek@gmail.com
(503) 201-8082
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kari Brennan (karisovery@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:31:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kari Brennan
6060 NE Flanders St Apt C8
Portland, OR 97213
karisovery@icloud.com
(503) 298-5274
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Albee (purelyog@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:30:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Albee
651 E Intervale Rd
Grants Pass, OR 97527
purelyog@gmail.com
(541) 415-0435
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Javis Jones (subs@javisjones.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:27:25 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Anyone that pollutes should be held accountable, that means individuals, groups, business entities, government
entities, and any other human group that knowingly or unknowingly pollutes. Further, we need stronger mandates on
using energy sources that are NOT fossil fuels, and a hard date by which we are both zero carbon-emitting (methane
and other dangerous greenhouse gases as well), and also pushing new advancements in areas that help REMOVE
pollutants such as scrubbers and research into this area. Solar and fusion research should be our top priorities for
energy usage and development.
Thanks for your time.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Javis Jones
4215 SE 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
subs@javisjones.com
(971) 231-5655
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Luz Engelbrecht (luzengelbrecht@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:26:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please make all green house GAS polluters accountable
to pay their fair taxes. Otherwise, your constituents are forced to cover and pay for the gas producers? taxes. to do
so is wrong! make the gas producers accountable for their share of taxes.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Luz Engelbrecht
PO Box 672
Talent, OR 97540
luzengelbrecht@icloud.com
(541) 255-5555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dena Plemel (plemelhouse@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:25:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Get the big polluters as well as the little ones. It is going to take everyone working today to try and reverse climate
change. EVERYONE is accountable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dena Plemel
5420 SW 172nd Ave
Aloha, OR 97007
plemelhouse@yahoo.com
(503) 848-3757
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Baxter (kbmkat@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:25:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It?s time to hold all big polluters accountable, all of them not just some. Clean up our planet ?? now! Before it?s to
late.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Baxter
19849 River Rd
Gladstone, OR 97027
kbmkat@gmail.com
(503) 502-8805
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marsha Allen (marsha.allen@dh.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:24:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marsha Allen
6520 SW Parkhill Dr
Portland, OR 97239
marsha.allen@dh.com
(310) 612-7442
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Sweet (davidpsweet@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:22:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Sweet
4810 NE Sandy Blvd
Portland, OR 97213
davidpsweet@hotmail.com
(503) 281-4000
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lora Denman (wallacelora@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:20:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It would be wrong to exclude specific companies from climate legislation. Please think long term.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lora Denman
373 Southeast Baker Avenue
Gresham, OR 97080
wallacelora@yahoo.com
(971) 386-7301
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Edmonds (edmonds.steven@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:15:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Steven Edmonds
PO Box 480
Glide, OR 97443
edmonds.steven@yahoo.com
(352) 507-1516
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alice Shapiro (alice.shapiro2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:14:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have been concerned with and working towards a cleaner environment since before the first Earth Day and have
taught ecology and other biology courses at community college. Now I am a retired elder with grandchildren and
great grandchildren. As we are all aware, we are seeing the devastating effects of climate chaos which is upon us
now, not years in the future. I and my family and all families of our state, country and the world are stressed and in
danger, as are all other species. Any action we take is important. Please do your part to make real, effective and
immediate steps to truly help to protect the climate. Communities of color, which include members of my own
family as well as people of low income, also in my family, are most at risk. Thank you for being bold and
protecting our planet and all of its inhabitants.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Alice Shapiro
2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd Apt 320
Portland, OR 97201
alice.shapiro2@gmail.com
(541) 999-7278
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Frailey (robert.frailey@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:13:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Frailey
17108 SW Cobble Ct
Sherwood, OR 97140
robert.frailey@comcast.net
(503) 866-4053
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Welte (capa_7@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:13:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sarah Welte
18880 SW Hart Rd
Beaverton, OR 97007
capa_7@yahoo.com
(503) 591-1653
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Smith (tofindbob@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:09:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We NEED a healthy planet!!!....NOT more pollution/poison/environmental rape just for profit/greed....ALL
polluters should take responsibility for their pollution!!!!...plz/thx
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Smith
PO Box 583
Clackamas, OR 97015
tofindbob@hotmail.com
(503) 593-7840
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janice Rose (roseaj@colton.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:08:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am a mother and grandmother and I have gardened organically, watched my water usage, recycled, and reused for
the past 53 years. If I can do this, than ALL of the polluters should be held accountable to the fullest extent of the
law. NOT one of these polluters should be let off of the hook.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Janice Rose
20367 S Highway 211
Colton, OR 97017
roseaj@colton.com
(503) 824-5059
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Skonberg (lskonberg@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:07:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
You should go with the first draft as planned. Why are you exempting the biggest polluters get a free pass? Could it
be money payola to you?? DO YOUR JOB!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Linda Skonberg
564 Wildcat Canyon Rd
Sutherlin, OR 97479
lskonberg@mac.com
(541) 229-2700
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Bentley (judbentley@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:05:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have lived in Oregon for 71 years. The Oregon philosophy is that we take care of our natural resources. Pollution
should not be allowed.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Judith Bentley
157 Donald St
Oregon City, OR 97045
judbentley@aol.com
(503) 957-7168
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Edwards (ttiigeerr@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:02:25 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
To whom it may concern,
It is important for our state to hold those that have contributed to pollution in our state accountable for their actions.
We want the world that we live in to be well taken care of and those that help with that goal to clean up their mess
and pay for being done so and not passing the cost on to those that might be able to be able to take care of it.
Please make sure that those that need to be held accountable for their actions do act that the responsible adults they
can be.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Julie Edwards
2535 NE 46th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
ttiigeerr@gmail.com
(503) 522-1677
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Fall (chuckfall@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 5:00:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
If polluters don't pay for their pollution then the rest of society has to bear the cost. Fair is fair; make polluters pay.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Charles Fall
8300 SW Birchwood Rd
Portland, OR 97225
chuckfall@yahoo.com
(503) 246-1086
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Wagner (Suzanne.wagner4444@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:57:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Shame on you Gov. Brown !!!
HOW CAN YOU LET POLLUTERS OFF THE HOOK. I THOUGHT I COULD TRUST YOU.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Wagner
6005 SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy
Pdx, OR 97221
Suzanne.wagner4444@gmail.com
(971) 226-6211
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randi Eby (beasknees2011@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:56:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Randi Eby
2121 SE Tenino St
Portland, OR 97202
beasknees2011@gmail.com
(503) 901-7718
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Saude (deanndeb@centurytel.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:55:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debra Saude
1910 NE 21st St
Lincoln City, OR 97367
deanndeb@centurytel.net
(541) 557-9446
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Connor Amundsen-Kuester (camundsenkuester@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:49:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Connor Amundsen-Kuester
1985 SE Crystal Cir
Corvallis, OR 97333
camundsenkuester@gmail.com
(541) 905-4988
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Hiatt (bitbob@teleport.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:47:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
How can we let big polluters off the hook when they are obviously the very ones we need to regulate and close
down if they can't meet both our new pollution standards and our new laws designed to limit our carbon output. To
let them have special status is to pull the teeth of any new and effective legislation. We need to stop global warming
NOW and not allow the fossil fuel industry lobbyists to dictate loopholes in our regulations...
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Hiatt
15921 S Springwater Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
bitbob@teleport.com
(503) 318-2083
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Buccola (janecastelan@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:47:25 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am very disappointed that you, the agency in charge of environmental quality, is being swayed by Oregon's biggest
climate polluters, gas plants powered by fracked gas. By doing so, you are exposing all Oregonians and especially
those living near these power plants with dangerous air pollution. Oregon's greenhouse reduction program becomes
toothless unless you can find a more equitable solution to the rules. We are never going to progress toward clean
energy until this is done.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jane Buccola
205 Walnut Ave.
Silverton, OR 97381
janecastelan@yahoo.com
(503) 873-5509
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tyler Williams (nedryerson885@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:46:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Our air is already dirty beyond repair. Dont make it worse! To many respiratory deaths in the NW every year
already!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tyler Williams
427 NW 2nd St
Ontario, OR 97914
nedryerson885@gmail.com
(208) 891-7650
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Barger (john@johnbarger.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:45:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
John Barger
7752 SE 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
john@johnbarger.com
(503) 771-3620
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Pevey (peever1@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:43:01 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am concerned as to what kind of world we are leaving our children. I realize there are certain things we can do to
slow the process of destroying our environment and our precious ozone. We need cooperation from the major
polluters.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sharon Pevey
7430 NE Sandy Blvd
Portland, OR 97213
peever1@comcast.net
(360) 567-8646
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Meyer (rob_meyer@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:42:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Meyer
1212 E Sierra Vista Dr
Newberg, OR 97132
rob_meyer@live.com
(253) 720-1617
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Fraley (lindafraley58@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:39:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am an asthmatic and our country needs to stop polluters- these are our precious commodities. Clean water and air
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Linda Fraley
85113 Highway 101
Florence, OR 97439
lindafraley58@yahoo.com
(907) 831-0184
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Howard Shapiro (howeird3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:37:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
Seriously investigate the siting of the energy storage hub along Hwy 30 in north Portland which is sited in a soil
liquefaction area along the Willamette River. In the event of the long overdue earthquake the oil and gas storage
will probably sink into the liquified soil and ignite or explode from a spark caused by friction of the buckling old
tanks.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Howard Shapiro
2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd Apt 320
Portland, OR 97201
howeird3@gmail.com
(541) 999-1581
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Loomis (jloomis75@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:33:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Loomis
7327 SE 87th Ave
Portland, OR 97266
jloomis75@yahoo.com
(503) 317-3902
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Mrozek (hippesthrandma@yshoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:32:47 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown, Oregon DEQ must honor the voters decision for
New,, fair and effective climate policy holding ALL pollutersaccountable
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Catherine Mrozek  
321 Clay St. #45
Ashland , OR 97520
hippesthrandma@yshoo.com
(541) 482-5531
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hugh Peach (hgp@adapt.global) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:32:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Holding the big pollution sources accountable is essential. Otherwise the law is fake and the government employees
at every level involved in giving a free pass to worst polluters are guilty of misuse of office. Every day now, we see
consequences for previous bad decisions on climate - we have fires, hurricanes, floods, heat domes, changes in
winds that bring Arctic weather to parts of US and rain to the Arctic. We have to bite the bullet on pollution. As the
new climate report declares, we have already failed but we can make the damage more moderate. Please create a
structure to hold the big pollution sources accountable. If they are too powerful for the state to deal with - then say
so. Do what you can to protect the population going forward. There is no time left.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hugh Peach
16232 NW Oakhills Dr
Beaverton, OR 97006
hgp@adapt.global
(503) 645-0716
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debrae Firehawk (debraefirehawk@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:31:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The earth, it's balance, and our effect as humans, should be our first priority in research and action!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debrae Firehawk
PO Box 146
Eugene, OR 97440
debraefirehawk@yahoo.com
(510) 333-2396
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Kelsay (skkelsay@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:30:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Kelsay
701 Riverside St
Maupin, OR 97037
skkelsay@gmail.com
(503) 789-9667
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dorothy Tharsing (dtharsing@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:30:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
NO, NO NO! I was taught to clean up my messes as a child.   Polluters are not exempt. You made the mess, clean
it up and perhaps pay the medical bills of those you poisoned!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Tharsing
850 Division St SE
Bandon, OR 97411
dtharsing@gmail.com
(541) 290-8372
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Hansen (dmariehansen1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:30:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We are out of time! We must attack climate change head on and at every level. No one is exempt from the changes
we need to make NOW.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Donna Hansen
1759 Patriot Ln
Grants Pass, OR 97527
dmariehansen1@gmail.com
(541) 659-4660
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Will (jennifer@hdfixer.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:27:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Will
21730 Eastmont Dr
Bend, OR 97701
jennifer@hdfixer.com
(408) 705-3217
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dianne Cooper (dmatonn326@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:24:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
ALL climate polluters should be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law - no matter who they are! We are ruining
our Srate and country!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dianne Cooper
101 SW Jenn Way
Grants Pass, OR 97527
dmatonn326@yahoo.com
(518) 274-4435
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sigrid Varian (laughingnostrils@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:21:44 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please do everything possible to prevent climate crisis.
Giving a free pass to corporations to escape accountability is criminal.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sigrid Varian
5425 n Concord Ave
Portland, OR 97215
laughingnostrils@aol.com
(360) 936-6484
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kate Fuqua (kneidingerj@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:20:12 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The clean energy for all rules must apply to all, especially the biggest, dirtiest polluters. No free passes for the fossil
fuel industry, especially filthy fracked gas.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kate Fuqua
100 SE 52nd Ave
Portland, OR 97215
kneidingerj@yahoo.com
(503) 236-8550
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Joos (joosgalefamily@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:20:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Every polluter needs to be accountable to reduce climate harm!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sandra Joos
4259 SW Patrick Pl
Portland, OR 97239
joosgalefamily@comcast.net
(503) 274-8803
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Geear (jimgeear@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:19:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jim Geear
2211 Spring St
Medford, OR 97504
jimgeear@charter.net
(541) 772-6022
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Horting (snowmusic308@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:17:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon is beautiful and so much of it is green! I want to ensure that our future generations get to see the lush
rainforests and high deserts.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jessica Horting
1928 NW Florence Ave
Gresham, OR 97030
snowmusic308@gmail.com
(571) 438-5377
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Misty Gandee (mjulaneg@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:14:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Nothing matters more than our environment.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Misty Gandee
9225 SE Cora St
Portland, OR 97266
mjulaneg@gmail.com
(415) 966-6795
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Annie Mccuen (mccuen7691@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:14:12 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Annie Mccuen
1825 Fairmount Ave S
Salem, OR 97302
mccuen7691@comcast.net
(503) 378-7691
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Remco Waszink (waszink@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:13:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Remco Waszink
11205 SW Summerfield Dr Apt 106
Portland, OR 97224
waszink@comcast.net
(724) 953-3270
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan Rittenhouse (ryanrittenhouse@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:12:43 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ryan Rittenhouse
8008 SE Malden St
Portland, OR 97206
ryanrittenhouse@gmail.com
(440) 796-9695
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Kacir (dougkacir@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:10:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I voted for it !!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Doug Kacir
7635 SE Johnson Creek Blvd Unit 23
Portland, OR 97206
dougkacir@yahoo.com
(541) 517-3914
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deanna Berman (deannaberman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:09:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Our future could be a lot cleaner and heather for all if a few people who must be getting something from the big
polluters would stop enabling them. The whole world is at stake and those that enabling them should be looking to
get in to the future with businesses that are the answer and not the problem!,! STOP THE POLLUTERS NOW!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Deanna Berman
5332 NE 31st Ave
Portland, OR 97211
deannaberman@gmail.com
(760) 954-2896
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hava Dennenberg (havalee18@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:09:27 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Are you absolutely kidding me? We live in Oregon! You should be ashamed for even considering this. ALL
polluters must be held fully accountable for their actions. This is a no brainer.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Hava Dennenberg  
12916 NE Clackamas st
Portland , OR 97230
havalee18@gmail.com
(503) 998-8936
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robynne Whitaker (rwhitaker@nwrogue.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:09:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I?ve lived 60 years and have never seen a summer like this one, and my property and community were both affected
by the Almeda Fire of 2020.
We can?t keep kicking this problem down the road. The time to act is now.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robynne Whitaker  
516 Pheasant Run Dr.
Talent, OR 97540
rwhitaker@nwrogue.com
(541) 840-7212
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debbie Smith (rubydeb5@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:07:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debbie Smith
14561 SE Garland Ln
Milwaukie, OR 97267
rubydeb5@yahoo.com
(503) 888-3035
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Wagner (carol@craftedbycarol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:06:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As a person with asthma, and I'm particularly sensitive to all chemical smells, this is very important to me!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carol Wagner
350 Timber Ridge St NE Apt 232
Albany, OR 97322
carol@craftedbycarol.com
(503) 407-6726
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Louise L Browne (harmonybrowne111@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:06:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please hold big polluters responsible and make them pay
So they will be funding the cleanup costs.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Louise L Browne  
5011 SE 30th Ave
Portland , OR 97202
harmonybrowne111@gmail.com
(503) 374-4784
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Tomita (susielilac@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:05:48 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Susan Tomita
17730 Scott Ln
Gladstone, OR 97027
susielilac@yahoo.com
(808) 206-5205
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derek Coulter (dcoulter247@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:04:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We?ve got to understand that this isn?t about what we can?t do but finding what we can to move forward
TOGETHER
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Derek Coulter
PO Box 235
Cannon Beach, OR 97110
dcoulter247@gmail.com
(806) 681-6979
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon E Ciri (ciri5447@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:04:01 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sharon E Ciri
6709 SE Monroe St
Milwaukie, OR 97222
ciri5447@comcast.net
(503) 653-6235
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Hahn (kavikhahn54@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:03:27 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
How about we start thinking long term for a change?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ron Hahn
528 NW Deschutes Dr
Madras, OR 97741
kavikhahn54@gmail.com
(541) 475-4848
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Findling (sharonfindling@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:02:27 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sharon Findling
85 NW 33rd Pl Unit D
Newport, OR 97365
sharonfindling@gmail.com
(503) 760-1843
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Schramm (rpschramm@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:02:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is burning up our state. The Western Oregon that I grew up in and lived my 70 years of life in will
never look the same in my lifetime. Please live up to your promise of clean, renewable energy and abandon fossil
fuel gases. The 6 largest gas polluting plants in our state should not be exempted from our state?s clean energy rules.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Richard Schramm
3024 NE Bryce St
Portland, OR 97212
rpschramm@msn.com
(503) 545-9944
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allan Lowe (lowea47@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:01:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
All polluters should be regulated, especially the biggest polluters.
As an adult with asthma, and a long list of allergies, the summer smoke from fires is bad enough, without stopping
the largest polluters.
Put real teeth in the Greenhouse Reduction Program!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Allan Lowe
8880 Tingley Ln
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
lowea47@charter.net
(541) 882-6509
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Jones (atlantajjones@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:00:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We need to hold ALL polluters accountable. Having a "free zone" and a "polluting penalty zone" is like having a
peeing and non-peeing section in the pool. It doesn't work like that.
Please think about some of our hardest hit, rural communities when you consider your policies.
Thank you for your consideration.
Jeff
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeff Jones
19580 SW 19580 48th Ave.
Tualatin, OR 97062
atlantajjones@yahoo.com
(770) 778-1442
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Davis (cysliders@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 4:00:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
?NO? on A PASS To Pollute!!
The Future of Generations is ON The LINE!!!
We Need It STOPPED AND FIXED ASAP!!!!!!!!!
NO MORE FREE PASSES!!!
Enough Is Enough!
It?s Time To Step Up For The Future!!!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Davis
210 SW Nancy Cir
Gresham, OR 97030
cysliders@aol.com
(503) 997-2114
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paula Yocum (paula.yocum@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:58:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This isn?t OK. You can?t let some polluters off the hook. The big companies need to be held accountable too. It is
time we stopped giving into them. They need to pay their fair share and I do me ?fair share?. This climate crisis is
too devastating for some companies being allowed to get by without paying their real fair share.  
Stand up to these folks.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Paula Yocum
8924 SE Morrison St
Portland, OR 97216
paula.yocum@gmail.com
(503) 388-8097
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kent Pressman (kentpressman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:57:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kent Pressman
20025 Millcrest Pl
Bend, OR 97702
kentpressman@gmail.com
(208) 720-7296
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeri Iversen (dancingseer9@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:57:08 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeri Iversen
1267 Niagara Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
dancingseer9@icloud.com
(503) 325-2566
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sherice Halvorsen (shericedene@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:56:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Each year is getting warmer and warmer and it won't stop until we put a stop to increasing pollution!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sherice Halvorsen
920 8th st
Umatilla, OR 97882
shericedene@hotmail.com
(253) 973-2266
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Lyda (cere7email@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:56:18 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have chronic depression. A study was recently done and published in the UK stating that air quality affects mental
health, especially for those who already have chronic depression. I happen to be one of those people, and just
suffered acute anxiety due to the heavy smoke in my home. If there were industrial polluters in my area, the same
thing would have happened. Poor air quality makes people sick!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Lyda
495 Glendon Rd # 1928
Kerby, OR 97531
cere7email@gmail.com
(541) 415-0767
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nick Mcelmurry (probablynotnick@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:54:31 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I?d like my daughter and future generations to live in Oregon that is at least RECOGNIZABLE to what I grew up in.
Cutting slack to major polluters is the opposite of what we should be doing!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in ALL areas! Regardless of status
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nick Mcelmurry
9780 SW Eagle Ln
Beaverton, OR 97008
probablynotnick@gmail.com
(503) 504-6818
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carole George (mardau79@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:53:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have read repeatedly, that the major polluters are big wealthy companies and corporations. We only get this 1
world. Please, don?t allow money to change the course that Gov. Brown said would be followed toward reducing
the human impact on our climate, our world. The biggest polluters must be held as or more responsible for the
damage that they do to our climate. Please, don?t let them off the hook.
Thank you for your consideration.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carole George
327 NE Skipanon Dr
Warrenton, OR 97146
mardau79@gmail.com
(503) 440-5788
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Pozorski (rebeccapozorski@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:53:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Dear Governor Brown,
Please, for the life and future of my 2 year old and all children, please hold all polluters of our environment
accountable.
Thank you, Rebecca
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Pozorski
38560 Kings Valley Hwy
Philomath , OR 97370
rebeccapozorski@gmail.com
(619) 884-5854
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Riccio (ricchockey@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:52:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Catherine Riccio
1126 NE Lenore St
Portland, OR 97211
ricchockey@gmail.com
(503) 200-9979
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Keck-Buelna (keck_buelna@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:50:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We need to take action now to protect our planet from all climate polluters.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jean Keck-Buelna
17497 SW 104th Ave
Tualatin, OR 97062
keck_buelna@hotmail.com
(503) 784-1457
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arden McConnell (ardenm@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:50:47 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
DEQ has been lax in enforcement of polluters. We live in a neighborhood within the city limits that allows an
illegal 6,000 gallon marine fueling station operate 5 feet next to a hotel and across the street from our homes. When
the gas truck fills the tank, there no recovery and the air fills with toxic fumes. Toxic fumes also fills the air when
the boats fill up. DEQ in Medford, has been aware of it over 21 years of reporting, and nothing has been done. Can't
count on DEQ.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Arden McConnell
961 SE 8th St
Grants Pass, OR 97526
ardenm@charter.net
(541) 476-3333
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Deceault (me_deceault@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:50:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I want the cleanest air, water and resources available for myself, my children and grandchildren. I support
restrictions and laws that regulate clean standards for all and demand that ALL entities, corporations and
businesses are regulated and abide by strict standards NOW. Keep pollution out of our environment. REGULATE
and FINE those that refuse to keep our environment pristine!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Deceault
83269 Clear Lake Rd
Florence, OR 97439
me_deceault@hotmail.com
(541) 590-3195
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shannon Kiehn (shannonkiehn@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:50:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
They are destroying our world for money!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Shannon Kiehn
1354 Quinn Rd
Woodburn, OR 97071
shannonkiehn@yahoo.com
(503) 422-5873
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Talbutt (sharontalbutt@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:49:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The only real way to address climate change from pollution is to hold everyone accountable. Pardoning this person
or that company is the logical, efficient, or correct way to deal with this major problem.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sharon Talbutt
3280 Pleasant Creek Rd
Rogue River, OR 97537
sharontalbutt@gmail.com
(714) 350-4798
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Wolfson (debwolfson@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:47:54 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Deborah Wolfson
PO Box 1233
McMinnville, OR 97128
debwolfson@hotmail.com
(503) 803-7316
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynne Lowe (javaturtle@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:45:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lynne Lowe
124 Oak Grove Rd Apt 8
Medford, OR 97501
javaturtle@gmail.com
(541) 778-8306
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Hawkins (theclebe@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:44:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown I am disappointed to learn that the new climate pollution policies recently passed are not applied to
all industries equally! Our recent hot weather, lack of rain and forrest fires are a wake up call to all of us! We
MUST do everything we can to arrest climate change. Please make sure that new policies apply to all polluters.
Thanks for listening,
Susan Hawkins
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Susan Hawkins
205 Salem Heights Ave S
Salem, OR 97302
theclebe@hotmail.com
(503) 931-6992
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Schulte (ms97213@earthlink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:43:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Michael Schulte
534 NE Stanton St
Portland, OR 97212
ms97213@earthlink.net
(503) 539-6136
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Deane (jedathm@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:42:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
All pollution must be stopped, or curtailed, as soon as possible. No one should get off the hook for any reason.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Deane
22 Ivy Ln E
Monmouth, OR 97361
jedathm@gmail.com
(503) 910-6973
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shandra Officer (bobshandrainparadise@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:42:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Shandra Officer
1987 9th St
Springfield, OR 97477
bobshandrainparadise@yahoo.com
(541) 517-8487
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Kennedy (tykieh@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:38:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Scott Kennedy
6027 Sir Lancelot Ct NE
Keizer, OR 97303
tykieh@comcast.net
(503) 507-3178
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susanna Askins (tlknkr@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:37:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Susanna Askins
14640 NE Russell Ct
Portland, OR 97230
tlknkr@gmail.com
(555) 555-5555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John McSwigan (mcswigan@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:37:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
John McSwigan
6358 NE Rosebay Dr # 5044
Hillsboro, OR 97124
mcswigan@gmail.com
(503) 887-7653
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Armstrong (patriciajane@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:37:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We?ve run out of time. We must take every action to prevent further pollution and to hold polluters accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Patricia Armstrong
PO Box 653
Yachats, OR 97498
patriciajane@gmail.com
(202) 257-9862
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elaine Bettzig (ebettzig@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:35:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Keep working towards progress!!! Reduce pollution and everyone wins!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Elaine Bettzig
6031 SE Harney Street
Portland, OR 97206
ebettzig@yahoo.com
(503) 754-2503
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jasper Lawson (frogflakes@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:34:44 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Our state is burning and our way of life is under threat. There has never in human history been anything as important
as dealing with climate change. Please take action.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jasper Lawson
6830 SE 84th Ave
Portland, OR 97266
frogflakes@yahoo.com
(208) 201-9649
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clint Landeen (landeenc@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:34:43 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Clint Landeen
380 S Holly St
Canby, OR 97013
landeenc@aol.com
(503) 307-0703
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Wylie (wylieaerie@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:33:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As one Oregon citizen who stands with the vast majority of Oregonians who suffered substantially from the ?20-21
wildfires, I implore that all who are significantly contributing to our climate crisis do their share to correct the
course we?re on toward the demise of our planet as we know it. These course-corrective measures need to include
ceasing the processes that adversely affect the healthfulness of our air and water. Our governance has the authority
and a charge to service the well-being of all Oregonians and our environment.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Scott Wylie
339 S E St
Springfield, OR 97477
wylieaerie@comcast.net
(541) 285-3885
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Gorringe (richgorr@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:32:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is poised to
exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state
will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these
facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Richard Gorringe
3574 NE Stanton St
Portland, OR 97212
richgorr@msn.com
(503) 331-5049
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tim Hanrahan (timhanrahan@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:31:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Since I studied biology in high school 50 years ago I?ve been aware of the serious degradation of the environment
caused by humans. And practically nothing has been done to stop that degradation since. You work in the Dept of
Environmental Quality for the citizens of the United States who breathe, drink, play, work and live in the
environment. Please make the quality of all of our environment your number one priority. Not a partial commitment
or a negotiated agreement, a 110% commitment to preserve and protect the QUALITY of earth?s environment. You
are the front line. Make DEQ stand for what it?s name claims it stands for. Otherwise, to be honest, 50 more years of
pretending to care and compromising in the name of economics and ?progress? will bring about such dire
consequences that it won?t matter anymore. We will doom all of our children to an environment with no livable
quality. Please fight for us. Thank you.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tim Hanrahan
2326 NE 17th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
timhanrahan@mac.com
(503) 282-2598
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Lop (slopresti85@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:30:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sarah Lop
3837 N Juneau St
Portland, OR 97217
slopresti85@gmail.com
(603) 617-9036
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Visse (dana.visse@oregonmetro.gov) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:30:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As a climate analyst professionally and as a concerned parent I feel extreme urgency knowing the climate science,
our waning timeframe for action, and what inaction means for our children?s future. We have to call on industry and
business across all sectors, to take responsible action to divest from carbon intensive practices, investments and
infrastructure. Please send the message to corporations across Oregon that time has run out on irresponsible climate
inaction and dinosaur practices. We must evolve, decarbonize, regenerate our natural ecosystems and implement
climate action across our state like our future depends upon it?because it does.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dana Visse
3658 SE Flavel St
Portland, OR 97202
dana.visse@oregonmetro.gov
(503) 320-9612
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abram Blackwood (abramdb@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:29:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Abram Blackwood
4190 Rosepark Dr
West Linn, OR 97068
abramdb@me.com
(510) 747-9022
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Brown (annbrown323@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:28:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please take the attitude of serving the most affected first and determining how the most powerful and damaging to
the damaging to the environment take responsibility for their polluting!
NOW, before we are in even more dire times. Corporations are considered people for untold donations. They seem
to have unlimited power to rebate our earth without answering.
There is no Planet B. Think about it!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ann Brown
959 Tiara St
Eugene, OR 97405
annbrown323@yahoo.com
(707) 933-6606
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erin Kilpatrick (el_kilpatrick@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:24:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This past Spring, Oregon passed a 100% clean energy for all bill, setting standards for clean energy. The spirit of the
bill is clearly to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, yet the DEQ will exempt the biggest polluters in the state in its
greenhouse reduction program. Exacerbating climate change to protect the fracking industry is foolish and
malicious. Our summers are hotter, we are in significant drought, our forests are burning, and we're covered in
smoke for weeks at a time.
Help! Do your job! Protect people, wildlife, forests, and streams from what promises to be increasing climate
change in the years to come. Hold the fosil-fuel industry accountable to reduce carbon emissions!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Erin Kilpatrick
390 NW 17th St
Bend, OR 97703
el_kilpatrick@yahoo.com
(206) 721-2495
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joan Wikler (jgwikler@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:24:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Joan Wikler
1616 S Harbor Way Unit 310
Portland, OR 97201
jgwikler@gmail.com
(541) 270-6403
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Rubey-Guerreiro (j.rubey.guerreiro@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:22:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Rubey-Guerreiro
7118 SW 171st Dr
Beaverton, OR 97007
j.rubey.guerreiro@gmail.com
(801) 648-4350
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristen Christie (kristenaileenchristie@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:21:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kristen Christie
6500 SW Scholls Ferry Rd Apt 2
Portland, OR 97223
kristenaileenchristie@gmail.com
(360) 947-1235
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Reinebach (ron.reinebach@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:20:37 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ron Reinebach
8945 SW Monterey Pl
Portland, OR 97225
ron.reinebach@comcast.net
(503) 477-6266
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberly muehleisen (sfkimpdx@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:19:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I?ve been recycling since 1979, when as a child I heard about Greenhouse gasses.
We are NOW at a point of no return.
I never would have had a child if I thought our ?servants of The People? were doing their best to keep us safe and
sound.
It?s fossil fuel corruption, big business and corrupt lawmakers now that KNOW WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE.
Do it!
I will plan on making sure to help VOTE OUT republicans, trumpists, QAnon ers and climate deniers!!!
This is for ALL LIFE on Earth.
Get your shit together!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kimberly muehleisen
21184 NW Cannes Dr
Portland, OR 97229
sfkimpdx@yahoo.com
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(541) 968-2145
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Holley (thomasholley@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:17:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Thomas Holley
1711 NE 125th Ave
Portland, OR 97230
thomasholley@icloud.com
(503) 970-4902
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Michaud (janemichaud29@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:15:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jane Michaud
1729 Main St
Forest Grove, OR 97116
janemichaud29@hotmail.com
(802) 257-8533
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Frangente (franlisa2000@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:15:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I?m constantly surprised at the level of pollution, and free pass to polluters in Portland.
I don?t feel the DEQ honestly has the health and welfare of the Portland population as it?s primary concern
From diesel, and oil trains to the half hearted approach to the toxic Willamette River clean up , or lack of clean up,
your current approach is absolutely unacceptable.
Please put the health of Portlanders first!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lisa Frangente
1134 NW 25th Ave D
Portland, OR 97210
franlisa2000@gmail.com
(619) 261-6767
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Heumann (mjheumann@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:15:08 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please help secure an environment in Oregon that respects the people who lit here.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Judy Heumann
4343 NE 49th Ave
Portland, OR 97218
mjheumann@gmail.com
(503) 249-1499
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rose Gerstner (rosegerstner@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:15:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please regulate large companies, especially fossil fuel companies and keep our communities safe and healthy.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rose Gerstner
5198 Sterling Creek Rd
Jacksonville, OR 97530
rosegerstner@gmail.com
(541) 899-3988
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurel Dryland (laureldryland@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:14:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I will vote for green energy policy and those who support it. I moved to Oregon for its beauty and outdoor
recreation. This will become more valuable in the future while the mess caused by logging and pollution ruin this
feature of Oregon and cost far more than any profit possible.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Laurel Dryland
179 Logan Dr
Ashland, OR 97520
laureldryland@me.com
(541) 840-0011
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Dendiuk (jdendiuk@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:12:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
With health issues on the rise due to a the Covid pandemic, we have to be more vigilant about what we allow to be
put into our environment. Please stop the pollution by making the biggest contributors accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
John Dendiuk
3046 NE 56th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
jdendiuk@gmail.com
(971) 221-2805
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Erwin (pamela.er11@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:11:44 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
There is only one Oregon. Which one do you want to leave for your children's children to enjoy? Do not give a pass
or exempt climate polluters- our kids depend upon your decisions now.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Pamela Erwin
444 NW Survista Ave
Corvallis, OR 97330
pamela.er11@gmail.com
(541) 735-4262
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Kubick (kubick.tech@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:11:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The greenhouse gas reduction program needs to address all sources of pollution--and not exempt fossil fuel-powered
facilities.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kathy Kubick
7251 SW Lynnwood Ct
Wilsonville, OR 97070
kubick.tech@msn.com
(503) 830-9066
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Darrel Whipple (dwhipple@opusnet.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:11:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Big polluters should not be exempt. As a rural Oregon resident since 1970 I have seen too much catering to
corporate lobbyists and campaign donors. Now, with so much at stake for my remaining years and my family's
future in a human-wrecked climate, I implore you to get tough and do the necessary regulating and enforcement.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Darrel Whipple
76439 Alston-Mayger Rd
RAINIER, OR 97048
dwhipple@opusnet.com
(503) 556-9838
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harry Anderton (haredoga@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:11:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We are rapidly running out of time to control heating of our atmosphere. Once we let it happen the whole landscape
will change and Oregon will no longer be a temperate green state. Not only will extreme heating events, like the one
this summer, become more common but our whole agricultural environment will change. We need to recognize this
and have it reflected in our state policies so that we can become a leader in controlling climate change, not just for
the US but for the whole world.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Harry Anderton
11445 SW Lynnvale Dr
Portland, OR 97225
haredoga@gmail.com
(503) 645-7356
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Cutler (snjcutler@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:11:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I want to know that Oregon is serious about being a leader in climate change legislation. I moved here over 20 years
ago because it was a state that I thought held the progressive values that I believe in.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Stephen Cutler
469 Aqua Vista Loop
Yachats, OR 97498
snjcutler@gmail.com
(541) 547-3278
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Casey (michellecasey02@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:10:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Michelle Casey
5336 NE 41st Ave
Portland, OR 97211
michellecasey02@gmail.com
(928) 713-8302
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Perry (laurelperry82@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:09:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
You do realize the amount of money paid due the increasing climate change disasters. Instead of paying after the
fact how about some strong preventative measures? I wonder! Is it $?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Laurie Perry
2210 SW Ecole Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005
laurelperry82@gmail.com
(503) 430-1818
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendyn Price (wendynprice@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:08:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The air, the waters, have no property lines. They belong to all of us. They are the responsibility of all of us. No one
person, family, business, corporation, or industry has the right to pollute common resources.
When a fire burns on the other side of the hills, I still have to breathe the smoke. When toxins are spilled into a river,
folks downstream may ingest them. When run-off from a CAFO seeps into a stream the natural balance of
organisms is thrown off and can produce poisonous algae booms.
All pollution sources need to be regulated rigorously and equally.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Wendyn Price
246 9th Street Alley
Ashland, OR 97520
wendynprice@icloud.com
(541) 292-7681
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erlona Storo (oceanlollyann@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:07:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I want oregon to remain a beautiful state for generations to come. Ignoring polluters puts everyone at risk. Now
and in the future.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Erlona Storo
PO Box 215
Netarts, OR 97143
oceanlollyann@gmail.com
(503) 812-2828
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Hofmann (dtschof70@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:07:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Deborah Hofmann
6008 SE 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97202
dtschof70@gmail.com
(503) 367-1349
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Balfour (kellyb161957@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:06:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We only have one planet and we've waited too long to stop the polluting things have gotten serious. And they still
pollute and just pay a fine. They need to be shut down if they can't stop causing pollution they need to be stopped
now not 5 10 15 20 years from now
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kelly Balfour
370 Snowmoody way
Ontario, OR 97914
kellyb161957@gmail.com
(541) 823-7042
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Duke (lisaduke621@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:05:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lisa Duke
3014 Hummingbird Ln
Eugene, OR 97405
lisaduke621@msn.com
(541) 953-8476
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charley Cross (charley@charleycross.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:03:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in ALL sectors, without exception.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Charley Cross
1101 Lithia Way
Talent, OR 97540
charley@charleycross.com
(916) 835-6325
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcus Lanskey (mlanskey@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:03:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon should become a leader in confronting the existential Climate Change threat.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marcus Lanskey
3867 Potter St
Eugene, OR 97405
mlanskey@gmail.com
(541) 501-2760
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Thomas (jtbryn@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:03:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The biggest polluters cannot be let off the hook for this--they are the main reason why we are in this situation the
first place. Please do not allow exemptions for big gas plants if you really care about saving this earth!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jessica Thomas
8983 N Westanna Ave Apt 64
Portland, OR 97203
jtbryn@gmail.com
(865) 776-8748
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dustin Kearns (kearnsmdustin@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:03:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
You make a mess, you clean it up. That?s an easy lesson all children learn. Time for these adults to be responsibly
for their actions don?t you think?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dustin Kearns
7315 SE Tolman St
Portland, OR 97206
kearnsmdustin@gmail.com
(602) 571-2326
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurel Ramsey (laurelramsey130@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:02:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The world is burning. It is way past time to take aggressive action to stop the worst of climate change.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Laurel Ramsey
946 Oak St
Silverton, OR 97381
laurelramsey130@hotmail.com
(503) 547-4676
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Serena Blair (catdoglizardlover@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:01:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please take all climate concerns seriously! We cannot ignore this any longer. I've been trying to educate people
about the environment for 25 years. None of this is new! We have created this hell for ourselves and we must be the
ones to fix it! Every plant and animal on this beautiful Earth needs humans to fix the situation.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Serena Blair
4160 SW 173rd Ave
Aloha, OR 97078
catdoglizardlover@gmail.com
(503) 349-4839
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bruce Schacht (bruinswood2@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:01:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The biggest polluters are the LAST ones who should be exempted from new pollution control requirements.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Bruce Schacht
5747 SW Boundary St
Portland, OR 97221
bruinswood2@aol.com
(503) 244-0747
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andy Land (andylandmale@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:01:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Andy Land
6663 SW Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy
Portland, OR 97225
andylandmale@gmail.com
(503) 901-3022
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brittany Dugi-Turner (brittdugiturner@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:00:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please protect our planet and our children?s future!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Brittany Dugi-Turner
39385 River Dr
Lebanon, OR 97355
brittdugiturner@gmail.com
(818) 620-2503
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Herbert (betsyherbert4trees@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:59:44 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
If Oregon doesn?t act NOW to reduce greenhouse gases from known big polluters, then government is failing to do
its job and not protecting the public trust.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Herbert
6560 NW Vineyard Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
betsyherbert4trees@gmail.com
(831) 291-7861
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Boyd (nancy.brightwings@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:59:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It seems to me that those responsible for the largest pollution on the planet should be held accountable and made to
reduce their impact as rapidly as possible. Just because a company contributes some public good does not disqualify
them from accountability.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nancy Boyd
PO Box 5553
Eugene, OR 97405
nancy.brightwings@gmail.com
(541) 357-8375
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allyson Smith (allyson.jones.smith@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:55:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I am a long term Oregonian who knows the importance of clean air and water for humans and all creatures who
inhabit our environment. The job of the EPA is to ?PROTECT? and to do that, the EPA should hold all polluters
accountable. Nothing less!!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Allyson Smith
1795 Rowena Creek Rd
Mosier, OR 97040
allyson.jones.smith@gmail.com
(541) 806-4088
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles King (cbryanking@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:55:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Not only is it counterproductive but it?s also unconscionable to let the largest polluters off the hook. Our planet is in
a dire crisis that requires bold, decisive action across the board, not just on certain polluters but all polluters. They?
re the ones who put us in this position, they don?t deserve exemptions, if anything they deserve harsher restrictions
and punishments. It is a dereliction of your duty to the people of Oregon to do any less.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Charles King
1755 NW Kearney St Apt 320
Portland, OR 97209
cbryanking@hotmail.com
(971) 601-8072
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Douglas H Monson (henrymonson1941@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:55:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Douglas H Monson
2252 Table Rock Rd Spc 130
Medford, OR 97501
henrymonson1941@gmail.com
(541) 326-6914
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Devora Yundt (devoray8@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:55:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It is important to hold those responsible for pollution accountable. It?s a sickness to allow corporate $$$ to replace
action toward a healthier state and planet. We are all in this together..
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Devora Yundt
2760 Taylor St
Eugene, OR 97405
devoray8@gmail.com
(707) 272-5135
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cherri Mason (babble@bedlambarber.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:54:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cherri Mason
4917 SE 64th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
babble@bedlambarber.com
(503) 422-3374
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jay Cosnett (jaycosnett@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:53:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions is critical to the well-being of our state, for generations to come. No polluter
should be exempt! Please remember that it is the most historical oppressed people who pay the highest price for
climate-changing pollution, while large corporations rake in the profits.
You have shown generally very good leadership on climate. Please fix this so we can continue to support you!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jay Cosnett
3735 SE Cora St
Portland, OR 97202
jaycosnett@gmail.com
(503) 758-0515
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tammy Gartner (tammy.gartner1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:53:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tammy Gartner
17700 SW Kramien Rd
Newberg, OR 97132
tammy.gartner1@gmail.com
(971) 221-6107
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julia Mccarl (jmccarl3@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:52:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This state is so beautiful and we need to be good , so that we can return it to better health for future generations!!
Please act to protect our planet .... our only home! ??????????
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Julia Mccarl
2323 SE Barnes rd
Gresham, OR 97080
jmccarl3@gmail.com
(503) 758-5452
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristl Oliver (koliver@amfam.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:51:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Increases in temperature caused by human activity will cause more property damage, loss of life and loss of water
resources. All corporations need to be accountable now. We should not exempt any corporations in Oregon for their
contribution to heat trapping gasses in the atmosphere.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kristl Oliver
3180 SW 98th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
koliver@amfam.com
(503) 705-1216
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joel Kay (jjkof1@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:50:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Joel Kay
10707 SE Stanley Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222
jjkof1@msn.com
(503) 654-5567
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Thompson (bsand@bendbroadband.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:50:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
If we're learned anything during 2020-21, it's that we need to do better to protect our health, our water, our air, and
all the systems that support healthy, sustainable, forward-moving endeavors. NOT pollution, disregard, looking the
other way, letting things pass, ... Don't miss this prime and almost too late moment to keep the do-better ball rolling.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sandra Thompson
1940 NW Monterey Pines Dr
Bend, OR 97703
bsand@bendbroadband.com
(541) 550-7490
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Baker (rbaker6505@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:49:47 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
No polluter should get a free pass on this crucial time. Regulate industry to combat climate change!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Baker
11871 SE Acacia St
South Beach, OR 97366
rbaker6505@charter.net
(541) 867-6505
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyla Coy (kyla.coy@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:49:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This matters to me because Oregon is already so inundated with wildfire smoke it?s as important as ever do we
everything possible to keep our air clean.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kyla Coy
542 Mill St
Springfield, OR 97477
kyla.coy@gmail.com
(541) 232-9002
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alisha Stireman-Beyer (alishastiremanbeyer@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:49:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
If we really care about our environment, community, or ourselves and our children, we must hold polluters
responsible for their contribution to environmental damage and health and health-endangering pollution.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Alisha Stireman-Beyer
13436 SE Bush St
Portland, OR 97236
alishastiremanbeyer@gmail.com
(801) 759-1159
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kerie Raymond (kerie.raymondnd@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:49:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kerie Raymond
20060 Rock Bluff Cir,
Bend , OR 97702
kerie.raymondnd@gmail.com
(541) 977-8684
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Albert (albert2910@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:48:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to front line communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the front line rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Anthony Albert
285 NW 35th St Apt 8
Corvallis, OR 97330
albert2910@msn.com
(541) 753-2910
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melanie Davis (melanie.davis@rocketmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:48:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This matter affects all of us, in Oregon and beyond. Amidst rapidly accelerating climate chaos, exempting the worst
pollution offenders is the LAST thing we need to be doing. We do not have forever to get this right!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Melanie Davis
20944 SW 103rd Dr
Tualatin, OR 97062
melanie.davis@rocketmail.com
(503) 885-1879
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rich Bowden (rbowden4@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:48:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I want my daughter to grow up in a world that doesn?t have climate disasters constantly. We are already seeing it
happen. Letting polluters off the hooks will only perpetuate the problem. EVERY company must do their part,
NOW!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rich Bowden
660 W 26th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
rbowden4@gmail.com
(458) 215-5060
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mitchell Stargrove (drmitch@wellspringofhealth.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:47:44 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mitchell Stargrove
25665 SW Wolsborn Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97123
drmitch@wellspringofhealth.com
(503) 628-0165
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Smith (sauter_27@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:47:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon is my home. I was born here 46 years ago. Traveled around and could never picture myself living elsewhere.
Please don?t let polluters off the hook. Watching my beloved state fall to ruin shouldn?t be taken lightly.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Melissa Smith
21037 SW Houston Dr
Sherwood, OR 97140
sauter_27@hotmail.com
(503) 449-6139
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Darienzo (markdari@pacifier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:46:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mark Darienzo
6923 NE Morris St
Portland, OR 97213
markdari@pacifier.com
(503) 891-6635
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leticia Urciel (urciell@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:45:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Leticia Urciel
344 Madrona Ave S
Salem, OR 97302
urciell@yahoo.com
(503) 840-7339
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Taylor (glacierrefer@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:45:18 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Taylor
PO Box 108
Corvallis, OR 97339
glacierrefer@yahoo.com
(541) 757-1514
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacqueline Jenkins (jjenkins@volcano.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:45:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Jenkins
3789 5th Ave N
Keizer, OR 97303
jjenkins@volcano.net
(830) 581-9694
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen A Johnson (seasaj777@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:44:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Punish polluters, make them spend the CEO salary to clean up.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Stephen A Johnson
3385 SW 100th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
seasaj777@gmail.com
(503) 320-5072
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Cherry (rcherr@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:44:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please hold all polluters in the state to the same rules. Don't exempt the largest polluters from the consequences of
their pollution. There needs to be no exceptions!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Cherry
40080 SW Gibson Rd
Gaston, OR 97119
rcherr@gmail.com
(503) 349-2357
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Hinkle (thomaswhinkle@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:43:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Enough is enough!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Thomas Hinkle
6367 Hiawatha Ct
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
thomaswhinkle@hotmail.com
(503) 451-4346
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debbie Garoutte (debbiegaroutte@icloud.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:43:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I'm a 63 year old native Oregonian who can remember drinking out of crystal clear creeks and having beautiful blue
skies, without any pollution, to play under as a child. Today's children are not able to experience this, thanks to these
people whose only concern is profits at Oregonian's expense. You need to be stricter in regulating these polluters not
negligible in how you do it.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debbie Garoutte
4349 Midway Ave
Grants Pass, OR 97527
debbiegaroutte@icloud.com
(541) 237-4557
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Scott (sescott@easystreet.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:42:43 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The climate science has been clear for years! We, as a species, have wasted precious time claiming it was too hard
or too expensive stop our destructive habits and even pretending it wasn?t happening. We do not have any more
time to waste. No company or industry can be allowed to continue practices that accelerate climate change and to
cause yet more damage to the people and communities with the fewest resources.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Susan Scott
19876 SW Meadowbrook Ct
Aloha, OR 97078
sescott@easystreet.net
(503) 806-2457
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lois White (loeyw1@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:41:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lois White
1420 Redwood Cir Apt 236
Grants Pass, OR 97527
loeyw1@gmail.com
(541) 227-8453
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Danny Hodnot (danhodnot@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:41:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The Clean Energy Bill was passed to protect all Oregonians. To now consider exempting some businesses, or a
number of the biggest polluters is the reason why   government loses the trust of the people. This is another
example of how corporate money talks. Hold all polluters accountable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Danny Hodnot
11625 SW Duchess Way
Beaverton, OR 97008
danhodnot@yahoo.com
(503) 341-5043
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Bernt (berntj@ohio.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:40:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Puleeze,
Crack down on the big polluters first before they get organized and have an opportunity to convince people that
you're after their right to light the fireplace on Christmas Day and about to outlaw their eggnog.
I once was a commercial fisherman out of Newport. I learned to go after the big fish first. Better to clean one big
fish rather than three small fish, Easier to clean, easier to get out of the slop in the day, and the fish buyers always
paid a higher price for Chinook than for Coho (silvers). Moreover, there was always a chance of picking off a
halibut running deep for the Chinook.
After salmon fishing petered out on the Oregon coast, I spent a decade as a public relations guy so I do know the
value of striking quick.

I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Joseph Bernt
PO Box 999
Cannon Beach, OR 97110
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berntj@ohio.edu
(503) 436-4186
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Noack (rfoxcreek@peak.org) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:40:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sally Noack
PO Box 923
Waldport, OR 97394
rfoxcreek@peak.org
(541) 563-6636
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nicholas Abercrombie (nabercro@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:39:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As a resident of Beaverton, OR I am usually proud of the progressive reforms of this state. Unfortunately this
exemption for the biggest polluters is just a black eye. Let's be serious and make actual progress on climate change.
I want my children to enjoy the beauty that is Oregon and hopefully even show it off to their own children someday.
Let's make progress for their sake and for our own. Please enforce these policies and reductions on EVERYONE
and EVERY company in the state. Thank you.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Abercrombie
17811 SW Robert Ln
Beaverton, OR 97078
nabercro@gmail.com
(714) 335-5545
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Borte (libertada@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:39:54 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We already have one if the lowest corporate tax rates in the country, why do we also want to allow pollution to raise
our tax expenditures in health care and remediation?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Borte
3716 SE 28th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
libertada@gmail.com
(503) 705-3081
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teresa Schader (teresas62@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:38:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I live in Bend and with another summer of smoke impacting my health and unable to appreciate the outdoors, the
reason we moved here, we are sadly contemplating a move. Drastic change is needed now. Oregon needs to show
leadership NOW.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Teresa Schader
20848 Solstice Dr
Bend, OR 97703
teresas62@yahoo.com
(503) 367-0231
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Tauer (pamietauer@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:38:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Dear Governor Brown,
Please hold all climate polluters responsible and liable for the climate crisis that we find ourselves in right now.
Please don?t let the larger climate polluters and companies off the hook; they need to be held responsible just as
much as anybody else for what we are all having to live through right now.
Thank you.
Pamela
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Pamela Tauer
1050 Reserve St
Silverton, OR 97381
pamietauer@hotmail.com
(971) 370-0451
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Cowen (annaysun@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:37:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Anna Cowen
19308 Leland Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
annaysun@yahoo.com
(503) 865-8406
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scotty Johnson (STJOHNS83@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:37:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Scotty Johnson
3939 S BOND AVE APT 504
Portland, OR 97239
STJOHNS83@hotmail.com
(972) 849-4172
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ed Cator (ewrcator@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:37:43 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
What is this I hear about Oregon DEQ proposing to exclude the state's biggest polluters from emissions
requirements that improve air quality and reduce global warming. This is not what Oregonians want or expect.
Reconsider and do the right thing. The future is at risk.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ed Cator
12698 SE Meadehill Ave
Happy Valley, OR 97086
ewrcator@gmail.com
(503) 828-7678
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Daiute (dmaried@protonmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:37:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
NO EXCEPTIONS! NO LOOPHOLES!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Diane Daiute
1370 Evergreen Ln
Sweet Home, OR 97386
dmaried@protonmail.com
(541) 367-6344
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Schroeder (schroederjen78@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:36:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We all must follow rules and regulations. It is especially important when it concerns the air we all must breathe. We
must strengthen and follow environmental rules that save our present and protect our future.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Schroeder
20110 SW Rosa Rd
Aloha, OR 97078
schroederjen78@gmail.com
(480) 628-6245
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rachael Pecore (rachaelgeneva@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:36:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Dear DEQ and Governor Brown, as a multi generation Oregonian, I can attest that changes in Oregon?s climate are
notable and concerning. We are out of time. Please hold ALL of Oregon?s polluters accountable, big and small.
Support new technologies that reduce greenhouse emissions and improve air quality. Use our tax dollars wisely. The
expense now is worth it. If we don?t invest in pollution free energy now, we will be paying a much higher price later
with our lives. We can?t afford to carry on with business as usual. Put people before business. Thank you.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rachael Pecore
6005 N Bowdoin St
Portland, OR 97203
rachaelgeneva@gmail.com
(503) 396-1956
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy Bledsoe (clbledsoe@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:36:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cathy Bledsoe
10151 SW Washington St
Portland, OR 97225
clbledsoe@comcast.net
(503) 807-4472
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Miller (mjm172@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:36:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Air.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mike Miller
21626 S Wisteria Rd
West Linn, OR 97068
mjm172@msn.com
(503) 913-8185
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Lockhart (videoactivepdx@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:36:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We the people must clean up what messes we make in public.
Corporations should be charged with the same responsibity.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jim Lockhart
1109 E Madison Ave
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
videoactivepdx@gmail.com
(503) 481-4268
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allison Takata (allicat2710@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:35:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It?s time to think about the environment and make it more important than the deep pocket! The deep pocket won?t
be able to buy back what we have destroyed!!! It?s our responsibility to be accountable for the future
children!!! What about all the chemicals they keep spraying overhead !?!? Is that helping our environment or
hindering???
DUTY NOW FOR THE FUTURE!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Allison Takata
7135 SW Onyx Rd
Terrebonne, OR 97760
allicat2710@gmail.com
(808) 281-6220
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Lowell (davejlowell@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:34:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dave Lowell
4344 SW Hillside Dr
Portland, OR 97221
davejlowell@gmail.com
(614) 440-3283
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Hoak (donna.hoak@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:34:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It's called THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL EQUALITY for a reason: it's supposed to
protect the whole State. Protecting polluters should never be part of the deal.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Donna Hoak
68168 E. Maple St.
Welches, OR 97067
donna.hoak@gmail.com
(310) 200-1927
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel St Germain (danst_germain@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:34:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I think it is important that all polluters are held accountable for their emissions as we try to achieve clean energy.
We are long past the point when certain entities are either not held accountable or are treated with kid gloves due to
political pressure or simple favoritism. While the transition to a cleaner energy future is in no way guaranteed to be
a smooth or easy one, it is time we all pull on the same end of the rope.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Daniel St Germain
20515 Klahani Dr
Bend, OR 97702
danst_germain@hotmail.com
(505) 803-1860
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Pattee (tulip103@upwardaccess.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:33:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon passed a 100% clean energy for all bill with strong equity requirements for a reason: people want fossil fuel
polluters to be held accountable! But the Oregon DEQ is listening to the voices of polluters instead of the people.
Reduce green house gases amongst ALL polluters.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carol Pattee
32705 SW Laurelview Rd
Hillsboro, OR 97123
tulip103@upwardaccess.com
(971) 235-2186
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sherry and Richard Costa (hotep@centurytel.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:33:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sherry and Richard Costa
28626 Ridgeway Rd
Sweet Home, OR 97386
hotep@centurytel.net
(541) 367-5597
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Louise Lopes (molallalouie@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:33:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Keeping planet Earth livable should matter to everybody.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Louise Lopes
29675 S Beavercreek Rd
Mulino, OR 97042
molallalouie@gmail.com
(503) 680-5226
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Davidson (msi4mfr@live.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:33:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I?ve personally seen the results of the Clean Air Act in the LA basin! I don?t want Oregon to screw this up! I voted
for 100% regulation of climate gas emissions, not ?sort of? regulations. I fear if we don?t control these polluters our
children will be inheriting a royal f?ing mess and people like me who have little or no reserve income to repair
climate damage will only suffer more!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Richard Davidson
587 Beall Ln
Central Point, OR 97502
msi4mfr@live.com
(541) 951-2782
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John DeFlaminis (jdeflaminis@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:33:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please don?t allow polluters off the hook! None of us are more important than this beautiful blue planet spinning
gloriously around the sun. We need to protect her!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
John DeFlaminis
798 Fremont Ave. Eugene Oregon 97404
Eugene, OR 97404
jdeflaminis@yahoo.com
(541) 554-4495
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pam Rensch (jrensch3722@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:33:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Pam Rensch
35024 Maple St
Saint Helens, OR 97051
jrensch3722@msn.com
(503) 397-5664
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas I Ellis (tiellis@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:32:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
After the past season of catastrophic, record-breaking wildfires and heat waves It is absolutely essential that the
Oregon DEQ pass and enforce tough new climate pollution policies that hold ALL polluters accountable--including
fracked natural gas, Covanta incinerator, and other major polluters throughout the state!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I therefore strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency
cannot expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by
exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Thomas I Ellis
4553 Fir Dell Dr SE
Salem, OR 97302
tiellis@gmail.com
(971) 701-6965
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nadia M (nadia.maimon@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:31:41 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
"The current proposal exempts the six biggest polluting gas plants in Oregon." Real, substantial, measurable change
is made by addressing real root problems. In this case, gas plants are the problem and they need to be held
accountable for their emissions-- not by assessing fines that can be paid and dismissed. They must be required to
reduced greenhouse gas emissions without exception.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nadia M
1808 N Killingsworth St
Portland, OR 97217
nadia.maimon@gmail.com
(203) 219-2538
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Smith (buttersalt@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:31:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We MUST act on climate before the planet is uninhabitable!! That's why it's critically important to hold all fossil
fuel polluters accountable, with all the tools in your toolbox. Thank you.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Anne Smith
11918 SE Division St.
Portland, OR 97266
buttersalt@me.com
(323) 610-0923
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clark Lombard (clombard363@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:31:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please hold all polluters accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Clark Lombard
607 NE 109th Ct
Portland, OR 97220
clombard363@msn.com
(503) 490-1565
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Becky Whyte (rebecca.com@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:31:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Becky Whyte
8269 Holland Loop Rd
Cave Junction, OR 97523
rebecca.com@gmail.com
(541) 415-9346
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Klemke (kenks1@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:31:08 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ken Klemke
61143 Roughrider Ln # 97702
Bend, OR 97702
kenks1@me.com
(555) 555-5555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Grenier (kgrenier@bendcable.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:30:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I firmly believe that all major polluters must be held accountable! They need to pay for the environmental damage
that they cause! Honestly, this is the only way we?re going to get companies to care about protecting the
environment and our natural resources. Please don?t let companies off the hook!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Katie Grenier
20992 King Hezekiah Way
Bend, OR 97702
kgrenier@bendcable.com
(541) 480-0309
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Thomas (julzrabbit25@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:30:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Julie Thomas
PO Box 774
Mount Angel, OR 97362
julzrabbit25@gmail.com
(503) 347-3769
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Kuhns (dnskuhns@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:30:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Don Kuhns
1380 sw Scott street
Corvallis , OR 97333
dnskuhns@comcast.net
(541) 740-1874
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Sheehy (sheehy.s@charter.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:29:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Steve Sheehy
4727 Alpine Dr
Klamath Falls, OR 97603
sheehy.s@charter.net
(541) 555-5555
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenneth Hancock (bozemanken@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:29:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is not a can to be kicked down the road. The time for action is now. Oregon needs to show
leadership and make hard choices to protect us all. Other states will follow if Oregon will lead.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Hancock
2429 SE 87th Ave
Portland, OR 97216
bozemanken@hotmail.com
(406) 240-0446
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sam Widman (sam.rose.porter@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:29:08 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We can't save the world if we don't hold polluters responsible for their actions!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sam Widman
350 Timber Ridge St NE Apt 214
Albany, OR 97322
sam.rose.porter@gmail.com
(541) 880-9123
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave King (landd_2@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:28:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dave King
8716 N. Edison
Portland, OR 97203
landd_2@q.com
(971) 407-8658
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Lopinski (plopinsk@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:28:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Pollution needs to stop. These companies are making huge profits. Please make them pay for the abuse of our
precious environment. They need to see that this must stop.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Patricia Lopinski
30499 Santiam River Rd
Lebanon, OR 97355
plopinsk@yahoo.com
(512) 423-0132
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Hodgin (totalt806@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:28:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Without a clean environment,Humans are dead.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Terry Hodgin
PO Box 835
Veneta, OR 97487
totalt806@gmail.com
(541) 600-7833
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Irene Saikevych (irinas@q.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:27:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Irene Saikevych
655 Valley Oak Blvd
Central Point, OR 97502
irinas@q.com
(541) 414-9497
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Lozano (julieloz2000@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:27:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon is my home, please don't let the polluters off the hook. They made huge profits from using our state
resources and must clean up their mess.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Julie Lozano
630 Sunset Way
Grants Pass, OR 97527
julieloz2000@gmail.com
(541) 291-1284
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mireia Roig-Paul (roigpaum@oregonstate.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:27:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mireia Roig-Paul
663 SW Washington Ave
Corvallis, OR 97333
roigpaum@oregonstate.edu
(503) 459-7135
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Reynolds (johnxr@protonmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:26:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
John Reynolds
12737 SE 25th Ave
Portland, OR 97222
johnxr@protonmail.com
(503) 388-8298
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dale and Laura Crawford (lgt3416@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:26:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
How much additional burden will be put on individual citizens and families to make up for letting major corporate
polluters off the hook? We can not continue kicking the can down the road.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dale and Laura Crawford
6125 N Detroit Ave
Portland, OR 97217
lgt3416@gmail.com
(913) 636-7152
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emiline Kemper (emmykemper2013@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:26:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I work in Mount Hood National Forest and see first hand the affects of pollution. I will do everything I can to
protect this beautiful earth we live on. I want my children to have fresh creek water, huge trees, fresh air and clean
rain to play in. I want their children to have that. We need to be responsible for our actions and and make sure there
is a beautiful and healthy world for our future generations.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Emiline Kemper
PO Box 155
Dufur, OR 97021
emmykemper2013@gmail.com
(509) 565-0663
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stacey Gunderson (omaha_sunshine@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:26:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Stacey Gunderson
9767 SE Talbert St
Clackamas, OR 97015
omaha_sunshine@yahoo.com
(303) 525-4567
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Priscilla Connolly (dpgreatlife@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:26:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oh PLEASE do the right thing. Don?t let polluters continue, STOP the madness and help our planet.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Priscilla Connolly
11690 NW Damascus St
Portland , OR 97229
dpgreatlife@yahoo.com
(503) 310-0594
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karol Dietrich (wonmor@pacifier.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:26:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
WE are in a climate crisis. The summer of 2021 is now being recorded as the hottest on record, ever! WE need
leaders at the highest level - Gov. Brown, and DEQ leaders to step it up and take action to reduce fossil fuel usage,
to hold those who are breaking the rules accountable, and to stop any and all future fossil fuel plants, transportation,
mega-dairies that contribute to harming our planet everyday. PLEASE   DEQ leaders take action to stop the
destruction of Oregon's environment.   YOU can make a huge difference in the quality of everyone's lives everyday.
Thank you for thinking and doing something meaningful.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Karol Dietrich
44401 E Historic Columbia River Hwy
Corbett, OR 97019
wonmor@pacifier.com
(503) 695-5517
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jess DePew (weathernut92@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:25:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jess DePew
38464 Harrington Dr
Lebanon, OR 97355
weathernut92@gmail.com
(541) 409-0562
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jaime Mcfarland (mcfarland43@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:25:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please don't let let polluters off like this.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jaime Mcfarland
26423 S Beavercreek Rd
Beavercreek, OR 97004
mcfarland43@hotmail.com
(503) 358-9731
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Kane (mckane2005@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:25:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
There is no time left for half measures.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Kane
6011 N Gay Ave
Portland, OR 97217
mckane2005@gmail.com
(503) 734-7731
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Durst (tedocious@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:25:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Thomas Durst
464 Williamson Way
Ashland, OR 97520
tedocious@yahoo.com
(541) 708-2198
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Pole-Wilhite (nancy@terranovatour.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:25:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nancy Pole-Wilhite
2154 NW Aspen Ave
Portland, OR 97210
nancy@terranovatour.com
(503) 296-7913
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Alexander (ronnie_a@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:24:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ronald Alexander
4763 N Lombard St Apt 3
Portland, OR 97203
ronnie_a@msn.com
(503) 913-1604
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Paradiso (kisa_tiger@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:24:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Paradiso
10626 SE Powell Blvd
Portland, OR 97266
kisa_tiger@yahoo.com
(757) 776-4019
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Duvall (mudpuddle@hughes.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:24:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Our air is unbreathable due to smoke from forest fires, but also from toxins spewed out by glass manufacturers.  
The fossil fuel powers want to take every small town and turn it into some kind of polluting industry.. Tempting
local politicians to kowtow to the common practices of corporations to buy their way into a area in need of funds,
pollute it into a supersight and then declare bankruptcy and move on. The only hope those of us in small towns
along the river have is that the DEQ does it's job to recognize the part these corporations play in global warming,
climate change and that their practices are immoral and unethical and should be illegal.   We count on DEQ to hold
polluters accountable and must apply a big picture look at any application. No exceptions should be allowed in light
of the clear and present dangers of climate changed.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Mary Duvall
73151 Lost Creek Rd
Clatskanie, OR 97016
mudpuddle@hughes.net
(503) 728-2959
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margie Hixson (marjoriehixson95@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:24:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As a Portland native and environmental activist it?s very important that we keep pushing to keep ALL polluters
accountable and under control!!!!
We have a beautiful state rich in history protecting the environment. Don?t stop now!!!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Margie Hixson
13867 NE Marine Dr
Portland, OR 97230
marjoriehixson95@gmail.com
(503) 784-9161
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy Sampson-Kruse (ulla1855@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:24:31 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Cathy Sampson-Kruse
71830 S Market Rd
Pendleton, OR 97801
ulla1855@gmail.com
(509) 952-6451
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslee Lucas (les.lee@peak.org) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:24:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have lived on the land for 45 years. I am a gun owning, retired livestock producer, rural Oregonian and I am sick
of watching my tree plantings and pasture crops suffer from what is rationally undeniable changes in the weather
component essential to our financial success!
It is a duty for leaders to show the courage of leadership and take steps to save us from the social and financial
disaster just around the corner. Do what is necessary to block the pollution that is killing my way of life and that of
all Oregonians regardless of their occupation.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Leslee Lucas
26046 SW Inavale Way
Corvallis, OR 97333
les.lee@peak.org
(541) 619-7398
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Mackie (chmackie1948@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:24:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
No one show be exempt from paying for the pollution they cause!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Craig Mackie
PO Box 636
Camp Sherman, OR 97730
chmackie1948@gmail.com
(503) 354-4954
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tascha Babitch (amiwoman@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:24:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tascha Babitch
2011 SE 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
amiwoman@gmail.com
(408) 348-0579
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Lanspa (kellylanspa@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:24:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We must protect our air and water for future generations
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kelly Lanspa
7710 Se 35 ave
Portland, OR 97202
kellylanspa@yahoo.com
(408) 605-6846
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Garza (kimgarza48@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:24:07 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It's important to me because I want my children and my grandchildren to be able to enjoy outside and have a safe
and healthy air to breath. And for those of us who have asthma count on clean air so were not sick. We already have
so many pollutants in the air as it is that makes it difficult to breath.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kim Garza
2140 N Williams Ave Apt 407
Portland, OR 97227
kimgarza48@gmail.com
(480) 330-1017
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynette Fannon-Lamkin (lfl2005@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:23:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lynette Fannon-Lamkin
15130 SW Almonte Ct
Beaverton, OR 97007
lfl2005@gmail.com
(505) 239-6082
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Wiley (stephenjwiley52@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:23:17 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have grandchildren for whom I would like there to be a habitable planet for them to grow up on.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Stephen Wiley
8432 SE 65th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
stephenjwiley52@gmail.com
(503) 777-6062
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anya Simons (bananaboatcharlie@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:22:37 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please, for the love of God and this stupid, fragile planet, we have already given these corporations everything. We
let them patent seeds, and set the oceans on fire, and raze the forests. Your people are asking for the bare minimum,
and you can't even deliver on that? I'm only 21 and I already want to give up and die just looking at the climate
emergency. If it gets worse now it will never get better.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Anya Simons
1315 SW 23rd St
Redmond, OR 97756
bananaboatcharlie@gmail.com
(707) 712-7074
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Darcy Ayres (djay823@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:22:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
When my husband dies of NON SMOKERS lung cancer at the age of 56 I really have to blame air pollution. Please
do all you can to help keep our air clean. Thank you!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Darcy Ayres
5261 NE Stanchion Ct
Hillsboro, OR 97124
djay823@yahoo.com
(503) 320-2258
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robin Esterkin (robin.esterkin@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:22:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
All polluters, including the six biggest polluting gas plants in Oregon must be held accountable if we are truly going
to reduce greenhouse gases. Please act as if the survival of the planet depends on responsible action at avery level.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robin Esterkin
1344 SW Kari Ln
Portland, OR 97219
robin.esterkin@gmail.com
(503) 246-4705
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Whalen (eric.n.whalen@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:22:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon's largest carbon polluters have profited handsomely while waistcoat exacerbating the climate crisis and
writing off impacted communities as an externalized cost. I urge you to ensure those who've benefited from harming
our climate are held appropriately accountable and on the hook for its costs.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Eric Whalen
2203 SE 43rd Ave
Portland, OR 97215
eric.n.whalen@gmail.com
(971) 998-8786
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angela Lyons (angeldusts2003@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:21:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Angela Lyons
1524 NE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
angeldusts2003@yahoo.com
(503) 380-1110
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allison Everitt (andyourbirdcansing18@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:21:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Allison Everitt
3285 Felina Ave NE Apt C
Salem, OR 97301
andyourbirdcansing18@gmail.com
(505) 241-9724
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edy Allen (pilgrims_path@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:21:37 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Edy Allen
1414 SE 40th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
pilgrims_path@msn.com
(503) 475-2626
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Winner (mwmediaone@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:21:19 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I live here. And you made promises. Oregon was once a leader in taking care of the environment. What have we
become if we can?t be leaders?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Michelle Winner
19000 SE Baty Rd
Sandy, OR 97055
mwmediaone@gmail.com
(503) 816-1558
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Dickinson (david3730@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:21:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate crisis is an existential threat to everyone and the largest fossil fuel companies must be held equally or more
accountable in the solution. I understand the viewpoint that gas is a transition fuel but that does not mean that they
should not be expected to operate in a way that minimizes their impact and contribution to greenhouse gases, any
more than I should be allowed to disconnect the anti-pollution devices on my car because I drive a hybrid.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Dickinson
3730 SW Dosch Rd
Portland, OR 97239
david3730@comcast.net
(503) 248-0413
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tiana Livingston (tianalivingston0311@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:21:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tiana Livingston
110 NW 4th St Spc F2
Warrenton, OR 97103
tianalivingston0311@gmail.com
(971) 724-5223
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jesse Burke-Quinn (jesseq70@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:21:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
You need to hold everyone accountable, not just the small guys, whoever thought of letting the big corporations get
away with mass amounts of pollution ought to be thrown in prison as far as I?m concerned. Get rid of the idiots that
have stupid ideas, we don?t need them. We need people to all be on the same page not across the whole book. Get it
together do what is right !
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jesse Burke-Quinn
6588 Upper Cow Creek Rd
Azalea, OR 97410
jesseq70@gmail.com
(541) 837-3622
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Kelso (jkelso66@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:20:56 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
After another terrifying and seemingly endless wildfire season here in Oregon and the northwest it is clear that the
time for negotiations and compromise with polluters is past. Governor Brown was elected with a mandate to
address the climate crisis and she shouldn?t be allowed to shirk that responsibility
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jim Kelso
1916 SE 76th
Portland , OR 97215
jkelso66@gmail.com
(503) 419-7274
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Cervone (cervone.barbara@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:20:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Here in Southern Oregon, climate change is not only at our doorstep--it has become CODE RED. Indeed, this year's
drought, heat, and wildfires may spell the end for what has been one of the most wondrous places in the state, of not
the country.
To give the state's six biggest polluters a free pass makes no sense, unless it's about who controls the legislative
purse strings-- gas plants, powered by fracked gas, who Oregon communities, large and small, every day.
We--you--can do better and must do better. We must hold ALL polluters accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Barbara Cervone
1375 Green Meadows Way
Ashland, OR 97520
cervone.barbara@gmail.com
(401) 245-0241
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ayiana Garcia (ayianagarcia998@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:20:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ayiana Garcia
6611 se 94th Ave
Portland, OR 97266
ayianagarcia998@gmail.com
(503) 757-9487
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyenne Williams (kyennew@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:20:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I live here, Let's make rules apply to EVERYONE. Everyone plays by the same rules.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kyenne Williams
1620 NE Broadway St Unit 515
Portland, OR 97232
kyennew@yahoo.com
(503) 252-0757
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denny Kasunic (dennykaz@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:20:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Denny Kasunic
206 SE 74th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
dennykaz@yahoo.com
(503) 238-5920
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shelley Lomax (freeflygirlie@hotmail.con) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:20:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We must be aggressive in our climate policies to ensure that we have clean air, streams and a viable ecosystem to
support all life. The time to make change is now!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Shelley Lomax
1022 SW 17th Way
Troutdale, OR 97060
freeflygirlie@hotmail.con
(503) 816-1588
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Melin (ashley@point3-design.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:19:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ashley Melin
2955 Wembley Park Rd
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
ashley@point3-design.com
(503) 708-7877
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Belknap (wendellandbarb@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:19:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Put teeth in our clean/green rules that do what they are intended to do: drastically reduce co2 and pollution. Do
something that makes a difference.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Barbara Belknap
32789 SW Ladd Hill Rd
Wilsonville, OR 97070
wendellandbarb@gmail.com
(503) 803-5407
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Destro (gregdes52@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:19:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
A clean energy bill with exceptions for the worst polluters is absolutely worthless, and in a sense, is actually worse
than doing nothing as it deceives Oregonians into thinking we are making true progress toward clean air and Climate
Change when we are NOT!! Letting these polluters off the hook is a despicable Republican style action! Enough
duplicity, if you want to pass a TRUE clean air act, then do it right, not some half-hearted attempt that basically is
nonsense!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Greg Destro
1223 S 9th St
Independence, OR 97351
gregdes52@gmail.com
(541) 368-8686
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Angius (diane.angius@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:19:04 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Don?t let big fossil fuel polluters off the hook! There?s not much time left here! No space for fossil fuel self
interests!   Be strong!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Diane Angius
13785 NW Evergreen St
Portland, OR 97229
diane.angius@gmail.com
(503) 629-9560
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Francois (mslaru5@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Why should anyone get a break when polluting our state? We need these companies to do the right thing to help
rein in their pollution and start making serious efforts to help in the struggle of climate change.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Laura Francois
525 Puerto Vista Dr
Coos Bay, OR 97420
mslaru5@gmail.com
(208) 559-2484
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Griffith Davies (gwynn46@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:47 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is the time for bold action to stand up against all the big polluters. If not now, WHEN???
This is for all people, not just the well heeled. Your children and mine will be negativity impacted if you don't take
strong action now.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Griffith Davies
960 Lewis St
North Bend, OR 97459
gwynn46@yahoo.com
(541) 680-6815
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tikhon Gilson (tikhongilson@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Regulate all fuel burners, to protect air quality and all marginalized people.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tikhon Gilson
130 SW Court Ave Apt 303
Pendleton, OR 97801
tikhongilson@gmail.com
(541) 249-2338
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elaine Moore (gibsonmoore1@hotmaiil.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Elaine Moore
1450 Green Acres Rd
Eugene , OR 97408
gibsonmoore1@hotmaiil.com
(503) 593-7540
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Longley (brian@zotzdigital.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:37 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Since you don't represent us, why should I expect you to do the right thing?     Go ahead, surprise me and the rest of
us wondering what you think about.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Brian Longley
525 NW Savage St
Grants Pass, OR 97526
brian@zotzdigital.com
(541) 471-0075
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ariana Chandler (dolfari@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is impacting all of us. We need to hold all polluters accountable now to make progress on stopping
it!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ariana Chandler
3705 NW Sylvan Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
dolfari@hotmail.com
(573) 673-1916
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jon Baker (thisisjonbaker@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It seems a no brainer to me in a proposed bill to "Protect Climate" that you would begin with the most substantial
obstacles causing pollution in the first place. Don't let these big financial juggernauts off the hook while the small
guy pays the price!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jon Baker
3944 Northeast 72nd Avenue
Portland, OR 97213
thisisjonbaker@gmail.com
(971) 701-4639
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristi Kelty (kristik21@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Your actions are shameful.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Kristi Kelty
567 S 6th St
Coos Bay, OR 97420
kristik21@gmail.com
(408) 499-7579
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lottie Cooper (lottiecooper@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:18 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It?s important to have clean air and water for basic health and every one deserves that.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lottie Cooper
1320 Prospect St
Ashland, OR 97520
lottiecooper@me.com
(720) 938-9627
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Holt-Carden (rollercoasters@mac.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is now a real problem. I am tired of all the excuses polluters say they are needed for the economy.
They end up hurting this planet.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
John Holt-Carden
1065 Summer St NE
Salem, OR 97301
rollercoasters@mac.com
(503) 975-1226
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samuel Noble (felrinkirla@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:12 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change is real, and no amount of opinions can change that. People in power don't give it up unless they are
forced to. Put pressure on humanity's polluters. Heck, let's lobby for making ecocide an international crime on the
scale of genocide and war crimes while we're at it. Passive intention won't work anymore. We need physical action!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Samuel Noble
PO Box 19567
Portland, OR 97280
felrinkirla@gmail.com
(541) 729-8319
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Shoemaker (shoebear8@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon is experiencing unprecedented climate related disasters.   Every Oregonian is dealing with this. Please don?t
let our biggest polluters of greenhouse gases off the hook.  
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Scott Shoemaker
3624 N Michigan Ave
Portland, OR 97227
shoebear8@msn.com
(503) 333-4420
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christine La Chance (cmplachance@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:18:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It?s very important to hold ALL polluters accountable, and impose large fines. Make them pay for all their evil
deeds that are killing the earth and endangering all our lives.
Christine La Chance
Portland, Oregon
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Christine La Chance
PO Box 2593
Portland, OR 97208
cmplachance@gmail.com
(805) 490-0638
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis Kelleher (dennispkelleher@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dennis Kelleher
925 1st St NE
Bandon, OR 97411
dennispkelleher@gmail.com
(541) 329-2153
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Romanow (ejromanow@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Emily Romanow
6720 SW Queen Ln
Beaverton, OR 97008
ejromanow@gmail.com
(508) 498-0485
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Boutin (nancysboutin@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The livability of this state depends on clean air and clean water. As a grandmother I demand our government
protects against greedy ?businessmen? who leave their filth for my children and grandchildren to clean up.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nancy Boutin
16338 White Oaks Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
nancysboutin@gmail.com
(503) 539-7986
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ricardo Ismach (rick@ismach.org) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I live and work here. My kids live and study here. My great grandparents fished and logged here. I care for patients
who live here.
Also, I vote.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ricardo Ismach
5720 SW California St
Portland, OR 97219
rick@ismach.org
(503) 307-0897
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Serena Lim (slim@uoregon.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Don?t let polluters off the hook! Industries and businesses that waste resources and pollute are responsible for all
kinds of indirect costs, including impacts to our mental and physical health, for which they never seem to to be held
responsible!! It?s time to change that. Please, I urge you to pass Climate legislation that requires polluters to take
some responsibility for the impacts of their work. We ALL need to do our part to survive as a species, and it?s time
for corporate America and industrial businesses to step up.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Serena Lim
1335 E 21st Ave
Eugene, OR 97403
slim@uoregon.edu
(510) 684-0613
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

K Abbott (threecurlygirlz@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
K Abbott
21090 Limestone Ave
Bend, OR 97703
threecurlygirlz@gmail.com
(541) 280-9845
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Celina Mcclaren (cminthecountry@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Celina Mcclaren
4320 SW Corbett Ave Apt 206
Portland, OR 97239
cminthecountry@hotmail.com
(503) 890-2955
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walter Englert (walter.englert@reed.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Now is the time to strengthen regulations to stop the production and burning of greenhouse gases. We are at a crisis
point in the fight against global climate change, and must move as quickly as we can to using clean energy. Thanks!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Walter Englert
3525 SE Insley St
Portland, OR 97202
walter.englert@reed.edu
(503) 775-8470
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerome Wilks (jwilks71@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It?s time to stop climate change. Make the changes or the worst is yet to come.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jerome Wilks
12767 Jessie Ave
Oregon City, OR 97045
jwilks71@yahoo.com
(503) 387-5583
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Hendrix (bendher63@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:17:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We need guidelines now and we needed them long ago but the corporations denied us their cooperation. No more
free passes!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Linda Hendrix
104 SE Airpark Dr
Bend, OR 97702
bendher63@gmail.com
(541) 382-5337
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brittani Carter (carter.brittani38@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:16:48 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We?ve seen the effects of climate change at large the last few years. From air quality concerns to drought to an
uncommonly high heat index. If we don?t put our foot down about large pollutants and polluters we?re saying that
the raging wildfires don?t bother us, they?re not an issue. The 96 heat related deaths this summer don?t bother us, it?
s just a statistic. The weeks of unhealthy air quality don?t bother us, it?s only your respiratory system being
damaged. When do we say it?s not okay? When do we say enough is enough? Because if if it?s not soon, there?s a
good chance we?ll be too far gone to say it.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Brittani Carter
13497 E Evans Creek Rd
Rogue River, OR 97537
carter.brittani38@gmail.com
(571) 839-7646
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Hambidge (wendyhambidge1@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:16:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The time is NOW for bold action. We are past pussy footing around. Hold polluters accountable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Wendy Hambidge
130 NE Holland
Portland, OR 97211
wendyhambidge1@me.com
(503) 329-1272
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Ivanoff (debivanoff@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:16:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This matters to me because I don't want my grandchildren to be the last generation of human beings. As it is I'm not
sure my children will live to older age. I wish you were concerned for your own children and grandchildren
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Deborah Ivanoff
320 Lincoln St Apt 105
Fairview, OR 97024
debivanoff@gmail.com
(541) 499-5433
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

K. Greg Byers (kgregb151@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:16:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Pollution is pollution, don?t let polluting people off the hook!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
K. Greg Byers
33523 Bloomberg Rd
Eugene, OR 97405
kgregb151@yahoo.com
(503) 551-6796
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Koch (victoria.a.koch@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:16:18 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please hold all climate polluters accountable!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Victoria Koch
1525 W 12th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
victoria.a.koch@gmail.com
(541) 915-5448
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosalinda Szliuga (linda3557@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:15:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rosalinda Szliuga
18755 SW 90th Ave Apt 516
Tualatin, OR 97062
linda3557@comcast.net
(425) 931-3557
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Duval (duval5315@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:15:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please hold polluters acountable
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Robert Duval
4545 SW Galeburn St Apt 7
Portland, OR 97219
duval5315@comcast.net
(503) 267-6313
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Leicht (tashabuster2@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:15:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Barbara Leicht
3011 S Main Rd Apt 209
Lebanon, OR 97355
tashabuster2@gmail.com
(541) 908-5223
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Bright (amy55bright@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:14:55 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Our air and water is a life force provider we can?t live without it and if we continue to pollute the thing that keeps us
alive we will die as a species. Stop doing it. To subject the things that keep us alive to pollutants just for money is
stupid
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Amy Bright
7339 N Newell Ave
Portland, OR 97203
amy55bright@gmail.com
(503) 730-8336
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nona Donahue (nonadonahue@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:14:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
How do you expect to fix the problem if you don?t address every source of pollution.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nona Donahue
PO Box 560
Rogue River, OR 97537
nonadonahue@gmail.com
(541) 261-1037
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alicia Williams (aliciamw0313@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:14:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Alicia Williams
PO Box 210
Gold Beach, OR 97444
aliciamw0313@gmail.com
(541) 622-5186
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry Anderson (wrfan1@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:14:36 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jerry Anderson
1839 NE 14th Ave Apt 403
Portland, OR 97212
wrfan1@yahoo.com
(503) 568-0925
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ingeborg Seastone (iseastone@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:14:13 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate change
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ingeborg Seastone
9720 N Ivanhoe St
Portland, OR 97203
iseastone@aol.com
(503) 313-9963
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Ford (debraford58@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:14:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I worry about my grandchildren's future. By letting big business off the hook, because they threaten to take business
elsewhere, it's a dangerous precedent. Save money or save lives. You opted to save lives during this pandemic, now
is your chance to save more.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Debra Ford
4542 SW Indian Ct
Redmond, OR 97756
debraford58@gmail.com
(541) 610-8077
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tori Herbst (toritor@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:13:48 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tori Herbst
1450 N Prescott St Apt 526
Portland, OR 97217
toritor@comcast.net
(503) 810-8904
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christine Mcdowell (christinemcdowell337@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:13:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Our beautiful Oregon ecology is fragile. We need to protect it and ourselves.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Christine Mcdowell
946 Bentley St E
Monmouth, OR 97361
christinemcdowell337@gmail.com
(503) 269-3011
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Purcel (lpurcell0209@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:13:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The least you can do is hold the largest climate contributors responsible for their actions. You?re job and position
are temporary, the planet will be around much longer so please be mindful of your children and grandchildren.
When will you start prioritizing the longevity of life over temporary profits??
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Lauren Purcel
5012 NE Emerson Ct
Portland, OR 97218
lpurcell0209@gmail.com
(615) 478-4622
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ned Knight (nknight@linfield.edu) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:13:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
ALL polluters need to reduce their carbon emissions if we want to effectively rein in or at least slow down climate
change. We owe it to all Oregonians today and the generations of tomorrow.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ned Knight
2307 E Kennedy Dr
Newberg, OR 97132
nknight@linfield.edu
(503) 538-2221
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted Lapage (lapaget@peak.org) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:13:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
If we're going to regulate pollution, or have any hope of reducing it, we have to regulate all pollution - especially the
largest sources. Exempting polluters like fracked gas power plants essentially says that we value immediate profits
over long-term health and even survival.
The rest of us are doing our part to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, or at least trying to. It's time for the big
sources to join the effort - completely, no exemptions.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Ted Lapage
2026 NW Lance Way
Corvallis, OR 97330
lapaget@peak.org
(541) 754-6139
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tlouise Allen (tntdkpt@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:13:01 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The future of the planet Isn?t yours to decide. It belongs to the next Generation and they don?t deserve how polluteful you and other corporations are. Just because you won?t be here in a hundred years doesn?t mean you should
destroy it for your children?s children. STOP
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Tlouise Allen
PO Box 307
Chiloquin, OR 97624
tntdkpt@aol.com
(928) 899-8561
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Cronin (amandahc25@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:12:54 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please, listen to the concerns of your constituents. It's already too late, anything we can do now to help reduce
pollution is catch up work, so we must do the most thorough job possible.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Amanda Cronin
259 E 13th Ave Apt 207
Eugene, OR 97401
amandahc25@gmail.com
(914) 486-0658
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victor PonceJuarez (poncej60@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:12:51 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Victor PonceJuarez
8414 NE Brazee St
Portland, OR 97220
poncej60@msn.com
(503) 330-2139
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Pierce (manoftroy@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:12:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Do not let big business of the hook. Please don't.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Scott Pierce
1420 NW Pettygrove St Apt 309
Portland, OR 97209
manoftroy@gmail.com
(503) 442-3263
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Minnerly (drminnerly@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:12:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Pollution is an health issue. We need a clean environment.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Don Minnerly
4508 N Williams Ave
Portland, OR 97217
drminnerly@gmail.com
(503) 258-7554
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Bartosz (janemir@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:12:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
It's time to make ALL people and organizations fight against or pay for clean up of any type of pollution!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jane Bartosz
1125 Genie Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306
janemir@msn.com
(503) 391-8848
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Bernard (jrny127@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:12:22 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
James Bernard
10410 SE Harold St
Portland, OR 97266
jrny127@hotmail.com
(503) 309-0592
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Othus-Allred (o.emily@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:12:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The earth is not your free garbage dumpster
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Emily Othus-Allred
6518 SW 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97239
o.emily@gmail.com
(503) 804-3387
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jan Macwilliams (janmacwill@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:11:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Everyone needs to take that all important 'personal responsibility' and clean up their own mess!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jan Macwilliams
2007 NE 65th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
janmacwill@gmail.com
(503) 307-1564
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vanessa Bonham (binhamv@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:11:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This is a crisis and we need to hold everyone accountable for the sake of our future.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Vanessa Bonham
2119 Crocker Ln NW
Albany, OR 97321
binhamv@me.com
(503) 805-2728
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Hammond (bobortrout@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:11:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Bob Hammond
1649 W Carson Ave
Sisters, OR 97759
bobortrout@yahoo.com
(503) 510-3899
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dece Drake (colbypillosh69@yahoo.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:11:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dece Drake
8749 NE Wygant St
Portland, OR 97220
colbypillosh69@yahoo.com
(903) 931-1145
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marney Reed (marneyr08@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:11:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The world is in climate crisis as we can clearly see by all of the catastrophes. Oregon needs to be a strong leader to
show the way to reducing emissions.
Gas plants, powered by fracked gas, are top contributors to greenhouse gas emissions.
Not only are these Oregon's biggest climate polluters, they also pollute nearby communities every day with
dangerous air pollution.
enforce all sources of climate pollution! Taking down these gas plants is about climate justice.
Equitable solutions must be found by the DEQ!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marney Reed
508 Robin Ln
Florence, OR 97439
marneyr08@gmail.com
(541) 234-5678
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marguerite Eliasson (m.eliasson22@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:10:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Marguerite Eliasson
13180 SE Bracken Dr
South Beach, OR 97366
m.eliasson22@gmail.com
(760) 519-1498
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan Scott (alan.scott.sol@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:10:49 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Alan Scott
3643 SE 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
alan.scott.sol@gmail.com
(503) 807-5678
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Steinke (oboegreg@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:10:18 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
This not the time to let up !
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Greg Steinke
445 SW Spindrift
Depoe Bay, OR 97341
oboegreg@me.com
(541) 765-2406
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Elkins (hulatime@me.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:10:12 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Let?s put a stop to polluters against our planet!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Carol Elkins
7416 Sherman Rd SE
Aumsville, OR 97325
hulatime@me.com
(503) 456-7890
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry and Marilyn Wannebo (wannebo@uslink.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:10:12 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Larry and Marilyn Wannebo
479 SE Oakbriar Ave
Roseburg, OR 97470
wannebo@uslink.net
(218) 543-4622
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dena Turner (denaturn62@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:10:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
The OregonDEQ is supposed to ensure environmenatal quality for the health of Oregonians, our environment and
our precious species. Do not fail in your duty to Oregonians by letting polluters off the hook. Take the motal stand
for Oregonians, our health and our environment over the selfish interests of polluters.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dena Turner
1122 SE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
denaturn62@gmail.com
(503) 953-3109
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Kimsey (hylynk@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:09:45 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We face major air quality issues particularly in the summer months, from natural disasters such as wildfires; those
we can't regulate, though we can try to help reduce them by curbing emissions of all types. I am EXTREMELY
unhappy to hear that we are giving those who are among the biggest polluters of our environment a kind of 'pass'.
That is unacceptable. EVERYONE must do their part, and big polluters have to at the least bear their share!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Kimsey
815 SW 9th St
Sublimity, OR 97385
hylynk@gmail.com
(503) 991-2663
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe Frascone (justjoejj997@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:09:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Joe Frascone
997 SE Academy St
Dallas, OR 97338
justjoejj997@gmail.com
(503) 623-6381
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jefferson Van Domelen (jvandom.jv@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:09:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Jefferson Van Domelen
1341 N Clark st
Cornelius , OR 97113
jvandom.jv@gmail.com
(503) 998-3439
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis James Sagun Parker (revdennisj@comcast.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:08:50 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
We need to leave a clean and cool planet to our children?s Children?s children! No easy pass for major polluters in
Oregon!!!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Dennis James Sagun Parker
4320 S Corbett Ave Apt 317
Portland, OR 97239
revdennisj@comcast.net
(503) 226-2663
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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Sally Perkins (perkins@pioneer.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:08:48 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Sally Perkins
73775 Apiary Rd
Rainier, OR 97048
perkins@pioneer.net
(503) 556-3336
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Taylor (andrewmtaylor27@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:08:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon needs to hold its biggest polluters accountable. Now is not the time to scale back climate ambition. Not only
do future generations depend on it; we also depend on it, as climate change becomes an everyday reality for
Oregonians. There is no time for delay.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Andrew Taylor
20952 Westview Dr
Bend, OR 97702
andrewmtaylor27@gmail.com
(201) 819-7209
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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Chuck Hottle (cehottle@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:08:01 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Because excluding some polluters makes no sense!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Chuck Hottle
604 NE Galloway St
McMinnville, OR 97128
cehottle@hotmail.com
(503) 853-0126
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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To:
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Wendy Murray (wendyretro@sbcglobal.net) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:07:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Wendy Murray
635 Drager St
Ashland, OR 97520
wendyretro@sbcglobal.net
(530) 926-1321
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
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Date:

Heather Walker-Dale (arydonis@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:06:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Heather Walker-Dale
26761 SW 45th Dr.
Wilsonville, OR 97070
arydonis@hotmail.com
(503) 682-7214
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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David Madden (dm_5@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:05:37 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
David Madden
4304 NE 112th Ave
Portland, OR 97220
dm_5@msn.com
(971) 275-6383
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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Clifford Myers (whitewaterotter@aol.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:05:25 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Clifford Myers
31719 Tide Creek Rd
Deer Island, OR 97054
whitewaterotter@aol.com
(503) 556-2560
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
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Pam Doran (pamshores@msn.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No Free Passes for Oregon"s Polluters
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:18:26 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Need to crack down on the largest polluters, the fracking industry, supporting the coroptions is like giving them
corporate welfare and the little persons end up paying the price by poor health, fewer jobs, destruction of the planet.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Pam Doran
2516 SE Gosling Ln
Waldport, OR 97394
pamshores@msn.com
(541) 563-7334
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jollee Patterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No more delay for the Climate Protection Program rules!
Monday, October 11, 2021 9:44:37 PM

To whom it may concern – I was disappointed to see that the public comment period
for the CPP has been extended, despite the fact that the rulemaking process has
been underway for many months. We do not have more time to wait. DEQ needs to
take strong action, supported by science, to protect the future for your children and
grandchildren and mine. After this summer of drought, watching our trees continue to
dry and die, it’s time to adopt the right rules.
CCP must be strengthened in line with science and the evidence of the impact of
climate change on our state. This will require hard action and sacrifice for everyone.
We cannot maintain the status quo and make small, relatively painless, and thus
meaningless, change. We need a 50% reduction by 2030 and 100% by 2050. Without
your strong leadership, it won’t happen. Significant sources in Oregon need to be held
accountable to mandatory long-term emission reductions.
Please do the right thing by our future, and do it soon. We are standing with you.
Thank you for your service.
Jollee Patterson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Dunkelburg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
No on the proposed CPP
Friday, September 24, 2021 3:38:47 PM

As a wheat farmer in Milton-Freewater, I strongly oppose the draft Climate
Protection Program (CPP) rules.
The proposed rules reflect the most complex and extensive carbon reduction
program to-date while failing to recognize the unique role agriculture plays in
statewide GHG reduction.
Agriculture may not be directly regulated but the industry will be impacted! The
program will result in downstream price increases on the price of natural gas,
propane, and transportation fuels – farm inputs that wheat producers rely on.
In addition to the increased cost of fuel, the potential for fuel shortages due to the
lack of diverse cost-effective compliance options for the CPP for fuel suppliers is
incredibly concerning. If suppliers turn to fuel rationing in order to remain in
compliance, it will have a devastating impact on rural communities and could lead
to producers inability to transport wheat to sale.
The proposed Community Climate Investments (CCIs) in the program lack
parameters to adequately vet or ensure that investments show a return in
communities. DEQ should include strong accountability and oversight of these
investments in the rule.
Additionally, DEQ should extend the CCI project requirements to include natural
and working lands sequestration. Sequestration projects offset emissions and
benefit the atmosphere. The overall goal is to reduce GHG emissions,
sequestration projects fit within that goal and should be included in the list of CCI
projects.
Wheat farmers operate on thin profit margins and are already unable to compete in
many markets. These program rules will increase the price of getting our product to
market, putting Oregon producers at a further disadvantage and harming
generational farms.

John Dunkelburg
jdunkelbur@aol.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kathryn VanNatta
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; SINGH Nicole * DEQ
VAN NATTA Kathryn; Chris McCabe
NWPPA GHGCR2021 Comments Oct. 25, 2021
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:36:24 PM
NWPPA Final Comment ODEQ GHGCR2021 Oct 25 2021.docx
NWPPA Final Comment ODEQ GHGCR2021 Oct 25 2021.pdf
Macroeconomic Impact Analysis of ODEQ CPP Rule_10-25-2021[3].pdf
NWPPA Memo-ODEQ Questions for ICF Modeling Nov 13 2020.pdf

October 25, 2021
TO: Ms. Nicole Singh
FR: Kathryn VanNatta
RE: NWPPA Comments
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking, Climate Protection Program
Attached are the comments of the Northwest Pulp & Paper Association on the Oregon Department
of Environmental Quality’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking Climate Protection
Program.
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the rule development through webinars and
membership on the Rules Advisory Committee and to provide written comment on the rule
proposal.
Kathryn VanNatta
Kathryn VanNatta
Dir. Of Government and Regulatory Affairs
Northwest Pulp & Paper Association
www.nwpulpandpaper.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

jan.lee@oacd.org
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
OACD CPP Comments
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:48:41 AM
OACD CCP Comments 9-23-21.docx

Here are our comments on the final draft. Thank you, Nicole. Jan
Jan Lee, Executive Director
Oregon Association of Conservation Districts
Mobile : 503-545-9420
Email: jan.lee@oacd.org
P.O. Box 1809
Sandy, Oregon 97055

http://oacd.org
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mike Freese
MCCONNAHA Colin * DEQ; SINGH Nicole * DEQ; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Danelle Romain
OFA CPP Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:23:03 AM
OFA - CPP Proposed Rule Comments Ltr FINAL.pdf

Dear Colin and Nicole,
Please find attached the Oregon Fuels Association’s (OFA) comments to the proposed Climate
Protection Program regulation. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Best,
Mike Freese
Romain Freese, LLC: Lawyers & Lobbyists
T: (503)226-8090 ● C: (503) 991-2785 ● RFlawlobby.com
NOTICE: This email may contain material that is confidential, privileged and/or attorney work product for the sole
use of the intended recipient. Any unauthorized review, use, or distribution is prohibited and may be unlawful.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mary Anne Cooper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
OFB Comments on CPP Rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:34:13 PM
CPP Response_OFB 10.25.2021 Final.pdf

Good afternoon,
Attached please find comments from the Oregon Farm Bureau on the draft Climate
Protection Program rules.
Thanks,
Mary Anne
Mary Anne Cooper | Vice President of Government Affairs
Oregon Farm Bureau
1320 Capitol St. NE, Suite 200, Salem, OR 97301
Cell: 541.740.4062 • Office: 503.399.1701 x. 306 • Fax: 503.399.8082
maryanne@oregonfb.org • oregonfb.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

barbara shamet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Old forests are carbon reserves and must be protected
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:19:49 AM

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Jenny Dresler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
sjillions@oregonmanufacturers.org; Preston Mann; Jenny Dresler
OMC comments in response to proposed Climate Protection Program rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:29:58 PM
image002.png
OMC_GHG Climate Protection Program Comments_10-25-21.pdf
Macroeconomic Impact Analysis of ODEQ CPP Rule_10-25-2021.pdf
High

Good afternoon,
Please find attached comments from Oregon Manufacturers and Commerce submitted in response
to the Department’s Climate Protection Program rulemaking. OMC also submits the attached
Macroeconomic Impact Analysis prepared by Energy Strategies, LLC, and RECON Insights Group, LLC
and Stillwater Associates, LLC.
OMC Executive Director Shaun Jillions is cc’d on this submission for any questions or comments
related to the attached submission.
Best regards,
Jenny Dresler
Director of Regulatory Affairs
Oregon Manufacturers and Commerce
Jenny Dresler

Director of Regulatory Affairs
phone: 503-363-7084
mobile: 503-810-4174
email: jenny@pacounsel.com
991 Liberty St SE
Salem, OR 97302
NOTICE: Effective October 18th, my email will
permanently transition from
jenny@pacounsel.org to
jenny@pacounsel.com. Please change your
address records.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dawn Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Opinion on climate change
Saturday, October 2, 2021 6:47:28 AM

All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable
hydrogen - are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable
energy options to meet their needs.
Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
This is my opinion on dealing with climate change in Oregon. Please honor citizens opinions.
Thank you. Dawn Nelson
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Risa Buck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
opportunity to invite every Oregonian to reduce carbon emmissions
Sunday, October 10, 2021 5:25:05 PM

I applaud the state's move to push to reduce GHG. I would encourage you
to consider adding a piece to this legislation that INVITES and INCLUDES
every Oregonian driver of combustion engine to STOP IDLING.
Please consider adding an educational piece to get everyone involved by
promoting anti- idling measures. This will be difficult to measure AND
it is LOW HANGING FRUIT that doesn't cost anyone and actually saves the
fuel and reduces air pollution.
Thanks for your consideration.
We ALL need to feel like we can take part and make a difference.
Risa Buck
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vicki Helmig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:30:22 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
First, I would like to start by expressing my frustration at the constant direct route to more taxes, fines and increased
costs when there are alternative solutions available. I will not argue that actions like driving vehicles produce more
carbon in the air than if we were not doing so. That is a matter of fact. I will however argue that raising the costs of
doing so will only further inequity and create a further divide of elite classes who can afford to drive and everyone
else that cannot. As I first mentioned, there are alternative solutions that will not cause this divide.   Educating the
community is one of them. By doing so, the action taken by the community will lead to a reduction in emissions
remaining in the air. Most everyone is aware there is an issue, but few realize how much they can do to counteract
it. If more people planted green fences instead of putting up wood or metal fences, this would in itself make a huge
difference. Especially with how many subdivisions there are out there with all those fences. If each person with a
yard, even if it's a small one, planted one fruit tree, they would have access to more food and help with the emissions
issue. If more farmers were educated about these benefits of no-till farming (do NOT mandate no-till farming, that
will be the fastest way to get more farmers to refuse to do it). We only recently learned how much carbon we are
releasing back into the air as we are tilling our ground. We are working at becoming minimal to no-till on our farm.
There are many more planting examples that will make a difference.
Lastly on this point of alternative solutions, educate the community, as mentioned above, and relate it to their
commutes. Encourage more people to find homes closer to work or work closer to home. Work with employers and
make it easier to allow people to work from home or even help an employee set up a home office that allows them to
work from home when feasible. Right now, it is hard enough to have an employee at all. Then complicate it with
making sure all rules are followed and learning what applies and not to working from home is a whole other fiasco.
Come up with more best practices and fewer rulemakings. The majority of people do care about their employees,
but still become resentful about rules because they are designed to be one size fits all across many, many industries.
I cannot think of one job out there that would fit into a one size fits all. Every time you are looking at any kind of a
rulemaking, you should be keeping in mind how all are affected and whether or not the rule will impose an undue
hardship on even one person. If that is the case, you need to be getting more creative about how to do these things.
If it really is for the people, then find solutions for those that it does create a problem for. But do so before imposing
the rule. If you can't think of the solution, ask them if they have any. If there isn't, then you probably need to find
another way to approach the problem at hand.
Below are points an organization I belong to has shared with us. They are much more efficient in pointing out some
of the challenges we face in agriculture that are directly impacted by a rulemaking like this. Please read all the way
through as they are all issues we will face. As an elected official, it is your responsibility to be aware of how all
sides will be impacted, especially when the sides are reaching out to share that information with you.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
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program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
These are a lot of problems that we are going to have. Please share your solutions and consider another approach to
the issue of our climate. You are elected to represent all of the people. You may be a lone voice if you choose to
oppose, but you should be heard. Every voice should be. There are many voices out here opposing and I hope that
someone in there will stand up for us.
Sincerely,
Vicki Helmig
37087 S Foltz Rd
Molalla, OR 97038
helmigtreefarms@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Harvey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:30:15 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
This Executive Order of Cap and Reduce will hurt the very competitive markets in the trucking industries, and allow
Out of State companies like Idaho to compete
in transport.
Just 5 cents doesn't seem like a lot to increase, though if you're operating tractors or semi trucks, using 80 gallons a
day = $4 a day = $20 per 5 day week = $80 per month. This
is what some of our workforce will pay, and will they be able to offset these costs by in- creasing the cost of their
services? If I remember with Cap and Trade the tax was going to start at 20 cents a gallon and max out at 60 cents a
gallon.
I am living in Tillamook and I know our dairy farmers have set pricing for their milk. They can't call the Creamery
and say “We are increasing our milk price because the hay truck raised our feed price!”.
Also, tax credits to buy carbon free equipment, which doesn't exist! I am looking for
an offset cultivating tractor that has the cultivators mounted under the tractor. Would be electric that does one row at
a time, with sweeps on the back. Do you know where I can find one for a competitive price? There isn't one and
there isn't competitive pricing, nor options for electric semis, cats, tractors, etc.
Let's use some common sense!
October 13,2021
Sincerely,
Mark Harvey
11600 Highway 101 S
Tillamook, OR 97141
oldhousedahlias@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathryn Gomes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:20:19 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sincerely,
Kathryn Gomes
41218 SE Trubel Rd
Sandy, OR 97055
kaye@mthoodcustomhomes.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Herman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:41:01 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to let you know that I oppose the Climate Protection Program you are proposing in your draft rule. I
am a rancher that struggles ever year to make ends meet. Your proposed “Climate Protection Program” fails to
consider the impact on not only small ranchers and farmers but everyone working in agriculture. Your program will
only increase costs that I can not easily pass on to those I sell cattle to.
You have not considered affordable alternatives. Your program will increase my fuel costs. My tractor take fuel to
get my hay crop harvested. It is already a struggle to bring in a crop without adding more costs on my back.
I think you Community Climate Investments (CCI’s) were not adequately evaluated. It appears the CCI program
will do nothing but increase costs for farmers and ranchers. The land that I farm on already sequesters carbon, but
you have failed to consider that.
Also, it’s disappointing that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate
or guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions.
This program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur, or the program will surely fail.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
I also ask DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding.   Also please revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for
working families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Craig Herman
13180 S Carus Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
cjherman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Tamura
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:20:12 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program! DEQ did not do their homework in determining the cost
of compliance for farmers and ranchers. Typical government thinking and action with NO accountability!
Sincerely,
Gary Tamura
3711 Massee Grade Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
g.tamura@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacqueline Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:31:02 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Please value Oregon agriculture and the ag infrastructures enough to not put farmers like myself at an even further
disadvantage to stay in business as an economic driver, employer and producer for others.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Jones
11220 NW Roy Rd
Banks, OR 97106
jduyckjones@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Zielinski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:30:15 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
John Zielinski
5270 55th Ave NE
Salem, OR 97305
john@ezorchards.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea Walker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:40:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I oppose these Cap and Reduce Rules. They make everything in our State more expensive. My business, pet
cremation, deals directly with natural gas. These rules will greatly increase the cost to me and I will have to pass the
increases on to my pet families as a result.
Natural gas is a clean fossil fuel that you guys loved a couple of years ago.
Why now do you want to restrict it and regulate it? The families I deal with, very much want their pet's ashes back,
but these rules increase the cost so much, it will be prohibitive for them.
Please reconsider your rules on Cap and Reduce. It will be very financially harmful to all Oregonians in fuel prices.
Sincerely,
Andrea Walker
PO BOX 119
MERRILL, OR 97633
trackstoheaven@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hedie Schulte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:30:15 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
Sincerely,
Hedie Schulte
32788 Tangent Loop
Tangent, OR 97389
Hedie@Bosharttrucking.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kate McMichael
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:10:25 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am a small woodland owner in rural Lane County, writing to oppose the current draft rules of the Climate
Protection Program and urge further work to make these rules work more equitably for ALL Oregonians.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program. Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families
or the agricultural sector, it is clear that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and
transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That
is unacceptable.
Additionally, I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these
credits run out, farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down
those in agriculture! Not to mention put their health and safety at risk in times of extreme weather and concomitant
power outages. In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
DEQ also failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill!
DEQ likewise ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are
trade dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state,
and the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because they will be
priced out.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly with the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum, DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity. Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing
CCI nonprofits to estimate or guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real
and verifiable reductions. This program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared
to reducing global carbon emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will
surely fail.
I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. Working forests, in particular, are extraordinary in their capacity to both sequester and
store carbon. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains, while rural
Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to those of us
that grow food and fiber and forests.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
Lastly, I urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding. Both the costs AND the benefits of any program of this magnitude should be well understood and
equitably shared by all Oregon families.
Thank you.
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Sincerely,
Kate McMichael
45931 N Gate Creek Rd
Vida, OR 97488
kathryn.mcmichael@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ruth Rubelt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:31:02 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Fuel prices are higher than they should be already without making them higher.
When fuel prices go up for folks in agriculture, we must cut back on other needed purchases, so that we can keep
our farms and ranches going.
Sincerely,
Ruth Rubelt
2037 Graham Blvd
Vale, OR 97918
RRUBELT@Q.COM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Theresa Hausser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:41:00 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program.
I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run out,
farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill.
DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly with the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum, DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity.
I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains,
while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to
those of us that grow food and fiber.
Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate or
guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This
program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will surely fail.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Theresa Hausser
45931 N Gate Creek Rd
Vida, OR 97488
tandkate@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tiffany Cruickshank
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:30:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Tiffany Cruickshank
PO Box 2494
Nyssa, OR 97913
tiffanyanne.sc@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eric harlow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:51:18 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I oppose DEQ cap and reduce
Sincerely,
eric harlow
85080 Butler Grade Rd
Milton Freewater, OR 97862
harlowsheep@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arne Goddik
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:30:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
To Director Richard Whitman
Your proposed rules for the climate protection program are an indirect threat to my farming operation. My net
income last year was $43000. Paying another $10,000 to 20,000 for fuel and fuel derived products, will leave
almost nothing for my family living expenses. Please listen to the Oregon farm bureau staff about ways to recognize
the positive impact Oregon farming contribute to our environment.
Sincerely
Arne Goddik
Sincerely,
Arne Goddik
18265 SE Neck Rd
Dayton, OR 97114
goddik@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jed Hassinger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:40:20 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a family farmer, I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program. While I think it is
important to address carbon pollution, this program is a flawed approach.
It is clear that the proposed rule will increase fuel costs for farmers like me, which is punitive, since alternatives to
diesel powered farm equipment don't currently exist. The lack of alternatives for farmers also means that incentives
to reduce fuel use cannot be effective.  
DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
Further, I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the
value of working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated
financial gains, while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design
and is punitive to those of us that grow food and fiber.
Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate or
guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This
program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur and also allow credit for sequestered carbon on
working lands.
Sincerely,
Jed Hassinger
60897 Overlook Dr
Cove, OR 97824
jedhassinger@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Brooks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:51:02 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
We are family farmers in the Willamette Valley. Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program
will result in increases in the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated
cost increases, because they were not part of DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable
compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers; I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of
fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon agriculture.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Brooks
26845 McFarland Rd
Monroe, OR 97456
liz@brooksfarmllc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Fleming
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:21:08 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
    Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is
clear that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director
Whitman stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
    DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels
and expand the reach of this program.
    I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run
out, farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
    DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill!
    DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
    I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly with the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum, DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity.
    I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains,
while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to
those of us that grow food and fiber.
     DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
    I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Fleming
14051 NW Grandview Pl
Banks, OR 97106
kgailf@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jon Laraway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:30:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Our family farm will suffer from these continued increased costs, requiring us to eventually sell out to the larger
corporate farms. Our on farm family workers will also suffer.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
Sincerely,
Jon Laraway
1830 Eastside Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
jdlaraway@hrecn.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bearl Seals
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:51:00 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Weoppose the DEQ Cap & Reduce rules.
Sincerely,
bearl Seals
10389 Meda Loop Rd
Cloverdale, OR 97112
sunvalleyjerseys@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Eigel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:50:25 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
The program will result in increases in the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the
anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of
affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers; I am concerned that this program could lead to the
rationing of fuels.
How will people pay their heating and gas bills? There is only so much money available at places that help pay bills
and that is only for certain incomes. 2021 had a lot of heat related deaths. Oregonians freeze in the winter too and
that is not just from power outages.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Eigel
33101 Conser Pl
Tangent, OR 97389
eigelr@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bibiana Gomes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:51 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program.
I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run out,
farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Bibiana Gomes
20663 Prowell Ln
Baker City, OR 97814
bibiana46@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lesley Tamura
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:30:13 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
No on draft rules for the Climate Protection Program! Oregon DEQ & Governor Brown are not with the adverse
effects these rules will have on agriculture and small businesses.
Sincerely,
Lesley Tamura
3711 Massee Grade Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
lesley.tamura@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Eigel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:30:13 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
The program will result in increases in the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the
anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of
affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers; I am concerned that this program could lead to the
rationing of fuels.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Eigel
33101 Conser Pl
Tangent, OR 97389
eigelr@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tim Emerson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:50:22 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Please don’t put into place theDEQ cap and reduce rule .
Sincerely,
Tim Emerson
14805 Highway 101 S
Tillamook, OR 97141
tisudairy@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jolene Moxon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:51 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program.
I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run out,
farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill!
DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly with the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum, DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity.
I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains,
while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to
those of us that grow food and fiber.
Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate or
guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This
program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will surely fail.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Jolene Moxon
24777 Holl Rd
Malin, OR 97632
jolenemoxon@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Silbernagel, G
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:48 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
This will increase my costs that I cannot pass on. I shouldnt have to bear more of the costs then average citizens!
Sincerely,
Chris Silbernagel
58148 Hilgard Ln
La Grande, OR 97850
chris@crispcolors.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

santos garcia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:50:18 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Again your trying to shoot yourselves in the foot. Farmers help the environment by raising food that you NEED to
exist and produce OXYGEN you need also. THINK with your BODIES! If you do what you are attempting to do we
the Farmers will be unable to Produce that which WE all need to Survive on this Planet! HELP US!!
Sincerely,
santos garcia
4861 Howell Prairie Rd NE
Silverton, OR 97381
santossaints@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Lippitt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:30:12 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Everywhere I read studies on how this will work or that will work and I fail to see adequate environmental studies
on how they will impact ranchers and farmers.
One small example is electric cars..haven't seen studies on electric swathers, balers, rakes or tractors etc.
I'm sure people are sending you more detailed outlines against these proposals..so I'm only sending a short one.
I also prefer a more cautious approach before implementing these types of programs.
Sincerely,
Deborah Lippitt
2512 Edison Rd NE
Silverton, OR 97381
2dclippitt@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janice Flegel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:45 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families and agriculture. It is clear that this rule
making will increase the costs of natural gas, propane and transportation fuels. This will not only raise the costs of
producing food and fiber but will also raise the cost of heating and transportation on every family. This is
unacceptable and should never be allowed.
These rules go way beyond the mission of executive order 20-04 which will increase the cost of fuels and expand
the reach of this program.
I am concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When credits run out, farmers
and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which will have the same effect of stopping agriculture production.
Stopping locally produced food and fiber. Putting an undue burden on rural communities. Sometimes in rural
Oregon propane is the only affordable heating option and the way these rules read the goal is to eliminate these fuels
completely. That is just not practical or humane.
DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are the only options available to regulate entities and are very costly compared to those available on the global
carbon market. Why make rules that would be so much more costly to families at a time when Oregon families are
struggling. DEQ has ignored the impacts these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries
that are trade dependent, like agriculture. These rules will render many family farms uncompetitive in the global
market.
I am concerned about the structure of the CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity.
I oppose DEQ’s decision to only allow CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains
while rural Oregon families get stuck paying the bill. This is inequitable and discriminatory in its design and is
punitive to those of us that grow food and fiber.
It is shocking that DEQ would allow CCI nonprofits to estimate or guess the amount of carbon they are reducing
instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This seems as though DEQ would be funding pet
projects rather than programs that are geared to reduce global carbon emissions. DEQ must ensure actual carbon
reduction or there is no point in having these rules.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data to understand the impact of these rules.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the costs of fuels for working
families like mine.
Please do not allow these rules to go forward.
Sincerely,
Janice Flegel
9271 NW McCabe Rd
Page 3361 of 9889

Prineville, OR 97754
janice.flegel@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynden Brown, Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:10:13 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
If the legislature is so excited about this, then THEY should be they first to forego any natural gas heating/cooling in
their offices and homes to see how it goes. We cannot decide if these politicians are ignorant, vindictive or just
plain stupid.
All the wind and solar options kill a lot of birds and other wildlife, are NOT cost effective and will NOT keep
people warm in winter and cool in summer for anything like a reasonable cost. Are the collective "they" trying to
kill people on low/fixed incomes? How many of the big solar projects are/were just ways to line political pockets at
taxpayer expense.?
Sincerely,
Lynden Brown
30609 Ty Valley Rd
Lebanon, OR 97355
lynden12brown@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mr. & Mrs. Ed heilman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:50:18 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture and our farm.
Please oppose the draft rules
Thank You
Sincerely,
Ed heilman
12616 S Spangler Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
lheilman@bctonline.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Siemens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:50:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
See the above. The statements accurately describe my concerns. Your proposals would severely impact our ranch
and in fact all Oregonians while doing nothing for the environment. DEQ and the state are using the climate
concern to bring in more money rather that actually solve the problem.
Sincerely,
Richard Siemens
39416 Highway 62
Chiloquin, OR 97624
resiemens@centurytel.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Klaus Hoehna
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:45 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
My small woodland and tree farm has been severely affected by this years drought. I have lost close to 40% of this
springs planting even with labor intensive hand watering on 4 wheelers pulling water tank! My tractor is diesel and
other equipment uses non-ethanol gasoline. My fuel costs are increasing at an alarming rate. I strongly do not
support any cap and trade measures because we rural residents engaged in forestry and agriculture will bear virtually
all costs. Fast-tracking these rules is unfair and will totally favor urban Oregon!
Sincerely,
Klaus Hoehna
78061 Lupine Ln
Weston, OR 97886
klaushoehna@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Stone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:10:12 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
BTN of Oregon is a family run Christmas Tree farm in Marion County. BTN was started by Mike Stone 61 years
ago and grown to sustain our whole family. Today myself Ben, with my wife Lisa and two brothers Tyler, and
Nathan continue the farm as the second generation of Christmas Tree farmers. I write today to express my concerns
with Cap and Reduce as drafted.
This bill will make getting our product to market even more costly than it is today. We care for our tree’s year
around with little certainty of the market during harvest. Like everyone else faced with increasing operating cost we
will have little option but either to pass the cost onto the consumer or take an additional loss.
The loss of market share in our industry has a much larger impact than just financial. Consumers are being driven to
fake trees that are extremely toxic to our environment. In record numbers people are shifting their buying habit's
away from the environmentally friendly, oxygen producing, renewable resource, that is the "Real Christmas" tree, to
the petroleum-based, lead paint, insect-infested, Chinese wooden stemmed pipe cleaner fake Christmas tree.
To back up my statement regarding the environmental benefits of Christmas trees I would like to reference an article
from the University of Vermont. “1 acre of Christmas trees produces enough daily oxygen for 18 people.” With
that statistic in mind, the Oregon counties of Benton, Clackamas and Marion primarily, are engaged in farming
almost 42,000 acres of Christmas trees, producing the daily oxygen for 756,000 people.  
In my opinion, the carbon emissions that our family farm produces in growing our trees pales in comparison to the
fake alternatives produced here and abroad. Trees grown locally directly sequester carbon, contribute to the local
economy, and provide a holiday experience unmatched by artificial copies.
My family asks you to oppose Cap and Reduce Rules as drafted. Protect the family farm from increased cost under
cap and trade, as well as the invasion of fake trees. We believe local agriculture is the solution and not the cause.
Our Oregon trees are enjoyed all over the country and provide benefits beyond environmental and economic.
Thank you for your time and consideration. If you have questions, I can be reacheded at ben@btnoforegon.
Ben Stone, President BTN of Oregon
Sincerely,
Ben Stone
7540 Jordan St SE
Salem, OR 97317
ben@btnoforegon.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea Walker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 8:20:53 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Hello,
I own a pet cremation facility in Oregon. This will increase my costs significantly. My business runs on natural
gas. My cremation equipment is highly efficient in keeping pollutants from going into the air but my business will
suffer unnecessary cost increases anyway. These proposed laws will harm my pet families by making the cost of pet
cremation more costly. Why don’t you concentrate on the wildfires to clear our Oregon air.
Sincerely,
Andrea Walker
PO BOX 119
MERRILL, OR 97633
trackstoheaven@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lucien Gunderman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:42 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
As a third generation Farmer-Rancher I am struggling right now with the cost of fuel, which has gone up
dramatically, yet the products I am marketing, I have no control over the selling price.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
lucien Gunderman
18155 NW Baker Creek Rd
McMinnville, OR 97128
crownhillfarm@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Licos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:10:11 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
our family is involved in farming/ranching and forestry on minor levels. We are   self-employed in these two fields.
We exsist on a heritage piece of property that have been in my husband's family for 100 years. To push through this
newest version of Cap and Trade that have been adamantly apposed in resent years would be extremely detrimental
to both industries. Most farming/ranching businesses are run on shoe string budgets. We purchase pre-owned
vehicles for our companies as the price of new is well above our pocket books. If the cost of new vehicles are
affected, and it will be, we will be negatively financially impacted also as the price od pre-owned will rise
dramatically also. Family farms/ranches are the heart of Oregon and always have been. The forestry end of our
livelihood is through Wildland Fire Fighting that again is seasonal. We diversify to stay on our land and provide for
our families. By trying to pass this travesty of a bill you again squeeze the little guy.
Please do Not do this to us again. Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Julie Licos
901 Speaker Rd
Wolf Creek, OR 97497
tnjlicos@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Tamura
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:21 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program! Does not reflect the real world we work in. Governor
Brown needs to get her head screwed on straight as does OR DEQ!
Sincerely,
Gary Tamura
3711 Massee Grade Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
g.tamura@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David D. Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:41 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I oppose any and all forms of cap and tax. This state already taxes too much with no results seen except the
increased taxes. Fuel costs have already increased over 40% due to the failed Biden administration, and the state
wants to tax us citizens more? It's time to stop this big government over reach and stop this cap and tax agenda.
Sincerely,
David D. Hunter
PO Box 324
Forest Grove, OR 97116
ddhunterarborist@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheryl Stauffer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:10:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing again to oppose the draft
rules of the Climate Protection Program.
This program will result in substantial increases in the price of natural gas, propane and transportation fuels.
Because Agriculture and Forestry were NOT part of DEQ’s modeling, we do not know the anticipated cost
increases. As "price takers", Farmers need to know projected costs in order to survive.
Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers; I am concerned
that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon agriculture's future and
our ability to put food on the public's table.
I am also concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed
BETC program. It appears that the CCI's have little quantitative requirements and penalties for failure to perform.
How will the state maintain the integrity of the program and actually know it is reaching it's GHG reduction goals?
It is also concerning that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules
like electrified transportation and home heating.
The cost impacts of this program appear so great that I am concerned Family Farmers and Ranches will not
survive. Please take us into account when looking at the draft rules.
Sincerely,
Sheryl Stauffer
13851 Stauffer Rd NE
Hubbard, OR 97032
staufferfarmsinc@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Geschwill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:38 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a farmer in Woodburn, I have already written in OPPOSITION to this entire concept multiple times in the past
couple of months. Via OFB, OFS, and NW Natural, etc. I am expressing one more time that Cap And Reduce is a
horrible scheme, and I fear for the state of Oregon, if this pile of manure is implemented. The rest of the world has
'gone back to fossil fuels' as of late. Only the goofballs in parts of the U.S. are still clinging to this economy killing
concept. Cap and Reduce is a political agenda. It will hurt the citizens of Oregon, and do zero to help the climate.
Sincerely,
Heidi Geschwill
13610 NE Boones Ferry Rd
Woodburn, OR 97071
hidawg@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lucien gunderman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:21 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
The proposed rules and lack of input from the Ag community, regarding fuel costs, and other restrictions make this
one more rule that unfairly costs and restricts rural communities, agriculture, and the forestry industries.
Sincerely,
lucien gunderman
18155 NW Baker Creek Rd
McMinnville, OR 97128
julu1@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin Duyck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:10:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I see Oregon as one of the cleanest states in the nation. The DEQ And reducing rulemaking is just another action
you were trying to make to bring our state to a halt. If you want to clean up the states here do it through programs
that make incentives not more rules that make it harder to make the state run economically. Please don’t hinder our
state.
Our farms use a lot of old equipment because this is all we can afford to use as all new equipment is so expensive.
We cannot afford to buy all new equipment with newer omissions. Most of my newer tractors continually have
problems with emission controls. More regulations more technology to control The motors is only making our
equipment less efficient and more costly to operate to operate. It is hard enough to make this economy operate with
the returns on our farm. Added cost is only going to hinder our ability to feed our nation. If you want to be totally
dependent on other countries to feed you keep doing what you were doing. If you want clean local food don’t hinder
the farmer that feeds you.
Sincerely,
Kevin Duyck
37995 NW Harrington Rd
Cornelius, OR 97113
kevinduyckfarm@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Geschwill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:18 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a farmer and citizen of Oregon, I OPPOSE Cap and Reduce. DEQ wants to pass rules, that it hasn't even studied
what the costs will be to consumers in the state. My farm fuel costs will guaranteed skyrocket, and even become
unavailable--that much I believe. Sounds like a great set of rules. The whole scheme will be ripe for fraud. That is
the Oregon way.
It a falsehood that taking these extreme measures to reduce fuel use, will alter climate change. I do find it ironic that
DEQ is being asked to hijack my fuel use, while it's encouraging electric vehicles on the road. Electricity comes
from burning fuel!
Please thoroughly analyze the costs and risks to the fine people of Oregon, before putting forth a set of rules that
doesn't serve the people, or accomplish anything to help the environment.
Sincerely,
Heidi Geschwill
13610 NE Boones Ferry Rd
Woodburn, OR 97071
hidawg@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenneth Masten
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:37 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
DEQ has strayed way beyond its mission with executive order 20-04
Sincerely,
Kenneth Masten
4550 Burgdorf Rd
Bonanza, OR 97623
kmasten000@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlene Acker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:15 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Your draft rules document shows many websites and information to wade through. I would like to see a simple
chart that shows the amount of greenhouse gas emissions that are released in our state, shown by the various areas,
either by county or city. And by how much your plan will change this?
Sincerely,
Marlene Acker
35205 Tohl Ave
Nehalem, OR 97131
marlene@nehalemtel.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nic Vial
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:36 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program.
I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run out,
farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill!
DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly with the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum, DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity.
I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains,
while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to
those of us that grow food and fiber.
Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate or
guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This
program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will surely fail.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Nic Vial
13170 SW Wall St
Portland, OR 97223
nic@grow-construction.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jen Hamaker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:13 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
The Oregon Legislature established GHG reduction goals in 2007 through HB 3543. The law called for reducing
GHGs to 10% below 1990 levels by 2020, and 75% below 1990 levels by 2050.
However, the statute does not say whether GHGs should be measured in the aggregate or on a per capita basis. This
is an important distinction given Oregon’s population growth since 2007.
The Oregon Global Warming Commission (OGWC), a group created by HB 3543, insists on measuring total GHG
emissions. Using this metric, Oregon produced 13% more total emissions in 2017 compared to 1990 levels, and thus
appears to be failing.
When measured on a per capita basis, Oregon GHG emissions in 2017 were actually 21% lower than 1990 levels.
We have more than doubled the 10% emissions reduction goal, three years ahead of the deadline.
In fact, Oregon has improved its energy efficiency so much that per capita energy use in 2016 was the lowest it’s
been since 1960, declining 37% since it peaked in 1972. Oregon has the lowest per capita energy use in the entire
Northwest.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
Sincerely,
Jen Hamaker
88080 Heather Dr
Springfield, OR 97478
jenhamaker1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Pitts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:35 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Do not continue to kill our state by implementing a law that will put so many out of business and cause even more
inflation .
Sincerely,
Susan Pitts
40728 SE Wildcat Mountain Dr
Eagle Creek, OR 97022
susanpitts01@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Duane Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:35 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I oppose Deaths DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking. Any new rules since 2019 should be received and
reconsidered. The impact of new rules should consider the cost to rural families and farms. Active farming helps
reduce carbon. Rural families and agriculture cannot withstand the cost increases the new policies and rules. The
ever rising cost of food and fuels for our homes in these economic times must be considered.
Sincerely,
Duane Lee
1235 N 2nd St
Union, OR 97883
pastcop@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Yturriondobeitia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:35 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate or
guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This
program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will surely fail.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Richard Yturriondobeitia
57751 Whitehorse Ranch Ln
Fields, OR 97710
ayarsytu2riondobeitia@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eric harlow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:34 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am an Eastern OR rancher and I oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce.
Eric Harlow
541 215 9109
harlowsheep@gmail.com
Sincerely,
eric harlow
85080 Butler Grade Rd
Milton Freewater, OR 97862
harlowsheep@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jen Hamaker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:32 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
The Oregon Legislature established GHG reduction goals in 2007 through HB 3543. The law called for reducing
GHGs to 10% below 1990 levels by 2020, and 75% below 1990 levels by 2050.
However, the statute does not say whether GHGs should be measured in the aggregate or on a per capita basis. This
is an important distinction given Oregon’s population growth since 2007.
The Oregon Global Warming Commission (OGWC), a group created by HB 3543, insists on measuring total GHG
emissions. Using this metric, Oregon produced 13% more total emissions in 2017 compared to 1990 levels, and thus
appears to be failing.
When measured on a per capita basis, Oregon GHG emissions in 2017 were actually 21% lower than 1990 levels.
We have more than doubled the 10% emissions reduction goal, three years ahead of the deadline.
In fact, Oregon has improved its energy efficiency so much that per capita energy use in 2016 was the lowest it’s
been since 1960, declining 37% since it peaked in 1972. Oregon has the lowest per capita energy use in the entire
Northwest.
Cap & Trade or Regulate is not necessary in Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jen Hamaker
88080 Heather Dr
Springfield, OR 97478
jenhamaker1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tracey Ellison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:31 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program.
I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run out,
farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I understand
these rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill!
DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly with the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum, DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity.
I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains,
while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to
those that grow food and fiber.
Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate or
guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This
program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will surely fail.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Tracey Ellison
37671 Harmony Ln
Astoria, OR 97103
traceydellison@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rod Frahm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:30 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am opposed to the cap and trade rule written by the DEQ. This very harmful to the citizens of Oregon, especially
the farmers and ranchers who are the foundation of Oregon. We will be priced out of the international market,
because DEQ is not considering the economical impact of this rule. Most Oregonians are not economists and don't
have experience navigating these confusing rules as the proposed CPP. I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough
review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public's understanding and also revisit provisions in the
CPP that will significantly increase the cost for working families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Rod Frahm
418 King Ave
Ontario, OR 97914
launafrahm@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DeAnna Thiessen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:30 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program.
I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run out,
farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill!
DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
Sincerely,
DeAnna Thiessen
94575 Horton Rd
Blachly, OR 97412
jjjfootballmom@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:30 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I oppose the Cap and Reduce Program. Too expensive and no clear evidence that carbon emissions cause "climate
change."   In fact - the climate has been getting warmer and cooler for thousands of years - way before man's use of
fossil fuels.   Solar activity is the primary driver of climate.   NOT man's use of fossil fuel.
NO - can't afford - misguided and dangerous to the economy.
Sincerely,
John Lee
8859 Hudson Way SE
Aumsville, OR 97325
john@northwestfarmbroker.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Yoder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:28 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Stop the insanity, if this bill passes what will come next. How many businesses have to leave before Kate realizes
that this impacts everyone including her.
Sincerely,
Karen Yoder
3721 W Elm Rd
Vale, OR 97918
kyy4farm@outlook.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zachary Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:27 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program.
I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run out,
farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill!
DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly with the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum, DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity.
I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains,
while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to
those of us that grow food and fiber.
Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate or
guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This
program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will surely fail.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Zachary Miller
34465 Midway Dr SE
Albany, OR 97322
millergrassseed@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bearl Seals
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:27 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Mr. Whitman, We oppose the Climate Protection Program. It will be devastating to the farming community, &
especially dairy farming, which is a large part of Oregon's economy. More research is needed.
Sincerely,
bearl Seals
10389 Meda Loop Rd
Cloverdale, OR 97112
sunvalleyjerseys@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Gooding
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:26 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Our farm has been in the family since 1894. Over the years we have had many challenges to stay productive and
make a living on the farm. These rule changes by the DEQ will cause more cost to the agricultural community
which we cannot pass on but have to absorb them into our farming operations. As more farmers are forced to sell
more farmland will be lost to developers and more co2 will be produced because that land is no longer growing
crops that will sequester co2.
Please do not make any rule changes that will increase our production costs that we cannot absorb. Protect our
Oregon farmlands instead of letting them be developed.
Thank you
Sincerely,
Bill Gooding
5357 St Paul Hwy NE
Saint Paul, OR 97137
wgooding@stpaultel.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eugene Hawes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:26 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Director Richard Whitman
I am a 5th generation agriculturalist and have great concern with the Governor's directive for DEQ to regulate Cap
and Reduce rule making.
I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains,
while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to
those of us that grow food and fiber. I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the
rules to help inform the public’s understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase
the cost of fuels for working families, like mine.
Thank for your time.
Sincerely,
Eugene Hawes
43413 Pocahontas Rd
Baker City, OR 97814
hawes.fencing@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ruth Rubelt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:26 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
    Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is
clear that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director
Whitman stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
    DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels
and expand the reach of this program.
    I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run
out, farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
    DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill!
    DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
    I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly with the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum, DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity.
    I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains,
while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to
those of us that grow food and fiber.
    Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate or
guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This
program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will surely fail.
    DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
    I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Ruth Rubelt
2037 Graham Blvd
Vale, OR 97918
RRUBELT@Q.COM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Eigel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:25 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable. The news media is telling
Americans to brace for higher heating bills this winter.
In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way these rules read, the goal is
to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical. Are you going to pay to replace their fuel source?
DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because they will be priced
out. They are a major industry in Oregon.
DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains, while rural Oregon families
will be stuck paying the bill.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Eigel
33101 Conser Pl
Tangent, OR 97389
eigelr@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kerry Tienhaara
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:24 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program. lso, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing
CCI nonprofits to estimate or guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real
and verifiable reductions. This program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared
to reducing global carbon emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will
surely fail.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Kerry Tienhaara
PO Box 547
Joseph, OR 97846
tfi4@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Wiese
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:24 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
This cap and trade proposal is another stunning and unnecessary government outlay. Drafted without meaningful
input from farm and ranch communities, this proposal is nothing but wild guessing about climate impacts on the
state, and will significantly raise costs for producers and consumers throughout the food chain. Cap and trade-no!!!
Sincerely,
Peter Wiese
93130 Giant Oak Dr
Junction City, OR 97448
peterwiese48@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marlita Stauffer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:24 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program.
I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run out,
farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill!
DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly with the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum, DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity.
I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains,
while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to
those of us that grow food and fiber.
Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate or
guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This
program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will surely fail.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Marlita Stauffer
13630 Stauffer Rd NE
Hubbard, OR 97032
chuckmarlie@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Lippitt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:23 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I OPPOSED to the proposed " Cap and Reduce Program"
The Oregon Farm Bureau says it all quite eloquently..so I'll leave it at that.
Deborah Lippitt
Silverton Oregon
Sincerely,
Deborah Lippitt
2512 Edison Rd NE
Silverton, OR 97381
2dclippitt@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helle Ruddenklau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:23 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am a farmer in The Willamette Valley. We grow multiple crops each year, most of which leave the state of
Oregon, thereby contributing positively to Oregon's economy. I am concerned about the Cap and Reduce Rules
being proposed.
There are multiple aspects which worry me. Overall, I'm concerned about the cost. While I strongly believe our
society must urgently confront climate change, it must be done in a manner which does not unfairly place the
heaviest burdens on rural Oregonians.
We rely on various types of fuels to run our businesses. Sometimes there are no current, good alternatives so price
increases will hurt us without providing an environmental benefit. We cannot pass those increased costs onto our
customers without putting us at a competitive disadvantage compared to farmers outside of Oregon and potentially
outside of the US. Again, this provides no environmental benefit, it only hurts Oregon farmers.
Oregon's farmers are at the forefront of environmentally responsible agriculture. We are constantly producing more
with reduced inputs. Encouraging production on Oregon farms means less urgency to convert natural lands
elsewhere in the world to crop production. We must think of the global impacts of our decisions, and not think of
Oregon in a vacuum.
Farmers in Oregon are already doing our part. The adoption of no-till practices has greatly increased carbon
sequestration over the last 20 years. I'm concerned that this is not taken into account in the proposed rules.
Encouraging and incentivizing carbon sequestration should be a top priority in the overall strategy.
Please reconsider your rules to reduce the negative impact on rural Oregon.
Sincerely,
Helle Ruddenklau
12500 SW Salt Creek Rd
Amity, OR 97101
ruddenkl@viclink.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Douglas Fast
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:23 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Farmers could not afford higher fuel prices in 2019 & 2020 & they certainly can’t now with having to deal with the
effects of the COVID pandemic on their farming operation & also the effects of a drought year resulting in a greatly
reduced income that will take years to recover. I wholeheartedly oppose DEQ Cap & Reduce Rulemaking.
Sincerely,
Douglas Fast
5335 Enterprise Rd
Dallas, OR 97338
dougandgeniefast@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Graybeal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:22 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I strongly oppose this draft for this climate protection program you are adopting! Who does the DEQ work for? You
work for us tax paying citizens that alot of is work in the various that your proposal will hurt! I have lived in this
state my whole life and have never seen such a mess of a government and it government run agencies. I could go all
day and I'm trying to be as polite as possible but your proposal is absolutely ridiculous and disastrous!
Sincerely,
Mary Graybeal
36231 Binder Slough Ln
Astoria, OR 97103
graybealm@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Pfleiger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:22 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am afraid it this rule passes it will have wide spread consequences. Driving up fuel costs to farmers will increase
food prices. Oregon already has one of the highest rates of food insecurity and I believe this rule will make it
worse. We have so many Oregonians struggling right now that the impact of this will be devastating. Farming does
not add a significant impact to green house production. But us as consumers drive greenhouse gases by purchasing
disposable items made from primarily plastics like our phones, t.v.'s and so many other goods that we use as
disposable. This is not the right rule for Oregon and its farmers. Please vote NO.
Sincerely,
Melissa Pfleiger
4883 Oak Park Dr NE
Salem, OR 97305
rnmelissa@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ed Heilman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:21 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
Our farm depends on these fuels to operate and to increase their costs will hurt us especially since we can not pass
the cost onto others.     
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Thank you
Sincerely,
Ed Heilman
12616 S Spangler Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
lheilman@bctonline.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael McCarthy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:21 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
DEQ
Please allow farmers to get credit for carbon sequestration and do not cause diesel prices to rise until farmers have
cost effective alternatives that it can be proven that they can buy with farm profits. Currently Farm profits in some
Ag sectors are so small farmers can not possibly pay for higher diesel costs or for alternative equipment ( not
available).
Sincerely,
Michael McCarthy
8405 Clear Creek Rd
Mount Hood Parkdale, OR 97041
comicepear@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Weisz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:20:21 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Although DEQ failed to analyze the cost impacts of this rule on working families or the agricultural sector, it is clear
that the program will increase the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. Even Director Whitman
stated that it’ll be households that are stuck paying higher prices! That’s unacceptable.
DEQ has strayed way beyond the mission in executive order 20-04, which will further increase the cost of fuels and
expand the reach of this program.
I am very concerned about the lack of affordable compliance pathways in this program. When these credits run out,
farmers and ranchers could see their fuels rationed, which would have the effect of shutting down those in
agriculture! In rural Oregon, propane is often the only affordable home heating option, and the way I read these
rules, the goal is to eliminate these fuels completely. That’s just not practical.
DEQ failed to contain costs in its design of the program. For instance, DEQ’s Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are the only “offset-like” option available to regulated entities and are very costly compared to those
available on the global carbon market. I am disappointed that DEQ would create a program at the highest possible
cost, particularly when Oregon families and local farms will be left with the bill!
DEQ ignores the impact these rules will have on the Oregon economy, particularly those industries that are trade
dependent, like agriculture. 80% of the goods produced by farmers and ranchers are exported out of the state, and
the CPP rules will render many farm families uncompetitive in the global marketplace because we will be priced
out.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, particularly with the loose
enforcement proposed by DEQ. At a minimum, DEQ must ensure that no one sits on the advisory committee with
any connection to a CCI entity.
I oppose DEQ’s decision to allow only CCI projects that result in carbon reductions, while ignoring the value of
working lands sequestration. DEQ is making it clear that urban households will reap any anticipated financial gains,
while rural Oregon families will be stuck paying the bill. This program is inequitable in its design and is punitive to
those of us that grow food and fiber.
Also, it’s shocking that DEQ would create a “wild west” of carbon credits, allowing CCI nonprofits to estimate or
guess the amount of carbon they are reducing instead of requiring them to make real and verifiable reductions. This
program seems more like a slush fund for pet projects than a program that is geared to reducing global carbon
emissions. DEQ must ensure that actual carbon reductions occur or the program will surely fail.
DEQ failed to provide the public with meaningful economic data from which to understand the impact of these
rules. Most Oregonians are not economists and don’t experience navigating rules as confusing as the proposed CPP.
I also urge DEQ to provide a more thorough review of the fiscal impact of the rules to help inform the public’s
understanding and also revisit provisions in the CPP that will significantly increase the cost of fuels for working
families, like mine.
Sincerely,
Linda Weisz
15005 Butteville Rd NE
Gervais, OR 97026
paintedhorses@email.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Douglas Duerst
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:10:11 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Douglas Duerst
14446 Riches Rd SE
Silverton, OR 97381
doug@iokafarms.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jolene Moxon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:10:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Jolene Moxon
24777 Holl Rd
Malin, OR 97632
jolenemoxon@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Troy Sinn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:10:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Troy Sinn
9532 Howell Prairie Rd NE
Salem, OR 97305
troy@cascadefruitgrowers.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donnie Jenck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:30:38 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Please write DEQ opposing this program using our talking points:
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Donnie Jenck
2525 Old Netarts Rd W
Tillamook, OR 97141
donnie@jenckfarms.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Thorsgard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:30:36 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Scott Thorsgard
62332 Ross Inlet Rd
Coos Bay, OR 97420
thethors@earthlink.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Waterman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:30:28 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am a natural resource producer and I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program
Even though agriculture and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the prices of
natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases because they were not
part of DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel
suppliers. I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would devastate Oregon
agriculture and forestry industries.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04 which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCI’s) are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCI’s are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
As a natural resource producer, I am concerned about the structure of the CCI’s and the potential for fraud and
waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects
(electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of
GHG reduction. There are also no penalties for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCI’s are intended
to fund projects in the EJ communities that provide benefits-as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program.
How will the state know that it has achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
Finally, I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects are not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI
rules. Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG. My concern is that DEQ
will drastically raise the cost of fuel for all food and wood products to all Oregonians. As producers we cannot
afford the increased costs as we have no way to pass on those costs. Our product prices are based on markets rather
than the cost of raising the product.
I hope you will consider rural Oregonians and the impact this rule making will have on our local communities and
businesses.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my view and hope there will be some sensitivity to rural Oregonians,
farmers, ranchers, timber operations, and small business.
Sincerely,
Sharon Waterman
87518 Davis Creek Ln
Bandon, OR 97411
watermanranch@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lucien Gunderman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:30:21 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
lucien Gunderman
18155 NW Baker Creek Rd
McMinnville, OR 97128
crownhillfarm@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:51:19 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Wright
11235 Portland Rd NE
Salem, OR 97305
liz.nwonion@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Weisz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:50:17 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program. Even though ag and forestry are not
directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural gas, propane, and transportation fuels.
We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of DEQ’s modeling. Even more
concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers; I am concerned that this
program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Linda Weisz
15005 Butteville Rd NE
Gervais, OR 97026
paintedhorses@email.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jolene Moxon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:50:17 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Jolene Moxon
24777 Holl Rd
Malin, OR 97632
jolenemoxon@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marion Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:50:16 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Marion Anderson
33660 SE Regan Hill Rd
Estacada, OR 97023
janewithtsfl@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

elizabeth wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:30:19 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
elizabeth wright
463 E Hemlock Dr
Gervais, OR 97026
lizylizardbreath@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Zielinski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 8:20:08 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
As a farmer I sequester enough carbon to more than offset any green house that are a result of my farm practices.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps
Sincerely,
John Zielinski
5270 55th Ave NE
Salem, OR 97305
john@ezorchards.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jolene Moxon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Tuesday, August 31, 2021 9:30:09 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Jolene Moxon
24777 Holl Rd
Malin, OR 97632
jolenemoxon@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Epp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Tuesday, August 31, 2021 9:30:08 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Rick Epp
9216 Lookingglass Rd
Roseburg, OR 97471
bestlamb@douglasfast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donnie Jenck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:25 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Donnie Jenck
2525 Old Netarts Rd W
Tillamook, OR 97141
donnie@jenckfarms.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Douglas Duerst
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:23 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Lets face it. People want to continue their lifestyles and improve them. This does not do that rather it shifts our
pollution to other parts of the world. We need engineers to come up with solutions for alternate sources of
generation prior to mandating these rules.
Sincerely,
Douglas Duerst
14446 Riches Rd SE
Silverton, OR 97381
doug@iokafarms.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Talitha Griffith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:22 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling.
How in the world can we impose more regulations on Farmers that are losing everything already? Around 50
percent of the world's carrot seed is grown in a small part of Oregon. All of these environmental regulations are
adding up and along with drought and global warming will cause a major food shortage!
Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers; I am concerned
that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Please insure Farmers can still afford to farm!
, Talitha Griffith
Sincerely,
Talitha Griffith
20757 Patriot Ln
Bend, OR 97701
anntalitha@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Thorsgard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:19 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Scott Thorsgard
62332 Ross Inlet Rd
Coos Bay, OR 97420
thethors@earthlink.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Roby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:16 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
    Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
    DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
    DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
    I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed
BETC program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric
ton of carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no
penalties for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities
that provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
    I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI
rules. Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
Mike Roby
1820 Ocean Blvd SE
Coos Bay, OR 97420
mikeroby65@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

zach christensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Friday, August 27, 2021 3:00:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the draft rules of the Climate Protection Program.
Even though ag and forestry are not directly regulated, the program will result in increases in the price of natural
gas, propane, and transportation fuels. We don’t know the anticipated cost increases, because they were not part of
DEQ’s modeling. Even more concerning is the lack of affordable compliance pathways for regulated fuel suppliers;
I am concerned that this program could lead to the rationing of fuels, which would greatly impact Oregon
agriculture.
DEQ has expanded the goals of this program beyond EO 20-04, which directs DEQ to promulgate rules to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The expanded scope includes reducing co-pollutants and providing co-benefits to
environmental justice communities, which will further increase the cost of fuels in our state and expand the reach of
the program.
DEQ’s proposed offset mechanism, Community Climate Investments (CCIs), are the highest cost option for
regulated entities. CCIs are the only option available to regulated entities for alternative compliance with the CPP
and are priced at the social cost of carbon (or $78 in 2022). In contrast, offsets are available in the global carbon
market at $15-20 per metric ton of carbon. The resulting economic impact (of high-cost offsets) has not been
modeled.
I am concerned about the structure of CCIs and the potential for fraud and waste, similar to the state’s failed BETC
program. There is no current requirement in the rules that CCI projects (electrification, etc.) result in 1 metric ton of
carbon reduction, despite regulated entities paying for 1 metric ton of GHG reduction. There are also no penalties
for CCI entities who fail to complete a CCI project. CCIs are intended to fund projects in EJ communities that
provide benefits—as opposed to maintaining the integrity of the program. How will the state know that it has
achieved an 80% reduction in GHG without that certainty?
I am also concerned that working lands sequestration projects were not considered by DEQ as it drafted CCI rules.
Projects that are currently considered are those that result in a reduction of GHG, including electrification of
transportation or heat pumps for houses.
Sincerely,
zach christensen
16201 SW Christensen Rd
McMinnville, OR 97128
zach@hazelwoodorchards.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Beilke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:30:28 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As per DEQ's proposed cap and trade rules. If the state of Oregon were really wanted to show some leadership in the
Cao and trade issue, the state would completely discontinue use of gas, diesel, natural gas, and propane in all their
buildings and vehicles starting January 2022.
Just show us in the private sector how this will all work......by example. With no increase in financial input than the
state currently expenses now.
Also do not let anyone on the board that has any connection to a Community Climate Investment Organization .
Sincerely,
Terry Beilke
5459 Quince St NE
Salem, OR 97305
snofarmer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jen Hamaker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:10:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
The Oregon Legislature established GHG reduction goals in 2007 through HB 3543. The law called for reducing
GHGs to 10% below 1990 levels by 2020, and 75% below 1990 levels by 2050.
However, the statute does not say whether GHGs should be measured in the aggregate or on a per capita basis. This
is an important distinction given Oregon’s population growth since 2007.
The Oregon Global Warming Commission (OGWC), a group created by HB 3543, insists on measuring total GHG
emissions. Using this metric, Oregon produced 13% more total emissions in 2017 compared to 1990 levels, and thus
appears to be failing.
When measured on a per capita basis, Oregon GHG emissions in 2017 were actually 21% lower than 1990 levels.
We have more than doubled the 10% emissions reduction goal, three years ahead of the deadline.
In fact, Oregon has improved its energy efficiency so much that per capita energy use in 2016 was the lowest it’s
been since 1960, declining 37% since it peaked in 1972. Oregon has the lowest per capita energy use in the entire
Northwest.
Cap and regulate is not necessary in our green state!
Sincerely,
Jen Hamaker
88080 Heather Dr
Springfield, OR 97478
jenhamaker1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Connie Dunham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:50:15 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am writing to oppose the rules that have been drafted for the Climate Protection Program. These appear to be
poorly thought out for the future issues they will cause, particularly to ranchers and farmers in the state. We have a
fairly large ranch and the impact on our operation could be dramatic. We use a lot of fuel and transport a lot of
livestock making costs ominously higher for our operation.
We don't see any accommodation for carbon sequestration on working lands, or any economic data to back up or
understand the reasoning behind the rules proposed.
We are really opposed to rules being made by fiat and not by the vote of the people of Oregon. Therefore, rules
should be written to the best advantage of those it will impact.
Sincerely,
Connie Dunham
70823 Dunham Rd
Enterprise, OR 97828
mtnaire.connie@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denver Pugh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oppose DEQ Cap and Reduce Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:40:13 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
My name is Denver Pugh an I am a sixth generation farmer in the Shedd area where my family grows a variety of
seed crops.
I am greatly opposed to the passing of any Cap and Trade or Cap and "Reduce" policy without an economic impact
study or a scientific study saying that there would be a direct and eminent benefit to our climate.
Most modern day farm equipment is already more carbon friendly than the equipment of 1990 with the tier 4
engines that have been implemented for over 10 years now. This equipment, although burns cleaner, costs more to
operate. By putting in place such a mandate will drive our fuel expenses to where we will struggle even harder to be
economically viable. Not to mention the attack on fuels such as propane where in many rural regions, it is the only
available source for heating. Plus the countless forklifts that are operating under propane in many businesses across
Oregon.
As previously mentioned, I would like a scientific study done showing that this would indeed cause a positive
impact to our climate. There are many current farming practices that we do in Oregon that are direct benefits to our
climate. In fact it's Oregon's natural resource industries such as Forestry and Grass Seed farming which help our
world climate with the natural carbon sequestration rather than hurt it as the various cities such as Portland, Salem,
and Eugene do.
I know everyone claims to be worried about the future of our climate and they want people to look at the "big
picture" on how to combat climate change. I can confidently say, that as a farmer, I'm more concerned about it than
most people. My whole lively hood depends on it and the sustainability of our climate so that I can one day pass
along my farm to the next generation and to the next after that and so on. I've already implemented practices and
equipment purchases to be "climate friendly."
An other tax is not going to fix our climate. Please oppose this negligent policy.
Sincerely,
Denver Pugh
31555 Fayetteville Dr
Shedd, OR 97377
denverpugh@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Logan Rutherford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Opposition
Friday, October 8, 2021 8:38:29 PM

I oppose this rule making. This will dramatically increase fuel costs. And directing fines to environmental groups is
insane. No special interest group should be getting any money from the state.
Logan Rutherford
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susie ps
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
OR Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 9:14:08 PM

Hi,
I really want to advocate for what we need: Please help with the extreme heat,
fires & smokey air that keeps us out of the wonderful outdoors here that we
so enjoy & need. It was impossible to go for the hikes & walks in the air
quality we've suffered increasingly in these times. The forests that provide so
much healing need protection.
Sincerely,
Susie Stevens
Florence
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mariya Bulek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
OR DEQ climate rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:34:39 PM

Hello,
I am concerned wit this new OR Governor Climate change executive order process without people’s input. It is
utmost important to keep families warm during the winter and prices affordable.
I strongly believe that this whole process should be delayed post Covid pandemic that every Oregonian may voice
their opinion.
Please, keep natural gas available to us.
Sincerely,
Mariya Bulek
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Meg Ruby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
OR’s Climate Crisis Demands Bold leadership
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:53:56 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am scared. This summer we can’t deny we are living in a “climate crisis" in Oregon. Communities are once again
inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Meg Ruby
Portland, Oregon, 97213, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Meg Ruby via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Meg provided an email address (megruby@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Meg Ruby at megruby@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Peyton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon Climate Action
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:55:34 PM

Now is the time. Well, to be honest, the time was decades ago! Now we must do the Hard Stuff.
Follow the science, hold polluters accountable, build green infrastructures.
Thanks for your attention,
Julie Peyton
Portland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gottschall Marilyn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon Climate Action Plan
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:29:27 PM

I am a 76 year old woman who has personally experienced and been frightened by the ways in
which the climate is changing. Last year I was evacuated from my retirement community in
Clackamas County because of the threat of wildfires. Subsequently I purchased an expensive
air purifier based on the knowledge that there will be more fires, and more dangerous fires
threatening our air quality if not our homes. This summer, like many other Oregonians, I
suffered from the heat dome that sat on us for more than a week. As an elder citizen, excessive
heat is an additional terror. In general the threat of water scarcity, the loss of habitat and
biodiversity, especially salmon, the rise in prices due to supply chain shortages, etc. lead me to
write this letter.
We MUST address climate change immediately. And while the yoyos in Washington can’t
manage to pass legislation, perhaps we in Oregon can. Needless to say I support the Oregon
Climate Action Plan and I urge you to STRENGTHEN I as best you can, ADOPT it quickly
without delay. The pollution industries have had years of unmonitored opportunities and it is
now time to draw the line. In order to diminish pollution and perhaps affect the escalating
global temperature rise lets do what we can to hold polluters accountable. No more special
treatment for those industries that continue to destroy this beautiful planet. And no more
exceptions. The years ahead will not be easy ones but we must have the courage to reduce
emissions even if it means hardship. Those hardships will be miniscule compared to the
devastating impact of no change.
The science tells us that we must reduce emissions by 50 % this decade so let’s do our part.
Oregon can be a leader in climate legislation but more importantly we can be moral leaders.
So let’s get moving and do the right thing.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Gottschall
Rose Villa Senior Community
Oak Grove, Oregon 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

oakley wilson wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Oregon Climate Proction Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 5:29:53 PM

First, thank you for your efforts in addressing this crucial issue now. The urgency of this matter etches
itself daily as we experience the results of climate change, and any delay would surely etch itself more
deeply and eventually irrevocably it the future faced by coming generations.
Please consider strengthening the protection program by expeanding it to regulate the most logical
subjects of the regulations: all businesses and factories that produce significant carbon emissions. I favor
a requirement of at least 50% reduction in carbon emissions by the year 2030. To do less would be to
address only incrementally an issue that requires more substantial action now.
Thank you for your efforts and for any consideration you grant my concerns.
Very sincerely
David O Wilson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe Yetter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon climate protection program public comment
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:10:30 PM

Subject: Oregon climate protection program public comment
It is imperative that Oregon reduce its climate pollution 80% below 1990 levels.. Choosing the emissions
of year 2010 makes it easier to achieve, and a whole lot less effective. Don't do this.
And please don't allow the loophole of stationary sources.. It is absurd and dangerous.
We have a small farm near Azalea. Smoke nearly choked us to death this summer, neighbors were
evacuated from the fires, the heat and smoke resulted in the worst garden/orchard year ever here, and
soot covered our photovoltaic panels. And the ongoing drought is a threat to our livestock and to us, our
pastures and our forest.
Please take aggressive, bold action now.
All of our lives depend on it.
Joe Yetter
Azalea Oregon 97410
360-80-0723.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katherine Brann Fredricks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon Climate Protection Program Public Comment
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 9:13:28 AM

Oregon is burning. Oregon agriculture faces devastating droughts. Climate change is hurting
all Oregon residents.
Even ExxonMobil agrees that we need to address climate change, but addressing climate
change is not enough. We need to stop climate change.
Stopping climate change means reducing emissions. Not more delay. Not more buzzwords
unsupported by meaningful action. Not greenwashing.
As an Oregon resident, here are my comments on the Oregon Climate Protection Program.
First, thank you for doing this. I support the immediate approval of the strongest possible
Climate Protection Program. To strengthen the CPP, I suggest:
Please strengthen the interim target and goal for GHG emissions in the rules so they
better match the best available science, which demands net zero emissions by 2050 at
the latest.
Please adjust the program to include all polluters (including stationary sources, i.e.,
industry – and natural gas power plants) under the cap and reduce program rather than
carve out exceptions for industrial sources through the Best Available Emissions
Reduction rules. Exceptions could easily result in increased emissions from that sector
and omit the generation facilities entirely.
Please strengthen the commitment to addressing social injustice.
Please better serve rural Oregon by including biological carbon sequestration in the
Community Climate Investment options.
Please eliminate from the program elements that offer perverse incentives such as for
biofuels and Renewable Natural Gas. These programs DO NOT reduce emissions. They
are greenwashing.
Katherine Brann Fredricks
2715 NW Pettygrove St.
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosanne Lewis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:11:52 PM

I live in rural southern Oregon. I am a grandmother and a medical professional who relies on science
on a daily basis. I am tired of breathing smoke. I follow the science of climate change and I know
what we and our children and grandchildren are going to face. We need to make some quick and
stringent changes in greenhouse gas emissions in order to stop the climate crisis.
The science is clear and it is settled, we need to cut ALL forms of climate pollution in half this decade
to save ourselves. The Climate Protection Program proposed for the DEQ appears to try to address
this. It does not go far or fast enough. We need to cut 50% by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. Do not
let the monied interests dilute the urgency we and our children require.
Please hold ALL polluters accountable. I am an investor in several energy companies and I am
ASHAMED of the influence these companies have in Oregon and what they will do. Gas burning
power plants in Oregon are currently exempted from the program. Methane is terrible for our
climate directly and quickly polluting. I am willing to take a smaller dividend if Oregon can force
these companies to clean up their emissions.
I am further concerned that the Community Climate Investments included in the proposal will not be
directed to BIPOC and tribal communities because of weak language. Strong regulations including
intelligent timber management and regenerative agriculture will benefit my rural area and provide
local jobs and healthy food for me and my family.
Thank you for the efforts you are making. I am honored that Oregon is trying to do what we can to
turn this around. We need to make it strong and make it stick.
Rosanne Lewis
Medford OR 97504
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

R. Brent Gunderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon DEQ Climate Rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:55:28 AM

Hello DEQ,
I am hearing more and more whispers that Natural Gas needs to be eliminated as an Energy source in
Oregon because it is an "evil Fossil Fuel". This would be bad policy, this would raise the costs to heat
homes in Oregon, this could cause brown outs on days of extreme heat or cold in Oregon and lastly I am
sure this effort on Climate would not move the needle 1/billionth of an inch. Raise every ones COST with
nothing to show for it.
Question for all of you, If we stop using Natural Gas in Oregon... Will it solve Climate Change once and
for all ???

R. Brent Gunderson
Gen-Con, Inc.
503-245-7657
503-708-7726 cell
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Driscoll
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon DEQ Greenhouse Gas Emissions plan
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 9:20:39 AM

Greetings Oregon DEQ Friends;
As a long time climate change activist, we need to include the logging industry when planning
to reduce GHG emissions. The slash burning the logging industry does that is cheap for them,
costs us in many ways. GHG is released, important debris that could de-compose in the forest
is instead burned. There are several options that would help our forests such as biochar or
chipping it back into the soil. The United Nations has predicted that in 60 years our top soils
will be gone. We must save our soils. Over 40% of the carbon in the forest is in the soils.
Clearcut logging releases vast amounts of carbon from the trees and the soils. The log trucks
also release large amount s of GHG. Please don't cower in fear from the logging industry and
stand up and speak truth and take action to reduce the damages they are doing.
Conventional agriculture also needs to be included in the plans. Tilling the soil and pouring
poisons on it is another devastating practice. Regenerative organic ag is more resilient and
promotes healthy top soils. Runoff from pesticides, herbicides and chemical fertilizers are part
of the problems. I would love to see a carbon/pollution tax that incentivizes organic
regenerative practices and makes it more affordable than spraying poisons.
Time is quickly running out before runaway climate change will destroy most of the amazing
biodiversity of our precious planet. We must ALL do what we can on every level to mitigate
and become resilient.\
Have a beautiful day and thank you for your work on protecting and restoring our beautiful
state of Oregon.
Regards,
Pamela Driscoll
Dexter, Oregon 97431
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cvancleef
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon DEQ of Rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:50:01 AM

This seems to be another layer of unneeded burden on the taxpayers and business. I have been
using NW Natural gas in my home for heat and cooling since 1978. I don't know of a cleaner
and more dependable provider. They are being pro-active in working to make their services
even more responsible to the environment. Respect their efforts and applaud them for being
responsible stewards of this planet

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cora Ballard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon DEQ rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:02:09 PM

Re: Oregon DEQ rules
Dear Advisor Singh,
If Kate Brown had a brain, she'd take it out and play with it!
My entire property is fueled with Natural gas, as it was promoted strongly in the past to fight
exorbitant electric bills. Now I STILL have exorbitant electric bills even though my home is
heated with gas, also my clothes dryer, hot water heater, emergency generator, fireplace and
cook stove. If My gas usage is curtailed, it is sure to cause suffering here!
Natural gas is the cleanest, most sensible energy to use to supplement electricity, which can be
supplemented by other means(wind,solar). It is short-sighted and plain STUPID to cut Natural
gas supplies in the name of "climate change"!
Cora E Ballard
Warrenton, Or
Sincerely,
Cora Ballard
cookieb@charter.net
90421 Lewis Rd Warrenton, OR 97146 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michelle@oregonhops.org
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon Hop Growers Need Affordable Natural Gas
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 2:48:19 PM

Oregon DEQ –
The rule proposed by DEQ could greatly increase the cost of natural gas for local hop growers at a
time we can least afford it. COVID-19 closures and restrictions have harmed Oregon’s nearly 400
brewers, which then affects the hop growers who supply them.
Oregon is home to some of the best breweries in the world. That wouldn't be the case without our
hops or natural gas. Oregon is the third largest hop producing state in the country with more than
7,600 acres. We used to be second but with cheaper energy and land, Idaho now holds that position.
Most Oregon hop growers use efficient natural gas burners to dry hops during harvest in August and
September. We prefer natural gas because it’s currently the cleanest fuel option. With recent
advancements in technology, renewable natural gas and green hydrogen will soon be an option to
help decarbonize our energy grid.
As farmers, we are conservationists who are intimately familiar with the effects of climate change on
our crop and in our communities. Natural gas is part of our clean energy future. And if our state
reduces access or makes natural gas more expensive for farmers and brewers, it will negatively
affect Oregon’s $6.6 billion beer industry.
I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when developing its rules. Oregon hop
growers have had it hard enough past two years. Making a key ingredient to our success more
expensive will only harm these local, multi-generational businesses. Please allow Oregonians to keep
their affordable and reliable natural gas as we work toward a clean energy future.
Sincerely,
Michelle
---

Michelle Palacios |Executive Director
Oregon Hop Growers Association
(o) 503-982-7600
(m) 503-931-8232
www.oregonhops.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Dougherty
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon needs a strong Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:59:18 AM

For the record, my comment spoken at the EQC hearing on September 30:

Chair George and members of the Commission, my name is Laurie Dougherty. I
live in Salem. I have been studying climate change for many years, both in
university classes and through personal inquiry. What I learned motivated me
to activism and policy advocacy for climate justice. Climate change is a
profound crisis that we must deal with at every possible scale from the local to
the global, including here in the state of Oregon. We are already experiencing
its harmful impacts. We need the DEQ Climate Protection Program to live up to
its name by taking bold steps to align with the science.
A cap on emissions which declines over time is a good approach, but I am very
concerned that reductions are not scheduled fast enough. Furthermore, the
CPP as proposed will allow export of electric power from fracked gas facilities
and leave industrial sources of emissions outside of the program cap. Allowing
industrial polluters to choose their own “Best Available Emissions Reduction”
technology is a loophole that looks to me more like a chasm into which the CPP
is likely to fall and fail. DEQ must establish a mechanism to enforce declining
emissions from industrial polluters.
Industrial sources also emit toxic pollutants harmful to human and
environmental health, most often falling on low income and black, indigenous
and people of color communities. A declining cap on industrial emissions will
also make Oregon a healthier, more just and equitable state.
Thank you.
Laurie Dougherty
Salem, OR 97301
..........
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heike Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:56:41 PM

Re: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex, and should not be rushed into with illconsidered regulations and laws.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Heike Johnson
heikeasana@gmail.com
13550 SW 29th CT Beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allison Puch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon Needs Stronger Rules on Greenhouse Gasses
Friday, September 3, 2021 2:14:54 PM

The recently proposed draft regulations for the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program,
unfortunately, fall short of what we need to accomplish to meet Oregon's goals for
greenhouse gas emission reductions. They can be made stronger by:
1. Closing loopholes that allow for fracked-gas power plants to go unregulated.
2. Supporting regulations that require technologies that lead to lower emissions
at stationary sources like refineries and oil terminals, but also place hard caps
on emissions at those facilities.
3. Strengthening rules for Community Climate Investment funding so that
frontline and low-income communities benefit most.
Sincerely,
Allison PC
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jbridgebrain@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jamie bainbridge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon needs to do it"s part! Let"s be leaders, not foot draggers
Sunday, October 24, 2021 5:47:04 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
jamie bainbridge
5216 N MISSISSIPPI Ave # 201 Portland, OR 97217
jbridgebrain@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tracy Farwell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; Kathleen George; Oregon Deq; Colin McConnaha
William Ripple; Ed Averill
Oregon Protects Climate
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:26:05 AM
Oregon Protects Climate.pdf
Logo.png

The premise that any state agency can protect climate is highly questionable, given
the world-wide scope of climate degradation. DEQ must enlist collaboration from
science and industry.
We explore an expanded role for DEQ in our testimony, “Oregon Protects Climate."
Tracy Farwell
Better Energy LLC
503-477-8811
Enclosure

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message and any attachments or files transmitted
with it (collectively, the "Message") are intended only for the addressee and may
contain information that is privileged, proprietary and/or prohibited from disclosure by
law or contract. If you are not the intended recipient: (a) please do not read, copy or
retransmit the Message; (b) permanently delete and/or destroy all electronic and hard
copies of the Message; (c) notify us by return email; and (d) you are hereby notified
that any dissemination, distribution or copying of the Message is strictly prohibited.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ed Averill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; Kathleen George; Oregon Deq; Colin McConnaha
William Ripple; Ed Averill
Oregon Protects Climate
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:16:23 PM
Can Oregon Protect Climate_tf_ea.pdf

Dear Environmental Activities Regulators,
As the science changes by gaining greater understanding, regulation owes its constituents to
stay relevant to the science.
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the understanding of what we need to do.
Thank you,
Ed Averill,
Beaverton, OR
Retired Engineer
Climate Activist
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David Collier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; SINGH Nicole * DEQ
Oregon Sierra Club Comments re Proposed DEQ Climate Protection Plan rules
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:29:52 PM
Sierra Club Comments on DEQ CPP rulemaking 9-27-21.pdf

Hi Nicole. Please accept the attached letter from the Oregon Sierra Club concerning DEQ’s proposed
Climate Protection Plan rules.
Sincerely,
David Collier
Vice-Chair, Conservation Committee
Oregon Sierra Club
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregonians Want a Bold Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 26, 2021 4:24:25 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I am writing to comment on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection Program” by the Department of
Environmental Quality.   In general, the Climate Protection Program needs to
•       establish cap and emission reduction targets that are consistent with the best available science,
•       hold industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and
•       ensure equity and environmental integrity in its proposed alternative compliance “Community Climate
Investment” program.
Specifically, the Climate Protection Program needs to
•       follow the science and adopt a more stringent cap trajectory that cuts emissions 50 percent by 2030;
•       hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Polluters should also be
required to hire qualified third party auditors to identify a game plan to reduce their emissions and related copollutants on a timeline that reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets;
•       provide greater certainty that that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions
of emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. The Department of
Environmental Quality needs to provide clear criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the
greatest community benefit.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Deborah Clark
___________________________
This email was sent by Deborah Clark via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Deborah provided an email address
(deborah.clark@lifetime.oregonstate.edu) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Deborah Clark at deborah.clark@lifetime.oregonstate.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Schultz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregonians Want Affordable Energy Choices That Include Propane and Natural Gas
Friday, September 17, 2021 12:22:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
Nearly 70 percent of people prefer propane and natural gas for heating their homes or cooking,
and it’s certainly popular with my customers. I am a propane provider and proudly employ
Oregonians.
People prefer propane and natural gas because it’s reliable and affordable. When a winter
windstorm makes your power go out, propane and natural gas fireplaces keep your family
warm, and gas stoves and cooktops keep warm food on the table.
Reducing access to propane and natural gas will also reduce consumer choice, negatively
impact my business and result in higher prices and lost jobs. We all support clean energy, but
electrification is not the same as decarbonization. When transitioning our electric grid to more
wind and solar instead of coal, we didn’t tear down the power lines, nor should we remove
propane and natural gas infrastructure. With recent advancements in technology, renewable
natural gas and green hydrogen will be able to flow through these same systems, and
renewable propane's use is on the rise in Oregon, too. But reducing access to propane and
natural gas will stifle these innovations and disincentivize investments in clean, decarbonized
energy solutions.
I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when developing its rules.
Oregonians want to keep their affordable and reliable propane and natural gas as we work
toward a clean energy future. Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
Craig Schultz
14784 Meadow Ridge Ln
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Stewart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregonians Want Affordable Energy Choices That Include Propane and Natural Gas
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:42:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
Nearly 70 percent of people prefer propane and natural gas for heating their homes or cooking,
and it’s certainly popular with my customers. I am a propane provider and proudly employ
Oregonians.
People prefer propane and natural gas because it’s reliable and affordable. When a winter
windstorm makes your power go out, propane and natural gas fireplaces keep your family
warm, and gas stoves and cooktops keep warm food on the table.
Reducing access to propane and natural gas will also reduce consumer choice, negatively
impact my business and result in higher prices and lost jobs. We all support clean energy, but
electrification is not the same as decarbonization. When transitioning our electric grid to more
wind and solar instead of coal, we didn’t tear down the power lines, nor should we remove
propane and natural gas infrastructure. With recent advancements in technology, renewable
natural gas and green hydrogen will be able to flow through these same systems, and
renewable propane's use is on the rise in Oregon, too. But reducing access to propane and
natural gas will stifle these innovations and disincentivize investments in clean, decarbonized
energy solutions.
I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when developing its rules.
Oregonians want to keep their affordable and reliable propane and natural gas as we work
toward a clean energy future. Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,
Jeff Stewart
3837 Portland Rd NE
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Laura Hertner
colin.mcconnaha@state.or.us; richard.whitman@state.or.us; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregonians Want Affordable Energy Choices That Include Natural Gas
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 4:40:02 PM
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To DEQ of OR,

Nearly 70% of people prefer natural gas for heating their homes & is in high
demand our my customers to have a back-up heat source. People prefer natural gas
because it’s reliable and affordable. When a storm makes your power go out like in
February 2021 when some people were with out of power for 3 weeks, natural gas
fireplaces can still keep your family warm.
Reducing access to natural gas will also reduce consumer choice, negatively impact
my business that my family depends on and result in higher prices and lost jobs. We
all support clean energy, but electrification is not the same as decarbonization.
When transitioning our electric grid to more wind and solar instead of coal, we
didn’t tear down the power lines, nor should we remove natural gas infrastructure.
With recent advancements in technology, renewable natural gas and green
hydrogen will be able to flow through these same systems. But reducing access to
natural gas will stifle these innovations and disincentivize utility investments in
clean, decarbonized energy solutions.
I urge the DEQ to have a fair process and consider all sides when developing its
rules. Oregonians want to keep their affordable and reliable natural gas as we work
toward a clean energy future.
Thank you,
Laura Hertner
* THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATIENCE W/ RESPONSE TIMES DURING THIS BUSY TIME IN OUR
INDUSTRY
* ALLOW EXTRA TIME FOR MATERIALS AS WE’RE EXPERIENCING EXTENDED LEAD TIMES
FROM OUR MANUFACTURERS
#reponfire ~ YOUR PERSONAL RESOURCE FOR EVERYTHING FIRE ~
Laura Hertner | Contractor Sales
971-235-0518 | laurah@firesidehomesolutions.com
Showroom: 18389 SW Boones Ferry Rd, Portland OR 97224
Office: 503-684-8535
Best brands. Professionally installed. Serviced for life.

Please consider the environment before printing this email
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alex Cox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon"s "Climate Protection Plan"
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:37:44 PM

This is a comment on Oregon’s draft “Climate Protection Program” which contains three serious flaws:
1) Exemptions for Oregon’s biggest polluters, including fracked gas power plants.
2) prioritizing polluters' profits over the health and safety of communities.
3) failure to align with Oregon's stated climate change plans.
I live in southern Oregon - the Colestin Valley in Jackson County. I am a volunteer firefighter.
Three times we have fought the Canadian fracked gas LNG pipeline to a standstill - but the state only stepped up
after citizens obliged them to.
It's time for Oregon, which has been failing badly, to get serious about climate change.
Sincerely
Alexander Cox
1892 Colestin Rd
Ashland
OR 97520
"We must all learn to live together as brothers, or perish together as fools." MLK
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carole Miles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon"s Carbon Reduction plan
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:53:28 PM

Please count me as an Oregonian who supports this state taking aggressive action to reduce
carbon emissions NOW. Enough with the talking about it — let's take action!!
Thank you,
Carole Miles
1946 SW 26th Ct.
Gresham, OR 97080
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Britney VanCitters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon"s Climate Protection Plan Must Go Big
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:19:22 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon should be a leader in climate change policy. The rest of the nation has followed in
our footsteps, and continues to look to us for direction. We must live up to those
expectations.
Currently, Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our
greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of
scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program fall short of meeting this
moment.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
Oregon must recognize our role in perpetuating the climate crisis and work toward
reversing what impacts we can. As temperatures continue to rise, the earth’s ecology
continues to change. We’re seeing the impacts already here in the PNW with the depleting
salmon populations. We cannot standby while these vital keystone species hurdle toward
extinction.
We must act to prevent and reduce the devastating wildfires and extreme weather that
we’ve experienced over the last few years. The Labor Day fires of 2020 will go down in
history and the impacts will be felt for generations to come. The burned forests will never be
the same in our lifetime.
The heat dome we experienced in July of this year was directly caused by climate change.
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These events will only become more frequent and more severe. On the opposite end of the
spectrum, the ice storm in February of 2021 left thousands without heat or water for days
(even weeks). Again, these extreme weather events will only increase, therefore we must
act.
This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen
to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been
asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Britney VanCitters
Portland, 97266

-Britney VanCitters
she/her/hers (What's this?)
britney992@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Oregon"s Climate Protection Program, Draft document
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:54:09 PM

Dear ODEQ staff drafting Oregon’s Climate Protection Plan,
As the Oregon DEQ is instrumental in crafting the draft and final document constituting Oregon’s Climate
Protection Plan, I hope that you will take note of my sincere comments.
I am an older Oregonian who may not experience what scientists describe as the most dire impacts of climate
change worldwide—and of course in Oregon—but many of us care
deeply about the future that our children and grandchildren will likely receive as our bequest, unless deeply
considered and extraordinary actions become standard practices.
Climate change of course does not care about our politics.
Having spent several hours with the Oregon Climate Protection Plan Draft document and reading articles about the
Draft and the process that has guided it, I can see that much
effort has been expended on its development and the aspirations appear to be good ones—but it appears to have
some serious deficiencies. Many of those lie in exclusions and
exemptions of many of the largest producers of greenhouse gases in our state. Most of the largest stationary gas
power plants and other stationary sources that burn natural gas
are exempted from compliance with the CPP’s rules. The 13 power plants CPP rules actually apply to make up less
than 10% of stationary source Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions
In Oregon. Our DEQ should revise these Draft rules to eliminate the many exemptions and expand the number of
emitters the CPP will cover.
Overall, the CPP has far too many of these exclusions and exemptions to make it a serious contribution to Oregon’s
progress in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and reversing climate change
in a responsible manner that could actually help forestall the worst impacts of this current and future threat to
Oregonians and help achieve the enormous course correction necessary for the world.
Another issue of concern is the scant attention given to take into account environmental justice for communities that
have historically been and will be unjustly impacted by future climate
change. This must be reflected in the rules constituting a final Climate Protection Plan to prevent future harms
emerging from climate protection efforts on socio-economically marginalized communities.
It’s my hope that our Oregon DEQ can and will be able to revise the rules in this Draft document to do a much better
job for Oregonians today and in the future.
Sincerely,
Steve Miller
1556 N. 20th St.
Coos Bay, OR. 97420
541-269-7727
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Julia Olson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Susan Carey; Liz Lee
Our Children"s Trust Comment for the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking, Climate Protection
Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:31:54 PM
2021.10.25.OCT Comments_Oregon DEQ.FINAL.pdf
Attachments_OCT Comments_Oregon DEQ.pdf

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
On behalf of Oregon’s youth, Our Children’s Trust respectfully provides these attached
comments on the Department of Environmental Quality’s (“DEQ”) Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking. As the Nation’s only law firm dedicated to representing
youth whose constitutional rights are being infringed by their government’s conduct that
causes climate change, we write to advise DEQ to strengthen the proposed Climate Protection
Program (“CPP”) by setting science-based emissions reductions and creating a program to
achieve those reductions across all energy sectors in Oregon, as well as achieve enhancement
of Oregon’s natural sequestration capacity to draw down carbon dioxide. Oregon’s ongoing
policies and practices that operate the State’s energy system across all sectors are infringing
the unalienable rights of young people under the Oregon Constitution, and their beneficial uses
of state public trust resources. The CPP does not protect children and future generations from
catastrophic climate change and does not put the state on an emissions reduction trajectory
rooted in the science of climate stabilization and recovery. For far too long, the State of
Oregon has set “goals” not rooted in climate science, has allowed emissions to increase, has
ignored the pleas of its youth, and has denied young people their equal rights under the law.
Attached, we provide specific comments on the CPP and the supporting model and ICF report.
We also comment more broadly on the science that should drive your actions, the health and
water crisis facing children of the state and the constitutional constraints on DEQ and its
conduct.
Sincerely,
Julia Olson
Executive Director and Chief Legal Counsel
julia@ourchildrenstrust.org
Julia Olson
Executive Director/Chief Legal Counsel
she/her
Our Children's Trust
P.O. Box 5181
Eugene, OR 97405
C: 415-786-4825
#YouthvGov
DONATE NOW
This message may contain privileged and/or confidential information. It is for the exclusive use of the intended
recipient(s). Any review, use, disclosure or distribution by persons or entities other than the intended recipient(s)
is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply and destroy all copies of the
original message. Thank you.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Daniels
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Our Future
Saturday, October 16, 2021 9:47:04 PM

Unless we all work together to use solar power and wind power to add to hydro power we
won't make a difference. Renewable Natural Gas is a vital part of this equation. It can be the
back bone of the necessary heating for homes and businesses.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Cox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Our state is AT RISK! Oregon"s Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious & follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:10:50 PM

Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am extremely frustrated to experience our repeat of a "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon. Our communities
are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; And more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians were
killed by the extreme heat we all have endured!
The increasingly disaster causing (and very expensive to deal with) climate change is mostly, if not all, due to
human activities and all the bad choices we have been making for centuries. Our collective and knowing decisions
to burn evermore polluting fossil fuels, contribute more methane, along with expelling a vast assortment of other
dangerous chemical pollutants into our earths environment have massively contributed to the other destructive
activities we have collectively imposed upon our now degraded environment.
This DOES NOT HAVE TO CONTINUE! WE humans have better options available to all of us now. Accelerating
the adoption of plug-in electric vehicles. Reducing or burning those methane gasses instead of indiscriminately
releasing them into our atmosphere! Installing solar and wind power electric generation as a primary source of
power for our state. And harnessing ocean wave energy to generate electricity year round, 365 days a year, with a
minimal negative impact upon our environment! Proven technologies abound that do much less damage to our
ecosystems than fossil fuels do to our environment! And their operating costs are so much less than burning fossil
fuels for needed energy!
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I give you credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in
Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for
the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy
compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community
Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we MUST cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give ANY polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions and that benefit Oregonians most harmed by
fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
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require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
front-line communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful if wisely constructed and implemented.
Please listen to the best science informed voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Please know that lobbyists for the polluters don't have Oregon citizens needs at the forefront of their goals and
intentions. Greed and Corporate interests are their real reason for existing! So we need our representatives to do the
job we need done: PROTECT US and OUR STATE, and thereby create and save our states future!
Yours sincerely,
Mary Cox
Beaverton, Oregon, 97003, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Mary Cox via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mary provided an email address (mcox321@aol.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Mary Cox at mcox321@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Silva
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Personal comment on the proposed CPP
Monday, October 18, 2021 4:48:26 PM

Hello,
I am writing to express my strong support for the development of a plan to dramatically reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in our state. This will be an expensive endeavor, but the cost of not
reducing our emissions is many times greater. My husband and I are in a very comfortable tax
bracket and we would be happy to see our taxes go up to support such an effort and to offset
costs to those who are not as fortunate.
Some particular thoughts:
The CCI’s (Community Climate Investments) have potential to be hotbeds of
innovation, tapping into both green (increasing use of ecosystem services such as
reforesting for carbon capture and gray infrastructure solutions such as improving
insulation standards in our communities. They also have potential to open opportunities
to disadvantaged communities through funding and job creation. Efforts to jumpstart
these endeavors through pilot funding and even training or scientific/engineering
support should be considered. These efforts must be well-measured to demonstrate their
true impact or the investment will be for naught.
Fossil fuel industries have profited enormously in the past by externalizing the true costs
of their business. While it may not be politically reasonable to hold them completely
accountable now, it is also important to avoid overly-sympathizing with any complaints
of the cost to them now.
Additional consumer costs as a result of implementing the plan should be distributed in
a manner that avoids impact to those who can afford it least.
The use of purchase of carbon credits from outside of Oregon to reduce emissions, as
some fossil fuel companies have requested, must be examined carefully. While offsets
may be a useful tool during a period of transition or perhaps while CCI’s are being
developed and true emissions reductions are being implemented, their true impact must
be ascertained just as exactingly as the impact of CCI’s must be determined. AND they
must not be used indefinitely or to count as a significant portion of the required
reduction. Perhaps a ramping up of reductions while a ramping down of the use of
carbon offsets would be one reasonable approach. An advantage that CCI’s have over
carbon offsets in general is that they will bring benefits directly to Oregonians by
creating jobs and other opportunities.
Thank you for hearing my thoughts.
Ellen Silva
6915 SE 156th Ave
Portland, OR 97236
she/her/hers
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Smith, Steve D
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Smith, Steve D
Phillips 66 Rulemaking Comments - Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:50:54 PM
image003.png
Phillips 66 Comments - Proposed Regulation - Climate Protection Program.pdf

Dear DEQ,
Attached are Phillips 66’ rulemaking comments on the proposed Climate Protection Program.
Best Regards,
Steven Smith
Steven D. Smith
Director, Climate & Regulatory Affairs
Fuels, Sustainability & Regulatory
O: (+1) 832-765-1779 | M: (+1) 281-468-0527 | F: (+1) 832-765-9832
HQ-N670-02 | 2331 CityWest Blvd | Houston, TX 77042-2862
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Lawton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Please be ambitious with Oregon"s Climate Protection Plan
Monday, October 18, 2021 11:43:47 AM

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on Oregon’s Climate Protection Plan. My
name is Wendy Lawton, and I am a Fairview resident, a city councilor, a mother, and a
concerned citizen. Climate protection is critical for our shared future. Without taking steps to
stabilize our climate, we will continue to live with disaster - wildfires, drought, floods and the
steady sickening of our air, our soil, our oceans.
Please adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible - and please don't
delay.
An ambitious Climate Protection Program gives Oregon the opportunity not only to cut
harmful climate emissions, but to create jobs, improve public health, and invest in
environmental justice communities. I urge the DEQ to maximize these benefits by making the
following improvements to the final rules:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The CPP must follow the best available science, and aim to cut
covered emissions in half by 2030 and by 100% by 2050. Stronger, steeper emissions
reductions targets are essential to avoid the worst impacts of climate change.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: I am deeply concerned that DEQ is
proposing a program that could let large industrial polluters off the hook. I urge you to
hold these large industrial polluters accountable with firm deadlines for mandatory
long-term emission reduction that track science-based targets.
INVEST TO REDUCE POLLUTION & BENEFIT FRONTLINE COMMUNITIES: While I am
pleased that DEQ is considering ways to invest in Oregon communities, I am concerned
that the proposed “Community Climate Investments” will allow pollution to persist
unabated in communities already unfairly burdened by the climate crisis. Please revise
the rules to provide assurances that these projects will result in meaningful, timely
emissions reductions and that investments will be guaranteed in communities
disproportionately impacted by climate change.
I am aware that the Oregon Environmental Council and many other parties submitted joint
comments on October 12. I wish to confirm my strong support for these comments:
Joint NGO Comments re- Climate Protection Program
I urge the Environmental Quality Commission and the Department of Environmental Quality to
strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program by the end of this year.
The time for meaningful action is NOW.
No other issue, and no other program, in Oregon is more crucial than the Climate Protection
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Program.
Thank you for your time and consideration - and for your hard work on this crucial program,
Wendy Lawton
780 West Pond Drive
Fairview, OR 97024
401-837-6055
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

9283044309@vtext.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please consider improving the proposed rules to de...
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:55:48 PM

Please consider improving the proposed rules to deal with climate change based upon the best science available.
Thanks.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sydney Newell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Syd Newell
Please cut Oregon"s greenhouse gas emissions
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:34:56 PM

I’m writing to demand that Oregon take bold action to decrease greenhouse gas
emissions
by 50%. Already we are seeing the effects of global warming on forests and bodies of
water.
I’m 88 and will probably not live to see the worst of it, but I want to protect my
grandchildren from
watching our giant conifers die and our lakes dry up.
The caps set in the current draft regulations are too low. The consensus of U.N. scientists as
published in the recent IPCC report is that every state and nation must cut climate pollution in
half this decade to avoid a catastrophic level of warming. Oregon must do its part, and cut
50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
If we, the consumers, must pay a higher price for our utilities to accomplish this, then, so be it.
Thank you,
Sydney Newell
3871 SW Canby St.
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Kosel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please do all you can to combat climate change
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:39:27 AM

Re: Please do all you can to combat climate change
Dear Advisor Singh,
Thank you for working on the serious issue of carbon emissions. Companies like NW Natural
need to step up and do their part as soon as possible and in every way possible. Yes it will be
expensive but it must be done.
Thanks
Marilyn Kosel
Sincerely,
Marilyn Kosel
roseofthirdstreet@gmail.com
516 NE 3rd St. McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

A4givn1
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please do your homework
Friday, August 20, 2021 2:43:06 PM

The Scientific Proof That Apocalyptic Man-Made Global Warming is a Myth
Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

janemir@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jane Bartosz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
please ensure that Oregon strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:24:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jane Bartosz
1125 Genie Ct SE Salem, OR 97306-1105
janemir@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sbm999@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve M
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please focus on more important issues than Climate Action Plan
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:04:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Climate Action plans are becoming the latest obsession for the aimless masses that find fulfillment in virtue
signaling while their hearts are corrupt. Those in favor of these plans do not realize how they are being manipulated
to carry out the sinister designs of the worlds elite, but those who are of a sound mind will investigate the nature of
the issue and the principles at stake before proceeding.
The earth does in fact show periods of climate change, ice ages, widespread famines etc. and creating resilience to
varied weather events is prudent, but any attempt to manipulate, control or persecute those who do not align with the
popular emotions of the day is a reversal of the principles of liberty that this country was founded upon, and an
insult to those that gave their lives for such liberties.
You will undoubtedly face harsh criticism for taking a stand against climate action plans, but remaining true to
principle will be more satisfying.
In the end you will discover that this pressure to focus on climate change has at it's core the final rejection of the
Creator God, to which there will come upon the country and the world worse scenes than played out during the
incredibly bloody French Revolution.
"No one will be part of the New World Order unless he carries out an act of worship to Lucifer.
No one will enter the New Age unless he receives Luciferian initiation."
David Spangler, Director of the United Nations Planetary Initiative Project
Sincerely,
Steve M
REDLAND Rd Oregon City, OR 97045
sbm999@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joshua Money
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please implement the Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:35:28 AM

Re: Please implement the Climate Protection Program
Dear Advisor Singh,
Substantially more needs to be done to quit using fossil fuels. The earth is dying and the
powers that be are twiddling their thumbs, collecting campaign donations from the biggest
polluters. Implement cap and trade, invest in wind, solar, wave, and any other renewable
energy, and implement the Climate Protection Program.
Sincerely,
Joshua Money
joshua.r.money@gmail.com
2027 Fernwood St Seaside, OR 97138 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Flavia Franco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please include carbon sequestration projects in the Community Climate Investment fund
Saturday, September 25, 2021 10:26:06 AM

Dear Sirs:
The public comment period is open for your Climate Protection Plan Document, and I'm
writing to ask that you change the criteria of the Community Climate Investment fund to
include projects related to carbon sequestration.
The governments of the world are facing their biggest challenge in history - how to
decarbonize economies fast enough to avert the worst outcomes of climate change.
To do that, farmers will face their own challenges as climate change impacts their yields with
higher temperatures and water shortages. Farmers can be a source of resilience and can be a
help to heal the depleted soil and loss of biodiversity that has resulted from industrial farming.
If you don't include carbon sequestration, you are cutting off an important partner in this fight.
Please - what the world has to realize is that everything is connected. A reductionist solution
strategy is not a complete solution.
This challenge is of such magnitude, that everyone needs to do everything they can. We owe it
to future generations, so they can inherit a planet that is livable, breathable, sustainable.
What we want DEQ to do is simply to adjust Item 1 on page 134 to read: (1) Reduce
anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions or induce carbon sequestration by an average of at
least one MT CO2e per CCI credit distributed by DEQ and adjust other rule items consistent
with this addition.
Respectfully,
Flavia Franco
Member of Southern Oregon Food Solutions
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Flavia Franco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please make your draft Climate Protection Plan Stronger
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:05:10 AM

Greetings,
I started becoming concerned about climate change after seeing "The Inconvenient Truth" in
2006 and joining the Sierra Club around that time.
I feel like I'm doing my part in trying to mitigate the degree to which the planet will suffer
from climate change. Are you doing what you can? How much compromise have you let into
your decision to only target 3% reduction per year? How much compromise have you let into
your decision to exempt stationary industrial polluters and only require voluntary plans that
only need to be updated once every five years? How much compromise have you let into your
decision to ignore carbon sequestration projects like re-generative farming in the Community
Climate Investment Fund?
Here's what I've done, with very little government support and I did it because I want to walk
the talk, because actions count now.
Installed solar panels on both houses that I own, and had to put on new roofs and hire
electricians to facilitate that.
Installed double pane windows on the house that didn't have it.
Switched the one house that had gas water heater and furnace to electric
Bought a plug in hybrid so a minutely small amount of gasoline is used in our usual
errands around town.
Commuted by bicycle and mass transit to work.
Taught an OLLI class on the environmental movement and the struggle to fight climate
change.
Joined three + environmental groups to promote the concern and encourage others.
If the institutional bodies in this country continue to drag their feet to address the "Code Red
for Humanity", it will become abundantly clear how money and greed and the pursuit of
keeping the status quo remains a higher value than the future generations of people. They have
no voice yet, and their destiny is being controlled by your inability to put a strong plan in
place.
Please serve the people and future people of Oregon by making this climate protection plan as
aggressive as you can.
Thank you,
Flavia Franco
836 Hillview Dr.
Ashland, OR 97520
541-625-4006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Austin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please modify Oregon"s "Climate Protection Program”
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:54:52 AM

Dear DEQ;
I'm writing about my concerns and recommendations regarding DEQ's proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021. We are in an escalating climate crisis, and the “Climate Protection Program”
as written exempts the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation, which could result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals. And ignores significant harm this choice
poses especially to frontline communities, and to all humans and animals on our planet.
As it stands now Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel
power plants. The current draft rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial
users to buy fracked gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline
communities. Please correct these gaps in regulating pollution.
I'm asking DEQ to undertake the following changes to this program:
- Prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and other frontline
communities, and address these first. Oregon’s biggest polluters should not be our state's primary
concern, people should be.
- Change these rules to regulate all fracked gas power plants - especially our state's top polluters.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. We
support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies. I urge DEQ to bring
stationary sources under the cap so that actual pollution levels are limited (rather than just ensuring a
stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that BIPOC
and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs must be, first and
foremost, about community. This would ensure that if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance
obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon benefit from
the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
DEQ simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that protects
frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely, Karen Austin
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Torres
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pass Climate Change Legislation Here In Oregon!
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:06:36 PM

Hello,
I am a science teacher here in Beaverton, with a degree in Environmental Science. I am deeply concerned about
climate change.
Please pass legislation to get Oregon to carbon zero. We must ignore the climate skeptics and listen to the science.
We should be a carbon zero state by 2035 if we are to have any chance of being below 1.5 degrees of warming.
Oregon needs to lead on this, just like we did with the bottle bill so many years ago. Please feel free to call me at
503-380-5704 if you would like to discuss this issue more.
Thank you,
Brian Torres
___________________________
This email was sent by Brian Torres via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Brian provided an email address
(briant315@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Brian Torres at briant315@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Bellows
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 13, 2021 1:11:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Bellows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rick poland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:40:47 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
rick poland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Parkhurst
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:51:10 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Anne Parkhurst
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave McRae
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 7:01:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Dave McRae
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosemary Zoucha
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 6:26:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Zoucha
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dr. White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 4:34:34 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Dr. White
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Rhoderick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 1:41:57 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
John Rhoderick
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JULIA INGRAM
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:25:59 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
JULIA INGRAM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Duane Cartwright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:48:55 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Duane Cartwright
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanette Halvorsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:46:16 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Jeanette Halvorsen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard bird
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:29:47 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Richard bird
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Rolfe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:26:53 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Rick Rolfe
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Atkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:24:16 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Cindy Atkins
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shelly Mullins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:22:08 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Shelly Mullins
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brittney Stephen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:17:04 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Brittney Stephen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rodney Collins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:11:14 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Rodney Collins
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david lauzon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:06:32 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
david lauzon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marvin Mandel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:54:12 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Marvin Mandel
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Higby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, September 11, 2021 10:11:09 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
William Higby
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yutonah Bowes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:44:09 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Yutonah Bowes

Page 3506 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Andrade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:24:09 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Terry Andrade

Page 3507 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lucien gunderman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:00:00 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
lucien gunderman

Page 3508 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Delores Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:32:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Delores Edwards

Page 3509 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Andrade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:29:43 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Terry Andrade

Page 3510 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Todd Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:19:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Todd Miller

Page 3511 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samuel DeSantis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 12:00:53 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Samuel DeSantis

Page 3512 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rpdney Collins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 11:55:55 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Rpdney Collins

Page 3513 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ruth Gonnuscio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:11:51 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Ruth Gonnuscio

Page 3514 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Jordan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:34:57 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Amanda Jordan

Page 3515 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gordon Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:23:25 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Gordon Hunter

Page 3516 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin Kane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:18:01 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Kevin Kane

Page 3517 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Minshew
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:08:29 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
David Minshew

Page 3518 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Mansfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:05:14 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Mark Mansfield

Page 3519 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Burge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 9, 2021 8:17:05 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Sharon Burge

Page 3520 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tracy Wistrand
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 9, 2021 11:38:09 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Tracy Wistrand

Page 3521 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jill Rundle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 9, 2021 9:14:05 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Jill Rundle

Page 3522 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paula Beers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 9:43:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Paula Beers

Page 3523 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles McCormack
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 6:27:16 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Charles McCormack

Page 3524 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Davw Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 6:05:18 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Davw Wilson

Page 3525 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 5:03:24 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Jason Edwards

Page 3526 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derik Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 2:39:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Derik Smith

Page 3527 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Constance Iman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 1:58:39 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Constance Iman

Page 3528 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

fred mitchell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 1:50:58 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
fred mitchell

Page 3529 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosemary Zoucha
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 1:24:29 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Zoucha

Page 3530 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Komro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 12:56:11 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
James Komro

Page 3531 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana McQuown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 12:42:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Dana McQuown

Page 3532 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Courtney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 11:15:57 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Steve Courtney

Page 3533 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Hathaway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 11:05:58 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
John Hathaway

Page 3534 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Willmetta Grimes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:52:27 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Willmetta Grimes

Page 3535 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Burnett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:51:05 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
William Burnett

Page 3536 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark McLain
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:49:34 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Mark McLain

Page 3537 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Gibson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:45:23 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
David Gibson

Page 3538 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samuel DeSantis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:39:12 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Samuel DeSantis
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CYNTHIA Hilliard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:30:34 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
CYNTHIA Hilliard
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Sherman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:27:54 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Bill Sherman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rhonda Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:17:48 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Rhonda Smith
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Krag Norton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:15:15 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Krag Norton
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenneth Bepple
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:15:02 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Bepple
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Casity Troutt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:04:42 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Casity Troutt
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Kassis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:00:48 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Stephen Kassis
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Smiling Kroesen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 9:59:29 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Smiling Kroesen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brenda Holloway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 9:49:09 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Brenda Holloway
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michele Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please pause the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:26:15 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please pause the Climate Protection Program until we can better understand its financial
impacts and actual environmental benefits. Oregon businesses are fully committed to ensuring
a healthy environment for all, and we’re working hard to make it happen for our communities.
Implementing a costly new program on the backs of businesses that have been leaders in
sustainability sends the wrong message and could be counterproductive to our shared goals.
We need more information before we make a decision of this magnitude. As Oregon’s
economy slowly rebounds from the pandemic, it is absolutely essential that we not take
actions that could increase the cost of everyday essentials like gas. This is regressive and will
have the most impact on those who can least afford it. Please do not move forward with the
CPP at this time.
Sincerely,
Michele Jones
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PATRICK MALMSTROM
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:51:34 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
PATRICK MALMSTROM
2755 Commercial St SE
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ralph Mabee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:28:10 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Ralph Mabee
61135 Cabin Ln
Bend, OR 97702
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Ledbetter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:21:02 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Leslie Ledbetter
107A Toliver Rd
Molalla, OR 97038
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christine Hood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:25:05 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Christine Hood
368 Outlook Dr
Ontario, OR 97914
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Valdek Parik
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:35:07 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Valdek Parik
7361 SW Bayberry Dr
Aloha, OR 97007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindi Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:22:05 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Cindi Miller
19077 S Beavercreek Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vicki Scholz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:18:57 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Vicki Scholz
2506 NE Keats Dr
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mar Maxwell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:13:03 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Mar Maxwell
4409 SE 103rd Ave
Portland, OR 97266
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Hoffman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:09:19 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Linda Hoffman
94040 S Jetty Rd
Gold Beach, OR 97444
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Benvie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Thursday, September 9, 2021 6:34:48 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
James Benvie
6195 Thurston Rd
Springfield, OR 97478
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ruth Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Thursday, September 9, 2021 5:51:36 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Ruth Lee
2097 Haviland Dr
Grants Pass, OR 97527
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marianne walker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 9:33:27 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
marianne walker
65895 US-20
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Akers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 11:27:37 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
David Akers
PO Box 692
Beavercreek, OR 97004
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erick Lurie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:00:59 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Erick Lurie
15444 SE Adair Pl
Clackamas, OR 97015
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise leidenfrost
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please reconsider this
Sunday, September 12, 2021 3:18:15 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Oregon businesses lead the nation in our innovation and deep commitment to sustainability.
We know that in order for our businesses to thrive, our environment must be healthy.
However, we have to balance this need with our most critical role – providing quality, familywage jobs for Oregonians who can in turn support our state’s economy. This is why we urge
you to press pause on the Climate Protection Program until we can learn more about the
immediate and long-term financial impacts of the framework, and until you can be certain that
the environmental benefits outweigh the serious costs to Oregon businesses. Regulation for
regulation’s sake is not going to advance our state’s shared climate goals. Please reconsider
this.
Regards,
Denise leidenfrost
126 SE 5th Ave
Milton-freewater, OR 97862
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Flavia Franco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please revise your Draft Plan of the Climate Protection Program to include Carbon Sequestration
Saturday, August 14, 2021 7:45:38 PM

Greetings,
I'm respectfully requesting that you revise section 340-271-0900 "Purpose of Community
Climate Investments" to include investments to sequester carbon to help us achieve reductions
in ghg emissions.
We cannot ignore this simple nature based solution to the climate crisis. The heat and smoke
this summer has had negative effects on crops, and farmers who can help fight climate change
by utilizing sustainable farming practices ought to be incentivized with an additional revenue
stream to offset the cost of changing over to practices that will revitalize soil, and help us
restore harmony with nature.
The divides between urban and rural need to be diminished, and farmers can play a vital role
in helping to address this crisis.
The Center for Rural Affairs (https://www.cfra.org/climate) has its position page on Climate
which includes the statement:
"As we work to reduce carbon emissions, we advocate for investments in renewable
energy, more efficient use of energy in our daily lives, and agricultural practices which
sequester carbon. Meanwhile, we assist in amplifying the voices of rural Americans
so they are heard in national conversations about climate change. "
The DEQ must not dismiss a significant means to achieving Oregon's GHG emission
reduction targets.
Thanks.
Flavia Franco
Ashland, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Kalstad
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program now
Friday, October 15, 2021 11:47:22 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Marilyn Kalstad
Eugene, Oregon, 97401, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Marilyn Kalstad via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Marilyn provided an email address
(kalstadconnects@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Marilyn Kalstad at kalstadconnects@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Neiheisel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
PLEASE Strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:06:23 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lauren Neiheisel, MBA
___________________________
This email was sent by Lauren Neiheisel via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lauren provided an email address
(lneiheis@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lauren Neiheisel at lneiheis@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ahshute@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alex Shute
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please Strengthen Climate Policies
Saturday, October 2, 2021 10:04:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I still have many years left on this Earth and I don’t want to live having to deal with horrible conditions that will be
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caused by climate change if something is not done to fight it. So I ask you for my future and everyone who is
young’s future to please do better.
Sincerely,
Alex Shute
1570 S Peach St Spc 12 Medford, OR 97501-7033
ahshute@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Taylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:26:09 PM

Hello,

I am a rural Oregonian who is greatly concerned about climate chaos and the impact it
will have on my old age and the lives of my children and grandchildren if we don't act
quickly to reduce emissions and sequester carbon.

I appreciate the time and hard work that has gone into the Climate Protection Program,
but I believe that thoughtful consideration of the science, and current and future updated
data, should guide us as to how much we must cut our climate pollution in order to meet
emissions reductions. For the health of Oregonians, and even the thriving of our species
over the next few decades, fossil fuel emissions must be dramatically reduced. It’s not a
matter of convenience for fossil fuel companies, some of which are not even U.S.
companies, let alone Oregon companies, nor for saving money, but for reaching a goal
that protects the health and well-being of Oregonians.
Unfortunately, the goal this draft plan sets is inadequate to begin with, the data being
used to reach that goal is out of date, and the plan doesn’t seem to provide adjustments
to the goal as data changes in the future. Because it starts from a weak position to begin
with, it can only become more inadequate to meet it's intended goals as climate chaos
continues to worsen.

We must hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions. To make matters worse, the plan as it is drafted now is flawed because it
accepts the fossil fuel industry’s public relation campaign rhetoric that “natural” gas is
clean energy. To add insult to injury, it exempts pipeline owners from the same
standards as it proposes to make mandatory. This is totally unacceptable and appears to
be a sham.
The plan should also invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions
that benefit the Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change. That is, ALL
OREGONIANS, not just rich corporations.

Finally, I believe it is one thing to try to meet a goal and then fall short, but to propose a
plan that is not far-thinking enough, is not based on current science or data, and panders
to the very polluters causing devastation to our environment is a missed opportunity to
say the least. Please don’t kick down the road issues that will affect Oregonians so
acutely, not only physically, but economically, in the very near future. Our beautiful state
deserves to be prepared for the future, not reacting to disasters once our environment is
degraded to a critical point. Please act on behalf of the people of Oregon, not businesses
that are in the state short-term for enrichment of a few out-of-state and foreign
investors.
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Thank you for taking the time for hearing my concerns.
Sincerely,

Cynthia Taylor, Jackson County Resident and Registered Voter

Cynthia Taylor,
giving loving energy to "bringing forth an environmentally sustainable, spiritually fulfilling,
socially just human presence on this planet."
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Holly Brandwen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please strengthen Draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:02:24 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I am frustrated and sad to experience this “summer of the climate crisis” in Oregon,
where our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by
drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat– all due to
climate change. We were afraid that the fires would reach our towns and this is not
right.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our
greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice
of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program represent a missed
opportunity; they are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in
history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the
worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil (natural) fuel gas
for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the
outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much
further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution at least by 50%
by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial stationary sources
accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.

FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program
will not achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed
cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum
targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels
by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more
ambitious climate pollution reductions– cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030– are
needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
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DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in
Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and
instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these
sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire
purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then
the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be
verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline
consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later
date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state’s largest single climate
polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.

INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial
approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee that this program
will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or copollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and
communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate
pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the
cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
Additionally, the CCI fund should include carbon sequestration projects as
supportable options.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to define clearly what
kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real
cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off
the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can
still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate
protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Holly Brandwen
Waldport, OR 97394
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DB
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:22:50 AM

Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Our names are David and Erika Bekermeier. We live in Southern Oregon
in Jackson County and are genuinely concerned about the impact of
climate change. Our family has experienced the threat of fire and
continues to live with severely impacted air quality.
We are concerned about the quality of life and opportunity that our
children and grandchildren will experience if we do act quickly and
aggressively to cut climate pollution by 50%.
Mega wildfires, unhealthy air quality from smoke, drought, hurricanes,
floods, and rising sea levels constantly remind us that not significantly
reducing emissions is not an option.
Thank you for your positive actions addressing the need for fossil fuel
gas companies to reduce their pollution and for the development of
Community Climate Investment funds, but more action is needed. We
strongly urge that the draft rules for the Climate Protection Plan be
strengthened in the following areas.
Establish a target to reduce climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
Follow the science which clearly defines the need.
Hold large industrial polluters accountable by mandating emissions
reductions. Include all major polluters with no exceptions.
Establish programs to benefit Oregon citizens that have
experienced the greatest harm from fossil fuels and climate
change. Such projects must result in verifiable pollution
reductions.
Sincerely,
David and Erika Bekermeier
Jackson County, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

janemir@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jane bartosz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:29:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
jane bartosz
1125 Genie Ct SE Salem, OR 97306-1105
janemir@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Carr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please strengthen the Climate Protection Program
Sunday, September 5, 2021 1:33:57 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible. Stronger regulations are vital to avoid further and more devastating climate catastrophies. Please act to
safeguard our future.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Melissa Car
Corvallis, Oregon, 97330, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Melissa Carr via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Melissa provided an email address
(melissacarr321@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Melissa Carr at melissacarr321@gmail.com.
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To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Hedrick (nanhedrick2@hotmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please strenthen regulations re big polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 5:33:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
I live in North Portland, surrounded by pollutants from Columbia Boulevard, Swan Island, and I-5. This will make
for a healthier N Ptld by doing more for our immediate environment and playing a role in reducing climate threats.
Oregon should act in a way consistent with this terrifying reality of the climate crisis. We must do more to reduce
greenhouse gases in order to respond sooner and more adequately to this profound threat.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality?s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ's so-called ?Climate Protection Program? is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in
the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state?s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
-- Prioritize the reduction of pollution in low-income, rural and communities of color on the frontline rather than
softening the rules for Oregon?s biggest polluters, who profit at the expense of the health of communities.
-- Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants, which include Oregon's top six climate polluters. The rules
create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power.
-- Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals. I support the use of Best
Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but stationary sources should have limited pollution.
-- Bolster equitable rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI). CCIs must be about community.
Communities hurt first and worst by pollution and the climate crisis should benefit from the CCI investment
intended to offset pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds further. The agency cannot
expect to develop a meaningful "Climate Protection Program" that protects frontline communities by exempting the
largest climate polluters in the state.
Sincerely,
Nancy Hedrick
6902 N Villard Ave
Portland, OR 97217
nanhedrick2@hotmail.com
(503) 289-9502
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

linda.glimmertrain@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Swanson-Davies
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Please, we MUST strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules if we want our children and grandchildren to
have decent lives.
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:04:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Swanson-Davies
4763 SW Maplewood Rd Portland, OR 97219-1439
linda.glimmertrain@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Karin Stutzman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Polk SWCD"s Response to DEQ CPP Rulemaking
Monday, September 27, 2021 4:13:37 PM
Polk SWCD"s Response to DEQ"s CPP.pdf

Please find our letter with comments. Let me know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Karin L. Stutzman
District Manager
Polk Soil and Water Conservation District
https://www.polkswcd.com

503-623-9680 x110

www.polkswcd.com
Emails sent to and from Polk Soil and Water Conservation District are considered public record and may be
disclosable. The Polk Soil & Water Conservation District complies with the American with Disabilities Act (ADA)
and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age or disability.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Matt Solak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
PPGA Comments on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:59:52 AM
PPGA comments on GHG_CCP_Program_10.25.2021.pdf
Macroeconomic Impact Analysis of ODEQ CPP Rule_10-25-2021.pdf

Please find attached comments from the Pacific Propane Gas Association.
Thank you.
Matt Solak
Executive Director
Pacific Propane Gas Association
Office: 844.585.4940
Cell: 269.470.8729
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sam myers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Proposed CCP rules
Monday, October 4, 2021 1:52:06 PM

My name is Sam Myers and I am a wheat farmer in Morrow county Oregon. I have will have a
significant impact from the increased fuel costs I will be experiencing with this proposal. This
proposal does not reflect a universal science from a wide variety of scientific studies!! This is
not a positive approach to solve any problem!! Show me the science!!
Higher fuel prices are not the solution, and those price increases are not good for me or the
agricultural industry!!
Wheat farmers operate on thin profit margins and are already unable to compete in
many markets. These program rules will increase the price of getting our product to
market, putting Oregon producers at a further disadvantage and harming generational
farms.
I am disappointed that Oregon is pushing regulations and limitations on hard working citizens
making it more and more difficult to earn a living while providing a food source for many
beyond the our shores!! That’s right wheat is a global product and the Pacific Northwest
delivers a high quality wheat product to many Asian countries! Let’s rethink the regulations
that directly impact Oregon farmers from suppling wheat to our global friends!
Lastly any imposed tax only creates the potential for fuel shortages that could devastate our
operations!!
It seems entirely too easy for law makers and the DEQ to manipulate rules and create
standards that create havoc on the working class!!
Sam Myers
sam.myers84@gmail.com
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Edmonds
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Proposed changes
Sunday, October 10, 2021 8:46:07 PM

Might I sights massive dose of go fuck yourselves?
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie E Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
proposed Climate Protection Program public comment
Monday, October 11, 2021 8:44:29 PM

To whom it may concern,
I am currently reading A Life on Our Planet by Sir David Attenborough and it is very clear that we do not have the
luxury to make a goal of 80% by 2050.
David Attenborough states, with much research and a very broad perspective, that we have less than a decade to
switch from fossil fuels to clean energy. At the current emissions rates, if we are to halt the global temperature
increase to 1.5 degrees Celsius, we will reach our 'carbon budget’ before the end of the decade.
I am sorry that this may hit the trucking industry hard, but this is why we need to look to other countries who have
stepped up and ask how they are doing it. Attenborough suggests that it may be hydrogen fuel cells and sustainable
biofuels made from plant and algal oils that will join electric vehicles to become a permanent part of the mix for
road, rail and shipping.
Again, the goal of 80% by 2050 puts us over the tipping point.
Kind regards,
Stephanie E. Smith
(stay at home mom in touch with the reality of climate change and the dire situation humans are in)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Neufeld
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Proposed Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:08:44 AM

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Climate Protection Program. My name is Chris Neufeld
and my wife and I live in Milton Freewater Oregon.
We have lived in our community for well over 30 years. We've raised two sons and they have each in turn each
begun their own families.
All of us are customers of Bonneville Power for our home electrical needs. Several years ago Cascade Natural
gas ventured into our community and offered us the opportunity to connect to their Natural Gas services. We
gladly joined and did so with the encouragement of the Energy Trust for the state of Oregon. Yes, they offered us
incentives to encourage us to invest in a highly efficient gas heater, clothes dryer, water heater and gas fireplace.
Thank you for those efforts because we have become highly dependent on the reliable services of Cascade
Natural Gas. In the past 30+ years we have had many, many power outages that created very challenging days
given our winter climate.
Thankfully we have not experienced any disruption to our Natural Gas fuel. In our climate, a dependable heat
source during 5 months of the year is a necessity. And when our neighbors' electric heaters stop working due to a
power outage, they rest comfortably in front of our gas fireplace.
While we must all do our part to improve the quality of life and a cleaner environment, we should not do so at the
risk of creating a life-threatening condition. Please, for the wellbeing of all the families in our smaller, more rural
Eastern Oregon communities, save our ever-so reliable natural gas.
Perhaps someday the infrastructure will be in place to migrate more homes, existing and new alike, over to a timetested, reliable source of electric heat...backed with a proven, reliable ability to store energy derived from solar,
wind, wave generated electricity.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment and we'll put our trust in your desire to protect our families.
Regards,
Chris Neufeld
Milton Freewater Oregon
oregonbowguy@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Ralston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Proposed Climate Protection Rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:07:27 PM

Fellow Oregonians,
I wish to comment regarding the Oregon notice of proposed rulemaking regarding proposed
climate change regulations:
Comment 1: The regulations being implemented in California regarding reducing diesel truck
emission are not appropriate for Oregon. Reason: California has highly populated regions,
specifically the LA basin and San Francisco bay area, that are highly susceptible to smog
formation caused by air stagnation whereby the reduction of nitrogen oxide emission (NO) by
vehicles is appropriate to ensure clean air. Oregon does not have these kind of stagnant
atmosphere smog prone regions. Even in the Portland area, the need and benefit for NO
reduction cannot be justified because the number of smoggy days in such Oregon cities is
insignificant as compared to California's Bay area and LA basin. Therefore, NO reduction is not
a rational argument for phasing out diesel trucks in Oregon. The proposed regulation to phase
out diesel trucks will be counterproductive to the stated purpose to reduce carbon emissions in
Oregon. That is because diesel engines are more fuel efficient than gasoline engines whereby a
diesel engine of equivalent horsepower rating emits less carbon dioxide than a spark ignition
gasoline engine and no benefit is served if the new regulations result only in a shift to gasoline
engines for heavy trucks. In Europe, regulators understand this and encouraged the manufacture
of diesel fuel powered cars, recognizing there would be a NO emission penalty to pay, because
they placed priority on reduction of greenhouse gas (carbon) emission over nitrogen oxide
emission. Oregon should take the same stance as Europe regarding diesel engines and
encourage their use as part of the state's carbon dioxide emission reduction plan. Reduction of
particulate emission in urban areas of Oregon may be accomplished through regulations
focusing on particulate filter exhaust treatment on heavy truck diesel engines.
Comment 2: The bulk of the proposed regulation appears to be a copy/paste of California's
carbon credit cap and trade policy. Nowhere in the Oregon policy is there any proposal or
vision regarding how the resulting carbon credits will be used to develop replacement
technology for today's fossil fuel transportation and power generation infrastructure. Cap and
trade by itself is woefully insufficient to solve the problem of carbon emission. Where is
Oregon's plan to foster development of new carbon free energy technologies? Oregon
universities have almost no participation or funding in such activities as deuterium plasma
containment needed for advanced fusion reactors capable of generating carbon emission-free
power in the future. What is the plan? Where is the funding for advanced utility battery
development that can provide base load power at night when solar panels don't work or when
no wind is blowing on wind turbines? I did not see any plan for funding such vital research and
development in the proposed regulation. From this it can be concluded that Oregon's plan is just
as half baked and lacking in vision as California's plan for carbon emission reduction.
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Comment 3: Although not explicitly stated, it is implied that these proposed climate protection
rules are some kind of corrective action for recent catastrophic forest fires that have burned
Oregon's forests. No state can solve the problem of greenhouse gas emission on its own because
no state emits more than a fraction of one percent of the total carbon emission generated on the
Earth in one year. Therefore, even if Oregon eliminates all its carbon emission, any effect on
total world carbon emission rates will be negligible. The proposed regulations are not corrective
action for increased Oregon forest fire activity and should not be represented as such. To do so
is counterproductive to the stated goal of convincing the public to support needed development
of infrastructure that will permanently replace our existing fossil fuel based energy economy
with cheap, clean and plentiful carbon free energy.
Mark D Ralston
Roseburg, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sylvia Hart-Landsberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
proposed DEQ Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 17, 2021 11:33:28 AM

Hello Department of Environmental Quality Program Staff,
The so-called "Climate Protection Program" is deeply flawed because it does not apply to
Oregon's major fossil fuel polluters. By neglecting to adequately curb emissions from biofuel,
biomass and RNG, it makes a mockery of Oregon citizens' attempts to address climate change.
In addition your proposal, by exempting entities with interstate pipelines, avoids improving
our environment. Even the goals in your document are far too modest for the severe crisis we
should deal with now by introducing strong policies.
Please do everything you can to bring forward policies with substance for actually reducing
climate change.
Thank you,
Sylvia Hart-Landsberg
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cate Gates
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
proposed rule making
Friday, October 15, 2021 4:42:26 AM

I am overmuch in favor of the proposed climate protection plan for Oregon. Please move it forward. Time is so very
short.
Catherine Gates
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Bjorn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Proposed Rulemaking
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:51:09 PM

DEQ,
I applaud your efforts to set limits on greenhouse gas emissions from significant sources in Oregon.
While sourcing renewable natural gas may be appealing to some, it seems like a false hope — the combustion of
RNG still produces a considerable amount of greenhouse gases. Elimination of natural gas usage, rather than
supplanting it with RNG, should be a goal of this plan.
Additionally, I encourage you to work with the Legislature to incentivize consumers’ use of alternative sources of
energy, through mechanisms such as tax credits for solar panel installations. Such installations are prohibitively
expensive for most Oregon families, and significantly reducing their cost would result in long-term, sustainable
reductions in emissions.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Jeff Bjorn
8009 SW Viola Street
Tigard OR 97224
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Guidry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
proposed rules to cap GHG emissions
Sunday, October 10, 2021 10:46:02 AM

For the sake of our planet, we need to begin reducing greenhouse gas emissions immediately
and as fast as we can. Research makes it clear that all nations must cut climate pollution in
half in the next 10 years. DEQ's current cap proposal is not adequate: it needs to call for
cutting 50% of pollution by 2030 and 90% by 2050. In addition, the proposal needs to ensure
that large polluters will be held accountable for reducing their emissions. It also needs to
ensure solid nvestments in alternative clean energy projects.
Thank you for your time
Carolyn Jean Guidry
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Caldwell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public Comment - in support of Regenerative Agriculture funding
Wednesday, August 11, 2021 2:29:08 PM

Dearest DEQ (Oregon Department of Environmental Quality),

According to the book “A Finer Future” by Hunter Lovins, scientists have determined that
Sequestering enough carbon by 2030 buys us enough time to reduce our carbon emissions to
net zero by 2050.
We need both actions. Sequestering carbon and reducing our carbon emissions.
This comment, politely demands that Oregon land holders (foresters, agriculturalists) have a
voluntary option to enter a carbon sequestration program on their lands and receive a
financial incentive to offset some of the startup costs.
BACKGROUND. According to the July 2021 Draft "Natural and working lands proposal" issued
by the Oregon Global Warming Commission, "carbon (dioxide) sequestered in natural and
working lands reduced total GHG emissions in the United States by 12 percent (EPA 2020).
Researchers estimate that the amount of carbon sequestered annually in natural and working
lands could be more than doubled by protecting and restoring natural habitats and modifying
management practices in our forests, farms and rangeland."
I do not understand why the Oregon DEQ has not provided an option for Oregon land holders
to receive financial incentives to enter a carbon sequestration program that would
significantly reduce net Oregon greenhouse gas emissions (estimates of 15% and more
reduction in emissions by regenerative ag s. The Oregon Global Warming Commission has
produced a draft plan that focuses on promoting carbon sequestration.
Meanwhile, the DEQ has been developing a Climate Protection Program (the final draft rules
appeared last Thursday). " It does not provide a carbon sequestration program option.

https://www.oregon.gov/deq/Regulations/rulemaking/RuleDocuments/GHGCR2021Notice.pdf
The DEQ program includes a Community Climate Investment fund that offers 'offsets' through nonprofit organizations that might want to become involved, allowing covered entities (emitters) who
cannot easily meet their emissions reduction requirements to buy 'credits' that can be used, in
combination with emissions reductions, to achieve compliance. Unfortunately, currently, these
funds can only be expended on projects that promote emissions reduction (improve home
insulation, windows, heating/cooling systems, etc. Despite repeated requests to include it, carbon
sequestration has consciously been excluded.
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My grandchildren (have four minors living in Oregon) and their family members, including
myself, need and want a voluntary carbon sequestration program in Oregon.

Thank you for reading my comment, and taking note of my request.
Sincerely,

Julie Caldwell
Founder, Emerging Futures Network
Member, Southern Oregon Food Solutions
www.emergingfuturesnetwork.net
775 385 5423
Doing Together What We Can Not Do Alone
...solution oriented regenerative values and practices...
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hayley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public comment -- Proposed Climate Action Program
Saturday, September 25, 2021 12:49:35 PM

Good afternoon,
Emissions should be cut to 50% by 2030, not 2050. Our state is on fire and our citizens are
being baked to death in their own homes. How many more mass casualty events are we going
to allow before assuming a real sense of urgency on this issue? Now is the time for drastic
action before it's too late, I beg you to take this more seriously!
I live in 97266, the zip code most affected in Multnomah County by heat wave related deaths.
When you're considering this issue, you really need to consider the most vulnerable people of
our community, who are already dying. They are not in the position to be able to wait any
longer -- they have no safety net. There is nothing to save them from an uninhabitable climate.
Thanks
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristin Edmark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public Comment for Rulemaking for Oregon Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:25:53 PM

Please accept this Public Comment regarding the Oregon Climate Protection Plan

My name is Kristin Edmark. The climate crisis is touching citizens personally. My
daughter-in-law’s family lost a beloved home in the 2020 Oregon fires. The weather
extremes, 2021 heat wave and drought are experienced by us all.
Public opinion polls show Oregon citizens want legislative action on climate. 80% of
Oregonians ascribe droughts to climate change and 60% of Oregonians feel
government and citizens should work together to mitigate the impacts of climate
change according to an American Values and Beliefs August 2021 study which
corroborates other recent studies showing that citizens favor climate legislation. (The
Oregon Values and Beliefs center survey https://oregonvbc.org/climate-change/. )
This summer, the state legislature passed Oregon 100% Clean Energy for All which
among other things creates a time-table for utility transition to clean energy, 100%
renewable goal. (What Oregon's Climate Bill Means for Climate Change
(treehugger.com). On March 10, 2020, Governor Kate Brown issued Executive Order
20-04, directing agencies to reduce climate pollution which was followed by extensive
rule-making to decrease climate pollution associated with housing and transportation.
2017 Portland passed a moratorium on new fossil fuel infrastructure. Oregon wants
strong action.
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program as proposed cannot come close to the climate
goals of the governor, legislature or the people.
EQC and DEQ must regulate GHG emissions from Oregon’s top six climate polluters
which make up about half of Oregon’s GHG emissions from stationary sources with
air permits. Currently plants which sell to other states are not regulated by HB 2021 or
the CPP. They produce green-house gas in Oregon.
PGE Carty Fracked Gas Plant (Morrow County) - 1,152,211 tons/year of CO2
PGE Port Westward Fracked Gas Plant (Columbia) - 1,027,715 tons/year of
CO2
PGE Coyote Springs Fracked Gas Plant (Morrow) - 1,364,780 tons/year of CO2
Klamath Cogeneration (Klamath) - 1,152,211 tons/year of CO2
Hermiston Generating Company (Umatilla) - 1,154,823 tons/year of CO2
Hermiston Power LLC (Umatilla) - 1,700,894 tons/year of CO2
Oregon’s power sector could produce over 9 million tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent each year. In addition, upstream methane leakage of 2-4% from
pipelines, compressors, wells, etc. should be included in the rulemaking. Each
fracked gas power plant produces roughly 1 million tons or more of carbon
dioxide equivalent each year which is wrong to exclude.
DEQ has a responsibility to regulate all entities which create significant greenhouse gas. Please create a goal and standards for all stationary sources of
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green-house gas.
RNG, Biofuels, and Biomass must be included in sections 4 and 5. They
produce carbon fuels and green-house gas and must be included. RNG,
Biofuels, and Biomass are being used as a reason to build out new fossil fuel
infrastructure but are in many ways worse than fracked gas because they still
produce as much or more greenhouse gas especially when production and
transport of the biomass is considered. They still need to be included in DEQ’s
rulemaking.
Please set goals, standard and rulemaking consistent with the governor,
legislature and the values of Oregon’s people. Please include all large greenhouse gas producers including the 6 largest fracked gas power plants with their
upstream emissions and all other entities which create significant green-house
gas.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rachel Dawson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public Comment for GHG Emission Program 2021
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:30:12 PM
Cascade Comments on DEQ Climate Protection Program.pdf

Good afternoon,
I have attached a copy of Cascade Policy Institute's comments on DEQ's Climate Protection
Program to this email.
Best,
Rachel Dawson
Rachel Dawson
Policy Analyst
Cascade Policy Institute
4850 SW Scholls Ferry Rd., Ste. 103
Portland, OR 97225
T: (503) 242-0900 | F: (503) 242-3822
C: (971) 221-3810
rachel@cascadepolicy.org
www.cascadepolicy.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sue
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public Comment in Support
Friday, October 1, 2021 8:48:30 AM

Please accept my support for Oregon Department of Environmental Quality's proposed
Climate Protection Program. We need immediate and effective measures taken to protect our environment. Oregon
has often been a leader in environmental actions, not only in our country, but also in the world, in legislation,
business and lifestyles. Now it is more important than ever, as the world is reaching crucial points. We are seeing
this especially in the rural parts of Oregon. It is imperative that we work together as a state, to lead the the nation,
and to lead the world.
Susan Mattenberger
752 Longacre Lane
Klamath Falls, OR 97601
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dugan, David
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public Comment on Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:52:02 PM
PCC Structurals_Comment letter_F_2021.10.25.pdf

PCC Structurals Inc. is submitting the attached letter in response to requests for public comment on
the Climate Protection Program rule. Please let me know if you have any difficulties with the file.
Kind regards,
David
David Dugan | Director, Corporate Communications | Precision Castparts Corp.
4650 S Macadam Avenue, Suite 400 | Portland, Oregon 97239-4262
O: +1 503 946 4600 | E: ddugan@precastcorp.com

This email and any attachments may contain confidential and proprietary information and must be treated
as such. In addition, export or re-export of the information contained in or attached to this email may be
prohibited under export control laws.
To review our Privacy Policy please visit: www.precast.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kirsten Jacobson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public Comment on emissions
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:05:46 PM

DEQ,
We need to be more aggressive about cutting emissions from gas and oil. I am leasing a Tesla in an attempt to help
and have been since 2020. Now that EVs are available we need to get aggressive about moving people over and
business fleets must move over as well. Our planet is a stake. Our health is at stake - just look at the numbers of
people with asthma. Let’s work together and make a healthier and more ethical world. We need to do this for our
neighbors that are less well off than we are. We need to do this for those who ride bikes to work so they are not
breathing in emissions. They are already trying to help with this issue. Let’s support them and the countless others
who have already bought an EVs. We have choices now so we should eliminate choices that pollute.
Please do not delay any longer.
Sincerely,
Kirsten Jacobson
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jason Cole
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public comment on GHG Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:12:37 AM
image006.png

I oppose any new carbon tax until the countries that we compete with do the
same!! Until they do you are putting your country at risk by not being
competitive in world markets. China loves seeing us handicap ourselves with
senseless policy while they continue to spew carbon and build coal plants. Our
little sliver of the world has cleaned the air and improved health. To burden us
with the rest of the world’s part is damaging to Americans and our future.
· Any

policy toward CO2 must recognize that CO2 emissions are a
global issue--and that global emissions are rising because of the
developing world's increasing use of fossil fuels. The US causes less
than 1/6 of global emissions—and falling.

· The

developing world overwhelmingly uses fossil fuels because that
is by far the lowest-cost way for them to get reliable energy. Unreliable
solar and wind can’t come close. That’s why China and India have
hundreds of new coal plants in the pipeline.

· The

only way to lower CO2 emissions and benefit America is to
promote innovation that makes lower-carbon energy truly reliable and
low-cost. Are China and India going to stop using fossil fuels so long
as they are the lowest-cost option? They won’t.

Please do not harm Oregonians who already live in the 4th highest priced state
in the country with more taxation!!
Thanks,
Jason Cole
Ed Staub and Sons Petroleum
Email: jason.cole@edstaub.com
Cell: 530-524-1850
Fax: 877-879-5792
www.edstaub.com
For a quicker response on general questions or customer service requests between 8:00
AM and 5:00 PM Monday through Friday please email vipsupport@edstaub.com.

How upset would you be if you learned that the federal gov't wanted to pay an oil company an EXTRA
$250/barrel (current market price is appx $70/barrel) to increase its production each year? Well...that is
what the federal gov't is going to shower upon wind & solar producers if the #BuildBackBetter
legislation is passed. It proposes to pay $150/MWh for incremental power generation from wind &
solar....which is about $30/MWh above recent residential power prices and the same as $250/barrel of
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oil, or $5.30/gallon of gasoline, or $44/Mcf of natural gas when converted on an energy equivalent
basis. #whopays #energypolicy #energy #bestbtu

This message and any attached documents contain information from Ed Staub and Sons Petroleum that
may be confidential, proprietary, trade secret and/or copyright protected. If you are not the intended
recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this information. If you have received this
transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brianposewitz@comcast.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public Comment on Proposed Greenhouse Gas/CPP Rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:21:39 PM

Greetings,
Please consider the following comments on the above matter:
1. Thank you for taking action to reduce production of greenhouse gases in Oregon. While it may be
a “drop in the bucket” from a global perspective (which is all that really matters on this issue), that
drop may combine with other drops to start to make a difference in the world.
2. ODEQ and OEQC should recognize the major omissions from the program and work toward
including them in the future. Among the major omissions are the greenhouse gas contributions from
agriculture, and from animal agriculture in particular, which have been variously estimated between
10 and 20 percent of greenhouse gas emissions worldwide (and apparently six percent of Oregon’s
greenhouse gas emissions). We recognize the agencies believe they are barred from regulating
agricultural emissions, but there are exceptions to that limitation that could arguably be applied
here. In any event, the agencies should work toward obtaining whatever further authority they think
they need to regulate all categories of greenhouse gas emissions.
3. ODEQ and OEQC should recognize that the proposed rules do little to address the greenhouse
gases that are not produced in Oregon but are produced to meet the demand for goods and services
in Oregon (“consumption based” emissions). A recent presentation to the agencies showed that,
while “production-based” greenhouse gas emissions were declining in Oregon, “consumptionbased” emissions were rising sharply. As you know, greenhouses gases produced anywhere affect
people everywhere when it comes to climate change. Oregon will not do itself or the world any good
if it reduces production of greenhouse gases in Oregon only to increase them elsewhere to satisfy
the demand for goods and services in Oregon. ODEQ and OEQC should continue to work on
programs to reduce Oregon’s “consumption-based” greenhouse gas emissions, including through
education and publicity on greenhouse gases emissions associated with various consumer choices
(e.g., a plant-based diet relative to a diet dependent on animal agriculture).
Thank you for considering my comments.
Regards,
Brian Posewitz
8508 SE 11th Ave.
Portland, OR 97202
(503) 432-8249
brianposewitz@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Waltgx - Comcast
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public comment
Saturday, October 2, 2021 10:28:30 AM

I’m writing to request DEQ consider low carbon footprints in a manner that makes sense to us,
the public you serve. I believe that all existing and future utilities should work on a low carbon
place in Oregon and beyond.
We use natural gas both as a residential and as a commercial user at numerous locations. We
need to keep natural gas as a dependable and affordable source of heating utilizing our
equipment and the infrastructure of the natural gas system to delivery the renewable clean
fuel.
We need to have a choice of utilities. Furthermore, the electric companies cannot bear the ever
increasing demand of electric cars on and ever increasing new construction. Dependence on
one utility is a grievous error to make especially in light of the terrorism targets of the
electrical grid.
Thank you for working to keep natural gas a part of new construction and of existing
industries, businesses and homes.
Walt Griffiths
3440 MW Covey Run Rd.
Corvallis, OR. 97330
503.701.8811
Outside the will of God, there is nothing I want. Inside the will of God there is nothing I fear.
A.W. Tozer
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eliot Mason
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:56:06 PM

Hi!
Northwest Natural is running a deceptive campaign around “choice” and is trying to solicit comments against
regulating natural gas out of existence. I shared my comment with them, but I doubt they;ll turn around and pass it
to you … so here is my comment regarding the regulation of natural gas and the need to reduce our consumption of
ALL carbon fuels:
Natural Gas is a legacy fuel that should be phased out. There are objectively better sources for water, heat and
appliances that can be 100% renewably sourced and are both safer and easier to use. So DEQ .. go to it! Help save
us from the climate disaster and make our homes safer and more efficient too!
Further, there is NOTHING more important than this. Everything else is just re-arranging the deck chairs on the
Titanic. Reduce our carbon footprint, others might follow.
Thank you,
Eliot Mason
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Connie Peabody
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public comment
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:16:35 PM

Open Letter to: Oregon Environmental Quality Commission
Re: Comment on proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program
First of all, THANK YOU to all who have been working towards a viable Climate Protection
Plan for Oregon!
1. The state of Oregon currently uses 27.45% COAL burning (2019 levels) more than
compared to the US national average coal burning of 23.4 % . Removing coal from the
resource mix would reduce C02 by almost a third. How can we transition away from coal
burning?
2. Landfills are notorious for METHANE emissions which are 20X as potent as CO2. Why are
they exempt from the CPP? Other states have methane capture systems to remove some of
these pollutants.
3. Has there been any research on the amount of CO2 emitted due to extensive logging and
wildfires? What data is available to demonstrate the amount of CO2 sequestered by standing
forests?
4. Are incentives available for consumers who buy electric vehicles, solar panels or other
products avoiding the use of fossil fuels?
Connie & Mark Peabody
2638 Cantrell rd.
Eugene, OR. 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ferniesdad
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 6:24:11 AM

We cannot exempt the energy sector from regulation. Electricity generation by fracked gas
causes great damage. CO2 and leaking cause nearly as much climate damage as does coal use.
Frans Timmermans, the European Commissioner for Climate Action said it best: "We need to
change, we need to change radically, and we need to change fast." Oregon needs to play a big
part. If our contribution to the problem is lesser than China or Texas, we still have an
obligation to do as much as we can, set an example of good practices and insure a more
promising future.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Brandon Philips
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Nisha George
Public Comment: CPP Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:14:12 PM

HelloI am commenting on the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program rulemaking process
primarily to counterbalance the fear, uncertainty, and doubt campaign that NW Natural is
pushing to their customers via email and mail campaigns(ref 1). Personally I am deeply
frustrated with the way NW Natural has behaved in the face of climate change. And their
current campaign against this Oregon State rule making process is an extension of this
long and sad history.
The things I do not want to see the Oregon government compromise on in this rulemaking
process:
1.

2.

Do not allow offsets: burning gas and then planting a tree for an offset will not solve
climate change. To stop our climate change problem we have got to stop adding
carbon to our carbon cycle which means we have to stop burning oil and gas.
Enabling the industry to delay this reality by capturing a few fractions of a percent of
manure methane, as suggested by the NW Natural (ref 2) is simply greenwashing.
For an overview of renewable natural gas fundamentals please refer to this
introductory podcast https://gimletmedia.com/shows/howtosaveaplanet/v4hr8xx
Electrification is the only option: NW Natural is raising questions about moving to
electrification and heat pump technologies to replace gas heating infrastructure. And
although they have raised some reasonable technical concerns about how the
research has been conducted, the fact of the matter is this: Oregon, and the western
US in general, can produce sufficient amounts of net zero electricity via hydro, wind,
solar, and nuclear to power our states. On the other hand no one in the world knows
how to make methane that is net-zero. So, the only choice is electrification to reach
the goal of carbon reduction long term. An introduction to this idea is Electrify by Saul
Griffith: https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/electrify

I do agree with NW Natural that the consumer price increases caused by internalizing the
GHG externalities of their business will be regressive for consumers that cannot afford new
heat pump furnaces and water heaters. On the other hand I understand that mechanisms
like CCIs could be used to assist people in using lower cost to operate heat pump
appliances through loans or rebates.
Overall, I feel that NW Natural could control costs by reducing its investment in new
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pipeline infrastructure (e.g. the 800+ new homes in North Bethany Washington County),
focus on cost reduction for existing consumers by cutting lobbying/marketing, and move out
of the way of the desires of citizens and customers to migrate off their gas infrastructure.
Thank You,
Brandon Philips
1.

2.

https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/nwnatural/pages/479/attachments/original/1633371950/CP
P_FAQ_OCT2021_4_.pdf?1633371950

https://lesswecan.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rep Levy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Public Comments: Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:34:08 PM
DEQ CPP Comments.docx

Thank you for considering the comments attached.
Best,

Bobby Levy

________________________________________

Oregon House of Representatives
House District 58
(O) (503) 986-1458
900 Court Street, Office 3378 | Salem OR,97301

www.oregonlegislature.gov/levy
~Diverse Cultures and Economies Working in Harmony
With Nature~
Please note that all emails sent to and from this email address are shared
among Representative Levy and her staff, and may be subject to disclosure
under Oregon public records laws.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jynx Houston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:11:47 AM

I'm writing to implore you to do your job & not allow dangerously toxic
fossil fuels to flourish in Portland & vote against any fracked gas proposals.
Thank you,
Jynx Houston
7605 SE Lincoln St.
Portland 97215
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Morrow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Brian Harmon; Patricia Farrell; Robert Romanek
Question re: RNG emissions accounting
Friday, October 8, 2021 1:05:18 PM

Dear Nicole,
My colleagues and I are in the later stages of creating a Climate Action Plan for the City of
Salem. As part of our work, we have created models of projected GHG emissions in Salem
going out to the year 2050. We have recently had a request from NW Natural that we use
different modeling assumptions than the ones we previously used- specifically, they request
that we model their emissions in compliance with the reduction targets proposed by DEQ in
the GHG Emissions Program.
We are running into some difficulty in following standard GHG inventory protocols in
accounting specifically for emissions reductions when renewable natural gas (RNG) is
involved. NW Natural plans to use RNG in significant ways to count toward their mandated
emissions reductions.
We are seeking the expertise of someone at DEQ who could help us understand better how
emissions from RNG are accounted for in the proposed new rules. Would you be able to talk
with us sometime next week to provide some guidance for us? I'm afraid we are in a timesensitive environment and we would very much appreciate being able to talk with you or one
of your colleagues.
Thank you!
Kim
--

Kim Morrow (she/her)
Director of Climate Planning and Resilience

950 S 10th St. #010 | Omaha, NE 68108 | 402.405.9425 | verdisgroup.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Cathryn Chudy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: Climate Protection Program 2021
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:52:59 PM
CPP Comments - Environmental Justice Advocates - Final 2021-10-05.pdf

To: Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Attention: Nicole Singh
This is to let you know the Oregon Conservancy Foundation (OCF), is in
full agreement with the
"Comments of Environmental Justice Advocates" submitted to EQC and
DEQ on October 5, 2021. I am attaching a copy of those comments as
submitted.
It is clear that the program and proposed rules do not satisfy Governor
Brown's Executive Order 20-04 to reduce greenhouse gas emissions rapidly
or sufficiently enough to address the effects of catastrophic climate change,
nor do they satisfy the mandate to prioritize equity for those most affected
by the emissions generated by polluters who will not be held accountable
by the rules as proposed.
We add OCF's voice to the conclusion as stated in the attached document:
DEQ’s own data makes clear that the Climate
Protection Program does not set Oregon on a
course to meet the mandate in Executive Order 20-04
to cap and reduce GHG emissions from
fuel suppliers and stationary sources consistent with
the goal of reducing Oregon’s emissions to
at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least
80% below 1990 levels by 2050. As drafted,
the CPP rules do not get Oregon to where we need to
be to make immediate, substantial progress
in reducing GHG emissions to avoid the worst effects
of climate change.
The rules also fail to “prioritize actions that will help
vulnerable populations and impacted
communities adapt to climate change impacts,” nor do
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they prioritize program options that
deliver reductions in co-pollution in overburdened
communities.
The scope of the CPP and rules as drafted are
inadequate to meet its intended purposes.
We urge DEQ to make the critical changes necessary
to ensure the Climate Protection
Program fulfills its goals of emissions reductions and
equity before presenting final rules to EQC
for a vote.
If DEQ fails to address these glaring shortcomings in
the program, EQC should reject the
proposed rules.

Thank you,
Cathryn Chudy
Lloyd Marbet
Directors, Oregon Conservancy Foundation
19140 SE Bakers Ferry Road, Boring, Oregon 97009
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

helenleek01@gmail.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:50:51 PM
image002.png

Dear DEQ People,
Natural gas is an important part of our energy structure and should not be cut
out of one of our options for heating and cooking.
Renewable energy is a very aspirational way to fight climate change, but as
Europe has just learned, when the wind stops, the lights go out.
And the price of fuel goes through the roof.
Think this through, and stop being reactionary. We/you do not have the power
grid to take solar energy to the places it needs to be, yet.
We do not have enough wind power to heat or cool our homes.
Since we have abandoned nuclear power as an option, for god’s sake do not
take out the dams that produce electricity!
Finally, for once, figure out WHAT IS THIS GOING TO COST!?! If you are
taking equity into the equation, exorbitant energy process are only going to hurt
low income earners.
Helen Leek
503-348-9296

You only live once,
but if you do it right,
once is enough. Mae West
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Feldman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
re: Comment on Environmental Justice and Oregon"s Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:20:47 PM

This proposed plan needs to address pollution from Oregon’s top greenhouse gas emitters—
fracked gas power plants and processing facilities. DEQ published its draft rules, and Oregon
DEQ still proposes to exempt Oregon’s top six polluters—all large fracked gas power plants—
from Oregon’s new greenhouse gas regulation program. This move would place the burdens of
pollution on communities near these plants. DEQ also proposes other significant loopholes
and flexibility for polluters to avoid stringent controls on climate-changing pollution and the
other air pollution that comes with it.
It's beyond belief that these polluters are not going to be regulated.
Frontline communities continue to suffer. It's simply overwhelming.
In Portland I see how the degradation of air and water are progressing at a faster and faster
rate, and the stress this puts on residents, especially low-income communities.
Please do your job and if you can't--let us know that so we can take over if needs be. This is
simply not a time to be dithering around with polluters.
Thank you,
Laura Feldman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walter Mintkeski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:28:22 PM

To: DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our largest sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out
to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules which will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”,
Yours sincerely,
Walter Mintkeski
___________________________
This email was sent by Walter Mintkeski via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Walter provided an email address
(mintkeski@juno.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Walter Mintkeski at mintkeski@juno.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gillian Butler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:02:28 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
The time for bold climate action is now. In fact, we have already run out of time as our drought filled summer,
complete with heat dome, bears witness to.
We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
I hope you will take into account the urgency of our situation.

Yours sincerely,
Gillian Butler
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___________________________
This email was sent by Gillian Butler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gillian provided an email address
(gibu7098@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gillian Butler at gibu7098@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Justin Overdevest
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 4:12:00 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Justin Overdevest
___________________________
This email was sent by Justin Overdevest via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Justin provided an email address
(justin.overdevest@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Justin Overdevest at justin.overdevest@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:30:07 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
It is vital that we rapidly reduce GHG emissions in order to get on a path to a maximum 1.5 degrees Celsius world.
Please follow the science, advance equity and hold industry accountable.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Chris Smith
___________________________
This email was sent by Chris Smith via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Chris provided an email address
(chris@chrissmith.us) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Chris Smith at chris@chrissmith.us.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rev. Jill James
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Friday, October 1, 2021 2:02:51 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
It is far beyond time to hold polluters accountable!
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Jill James
Portland, Oregon, 97220, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Rev. Jill James via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rev. Jill provided an email address
(jillpdx747@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rev. Jill James at jillpdx747@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sally Hardwicke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 5:53:17 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” I love our state, and while I wasn't born here, we intentionally chose to raise our son here realizing some
twenty years ago, that this is a special part of the planet. I now consider myself an Oregonian, and I care deeply
about the future of our state and our planet. I am grateful that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top
sources of climate pollution. We need to act aggressively and with the utmost urgency if we are going to mitigate
the worst impacts that humans have wrought. I am urging DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program possible.
What does this mean? It means we must maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the
program, including: reducing the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program,
limiting the use of alternative compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased
oversight to make sure that the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Sally Hardwicke
___________________________
This email was sent by Sally Hardwicke via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sally provided an email address
(sally.desipio@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sally Hardwicke at sally.desipio@gmail.com.
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To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

caitlin pashalek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:02:22 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
caitlin pashalek
___________________________
This email was sent by caitlin pashalek via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however caitlin provided an email address
(pashalek@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to caitlin pashalek at pashalek@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bernadetta Devlaeminck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:57:26 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
Pollution causing climate change is a killer. The more it is reduced the fewer will die from the effects of climate
change. Please make the cap stronger.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
It seems to me all power plants producing climate pollution should be included in this program. High users of leaded
petroleum products should also be held accountable. These include all aircraft from all airfields within Oregon.
Those flying into these airfields should also be held accountable for their contributions to climate pollution.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
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At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Make reducing climate pollution produce verifiable results truly improving the lives of all life in our wonderful
state.
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Bernadetta Devlaeminck
Hillsboro, Oregon, 97123, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Bernadetta Devlaeminck via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Bernadetta provided an email
address (dettadv@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Bernadetta Devlaeminck at dettadv@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Stackhouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:12:49 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
We have waited too long and now is the time to be bold. I hear concerns about the department's statutory authority
and I want you to consider your moral authority as protectors of the climate and the people of Oregon. Bold policy
may result in litigation. That is in the hands of those who choose to sue and can be dealt with at the time if the
overall policy is realistic.
The new rules must ensure the integrity of the program, including:
- all industries with annual emissions over 25,000 tons CO2 equivalent will be covered,
- including all transportation fuel suppliers in the program,
- limiting the use of alternative compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) \
- providing increased oversight to make sure that the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Jane Stackhouse
___________________________
This email was sent by Jane Stackhouse via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
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our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jane provided an email address
(jane@janestackhouse.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jane Stackhouse at jane@janestackhouse.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Ryan-Hotchkiss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 7:07:31 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I urge you to take measures to reduce CO2 generation.
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Mary Ryan-Hotchkiss
___________________________
This email was sent by Mary Ryan-Hotchkiss via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mary provided an email address
(mryanhotchkiss@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Mary Ryan-Hotchkiss at mryanhotchkiss@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mel scott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 2:21:53 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
As a person inflicted with upper respiratory issues, it is VERY important that cleaner air happen. We can no longer
greenwash what we're doing. I feel the impact everyday. The BIPOc community, the one, we're supposed to be more
serious about because They matter, are the most affected. We must do better. There's no excuse.

Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
mel scott
Portland, Oregon, 97224, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by mel scott via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however mel provided an email address
(beatricekiddoux@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to mel scott at beatricekiddoux@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy McAuliffe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Sunday, September 26, 2021 10:30:13 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I was at a rally last week and heard a 9 year old boy speak to the group regarding his concerns about climate change.
I remember being 9 and playing kick the can outside with my friends. It is so sad that this child has to be anxious
about leaving safely in his world. As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the
needs of the most vulnerable Oregonians, children being one of those groups. I appreciate that DEQ is taking action
to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the current rules to
increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon, especially our
children from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: We have to do everything we can to achieve meaningful pollution reduction for all
Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum
targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to
be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at
least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution
more quickly, and begin immediately. We are out of time.
2.) Hold all industrial resources responsible. There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial
emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice
per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire
purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Nancy McAuliffe
___________________________
This email was sent by Nancy McAuliffe via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nancy provided an email address
(nancymcauliffe@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nancy McAuliffe at nancymcauliffe@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Mauter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Saturday, September 4, 2021 11:21:15 AM

Dear DEQ
I am writing to express my concern about how climate change is damaging our beautiful state through drought and
wildfires. Given the limited time we have to act, the DEQ must take action to reduce emissions from our top sources
of climate pollution.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including:
*reduce the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program
*limit the use of alternative compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) *provide increased oversight
to make sure that the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
The Climate Protection Program must follow the best available science on climate change to hold industrial
polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap of at least 50 percent emissions reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report has stated, we
don’t have time for gentle changes in emission reduction. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best
available science and a demonstration that the DEQ understands the climate crisis we are in.
- I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory declining emissions limits. Cooperations
have a history of repeatedly demonstrating a less than perfect guardianship of our environment. Business as usual
cannot be tolerated.
-1:1 reduction of emissions per credit is needed to achieve meaningful reductions of emissions and co-pollutants.
The Stone Age didn’t end because of lack of stone and the coal age isn’t ending because of lack of coal. They were
bad technologies as are fossil fuels.
Meaningful change comes with clear expectations and mandatory compliance.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Nancy Mauter
Lebanon, Oregon, 97355, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Nancy Mauter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nancy provided an email address
(polianna@icloud.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nancy Mauter at polianna@icloud.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Armstrong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Sunday, September 26, 2021 12:45:24 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a retired science educator, a grandmother and a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and
center the needs of the most vulnerable Oregonians. The effects of climate change will be felt by my children and
grandchildren I fear for the future we may be leaving them and particularly for the marginalized who will be
impacted first and worst . I appreciate that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate
pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the current rules to increase the cap on emissions, please broaden the
rules to include all major polluters and hold them accountable, and to protect the all the people of Oregon from the
disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and a much more ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this
program will not achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even
follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035
and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more
ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy
climate. This work may not be easy and it will cause some to deny that it can or should be done however in my
opinion DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately for the sake of our
planet. Let Orego lead by example for other government entities and for all citizens of Oregon and the globe. This
not not just about us.
2.) I beg you to hold large industrial sources accountable for mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are
currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require
industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for
them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. We do not have decades to wait! Action
across the board has to start NOW!!! Pollution from these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in
the face of its entire purpose. How can we in good conscience allow this to happen?
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
Clear expectations, definitions, rules and accountability will be required for the CCI’s to be effective.  
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
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of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
We need our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate
disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Margaret Armstrong
Beaverton, Oregon, 97078
___________________________
This email was sent by Margaret Armstrong via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Margaret provided an email address
(margarmstrong45@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Margaret Armstrong at margarmstrong45@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rouanna Garden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Sunday, September 26, 2021 7:59:35 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.
I'm choosing a healthy planet and I'd like you to do the same and make it happen as fast as possible. Humans are out
of time.
Yours sincerely,
Rouanna Garden
___________________________
This email was sent by Rouanna Garden via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rouanna provided an email address
(clubs900@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rouanna Garden at clubs900@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Bachhuber
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Friday, September 3, 2021 11:17:34 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Time is running out. The Climate Protection Program must be aggressive and emphasize the outstanding pollution
first.
Transportation accounts for nearly half of carbon pollution in Oregon. The transportation fuel suppliers must be
included in the program much more rapidly.
Industry chooses minimal action as the most profitable default. Alternative compliance options must be strictly
limited, since “Community Climate Investments” may not measure up to actual carbon pollution reduction in
industrial processes.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Stephen Bachhuber
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Stephen Bachhuber via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Stephen provided an email address
(srbachhuber1@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Stephen Bachhuber at srbachhuber1@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

John McSwigan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Friday, September 24, 2021 12:30:26 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
This is your time to Shine!
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
John McSwigan
___________________________
This email was sent by John McSwigan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however John provided an email address
(mcswigan@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to John McSwigan at mcswigan@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Basey Klopp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Friday, September 3, 2021 10:32:32 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Seen the news this week?
Our nation is buckling under the weight of climate change. We have fled our home state of Oregon to get away from
the wildfire smoke. But my family needs to return to get back to school and work without any confidence that the
smoke will have abated.
We must stop the burning of fossil fuels and pass meaningful legislation on climate change immediately.
As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is taking
action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to act,
which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Basey Klopp
___________________________
This email was sent by Basey Klopp via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
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our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Basey provided an email address
(bklopp@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Basey Klopp at bklopp@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Parker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:43:07 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a pastor in the United Church of Christ, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the
most vulnerable Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I
appreciate that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the
DEQ to strengthen the current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to
protect the people of Oregon from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours sincerely,
Rev. Dr. Janet Parker
___________________________
This email was sent by Janet Parker via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Janet provided an email address
(janlynpark@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Janet Parker at janlynpark@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Hanrahan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Friday, September 3, 2021 8:37:58 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
We are in a climate emergency and can no longer postpose taking action.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Steve Hanrahan
___________________________
This email was sent by Steve Hanrahan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Steve provided an email address
(steve@lshanrahan.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Steve Hanrahan at steve@lshanrahan.com.
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To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Hess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 12:03:50 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental value of protecting the most vulnerable Oregonians. The effects of climate
change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions
from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the current rules to increase the cap on
emissions, holding major polluters accountable, and protecting the people of Oregon from the disastrous effects of
climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Ron Hess
Creswell, Oregon, 97426, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Ron Hess via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ron provided an email address (rhess595@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ron Hess at rhess595@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 5:06:05 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
The recent catastrophic events of wildfire, hurricanes and unprecendented rainfall amounts leading to flash flooding
are evidence that it is way past time to act on measures to combat climate change.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Debra Smith
___________________________
This email was sent by Debra Smith via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Debra provided an email address
(rubydeb5@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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Please reply to Debra Smith at rubydeb5@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Meg Ruby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 1:34:38 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I am a person of faith, and as such I am committed to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable Oregonians.
The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I am glad that DEQ is taking action to
reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, But I urge the DEQ to strengthen the current rules to
increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon from the
disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) The Science is clear: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Holding large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions is the only way: It's
shocking that there are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s
draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to selfidentify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from
these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. And, DEQ should at a later date revisit covering
in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program require strict definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in frontline
communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs
reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
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and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Meg Ruby, M.S.
___________________________
This email was sent by Meg Ruby via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Meg provided an email address (megruby@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Meg Ruby at megruby@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Sleva
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:08:14 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change. I also urge the DEQ to pass the CPP as soon as possible. We cannot
afford inaction. Major global weather events are becoming commonplace; our earth is on fire and we must make
changes now.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Eileen Sleva
___________________________
This email was sent by Eileen Sleva via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Eileen provided an email address
(otter1128@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Eileen Sleva at otter1128@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maggie Froelich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, October 14, 2021 4:43:56 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
- Ensure equitable outcomes. 100% of CCI funds should go to environmental justice communities, and measures
should be in place to ensure that these funds are used efficiently to the benefit of these communities. Improved
communication with tribal groups and communities of color is imperative.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Maggie Froelich
Salem, Oregon, 97302, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Maggie Froelich via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Maggie provided an email address
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(drmfroelich@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Maggie Froelich at drmfroelich@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Allard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 11:46:54 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
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and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours sincerely,
Catherine Allard
___________________________
This email was sent by Catherine Allard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Catherine provided an email address
(catherine.e.allard@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Catherine Allard at catherine.e.allard@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Everett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:54:35 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As stewards of God’s great creation we must consider the impacts of our choices. Not just on creation itself but for
the most vulnerable among us. When considering the future I would hope that you take the following pints into
consideration.
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.
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Yours sincerely,
Brian Everett
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Brian Everett via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Brian provided an email address
(brian.l.everett88@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Brian Everett at brian.l.everett88@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Petersen-Boring
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 9:11:16 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I am on the History faculty at Willamette University, where I teach about the history of climate change and our
ethical responsibility to mitigate the worst effects. We have a very small window of the next 5-8 years in which to
effect change that will alter the course of climate on the planet. We have the opportunity right now to make changes
that will make the climate hospitable for humans and avoid the worst cast scenarios of climate change. I believe this
is a historic moment, and that you have a historic opportunity to act. Please act now.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Wendy Petersen-Boring
___________________________
This email was sent by Wendy Petersen-Boring via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
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of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Wendy provided an email address
(wpeterse@willamette.edu) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Wendy Petersen-Boring at wpeterse@willamette.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Ciccarello
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:43:45 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
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and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Ciccarello
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Michael Ciccarello via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Michael provided an email address
(michaelcicc24@sbcglobal.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Michael Ciccarello at michaelcicc24@sbcglobal.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Deumling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 9:05:22 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
The dramatic changes that have been taking place in our climate over the last decades are by far the greatest threat to
our children's future. Everything else pales in comparison. I live and work on the land (managing a forest) and see
the deterioration of our ecosystem daily. We must take much more dramatic measures than we think the public can
bear. Future generations, if there are any, will judge us very harshly if we don't have the backbone to do what needs
to be done, we must live more simply so that future generations may simply live. Absolutely no more fossil fuel
infrastructure.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Sarah Deumling
Rickreall, Oregon, 97371, United States
___________________________
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This email was sent by Sarah Deumling via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sarah provided an email address
(sdeumling@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sarah Deumling at sdeumling@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Todd Todd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 7:02:43 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
We are in a climate crisis, and our actions must reflect that reality.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Laurie Todd Todd
Portland, Oregon, 97214, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Laurie Todd Todd via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Laurie Todd provided an email address
(lltodd@mindspring.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kendrick Simila
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 1:22:05 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a senior Oregonian I thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a
“Climate Protection Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am
grateful that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that
time is running out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Kendrick Simila
Salem, Oregon, 97301, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Kendrick Simila via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kendrick provided an email address
(similand@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kendrick Simila at similand@msn.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marissa Wolfheart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 11:41:07 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Marissa Wolfheart
Portland, Oregon, 97206, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Marissa Wolfheart via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Marissa provided an email address
(rissa51920@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Marissa Wolfheart at rissa51920@yahoo.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wesley E. Stoker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 9:38:09 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
It’s the stringent orientation best of necessity applied.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Wesley E. Stoker
3565 NE Manchester St.
Corvallis, Oregon, 97330, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Wesley E. Stoker via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Wesley E. provided an email address
(stoker@ecoregon.org) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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Please reply to Wesley E. Stoker at stoker@ecoregon.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Everding Everding
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 7:49:32 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
We don't have much time to accomplish these goals. We should be trying to cut our emissions in half by 2030.
Putting goals too far in the future is pointless; the world is at stake.
Thank you for your consideration,
___________________________
This email was sent by David Everding Everding via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however David Everding provided an email
address (deverding5@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to David Everding Everding at deverding5@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tonya Stiffler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 4:35:13 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,
Tonya Stiffler
___________________________
This email was sent by Tonya Stiffler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tonya provided an email address
(tstiffler@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tonya Stiffler at tstiffler@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wanda Graff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 4:17:09 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
We need to stop giving a pass to corporations !
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Wanda Graff
___________________________
This email was sent by Wanda Graff via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Wanda provided an email address
(lag2121@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Wanda Graff at lag2121@aol.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Alexander-Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 3:55:20 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
Time is up. We need committed action!
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Karen Alexander-Brown
Portland, Oregon, 97219, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Karen Alexander-Brown via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Karen provided an email address
(kjalexander@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcia Mersky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 1:08:17 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
We MUST do more before it’s too late. Be bold, ambitious, and as you do your work, think about future
generations.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Marcia Mersky
Portland, Oregon, 97206, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Marcia Mersky via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Marcia provided an email address
(marciapdx@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Joos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 1:04:10 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.”I am an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, so I am grateful that
DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. Time is running out to act,
which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Sandra Joos
___________________________
This email was sent by Sandra Joos via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sandra provided an email address
(joosgalefamily@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sandra Joos at joosgalefamily@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 1:03:55 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I strongly urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including:
reducing the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of
alternative compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure
that the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Bill Martin
Tigard, Oregon, 97223, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Bill Martin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Bill provided an email address
(wpmartin60@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Bill Martin at wpmartin60@comcast.net.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary B.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 12:16:26 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
- Please place an early as possible date to outlaw diesel exhaust spewing trucks on our roads in Oregon. That time
has come.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Gary B.
___________________________
This email was sent by Gary B. via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gary provided an email address
(montevena@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenn Kochi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 12:13:56 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Please be bold in reducing emissions!
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Kenn Kochi
___________________________
This email was sent by Kenn Kochi via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kenn provided an email address
(kennkochi@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kenn Kochi at kennkochi@gmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Brault
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 12:13:38 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
It is important that we do everything possible to make our planet habitable for the next generations. There will be
major problems to be addressed due to climate chagne but with actions based on science some of them can be
lessened.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
William Brault
___________________________
This email was sent by William Brault via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however William provided an email address
(wmbrault44@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roger Kofler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 11:26:14 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
An important thing to remember is that controlling climate change will never get any easier; only more difficult as
time wears on. We need the most stringent climate interventions that our economy and infrastructure can withstand.
Difficult decisions and sacrifices will be necessary.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Roger Kofler
___________________________
This email was sent by Roger Kofler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Roger provided an email address (rkofler@aol.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Lienhard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 10:37:22 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian, a military veteran and nurse who cares deeply about the future of our state and our
planet, I am grateful that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also
know that time is running out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious
Climate Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Judith Lienhard
___________________________
This email was sent by Judith Lienhard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Judith provided an email address (lienjud@aol.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Judith Lienhard at lienjud@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sienna Fitzpatrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 10:29:36 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals. This is critical for making a difference in our fight to
slow down the greatest impacts of climate change, for our communities and those most vulnerable.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Sienna Fitzpatrick
Redmond, Oregon, 97756, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Sienna Fitzpatrick via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sienna provided an email address
(sjfitzpatrick9701@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sienna Fitzpatrick at sjfitzpatrick9701@gmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dean Sigler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 10:26:30 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Every minute counts for the salvation of our planet. We've avoided facing reality for too long.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Dean Sigler
___________________________
This email was sent by Dean Sigler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dean provided an email address
(muchcatfur@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dean Sigler at muchcatfur@comcast.net.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 10:17:12 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Daniel Smith
Salem, Oregon, 97304, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Daniel Smith via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Daniel provided an email address
(danielhome@san.rr.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Daniel Smith at danielhome@san.rr.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Meagan Golec
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 10:08:41 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible. We do not have any time to wait.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Meagan Golec
___________________________
This email was sent by Meagan Golec via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Meagan provided an email address
(meagansara@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Meagan Golec at meagansara@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gordon Molitor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Saturday, October 9, 2021 2:44:42 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As a citizen of Oregon who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that
DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running
out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Gordon Molitor
Portland, Oregon, 97219, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Gordon Molitor via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gordon provided an email address
(gordymolitor@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gordon Molitor at gordymolitor@gmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis Fisher Fisher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:54:28 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
The environment needs actual verified reductions in pollution by industrial polluters. Please support our governor
to make this happen.
Thank you for your consideration,
___________________________
This email was sent by Dennis Fisher Fisher via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dennis Fisher provided an email address
(kmwifish@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dennis Fisher Fisher at kmwifish@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janét Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 4:47:18 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
-While many studies now have shown that Pacific Northwest forests are capable of sequestering more carbo than
anywhere else on Earth, we continue to allow the destructive practice of clearcutting.
Multiple studies (by OSU and Center for Sustainable Economy) have confirmed that big Timber is the largest
source of GHG pollution in Oregon. DEQ and EQC must recognize this important fact and include regulations of
the timber industry in this plan to limit direct emissions and foregone sequestration. If we don't acknowledge the
sequestration we are loosing due to clearcut logging, efforts to stem the worst impacts of climate change will not be
as effective. Furthermore, the clearcut logging results in half the water on the landscape in summer months than in a
native forest (Perrry, Jones 2017). Clearcut logging exacerbates fire danger and fire intensity, resulting in GHG
emissions and tons of foregone sequestration. Clearcut logging also relies on the exploitation of migrant labor and
herbidcide applications. Whereas, alternatives exist. Selective thinning can result in more board feet per acre
harvested overtime without disturbing the forest floor and destroying the
hydrology.
-Soil fungi are actually responsible for more carbon sequestration than a forest itself (Clemmensen, et al, 2013), but
carbon respiration studies are unable to measure carbon sequestered by fungi. When a landscape become degraded,
the soil fungi are the first thing to die out. In the absence of fungi, the land is then dominated by bacteria. Bacteria
have a carbon to nitrogen ratio of 5:1 and exhale 80% of the carbon then intake. This degradation turns a landscape
from a carbon sink into a big carbon source. DEQ must not only regulate direct emissions but must also regulate
activities that degrade the land and contribute significantly to climate change.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable, including the timber industry, to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
Given that there are currently no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that
emissions from these sources could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial
polluters be subject to mandatory declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan
in place that is verified by a third-party and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
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- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Janét Moore
___________________________
This email was sent by Janét Moore via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Janét provided an email address
(arrowstraighterthan@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Janét Moore at arrowstraighterthan@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eliza Garcia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 4:20:56 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible. Change needs to be made now, and these changes need to be both comprehensive and equitable.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Eliza Garcia
___________________________
This email was sent by Eliza Garcia via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Eliza provided an email address
(eliza4garcia@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Eliza Garcia at eliza4garcia@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Rankin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:02:53 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Consider policies that will implement emission reductions while simultaneously improving the health & well-being
of Oregonians, such as rapid transit, especially through the Willamette Valley, regenerative organic farming
replacing industrial agriculture, building upward instead of outward, roof gardens & solar surfaces, taxing or
otherwise deterring the use of particularly high emission substances such as fossil fuels, plastic, meat, concrete &
asphalt, greater energy efficiency, reverting pavement to forests or farmland, planting millions of native trees, etc.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
J Rankin
___________________________
This email was sent by Jim Rankin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
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generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jim provided an email address
(jim.rankin@oregonstate.edu) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jim Rankin at jim.rankin@oregonstate.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nicolas Houtman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:17:41 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” I am grateful that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I
also know that time is running out to act. I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program possible.
I urge you to reduce the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limit the
use of alternative compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and provide increased oversight to make
sure that the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Nicolas Houtman
Corvallis, Oregon, 97333, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Nicolas Houtman via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nicolas provided an email address
(nickhoutman8@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nicolas Houtman at nickhoutman8@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Caine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:25:06 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
We must hold industry accountable.They have proven they will not do it on their own.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Lisa Caine
___________________________
This email was sent by Lisa Caine via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lisa provided an email address (Lcaine530@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lisa Caine at Lcaine530@gmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Cairns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:31:41 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Independence resident, and retired EPA research scientist who cares deeply about the future of our
state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate
pollution. I also know that time is running out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the
most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Michael Cairns
___________________________
This email was sent by Michael Cairns via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Michael provided an email address
(michael.cairns@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Michael Cairns at michael.cairns@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elinore Webb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:29:18 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I'm glad to that DEQ is implementing a “Climate Protection Program" to hold the people and fuel industry of
Oregon accountable for their emissions contribution to climate change.
We both know that holding principal polluters accountable is the only way humanity is going to make a dent in the
climate crisis. Our planets ecosystem is out of balance. The use of fossil fuels has tipped the scale. We are now in an
uphill battle to try an preserve what remains.
I please urge you to use language in the final rules for the CCI to continue reducing the threshold for transportation
fuel suppliers, limiting the use of alternative compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing
increased oversight to make sure that the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
The incentives and penalties MUST favor fossil fuel reduction.
Climate change scientific papers are the hottest (pun intended) topic in environmental science today. Use the best
available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains the integrity of the cap.
Oregon has seen the worst droughts and fires in the last two years than every before. Think of all the animal and
plant species killed in those fires. Think of the homes and people displaced by the extreme temperature rise.
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that requires a 50 percent emissions reduction by 2030.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit.
I am concerned that without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline
communities and break the overall emissions “cap.” The fossil fuel industry has more force and impact today than
ever before and will look for every single loop hole to survive. The short term money gains matter more to them
than preservation of their home. They are blinded by money greed. Literally shitting where they sleep and our
children and our children's children are the ones who will have to pay for it. Do the work now.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Elinore Webb
___________________________
This email was sent by Elinore Webb via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Elinore provided an email address
(elinorewebb@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Elinore Webb at elinorewebb@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Pepitone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:56:44 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I am the father of a three-year-old and a teacher in the Newberg School District. This summer, we drove to
California to see our son's Great Grandmother, near Auburn. On the way there and on the way back, we encountered
wildfire smoke caused by the megafires throughout the west. On the way home, I witnessed an emergency vehicle
with a siren hauling a large tractor. At the hotel where we stayed in Eureka (a destination we selected hoping to
avoid wildfire smoke), we encountered numerous wildfire evacuees.
We are living in a period of worsening climate chaos, but it is not too late to prevent the worst outcomes.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Anthony Pepitone
Newberg, Oregon, 97132, United States
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___________________________
This email was sent by Anthony Pepitone via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Anthony provided an email address
(apepitone@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Anthony Pepitone at apepitone@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Christie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Sunday, September 26, 2021 6:12:27 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a Climate Protection
Program. As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that we face a climate
emergency and time is running out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt a more ambitious
Climate Protection Program.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options--Community Climate Investments (CCI)--and providing increased oversight to make sure that
the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection Program follows the best
available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains the integrity of the cap.
Specifically, this means:
- Adopting an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Holding industrial polluters to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently no climate
regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources could
increase under the current draft rules. DEQ must require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory declining
emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a third-party and
reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Providing greater certainty that CCIs will achieve real, lasting reductions of emissions and co-pollutants, with at
least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear criteria about the types of projects that are
eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that without greater clarity, the CCI program will
allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and break the overall emissions cap.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Susan Christie
___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Christie via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email address
(crypto716@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Christie at crypto716@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caitlin Collins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Sunday, September 26, 2021 7:52:01 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration. This is such an important issue to ensure a liveable future for our children.
Yours sincerely,
Caitlin Collins
Newberg, Oregon, 97132, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Caitlin Collins via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Caitlin provided an email address
(caitlin.collins.ma@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Caitlin Collins at caitlin.collins.ma@gmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marie Martinez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Saturday, September 25, 2021 12:00:10 PM

Dear Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Marie Martinez
Salem, Oregon, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Marie Martinez via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Marie provided an email address
(kopcho@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Marie Martinez at kopcho@gmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kameron Monk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Saturday, September 25, 2021 9:59:00 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Oh, and a few more things. Put solar panels on every roof. Windmills are cool as heck and I wanna see them. Phase
out natural gas heating. Electricity public transportation. Make public transportation easy and available.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Kameron Monk
___________________________
This email was sent by Kameron Monk via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kameron provided an email address
(kameronmonk@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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Please reply to Kameron Monk at kameronmonk@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted Alberon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:26:58 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
As someone who has grown up with Climate Change and global warming casting a shadow over my future, I urge
you to take action to secure that future and ensure we can pass on this planet to those who come after us.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Ted Alberon
Salem, Oregon, 97301, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Ted Alberon via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ted provided an email address
(tedalberon@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hanna Heddy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 23, 2021 3:29:45 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As a lifelong Oregonian who cares deeply about stewardship of our natural resources, I am grateful that
DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running
out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your serious consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Hanna Heddy
Newberg, Oregon
___________________________
This email was sent by Hanna Heddy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Hanna provided an email address
(hannaheddy@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Hanna Heddy at hannaheddy@hotmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tara Wilkinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 23, 2021 3:05:27 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Tara Wilkinson
Co-Director, The Intertwine Alliance
Portland, OR
___________________________
This email was sent by Tara Wilkinson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tara provided an email address
(tara@theintertwine.org) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tara Wilkinson at tara@theintertwine.org.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cheryl Hart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, September 20, 2021 3:37:11 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
- We can’t wait any longer to lessen the human impact on climate change.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Cheryl Hart
Sherwood, Oregon, 97140, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Cheryl Hart via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Cheryl provided an email address
(oregonchart@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Cheryl Hart at oregonchart@comcast.net.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timothy Storey Storey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Saturday, September 18, 2021 11:25:39 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
We are at a tipping point where if we don't take action now, we may well be locked into severe climate events for a
century.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Timothy Storey
Hillsboro, Oregon, 97123, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Timothy Storey Storey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Timothy Storey provided an email address
(storey.ts@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Starkey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:01:55 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” I was born and raised in this state and care deeply about the future of our planet, I am grateful that DEQ
is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Jennifer Starkey
___________________________
This email was sent by Jennifer Starkey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jennifer provided an email address
(starkey.ja@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jennifer Starkey at starkey.ja@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Seifried
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:40:04 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I am most concerned about the existential threat from anthropogenic global warming. Prompt significant action must
be taken whereby ALL sectors respond by reducing climate-altering policies and procedures.
I wish to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection Program.” As an Oregonian
who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is taking action to reduce
emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to act, which is why I’m
eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Steven Seifried
___________________________
This email was sent by Steven Seifried via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Steven provided an email address
(seifried@hawaii.edu) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Steven Seifried at seifried@hawaii.edu.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Myint
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:33:27 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
My nonprofit leads a public private collaboration with the CA Air Resources Board and CDFA to scale agricultural
climate solutions. As a new OR resident, I am standing by to help lead an OR program, funded by citizens.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Anthony Myint
___________________________
This email was sent by Anthony Myint via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Anthony provided an email address
(anthonymyint@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Britney VanCitters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:03:54 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,
Britney VanCitters
___________________________
This email was sent by Britney VanCitters via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Britney provided an email address
(britney992@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Britney VanCitters at britney992@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Belson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 9, 2021 4:53:39 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
This summer has been crazy. Anything less than top climate protection is foolish.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Laura Belson
West Linn, Oregon, 97068, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Laura Belson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Laura provided an email address
(lauratova@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Livingston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 9, 2021 9:16:55 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian environmentalists who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am
grateful that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that
time is running out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
John Livingston
___________________________
This email was sent by John Livingston via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however John provided an email address
(Livingstonjohn@att.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to John Livingston at Livingstonjohn@att.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Betty Shelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 6:38:15 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, and the planet cannot wait, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time but as quickly as possible for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program,
limiting the use of alternative compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased
oversight to make sure that the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable and unconscionable that emissions
from these sources could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be
subject to mandatory declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that
is verified by a third-party and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Betty Shelley
___________________________
This email was sent by Betty Shelley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Betty provided an email address
(greenhouseone@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Betty Shelley at greenhouseone@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janell Brittain
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 9:25:01 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Janell Brittain
___________________________
This email was sent by Janell Brittain via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Janell provided an email address
(janellb@oeconline.org) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Heath
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, September 6, 2021 10:21:57 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection Program.” As
an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is taking action
to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. Time is running out to act, which is why I’m eager to
see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Susan Heath
Albany, Oregon, 97322, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Heath via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email address
(forbux@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Heath at forbux@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Parmer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, September 6, 2021 8:38:38 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
We do not need any more heat domes!!!
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Linda Parmer
___________________________
This email was sent by Linda Parmer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Linda provided an email address
(lwparmer@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Linda Parmer at lwparmer@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Saturday, September 4, 2021 2:52:46 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Our state is suffering from drought, we are experiencing wildfires and bad air. One million species are at risk of
extinction. The planet has experienced unprecedented large storms and floods. I encourage you to notice climate
chaos is happening now. Our climate plans must be strengthened.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Dena Turner
Portland, Oregon, 97215, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Dena Turner via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dena provided an email address
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(denaturn62@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dena Turner at denaturn62@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Detweiler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Saturday, September 4, 2021 8:23:10 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m writing to request that DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection
Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will strengthen and ensure the integrity of the program,
including: reducing the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting
the use of alternative compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to
make sure that the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in our most vulnerable
communities and break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
John Detweiler
Bend, Oregon, 97703, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by John Detweiler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however John provided an email address
(jrdetweiler3@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to John Detweiler at jrdetweiler3@gmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melinda Fleming
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Friday, September 3, 2021 1:13:06 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I urge DEQ to implement the strongest rules possible, to create the cleanest air quality possible. I am terrified when
I hear highly experienced & qualified experts in science & policy talk about “loopholes”. I am terrified when I hear
that even the strongest formal measures are not really good enough.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Melinda Fleming
Portland, Oregon, 97209, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Melinda Fleming via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Melinda provided an email address
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(melindafleming11@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Melinda Fleming at melindafleming11@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Valerie Snyder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Friday, September 3, 2021 10:58:59 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Valerie Snyder
___________________________
This email was sent by Valerie Snyder via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Valerie provided an email address
(mvensnyder@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Valerie Snyder at mvensnyder@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Boach
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 10:23:45 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” Be the environmental leader we want you to be!!! As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of
our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate
pollution. I also know that time is running out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the
most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Mary Boach
___________________________
This email was sent by Mary Boach via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mary provided an email address
(mpbosch4@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Mary Boach at mpbosch4@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary McGaughey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 8:46:17 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Oregon must be a national leader in attacking theenvironmental devastation of climate change!
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Mary McGaughey
Gresham, Oregon, 97030, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Mary McGaughey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mary provided an email address
(marymcgaughey@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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Please reply to Mary McGaughey at marymcgaughey@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Clarkson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 5:38:10 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Global warming is very important!
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Ann Clarkson
___________________________
This email was sent by Ann Clarkson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ann provided an email address
(abcphdpdx@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ann Clarkson at abcphdpdx@gmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 5:38:03 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.
Make the emission standards for air pollution from energy sources, cars and trucks more stringent so Oregonians
will in a healthier world.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Bill O'Brien
Beaverton, Oregon, 97005, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Bill O'Brien via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Bill provided an email address
(wobobr123@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juanita Rinas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 5:10:26 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets. And that any such plan is
implemented within a reasonable amount of time, to take into consideration the expediency needed as well as the
structural improvements that would need to be constructed in an adequate way to reduce emissions reliably and
consistently.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Juanita Rinas
Eugene, Oregon, 97402, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Juanita Rinas via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Juanita provided an email address
(solacdncs@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Nettleton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:41:07 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Climate chaos needs to be addressed now.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
John Nettleton
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by John Nettleton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however John provided an email address
(jpn5710@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ilene moss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:23:53 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
Please maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing the
threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
Please make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection Program follows
the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains the integrity of
the cap. Specifically, please:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you,
Ilene Moss
___________________________
This email was sent by ilene moss via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however ilene provided an email address
(abilene9comcast@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to ilene moss at abilene9comcast@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shirley Patton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:23:05 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thanks for listening to the opinion of an eighty-four year old Grandma about the proposed rules to establish a
“Climate Protection Program.” We must act now to protect our part of the planet where we have the most influence.
We must be ambitious. The DEQ is right in taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate
pollution. Now we need the DEQ and the EQC to adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
Please maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing the
threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Here in the Rogue Valley the extreme cost of climate
inaction is obvious: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are
just the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers
billions of dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science. The
toll on our business and cultural life is horrific.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Shirley Patton
___________________________
This email was sent by Shirley Patton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Shirley provided an email address
(treetoppers@jeffnet.org) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Shirley Patton at treetoppers@jeffnet.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William M. Musser IV
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:18:24 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
We need bold policies that have a material effect on emissions.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
William M. Musser IV, PhD
___________________________
This email was sent by William M. Musser IV via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however William M. provided an email address
(wmusseriv@icloud.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to William M. Musser IV at wmusseriv@icloud.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heather Stein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:09:10 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration.
Be well,
Heather Stein, PsyD
Portland, Oregon, 97211, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Heather Stein via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Heather provided an email address
(heatherdoc66@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Heather Stein at heatherdoc66@gmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Wadsworth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 3:49:07 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Please protect our health and environment.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
John Wadsworth
___________________________
This email was sent by John Wadsworth via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however John provided an email address
(johnsonwadsworth@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to John Wadsworth at johnsonwadsworth@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Flanders
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 3:39:22 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.”
As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is taking
action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is quickly running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Lidna Flanders
Milwaukie, Oregon, 97222, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Linda Flanders via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Linda provided an email address
(linderflan@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Oberdorfer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 3:31:07 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Rob Oberdorfer
Portland, Oregon, 97217, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Rob Oberdorfer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rob provided an email address
(roboberdorfer@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rob Oberdorfer at roboberdorfer@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Danell Norby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 3:28:48 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,
Danell Norby
___________________________
This email was sent by Danell Norby via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Danell provided an email address
(danellnorby2@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Danell Norby at danellnorby2@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cooper Morrow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 3:20:16 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” I am grateful that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I
also know that time is running out. We've pushed this can down the road long enough, which is why it's imperative
to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Cooper Morrow
___________________________
This email was sent by Cooper Morrow via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Cooper provided an email address
(coopmorrow@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Cooper Morrow at coopmorrow@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melanii Lambert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:52:43 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As a long time Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that
DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running
out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, please:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you so much for your consideration,
Sincerely,
Melanii Lambert, RN
Portland, Oregon, 97206, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Melanii Lambert via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Melanii provided an email address
(melanii1@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Melanii Lambert at melanii1@yahoo.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bruce Schacht
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:39:36 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Make sure that new requirements for emissions credits or cost of carbon give fair protection to energy intensive
industries that could not reasonably afford massive spikes in cost of doing business. Also, make sure the plan is
equitable, by putting equal appropriate emphasis on transportation and other sectors, not just squeezing industry that
supports family wage jobs.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Bruce Schacht
___________________________
This email was sent by Bruce Schacht via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Bruce provided an email address
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(bruinswood2@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Bruce Schacht at bruinswood2@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tara Ohta
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:39:20 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 80 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Tara Ohta
Portland, Oregon, 97201, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Tara Ohta via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tara provided an email address
(tara_ohta@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tara Ohta at tara_ohta@hotmail.com.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Muller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 1:33:26 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Hi. Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
David Muller
___________________________
This email was sent by David Muller via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however David provided an email address
(davidbmuller@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to David Muller at davidbmuller@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sean Becker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:47:31 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Sean Becker
___________________________
This email was sent by Sean Becker via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sean provided an email address
(sbecker112000@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sean Becker at sbecker112000@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Nichols
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 10:28:52 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, for the sake of our future,I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
David Nichols
___________________________
This email was sent by David Nichols via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however David provided an email address
(davemult@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to David Nichols at davemult@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Richenda Fairhurst
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 2:21:20 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
500,000-600,000 infants die each year due to air pollution. There are a number of reasons for this, but one reason is
that there is now no escape from particulates in the air from climate-fueled fires and dust storms to petrochemical
waste to fossil fuel emissions. I do not think you have to be a person of faith to recognize the scale of that harm and
commit to doing something about it.
Please ensure the strictest possible standards for Oregon's citizens of all ages while we work aggressively to stop
extracting and burning fossil fuels entirely. - thank you.
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change. I also urge the DEQ to pass the CPP as soon as possible.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
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of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Richenda Fairhurst
___________________________
This email was sent by Richenda Fairhurst via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Richenda provided an email address
(pastorrichenda@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Richenda Fairhurst at pastorrichenda@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Norma Silliman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 4, 2021 11:38:32 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a Friend (Quaker), I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians and to hold systems and the powerful to account. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst
by poor, black, brown and other people of color. I appreciate that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our
top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the current rules to increase the cap on emissions,
hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon from the disastrous effects of climate change.
As a nurse I understand first hand the impact of air pollution and climate change on people's health. The Climate
Protection Program needs to be more aggressive if it is truly going to live up to its potential. Please make the
following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I am doing what I can do to reduce my contribution to climate change and I'm willing to make the changes that a
strong Climate Protection Program will require of me personally. I want our state to do more to ensure a better
world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential.
It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health
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who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.

Yours sincerely,
Norma Silliman
___________________________
This email was sent by Norma Silliman via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Norma provided an email address
(normaruth.silliman@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Norma Silliman at normaruth.silliman@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Audrey DeKam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 11:00:55 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap.
Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best direction for the collective health and well-being of our planet.
Thank you.
Audrey DeKam
___________________________
This email was sent by Audrey DeKam via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Audrey provided an email address
(audie777@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Audrey DeKam at audie777@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Mates
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:21:52 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” I appreciatel that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution.
But time is running out to act, and I want to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection
Program possible.
Please maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing the
threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
The Climate Protection Program needs to follow the best available science, hold industrial polluters accountable for
their emissions, and maintain the integrity of the cap. I hope you will:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,
Susan Mates
Portland, Oregon, 97229, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Mates via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email address
(suesissues@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Mates at suesissues@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the Science 2. Hold Industry Accountable 3. Advance Equitable Outcomes
Thursday, September 2, 2021 3:51:34 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions:
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also ask you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Respectfully,
Mr. Dana Weintraub
Beaverton, Oregon, 97006, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Dana Weintraub via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dana provided an email address
(mrdanaweintraub@tutanota.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dana Weintraub at mrdanaweintraub@tutanota.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin Kasowski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 10:21:53 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As you review final comments, please keep in mind that your duty is to represent all Oregonians
including our children who will already have to face significant consequences of our failures to address climate
change.
In other words, hold industrial polluters, not kids, accountable!
The next generation of Oregonians will thank you!
Kevin Kasowski
___________________________
This email was sent by Kevin Kasowski via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kevin provided an email address (kjkas@msn.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kevin Kasowski at kjkas@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Use nat gas as part of solution
Monday, October 11, 2021 10:25:44 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.”
I urge you to consider renewable natural gas as part of the climate solution. We already have a very good and safe
system in the ground and in our homes. Putting renewable natural gas from waste sources like human waste ,
agricultural waste or food waste really makes sense. These sources are already putting GHGs into the air. So let's
capture them and put them into the pipeline instead. Over time, they can replace the fossil fuels in the pipes.
At this time, because the need is so crucial we cannot afford to leave any solution out.
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Melissa Moore
Portland, Oregon, 97229, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Melissa Moore via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Melissa provided an email address
(melmooreii@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Melissa Moore at melmooreii@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Christianson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - Need to urgently reduce emissions to combat climate change
Monday, September 27, 2021 12:30:52 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory.
2B). I urge DEQ to also include in-state gas power plants NOW in the rules, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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We must decide what kind of world we want to leave to future generations. God mandates: 'Choose life, so that you
and your children might live.' (Dt 30:19)
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours sincerely,
Carl Christianson
___________________________
This email was sent by Carl Christianson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Carl provided an email address
(christca@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Carl Christianson at christca@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
khogan@emoregon.org
Re: CPP - stronger limits, industry accountability, just outcomes, include military
Sunday, September 26, 2021 3:59:40 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
As a person of faith, I hold a fundamental commitment to serve and center the needs of the most vulnerable
Oregonians. The effects of climate change are felt first and worst by these communities. I appreciate that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution, and I urge the DEQ to strengthen the
current rules to increase the cap on emissions, hold major polluters accountable, and to protect the people of Oregon
from the disastrous effects of climate change.
In order for the Climate Protection Program to live up to its potential, please make the following improvements:
1) Follow the science: Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2.) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions: There are currently no
climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
3.) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change: DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently
written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians.
If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
4) Include military-related pollution sources in the program. These are often disregarded or exempted, yet they are
among the largest in the US.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world now and in the future, The CPP program has huge potential. It
can still be meaningful. Thank you for listening to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and
public health who have been asking for these changes for many months.
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Sincerely,
Brian Lee
Corvallis, Oregon, 97330, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Brian Lee via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Brian provided an email address (bclee@peak.org) which
we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Brian Lee at bclee@peak.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gregg Kleiner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP - We"re running out of time to stop the climate crisis, so please follow the science, hold industry
accountable, and advance equitable outcomes
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 10:38:21 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I have lived in Oregon my entire life and am deeply concerned about the future climate that my children, and
coming generations, will inherit. Huge thanks to DEQ for taking action to reduce GHG emissions from our top
sources of climate pollution. We are almost out of time to take major action to slow the climate crisis, so it is more
critical than ever that the DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ENSURE the integrity of the program, including:
-- reducing the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program;
-- limiting the use of alternative compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”); and
-- providing increased oversight to make sure the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Gregg Kleiner
___________________________
This email was sent by Gregg Kleiner via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gregg provided an email address
(kleinerg@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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Please reply to Gregg Kleiner at kleinerg@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christina Stephenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP rulemaking - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Sunday, October 17, 2021 7:00:36 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible
without any delay.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and guarantees
investments in environmental justice communities. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve meaningful, near-term
reductions of emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit, and guarantee
investments in Oregon communities historically disenfranchised and disproportionately impacted by climate harms.
I am concerned that without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline
communities and break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration, and I once again urge you to strengthen and adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program without delay.
Yours sincerely,
Christina Stephenson
___________________________
This email was sent by Christina Stephenson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Christina provided an email address
(christina.stephenson@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Christina Stephenson at christina.stephenson@gmail.com.
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To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jackie Cairns-Spisak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP rulemaking - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:12:43 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible
without delay.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and guarantees
investments in environmental justice communities. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve meaningful, near-term
reductions of emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit, and guarantee
investments in Oregon communities historically disenfranchised and disproportionately impacted by climate harms.
I am concerned that without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline
communities and break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration, and I once again urge you to strengthen and adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program without delay. Our children's future is worth it!
Yours sincerely,
Jackie Cairns-Spisak
Beaverton, Oregon, 97006, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jackie Cairns-Spisak via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jackie provided an email address
(jackie.spisak@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jackie Cairns-Spisak at jackie.spisak@gmail.com.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
SLAWSKY Lauren * DEQ; SINGH Nicole * DEQ; ESPIE Matthew * DEQ
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
RE: CPP rulemaking comments (not already copied to you); received 8/5/21 - 10/25/21 (4 p.m.)
Tuesday, October 26, 2021 9:02:27 AM
Rulemaking Comment Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules.msg

Stephanie Caldera
Pronouns: She/her/hers
Oregon DEQ, headquarters office
Policy analyst
Email: Stephanie.Caldera@deq.state.or.us
Mobile phone: 971-279-9517
Desk phone: 503-229-5301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marti Franc
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP rulemaking
Saturday, October 16, 2021 5:57:15 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible
without delay.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand in our current drought, recent extreme weather events and wildfires. As a birder, I am shocked,
angered and dismayed at the loss of birds and other wildlife. We are losing essential diversity.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve meaningful, near-term
reductions of emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit, and guarantee
investments in Oregon communities historically disenfranchised and disproportionately impacted by climate harms.
I am concerned that without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline
communities and break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration, and I once again urge you to strengthen and adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program without delay.
Yours sincerely,
Marti Franc
Oregon City, Oregon, 97045, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Marti Franc via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Marti provided an email address (phn731@live.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Marti Franc at phn731@live.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dresden Skees-Gregory
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: CPP
Monday, October 11, 2021 1:31:50 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible. As a certified GHG emissions and offsets verifier with California Air Resources Board I know how much
of a difference these types of programs can make in mitigating climate change.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Dresden Skees-Gregory
___________________________
This email was sent by Dresden Skees-Gregory via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dresden provided an email address
(dresden@nwsustainable.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dresden Skees-Gregory at dresden@nwsustainable.net.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tyler Ernst
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: Draft Climate Protection Program Comments
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:35:30 PM
2021-10-25_DEQ CPP Comments.pdf

I apologize for the error. Comments attached.

From: Tyler Ernst <Tyler@ofic.com>
Date: Monday, October 25, 2021 at 2:32 PM
To: GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us <GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us>
Subject: Draft Climate Protection Program Comments
Please accept the attached comments on behalf of the Oregon Forest & Industries Council regarding
DEQ’s proposed Climate Protection Program.
Regards,

Tyler Ernst
Policy Counsel, Manufacturing & Resources
Oregon Forest & Industries Council
O: (503) 586-1245 | C: (517) 898-0557| www.ofic.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Anthony Skerski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: GHGCR2021 Options
Monday, October 4, 2021 2:54:51 PM
image.png
image.png
image.png

To Whom It May Concern,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed Climate
Protection Program (GHGCR2021).
I want to raise a principal issue regarding the proposed GHGCR2021
and bring to the agency's attention that time is of the essence in battling
greenhouse gasses.
Per the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), published
the Climate Change 2021 The Physical Science Basis, Summary for
Policymakers, is relevant for the decision-making process regarding the
proposed GHGCR2021.
The longer we wait to limit GHG's, we will not necessarily slow down
the accumulative effect of GHG in the atmosphere. Because these
studies show that if we do not react quicker, it will be challenging to
make the necessary environmental corrections needed to slow global
warming and its adverse effects on the planet for future generations.
Furthermore, the report explains that the global surface
temperature will continue to increase until at least the mid-century
under all emissions scenarios. Thus, global warming of 1.5°C and 2°C
will be exceeded during the 21st century unless deep reductions in CO2
and other greenhouse gas emissions occur in the coming decades.
The information presented in the IPCC's Summary for Policymakers,
Climate Change 2020, evaluates five different activity levels. Below are
three graphs from the report showing how the longer we wait to reduce
GHG's, the greater the overall accumulation will be:
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Based on those assessments, below is the IPCC's chart, which illustrates
the projected global warming for the different scenarios:
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The following is a link to the complete IPCC's report:
Climate Change 2021 The Physical Science Basis Summary for
Policymakers
The United States Environmental Protection Agency further explains
greenhouse gasses on their website page: EPA Climate Change
Indicators: Greenhouse Gases
EPA states that greenhouse gasses stay in the atmosphere for tens to
hundreds of years after being released, causing their warming effects to
persist over many decades. Additionally, EPA, in their report: U.S. EPA
Global Non-CO2 Greenhouse Gas Emission Projections & Mitigation
Potential: 2015-2050, October 2019, states that waiting to cut emissions
of greenhouse gases may have severe irreversible effects on the planet.
Delaying could cause the earth to warm 1.5°C, and even if the warming
were temporary, it would have:
"Irreversible impacts on our natural systems, including biodiversity loss
or pushing past climate tipping points."
For years, many people and policymakers questioned if greenhouse
gasses were a legitimate concern and if global warming was a reality.
Finally, after many scientists and governments around the globe have
kept detailed records from 1990 to the present, the United States EPA
has confirmed GHG's are the major factors causing global warming.
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In Brief, the earlier a ton of carbon dioxide is released into the
atmosphere causes the more extensive cumulative buildup of long-lived
pollutants and a more significant effect of that pollution on overall
warming.
Therefore, the proposed GHGCR2021 is a good starting point for
controlling GHG's; however, to be effective before climate changes take
hold of our planet, a more aggressive timeline needs to be implemented.
Please consider research from both the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change and the U.S. Environmental Agency, which spell
out that accelerating the timeline for reducing greenhouse gases is
essential for the proposed GHGCR2021 plan to be effective.
Best Regards,
Tony Skerski
The information contained in this email and any attached documents may be privileged,
confidential, and protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this
information. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by replying to this message and then
delete it from your system.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sudhir Moolky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Sudhir Moolky
Re: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:36:27 AM

Hello Ms. Nicole Singh,
I fully support your program but wonder if it will accomplish too little and too late. To ensure the future of
humanity, we need to make immediate and drastic reductions in our consumption of fossil fuels such as coal,
gasoline, diesel and natural gas.
Electrification of transportation and energy generation is the way to go. This can be accomplished by accelerating
the advent of electric vehicles such as cars and trucks. We should also accelerate the advent of clean energy
generation such as solar, wind, geothermal and hydro.
Rebates and incentives for the purchase of electric cars, electric trucks, heat pumps for home heating, heat pumps
for water heating and electric stoves should be provided. A dual scheme can be established where the new systems
are incentivized and simultaneouly the old systems are penalized.
Many people in this world are either asleep (head buried in the sand) or lack the resources to make such drastic
changes or both. Therefore, bold government action is needed to achieve these goals. Otherwise the millions of lives
lost to COVID-19 will be a drop in the bucket compared to the devastation caused by global warming.
I have already switched all 3 of my cars to electric, heat pump for home heating, heat pump for water heating and
partial electric for cooking. I urge you to get the rest of Oregon to do the same.
Sincerely,
Sudhir Moolky
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Sheythe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: Greenhouse gases emissions allowances
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:19:26 PM

Hello,
I need to share something that’s been on my mind for the last 50 years since the first Earth
Day I attended as a student at Oregon State University. I believe that usual or past practices
must be replaced by a new and permanent way of approaching air quality or water and soil
quality, ocean quality, etc.
I truly believe we (you) must reject requests for the same or more allowance for increasing
greenhouse emissions by a company or at a site or other poisonous dumping into the world
habitat. We need, we must instead reduce the amount of allowances from last year, and each
year following, with fines big enough to hurt in order to act as a deterrent, for those who think
we (you) are bluffing.
Follow-through is imperative. I don’t really care by how much the allowances should be
reduced, that would be up to you or a committee or ? to decide depending on the
environmental circumstances of the specified area asking for the allowances.
I respectfully ask you to consider this idea as a necessary action IF you actually believe in the
very real and immediate threat to all human life on the planet that relies on everything else on
Earth being able to live. We are part of the connected Circle of Life and if the circle gets too
many gaps in it due to pollution and death of the insects, fish, birds and all other wildlife in the
Circle of Life, we won’t be able to span those gaps.
Thank you for your time.
Regards,
Susan Sheythe
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nora Apter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: NGO comments re: draft Climate Protection Program rules
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 5:07:12 PM
Joint NGO Comments re- Climate Protection Program.pdf

Apologies-- please use the attached version of the comments, which includes OEC in the
written list of signers.
Thank you!
Nora
Nora Apter (she, her)
Climate Program Director

Oregon Environmental Council
c. 971-275-6179

On Tue, Oct 12, 2021 at 4:32 PM Nora Apter <noraa@oeconline.org> wrote:
Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
On behalf of the undersigned 36 environmental justice, tribal, climate, business, youth,
government, and faith organizations, we submit for your consideration the attached
comments and corresponding redlines on DEQ's proposed Climate Protection Program rules.
We believe our recommended changes are necessary to ensure the CPP achieves the
ambition that science demands and that Oregon deserves.
Thank you in advance for your consideration.
All the best,
Nora
Nora Apter (she, her)
Climate Program Director

Oregon Environmental Council
c. 971-275-6179
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Elise Koepke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
RE: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and Draft Rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:27:31 PM
Elise Koepke CPP Rulemaking Comments.pdf

Dear DEQ staff,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments to the proposed rulemaking establishing
the Climate Protection Program. My comments are attached. Thank you for your
consideration.
Thank you,
-Elise Koepke
Lewis & Clark Law School
J.D. Candidate 2024
elisekoepke@lclark.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

SINGH Nicole * DEQ
STONE Jeff; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
RE: OAN comments on CPP
Monday, October 25, 2021 4:08:24 PM
OAN comments on Climate Protection Program (002).pdf

Nicole Singh
Senior Climate Policy Advisor, Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
503-869-2119
nicole.singh@deq.state.or.us

From: Jeff Stone <jstone@oan.org>
Sent: Monday, October 25, 2021 4:05 PM
To: SINGH Nicole * DEQ <Nicole.SINGH@state.or.us>
Subject: RE: OAN comments on CPP
The pdf version
JEFF STONE
Executive Director
Oregon Association of Nurseries
voice: 503-582-2003 cell: 971-235-3868
COVID (64th Ave Bunker) 503- 746-7033

Farwest Show

Nursery Guide

From: Jeff Stone <jstone@oan.org>
Sent: Monday, October 25, 2021 3:57 PM
To: SINGH Nicole DEQ <nicole.singh@deq.state.or.us>
Cc: Elizabeth Remley <eremley@thornrun.com>; Steve Shropshire - Jordan Schrader
(steve.shropshire@jordanramis.com) <steve.shropshire@jordanramis.com>; Kyle Fessler
<KyleF@WoodburnNursery.com>; mbigej@als-gardencenter.com; 'Josh Robinson'
<josh@robinsonnursery.com>; Jeff Stone <jstone@oan.org>
Subject: OAN comments on CPP
Nicole
Just under the deadline. Hope the department takes these comments in the spirit in which they are
offered. Please let me know if you have any questions
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Jeff
JEFF STONE
Executive Director
Oregon Association of Nurseries
voice: 503-582-2003 cell: 971-235-3868
COVID (64th Ave Bunker) 503- 746-7033

Farwest Show

Nursery Guide
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Virginia P
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Re: Oregon Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 11, 2021 8:30:49 PM

To whom it may concern:
Climate change is real. I have lived in Southern Oregon for over 40 years. This
summer was the worst I have ever experienced--not only physically because of the
heat and smoke, but also emotionally because of the very real threat that wildfire
might once again wreak devastation on our Southern Oregon community, as it did last
year when our daughter lost her home and all her belongings in the Almeda fire. Just
over a year later, she is still striving to overcome her own tragic loss while
simultaneously working to support the lives and education of her high school
students, many of whom suffered even greater losses than she.
This trend cannot continue. The fires, smoke, and drought experienced by residents
of Oregon for the last few years have made it obvious that HB3543, enacted in 2007,
is completely inadequate, and have brought to the forefront the necessity for strong
and immediate government mandates to deal with climate change.
The changes needed will be difficult--and expensive--and will likely be challenged by
both individuals and businesses, as well as certain governmental bodies. But we must
stand firm and resist the temptation to water down the mandates. The draft rules
proposed by the Oregon DEQ are a good start, but are already under fire from
Oregon Business and Industry. We need a strong and meaningful Climate Protection
Program that mandates net-zero goals by 2050, including all polluters; including
biological carbon sequestration in rural areas, and including non-combustion climate
pollution in the assessment. These changes are vital for the survival of our planet,
ourselves, and our children’s futures. Please stand strong.
Virginia Petitt
Medford, Oregon 97504
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Amy Brookshier
Casey Hayes; M.J. Castelo; Don Johnson; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
RE: PROPOSED CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM - Meeting for 9/30/21
Thursday, September 23, 2021 3:49:11 PM
image001.png

Hi Amy,
Thank you for your comment. In this reply, I have copied the email inbox which is the formal
comment mechanism for the Climate Protection Program’s rulemaking process (which ensures your
comment will be recorded and part of the rulemaking record).
Thank you for your letter and comment.
- Stephanie
From: Amy Brookshier <ABrookshier@andretti1.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2021 3:42 PM
To: CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ <stephanie.caldera@deq.state.or.us>
Cc: Casey Hayes <CHayes@andretti1.com>; M.J. Castelo <MJCastelo@andretti1.com>; Don Johnson
<DJohnson@andretti1.com>
Subject: PROPOSED CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM - Meeting for 9/30/21
Hi Stephanie,
I would like to introduce myself; I am the VP of Wholesale for GP Energy, and we primarily
serve communities in Southern and Central Oregon as well as the coastal community. Our
company is critical to our community and the families we serve, which is why this upcoming
Climate Protection Program (CPP) is of concern for our company.
It is our understanding if adopted, the proposed rule would regulate transportation fuels,
most often at the importer level if the projected emissions from those fuels exceed a certain
threshold. At the outset of the program (starting January 2022), transportation fuel
businesses that report 200,000 or more Metric Tons of CO2 (MtCO2e) in DEQ’s
Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program would be directly regulated under the CPP. This will
directly impact our business.
This proposed rule is incredibly complicated, and it is tough to know how much this will cost
and what will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel. Oregon transportation
fuel providers are already a leader in reducing Oregon’s greenhouse gasses through the
Clean Fuels Program. We have made significant investments to comply with that regulation
and have reduced millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add another
expensive mandate on our local businesses.
Unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not monitor the price
of compliance and suspend the program when the price to comply gets too high. Affordable
and available transportation fuels is an equity issue that the commission should address.
We cannot simply price certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that have the
most money. Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure that
happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when the cost of
compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is required.
We are a locally owned business. We are not large, multinational corporations. Creating
new complex regulations will make it difficult for our business to survive. And without
businesses like ours throughout the state, many communities will struggle to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this program. We
are already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and should not be treated as if
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we are some large, multinational corporation that can absorb the cost of these complicated
rules.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
AMY BROOKSHIER KAPLAN | VP of Wholesale and Business Development
Direct: 206.698.2134
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Curtis P Merz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
RE: Renewable Energy - Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice only where it makes
economic sense by consumer choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:45:01 AM

Re: RE: Renewable Energy - Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice only
where it makes economic sense by consumer choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing Renewable energy is complex. Working together will lead to the most promising
energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's "Climate Protection
Program" include:
• All forms of renewable energy should make economic sense. Using the natural gas
infrastructure already in place, Oregon can diversify into affordable renewable energy forms.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is less important, but access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system is a must.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy with draconian measures.
DEQ should let markets reduce greenhouse gas emissions through consumer choice, while
maintaining affordability and reliability for Oregon residents that need less expensive
solutions.
Sincerely,
Curtis P Merz
otterrock@gmx.com
1047 Tyler Ave Cottage Grove, OR 97424 Constituent
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Susan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Re: Rulemaking comment on Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:38:34 PM

oops, typo in the TO email.
Creating a Better Future, Susan

On Monday, October 25, 2021, 03:35:15 PM PDT, Susan <cobishere@yahoo.com> wrote:

Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Dear Sir or Madam,
We need bold action on Earth's warming climate; locally, nationally and globally. In Oregon,
our legislators have been circling the idea of reducing CO2 emissions, among that of other
green house gases (GHGs), for about 15 years now.
As we all know, only too well, based on just looking out our windows or watching the daily
news, the extremes in local weather patterns, forest fires, floods, and rising oceans on our
shores are all due to a warming global atmosphere. Climate change is here, is progressively
warming and if it had a personality, we could call it very angry, indeed.
The Climate Protection Program, has a nice title but as usual protects current industries'
profit margins over being aggressive in reducing GHG emissions. The program must follow
the science that states we need to start reducing emissions by 7% yearly, ASAP. Please,
adjust the 'cap' to assure it follows the scientific recommendations to reduce emissions by
50% by 2030. You need to be bold and brave to assure a viable future and corporations
need to know they will have far greater economic impacts should they continue polluting as
they are.
Make no exceptions for big polluters just because they have ever present lobbyists in the
legislative halls. Climate change cares not at all about our exceptional corporations, their
exceptional donations to PACs or their 'good intentions.' No charity for polluting and no 'free
pass' to pollute. If a corporation pays for a clean energy project in Oregon while it continues
to pollute in another part of Oregon; thank them for the former and fine them for the latter.
I could go on, but the gist of my plea is to be tough on on the polluters; be bold & be brave.
Make the policy fit the title. Make it a dramatic program which, when passed and
implemented, will be the most efficient in reducing GHGs and the most considerate of low
income communities, farmers and ranchers who face the worst impacts from our scarily
irate climate.
Creating a Better Future,
Susan Cobb, 541-400-8312
Sisters, Oregon 97759
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Spector, Alyn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; SINGH Nicole * DEQ
Booth, Kevin; Krebsbach, Abbie
RE: Rural Service Providers" Comments on DEQ"s Proposed Rule Establishing the Climate Protection Program
(CPP)
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:31:02 PM
Final Avista and Cascade CPP Comment Letter with Attachment.pdf

Submitted with corrected email address.

Alyn Spector
Mgr, Energy Efficiency Policy
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation
206-310-1120
From: Spector, Alyn
Sent: Monday, October 25, 2021 3:25 PM
To: GHGCR2021@deq.state.org.us; Singh.Nicole@deq.state.or.us
Cc: Booth, Kevin <Kevin.Booth@avistacorp.com>; Krebsbach, Abbie <Abbie.Krebsbach@mdu.com>
Subject: Rural Service Providers' Comments on DEQ's Proposed Rule Establishing the Climate
Protection Program (CPP)
Good Afternoon,
Attached are the Rural Service Provider’s comments regarding the DEQ's Proposed Rule Establishing
the Climate Protection Program (CPP). If you have any questions regarding this document, please let
us know.
Respectfully Submitted,

Alyn Spector
Mgr, Energy Efficiency Policy
Cascade Natural Gas Corporation
206-310-1120
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

giantrabbit
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
RE: Rulemaking comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:37:04 AM

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
My husband and I are in our 70’s, retired and wishing to continue in good health in the years ahead. We are not
wealthy. We enjoy our little garden and we love to walk in the woods or at the beach. We believe that we, and
other citizens, have the right to breathe clean air. The recent wildfires in Oregon are not natural or “acts of God.”
They are caused by global warming.
The State of Oregon must act now to do all it can to halt the climate crisis, which is moving much faster than
originally predicted. In our “golden years,” we do not want to spend weeks indoors because of unhealthy air, as
we’ve been forced to do far too many times in recent years. We worked all our adult lives in non-profit
organizations, trying to make life better for others. Now it feels we are being punished rather than rewarded by
polluters who care nothing for human beings, but only for profit.
Time is running out. The day of reckoning for polluters is long overdue. They must be held accountable at last.
“The wheels of justice grind slowly, but they grind exceeding fine.” Now is the time for climate justice. According
to the latest research, emissions must be cut 50%-yes, 50%--by 2030. If the polluters gut this program we won’t
have any more chances to save our planet. Delay will be fatal, literally.
The Community Climate Investments section of the program must be more specific and not allow companies to
avoid their responsibility to lower emissions. They must be held accountable to reduce pollution in vulnerable
communities—low income, tribal, BIPOC, etc.
Oregon can be a leader in the climate crisis. We can set an example to the rest of the nation. We all know that folks
who visit here as tourists are amazed at the beauty of our state. I urge you to protect our beautiful home—our air,
our water, our trees, our wildlife, our people. Our children and grandchildren deserve a healthy place to live. Be
courageous—stand up against greed and those who act irresponsibly to our community.
Carol Giantonio
Michael Connelly
1520 Tyler St., #5
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Carnine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Reducing Green house gas
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:54:58 AM

The Govenor’s Plan to reduce green house gases in Oregon is commendable. I also suggest
we, as a State, support other efforts that will significantly reduce green house gases in the
USA, namely opposing the Line 3 pipeline in N. Minnesota and Superior, Wisconsin that will
lead to increased green house gas emissions comparable to 50 NEW COAL PLANTS. This
will decrease the likelihood of being able to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius
above pre-industrial level in the next two decades, as recommended by the IPCC
code red report.
Secondly the State can transition to electric vehicles such as produced by Archimoto
of Eugene, to further reduce green house gases in the State.
And curbing our use of natural gas is also high on the list of what we can do now.
Thank you Gov. Brown for leading in this State effort.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Ashikeh LaMantia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; Karen Ashikeh LaMantia
Reducing Greenhouse gasses by reducing need for fossil fuels.
Monday, October 11, 2021 12:33:30 PM

Several funds for improving energy use were mentioned in the plan but I believe FREE Public
transportation, Green energy sourced, if possible, is the fastest way to reduce carbon emissions
from commuters and the best way to help lower wage workers, with reliable transport, and help for
small business development.
The expansion of public transport options, between cities and rural areas and to transport hubs,
should include options to carry Freight in some of the early morning and late night “runs” into cities.
This would help smaller, rural businesses deliver to urban customers, including options for farmer’s
market sales in urban locations and for small-scale food producers to sell to urban areas.
Large trucks, carrying food thousands of miles is not the best solution when public transport can
expand, to reach all areas of OR with small buses/vans, getting people and freight to regional
transport centers and then on to main urban areas.
Thank you for considering an alternative to what may end up being a Black Market for fuel, in
Oregon, rather than a clean energy plan that reduces needs for cars and trucks, instead of just a fuel
supply reduction for cars and trucks.
Karen Ashikeh
17036 SW Pleasanton Ln.
Beaverton, OR 97003
wayscans5@gmail.com
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Meyer-Strom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Regarding CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Monday, October 11, 2021 10:17:23 AM

Thanks for reading this.
Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a “Climate Protection
Program.” As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is
taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also know that time is running out to
act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and maintains
the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real, lasting reductions of
emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear
criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that
without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and
break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration,
Yours sincerely,
Paul Meyer-Strom
Portland, Oregon, 97221, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Paul Meyer-Strom via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Paul provided an email address (paulms@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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Please reply to Paul Meyer-Strom at paulm-s@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Grigsby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Regenerative Agriculture
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:15:18 PM

To Whom It May Concern;
I am the Chair of the Columbia Grange 267 Legislative Committee. Our
Grange is located in Corbett, OR.
Others in various Oregon Granges have written in support of Regenerative
Agriculture being included in the State's Climate Protection Plan and I
would like to add my name and position in support of this as well.
Thank you.
Sara Grigsby
-Sara Grigsby
Healthy Systems
THE HEART OF THE MATTER
503 789 7542
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Michelle Detwiler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Michelle Detwiler; Martina Steinkusz
Renewable Hydrogen Alliance Comments
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:29:36 PM
RHA Comments 2021 CPP draft rule FINAL.pdf

Hello,
Attached, please fine RHA’s comments on the Climate Protection Program Draft Rules.
Thank you,
Michelle

Logo

Michelle Detwiler | Executive Director
a: Renewable Hydrogen Alliance | Portland, Oregon
e: m.detwiler@renewableh2.org | w: www.renewableh2.org
m: 971-727-9423
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Mayes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Renewable in Oregon
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:29:53 PM

I’ll use the points from NW Natural, because they make sense. I also affirm the need to do
everything possible to reduce energy demand and to develop the most efficient electric grid
that uses increasing renewable and sustainable sources.
Thank you.
Scott Mayes
Portland
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate
goals more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable
energy options to meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas
bans could discourage renewable energy innovation and force communities to
exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and
businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric power is
out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s
energy system. Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to
affordable energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Max Greene
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Diane Brandt; Sashwat Roy
Renewable Northwest"s Comments on DEQ Draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:43:24 PM
2021-10-25 RNW comments to DEQ re CPP.pdf

Attached please find Renewable Northwest's comments on DEQ's draft Climate Protection
Program rules, in response to the Department's Aug. 5, 2021 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.
Please feel free to follow up if you wish to discuss anything in the comments.
Many thanks,
Max
--

Max Greene
Regulatory & Policy Director
Renewable Northwest
421 SW 6th Ave, Suite 1400, Portland, OR 97204
503-223-4544 x102
401-339-2990 (cell)
www.RenewableNW.org
Stay up-to-date on our advocacy work and renewable energy news.
Follow Renewable Northwest on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Dapkus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Renewable, resilient, and affordable energy for Oregon
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:00:37 PM

Re: Renewable, resilient, and affordable energy for Oregon
Dear Advisor Singh,
All options to address the urgent, complex climate change issue should be considered in a
thoughtful and methodical way. Working together will lead to the most promising energy
future.
Oregon's Climate Protection Program must include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Gas bans force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs at
a time when we are being warned by electric utility providers that grid equipment is aged and
in some cases approaching failure. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy
even when the electric power is out.
• Vulnerable, underserved populations are at greatest risk unless affordability and reliability of
energy remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system. Reducing carbon emissions is important,
but so is access to affordable energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Matt Dapkus
dapkii@hotmail.com
3324 Ambleside Dr. Springfield, OR 97477 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sam Wade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; MCCONNAHA Colin * DEQ
RNG Coalition Comments on CPP
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:02:26 PM
image001.png
211025 Comments on Climate Protection Program rules_RNG Coalition.pdf

Attached please find the Coalition for Renewable Natural Gas’s comments on the Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking. Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions or
concerns.
Best,
Sam Wade
Director of Public Policy
Coalition for Renewable Natural Gas
O: 916.588.3033 x11
C: 530.219.3887
Web: RNGCoalition.com
Twitter: @CoalitionForRNG

signature_1155445127
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan Coleman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making natural gas
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:17:09 PM

I prefer to use natural gas over electricity any time for heating and cooking.
Do not eliminate natural gas in the future.

Alan Coleman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judah L.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
RULE MAKING COMMENT
Sunday, October 24, 2021 1:13:29 PM

To my representatives in the legislature,
    As a native Oregonian, registered voter and tax payer in the state of Oregon, I have far more interest in the
problems of vagrancy and vandalism than I do in your current regulation agenda. I hereby asking you to abstain
from motions to tax, further regulate and minimize natural gas and other such resources. Focus instead on the issues
that we the people of Oregon direct you to.
- Judah of Portland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Landry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:11:03 AM

Hi,
I want to urge EQC and DEQ to regulate GHG emissions from Oregon’s top six
climate polluters: fracked gas power plants, which account for more than half
of Oregon’s GHG emissions from stationary sources with air permits (not
including their upstream fugitive emissions). Merchant power plants that do not
supply electricity to Oregon’s grid—because they export it to other states, or supply
private companies directly—are not regulated by either HB 2021 or the CPP. DEQ’s
failure to capture these emissions in the program is a central failing of the rulemaking.
Thank you,
David Landry
1534 Butler Creek Rd
Ashland Oregon 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Kramer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment for Climate Protection Program
Monday, September 27, 2021 1:08:54 PM

In Oregon, the Pacific Northwest and across the globe, we are experiencing widespread
drought, intense storms, rampant wildfires and increasing temperatures and sea levels, all of
which affect our economy, public health, safety and the environment. We must take bold
climate action in Oregon, and maintain our position of national leadership. The new DEQ
Climate Protection Program is a vital step in this direction. However, the Draft Rule must be
strengthened in order to make a real difference. Specifically:
1. Use the best available science and implement a more stringent cap that cuts emissions 50%
by 2030. The current proposed cap is woefully inadequate.
2. Hold major industrial emitters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions,
rather than allowing them delays and exemptions.
3. Improve the Community Climate Investment (CCI) Process. Some examples include:
a) require that each CCI entity will meet a "one ton for one credit" (1:1) reduction of emissions
or co-pollutants
b) improve the definition of "impacted communities" so that investment and pollution
reduction is guaranteed in frontline communities
c) carefully create a process for developing the regulations that define the CCI programm
(qualifications, guidelines, criteria. etc)
Thank you for your consideration of my comments.
Patricia Kramer, PhD
Portland, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Moses
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment on Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:21:44 PM

Hello Oregon Department of Environmental Quality officials,
I am writing to strongly encourage you to strengthen the Climate Protection Program and
adopt it by the end of 2021.
I have a three month old granddaughter living in Corvallis with her parents, both of whom are
scientists. She has the right to grow up in a city and state that is wise enough to protect her
from the ravages of climate change.
Our family owns a cabin on the McKenzie that escaped the Holiday Farm last year by one
mile. Forest fires, flooding, and unseasonably hot weeks in recent summers are signs that
climate change is taking a devastating toll.
I am a Master Gardener and fielded many calls from the public this year about trees, shrubs,
and vegetable gardens all suffering from extreme heat. We are losing Douglas Firs across
Oregon at an alarming rate due to drought and heat; will Oregon need to adopt a new state
tree?
The Climate Protection Program must include language that requires a reduction in
greenhouse gas emission by 50% by 2030.
In addition, the Climate Protection Program should include more factories and businesses that
produce significant greenhouse gas emissions.
Thank you for your hard work and your attention to these vital matters.
Laurie Moses
3870 Ferry Street
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mom Moses
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
stephanie.calders@deq.state.or.us
Rule Making Comment on Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:18:02 PM

Hello Oregon Department of Environmental Quality officials,
I am writing to strongly encourage you to strengthen the Climate Protection Program and adopt it by the end of
2021.
I have a three month old granddaughter living in Corvallis with her parents, both of whom are scientists. She has
the right to grow up in a city and state that is wise enough to protect her from the ravages of climate change.
Our family owns a cabin on the McKenzie that escaped the Holiday Farm last year by one mile. Forest fires,
flooding, and unseasonably hot weeks in recent summers are signs that climate change is taking a devastating toll.
I am a Master Gardener and fielded many calls from the public this year about trees, shrubs, and vegetable gardens
all suffering from extreme heat. We are losing Douglas Firs across Oregon at an alarming rate due to drought and
heat; will Oregon need to adopt a new state tree?
The Climate Protection Program must include language that requires a reduction in greenhouse gas emission by 50%
by 2030.
In addition, the Climate Protection Program should include more factories and businesses that produce significant
greenhouse gas emissions.    
Thank you for your hard work and your attention to these vital matters.
Laurie Moses
3870 Ferry Street
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

CHARLES E KITTLESON
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
stephanie.caldera@deq.state.us
Rule Making Comment on Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:47:04 PM

My humble opinion is that state and national governments are causing almost everyone to dismiss
the efficacy of our governing institutions who choose to demur on climate change action. The polls
show action on climate change to be a virtually singular non-partisan agreement in our society. As a
people, however, we seem really unready to change our comfortable energy habits. Some
agency/leadership is badly needed to move us into restraint/innovation/behavior change. Please go
forward with essential capping action to move us toward a safer climate future—effectively, for the
whole planet. Thank you.
Charles Kittleson
977 Elkay Drive
Eugene, Oregon 97404
541 461 5351
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Blake Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment on Natural Gas Ban
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:01:32 AM

Sometimes you need to hear from someone who has only one agenda and that is keeping my family warm in the
winter. If we lose Natural Gas as a method of heating our homes then we will have only electricity to depend on.
The electrical grid fails every year especially in the winter due to storms. I can depend on gas to be there when I
most need it. Also the high cost of electricity will cause people to cut back to reduce bills leaving their families at
risk. We are better than that.
Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket. GIVE US A CHOICE!
Blake Williams
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob E
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment Oregon DEQ Climate Rule
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:35:51 PM

My biggest concern about not having clean renewable natural gas energy for Oregonians is the cost of not having
clean renewable natural gas energy.
The cost necessitated to convert about 85% of all Oregon homes and apartments to heat and cook electrically is
steep!
Natural gas and its delivery system is already in place and used by many, many Oregonians homes and businesses:
Yearly cost to maintain
is about $200-$400 for inspections and minor repairs. Converting the average house or small business to all electric
will cost from a low of $12,000-$40,000+ to convert gas heat to electric heat pumps.
The replacement of other residential and commercial gas appliances with electric units further adds to the
conversion cost.
The homeowner is then told that they need an EV automobile $30,000-45,000 or just give up the car and ride a bus
in a state with inadequate and unsafe public transportation.
Speaking of transportation; if 100% of all gasoline powered vehicle owners bought EVs who and how will the
government maintain the roads and highways without
gasoline taxes? Where will Oregons legislators increase taxes to that will further burden the taxpayer on an issue
that currently funds the roadways with vehicle gasoline taxes.
The solution is to continue to use what exists and works and begin a more gradual conversion of home owners
towards energy efficient homes. Tax incentives subsidies to help bear the cost.
A date of 2050 is far more doable and with a lot less pain in the process as all residential/commercial heat units will
need to be replaced in that time period and probably all vehicles sold will be EV.
Thank You
Robert E. Imboden
McMinnville, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Molner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rule making comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:12:19 PM

To whom it may concern:
Sadly, time is not on our side and we must adopt meaningful measures to combat the
climate crisis. The science and the economics are clear.
One of these measures is to set stringent and increasing caps on emissions for the most
active and egregious polluters by 2022 accompanied by economic and other penalties.
Demanding a transition to clean energy through aggressive caps and economic incentives
can effectively reduce greenhouse gas emissions and give us, at least, a shot at mitigating
this man-made crisis.
The proposed 2%-3% annual reduction is a start, but a more aggressive goal is more
appropriate and better follows scientific models for needed reductions. Clearly, any delay
bargained by the power companies and oil companies and other major polluters hurts our
chance to make progress towards a safe and healthy future and that should not be allowed.
Their motives are essentially selfish and near sighted; we need serious action immediately
if we hope to avert the worst, potential consequences.
Be bold and represent the needs and desires of Oregonians, living and yet to be born, by
pushing for further and more effective measures in the Climate Protection Program.
Thank you,
Mark Molner
1442 NW Lexington Avenue
Bend, OR 97703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth von Behren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:18:33 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a
“Climate Protection Program.”
Please make Oregon a leader in the race to contain global warming, bolstering the
individual efforts so many of us are making to try to keep our state - and world - a
habitable place for our children, grandchildren and future generations.
As an Oregonian who cares deeply about the future of our state and our planet, I am grateful
that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution. I also
know that time is running out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt
the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program,
including: reducing the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in
the program, limiting the use of alternative compliance options (“Community Climate
Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the CCI program is meeting
its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the
Climate Protection Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters
accountable for their emissions, and maintains the integrity of the cap. Specifically, I urge you
to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50
percent emissions reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific
evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions reductions will be critical to avoiding climate
catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate inaction firsthand: this
summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing
Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory
to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given
that there are currently no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is
unacceptable that emissions from these sources could increase under the current draft rules. I
urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory declining emissions
limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a
third-party and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real,
lasting reductions of emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per
credit. DEQ must also provide clear criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to
ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that without greater clarity, the CCI
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program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and break the
overall emissions “cap.”
Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth von Behren
Gaston, Oregon, 97119, United States
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jill Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 9:05:01 AM

As an owner of multiple homes energy use options are important to me. In my opinion and experience Affordability
is #2 and Reliability must be #1 priority of Oregon’s energy system.
I agree that “Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to meet their
needs.”
All forms of renewable energy including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen should be tried and proven
as true before being presented as reliable.
It is my opinion that Natural Gas IS tried and true.
Jill Hunter
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Monica Burns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:18:41 AM

Dear DEQ,
I am concerned about the effect of Gov Kate Brown’s executive order on emissions reduction. While I completely
agree that much needs to be done to reduce emissions, I feel like a clear proposal of the cost to individual companies
as well as the consumer needs to be calculated and presented clearly and needs to be manageable especially with all
of the rising costs that Covid has created. I am concerned that more businesses will be shut down, less research and
innovation regarding alternate energy sources will be possible and that the consumer will be hit with rising energy
costs due to fewer options. Our household currently relies on natural gas to keep our heating and cooling costs at an
affordable rate. We are all just trying to make ends meet while doing our best to take care of our planet during these
interesting and trying times.
Thank you for your time,
Monica (Blesse) Burns
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob E
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:19:00 PM

My concern is that the true costs of delivery for all forms of energy generation be taken into account in any energy
future for Oregon.
The two largest users and producers of solar and wind energy generation, Texas and California have had it brought
home to them very recently that alternate forms of energy can and do fail in times of greatest need. People will die a
Texas type energy failure were to happen in an Oregon winter. The real cost of land consumed for solar and wind
farms is staggering; it will remove hundreds of thousands of acres of land from housing and agricultural use. Wild
life migration routes will be destroyed and bird populations heavily impacted by solar and wind power generation. I
have personally seen the piles of dead birds at the foot of wind turbines in Kelso California. The cost to build,
install and maintain the alternate energy forms would not even be feasible without the multiple layers of government
funding to maintain those programs. Additional distribution line costs and the homeowners necessity to revamp or
replace their heating and cooling systems to an all electrical format places a $15,000-$30,000 burden on each
housing unit. The manufacturers and sellers of solar and wind energy generation often fail to disclose the frequent
maintenance necessary and short lived need of replacement. To be honest in considering energy generation the
successful modern nuclear power systems in use in other countries needs re-consideration before we cover our land
with solar panels and turbine farms. The gas companies in our State have performed well and efficiently, why do
we need to follow other states that have not had enough power to keep their citizens cool in hot summers and from
freezing to death in snap cold winters?
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bryan Bennett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:06:01 PM

I am a hardworking midde class citizen trying to provide for my family the proposed rules will
directly effect my career my family and my company please consider the following
We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community –
helping ensure moms and dads can get to work and kids can go to school.
We are critical to our community.
This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will
cost and what will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing
Oregon’s greenhouse gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have
made significant investments to comply with that regulation and have
reduced millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add another
expensive mandate on our local businesses.
The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of
our business in responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics,
hospitals and those at home without power all rely on us and fuels to
respond to emergencies or remove people from harm’s way. This rule would
complicate our ability to respond in emergency situations when we could
potentially be regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to
purchase more community climate investment credits. The proposed rule
would cap the use of those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance obligation. What
are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which may only be 6 years
away? After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel
availability decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington,
and elsewhere. Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real
possibility – even during times of emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does
not monitor the price of compliance and suspend the program when the
price to comply gets too high. Affordable and available transportation fuels is
an equity issue that the commission should address. We cannot simply price
certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that have the most
money. Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure
that happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when
the cost of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is
required.
Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double
the Clean Fuels Program. Again, we are small, locally owned business. We
are not large, multinational corporations. Creating new complex regulations
will make it difficult for our business to survive. And without businesses like
ours throughout the state, many communities will struggle to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this
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program. We are already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions
and should not be treated as if we are some large, multinational corporation
that can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder
climates of Eastern and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a
possibility of fuel gelling during the winter months, leaving engines
inoperable.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roberta Worstell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:18:08 PM

Could not get into website so sending comments here.
I of course have concerns about global warming and doing my part to ensure to make changes to slow or reverse
climate change. But of course if this means large increases in natural gas prices that worries me. My husband and I
are retired,we live in SS only so our income does not really change that much. So every time we see increases in
taxes and utilities it means we have to cut things from our budget like not buying organic or eating smaller portions.
We have Nest and keep our heat set 65-66 and wear sweaters. If there are other things that I can do rather than have
large rate increases I’m all in.
I always make sure to seal door frames from drafts.
P.S. I’m old so I will have been long gone by 2050.
Roberta Worstell
Robj7679@yahoo.com
Gresham, Or
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandy Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:47:45 AM

Please consider that all Oregonians should have access to options in energy sources. We want
clean energy that meets the needs of the consumer not the needs of the provider
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Donangelo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Sunday, October 17, 2021 8:31:14 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Always too little and too late,
Climate Catastrophe is bound to be our fate!
C'mon, you morons! Reducing polluters 2% a year is not going to do it.
At least 7% is what we need.
Actually, I'd prefer 100% immediately. It's like you're trying to fight a modern war with a bow
and arrow!
Don Schuman, 65245 97th St, Bend, OR 97703 541-678-7212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shauna McKain-Storey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Monday, September 20, 2021 4:54:35 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:
I have been frustrated and sad, and somewhat fearful, during the past two
years of continued drought and wildfires in Oregon. In 2021, many
communities were spared the terrible destruction of last year's
conflagrations. After a wildfire came very close in the fall of 2020, I felt
lucky to have more time this year to expand the safe zone around my rural
home. But I cannot forget the tragedy of the extreme heatwave in July,
when more than 100 of my fellow Oregonians died, or the looming threat
of future fires, heatwaves and drought. So many of the tragedies that
Oregonians have had to endure in recent years are due at least in part to
climate change. Oregon must follow the best advice of scientists, take
responsibility for our share of the climate crisis and prevent more harm to
public health.
The largest climate polluters have to be held accountable for reducing
climate pollution! Private citizens can only do so much. It is problematic
that DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and
does not follow the science. The current state of the climate crisis and many
Oregonians demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the
covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
DEQ’s proposed Climate Protection Program requires fossil gas companies
to reduce greenhouse gas pollution for the first time in Oregon. It’s a good
start, and the proposal to include an increasing number of oil companies in
the program each year is a good compromise from previous drafts. I would
encourage the final rules to include more oil companies at a faster rate. But
stationary source polluters like gas-burning power plants should not be
exempted from the cap in the Climate Protection Program. If DEQ chooses
to exempt industrial polluters from the overall program cap, it should at
least require these sources follow some other form of mandatory emissions
reductions, in line with the state’s climate targets. At least reductions of
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pollution by these industries could be decided by an unbiased group and
reviewed regularly.
Community Climate Investments may be a good idea in one way, because
if used well they could tangibly benefit citizens. But they are vulnerable to
misuse and might shift the focus away from polluters reducing their
emissions. I applaud DEQ’s recent move to limit how many CCIs polluters
can buy and use to comply with the program; limits should stay at these
new proposed levels or decrease further in the final rules, so polluters are
required to reduce more emissions in their own operations. I support a
requirement for DEQ to review the CCI program every two years to ensure
CCIs investments reduce an average of one ton of climate pollution each or
more and make sure investments are focused in communities most
impacted by climate damages. DEQ should include in its biennial report to
the Environmental Quality Commission details about changing the price of
CCIs as needed to meet climate and equity goals.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for all of us, especially
our children, and to stave off the worst of the future effects of the climate
crisis, some of which have already begun. This program has huge potential,
and can bring about meaningful progress. Please, please listen to citizens
asking for change to improve climate protection, environmental justice and
public health.

Sincerely,
Shauna McKain-Storey
Yamhill County, 97123
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elaine Woods
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:49:09 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to give you my input regarding proposed rule making for reducing carbon emissions.
In your desire to reduce carbon emissions for the purpose of reducing climate change, I encourage you to not only
allow but also enable renewable energy innovation. Solar and wind power have many drawbacks, but hydroelectric
power and natural gas are currently the cleanest and efficient forms of energy we have. People are creative and
innovative, able to develop new solutions to reduce the carbon footprint of natural gas, which is abundant, as well as
develop other new ways to meet our needs for energy.
I also encourage you to recognize that families, individuals and businesses must have resilient and affordable
sources of energy. We must not be reduced to rolling blackouts or brownouts, such as have increased in California.
These reductions in available energy:
     * put at risk people who are dependent on oxygen and other life-saving means
     * effect production of needed goods
     *effect the ability to grow and transport crops and foods from rural to urban areas
     *effect the transportation of other necessities
     *excessive heat and cold put at risk the elderly and vulnerable who need energy for heat and/or cooling to survive
Thank you for taking my thoughts and input into consideration as you formulate the rules for meeting our present
and future energy needs.
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gordon kramm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:26:31 PM

Regarding the importance of maintaining natural gas as a fuel source. Our electricity is interrupted several times a
year. It has gone out for as long as two weeks. We added natural gas many years ago to have a backup available.
When the power is out we can still cook, have hot water and heat at least one room with a gas fireplace. The electric
grid is unreliable during much of the year and is getting overloaded in much of the country. Please consider keeping
this valuable resource available.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Stackhouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Saturday, October 16, 2021 6:52:53 PM

Department of Environmental Quality, Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I am emailing you the comments I made on September 22, 2021 to ensure that you have the
full content. Sections is italics were omitted to comply with the time allotted each commenter.
Good morning. Thank you for the opportunity to comment about the Climate Protection Plan
proposed rules. My name is Jane Stackhouse, I’m a member of the Metro Climate Action Team
Steering Committee. We submitted detailed comments about the proposed rules and I hope you will
take a look at those.
I am also a grandmother concerned about how climate change will harm my grandchildren and their
children. Today I’m preparing for Cleome’s sixth birthday party. She lives in Spain. It is 2:15 AM here.
What you are doing is so important that I am awake watching. I urge you to keep in mind the global
impact of the work you are doing. Please be bolder, science based, and think of future generations.
As described in the letter from the Metro Climate Action Team, we need to set a cap that not only
meets the Governor’s Executive Order for emissions reductions but is in line with current science.
Goals are meant to be aspirational.
In this case 50% reduction from 1990 emissions by 2030 is the minimum acceptable based on the
science. The Executive Order uses older science goals that the legislature mandated several years
ago. As you know, that legislation adopted a 2020 goal of 10% below 1990 emissions and 45% by
2035. We missed the 2020 goal as emissions went up and now, if we use the reductions proposed by
the rules, you will be discarding the prior legislation and the Executive Order. Some greenhouse gases
are more potent than others. Methane, that some refer to as ‘natural gas’ is calculated at 80 times
more potent than CO2, some of the hydrofluorocarbons used in the semiconductor industry are
thousands of times more potent. These industries must be included in the regulations.
Total levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere will decrease much more slowly. Thankfully the
half-life of methane is significantly shorter than that of CO2. That only means that reducing the
emissions will give us a much-needed quick start.
Please set the goal and cover emissions from all industries. Regulation forces businesses to innovate
and, no matter what they tell you today, they will. Leave it to the industries and their business
consultants to determine what is the best available emissions reduction technology. The role for
DEQ is to set a cap. The role for business is to innovate to comply.
Of course, I purchased offsets again emissions from my flight to Spain. The Community Climate
Investments as a type of offset for emissions are critical to any carbon reduction program. They can
help smooth the transition and make actual reductions in sectors where the technology is readily
available. However, this program must be carefully and independently monitored. There must be a
one-to-one relationship between actual emissions and the credits given. If a business emits one ton
of over their cap they must fund community projects that reduce emissions from other sources by one
ton.
Help Oregon be a leader by setting a strong program. Please be bold and science based. This
opportunity to set an example and make meaningful reductions is a great challenge. DEQ is up to it.
Thank you.

-Jane Stackhouse
503.284.1049
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jane@janestackhouse.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nathan C. on behalf of Nathan Crook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:41:13 PM

Dear officials,
For a healthy and successful community, electricity should be plentiful, reliable and inexpensive.
After-all, people are not going to invest in electric vehicles if electricity is not plentiful, reliable and inexpensive.
Windmills don’t pencil out over their relatively short lifetimes and are not reliable 100% of the time, neither is
solar. Both are dependent on the weather and dependent on some degree on Foreign parts.
Businesses will flounder if electricity is not plentiful for growth. Reliability and good pricing is absolutely needed
for competitiveness in our state and with other countries.
Natural Gas makes the most sense. It is an option that should be prioritized, as it is clean, is in abundance and in our
country. Perhaps most important, it is 100% reliable, not dependent on weather or foreign parts.
Forgetting Natural Gas and focusing on technology that is not proven and also dependent on foreign technology,
may very well in the end only sabotage our clean energy efforts in the future.
Thank you for your time,
Nathan Crook
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Justin Dale
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:44:28 PM

I like many feel this is an absurd and overreaching executive order. Natural gas is a great clean
burning, affordable, and abundant fuel source that is so essential to so many people. Without
natural gas so many people will be without heat for their homes and hot water, these are basic
essential needs that all people need. This will especially effect low income families that
couldn't possibly afford to change over to electric those changes can reach costs of 10's of
thousands of dollars making nearly impossible for the majority of home owners to afford. I
don't know about you but I don't have $15,000-$25,000 just lying around nor would most
families even be able to save that much money as so many are living check to check as it is. I
strongly urge you to think of the vast amount of people this will effect and kill this order
before it causes irreversible damage.
Thank you,
Justin Dale
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Pitzer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 5:43:35 AM

Governor Brown's environmental rules are nothing more than a way to pass an extensive sales tax without a vote of
the people of Oregon.
It seems to also be obvious that she is tied tightly to the electric companies to a point of being willing to destroy so
many businesses and families that cannot afford to run their businesses or heat there homes. This will just create
more homeless 'families' in our state.
I have to date not spoken with anyone who approves these actions and most are afraid for our futures.
I would like to hear Gov. Brown's comments on the expenses people who have small or static incomes will have to
pay to convert their homes from their current heat source to electricity and how she thinks they can afford to pay for
any of this "tax" game.
A life long Democrat, but maybe no longer.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hhill3035@gmail.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:06:50 AM

As a resident of Oregon and a taxpaying citizen of the United States, I feel we need to maintain those renewable
energy sources that we can rely upon, which we have relied upon for many years, and which we know we can count
on, should the electrical power grid fail or should the wind turbines quit or the sun not shine on the solar panels! We
need heat and fuel that does not rely on electricity.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Robert Kugler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rule Making Comment, DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:44:02 AM
Kugler Comments DEQ.pdf

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I write to express my concern that Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the
climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against
the best advice of scientists and to say that as far I can see, DEQ’s draft rules for the
Climate Protection Program fall short of meeting this moment.
I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more
accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining
threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI)
are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please, though, make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program, most of which I offered in earlier comments. The extension of the
comment period—won by the OBI—gives me the chance to reiterate my suggestions. I trust
that you will take them seriously, especially because I know they are shared by many other
Oregonians.
1) Please, follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by
2030.
2) Under no circumstance should polluters get a free pass. Large industrial sources of
GHGs have been able to pollute the commons without cost for too long. They need to be
held accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change and that empower those communities as
the chief makers and profit earners in the transition to a GHG-emissions-free economy in
Oregon. We have in this moment and unique opportunity to address climate change and
environmental injustice in one set of policies that improve the quality of life for everyone in
Oregon.
I urge the DEQ to do these things toward making Oregon GHG-emissions free—and more
if possible—because Oregon should be a leader in green policies; because the present and
future generations depend on this happening across the nation and the globe and Oregon
can pioneer the way forward; because we know now from the past few years’ extreme
weather events what horrific suffering lies ahead if we don’t take aggressive climate
mitigation actions; and because addressing climate change is integral as well to meeting
the challenges of diminished biodiversity.
This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen
to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been
asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Robert Kugler
4970 Bonnet Dr
West Linn, OR 97068
(503) 504-3791

Rob Kugler
Paul S. Wright Professor of Christian Studies
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Religious Studies & Classics, MSC 45
Lewis & Clark College
615 S. Palatine Hill Rd
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 768-7452
kugler@lclark.edu
College web page
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Seiwald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 1:29:20 PM

Every natural gas appliance that is taken off line such as the three I have in my shop would be
replaced by another which would be oil fired or electrical. The electric appliances would be a
drain on the electrical grid which can’t keep up with demand as it is. Most electricity is
produced by fossil fuel anyway. Natural gas burns cleaner than any other fuel with tge
exception of propane. Banning natural gas is not the way to go.
Sincerely
Steve Seiwald
Molalla Or
5038292881
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Shafer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:05:24 PM

As an Oregon resident I wish to add my voice on the astonishing standards suggested in this action.
Most obviously, the electrical grid across this nation is in poor shape and yet we consider placing additional burden
on it through this proposed effort.
Many, many Oregon residents are quite pleased with their service provided by Natural Gas companies. NG is
clearly abundant and has been steadily attracting Oregon customers for many years now. How could hundreds of
thousands of households cease to count on this dependable energy source in the foreseeable future?
How could this vast number of gas users possibly convert to electric sources when their HVAC, water heaters and
range likely run on natural gas? This is a massive cost burden that most customers could not bear.
I think a final thought would be that Oregon represents zero percent of the world’s pollution perhaps enabling global
warming,   While planting a great number of additional trees to contain carbon seems wise, eliminating abundant
and reasonably priced natural gas to this state does not.
David Shafer
355 SW Applegate Trail Drive
Dallas, OR 97338
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elaine Woods
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:17:43 PM

Thank you for the opportunity to give you my input regarding proposed rule making for reducing carbon emissions.
In your desire to reduce carbon emissions for the purpose of reducing climate change, I encourage you to not only
allow but also enable renewable energy innovation. Solar and wind power have many drawbacks, but hydroelectric
power and natural gas are currently the cleanest and efficient forms of energy we have. People are creative and
innovative, able to develop new solutions to reduce the carbon footprint of natural gas, which is abundant, as well as
develop other new ways to meet our needs for energy.
I also encourage you to recognize that families, individuals and businesses must have resilient and affordable
sources of energy. We must not be reduced to rolling blackouts or brownouts, such as have increased in California.
These reductions in available energy:
   * put at risk people who are dependent on oxygen and other life-saving means
   * effect production of needed goods
   *effect the ability to grow and transport crops and foods from rural to urban areas
   *effect the transportation of other necessities
   *excessive heat and cold put at risk the elderly and vulnerable who need energy for heat and/or cooling to survive
Thank you for taking my thoughts and input into consideration as you formulate the rules for meeting our present
and future energy needs.
Thank you again for the opportunity to submit my comments to you.
Sincerely,
Elaine Woods
759 NW 175th Place
Beaverton, OR. 97006
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Deanna Palm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 5:02:47 PM
image001.png
DEQ WA County Chamber Comments Re Executive Order 20-04.docx

Please see attached.

Deanna Palm
She, her, hers
President/CEO

Washington County Chamber of Commerce
Phone: 503-473-4486
Email: DeannaP@WCChamber.org
www.washingtoncountychamberor.com
5193 NE Elam Young Pkwy | Hillsboro, OR 97124
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Kohnhorst
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:16:19 PM

I am a hardworking midde class citizen trying to provide for my
family the proposed rules will directly effect my career my family
and my company please consider the following
We are a locally (and family) owned business serving
our community – helping ensure moms and dads can
get to work and kids can go to school. We are critical to
our community.
This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to
know how much this will cost and what will happen to
everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a
leader in reducing Oregon’s greenhouse gasses through
the Clean Fuels Program. We have made significant
investments to comply with that regulation and have
reduced millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please
don’t add another expensive mandate on our local
businesses.
The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand
the importance of our business in responding to
emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals and
those at home without power all rely on us and fuels to
respond to emergencies or remove people from harm’s
way. This rule would complicate our ability to respond in
emergency situations when we could potentially be
regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do
not have the ability to purchase more community
climate investment credits. The proposed rule would
cap the use of those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance
obligation. What are we supposed to do if we hit that
cap – which may only be 6 years away? After that, fuel
rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel
availability decreases due to expanding markets in
California, Washington, and elsewhere. Oregonians
need to know that fuel rationing is a very real possibility
– even during times of emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current
proposed regulation does not monitor the price of
compliance and suspend the program when the price to
comply gets too high. Affordable and available
transportation fuels is an equity issue that the
commission should address. We cannot simply price
certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that
have the most money. Fuel should be available to
Oregonians across the state. To ensure that happens,
the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program
when the cost of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon
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or any fuel rationing is required.
Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to
more than double the Clean Fuels Program. Again, we
are small, locally owned business. We are not large,
multinational corporations. Creating new complex
regulations will make it difficult for our business to
survive. And without businesses like ours throughout
the state, many communities will struggle to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned
businesses under this program. We are already a
leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
should not be treated as if we are some large,
multinational corporation that can absorb the cost of
these complicated rules.
Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable
alternative in the colder climates of Eastern and South
Eastern Oregon where we would face a possibility of
fuel gelling during the winter months, leaving engines
inoperable.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Haley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making Comment
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:18:23 PM

Dear DEQ,
I would like to register my family’s opposition to the proposed climate change energy plan which will drastically
decrease natural gas which is a clean, inexpensive fuel that Oregonians like our family depend on for heating our
home and cooking our foods. How is it fair to us for you to decide what kind of cooking range Oregonians must
use? (Gas is much better for a cook!)
This proposal is impractical and will cause energy shortages. Natural gas is even used in producing electricity.
Some of the’green energy ways of producing electricity like wind farms are going to produce so much waste when
they need to be disposed. How will this be good for the environment?
Nuclear energy and coal have already been severely cut back.
We do not have enough production of electricity to come anywhere close to meeting our state’s total energy needs.
What will happen to our sales of energy to California which depends on us for energy sometimes?
Common sense please!
Sincerely,
Karen Haley
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

John Limb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
John Limb
Rule Making comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 7:51:06 PM

Subject: Comment on Rule making
To Dept. of Environmental Quality,
Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
In view of the pending crisis we are facing as a result of global warming I ask you to amend
your rules for the Climate Protection Program, in particular, with regards to stationary emitters
of Green House Gases(i.e. industrial polluters including gas driven power generators) . Bear in
mind that the use of electrical power within the state will increase greatly over the next five
years, and to exclude power generators would amount to a great hole in the program.
Industrial Polluters should follow the same Cap and Reduce rules as other sources. To exclude
them from regulation and allow them to self-identify severely diminishes the overall program.
I implore you to take action.
Yours Sincerely,
John Limb
Jackson County, 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

SW
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:53:21 AM

Hello,
Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts on this important subject. As a tax payer
and natural gas user, the cost of energy is important to me. Inflation has been soaring recently.
Many utility costs have risen over the years, outpacing our wage increases.
Government is constantly enacting new regulations and the costs are passed on to the
taxpayer.
I happen to disagree with the left’s stance on “global warming”, “climate change”, whatever
crisis they will push next. In the 1970’s, they warned of the coming ice age. The crazy
predictions, made by Al Gore and the like, never come to fruition. Every time we have a forest
fire or hurricane, it’s blamed on climate change.
Governor Brown should quit mandating these draconian changes to our energy suppliers and
give the taxpayers a break. If PGE or other suppliers want to offer “green energy” options to
consumers at an inflated price, that’s fine. Let the consumer have the choice.
Thank you,
Steve Woodward
Keizer, OR
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joelle Bennett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Monday, September 27, 2021 7:55:01 AM

Thank you for taking the time to read my comment.
My 14 year old daughter recently learned about the predicted future of the Great Barrier Reef and other
environmental wonders around the globe that now have a limited future due to the effects of climate
change. The Great Barrier Reef could be dead by 2048. She'll be 42. How can we leave a devastated
world to our children in good conscience?
Now is the time to take decisive and impactful action that protects our beautiful state of Oregon and
contributes to greater environmental protection around the world.
To do so, Oregon DEQ must:
- Hold industrial polluters accountable, require regulation across the board - not "self-identification"
- Keep pollutant "caps" ambitious
- Protect "downwind," vulnerable communities
- Regulate new greenhouse gas polluting facilities that might locate in Oregon (from data centers to
fracked gas power plants)
- Include carbon sequestration in the Climate Protection Program rules
- Verify the value and benefit of offsets
Oregon DEQ should be empowered and funded to protect all Oregonians from unhindered climate
change. We must do better.
Thank you,
Joelle
Joelle Bennett, PE
Hillsboro, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terrie Grant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:01:47 PM

To Whom it may concern,
My job is reliant on a small retail feed store in Philomath. The store has an existing
Natural gas heating system that is essential for the store. Here are some key
principles that I believe should be considered as you make decisions that affect those
of us who live and work in Oregon.
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate
goals more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable
energy options to meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas
bans could discourage renewable energy innovation and force communities to
exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and
businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric power is
out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s
energy system. Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to
affordable energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Terrie Grant
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Lundblad
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comment
Saturday, October 23, 2021 2:05:46 PM

Subject line: Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our
communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100
of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft
rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is
your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be
based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must
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make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from
the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but
as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one
credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering
the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely
Karen Lundblad
Eugene,Lane97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terrie Grant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:40:00 AM

To Whom it may concern,
We are Out West Farm & Ranch, a small family owned and operated retail business in
Philomath. We depend upon our existing Natural Gas heating system to keep our store warm
for our employees and customers.
Natural Gas has proved to be an adequate and affordable utility for us. Our store provides
needed essential supplies for animals and people, and jobs for our family and others. Please
find below some key points as you consider the future of the environment, small businesses,
and families in Oregon.
Sincerely,
Sterling Grant
Shane Grant
Out West Farm & Ranch

All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable
hydrogen - are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable
energy options to meet their needs.
Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of lawmakers as we move
forward to a better future for Oregon. The electric grid is already very heavily
taxed and subject to adverse winter weather. Natural Gas, is Natural and
continues to function even when the power is out.

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Olson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:29:26 AM

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Severe heat waves, forest fires and drought conditions are signs of man made climate change.
The obvious cause of these changing conditions are a direct result of greenhouse gas pollution at
unsustainable levels.
Oregon is not doing enough to help solve the climate crisis and make changes with the
necessary urgency. We must cut our climate pollution by 50% and we all must start as soon as possible
to meet or exceed the goal of doing so by 2030.
At this point in time the polluters have a free pass, especially the largest industrial sources. They
must be held accountable to mandatory reductions. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial polluters to
follow the cap and lets them “self-regulate” how to reduce emissions. We all know that self-regulating is
not a reliable way to compel large-scale polluters to do everything in their power to reduce their
emissions. Their actions to achieve pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party
every three years, or more often- preferably more often!
DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not follow the
science. We must demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030
and at least 90% by 2050. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial emitters to actually reduce their
climate pollution! That means they won’t!
We also need much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities (e.g. Black, Indigenous, people of color, low-income, rural). We need to clearly
define what kind of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflect the real cost of
project implementation.
We should prioritize those on the frontlines of harm from climate damage to benefit from these
investments. The current language is too vague, only saying that DEQ “may” prioritize CCI projects that
benefit frontline communities – among other purposes. We need to do better for these communities and
make the language more specific to meet their needs.
We all know that if we accept the status quo of our current pollution that the worst of climate
destruction is yet to come. Please listen to our voices for environmental justice, climate protection and
public health! We have been asking for these changes for so long and time is running out.
Thank you for considering these most important changes for the benefit of all concerned.
Sincerely,
Chris Olson, Beaverton, Oregon 97007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nanette Bennett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
RULE MAKING COMMENT
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:52:43 PM

I am a hardworking middle class citizen trying to provide for my family the proposed rules will directly
effect my career my family and my company please consider the following
We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community – helping ensure moms
and dads can get to work and kids can go to school. We are critical to our community.
This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will cost and what
will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing Oregon’s greenhouse
gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have made significant investments to comply
with that regulation and have reduced millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add
another expensive mandate on our local businesses.
The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our business in
responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals and those at home without
power all rely on us and fuels to respond to emergencies or remove people from harm’s way.
This rule would complicate our ability to respond in emergency situations when we could
potentially be regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to purchase more
community climate investment credits. The proposed rule would cap the use of those CCI’s at
20% of our compliance obligation. What are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which
may only be 6 years away? After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel
availability decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington, and elsewhere.
Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real possibility – even during times of
emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not monitor the
price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to comply gets too high.
Affordable and available transportation fuels is an equity issue that the commission should
address. We cannot simply price certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that
have the most money. Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure
that happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when the cost of
compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is required.
Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the Clean Fuels
Program. Again, we are small, locally owned business. We are not large, multinational
corporations. Creating new complex regulations will make it difficult for our business to
survive. And without businesses like ours throughout the state, many communities will
struggle to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this program. We are
already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and should not be treated as if we
are some large, multinational corporation that can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder climates of Eastern
and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a possibility of fuel gelling during the winter
months, leaving engines inoperable.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JimMaryJo Loeb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
rule making comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:49:50 AM

Sent from Mail for Windows
Natural gas is the cleanest, most affordable, renewable energy available. Don’t make it more
expensive or inaccessible for Oregon tax payers. The Governor’s mandate is ill-advised. J.L.,
Gresham, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Littlewood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment: Draft Climate Protection Plan
Sunday, September 19, 2021 8:48:45 PM

Dear DEQ,
DEQ’s proposed Climate Protection Program requires fossil gas companies to reduce
greenhouse gas pollution for the first time in Oregon. It’s a good start and I've already seen
the panicky email from NW Natural about how natural/fracked gas is a solution, not a
problem. The graphics are wonderful, the logic not so much.
As for oil companies operating in Oregon, they certainly need to be held accountable for
reducing their climate pollution. As I understand this, each year more oil companies,
beginning with the largest, will be brought into the program until 2031 when roughly 98% of
oil’s climate pollution will be regulated and must be reduced under the program. DEQ’s
proposal to include an increasing number of oil companies in the program each year is a good
compromise from previous draft rules. I would encourage the final rules to go further to
include more oil companies at a faster rate.
Stationary source polluters should not be exempted from the cap in the Climate Protection
Program. If DEQ chooses to exempt industrial polluters from the overall program cap, it
should at least require these sources follow some other form of mandatory emissions
reductions, in line with the state’s climate targets. At minimum, an unbiased
third-party should decide the actions industrial emitters must take to reduce climate and air
pollution, and these plans should be reviewed every 3 years.
I urge DEQ, at a later date, to revisit regulating gas-burning power plants in Oregon, which
are exempted from the program now. As our state's largest individual climate polluters, the
Climate Protection Program should require them to cut their pollution.
Please ensure that the rules remain strong and effective. Reducing our fossil fuel
emissions will be difficult and expensive, but, as we all are realizing, not doing so is
disastrous.
Sincerely,
Ann Littlewood
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Wayne Potter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Linda Apodaca; Ellen Fallihee; Ken Gerdes; Dave Richie; Barbara West
Rule making comment: Please strengthen the draft Climate Protection Program Rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:16:36 AM

Over the last three years I and my neighbors have been experiencing the effects of
climate change. My own nephew was forced to leave is Oregon City home for a few
days, I was preparing to move precious documents and clothing to friend’s homes
because my residence in Oak Grove was asked to be ready to leave due to fires
throughout the area. The residence where I live is at Willamette View, a retirement
community. The costs created by the ice storms and dramatic heat sink are well above
what was budgeted by our administration. I anticipate that between new, larger winter
and summer storms, the future heat sinks my community will be facing more stress and
additional unplanned costs.
Bold steps need to be taken to reduce the effects of climate change. I support the Climate
Protection Program. It is taking the right step; however, we cannot afford to let
greenhouse pollution sources easily off the hook. The current draft rules for the DEQ
Climate Protection Program are not strong enough. I would urge you to consider the
following:
--[if !supportLists]-->· <!--[endif]-->Add a more stringent Cap: The rules should be at 50%

for 2035 and 100% by 2050. We can’t fail to meet these standards.

--[if !supportLists]-->· <!--[endif]-->DEQ must provide annual oversight of a firm’s

greenhouse gas reduction accomplishments (BAER). This must include the public. I’m
afraid that corporations will need to be reminded of their responsibility.

--[if !supportLists]-->· <!--[endif]-->The Community Climate Investment Process needs to

be strengthened by requiring firms to meet a 1:1 emission reduction. Also the firms need
to have a percentage goal for the investments in impacted communities.

--[if !supportLists]-->· <!--[endif]-->Firms should not be allowed to continually take

advantage of paying fines, thereby, allowing themselves to continue to increase their
level of pollution.
Sincerely,

Wayne Potter
1625 SE River Ridge Dr., Portland, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frank Rouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:13:39 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Frank Rouse
Colton, Oregon, 97017, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Frank Rouse via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Frank provided an email address
(redpaintpeople@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Frank Rouse at redpaintpeople@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

josh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of joshua berger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making Comment: strengthen Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 11, 2021 11:33:55 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
The so-called Climate Protection Program – could be one of Oregon’s strongest tools for meeting its emission
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reduction goals.
Noticeably absent from the program: fracked gas power plants.
The six largest climate polluters in Oregon are fracked gas power plants. Yet DEQ is proposing to exempt these
facilities from regulation. Change this please!
Sincerely,
joshua berger
14443 Crossroads Loop Sisters, OR 97759-9810
josh@plazm.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Herbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making Comment: Strengthen rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 8:43:27 AM

Dear Rule Makers for a Livable Climate future:
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Stationary source polluters, including
gas-burning power plants, should not be exempted from the cap in the Climate Protection
Program. If DEQ chooses to exempt industrial polluters from the overall program cap, it
should at least require these sources to follow some other form of mandatory emissions
reductions, in line with the state’s climate targets. At minimum, an unbiased third party
should decide what actions industrial emitters must take to reduce climate and air pollution,
and these plans should be reviewed every 3 years.
Below is the source of a very informative document on the problems of methane and the
green washing that the fossil fuel companies are doing to continue fracking. See especially
page 26 The Gas Industry is Misleading the Public with False Promises of Decarbonization while
Opposing Climate Policy at All Levels of Government

https://powerpastfrackedgas.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Methane-Gas-Health-Safetyand-Decarbonization.pdf?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=a4f79b6a-fc28-4e71-8db23c0836a2909e
When I see the slow response to this climate crisis, I weep. At least Oregon could provide a viable model.
Sincerely,
Emily Herbert
97232

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Palmer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comments
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:19:06 PM

Natural gas is one of the best things we have. It is plentiful, inexpensive and a good way to heat our homes, I can
think of nothing better. If we use water , wind , solar , nuclear they all have a great impact on our lives, many of the
consequences have not been fully researched. Natural gas is one of the best things we have   So don’t ruin a good
thing by putting needless regulations in place on natural gas.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Chris Olson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making comments to: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:54:14 AM
ChrisCPPcomments92821.docx

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Please read and give your utmost consideration to the comments below!
Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Severe heat waves, forest fires and drought conditions are signs of man made climate change.
The obvious cause of these changing conditions are a direct result of greenhouse gas pollution at
unsustainable levels.
Oregon is not doing enough to help solve the climate crisis and make changes with the
necessary urgency. We must cut our climate pollution by 50% and we all must start as soon as possible
to meet or exceed the goal of doing so by 2030.
At this point in time the polluters have a free pass, especially the largest industrial sources. They
must be held accountable to mandatory reductions. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial polluters to
follow the cap and lets them “self-regulate” how to reduce emissions. We all know that self-regulating is
not a reliable way to compel large-scale polluters to do everything in their power to reduce their
emissions. Their actions to achieve pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party
every three years, or more often- preferably more often!
DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not follow the
science. We must demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030
and at least 90% by 2050. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial emitters to actually reduce their
climate pollution! That means they won’t!
We also need much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities (e.g. Black, Indigenous, people of color, low-income, rural). We need to clearly
define what kind of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflect the real cost of
project implementation.
We should prioritize those on the frontlines of harm from climate damage to benefit from these
investments. The current language is too vague, only saying that DEQ “may” prioritize CCI projects that
benefit frontline communities – among other purposes. We need to do better for these communities and
make the language more specific to meet their needs.
We all know that if we accept the status quo of our current pollution that the worst of climate
destruction is yet to come. Please listen to our voices for environmental justice, climate protection and
public health! We have been asking for these changes for so long and time is running out.
Thank you for considering these most important changes for the benefit of all concerned.
Sincerely,
Chris Olson, Beaverton, Oregon 97007
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

David Gross & Marilyn Feldhaus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
stephanie.caldera@deq.ca.us
Rule making comments
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:35:17 AM

Dear DEQ Friends;
I've read the draft Climate Protection Plan and have a few comments.
First, thank you for the draft - it does assist with reducing carbon emissions and is a
good start.
Second, I believe it can be improved. Specifically, I don't believe the draft goes far
enough in mandating the reduction of greenhouse gases in Oregon. We can and
should do better.
Therefore, I urge the following:
1) Pay attention to, and follow, the science. Climate models put out by all manner of
agencies assert that we need to cut carbon emissions in half by the end of this
decade. A tall order, to be sure, but the alternative is too horrific not to try. The
current draft of the Climate Protection Plan needs to do more to try and meet this
science-based goal.
2) The current draft allows more wiggle room than is feasible if we are to actually
reduce carbon emissions. Specifically, large industries have the option of investing
in environmental friendly activities elsewhere instead of actually reducing their own
emissions. Such investment does sound good, and we need all the investments in
environmental friendly initiatives we can get, but these should not be a substitute
for actual reduction of greenhouse gases.
3) There appears to be an exemption for fossil fuel companies either to opt out or to
have a longer timeline for reducing their carbon emissions. The rule needs to be
tightened and extended so that all industries and especially fossil fuel firms share in
the responsibility for carbon pollution reduction in Oregon.
Thank you. I would like Oregon to be a leader in the fight against climate change.
An improved Climate Protection Plan from the DEQ could help make that a reality.
Marilyn Feldhaus
12701 SE River Rd #404NP
Portland, Oregon 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lewis McFarland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making, strengthen draft Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 11:50:39 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I find it troubling that with a "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where ourcommunities
are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow
Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change. Oregon is not taking
responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in
history to step up.
I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold some of the worst polluters inOregon somewhat
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more
accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold
for fuel suppliers is a compromise which should be retained in the final rules. Even if the
threshold at the outset is too low according to the science. The Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement and they must
not allow the corporate polluters ultimately off the hook
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions. If these massive corporations do not comply, they should be
prosecuted and the executives criminally held responsible.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change. The ultimate benefit of these projects must be
measured by an independent review board.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve
meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even
follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below
1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based
on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by
2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s
draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan
twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies
in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions
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necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased
third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining
cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power
plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED BY
FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as
currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one
credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow
pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing
pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and
investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project
investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and future generations to
stave off the worst of
climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please
listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have
been asking for these changes and more for many months.
I have no trust in these large corporations to do the right thing if it will reduce their short-term
profits. For our survival and OUR children’s survival they must be held accountable.
Sincerely,
Lewis McFarland
Bend, Deschutes County, 97702
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tyler Wagner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making
Saturday, September 18, 2021 10:45:32 PM

I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in
Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
- EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in
BIPOC and other frontline communities.
- EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants.
- EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals.
- EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure
that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Sincerely,
Tyler Wagner
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Herbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule Making
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:28:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Reducing emissions as rapidly as possible is a huge step, especially if you step up the reductions 10% per
year. However cleaning up fugitive methane and other transportation fueling should be under the cap as
well. CAFOs are a huge methane source. All industries must clean up their own pollution rather than buy
offsets leaving those living nearby continuing to be overburdened as we've seen in California's
applications. As warming continues bringing more suffering, the impacts on the marginalized and all
creatures will be increased. Concerns for compassion are at the forefront of my wanting these rules to
really help survival for the BIPOC so often left out of consideration.
Thank you,

Emily Herbert
member Community for Earth
First Unitarian Church Portland
.

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margaret Robinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule making
Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:36:11 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap
on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030
2) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T EXEMPT ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
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especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has enormously potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Margaret Robinson
Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Margaret Robinson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Margaret provided an email address
(margy@rexos.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Margaret Robinson at margy@rexos.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jone van Rees
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; Josh Hetrick; Melaney Dittler; John Karabaic
Rule Making
Monday, October 18, 2021 12:43:34 PM
page1image55889088.png

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments.
My name is Jone van Rees and I am writing on behalf of the Land Use Transport Committee
of the Brooklyn Action Corps. Our Brooklyn neighborhood, located in Inner Southeast,
embraces both the TriMet Headquarters location and the Brooklyn Intermodal Rail Yard, and
the McLoughlin arterial highway splits us from accessing the Willamette river — which is
officially (ironically) part of the Brooklyn neighborhood. We are constantly being exposed to
the carbon pollution and diesel particulate matter from these vital methods of passenger and
freight transportation.
We care deeply about climate protection because we want to see Oregon enjoy a healthy
economic climate, while simultaneously preserving healthy air for all of us to breathe and to
leave as our heritage to future generations. That is why we are eager to see the Environmental
Quality Commission adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible without
delay.
An ambitious Climate Protection Program gives Oregon the opportunity not only to cut
harmful climate emissions, but also to create jobs, improve public health, and invest in
environmental justice communities.
We urge DEQ to maximize these benefits by making the following improvements to the final
rules.
First, the CPP must follow the best available science, and aim to cut covered emissions
in half by 2030. Stronger, steeper emissions reductions targets are needed to avoid the
worst impacts of climate change.
Second, we are extremely concerned that DEQ is proposing a program that could let
large industrial polluters off the hook. We urge you to hold these facilities accountable
with firm deadlines for pollution reduction that track science-based targets.
Finally, while we are excited that DEQ is considering ways to invest in Oregon
communities, we are concerned that the proposed “Community Climate Investments”
will allow pollution to persist unabated in communities. Please revise the rules to
provide assurances that these projects will result in meaningful, timely emissions
reductions and that investments will be guaranteed in communities disproportionately
impacted by climate change.
We are aware that the Oregon Environmental Council and many other parties submitted
joint comments on October 12.
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While we were unable to review these comments in time to add our organization's name to the
list of supporters in time to be included among the supporters of those comments, we have
now been able to review them. We are now able to confirm our support for these comments.
We urge the Environmental Quality Commission and the Department of Environmental
Quality to strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program by the end of this year.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Jone van Rees
Land Use Transport Committee member, Brooklyn Action Corps
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Molly Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking -- be sure DEQ and EQC consider stronger energy investment options for farmers and rural areas!!!
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:44:26 PM

Re: Rulemaking comment on draft Climate Protection Program -- be sure DEQ and EQC consider
stronger energy investment options for farmers and rural areas!!!
Hi DEQ,
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters
in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more
accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for
fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the
lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need
of much further refinement. BE SURE FARMERS AND RURAL AREAS HAVE STRONG OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ENERGY INVESTMENTS.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
Sincerely, Molly Miller, Albany
mmiller@millerdm.com
541-905-6147
Make it a Lively Day!
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

paul milliusgroup.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - Climate Protection Plan
Sunday, October 24, 2021 5:42:27 PM

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon needs to take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis. Although Oregon
contributes only a part of the US total emissions we contribute more than many countries, such
as Greece and Israel. DEQ's draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are a state but not
adequate to reduct Oregon's emissions as quickly as needed.
Although the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with
a pollution cap on fossil fuel for the first time, I strongly urge you to make the initial cap lower
on fuel and all industries.
Please make the following improvements to the rules:
1. Follow the science, which tells us that we must cut our emissions by 50% by 2030. Focus
on 'natural' methane gas will provide bigger immediate benefits.
2. Don't give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions. Industry will thrive as it develops better practices, processes and
technology to comply.
3. Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit the
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
My partner and I recently invested in electrifying our owner-occupied duplex. We did so
because we know natural gas leaks throughout the distribution system and make enough profit
that they do not want to rectify this wasteful and dangerous pollution. The escaping methane
poses a threat to our health, safety, and it is a more potent greenhouse gas than CO2.
The Climate Protection Program has huge potential to reduce emissions and stand as an
example for other states. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate
protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many
months.
Sincerely,
Paul Millius
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jason Young
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Jon Jensen; John Bird
Rulemaking Comment - Climate Protection Program / Green House Gas Emissions Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:16:50 PM
image001.png
GHG Comment ODEQ10-25-21.pdf

Oregon DEQ
Attn: Nicole Singh
Please find attached Rule Making Comments on the Climate Protection Program propose rule.
Best Regards,
Jason
Jason Young

Environmental Manager

PO Box 428
2550 Old Salem Road NE, Albany, OR 97321
Phone: (541) 917 6222 Mobile: (541) 510-4939
www.arauco.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dean Moberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; REP Dexter; SEN SteinerHayward
Rulemaking comment - Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:01:15 PM

To: Oregon DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Re: Climate Protection Program rule making
Cc:
Stephanie Caldera, DEQ
State Senator Elizabeth Steiner-Hayward, Senate District 17
State Representative Maxine Dexter, Legislative District 33

Dear DEQ,
Executive summary: Oregon’s Climate Protection Program (CPP) has tremendous potential
to reduce atmospheric greenhouse gases (GHG) and thus reduce the devastating effects of
climate change. I encourage DEQ to develop ambitious CPP rules that reduce GHG emissions
quickly to avoid tragic and irreversible impacts to Oregon. Please ensure that CPP rule-making
provides a sure path, using the best science available, to reduce Oregon emissions of GHG
from the covered sources by at least 50% by 2030 and 90% by 2050.
Detailed comments:
Climate change is arguably the greatest environmental challenge ever faced by humans.
Existing impacts in Oregon include devastating wildfires, unhealthy air quality, droughts, crop
losses, decreased forest health, the probable extinction of multiple species, and decreased
outdoor recreational opportunities. We have known about this threat for decades, and yet
progress toward addressing climate change continues to be frustratingly slow.
I’d like to briefly explain my interests and background. I earned a B.S. degree in plant science
from the University of California at Davis, a M.A. degree in agricultural education from
Cornell University, and a Ph.D. in environmental science and engineering from Oregon Health
and Science University. I am a co-author of The Soils of Oregon, a reference book scheduled
to be published by Springer in 2022. While working on my B.S. and M.A. degrees, I worked
on farms in California, Illinois, and upstate New York, with such varied enterprises as
hothouse tomatoes, field-grown vegetables, dairy, hogs, hay, fruit crops, and maple syrup. I
recently retired after a 36-year career as a conservationist with the Natural Resources
Conservation Service, serving in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Oregon. In 2020, I was elected to
the Tualatin Soil and Water Conservation District Board of Directors. I am an avid gardener,
fly fisher, white-water rafter, birder, scuba diver, and skier. I am married and have two
daughters.
The proposed Climate Protection Program (CPP) requirement for Oregon fossil fuel
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companies to reduce GHG emissions is excellent. However, there are several aspects of CPP
rules that are essential in order to accomplish the true reductions in GHG needed for our
shared future:
· The CPP must be ambitious. GHG emissions must decrease by at least 50% by
2030 and at least 90% by 2050. Rather than aiming for the least reductions required
by CPP, I ask that DEQ pursue the greatest and quickest GHG reductions possible.
· Industrial emitters, also known as “stationary sources,” must be required to
reduce GHG emissions to meet the above goals.
· The Community Climate Investment (CCI) provision of the CPP may help to
reduce GHG while also benefiting historically underserved communities, which is
a positive and necessary component. However, there is a real risk that large
polluters will use the CCI as an inexpensive public relations ploy that appears to
reduce GHG but actually achieves no significant net reductions.
To expand upon my concerns regarding CCI, I fear emitters could claim credits for GHG
reductions by supporting practices that people would do anyway (e.g., farmers installing more
efficient irrigation pumps to save money), that achieve GHG reductions impossible to measure
(e.g., ranchers changing their grazing management to sequester carbon in soil), or that have
uncertain long-term effects (e.g., landowners re-planting trees that might be destroyed in a
future wildfire). These examples focus on working lands, which are my background, but the
risks for CCI abuse also apply to residential, commercial, and public lands. I encourage DEQ
to limit the CCI program to only those investments that have a significant, measurable, and
long-term impact on GHG emissions and a low likelihood of adoption without subsidy. In
short, the CCI program needs strict definitions with verifiable outcomes.
Finally, I thank DEQ for its long and diligent work ensuring clean air and water for
Oregonians. The current task of writing rules for the CCP may be your most important
responsibility in history. Please pursue the most ambitious approaches possible as you finalize
the CCP rules. Our future depends on your efforts.

dm
Dean P. Moberg
13070 NW Westlawn Ter.
Portland, OR 97229
(503) 720-9024
https://www.deanmoberg.com/
Director At Large, Tualatin Soil and Water Conservation District
(this email sent by Dean Moberg as an individual and not on behalf of the Tualatin SWCD)
Terra Linda CUE
Executive Committee, Leedy Grange
There is no moment too small in the world. Nothing should be lost, everything has a purpose,
and everything is in need of care. This is my creed. Let us embrace it. We can watch it rise,
just like that, at any time, all the time. Wealth and grace will soar.
Finding the Mother Tree, by Suzanne Simard
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Lofy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:51:21 AM

DEQ Decision Makers,
The science says that we need to cut emissions almost in half by
2030 if we want to have any chance of avoiding too high of a
temperature rise leading to catastrophic climate failure.
https://www.ipcc.ch/2018/10/08/summary-for-policymakers-ofipcc-special-report-on-global-warming-of-1-5c-approved-bygovernments/
Follow the science, not self-interested fossil fuel interests.
Demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the
covered sources by 2030.
Isn't it your job to regulate these industries, not their role to
regulate you?
Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining
emissions reductions.
How many heat domes, ice stores and wildfires do we have to
suffer before we take climate change seriously?
Jean Lofy
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Michele Levis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Terri Preeg Riggsby; Jim Cathcart
Rulemaking Comment – Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 8, 2021 12:30:01 PM
WMSWCD_Written_Public_Comment_DEQ_CPP_Rulemaking.pdf

Hello - please see the attached letter from Terri Preeg Riggsby, West Multnomah Soil & Water Conservation
District, Chair and Zone 5 Director.
From: DEQ Online Subscriptions <ordeq@public.govdelivery.com>
Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:36 PM
To: Michele Levis <Michele@wmswcd.org>
Subject: DEQ Rulemaking – Climate Protection Program: DEQ Extends Public Comment Deadline to Oct. 25, 2021

DEQ Rulemaking – Climate Protection Program: DEQ Extends Public
Comment Deadline to Oct. 25, 2021
The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has extended the deadline for submitting public
comment on the proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program Rulemaking to establish a new Climate
Protection Program to limit greenhouse gas emissions from certain sources in Oregon to Monday, Oct. 25,
2021 at 4 p.m.
In response to multiple requests for extension of the comment period, DEQ is extending the public
comment period by 21 days in order to allow an additional opportunity to submit data, views or arguments
concerning the proposed rules. As a result of this action, the deadline for comments is extended from Oct.
4, 2021 at 4 p.m. to Oct. 25, 2021 at 4 p.m.
Comment by email
Commenters should include “Rulemaking Comment” in the email subject line. Submit emails to:
GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us.
Comment by mail
Oregon DEQ
Attn: Nicole Singh
700 NE Multnomah St., Suite 600
Portland, OR 97232-4100

Additional Information
Sign up to receive rulemaking updates here. Contact GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us with questions.
NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Follow us on Twitter

Find us on Facebook or

Visit Oregon DEQ

SUBSCRIBER SERVICES:
Manage Subscriptions | Unsubscribe All | Help
This email was sent to michele@wmswcd.org using GovDelivery Communications Cloud on behalf of the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
(DEQ)
700 NE Multnomah St., Suite #600, Portland, OR 97232 · 503-229-5696
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ryan.seigneur@comcast.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - Climate Rule
Sunday, October 24, 2021 8:54:11 PM

Hello,
Some comments on the rulemaking for Executive order 20-04:
1. As a natural gas user I understand and appreciate the cost effective and reliable
source of energy it provides. If my home were heated by electricity, my energy
bill would increase by 3 times. This is something I cannot afford as a singleincome family of 6.
2. Free market energy solutions promote innovation. Government mandates, such
as 20-04, promote hastily-made, poorly thought out, undesirable and expensive
problems. Energy companies will be forced to comply, and that means they will
start purchasing power from outside the state to meet the ever increasing
demand. Especially considering fuel-powered electric generation will be off the
table. We need our state to be energy independent.
3. It is not the role of state government to create a mandate of this sweeping
magnitude. Let the free market provide solutions to those who have the desire
to reduce emissions.
4. Energy costs will increase as a consequence of compliance. Natural gas will be
pushed out and in order to meet the demand for energy, power companies such
as PGE will be forced to purchase power from other states. This will make
Oregon energy dependent on others. Having other states create the air
emissions for us does not equal a win.
5. Long term energy demand will ONLY be able to be sustained through nuclear
power generation. The power density is unparalleled by any other source. No
amount of roof top solar panels or lawn laden wind turbines will compare.
6. If you have ever driven through the Columbia River Gorge, heading east, you
know how unsightly the thousands of wind turbines are. Lets not turn the entire
state into a wind farm just so everyone can drive a Tesla.
7. This will kill the trucking industry in Oregon and drive more small businesses to
close. There is no electric on-road truck that is viable at this point.
8. If the state would like to do something legitimate for the environment, start by
cleaning up the trash in Portland.
I think ultimately the point I am trying to communicate, is that having state
government get this involved in something they do not understand (like energy) will
only have negative outcomes. Live and let live. Mandates of this type are unwelcome
and will make Oregon an expensive and undesirable place to live, all the while doing
nothing legitimate for the environment.
Thanks for listening and hope it did not come off as an angry rant, because that is not
the intention. Just civil discourse.
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Thank you,
Ryan Seigneur
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark D Bellows
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - DO NOT MESS WITH OUR NATUAL GAS!
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:18:50 PM

We need all kinds of energy. Natural gas is clean and affordable. PLEASE WASTE YOUR
TIME ON GETTING CHINA AND INDIA TO BE CLEANER. ALSO, LETS GO AFTER
POLLUTING DIESELS. IT IS COMPLETELY STUPID TO GO AFTER A CLEAN
SOURCE OF ENERGY IT WORKS WITHOUT THE SUN. IT WORKS WITHOUT WIND.
USE ALL SOURCES, BUT DONT KILL A GOOD ONE! Our governor is stupid.
Our expenses are already really high. Electricity is a horrible way to heat and cook. What are
you thinking? Our economy cannot afford more taxes and regulations.
Our world needs cleaning up of the big polluters. Natural gas is not the source.
Please use your brains and hearts and do the right thing and don't mess with natural gas!
-Mark D Bellows
Computer Hardware Engineer
507 250-1875
markdbellows@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/markdbellows
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Martha or Peter Dragovich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - Draft Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 8:13:14 PM

Rulemaking Comment - Draft Climate Protection Program (CPP):
We are concerned that not enough is being done to assure a healthy planet for future
generations. The science is certain. We must reduce greenhouse gases by 50% by
2030 to have any hope of holding the planet to 1.5 degrees of warming, a level that
will bring even greater climate impacts than those experienced to-date.
Individual Oregonians are making substantial efforts to curb their carbon emissions
but we cannot achieve what is needed as individuals. System change is needed,
which means the largest climate polluters must be held accountable.
The CPP needs strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually. DEQ
must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in
Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and
instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these
sources could increase under this proposal.
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments
in projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial
approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee that this program
will result in a “one ton for one credit” reduction of climate emissions or copollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, including BIPOC, rural or low-income
Oregonians. If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to achieve
a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution
to occur above the limit, rendering the cap in practice meaningless. At minimum,
the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction
and investment in frontline communities.
We want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave
off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It
can still be meaningful. Please listen to the many voices for environmental justice,
climate protection, and public health who have been asking for needed positive
changes to the CPP.
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Sincerely,
Martha & Peter Dragovich
Eugene, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ME
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - Eliminate Lead Fuel at Hillsboro Airport
Saturday, October 16, 2021 6:27:58 PM

Hello,
I have lived within 1 mile of the Hillsboro airport for many years. I learned (via Oregon
Aviation Watch) that the Hillsboro airport is one of the busiest in the nation, and one of the
single largest emitters of lead. The airplanes fly all day / night (which is a known concern), but
a bigger one is that they still sell leaded gasoline there. I attended city hearings several years
ago and they said they'd phase this out. I respectively ask for you to look into this and
accelerate this to (1) reduce greenhouse emissions, (2) reduce toxic emissions, (3) improve the
health of citizens in Hillsboro and surrounding communities.
Thanks,
Mark
Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Spens Wu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - Modify and Strengthen the Draft Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:12:52 AM

To DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Please accept my testimony to petition this committee during a critical moment in Oregon,
where we have a real chance to improve the health and wellbeing of ourselves and our
families. We are able to thrive and grow when we are building and supporting businesses and
industries that are successfully maintaining our needs without compromising our health and
safety. When these industries fail to provide safe products it is not a success story; it's a
failure. These businesses should be allowed to fail so that better companies and programs can
take their place. We cannot afford to allow anyone to force toxic chemicals, destructive fumes,
and devastating pollution into our food, water, air and lives any longer. It must end now!
Currently Oregon is not following the science and is walking into a disaster created by the
climate crisis we are facing. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are making
some necessary steps in the right direction (and I love you for it), but the draft changes are not
adequate to meet our responsibility to Oregon and its residents to prevent catastrophe and
deaths in the coming years.
Please consider changing the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program in regards to the
following points:
1) We must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030. Ignoring this goal will cause DEQ's
plan to fail miserably. Business interests are not worth the compromise here. Why do we even
have to consider failing industries that have polluted without regard to health and standards of
living? Their only focus has been profit for decades. They have chosen to ignore the science
and the devastating effects their businesses have had on Oregon and the climate for decades.
Now is our change to fix this aggregious oversight and neglect.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions using the guidelines that the scientists have provided.
Otherwise, this committee is assisting the continued failures of these indifferent corporations.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
4) There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify every 5 years. They have had ample opportunities to do the
right thing and have failed every year of operation. They should be held accountable, but
instead we are attempting to parlee treaties again with them at a cost that can never be paid in
fines or retraction of civil liberties. Instead, here we are again trying to compromise our health
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and safety with industries and corporations that will only consider health or safety when they
are legally required to do so.
5) If your plan enables an exemption for industrial polluters from mandatory emission
reductions, then an unbiased third-party must inspect, review, and mandate with severe
penalties these industrial polluters every year.
6) In-state gas power plants should not be excluded from this plan. They are one of the largest
polluters; why are they given a free pass to continue operating a failing business (one that does
not meet the health and safety of its customers)?
7) If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall
reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit,
rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities. At
minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction
and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project
investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices of Oregon that advocate for environmental justice, climate
protection, and public health. We have been pleading for help for long, long time. Please
listen.
Sincerely,
Spencer Woolley, PharmD
779 Van Buren Dr. NW
Salem OR, 97304
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tiffany Lee Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - new legislation to help the environment
Monday, October 18, 2021 2:07:18 PM

Hi There ~
I hear the new legislation doesn't address gas fracking. I grew up in Oregon and love our natural spaces. I recognize
that we overuse electricity and gas. The State of Oregon should include fracking in any considerations. Additionally,
we should budget for campaigns that urge Oregonians to conserve energy. Most of us are really wasteful and
decadent with energy use.
Thanks
T Lee Brown
Sisters, OR
97759
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Nebrensky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - Please go Green by going Nuclear. Think with your Brain and not your Party
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:05:07 PM

Short Version....no Green energy solution will be complete without Nuclear
power. Please keep reading and don't delete the email just because I said
Nuclear. If you ACTUALLY want to save the planet, while at the same time
providing abundant and cheap energy, we need to invest time and
research into Thorium Reactors....Molten Salt Reactor.
Long Version...The most dangerous thing about Nuclear power is that we
use water instead of Molten Salt. Instead of getting super deep in the
weeds with too much heavy science....here are the main bullet points
Thorium is an element that is everywhere on earth in abundant
quantities so there would be no wars to fight over the Nuclear Fuel.
Thorium and its reacted components can NOT be weaponized (unlike
the current Nuclear fuel)...this means that if the U.S. was able to
develop a good working fleet of Thorium Molten Salt Reactors, the
technology could easily be given to other countries without fear that
they would weaponize it
Thorium Molten Salt Reactors consume almost all of the Nuclear fuel
and thus reduces "Nuclear waste". AND you can actually take Nuclear
waste from the traditional nuclear facilities and "burn/react" it inside
of a Molten Salt Reactor....thus reducing our OLD Nuclear waste
And right there in 3 easy steps....you have a near infinite amount of
cheap and clean electricity that could power every home, business,
and electric car in America...and it could be given away to 3rd world
countries that could use cheap electricity to purify water and dispose
of waste....and never make a weapon....
The only 2 impediments to saving the world are politicians who are not
scientists, who are lobbied by Solar and Wind....equally as "big business"
motivated as "big oil"....and the public's fear and mis-understanding of
Nuclear power.
We only developed the current Nuclear power technology because the only
thing that could afford to pay for such research was the military of a
government. If Climate change is literally the worst thing facing mankind
now...then instead of trying to boost political careers by mandating "green
energy" (by the way...the materials that have to be mined and refined and
shipped all over the world to make solar cells pretty much kills any "green"
about them)....we need to seriously look Nuclear power.
If you look at France and Germany, they are both making a concerted
effort to reduce Greenhouse gasses, but doing it in very different ways,
you literally have a case study going on right now if we (the U.S.) can stop
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discussing if Trump or Biden was the worse president....
I know Politicians make horrible scientists because they do the Scientific
Method in reverse...They jump to the conclusion they want and then only
find the evidence that supports it....as opposed to the actual Scientific
method.
Germany is trying to go 100% wind and Solar, but when you do that you
MUST be backed up by other sources of energy for times when its not
windy and not sunny...and for that...Germany burns fossil fuel...which is
counteracting or at least slowing their progress to being Green. France is
going the complete opposite way....France is going Nuclear, which doesn't
have power drops like wind and solar, doesn't need to be backed by fossil
fuel.
Brian Nebrensky
B.S. Chemical Engineering
M.S. Semiconductor Chemistry
Please actually look and listen to the science and not the politics. Please
actually look into the research of Thorium Molten Salt Reactors....or even
the traditional Nuclear reactors. Wind and Solar will never
work....especially if you want to convert all cars to electric in addition to all
the power needs we already have.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann D
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - please strengthen the CPP rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 3:17:22 PM

TO: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Program
Although the draft rules of the Climate Protection Plan contain much that will be of benefit to
Oregonians, this document needs to do more. With this plan comes the opportunity to set goals
that will truly make a difference in curbing greenhouse gas emissions and set us on a course to
stop the ravages of climate change that we see all around us.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the cap set on pollution to require a 50% reduction by 2030 and at
least a 90% reduction by 2050. The climate experts tell us this is what is needed, so let’s not cut
ourselves short of a necessary goal.
Also, the plan must include a cap on large industrial sources of pollution. It makes no sense to
exempt them or to depend on voluntary participation. These industries are often the ones that
affect residential neighborhoods and directly impact the health and quality of life of local
residents.
Thirdly, the Community Climate Investment program needs stronger regulations related to
monitoring and enforcement to ensure that communities hit hardest by the effects of pollution
receive the benefits of mitigation investments.
I hope that the DEQ will take this opportunity to design a Climate Protection Plan that contains
the strongest possible rules and regulations. The consequences of climate change negatively affect
every single person on this planet. Oregon can do our part to change this trajectory and make a
brighter future possible for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Ann F Dudley
2875 SE Grant Street
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

martha@moorenoise.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
"Debbie Deetz Silva"
Rulemaking Comment - Proposed CPP August 5, 2021 Public Notice
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:09:17 PM
Proposed CPP_08_05_2021_Final Comment Letter_EVRAZ wATT.pdf

Martha Moore, PE
Moore Noise, LLC
Air Quality and Acoustical Engineering
PO Box 14373
Portland, OR 97293
503-705-9248
martha@moorenoise.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Christopher Michael Voell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Christopher Michael Voell; Cecilie Engell Sørensen
Rulemaking Comment - Renewable Natural gas
Friday, October 1, 2021 7:43:01 AM
Oregon RNG Support Letter - Danish TCNA 9.29.21.pdf

Dear Director Whitman and Members of the Environmental Quality Commission:
I am writing to support the continued growth of renewable natural gas
production in Oregon as a driver for renewable energy production, climate
change mitigation and economic growth. We applaud the State for the policy
decisions it has made to allow for the growth of this flexible energy source and the private companies and municipalities for the investments made to bring
this important source to the market. It will be great to track the growth of
these projects in Oregon over time.
Denmark continues to lead the world in the percent of renewable natural gas
(RNG) in the natural gas grid. Data from Energinet (Danish natural gas
transmission system operator) show that for the month of August 2021, the
share of RNG (biomethane) in the natural gas system in relation to Danish
consumption was more than 21%. The share of RNG has grown steadily as you
will see from the attached graph, with a 10% share in August 2019 and a
16.5% share in 2020. This RNG is produced from digester biogas and does not
include what is possible from renewable hydrogen and ‘power to gas’
technologies that are being developed currently. The evolution of these
technologies will allow for an even larger and more rapid growth in this sector.
RNG from biogas is an incredibly important component in ensuring that
Denmark's energy supply is 100% green. The target is that RNG (and other
green gasses) account for 63% of Danish gas consumption by 2030 and 100%
by 2040.
The percent of RNG in the grid has been steadily increasing since 2012, when
the government passed a national energy law that incentivized the production
of RNG from biogas. Due to these energy incentives, more than 40 large-scale,
centralized biogas plants that manage manure, food waste and agricultural
residuals were built since 2012 with the combined efforts of farmers,
government, private sector and academia. This collaborative approach has
driven innovative technologies for food waste handling, anaerobic digestion and
biogas treatment – as well as increased professionalism and standardization of
the industry.
While RNG production has been a primary driver in the growth of biogas plants
more recently, the use of digestate (liquid and solid effluent from biogas plants)
as a fertilizer has been as important to the growth of the biogas industry over
time. Livestock farmers have their animal manure treated and, in return, get a
nutrient-rich fertilizer for their crop production. Biogas plants have also been a
major factor in helping to reduce surface water contamination due to better
management of the nutrients included in both animal manure and food waste
sources. With a national law that requires all municipalities to divert food waste
from incineration by 2023, biogas plants will play a primary role in managing
these waste sources and producing even more RNG.
There is much to share with US stakeholders from Denmark’s experience with
biogas, digesters and RNG. As we wrestle globally with how to best mitigate the
climate and environmental impacts of both food production and waste
management, we welcome a chance to share experiences and knowledge.
Please feel free to follow up with any questions you may have. Best regards,
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Chris Voell

_______________________________________________________

CHRIS VOELL / CHRVOE@UM.DK
HEAD / WASTE, RECYCLING & BIOGAS ADVISORY
DIRECT 202-797-5324 / MOBILE 240-877-4745
DANISH EMBASSY, WASHINGTON
3200 WHITEHAVEN STREET / 20008 WASHINGTON
PHONE +1 (202) 234-4300 / USA.UM.DK
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Elizabeth Lindsey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment -- Strengthen the Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 12:59:52 PM
climate -- DEQ CPP 9-21.docx

TO: Oregon Department of Environmental Quality and
Environmental Quality Commission
GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us
FROM: Elizabeth Graser-Lindsey, PhD, Bio-Environmental Engineering
Beavercreek, OR 97004
RE: Rulemaking Comment – Strengthen the Climate Protection Program
DATE: Sept. 22, 2021
We have a good understanding of the greenhouse gas reduction that needs to
occur to maintain a livable climate as given to us by the UN scientific consensus
reflected in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Our Governor
Kate Brown and state law re-iterate these goals to us:
“2. GHG Emission Reduction Goals. Consistent with the minimum GHG
reduction goals set forth in ORS 368A.205(1)(c), this Executive Order
establishes science-based GHG emissions reduction goals, and calls for
the State of Oregon to reduce its GHG emissions (1) at least 35 percent
below 1990 emissions levels by 2035; and (2) at least 80 percent below
1990 emissions levels by 2050.” Governor’s Executive Order No. 20-04
Recent science indicates we need to reach net zero by 2050.
While it is good that the proposed rules would include fossil fuel companies
and would add fossil gas and more oil companies over time, the plan as it
currently stands do not reduce climate pollution fast enough to reach our
necessary goals:
The cap reduction needs to lower closer to 7% annually rather than at 2-3%
per year. Your reduction cap needs to be science based and quantitative.
Community Climate Investments need to be effective at quantitatively and
permanently reducing emissions. Oversight of this is critical. CCIs need to be
reviewed at least every two years.
Major industrial sources or “stationary sources” need to be covered by the
cap and included in the Climate Protection Program. A third-party should
confirm their plan can be effective and also determine that it has been
effective at 3 year reviews.
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Gas burning power plants need to be added to the Climate Protection
Program soon. Peaker plants are no longer needed to balance alternative
energy because grid-scale energy storage has become commercially
available and in use in other locations. Since these gas-burning plants are
our state’s largest individual climate polluters, Oregon will not be able to
reach its goals without including them in the Climate Protection Program.
Please improve the rules so they will achieve our legal greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets. My family farm has been suffering from climate change. In
2018 we lost a number of middle age Douglas fir trees to the heat and drought.
In Sept. 2020 we had to evacuate livestock (about 100 head) and ourselves and
contend with extreme, hazardous smoke from the wildfire in Clackamas County
as did many others we know. In Feb 2021 we had extensive tree damage
especially deciduous trees from the extreme ice storm that took out our power
(and water) for 8 days. In June 2021 we lost crops (raspberries, blueberries,
cherries) and livestock (chickens), had extremely stressed animals (goats) and
damage to our perennials. We had to continue farm work in the heat. We had
to cut our water consumption because our home/farm well was in danger of
failing. Our local hay provider had reduced yields. Albeke Farm, a YouPick just
around the corner from us, lost their raspberry crop. It made us wonder how
our farm could succeed as repeats of the heat are expected. Oregon farms
including ours are already suffering significant damage being on the front
lines of climate change.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen Dannen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment - strengthen the draft rules
Monday, September 20, 2021 5:17:18 PM

Oregon, like every other sector of the planet, is not exempt from the ravages of climate change,
which were clearly evident this summer with wildfires, drought, and the deaths of many Oregonians
who succumbed to the extreme heat. Please let this be a call to action! It's imperative that Oregon
step up now and take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis.
I am heartened by the effort of DEQ to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable with
the Climate Protection Program, but the draft rules are not strong enough to meet that
responsibility. They are a good effort, but the state must act more compellingly. Therefore, I am
requesting that you incorporate the following urgent changes to the draft rules.
1) Climate experts tell us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reductions. The current proposed cap does not even follow the
Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels
by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the
latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could actually increase
under this proposal. If industrial polluters remain exempt from mandatory emission
reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should
be verified by an unbiased third-party every 2-3 years and track a timeline consistent with
the overall declining cap trajectory. Also, the exemption for gas-burning power plants in
Oregon is a crucial flaw in the rules that also needs to be addressed.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Although this sounds like a positive concept,
there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1
reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful
investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change. The CCI
program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify
and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to be a leader in the effort to stave off the worst of climate disruption. This program
has great potential; it can still be meaningful. Please listen to our voices--the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health.
Sincerely,
Maureen Dannen
Forest Grove, 97116
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 1:57:07 PM

I certainly believe the State of Oregon needs to play a role in reducing carbon emmisions. However, the solutions
need to be done in a cost-effective and logical, scientific way. First, the Community Climate Investments
“program” is ill conceived while its intent is admirable. Most Community organizations are not scientifically staffed
to manage this type of “assignment.” There are numerous ideas floating around that sound wonderful, but do not
have a basis or study to determine its value. I have seen Oregon (and the city of Portland) undertake numerous
endeavors like this. I, as a citizen, no longer want to support a not-for-profit spend my tax dollars on pie it the sky,
feel good projects.
In addition, it is ludicrous to think the NW electric grid can be counted on to fully supply enough energy for all. We
need natural gas in the picture, along with the solar, wind and wave technology. The grid is old and needs much
upgrading to handle the increase demand now. UIpgrades are very, very expensive. If we put the entire load on it as
it is, we cannot ensure it will be capable should be have another historic heat wave and the air conditioners are
humming at high speed. (An event that is sure to happen).
What about looking at more offset programs? That is something where the not-for-profits organizations can shine.
Start with tree planting, instead of ripping out trees for new industrial development. Such the City of Portland did at
the former Colwood Golf Course’s the back nine. Hundreds of trees were removed to make way for the new U.S.
Post Office, so the City of Portland could develop the old site downtown. By the way, it is still there and no
redevlopment has occurred. Friends of Trees does more for offsetting carbon than the city does!
Finally, since every electric and gas customer in the entire state of Oregon pays 3 percent of their utilities bills to
fund the Energy Trust, where does it come in to assist in funding this? The Trust did not even comment on the
preliminary report! Why do we have agencies such as the Trust that are created and we never again know or hear
what it is doing with our money. It certainly should be at the table since this is part of its mission as well. And, the
Northwest Power and Conservation Council? Has it been consulted? These are key players that understand the
impacts you are contemplating.
I truly support this endeavor. The writing in on the wall about our climate and we all need to do our part to mitigate
where we can, but I ask that the scientists drive this — not the politicians or those who bend over backwards to
make sure the community (i.e., non scientists) are in the drivers seat.
Sincerely,
Linda Anderson
2515 NE 34 Avenue
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Saturday, October 2, 2021 4:37:03 PM

Dear DEQ,
I want to voice my strong support for plans to move toward a future less reliant on carbon energy sources.
I hope efforts toward this goal are incremental, especially targeting the most polluting sources such as coal, first.
This will be progress without drastic disruption in people’s lives.
I also hope that our salmon and migratory fish do not become victims to what I expect to be greater reliance on
hydropower.
Craig Zarling
Portland
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MARK TWIETMEYER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment > Cap and Reduce Program
Thursday, October 7, 2021 1:20:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
MARK TWIETMEYER
15956 S Neibur Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
MDT@URSELE.COM
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tim Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; colin.mcconnaha@state.or.us; SINGH Nicole * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment : DEQ Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:51:02 PM
DEQ CPP Draft Rules - Final Feedback - Oregon Business for Climate - 10-25-21.pdf

DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs Please find attached our written feedback on the current draft rules of the Climate Protection
Program.
Thank you!
Tim Miller
--

Tim Miller
Director
Oregon Business for Climate
tim@orbizclimate.org
503-490-3014
http://www.OrBizClimate.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rae Copitka
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment Cap & Reduce EO
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:20:27 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
With shipping costs on the rise and transport at a near standstill, this would add an undue burden on small business.
Small business supports over 68% of workers in Oregon and keeps our communities strong. After the COVID
fiasco, small business is more necessary than ever!
I would also like to point out that this EO is unconstitutional and unlawful and beyond the scope of what the
Governor has the authority to do. It is also based in PSUDO science with NO factual backing!
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Rae Copitka
536 NE Winchester St Ste 102
Roseburg, OR 97470
rcopitka@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carla Morreale
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment for Submission & Consideration
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:24:08 PM





Dear Official (Madam and/or Sir) We are all aware of the current discussions regarding climate change and global warming in Oregon, the USA and
among many concerned nations.   We all need to be good stewards of the earth and the precious resources that have
been afforded us. Additionally, we need to move forward in a positive manner to ensure that these resources are
available for future generations. I believe we, as Oregonians and US citizens, are making excellent headway on that
front by exploring sustainable energy sources to augment the reliable natural resources that we currently utilize.
In March 2020, Governor Kate Brown issued an executive order requiring that all Oregon state agencies meet
specific emission reduction goals. This executive order was one of the most sweeping executive orders ever issued
by the governor and it impacts every energy user in Oregon. The draft rules do not ensure such reductions, nor do
they calculate the true cost of the program. These are critical issues that need to be addressed so that Oregon does
not follow examples of other states, such as California, in rigorous, restrictive, cost prohibitive, and impractical
regulations. We need to take calm, measured and pragmatic steps towards our sustainable future.
We currently use natural gas as well as electricity to power our home in Oregon. We have seen the folly of
considering the exclusive use of electricity to heat a home and as the sole source for food preparation. The electric
grid, as demonstrated by states like California, simply cannot handle the huge draw which has resulted in frequent
electrical power outages as the grid is overloaded. As more people add air conditioning to their homes and select
electric vehicles as their mode of transportation, we are going to continue to see an increasing draw on the electric
grid. Instead of restricting the use of natural gas in a punitive manner, we need to allow the use of natural gas while
incentivizing the additional development of wind, thermal, and hydropower to augment the electrical needs of our
population. Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient, dependable and sustainable energy options to
meet their needs. Additionally, affordability and the reliability of current sources of energy, such as natural gas,
must remain a priority of Oregon’s energy system.
I believe we all need to work together on practical solutions which will lead to a promising and sustainable energy
future. Thank you for considering my comments on this critically important matter.
Yours truly,
Carla Morreale
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Katalin Plummer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking comment from a Malheur County resident
Saturday, October 9, 2021 3:16:35 PM

For: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
To whom it may concern:
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis. Our greenhouse gas
pollution continues at unsustainable levels, directly contradicting the best scientific advice.
The DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program fall short of meeting this moment.
I will say that I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in
Oregon accountable—after all, it does propose for the first time (a) a pollution cap on fossil
fuel "natural" gas and (b) more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be
retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
I ask that you please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program:
1. Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2. Don’t give any polluters a free pass. hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3. Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
Oregon should be a leader in climate change policy. The rest of the nation has followed in our
footsteps and continues to look to us for direction. We must live up to those expectations and
our environmental values. Taking the aforementioned suggestions will contribute to that
leadership that we all want to see from the great state of Oregon.
The devastating wildfires and other extreme weather events that we've experienced in the past
few years are bright red flags. We must act to prevent and reduce these destructive events, and
science clearly points to climate change being the main source of such events. The Labor Day
fires of 2020 will go down in history and the impacts will be felt for generations to come.
The heat dome we experienced in June of this year was directly caused by climate change, as
was the ice storm in February of 2021 that left thousands without heat or water for days to
weeks. These events will only become more frequent and more severe.
This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to
the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been
asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Katalin Plummer
Ontario, OR (Malheur County) 97914
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-Katalin A. Plummer (she/her)
Marine biologist, Spanish to English translator & editor
(541)881-7743
"Sometimes I need only to stand wherever I am to be blessed." – Mary Oliver
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

arlo a brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule-making Comment in Natural Gas
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:19:46 AM

DEQ:
I use electricity and natural gas for the home I purchased in Bethany last year. When we had that horrendous
heatwave this summer, our electricity was out for several hours. I believe that with increasing extreme weather
events, and an aging electrical grid, electrical outages will become more common in the years to come. In
consequence, I recently spent about $18k to buy and install a natural gas generator for my home.
I hope that if rules are made to restrict or restrain the use of natural gas that there can be consideration for citizens
with natural gas home generators for emergency use.
Arlo Brown
15124 Eugene Ln
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jeff smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment New DEQ Mandate Rule Making
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:50:24 PM

We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community –
helping ensure moms and dads can get to work and kids can go to school.
We are critical to our community.
This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will
cost and what will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing
Oregon’s greenhouse gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have
made significant investments to comply with that regulation and have reduced
millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add another expensive
mandate on our local businesses.
The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our
business in responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals
and those at home without power all rely on us and fuels to respond to
emergencies or remove people from harm’s way. This rule would complicate
our ability to respond in emergency situations when we could potentially be
regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to
purchase more community climate investment credits. The proposed rule
would cap the use of those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance obligation. What
are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which may only be 6 years away?
After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel availability
decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington, and
elsewhere. Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real
possibility – even during times of emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not
monitor the price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to
comply gets too high. Affordable and available transportation fuels is an
equity issue that the commission should address. We cannot simply price
certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that have the most money.
Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure that
happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when the cost
of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is required.
Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the
Clean Fuels Program. Again, we are small, locally owned business. We are
not large, multinational corporations. Creating new complex regulations will
make it difficult for our business to survive. And without businesses like ours
throughout the state, many communities will struggle to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this
program. We are already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
should not be treated as if we are some large, multinational corporation that
can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder
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climates of Eastern and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a
possibility of fuel gelling during the winter months, leaving engines inoperable.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dani Wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment No to extreme fuel cists
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:10:33 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
This greenhouse emissions program is not a viable option, to say the least it will cost the taxpayers like yourselves
billions of dollars. Making the freedom of driving a vehicle prohibitive, let alone increasing the cost of the food,
clothing and necessities to exorbitant prices. If this passes Oregon will the state no one wants to live in, build a
business in or raise a family. So sad.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Dani Wright
88278 Millican Rd
Springfield, OR 97478
mfasaddlery@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Janet Parker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment on Climate Protection Plan
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:11:30 PM
JParker_Written Testimony_Climate Protection Program.docx

Subject line: Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I want to begin by thanking the Department of Environmental Quality for taking the positive
step of creating a Climate Protection Program for Oregon. The droughts, wildfires, storms and
extreme heat waves in Oregon and other parts of the West during the last two years are
demonstrating that climate change is not a future threat, but a very real and present danger for
all of us. As grateful as I am for the work that the DEQ has done, I am writing to impress upon
you the critical importance of strengthening the current draft of the Climate Protection
Program, which in its present form will not achieve its goals of protecting our state from
climate catastrophe.
I am a pastor in the United Church of Christ, and I have witnessed firsthand the harmful health
effects of greenhouse gas pollution and smoke from drought-induced wildfires. While serving
a church in Salem, I ministered to a homeless woman who kept having to go to the hospital
due to respiratory distress, and we know that air pollution has more severe effects on the
unhoused population of our state. While serving an un-airconditioned church in downtown
Portland, we were forced to close the doors to the church preschool when the heat and air
pollution became too dangerous for the children and employees.
I’ve also lost two African American colleagues to premature death from cancers that were
likely caused by chronic exposure to air pollution and toxins that disproportionately plague
inner city communities of color. We know that harmful health impacts from climate change
disproportionately affect frontline and disadvantaged communities as well as the very young
and very old. That makes this an issue of moral concern. I urge you to strengthen the draft
Climate Protection Program to better protect all of our citizens, especially our most vulnerable
ones.
Specifically, I have three requests:
First, implement a cap that follows the current best science and requires a 50% reduction by
2030 and 90% by 2050.
Secondly, stationary source polluters and gas-powered plants should not be exempted from the
cap in the Climate Protection Program. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. It’s as though the current DEQ proposal
closes a window to climate pollution while opening the front door. If DEQ chooses to exempt
these industrial polluters from the overall program cap, it should at least require these sources
to follow some other form of mandatory emissions reductions, in line with the state’s climate
targets. At minimum, an unbiased third-party should decide the actions industrial emitters
must take to reduce climate and air pollution, and these plans should be reviewed every 3
years.
Thirdly, I urge you to use the Community Climate Investments to prioritize investment in
communities most harmed by fossil fuel emissions and climate change…Black, Brown,
Indigenous, Low-income and Rural communities. Further, to accomplish meaningful climate
pollution reduction, each CCI credit should eliminate one ton of climate pollution. DEQ
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should review all CCIs every two years to get as close to that target as possible.
I know you are feeling pressure from many economic interests but this plan must be
strengthened and must follow the best science. It’s a basic matter of fairness, as well as a
matter of life and death for so many in our state. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Rev. Dr. Janet Parker
Email: revjanpark@gmail.com
M) 503-559-0430
-Rev. Dr. Janet Parker
revjanpark@gmail.com
M: (503) 974-4166
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Barbara KAdriance
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; Julio Castilleja; Faith Ruffing, Platform Committee Chair, Multnomah County
Democrats; Catherine Thomasson
Rulemaking Comment on Climate Protection Plan: MultCo Dems
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 12:22:38 PM
10.13.21 DEQ Testimony-MultDems FINAL.pdf

Please see the attached testimony on behalf of Multnomah County Democrats. Thank you.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Phyllis Hockley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment on Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:04:56 PM

I was excited to read about the Oregon Climate Action Plan.
It gave me hope for it’s like every day brings us closer to “Times up!” Every news article
about a new severe storm, wildfire, flash flooding, or people dying from extreme heat caused
by climate change makes me afraid we are going to be too late to take the bold bold action
needed. So please, let’s get started now.
Yes, we must be bold and hold fossil gas companies accountable for reducing climate
pollution.
Yes, we must be bold and hold oil companies accountable to reduce their climate pollution.
Really bold. Doing it at an even faster rate.
Yes, and the following bold action is so needed:
Create a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution by 2030.
Require that gas-burning power plants must cut their pollution.
Invest in projects to reduce pollution for those most harmed by fossil fuel.

The time is now. The future is in our hands. We must act responsibly. We must act now.
Sincerely,

Phyllis Hockley
220 N Adams #2
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Chris O"Neill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment on Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:21:08 PM

Dear DEQ,
I’m writing to support a stronger Climate Protection Program to reduce greenhouse
gases and other atmospheric pollutants that drive climate change. Thanks for extending the
comment period to receive additional input from citizens.
To reduce the impacts of climate change, we all have changes to make, not only
business and industry. My wife and I take our responsibilities seriously, and when it was time
to trade in our 10-year old vehicle in 2020, we bought a vehicle that increased mileage by 50%
per gallon. We understand that gas and diesel fuels are major contributors to carbon emissions,
so next time we hope to purchase an all-electric model that we can afford. In addition, we are
evaluating the financial trade-offs of solar roof panels. That’s a trickier project because of the
longer-term return on investment. Still, we all have a civic responsibility to reduce carbon in
the atmosphere, and we are on board to do our share.
That brings me to my first comment: All large businesses and industries must be
included in the Climate Protection Program. They have the best opportunities to make the
biggest impacts because they contribute the most carbon and other pollutants that drive
climate change. Cement, steel, microprocessors, natural gas powerplants must be included in
the plan like other affected industries. No one should be off the hook if they can help bring
down greenhouse gasses.
Second, we need to make changes fast. Please make the plan reflect a 50% reduction
by 2030. Anything less makes the program seem like the risk isn’t catastrophic, and
therefore, doesn’t require immediate drastic action. That’s certainly not the case where I
live in Eugene. We have suffered through two long periods of dangerous wildfire smoke in
recent years. At such times, all of our outdoor activities are constrained, and last year hundreds
of homes burned down in my county. Our hotels and motels were filled with wildfire refugees.
Each summer we now live in fear that another wildfire will strike close by. From the
perspective of those at risk of negative climate impacts, 50% by 2030 is a generous goal for
businesses to get their act together. Climate change, or as some now call it, climate
emergency, is not new, and it shouldn’t surprise business owners that they have a starring role
to play.
Finally, the Climate Protection Program must protect neighborhoods located nearby
major pollution sources. There has been an ongoing decades-long fight with a large employer
in west Eugene that has contributed to soil, ground water, and air pollution that affects the
health of nearby neighbors. Polluting companies are located in specific geographic locations,
and the Climate Protection Program must require clear measures of risk and assure effective
monitoring to protect families from harmful effects on their health.
Thanks for considering this input.
Sincerely,
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Chris O’Neill
735 West 12th Avenue
Eugene, Oregon 97402
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Orsinger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment on Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 21, 2021 1:27:03 PM

TO: Oregon Dept. of Environmental Quality and the Environmental Quality
Commission
I urge you to strengthen the Climate Protection Program (CCP) and
adopt it by the end of 2021.
Climate changes is impacting me, my family and my community. I can
barely breathe from the during the lengthening wildfire season. The
extreme heat periods reduce my ability to work outside and decrease the
harvests from our farms and gardens. My children suffer mental health
from the fear and anxiety due to the inaction of our government and
businesses to meaningfully lower emissions quickly enough. Their future
are being harmed due to inaction.
1) Please strengthen the draft CPP so that it aligns with the
science and reduces our state's greenhouse gas emissions by
50% by 2030. This is necessary to avoid the worst outcomes of
Climate Change.
2) The CPP should also include more factories and businesses
that emit significant greenhouse gas emissions. For example,
fossil fuel power plants and large manufacturers should be regulated
under the program.
3) "Community Climate Investments" must effectively and
verifiably reduce greenhouse gas emissions, while also
helping communities who are impacted by climate change,
including low-income and BIPOC communities.
Our children in particular will suffer the greatest harm and highestd costs
from the warming climate. I urge you to adopt a stronger plan by the end
of 2021. Action is required now improve the health of our climate. For the
sake of our children, grandchildren and future generations, please exercise
courage and leadership by strengthening and adopting the CPP by the end
of 2021.
Sincerely,
Chris Orsinger
christopher.orsinger@gmail.com
Eugene, Oregon 97405
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Marjorie DeBuse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment on Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 9:05:40 PM

Hello. I am writing in regard to the Climate Protection
Program and the related rulemaking underway. I am grateful
for the extended opportunity since I have major concerns about
the plan as it is currently written.
First let me introduce myself from my long-held status as
an involved, supportive, and concerned Oregonian:
· Native Oregonian born in 1948
· From family of Oregon loggers, builders, farmers
· Educator in Oregon public institutions of learning
· K-16+ for 40+ years
· Consistent Oregon tax supporter and donor to a myriad
of social and environmental programs designed to Keep
Oregon Green, vibrant, livable and beautiful
I have always been proud to hail from our historically
progressive state but have grave concerns now about the future
here for all Oregonians as the result of the accelerating climate
emergency we all face. As an enthusiastic volunteer for the
McKenzie River Trust, I witnessed unprecedented wildfires
last year that destroyed beautiful forest land we had worked
hard to obtain as a gift to the future. I saw homes and
communities of relatives and friends totally destroyed while
we were forced to shelter indoors to avoid breathing choking
smoke-filled air. Searching for wild salmon spawning grounds
in the McKenzie, I learned the numbers of returning salmon
are extremely low this year, most likely due to the extreme
temperatures this summer. There are so many signs of
impending disaster that I don’t think anyone expected to
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experience so quickly.
One of the saddest moments of my life was when my
daughter declared she has decided she will not bring a
child into this world given the overwhelmingly bleak
future. The response of our industries, lawmakers, all of us
must outpace the rate of destruction if we expect to ensure
our vision of a productive and beautiful life for all who will
inherit this land.
What can you do? Be courageous leaders. We are all
depending on you!
Strengthen the Climate Protection Program and adopt it
by the end of 2021. Include the following:
· Follow the science and reduce greenhouse gas emission
by 50% by 2030. Action is required NOW to improve the
health of our climate.
· Include more factories and businesses that emit
significant greenhouse gas emissions. Regulate fossil fuel
power plants and large manufacturers under the program.
They know why this must be done.
· Ensure "Community Climate Investments" effectively
and verifiably reduce greenhouse gas emissions, while
also helping communities impacted by climate change,
including low-income and BIPOC communities.
A heartfelt THANK YOU, my daughter, and all those to
follow.
Sincerely,
Marjorie DeBuse, PhD
3620 Glen Oak Drive
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Nugent
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; nugent@bendcable.com
Rulemaking comment on CO2 emissions
Sunday, October 17, 2021 3:32:09 PM

Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:
While it has the potential to be a meaningful tool in Oregon’s work to replace fossil fuels with clean energy, the
draft Climate Protection Program fails to do what is needed
to avert a climate disaster.
Oregonians demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90%
by 2050.
I live in Central Oregon, where we not only get the smoke that Portland gets, we get the fire hazard almost every
year now. Our native trees are suffering and we have to water them now
in the summer time. We never needed that before. We got very little snow for several years now at an elevation of
3300 ft. The snowpack is only at higher elevations now. Insects are
more often attacking trees now because they are weakened by the heat and drought conditions. We see this trend
plainly all around us. Drive the Santiam highway and see what I mean.
There is about 50 miles of continuous burn there. If this trend is not stopped in it's tracks, the state of Oregon will
be spending many tens of millions every year in aid to those
people that are burned-out along with fire prevention and massive fire fighting costs. This trend will cause mass
die-outs of pine trees like in Colorado that create kindling for more
intense wildfires that cannot be mitigated or fought. We should be spending this money on education and other
constructive endeavors, not disaster response.
This is a simple decision:
1) allow the gas lobby to influence you and end-up subsidizing that industry with Oregon's tax dollars. They make
more money and fossil fuels survive longer as a viable business and Oregonians
   get to suffer and pay for their profits with no benefit to us. Our forests burn and our houses burn. We get lung
cancer from months of smoke every year. People die from the extreme heat.
   Even Portland will not be spared from that.
or
2) start serious reductions in emissions now and allow Oregonians to prosper and live without fear of losing their
homes and lives to wildfire. We get healthy air to breath. That is why
we moved here in the first place.
I also believe strongly that we need rules to eliminate old high-emissions diesels from the roads, similar to the
California law. All of them, private and commercial. The pollution from
these is particularly bad across rural Oregon. Very unhealthy.
I realize also that the biggest emitters in Oregon are actually vehicles, thanks to power generated by Bonneville
Dam. Even with that, we need every industry to reduce or eliminate emissions
in order to avert Armageddon. This is serious. This is an existential threat to Oregonians, Americans and all of
mankind.
I am doing my part by driving electric, heating and cooling my house with electric and doing all I can to conserve
electricity. Now you do your part.
Steve Nugent
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Central Oregon
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Howard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment on draft Climate Protection Plan
Saturday, October 23, 2021 8:56:36 AM

To Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs;
When I think of my own three children, three grandchildren, and future generations who will inherit this
planet, my greatest wish is to prevent increases in the strength and frequency of extreme climate events, to
provide clean air and water, and to prevent the further loss of plant and animal species. In recent years, I
have been near raging fires in the Santiam area, experienced hazardous air quality and record hot
temperatures in Portland, been fearful of a sustained drought and witnessed endangerment to our iconic
salmon and other native species. Without drastic climate action, my grandchildren may experience three
times as many climate disasters as my generation.
The United Nation’s release of the sixth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on climate
change sent a “code red” warning for the health of our planet. We must follow the science of climate change
and adhere to its strong warnings. Oregon is responsible for our own greenhouse gas emissions which have
been continuing to grow at alarming rates, not sustainable for the health of our climate. The Department of
Environmental Quality (DEQ) is charged with drafting and passing a program with rules that will protect
our climate. The DEQ's draft Climate Protection Plan (CPP) does not reduce pollution fast enough.
Preventing irreparable damage to our planet will require strong, rapid and sustained reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions, methane and other air pollutants. Science demands a cap that will cut 50% of
climate pollution from sources by 2030 and 90% by 2050.
I support some Climate Protection Plan draft rules and urge you to keep them strong. Thank you for
establishing an emissions cap on fossil gas companies and holding the oil industry accountable to reduce
their pollution. The DEQ’s final CPP ruling for the oil industry should include an increased number of oil
companies into the program over a shorter time period. In addition, we must hold all industrial polluters
accountable. Stationary source polluters should follow a form of mandatory emissions reductions and be
held accountable by measurement on a regular basis. I also urge the draft Climate Protection Plan to include
a provision for gas burning power plants to enter the program at a later date. As large individual polluters,
gas burning power plants must cut their pollution in order for us to reach our emissions goals.
The DEQ’s Climate Protection Plan is an opportunity to prioritize equity and give back to the Communities
most in need through Community Climate Investments (CCI). I applaud this creative program which
incentivizes larger polluters, in exchange for a ton of pollution, to invest in clean energy projects in
communities most impacted by climate damages. Before the final Plan is approved, a two year review of the
offset pollution and equity benefit should be reviewed by the DEQ. Also, the final Plan should include a
provision for changing the price of CCI’s to meet both climate and equity goals.
Please listen to the Oregon voices of scientists, individuals, environmental justice groups, and public health
officials. The DEQ’s Climate Protection Program has the power to ensure a better world for our children,
grandchildren and for generations to come. The UN’s “code red” was issued not only for our planet but also
for humanity.
Sincerely,
Pamela Howard
Portland, 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jackie Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment on Draft Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:50:07 AM

To DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I’m writing to urge that these improvements be made to the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program:
     Create rules that meet the need to cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030 as science tells us.
     Hold all large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions, no exceptions.
     Invest in projects that can produce real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by
fossil fuels and climate change.
I applaud the draft rules that seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.

Yours sincerely,
Jackie Johnson
Eugene, Oregon, 97404, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jackie Johnson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jackie provided an email address
(jackiejjj@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jackie Johnson at jackiejjj@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Temescal Gold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment on Oregon Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:16:43 PM

Please see my comment for the public comment period on the Oregon Climate Protection
Program.
Thank you,
Raina
___________________
I often wonder what it will be like for my child when she is an adult and what it will be
like for her children. My 4-yr old daughter would regularly ask me during the smoky fire
season why she couldn’t go outside and play, and why it wouldn’t go away, and if we
could we do anything to stop the smoke. During this last summer, when she couldn’t go
outside to play because of the 116 degree weather, cooped up inside provided a lot of
time to contemplate these things, and consider how real change could be made to
reverse the increasing frequency of extreme weather events. Policy is a key component
of that change, and stopping the climate crisis, for as much as we do on an individual
level, significant carbon reductions have to occur from the private sector. Those changes
will be realized through many measures, but government programs are a crucial piece.
I am writing to you because I believe we can take real action to change our children’s and
their children’s future. I have researched a lot about Oregon’s Climate Projection
Program, as well as other programs. In California, their program addresses 80% of
annual emissions. Oregon’s program only will address 50% of annual emissions. Why
allow so many exemptions and loopholes if our goal is real change? I ask that you hold
polluters more accountable. By letting off two major sectors- electricity generation and
industrial emitters (e.g. steel and cement factories), we’re not going to meet the need to
cut emissions by 7% annually.
I ask that you use science in decision-making, not be swayed by lobbyists, and not allow
exemptions. We need to make sure all major emitters reduce emissions. We need to cut
50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. By
taking more action and beefing up this program, we can be a model program nationally.
With the amount of extreme weather events I’m seeing in my lifetime, I worry about the
world my daughter will inherit. Please think about what future generations will reflect
upon what we do at this moment. Policymakers and politicians come and go, but those
that create lasting legacies are still talked about. I ask that you make bold changes, create
a program that is recognized nationally as having integrity and result in change. When
our children’s children look back on this time in the future, will they be proud of the
innovative legislation and the change it created? I hope so. I ask that you make this
program even bolder and more robust. For us, our future, and the legacy you have the
opportunity to create. Thank you.
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Raina Russell-Shaffer
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Neon Brooks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment on the draft Climate Protection Plan
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:27:24 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
My name is Neon Brooks. I live in Portland with my husband John and my two little
girls, Juniper and Olive.
In the last couple of years, I, like many others, have begun to see the serious impacts
that climate change is having on my life and the lives of my family, my loved ones,
and our society. In addition to the heat waves, the wildfires, and smoke we have
experienced here in Oregon, we have watched hurricanes and floods and fires
devastate communities across the globe. I feel in myself the tendency to think that
what we are experiencing now is “the new normal under global warming,” even
though this isn’t true – the extreme weather events in the years to come will make the
last few years seem easy, unless we act.
It’s hard to wrap one’s around how much worse things could get if governments do
not act quickly and decisively to stringently regulate greenhouse gas emissions. The
droughts, sea level rise, infectious diseases, migrations, wars, and civil unrest that lie
in our future are difficult to contemplate without completely shutting down. Yet, it is
important to face the reality of what the future could hold, because we are in a unique
position to do something about it.
It’s easy to feel powerless in the face of climate change. What power do I have to
ensure a habitable planet for my children? I’m just a random person with a couple
hours to write a letter after putting the kids to bed, to someone in the State
government who is obligated to read it as they consider a bajillion factors at play in
making decisions about policy that could lower some small subset of global
emissions. Maybe I’m better off eating potato chips and watching Ted Lasso and
trying not to think too hard about it.
But I am moved to write to urge you to create the strongest possible Climate
Protection Program for Oregon.
I know that living right now in 2021, every one of us has to do everything we can to
fight climate change. The IPCC report has shown that the speed with which we
decarbonize over THIS DECADE, and in the few coming after it, will have impacts on
the future of our planet forever. We are at a turning point. I may feel powerless, but
compared to my children, or those who will be living here in 2121, the power we have
could hardly be understated.
Two things catalyze me to action: the first is knowing that climate change is not a
binary. It’s not something we will either fix or fail to fix. Every fraction of a degree of
warming that we prevent will save lives and make our planet more habitable in
the future. The second is knowing that policy change is contagious. The more
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ambitious and effective our climate policy is here in Oregon, the more ambitious and
effective future policy will be in other states, nationally, and in other countries – every
policy we make here in Oregon will have ripple effects beyond what we can
imagine. The more action we take, the more action others will take. Conversely, if our
climate policy fails to rise to the moment, we could normalize inadequate action,
potentially causing more harm than good if our example limits the ambitions of other
governments as they craft their own regulations.
I’m beyond proud that Oregon is developing the Climate Protection Plan to set a cap
on emissions from (some) large polluters, including fossil gas companies and some
oil companies. I’m excited for the opportunities this policy will generate, and I’m
hopeful that Oregon will soon become a leader in setting climate policy that can be
emulated and expanded by other states and countries.
However, I am pleading with you, reader of this letter, to do everything in your
power to strengthen this program further so that it can have the truly
transformative effects that our planet needs. Specifically,
The program needs a more ambitious cap on emissions. To avoid
catastrophic climate outcomes, every state in the country must reduce
emissions by 50% this decade. And, let’s be real, many will not. Oregon should
be at the vanguard, setting a cap that will cut more than 70% of pollution from
covered sources by 2030 and 100% by 2050. Our caps need to be ambitious
enough to account for the inaction of others – that’s how we can lead.
Include more industrial emitters in the program. The program must include
all major sources of industrial emission, including stationary source polluters
and gas-burning power plants. How are we going to cut our emissions
sufficiently to meet the targets scientists have identified as necessary if we
exempt major emitters?
Ensure that the CCI program strengthens the program and its impacts,
rather than undermining, the emissions cap. The DEQ must ensure that
each CCI credit eliminates one ton or more of carbon pollution, and that CCIs
are reviewed regularly to ensure this standard is being met. The CCI rulemaking
should also guarantee that 80% of CCI investments go to projects that benefit
communities on the frontlines of harm from climate change.
I cannot imagine the hours and hours of tedious and thankless work that go into
crafting a workable, effective, politically feasible Climate Protection Program. I am
blown away by the hard work done by people like yourself to enact critical policy
changes with hardly any broader recognition. I truly appreciate your hard work.
Should you ever forget it, I want to remind you of the power that you have – here,
now, in 2021, in Oregon, to help set all of us here on Earth on a course for a better
future. Oregonians are looking to you to use this power to do everything you can to
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help limit global temperature rise. Please, for the sake of all of us, seize the moment
and make this policy as ambitious, meaningful, and transformative as possible.
Sincerely,
Neon Brooks
Portland, OR
97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment re DEQ Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 2, 2021 3:26:17 PM

Supremely Understated Fact: Global Climate Change is a complicated issue. Nevertheless, it is
a Fact- and we best begin addressing it NOW. Had we done so years ago, the solutions would
have been far less costly and challenging than will be the case at this stage. But denialism and
'kicking the can down the road' has gotten us to precisely where we now are.
I am not expert in the field; thus I can offer no specific solutions. BUT I will say this: it is past
time that we stop the obfuscating, smoke screens and denialism and actually begin taking
concrete actions to meaningfully address climate change. It will be costly, yes. But delaying or
hindering the transition to a low-carbon world will be far costlier- by any metric. The vast
majority of climate experts suggest we are edging ever closer to a do-or-die scenario.

So: Leaders: Lead.
Industry: Stop the obfuscating and denialism.
If we continue on the path of business-as-usual, the whole planet and ALL its inhabitants will
suffer because of our selfishness and shortsightedness.
Our children and grandchildren are terrified of the world we seem determined to leave them.
We must do better- for their sake as well as our own.
My family will gladly accept higher energy costs and do what needs to be done to slow
climate change.
We're in this together; let's act that way and finally face this challenge, head on.
David Sobelson
Oregon City, OR

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
www.avast.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

SJ Van Rees
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment re the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:08:51 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
SJ Van Rees
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by SJ Van Rees via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however SJ provided an email address
(jonevanrees@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to SJ Van Rees at jonevanrees@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Boyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment regarding Climate Protection Plan
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:05:01 AM

To : Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon has an opportunity once again to be a pioneer with its Climate Protection Program (CPP).
Unfortunately, DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program, while moving in the right
direction, still fall short of the changes necessary to avoid catastrophic global warming vicious
cycles.
In your rule making and revision, I urge the following:
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Hold large industrial sources verifiably accountable to declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in quantifiable pollution reductions that benefit those of us most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
As a grandparent, I am trying to pass along a love of nature and the outdoors instilled in me. I
grew up hunting and fishing with my father. A man who wore his NRA cap proudly and
consistently voted Republican, my dad was about far from the liberal left as he could be. Yet, as
we watched increasingly extreme flood-drought cycles, it was he who first alerted me that
something seemed fundamentally wrong with the climate. He spoke of a number of examples of
increasingly extreme weather events that concerned him.
Nothing bothered my dad more than what befell one of our favorite mountain streams, gemlike
with mossy boulders and maidenhair-laced embankments, a riparian lushness that had been
largely unchanged for generations. After enjoying its pristine beauty for most of his life, my father
had lived to see it gutted by two “hundred year” floods in the 1970s and 80s. This watershed have
been more of these flood events, interspersed with at least one significant wildfire, in the ensuing
decades.
What’s stunning is that the science clearly indicates things can get even worse, and worsen they
will unless we take courageous action now. This climate protection program has huge potential. It
can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection,
and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Last but not least, it is imperative that we take action to improve the CPP before the end of 2021.
Sincerely,
Thomas M. Boyd
421 Covey Lane
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Puhlman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment regarding Green House Gas Emissions
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:25:21 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Dear Regulators of the DEQ:
The heat dome that we all experienced over the summer of 2021 and the wildfires of the
summer of 2020 were not just uncomfortable, they cost us more than 200 Oregonians as well
as damaged much of the flora in the area as well as the lungs of our most vulnerable. It is past
time for the state to take action to eliminate greenhouse gas emissions. I applaud the
governor’s attempt to circumvent the Republican’s obstructionism and take action against
climate change.
It was very exciting to hear that the DEQ is writing regulations to limit greenhouse gas
emissions. It is important to hold companies like NW Natural and Avista responsible for the
climate pollution they cause. DEQ’s Climate Protection Program will finally direct these
companies to reduce and eliminate their pollution. The DEQ’s proposed compromise,
increasing the number of oil companies over time being regulated, is a good start. I would
encourage the DEQ to increase the number of oil companies that are to be regulated and move
to cover more companies at a faster rate.
In regards to the Community Climate Investments, it is very important to have strict oversight
to assure that the CCIs are not used to avoid the regulations. The new regulations that have
been included must be defended at all costs. CCIs must benefit local Oregon communities and
economies, with guaranteed investment in frontline communities and CCI investments must
prove real reductions in climate pollution, about one ton eliminated for every CCI credit sold.
There are some important changes that should be made to follow the science. Science tells us
that we must decrease our greenhouse gas emissions by 50% by the end of the decade. The
reduction called for through the Climate Action Plan will not make that goal. We must
establish a “CAP” the requires a goal of 50% by the end of the decade and 90% by 2050.
These regulations are vital to save our planet for our children and grandchildren. If we do not
make changes, the climate will be intolerable with resulting famine, floods, and fires. We
cannot fail for our children.
Dr. Mark Puhlman DNP
Lake Oswego, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Peter and Nancy Mogielnicki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking comment related to climate change
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:42:31 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
You have heard many voices raised to urge you to make the Oregon Climate Protection Program as strong as it
possibly can be and we would like to add to the chorus.   There is real concern that the draft rules are good but can
be much better.
We will not repeat the details of environmentalists' concerns but do urge you to
decrease Oregon climate pollution by 50% by 2030, be sure that all polluters are held to exacting standards, and be
certain that improvements in climate pollution are to the benefit of those who have been most harmed.
Thank you,
Nancy and Peter Mogielnicki
3741 NE 35th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kent Hartwig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
"Michael Van Dyke"; Inga Deckert
Rulemaking Comment Renewable Energy Group
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:50:35 PM
REG Oregon Climate Protection Program Comment Letter.pdf

Attached

Kent Hartwig | Director, Corporate Affairs | REG Services Group, LLC
Renewable Energy Group | 416 S. Bell Ave. | Ames IA 50010-0888
(O) 515-239-8269 | (M) 515-783-7536| (F) 515-239-8029
Kent.Hartwig@regi.com | www.REGI.com

"This message may contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the addressee or
authorized to receive this for the addressee, you must not use, copy, disclose, or take any action based
on this message or any information herein. If you have received this message in error, please advise the
sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message. Thank you for your cooperation."
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Christopher Lapp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment submittal on the DEQ Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 10:50:22 AM
CSWCD letter to DEQ Climate Protection Program Lapp 9-27-21.docx

The Clackamas Soil and Water Conservation District respectfully submits the attached letter regarding the
draft rules for the CCP.
Thank you

-Christopher Lapp
District Manager
Clackamas Soil and Water Conservation District
22055 S Beavercreek Road
PO Box 830
Beavercreek, OR 97004
503-210-6000 (Main Office)
503-210-6001 (Direct)
clapp@conservationdistrict.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sharrie2114
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:07:36 PM

I think anything we can do to help climate change and deterioration is worth the price. I just hope that those folks
who have power will not let high profits govern and be a burden to less fortunate.
Sharrie
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Beachman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:59:22 AM

I am pretty certain you do not give a darn about the people who pay the utility bills !
IF you must do even more to supposedly to make dirt cleaner than dirt then ensure from the
get go that our utility bills DECREASE NOT INCREASE....from the get go.
I do NOT mean they go up initially for years stay there and after 10 years go down ...I mean
go down immediately.
Make all the fancy SOP's etc you want......that's what my family wants...something we can
afford....that's just as important.
Marcia Atkinson
Hood River
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Neher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:59:09 AM

We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community – helping
ensure moms and dads can get to work and kids can go to school. We are critical to
our community, agriculture, and first responders.
This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will cost and
what will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to purchase
more community climate investment credits. The proposed rule would cap the use of
those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance obligation. What are we supposed to do if we
hit that cap – which may only be 6 years away? After that, fuel rationing becomes a
real possibility as biofuel availability decreases due to expanding markets in
California, Washington, and elsewhere. Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing
is a very real possibility – even during times of emergency.
Furthermore the usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder
climates of Eastern and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a possibility of
fuel gelling during the winter months, leaving engines inoperable.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this program.
We are already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and should not be
treated as if we are some large, multinational corporation that can absorb the cost of
these complicated rules.
Thank you.
-Craig Neher
Bulk Plant Manager
Burns
541-573-2622
craig.neher@edstaub.com
www.edstaub.com
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This message and any attached documents contain information from Ed Staub and Sons Petroleum that may be confidential, proprietary, trade
secret and/or copyright protected. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this information. If you have
received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Belson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:26:40 AM

I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where
our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than
100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse
gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our
responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program
will not achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed
cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets
of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050.
The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to
return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more
quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
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industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then
the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified
by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with
the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory,
but as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for
one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction
of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit,
rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the
worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be
meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and
public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Laura Belson
West Linn, 97068
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Wallin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:14:55 AM
Wallin - School Board fleet comment.docx

Please find comments for the record attached. Thank you.
-John Wallin
Director, Position 1
Lake Oswego School Board
Lake Oswego School District
(503) 750-2770
LOSD MISSION
We are a learning community dedicated to creating a culture of belonging and educational
excellence.
LOSD VISION
We inspire students to be critical thinkers who are empowered to contribute positively in a
complex world.
PUBLIC RECORDS LAW DISCLOSURE
This email is a public record of the Lake Oswego School District and is subject to public
disclosure unless exempt from disclosure under Oregon Public Records Law.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steph Hayes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
rulemaking comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:02:50 PM

Hello, I'm writing as a concerned citizen and mother of young daughters who will live
longer than me.
Oregon has to take a stronger approach in its climate plan. The Governor’s target of
carbon emissions reductions to 80% of 1990 levels is too little and too late. We need
to do better. And we cannot exempt anyone from this plan, especially not the 6 major
gas-powered plants (which account for half of Oregon’s GHG emissions from
stationary sources) and 43 large stationary sites. The rules should apply to all
stationary sources and the initial threshold should be set at 25K MTCO2e.
Furthermore stronger actual emission reductions goals must be set with concrete
steps on an annual basis instead of faraway target dates. Compliance instrument
reserves should not roll over.The rules should include emissions from biofuel,
biomass, RNG and other source sites as well.There should not be community
sacrifice zones such as those proposed for areas near many large stationary sites in
Columbia, Umatilla, Klamath, and Morrow Counties. This is not in line with DEQ's
equity goals and ignores the effects on frontline communities. It is problematic that
the rules exclude entities with interstate pipelines and also do not address significant
emissions that occur in the production, processing and transportation of these fuels
(particularly fracked natural gas) not to mention cancer-causing and smog forming
VOCs.
It's time for Oregon to stand up for future generations. My daughters' lives are at
stake.
Thank you,
Stephanie Hayes
8894 SE 137th Ave.
Happy Valley, OR 97086
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey Kelder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 9, 2021 11:00:43 AM

To the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Regarding Governor Kate Brown’s executive order requiring state agencies to meet a standard for a
45% reduction from 1990 greenhouse gas emission levels by 2035 and an 80% reduction by 2050, I
offer several comments:
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural gas
infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by delivering
renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and business should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to meet their
needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable energy innovation
and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and
businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric poser is out.
May I mention the many RNG and hydrogen technologies currently serving customer needs for clean
energy in several European countries – why not in Oregon also?
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities on Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important , but so is access to affordable energy and the security of a
dependable statewide energy system.
Oregon must rethink its strategy for combating wildfires in our forests, and develop truly effective
means for suppressing the outbreak of a wildfire in a matter of hours. Is it not true that our recent
and numerous wildfires, typically burning for days and weeks, release more carbon by these events
into the atmosphere than the entire annual carbon reduction achieved by the state of Oregon as
mandated by Governor Brown?
It seems to me that the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality should address both issues,
clean energy consumption, and wildfire control / suppression, together as a comprehensive solution.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey A. Kelder
484 Hornet Ct N
Keizer, OR 97303
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Anne Cassin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Saturday, October 2, 2021 5:00:08 PM

Hello:
We switched from oil to natural gas almost thirty years ago because it was the reasonable
thing to do at the time. Well, climate change has only gotten more drastic and it's time to pull
out all the stops to minimize the damage we've already done.
Though we are natural gas customers, we know we're all need to make sacrifices and do more.
We added solar panels years ago and actively seek out ways to further cut our environmental
footprint.
The draft rules won't be welcome for those who want to slow walk our changes. But we can no
longer put economic interests ahead of everything else. I urge DEQ to be bold. One caveat is
that methodologies and goals should be developed to help our economically disadvantaged
populations.
Thank you.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

SW
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:22:05 PM

I would like to share my opinion on the governor’s executive order calling for sweeping
changes to Oregon’s energy providers.
The governor is fond of forcing rules on citizens that raise our cost of living and limit our
choices and freedoms. Americans have fought for independence and our right to live the way
we choose.
My choice of natural gas heat is based on reliability, quality and price. I strongly oppose any
proposed changes that would limit the availability of natural gas or inflate its price.
We have already seen substantial increases in the price of oil since Biden took office. The
majority of Americans do not agree with environmental extremists. We understand that these
governmental edicts can drastically impact our cost of living.
Thank you,
Steve Woodward
Keizer, OR
Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Perreault
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 15, 2021 1:23:24 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I’m writing in support of OLCV’s outreach program with regard to the Climate Protection
Program (CPP).
I can only imagine the squeeze being exerted by this topic on folks interested in working for
a more livable tomorrow. I have a few areas of interest that I’m writing to share.
The first is to voice concern about shifting from bad to worse sources of energy. All fossil
fuels are massively problematic, but we’ve also come to appreciate a hierarchy within the
available suite. Coal appears to be the least desirable option, and natural gas the least
offensive.
News stories have been circulating about reductions in domestic E&P setting us up for a
shortfall of the latter (nat gas) in comparison to the former (coal) in a period when some
form of bridge fossil fuel is still necessary to “keep the lights on”. I strongly support caps on
nat gas, but only against the backdrop of total elimination of coal-based sources. Please
help us understand how the CPP will prioritize bridge sources during our transition away
from fossil fuels.
As a retired USGS hydrologist, I’m also aware of the pluses and pitfalls of hydropower. In
general, I’d rank it only slightly ahead of fossil fuels because of the environmental damage
it inflicts on water-based species, especially anadromous species such as salmon.
The Oregon DEQ has, in the past, viewed hydropower as a form of renewal “green” energy.
Given the disastrous effects this source has on numerous threatened or endangered
species we should no longer support conference of this status. Further, the CPP should
ensure that this downgrade of status flows through to funding of future projects so that
additional damage isn’t promulgated.
As an example that hits home in Central Oregon, there’s been an ongoing push to pipe
irrigation canals to prevent infiltration losses, and then attach that infrastructure to a
hydropower facility. Not only does this memorialize diversions, but where it’s already
occurred it has incentivized facility operators to maximize stream diversions.
This practice has resulted in a reduction of in-stream leasing as well as dis-incentivizing onfarm improvements. The latter is especially troubling as the cost of large infrastructure
projects is multiples larger per unit of water saved than smaller, farm-based efforts.
Lastly, I want to affirm my support of OLCV’s 3 points of emphasis as I’m confident you’ve
seen listed in other submittals, especially their request to “follow the science”. As a nation
we’re struggling with this concept on numerous fronts, and always to our detriment. Our
planet has shown an amazing resilience, but there’s mounting evidence that the elasticity of
the system is being pushed to its limits (the best example being the acidification of the
oceans as they’ve absorbed excess CO2 from the atmosphere).
Many thanks for your Goal One inclusion of the public in this process, and for your ongoing
efforts on our collective behalf.
Sincerely,
Jeff Perreault
Deschutes County, 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jon Laraway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:10:16 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Our farm does not control the price of goods, and we cannot absorb this cost.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jon Laraway
2371 Old Dalles Dr
Hood River, OR 97031
larawayandsons@hrecn.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Lutter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:53:40 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
Please consider expanding the scope of the Climate Protection Program to enforce
emissions caps on more of Oregon’s polluting companies, not just the handful of the
biggest polluters. Please also include specific reduction goals for the polluters that are
covered under the plan.
Reducing emissions is critical to Oregonians such as myself and my family. We need
to take bold action to prevent the worst effects of climate change.
Thank you,
Matt Lutter
Resident of Eugene, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Giulia Leggett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; heumanncycle@gmail.com
Rule-making Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:51:49 AM

Good Morning Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
MACG is an organization of everyday people acting together for the common good,
developing the diverse voices of our community, building relationships across religion, race,
class and neighborhood boundaries. Our twenty-five member institutions are located in
neighborhoods throughout the Portland Metropolitan area and represent more than 10,000
people across a broad socio-economic spectrum. We pay attention; we vote; and we want what
is best for our families
and our communities.
We endorse all the points made by the Oregon League of Conservation Voters in their
submitted comments and we wish to add the following concerns and suggestions.
1. The DEQ Plan, without clear explanation, ignores the current and continuing effects of
diesel pollution, one of the largest sources of greenhouse gas emissions, especially in
Oregon’s metropolitan areas. Like many others, we have thought of diesel emissions as
primarily affecting public health; but we now understand, as DEQ certainly does, that ongoing diesel emissions also affect the climate, both as CO2 and as the aerosol Black Carbon
that (along with methane and hydrocarbons) is many times more damaging than CO2. Because
Black Carbon loses its carbon-forcing effectiveness within months, a concerted effort to
diminish these almost constant emissions, now and once and for all, would have much greater
impact, more quickly, than the long-term actions described in the plan.
2. DEQ may have ignored Black Carbon in this plan because the Legislature unaccountably
has not designated Black Carbon in aerosol form as a greenhouse gas that comes under DEQ’s
purview. But regulating diesel CO2 would also have the effect of cutting Black Carbon.
Moreover, the DEQ plan ignores a mechanism that could effectively manage both CO2 and
Black Carbon without new authority from the legislature. That is activating the Indirect Source
powers that DEQ and the EQC have the authority to implement more quickly than the
proposals in this plan. Early in 2020, EQC followed DEQ’s negative recommendation and
denied a comprehensive Indirect Source petition. It did so flatly and gratuitously, when it
could have used the petition as a clear indication of public support and developed its own, less
complex Indirect Source rule focused on sites emitting the highest levels of diesel pollution
affecting the most vulnerable neighborhoods.
3. We urge Governor Brown, the EQC, and DEQ to give serious consideration, as part of this
plan, to proposing and implementing a targeted Indirect Source regulation that will go into
effect within three years and will make the owners of substantial Indirect Sources, such as
large construction sites, railyards, warehouses, shipping centers, and ports, to manage their
facilities in
a manner that substantially reduces the amount and concentration of climate forcing, public
health menacing diesel pollution by the companies using these facilities.
4. We know that, despite strong efforts by a group of legislators who have repeatedly
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evidenced their concern for the environment and our future, the Legislature has not been
particularly helpful in addressing diesel pollution issues. It has kept municipalities from
adopting measures to reduce unnecessary idling. It weakened the 2029 diesel bill and allowed
industry
pressure to create obvious loopholes, the effect of which will certainly weaken the utility of
that bill when it gradually goes into effect a few years from now. This year, it refused to fund
a modest plan to augment the state’s program of assisting truck owners in retrofitting older
engines to reduce their pollution by 90%; and it let the Black Carbon bill die in committee. We
understand that the coalitions of industrial and trucking industries will oppose almost any
measure that does not give them years in which to comply; and they will they are not likely to
accept even such gradual measures until they have beaten them down in the Legislature and
attacked them in the courts.
5. Against such determined opposition and legislative slow walking, it is not surprising that
this Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program falls short of reasonable expectations and misdirects
its priorities. But those who care about our neighbors, our neighborhoods, and the future of our
planet in the face of a worsening climate crisis, must continue to insist that Oregon’s
industrial, economic, and political leadership do better than proposing an inadequate Climate
Protection Plan that appears to ignore the short time remaining for a serious response to the
climate emergency. In doing so, it ignores the Governor’s call for serious attention to the
heavy burdens of climate change as it affects our most vulnerable neighbors and communities.
On a personal note, I witness day in and day out the impact of climate change on the patient
population of Washington County, where we work together to promote health and healing. If
no action is taken, then we will continue to see the deleterious effects of climate change and
worsening health.
Respectfully submitted,

Giulia Leggett, MD
MACG member
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Live
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:56:08 PM

I am writing to oppose radical rule making that reduces the opportunity to use clean burning natural gas. Natural
gas represents an opportunity to ease into green energy without devastating energy source limitations.
I have a property that is 100% off-grid. Solar provides my electrical energy. I am very familiar with green energy.
However, even with this experience I understand that green energy options, including wind and solar, are seriously
limited by technology and by energy producing environments. Battery storage remains the largest obstacle to these
two options.
I encourage you to take a long view on this issue. Totally green energy does not exist. Wind and solar are not yet
technologically refined to be the final solution. Nuclear, in spite of its value, remains off the table due only to
politics.
Joe Parrott
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Seibert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:10:40 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Taxes, Fees, and this push inflation higher. Prices climb, you are putting small business at risk. Please say NO!
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mark Seibert
19463 Lorna Ln
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
marks@sturdi-built.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Bell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:51:24 AM

I am a concerned citizen, retired engineer. My comment is, if biogas from landfills or
agriculture has a net carbon zero (or better) footprint as claimed by its commercial advocates
then it should be included and encouraged as part of the the energy plan.
Thank you

Steven Bell
9916 SW Quail Post Rd.
Portland OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Eastridge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:07:19 AM

We are a locally (and family) owned businesses serving our communities – helping ensure
moms and dads can get to work and kids can go to school. We are critical to our community.
· This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will cost and what
will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
· Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing Oregon’s greenhouse
gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have made significant investments to comply
with that regulation and have reduced millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add
another expensive mandate on our local businesses.
· The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our business in
responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals and those at home without
power all rely on us and fuels to respond to emergencies or remove people from harm’s way.
This rule would complicate our ability to respond in emergency situations when we could
potentially be regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
· The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to purchase more
community climate investment credits. The proposed rule would cap the use of those CCI’s at
20% of our compliance obligation. What are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which may
only be 6 years away? After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel
availability decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington, and elsewhere.
Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real possibility – even during times of
emergency.
· And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not monitor the
price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to comply gets too high.
Affordable and available transportation fuels is an equity issue that the commission should
address. We cannot simply price certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that have
the most money. Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure that
happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when the cost of compliance
exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is required.
· Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the Clean Fuels
Program. Again, we are small, locally owned business. We are not large, multinational
corporations. Creating new complex regulations will make it difficult for our business to
survive. And without businesses like ours throughout the state, many communities will
struggle to survive.
· Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this program. We are
already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and should not be treated as if we are
some large, multinational corporation that can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
· Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder climates of Eastern
and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a possibility of fuel gelling during the winter
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months, leaving engines inoperable.
Thank You,
Robert
Proud gas station owner and operator
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ray Pratt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:13:58 AM

To whom it may concern:
We understand the need to be responsible and take care of our environment but it is also necessary to make changes
gradually so that our systems are not overwhelmed and great expenses are incurred. It wil not be sustainable
otherwise. The United States already has reduced emissions further than most other nations while many others will
never comply. It is a worldwide problem and all countries must participate for success. It is also unfair to demand
that U.S. citizens bear all the burden. We were completely energy independent just a few short months ago and
using energy sources wisely. One can see how completely unsustainable relying on one type of energy source will
be by looking at California and the problems they are having with electrical blackouts. Texas is another example
with the windmills that froze during a winter storm and left thousands without power and even water from their
wells. Energy sources need to balanced. Gas is a clean energy source we should continue to use to keep energy
prices down and maintain the balance of resources.
Sincerely,
Ray and Kathy Pratt
The joy of the LORD is my strength: Nehemiah 8:10.
Shalom
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Alex Hardison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:45:38 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
The Department of Environmental Quality should take full advantage of this opportunity to
establish an uncompromising Climate Protection Program.
In order for the CPP's maximum potential to be realized, all industrial sources of GHG
pollution must be held subject to the proposed cap and reduction scheme. Exemptions should
not be afforded to fossil fuel dependent electrical utilities or any other major polluters whose
best lobbying efforts would try to ensure otherwise. Regulatory limits are the most efficient
way to achieve the transition to low carbon energy sources on a meaningful timescale in
accord with regional, national, and international goals. Cap and reduce schemes with a
progressive threshold are effective and proven policy mechanisms, but require the appropriate
initial ambition when being designed to address critical pollution scenarios - as is very much
the case with anthropogenic GHG emissions. At present, the proposed annual emissions
reduction of approximately 2-3% is inconsistent with the suggested 7% annual reduction per
the recommendations of the scientific community. Furthermore, the CPP must be designed to
achieve an overall 50% reduction in GHG emissions by 2030.
The implementation of the Community Climate Investment fund must also be carefully
considered and executed lest it becomes merely a convenient way for GHG polluters with the
financial resources to save face at a marginal cost while prolonging the inevitable and
necessary transition to renewable and low carbon energy alternatives.
I am amongst the global youth experiencing a world already altered by anthropogenic global
warming and pursuing solutions to our increasingly dire climate reality.
I am enrolled as a graduate scholar of climate change at Columbia University in New York
City, and I believe that strong leadership and political courage is necessary at all levels of
governance to achieve climate solutions for our best collective future.
I urge this Department to boldly serve its Office and design the most comprehensive and
resolute Climate Protection Plan possible for the future of Oregon State, the United States of
America, and our Planet Earth.
Alex Patrick Hardison
Redmond, OR 97756
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sean Nygaard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:06:09 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Ms. Singh,
Natural gas provides affordable and reliable energy for our middle class family. Regulations
that increase energy costs will hurt our family.
Sincerely,
Sean Nygaard
Beaverton
Sincerely,
Sean Nygaard
seannygaard@gmail.com
11850 SW 12th ST Beaverton, OR 97005 Constituent
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Adam Brundage
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:42:14 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our
communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100
of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft
rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility
and it is our moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be
based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must
make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
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There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from
the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but
as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one
credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering
the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Adam Brundage
Director, Global Sustainability, Nike Inc.
Portland, OR 97205
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark McLeod
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 2:02:05 PM

Mark McLeod

2602 SE 28th Pl.
Portland, OR 97202
510-757-4954
SustainableMcLeod@gmail.com

September 22, 2021
Dept. of Environmental Quality
Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Topic: Rulemaking Comment:
The state of Oregon, along with all the other states in the country, along with all the countries
on Planet Earth, must take bold climate action NOW!
The speed at which greenhouse gas emissions are crippling our environment accelerates each
year! If we can’t begin to significantly lower greenhouse gas emissions by 2025, greatly
increase that rate of reduction by 2030, and largely eliminate greenhouse gas emissions
altogether by 2040, we will literally “be cooked!”
The Climate Protection Program (CPP) already has some very important components:
1. For the first time in Oregon, fossil gas companies like NW Natural will be held
accountable for reducing their climate pollution.
2. Oil companies selling in Oregon will be held accountable to reduce their climate
pollution.
The DEQ, however, must strengthen the CPP by doing the following:
1. Follow the science.
2. Hold all large polluters accountable.
3. Invest to reduce pollution & benefit frontline communities.
Thanks for your attention!
Mark McLeod
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Simonson, Russ (Ash Grove)
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rhees, Brian; Kerby, Terry (Ash Grove); colin.mcconnaha@state.or.us
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 10:11:17 AM
2021 10-24 Comment Ltr to DEQ on Climate Protection Program Rulemaking.pdf

Dear Ms. Singh,
Please see the attached file for Ash Grove Cement’s comments on DEQ’s proposed Climate
Protection Program rulemaking.
Kind regards,
Russ Simonson
Corporate Sustainability and Greenhouse Gas Manager
Ash Grove Cement Company
A CRH COMPANY
MOBILE (206) 817-9059
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

ZH
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; Michael Heumann
Rule-making Comment
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:03:06 PM

To: Department of Environmental Quality
From: MACG Climate Change and Environmental Justice Team
Date: October 20, 2021
RE: Comment on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
MACG is an organization of everyday people acting together for the common good,
developing the diverse voices of our community, building relationships across religion,
race, class and neighborhood boundaries. Our twenty-five member institutions are
located in neighborhoods throughout the Portland Metropolitan area and represent
more than 10,000 people across a broad socio-economic spectrum. We pay attention;
we vote; and we want what is best for our families and our communities.
We endorse all the points made by the Oregon League of Conservation Voters in
their submitted comments and we wish to add the following concerns and
suggestions.
1. The DEQ Plan, without clear explanation, ignores the current and continuing
effects of diesel pollution, one of the largest sources of greenhouse gas
emissions, especially in Oregon’s metropolitan areas. Like many others, we have
thought of diesel emissions as primarily affecting public health; but we now
understand, as DEQ certainly does, that on-going diesel emissions also affect the
climate, both as CO2 and as the aerosol Black Carbon that (along with methane
and hydrocarbons) is many times more damaging than CO2. Because Black
Carbon loses its carbon-forcing effectiveness within months, a concerted effort to
diminish these almost constant emissions, now and once and for all, would have
much greater impact, more quickly, than the long-term actions described in the
plan.
2. DEQ may have ignored Black Carbon in this plan because the Legislature
unaccountably has not designated Black Carbon in aerosol form as a greenhouse
gas that comes under DEQ’s purview. But regulating diesel CO2 would also have
the effect of cutting Black Carbon. Moreover, the DEQ plan ignores a mechanism
that could effectively manage both CO2 and Black Carbon without new authority
from the legislature. That is activating the Indirect Source powers that DEQ and
the EQC have the authority to implement more quickly than the proposals in this
plan. Early in 2020, EQC followed DEQ’s negative recommendation and denied a
comprehensive Indirect Source petition. It did so flatly and gratuitously, when it
could have used the petition as a clear indication of public support and developed
its own, less complex Indirect Source rule focused on sites emitting the highest
levels of diesel pollution affecting the most vulnerable neighborhoods.
3. We urge Governor Brown, the EQC, and DEQ to give serious consideration, as
part of this plan, to proposing and implementing a targeted Indirect Source
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regulation that will go into effect within three years and will make the owners of
substantial Indirect Sources, such as large construction sites, railyards,
warehouses, shipping centers, and ports, to manage their facilities in
a manner that substantially reduces the amount and concentration of climate
forcing, public health menacing diesel pollution by the companies using these
facilities.
4. We know that, despite strong efforts by a group of legislators who have
repeatedly evidenced their concern for the environment and our future, the
Legislature has not been particularly helpful in addressing diesel pollution issues.
It has kept municipalities from adopting measures to reduce unnecessary idling. It
weakened the 2029 diesel bill and allowed industry
pressure to create obvious loopholes, the effect of which will certainly weaken the
utility of that bill when it gradually goes into effect a few years from now. This
year, it refused to fund a modest plan to augment the state’s program of assisting
truck owners in retrofitting older engines to reduce their pollution by 90%; and it
let the Black Carbon bill die in committee. We understand that the coalitions of
industrial and trucking industries will oppose almost any measure that does not
give them years in which to comply; and they will they are not likely to accept
even such gradual measures until they have beaten them down in the Legislature
and attacked them in the courts.
5. Against such determined opposition and legislative slow walking, it is not
surprising that this Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program falls short of reasonable
expectations and misdirects its priorities. But those who care about our
neighbors, our neighborhoods, and the future of our planet in the face of a
worsening climate crisis, must continue to insist that Oregon’s industrial,
economic, and political leadership do better than proposing an inadequate
Climate Protection Plan that appears to ignore the short time remaining for a
serious response to the climate emergency. In doing so, it ignores the Governor’s
call for serious attention to the heavy burdens of climate change as it affects our
most vulnerable neighbors and communities.
Respectfully submitted,
Zora Hess, Member
Climate Change and Environmental Justice Team, Metropolitan Alliance for
Common Good
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tina Musshorn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 1:11:15 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tina Musshorn
1005 12th St SE
Salem, OR 97302
electricmotor@wvi.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave V
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:03:12 PM

Adding the astronomical cost of complying with this order, on top of the energy cost
increases of the Biden administration’s disastrous policies, will bankrupt us all.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Smith2
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:41:36 PM

To whom it may concern:
It is unwise to depend only on the electrical grid for power. Natural
gas is clean, efficient and plentiful. Please keep using it and please
avoid overburdening it with regulation.
"Renewable" energy in general has a poor and expensive track record. It
is a good idea that needs more work.
I understand the angst over changing climate. I've lived through a lot
of it. In 1970 the world was to use up all of its natural resources by
2000, urban citizens would require gas masks by 1985, nitrogen build up
was going to make all land unusable and, less we forget there was also
going to be an ice age by 2000. In 1974, supposedly Satellites showed a
new ice age was "coming fast". And of course there is the much more
recent "Inconvenient Truth" with the now inconvenient timeline.
The point is that all models are wrong. Some models are useful. And
most of these prognostications are based on nothing more than models. I
think looking at the history of this space, we can expect there is a
good deal of time such that knee-jerk responses to changing climate may
be safely avoided.
I like clean energy. I like renewable energy. But I am also pragmatic
and very empirical and science-based. Let's not be hobbling what
currently works well while bringing pursuing an uncertain future.
Michael Graham
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Comeault
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Jane Comeault
Rulemaking comment
Monday, September 20, 2021 4:46:25 PM

To: Dept of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed rules to establish a Climate
Protection Program. And thank you for taking action on climate change, this is an urgent need
and I'm keen to see rigorous standards implemented as soon as possible. - Adopt a target of
50 percent emissions reduction by 2030. It will be important to get to net zero by 2050, but
the interim targets are just as, if not more, important. GHG reductions need to start today. The
recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the
extreme cost of climate inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat,
widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just the latest examples of how climate
change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars in
health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
Given that there are currently no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it
is unacceptable that emissions from these sources could increase under the current draft rules.
I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory declining emissions
limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a
third-party and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets. Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve real,
lasting reductions of emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of
emissions per credit. DEQ must also provide clear criteria about the types of projects that are
eligible to ensure the greatest community benefit. I am concerned that without greater clarity,
the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline communities and break
the overall emissions “cap.” Thank you for your consideration. Yours sincerely, Jane
Comeault Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carolynn Kohout
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 16, 2021 1:30:21 PM

Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:

DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program fall short of meeting this moment to
take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis. Pollution is continuing at unsustainable
levels, against the best advice of scientists.
I am pleased that the draft rules
1- seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and
2- more accountability for the oil industry than ever before.
3- The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules. 4- The lowest threshold should be set at the
outset.
4- Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further
refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program:
1. Follow the science, which tells us we MUST cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2. Do NOT give any polluters a free pass;
3. Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
4. Invest in projects that result in
- real,
- verifiable
pollution reductions
- that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
Please listen to the voices for
- environmental justice,
- climate protection, and
- public health
who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Oregon should be a leader in climate change policy.
The rest of the nation has followed in our footsteps, and
- continues to look to us for direction.
We must live up to those expectations.
I want to ensure the best chance for my children/grandchildren and all future generations to
have a
- healthy,
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- livable
climate.
I want them
- to experience snow and winter sports;
- be able to go outside in the summer and
- not worry about insane temperatures or poor air quality - which exacerbates and makes
asthma more frequent...
Oregon must do our part to fight the climate crisis.
Oregon must
- recognize our role in perpetuating the climate crisis and
- work toward reversing what impacts we can.
As temperatures continue to rise,
- the earth’s ecology continues to change.
We are seeing the impacts already here in the Pacific Northwest
- with the depleting salmon populations.
We cannot standby while these vital keystone species hurdle toward extinction. Period!
We must act to prevent and reduce
- the devastating wildfires and
- extreme weather
that we have experienced over the last few years.
The Labor Day fires of 2020
- will go down in history and
- the impacts will be felt for generations to come.
The burned forests will never be the same in our lifetime.
The heat dome we experienced in July of this year
- was directly caused by climate change.
These events will only become more frequent and more severe.
On the opposite end of the spectrum,
- the ice storm in February of 2021
- left thousands without heat or water for days (even weeks).
These extreme weather events will only increase,
- therefore we must act NOW!
Sincerely,
Carolynn Kohout
SEIU Local 503 Climate Justice Committee member
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michele Cahill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:00:06 PM

-We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community – helping ensure moms
and dads can get to work and kids can go to school. We are critical to our community.
-This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will cost and what
will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
-Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing Oregon’s greenhouse
gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have made significant investments to comply
with that regulation and have reduced millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add
another expensive mandate on our local businesses.
-The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our business in
responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals and those at home without
power all rely on us and fuels to respond to emergencies or remove people from harm’s way.
This rule would complicate our ability to respond in emergency situations when we could
potentially be regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
-The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to purchase more
community climate investment credits. The proposed rule would cap the use of those CCI’s at
20% of our compliance obligation. What are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which may
only be 6 years away? After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel
availability decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington, and elsewhere.
Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real possibility – even during times of
emergency.
-And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not monitor the
price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to comply gets too high.
-Affordable and available transportation fuels is an equity issue that the commission should
address. We cannot simply price certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that have
the most money. Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure that
happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when the cost of compliance
exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is required.
-Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the Clean Fuels
Program. Again, we are small, locally owned business. We are not large, multinational
corporations. Creating new complex regulations will make it difficult for our business to
survive. And without businesses like ours throughout the state, many communities will
struggle to survive.
-Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this program. We are
already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and should not be treated as if we are
some large, multinational corporation that can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
-Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder climates of Eastern
and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a possibility of fuel gelling during the winter
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months, leaving engines inoperable.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sylvia Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:09:38 PM

I am quite concerned about the executive order that Governor Brown issued and the DEQ
proposed “Climate Protection Program (CPP).”
We had to replace our 30- year-old furnace and we chose natural gas because it is clean,
reliable and not expensive compared to other options. But since we are senior citizens, it will
take us years to pay off the price of the furnace. If we had to in the future change to electric
due to these rules, we would not be able to afford it and I am sure many other seniors would
also find it a financial hardship and they would end up choosing between food and heat.
Already we have seen California have rolling black-outs because of their limited energy
program.
I believe people should always have a choice on their energy and that should include all forms
of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen. We need
balance in our future not a knee-jerk response. Wind power was thought to be a solution but
now we find that it is not as practical as claimed, has very high maintenance costs and kills a
high number of birds each year.
To make everyone switch to electricity puts people at risk. If there were an overload on the
grid producing a shut-down, then hospitals would be put in a crisis situation. Anyone at home
on medical equipment dependent on electricity would be at risk or even possibly die. I believe
families and businesses should have a choice of resilient, dependable, and affordable energy
options to meet their own specialized needs.
If our energy is not affordable and reliable because of actions implemented in order to save the
planet then I must ask who or what are we saving it for? We’ve already seen in other states the
problems with such drastic measures. Let’s not repeat their mistakes. Let’s take care of our
citizens from the youngest to the oldest with good, reliable, affordable, and renewable energy
of many kinds.
Sincerely,
Sylvia Thompson
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

D. Pond
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 10:30:21 PM

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Dear friends at the Department of Environmental Quality,
I write this letter with the hope that your agency recognizes that your
mission is no longer one solely dedicated to its traditional task of protecting
our state’s air and water. Indeed, I greatly hope that the DEQ embraces its
broader role concerning the urgent and radical action we need to prevent a
catastrophic destabilization of state, national, and global climate.
As a lifelong Oregonian and Eugene resident (75 years), I have observed and
been personally affected by the dramatic changes in our state’s climate – the
recent wildfires and drought are just portents of even worse to come unless
we take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis.
With regard to the draft Climate Protection Program, DEQ’s draft rules –
though an important step in the right direction -- are not sufficient to meet
our new, broader responsibility. There are solid elements to build upon: the
draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable,
with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and better
accountability for the oil industry. The recent change of a declining threshold
for fuel suppliers is a good compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. More needs to be done,
however.
I urge you to include the following critical improvements:
Cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap decreasing annually, the
proposed program will not achieve meaningful pollution reduction that we
need. The current proposed cap is flaccid; it doesn’t even follow the Oregon
Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below
1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. Targets
need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are
required to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger,
reduce pollution more quickly, and begin right away. I cannot stress enough
how important this is: my children and their friends have become cynical and
despair of their future because of our heretofor inability to take the actions
we need due to opposition from vested and monied interests. We must give
them hope and the same quality that we have enjoyed.
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Industrial Pollution Must Be Included as Well
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial
emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to
follow the cap and instead will allow industrial polluters to self-identify what
way is best for them to reduce emissions. Pollution from these sources could
even increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire
purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory
emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air
pollution reductions should be annually verified by an unbiased third-party
consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also strongly urge
DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's
largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
Thank you for your consideration,
James R. McCoy
Eugene, Oregon
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Shishir Agrawal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 24, 2021 3:44:26 PM

Hello,
It is refreshing to see Oregon take initiative in reducing greenhouse gas emissions from oil and
natural gas. However, I think more action is required when it comes to reducing emissions
from stationary sources. One particular source that I would like to bring attention to is the chip
manufacturing industry. Chip manufacturing currently uses PFCs (perfluorocarbons) and other
gases with extremely high global warming potential. The use of these compounds should be
tracked as part of the BAER assessments. Chip manufacturers in Oregon should be strongly
encouraged to either switch to alternatives or use abatement processes. Here is an article
which reviews possible options to mitigate the climate impact of these compounds:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0950423001000675
There is already a partnership between the EPA and the semiconductor industry which aims to
reduce these emissions:
https://www.epa.gov/f-gas-partnership-programs/semiconductor-industry
Oregon has an important role given that is has a significant and growing semiconductor
manufacturing industry.
Sincerely,
Agrawal, Shishir
Beaverton, OR, 97006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph McGonigle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:39:04 AM

To whom it may concern,
We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community –
helping ensure moms and dads can get to work and kids can go to school.
We are critical to our community.
This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will
cost and what will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing
Oregon’s greenhouse gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have
made significant investments to comply with that regulation and have reduced
millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add another expensive
mandate on our local businesses.
The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our
business in responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals
and those at home without power all rely on us and fuels to respond to
emergencies or remove people from harm’s way. This rule would complicate
our ability to respond in emergency situations when we could potentially be
regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to
purchase more community climate investment credits. The proposed rule
would cap the use of those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance obligation. What
are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which may only be 6 years away?
After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel availability
decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington, and
elsewhere. Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real
possibility – even during times of emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not
monitor the price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to
comply gets too high. Affordable and available transportation fuels is an
equity issue that the commission should address. We cannot simply price
certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that have the most money.
Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure that
happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when the cost
of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is required.
Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the
Clean Fuels Program. Again, we are small, locally owned business. We are
not large, multinational corporations. Creating new complex regulations will
make it difficult for our business to survive. And without businesses like ours
throughout the state, many communities will struggle to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this
program. We are already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
should not be treated as if we are some large, multinational corporation that
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can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder
climates of Eastern and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a
possibility of fuel gelling during the winter months, leaving engines inoperable.
-Joseph McGonigle
A/R Manager
Ed Staub & Sons Petroleum
Support Center
541-887-8903
joseph.mcgonigle@edstaub.com
www.edstaub.com | www.myfastbreak.com

This message and any attached documents contain information from Ed Staub and Sons Petroleum that may be confidential, proprietary, trade
secret and/or copyright protected. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this information. If you have
received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Buchenroth, Shawn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
"shawbuch@hotmail.com"
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 16, 2021 11:41:47 AM

Greetings –
I am a long time Oregon resident, and I prefer to have natural gas available to my home. It is
affordable, renewable, and already installed in my home. I would not like to have to tell my landlady
that she must purchase and install a new hot water heater that runs on electricity.
Please consider the concerns that NW Natural has brought to my attention. They are in a good
position to understand energy use pros and cons, and I doubt their concerns are solely in their own
interest.
Sincerely, Shawn O Buchenroth
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

R.B. Garden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:01:56 AM

Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our
greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best
advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program fall
short of meeting this moment.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program:
1) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources
accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
2) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that
benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.

3) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by
2030.

We must act to prevent and reduce the devastating wildfires and extreme
weather that we’ve experienced over the last few years. I'd like to think the
Labor Day fires of 2020 will go down in history as the last worst fire in Oregon.
The burned forests will never be the same in our lifetime. If we don't take full
responsibility and cut GHG from all industry, that fire might just be the first in a
long line of devastating climate enhanced catastrofes moving into our future.
I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in
Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at
the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.

In order to follow the science and cut our climate pollution 50% by 2030 we must
cut GHG emissions everywhere at once. We are out of time to negotiate nicely with
polluting industries in Oregon.

This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and
public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many
months.
Sincerely,
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Rouanna Garden
Springfield, Oregon 97477-4224
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Ettling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 18, 2021 3:47:42 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft
rules for the Climate Protection Program fall short of meeting this moment.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
I am extremely worried about climate change while working 25 years at Crater Lake National
Park from 1992 to 2017. Sadly, I saw climate change while working there with the annual
snowpack going and the fire seasons getting longer, dryer, more intense, and more smoky. As
the fire seasons got worse, I saw it have a negative impact on the economy of southern Oregon
as tourists cancelled or altered their vacations to avoid the smoke and active forest fires in
Crater Lake National Park.
From the fall of 2017 to now, my wife and I have lived in outer NE Portland Oregon. I saw the
smoke from regional wildfires get very unhealthy to breath and partake in outdoor activities at
times during the summer, especially September 2020. Climate scientists tells us that the
climate crisis is causing more extreme hot weather in the summer and milder weather in the
winters which is making the fire season in the Pacific Northwest worse.
Thus, it is so important that all of us, especially the Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ), do all it can to lessen the threat of climate change. I urge the Oregon DEQ to
implement strong draft rules for the Climate Protection Program to take the threat of global
warming with the utmost urgency that is required.
This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to
the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been
asking for these changes and more for many months.
Thank you for allowing me to share these thoughts with you and submit these comments into
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the public record.
With much gratitude.
Brian Ettling
b.green.ettling@gmail.com
15842 NE Sandy Blvd
Apt. 35
Portland, OR 97230
Cell: 314-882-9249
"Think Globally, Act Daily." - Brian Ettling
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

John Weigant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:20:35 PM
TESTIMONY TO DEQ EQC GOV BROWN.docx

I am a climate activist with Elders Climate Action-Oregon Chapter. Governor
Brown, DEQ and EQC have started the process of addressing climate, but there
is so far to go and so little time that current actions are too little and too late. My
plea is to accelerate on every front, but especially those that affect people,
because they make the little decisions that matter, all across the board. When
the laws of Man conflict with the laws of physics and nature, Man loses. A
physics analogy is the law of conservation of momentum, which equals mass
times velocity. The mass of humanity is increasing, as is the rate at which we
burn carbon, accelerating climate change.
This was made clear by The Limits to Growth in 1972, a half century ago.
President Reagan repudiated it. It was updated in 1992 (Beyond the Limits) and
again in 2004 (Limits to Growth, The 30 Year Update), all by the same, brilliant
MIT team, using systems dynamics. We are still following its projected track of
human disaster on the "business as usual" scenario, when world population by
2100 will be about half of today's, and living a very stark life. Republican
conservatives are still repudiating it, assuming capitalism and the resources it
consumes will last forever. I'm sorry.
Nature started pulling CO2 from the atmosphere about 3 billion years ago,
sequestering the carbon in limestone, coal, oil and gas. It was a very slow and
steady process of storing solar energy in plants. 1776 was high-change year
when an upstart colony defined modern democracy, Adam Smith defined
modern capitalism, and James Watt invented the rotary steam engine to use the
stored energy. We've reversed Nature's 3-billion-year cleanup process in just 2.5
centuries. It will take massive effort by people to reverse it again, but still we
want to keep on growing and ignoring our children's future.
We need 1. to recognize what we've done, and 2. to reverse it. Great pain lies
ahead, but we can lessen it with prompt and vigorous action. We
owe it to our children.
John Weigant
18989 NE Marine Dr, #15
Portland, OR 97230
503-841-1727
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave V
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:57:10 PM

It would be impossible to generate “renewable” gas in the volume needed to replace our
natural resource. Well, maybe if we piled every rotting, radical Democrat idea in a heaping
pile and capped it, we could get close.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joy Bruns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:48:50 PM

Dear DEQ Rule Making Committee:
We have read the concerns voiced by Northwest Natural Gas regarding Governor
Brown's executive order to significantly reduce the use of carbon based fuels in the
near future. We share the concerns NWNG raised, for the following reasons.
#1. We do not feel climate change is a crisis urgent enough to warrant a gubernatorial
executive order. We feel this should be decided by the citizens impacted by it, and as
such, we appreciate the opportunity to give our input.
#2. We are concerned about the risk involved in relying solely upon electricity as it
can so easily be interrupted or sabotaged. Case in point: the east coast power grid
that was held for ransom in a recent cyber attack.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy
options to meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could
discourage renewable energy innovation and force communities to exclusively
depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas
service can have energy even when the electric power is out.
#3. All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using
the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more
affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
#4. The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy
system. Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable
energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
Please consider all these points in making decisions that will affect all citizens of
Oregon. Thank you for your consideration.
Steve and Joy Bruns
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Theodora Tsongas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Theodora Tsongas
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:01:40 PM
tt to DEQ re- Climate Protection Program 102521.docx

Please accept my attached comments on the Proposed Climate Protection Program.
Thank You.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tim Weaver
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 10, 2021 9:10:09 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
We operate several specialized vehicles that we update and try to be the most efficient and already have a high fuel
bill. Especially with the recent rise in fuel costs, we simply can't have another reason for higher costs. This
program would be a disaster to not just our industry but the economy as a whole and is not needed!
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tim Weaver
PO Box 112
Banks, OR 97106
tim@precisionpump.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave V
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:43:01 PM

I am both amazed and frustrated that one person can write such a devastating order. This
totalitarian order by a lame duck governor should be ignored to maximum extent possible.
Let those who fear climate change turn away from fossil fuel if they want to save the planet.
Leave the rest of us alone.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Fromer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, September 26, 2021 8:41:12 AM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I have had the privilege to experience great natural abundance that is now in peril. I am
frightened and sad when I think of the future with life being extinguished due to global
warming. As the IPCC reports, “It’s code red for humanity.” There is not time to waste.
As a third generation Oregonian, I am disappointed that Oregon is not taking responsibility for
our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable
levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1)Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be
based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must
make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
I would also urge DEQ to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single
climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Eileen Fromer
Portland 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristen Sims
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:36:22 PM

This is the conclusion of a prior email …
It will be very short-sighted, and Oregon will not be paving the way for a better energy footprint by leaving natural
gas out of the equation.
We need innovation to reach our goals. But also let’s not just throw a dart into the future and pick a number. NW
Natural is working hard for all of us. The Natural Gas Industry needs to be part of our solution.
I respectfully submit my input to Gov. Kate Brown and the Leaders of Oregon.
Kristen Sims.
Lake Oswego,OR.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mitchell Luftig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:53:03 PM

Please include fracked gas power plants in DEQ climate plan.
Thank you,
Mitchell Luftig
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Bohem
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 8, 2021 8:54:24 AM

This comment period was brought to my attention by NW Natural; I am a customer. I do not
share their agenda, but you will undoubtedly hear their talking points frequently during the
comment period.
I believe Oregon should take decisive action on CO2 emissions reduction, even above and
beyond the proposals outlined here. Ideally these actions should be synchronized to the extent
possible with Washington and California. I would also favor changes to the Energy Trust
program to help consumers move to lower impact heating methods.
James Bohem
Portland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Miner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 8, 2021 4:30:25 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Dan Miner
435 W Arlington St
Gladstone, OR 97027
dan@hollywoodliquor.net
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Trevor Beltz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Tami Kerr; Mike Freese
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:41:12 PM
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Dairy Comments on Climate Protection Program.pdf

Good afternoon,
On behalf of the Oregon Dairy Farmers Association, Tillamook County Creamery Association, and
Threemile Canyon Farms, please accept the attached letter as public comment on the proposed
Climate Protection Program.
. TREVOR BELTZ
Mgr, Government Relations &
Public Affairs
T: 971.339.9069
. M: 503.715.6216
TBeltz@tillamook.com
.

Notice: This e-mail message and all attachments transmitted is intended solely for the use of the intended
addressee. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you may not disseminate, distribute,
copy, or use this message or its attachments. If you have received this message in error please notify the
sender immediately by telephone or electronic mail and permanently delete this message and all copies and
backups thereof. This e-mail message and all attachments may contain confidential information. No waiver
of confidentiality is intended on account of any misdirection of this message. Thank you.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristen Sims
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:20:40 PM

To the leaders of OregonI have taken responsibility for my own impact on the environment since I was hooked on science in the 5th grade in
1972.   I encouraged one of my sons to get his BS in Environmental Science at OSU.
I believe we all need to consider how energy is used. The promise of new technology and the application of the
sources that we currently have all play a role in cleaner energy.
Personally, I need Natural Gas. During the winter power outage my family of 6 and our dogs would have had to
seek shelter somewhere else. But because we have a gas fireplace and stove, we were warm and well fed.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Sutton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:20:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
17% tax increase on small business only. The businesses hit hardest by the pandemic. The businesses that employ
more than half of tax paying Oregonians. And now this? If your goal is to put small businesses out of business and
have less Oregonians paying taxes then you're doing a great job!
If that is not your goal I urge you to stop and think about what you are doing. Where are the taxpayers going to get
jobs if you put small business out of business? Where will your tax base come from then?
Also, think about this. Higher gas prices hurts the poorest among us the most. The very people you erroneously
claim to represent. Higher gas prices doesn't just mean higher prices at the pump it means higher prices on
everything all of us including the poorest among us buy. Essentials like food and clothing. Aren't Oregonians
hurting enough already?
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Chris Sutton
13780 SW Spring Hill Rd
Gaston, OR 97119
chris@carpetmdinfo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Miki Barnes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:31:03 PM
Climate Change Program.pdf

Dear Nicole Singh,
Attached are my comments on the Climate Protection Program draft. Please review the flight tracks
included on the last 7 pages of the document to get a more accurate perspective of the heavy
pollution burden borne by Washington County residents due to the international flight training
program operating out of the Hillsboro Airport as well as other Oregon airports. Aviation fuels
contribute to global warming, emit numerous toxins including lead, and severely degrade the
environment. They also disproportionately impact minority, economically disadvantaged, and
communities of color as well as rural residents. As such they should not be exempt from regulation
and reduction requirements.
Thank you.
Kind Regards,
Miki Barnes
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave V
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:39:40 PM

If you screw up low-cost natural gas, it will drive more people to switch to our abundant
supply of firewood.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dwayne Depuy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:58:54 PM

It is very disheartening to hear that you are considering basically trying to get rid of natural gas or tax
it out of existence.
It is inconceivable to me that you think you can just replace an economical and reliable source of
heating with what, wind and solar?
I’m curious what you want people want us to heat with when you take down all the dams and get rid
of natural gas.
I don’t really want to pay double or triple what I am paying now just to stay warm.
During the ice storm a few years ago our natural gas fireplace was the only thing that kept us from
freezing.
Plus there can only be so many lovely wind farms and solar arrays unless you plan on blanketing the
entire state with these eyesores.
Leave natural gas alone!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mark Landauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:28:15 PM
OPPAGHGltr.pdf

Dear Ms. Singh:
On behalf of the Oregon Public Ports Association please accept the attached letter regarding
DEQ’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Climate Protection Program draft
rules.
Thank you for your consideration of our comments,
Sincerely,
Mark J. Landauer
Executive Director,
Oregon Public Ports Association
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Mantie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:20:12 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Donna Mantie
1777 Hazelnut Ln NE
Salem, OR 97317
donna@newbergtravel.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mitch Byrnes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:10:24 AM
Rule Making Comment.docx

Mitch Byrnes
Sales and Operations
Byrnes Oil Company Inc.
Office:541.963.4932
Cell:541.240.0708
www.byrnesoil.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave V
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:33:06 PM

China, the world’s worst polluter, has refused to attend the most recent climate summit, and
continues to build coal plants. By penalizing or turning away from our most abundant and
economical fuel source, we only enable China to steal away even more of our industry,
building products using dirty coal for power.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Smith, Anthony
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:11:36 PM
NFIB Comments Climate Protection Program 10.25.2021.pdf

October 25, 2021
To: Director Richard Whitman and Members of the Environmental Quality Commission
From: Anthony K. Smith, National Federation of Independent Business
Re: NFIB Comments on the Draft Climate Protection Program Rules
Director Whitman and Members of the EQC:
On behalf of the thousands of Oregon small business members of the National Federation of
Independent Business, many being the smallest of small businesses, I would like to share with
you our concerns with DEQ’s proposed rules for implementing the state’s Climate Protection
Program.
Please keep in mind that NFIB represents thousands of small businesses in every industry of
Oregon’s private sector, and although 90% of our members have fewer than 25 employees – and
70% have fewer than 10 employees, the small businesses we represent account for over 60,000
Oregon jobs.
Small-business owners depend on energy supplies at globally competitive prices to operate and
effectively run their businesses. According to NFIB’s national Energy Consumption survey, energy
costs are one of the top three business expenses in 35% of small businesses.
Small companies use energy for several business-essential purposes. The primary energy cost:
For 38% of small firms is operating vehicles
For one-third of small firms is heating and/or cooling
For one-fifth of small firms is operating equipment.
If adopted, the draft rules will make living and working in Oregon more expensive – even for those
Oregonians lacking the ability to pay more for fuel. Many families will bear the cost of increased
natural gas rates and higher prices for propane, two key fuels that Oregonians rely on to heat their
homes and businesses in the cold, winter months.
Gasoline prices are an especially sensitive subject for Oregonians. In 2017, and for months
leading into the legislative session, the Joint Committee on Transportation Preservation and
Modernization worked tirelessly to come up with a transportation package that was acceptable to
the requisite number of legislators to pass the bill, but also to the many stakeholder groups
involved in the legislative process. In the end, the finished product included a schedule of gas tax
increases and provisions to aid in containing the costs of Oregon’s Clean Fuels Program.
We know that higher fuel prices lead to higher prices for all types of products and services. This is
especially true in Oregon where we depend on agriculture, manufacturing and natural resources
for so much of the state’s economic activity. But we also know that higher fuel prices have a
disproportionately negative impact on those struggling Oregonians who can least afford to pay
more.
Higher fuel costs aren’t the only consequence for Oregonians if the EQC chooses to adopt this
policy. As energy costs rise, small-business owners are not always able to adjust the price of their
goods and services quickly enough (if at all) to match potentially steep energy cost increases
without hurting their customer base. For example, most owners cannot afford to buy new, more
energy-efficient equipment if current equipment still has useful life. They are effectively caught in a
dilemma that only time and/or good fortune can change.
Most of the problems that businesses struggle with are similar, regardless of whether the business
is structured as a C-corporation, S-corporation, limited liability company, partnership or sole
proprietorship. Energy costs, however, are an exception. While NFIB’s 2020 quadrennial Small
Business Problems and Priorities report shows that tax and regulatory-related problems are
similarly ranked across most legal categories, sole proprietors and partnerships assessed “Energy
Costs, Except Electricity” as a more severe problem than the other forms of business. The
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difference in rank is likely due to the heavy influence of agriculture in these two legal designations.
Of the top 75 small businesses issues included in the report, “Energy Costs, Except Electricity”
(Cost of Natural Gas, Propane, Gasoline, Diesel, Fuel Oil) was ranked 19th overall. This category
ranked 12th for Proprietorships, 13th for Partnerships, 21st for C-corporations, 20th for LLCs, and
30th for S-corporations.
Another key difference in how businesses rank their most-pressing challenges is based on size,
both in revenue and employee count. Cost-related problems disproportionally affect smaller
businesses more than larger ones due to economies of scale. Smaller businesses lack the
purchasing power of larger businesses and are less able to absorb unexpected changes in
business costs. For example, “Energy Costs, Except Electricity” are much more of a burden for
smaller businesses compared to larger businesses. Newer and smaller firms have often not yet
reached the peak of their market share, thus their energy cost per dollar of sale has not yet been
fully optimized.
Lastly, the draft rules have failed to accurately determine the cost of compliance for Oregonians,
specifically our small businesses. DEQ only considered impacts on businesses that would be
directly regulated under the program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would
see significant cost increases in the supply chain, exacerbating price increases and inflation
issues already causing economic disruptions, both regionally and nationally.
The likely impacts of the rules on small businesses, and all Oregonians, will be increased costs for
the things we buy that require carbon to produce and transport. Energy costs will increase, fuel
prices will increase, and even if the big, regulated entities are the ones paying for the program
directly, those dollars will come from real people – Oregonians that would be burdened with higher
bills to the tune of millions of dollars per year, all for an imperceptible impact on the global climate.
And whatever the cost to the average Oregonian, the cost of the Climate Protection
Program for small-business families will be even more severe. Our members will pay once
for their household energy needs – and then a second time to keep their businesses
running.
It is critical for Oregon’s small businesses to have access to affordable and reliable supplies of
energy to remain competitive. For these many reasons, NFIB asks you to reject the draft rules.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Anthony K. Smith
Oregon State Director
P: 503-364-4450
C: 480-205-0490
NFIB.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jon Laraway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 4:00:32 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Our family farming business cannot afford these increased cost continuously piling up. We will soon be selling out
to the larger corporate farms, and our family farm workers will suffer.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jon Laraway
2371 Old Dalles Dr
Hood River, OR 97031
larawayandsons@hrecn.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tammy Warren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:22:31 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment
Dear Advisor Singh,
"Oregon needs renewable resilient, affordable energy choice"
However, goals need more than to just be stated. They need to be Specific, Measureable,
Achievable, Relevant, and Time stamped.
1. We need to measure the actual benefit from these goals.
2. HOW, specifically, are we to reach these goals?
3. If people can't afford to heat their homes and resort to less carbon efficient methods, how
are these goals going to stay relevant?
4. Is it even POSSIBLE to reduce emissions by these levels while keeping current standard of
living?
5. If current appliances can't utilize high renewable energy levels, is 15 years enough time for
the world to catch up to these lofty requirements?
Goals should encourage us to stretch, not break us. Give us the necessary tools, feasible
schedule, and economic feasibility; we will reach these goals.
Sincerely,
Tammy Warren
freedomfighters4mykids@outlook.com
170 W Ellendale Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave V
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:24:49 PM

It is time to face the truth about the environmental and economic damage done by the
construction of solar panels and windmills. The mining of heavy metals for solar and the
fossil fuels needed to build, transport, and erect windmills is monumental. Many of the
windmills along the Columbia are shot, and there is no plan to recycle the blades and clean
up the oily mess in the housings.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jay Robinson Jr., CPA, CFO
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:48:27 PM
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I consider Natural gas an indispensable part of my lifestyle. We used our Natural gas fireplace to
keep from freezing during an ice storm when our electricity was out for weeks. We also used it for
cooking. It is superior to cooking with an electric stove. It is also very efficient and effective in our
tankless water heater that saves on energy. Overall, it’s very cost effective. Also, Natural gas is
abundant in this country, which reduces our reliance on other countries.

Jay Robinson, Jr., CPA PC
EVP, Chief Financial Officer
WSPC
Web: www.WSPCRx.com
Email: jrobinson@WSPCRx.com
Phone: (503) 597-1546
Providing outstanding pharmacies with a competitive edge.
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This electronic mail transmission may contain privileged and/or confidential information and is
intended only for the review of the party to whom it is addressed. If you have received this transmission in error, please
immediately return it to the sender, delete it and destroy it without reading it. Unintended transmission shall not constitute
the waiver of the attorney-client or any other privilege.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cameron King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:21:04 PM

Hello,
My name is Cameron King. I live in Oregon, and I'd like to comment on the DEQ Climate
Protection Program.
I don't know much about the program, but I'd like to express my feelings about climate
change, because I believe experts like you can more accurately create a high quality plan of
action than I would be able to. But I'd like to express my feelings nonetheless.
I think renewable energy is important, but so is resiliency. With the increased risk of climate
disasters on the horizon, it's important that we ensure stability for our populace who have been
shocked and traumatized by all the political upheaval and progressive cultural changes that
seem to arrive more and more rapidly every day. To that end, investing in sustainable energy
sources seems to me the best way to do that, but again I'm not an expert.
I also want to stress that part of the cause of the various unrests is the division between urban
and rural populations both in our state and in the entire country, so I encourage you to come
up with a solution that doesn't place an undue strain on the rural areas - they are stressed out
enough as it is, and often poorer than their urban and suburban counterparts and therefore less
able to alter their methods of consumption to align with newly discovered ethical
responsibilities to the biosphere.
I trust that you will take this into account when creating a climate action plan.
Thank you for helping Oregon and America,
Cameron
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Rychlik
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:58:09 PM

Why this push NOW??
And I say that as we are in the midst of a pandemic:
Worried about our health
Worried about our incomes and jobs
Worried about our economic future
And this CCP, I mean CPP pressuring our energy sources to comply to certain guidelines.
It seems cruel and heartless to mandate this at this time. Revisit in one year when we hope
some stability returns.
I Know the WEC (World Economic Forum) is pushing this Agenda - Agenda 2030 - yes the
Build Back better crew.
And it seems they do not have our best interests in mind.
We know these mandates will increase the cost of our precious energy bills
And possibly the ability to heat our homes in the near future.
Looming are warnings of shortages in the news of blackouts (electrical) ahead and have
occurred in other countries i.e. Lebanon, Pakistan, and California let alone Texas.
Everyone is thinking about alternative forms of heat at this time - wood burners, etc when the
grid may be disrupted.
Let alone increased gasoline prices and access to food with distribution concerns.
So Let's help by doing our best to supply affordable energy we have now with an eye for the
future.
I do agree our energy sources need a new look but the answers are not available and
converting from gas to electric is not a better solution with the technology at hand.
Let's see: electrical sources: coal, Hydro and oh Natural gas and of course Nuclear all with
environmental concerns. We have not been transparent with the damage done from Fukushima
and we know it is ongoing.
Yes, Tesla had some answers but not implemented at the turn of the century......???
What is the impact on our health living around High voltage power lines?
Michael Moore said it best in his documentary "Planet of the Humans" of the increased cost of
renewable energy and the destruction of natural resources to do so that is not being considered.
Let alone the increased cost to the consumer and increased revenue for the large corporations
at our expense - once again.
Yes we are ingenious and there are options but none that are being toted at this time.
Geothermal might be an option - no talk of this and very expensive to implement at this time
yet no meter attached....!!?
Solar cells are not environmentally friendly to produce and takes a lot of energy
Wind Mills are not efficient or reliable and are very costly
Revisit in one year...... you may be amazed at the answers then. And will give us time to get
back on our feet.
Have a heart,
Susan Rychlik
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zac Cartwright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:32:37 AM

Good Morning and thank you for your work on rule-making and offering the opportunity to
comment.
Sustainability is an important factor in my life and in the lives of many. When considering
renewable energy and sustainability we need to also consider the affordability and reliability
of energy. With this it is important to be diversified in resources used rather than have a
dependence in one or few resources. Being dependent on one or few resources could result in
severe outcomes. All should be diversified and allow responsible and sustainable innovation.
Please consider the following points:
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate
goals more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable
energy options to meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas
bans could discourage renewable energy innovation and force communities to
exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and
businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric power is
out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s
energy system. Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to
affordable energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Zac Cartwright
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lamont Jacobs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:13:48 PM

I believe strongly that we must take drastic steps to reduce carbon emissions for the sake of
reducing it's effects on global climate. However, we should not ignore the potential monetary and
human costs of such changes. These changes will disproportionately have a higher negative affect
the lives of those that are already struggling to make ends meet. The higher costs of using electricity
to heat a home and the cost of replacing appliances will put economic strain on them. There is also
the fact that due to costs of living in urban centers, those that earn lower wages typically have to
reside further from their jobs. This means they rely more heavily on longer distance transportation
systems that produce carbon emissions. Increasing transportation costs will have a much higher
negative effect on them as well. The solution would be to subsidize their travel and their energy use
at home. However, the cost to implement programs to target the individuals that need subsidy and
the fact that some people don't have the capacity to enroll in these programs means that we should
look at other solutions. The money that is saved could be put to researching and developing other
renewable sources of energy and figuring out ways to provide lower costs.
Resilience is also a problem that we should consider if we are going to rely more heavily on
electricity and abandon fuels like natural gas. In January of 2021 the City of Portland had a significant
number of people in the city without electricity for about a week after a snow and ice storm that
damaged power lines. I was able to heat my home at this time using my gas stove. My gas furnace,
although it burns natural gas, cannot operate without electricity. If homes rely on only a single
source of energy, any interruption of that service could become a dangerous situation for families in
times of extremely hot or cold weather. It is common for people to improvise heating their houses in
ways that put them at risk for carbon monoxide poisoning when the weather is extremely cold. If we
had more sources of energy, and we had appliances that heat and cool our homes that can work
using either source independently then we could reduce risk to life and suffering and have the
flexibility to use the source that offers the best tradeoff between cost and amount of carbon
produced.
The final point to make is that renewable electricity energy sources are not dependable enough
currently because they are dependent on the surface conditions of the planet earth. That means if it
is cloudy or the wind doesn't blow then the amount of energy put into the system will not be able to
supply the demand. This means we would have to install a tremendous amount of battery capacity
to deal with this problem. This is unrealistic because of the cost of batteries and the scale of the
problem. There is also the environmental cost of producing batteries. This problem is affecting
Europe currently and they are having to reverse course and burn fuels that produce carbon to
generate electricity in order to satisfy their energy demand.
I believe that if we are serious about the problem then we need to find a realistic and sustainable
solution that has a high chance of having a net positive effect. If we don't then we compromise the
entire cause of reducing carbon emissions. People will lose hope and protest in the streets causing
politicians to rollback policy.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeremy Kirkland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 11:40:12 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
no to the cap
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Kirkland
238 Living Springs Ln
Azalea, OR 97410
jeremy@freedombuildersllc.us
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

heather&kobly kabli
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 11:40:40 AM

To whom it may concern:
DEQ should ensure emission reduction using improved technologies while keeping energy
costs affordable.
Please consider the following:
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate
goals more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable
energy options to meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas
bans could discourage renewable energy innovation and force communities to
exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and
businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric power is
out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s
energy system. Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to
affordable energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
Specific to the draft rules consider:
1) clarify the community climate investment group in the rule. This group must clearly set
emission goals in a cost effective and transparent way and be accountable.
2) cost caps may be needed to protect citizens
3) complete an energy system decarbonization assessment to evaluate natural gas vs electric
heating.
Heather Kabli
Sent from my iPhone (Heather Kabli)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

elizabeth lollis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:05:42 PM

To Whom it May Concern:
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen. Several concerns arise regarding the topic of
removing the option to continue to utilize natural gas for sources of heat and power in the
home. I wonder if the "powers that be" have thought of how this will affect a large number of
current NW Natural customers long-term...
Cost and logistics of changing to all-electric:
What about those of us who currently use natural gas for our water heaters, ovens/stoves,
fireplaces (indoor and/or outdoor), heat pump, etc.? If we no longer have the option to use
natural gas, will the government cover the cost of having our homes reconfigured to be
entirely electric-powered? Will they send someone to our homes to provide new free electric
appliances and cover the cost of the installation? Will they pay to replace our fireplaces and
install a new pellet stove or wood-burning stove in its place? Will they replace our water
heaters with brand new electric-powered ones? Will they replace our furnaces with new
ones? Will they replace our outdoor fireplaces with new wood-burning grills and remove the
exterior gas lines? Who is to pay for all of this? The cost alone for one home could be in the
thousands; which seems both unrealistic and unfeasible. Thousands of people statewide are
still unemployed due to closures surrounding the pandemic, and those who are still employed
likely cannot afford such a drastic change.
Additionally, with the current supply chain delay nationwide, many electronic appliances are
on back-order (for several months or more) and employees providing installations are already
booked months out. Is the government planning on solving the supply chain issue and
increase the number of service providers available to install these items?
Electric doesn't hold up in emergencies:
The February 2021 ice storm alone should be eye-opening in regards to the weakness in our
electric grid structure in Salem. Several neighborhoods were without power for 1-7 days all
over town, to include the elderly and at-risk population. My 89-year-old grandmother in South
Salem lost power for four days and had to be relocated. My parents in West Salem lost power
for four days and had to move all their food to our extra fridge to keep it from spoiling. My inlaws in SE Salem lost power for over a week and had difficulty with their subpump and well (all
run on electricity). Friends in neighboring cities like Turner, Stayton and Aumsville lost power
for 10-14 days. There were fallen trees all over town, many of which took several weeks to be
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removed. Stores ran out of ice and generators. Street lights and traffic lights were out for
blocks. We have natural gas and were still able to run our fireplace to heat our home, take hot
showers and cook food. Several friends and family members came over throughout the week
to use our showers, extra fridge and heat. Without the ability to use natural gas, this never
would have been possible.
Too many people on the electric grid:
The 97317-zip code consists of many low-income and minority families and every year those
neighborhoods lose power frequently due to the electric wires being above-ground. Any day
with high wind, heavy rain, snow or a system flux, the power goes out. Sometimes it lasts for
hours, sometimes days. Unless all of the wires are upgraded and placed underground like
other parts of the city, this zip code in particular will continue to suffer blackouts. Of course,
the cost of replacing everything for a several-block radius would be massive. Who will pay for
all of that? The government? The low-income families in that zip code? If the option of natural
gas is taken away, and additional strain is put on the electric grid, the blackouts will only
worsen and put those individuals at more risk.
Please consider all of the topics heavily before making a decision. We need to continue to
have the option and ability to utilize as many types of energy (especially natural and
renewable energy) as possible in order to safely sustain a functioning system while working
towards helping the environment. We should not be pushing expensive, unrealistic and unsafe
alternatives on Oregonians.
Thank you,
A Concerned NW Natural Customer
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vickie Eichelberger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 9:10:33 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Please stop Kate Brown!
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Vickie Eichelberger
87456 Whistling Ln
Bandon, OR 97411
vickie.e.realty@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Zulaski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:53:29 PM

DEQ,
I am writing to let you know I'm concerned about the choices being made on the climate
protection program. I'm very concerned about the costs being considered by this program and
the lack of consideration for renewable energy sources in it. Please consider the things Oregon
already has in place and innovations being worked on by those resources. We need to consider
the financial well being of our state and its ability to continue to offer affordable ways for
citizens and businesses to exist here.
Beth Zulaski
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Ritchie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, October 14, 2021 2:02:21 PM

This is a good beginning and I’m grateful, but it allows too much wiggle-room for polluters.
Large industries, especially fossil fuel companies, need to be held to account. There should be
no exemptions, and no evasion through loopholes like investing in climate reduction
initiatives.
Environmental policy must follow the science, and the scientific consensus on carbon is clear
and overwhelming: we need to cut carbon emissions in half as soon as possible, and get to net
zero as soon as possible.
I am deeply concerned about future generations. We have dithered about this for far too long.
David Ritchie
davidritchie43@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Mark Labart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Kurt Lumpkin
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:27:26 AM
Public Comments on Climate Protection Program.pdf

The attached document contains our comments. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Mark Labart
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Maloney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 1:30:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Thomas Maloney
6892 Ivy St
Springfield, OR 97478
tcm254@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonnie Owens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Friday, October 1, 2021 4:55:12 PM

TO: dept.of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon's "summer of the climate crisis" has made me feel sad and frustrated because so many of our communities
have again suffered wildfires and have been parched by drought. Worst of all, 100 Oregonians have died due to
climate change effects. Some died of heat, others in fires.We must take progressive action to stop and even reverse
this pattern in Oregon
What further frustrates me is that Oregon is not taking responsibility fpor our part of the climate crisis. Our
greenhouse gas pollution continues to climb at unsustainable rates. There is enough science to say it is
unsustainable.I do not believe DEQ' draft3 rules for the Climate Protection {rogram are sufficient to meet our
responsibility. THIS IS YOUR MOMENT IN HISTORY TO STEP UP AND MAKE THE CLIMATE
PROTECTION PROGRAM STRONG ENOUGH TO REALLY PROTECT!
I stand with the scientists in saying the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program must be made in order to have a program that truly protects Oregon's climate.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by
50% by2030
2) Don't give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining
emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by
fossil fuels and climate change.
Bonnie
Bonnie Owens
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Julia Pommert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Julia Pommert
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:35:14 AM
Testimony for Oregon DEQ for 09302021 Rulemaking.pdf

Testimony for Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
about the proposed Climate Protection Program.
Rulemaking Comment

By Julia Pommert, on September 29, 2021
(541) 556-3483, 5425 NW Lianna Way, Portland, OR 97229
The proposed Climate Protection Program does not call for fast enough reduction in
greenhouse gases based on the recommendations of the IPCC, 2021: Summary for
Policymakers. “Global warming of 1.5°C and 2°C will be exceeded during the 21st
century unless deep reductions in CO2 and other greenhouse gas emissions occur in
the coming decades.”
Electrical producers must not be exempt from this program. Our Oregon legislature
passed HB 2021 this session. It “Requires retail electricity providers to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions associated with electricity sold to Oregon consumers to 80
percent below baseline emissions levels by 2030, 90 percent below baseline emissions
levels by 2035 and 100 percent below baseline emissions levels by 2040.” Our
legislature has spoken. This should be the standard that the Climate Protection
Program addresses.
There needs to be third party auditing to be sure goals are met. Self-monitoring is not
good enough.
Methane has a significate impact on our climate, more than CO2 molecule for molecule.
All fossil fuel power plants must be regulated and replaced as rapidly as possible by
solar and wind power generation. We must stop taking fossil fuel out of the ground.
The Community Climate Investments (CCIs) have the potential to complicate this
process without providing significant progress to the goal of reduced greenhouse
gasses. Don’t let these CCIs become a smoke-screen.
We already have Oregonians injured by the impacts of Climate Change. We must work
quickly to reduce this unhealthy environmental trend and the further damage it will
cause.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Wahl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:44:33 PM

All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more
affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options
to meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage
renewable energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the
electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have
energy even when the electric power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy
system. Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy
and the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely
Michael
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Tara Redfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 10:11:54 AM
DEQ Tara Redfield.docx

Hello,
Please see my attached comments for today's deadline, thank you!
--

photo

Tara Redfield (She/Her)
Astrologer & Climate Change Activist, Another Day Greener Lifestyle &
Astrology
E anotherdaygreener@gmail.com

W www.anotherdaygreener.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kamil Elias
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:02:26 AM

Stop the insane mandates that make Oregonians' energy costs go through the roof, limiting
choice while making no noticeable difference in the effect on climate change.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Garson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 7, 2021 1:00:27 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Businesses are leaving the state of California en mass due to the the overburden of high taxation and excessive
regulation. Do not act on the governors greenhouse gas emissions proposal unless you want to see Oregon become
the next economic wasteland as what businesses we do have depart and prospective business drop us from their list
of possible locations.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Thomas Garson
496 Carol St
Ashland, OR 97520
tgarson@auraltek.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristina Browning
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:09:51 AM

Regarding the 45% reduction from 1990 greenhouse gas emission levels by 2035 and an 80% reduction by 2050; since the
Sun emits enough power onto Earth each second to satisfy the entire human energy demand for over two hours and given that
it is readily available and renewable, solar power is an extremely attractive source of energy; especially with global warming
in full swing. Over the past 20 years, the costs associated with solar cells have been steadily decreasing.
I do think all forms of renewable energy are needed for a low-carbon future with extra emphasis placed on solar power. We
have many days here in the Pacific Northwest when the sun isn’t available to us, so using existing our natural gas
infrastructure and wind power, we could reach climate goals more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and
hydrogen in conjunction with solar and wind.
This past year, when we were out of power for almost a week, our gas service was the only thing that allowed us to stay in our
home because we were still able to cook on our gas stove and get some heat from our gas fireplace. Keeping some natural gas
and hydrogen in the equation will help with energy even when the electric power is out.
I believe there should be a solar requirement for all new homes being built that they at least be pre-wired for solar capability,
if not automatically build in solar panels. We cannot reach the goals without aggressive sweeping change like this and we
cannot afford to miss the goal - our human race is depending on it.
Cheers,

Kristina Browning
Realtor, Podcaster &
Home Functionality Coach ®
Create a Home that Thrives ®
503-505-3798
www.SpaceAndReason.com
kristina@SpaceAndReason.com
Podcast: Home Space+Reason
The finest compliment I could ever receive is the confidence of your referral. Kristina Browning is licensed

503 Properties.

with
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mail Info
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:08:47 AM

I am a senior and have relied on natural gas for decades. When the electric power goes out, we
who use gas, can still cook and in some cases heat a room. We rely on this service and have
found through experience it is cheaper than electricity for heating our homes. Do not let this
natural utility be done away with. N W Gas is doing it's best to comply with new regulations.
We, the public, deserve the option of choosing a utility that suites our needs.
Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Will Grimes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 24, 2021 11:26:05 PM

I would request answers to the following questions regarding the basis for Executive Order #
20-04.
1) Please list the published peer reviewed research papers that are being use to justify
climate policy in the State of Oregon. The reviewers should be independent from any
federal or state government agency and not receive any government grant funding.
Also, reviewers should not be employees of any company or organization that could be
financially impacted by government climate policies.
2) Is there a computer climate model that has accurately predicted the change in low-level
troposheric temperature for the last 20 years?
3) How much does temperature increase with increasing levels of CO2 in a controlled lab
experiment? Will the plot be linear or exponential?
4) How much does atmospheric water vapor add to warming as compared to CO2?
5) If CO2 is considered to be a pollutant, why is CO2 released in greenhouses by florists?
6) What impact will higher levels of atmospheric CO2 have on agriculture?
7) Are other sources of atmospheric heating being studied? Two Examples: (1) Concrete
and asphalt absorb solar energy and radiate heat while forests use that same energy to
grow. (2) All sources of energy emit waste heat into the environment when used.
8) Why is a CO2 caused climate change disaster perpetually ten years away?
9) If man-made CO2 is so dangerous, why is there not a government program to plant a
very large number of additional trees?
There are many retired climatologist and physicist that believe more atmospheric CO2 may
have some impact, but not dire consequences touted in much of mainstream media. Note that I
stated “retired”. Scientist researching the climate must state they believe in the climate change
orthodoxy in order to obtain government grants or even keep their jobs. Below list two
scientists who have suffered consequences for their questioning of the climate change
orthodoxy.
Dr. Judith Curry former chair of the School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences at the Georgia
Institute of Technology. See YouTube video: Climatologist Dr. Judith Curry Retires from
Academia, Here's Why!
Dr. Peter Ridd former head or the Physics Department and the Marine Geophysical Laboratory
at James Cook University, North Queensland, Australia. See YouTube video: Peter Ridd's
Fight for Freedom of Speech on Climate Change.
CO2 caused climate destruction has become a religious cult. If you question the climate
change orthodoxy, you are an immoral climate denier. Many in the climate change cult praise
cult leaders who speak all the correct incantations but are not held accountable for their
personal use of carbon fuels or wealth obtained through climate change activism.
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I am very much in favor of efficient use of energy. But, basing climate policy on CO2 caused
climate change is just an easy political tool to centralize power and has nothing to do with
creating good climate policies.
Will Grimes
(503) 642-7159
19075 SW LEANN COURT
ALOHA, OREGON
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mr. & Mrs. Don Harteloo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:30:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Higher fuel costs will impact our business and urge state agencies to reject the proposed rules
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Don Harteloo
1740 Shaff Rd
Stayton, OR 97383
info@pca146.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sam Yerke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:49:50 AM

Hello,
I am a licensed architect in the State of Oregon, I have a duty to protect the health, safety and
welfare of the public in my work. All those in the position of power have a similar duty to the
public and our future generations.
I write to you because I fear that the civil servants at DEQ have a huge health and safety
blindspot for Oregon's large-scale GHG emmiters in their most recent Carbon Emission
Rulemaking Draft.
Proposed Rule Number 340-271-0110 states an exemption for covered stationary entities:
"Does not include emissions from landfills, electric power plants, and natural gas compressor
stations on and owned by interstate pipelines."
WHY?
These sources account for half of Oregon’s GHG emissions from stationary sources.
The decision to exclude these sources would be negligent given we are in a Climate Crisis, our
future generations need bold action to curb climate change to preserve a stable climate and this
includes accounting for ALL carbon emissions from ALL sources.
I urge the Oregon DEQ to change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By
exempting fracked gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you for your time,
Sam Yerke
RA
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Jo Tyler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:37:18 AM

In terms of carbon reduction for clean energy, I do not think eliminating all natural gas and
going totally electric is a good idea. I consider myself an environmentalist. But total reliance
on electric leaves a lot of vulnerability during power outages. Gas utilities seem to be working
toward more carbon neutral solutions such as biogas and they should be given a chance to
prove this method.
Mary Jo Tyler
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roberta A
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:38:14 PM

Oregon must take responsibility for our share of the climate crisis, and prevent more
harm to public health. We should hold the largest climate polluters accountable for
reducing climate pollution. DEQ’s proposed Climate Protection Program which
requires fossil gas companies to reduce greenhouse gas pollution for the first time in
Oregon is a good start.

DEQ’s proposal to include an increasing number of oil companies in the program each
year is a good compromise from previous draft rules. I would like to see the final rules
go further to include more oil companies at a faster rate.

DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not follow
the science. Oregonians demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the
covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. That will happen if we hold all
large polluters accountable.
Thank you for listening,
Roberta Cade
1321 Chemeketa St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ray Mallette
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 24, 2021 9:55:42 PM

With the Oregon Climate Protection Program (CPP), Oregon finally has a chance to make
meaningful reductions in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by lowering the emissions 'cap' over time
for the largest polluters. However the DEQ needs to ensure we cover all of the largest
polluters and also needs to be more aggressive on lowering the emissions 'cap' over time.
Specifically:
1. Stationary source polluters should not be exempted from the cap. If DEQ
chooses to exempt industrial polluters from the overall program cap, it should at
least require these sources follow some other form of mandatory emissions
reductions, in line with the state’s climate targets
2.
The current proposed cap needs to at least follow the Oregon Climate Action
Plan's minimum targets of 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990
levels by 2050.
3.

Community Climate Investments (CCI's) should be a more limited part of the
CPP. DEQ should continue to limit how many CCIs polluters can buy and use to
comply with the program , so polluters are required to reduce emissions in their
own operations.
I wish to commend the DEQ on the CPP rules progress to date and look forward to
the DEQ further strengthening the current rules before implementation in 2022.
Ray Mallette
Ashland, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lucien Gunderman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:10:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Director Whitman, as a farmer/rancher that makes my living raising crops and livestock, the proposed rules take
complete advantage of agriculture, and small businesses, and do basically nothing to curb the pollution, only to have
rules that cripple ag and small business owners. The cost of production are already much higher than they should be
with the inflation, and ever increasing cost of everything. As an example, I just got a load of feed, and since
ordering a couple of months ago, it went up $70.00 per ton. The turn around of this is that cattle prices are the
lowest they have been in several years. The proposed rules are just added damage to what is already going on.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
lucien Gunderman
18155 NW Baker Creek Rd
McMinnville, OR 97128
crownhillfarm@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maggie Myers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:00:50 PM

My name is Maggie Myers, I'm a long time resident of the city of Beaverton and a
member of the Sunrise Movement which is a youth-led organization fighting for a
Green New Deal and climate justice all across the United States including within our
own state of Oregon which is why I am so disturbed by the proposal to allow fracked
gas plants to be exempt from emissions regulations. It’s environmentally destructive
to allow fracking to begin with, and the impacts to the frontline communities
surrounding fracking plants will only be compounded by uncapped emissions which
will directly affect the land, water and air quality of the people living in those
communities.
Fracking emissions in Oregon have been increasing year over year since 2012
And the biggest producers of carbon, like fracking plants, regardless of what sector
they fall into, need to be the most accountable for reducing emissions. The opposite
scenario being proposed, in which smaller production facilities would absorb the
majority of the cost and responsibility for emissions is unfair, and morally and logically
unsound. No one should be exempted from solving the climate crisis that we’re facing
and especially not those who are contributing to it the most.
My generation and the generations that have come after me will have to live through
some of the worst impacts of the climate crisis and will be affected by every decision
made on these issues now. So I’m calling on the DEQ and the E.Q.C. today to do the
right thing for our environment and our future.
Thank you.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

charliesage
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 24, 2021 2:51:46 PM

Natural gas is an affordable, efficient and relatively clean energy source for heating. I oppose
becoming dependent on mostly electricity for the heating needs of this state.
Who will pay for the infrastructure upgrades to the power grid? If it's Oregon taxpayers, then
why is Kate Brown doing an executive order on this? It should be up to the Oregon taxpayers
to vote and decide.
Where will all of this extra electricity come from? How much "greener" is this option?
Is using the electrical grid to heat homes and businesses as reliable as natural gas? Many times
during ice/snow storms here the power goes out.
Will this even benefit Oregonians? It appears Kate Brown is issuing to many executive orders
and likely for self interests, not in the best interest of Oregon.
-Concerned Oregon Citizen

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Romo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:20:13 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Debra Romo
PO Box 2100
La Pine, OR 97739
drromo1@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Odegard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:30:19 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Why is this not something that people in the State can vote on vs. via Executive Order. Let the people vote.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Odegard
16636 SW Delta Ct
Beaverton, OR 97006
baodegard@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chuck Areford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:43:36 PM

In late June of this year, a record shattering heatwave killed hundreds in the Pacific
Northwest. The town of Lytton Canada hit 121 degrees fahrenheit, smashing the Canadian
high temperature record and then was engulfed in a forest fire and burned to the ground.
Climate scientists were stunned, shocked and speechless. Such extreme temperatures
were not expected for decades, yet here we are. Does anyone think that we are going to
break out of the current cycle of heat, drought and fires? We could get a respite for a
couple of years, but generally it is going to get much worse. We are just seeing the tip of
the iceberg in terms of climate chaos.
The latest IPCC report says “strong, rapid and sustained reductions” in methane emissions
are important. According to Amy Townsend-Small, associate professor at the University of
Cincinnati, methane emissions are “causing rapid climate change. What’s happening now is
the scary stuff’ and “active wells are the main source of energy-related methane
emissions.”
A recent study finds that solar, wind and batteries (SWB), electric and autonomous electric
vehicles (A-EVs) and microbial protein factories based on precision fermentation (PF) are
poised to become much more cost efficient and take over the energy market, driving fossil
fuels into an economic death spiral.
Agencies such as the Oregon Dept.of Environmental Quality have a key role to play in this
transition. You can help this transition and protect Oregonians by removing all subsidies
and exemptions for fossil fuels, including natural gas. Continuing to subsidize and exempt
fossil fuels from rulemaking can delay this transition for decades. Please do not exempt the
six largest greenhouse gas polluters, fracked gas power plants, from effective regulation.
Sincerely,
Chuck Areford
2386 Stansby Way
Eugene, OR 97405
541-687-6978
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sean.hodges65
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:43:03 PM

This is just one more reason to move.
The government in this state is the worst.
Swear they're trying to make it as expensive as possible to live here. I like gas! Its
cheap and it works clean! Carbon dioxide???
Last I checked, plants love that shit!! They use it to make oxygen.

plants use light and carbon dioxide (CO₂) to make the sugars they need to
grow, releasing oxygen in the process.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bltaylor27@gmail.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:27:49 AM

I am concerned that Oregon DEQ’s proposed rules fall short of meeting the priorities
of Governor Brown’s Executive Order 20-04. Exempting our state’s largest polluters—
fracked gas power plants—from Oregon’s new emissions reduction program conflicts
directly with Executive Order 20-04.
Oregon’s fracked gas power sector produces at least 9 million tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent each year. That amount does not even include fracked gas leaks from
wells, pipes, compressors, and other equipment.
A “Climate Protection Program” that exempts the largest climate polluters in the state
and fails to thoroughly investigate the burdens on frontline communities is not a
meaningful program. Instead, it will become an ineffectual program that fails to meet
the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to the
health of Oregonians.
Your agency can make changes to the CPP that will help Oregon meet our climate
goals while helping to protect Oregonians from adverse health effects. In particular:
Set an overarching emissions reduction target for stationary sources.
Regulate fugitive GHG emissions.
Retire reserve compliance instruments rather than rolling them over
yearly.
Do not exclude emissions from entities that own interstate pipelines.
Shorten the compliance period. Three years is too long.
Base the initial cap on Oregon’s goal of reducing emissions by at least
80% from 1990 levels by 2050.
Lower the threshold, eliminate the call-in model, and include a declining
cap for stationary sources of emissions.
Study the impacts of significant exemptions in the CPP and share the
results with the public.
Sincerely,
Barbara L. Taylor
66611 ORIOLE RD
NORTH BEND OR 97459
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rachel Codd Gilmore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 23, 2021 1:16:19 PM

October 23, 2021
To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I am writing in the hopes that you will consider my comments, and those of so many
other Oregonians, in the decision making process for the Climate Protection Program
rulemaking process. You are in a position of influence in creating the Climate
Protection Program, and I am begging you to do everything in your power to make it
stronger.
I am the mom of a toddler, and am terrified for his future. I hope that you will do your
part to give him and his generation the best chance of being able to go outside in the
summer and not worry about poor air quality and excessive heat. I hope you will do
what you can to spare these children, and their children, the very real possibility of
widespread food insecurity and other hardships due to the impacts of climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our
greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice
of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program fall short of
meeting this moment. Oregon must take the lead and set an example for the rest of
the country and the world.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the
worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas
for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the
outset.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by
2030.
The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at
least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050.
The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more
ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030Page 4113 of 9889

- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin
immediately. Reductions in emissions need to be closer to 7% each year,
starting now. Please push for the highest percentage possible. We must aim to
succeed.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters
in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap
and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for
them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution
from these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of
its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission
reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution
reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer
and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory.
I would also urge DEQ to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's
largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change. CCIs can only be a part
of the solution to climate change, a mere stop-gap to help us avoid the worst. Please
make the language very clear to hold polluters purchasing CCIs accountable for also
reducing carbon emissions at the source.
I support a requirement for DEQ to review the CCI program every two years to
ensure CCIs investments reduce an average of one ton of climate pollution
each or more and prioritize investments in communities most impacted by
climate damages.
DEQ should include in its biennial report to the Environmental Quality
Commission a recommendation for changing the price of CCIs as-needed to
meet climate and equity goals.
A clear percentage of CCI investments should be guaranteed to those on the
frontlines of harm from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and
BIPOC communities. The current language is too vague, only prescribing that
DEQ *may* prioritize CCI projects that benefit frontline communities, among
other purposes.
This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please
listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months. This is your moment
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to protect our children with your actions and advocacy.
Sincerely,
Rachel Codd Gilmore
Portland, 97220
-Rachel Codd Gilmore
206-370-1386
rachelemilycodd@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:30:16 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Our small businesses have had so many issues and cost increases in the last few years. This is not the time to do
this. We are seeing so many people leave our state because of changes like these. I personally have sold many
properties for people that were born and raised here in Oregon that are leaving our state and going to Idaho and
Montana. It is very sad.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Johnson
1971 View St
Myrtle Point, OR 97458
cynthiaj@johnsongrouprealestate.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Silbernagel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:20:28 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Please look beyond the obvious and realize this will punish all Oregonians with higher prices for every item
purchased. All products spend time on a truck at some point meaning the extra costs will only be passed on to the
consumer. Prices are already spiraling upward as we're still trying to recover from the effects of the pandemic and
runaway inflation. Please think this through....it's a bad idea!
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Don Silbernagel
PO Box 56
Sublimity, OR 97385
dwdon@wvi.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Troy Elias
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:04:55 PM

Climate change is a collective action problem. Yet, climate change leadership and mainstream
climate change initiatives often overlook perspectives and efforts of individuals that are most
at risk (i.e., racial/ethnic minorities and individuals that are of a low socioeconomic status).
The change we need starts with bringing everyone to the table and ensuring we all have a
voice.
****************************************************
Troy Elias, Ph.D.
Associate Professor & Advertising Area Director
1275 University of Oregon
School of Journalism and Communications
Allen Hall, Room 233
Eugene, OR 97403-1275
****************************************************
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Pickard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:25:00 AM

Hello.
As a permanent resident of Oregon for much of my life, I have a strong connection to our
environment and an interest in protecting our unique climate here. With that in mind, I would
support state programs that severely limit fossil fuel use for businesses and residents and assist
us monetarily in converting our homes from natural gas to electricity, as well as getting more
plug-in hybrid vehicles into our garages and business transportation fleets.
I don’t believe we need to stop 100% of oil production, though its steep reduction must
happen; I expect there are positive uses for certain plastics (e.g., medical devices and
materials), though they should be fully recyclable, and lower carbon fuels, if they actually
exist, used in plug-in hybrid vehicles could be effective in reducing carbon emissions if
implemented on a massive scale. But if we are to save this planet in the short term, which I
believe is an existential imperative for our immediate future, we all must make these changes
now. Oregon can lead the way.
Let’s do this.
Scott Pickard-Jones
Hillsboro, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zach Klonoski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 6:45:32 PM

To members of the committee:
Please pass the boldest rules possible to accelerate the transition to a clean energy economy.
The number of reports declaring this a “code red for humanity” are too numerous to count at
this point and it is incumbent that Oregon does it’s part to address the climate crisis.
Fortunately, there are huge economic opportunities for states that take bold climate action so
passing strong rules will also create thousands of new jobs and help supercharge Oregon’s
economy.
Be bold, be brave, and know that science and current and figure generations will thank you for
taking strong address to address this urgent crisis.
- Zach Klonoski
-Sent with thumbs
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

robert l campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:43:49 PM

It's apparent after reading Governor Brown's executive order and the DEQ Climate Protection Program
that no one in the state government has taken into consideration the potentially enormous costs to the
consumer and businesses to switch their natural gas equipment to electric. Costs to install heat pumps
can easily exceed $5,000, and if a service panel needs upgrading (replacement ) you can add another
$3,000-$4,000. Since many businesses lease their space, they will be reluctant to bare the cost of
conversion, so the cost burden will go the property owner. Commercial HVAC equipment can easily be
double the cost of residential.
We live in Columbia County and just recently the county commissioners approved the rezoning of
agricultural land to industrial at Port Westward in Clatskanie. Northwest Inovation Works is prepared to
sign a lease so they can build a huge methanol plant for export to China. This plant was rejected by the
State of Washington for the Kalama location in part because of the amount of greenhouse gas (methane)
released to the atmosphere from fracking. How can you plan to force homeowners to switch to electric but
allow a polluting methanol plant to be built?
Robert Campbell
Columbia City
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Geschwill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:30:16 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a farmer and ordinary citizen of Oregon, I OPPOSE this rule making by executive order. The climate change
hysteria is just that, hysteria. The governor has an agenda, and cap and reduce is part of it. There is a lot of
evidence that shows wind turbines drastically reduce the air movement that would have occurred past them. There
are studies that prove solar fields negatively impact the local environment. Solar fields block heat from getting to
the ground, which prevents the cycle of the heat creating air movement at night. All of these "FREE" energies that
are supposed to be the savior of our sins, are part of the problem--especially as they increase in scale.
Not to mention, the rule making wants to reduce and/or eliminate reliable sources of energy. How can anyone be
against natural gas??? I'm sure Oregon society will go backwards when we are left to the whims of mother nature to
create a steady enough supply of wind and sun to fuel us all. Mother nature is being raped for resources no matter
where DEQ wants to draw energy from. It takes energy to survive and prosper. NO country prospers without
affordable fuel, and this rule making will send Oregonians in reverse of prosperity. I bet the rules make nothing
improve the environment, I bet it will make it worse.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Heidi Geschwill
13610 NE Boones Ferry Rd
Woodburn, OR 97071
hidawg@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dell Goldsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:27:24 PM

We urge you to strengthen the rules for holding GHG pollution to a standard which will keep
us all from doing enormous, perhaps irreversible harm to our environment. We must go
beyond the timid goals proposed if we are to meet even the minimum level for keeping
temperatures in a range that are minimally life supporting. Dell Goldsmith and Robin McLeod
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Karleen Simpson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Karleen Simpson
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:16:54 PM

Dear NW Natural Gas:
I think the proposed regulation of decreasing our greenhouse gas emissions of 45% and 80% are unreasonable. I
have researched the subject and believe that greenhouse gas or CO2 is not the only thing affecting climate change.
There are many other natural causes, such as the sun’s output, volcanoes, deforestation, sea heat oscillation, etc.
Natural gas is a cleaner and more reliable means of heating, cooling, generating electricity. I do not want our
regulations to limit our access to natural gas.
Karleen Simpson
21581 S. Crestview Drive
Oregon City, OR 97045
penny@ssgrp.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wade Gibson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 6:20:22 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
I can not help but wonder if the government lives on the same planet as I do. Coldest temperatures in history at the
South Pole and you still want to tax me to fend off green house gasses supposedly causing warming of the planet. I
am deeply offended by your perceived ignorance of your constituents.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Wade Gibson
38150 Jasper Lowell Rd
Jasper, OR 97438
wade38150@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Megan Johns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:42:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
At this critical moment in climate change and human history, please consider adding the
five pieces below to your proposed rules to curb the very the worst affects on our local
community (written by Beyond Toxics):

Hold industrial polluters accountable.
Protect “downwind” (vulnerable) communities.
Regulate new greenhouse gas polluting facilities that might locate in Oregon, i.e.,
massive data centers.
Include carbon sequestration in the Climate Protection Program rules.
Verify the value and benefit of offsets.
Thank you.
Community member,
Megan Johns
(She/Her)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sandra.l.hamilton@gmail.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:39:02 PM

In my opinion Oregon’s response to climate change should:
Consider all forms of renewable energy not just replace high carbon producing energy with an
electrical grid.
Families and business should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
choose from to meet their needs.
The renewable energy should be affordable and reliable.
Any solution should encourage renewable energy innovation in the Pacific Northwest, not
discourage it.
Should require a full analysis of the real cost of any proposals presented prior to
implementing them and be transparent with the people of Oregon about these costs.
Consider whether the proposal present the best bang for our bucks.
Sincerely,
Sandy Hamilton
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Ward
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 4:30:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
We strongly do not agree with Gov Kate Brown's opinions, because she is not in favor of any small business.    She
needed to be out of office before she even got in there, she is the worst Gov ever.   She tends to be a follow the
leader with the State of WA and CA... Oregon is not that...Look at the city of Portland, what a shame.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ben Ward
2706 N Spruce St
La Grande, OR 97850
mrtec1@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Szekely
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 3:40:11 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business we are struggling through all of the impacts of the pandemic.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jeff Szekely
2804 NW Mill Pond Rd
Portland, OR 97229
Aamcojeff@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Katie Riley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:07:09 PM
Rulemaking Comment.docx

Please see attached testimony.
Thank you,
Katie
Katie Riley
250 NE Hillwood Dr
Hillsboro, OR 97124
Cell: 503-349-2965
http://www.katieriley.org
https://washingtoncountykids.org/
katie@washingtoncountykids.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mybusiness
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:43:12 AM

I agree wholeheartedly with the need to switch to primarily renewables. But
that does no good if Oregonians have energy wasting houses and no money to
fix them or to upgrade appliances. There need to be free repairs/upgrades
for the folks living in poverty, substantial rebates for middle income
folks, and no incentives or actual penalties for the very rich. Something
similar should apply to owners of apartment buildings.
My previous house was built in 1950 with minimal insulation, single pane
window glass and an oil-burning boiler for hot water heat embedded in the
ceilings. Over the years I upgraded to a new, 85% efficient gas-fired
boiler, put in double-paned windows and tripled the insulation in the
attic. That helped some, but I could never afford to insulate the walls
(real brick exterior and lathe and plaster walls), nor insulate in the
crawl space. My new house was built in 1992, has good insulation, a gas
furnace, and, best of all, a solar panel that brings my electric bill down
to around $12. I put in a new high-efficiency furnace but I can't afford to
increase the square footage of my solar panels and switch to electric heat
as much as I would prefer to.
I worry about what wind turbines and wave action systems do to the
environment in the long run. Certainly they interfere with the animal life
in their immediate areas, but are the wind turbines changing the larger
wind patterns by disrupting the air flow? Are the wave action systems
increasing erosion in the long run, or changing the shape of the
coastlines, and the underwater topography?
It's not enough to say we have to switch to reneewables and do that, we
need to look at the very long term effect of our changes, and keep seeking
better solutions that interfere less with the natural systems.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ralph Abe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 3:01:03 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ralph Abe
1570 SW Riverhill Dr
Hermiston, OR 97838
ryabe123@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nanamiro@geoffs.org
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:37:15 AM

To DEQ,
In regards to Governor Brown's executive order regarding energy
restrictions, I would like to encourage a decision on this that will not
increase Oregonians energy cost burden.
There are currently predictions for this year, and likely the coming
years, that due to government decisions during the pandemic, the cost of
energy nation-wide will be increasing. Governor Brown's executive order
will likely amplify those energy cost increases. When energy costs go
up, they disproportionately effect low income and middle-class
households through their utility costs but also through inflation
elsewhere as companies pass on increased energy costs to their
customers.
After the economic upheaval and resulting inflation of the shutdowns,
business restrictions and increased federal debt over the last year and
a half, the last thing Oregonians need is higher energy costs. Since we
do not know the benefit or risks of Governor Brown's executive order,
thoughtful, balanced and honest policy making is paramount right now.
Please protect low income and middle-class households in Oregon from
further unnecessary increases in their cost of living over the coming
years.
Sincerely,
Anne Brown
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristen Sartor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:12:46 AM

To the DEQ, EQC and Governor Brown,
My name is Kristen Sartor and I live in Multnomah County. I am concerned and horrified that
fossil-fuel polluters are continuing to destroy our climate and our world with permission from
our government, despite the fires, flooding, hurricanes and other climate disasters that have
increased in intensity and frequency over the last decade. Here in Oregon we've seen deadly
heatwaves, terrifying fires and air that we cannot breathe due to the smoke.
Oregon needs to decide how it will treat the biggest sources of pollution in our state. We need
an equitable program to address climate-changing pollution, and all of the other pollution that
comes as a result. We need to hold the biggest fossil-fuel polluters accountable.
The DEQ's proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 has so many flaws and holes.
This is partly due to Oregon's top polluters having undue influence on the way the program
has been designed. With so many exemptions from the program, the goal of benefiting
frontline communities will not be possible. We absolutely should be focusing potential
benefits on frontline communities, but we should not be giving a free pass to the biggest
polluters, as this makes the benefits minimal.
Why is the Oregon DEQ not telling us why the state's biggest polluters are exempted from this
plan? Why should everyone except the state's biggest polluters, fracked gas power plants,
take on the burden of this program? It makes no sense.
We need to hold the biggest fossil-fuel polluters accountable in Oregon. There is no other way
that we can expect a livable future.
Sincerely,
Kristen Sartor
97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 2:40:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As bad as the people of oregon are getting hit right now to add to it is not a good plan at all
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Chris Davis
35893 Bain Ln
Creswell, OR 97426
chrisamsautoservices@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Bradham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:02:01 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions:
Thank you for presenting Oregonians with DEQ’s broad-reaching Climate Protection Plan,
and thank you for the opportunity for public comment.
The Mazamas is a mountaineering education organization founded on the summit of Mt.
Hood in 1894. Our defining requirement for membership is to summit a glaciated peak. We
have a passionate love for the Oregon outdoors, her mountains, her forests, her waters,
and especially her alpine and subalpine environments. Included in our mission statement is
to “support the conservation and preservation of the natural environment.”
Our climate action pledge contains the following:
The Mazamas recognizes that we are in the midst of a global climate emergency,
and we are committed to working for solutions. Climate change is already impacting
the Northwest’s people, economy, and the wild places where we hike and climb. As
scientists have forecast and Mazamas are witnessing, exposed glaciers on Cascade
peaks are quickly receding and at risk of disappearing, and the frequency and
severity of wildfires is increasing.
OUR COMMITMENT:
We will strive to address the root causes of climate change, such as carbon
emissions, deforestation, and inappropriate management of public lands,
through political advocacy and scientific research.
We will develop resources to keep our own organization climate positive,
offering sustainable choices for members as they plan trips and expeditions.
In keeping with the Mazama conservation and climate action commitments, we feel
obligated to comment on the DEQ Climate Action Plan. There is much to support and
applaud, but there are serious deficiencies. The plan falls short of what available science
tells us is the minimum required to prevent climate disaster, emissions reductions of 50%
by 2030 and 90% by 2050. Climate change is accelerating; we cannot afford baby steps
when science tells us we must move more quickly. We urge the DEQ to weigh the
economic concerns not in terms of protecting the consumer, or economic costs to the
emitters, but in terms of the long term economic consequences of the irreversible damage
to Oregon’s glaciers, the reliability of her water supplies, the costs of wildfires and smoke
polluted air and loss of forestlands. These costs will have a far greater impact on the
Oregon “consumer” than emitters raising their prices.
The Mazamas is not a member of the Oregon Climate Action Plan Coalition, but we
endorse their detailed commentary on the Climate Protection Plan, including the need to
follow the science and strengthen emission targets (50% reduction by 2030 and 90% below
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1990 by 2050); to not give industrial polluters a free pass and to include ALL of Oregon's
major industrial emitters; and to invest in projects to reduce pollution for Oregonians by
strengthening provisions for Community Climate Investments (CCIs) so that credits result in
1:1 reductions. We urge the DEQ to move quickly and decisively, to follow, and not to
compromise the science. Oregon is not likely to get a second chance.
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the DEQ Climate Protection Plan.

Sarah Bradham (she/her/hers)
Acting Executive Director
503-227-2345 | 527 SE 43rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97215
Our office hours are Monday–Thursday, 9 a.m.–5 p.m. You are welcome to stop by
during that time. Masks are required for anyone over the age of 4 regardless of
vaccination status.
Mazama programs and activities are returning to more normal operations. We have
an almost full slate of programming this upcoming year. Check out our calendar at
mazamas.org/calendar so see everything that is coming up!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Christensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, September 11, 2021 8:40:12 AM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I preface my comments on your Climate Protection Program by a statement of the urgency for
Oregon to initiate a dramatic and robust plan to quickly reduce Greenhouse Gas emissions.
We are in a climate emergency, where the slow, incremental progress of previous decades in
addressing climate change is no longer sufficient. Bold action is needed now. Hardly any part
of the world (let alone the U.S.) has been spared the impact of climate change in the last few
months. From more powerful and more numerous hurricanes, to unprecedented flooding,
extreme heat events, drought, catastrophic wildfires, the spread of infectious diseases from the
tropics to the more temperate latitudes, resource wars, and the movement of climate refugees
globally--we are now reaping the results of decades of climate inaction.
Here is what I applaud and support about your Climate Protection Program:
The CPP requires fossil gas companies to reduce greenhouse gas pollution for the first
time in Oregon. It’s a good start.
The proposal to include an increasing number of oil companies in the program each year
is a good compromise from previous draft rules. I would encourage the final rules to go
further to include more oil companies at a faster rate.
Your move to limit how many CCIs polluters can buy and use to comply with the
program is a start and at minimum should stay at these new proposed levels or decrease
further in the final rules, so polluters are required to reduce more emissions in their own
operations.
These improvements are needed in the CPP:
Your current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not follow the
science. At a minimum, it is critical to require a cap that will cut 50% of climate
pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
Stationary source polluters should not be exempted from the cap. At a minimum, an
unbiased third-party should decide the actions industrial emitters must take to reduce
climate and air pollution, and these plans should be reviewed every 3 years.
A clear percentage of CCI investments should be guaranteed to those on the frontlines
of harm from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC
communities.
Each CCI credit should eliminate one ton of climate pollution. DEQ should review all
CCIs every two years to get as close to that target as possible. In addition, the price of a
CCI should be adjusted as-needed to make sure it covers the cost of investing in enough
clean energy to reduce one ton of climate pollution.
Thank you for your ongoing work to improve the CPP and for the opportunity to comment on
your draft.
Respectfully submitted,
John F Christensen, PhD
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39825 Gordon Creek Rd.
Corbett, OR 97019
(971) 645-3882
nagarkot247@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Hahn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 1:10:47 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ron Hahn
928 Front St
Klamath Falls, OR 97601
pelicanmarinallc@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mgoodey@juno.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:45:59 AM

Executive Order 20-04 is an overreach:
- Climate change isn't universally believed, although environmental benefits may be helpful
- Cost hasn't been considered, and real impact will hurt consumers greatly.
- The change should come from the legislature instead of the governor.
The order goes to far and should be rescinded in favor or legislative action.
Mike Goodey
____________________________________________________________
Choose to be safer online.
Opt-in to Cyber Safety with NortonLifeLock.
Get Norton 360 with LifeLock starting at $9.95/month.*
https://store.netzero.net/account/showService.do?serviceId=nznLifeLock&utm_source=mktg&utm_medium=taglines&utm_campaign=nzlifelk_launch&utm_content=tag995&promoCode=A23457
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Johns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 1:00:21 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Rick Johns
3346 NW Fairway Heights Dr
Bend, OR 97703
rickjohns1961@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Greenblatt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:16:08 PM

I believe that Oregonians should be able to use energy at the lowest possible cost
regardless of the greenhouse gas emission level. Utilities in the state should be
regulated to the least extent possible with this overriding objective – CHEAPEST .
I am a resident of Washington County, Oregon.
JCG
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlie Tragesser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:50:12 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Charlie Tragesser
17680 Wayside Ln
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
ctragesser@polarsystems.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tod Gahley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:20:14 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
It's not so hard to believe that Kate Brown once again wants to make an end run on the legislative process by
abusing executive orders. The large majority of Oregonians on both sides of the aisle are not interested in the
incredible costs incurred for virtually zero net benefit as a result of Executive Order 20-04. If this program goes
through, the people of Oregon will likely reconsider who they want to put in power in Oregon as they realize the full
effect of of 20-04 on our economy. Please reject the greenhouse gas emmisions program that has been proposed, so
Oregonians can continue to afford to live in Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tod Gahley
280 W Pierce St
Burns, OR 97720
carparts77@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Ross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:50:11 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jessica Ross
75332 Mountain View Dr
Clatskanie, OR 97016
docross2@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aaron Ten Clay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:31:06 PM

I would like to add a comment to this process:
* NW Natural Gas is contacting their customers (including myself) to
try and urge us to tell you that natural gas is important in the
future. I feel this is entirely untrue - we must work to eliminate
fossil fuels from our energy supply as fast as possible for the future
of the planet. Nuclear generation should support the base load when
renewables such as wind, solar, and tidal are fluctuating.
I would reference the data and analysis done in Power Hungry: The
Myths of 'Green' Energy and the Real Fuels of the Future, by Robert
Bryce as supporting my position.
Thank you.
-Aaron Ten Clay
https://aarontc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:26:18 PM

Our home was built in 1976. When we bought it in 2013, we had to replace the old original, and inefficient, electric
furnace. We did so with a high efficiency gas furnace. We were able to utilize the energy program that allowed for a
free air conditioner if we convert to gas heat. Later on, we added a 9.3 kilowatt solar array to the home. So, we are a
highly energy- conscious family with a resolve to do everything we can to help out the grid, and society as a whole.
Primary consideration should be given to households like ours when making decisions that could impact the
financial stability of all Oregonians.
Sent from my iPhone
Joe Henlin
Salem, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Semerak MoGaMor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:50:11 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
No to program it's a burden .
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mary Semerak MoGaMor
33480 SW Chinook Plz # 8
Scappoose, OR 97056
thelegacy99@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Stamback
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:50:10 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Unbelievable. I read through these proposed rules and fail to see how this is going to improve the environment and
climate. Everything comes down to money and this is proposal is no different. It's simply a way to for the state to
collect more funds and redistribute them indiscriminately for non-intended purposes. Leadership in this state
continues to fail its citizens by proposing and implementing useless rules and policy like this one. It would be
refreshing to see real solutions to the states problems by real leaders.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Steve Stamback
14680 SW Major Oak Dr
Sherwood, OR 97140
steve@westautomotive.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ryan Makinster
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:47:13 PM
HBA PDX CPP Letter DEQ.pdf

Oregon DEQ
Attn: Nicole Singh
700 NE Multnomah St., Room 600
Portland, OR 97232-4100
By E-mail
Re: CPP Rulemaking Comment
I am writing you today to express support for state efforts to address climate change and the substantial
work, over 18 months, that has gone into the recently released draft rules, however as a representative of
the homebuilding industry, our members companies, their employees and the Oregon families that we
supply homes to, I must also provide our concerns for the record.
The Home Builders Association of Metropolitan Portland (“HBA”) represents over 1300 companies
and tens of thousands of women and men who work in the residential building and remodeling
industries throughout the greater Portland area. We work to promote housing affordability and are
dedicated to maximizing housing choice for all who reside in the region.
Although the rules do not expressly prohibit natural gas, they seem designed to add cost and complexity
that will serve to remove residential gas from the statewide mix of energy products. This is also an
evident goal of many advocates, in support of the rules as drafted, with many also supporting even more
restrictive measures to curb all residential gas usage.
We believe a balanced approach, recognizing all forms of transitional and renewable energy including
renewable hydrogen and natural gas, solar, etc. as part of the solution should be the goal of this program
rather than an exclusionary outcome. Just as a best practice dictates having a diverse stock portfolio, a
diverse energy portfolio is also important to the resiliency and cost effectiveness of the energy grid.
The market expects and often demands gas in new homes, and with the advances in renewable natural
gas and hydrogen technologies, it is possible and becoming more cost effective to provide a sustainable,
climate-friendly solution to the end user. We encourage the state to not “throw the baby out with the
bath water” through the rulemaking process, but understand the market demand and work to offer a
better, more sustainable climate friendly version of what is desired rather than try and force a change
through a mandate serving to exclude a specific type of energy delivery.
A sustainable solution requires balance and compromise, rather than asymmetrical mandates. If we wish
to see a resilient, long-term and effective climate change program, it is imperative that the rules and
execution recognize the diverse needs and wants of the consumer and those that use the products to be
regulated.
As an industry that provides homes to Oregonians, we respectfully ask that you consider a balanced
approach that recognizes the need for multiple resilient and redundant systems to deliver affordable
energy to the end user in their home.
Sincerely,
Ryan Makinster
Director of Policy and Government Affairs
Home Builders Association of Metro Portland
d 503.603.4505 o 503.684.1880 c 971.325.9240 | hbapdx.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael GALLAGHER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 18, 2021 8:33:11 AM

Aviation fuel for piston powered airplanes presents a unique regulatory challenge. As
the last major user of leaded fuels, piston airplanes have become a major source of
lead, especially at heavily used airports such as Hillsboro operated by the Port of
Porland. For many years a research program sponsored by the FAA promised to
develop a "drop-in" unleaded fuel which would work in the vast majority of piston
aircraft. Unfortunately, this promise has not been fullfilled and appears unlikely to be
successful even in the long term. Airport operators like the Port of Portland have used
this promised fuel to delay and avoid steps that could be taken today to reduce lead
emissions. Automotive fuel without ethanol is available today and would allow many
smaller piston powered planes to eliminate lead in their fuel. Rather than embrace
this option, the Port has created artificial barriers that have prevented making this fuel
available at Hillsboro. Options to convert some aircraft to diesel fuel which does not
contain lead have also not been incentivised by the Port. Finally, all electric airplanes
are coming to the commercial market and could be used for portions of the flight
training programs currently using leaded fuel.
Since it appears elimination of leaded aviation fuel is not possible without grounding
an economically important general aviation portion of the economy, it is vital that we
pursue lead limiting options in future rule making.
Sincerely,
Michael R. Gallagher
2028 NE 50th Way
Hillsboro, OR 97124
(503) 608-0654, cell
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:21:08 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Linda Miller
19340 Inishbride Ct
Oregon City, OR 97045
lindatoutlet@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stuart Rice
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:20:57 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Small companies such as mine can not continue to foot the bill for poor legislative ideals and practices. I urge you to
reconsider your approach.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Stuart Rice
1765 NE North St
Hermiston, OR 97838
Stuart@midwaybargrill.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

j. w. r.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 16, 2021 8:51:49 PM

Hello,
I am submitting the following comments regarding the draft proposal of the Climate
Protection Plan.
The Governor’s target of carbon emissions reductions to 80% of 1990 levels is too little, too
late. According to the IPCC, with the rapid acceleration of climate chaos, we need to be
reducing emissions by at least 10% annually. We also need to rapidly accelerate the pace of
reductions in order to attempt to reduce the worst effects of global warming, which we are
seeing all around us. The Climate Protection Plan should require 50% reduction by 2030. This
is the future of our world at stake.
The current draft plan only targets 40% of state emissions by exempting 6 major gas-powered
plants (which account for half of Oregon’s GHG emissions from stationary sources) and 43
large stationary sites. The rules should apply to all stationary sources and the initial threshold
should be set at 25K MTCO2e. Stronger actual emission reductions goals must be set with
concrete steps on an annual basis instead of faraway target dates. Compliance instrument
reserves should not roll over.
The rules should include emissions from biofuel, biomass, RNG and other source sites as well.
There should not be community sacrifice zones such as those proposed for areas near many
large stationary sites in Columbia, Umatilla, Klamath, and Morrow Counties. This is not in
line with DEQ's equity goals and ignores the effects on frontline communities.
It is problematic that the rules exclude entities with interstate pipelines and also do not address
significant emissions that occur in the production, processing and transportation of these fuels
(particularly fracked natural gas) not to mention
cancer-causing and smog forming VOCs.
Please take these important factors into consideration, along with the waterfall of public
comments advocating for stronger, more aggressive emissions reductions. We have no time to
waste and greater reductions now will help towards a better world in the coming months and
years.
Thank you,
Jessamyn Wesley
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Roger Sabbadini
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 15, 2021 10:22:39 AM
Vocal Seniority testimony to DEQ on CPP 2021-10-15.docx

Testimony of The Vocal Seniority Indivisible Group of Bend,
Oregon

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us
Re: The Oregon Climate Protection Program
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments. My name is Dr. Roger Sabbadini. I am
writing on behalf of The Vocal Seniority of Bend, Oregon. We are an Indivisible Group
consisting of 325+ members that has been active in State politics for six years. The group’s
top priority is addressing the critical climate change issue. Accordingly, we urge the
Environmental Quality Commission adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program
possible without delay and without imposing new rules that would delay its implementation.
An ambitious Climate Protection Program gives Oregon the opportunity not only to cut
harmful climate emissions, but also to create jobs, improve public health, and invest in
environmental justice communities. We urge DEQ to maximize these benefits by making
the following improvements to the final rules.
First, the CPP must follow the best available science, and aim to cut covered
emissions in half by 2030. Stronger, steeper emissions reductions targets are needed
to avoid the worst impacts of climate change.
Second, we are extremely concerned that DEQ is proposing a program that could let
large industrial polluters off the hook. We urge you to hold these facilities accountable
with firm deadlines for pollution reduction that track science-based targets.
Finally, while we are excited that DEQ is considering ways to invest in Oregon
communities, we are concerned that the proposed “Community Climate Investments”
will allow pollution to persist unabated in communities. Please revise the rules to
provide assurances that these projects will result in meaningful, timely emissions
reductions and that those investments will be guaranteed in communities
disproportionately impacted by climate change.
We urge the Environmental Quality Commission and the Department of Environmental
Quality to strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program by the end of this year.
Roger Sabbadini on behalf of:
The Vocal Seniority
Email: info@thevocalseniority.org
Website: https://www.thevocalseniority.org/
Mailing list: the-vocal-seniority@googlegroups.com
619 787-0570
rsabbadini@sdsu.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timothy Stillion
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:01:13 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
Please consider rejecting this order
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Timothy Stillion
1338 D St
Coos Bay, OR 97420
admin@tomandgigs.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 10, 2021 12:07:26 AM

Hello Nicole Singh, and esteeemed DEQ folks. Your work is so important for us Oregonians!
It's an honor to write to you today about this important issue:
1. The Governor’s target of carbon emissions reductions to 80% of 1990 levels is too little
and too late. According to the IPCC, especially with the rapid acceleration of climate
chaos, we need to be reducing emissions by at least 10% annually. Worse yet, this plan
would only target 40% of state emissions by exempting 6 major gas-powered plants
(which account for half of Oregon’s GHG emissions from stationary sources) and 43
large stationary sites.
2. The rules should apply to all stationary sources and the initial threshold should be set at
25K MTCO2e. Furthermore stronger actual emission reductions goals must be set with
concrete steps on an annual basis instead of faraway target dates. Compliance
instrument reserves should not roll over.
3. The rules should include emissions from biofuel, biomass, RNG and other source sites
as well.
4. There should not be community sacrifice zones such as those proposed for areas near
many large stationary sites in Columbia, Umatilla, Klamath, and Morrow Counties. This
is not in line with DEQ's equity goals and ignores the effects on frontline communities.
5. It is problematic that the rules exclude entities with interstate pipelines and also do not
address significant emissions that occur in the production, processing and transportation
of these fuels (particularly fracked natural gas) not to mention cancer-causing and smog
forming VOCs.
Thank you for considering.
-Lee Niner
downtown Portland concerned resident. 97201.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robin King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:00:32 PM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Robin King
PO Box 298
Merrill, OR 97633
taterpatchquilts@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Ricks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 11:50:38 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner that has seen our costs increase dramatically over the last several years I am opposed to
any bill, measure, or executive order that will increase the costs of doing business in Oregon. Our margins have
already shrank considerably and this will further increase our costs and narrow our margins. There is only so much
that can be passed on to the consumer. Over the last few years I have considered moving my business out of Oregon
and this is just another reason to revisit that thought. Keep pushing and you will push all of the small businesses out
of Oregon.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
David Ricks
2115 Coker Butte Rd
Medford, OR 97504
dave@hunttractor.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Hirschi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:20:32 AM

I am very concerned that Oregon's responses to environmental concerns
are too extreme. Any additional costs to consumers related to "climate
change" should be modest. If Oregon were to cut carbon emissions to
zero, it would make essentially no measurable difference in the long
run. It is absurd to saddle consumers with radically higher costs for
this purpose. Listen to Bjorn Lomborg.
Richard Hirschi
Albany
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debbie H
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 9:53:40 AM

This rule comes to me through a newsletter that I was given on this subject.
Living in rule Oregon I as well as my neighbors family and friends depend on the delivery of
fuel for our vehicles and homes.
We depend on our emergency teams to be able to respond to what ever emergency happens.
This proposed bill will undoubtedly cripple that effort to keep us all safe. I see it as a way to
kill the local businesses that transport the fuel and natural gas to everyone in Oregon.
This is undoubtedly the worst plan thus government has come up with. We deserve to and
have the right to travel and in order for us to do that fuel deliveries must nit be limited any
more than they are now. The emergency vehicles to the school busses must be able to get to
there destination without the fear there is no fuel to do that. Or worst yet rashened fuel.
Our local businesses can't operate with this kind of careless thinking the Government is trying
to put into effect. As an Oregon citizen I am against this Climate Protection Program. As it is
written will help no one in this state we call our home. Don't sit there and make our small
family owned businesses unable to take care if our fueling needs.
My voice is telling you and anyone that will listen that this is over stepping what you were put
into office to do. This will help no one including your families neighbors and friends. Time to
think of what consequences your vote will have on Oregon. Make it about the ones that count
on deliveries of fuel and natural gas. We are all part of Oregon time to remember all of us
.
Sincerely
Debbie Hale
Eastern Oregon Resident
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Urness
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 11:20:16 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Michael Urness
505 Cherry Heights Rd
The Dalles, OR 97058
mjrness@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Kristensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 9:32:25 AM

I am against the DEQ's Climate Protection Program. Stop trying to regulate greenhouse gas
emissions.
-Best,
Lauren Kristensen
Owner of Kristensen Designs Inc.
Beaverton, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Herb Kroeger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 11:20:14 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Herb Kroeger
3990 SE Roethe Rd
Portland, OR 97267
Herb@archsp.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heath Jordan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 4, 2021 7:47:14 AM

The plan will send energy (gas, diesel, electricity) prices through the roof. There is no exit strategy
for when this order fails. In order to comply, there will likely be fuel rationing by 2030. There is no
alternative to take the place of gas, diesel, propane and natural gas.
Do not do this to us.

-Heath Jordan

IS Technician
Ed Staub & Sons Petroleum
541-887-7253
heath.jordan@edstaub.com
www.edstaub.com

This message and any attached documents contain information from Ed Staub and Sons Petroleum that may be confidential, proprietary, trade
secret and/or copyright protected. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this information. If you have
received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Ricks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:50:39 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Oregon already has one of the lowest rates of greenhouse gas emissions in the country. Any potential future
decrease of emissions would be so insignificant to the bigger picture that it is not worth the cost of living increase
that it would inflict on Oregonians.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Ricks
2115 Coker Butte Rd
Medford, OR 97504
becky@hunttractor.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STEVE MCCALL
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:50:20 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I HAVE A MILL SAW REPAIR BUSINESS AND DELIVER SAWS TO MILL SIGHTS 5 DAYS A WEEK.
THESE RESTRICTIONS ARE GOING TO HURT MY COMPANY AND MY EMPLOYEES BECAUSE IT
WOULD FORCE ME TO RAISE MY PRICES TO WHERE I WOULD NOT BE COMPETETIVE WITH SHOPS
THAT ARE CLOSER TO THE MILLS.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
STEVE MCCALL
3069 NE Elm Ln
Madras, OR 97741
murphysaw@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linden Jeffers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Sunday, October 3, 2021 12:15:32 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Communities throughout Oregon have been stricken by drought this summer and a tragic number of
people have died horrendous deaths caused by extreme heat. Climate disasters have been occurring
for years and in the next eight years, the disasters will keep barreling towards us at even more
alarming rates.
Oregon is not doing enough to help solve the climate crisis and make changes with the necessary
urgency. We must cut our climate pollution by 50% as soon as possible. Adopting measures too
slowly will escalate the crises. In Oregon, there are currently no climate pollution regulations on
major industrial emitters. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial emitters to actually reduce their
climate pollution.
Don’t give polluters a free pass! All polluters, and especially the largest industrial sources, must be
held accountable to mandatory reductions. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial polluters to
follow the cap, and lets them “self-regulate” how to reduce emissions. Self-regulating is NOT a
reliable way to compel large-scale polluters to do everything in their power (or everything possible)
to reduce their emissions. Polluters are working to weaken the requirements because their profits
come before safety, and clean air and water. The actions to achieve pollution reduction should be
verified by an unbiased third-party (every 3 years, or more often).
The DEQ’s approach to investment projects doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in
communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially communities of color, rural,
or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a
1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the
limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
A clear percentage of CCI investments should be guaranteed to those on the frontlines of harm from
climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. The current language is
too vague. At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project
investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
The Climate Protection Program has great potential. Please listen to the voices for environmental
justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
so long.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments.
Sincerely,
Linden Jeffers, Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Burroughs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:40:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Terry Burroughs
24967 SE Highway 224
Boring, OR 97009
terry@greshamroofing.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynden Copeland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 2, 2021 5:23:39 PM

Regarding the Climate Protection Program, I cannot find any basis in making this happen with out
undue burden, financial and living standards, on the poor and minorities. These ideas should not
progress unless there is a clear and practical progression that shows how people are going to pay for
these things. It will increase food cost, home energy, and all other costs that people need just to
survive, such as clothing, housing, and education. Unless there is a reasonable approach to all this it
should be opposed by any who have the welfare of the public in mind, and not just some idealistic
vision of the future.
Sincerely,
Lynden Copeland
Tigard
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Griffin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:40:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
STOP the insanity!
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Brian Griffin
234 Lobelia Ave
Eugene, OR 97404
ABSOLUTEAIRAUTOREPAIR@GMAIL.COM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lorie Fontaine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:21:41 AM

I will join Phil Carver in stating that these changes in rulemaking are imperative to
saving the planet from climate destruction:
The EQC can strengthen the rule in the following ways:
1. DEQ should review the CCI program every two years to ensure CCIs
investments reduce an average of one ton of climate pollution each and
prioritize investments in communities most impacted by climate damages. DEQ
should include in its biennial report to the Environmental Quality Commission
recommendations for changing the price of CCIs as-needed to meet climate and
equity goals. The price of a CCI should be adjusted as-needed to make sure it
covers the cost of investing in enough clean energy to reduce one ton of climate
pollution.
2. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not follow the science. It does not reduce
pollution fast enough. Oregonians need a cap that will cut 50% of climate
pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
3. A clear percentage of CCI investments should be guaranteed to those on the
frontlines of harm from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and
BIPOC communities. The current language is too vague, only prescribing that
DEQ *may* prioritize CCI projects that benefit frontline communities, among
other purposes.
My grandchildren are 1 and 3 years old. Like all children all over the world, they deserve a
habitable planet. We are all already experiencing devastating climate disasters with greater
and greater negative impact on our lives. Oregon is set to be a literal hotbed of climate chaos.
We must act decisively now.
Thanks,
Lorie Fontaine
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Rider
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:45:33 AM

We use natural gas at home and at work. It is reliable and efficient and I cannot say that for
our electricity.
Our future should not eliminate or even reduce the use of natural gas. You are selectively
choosing which science you want to believe. All forms of renewable energy are needed in the
future.
Oregon needs to listen to the people. We want affordability and reliability. DEQ is
emphasizing the wrong priorities.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Rider
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randy Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:40:12 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Randy Smith
620 NW Scenic Dr
Grants Pass, OR 97526
randy@cavemanfence.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Drea P.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:25:28 AM

I oppose the new Cap and Reduce Proposed Ruling and want to see it amended and more
equitable.
Andrea Cole
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Obernolte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:31:05 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
We are a carbon negative state. This executive order will not provide "Climate Protection". It will only add more
burden to this ever increasing inflation.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Steve Obernolte
273 49th Loop
Springfield, OR 97478
sn95@signsnoweugene.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Russell La Barr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:13:57 AM

To whom it may concern.
My name is Russell La Barr and I live in Oregon City. I'm concerned with our current
approach to climate control. With a growing population in OR and multiple blackouts for
periods at a time it seems counter productive to restrict any forms of renewable energy. For
instance, natural gas saved my family's life due to the power outage for 4/5 days in February
2021. If these storms are predicted to get worse why would we restrict something that saves
the very lives the state is trying to protect? Technology is helping with better infrastructure for
use of these renewable energies and it seems counter productive to restrict our communities of
these already available services that are continuing with improvements. It seems odd to me
that the best solution for an Oregonian is electrical and solar both of which wouldn't have
helped during the ice storm, both are continually not consistent through the fall and winter
months. Again we need all forms of renewable energy to sustain our population. Thank you
for your time.
Russell La Barr
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marv Shetler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:31:04 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Marv Shetler
PO BOX 489
AUMSVILLE, OR 97325
marvs@blazerind.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carrie A Warden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:20:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Carrie A Warden
84885 S Ridgeway Rd
Pleasant Hill, OR 97455
PHDQCW@GMAIL.COM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jereme
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:47:35 AM

In March of 2020, Governor Kate Brown issued an executive order requiring state agencies to
meet specific goals – setting a standard for a 45% reduction from 1990 greenhouse gas
emission levels by 2035 and an 80% reduction by 2050.
There has been no calculation of the true costs of the DEQ’s Climate Protection Program,
which will impact every energy user in Oregon.
Many of us have given up on any government agency being honest or acting in the interest of
the people. If there is any honesty left in this governing body, I would ask you to reconsider
the rules you are about to force on people and consider if there is a route that is less
"politically correct", and more truly effective in improving the quality of life of Oregonians.
-Jereme Guenther
Lebanon, Oregon, 97355
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Bond
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:20:13 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Any further environmental regulation cannot be done without the legislatures approval. Executive orders are by
nature tyrannical and have no place in my life or anyone else’s. Any proposal to increase costs by imaginary
environmental savings is a gross violation of my rights under the US Constitution and the Oregon Constitution. I
WILL move my business and myself out of state permanently if there is any more of this nonsense going on that
affects me or my family business.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Anthony Bond
1218 Easy St
Brookings, OR 97415
scuzzy1007@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Bauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:10:23 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mary Bauer
3720 SW 141st Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005
mary@dickherzinsurance.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shannon Rust
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:10:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Please do not go along with this business crushing tax. We want our economy to flourish...not be crippled.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Shannon Rust
77252 Mader Rust Ln
Echo, OR 97826
tsrust@machmedia.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stanley Kennedy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:00:38 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Stanley Kennedy
17377 Marjorie Ave
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
Tanner@kennedyres.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gene Woida
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:00:35 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Gene Woida
301 Brady Hill Ln
Azalea, OR 97410
genewoidaaaction@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Ryan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 10:00:30 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small manufacturing company, supply chain disruptions and major material price increases (300% and 400%
from the beginning of 2021) have already impacted our business greatly, as have the increases in fuel price
surcharges on delivery of the raw materials we buy, and freight cost to move the equipment we manufacture. We
have already been forced to raise prices twice this year. Speaking with our suppliers, we do not foresee much if any
abatement of the supply disruptions and raw material cost increases. In fact, we are anticipating that the issues will
persist well into 2022 and perhaps beyond and anticipate that sales will be impacted as a result.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04. Adoption of the proposed rules will
only exacerbate the inflationary pressures in Oregon's economy caused by supply chain and commodity shortages,
transportation/freight cost increases, and other factors that already are driving inflation while the economy is still
struggling to recover from the COVID crisis.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Rural communities will be hit particularly hard by the fuel cost increases these proposed rules will generate as they
have little access to alternatives to the fossil fuels covered in these rule, instead of helping this "environmental
justice community" as the draft proposal suggests.   Farmers will have to pass on the increased cost in production
and transportation (if they can) that will then show up in the grocery store for all Oregonians and beyond. I believe
other "environmental justice communities" would see similar detriments, belying the programs supposed "need" it
addresses. Seniors, people of color, tribes, everyone would see their cost of living increase.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Sandra Ryan
849 NW Jackson St
Hillsboro, OR 97124
sandy@ryanslicer.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Lewis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:50:13 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I hope you know you are committing political suicide! This legislation is merely a huge tax increase and will do
nothing but destroy more businesses, jobs and exacerbate poverty and homelessness. The burden will fall on the
poorest of the population which is the Democrats constituancy.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
David Lewis
1250 NE Lafayette Ave
McMinnville, OR 97128
lewisfurniture.97128@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Ertell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:40:34 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner and citizen, struggling to survive this pandemic, I urge you to halt every additional tax
and fee, including this one. We are drowning here! I now pay more to receive goods and to send them back out.
UPS, Fed Ex, USPS and all the trucking companies are adding a significant amount to my expenses. This will make
it even worse, hampering my ability to compete in the marketplace and even to survive.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Cindy Ertell
PO Box 223
North Plains, OR 97133
mugs3@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeremy Grover
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:40:28 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Grover
2358 NE Quail Valley Dr
Prineville, OR 97754
jgrover12347@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Schubert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:40:21 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Kim Schubert
PO Box 667
Pendleton, OR 97801
kjcupcakes@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kent Witham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:40:16 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Kent Witham
38320 McKenzie Hwy
Springfield, OR 97478
kwair09@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Trisha Cummings
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:40:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Trisha Cummings
1941 Aldine Dr NE
Keizer, OR 97303
trisha@911supply.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Mead
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:30:30 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Please stop this unnecessary and inflationary proposal.
Wouldn't it be great for Oregon if our governing body could come the realization that creating and enhancing the
private job sector would generate more revenue for the state than more regulation.... just a thought.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
William Mead
89009 Dahlin Rd
Florence, OR 97439
wellsplastic@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Mineau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:30:20 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Helen Mineau
2670 Broadway Ave
North Bend, OR 97459
Helen@Globe78.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cole Odegard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:21:04 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Cole Odegard
16636 SW Delta Ct
Beaverton, OR 97006
coleodegard@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lori Pintok-Snyder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:20:26 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I am in opposition to this proposal. Please, I highly urge you to reject this proposal. There has to be a better way, but
this is not it.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Lori Pintok-Snyder
521 NE Seward Ave
Bend, OR 97701
loripintok@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Cates
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:20:26 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Charles Cates
485 Cross Creek Dr
Roseburg, OR 97471
mail@lvpheasants.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Odegard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:20:19 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I work for a company and own a small business in Oregon. I am completely against governor making up laws
without legislation from the people. This is expensive and will not curb emissions. Rather than punishing low and
middle income people in the state with a carbon tax, why don’t you incentivize Oregonians to buy more electric
vehicles. We don’t need dictators ruling our states.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Michael Odegard
16636 SW Delta Ct
Beaverton, OR 97006
m_odegard@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Fowler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:20:16 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
James Fowler
3910 Perrydale Rd
Dallas, OR 97338
jimfowler@jwfowler.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Boren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:20:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
This will defistate our local economy and small businesses. We’ve suffered enough and already pay some of the
highest energy prices in the United States. We already are a very green state and this is not the answer to any of this.
Go after China and other large pollutants not Oregon. I strongly urge a no vote by the people on this measure!
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
James Boren
30000 S Cramer Rd
Molalla, OR 97038
bronco71james@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Lozar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:10:33 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jeff Lozar
520 Antelope Way
Eugene, OR 97401
jeff@livewireeugene.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Fujas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:10:32 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Fujas
5126 S Pacific Hwy
Phoenix, OR 97535
efujas@risingsunfarms.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacquelyn Ekern
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:10:31 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Our local economy cannot sustain higher gas prices.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jacquelyn Ekern
11358 Highcrest Ct
Redmond, OR 97756
jacquelyn@edhnetwork.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debbie Loomis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:10:30 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Debbie Loomis
400 Columbia Blvd
Saint Helens, OR 97051
hagzbagz@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeremy King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:10:28 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jeremy King
10900 Blackwell Rd
Central Point, OR 97502
jeremy@bwatvcycle.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Kropf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:00:40 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Don Kropf
3760 Hemlock Pl SE
Albany, OR 97322
don@linnbentontractor.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Kaufer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:00:39 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Greg Kaufer
PO Box 23038
Portland, OR 97281
greg@plumblinedrywall.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Goetz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:00:36 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Daniel Goetz
17783 S Joanne Ln
Oregon City, OR 97045
danielgoetz386@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Blaine Nofziger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:00:33 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
We are farmers and raising fuel prices will limit the amount that we can pay our workers. Our farms can't afford all
the regulations that you are adding to us.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Blaine Nofziger
89091 Langdon Springs Ln
Christmas Valley, OR 97641
nofherd@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Cudahy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:00:29 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Michael Cudahy
7110 SW Montgomery Way
Wilsonville, OR 97070
mcudahy@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jerry rule
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:00:29 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
jerry rule
1642 Barlow Rd
Vale, OR 97918
cjrranch.jerry@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Holmes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:00:28 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Robert Holmes
2355 Highway 201
Nyssa, OR 97913
rdh_ag@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jake Kenagy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:00:27 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a farmer I can’t pass fuel costs along , they are added behind me therefor cutting into my already small margins ,
we need a break not another fund raiser
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jake Kenagy
29531 Kenagy Rd
Hubbard, OR 97032
kenagyfarms@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Dowdy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:50:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Paul Dowdy
38418 Dexter Rd
Dexter, OR 97431
pdowdy8@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Luttrell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:50:14 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mark Luttrell
177 Wood Duck Ln
Roseburg, OR 97471
markluttrell98@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angela Church
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:50:13 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a life-long resident of Oregon, I desire to keep our state beautiful, and I also understand the need for alternative
fuels to help protect our climate. The "Cap-and-Reduce" strategy is not the answer.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Angela Church
10018 SE Telford Rd
Boring, OR 97009
angela@precisionfiber.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Elsberry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:50:13 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I would hope we can move beyond the circus and get to real facts. Automobiles are not the big sources of carbon.
Planes, Buses, Trucks, Trains, Agriculture, etc. If you are truly interested in meaningful results - provide tax
incentives for alternative fuel vehicles and drive harder for battery operated, autonomous vehicles. These will create
better opportunities for not owning a car, and spur commercial innovation.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Michael Elsberry
PO Box 179
McMinnville, OR 97128
melsberry@4security.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tammy Arnado
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:50:13 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
I think a better solution would be to incentivize those coming up with viable solutions instead of punishing citizens.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tammy Arnado
21359 Puffin Dr
Bend, OR 97701
tammy@taxnbooks.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:50:12 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
James White
410 Magnolia Dr
Creswell, OR 97426
samsplacetavern@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jeff schroll
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:50:12 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
fuel prices are already out of control stop this from ripping oregonian
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
jeff schroll
16691 SE Sager Rd
Happy Valley, OR 97086
jandsrv@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Rossi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:50:12 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Paul Rossi
2801 Lynn St NE
Salem, OR 97301
paulatpandr@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Davisson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:50:11 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Jeff Davisson
9456 SE Emerald Loop
Happy Valley, OR 97086
JDavisson@hunterdavisson.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martin Stewart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:41:01 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Martin Stewart
7570 SW Cherry Dr
Portland, OR 97223
ch3no2x@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert cowanthompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:40:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Robert cowanthompson
631 W Main St Apt 0John Day, OR 97845
bob@chestersthriftway.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Hammer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:30:24 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
Director Whitman, The UN/IPCC created 102 computer models in the 1970's to predict Earth's temperature in future
decades. Their premise was that rising CO2 levels would produce a rise in surface temperatures. Volcanic activity
caused CO2 levels to rise from 280 ppm to 420 pm. No appreciable rise in surface temps resulted proving the
premise to be false. The IPCC tried to cover up the failure of their computer models to prove their premise by
altering surface temperature readings. They were caught n the cover up. That was called Climategate. It occurred in
Nov. 2009. The head of IPCC at East Anglia U. was fired as a result. Now, 12 years later we are told once again
that premise is valid and that we must give up abundant, clean and affordable energy to save the planet. The cap and
reduce idea is a false flag returned by those hoping we have forgotten their record of failure and cover up.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Tom Hammer
23701 Wallace Rd NW
Salem, OR 97304
tom@tomhammerfarms.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Bickett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:32:38 PM

I am concerned.
We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community – helping ensure moms and dads can get to
work and kids can go to school. We are critical to our community.
*   This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will cost and what will happen to
everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
*   Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing Oregon’s greenhouse gasses through the
Clean Fuels Program. We have made significant investments to comply with that regulation and have reduced
millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add another expensive mandate on our local businesses.
*   The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our business in responding to
emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals and those at home without power all rely on us and fuels to respond
to emergencies or remove people from harm’s way. This rule would complicate our ability to respond in emergency
situations when we could potentially be regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
*   The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to purchase more community climate
investment credits. The proposed rule would cap the use of those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance obligation. What
are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which may only be 6 years away? After that, fuel rationing becomes a real
possibility as biofuel availability decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington, and elsewhere.
Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real possibility – even during times of emergency.
*   And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not monitor the price of compliance
and suspend the program when the price to comply gets too high. Affordable and available transportation fuels is an
equity issue that the commission should address. We cannot simply price certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel
to those that have the most money. Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure that happens,
the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when the cost of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any
fuel rationing is required.
*   Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the Clean Fuels Program. Again, we
are small, locally owned business. We are not large, multinational corporations. Creating new complex regulations
will make it difficult for our business to survive. And without businesses like ours throughout the state, many
communities will struggle to survive.
*   Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this program. We are already a leader in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and should not be treated as if we are some large, multinational corporation that
can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
*   Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder climates of Eastern and South Eastern
Oregon where we would face a possibility of fuel gelling during the winter months, leaving engines inoperable.
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Spencer Woolley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment. We Must Act/Enact Climate Protection
Tuesday, August 31, 2021 9:08:56 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
We cannot lapse in our resolve to make an actual difference with this proposal. Please keep the wellbeing of all the
citizens of Oregon at heart rather than trying to appease the industries and corporations that created this problem in
the first place. They are narrow-minded and have the intrest of the Few. We all matter more.
I must echo the concern of the Many and reiterate the following message:
Oregon has not taken direct responsibility for pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of
scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is
your moment in history to step up.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
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Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Spencer Woolley
779 Van Buren Dr NW
Salem, Oregon, 97304
___________________________
This email was sent by Spencer Woolley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Spencer provided an email address
(spencerpharmd@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Spencer Woolley at spencerpharmd@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Paulsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 1, 2021 4:47:44 PM

To Whom it may concern,
As a lifelong Oregonian, the proposed Climate Protection Program (cap and reduce regulation)
is very troubling. Oregonians who are already struggling due to COVID, inflation, high housing
costs, high medical costs etc. simply cannot afford another hit to the pocketbook. This
legislation will send energy prices soaring (gas, diesel, electricity) impacting the lowest income
earners the hardest. When this "green energy" plan fails to provide adequately for Oregonians
and they are freezing in their homes or cannot afford to go to the grocery store, they will
blame every politician and special interest group who pushed this disaster of a plan. Maybe
green energy is the way of the future, but given the brownouts and blackouts that California is
already experiencing (3rd world problems), this shows that current "green" technology is not
adequate to meet the 21st century energy needs.
Below are some bullet points from a locally owned fuel wholesaler/retailer on how this
legislation will devastate them, their employees and communities:
We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community – helping ensure
moms and dads can get to work and kids can go to school. We are critical to our
community.
This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will cost and
what will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing Oregon’s
greenhouse gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have made significant
investments to comply with that regulation and have reduced millions-of-tons of
greenhouse gases. Please don’t add another expensive mandate on our local
businesses.
The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our
business in responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals and those
at home without power all rely on us and fuels to respond to emergencies or remove
people from harm’s way. This rule would complicate our ability to respond in
emergency situations when we could potentially be regulated based on increased
imports of fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to purchase
more community climate investment credits. The proposed rule would cap the use of
those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance obligation. What are we supposed to do if we
hit that cap – which may only be 6 years away? After that, fuel rationing becomes a
real possibility as biofuel availability decreases due to expanding markets in California,
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Washington, and elsewhere. Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very
real possibility – even during times of emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not
monitor the price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to comply
gets too high. Affordable and available transportation fuels is an equity issue that the
commission should address. We cannot simply price certain people out of fuel or only
offer fuel to those that have the most money. Fuel should be available to Oregonians
across the state. To ensure that happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the
program when the cost of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is
required.
Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the Clean
Fuels Program. Again, we are small, locally owned business. We are not large,
multinational corporations. Creating new complex regulations will make it difficult for
our business to survive. And without businesses like ours throughout the state, many
communities will struggle to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this program.
We are already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and should not be
treated as if we are some large, multinational corporation that can absorb the cost of
these complicated rules.
Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder climates of
Eastern and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a possibility of fuel gelling
during the winter months, leaving engines inoperable.
I implore every single Oregon lawmaker who is considering championing this plan to consider
the life changing impacts this will have on a majority of Oregonians. If this legislation is passed,
countless thousands of Oregonians will see the writing on the wall and take their millions of
dollars in tax revenues with them to another state that actually follows the true science of
energy. This would be a tragic mistake that will cost this beautiful state dearly.
Thank you for your time,
Mark Paulsen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Heiting, Kim
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:27:18 PM
DEQ Feedback Submission.pdf

October 25, 2021
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Attn: Nicole Singh
700 NE Multnomah St., Room 600
Portland, OR 97232-4100
Re: Public Comment Period for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking
Dear Ms. Singh,
In support of the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality’s (DEQ) effort to gather public input
on the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking (GHGCR2021) which proposes to
establish a new Climate Protection Program (CPP), NW Natural respectfully submits the attached
customer comments.
Direct outreach to customers on climate policy issues and on NW Natural’s transition to carbon
neutrality is ongoing; we are continuously learning from our customers’ perspectives. We know that
some NW Natural customers submitted comments directly to DEQ on the CPP, and we look forward
to learning from those comments as well as they become part of the public record.
Attached are comments we received from customers who requested we share their comments with
the DEQ during the public comment period for the GHGCR2021. The comments are presented in the
order they were received and include the first initial and last initial of each customer. Per customer
approval, personal details are limited in the submission, but should the agency need additional
information to verify comments, please let us know. All comments related to CPP rulemaking,
regardless of the position taken, have been included with a few exceptions: comments that included
vulgarities, were not related to the CPP rulemaking process or customer status could not be verified.
We will provide staff with the opportunity to review these additional comments separately.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via the information below.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
Kim Heiting
NW Natural - SVP of Operations
kheiting@nwnatural.com
nwnatural.com I Twitter I LinkedIn I Facebook I YouTube I Instagram
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Randy Rasmussen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:58:58 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
With Oregon’s greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, our
state must shift course and take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis.
Unfortunately, DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program fail to recognize
the gravity and enormity of our current climate crisis.
There are positive aspects of the draft rules, including:
- The proposal to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable,
- The pollution cap on "natural" gas, and
- Added accountability for the oil industry.
The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy
compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest
threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Consequently, I encourage you to enact
the following improvements in crafting the final rules for the Climate Protection
Program:
1) A primary goal must be to cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030, as
demonstrated is necessary according to the best available science.
2) Polluters must not receive a free pass, as large industrial sources must be held
accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change must receive priority
by investment in projects that result in verifiable pollution reductions.
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program represents a huge and critical step forward.
I’m encouraged by the progress made to date. Yet these proposed improvements
are necessary as I personally want to ensure the best chance for future generations
to enjoy a healthy and livable climate. For example, Oregon must act now to prevent
and reduce devastating wildfires and extreme weather events that have become
more and more frequent. The record high temperatures experienced in Oregon
during June of 2021 was a direct result of human-caused climate change. These
events are becoming more frequent and more severe. These extreme weather
events will only increase. We must not delay in our actions.

Best,
--Randall Rasmussen
7375 SW Deerhaven Dr.
Corvallis, OR 97333
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Preble
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:10:56 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I’m writing about the Climate Protection Program. While the draft is most certainly a good
start, given the caps and requirements on certain fossil fuels, it risks significant shortfalls.
This is a prime opportunity to enlist private companies in developing business models for
clean technologies and environmentally sustainable production, while we continue to
reduce emissions. Anything less is a missed opportunity.
Our state has demonstrated leadership in advanced technology, environmental
stewardship, and forward thinking policy design concerning human rights, which is how I
know we could do so much better. Our state must do more to preserve the regional
landscape before it burns, erodes/slides, or evaporates away.
The same process which is choking our planet is also exacting a terrible toll on human
health and well-being. Over the last 5 years, the heat island effect in my neighborhood
seems to have increased noticeably. I’ve casually observed unseasonable changes to our
regional climate for many more years than that, but the last 5 years have been especially
concerning. Then there was this last year.
During the June-July heatwave, an elderly woman in my building who lived alone with grave
health issues passed away in the heat, and I'm so saddened by the thought that she died in
pain and alone in her apartment. I’m now more concerned for vulnerable members of our
neighborhoods, including (or especially) farmworkers and those experiencing
houselessness. That summer heatwave was as close to a warning shot as we can get now:
we have no more time for untenable concessions or compromises.
The potential loss of life is too upsetting to imagine at this juncture, when we still have this
small chance to change the trajectory. I'm still traumatized by the memory of a pristine
cheerful quilt covering my neighbor's petite frame on the gurney.
That said, I urge you to consider the following clarifications to several areas of concern.
The most glaring red flag is the Community Climate Investment program, and the lack of
regulations concerning commercial activity. The best way to illustrate this concern is to
review historical responses from the energy industry and polluters.
For example, Precision Castparts has long been accused of emitting significant pollution in
the surrounding areas. However, neighbors and community advocates can’t work towards a
solution because such companies aren’t required to provide concise data on their activities
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or emissions. That must change moving forward.
Further, I ask that you make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program.
1) Scientists have determined that we MUST cut our climate pollution in half by 2030, a
scant nine years from now. If the class of 2030 is already in elementary school, they could
easily recall this year and the missed opportunity that occurred within their lifetime. Our
children and grandchildren are counting on us to act-- we can’t let them down.
2) Polluters must be held accountable, and large industrial actors must actively reduce
emissions, NOT “buy” their way out of meaningful participation in abetting pollution, much
of which can be tied to manufacturing and other similar activities.
3) Invest in projects that result in measurable, verifiable pollution reductions and return the
bulk of the benefits to those most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change. Environmental
racism is apparent in historical targeting of redlined communities, such as the effects of the
I-5 traffic on respiratory conditions found in children living in North/Northeast Portland (that
is, after the initial razing of multiple neighborhoods where the freeway won lie), to cite just
one example. The damage has already been done to these neighborhoods which continue
to thrive in spite of that history of institutionalized racism.
Finally, please take extra care to practice active inclusion, especially for historically
marginalized groups. The Jordan Cove project is a clear example of a proposal with
sweeping effects on communities which were excluded from *both sides* of the dispute. To
my knowledge none of the local indigneous people were invited to participate on a formal
level in the discussion or approval process. They, like most indigenous cultures, link core
cultural tenets to flora, fauna, and place; the proposal to slash through those lands and
waters with a pipeline was an attack on that defining tradition and ancestral connection.
They had the most to lose but the least opportunity to formally voice their position as a
society.
This climate protection program represents the incredible potential of humans once they
decide to commit to the challenge of living in equilibrium with their environment.
Please do what you can to prevent further deterioration of our climate systems and the
cascading effects that devastate entire communities. All my points above are equally
important and so I thank you for the time to read such a long letter.
Sincerely,
Anna Preble
97214, Buckman Neighborhood
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Portland, Oregon (Multnomah)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frank Goodbold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
RuleMaking Comment
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:45:38 AM

DEQ,
During the last 10 day, February 2021, electrical outage due to the ice storm we, my wife and I, we saved from
serious discomfort and harm because we had natural gas appliances in our home. We have a gas range so we could
cook food. We have a gas water heater that does not need electricity to operate. and we have a gas fireplace insert
that we could use to heat the living dining area of our home during the day. The little electricy we needed to operate
the refrigerator, a couple of lamps and the fan on the fire place insert was provided by a small 2000 watt gas
generator that we ran for our waking hours during the day. We were able to get by in relative comfort for the 10
days we waited for the electric power to be restored. If we would have had an all electric house we would have been
able to stay in our home during the outage. We would have lost all the food in our freezer and refrigerator as
happened to some of our neighbors.
It is obvious that the electric grid is so vulnerable to disruptions, especially during the winter months, that being
totally dependent on electricity only is a recipe for disaster. I would have to buy a much larger generator to run my
heat pump and an electric range that would use much more gas, if i could find it, that the small one we can now use.
Until a way is found to make the electric grid more robust, I think trying to remove natural gas from homes is
misguided at this time.
Frank Goodbold
4380 Barrett St. S
Salem OR 97302
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tomoko Sekiguchi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:51:13 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am terrified by the results of the climate crisis with anxiety of the possibility of wildfires
occurring at anytime during the summer months. And the thought of it continuing every year
gives it the urgent imperative for doing something about it.
Oregon needs to take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft
rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be
based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must
make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources is likely to increase under this
proposal.

I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health.
Sincerely,
Tomoko Sekiguchi
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Eugene, 97403
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Mascotte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:50:15 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
NO! to the proposed Climate Protection Program! Impacts all companies with the "trickle down" effect. It's another
tax--we don't need and cannot sustain it on top of all the other government interferences and taxes.
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Linda Mascotte
9258 SE 67th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
linda@mascottesecurity.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

R Boyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 9:59:40 AM

I am concerned about how new rules could impact my Natural Gas use. I feel that NG is
reliable and affordable and not a major contributor to climate change. Our electric grid is
already at risk. Solar and wind are far from reliable and affordable, battery storage systems
require so much energy to produce that they would ruin our environment. Without a way to
produce abundant electricity cleanly such as nuclear plants, the result would be electricity
rationing, brownouts, & blackouts across America. With increased costs from manufacturing
to home heating. Only the rich elitist could afford the rising prices of charging their cars, food,
and staying warm. Marginalized peoples would suffer the most. Rethink this.
Thankyou,
Robert Boyd
1757 SE 101st Ave
Portland OR 97216
Rboyd1757@gmail.com
503.367.7116
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alice Duff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 11, 2021 11:46:03 AM

While I realize climate change is real, I get tired of Oregon leaders and governments thinking
they can save the whole planet all by themselves. Some of the laws and rules being passed
here belong at the national federal level, not local.
Furthermore, by eliminating natural gas as a heating source, you would create hardships for
tens of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of Oregonians. I am low-income and I heat
with natural gas (a high-efficiency furnace). Until you are prepared to pay for me to convert
from gas to something environmentally better, I will not support eliminating gas as a viable
and economical way to heat my house.
Apparently Northwest Natural is making great efforts to "green up" -- that should count for
something. And I don't think it's a good idea to make everyone dependent on one source -- i.e.,
PGE's electricity.
Alice Duff
SE Portland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Spitbug 38
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:08:31 AM

As a senior citizen on fixed income sustainability, it is with great concern to see this governmental dictoral edict re
increased costs for utilities. Particularly natural gas supply, which I rely upon for primary heat and food preparation.
I am vehemently opposed to increased costs for same.
David N. Garlington
1164 E. DOUGLAS ST.
Vernonia, Or 97064
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sherry Banaka
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:56:58 PM

DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Please Strengthen the Draft Climate Protection Program Rules!
Severe heat waves, forest fires and drought conditions are serious signs of man
made climate change. The obvious cause of these changing conditions are a direct
result of greenhouse gas pollution at unsustainable levels.
In my view, Oregon must do more to help solve the climate crisis and make changes
with the necessary urgency. We must cut our climate pollution by 50% and we all
must start as soon as possible to meet or exceed the goal of doing so by 2030.
At this point in time Industrial polluters have a free pass, especially the largest
industrial sources. They must be held accountable to mandatory reductions. DEQ’s
draft rules do not require industrial polluters to follow the cap and lets them “selfregulate” how to reduce emissions. We all know that self-regulating is not a reliable
way to compel large-scale polluters to do everything in their power to reduce their
emissions. Their actions to achieve pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every three years, or more often- preferably more often!
DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not
follow the science. We must demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from
the covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial emitters to actually reduce their climate pollution! That means they
won’t!
We also need much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and
investment in frontline communities (e.g. Black, Indigenous, people of color, lowincome, rural). We need to clearly define what kind of project investments qualify and
ensure that the price of CCIs reflect the real cost of project implementation.
We should prioritize those on the frontlines of harm from climate damage to benefit
from these investments. The current language is too vague, only saying that DEQ
“may” prioritize CCI projects that benefit frontline communities – among other
purposes. We need to do better for these communities and make the language more
specific to meet their needs.
We all know that if we accept the status quo of our current pollution that the worst of
climate destruction is yet to come. Please listen to our voices for environmental
justice, climate protection and public health! We have been asking for these changes
for so long and time is running out.
Thank you for considering these most important changes for the benefit of all
concerned.
Sincerely,
Sherry Banaka,
Hillsboro, Oregon 97006
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen Dannen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
rulemaking comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:55:39 AM

TO: Department of Environmental Quality Office Of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I have previously written comments regarding the proposed Climate Protection Program,
asking for a more robust program in order to hold polluters accountable (without exception!)
and that the program be adopted by the end of this year so that it will be in effect beginning in
January 2022. My comments today, however, are on a more personal level.
I am a grandmother who is gravely concerned about the future of my grandchildren and the
environment they will be inheriting. Will they have a livable planet? Over my lifetime I have
become aware of an ever increasing litany of issues, from air and water pollution to habitat
destruction to deforestation, etc., and there is no shortage of examples of how climate change
is impacting humans and all other beings with whom we share this planet. However, I
continue to have hope. The reason I have hope is because people are speaking up and
supporting programs such as the Oregon CPP. We have the opportunity to be a national leader,
a model, for how to move forward toward a more sustainable future for humanity. Let us be
bold and decisive because that is what is required. We have no time to waste.
Thank you.
Maureen Dannen
Forest Grove, OR 97116
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Williams, Kathryn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:28:08 PM
Final NW Natural CPP Draft Rule Comment Letter.pdf

Dear Nicole,
NW Natural respectfully submits the following comments on the draft CPP rule.
Thank you,
Kathryn
Kathryn Williams
NW Natural – VP, Public Affairs & Sustainability
Pronouns: she/her/hers
nwnatural.com
See our Environmental, Social and Governance Report
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Danielle Myers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:09:55 AM

I’ve been using a combination of natural gas and electricity for most of my life. Decreasing
our footprint, although a good idea, does not mean the use of natural gas should be ended.
Don’t take away my natural gas!
Lifetime Oregonian,
Dani Myers Strength and Fitness
Personal and Group Fitness Training
IG: @therealdanimyers
Rodan+Fields, Independent Consultant
https://danimyers.myrandf.biz/Home
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deanna Keeney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
rulemaking comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:04:45 PM

We are a locally (and family) owned business serving our community –
helping ensure moms and dads can get to work and kids can go to school.
We are critical to our community.
This rule is incredibly complicated and it is tough to know how much this will
cost and what will happen to everyday Oregonians that rely on our fuel.
Oregon transportation fuel providers are already a leader in reducing
Oregon’s greenhouse gasses through the Clean Fuels Program. We have
made significant investments to comply with that regulation and have reduced
millions-of-tons of greenhouse gases. Please don’t add another expensive
mandate on our local businesses.
The proposed rules fail to consider or even understand the importance of our
business in responding to emergencies. Firefighters, paramedics, hospitals
and those at home without power all rely on us and fuels to respond to
emergencies or remove people from harm’s way. This rule would complicate
our ability to respond in emergency situations when we could potentially be
regulated based on increased imports of fuel.
The rule also could lead to fuel rationing when we do not have the ability to
purchase more community climate investment credits. The proposed rule
would cap the use of those CCI’s at 20% of our compliance obligation. What
are we supposed to do if we hit that cap – which may only be 6 years away?
After that, fuel rationing becomes a real possibility as biofuel availability
decreases due to expanding markets in California, Washington, and
elsewhere. Oregonians need to know that fuel rationing is a very real
possibility – even during times of emergency.
And unlike the Clean Fuels program, the current proposed regulation does not
monitor the price of compliance and suspend the program when the price to
comply gets too high. Affordable and available transportation fuels is an
equity issue that the commission should address. We cannot simply price
certain people out of fuel or only offer fuel to those that have the most money.
Fuel should be available to Oregonians across the state. To ensure that
happens, the rule needs a mechanism to suspend the program when the cost
of compliance exceeds 2 cents a gallon or any fuel rationing is required.
Also, in the near future, the EQC will consider a rule to more than double the
Clean Fuels Program. Again, we are small, locally owned business. We are
not large, multinational corporations. Creating new complex regulations will
make it difficult for our business to survive. And without businesses like ours
throughout the state, many communities will struggle to survive.
Please reconsider regulating our small, locally owned businesses under this
program. We are already a leader in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
should not be treated as if we are some large, multinational corporation that
can absorb the cost of these complicated rules.
Increased usage of Bio Fuels is not a reasonable alternative in the colder
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climates of Eastern and South Eastern Oregon where we would face a
possibility of fuel gelling during the winter months, leaving engines inoperable.

Deanna Keeney
Customer Service Rep
Klamath Falls
541-884-5167
deanna.keeney@edstaub.com
www.edstaub.com

This message and any attached documents contain information from Ed Staub and Sons Petroleum that may be confidential, proprietary, trade
secret and/or copyright protected. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not read, copy, distribute, or use this information. If you have
received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail and then delete this message.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Fitzpatrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:02:35 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Thank you for your efforts to develop effective greenhouse gas policies for the state of
Oregon. I was saddened to see that the Climate Protection Program had exempted some of the
largest industrial polluters from direct regulation.
Every day it becomes more clear that a strong greenhouse gas policy, one that also covers the
big polluters, is essential. We cannot depend on industry to reduce their pollution without a
policy that calls for the measurement and reduction of their greenhouse gas pollution. Their
reduction should not be delayed through the implementation of offsets. As you know, offsets
often don't deliver the reduction they promise.
We also cannot depend on individuals to make GHG reduction choices without incentives or
without a price added to the most polluting fuels, such as NWN gas. Several years ago I freed
my home from NWN methane gas and purchased an electric heat pump and hot water heater. I
think more people would move in this direction if they had to pay the true cost of utilizing
methane gas. We have other good options in Oregon. Let's help people move in the directions
that will reduce GHG pollution. Please don't give Northwest Natural a free ride.
I'm hoping you will correct the Climate Protection Program in a way that calls for large
industries to reduce their pollution now, or pay a fee, a fee which you could direct toward
pollution reduction in low income Oregon communities.
Thank you!
Pamela Fitzpatrick
Eugene, Oregon
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Stan Jewett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:14:38 PM

To: DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs

I am pleased that DEQ's draft rules for the Climate Protection Program, if enacted, would hold
many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable. High points for me are a pollution cap
on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than we've seen
so far. Community Climate Investments are a great idea as long as they're kept very
expensive; polluters need to give serious consideration to mitigating the harm that they
cause in the first place. The recent innovation of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a

noteworthy compromise that should be retained in the final rules. But 2 or 3 percent annual
threshold reductions are simply not enough. My recommendation is 7%.
I also believe that the draft rules fall short of what current climate conditions call for in several
other ways. Greenhouse gas pollution originating in Oregon continues at levels that can't be
justified.

Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory and ambitious, declining
emissions reductions.
3) Invest CCI funds in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that
especially benefit those Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
I'm a third generation Oregonian with a deep love of Oregon's widely varied natural
environment. I want it preserved so that my children and grandchildren - and unborn
generations - can enjoy a healthy, liveable outdoor environment here. Oregon must do our
part to mitigate climate changes.
This climate protection program has huge potential. Listen to advocates for environmental
justice, climate protection, and public health. Thousands have been asking for these
changes and more for many months.
Best regards,
Stan Jewett
Beaverton 97078
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brooke Edmunds
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:38:34 PM

To the Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am a Salem resident with two children. I am deeply concerned about climate change and afraid for my children's
future. I think about this as we sit inside because the air quality makes it dangerous to be outside or because the
record high temperatures make it simply too dangerous to play outside. The thought that my children will have to
endure these endless extreme weather events their entire lives is frightening.
Knowing that Oregon and the state DEQ are committed to improving the outcome is a step in the right direction.
There are many positives in the draft plan but the Climate Protection Program must hold ALL large polluters
accountable. Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is a critical opportunity to set Oregon on the right path to
reducing the effects of climate change in our state and nationwide. The rules will make a real difference in the lives
of Oregonians, especially our vulnerable communities.
The state legislature and Governor Brown have already committed to science-based, economy-wide targets. DEQ
needs to follow the science with quantifiable, enforceable results. Specifically, I want to see a cap that will cut 50%
of climate pollution from covered sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. In addition, the cap should cover
stationary sources. Allowing major industrial polluters to “self-identify” and create their own plans to reduce
emissions is a recipe for disaster. We know that companies will do everything to protect their profits first. Please
DEQ, protect Oregonians not just companies.
The rules should also include Oregon’s biggest big polluters: fracked gas power plants. DEQ creates a huge
loophole that locks in the burden of pollution that communities near fracked gas power plants already have to
endure. How can DEQ expect to effectively address the climate crisis while giving our biggest climate polluters a
free pass?
It’s too late for Oregon to get this wrong. Please do not back down from taking quick and bold action.
Brooke Edmunds
Salem, OR, 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom McClellan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule-making Comment
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:26:37 PM

The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy
system. Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable
energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy
options to meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could
discourage renewable energy innovation and force communities to exclusively
depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas
service can have energy even when the electric power is out.
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more
affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Tom McClellan
685 LaCrest Drive Se
Salem, OR 97306
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Barker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rule-making Comment
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:24:20 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
As a native born Oregonian, I have seen and felt serious environmental and climate changes
over the past seven decades. Usually predictable temperature, rain and snowfall patterns of my
youth are anything but predictable now. The drying and warming are in the wrong direction.
The draft regulations take strong steps to hold gas and oils companies responsible for the
pollution caused by their products. Well done.
But I feel an urgency to address the greenhouse pollution causing climate change which I do
not feel is yet reflected in the proposed DEQ rules and targets.
I would like to see more ambitious targets which would reduce CO2 pollution by 50% by 2030
and 90% by 2050.
Major industrial polluters in Oregon must all be subject to the DEQ regulations.
Community Climate Initiatives are a potentially innovative way to nurture investments in
community initiatives, however they must be structured in a way to ensure real GH gas
reductions. Each CCI credit should be able to verifiably reduce one ton of pollution.
Thank you for your work on this important initiative.
Paul Barker
24636 Butler Road
Junction City, OR 97448
barkerpaul987@gmail.com
503-490-4925
--

Paul Barker
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:



Lise Colgan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the Climate Protection Plan
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 11:09:09 AM

COMMENTS ON PROPOSED DEQ DRAFT CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM
Submitted by Lise Colgan, member, Elders Climate Action, Oregon Chapter

Introductory Remarks: What’s At Stake?
Why do you love Oregon? Is it the spectacular coastline, where towering cliffs
blanketed by lush Douglas fir forests crash into the sea? Or the “high lonesome” of eastern
Oregon’s twisted and timeless juniper forests? Or perhaps you’ve hiked in the alpine
forests of Oregon’s magnificent volcanic peaks?
Whatever your reason, it’s likely that the word forests is part of the reason you love
Oregon as much as I do. Forests are quintessential to what Oregon is. We even have an
evergreen tree in the middle of our license plates!
Yet without drastic action to reduce our carbon-based emissions over the next ten
years—starting now—these Oregon forests are likely to disappear from almost half of their
range. Instead of taking our grandchildren on a hike to encounter for themselves these
magic places, we will be reduced to telling them stories of what they used to be.
I am an elder, a member of Elders for Climate Action. I loved Oregon even before I
had seen it: throughout my youth in arid Colorado, I kept envisioning a place where
everything was green, lush and alive. When I came to Oregon in the ‘70’s as an
undergraduate at Lewis & Clark College and experienced the Northwest wildness of that
campus, I knew I had found home. As fate would have it, however, I ended up living in
California—both Southern and Northern—for more than 30 years before I was able to
return here at last in 2005. But those 30 years gave me an idea of what long-term drought
conditions can do to forests. In fact, I have the dubious distinction of being the former
mayor of a small city that was wiped off the map by a climate-fueled megafire: Paradise,
California.
So I am submitting this comment not as an expert, but as a layperson who has
already experienced climate driven catastrophe and can see the writing on the wall. Oregon
is not yet where California has been for the last 20+ years . . . but if we don’t get serious
about reducing our greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, we will end up like Paradise, CA . . .
or Talent or Blue River or Phoenix, Oregon, which met much the same fate as Paradise last
year.
The Bottom Line: the DEQ proposals don’t go far enough
Other individuals, including Bob Yuhnke on behalf of Elders Climate Action, have
submitted comments that summarize current studies showing the linkage between
greenhouse gases and forest fires in Oregon and elsewhere. Such scientific evidence
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demonstrates beyond a shadow of doubt that the rapidly warming, drier climate has put
Oregon on a path toward a wildfire-dominated decade that is expected to burn 25% to
40% of our forest resources. This decade is not in the distant future—it is this decade (and
all succeeding decades) if we don’t start now to dramatically reduce GHG.
The GHG emissions proposals being considered for inclusion in Oregon’s Climate
Protection Plan will not do enough to save Oregon’s forests from this fate. To avoid
reaching the disastrous tipping point that will catastrophically and irreversibly change
Oregon, DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Plan to reduce GHG from
regulated sources to attain at least a 45% reduction by 2030. This is the threshold
identified by the most recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) as the absolute minimum that must be achieved. For Oregon, that means reducing
the 33 million metric tons (mMT) of CO2e emitted from regulated sources by 15 mMT by
2030. DEQ’s proposal would achieve barely half that.
What the Evidence Shows
The time for incremental measures is over. Rather, efforts must be accelerated
because recent empirical evidence shows that the atmosphere is warming even more
rapidly than previously modeled. This evidence demonstrates that major reductions need
to be achieved within the next five years to avoid crossing the 1.5o C threshold.
Consider the fires in Oregon last summer. Scientific analysis of these fire events has
shown that they crossed an ominous tipping point: in 2020, fires in Oregon released more
CO2 into the atmosphere from burning trees than was emitted from transportation
sources. The burn zone has expanded tenfold in a decade from an average of about 120,000
acres burned annually to 1.2 million acres last year. At these burn rates, wildfire has
become the largest source of GHG emissions in Oregon. Thus, the cumulative impacts of
GHG emissions from transportation are even more significant, since they are now not just a
primary, but yet another primary contributor to a huge increase in GHG.
The Oregon Climate Assessment (OCA), funded by the legislature and published by
a science team at OSU, predicted that the burn zone will double again in this decade to
2.5 million acres annually as temperatures continue to rise, summer precipitation drops,
and the trees in traditionally wet temperate forests become desiccated. The smoke pollution
from these fires will make the Pacific Northwest uninhabitable during the fire season for
those most vulnerable to pollution. More troubling yet, the data used for the OCA’s
projections were from 2015. Lived history is already demonstrating that conditions are
worse than what was predicted by the OCA. This is not a time for complacency or for lowballing the real and accelerating impacts of climate change in Oregon.
Some Flaws in DEQ’s Analysis
Other commentators discuss in detail how DEQ’s proposals fall short of the mark, in
particular the comments submitted earlier this year by Bob Yuhnke of Elders Climate
Action and his recent additional comments. I would like to point out three of the most
egregious oversights in DEQ’s analysis, discussed at greater length by Mr. Yuhnke.
1. Data supporting the Fuel Supplier Emission Reduction Program are inadequate or
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altogether absent. The success of the CPP turns on the extent to which motor fuel
emissions can be reduced or eliminated. According to Mr. Yuhnke, despite requests for the
data to support DEQ’s projections, whatever information that has been supplied (if any)
has been insufficient to justify the estimates of total reductions in motor fuel combustion
expected as a result of the implementation of the program. Viable programs must be
evidence-based. Where’s the evidence?
2. Fuel suppliers have no incentive to displace fuel demand. Asking fuel suppliers to
shoulder the economic and environmental costs of reducing the demand for fossil fuels is
like asking cattle ranchers to reduce the demand for red meat so that people can adopt
more healthy diets: it is not in the economic interests of either group to reduce the
availability of the very product that makes them money. The only logical way to reduce
the demand for motor fuels is to reduce the number of internal combustion engines that
use fossil fuels. Yet DEQ’s proposals fall far short of making a major dent in the
availability of, and demand for, fossil-fueled vehicles. The best way to do this is to replace
internal combustion engines throughout the transportation sector with zero emissions
vehicles. Mr. Yuhnke explains at some length how this can be accomplished.
3. Tying emissions reductions to a diminishing supply of fuels without providing an
economical and environmentally sound alternative will lead to consumer backlash that
is likely to defeat the entire DEQ emissions reduction plan. I was living in Los Angeles at
the time of the OPEC-generated fuel shortages in 1974. People waited in hour-long lines
rather than give up their gas-guzzling behemoths. Jimmy Carter nearly spawned a
nationwide insurrection when he dared suggest that motorists reduce their fuel
consumption by driving 55 mph instead of 75 (the upper limit is now 80 mph in several
western states). The Yellow Vest riots in France, in response to President Macron’s attempt
to reduce fuel consumption by raising prices, nearly resulted in his downfall.
For DEQ’s plan to work, additional measures to reduce the demand for motor fuels
must be integrated with the regulation of fuel suppliers to achieve significant reductions in
GHG emissions. It is wishful—and dangerous—thinking to predict that people will change
their fuel consumption habits just because fuel becomes scarcer and/or more expensive.
Instead, they will look for a scapegoat—and the CPP will be IT.
Concluding Remarks
Oregon has been a leader in environmental initiatives, yet DEQ’s proposals for the state’s
Climate Protection Plan fall far short of this notable history. When Governor Brown issued
her executive order, she declared that the Executive Branch—of which DEQ is part—“has a
responsibility to the electorate, and a scientific, economic and moral imperative to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions . . . to the greatest extent possible within existing laws.”
(emphasis added)
It is hard to improve on what Mr. Yuhnke stated in his most recent comments, so I quote
him at length here:
Present and future generations will not be able to reverse within a lifetime or multiple
lifetimes the damage to property and destruction to the natural world and living systems
that GHG emissions are causing. This is not a program subject to course correction in a
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decade or two if the predicted rapid expansion of wildfire this decade in response to
excessive heat causes the destruction of forests that took most of the last millennium to
achieve their current form and structure. We have one opportunity to get it right. The crisis
is rapidly devolving into a disaster now. There will be no do-over.
I respectfully urge the Commission and its staffmembers to review the evidence, revisit
their proposals, and rethink their analysis. We need a plan that will achieve real results, is
scientifically sound, and is practically attainable.
Lise A. Colgan
Cottage Grove, Oregon
liseinthegrove@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Long
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen CPP Rules
Monday, September 20, 2021 3:04:25 PM

To: DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
As a longtime resident of the state of Oregon, I am writing to request that the rules for the Climate Protection
Program, while directionally correct, be improved and strengthened. The word critical is not strong enough to
define our global environmental situation, and Oregon must be bold in making the changes necessary for the
survival of our planet.
Proposed caps must result in cutting emissions by 50% by 2030, industrial polluters must play their part or be held
accountable, and Community Climate Investments should be a very small part of the total package and not a
substitute for the actual change that is necessary.
Thank you,
Amy Long
Portland, OR 97216
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

deb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deb Merchant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Saturday, September 18, 2021 6:32:29 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
Every business and government agency is a major contributor to climate change. It's time to own those actions and
be accountable to the solutions.
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Deb Merchant
Albany,
deb@naturallyaware.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tracy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tracy Farwell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:25:50 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.” THE STANDARD EMPLOYED TO BOOK EMISSIONS IN EDMS MUST BE IDENTIFIED AND
PUBLISHED.
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Tracy Farwell
Portland,
tracy@better-energy-LLC.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

emagen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emilie Marlinghaus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:57:14 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note and correct the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the
forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s
land management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector in
order to create a meaningful and accurate accounting of our GHG emissions. DEQ cannot create a workable, fair
and effective Climate Protection Program without that ability.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this 'essential' disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you commit
to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future. Thank you!
Sincerely,
Mrs. Emilie Marlinghaus
Bend,
emagen@bendbroadband.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kimasuegarrison@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kima Garrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:22:24 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions. CLEARCUTS CAUSE CLIMATE CHANGE!!
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Kima Garrison
Portland,
kimasuegarrison@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mirism@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Iris Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:45:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions. It has long been true that producers of goods for market are not
held responsible for resources or toxins used in the production of their goods, nor for the energy used. In this vein
the Forestry industry has worked hard to prevent their emissions from being accounted for, and that is an omission
that should be corrected.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Iris Moore
Portland,
mirism@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

patricia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patricia Donohue
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:46:27 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am sure you have noted the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final rule for the
Climate Protection Program? This is a gross oversight and points out the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s
land management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
We are at the tipping point in terms of climate change....putting more carbon into the air through logging
exacerbates more warming.   
We appreciate you adding the following necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that
you commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
I like my planet and I would like my descendants to be able to enjoy it, too.
Sincerely,
Ms. Patricia Donohue
Portland,
patricia@mwg.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

deborah.clark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deborah Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:26:32 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I respectfully request that the Department of Environmental Quality acknowledge that it is leaving out one of
Oregon’s largest sources of emissions from the Climate Protection Program – logging emissions.  
Even though DEQ does not have the statutory authority to track or regulate emissions from forestry sector
(something that logging industry has worked very hard to ensure), DEQ must acknowledge that this is a glaring
omission from their new efforts to address the climate crisis.
I request that the DEQ spell out to the state legislature the need to track emission data from logging and reduce these
emissions. I urge you to add a recommendation to DEQ’s new rulemaking that calls on state legislators to enact
new legislation to track greenhouse gases from Oregon logging. Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest
source of GHG emissions in the state.

Sincerely,
Ms. Deborah Clark
Shedd,
deborah.clark@lifetime.oregonstate.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

4salmon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gary Kishe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:14:57 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
The forestry industry should not be exempted from reports on greenhouse gas emissions.
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Gary Kishe
Columbia County,
4salmon@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ednaturally@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cam Wolff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:13:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
MY HUSBAND AND I ARE writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions
from the forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with
Oregon’s land management agencies' on natural climate solutions. IT SEEMS OBVIOUS THAT ANY SECTOR
OF OUR ECONOMY PRODUCING GREENHOUSE GASES NEEDS TO BE INCLUDED IN OUR STATES
CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM!
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Cam Wolff
Milwaukie,
ednaturally@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bklopp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Basey Klopp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:59:34 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
We are in a Code Red Emergency with Climate Change now. Oregon needs to do everything in its power to reverse
the harmful effects of global warming that are making our state less livable year after year. The time to act is now,
with every tool we have in our toolkit.
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Basey Klopp
Bend,
bklopp@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

artspace@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrea Pellicani
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:12:24 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
This is so important to our family , we live in Oregon.
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Andrea Pellicani
Coos Bay,
artspace@sonic.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mobius@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lilith Gist
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:35:41 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
P.S.
In the 70's we thought nothing of the devastation industrial logging left behind - it's time to factor in this industry to
the resolution and mitigation of #ClimateCrisis which is unfolding before our eyes. Think of all the children
growing up with no ancient groves that shelter animals and keep Earth healthy for humans.
If your office does not include industrial logging in this plan, it would be like excluding God from our lives. Just
put it in and be damned to the powerful loggers who have controlled this state from the beginning. And please
remember, one day you will answer to God for your deeds on Earth as we all must.
DO THE RIGHT THING, Colin!
Thank you for listening and God bless.
Sincerely,
Ms. Lilith Gist
Coos Bay,
mobius@mo-light.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bmrendar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Byron Rendar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:16:56 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
We have learned that the logging industry will do what it can to ignore science, use our public funds to push its view
(OFRC), and pay off legislatures to keep up non-sustainable logging levels. It is up to you to prevent our
contribution to global warming to increase by including greenhouse gas emissions from the logging industry as a
pollutant to be regulated.
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Byron Rendar
Portland,
bmrendar@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

darlene.chirman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Darlene Chirman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:34:21 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
The timber industry is a major source of carbon emissions in Oregon. I request that you note the omission of
greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program. We need to
better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies' on natural climate solutions. I have learned of this in
reviewing the Department of Forestry Climate Change and Carbon Plan, and also am requesting that they include
calculation of timber industry carbon emissions in their Plan.
DEQ apparently does not currently have the authority to track these emissions--this is likely to to the powerful
timber industry influencing state legislation.Please note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas
emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
I think this is critical to tracking greenhouse gas emissions, and ask that you request that the legislature correct this
glaring "missing industry" in tracking GHG emissions in Oregon. We appreciate you adding this necessary
disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you commit to strive for better collaboration and
communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Darlene Chirman
Portland,
darlene.chirman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

treeonly@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teresa Mueller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:57:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
Climate change has taken on a new ominous and very pressing quality this year. I am afraid that my government
will fail to hold industries to account for their emissions. Please note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from
the forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with
Oregon’s land management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry and
agricultural sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Teresa Mueller
Eugene,
treeonly@q.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

neelpatelslc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Neel Patel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:01:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
I am a physician who trained in Oregon and who will work in Oregon next year. Climate change is having a serious
and immediate effects on my patients and will only worsen to a catastrophic degree if we do nothing. The DEQ must
note the need for new legistlation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon's forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Neel Patel
San Francisco, CA,
neelpatelslc@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

amalia.gladhart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amalia Gladhart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:55:48 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
Greenhouse gas emissions are perhaps the greatest threat facing us today. We cannot wait any longer to
meaningfully--and rapidly--work to reduce emissions. No sector of our economy can be left out of this effort. I am
writing today to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, as well as the urgent need to better coordinate with Oregon’s
land management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
Simply put, DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry
sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
I appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you commit
to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Amalia Gladhart
Eugene,
amalia.gladhart@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tde@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teresa DeLorenzo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:16:31 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
Greenhouse gas emissions are omitted from the forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program,
and they need to dovetail with Oregon’s land management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies NOW.
Sincerely,
Ms. Teresa DeLorenzo
Astoria,
tde@teleport.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

slmiller@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:13:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
Any genuine Climate Protection Program will take a comprehensive view of all the large carbon emission sources in
our state. I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the
forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s
land management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Steven Miller
Coos Bay,
slmiller@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tedchudy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ted Chudy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:05:25 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
My question is: If you are measuring air quality, shouldn't you consider ALL sources? I hope to hear from you as to
why the logging emissions are exempt. And if I do not hear from you I will strongly urge ALL the people that
represent me in Washington DC to investigate this waste of time and money.
MEASURE EVERYTHING THAT AFFECTS CLIMATE CHANGE.
NO EXEMPTIONS FOR THE LOGGING/LUMBER INDUSTRIES!!!!!
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Ted Chudy
Eugene,
tedchudy@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Durkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:58:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am asking for the equal treatment of all industries that contribute to greenhouse gases being released into our air.
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Durkin
Beaverton,
jd@nwfire.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

caroltov@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Newman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:34:39 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
Please note: Carbon emissions from logging are massive. They must be included in the Climate Protection Program.
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Carol Newman
Astoria,
caroltov@pacifier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marvinfickle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marvin Fickle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:25:34 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to request that you specifically note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector, and
inform the legislature of this glaring omission from the current rule-making process.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future. As a former
state employee, I believe that you will have the support to make these changes with the appropriate legislators.
Sincerely,
Marvin Fickle
Eugene,
marvinfickle@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

k_denouden@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kenneth Denouden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:23:18 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
It’s important to me that ALL externalities get counted when it comes to carbon output. Hiding the forestry carbon
output is not acceptable!
Sincerely,
Mr Kenneth Denouden
Eugene,
k_denouden@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mistersavage1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacob Savage
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 12:48:13 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Jacob Savage
Portland,
mistersavage1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sikichj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debora Sikich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Sunday, October 3, 2021 7:12:42 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Debora Sikich
Corvallis,
sikichj@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dschlenoff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debbie Schlenoff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Saturday, October 2, 2021 3:41:25 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Debbie Schlenoff
dschlenoff@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

debby@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debby Vajda
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:28:52 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Debby Vajda
Corvallis,
debby@the4dgroup.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dabberatus@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nathan Plante
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 27, 2021 9:26:56 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Nathan Plante
Williams,
dabberatus@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ron.eberle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ron Eberle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:39:54 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ron Eberle
LAKE OSWEGO,
ron.eberle@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cspof1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cathy Spofford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 27, 2021 11:36:35 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Cathy Spofford
Portland,
cspof1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

skacskos@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sue kacskos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Sunday, September 26, 2021 2:15:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sue kacskos
Eugene,
skacskos@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jonathan Jelen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:25:58 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jonathan Jelen
Portland,
jj@oregonwild.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rong7664@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ronald gillilan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 23, 2021 5:31:53 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. ronald gillilan
Estacada,
rong7664@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

phil@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phil Goldsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:28:13 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Phil Goldsmith
Portland,
phil@lopglaw.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bromur53@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brooks Murrell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:08:53 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Brooks Murrell
Cheshire,
bromur53@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

maryjomannpdx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Jo Mann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:21:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Mary Jo Mann
Portland,
maryjomannpdx@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carl Whiting
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:27:35 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
It is clear that a responsible and sober approach to climate change cannot afford to ignore any significant source of
carbon.
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Carl Whiting
Wheeler,
carl@alittlecolor.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

beetea27@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Taylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:19:42 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Barbara Taylor
NORTH BEND,
beetea27@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jrjelen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Justin Jelen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:31:06 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Justin Jelen
Portland,
jrjelen@yahoo.com

Page 4299 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

turtleactivist@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brad Nahill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:18:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Brad Nahill
Portland,
turtleactivist@hotmail.com

Page 4300 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kpottermom@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dave Potter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:52:12 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dave Potter
Klamath Falls,
kpottermom@yahoo.com

Page 4301 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

astheyare1376@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sara Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 20, 2021 8:53:52 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Sara Smith
Phoenix,
astheyare1376@gmail.com

Page 4302 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ronwcoffman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ronald Coffman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 20, 2021 10:07:55 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ronald Coffman
Eugene,
ronwcoffman@gmail.com

Page 4303 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

magicrealtor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanne James
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:06:56 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Joanne James
Portland,
magicrealtor@gmail.com

Page 4304 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steph.e.chris@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Christensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Sunday, September 19, 2021 6:19:24 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the OMISSION of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry
sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Stephanie Christensen
Portland,
steph.e.chris@gmail.com

Page 4305 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

higginsm363@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Higgins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Sunday, September 19, 2021 12:52:27 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Mike Higgins
halfway,
higginsm363@gmail.com

Page 4306 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jmarie321@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Marie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Sunday, September 19, 2021 11:34:30 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Jessica Marie
Salem,
jmarie321@yahoo.com

Page 4307 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mpresq@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Ryan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Sunday, September 19, 2021 10:52:58 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Ryan
Portland,
mpresq@hotmail.com

Page 4308 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kathnzz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kat Balogh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Sunday, September 19, 2021 6:21:56 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kat Balogh
Scappoose,
kathnzz@yahoo.com

Page 4309 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kdalebroux@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kim Dalebroux
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Saturday, September 18, 2021 5:41:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Kim Dalebroux
Beaverton,
kdalebroux@aol.com

Page 4310 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

khnezpercetrail@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Heagen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Saturday, September 18, 2021 5:18:46 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Karen Heagen
Bend,
khnezpercetrail@gmail.com

Page 4311 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

purrmarshal@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Drew
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Saturday, September 18, 2021 12:25:23 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susan Drew
Sandy,
purrmarshal@yahoo.com

Page 4312 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

happyplace987@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David DeLeon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Saturday, September 18, 2021 10:13:10 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. David DeLeon
Portland,
happyplace987@gmail.com

Page 4313 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kent@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of kent Sugnet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:22:05 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
mr. kent Sugnet
Portland,
Kent@fossilcartel.com

Page 4314 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

slboehlert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Boehlert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Saturday, September 18, 2021 7:31:13 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Susan Boehlert
Bend,
slboehlert@gmail.com

Page 4315 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hayleyhawes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hayley Hawes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:28:52 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Hayley Hawes
Portland,
hayleyhawes@gmail.com

Page 4316 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Fjux22@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ryan F
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:39:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Ryan F
Portland,
Fjux22@yahoo.com

Page 4317 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steve.oder@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Oder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:55:44 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Stephen Oder
Corvallis,
steve.oder@gmail.com

Page 4318 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

natashjadewolf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Natashja Dewolf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Friday, September 17, 2021 12:48:39 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Natashja Dewolf
Ashland,
natashjadewolf@yahoo.ca

Page 4319 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

neeandjohn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Renee Espenel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:46:27 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Renee Espenel
Portland,
neeandjohn@msn.com

Page 4320 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

satyavayu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Satya Vayu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:01:01 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ven. Satya Vayu
Portland,
satyavayu@gmail.com

Page 4321 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

andresmith555@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andre Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:51:13 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Andre Smith
Portland,
andresmith555@hotmail.com

Page 4322 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nonadonahue@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nona Donahue
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:43:16 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Nona Donahue
Rogue River,
nonadonahue@gmail.com

Page 4323 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lambentcreativedesign@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ashley Schaecher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:08:22 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ashley Schaecher
lambentcreativedesign@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ronnafriend@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ronna Friend
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:55:33 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Ronna Friend
Eugene,
ronnafriend@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

benton.elliott@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Benton Elliott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 4:04:09 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Benton Elliott
Eugene,
benton.elliott@gmail.com

Page 4326 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

deckweiler1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dane Eckweiler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 2:20:23 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dane Eckweiler
Eugene,
deckweiler1@gmail.com

Page 4327 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dylanjbeck@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dylan Beck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 1:53:53 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dylan Beck
Portland,
dylanjbeck@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

coelrus@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elan Morin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 12:43:19 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Elan Morin
Springfield,
coelrus@hotmail.com

Page 4329 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sallysworms@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sally White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:53:47 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
As I have been teaching children for many years - over 30 now, it's important for ALL to be part of solving our
universal problems. Every individual and every industry needs to be in on reducing those issues, including the
lumber industry, that are contributing to the changes exasperated by humans. Please make it possible to bring in all
contributing parties as it shouldn't be up to our youngsters to solve problems that have gone unrecognized and then
ignored by their predecessors.
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Sally White
Salem,
sallysworms@gmail.com

Page 4330 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

james@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of james thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:59:02 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. james thompson
portland,
james@jetwoodshop.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wren@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wren Wells
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:17:09 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Wren Wells
Portland,
wren@oregonwild.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jen.gosnell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Gosnell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:58:24 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing today to request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the
final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management
agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jennifer Gosnell
Portland,
jen.gosnell@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

webbhoward@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Howard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:58:27 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dan Howard
Eugene,
webbhoward@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

katherineebrewer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine Brewer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:47:40 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Katherine Brewer
Lakeview,
katherineebrewer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

karadjones@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kara Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:03:06 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Kara Jones
Portland,
karadjones@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carol@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Turtle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:48:11 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Carol Turtle
Portland,
carol@turtlepdx.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

earthtendercreations@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sally Jennings
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:38:08 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Sally Jennings
Siletz,
earthtendercreations@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

heid.andrea@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrea Heid
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:29:25 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Andrea Heid
Aurora,
heid.andrea@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kathrynclovett@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathryn Lovett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:13:44 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kathryn Lovett
Tualatin,
kathrynclovett@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sheila.lowe1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sheila Lowe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:43:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sheila Lowe
Eugene,
sheila.lowe1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kristensart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristen Swanson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:11:52 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kristen Swanson
Springfield,
kristensart@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pamgreen11@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pamela Green
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:26:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Pamela Green
Belvedere Tiburon,
pamgreen11@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

9977440@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adele Dawson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:34:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Adele Dawson
Florence,
9977440@gmx.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

aldercreek4coolcats@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Fauna-June Fauth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 3:36:32 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Fauna-June Fauth
Cloverdale,
aldercreek4coolcats@centurylink.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kathycallaway@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine Anne Stansbury
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:55:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mx. Katherine Anne Stansbury
Oregon City,
kathycallaway@whiz.to
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gtahaka@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Catherine Gumtow-Farrior
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:34:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
The American and Oregon citizens have made clear we demand real action against climate disaster. Our forests are
burning and we are choking!
I am writing to request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final
rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies'
on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Catherine Gumtow-Farrior
Prineville,
gtahaka@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ally@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alijana Fisher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:11:21 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Alijana Fisher
Portland,
ally@oregonwild.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ricknunno@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Nunno
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:50:27 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Richard Nunno
Portland,
ricknunno@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kneidingerj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kate Fuqua
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:12:46 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final
rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies'
on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kate Fuqua
Portland,
kneidingerj@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jennifersh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Shirley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:03:26 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jennifer Shirley
Portland,
jennifersh@oregonhumane.org

Page 4351 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

scottfrancis14@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Robertson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 12:13:13 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Scott Robertson
Portland,
scottfrancis14@gmail.com

Page 4352 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

yokita@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Yoko Silk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:19:31 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Yoko Silk
Portland,
yokita@gmail.com

Page 4353 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

swirz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sophie and Jim Swirczynski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:19:19 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sophie and Jim Swirczynski
Eugene,
swirz@cyber-dyne.com

Page 4354 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tnt1014@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peggy Tribble
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:00:00 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Peggy Tribble
Estacada,
tnt1014@aol.com

Page 4355 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jeanie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Norma Taylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:48:04 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Norma Taylor
Sheridan,
jeanie@fastmail.com

Page 4356 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

d.mildrexler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Mildrexler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:38:14 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. David Mildrexler
Enterprise,
d.mildrexler@gmail.com

Page 4357 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marylouemerson1947@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Lou Emerson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:58:51 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mary Lou Emerson
Sincerely,
Ms. Mary Lou Emerson
Portland,
marylouemerson1947@gmail.com

Page 4358 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dayglow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Bolgiano
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:31:37 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Susan Bolgiano
Halfway,
dayglow@pinetel.com

Page 4359 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dns@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Stone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:54:57 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. David Stone
Springfield,
dns@efn.org

Page 4360 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

paulhandover@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Handover
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 6:44:00 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Paul Handover
Merlin,
paulhandover@pm.me

Page 4361 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rothfortune.travis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Travis Roth-Fortune
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 5:01:28 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Travis Roth-Fortune
Lebanon,
rothfortune.travis@hotmail.com

Page 4362 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

orickywhy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Whyte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 2:56:44 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Richard Whyte
Yachats,
orickywhy@gmail.com

Page 4363 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

maryp61@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Parham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:01:02 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Mary Parham
Tigard,
maryp61@live.com

Page 4364 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kamcgee32@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristin McGee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:41:32 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Kristin McGee
Salem,
kamcgee32@gmail.com

Page 4365 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

silasapaul@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Silas Paul
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:03:44 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Silas Paul
Portland,
silasapaul@gmail.com

Page 4366 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

incandescent.dusk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Carter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:38:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Carter
Portland,
incandescent.dusk@gmail.com

Page 4367 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

roughskinnednewt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dianne Ensign
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:37:14 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final
rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies'
on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Dianne Ensign
Portland,
roughskinnednewt@hotmail.com

Page 4368 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rhettlawrence@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rhett Lawrence
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:12:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Rhett Lawrence
Portland,
rhettlawrence@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sprowell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Prowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:06:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sarah Prowell
Portland,
sprowell@ix.netcom.com

Page 4370 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

zheck24@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Zechariah Heck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:57:30 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Zechariah Heck
Bend,
zheck24@gmail.com

Page 4371 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ren.jacob@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ren Jacob
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:40:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ren Jacob
Lincoln City,
ren.jacob@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

c.hervert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carla Hervert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:31:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Carla Hervert
Eugene,
c.hervert@yahoo.com

Page 4373 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lida.durant@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lida Stevenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:17:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Lida Stevenson
Corvallis,
lida.durant@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

msstev731@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matt Stevenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:06:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final
rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies'
on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Matt Stevenson
Portland,
msstev731@gmail.com

Page 4375 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

james.little.iii@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Little
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:58:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. James Little
Hood River,
james.little.iii@gmail.com

Page 4376 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

james.mough@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Mough
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:32:39 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. James Mough
Springfield,
james.mough@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rgranger36@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Granger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:19:25 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert Granger
Eugene,
rgranger36@gmail.com

Page 4378 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

derbyshc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cameron Derbyshire
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:07:01 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Cameron Derbyshire
Eugene,
derbyshc@hotmail.com

Page 4379 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dougthiesen624@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Douglas Thiesen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:05:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Douglas Thiesen
Springfield,
dougthiesen624@gmail.com

Page 4380 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sandra55jk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Less
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 5:47:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sandra Less
Milwaukie,
sandra55jk@gmail.com

Page 4381 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rengert6680@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lee and Marilyn Rengert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 5:33:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
We are writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry
sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mx. Lee and Marilyn Rengert
Salem,
rengert6680@comcast.net

Page 4382 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susandornfeld6005@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Dornfeld
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:35:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susan Dornfeld
Corvallis,
susandornfeld6005@gmail.com

Page 4383 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joybrandt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joy Brandt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:23:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Joy Brandt
Portland,
joybrandt@live.com

Page 4384 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

scott.hillson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Hillson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:12:44 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Scott Hillson
WEST LINN,
scott.hillson@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

merrily_sutton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Merrily Sutton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:49:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Merrily Sutton
Eugene,
merrily_sutton@yahoo.com

Page 4386 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kheerema@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathryn Heerema
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:47:36 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordinatiton with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
I appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you commit
to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kathryn Heerema
Eugene,
kheerema@efn.org

Page 4387 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

darcyrose61877@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Darcy Rose
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:31:35 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Darcy Rose
Portland,
darcyrose61877@gmail.com

Page 4388 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cciecko51@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charlie Ciecko
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:27:42 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Charlie Ciecko
Gresham,
cciecko51@gmail.com

Page 4389 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

colleenpdx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Colleen O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:27:38 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Colleen O'Brien
Portland,
colleenpdx@comcast.net

Page 4390 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

qudeb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deborah Melhase
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:26:35 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Deborah Melhase
Bend,
qudeb@aol.com

Page 4391 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MLSTEP@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Margaret Stephens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 3:13:42 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Margaret Stephens
Salem,
MLSTEP@msn.com

Page 4392 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dmaried@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Daiute
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:56:47 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Diane Daiute
Sweet Home,
dmaried@protonmail.com

Page 4393 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sofia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sofia Elias Jamison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:43:19 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Sofia Elias Jamison
Portland,
sofia@jamison.org

Page 4394 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gary_joanneb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanne Borges
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:42:19 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Joanne Borges
Salem,
gary_joanneb@yahoo.com

Page 4395 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

claudgilbert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of claud gilbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:39:30 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
mr claud gilbert
Portland+OR,
claudgilbert@gmail.com

Page 4396 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sodamtn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dave Willis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:26:14 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dave Willis
Ashland,
sodamtn@mind.net

Page 4397 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

janeccarlsen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jane Carlsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:14:19 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jane Carlsen
Portland,
janeccarlsen@gmail.com

Page 4398 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

fw40@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frederick Wearn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:04:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Frederick Wearn
Portland,
fw40@comcast.net

Page 4399 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ldeepdx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lenny Dee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:01:53 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Lenny Dee
Portland,
ldeepdx@yahoo.com

Page 4400 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kperkins2007@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kay Perkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:46:13 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Kay Perkins
Portland,
kperkins2007@gmail.com

Page 4401 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

notify@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Agnes Kovacs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:40:55 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Agnes Kovacs
Portland,
notify@forgokovacs.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

johnhill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Hill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:37:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Hill
Vancouver,
johnhill@telus.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jenw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Wolfsong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:31:25 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jennifer Wolfsong
Beaverton,
jenw@wolfsonglaw.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cclarke777@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charles Clarke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:10:23 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Charles Clarke
Salem,
cclarke777@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dnskuhns@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Don Kuhns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:55:32 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Don Kuhns
Corvallis,
dnskuhns@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lucymead0@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lucy Mead
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:55:13 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future. We need to
make every possible difference to help clean up our environment for ourselves and our future. To that end,
emissions from Oregon forestry practices must be included in EDMS development.
Thank you so much for your careful attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lucy Mead
Eugene,
lucymead0@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

smmates@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Mates
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:52:21 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susan Mates
Portland,
smmates@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mkaminker67@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matthew Kaminker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:42:23 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Matthew Kaminker
Portland,
mkaminker67@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jpn5710@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Nettleton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:36:22 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Nettleton
Portland,
jpn5710@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

donhasjette@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donald Haslett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:32:26 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Donald Haslett
Portland,
donhasjette@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lynch.justina@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Justina Lynch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:11:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Justina Lynch
Portland,
lynch.justina@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gvsahunt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Hunt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:10:47 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Sharon Hunt
Beaverton,
gvsahunt@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dxmoser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Danielle Moser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 12:01:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Danielle Moser
Portland,
dxmoser@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

adamacrane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adam Crane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:46:31 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Adam Crane
Portland,
adamacrane@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

julesbub@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jules Filipski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:46:08 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Jules Filipski
Portland,
julesbub@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bettyboopba1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of B A Grodhaus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:40:48 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
B A Grodhaus
Selma,
Bettyboopba1@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

info@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eve Saglietto
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:36:36 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Eve Saglietto
Seeshaupt,
info@saglietto.de
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gladgirl53@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ann Robinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:34:28 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Ann Robinson
Gladstone,
gladgirl53@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

purdue.scott@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Purdue
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:32:06 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Scott Purdue
Eugene,
purdue.scott@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Norm.cloudbaseflyer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Norm Young
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:29:00 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Norm Young
Jacksonville,
Norm.cloudbaseflyer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dagelma10@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Beth Marshall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:10:36 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Beth Marshall
Central Point,
dagelma10@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Doug Heiken
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:10:22 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Doug Heiken
Eugene,
dh@oregonwild.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marjorie.stuart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marjorie Stuart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:06:25 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Marjorie Stuart
Corvallis,
marjorie.stuart@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

duncan.kerst@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Duncan Kerst
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:02:05 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Duncan Kerst
Portland,
duncan.kerst@zgf.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rosenbaron@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Roger Baron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:59:23 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Roger Baron
Portland,
rosenbaron@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jfpruett@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Pruett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:55:09 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jim Pruett
Ashland,
jfpruett@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chrysalis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jill Wyatt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:50:26 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Jill Wyatt
Baker City,
chrysalis@thegeo.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michaelamarwilson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:39:13 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Michael Wilson
Portland,
michaelamarwilson@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

erefutre@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adam Sammons
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:29:58 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Adam Sammons
erefutre@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katinw224@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kati Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:27:42 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Kati Wilson
Corvallis,
Katinw224@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

erika.winner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erika Winner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:24:17 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Erika Winner
Salem,
erika.winner@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

abartl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alan Bartl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:16:47 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
Outdated clear cutting methods are unsustainable. Oregon should at least revert to select cutting.
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Alan Bartl
Coos Bay,
abartl@sonic.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

betsyherbert4trees@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Betsy Herbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 10:07:56 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr Betsy Herbert
Corvallis,
betsyherbert4trees@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

farmer1950@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of linda farmer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:59:54 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. linda farmer
eugene,
farmer1950@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of mari glasser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:52:49 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
ms mari glasser
Springfield,
marie@efn.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pbryer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of p bryer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:46:03 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. p bryer
Eugene,
pbryer@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

karonjguam@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karon Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:42:32 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Karon Johnson
Bend,
karonjguam@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

heidi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heidi Weiss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:39:02 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Heidi Weiss
Portland,
heidi@pdxpilates.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nadiaegardner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nadia Gardner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:25:38 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
As a north Oregon coast resident, I ask that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry
sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Nadia Gardner
Arch Cape,
nadiaegardner@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jgulaskey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jordan Gulaskey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:21:48 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mx Jordan Gulaskey
Nehalem,
jgulaskey@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nadene@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nadene LeCheminant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:19:47 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Nadene LeCheminant
Salem,
nadene@yatesguitar.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

scantle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Scantlebury
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:19:42 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Mark Scantlebury
Portland,
scantle@earthlink.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

josh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Josh Laughtland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:15:29 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Josh Laughtland
Lincoln City,
josh@jtree.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

geoffaking@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Geoff King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:09:36 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Geoff King
Portland,
geoffaking@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

a2antoville@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristin Conrad-Antoville
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:02:18 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kristin Conrad-Antoville
Portland,
a2antoville@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kim@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kim Beeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 9:00:03 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kim Beeler
Lake Oswego,
kim@beelermarketing.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

r_jinx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phil Miotto
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:59:43 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Phil Miotto
PORTLAND,
r_jinx@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jewyman63@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jean Wyman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:58:15 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Jean Wyman
Portland,
jewyman63@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

emil.gerth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emil Gerth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:50:37 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Emil Gerth
Portland,
emil.gerth@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

oh_otter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dwight Long
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:48:43 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dwight Long
Klamath Falls,
oh_otter@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dostalm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Monica Dostal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:48:01 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Monica Dostal
Eugene,
dostalm@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ponywingz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Leslye Wing
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:46:32 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Leslye Wing
Yoncalla,
ponywingz@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maya.Holzman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of MayaLisa Holzman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:45:44 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. MayaLisa Holzman
Bend,
Maya.Holzman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cathrynk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cathryn Kasper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:42:07 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
If we are truly to address climate change, DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas
emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Cathryn Kasper
Corvallis,
cathrynk@me.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chiakacomm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matthew Barmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:40:47 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Matthew Barmann
Hood River,
chiakacomm@mac.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alyssapearl9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alyssa Sheldon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:40:16 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Miss Alyssa Sheldon
Portland,
alyssapearl9@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

healthchi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeneen Bell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:39:24 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Jeneen Bell
Portland,
healthchi@hotmail.com

Page 4458 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

billlitherland@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Litherland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:34:49 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
William Litherland
Newberg,
billlitherland@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bobthenatureguy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Bresky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:21:15 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert Bresky
Oregon City,
bobthenatureguy@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dnns_hebert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dennis Hebert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:19:24 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dennis Hebert
Eugene,
dnns_hebert@yahoo.com

Page 4461 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

yourenjoseph@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Youren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:11:25 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Joseph Youren
Salem,
yourenjoseph@gmail.com

Page 4462 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

na.quesnel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nathalie Quesnel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:06:25 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Nathalie Quesnel
Calais,
na.quesnel@laposte.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rodney.bender@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rodney Bender
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 8:02:57 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I write this to request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector for the
Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies' on natural
climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
Please add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Rodney Bender
Portland,
rodney.bender@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mark.koenigsberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of mark koenigsberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:57:01 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. mark koenigsberg
Portland,
mark.koenigsberg@gmail.com

Page 4465 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ellpfa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ellen Pfander
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:52:47 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Ellen Pfander
Creswell,
ellpfa@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

undrdog@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kim Koch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:52:27 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kim Koch
Manzanita,
undrdog@nehalemtel.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

D.AltmanFleischer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Fleischer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:36:11 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. David Fleischer
Portland,
D.AltmanFleischer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

guttormsen1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gary Guttormsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:32:59 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Gary Guttormsen
Sisters,
guttormsen1@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rosalind_o@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of rosalind o"donoghue
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:32:57 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. rosalind o'donoghue
Redmond,
rosalind_o@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

victorianwitch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kim DeLay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:27:14 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kim DeLay
Lebanon,
victorianwitch@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alden.moffatt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of alden moffatt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:26:42 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
alden moffatt
Ashland,
alden.moffatt@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steveo2857@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Overton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:25:09 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Steve Overton
Leicester, UK,
steveo2857@yahoo.co.uk

Page 4473 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wfslattery@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Slattery
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:20:04 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. William Slattery
Eugene,
wfslattery@comcast.net

Page 4474 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

spenhl95@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hannah Spencer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:18:31 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Hannah Spencer
Portland,
spenhl95@gmail.com

Page 4475 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

manelson316@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marianne and Tom Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 7:15:20 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Mrs. Marianne and Tom Nelson
Portland,
manelson316@yahoo.com

Page 4476 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Neveralone284@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brianne Foster
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:58:33 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Brianne Foster
Tualatin,
Neveralone284@gmail.com

Page 4477 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

delzeit.monica@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Monica Delzeit
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:53:19 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Monica Delzeit
Lake Oswego,
delzeit.monica@gmail.com

Page 4478 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

funnyfarmplus4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Molly Bartel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:50:56 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs Molly Bartel
Mulino,
funnyfarmplus4@yahoo.com

Page 4479 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ndeanploss@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Norm Ploss Ploss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:44:10 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Norm Ploss Ploss
Bend,
ndeanploss@aol.com

Page 4480 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

arjenstefanie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Arjen Hoekstra
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:39:45 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Arjen Hoekstra
Eugene,
arjenstefanie@yahoo.com

Page 4481 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dnashearer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Shearer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:37:24 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Amy Shearer
Westfir,
dnashearer@yahoo.com

Page 4482 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sandj0704@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah watson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:32:41 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Sarah watson
Union,
sandj0704@gmail.com

Page 4483 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mokajasper@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:30:34 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs Carol Martin
Portland,
mokajasper@yahoo.com

Page 4484 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

portlandiavintage@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michele Frisella
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:30:02 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
WHAT KIND OF DEQ DOES OREGON HAVE!
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Michele Frisella
Portland,
portlandiavintage@gmail.com

Page 4485 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ecosconsulting@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charles Schelz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:13:26 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
You must add this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule. For the health and safety of all of
us you must commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
The forest industry must be reigned on, especially on private lands where environmental rules and ecological
principals are ignored to the detriment of all of us.
Sincerely,
Mr. Charles Schelz
Ashland,
Ecosconsulting@gmail.com

Page 4486 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tawb2007@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 6:05:24 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Thomas Brown
Eugene,
tawb2007@hotmail.com

Page 4487 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

williamajellison@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Jellison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 5:57:14 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
My name is William Jellison and I am a 23 year-old who calls Oregon home.
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
William Jellison
Portland,
williamajellison@gmail.com

Page 4488 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sikichj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of D S
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 5:50:04 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms D S
Corvallis,
sikichj@peak.org

Page 4489 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

drandolph2400@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Randolph
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 5:20:31 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Debra Randolph
Salem,
drandolph2400@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jimcoverdell8688@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Coverdell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 5:06:41 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jim Coverdell
Eugene,
jimcoverdell8688@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

travisallen2000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Travis Allen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 5:03:08 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Travis Allen
Eugene,
travisallen2000@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

zooprincess@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Epler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:49:02 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Mary Epler
Beaverton,
zooprincess@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ambergayle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amber Thalmayer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:37:42 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Amber Thalmayer
Eugene,
ambergayle@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

river.freemont@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of River Freemont
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:34:19 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mx. River Freemont
Portland,
river.freemont@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

willdebrule@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William DeBrule
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19:51 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
William DeBrule
Portland,
willdebrule@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

property@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Penny Allen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:55:56 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Penny Allen
Lake Oswego,
property@pennyallen.info
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bekyod@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Yoder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:54:08 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Rebecca Yoder
Portland,
bekyod@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kerwickdaly@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Daly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:37:10 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Paul Daly
Eugene,
kerwickdaly@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lmo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura M.Ohanian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:24:36 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry
sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon Department
of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon. Studies show
that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Laura M. Ohanian
Eugene,
lmo@efn.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pelleg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Josh Pelleg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:19:15 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Josh Pelleg
Omer,
pelleg@bgumail.bgu.ac.il
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tlknkr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susanna Askins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:10:03 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susanna Askins
Portland,
tlknkr@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

buk.matt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matt Buk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:04:11 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Matt Buk
Portland,
buk.matt@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

anne.henderickx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne Henderickx
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1:00:40 AM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Anne Henderickx
Keerbergen,
anne.henderickx@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lynnmelody@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melody Clarkson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 11:16:52 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Melody Clarkson
Eugene,
lynnmelody@outlook.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

earthwizard210@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Lemaster
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 11:16:17 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Rev. Sharon Lemaster
Ashland,
earthwizard210@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pterygophora@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of June Mohler Mitman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 11:12:27 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. June Mohler Mitman
Newport,
pterygophora@earthlink.net

Page 4507 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wobobr123@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:46:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. William O'Brien
Beaverton,
wobobr123@yahoo.com

Page 4508 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

poppyspencer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steph Spencer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:45:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Steph Spencer
Bend,
poppyspencer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

strywrytr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Fifield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:35:38 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Mary Fifield
Portland,
strywrytr@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

itouchedthewire@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rita Castillo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:31:06 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Rita Castillo
SPRINGFIELD,
itouchedthewire@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

forbux@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Heath
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:28:52 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susan Heath
Albany,
forbux@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bllclubb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Clubb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:28:41 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. William Clubb
Salem,
bllclubb@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

judyeda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Eda
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:25:06 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I respectfully request that you include the forestry sector's greenhouse gas emissions in the final rule for the Climate
Protection Program, and that DEQ seek to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies on natural
climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate your adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Judith Eda
Portland,
judyeda@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

orcpr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Stibolt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:06:23 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Thomas Stibolt
Portland,
orcpr@orcpr.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joanibldn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanie Beldin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:05:33 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Joanie Beldin
PORT Angeles,
joanibldn@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

BryanMullaney10@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bryan Mullaney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:05:13 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Bryan Mullaney
Beaverton,
BryanMullaney10@me.com

Page 4517 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

UNURBAN1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Andersen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:03:34 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Andersen
ELMIRA,
UNURBAN1@GMAIL.COM

Page 4518 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

aletey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ardis Letey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 10:03:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Rev. Ardis Letey
Seal Rock,
aletey@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

skazz999W@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Ratcliff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:56:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Philip Ratcliff
Salem,
skazz999W@hotmail.com

Page 4520 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jessiwith1i@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessi Snow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:49:50 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs Jessi Snow
Portland,
jessiwith1i@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michael.ahlman8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Ahlman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:48:32 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Ahlman
Bend,
michael.ahlman8@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brendakluhsman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brenda C Kluhsman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:44:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr Brenda C Kluhsman
brendakluhsman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ednecker5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Necker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:43:37 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
.Mr Edward Necker
Eugene,
ednecker5@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nagel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lawrence Nagel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:43:28 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Lawrence Nagel
Ashland,
nagel@mind.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

moliphant842@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Matt Oliphant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:35:34 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Matt Oliphant
Bend,
moliphant842@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kugler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rob Kugler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:35:26 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Rob Kugler
West Linn,
kugler@lclark.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kyla.r.yeoman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kyla Yeoman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:31:52 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kyla Yeoman
Portland,
kyla.r.yeoman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Funk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:30:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Stephen Funk
Portland,
sf@stephenfunkphotography.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wasabishouse@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy vanderLaan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:26:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Amy vanderLaan
Bend,
wasabishouse@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kermit.donna@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:23:33 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
DR. Donna Harris
Bend,
kermit.donna@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

qtemary@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Ellen Tenney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:20:45 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mary Ellen Tenney
Corvallis,
qtemary@gmx.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

momoneal77@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maureen O"Neal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:17:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Maureen O'Neal
Tigard,
momoneal77@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

perry.heidi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heidi Perry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:15:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Heidi Perry
Portland,
perry.heidi@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ja@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Arcana
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:14:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to ask you to note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final rule for
the Climate Protection Program, and to note the necessity of coordinating effectively with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ really should note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry
sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise to state the
following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities for compliance with
program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an Environmental Data
Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party contractor.”
And to add this text ...…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
I sure do appreciate your work!
Sincerely,
Dr. Judith Arcana
Portland,
ja@juditharcana.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kristinesawicki@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristine Sawicki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:14:09 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mx. Kristine Sawicki
Portland,
kristinesawicki@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

richardjviola@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Viola
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:13:55 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Richard Viola
Portland,
richardjviola@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

katherynemckenzie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katheryne McKenzie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:12:22 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Katheryne McKenzie
Neotsu,
katherynemckenzie@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

saikevych@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Irene Saikevych
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:06:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Irene Saikevych
Central Point,
saikevych@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rushwayne@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randall Wayne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:04:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am a business owner living in Eugene. I care about climate protection. I am writing to respectfully request that you
note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection
Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Randall Wayne
Eugene,
rushwayne@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ehod1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Halperin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:04:19 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Eric Halperin
Gearhart,
ehod1@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

psbosser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Bosserman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:03:01 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Sarah Bosserman
Clackamas,
psbosser@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

grandma_toots2000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Crocker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:02:29 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
To be honest, please note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final rule for the
Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies' on natural
climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sharon Crocker
Salem,
grandma_toots2000@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

e_singer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ELLEN SINGER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:01:33 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. ELLEN SINGER
Eugene,
e_singer@efn.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

c.f.drommond@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christine Drommond
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:00:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Christine Drommond
Portland,
c.f.drommond@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kirsten.wert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kirsten Wert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:58:34 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Miss Kirsten Wert
Junction City,
kirsten.wert@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tammers.jammers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tammy Bittler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:56:19 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Tammy Bittler
Portland,
tammers.jammers@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

andmeander@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of M.Andre
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:56:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
M. Andre
Portland,
andmeander@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kvaughan8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katie Vaughan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:52:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final
rule for the Climate Protection Program.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Katie Vaughan
Portland,
kvaughan8@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kearnsmdustin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dustin Kearns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:49:53 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dustin Kearns
Portland,
kearnsmdustin@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

fnomalley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Faith O"Malley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:49:08 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Faith O'Malley
Portland,
fnomalley@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

julietm5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Juliet Booth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:46:20 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Juliet Booth
Lake Oswego,
julietm5@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

suzia456@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sue Birge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:43:54 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Sue Birge
Seal Rock,
suzia456@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

iyolles@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ian Yolles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:42:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ian Yolles
Portland,
iyolles@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

masayokk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Masayo Kaneko
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:40:25 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Masayo Kaneko
Portland,
masayokk@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chmackie1948@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Craig Mackie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:39:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Craig Mackie
Camp Sherman,
chmackie1948@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mp969@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Price
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:35:36 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Price
San Francisco,
mp969@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wlerner1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Will Lerner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:31:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Will Lerner
wlerner1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

christinebrautigam@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christine Brautigam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:29:13 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Christine Brautigam
Ashland,
christinebrautigam@icloud.com

Page 4559 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lgrove2008@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Grove
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:23:49 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Linda Grove
Portland,
lgrove2008@gmail.com

Page 4560 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mtnriider@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Justin Sieberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:23:34 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Justin Sieberg
Milwaukie,
mtnriider@hotmail.com

Page 4561 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joosgalefamily@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Joos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:15:35 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Sandra Joos
Portland,
joosgalefamily@comcast.net

Page 4562 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lhbernard@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lois Bernard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:14:42 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Lois Bernard
Medford,
lhbernard@gmail.com

Page 4563 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Danelson50@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:13:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Dawn Nelson
Florence,
Danelson50@charter.net

Page 4564 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lmflammer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Flammer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:12:54 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Lisa Flammer
Eugene,
lmflammer@gmail.com

Page 4565 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cherylkames@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cheryl Ames
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:11:06 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Reducing carbon in our atmosphere is one of the most important things our governments should be working toward.
Tracking this data will allow policy makers to make useful and absolutely necessary decisions regarding this work.
Sincerely,
Dr Cheryl Ames
Beaverton,
cherylkames@gmail.com

Page 4566 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mtracye27@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eva May
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:11:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Eva May
Eugene,
mtracye27@gmail.com

Page 4567 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rachelle.brou@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rachelle BROU
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:10:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Rachelle BROU
Saint-Di,
rachelle.brou@free.fr

Page 4568 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ralph@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ralph Thomas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:08:37 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ralph Thomas
Ashland,
ralph@frontier.net

Page 4569 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

emzer52@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emily Hayden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:06:20 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Miss Emily Hayden
Keizer,
emzer52@yahoo.com

Page 4570 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

babu2u@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bob McKinney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:04:48 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Bob McKinney
Corvallis,
babu2u@peak.org

Page 4571 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

RETURNTOFOREVER75@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 8:03:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Brian Clark
Grants Pass,
RETURNTOFOREVER75@GMAIL.COM

Page 4572 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sdeumling@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Deumling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:58:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sarah Deumling
Rickreall,
sdeumling@gmail.com

Page 4573 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sdschubert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Schubert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:57:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Richard Schubert
Portland,
sdschubert@comcast.net

Page 4574 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

charlesntownsend@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charles Townsend
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:53:09 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Charles Townsend
Portland,
charlesntownsend@gmail.com

Page 4575 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

smc320@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Crockett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:52:50 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Scott Crockett
smc320@msn.com

Page 4576 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mika8171@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mika Gentili-Lloyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:50:55 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Mika Gentili-Lloyd
Hillsboro,
mika8171@yahoo.com

Page 4577 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bert2believe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Roberta Boyden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:50:01 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Roberta Boyden
Coburg,
bert2believe@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

peggywhelan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peggy Whelan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:49:22 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Peggy Whelan
portland,
peggywhelan@me.com

Page 4579 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susanmgeer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Geer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:38:24 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susan Geer
La Grande,
susanmgeer@gmail.com

Page 4580 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

omaha_sunshine@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stacey Gunderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:38:22 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Stacey Gunderson
Clackamas,
omaha_sunshine@yahoo.com

Page 4581 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

keokuk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Fox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:38:07 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Elizabeth Fox
Toledo,
keokuk@casco.net

Page 4582 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

recordsandjunksh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of S Ho
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:37:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future. Next time,
include the costs of putting out fires caused by slash burning and sparks from logging equipment too.
Sincerely,
ms S Ho
Newport,
recordsandjunksh@gmail.com

Page 4583 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

canyonwren19@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanne chase
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:37:06 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Joanne chase
Eugene,
canyonwren19@gmail.com

Page 4584 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

deverding5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Everding
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:35:14 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
We also need to account for the carbon that is lost due to not sequestering it in living trees.
Sincerely,
Mr David Everding
Portland,
deverding5@gmail.com

Page 4585 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susansaphone2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Haywood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:33:30 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, as well as the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future. ASAP. In
calculating the emissions from the timber industry, the non-sequestration of carbon should be part of the equation.
Sincerely,
Ms Susan Haywood
Portland,
susansaphone2@yahoo.com

Page 4586 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kaybear5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Beilstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:32:54 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Karen Beilstein
Portland,
kaybear5@hotmail.com

Page 4587 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lesliwmc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lesli Williamson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:32:17 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs Lesli Williamson
Portland,
lesliwmc@comcast.net

Page 4588 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susanedonohoe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Donohoe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:30:50 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Susan Donohoe
Portland,
susanedonohoe@gmail.com

Page 4589 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

my240house@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brenda Kameenui
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:19:37 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Brenda Kameenui
Eugene,
my240house@yahoo.com

Page 4590 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

melissareich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melissa Reich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:16:28 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Melissa Reich
Astoria,
melissareich@gmail.com

Page 4591 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Wheeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:14:48 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Mark Wheeler
Portland,
mark@rootsrealty.com

Page 4592 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

d.kinkler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Daniel Kinkler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:09:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Daniel Kinkler
Eugene,
d.kinkler@mac.com

Page 4593 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hemming@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Hemmingsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:08:19 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jim Hemmingsen
Eugene,
hemming@cyber-dyne.com

Page 4594 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mchlwlf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Wolf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:07:39 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Wolf
Portland,
mchlwlf@lycos.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

john@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Barger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:06:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Barger
Portland,
john@johnbarger.com

Page 4596 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hap@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Harry Freiberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:03:45 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Harry Freiberg
Brookings,
hap@alumni.stanford.edu

Page 4597 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mazda63@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jules Moritz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:03:33 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jules Moritz
Corvallis,
mazda63@comcast.net

Page 4598 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jill Paulson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:02:36 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Jill Paulson
Lowell,
jill@overthecoveredbridge.org

Page 4599 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jasmine.g.saavedra@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jasmine Saavedra
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:01:55 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jasmine Saavedra
Philomath,
jasmine.g.saavedra@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

debforevers@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of debra poscharscky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 7:01:33 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Miss debra poscharscky
Portland,
debforevers@gmail.com

Page 4601 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sheilajswinford@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sheila Swinford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:59:20 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sheila Swinford
Toledo,
sheilajswinford@gmail.com

Page 4602 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

smoothsailing@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Hanneman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:57:16 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Eric Hanneman
Mcminnville,
smoothsailing@riseup.net

Page 4603 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

erikabkane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erika Kane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:57:07 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Erika Kane
Hubbard,
erikabkane@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

livingstonjohn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Livingston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:53:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions. There are many parts of the forest products industry that create a
lot of particulates and CO2.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Livingston
Salem,
livingstonjohn@att.net

Page 4605 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

philipschradle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Schradle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:51:04 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Philip Schradle
Salem,
philipschradle@gmail.com

Page 4606 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

helenljo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Ibbotson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:50:54 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. David Ibbotson
Portland,
helenljo@pacifier.com

Page 4607 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rfoxcreek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Noack
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:49:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Noack
Waldport,
rfoxcreek@peak.org

Page 4608 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bgsamuelson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Georgeanne Samuelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:48:22 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Georgeanne Samuelson
Oakridge,
bgsamuelson@gmail.com

Page 4609 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cjwenz123@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carla Wenzlaff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:48:21 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Miss Carla Wenzlaff
Eugene,
cjwenz123@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gwenstone7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gwen Stone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:46:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Gwen Stone
Myrtle Creek,
gwenstone7@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gordonindexing@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Gordon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:46:16 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Linda Gordon
Eugene,
gordonindexing@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gwhiting@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of gm whiting
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:44:16 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. gm whiting
Joseph,
gwhiting@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MariArtCart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marianne Bickett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:43:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Marianne Bickett
Sherwood,
MariArtCart@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

csheline@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chris Sheline
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:43:04 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Chris Sheline
Portland,
csheline@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

todd87701@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of A.Todd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:42:24 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. A. Todd
Eugene,
todd87701@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cblightbody@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Wahlenmaier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:39:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
ms Cynthia Wahlenmaier
O Brien,
cblightbody@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dorindask@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of dorinda kelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:37:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
ms dorinda kelley
Portland,
dorindask@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

frankhuebsch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frank Huebsch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:32:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Frank Huebsch
BEND,
frankhuebsch@q.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bethagl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Beth Levin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:31:45 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Beth Levin
Portland,
bethagl@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

paulaj_brown@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paula Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:27:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Paula Brown
Westfir,
paulaj_brown@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ellrey105@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elliott Grey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:27:33 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Elliott Grey
Junction City,
ellrey105@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

karenpub@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Olsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:21:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I live and have raised my children in a "logging town". I am fully aware of the importance of the timber industry to
many towns and families. All the same we cannot ignore the contribution to carbon pollution from this industry. I
am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in
the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management
agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Karen Olsen
Myrtle Point,
karenpub@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

honthand@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deborah Honthaner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:17:55 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Deborah Honthaner
Ptld,
honthand@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

akthorp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Annie Thorp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:16:29 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Annie Thorp
Salem,
akthorp@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kittydiggins@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristin Harvey Harvey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:16:12 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kristin Harvey Harvey
Milwaukie,
kittydiggins@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jac.danos@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacqueline Danos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:14:16 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jacqueline Danos
Yachats,
jac.danos@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sbrandt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Brandt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:11:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sarah Brandt
Corvallis,
sbrandt@gm.slc.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ToryCoast@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria McOmie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:09:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Victoria McOmie
Lincoln City,
ToryCoast@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

clairecouch.harpist@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Claire Couch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:06:37 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Claire Couch
Corvallis,
clairecouch.harpist@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michelepenner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michele Penner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:06:09 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Michele Penner
Bend,
michelepenner@rocketmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

laperrine@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Perrine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:06:06 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Linda Perrine
Beaverton,
laperrine@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

oregonwild@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rick Ray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:05:49 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
This is an issue my whole family cares about deeply. I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission
of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the
need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Rick Ray
Troutdale,
oregonwild@rickray.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kayakhiker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:04:06 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Diana Lee
Madras,
kayakhiker@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

info@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Robertson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:03:52 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Paul Robertson
Lincoln City,
info@robertsonenvironmental.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

djensen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Jensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:00:55 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. David Jensen
Walterville,
djensen@jeslaw.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

degasita@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Knisely
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:57:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Lisa Knisely
Portland,
degasita@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

heatherikeler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heather Ikeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:57:01 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mx. Heather Ikeler
Portland,
heatherikeler@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marilynmooshie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marilyn Mooshie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:56:50 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Marilyn Mooshie
Selma,
marilynmooshie@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mrdarcy444@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan McDonald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:55:42 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Susan McDonald
Eugene,
mrdarcy444@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shartford@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Hartford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:55:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Susan Hartford
Hood River,
shartford@embarqmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jsklof@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of S Klof
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:52:36 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. S Klof
SALEM,
jsklof@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gullivereco@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Whitworth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:52:34 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Amy Whitworth
Portland,
Gullivereco@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

srbachhuber1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Bachhuber
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:49:36 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Stephen Bachhuber
Portland,
srbachhuber1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

merrittregna@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Regna Merritt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:48:54 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Regna Merritt
Portland,
merrittregna@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ljdavies26@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Davies
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:48:45 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Laura Davies
Lake Oswego,
ljdavies26@outlook.com

Page 4646 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

debra.lutje@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Lutje
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:48:16 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Debra Lutje
The Dalles,
debra.lutje@gmail.com

Page 4647 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jkimball246@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jess Kimball
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:47:47 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jess Kimball
Portland,
jkimball246@gmail.com

Page 4648 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bonkuppler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of bonnie kuppler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:47:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. bonnie kuppler
Brookings,
bonkuppler@gmail.com

Page 4649 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stoker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wesley E.Stoker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:46:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Wesley E. Stoker
Corvallis,
stoker@ecoregon.org

Page 4650 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shorttailcat28@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jan Stone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:46:33 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Jan Stone
Aloha,
shorttailcat28@gmail.com

Page 4651 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marioman3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Simrin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:46:01 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Andrew Simrin
Eugene,
marioman3@gmail.com

Page 4652 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wallacelora@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lora Denman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:45:21 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Lora Denman
GRESHAM,
wallacelora@yahoo.com

Page 4653 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

staydelott@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Aydelott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:44:08 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Steve Aydelott
Bend,
staydelott@hotmail.com

Page 4654 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jephyr7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeffrey Richardson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:43:56 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jeffrey Richardson
Bend,
jephyr7@hotmail.com

Page 4655 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chezjude@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Fisher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:42:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Judith Fisher
Halfway,
chezjude@hotmail.com

Page 4656 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lbowen2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laraine Bowen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:42:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Laraine Bowen
Oakville,
lbowen2@cogeco.ca

Page 4657 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gwmooney44@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gloria Mooney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:41:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Gloria Mooney
Medford,
gwmooney44@gmail.com

Page 4658 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

salmonberries@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Mamoyac
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:41:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Steve Mamoyac
Corvallis,
salmonberries@msn.com

Page 4659 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kevinscottsimpson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kevin Simpson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:40:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Kevin Simpson
Port Orford,
kevinscottsimpson@gmail.com

Page 4660 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

camilomarquezmd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Camilo Marquez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:40:23 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Camilo Marquez
Portland,
camilomarquezmd@juno.com

Page 4661 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

russellec@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carole Russelle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:40:21 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Miss Carole Russelle
Portland,
russellec@frontier.com

Page 4662 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lang3883@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Langston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:40:08 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Elizabeth Langston
Eugene,
lang3883@gmail.com

Page 4663 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

leslieades@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Leslie Ades
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:40:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Leslie Ades
Bend,
leslieades@msn.com

Page 4664 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

amydianer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Rossman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:38:06 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Amy Rossman
Corvallis,
amydianer@yahoo.com

Page 4665 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

roarkeball@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Roarke Ball
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:38:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Roarke Ball
Jacksonville,
roarkeball@yahoo.com

Page 4666 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dleonwebb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Webb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:37:42 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. David Webb
Walton,
Dleonwebb@gmail.com

Page 4667 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kbumps@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of K.Whitehead
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:37:12 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. K. Whitehead
Portland,
kbumps@comcast.net

Page 4668 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shawnkahl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shawn Kahl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:37:07 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Shawn Kahl
Eugene,
shawnkahl@gmail.com

Page 4669 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tfawell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Fawell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:36:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr Thomas Fawell
Portland,
tfawell@yahoo.com

Page 4670 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gk2829@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gabrielle Karras
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:36:04 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Gabrielle Karras
Eugene,
gk2829@hotmail.com

Page 4671 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

avoid.moore@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:35:35 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Karen Moore
Glide,
avoid.moore@gmail.com

Page 4672 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

azpass.1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alanna Pass
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:34:31 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Alanna Pass
Newberg,
azpass.1@gmail.com

Page 4673 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

a.biophiliac@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carolyn Latierra
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:34:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Carolyn Latierra
Portland,
a.biophiliac@gmail.com

Page 4674 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tapscotta@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angeni Tapscott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:33:48 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Angeni Tapscott
Silverton,
tapscotta@gmail.com

Page 4675 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

akeenhunter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Jensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:32:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Jensen
Oregon CityOregon City,
akeenhunter@yahoo.com

Page 4676 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dmmonico@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Monico
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:31:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Diane Monico
Nehalem,
dmmonico@yahoo.com

Page 4677 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brooke@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brooke BrandSmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:31:54 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Brooke BrandSmith
Portland,
brooke@serenitypdx.com

Page 4678 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

audznd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Audrey Bergsma
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:30:01 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Audrey Bergsma
Portland,
audznd@yahoo.com

Page 4679 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wonmor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karol Dietrich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:29:17 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Karol Dietrich
Corbett,
wonmor@pacifier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tlew4002@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carolyn Eckel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:28:17 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Carolyn Eckel
Portland,
tlew4002@earthlink.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gloria_gardiner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gloria Gardiner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:28:07 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Gloria Gardiner
Portland,
gloria_gardiner@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pclarke.lcsw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paula Clarke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:28:06 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Paula Clarke
Salem,
pclarke.lcsw@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

diana.talcott@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Talcott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:28:01 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Diana Talcott
Portland,
diana.talcott@gmail.com

Page 4684 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dreammagus@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Gorringe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:27:08 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
Please note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate
Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies' on natural climate
solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Richard Gorringe
Portland,
dreammagus@hotmail.com

Page 4685 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tcurtin5038@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tom Curtin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:24:07 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Tom Curtin
Portland,
tcurtin5038@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dsjaffee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Daniel Jaffee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:22:49 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to urge you to address the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final
rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies'
on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
I appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you commit
to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Dr. Daniel Jaffee
Portland,
dsjaffee@gmail.com

Page 4687 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

redpeelingbark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Casey Cunningham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:21:44 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Casey Cunningham
portland,
redpeelingbark@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ssiegner3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Siegner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:19:17 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Sandra Siegner
Portland,
ssiegner3@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

xkalbr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ken Humke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:18:55 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
I appreciate you adding this essential disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you commit to
strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ken Humke
Portland,
xkalbr@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

johnd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John DAvolio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:18:14 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John DAvolio
Portland,
johnd@triggerfish.org

Page 4691 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

flmalery@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Fred Mallery
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:18:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Fred Mallery
Eugene,
flmalery@efn.org

Page 4692 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

andersonjackjane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:16:04 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Anderson
Garibaldi,
andersonjackjane@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

zedlangston@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Zed Langston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:15:24 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Zed Langston
Eugene,
zedlangston@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mwalters@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michele Walters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:13:26 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you acknowledge the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the
forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s
land management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to improve collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Michele Walters
Depoe Bay,
mwalters@cablespeed.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

imhurdles@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Larry Callaway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:13:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Larry Callaway
Eugene,
imhurdles@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bruceandd2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bruce Holser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:12:07 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Bruce Holser
Portland,
bruceandd2@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wendomere@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy Holzman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:11:50 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Wendy Holzman
Bend,
wendomere@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ginnyo1950@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Virginia Canavan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:09:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Virginia Canavan
Springfield,
ginnyo1950@gmail.com

Page 4699 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

masflo222@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Milton and Shirley Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:09:36 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Milton and Shirley Nelson
Florence,
masflo222@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kdjhealey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of kimberley healey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:09:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. kimberley healey
Ashland,
kdjhealey@gmail.com

Page 4701 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kimber_nelson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimber Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:07:52 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to ask that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final rule
for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies' on
natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Kimber Nelson
Portland,
kimber_nelson@hotmail.com

Page 4702 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

janetmelgin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janet Elgin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:06:25 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Janet Elgin
Portland,
janetmelgin@yahoo.com

Page 4703 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

paper.tigre@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Danika Esden-Tempski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:06:20 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Danika Esden-Tempski
Eugene,
paper.tigre@gmail.com

Page 4704 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

melissarehd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melissa Rehder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:05:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Melissa Rehder
Portland,
melissarehd@gmail.com

Page 4705 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ljlakin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laurie Lakin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:05:27 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Laurie Lakin
Bend,
ljlakin@gmail.com

Page 4706 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bognar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pat Bognar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:04:18 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Pat Bognar
Portland,
bognar@up.edu

Page 4707 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sheehy.s@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Sheehy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:03:16 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Steve Sheehy
Klamath Falls,
sheehy.s@charter.net

Page 4708 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ccavanaugh65@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Cavanaugh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:02:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Carol Cavanaugh
Portland,
ccavanaugh65@yahoo.com

Page 4709 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

petersergienko@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Sergienko
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:01:53 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Peter Sergienko
Portland,
petersergienko@gmail.com

Page 4710 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hiking.2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Norup
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:01:06 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Paul Norup
Crescent City,
hiking.2@juno.com

Page 4711 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

info@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Glenn Roger Dorband
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 5:00:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Glenn Roger Dorband
Astoria,
info@ravenstudiosart.com

Page 4712 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jnhf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Swanson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:59:55 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. John Swanson
Corvallis,
jnhf@aol.com

Page 4713 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bobhunter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bob Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:59:39 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Bob Hunter
Eagle Point,
bobhunter@embarqmail.com

Page 4714 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eric-oregonwild@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Lambart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:57:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Eric Lambart
Portland,
eric-oregonwild@nomeaning.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lanekappes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Priscilla Lane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:56:46 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Priscilla Lane
Portland,
lanekappes@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mike.burmester625@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Burmester
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:56:31 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Michael Burmester
Happy Valley,
mike.burmester625@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gwhiting@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of gm whiting
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:56:18 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. gm whiting
Joseph,
gwhiting@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

metcalfev@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Valerie Metcalfe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:56:04 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
Sincerely,
Ms. Valerie Metcalfe
Eugene,
metcalfev@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wilsonxcassie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cassie Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:56:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Cassie Wilson
Boring,
wilsonxcassie@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

emmitsma@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Constance Coleman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:55:51 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
ms Constance Coleman
Portland,
emmitsma@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

vdubjuan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Torrence
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:55:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Torrence
Bend,
vdubjuan@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sheilajswinford@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sheila Swinford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:54:25 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sheila Swinford
Toledo,
sheilajswinford@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jonxwood@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jon Wood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:54:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Jon Wood
Portland,
jonxwood@earthlink.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susieps2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Stevens-Briody
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:53:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Susan Stevens-Briody
Florence,
susieps2@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cecilia.brown@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cecilia Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:52:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Cecilia Brown
Portland,
cecilia.brown@att.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chrislazarus0505@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chris Lazarus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:52:34 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Chris Lazarus
Portland,
Chrislazarus0505@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

atracywinn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne Winn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:52:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Anne Winn
Portland,
atracywinn@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nancykweil@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Weil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:51:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Nancy Weil
Arch Cape,
nancykweil@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wetzelnathan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nathan Wetzel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:51:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Nathan Wetzel
Tigard,
wetzelnathan@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

boiester@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deborah A.Carey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:51:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Thank you for considering our recommendations.
Sincerely,
Ms Deborah A. Carey
Corvallis,
boiester@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ajaudal@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adelina Jaudal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:50:45 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
. Adelina Jaudal
Brussel,
ajaudal@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hsean007@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sean Hanna
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:50:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Sean Hanna
Portland,
hsean007@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kohanley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kelly O"Hanley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:49:56 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Kelly O'Hanley
Portland,
kohanley@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nmckimens@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy McKimens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:49:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Nancy McKimens
Portland,
nmckimens@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Graceswallow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of GRACE NEFF
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:48:50 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. GRACE NEFF
ALBANY,
Graceswallow@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cherylt4235@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cheryl Trosper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:48:31 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Cheryl Trosper
Porland,
cherylt4235@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

annvil@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ann Vileisis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:48:31 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Ann Vileisis
Port Orford,
annvil@earthlink.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shantaramantra@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shantara Grace
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:47:48 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Shantara Grace
Portland,
shantaramantra@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

manintuba@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alberta Mayo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:47:28 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Alberta Mayo
Portland,
manintuba@hevanet.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

choss2live@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Selove
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:46:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Selove
Eugene,
choss2live@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

natashjadewolf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Natashja Dewolf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:46:40 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Natashja Dewolf
Ashland,
natashjadewolf@yahoo.ca
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

graykstevens@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kent Stevens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:46:13 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Kent Stevens
McMinnville,
graykstevens@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mbrinkle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Brinkley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:46:01 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr John Brinkley
Eugene,
mbrinkle@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david_berg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David and Judith Berg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:45:56 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. David and Judith Berg
Eugene,
david_berg@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jnnlth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janna Lathrop
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:45:20 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Janna Lathrop
Happy Valley,
jnnlth@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

llittlefield@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Littlefield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:44:31 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Linda Littlefield
ALOHA,
llittlefield@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

double_dbrew@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Douglas Draper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:43:47 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Douglas Draper
Logsden,
double_dbrew@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gailbee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gail Battaglia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:42:56 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Gail Battaglia
Jacksonville,
gailbee@ccountry.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

haydenlawler1992@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hayden Marsh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:41:47 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Hayden Marsh
Portland,
haydenlawler1992@gmail.com

Page 4750 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

montgomd57@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dawn Montgomery
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:41:44 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dawn Montgomery
Portland,
montgomd57@gmail.com

Page 4751 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alexkorsunsky@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alex Korsunsky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:41:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to ask you to include greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate
Protection Program, and to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Alex Korsunsky
Salem,
alexkorsunsky@gmail.com

Page 4752 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lisarb77@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Billings
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:39:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Lisa Billings
Government Camp,
lisarb77@hotmail.com

Page 4753 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dirtsean@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sean MacMinn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:38:08 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mx. Sean MacMinn
Portland,
dirtsean@yahoo.com

Page 4754 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brreynolds@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brandi Reynolds
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:37:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Brandi Reynolds
Beaverton,
brreynolds@columbia.com

Page 4755 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hillarytiefer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hillary Tiefer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:37:01 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Hillary Tiefer
Portland,
hillarytiefer@hotmail.com

Page 4756 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

france.in.oregon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of France Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:37:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. France Davis
Portland,
france.in.oregon@gmail.com

Page 4757 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wally_sykes2000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wally Sykes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:36:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Wally Sykes
Joseph,
wally_sykes2000@yahoo.com

Page 4758 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

janmancuso@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janice Mancuso
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:36:04 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Janice Mancuso
Portland,
janmancuso@me.com

Page 4759 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

redpaintpeople@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frank Rouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:35:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Frank Rouse
Colton,
redpaintpeople@gmail.com

Page 4760 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jessebuss@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jesse Buss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:34:45 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jesse Buss
Oregon City,
jessebuss@gmail.com

Page 4761 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mcgavinski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda McGavin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:34:42 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Linda McGavin
Milwaukie,
mcgavinski@gmail.com

Page 4762 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

robert.c.button@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Button
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:34:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert Button
Portland,
robert.c.button@gmail.com

Page 4763 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marjorie.nafziger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marjorie Nafziger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:33:46 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Marjorie Nafziger
Portland,
marjorie.nafziger@gmail.com

Page 4764 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

djek53@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Kaye
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:33:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future. We must do
everything possible to protect our climate to survive.
Sincerely,
Ms. Debra Kaye
Portland,
djek53@aol.com

Page 4765 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

circestime@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alexis Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:32:38 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Alexis Martin
Tigard,
circestime@gmail.com

Page 4766 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

streighty@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chris Streight
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:32:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Chris Streight
Portland,
streighty@gmail.com

Page 4767 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eubieblake05@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Mann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:31:26 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sandra Mann
Eugene,
eubieblake05@gmail.com

Page 4768 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

annettegebb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Annette Gebb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:31:12 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Annette Gebb
Florence,
annettegebb@charter.net

Page 4769 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen_L_Saunders@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ellen Saunders
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:30:55 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
The corporate power of the national timber companies has been successful in stopping any attempts to limit the
devastation they do to our climate. They spray our forests with toxic, deadly herbicides that contaminate our water,
kill our fish and wild life and poison our communities. This must STOP! I am writing to respectfully request that
you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate
Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies' natural climate
solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Ellen Saunders
Manning,
Ellen_L_Saunders@me.com

Page 4770 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tkeyshike@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Keys
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:30:54 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Thomas Keys
Gresham,
tkeyshike@msn.com

Page 4771 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

banyasma@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martha Banyas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:30:14 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Martha Banyas
Portland,
banyasma@gmail.com

Page 4772 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

littledigits@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Shurtleff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:30:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Laura Shurtleff
Portland,
littledigits@gmail.com

Page 4773 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

RBeauman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Beauman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:30:02 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Richard Beauman
Portland,
RBeauman@gmail.com

Page 4774 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dbrewer13@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Brewer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:29:14 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. David Brewer
Walterville,
dbrewer13@msn.com

Page 4775 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jimgmaloney@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Maloney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:28:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
As a retired energy resource ecologist with more than 20 years experience at the interface of energy production and
environmental impacts I am writing to request that you rectify the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the
forestry sector in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s
land management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jim Maloney
Eugene,
jimgmaloney@gmail.com

Page 4776 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Sherwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:27:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dan Sherwood
Portland,
dan@dansherwood.com

Page 4777 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wordkaren3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Elkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:26:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Karen Elkins
Portland,
wordkaren3@gmail.com

Page 4778 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

margotf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Margot Fetz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:26:39 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Margot Fetz
Portland,
margotf@mac.com

Page 4779 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

elliothaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Miranda Haw
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:26:20 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Miranda Haw
Hillsboro,
elliothaw@gmail.com

Page 4780 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

adamlogan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adam Logan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:25:55 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Adam Logan
Monmouth,
adamlogan@gmail.com

Page 4781 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lawrkw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randall Webb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:25:35 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Randall Webb
Portland,
lawrkw@comcast.net

Page 4782 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Daniel Price
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:25:30 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Daniel Price
Moses Lake,
dan@lowphi.com

Page 4783 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ejgeiger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erik Geiger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:25:07 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Erik Geiger
Portland,
ejgeiger@gmail.com

Page 4784 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

k.mdavis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of kim davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:25:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. kim davis
Salem,
k.mdavis@yahoo.com

Page 4785 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ran6711@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randy Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:24:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Randy Harrison
Eugene,
ran6711@comcast.net

Page 4786 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

clear_water@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Hoffman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:24:38 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final
rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land management agencies'
natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Rebecca Hoffman
Troutdale,
clear_water@runbox.com

Page 4787 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nevinsusan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of susan nevin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:23:39 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. susan nevin
Corvallis,
nevinsusan@gmail.com

Page 4788 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ansula@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ansula Press
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:23:38 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Ansula Press
Portland,
ansula@gmail.com

Page 4789 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

judykinsman2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Kinsman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:23:13 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
Oregon needs to go green!!!!
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Judith Kinsman
Florence,
judykinsman2@aol.com

Page 4790 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

smackdis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Smack
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:22:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Steve Smack
Portland,
smackdis@hotmail.com

Page 4791 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susanevanspsyd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Evans
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:22:32 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Susan Evans
PORTLAND,
susanevanspsyd@gmail.com

Page 4792 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jimbronsonashland@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Bronson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:22:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future. Please help us
protect our ecosystem for the benefit of the next generation, onward way into the future. Thank you.
Sincerely,
MR. Jim Bronson
Ashlalnd,
jimbronsonashland@gmail.com

Page 4793 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

liberthson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Liberthson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:21:59 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr Dan Liberthson
San Francisco,
liberthson@gmail.com

Page 4794 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

patricia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patricia Hathaway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:21:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Patricia Hathaway
Eugene,
patricia@hathawayfinancialservices.com

Page 4795 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kadesm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kadee Mardula
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:21:56 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kadee Mardula
Bend,
kadesm@gmail.com

Page 4796 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

claire.caton.gates@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Claire Gates
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:21:41 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Claire Gates
Portland,
claire.caton.gates@gmail.com

Page 4797 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

betmcmahon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Betsy McMahon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:21:34 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Betsy McMahon
Manzanita,
betmcmahon@yahoo.com

Page 4798 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

terrydalsemer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terry Dalsemer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:21:23 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Terry Dalsemer
Portland,
terrydalsemer@mac.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rebekah.lynn.phillips@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebekah Phillips
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:21:15 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Rebekah Phillips
Portland,
rebekah.lynn.phillips@gmail.com

Page 4800 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

skelding.collier@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Collier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:21:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. David Collier
Portland,
skelding.collier@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

larrydotfrancis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Larry Francis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:20:32 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to request that you rectify the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector in the final
rule for the Climate Protection Program, and recognize the need to do a better job of coordinating with Oregon’s
land management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate your adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Larry Francis
Applegate,
larrydotfrancis@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tami.marie.darden@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tami Darden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:20:12 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Tami Darden
Eugene,
tami.marie.darden@gmail.com

Page 4803 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

yarnell3439@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ellen Yarnell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:20:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Ellen Yarnell
Portland,
yarnell3439@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lbkimbro@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert kimbro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:20:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert kimbro
Beaverton,
lbkimbro@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

got2getawa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of C Kurtz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:19:47 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
C Kurtz
Bay City,
got2getawa@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

franrecht@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Fran Recht
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:19:08 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Fran Recht
Depoe Bay,
franrecht@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stonecairns@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Cairns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:19:04 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Amy Cairns
Oregon City,
stonecairns@pm.me
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alexbl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of alex blendl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:18:47 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you DON'T CAST A BLIND EYE TO THE INCREDIBLY
DESTRUCTIVE LOGGING
PRACTICES IN OREGON .
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr alex blendl
Lake Oswego,
alexbl@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

parkermedford@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Medford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:18:43 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. David Medford
Tigard,
parkermedford@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kprismk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kay Hagen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:18:20 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Kay Hagen
Ashland,
kprismk@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

judy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judy Todd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:18:14 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Judy Todd
Portland,
judy@natureconnectnw.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rebecca@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Haas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:17:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Rebecca Haas
Portland,
rebecca@revolutionportland.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shannonhunter11@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shannon Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:17:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Shannon Hunter
Portland,
shannonhunter11@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

BrainerdS@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sherry Brainerd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:17:01 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Sherry Brainerd
Sisters,
BrainerdS@GMail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ianjs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ian Shelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:17:00 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ian Shelley
Portland,
ianjs@comcast.net

Page 4816 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

klosk3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kenlynn Hamilton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:16:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kenlynn Hamilton
Portland,
klosk3@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

prankstr67@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rick Lambert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:16:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Rick Lambert
Eugene,
prankstr67@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hasij2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Unger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:16:57 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr James Unger
Troutdale,
hasij2@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mtnclimber14er@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sherry Palmer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:16:52 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs Sherry Palmer
West Linn,
mtnclimber14er@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

seawolf22pdx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Valerie Adell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:16:35 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Valerie Adell
PORTLAND,
seawolf22pdx@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

uocooper@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chris Cooper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:16:34 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Chris Cooper
Portland,
uocooper@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hillsideshack@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jill Marks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:16:14 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Jill Marks
Newport,
hillsideshack@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stephaniesmythe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Smythe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:16:07 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Stephanie Smythe
Salem,
stephaniesmythe@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

waltzn123@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Scherer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:16:03 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Carol Scherer
Eugene,
waltzn123@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kitifrnd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mara Lambert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:15:58 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ MUST note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please REVISE this section to
state the following: “DEQ staff will implement the programL and provide assistance to covered entities about how
to comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Mara Lambert
O Brien,
kitifrnd@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wakefieldm_2000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marie Wakefield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:15:54 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms Marie Wakefield
Newport,
wakefieldm_2000@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kristins540river@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kris Ebbe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:15:33 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kris Ebbe
Corvallis,
kristins540river@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nwbaxter11249@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Norm Baxter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:15:22 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Norm Baxter
Salem,
nwbaxter11249@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kimberlykosa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kim Kosa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:15:20 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kim Kosa
kimberlykosa@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mrdanaweintraub@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:15:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Dana Weintraub
Beaverton,
mrdanaweintraub@tutanota.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mediapro1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Bernstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:15:11 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Barbara Bernstein
Portland,
mediapro1@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ActivistJeff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeff Pokorny
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:15:10 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Jeff Pokorny
Bend,
ActivistJeff@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

terry.e.jess@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Terry Jess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:15:08 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions. Play fair or go home.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr. Terry Jess
Albany,
terry.e.jess@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

liz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Liz Perkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:15:05 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Dr. Liz Perkin
Beaverton,
liz@nativefishsociety.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kurtis Hough
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:13:31 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mr Kurtis Hough
Portland,
kh@khstudios.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Crystal.Elston@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Crystal Elston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Monday, September 13, 2021 4:13:08 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add…
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Ms. Crystal Elston
Newberg,
Crystal.Elston@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

conniepeabody@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Connie Peabody
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Acknowledge need to track and reduce GHG from Oregon’s forestry sector
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 12:48:39 PM

Dear Colin McConnaha,
I am writing to respectfully request that you note the omission of greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector
in the final rule for the Climate Protection Program, and the need to better coordinate with Oregon’s land
management agencies' on natural climate solutions.
DEQ must note the need for new legislation to track greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s forestry sector.
On page 34, under the section on “Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,” please revise this section to state
the following: “DEQ staff will implement the program and provide assistance to covered entities about how to
comply with program rules. DEQ is currently conducting an agency-wide process to house most data in an
Environmental Data Management System, or EDMS, which is being developed in coordination with a third-party
contractor.”
And add… LOGGING EMITS 80% CO2 IN OREGON. PROTECTING OLD GROWTH & REDUCING CLEAR
CUTS CREATES CARBON SINK.
“This emissions data will exclude greenhouse gas emissions from the forestry sector, which DEQ currently does not
have the authority to include in its emissions tracking processes (or any state tracking process). New state legislation
is needed to give DEQ the statutory authority to track and regulate greenhouse gas emissions from Oregon’s
Forestry sector. In future revisions of the Climate Protection Program, DEQ will strive to work with the Oregon
Department of Forestry to better account for and track data related to emissions from the forestry sector in Oregon.
Studies show that the forestry sector is the largest source of GHG emissions in the state.”
We appreciate you adding this necessary disclaimer into the final draft of the proposed rule, and ask that you
commit to strive for better collaboration and communication with other state agencies in the future.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Connie Peabody
Eugene,
conniepeabody@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sherry Hanrahan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: adopt the Climate Protection Program right away
Sunday, October 3, 2021 12:22:33 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I've lived in Portland, OR since 1997, over 23 years. That is a short amount of time for the planet, yet I've witnessed
hotter summers and more days of wildfire smoke during that time, especially in the last few years. Sadly, days of
bad air quality seem 'normal' to my 12 year old son.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap
on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a worthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if
not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are a promising concept in need
of further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to be a leader for staving off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program, when
passed, will inspire other states and show detractors that it is it is possible. I am not going to stop fighting for a
better future, and I hope you are going to fight with me.
With hope,
Sherry Hanrahan
___________________________
This email was sent by Sherry Hanrahan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sherry provided an email address
(sghanrahan@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sherry Hanrahan at sghanrahan@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Taran Nadler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: adopt the Climate Protection Program now for our future
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:08:01 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Taran Nadler
___________________________
This email was sent by Taran Nadler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Taran provided an email address
(tarandactyl@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Taran Nadler at tarandactyl@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Stenger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Adopt the strongest possible Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 10:48:16 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
We have suffered through hazardously smoky days in Portland, seen trees dying around us from the effects of the
heat dome, seen crops failing due to the extended drought, and mourn the loss of so many species. This crisis is
affecting us in multiple ways -- and we cringe thinking that this is just the leading edge--our grandchildren will face
much worse conditions, threatening their lives.
More than three-quarters of Oregonians can attest to personally feeling the effects of climate change. Our
communities are again and again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought. Over 100 of our fellow
Oregonians were killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Despite the Governor's landmark Executive Order in 2020, Oregon is not yet taking responsibility for our part of the
climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of
scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not bold enough to meet our responsibility. This
program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
The draft rules have effectively addressed a lot of aspects of the problem. The draft rightly seeks to hold many of the
worst polluters in Oregon accountable, including a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and
more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel
suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at
the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea though in need of much further
refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science: we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in verifiable pollution reductions that specifically benefit those Oregonians most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
WE NEED VERIFIABLE NUMERICAL TARGETS
Without strong metrics and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even pretend to achieve the Oregon Climate
Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels
by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
INCLUDE ALL INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. This approach has not and will
not work. Pollution from these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire
purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate
and air pollution reductions. Furthermore, their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be
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verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining
cap trajectory.
I also urge DEQ to soon revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which
are currently exempted from the program. We need to address all major contributors to GHG emitters in order to
attain necessary reductions.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. This is a novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but, as currently written, there is no
guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or copollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate
change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community
Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants,
it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
We are terrified about the onslaught of disasters already "baked in" due to rising GHG levels, rising seas, shrinking
aquifers, and loss of species. Our state must do more to ensure a better world for our children and to prevent the
worst of climate disruption. This program has huge potential. It can be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months. Please adopt final rules that do the utmost toward a sustainable life for our grandchildren.
Yours sincerely,
Joseph R Stenger MD
___________________________
This email was sent by Joseph Stenger via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Joseph provided an email address
(joseph.stenger@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Joseph Stenger at joseph.stenger@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Veronica Poklemba
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: All polluting entities must be included in these regulations!
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:44:56 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
Giving these large companies the opportunity to avoid their responsibility by actions other than cutting pollution is
not acceptable. Please do away with loopholes for all polluting industries.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Veronica Poklemba
Portland, Oregon, 97206, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Veronica Poklemba via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Veronica provided an email address
(ronnie717@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Veronica Poklemba at ronnie717@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mcdiarmuid@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diarmuid McGuire
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Apply Climate Protection Program rules to industrial logging
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:47:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am writing as an Oregon citizen and business owner whose home and business are surrounded by industrial
logging operations. My business is Green Springs Inn & Cabins located on Highway 66 between Ashland and
Klamath Falls, a ringside seat for routine clearcutting and increasingly frequent "salvage" logging. I know from
firsthand observation that industrial logging devastates forest ecosystems and that salvage logging is a weak excuse
for clearcutting in the aftermath of increasingly frequent wildfires. But I also know from scientific reports that
industrial logging adds significantly to greenhouse gas emissions. I am sufficiently familiar with Oregon political
dynamics to be aware that the forest products industry gets a free pass when it comes to climate change impacts. The
political influence of this industry, which now accounts for a small fraction of Oregon's employment and economic
activity, is a legacy of times when timber was king of our state. Those times are gone and so is any notion of a stable
climate in Oregon or on Planet Earth. If the Department of Environmental Quality is responsible for protecting the
environmental values that make Oregon livable and lovable, certainly you must hold the forest products industry to
the same standards that you apply to other industrial sectors. The time has come for Oregon and the DEQ to do the
right thing and hold industrial loggers accountable for their impact on our well-being.
Sincerely,
Diarmuid McGuire
696 Siskiyou Blvd Apt 1 Ashland, OR 97520-2186
mcdiarmuid@me.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Hughes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Be careful what you wish for, you may get it!
Sunday, October 3, 2021 3:17:21 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Be careful what you wish for, you may get it!
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
1) The "Science' is far from settled. Drastic, expensive measures to combat threats that may
not even exist are at best, ill advised.
2) The one thing we absolutely know about Carbon Dioxide is that plants love it. In fact, it
appears to be the largest limiting factor for plant growth on the planet. At .04% of our
atmosphere, doubling or tripling the level would pose no danger to humanity but would allow
plants to overtake many areas that are now bleak and barren.
3) Global warming, if and when it occurs, appears to be a good thing. Plants grow better,
harvests are bigger, and everyone has more to eat. Focusing on isolated storms and claiming
they are becoming more frequent when they are not is deceptive. We should hold our news
media to a higher standard.
4) Legislation is costly and has unexpected consequences. Case studies from around the globe,
and especially looking at totalitarian/socialist/communist states, show that the more the
government meddles with the economy, the more severe the environmental consequences. At
this point, the United States has one of the best track records in the world. Please don't mess it
up!
5) There is also a strong link between prosperity and good stewardship of our natural
resources. Until a man's family is adequately provisioned, he really can't afford to care what
kind of a mess he's making. But as immediate needs are met he is free to lift up his eyes and
long for a better, cleaner, and more beautiful world. The best way to accomplish that? Fewer
regulations, lower taxes, and less government!
Sincerely,
Gary Hughes
gary@garyindofor.com
12148 SW 125th Avw Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gail Lamy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: CCP needs to be more ambitious
Saturday, September 18, 2021 11:30:32 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I live in rural, Jacksonville Oregon and am deeply concerned about the health of our community due to droughts and
fires in both Oregon and California. I worry about our future and the future health of our grandchildren.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices of real Oregonians who love the natural environment, who love to camp and fish and hike
and kayak. It is time to make meaningful changes to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Yours sincerely,
Gail Lamy
___________________________
This email was sent by Gail Lamy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gail provided an email address (gailrlamy@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gail Lamy at gailrlamy@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment: CCP needs to clarify rules , and make stronger ones, around Climate Change Investments
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:12:17 PM

Dear DEQ,
Our summer heat and wildfires in Oregon this year have demonstrated quite clearly, if anyone
were not yet convinced, that climate chaos is not an illusion but right here and now.
Thus, I can't help but approve of the fact that Oregon is beginning to consider regulations such
as those outlined within the Climate Protection Program,to help us deal with climate chaos.
However, the mechanism you are proposing, Community Climate investments, is defined far
too vaguely to address the problem, as follows:
1. The current language only suggests that investments 'may' prioritize projects that benefit
frontline communities, among other purposes. This is wrong; the rules need to mandate that
investments in such communities get prioritized over any others.
2. CCI credits need to be allotted only if the projects they fund remove a serious amount of
pollution; I suggest that each CCI credit should remove at least one ton of pollution. In
addition, DEQ should review all CCIs every 2 years to make sure the investments are hitting
their targets.
3. The price of a CCI should be adjusted as needed to make sure it covers the cost of investing
in enough clean energy to reduce one ton of climate pollution. Otherwise polluters will use
cheap CCIs to avoid reducing their polluting.
Thank you,
Nancy Harrison
1900 SW Sunset Blvd.
Portland, OR 97239

_____________
Nancy Harrison
Infobridge Solutions
nharrison@infobridge-solutions.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kneidingerj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kate Fuqua
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Climate Protection Program rules must be brought up to date
Sunday, October 3, 2021 12:07:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kate Fuqua
100 SE 52nd Ave Portland, OR 97215-1130
kneidingerj@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Carr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to lead us to a better future
Monday, September 20, 2021 2:57:06 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
We are quickly running out of time to act to avoid far more devastating consequences from climate change than we
have ever experienced to date. Please do everything in your power to bring Oregon in line with what scientists have
indicated must be done to avoid climate catastrophe. I treasure Oregon's natural bounty and hope that many
generations to come will be able to do the same. Sadly, our days of being able to enjoy healthy coastal ecosystems,
verdant forests, and fertile valleys are numbered if we fail to stay within the climate pollution limits that scientific
studies have elucidated.
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
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INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Melissa Car
Corvallis, Oregon, 97330, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Melissa Carr via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Melissa provided an email address
(melissacarr321@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Melissa Carr at melissacarr321@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nate Hildebrand
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Climate Protection Program must do more - science says we are out of time.
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:24:30 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nate Hildebrand
Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Nate Hildebrand via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nate provided an email address
(nate@innategraphix.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nate Hildebrand at nate@innategraphix.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Friel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Climate Protection Program rules must reduce climate pollution by a minimum of 50% by
2030
Friday, October 15, 2021 3:20:42 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Current scientific consensus predicts catastrophic impacts of runaway climate change to all life on earth. It is not
hyperbole to state that the habitability of the planet is at stake, and mass extinction is our future. People have already
died in Oregon, as a direct consequence of natural disasters fueled by climate change. I do not want myself, my
children, my fellow citizens, or the earth's species to perish because we failed to act with urgency and with strong
measures to limit the worst impacts of the climate emergency.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are insufficient to address the climate emergency. This
program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
DEQ leaders have a solemn responsibility to mitigate the disastrous impacts of climate change yet to come. This
program can potentially protect Oregon citizens and neighboring communities, but only if it targets all climate
polluters in the strongest way possible. Weak action is not an option; the consequences of failing to adequately limit
climate pollution will be devastating. Please listen to the science, and the voices for environmental justice, climate
protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nancy Friel
___________________________
This email was sent by Nancy Friel via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nancy provided an email address (n.friel@comcast.net)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nancy Friel at n.friel@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacquelyn Santa Lucia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:27:11 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse gas
Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow
Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program
must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am happy to see draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Their identified
actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or
fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date
to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted
from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
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At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jacquelyn Santa Lucia
Oregon, 97035, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jacquelyn Santa Lucia via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jacquelyn provided an email address
(jasantalucia@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jacquelyn Santa Lucia at jasantalucia@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Groce
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:52:10 PM

Hello DEQ rulemakers,
I am writing in strong support of the work you are doing to develop the Climate Protection
Program. Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and addressing climate change are some of the
most important things anyone can be doing right now, and I'm so glad to live in a state where
we are in general agreement on that.
I received several messages from NW Natural, my natural gas utility provider, encouraging
me to send comments to you in this process. It seems from their emails that they want
comments supporting your overall goals but reserving a special place for natural gas in
Oregon's future. I think this is purely self-interested on their part, and honestly disappointing
from a company that claims to support what's best for the environment. I want to urge you to
consider the science only. Don't let these lobbying efforts sway you from your goal of
protecting our planet.
The truth is, natural gas is better than coal and oil in terms of CO2 emissions, but we have to
remember the full impact of natural gas, including methane emissions (also a major
contributor to greenhouse effects) as well as the environmental impact of natural gas
extraction and distribution. It's not enough for natural gas to be better than some of the worst
alternatives. We need a climate protection plan that is actually good for the climate. Also, we
need to compare to the status quo in our state -- which includes lots of hydroelectric power
already, and other renewables, but no more in-state coal -- in order to figure out how to make
things better in the future.
I don't know how all the numbers play out. It's your job to figure that out. But I, and other
Oregon residents, want you to develop a plan that works best for our health and the health of
the planet. If that means natural gas is included, fine. If it doesn't, that's fine too. If it means
electricity costs more money, fine -- I'd rather pay a monetary cost now than pay with our
lives, and our children's and grandchildren's lives, later. (I also support government spending
to assist Oregonians who need help affording any price increases.)
In short: please follow the climate science, not the lobbying efforts.
Thanks again for all your hard work!
Michelle Groce
9532 NW Harvest Hill Dr., Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 9, 2021 3:12:15 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I am writing again in support of the Climate Protection Program. It is more urgent than ever that
we act NOW to curb greenhouse gas pollution. The CPP has a great start by including methane
gas in the accountability measures, but the covered entities need to be expanded to include
manufacturing polluters too.
This is our chance to ensure a live-able future for our planet and I’m disappointed that the fossil
fuel industry is allowing us to waste more time putting actions into affect that will benefit the rest of
us.
Thank you,
Jennifer MacDonald
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

jeanne leu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 24, 2021 4:22:17 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am a resident of Eugene, Oregon. I and many members of my family have asthma
and we have already been adversely affected by climate change because of the
smoke from the yearly wildfires. If drastic changes are not made, climate related
emergencies will only get worse as the years go by.
I want to urge you to make the Climate Protection Program as strong as possible, for
example:
1) Mandate all polluters, including "stationary source" industrial polluters to reduce
their emissions by 7% annually, as science tells us that is what is needed to avoid the
worst impacts of climate change. ALL polluters should be subject to oversight and not
be allowed to decide for themselves how to handle their emissions.
2) Require that Community Climate Investments be prioritized for communities on the
frontlines of climate damage such as low income, rural and communities of color.
Each CCI credit should eliminate one ton of climate pollution. DEQ should review all
CCIs every two years to get as close to that target as possible.
It seems to me that the Climate Protection Program has the potential to make a real
difference in all of our lives and in the lives of our children, if only it is strong enough!
It could also serve as an example for other states to follow going forward. Please take
advantage of this wonderful opportunity and do not be swayed by the resistance of
companies who are polluting. All of our futures are at stake.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Leu
1226 Taylor St
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Raul Serrano
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Climate Protection rules must be stronger.
Thursday, September 2, 2021 6:05:33 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Raul Serrano
Portland, Oregon, 97225, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Raul Serrano via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Raul provided an email address
(rserrano28@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Raul Serrano at rserrano28@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: climate protections
Saturday, August 28, 2021 11:35:31 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Amy Roberts
Albany, Oregon, 97321, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Amy Roberts via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Amy provided an email address
(homerjim82@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Amy Roberts at homerjim82@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kate Evans
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Critical Need to Strengthen DEQ"s Proposed Climate Protection Program Rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:04:14 AM

Thank you for presenting Oregonians with DEQ’s Climate Protection Plan and for the opportunity for
public comment. As a hiker, backpacker, climber, kayaker and conservationist, I am extremely concerned
about climate change and feel strongly that the DEQ rules do not go far enough to combat climate change.
The plan falls short of what available science tells us is the minimum required to prevent climate
disaster, emissions reductions of 50% by 2030 and 90% by 2050. Climate change is accelerating;
we cannot afford baby steps when science tells us we must move more quickly. We urge DEQ to
weigh the economic concerns, not in terms of protecting the consumer, or economic costs to the
emitters, but in terms of the long term economic consequences of the irreversible damage to
Oregon’s glaciers, the reliability of her water supplies, the costs of wildfires and smoke polluted air
and loss of forestlands. These costs will have a far greater impact on the Oregon “consumer” than
emitters raising their prices.
I also endorse the Oregon Climate Action Plan Coalition's detailed commentary on the Climate Protection
Plan, including the need to follow the science and strengthen emission targets (-50% by 2030 and 90%
below 1990 by 2050); to not give industrial polluters a free pass and to include ALL of Oregon's major
industrial emitters; and to invest in projects to reduce pollution for Oregonians by strengthening provisions
for Community Climate Investments (CCIs) so that credits result in 1:1 reductions. We urge DEQ to move
quickly and decisively, to follow and not to compromise the science. We are not likely to get a second
chance.
Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the DEQ's Climate Protection Plan.
Kate Evans
2398 Hillside Lane
Lake Oswego Oregon 97034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment: Current Climate Protection Program doesn"t hold all large polluters accountable
Monday, October 4, 2021 2:40:15 PM

Dear DEQ,
While I am happy that you have come out with a Climate Protection Program that sets some
standard and will require a few of our major polluters to pay for some of the pollution they
cause, it by no means holds accountable some of the most egregious polluters. Because there
are currently no Oregon pollution regulations on 'stationary source' polluters, your draft rules
do NOT require industrial emitters, such as gas-burning power plants and smoke-producing
factories, to reduce their emissions. This is a huge oversight, and needs to be corrected before
the rules are finalized.
If it is not possible to include industrial polluters in the original cap, you need to include in the
CPP a clear plan to include them within a couple of years of the CPP going into operation.
Thank you for your initial work on this. I hope it can be upgraded and finalized as soon as
possible so that Oregon as a state can begin to reduce its impact on global carbon emissions.
Sincerely,
Nancy Harrison
Portland OR
_____________
Nancy Harrison
Infobridge Solutions
nharrison@infobridge-solutions.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lynne Haroun
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: DEQ Climate Protection Program
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:33:17 AM

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
As a resident of Central Oregon, I see daily the impacts of climate change:
destructive wildfires destroying habitats and leaving Oregonians without a home or
livelihood; reservoirs so low that they are no longer a reliable source for our farmers
or useable for recreational use; and poor air quality levels that have set records
across the globe. Oregon must take responsibility for its part of the climate crisis and
establish policies to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions -- current levels and
their resulting climate impacts are unsustainable.
I support the general provisions laid out in the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program (CPP), including the cap on GHG emissions that decreases over time and
use of Community Climate Investments (CCI). While supporting these provisions, I
ask that DEQ further strengthen the rules, as follows.
1) Listen to the scientists who tell us that by 2030 we must cut GHG
emissions by 50% (nine years from now!) and reach carbon neutrality by 2050.
2) Hold all polluters accountable, specifically industrial sources (i.e.,
stationary sources) must be accountable to mandatory reductions in GHG
emissions.
3) Invest in meaningful CCI projects that result in real, verifiable GHG
reductions that will benefit those Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuel
emissions and climate change.
Understanding that it is not possible to develop rules that will be fully satisfactory to all
stakeholders, I do not support preparing additional drafts for public comment. That
is, it is critical that DEQ end the rule-making process by December 2021 such
that the CPP becomes effective in January 2022. We are running out of time and
with each delay, the measures to meet our goals will become only more difficult.

LISTEN TO THE SCIENTISTS
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, the CPP will
not achieve meaningful GHG emission reductions for Oregonians. The currently
proposed cap will not meet the minimum targets set out in the Oregon Climate Action
Plan (Executive Order 20-04), i.e., reductions of at least 45% below 1990 levels by
2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on
the latest science, which states that by 2030 emissions must be reduced by at least
50% to not exceed the target of a global temperature increase of not more than 1.5
degrees centigrade. Even if we could turn a switch and stop all carbon emissions
today, we are still “locked in” to the untenable conditions we have witnessed in the
last few years, including increases in the number and severity of fires, heat waves,
and drought. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce emissions at a faster rate,
and begin immediately.
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HOLD ALL POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters (i.e.,
stationary sources) in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not include industrial sources
under the cap, but instead allow industry to self-identify the technology that is best for
them to reduce emissions (i.e., using a best available emissions reduction
determination) and to update their plan only once every five years. Emissions from an
industrial source could actually increase under this proposal (e.g., if an industry
expands), which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If DEQ chooses to exempt industrial emitters from mandatory emission reductions,
then an unbiased third-party with relevant expertise in the specific industry should
review the proposed emissions-reduction technologies to ensure that they are stateof-the-art. Further, verification should take place at a minimum of every three years
and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory.

INVEST IN MEANINGFUL CCI PROJECTS
As currently written, the CCP does not guarantee that CCIs will result in a “one ton for
one credit” or 1:1 reduction of GHG emissions. Further, the CCP does not guarantee
that CCIs will result in meaningful investment in those communities most harmed by
fossil fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of
color, and rural or low-income Oregonians. If CCIs are not required to result in a 1:1
overall reduction of GHG emissions, their use will allow GHG emissions to continue
above the cap. Additionally, the CCIs should include carbon sequestration projects as
options. Executive Order 20-04 charges agencies with promoting carbon
sequestration and Best Available Science. In this context, the 2018 report from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) states that not only do we need
to reduce GHG emissions, we also need to remove carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere. Identification of carbon sequestration projects as eligible for CCI funding
helps address this need.
The CPP has huge potential for meaningful reduction in GHG emissions in Oregon and
may serve as an example for other states working to accomplish this same goal. Please
listen to the voices for climate protection, public and environmental health, and
environmental justice who have been asking for changes to and expeditious adoption of the
CPP for many months. I ask that DEQ move quickly to finalize and adopt the CPP by
January 2022.
Sincerely,
Lynne Haroun
Deschutes County, Oregon 97707
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Amato
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Desiring diversity in energy and fact-based decisions
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:59:17 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Desiring diversity in energy and fact-based decisions
Dear Advisor Singh,
Energy must remain affordable and most of all, reliable. Diversity of sources can aid in
achieving reliability. This is a matter of economic health and safety. I believe that with
sufficient analysis and work, a better, lower carbon future can be ours, and that multiple
energy sources and options like natural gas can be part of that future.
As a consumer and homeowner, I want to have market neutral choices for my energy needs.
During the ice storm of 2020, my family was without electricity power for nearly 1 week. My
home's natural gas feed was up, and that source of energy aided us greatly during the electic
outage.
I am concerned about how DEQ's CPP is being developed. As a resident, consumer and
taxpayer, I believe the CPP must contain cost studies, and those studies must be politically
neutral. I also strongly disagree with the idea of establishing and funding CCI's when such
bodies do not contain energy experts. Any CCI funding must be given to only high-probability
efforts, and CCI leaders must be held accountable for bringing results.
I am thankful for DEQ's role in helping Oregon lower its carbon footprint, but I believe that
we can do that best by engaging our energy providers, such as NW Natural, in plans that work
for them and their customers.
Thomas Amato
Sincerely,
Thomas Amato
thomas.amato@live.com
590 Lorida Ave S Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Woods
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Don"t restrict natural gas
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:54:37 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Don't restrict natural gas
Dear Advisor Singh,
Politicians pushing for immediate, radical action such as extreme carbon reductions at all costs
do not represent me.
The most important thing government could be doing right now is clearing the way
regulatorily for next generation nuclear power. Once sufficient nuclear plants are online, then
we can consider reducing natural gas. But please, until then, stop installing wind and PV solar
fields. These are ruining the countryside and creating a huge waste problem for the future.
And stop attacking the existing natural gas infrastructure that is providing affordable and
reliable energy to people like me.
Sincerely,
Paul Woods
paul_woods@ieee.org
3781 NW Tyler Place Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Ashton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Don"t take away my natural gas!
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:48:25 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Don't take away my natural gas!
Dear Advisor Singh,
True, being kind to our planet is important. But, it looks as if Oregon is working to "outlaw"
natural gas, an efficient clean-burning energy source.
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
David Ashton
davidashtonco@outlook.com
5132 SE Flavel Drive Portland, OR 97206 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Hatch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection - STEP IT UP
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:31:42 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Every summer in Oregon seems to bring another round of climate crises - wildfires, drought, extreme heat which
killed more than 100 Oregonians this year.
As the mother of two young daughters, I hate to see the growing cynicism in so many of our youth (as well as older
folks) that it's too late, or the problem is too big. There is a growing sense of despair because time truly is running
out. This is a chance to change things, and Oregon can lead the way.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sharon Hatch
___________________________
This email was sent by Sharon Hatch via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sharon provided an email address
(sharon@synertx.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sharon Hatch at sharon@synertx.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Weil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:51:01 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Summer 2021 was a nightmare summer for Oregon: wildfires, drought, heat domes; more than 100 of our fellow
Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change, but also due to lack of preparation and care for the
most vulnerable.
I just read a long article about the carbon footprint of the Pacific Northwest - wow, it's HUGE. Oregon is not taking
responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels,
against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet
our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap
on fossil fuel "natural" (METHANE) gas for the first time, and more accountability for the oil industry than ever
before. However, dangerous tar sands and shale oil trains continue to run through Portland neighborhoods before
being shipped via piping to ships that take these deadly products to refiners in the SF Bay Area. Zenith Oil must be,
finally, shut down! The Oregon DEQ has been derelict in its duty to our clean air and waters.
The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an
innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
No climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon -- how is this OK?? DEQ’s draft rules do
not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way
is best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions -- and I do not see why you
SHOULD -- then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory.
In-state gas plants should be covered, not exempted.
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
Yours sincerely,
Janet Weil
___________________________
This email was sent by Janet Weil via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Janet provided an email address
(janet.weil13@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Janet Weil at janet.weil13@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Francesca Hernandez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Monday, September 27, 2021 11:29:52 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Francesca Hernandez
Eugene, Oregon, 97401, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Francesca Hernandez via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Francesca provided an email address
(sparky.graters0t@icloud.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Francesca Hernandez at sparky.graters0t@icloud.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jackie Lamars
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Monday, September 27, 2021 10:36:40 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jackie Lamars
Portland, Oregon, 97213, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jackie Lamars via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jackie provided an email address
(jackie@oregonpsr.org) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jackie Lamars at jackie@oregonpsr.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ineke Deruyter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:23:20 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ineke Deruyter
Portland, Oregon, 97203, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Ineke Deruyter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ineke provided an email address
(ideruyter@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ineke Deruyter at ideruyter@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Smithman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Saturday, September 25, 2021 12:41:44 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nancy Smithman
Portland, Oregon, 97225, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Nancy Smithman via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nancy provided an email address
(nancyasmithman@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nancy Smithman at nancyasmithman@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loretta Rivard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 24, 2021 9:42:29 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Loretta Rivard
Adair Village, Oregon, 97330, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Loretta Rivard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Loretta provided an email address
(lorettarivard9@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Loretta Rivard at lorettarivard9@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lori Kugler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:09:31 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
For the sake of our children and grandchildren we must act now!  
Yours sincerely,
Lori Kugler
___________________________
This email was sent by Lori Kugler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lori provided an email address (lkugler4@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lori Kugler at lkugler4@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elaine Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 23, 2021 3:13:05 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Elaine Nelson
___________________________
This email was sent by Elaine Nelson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Elaine provided an email address
(elaine_nelson47@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Elaine Nelson at elaine_nelson47@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

caitlin pashalek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 23, 2021 5:57:44 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
caitlin pashalek
Beaverton, Oregon, 97008, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by caitlin pashalek via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however caitlin provided an email address
(pashalek@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to caitlin pashalek at pashalek@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Duke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:44:47 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lisa Duke
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Lisa Duke via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lisa provided an email address (lisaduke621@msn.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lisa Duke at lisaduke621@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Sarno
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 3:06:30 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Karen Sarno
Springfield, Oregon, 97477, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Karen Sarno via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Karen provided an email address
(sarno332@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Karen Sarno at sarno332@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Owens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 2:07:10 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Mike Owens
Portland, Oregon, 97229, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Mike Owens via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mike provided an email address
(mowensmd@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Mike Owens at mowensmd@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Lytle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:04:06 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Denise Lytle
___________________________
This email was sent by Denise Lytle via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Denise provided an email address
(centauress6@live.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Denise Lytle at centauress6@live.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Toledo Robbins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Monday, September 20, 2021 8:39:16 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Patricia Robbins
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Patricia Toledo Robbins via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Patricia Toledo provided an email
address (probbins329@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Patricia Toledo Robbins at probbins329@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Voeller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Monday, September 20, 2021 8:13:32 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Carol Voeller
___________________________
This email was sent by Carol Voeller via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Carol provided an email address
(cwvoeller@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Carol Voeller at cwvoeller@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert David McAlaster
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Monday, September 20, 2021 12:32:44 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Robert McAlaster
___________________________
This email was sent by Robert David McAlaster via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Robert David provided an email
address (davidmc03@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Robert David McAlaster at davidmc03@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Howard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must contain bold, immediate and meaningful action.
Sunday, September 19, 2021 4:38:49 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
The United Nation's release of the sixth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on climate change sent a
"code red" warning for the health of out planet. Oregonians are experiencing firsthand earlier, hotter, more
devastating wildfires, drought, record temperatures, warming of the ocean, rivers and lakes, and hazardous air
quality. Extreme weather events are not only deadly but costly. Climate change affects everyone and everything.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap
on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
Always follow the science. Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program
will not achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the
Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
Industrial polluters must be held accountable. There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major
industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead
would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only update their
plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its
entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions
necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years
or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later
date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently
exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
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allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate science, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
years. The UN's "code red" was issued not only for our planet but for humanity.
Yours sincerely,
Pamela Howard
Portland, Oregon, 97210, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Pamela Howard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Pamela provided an email address
(pamhow48@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Pamela Howard at pamhow48@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Lawton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Sunday, September 19, 2021 12:13:15 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Wendy Lawton
Fairview, Oregon, 97024, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Wendy Lawton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Wendy provided an email address
(wendylawton29@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Wendy Lawton at wendylawton29@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melinda Fleming
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Sunday, September 19, 2021 8:45:54 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Melinda Fleming
Portland, Oregon, 97209, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Melinda Fleming via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Melinda provided an email address
(melindafleming11@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Melinda Fleming at melindafleming11@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emett Stasiuk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Sunday, September 19, 2021 5:36:21 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Emett Stasiuk
___________________________
This email was sent by Emett Stasiuk via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Emett provided an email address
(peacelovelight@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Emett Stasiuk at peacelovelight@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Tsien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Saturday, September 18, 2021 7:49:28 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Wendy Tsien
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Wendy Tsien via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Wendy provided an email address
(wglobetsien@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Wendy Tsien at wglobetsien@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Geiser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Saturday, September 18, 2021 4:21:12 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Geiser
___________________________
This email was sent by Peter Geiser via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Peter provided an email address
(geiserbend@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Peter Geiser at geiserbend@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Bailey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Saturday, September 18, 2021 3:59:50 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lisa Bailey
Bend, Oregon, 97702, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Lisa Bailey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lisa provided an email address
(oceanbound63@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lisa Bailey at oceanbound63@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randall Nerwick Nerwick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Saturday, September 18, 2021 3:19:21 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Randall Nerwick Nerwick
___________________________
This email was sent by Randall Nerwick Nerwick via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Randall Nerwick provided an email
address (rnerwick@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Randall Nerwick Nerwick at rnerwick@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emilie Marlinghaus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Saturday, September 18, 2021 2:57:55 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I have beeb frustrated and saddened to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our
communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow
Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by a minimum of 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
4)DEQ must include the GHG emissions from one of the largest emitters in the state - the timber logging industry currently excluded from consideration because this powerful industry has managed to find loopholes through which
to slip to stay excluded - a practice which can No longer be tolerated!
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public & ecosystem health who have been asking for these changes
and more for a very long time. The time to act is NOW! Thank you.
Yours sincerely,
Emilie Marlinghaus
Bend, Oregon, 97701, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Emilie Marlinghaus via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Emilie provided an email address
(emagen@bendbroadband.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Emilie Marlinghaus at emagen@bendbroadband.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ralph Penunuri
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Saturday, September 18, 2021 1:48:06 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
The evidence is overwhelming and the behavior of our leaders and institutions is not changing to meet the
immediate environmental emergency, nor viable longterm policies and planning – so urgently needed. I am
frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
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gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many years. Healthy Planet = Healthy People / Healthy People = Healthy Planet.
Sincerely,
Ralph Penunuri
___________________________
This email was sent by Ralph Penunuri via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ralph provided an email address (ralarts@peak.org)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ralph Penunuri at ralarts@peak.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Condy Condy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:20:00 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I have carefully read and edited the letter Renew Oregon has drafted, and can not emphasize enough that it's obvious
the environment in general and climate change in particular are the most vital issues the entire planet must urgently
address.
It's imperative that you do better than this Climate Protection Program.
It's very troubling that Oregon is not taking sufficient responsibility for our part in exacerbating the climate crisis.
Greenhouse gas pollution must be aggressively curtailed. Science must be your guide without regard to appeasing
polluters.
Even though improvements have been made, DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not
sufficient.
Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please consider (at least) the following improvements to the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. Targets need to be based on the latest science - which means cutting emissions
at least 50% by 2030 - to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more
quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There currently are no climate pollution regulations for major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do
not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow these polluters to self-identify what is best
for them to reduce emissions, and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources likely would
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. This is unacceptable.
DEQ should cover in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently
exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to lessen climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee that
this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also
doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially
Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate Investments
(CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, the cap is rendered
practically meaningless, allowing continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
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At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
It is imperative that you implement improvements which informed voices and concerned citizens for environmental
justice, climate protection, and public health have been petitioning for many months. You must represent the
population of Oregon and its best interests without regard for lobbying or appeasement of environment polluters.
___________________________
This email was sent by Nancy Condy Condy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nancy Condy provided an email address
(nc1898@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nancy Condy Condy at nc1898@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alissa Kugler-Snarr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:45:30 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Alissa Kugler-Snarr
Eugene, Oregon, 97404, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Alissa Kugler-Snarr via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Alissa provided an email address
(alissa.kugler@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Alissa Kugler-Snarr at alissa.kugler@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Johanna Six
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:39:06 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Johanna Six
___________________________
This email was sent by Johanna Six via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Johanna provided an email address
(johanna.r.six@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Johanna Six at johanna.r.six@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dianna Pounder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:19:52 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Dianna Pounder
Eugene, Oregon, 97404, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Dianna Pounder via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dianna provided an email address
(nnatlee@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dianna Pounder at nnatlee@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tonya Stiffler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:22:27 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Tonya Stiffler
___________________________
This email was sent by Tonya Stiffler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tonya provided an email address
(tstiffler@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tonya Stiffler at tstiffler@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tamara Mitchell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:09:32 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Tamara Mitchell
___________________________
This email was sent by Tamara Mitchell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tamara provided an email address
(tamara@peacefuluniverse.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tamara Mitchell at tamara@peacefuluniverse.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nikolay Galtsev
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to protect climate
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:08:50 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am anxious and sad to experience yet another "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, and I don't want to live
this in perpetuity - this and worse.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your
moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
I know you're afraid of passing cost of curbing emissions onto consumers. It's a hard thing to juggle. Please consider
retiring the free passes you give after a certain number of years.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
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of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nikolay Galtsev
___________________________
This email was sent by Nikolay Galtsev via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nikolay provided an email address
(galtsevn@oregonstate.edu) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nikolay Galtsev at galtsevn@oregonstate.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nikolay Galtsev
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to protect climate
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:07:43 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am anxious and sad to experience yet another "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, and I don't want to live
this in perpetuity - this and worse.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your
moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
I know you're afraid of passing cost of curbing emissions onto consumers. It's a hard thing to juggle. Please consider
retiring the free passes you give after a certain number of years.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
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of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nikolay Galtsev
___________________________
This email was sent by Nikolay Galtsev via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nikolay provided an email address
(Nick@Galets.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nikolay Galtsev at Nick@Galets.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy and David Colburn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:36:50 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
We are frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are
once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by
extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, we are pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. We would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
We want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate
disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Cathy and David Colburn
Cloverdal, Oregon, 97112, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Cathy and David Colburn via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Cathy and David provided an email
address (colburndc@centurylink.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Cathy and David Colburn at colburndc@centurylink.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Bergen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:29:49 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Marilyn Bergen
Portland, Oregon, 97239, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Marilyn Bergen via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Marilyn provided an email address
(marilynb123@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Marilyn Bergen at marilynb123@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Leonard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:09:37 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ellen Leonard
___________________________
This email was sent by Ellen Leonard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ellen provided an email address
(ellen.leonard@live.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ellen Leonard at ellen.leonard@live.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Oder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:29:30 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Stephen Oder
___________________________
This email was sent by Stephen Oder via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Stephen provided an email address
(steve.oder@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Stephen Oder at steve.oder@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amandine Hancock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:06:19 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Amandine Hancock
CROOKED RIVER, Oregon, 97760, États-Unis
___________________________
This email was sent by Amandine Hancock via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Amandine provided an email address
(leroux0amandine@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Amandine Hancock at leroux0amandine@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Perrine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 12:08:38 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS! THE DEQ draft rules are unacceptable!
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Linda Perrine
Beaverton, Oregon, 97007, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Linda Perrine via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Linda provided an email address
(strangefirewillow@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Linda Perrine at strangefirewillow@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sunny Tabino
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:34:02 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sunny Tabino
___________________________
This email was sent by Sunny Tabino via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sunny provided an email address
(sunnyt@oregonwireless.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sunny Tabino at sunnyt@oregonwireless.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Rankin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:47:33 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by James Rankin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however James provided an email address
(jim.rankin@oregonstate.edu) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to James Rankin at jim.rankin@oregonstate.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Caldwell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:15:28 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Rebecca Caldwell
Dallas, Oregon, 97338, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Rebecca Caldwell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rebecca provided an email address
(Rebeccasecret@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rebecca Caldwell at Rebeccasecret@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sylvia dorney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:15:25 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
sylvia dorney
Tigard, Oregon, 97224, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by sylvia dorney via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however sylvia provided an email address
(dorneysylvia@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to sylvia dorney at dorneysylvia@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nathan Kugler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:03:02 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nathan Kugler
___________________________
This email was sent by Nathan Kugler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nathan provided an email address
(kugler.nathan89@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nathan Kugler at kugler.nathan89@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jules Moritz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:47:19 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jules Moritz
___________________________
This email was sent by Jules Moritz via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jules provided an email address
(mazda63@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jules Moritz at mazda63@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Grubbs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:03:53 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Donna Grubbs
The Dalles, Oregon, 97058, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Donna Grubbs via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Donna provided an email address
(veragrubbs@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Donna Grubbs at veragrubbs@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Levine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:03:01 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
As a grandmother, am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our
communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow
Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change. I am scared about what this means for my
grandchildren.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ellen Levine
___________________________
This email was sent by Ellen Levine via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ellen provided an email address
(edlevine2@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ellen Levine at edlevine2@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Jokelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:24:31 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Daniel Jokelson
___________________________
This email was sent by Daniel Jokelson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Daniel provided an email address
(dannyfarmboy@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Daniel Jokelson at dannyfarmboy@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allegra Helfenstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:17:28 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat; rivers and lakes are drying up and trees and crops more susceptible to diseases and pests-- all due to climate
change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Allegra Helfenstein
___________________________
This email was sent by Allegra Helfenstein via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Allegra provided an email address
(allegrajh@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Allegra Helfenstein at allegrajh@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shelby Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:14:02 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Shelby Anderson
West Linn, Oregon, 97068, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Shelby Anderson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Shelby provided an email address
(andersonshelbyyay@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Shelby Anderson at andersonshelbyyay@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Scherer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 5:39:58 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Carol Scherer
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Carol Scherer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Carol provided an email address
(waltzn123@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Carol Scherer at waltzn123@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CHARLES HOTTLE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 4:03:59 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
CHARLES HOTTLE
___________________________
This email was sent by CHARLES HOTTLE via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however CHARLES provided an email address
(cehottle@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to CHARLES HOTTLE at cehottle@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Stephens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:23:35 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Doug Stephens
___________________________
This email was sent by Doug Stephens via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Doug provided an email address
(stephensdoug@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Doug Stephens at stephensdoug@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Schwartz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:54:35 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Eric Schwartz
___________________________
This email was sent by Eric Schwartz via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Eric provided an email address (eric@chestnuts.org)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Eric Schwartz at eric@chestnuts.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Bekemeier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:52:43 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Chris Bekemeier
___________________________
This email was sent by Chris Bekemeier via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Chris provided an email address
(cbekemeier@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Chris Bekemeier at cbekemeier@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Fox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 12:19:04 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sandy Fox
___________________________
This email was sent by Sandra Fox via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sandra provided an email address
(aquasan@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sandra Fox at aquasan@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MARYGAIL SULLIVAN SULLIVAN
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:52:24 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
MARYGAIL SULLIVAN SULLIVAN
Estacada, Oregon, 97023, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by MARYGAIL SULLIVAN SULLIVAN via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to
contact you regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the
FROM field of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however MARYGAIL
SULLIVAN provided an email address (MARYGAIL.SULLIVAN@GMAIL.COM) which we included in the
REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to MARYGAIL SULLIVAN SULLIVAN at MARYGAIL.SULLIVAN@GMAIL.COM.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Satya Vayu Vayu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:19:50 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Satya Vayu Vayu via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Satya Vayu provided an email address
(satyavayu@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Satya Vayu Vayu at satyavayu@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Evelyn Hess Hess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:16:09 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Evelyn Hess Hess
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Evelyn Hess Hess via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Evelyn Hess provided an email address
(evelyninthewoods@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Evelyn Hess Hess at evelyninthewoods@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Harbur
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:13:30 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Marilyn Harbur
Salem, Oregon, 97302, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Marilyn Harbur via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Marilyn provided an email address
(marilynharbur@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Marilyn Harbur at marilynharbur@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CAMILLE UHL
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 11:04:37 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
CAMILLE UHL
___________________________
This email was sent by CAMILLE UHL via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however CAMILLE provided an email address
(dcarielstudio@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to CAMILLE UHL at dcarielstudio@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carrie Ebner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:29:06 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Carrie Ebner
Adair Village, Oregon, 97330, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Carrie Ebner via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Carrie provided an email address
(carrie.ebner@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Carrie Ebner at carrie.ebner@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Carter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 10:28:38 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Carter
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Michael Carter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Michael provided an email address
(incandescentdusk@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Michael Carter at incandescentdusk@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Depaepe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:57:31 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I have experienced a "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once again inundated
with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to
climate change.
Our state is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing
at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program
are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is time to step up.
I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap
on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Depaepe
Tualatin, Oregon, 97062, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Michael Depaepe via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Michael provided an email address
(mjdepaepe@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Michael Depaepe at mjdepaepe@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Camilo Marquez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:57:25 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Camilo Marquez
___________________________
This email was sent by Camilo Marquez via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Camilo provided an email address
(camilomarquezmd@juno.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Camilo Marquez at camilomarquezmd@juno.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Colleen Whalen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:40:12 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Please, Please, Please....take action for the sake of this beautiful planet we all share!
Yours sincerely,
Colleen Whalen
___________________________
This email was sent by Colleen Whalen via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Colleen provided an email address
(ironanchor@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Colleen Whalen at ironanchor@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Horter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:24:21 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
As a native Oregonian, for 69 years, I have watched as my state government increasingly prioritizes corporate
interests over the public's interest--even though our state constitution commits all state employees and elected
officials to act solely in the public's interest. And I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate
crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought and more
than 100 of our fellow Oregonians were killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
The State of Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis. Our greenhouse gas pollution
continues at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility. It is your moment to step up.
The draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel
"natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change in the
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set
at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much
further refinement.
But there are serious problems with other elements of the program. Please make the following improvements on the
draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass. Hold large industrial sources accountable for mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Patricia Horter
___________________________
This email was sent by Patricia Horter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Patricia provided an email address
(lacengh@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Patricia Horter at lacengh@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Mitchell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:13:32 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Kathleen Mitchell
___________________________
This email was sent by Kathleen Mitchell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kathleen provided an email address
(kathy.mitchell5232@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kathleen Mitchell at kathy.mitchell5232@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Nettleton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:11:40 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
John Nettleton
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by John Nettleton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however John provided an email address
(jpn5710@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to John Nettleton at jpn5710@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shasta Kearns Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:07:07 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Shasta Kearns Moore
West Linn, Oregon, 97068, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Shasta Kearns Moore via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Shasta provided an email address
(skearns812@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Shasta Kearns Moore at skearns812@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JoAnne Eggers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:05:34 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
JoAnne Eggers
___________________________
This email was sent by JoAnne Eggers via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however JoAnne provided an email address
(ejo.eggers@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to JoAnne Eggers at ejo.eggers@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Heath
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:03:21 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Susan Heath
Albany, Oregon, 97322, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Heath via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email address
(forbux@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Heath at forbux@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Dudley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:54:46 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nancy Dudley
Sisters, Oregon, 97759, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Nancy Dudley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nancy provided an email address
(nancydudley@mac.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nancy Dudley at nancydudley@mac.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alice Levey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:48:51 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am heartbroken to experience another "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change. Nearly half my home town burned to the ground last year taking with it, 2600
homes and leaving families homeless.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Alice Levey
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Alice Levey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Alice provided an email address
(willowl@earthlink.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Alice Levey at willowl@earthlink.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynn Cardiff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:46:50 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lynn Cardiff
___________________________
This email was sent by Lynn Cardiff via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lynn provided an email address
(lcardiff@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lynn Cardiff at lcardiff@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lawrence McFarling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:44:18 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am extremely frustrated and sad to experience this repeat of a "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon. Our
communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; And more than 100 of our fellow
Oregonians were killed by the extreme heat we all have endured!
The increasingly disaster causing (and very expensive to deal with) climate change is mostly, if not all, due to
human activities and all the bad choices we have been making for centuries. Our collective and knowing decisions
to burn evermore polluting fossil fuels, contribute more methane, along with expelling a vast assortment of other
dangerous chemical pollutants into our earths environment have massively contributed to the other destructive
activities we have collectively imposed upon our now degraded environment.
This DOES NOT HAVE TO CONTINUE! WE humans do have better options available to all of us now. Like
accelerating the adoption of plug-in electric vehicles (which I HAVE DONE!) and reducing and/or burning those
massive quantities of methane gasses instead of indiscriminately releasing them into our atmosphere!
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we MUST cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give ANY polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions and that benefit Oregonians most harmed by
fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
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should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
front-line communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful if wisely constructed and implemented.
Please listen to the best science informed voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Please know that the lobbyists for the polluters don't have Oregon citizens needs at the forefront of their goals and
intentions. Greed and Corporate interests are their real reason for existing! So we need our representatives to do the
job we need done: PROTECT US and OUR STATE, and thereby create and save our states future!
Yours sincerely,
Lawrence McFarling
Beaverton, Oregon, 97003, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Lawrence McFarling via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lawrence provided an email address
(mcfarlingprint@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lawrence McFarling at mcfarlingprint@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joette Storm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:35:02 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Each and every one of us must take action to address climate change. I drive an electric vehicle and have solar
panels on my home. And yet this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once again
inundated with wildfires and parched by drought can make a person depressed. Only fools would refuse to take
action to stem the tide of climate change.
Oregon must take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, and reduce our greenhouse gas pollution which
continues at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Joette Storm
___________________________
This email was sent by Joette Storm via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Joette provided an email address
(gjstorm@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Joette Storm at gjstorm@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phillip Callaway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:27:47 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Phillip Callaway
Crawfordsville, Oregon, 97336, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Phillip Callaway via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Phillip provided an email address
(phillip_callaway@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Phillip Callaway at phillip_callaway@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kameron Monk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:21:46 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Kameron Monk
___________________________
This email was sent by Kameron Monk via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kameron provided an email address
(kameronmonk@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kameron Monk at kameronmonk@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberly Crihfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:20:31 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Kimberly Crihfield
Portland, Oregon, 97215, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Kimberly Crihfield via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kimberly provided an email address
(kimcriff@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kimberly Crihfield at kimcriff@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileene Gillson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:14:40 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Eileene Gillson
___________________________
This email was sent by Eileene Gillson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Eileene provided an email address
(egillson3@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Eileene Gillson at egillson3@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gwen Stone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 8:02:54 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Gwen Stone
Myrtle Creek, Oregon, 97457, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Gwen Stone via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gwen provided an email address
(gwenstone7@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gwen Stone at gwenstone7@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Nicolai
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:59:19 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Amanda Nicolai
___________________________
This email was sent by Amanda Nicolai via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Amanda provided an email address
(abernard80@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Amanda Nicolai at abernard80@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alec Malnati
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:57:49 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Alec Malnati
Portland, Oregon, 97222, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Alec Malnati via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Alec provided an email address
(malnatia23@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Alec Malnati at malnatia23@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Deller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:56:20 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jeanne Deller
Bellevue, Washington, 98006, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jeanne Deller via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jeanne provided an email address
(jkdeller@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jeanne Deller at jkdeller@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Siemens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:45:18 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Mark Siemens
___________________________
This email was sent by Mark Siemens via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mark provided an email address
(marksiemens@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Mark Siemens at marksiemens@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Mattson McDonald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:44:45 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Pamela Mattson McDonald
Astoria, Oregon, 97103, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Pamela Mattson McDonald via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Pamela provided an email address
(matmcd2002@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Pamela Mattson McDonald at matmcd2002@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Livingston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:35:34 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change. We need to be brave and take much more aggressive in cutting emissions.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
John Livingston
___________________________
This email was sent by John Livingston via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however John provided an email address
(Livingstonjohn@att.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to John Livingston at Livingstonjohn@att.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Wilkes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:30:49 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sara Wilkes
___________________________
This email was sent by Sara Wilkes via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sara provided an email address
(slizwilkes@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sara Wilkes at slizwilkes@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Millhauser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program needs to be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:20:31 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Like many others, I am disheartened by this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are
once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by
extreme heat-- all due to climate change. And the 2020 wildfires continue to impact people and their communities,
including vulnerable and low income families.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
To give credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in
Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for
the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy
compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community
Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Susan Millhauser
Portland, Oregon, 97211, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Millhauser via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email address
(susancm@spiretech.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Millhauser at susancm@spiretech.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cierra Buer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:12:13 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Cierra Buer
___________________________
This email was sent by Cierra Buer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Cierra provided an email address
(CIERRABUER@GMAIL.COM) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Cierra Buer at CIERRABUER@GMAIL.COM.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlotta Ball
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:06:25 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Charlotta Ball
___________________________
This email was sent by Charlotta Ball via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Charlotta provided an email address
(mariahball@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Charlotta Ball at mariahball@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heather Jacobs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:02:07 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am extremely frustrated and gravely concerned to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where
our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow
Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Heather Jacobs
Portland, Oregon, 97222, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Heather Jacobs via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Heather provided an email address
(jacobsheatherbeiden@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Heather Jacobs at jacobsheatherbeiden@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Millhollen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:43:12 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Gary Millhollen Millhollen
Coburg, Oregon, 97408, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Gary Millhollen via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gary provided an email address (gmillhol@fhsu.edu)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gary Millhollen at gmillhol@fhsu.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Heverly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:37:31 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Craig Heverly
United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Craig Heverly via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Craig provided an email address
(heverlyjc@hevanet.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Craig Heverly at heverlyjc@hevanet.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Philip Biehl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:37:04 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions. If Community
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Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants,
it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Philip Biehl
Tigard, Oregon, 97223, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Philip Biehl via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Philip provided an email address
(fylbeall@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Philip Biehl at fylbeall@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ray Curtis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:32:26 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ray Curtis
Hillsboro, Oregon, 97124, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Ray Curtis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ray provided an email address
(colleenandray@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ray Curtis at colleenandray@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

roger schmidt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:29:47 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
roger schmidt
___________________________
This email was sent by roger schmidt via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however roger provided an email address
(schmidtroger1000@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to roger schmidt at schmidtroger1000@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Perry Callas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:29:07 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Perry Callas
Salem, Oregon, 97301, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Perry Callas via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Perry provided an email address
(Perrycallas@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Perry Callas at Perrycallas@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Cothran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:28:29 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
David Cothran
Ashland, Oregon, 97520, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by David Cothran via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however David provided an email address
(dcoregon@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to David Cothran at dcoregon@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Hunton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:23:59 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Robert Hunton
Beaverton, Oregon, 97007, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Robert Hunton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Robert provided an email address
(polysteelnw@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Robert Hunton at polysteelnw@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gail Streicker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:21:35 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Gail Streicker
Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Gail Streicker via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gail provided an email address
(gstreicker@hotmail.om) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gail Streicker at gstreicker@hotmail.om.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angela Wanak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:13:36 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Angela Wanak
___________________________
This email was sent by Angela Wanak via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Angela provided an email address
(amwanak@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Angela Wanak at amwanak@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harold Gray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:13:00 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Harold Gray
Portland, Oregon, 97225, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Harold Gray via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Harold provided an email address
(gray.harold@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Harold Gray at gray.harold@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Buttrey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:02:23 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lisa Buttrey
Ashland, Oregon, 97520, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Lisa Buttrey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lisa provided an email address
(juncoyardlisa@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lisa Buttrey at juncoyardlisa@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claire Couch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:59:02 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Claire Couch
Corvallis, Oregon, 97333, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Claire Couch via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Claire provided an email address
(clairecouch.harpist@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Claire Couch at clairecouch.harpist@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Christie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:58:51 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am terrified for future generations. This summer in Oregon has shown us that we are not doing nearly enough to
address the climate emergency. Oregon communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by
drought. More than 100 Oregonians have been killed by extreme heat. I know it's hard, but the emergency requires
drastic action, not merely tweaking business as usual. We have run out of time for that.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
The draft rules do seek to hold large polluters accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the
first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold
for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest
threshold at the outset. But accountability is not enough. Emissions must stop!
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; make emissions reductions mandatory or they must not be in business in
Oregon.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions--cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. That's patently ridiculous! Pollution
from these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. You must not
exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, period. DEQ should also revisit covering in-state
gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Indigenous peoples, communities of color, and rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
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Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
It didn't have to get this bad. And it will get worse.
Please give us hope,
Susan Christie
Corvallis, Oregon, 97330, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Christie via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email address
(crypto716@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Christie at crypto716@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Waite
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:57:30 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Laura Waite
___________________________
This email was sent by Laura Waite via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Laura provided an email address
(fozzynutmeg@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Laura Waite at fozzynutmeg@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey Koutroulis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:54:51 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jeffrey Koutrou
Monmouth, Oregon, 97361, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jeffrey Koutroulis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jeffrey provided an email address
(mr.koutroulis@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jeffrey Koutroulis at mr.koutroulis@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Staggenborg, MD
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:52:41 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Rick Staggenborg, MD
___________________________
This email was sent by Rick Staggenborg, MD via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rick provided an email address
(staggenborg4senate@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rick Staggenborg, MD at staggenborg4senate@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alicia Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:43:09 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Alicia Williams
Gold Beach, Oregon, 97444, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Alicia Williams via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Alicia provided an email address
(Aliciamw0313@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Alicia Williams at Aliciamw0313@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hogan Sherrow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:43:04 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Hogan Sherrow
___________________________
This email was sent by Hogan Sherrow via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Hogan provided an email address (hogan@youevolving.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Hogan Sherrow at hogan@you-evolving.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Lutje
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:40:51 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Debra Lutje
___________________________
This email was sent by Debra Lutje via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Debra provided an email address
(debra.lutje@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Debra Lutje at debra.lutje@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Brubaker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:38:37 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Laura Brubaker
___________________________
This email was sent by Laura Brubaker via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Laura provided an email address
(lkb.guard.dog@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Laura Brubaker at lkb.guard.dog@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jayne Byrnes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:38:30 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jayne Byrnes
___________________________
This email was sent by Jayne Byrnes via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jayne provided an email address (jaykenjo@aol.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jayne Byrnes at jaykenjo@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary McGaughey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:38:18 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Mary McGaughey
Gresham, Oregon, 97030, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Mary McGaughey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mary provided an email address
(marymcgaughey@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Mary McGaughey at marymcgaughey@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matthew Tarpley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:36:16 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Matthew Tarpley
___________________________
This email was sent by Matthew Tarpley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Matthew provided an email address
(matthewtarpley@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Matthew Tarpley at matthewtarpley@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Beilstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:34:45 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Mike Beilstein
Adair Village, Oregon, 97330, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Mike Beilstein via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mike provided an email address
(mikebeilstein@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Mike Beilstein at mikebeilstein@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Birgit Hoffschulz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:30:36 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Birgit Hoffschulz
Beaverton, Oregon, 97008, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Birgit Hoffschulz via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Birgit provided an email address
(birgit.hoffschulz@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Birgit Hoffschulz at birgit.hoffschulz@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Nichols
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:30:07 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
David Nichols
___________________________
This email was sent by David Nichols via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however David provided an email address
(davemult@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to David Nichols at davemult@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Levin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:29:12 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Beth Levin
Portland, Oregon, 97213, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Beth Levin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Beth provided an email address (bethagl@yahoo.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Beth Levin at bethagl@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat DeLaquil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:42:50 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Pat DeLaquil
___________________________
This email was sent by Pat DeLaquil via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Pat provided an email address
(pdelaquil@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Pat DeLaquil at pdelaquil@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Connie Peabody
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection Program must be more ambitious to follow the science
Sunday, September 19, 2021 8:39:45 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
>>>. WHY ARE OREGON DEPT. FORESTRY REGULATIONS less stringent then other states that could prevent
excessive use of clear-cutting, aerial spraying, and destruction of salmon habitat ??? PLEASE IMPROVE THE
DRAFT ON CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM!!!
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
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gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Connie Peabody via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Connie provided an email address
(connie.peabody@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Connie Peabody at connie.peabody@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Pappas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Friday, September 3, 2021 8:13:56 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am a worried citizen, frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our
communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
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especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Julie Pappas
Adair Village, Oregon, 97330, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Julie Pappas via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Julie provided an email address
(julie@juliepappas.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Julie Pappas at julie@juliepappas.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Friday, September 3, 2021 6:49:15 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Joseph Jones
Medford, Oregon, 97504, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Joseph Jones via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Joseph provided an email address
(waynorth1946@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Joseph Jones at waynorth1946@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ed Averill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Friday, September 3, 2021 3:21:31 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
One of the worst things happening is for the gas companies to pretend they have a justifiable market for a deadly
product being blamed for over 1/4 of greenhouse gas heating. The UN IPCC says eliminating natural gas and its
horrible leakage is essential to reduce emissions.
No compromise is excusable on the immediate capping of natural gas sales, and a minimum of 7% per year
reduction of sales.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ed Averill
Beaverton, Oregon, 97008, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Ed Averill via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ed provided an email address (eda@acm.org) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ed Averill at eda@acm.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Glenda Akins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:08:37 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Glenda Akins
___________________________
This email was sent by Glenda Akins via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Glenda provided an email address
(glenda.akins2016@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Glenda Akins at glenda.akins2016@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Bean
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:41:29 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Dave Bean
United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Dave Bean via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dave provided an email address
(Revdaveb@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dave Bean at Revdaveb@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lorretta Dukart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:06:02 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lorretta Dukart
Portland, Oregon, 97266, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Lorretta Dukart via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lorretta provided an email address
(lorrettadukart@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lorretta Dukart at lorrettadukart@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lee Ritter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:01:39 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lee Ritter
___________________________
This email was sent by Lee Ritter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lee provided an email address (lritter@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lee Ritter at lritter@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gayla Barrows
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 3:24:36 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Gayla Barrows
Medford, Oregon, 97501, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Gayla Barrows via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gayla provided an email address
(gbar2020@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gayla Barrows at gbar2020@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christina Irwin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:29:42 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking sufficient responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution
continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not strong enough to meet our responsibility and it is vital for you to grasp your moment in history to
step up.
Thanking you and others, I am grateful to see that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we MUST CUT our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give ANY polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that particularly benefit those Oregonians most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- (and NET ZERO by 2050) are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must
make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. Choosing to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, places the economic wealth of those who are most responsible of the world
climate crisis ahead of the wellbeing and life itself for Oregonians. The actions necessary to achieve climate and air
pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline
consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state
gas power plants, the state's largest single climate pollu
ters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in at least a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants,
it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing to permit
expanding pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do whatever is possible to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of
climate disruption yet to come. Any costs now will be validated in the future because the failure to act will allow
conditions to continue to worsen at a greater rate causing several times greater costs in the future to have a similar
impact. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental
justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. Christina Irwin
Lake Oswego, Oregon, 97034, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Christina Irwin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Christina provided an email address
(irwin.christinak@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Christina Irwin at irwin.christinak@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Bridenbaugh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:19:30 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Susan Bridenbaugh
Portland, Oregon, 97219, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Bridenbaugh via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email address
(susieq4361@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Bridenbaugh at susieq4361@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Fromer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 1:52:34 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Eileen Fromer
Tigard, Oregon, 97223, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Eileen Fromer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Eileen provided an email address
(eileenfromer4@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Eileen Fromer at eileenfromer4@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alexander Lindgren Ruby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 1:50:30 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Alexander Lindgren Ruby
Portland, Oregon, 97213, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Alexander Lindgren Ruby via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Alexander provided an email address
(alexhenrylr@icloud.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Alexander Lindgren Ruby at alexhenrylr@icloud.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Meg Ruby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 1:38:39 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
SOS!! Now is the time to address the climate crisis !I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the
climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought;
more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Meg Ruby
Portland, Oregon, 97213, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Meg Ruby via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Meg provided an email address
(megativity1@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Meg Ruby at megativity1@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Lyford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 1:34:44 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jeff Lyford
Portland, Oregon, 97213, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jeff Lyford via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jeff provided an email address (jefflyford@yahoo.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jeff Lyford at jefflyford@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Loftin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 1:33:47 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Craig Loftin
___________________________
This email was sent by Craig Loftin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Craig provided an email address (crloftin@msn.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Craig Loftin at crloftin@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chip Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 1:31:05 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Chip Hall
Manzanita, Oregon, 97130, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Chip Hall via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Chip provided an email address (chiphall75@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Chip Hall at chiphall75@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Robinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 1:28:27 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Don Robinson
Mill City, Oregon, 97360, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Don Robinson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Don provided an email address
(doncarolr@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Don Robinson at doncarolr@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Bailey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:41:57 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Diana Bailey
___________________________
This email was sent by Diana Bailey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Diana provided an email address
(dianamoonsong@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Diana Bailey at dianamoonsong@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlie Weiss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:32:28 PM

To Oregon DEQ, Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Like you, I can see and feel this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon: wildfires, heat and drought.
Oregon can do much more than nibble the edges of the climate crisis. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program must reach for meaningful impact. It's time for DEQ to step up.
The draft rules seek to hold accountable many of Oregon's worst polluters, with a first-time cap on natural gas. The
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a good compromise and should stay in the final rules. (It could start at the
lowest threshold.)
Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science: we must cut our pollution in half by 2030.
2) Hold large industrial polluters to mandatory declining emissions.
3) Invest in projects with verifiable pollution reductions
4) Prioritize Oregonians most harmed by climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
The current proposed cap does not follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan’s minimum targets. The latest science
says cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030. DEQ must be more aggressive, and begin immediately.
INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS
Oregon has no regulations on major industrial emitters. DEQ’s draft rules do not cap them, and instead allows
industrial polluters to decide how they will reduce emissions; these emissions could increase under this proposal. If
you exempt industrial polluters from mandatory reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air
pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third party at least every 3 years, and require a timeline tied
to a declining cap.
DEQ must revisit in-state gas power plants, currently exempted from the program. They are the state's largest
climate polluters.
PRIORITIZE OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed investments to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. As currently written, this program won't
necessarily result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions. It needs to prioritize investment
in communities most harmed by climate change, especially low income, Black, Indigenous, and communities of
color, and rural Oregonians. If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall
reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap
practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
DEQ needs to clearly define what project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost
of project implementation.
Oregon can to do more. This program has huge potential. Please make a difference.
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Yours seriously,
Charlie Weiss
Portland, Oregon, 97219
___________________________
This email was sent by Charlie Weiss via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Charlie provided an email address
(leapfrog54@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Charlie Weiss at leapfrog54@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nikki Dennis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:24:36 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nikki Dennis
___________________________
This email was sent by Nikki Dennis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nikki provided an email address
(Nmden1@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nikki Dennis at Nmden1@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrew Sleighter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:21:28 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Andrew Sleighter
Portland, Oregon, 97213, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Andrew Sleighter via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Andrew provided an email address
(sleigha@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Andrew Sleighter at sleigha@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Kernan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:14:48 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Kernan
___________________________
This email was sent by Peter Kernan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Peter provided an email address
(peterk511@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Peter Kernan at peterk511@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Larsell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:14:42 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Katie Larsell
United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Katie Larsell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Katie provided an email address
(katielarsell@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Katie Larsell at katielarsell@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Bloom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:14:08 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Rebecca Bloom
Portland, Oregon, 97215, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Rebecca Bloom via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rebecca provided an email address
(adishaktima@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rebecca Bloom at adishaktima@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Heerdt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:12:03 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
William Heerdt
Portland, Oregon, 97267, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by William Heerdt via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however William provided an email address
(wmheerdt@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to William Heerdt at wmheerdt@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brookley Henri
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:11:46 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Brookley Henri
Astoria, Oregon, 97103, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Brookley Henri via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Brookley provided an email address
(brookleyhenri@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Brookley Henri at brookleyhenri@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Goldstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:11:35 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Steve Goldstein
Portland, Oregon, 97218, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Steve Goldstein via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Steve provided an email address
(greengoldpdx@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Steve Goldstein at greengoldpdx@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Mann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:09:14 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sara Mann
___________________________
This email was sent by Sara Mann via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sara provided an email address
(saraaiauum@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sara Mann at saraaiauum@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Allen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Monday, August 30, 2021 11:07:54 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Laura Allen
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Laura Allen via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Laura provided an email address
(laura.oakland@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Laura Allen at laura.oakland@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jakub Kubicka
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Sunday, August 29, 2021 1:24:08 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jakub Kubicka
___________________________
This email was sent by Jakub Kubicka via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jakub provided an email address
(jakubkubicka@outlook.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jakub Kubicka at jakubkubicka@outlook.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Lofy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Friday, August 27, 2021 11:57:32 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jean Lofy
___________________________
This email was sent by Jean Lofy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jean provided an email address (jeanlofy@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jean Lofy at jeanlofy@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Joos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, August 26, 2021 11:31:36 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sandra Joos
___________________________
This email was sent by Sandra Joos via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sandra provided an email address
(joosgalefamily@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sandra Joos at joosgalefamily@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rich Bowden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, August 26, 2021 7:46:40 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
This "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon is extremely worrisome, where our communities are once again
inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-all due to climate change.
Oregon needs to take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap
on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
The cost of not doing something is much greater than the money companies will have to pay.
Yours sincerely,
Rich Bowden
660 W 26th Ave., Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Rich Bowden via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rich provided an email address
(richbowden@efn.org) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rich Bowden at richbowden@efn.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Maffei
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Thursday, August 26, 2021 5:54:41 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jennifer Maffei
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jennifer Maffei via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jennifer provided an email address
(jmmaffei45@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jennifer Maffei at jmmaffei45@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 6:07:26 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I’m a retired NASA science writer, I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in
Oregon, where our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of
our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change. We don’t have time to waste! I’m 74, and
I don’t want my grandchildren to deal with mass migration, water shortages, extreme heat, unprecedented flooding,
and all horrors caused by a warming planet. When I took earth science in 1973, my professor was a climate scientist
who had been on the Exxon ship that studied the results of climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up. It may be already to late to help
my generation.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Linda Martin
Gales Creek, Oregon, 97117, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Linda Martin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Linda provided an email address
(lindazmartin@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Linda Martin at lindazmartin@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thor Hinckley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 3:33:56 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am very frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are
once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by
extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I believe our state must do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate
disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Thor Hinckley
___________________________
This email was sent by Thor Hinckley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Thor provided an email address
(thorhinckley53@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Thor Hinckley at thorhinckley53@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Whalen Whalen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 1:36:40 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Eric Whalen Whalen
Portland, Oregon, 97215, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Eric Whalen Whalen via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Eric Whalen provided an email address
(eric.n.whalen@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Eric Whalen Whalen at eric.n.whalen@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Valerie Snyder Snyder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 9:58:32 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Valerie Snyder Snyder
Glenwood, Oregon, 97116, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Valerie Snyder Snyder via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Valerie Snyder provided an email address
(mvensnyder@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Valerie Snyder Snyder at mvensnyder@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Austin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 8:49:21 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon"s greenhouse gas pollution continues at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s
draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are insufficient to meet our responsibility.
The draft rules may hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable. The pollution cap on "natural" gas for
the first time holds the oil industry more than ever before. The new move to a declining threshold for fuel suppliers
is promising and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community
Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians who are most harmed
by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
We need strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, or this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians, and will not reduce wildfires, decrease extreme heat events in my children's
lifetimes. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan’s (EO 20-04) minimum
targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets should be based
on the latest science, which says that cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030 are needed to return to a healthy
climate. Make the cap stronger, DEQ, to reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
NO FREE PASS FOR ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS!
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industry to follow the cap. And instead allows industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them
to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade (the fox guarding the hen house?). Pollution from
these sources could increase under this proposal - Ridiculous! If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from
mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be
verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining
cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest
single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. Community Climate
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Investments (CCIs) should be required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, to
make sure the cap practically meaningful and reduces pollution in Oregon communities.
The CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in frontline
communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs
reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I demand that Oregon do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate
disruption yet to come. Our state should be leading our nation's greenhouse gas emissions reductions, starting now.
This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these
changes and more for many months. Listen to the scientists. Listen to the atmosphere. We don't have much time to
turn around our damaged planet.
Sincerely, Karen Austin
Yours sincerely,
Karen Austin
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Karen Austin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Karen provided an email address
(wild.horizons@protonmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Karen Austin at wild.horizons@protonmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lary McKee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 5:57:31 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lary McKee
We NEED CLIMATE PROTECTION NOW!
___________________________
This email was sent by Lary McKee via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lary provided an email address
(lary@larymckee.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lary McKee at lary@larymckee.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:31:56 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Helen Anderson
___________________________
This email was sent by Helen Anderson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Helen provided an email address
(gabesgrandma1939@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Helen Anderson at gabesgrandma1939@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rita Castillo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 10:19:28 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Rita Castillo
___________________________
This email was sent by Rita Castillo via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rita provided an email address
(itouchedthewire@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rita Castillo at itouchedthewire@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen O"Neal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 9:20:59 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Maureen O'Neal
___________________________
This email was sent by Maureen O'Neal via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Maureen provided an email address
(momoneal77@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Maureen O'Neal at momoneal77@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Molly Merideth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:43:01 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Molly Merideth
___________________________
This email was sent by Molly Merideth via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Molly provided an email address
(molly.merideth@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Molly Merideth at molly.merideth@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caley Ream
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 7:06:41 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Caley Ream
___________________________
This email was sent by Caley Ream via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Caley provided an email address
(caleyream@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Caley Ream at caleyream@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tod Boyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:35:00 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Tod Boyer
Ashland, Oregon, 97520, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Tod Boyer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tod provided an email address (tboymail@opendoor.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tod Boyer at tboy-mail@opendoor.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Payne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:06:35 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Richard Payne
___________________________
This email was sent by Richard Payne via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Richard provided an email address
(nelo@frontier.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Richard Payne at nelo@frontier.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Prowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:47:54 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
The current exclusion of Oregon’s largest GHG & other toxic polluting industries is a huge & grievous flaw.
Unacceptable. DEQ must change these flaws to rise to the demands of our climate chaos threats - we need more
aggressive action to limit GHG emissions from all emission sources, especially the major, largest entities.
We have less than 10 years to cut GHG emissions on HALF-! The livability of our planet - our only home- is at
stake. DEQ, you must go back to the drawing board and increase the reach and shorten the timelines for enforceable
reductions. We’re out of time and need enforceable emissions established for all emitters now. No phasing in of
future compliance enforcement.
We either cut emissions in half by 2030 or risk passing critical climate tipping points. We’re already experiencing
the trauma, disruption, and cost of our climate chaos condition, and it’s escalating year by year. Extreme weather
events (drought and water supply threats, fires and their destruction, hazardous air quality from fires, our recent heat
dome reaching 116 degrees in PDX, last winter’s ice storm which downed & damaged trees on a massive scale…
and on and on…) these are here Now. We need meaningful, aggressive action now.
I urge you to go back to work and get this right! Everything is at stake.
Yours sincerely,
Sarah Prowell
Portland, Oregon, 97239, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Sarah Prowell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sarah provided an email address
(sprowell@ix.netcom.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sarah Prowell at sprowell@ix.netcom.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Vernier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 5:00:04 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I live in Jackson County. Needless to say, we have been at a forefront of climate change impact on our State. A
megadrought, ranch, vineyard and farm irrigation limitations, loss of recreation assets (including, among others,
outdoor performance venues), devastating wildfires, acrid smoke and mudslides are some of the calamatour resuilts.
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Vernier
___________________________
This email was sent by Michael Vernier via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Michael provided an email address
(vernier607@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Michael Vernier at vernier607@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudia Leonard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:48:25 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
I fear for my children and future generations. One of my three children has panic attacks thinking about climate
change. We all have moments of feeling helpless, realizing that riding my bike to work, recycling, and pondering
my carbon footprint will do nothing compared to significant legislative and industry change. Please help prove that
humans are worthy of their place on this Earth. Right now we don't look like we deserve it. Please help us not feel it
is hopeless, inevitable, and out of our control.
Yours sincerely,
Claudia Leonard
___________________________
This email was sent by Claudia Leonard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Claudia provided an email address
(openleonards@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Claudia Leonard at openleonards@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

anne Ackley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:11:37 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
anne Ackley
___________________________
This email was sent by anne Ackley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however anne provided an email address (awdsn@gmx.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to anne Ackley at awdsn@gmx.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Wahlquist
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:07:50 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Mary Wahlquist
Portland, Oregon, 97211, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Mary Wahlquist via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mary provided an email address
(mjw56@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Mary Wahlquist at mjw56@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Welte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:45:34 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sarah Welte
___________________________
This email was sent by Sarah Welte via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sarah provided an email address
(capa_7@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sarah Welte at capa_7@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Grace Neff Neff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:07:48 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Grace Neff Neff
Albany, Oregon, 97322, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Grace Neff Neff via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Grace Neff provided an email address
(graceswallow@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Grace Neff Neff at graceswallow@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Valerie Lovejoy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:02:23 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Valerie Lovejoy
___________________________
This email was sent by Valerie Lovejoy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Valerie provided an email address
(starwoman_44@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Valerie Lovejoy at starwoman_44@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:02:07 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Bill O'Brien
Beaverton, Oregon, 97005, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Bill O'Brien via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Bill provided an email address
(wobobr123@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Bill O'Brien at wobobr123@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William M. Musser IV
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:53:15 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
William Musser
Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by William M. Musser IV via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however William M. provided an email
address (wmusseriv@icloud.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to William M. Musser IV at wmusseriv@icloud.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juanita Rinas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:42:05 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Juanita Rinas
Eugene, Oregon, 97402, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Juanita Rinas via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Juanita provided an email address
(solacdncs@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Juanita Rinas at solacdncs@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Mendoza
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:29:51 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nancy Mendoza
___________________________
This email was sent by Nancy Mendoza via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nancy provided an email address
(destmend@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nancy Mendoza at destmend@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Cowen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 2:05:33 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Anna Cowen
___________________________
This email was sent by Anna Cowen via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Anna provided an email address
(annaysun@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Anna Cowen at annaysun@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Hagge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:57:33 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Janet Hagge
___________________________
This email was sent by Janet Hagge via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Janet provided an email address
(oregonsoma@peak.org) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Janet Hagge at oregonsoma@peak.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Jess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:16:35 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Terry Jess
Albany, Oregon, 97321, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Terry Jess via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Terry provided an email address
(terry.e.jess@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Terry Jess at terry.e.jess@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randall Webb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:58:11 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Randall Webb
Portland, Oregon, 97210, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Randall Webb via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Randall provided an email address
(lawrkw@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Randall Webb at lawrkw@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Basey Klopp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:26:09 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is becoming increasingly unlivable for months out of the year as a direct result of climate change. We have
got to take immediate action to do better by our kids' generation - else they will no longer be Oregonians.
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Basey Klopp
___________________________
This email was sent by Basey Klopp via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Basey provided an email address
(bklopp@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Basey Klopp at bklopp@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tia Hatton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:18:16 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Tia Hatton
Bend, Oregon, 97701, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Tia Hatton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tia provided an email address (tia@olcv.org) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tia Hatton at tia@olcv.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Belinda Colley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:17:04 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Belinda Colley
___________________________
This email was sent by Belinda Colley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Belinda provided an email address
(bizzebee_58@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Belinda Colley at bizzebee_58@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Kennedy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:14:57 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Scott Kennedy
Keizer, Oregon, 97303, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Scott Kennedy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Scott provided an email address
(tykieh@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Scott Kennedy at tykieh@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Gerl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:08:43 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregoncan do more in taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution
continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
This is the perfect time to require and reward industry to make the changes they need to make in order to become
zero emitters and close industrial pollution cycles by recycling their product, closing avenues of pollution, and
investing in their own sustainability.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Carol Gerl
Lincoln City, Oregon, 97367, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Carol Gerl via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Carol provided an email address
(plumeria56@charter.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Carol Gerl at plumeria56@charter.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brent Rocks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:05:10 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Brent Rocks
___________________________
This email was sent by Brent Rocks via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Brent provided an email address
(brent_rocks@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Brent Rocks at brent_rocks@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alisa Blum
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:51:25 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Alisa Blum
Beaverton, Oregon, 97007, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Alisa Blum via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Alisa provided an email address
(alisalblum@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Alisa Blum at alisalblum@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Albert Albert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:51:21 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Anthony Albert Albert via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Anthony Albert provided an email address
(albert2910@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Anthony Albert Albert at albert2910@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Marrs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:50:09 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Cynthia Marrs
___________________________
This email was sent by Cynthia Marrs via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Cynthia provided an email address
(marrs_cynthia@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Cynthia Marrs at marrs_cynthia@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:41:15 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
BC Shelby
___________________________
This email was sent by BC Shelby via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however BC provided an email address (bcshelby@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to BC Shelby at bcshelby@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adama Hamilton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:39:48 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Adama Hamilton
Ashland, Oregon, 97520, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Adama Hamilton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Adama provided an email address
(eshyouhod@me.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Adama Hamilton at eshyouhod@me.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Nugent
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:37:07 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Carol Nugent
Hillsboro, Oregon, 97124, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Carol Nugent via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Carol provided an email address
(cnugent@hevanet.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Carol Nugent at cnugent@hevanet.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Howard Shapiro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:29:48 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Howard Shapiro
___________________________
This email was sent by Howard Shapiro via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Howard provided an email address
(howeird3@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Howard Shapiro at howeird3@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan Scott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:27:51 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Alan Scott
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Alan Scott via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Alan provided an email address
(alan.scott.sol@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Alan Scott at alan.scott.sol@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randy Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:25:26 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Randy Harrison Harrison
Eugene, Oregon, 97402, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Randy Harrison via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Randy provided an email address
(ran6711@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Randy Harrison at ran6711@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walter Englert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:24:59 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
We have little time to lose. Oregon should be a national leader in reducing greenhouse gases and transitioning to
clean energy.
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Walter Englert
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Walter Englert via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Walter provided an email address
(walter.englert@reed.edu) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Walter Englert at walter.englert@reed.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsay Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:21:18 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lindsay Moore
Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Lindsay Moore via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lindsay provided an email address
(orensha366@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lindsay Moore at orensha366@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ian Shelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:20:56 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ian Shelley
___________________________
This email was sent by Ian Shelley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ian provided an email address (ianjs@comcast.net)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ian Shelley at ianjs@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zach Mulholland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 9:46:43 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Please take action to immediately ban the sale and installation of equipment that uses natural gas and provide
financial support for low income households to electrify their heating systems.
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Zach Mulholland
Eugene, Oregon, 97402, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Zach Mulholland via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Zach provided an email address
(zacharyfmulholland@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Zach Mulholland at zacharyfmulholland@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Virginia Canavan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Follow the science! The draft Climate Protection Program must more ambitious! We"re
running out of time.
Thursday, September 16, 2021 6:10:22 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frightened, frustrated and angry. I am frightened for the future of my 30 year-old granddaugher and my 2-yearold great granddaughter. I am frustrated because scientists and pollutors have known about the damage being
caused to our planet since the 1970's. The science was clear then. And I'm angry that on every government level, the
fossil fuel companies, the plastic companies, the agriculture and forestry companies have been allowed to continue
killing us and now killing the planet.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ginny Osteen
___________________________
This email was sent by Virginia Canavan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Virginia provided an email address
(ginnyo1950@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Virginia Canavan at ginnyo1950@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

TC Parker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
TC Parker; Hillary Kittleson (The Back House)
Rulemaking Comment: GO STRONG! Improve Climate Protection Program rules
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:27:59 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I come from a long line of Oregonians. Loggers, fishers, teachers and more
that understand the need to protect our natural resources. Climate change
has already had a devastating impact on many of the things and lifestyles
that we hold dear.
The Climate Protection Program is an opportunity for Oregon to step up
and show that we value the environment (our planet, for goodness sake)
and that we can be independent and bold in our actions.
I appreciate the work that has been done to try to hold the worst polluters
accountable but it is important to hold firm and not make exceptions and
compromises that prevent us from meeting science led goals. The science
is so clear that it is frightening. We need to do even more than put a cap
on pollution from "natural gas" and require that the oil industry reduce
emissions. These actions are long overdue and more is needed.
I'm asking you to make changes to the draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program that requires an aggressive goal (cutting climate
polluting emissions 50% by 2030). No polluter should get by without
making some mandatory cut in emissions. And, climate equity needs to
factor into your decisions such that Oregonians most likely being harmed
can experience a measurable change for the better.
I cannot understand why major industrial emitters in Oregon are not
included in the draft rules. Is this favoritism? Explain it to me. Exemptions
from mandatory cuts in emissions from any large polluter must be
explained and justified using an unbiased "greater good" analysis. This
part of the plan does not hold water as written. In that same vein please
reconsider
covering in-state gas power plants which are currently exempted from the
program in the future.
We have a unique opportunity before us. Be bold. Do not squander our
future. This has been a long and winding road. We must restore faith in
our ability to see what is ahead and to act decisively.
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Sincerely,
Teresa C. Parker
Lane County, 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cwvoeller@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Voeller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: greatly strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:29:59 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ to revisit -sooner than
later- covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted
from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Carol Voeller
2480 Wayside Ter NE Salem, OR 97301-9603
cwvoeller@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

herbalynn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mollie Crowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Hold large polluters acceptable
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:48:05 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mollie Crowell
1737 SW Songbird St Mcminnville, OR 97128-7405
herbalynn@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment: how much of our state must burn before we charge a price on pollution for those who can
fully afford to pay their way???
Thursday, September 2, 2021 10:19:59 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality re Greenhouse Gas Power Structure
Attention Betsy Johnson: fox in the chicken coop: the times are changing; your protection of polluters is no longer
conscionable. Stand up for your human communities’.
I am disappointed and sad to once again witness a summer of climate crisis::: 103 degrees in Astoria where the
needles of the surf pines burnt!’,our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought;
more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nancy Cook
Astoria, Oregon, 97103, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Nancy Cook via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nancy provided an email address
(soandika@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nancy Cook at soandika@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Hajny
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: I am pleading with you to strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without
delay.
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:53:17 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
We owe it to our children and grandchildren to do these things immmediately!
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sharon Hajny
Portland, Oregon, 97225, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Sharon Hajny via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sharon provided an email address
(sharonhajny22@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sharon Hajny at sharonhajny22@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roy Steves
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: I support Gov. Brown"s EO on emission reduction.
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:44:13 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: I support Gov. Brown's EO on emission reduction.
Dear Advisor Singh,
While I recognize some of the concerns being raised by industry (NW Natural is prompting
this, for example), I feel that drastic action is warranted and necessary, and those risks are
unavoidable, even if plausible.
Sincerely,
Roy Steves
roy@statbid.com
3181 Tierra Drive Northeast Salem, OR 97305 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Connie Peterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: improve draft Climate Protection rules in three key areas
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:01:47 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
As a 70 year Oregon resident who cares deeply about this, I am reeling from yet another "summer of the climate
crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once again inundated with smoke from devastating wildfires and
parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon has long been a leader in environmental protection, but we are falling behind in combating the climate crisis,
with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s
draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility.
I acknowledge that there are good parts of the the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a good compromise and
should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that protect the most vulnerable and achieve, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which is not acceptable. We do not have time to waste!. Industrial polluter's actions to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory.
Ideally, DEQ would signal its intention to cover in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters,
which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. This is good, but as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton
for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful
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investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and
communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required
to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the
limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I could be called a bitter old lady--my amazing and educated professional children have decided I will never be a
grandmother because of our failure to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate
disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Connie Peterson
Oregon, 97703, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Connie Peterson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Connie provided an email address
(cjp8784@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Connie Peterson at cjp8784@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Strelow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: improve draft Climate Protection rules in three key areas
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 12:01:49 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Emily Strelow
___________________________
This email was sent by Emily Strelow via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Emily provided an email address
(emilystrelow@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Emily Strelow at emilystrelow@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Jaszkowski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: improve draft Climate Protection rules in three key areas
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 5:43:06 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon once again.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your
moment in history to step up.
The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an
innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
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At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Laura Jaszkowski
Eugene, Oregon, 97404, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Laura Jaszkowski via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Laura provided an email address
(joyincloth@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Laura Jaszkowski at joyincloth@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patty Espy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: improve draft Climate Protection rules in three key areas
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 5:35:01 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Patty Espy
Portland, Oregon, 97213, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Patty Espy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Patty provided an email address (patty.espy@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Patty Espy at patty.espy@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Kugler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: improve draft Climate Protection rules in three key areas
Sunday, September 5, 2021 8:42:41 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
For over thirty year the scientific community has practically been begging humans to change our behaviors in
relation to how we use fossil fuels. They have repeatedly warned us of the consequences of our inaction and we
have continued to ignore them. And what have we gotten for our collective greed and ignorance? Fires that burn
more often and longer, rising sea levels, heat waves that kill thousands if not millions, And while we have made
some efforts to address climate change they have been to few and to little! All we need to do is look at the state of
our planet to know this is true.
I have grown impatient with the often used argument that we cannot damage our economy by addressing climate
change. This is a a lie, pure and simple. Yes it will mean the end of the fossil fuels industry as we know it, but it
will mean millions of jobs in the new green energy industry.
We have to do more, we have waited far too long and done far too little up till now!
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
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best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Peter Kugler
Springfield, Oregon, 97478, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Peter Kugler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Peter provided an email address
(kugler796@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Peter Kugler at kugler796@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Beckwith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: improve draft Climate Protection rules in three key areas
Saturday, September 4, 2021 9:58:46 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jennifer Beckwith
Glenwood, Oregon, 97116, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jennifer Beckwith via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jennifer provided an email address
(jennbeckwith@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jennifer Beckwith at jennbeckwith@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lina Sylvae
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: improve draft Climate Protection rules in three key areas
Saturday, September 4, 2021 7:24:52 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lina Sylvae
___________________________
This email was sent by Lina Sylvae via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lina provided an email address
(ishtara77@mail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lina Sylvae at ishtara77@mail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Glenna Hayes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: improve draft Climate Protection rules in three key areas
Saturday, September 4, 2021 6:45:44 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Glenna Hayes
___________________________
This email was sent by Glenna Hayes via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Glenna provided an email address
(gahportland@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Glenna Hayes at gahportland@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Niomi Markel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: improve draft Climate Protection rules in three key areas
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:55:50 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Niomi Markel
Portland, Oregon, 97214, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Niomi Markel via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Niomi provided an email address
(nmarkel3587@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Niomi Markel at nmarkel3587@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonnie New
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Improve the draft Climate Protection rules!
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 11:49:15 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I’m deeply worried about climate change, and I want you to act on it boldly, NOW. Its effects are getting more and
more catastrophic, and our window to act effectively is closing fast. We are reeling, in OR and across the country,
with climate change effects - unprecedented heat, drought, fires, and human suffering. It reach 118 degrees in Hood
River last month! 118 degrees!!!!! Our largest industry is ag. Workers were laboring in that heat. Much of the
harvest has been ruined.
Despite their whining and protestations, it is absolutely unconscionable for the DEQ to give any pass at all to
climate-polluting industries.
So far, OR has not taken responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution
continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. And so far, DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility.
The draft rules seek to hold many of OR's worst polluters accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural"
gas for the first time, and it shows more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. This is GOOD! The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. These things too are GOOD! THANK YOU!
But we need some serious improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program. Specifically:
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030. Create strong targets and
an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually.
2) NO PASSES FOR ANY POLLUTERS!!! Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining
emissions reductions. Require industrial sources to follow the cap. Cover gas power plants, the state's largest single
climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change. Require Community Climate Investments (CCIs) to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants. And clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify, and ensure that the
price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
My children and grandchildren will have to live with the world you create with these final rules. Do it right, please.
The price for "caving" is way way way too high for us.
Yours sincerely,
Bonnie New, MD MPH
Hood River, Oregon, 97031, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Bonnie New via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Bonnie provided an email address
(bnew1@live.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
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Please reply to Bonnie New at bnew1@live.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

roseaj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janice Rose
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: it"s IMPORTANT to strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:41:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am a native Oregonian & organic gardener.
OR is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility & it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time & more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise & should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets & an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, & begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in OR. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions & only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate & air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer &
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel & potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels & climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, & communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless & continuing pollution in Oregon
communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction & investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify & ensure that the price of
CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children & to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet
to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental
justice, climate protection, & public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Janice Rose
20367 S Highway 211 Colton, OR 97017-9458
roseaj@colton.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Buxton Slater
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Mismanagement by the State of Oregon Governor"s office
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:23:31 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Mismanagement by the State of Oregon Governor's office
Dear Advisor Singh,
The DEQ climate rules being proposed by the current State of Oregon Governor and her
administration is simply another way to levy unnecessary fees and taxes onto the citizens of
Oregon. The governor and her administration have no idea how to combat what they deem to
be an environmental threat to the State of Oregon and proof of that is the failure to manage
forests in this state. Forest fires have raged in this state for several years now due this
administration failure to manage the forests, sending massive amounts of pollution into the air
and creating air quality problems for everyone. This in spite of the millions of taxpayer dollars
that have been allocated towards forest management which instead are being hoarded by the
current governor's office.
Sincerely,
David Buxton Slater
wirenut_1462@frontier.com
2930 SW 199th Pl Aloha, OR 97003 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nick Hunt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: No Blackouts or Brownouts
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:58:13 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: No Blackouts or Brownouts
Dear Advisor Singh,
Don't turn Oregon into California. We do not want rolling blackouts and brownouts in Oregon.
All forms of energy production are needed in order to safely meet our energy needs. If our
state is entirely dependent on electricity, in the event of a power outage, like the significant
one the Portland Metro area experienced in the winter of 2020-2021, hundreds of thousands of
people wouldn't have even had the option to turn to gas to heat their homes or cook food.
Thousands of people would have faced hypothermia. These vast reductions in gas sound nice
on paper but if put into practice, would be extremely dangerous.
We saw this in Texas last winter, as well. West Texas was extremely dependent on wind
power when they faced an unprecedented cold snap. The wind turbines seized, leaving
hundreds of thousands without power in subzero temperatures. Hundreds of people died from
hypothermia as a result. This was made possible because politicians romanticized the idea of
having wind power, without carefully weighing the risks. DO NOT make the same mistake in
Oregon.
Let's be safe and smart. Let Oregonians continue to use ALL forms of energy while we allow
industry to innovate and become more efficient with our resources, without setting our state up
for disaster.
Sincerely,
Nick Hunt
corsair1942@protonmail.com
9283 SW Cascara Ln Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

J&M Ritchie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: NW Natural Gas Climate Response to DEQ
Sunday, October 24, 2021 2:44:03 PM

I am here to tell you that the myth that everyone agrees that man made climate change is real
and need to be addressed is very far from being true. The entire farce is built on fabricated
science and the fact that many scientists find that deception is more to their own interest than
truth. This is clearly a politically motivated agenda to create a problem that can only be solved
by the ideology of one side of the political spectrum, namely the Democrats who will offer a
solution to the doomsday scenario they helped create.
Now I implore you to invest just 1 hour to do your own personal common sense investigation.
A high school education is quite adequate to interpret the raw data results and there are many
many true climate scientists who have analyzed the raw data and come up with a completely
different conclusion than the IPCC and other so called "experts" many whom are not climate
scientists in any form but are recruited to perpetuate the farce.
So here are some good places to go to get the real information. The farce has gotten so bad
they are actually willing to change historical raw data to support the cause! Thankfully old
data has been preserved and is still available to see the full evidence of the crime.
The truth about Co2 and greenhouse gases...
http://www.co2science.org/articles/V24/sep/a2.php
Conclusion: "Considering that the current net effect of clouds is cooling and it seems likely
that total water vapor in the atmosphere is decreasing or staying flat, these results suggest we
have little to worry about regarding increasing GHGs (Green House Gases ).
See how data has been manipulated...
https://realclimatescience.com/61-fake-data/
https://wattsupwiththat.com/tag/climate-change/
https://www.climatescienceinternational.org/
https://www.instituteforenergyresearch.org/climate-change/scaring-the-public-on-climatechange/
I am in support of Natural Gas as the cleanest, most reliable, and abundant energy source
available on the face of the earth. Why? Because it burns cleanly and efficiently, it is a direct
heat source ( does not have conversion losses ), it is readily available in abundant supply and
has the infrastructure to distribute it at a low cost and safe manor. When you factor in the
environmental effects of manufacturing, using, and disposal of wind, solar, nuclear, even
geothermal and heat pump technology, it becomes a much greater impact on our environment.
Then there are the wasteful conversion losses and transmission losses to factor in.
This makes natural gas a good choice especially for the people who can not afford expensive
and complex energy systems. People who do not want holes in their roof from solar panels,
birds killed with windmills, high maintenance costs, and high voltage that will kill you without
easy detection.
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I strongly urge DEQ to embrace Natural Gas as the cleanest possible energy and not mandate
illogical and tyrannical laws and rulings that stifle common sense and burden the less fortunate
making all our lives less comfortable and angry for no good reason.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Stickney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: on strengthening the draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 11:16:32 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
This past summer has been an incredibly difficult and eye opening season for Oregon and the
world in terms of climate destruction. Our communities and forests have been pushed beyond
the brink of survival by climate disasters - wildfires, drought, and extreme heat that killed
more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians. The State’s iconic rivers and coast have also suffered
immensely with toxic algae blooms occurring once again in the Klamath River, and record
low salmon runs in the Columbia River and tributaries.
In the face of these mounting disasters, Oregon is not taking responsibility for the greenhouse
gasses emitted within the State. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not
sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up and curtail
Oregon’s carbon impact according to the current best science.
Despite my frustrations with the shortcomings of the State’s climate policy to date, I have to
give credit to the authors of the draft rules for seeking to hold many of the worst polluters in
Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and
more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining
threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI)
are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science and cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030 (IPCC, 2021)
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit the
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
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achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be
based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. As famed
as Oregon is for its natural wonders, we should regard this reduction as a minimum and work
to lead the world of emission reductions. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution
more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources, including large fracked gas power plants,
to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best
for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these
sources could increase under this proposal, while the companies responsible for these
emissions continue to greenwash their practices and public image, which flies in the face of its
entire purpose.
It is inexcusable for this program to promote a safer climate for the future when in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, are currently exempted. For far too
long, oil and gas companies have been able to avoid regulations thanks to immense political
power, and it should never be expected that these companies will follow vague guidelines with
little to no systems of accountability in place. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, which would itself be an abdication of responsibility,
then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions will need to be
verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with
the overall declining cap trajectory.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but
as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one
credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
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meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering
the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation. That way, communities that have historically been removed and displaced by
many forms of development, are sure to benefit in ways that protect their rights to selfdetermination and a resilient and livable future.
What do I tell my children, who are both under the age of five, when wildfire smoke and
extreme heat make it unsafe for them to play outside? Who reaps the profits of extractive
industries that are ravaging Oregon’s awe inspiring forest, rivers and salmon populations,
whose wonders my children will never be able to experience as past generations have? I am
grief stricken by the fact that we have all the evidence of what we are doing to the Earth and
we have the solutions to change our climate future NOW, but the people and corporations in
charge are not making the necessary changes. I want our state to do more to ensure a better
world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This
program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these
changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Ben Stickney
Portland, 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisandra Mathews
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon affordable energy choice
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 7:15:20 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Advisor Singh,
As you must be getting an avalanche of rubber stamped email templates with desperate calls
for renewable energy, I will make my request short and sweet.
Not all Oregonians are dazzled by the words renewable energy and have a panic attack at the
mention of climate change theory. We know these are marketing efforts to appease the feeble
minded and enrich renewable energy contractors and impoverish the middle class you
continually squeeze dry.
Renewable energy is a horse that won’t run because you have beat it to death. Epic failures of
Spain and boondoggles like Solyndra are not memory holed entirely. Pictures of wind turbine
wings that need to be buried because they can not be recycled also circle the internet and it’s
no secret the millions of birds that are killed along with ruining the beautiful landscape.
If we we were serious about clean energy we would invest in nuclear like France and Japan.
It’s not perfect but it’s far more efficient and less of an impact than renewable energy sources
like solar and wind that are all PR and very expensive.
Focus on making sure the money we spend for the high prices energy is used to update the
infrastructure so that the energy if not cheap can be considered reliable.
Kind regards,
Lisandra
Sincerely,
Lisandra Mathews
lisandra.mathews@protonmail.com
3443 Chippewa Ct West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dirk Ruthrauff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon and its citizens need reliable and affordable energy that is shaped primarily by
market forces
Saturday, October 23, 2021 5:07:17 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon and its citizens need reliable and affordable energy that is
shaped primarily by market forces
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• Oregon and its citizens need reliable and affordable energy that is shaped primarily by
market forces. Already we see skyrocketing costs, and reliability problems resulting from illconsidered mandates from people not familiar with managing efficient and reliable energy
systems. I fear we are sleepwalking into disaster.
• Historically, natural gas has been seen as one important solution to pollution and carbon
emissions. Not long ago, it was a mark of pride when communities had regional transit
vehicles converted to natural gas. We seem to be departing from this without much thought,
and with no reliable and affordable alternative.
• Many attempts to transition to renewables have not worked well, and this phenomenon is a
world wide issue. It is essential that we assess the effectiveness and efficiency of large
mandates to eliminate fossil fuel use. Even now, programs are beginning to see the strain. I
sense that the workability of all this is not really being considered.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• Consumers, and energy providers MUST be central to any planning and rollout. There
appears to be a real disconnect between what decision makers mandate, and what is practical
for both consumers and providers of energy.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
• This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
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• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Sincerely,
Dirk Ruthrauff
ruthrauffdirk@gmail.com
322 Elk Dr Cottage Grove, OR 97424 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gail LaMontagne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon citizens need clean natural gas
Sunday, October 24, 2021 1:42:48 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon citizens need clean natural gas
Dear Advisor Singh,
DEQ Official,
NW Natural Gas is an affordable lifeline for thousands of customers. People switched from an
oil furnace to gas furnace because it is cleaner and less expensive. This is what our family did.
It is time to think of the ordinary citizen and rising prices instead of windmills and the
Democratic Party line.
Kate Brown and her executive orders must be challenged. She is ruining Oregon.
Sincerely,
Gail LaMontagne
gailceleste27@yahoo.com
17114 SE Pagoda Court Portland, OR 97267 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Harlan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon DEQ’s Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:23:27 AM

I am retired from a 36 year career in the energy industry (oil and gas, conventional power generation and renewable
power generation). Since retirement, I have volunteered for Citizens Climate Lobby (CCL) and given Rotary
presentations on the Energy Transition and CCL’s Carbon Fee and Dividend policy proposal for a rising federal
carbon tax. Carbon Fee and Dividend is technology agnostic, making no attempt to mandate specific technologies. I
believe Carbon Fee and Dividend is the best policy proposal, and applaud Oregon’s legislators for recently passing
SJM5 in support of it. In my opinion, state-by-state climate mandates are counter-productive, complicating the
investment process and driving up the cost of capital. Regarding Energy Transition, there is a growing body of
academic research on lower risk / lower cost deep decarbonization pathways (e.g., Jessie Jenkins’ work at Princeton)
pointing to the critical role of “…firm low carbon resources..” (i.e., nuclear, natural gas with carbon capture and
storage, enhanced geothermal, large scale hydro). Nuclear is the most proven and scalable of these, and has
amongst the safest track records of any power source. And Oregon has a home-grown company leading the way on
the design of new, passively cooled power plants (NuScale). On the other hand, renewable natural gas/hydrogen which appear to be pre-favored technologies by Oregon's DEQ - while promising, remain highly speculative in terms
of cost and effectiveness. Energy infrastructure planning is a complex and necessarily conservative exercise, as the
economy depends on reliable energy. Tying Oregonians’ future to a narrow renewable portfolio including
RNG/hydrogen as the firm low carbon resource would be a highly speculative bet on the backs of Oregon citizens.
Closing note: we are going to need the flexibility of natural gas generation for the foreseeable future.

Jim Harlan
3818 S.E. 10th Ave
Portland, OR. 97202
Jdh.energy@gmail.com
503 833 2906
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Niece
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon governor’s executive order should not be followed
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:48:26 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon governor’s executive order should not be followed
Dear Advisor Singh,
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
These changes should be voted on by the people, after all the true costs are available to the
public
Sincerely, Ron Niece
Sincerely,
Ronald Niece
rkniece@msn.com
695 E College St PO Box 170 Mount Angel, OR 97362 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Clinton Wood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon homeowners need multiple energy sources for year round reliability
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:15:17 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon homeowners need multiple energy sources for year round
reliability
Dear Advisor Singh,
I writing today because I’ve been told that Oregon is considering banning new natural gas
hook-ups to homes in Oregon. I believe carbon-dioxide induced global warming is real. I
believe reducing greenho
Sincerely,
Clinton Wood
clintonwoodemail@gmail.com
20300 SW Nancy Ln Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abe Cambier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon must shift to low carbon energy sources
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:14:13 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon must shift to low carbon energy sources
Dear Advisor Singh,
I fully support the Governor's efforts to lower our state's emissions as soon as possible. The
critical timetable to avoid catastrophic global warming means we have to shift away from
fossil fuels, including natural gas. As a capitalist, I believe in market based solutions and in
this case that will mean higher energy prices. I would love to see a carbon tax that would then
support low income people who will be least able to pay. I believe NW Natural is using
"renewable natural gas and hydrogen" as a distraction in an effort to protect their market share.
I hope that those sources are developed in the next decades, but we will be lucky if we can
have enough for industrial purposes and transportation. There is no place for natural gas in
residential homes. Obviously we cannot transition overnight, but adding it to new homes and
encouraging new natural gas appliances and furnaces is not sustainable.
Thank you,
Abe Cambier
Sincerely,
Abe Cambier
abecambier@hotmail.com
6310 SE Yamhill St. Portland, OR 97215 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Hoag
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs a renewable, resilient, and affordable energy system.y affordable energy
choice
Sunday, October 10, 2021 2:43:44 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs a renewable, resilient, and affordable energy
system.y affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Nicole Singh,
Addressing climate change is complex. Reducing carbon emissions is an important goal, but
only in a manner that does not cripple our economy and quality of life. Working together will
lead to the most promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs at a time when electrical service has blackouts, nuclear power is prohibited and
hydro-electric dams are being removed.. Homes and businesses with gas service can have
energy even when the electric power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system. A comprehensive and data-driven assessment of the
cost, emissions and reliability impacts of the proposed program is necessary.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Stephen Hoag
Sincerely,
Stephen Hoag
sebahoag@comcast.net
2565 SW 194th Avenue Beaverton, OR 97003 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Valley Crematory
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs affordable and abundant energy and Natural Gas fits that perfectly.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:20:23 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs affordable and abundant energy and Natural Gas fits
that perfectly.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon needs affordable, clean and abundant energy for not just our economy but for the
pocket books of hard working Oregonians. Natural Gas is the answer to that. We already have
the infrastructure in place and it's clean and abundant. Please continue and expand our use of
Natural Gas.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Valley Crematory
neil@cornwellcolonial.com
PO Box 214 Woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Neil Schaefer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs affordable, abundant and effective energy
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:42:30 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs affordable, abundant and effective energy
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please make all efforts to keep Natural Gas affordable for Oregon families. In order for us to
have a strong economy and keep out environment clean, we need Natural Gas to be abundant
and affordable.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Neil Schaefer
nschaefer6@hotmail.com
10250 SW ASHTON CIRCLE WILSONVILLE, OR 97070 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Kerwin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs affordable, renewable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:51:29 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs affordable, renewable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• Affordable forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. I do not
want to be priced out existence due to an overly strict executive order. Using the natural gas
infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by delivering
renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Michael Kerwin
michaelakerwin@gmail.com
1452 Grand Ave Astoria, OR 97103 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randall Brewer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs affordable, reliable, secure, and varied energy choices
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:05:44 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs affordable, reliable, secure, and varied energy
choices
Dear Advisor Singh,
Consumers like my family want to be able to choose affordable, reliable and varied energy
sources. Anything else will not be acceptable to the average Oregonian.
Massive new government regulation schemes always lead to higher prices, less reliability, less
choice, and harm to average citizens. Natural Gas is a much better and energy efficient source
of energy than electricity for heating and cooking.
Electricity is unreliable in many areas of rural Oregon (as in our area). That requires us to have
alternate sources of energy to fill the gap like gasoline or propane powered generators. These
are more expensive and less efficient. Natural Gas by contrast is extremely reliable.
diminishing this important existing energy resource is unacceptable.
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Randall Brewer
rbrewer26@charter.net
2577 NE 55th Place Lincoln City, OR 97367 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Featherly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs reliable renewable, resilient, affordable energy choices
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 1:49:17 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs reliable renewable, resilient, affordable energy
choices
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon DEQ.
When considering new rules on Climate Change in Oregon, please consider what the rest of
the world is doing. China is building multiple coal fired power plants every month both in
China and around the planet. China does not install any pollution control equipment on any of
these new coal fired power plants.
How do I know about this situation - I was a member of Intel's Y2K infrastructure project
team. .Intel has an Assembly Test plant in Shanghai, China. When our team visited this city, I
ask for a guided tour of the new coal power plant in Shanghai They were happy to give a
guided tour. They had purchased the design from an American company. They told me they
did not purchase or install any pollution control equipment on any of their coal fired power
plants. There are no rules or regulations in there country for this.
In my tours of other countries in this area, they no rules either. You can see this pollution very
clearly in news reports from these countries. Please keep in mind, the news reporters can not
mention or comment on the bad air. They just film the report from long distance and the eye
can not see to the end of the field or what ever they are trying to show us.
Most countries that I have worked in would tell me their building codes were the same as the
US. They may have be published like that, but these codes were not enforced anywhere.
Bottom line, the air pollution generated in China or India, will travel on the jet stream and
arrive in Oregon. Cleaning up this mess can not be done from OR, it must start at the sources.
Please analyze the entire power grid system, before trying to determine how much of each
type of power to recommend. Solar power is available during the day. Batteries do not exist to
save enough of this power to use at night. Wind power has a sweet spot for both high and low
wind speeds. If wind speed is out of this sweet spot, the wind mill takes itself out of service.
No one wants rolling black outs like CA is becoming famous for.
Sincerely,
John Featherly
BSME, PE
Sincerely,
John Featherly
john.featherly70@gmail.com
22798 SW Noble St. Beaverton, OR 97078 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bryan Andrade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs reliable, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:22:49 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs reliable, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
It is important to keep in mind the array of values effected when considering climate-targeting
policy making. Some of them are:
Policy cost is more than monetary, and will hit the poor the hardest. Any policy should be as
flexible as possible, leaving people with as many options as possible.
Any policy put into effect should have a built-in reversibility mechanism to undo the policy if
it turns out to not be the best option available. Only hindsight is 20/20, and none of us want to
be stuck with something less than the best option available.
DEQ resources are better spent addressing materially significant polluting than reducing the
already de minimis emissions of natural gas and other Oregon energy sources.
Sincerely,
Bryan Andrade
bryanandradelmt@gmail.com
140 NE 28th Ave Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Gressel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable energy
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:05:51 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable energy
Dear Advisor Singh,
I support Governor Brown's executive order requiring state agencies to meet specific goals.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Gressel
gresselc@gmail.com
6816 S.E. 32nd Avenue PORTLAND, OR 97202 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rod Strand
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:21:50 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I have seen nothing in the text of any drafts, recommendations, proposals or research that
addresses the basic issue of how much or whether this is going to cost the ordinary citizen.
There should be some consideration for limitation on bottom line costs to the general
population/individual citizen, whether it's a direct billing or whether it is from anticipated
increased expenses to business entities that will Governor's comments indicate that this will
benefit "impacted communities" without specifying just how the impacts are detrimental or
exactly what they are and what the proposals will do to mitigate or eliminate any such
detriments. Governmental action should not occur without specificity of the exact problem and
the precise means of correction, and should not be undertaken unless the cost is zero to the
citizenry or an economic improvement that redounds to the benefit of the individual citizen.
To do otherwise is simply more of a push to continue to bury those on the lower end of the
economic chart.
Sincerely,
Rod Strand
rod@rodstrand.com
11402 SE Flavel St Portland, OR 97266 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Czerniawski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:28:29 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
How dare you burden middle and lower income people with higher costs for essential services.
You represent the worst in public officials. Meanwhile, you have created subsidies for solar
and EV that are only accessible to the rich who may afford these objects in the first place. You
are absolutely disgusting. Stay out of our energy choices. I will be working my hardest to see
you out of office. What an absolute disgrace.
Sincerely,
David Czerniawski
daveczerniawski@protonmail.com
1420 8th Avenue SW Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Gibson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 16, 2021 7:19:29 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Good morning,
First, I am proud to live and run a business a State that is working to make changes to preserve
the planet.
When crafting changes significant time needs to spent on solutions that take into consideration
the predictable natural disasters whether volcanic, seismic or even changes like sea rise and
distant tsunamis. Let us work to create a system that can quickly return after an earthquake
and tsunami.
Let’s consider using a torrefide product like logging waste to provide power in already
existing coal plants and improve a natural gas infrastructure to allow local power ( at homes)
without using fossil fuels.we should be considering using our most abundant resources like
wind and wave on the coast and solar to our east but not forget trees and the billions of BTU’s
we burn as waste right on the logging site.
The state turned a blind eye to a lng terminal without the massive shipping fleet arriving at our
shores. One of the most significant impacts we could make would be to support the quick
conversion of bunker fuel ships to LNG. It made perfect sense to have a fueling depot here (
not a mass distribution center but a gas station for ships) a few miles off one of the busiest
thoroughfares in the world. We are a long way from a safer solution for transport on sea.
Solar, wind and wave will make massive leaps in the near future but the bridges needed to get
to that space require us to utilize a long list intermediary alternatives. Thank you for the
opportunity to have a voice.
Sincerely,
John Gibson
john@neighborforlife.com
1892 Sherman Ave North Bend, OR 97459 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Jakstis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:28:59 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
A balance of energy sources makes good sense. In any plan there should be a back up plan to
ensure energy availability in case of a sudden emergency. It would be extremely shortsighted
to be dependent on only one source. Please lay out a well-balaced smart plan that includes true
monetary output. Let's not be caught without energy in this unpredictable climate environment
we're facing.
Sincerely,
Linda Jakstis
Sincerely,
Linda Jakstis
jakstil@earthlink.net
4140 NW Circle Blvd. Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Wagner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 16, 2021 7:10:30 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please slow down as we consider renewable energy options, we are seeing with gas prices the
consequences of hasty not well thought out policy's and the effect it can have on consumers
budgets.
Key principles that should be considered:
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Ultimately the for profit companies that supply our energy have to remain healthy for the
system to work. Over time Renewable energy will become affordable and more reliable as
technology advances. Sound public policy involves keeping all these issues in balance and
allow the economics to sort themselves out in our free market system.
Sincerely,
Mike Wagner
Sincerely,
Mike Wagner
mike@santiamenterprises.com
611 Main St Lyons, OR 97358 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John D Winona
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:10:05 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural gas is an inexpensive way for people to heat water and their home. It burns very clean,
and in my opinion, is not a major threat to our environment. Please don't lay on a bunch of
extra tax or unrealistic regulations that will just hurt the families of our state.
Thanks,
John Winona
Sincerely,
John D Winona
john.winona@yahoo.com
210 NW Card Ave Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Flynn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:04:30 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is a complex issue. It is better to work together than to make rules
unilaterally.
In order to address this issue without drastic impact on the population, especially the fixed and
limited income population, I suggest that gradual changes are better than extreme changes.
We must remember that the natural gas infrastructure is already in place. Families and
businesses should have a choice of cost-effective and dependable energy options to meet their
needs.
Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable energy innovation
and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes
and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric power is out.
We must also remember that gas is a much more effective means of heating, than electricity,
and in the long run, will be better for our climate and economy. The affordability and
reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
The DEQ should ensure that the rules for reducing greenhouse gas emissions need to be
integrated with Oregonian's financial needs, reliability, and choice.
Let's remember the unintended consequences of drastic change.
Thank you
Sincerely,
Thomas Flynn
Sincerely,
Thomas Flynn
tomflynn2@comcast.net
17872 Southwest Hart Drive Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Holly Mecalis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:50:31 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We support the efforts in reducing GHG, but not at the expense of consumers. We deserve the
right to have a choice and my choice would be low carbon energy through natural gas and not
relying on a taxed electric grid. When we converted to natural gas over 20 years ago, our
electric bill was cut in half and maintenance costs were reduced. If we are forced to convert
back, who will be paying for this and will we have adequate electric resources that won't have
rolling black outs like California? We should be looking at all sources of renewable energy
and welcoming the options. Not rushing the changes and causing more issues due to Kate
Brown's goals. Please stop and consider the consumers and not the politicians that push their
rules without considering the effects on the people paying them. Do not ban natural gas and
allow them the time to deliver a renewable natural gas. None of us want turbines in our back
yards, parks and waters. And although we all need to participate, by Oregon demanding
changes before everyone else, we are overlooking the opportunity to do it right the first time.
Work smarter, not harder and please allow for choice. We have minimal voices in our state
anymore as the politicians do whatever they want when they see fit and claim that this is what
the people want. For once, be honest and leave the choice to the people and stay out of our
homes. Sincerely, Holly Mecalis
Sincerely,
Holly Mecalis
h.mecalis@comcast.net
4414 SE Rural St Portland, OR 97206 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Phillips
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 16, 2021 1:11:14 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Electricity is unreliable, expensive and falls back on coal when needed. This is far worse than
Natural Gas.
I strongly feel that an energy monopoly must be avoided. Natural gas is reliable and
affordable. Removing this option from consumers will have an extreme negative financial
impact.
Please allow Natural Gas to work to lower the carbon emissions and help the grid avoid using
coal and potential blackouts, rolling and from weather.
Thank you,
Karen Phillips
Sincerely,
Karen Phillips
karen-007@comcast.net
5540 NW Shasta Ave. Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Georgia Tiffany
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable ble energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 3:21:06 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable ble energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Not knowing the ramifications of the various choices I want to say that I am very happy I was
still able to have both electricity and gas. I like my gas water heater, dryer and stove. Much
more affordable than all electric. We insisted on gas when we had this home built, 7years ago.
The builder was pushing all electric. Gas seems to be more reliable. We have some power
outages but never a gas outage!
Sincerely,
Georgia Tiffany
toddtiffany777@gmail.com
2424 Sablewood Ct Forest Grove, OR 97116 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Poppy Milliken
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:41:11 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We should be teaming up with other western states to set these goals. In order to meet net zero
we need to assess all our alternatives and calculate the costs to get there. It would be much
more effective if we were paired and aligned with Washington, California, and Idaho to form a
system that helps us all achieve our goals.
Sincerely,
Poppy Milliken
poppy.milliken@erm.com
3214 East Burnside Street Portland, OR 97214 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Philip Broome
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 16, 2021 11:19:02 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Reliable energy delivery is essential to those of us that live in rural coastal Oregon. Until such
time as the electrical grid has been hardened to withstand our most common hazards (wind
and ice storms), Natural Gas is our most reliable energy source when the power goes out.
We space and water heat, and cook with Nat. gas. We have a tri-fuel backup generator that we
can run on Nat. gas. Without Nat. gas we could not well survive another storm like we had in
'06. Power was down for weeks at that time.
Sincerely,
Philip Broome
psbroome@comcast.net
90530 Sunset Lake rd. Warrenton, OR 97146 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Virginia Gochenour
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 10:38:28 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here. I think we need to reduce carbon output but it needs to be done over
time as there is a serious cost involved. Natural Gas produces some of the least carbons of all
energy being used. Electricity is much more expensive when used for heating. Electricity is
also important as it is needed to run so many items in our households. Carbon reduction needs
to be done but over time so that producers have an opportunity to adjust to the costs and any
alterations necessary to achieve those goals.
Sincerely,
Virginia Gochenour
ur08335@aol.com
16055 S. W. Walker Rd. #433 Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Douglas Quade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 1, 2021 2:11:31 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon citizens deserve affordable and reliable choices in their need to heat and power their
homes and businesses. The infrastructure for natural gas is already in place and future fuels
developed for residence, business, and vehicles could be delivered using this strategy.
Sincerely,
Douglas Quade
deequerock@gmail.com
804 E 5TH St Molalla, OR 97038 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eugene Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:29:01 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I have a degree in organic chemistry and I was an information officer for Shell Development
Co. and Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd.
There is no possibility of having a carbon-neutral industrial age.
With regard to climate change, we have already passed a tipping point. Even if we were
carbon-neutral immediately it would not halt climate change.
All the legislation being proposed is completely ignorant of the science and engineering
realities. It is driven by whimsical wishes of idealistic people who haven't read the literature. It
is pandering to a certain electorate, it will increase the cost of living, and it will increase the
widespread distrust of the sensibility and practicality of government.
I am a registered Democrat and lifelong pro-labor progressive, not a redneck.
Sincerely,
Eugene Brown
ecbat60@comcast.net
6646 Doral Dr SE Salem, OR 97306 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teresa Toren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:41:56 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
My first thought as an average person is that I'm not sure it's even legal for Kate Brown to
order this. My second is that a lot of people don't believe in climate change so that group will
feel forced to comply and pay for something that they very much oppose. Thirdly, will it make
much difference if we or only a handful of states participate in this, and the rest of the world
doesn't? Also, with businesses closing due to Covid, families struggling, this is what Kate
Brown's priority is? People want to be able to afford to have heat in the winter. With that said,
and if this is to be forced upon us as if we are in some socialist society, the pre-loaded
comments below are practical:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Teresa Toren
teresatoren@gmail.com
24285 SE Strawberry Dr Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcia Pearson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:10:45 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.I find it totally irresponsible for DEQ to try and mandate that
Natural gas not be allowed in new businesses or new homes in the near future . Our house is
heated with gas - as it is much more efficient and warmer than electric, we cook with gas as
well as our clothes dryer. I will not allow bureaucrats to make a decision on how I can heat my
house and live my life, until you pay the cost of my household . I will also never buy an
electric car. You people have really not thought it thru very well. What do you do when you
cause rolling black outs do to over usage on an power grid … ie California. So are you willing
to pay my wages I work for to support my household when there is NO electricity?? Or pay
the medical bills for the elderly when they can not have their oxygen on to live?? What kind of
people are you- utterly ridiculous.
Sincerely,
Marcia Pearson
mlp73@outlook.com
1312 Dollar street West Linn, WA 98068
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Wilcox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:07:24 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We need to use multiple sources of energy to reduce reliance on fossil fuels and address
climate change. Different forms of energy generation are more appropriate for different sites,
for example, wind and solar installations require specific conditions to produce enough energy
to offset costs. Consequently, we need to accept small, diverse and site-specific projects. We
need to have the utility companies encourage this with generous purchase of energy from
distributed sources to offset their building large fossil fuel burning plants. Yes, this is messy,
but it makes for a more flexible energy delivery system, which should benefit the energy
companies in times of crisis.
An overlooked source is the production of natural gas from waste materials, both from farms
and from urban or industrial sources. The science behind anaerobic digestion has been well
known for over a century, and much effort was put into developing it to modern standards in
the 1980s. However, the cost of energy, in particular natural gas, was so low then that it wasn't
financially feasible. That is not the case now. Anaerobic digestion has the added advantage of
offsetting environmental landfill, disposal and contamination problems, such as methane
release into the atmosphere and nitrates into the soil.
I'd like to see a future society with a solar voltaic collector on every roof, feeding excess
energy back to the electric companies and an anaerobic digesting system on every farm
processing waste to natural gas, which can be used on-site or in a generator to feed the grid
and create fertilizer for local fields. Our leaders and institutions should be making this
possible.
Sincerely,
Susan Wilcox
susan@fullduck.com
503-575-6269
Sincerely,
Susan Wilcox
susan@fullduck.com
6320 SE Grant St Portland, OR 97215 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Sparks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:50:42 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.
I have always been a lover of our environment and try to do what I can to preserve it. I believe
as a consumer that all forms of energy…electricity, gas, solar, etc. should be made available.
We should have the right to make our own choices and not be mandated what we use.
Affordability and dependability are extremely important. Natural gas has met those criteria.
Expand our choices with new forms of energy, but please don’t take away proven sources we
rely on such as natural gas,
Thank you,
Diane Sparks
Sincerely,
Diane Sparks
dianegsparks@outlook.com
975 Foxglove Lane Mount Angel, OR 97362 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynette Wong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:35:35 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We are experiencing more extreme weather events and extended power outages. Our house
has gas fireplaces (for heat), stove water heater and BBQ which allows us to live comfortably
in our home during a power outage especially in extreme cold situations. Becoming 100%
dependent on electricity is a danger to thousand of households. Natural gas must remain an
affordable option for residences. Please work with Northwest Natural to ensure the livability
and safety of Oregonians.
Sincerely,
Lynette Wong
marlyn92129@yahoo.com
16447 SW Snowy Owl Lane Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea Avalon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:47:49 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
This year we are needing to replace our 30 year old gas fireplace. We dutifully evaluated
getting a mini-split to heat this part of our home instead. However, we decided to stick with a
gas fireplace because this form of heat is reliable.
Last winter, many of us Oregonians went days without power due to storm damage to the
power lines.
With the rise of extreme weather, power outages are likely only to increase in frequency until
we can bury our power lines.
Gas provides a reliable source of heat during the inevitable power outages to come.
It may be decades until we can bury our power lines to protect them from extreme weather.
Please create a climate plan that allows natural gas appliances to remain an integral part of
Oregon's energy solution.
Thank you,
Andrea Avalon
Sincerely,
Andrea Avalon
andrea.avalon@gmail.com
7409 SE 113TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97266-4953 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Reed Adam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:44:35 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The executive order on climate action is gross over each of power and a loop hole in the
Democrat process. The people have a right to choose the energy source of their choice. This is
not to be mandated by the government. Natural gas is a clean and effective energy source.
Most importantly it is affordable! My electric bill is nearly double my natural gas bill on a
monthly basis. That is with gas heat and a gas water heater, if all of my appliances were
electric it would probably triple. Does DEQ and governor Brown think we just print money?!
Additionally our electric grid is susceptible to power outages, I have never lost gas service to
my home, Allowing me to both heat my home and have hot water in the worst of winter
conditions.
Please consider the rights of the people and the true realities of the environment in Oregon. I
have never seen smog in this state, except when we have huge wildfires. So is there even a real
climate emergency?! Everyone is harping on climate change and reducing carbon output but
electric power is not the exclusive solution, electricity comes from a multitude of sources
some are clean and many are not.
Sorry for the rant but my point is give us the freedom of choice, and do not regulate or even
consider eliminating our natural gas.
Sincerely,
Reed Adam
thereedadam@gmail.com
4823 Gardner rd se Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timothy Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:50:16 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please continue the commitment to reducing carbon emissions while holding and open mind
on utilizing all energy sources. Many of us are concerned that we will end up with the same
blackouts and brownouts that have happened in California. Many of us are already concerned
about the increased costs in natural gas prices that have happened recently. We have invested
in gas appliances knowing that companies like NW Natural will continue commitment to
safety and efficiencies. Please don't make short sighted decisions regarding natural gas that
will result in long term problems. Thank you, Timothy Brown, Corvallis, OR
Sincerely,
Timothy Brown
timothyfbrown@gmail.com
1930 NW 29th Place Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bronner Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:29:24 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Let’s get something clear. The United States Of America already surpasses the climate dictates
layed out in Paris climate accords. The idea that CO2 is a pollutant is flawed. The USA should
continue to lead the fight for better solutions. Back in the ‘60s it was Global Cooling that was
to lead to our demise. In the ‘80s and ‘90s it was Global Warming. Now it just feels good to
call it Climate Change. The supposed Scientists that write papers on Climate Change, then
pass them along to other supposed Scientists for their review, just pass them along to more
supposed Scientists and finally you have hundred of supposed Scientists agreeing that the
world will come to an end in 10 to 12 years if something isn’t done about the supposed
problem. The Grants that all these supposed Scientists receive just Perpetuates the continued
funding of these MYTHS. We should be stewards of our great planet, but not to the detriment
of continued progress to be the Greatest Nation on GODS Green Earth. Northwest Natural
should be allowed to build as many Clean Natural Gas Fired Power Plants that we need. Look
what New York is doing to itself. By not using their own natural resources,Natural Gas, they
have to rely on Russia to supply them during the cold winter months. Not smart. Oregon
provides California with a large portion of their electricity because of the way they operate.
Oregon should not cut off it’s own nose just to spite its face.
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Thank you,
Bronner Smith
Sincerely,
Bronner Smith
btstahoe@yahoo.com
1399 Garden Terrace Rd Seaside, OR 97138 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey Wade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:46:57 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
The most important thing to consider is affordability. Most of the population in Oregon does
not have the income to continue to absorb the high costs of alternative energy. By imposing
subsidized energy choices we are forced to make false choices about real costs. In addition,
many of the choices in Green proposals not only increase the “real” costs but also reduces the
reliability of the energy delivery system. Just look at the recent examples in California and
Texas.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Wade
wadejeff@comcast.net
6501 SW Canby Street Portland, OR 97223 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jefferson t johnston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:46:10 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
It is pathetic that our elected officials, public servants, are allowed to dictate like kings and
queens. Who are you to dictate? Natural gas is delivered efficiently and cost effectively to my
home, as opposed to the city water bureau. The water bill is my highest monthly bill and has
no competition. The bill is bloated with many add on items unrelated to water useage. I
mention this only to support my position that elected government officials should not be
mandating to private businesses.
If we are to remain free our elected officials should not dictate to business. Free enterprise is
so much more efficient than any bloated government entity. You are elected to assist the
citzenry, not lord over it. Thank you for the forum to voice my displeasure with government at
all levels. Our government is horribly inefficient and unanswereble to the people.
NO DICTATES!
Jefferson Johnston
Sincerely,
jefferson t johnston
taztazdad53@gmail.com
1366 ronelle st. so. Salem, OR 97306 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vlad Sjakovs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:06:59 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Climate change low-carbon future? All this ideas will raise my taxes and my expenses, my
bills will be not affordable to me, I’m completely against all of this. We all need electric
power and natural gas energy at the same price affordable not higher like I said before all your
ideas at your own expense, life getting harder and more expensive Please I give you my big
NO
.
Sincerely,
Vlad Sjakovs
blazeprous@gmail.com
1378 Angie way NE Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Tomasco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:46:52 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I’m totally against an all electric grid. As a consumer I want a choice and for me and that
choice would be natural gas. I don’t want to be totally dependent on electricity. I want an
alternative such as gas to cook with, continue to heat my home, all while be able to reduce the
carbon footprint. Windmills alone will not be able to produce all electricity needed and I don’t
feel they are that cost effective.
Sincerely,
Mike Tomasco
Sincerely,
Mike Tomasco
miketomasco@hotmail.com
18769 Paulsen dr Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edward Cole
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:24:11 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Climate change does not exist, The fact is the climate is constantly changing.
Sincerely,
Edward Cole
edc@yoderautosalvage.com
32471 S Kropf Rd Canby, OR 97013 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Aubin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:19:01 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I would like to see a more robust effort to increase the use of solar energy. We need our public
utility to provide a honest and easy way for consumers to have and use solar energy and backups so that we the consumers can see a way to the future. The schemes out there for solar
power are abundant with the only factor is to make as much money as possible.
Sincerely,
Dave Aubin
aubin4174@comcast.net
1979 S. 58TH Street. Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Manfred Burson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:15:19 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
When I purchased my house some 30 years ago it was all-electric, that being the fad of the
time. Over the years I have converted heating and hot water to natural gas, and more recently
the kitchen range. Natural gas performs much better than electricity in those applications.
Power must come from somewhere and point-of-use natural gas has advantages over remote
electricity generation and transmission. Cost is also an important factor and natural gas is less
expensive than electricity in the applications for which I use it.
Let's not be "climate stupid", please. Keep natural gas available for those homeowners and
business who prefer it.
Sincerely,
Manfred Burson
fburson@comcast.net
3424 Winton Ct SE Albany, OR 97322 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stanley Morris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:53:44 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Renewable Energy Mandate: I believe that Americans and Oregonians should be working to
make renewable energy our primary (not exclusive) energy source. To to meet the reduction of
carbon emissions I recently purchased an electric automobile. However, to be totally
dependent upon electricity leaves me and our state vulnerable to one energy source which I
believe is irresponsible and places all Oregonians in the position to experience blackout
danger, not to mention the massive expense to households to retrofitting. I believe that our
electric, gas, oil, solar, wind commercial suppliers of energy are reasonable responsible
corporate citizens whose expertise and experience goes beyond satisfying political agendas,
but rather focuses on supplying a consistent dependable grid of energy to all Oregonians,
while working with governmental agencies to reduce carbon emissions.
Sincerely
Stanley Morris
Sincerely,
Stanley Morris
stanmorris@comcast.net
450 S.E. Arrow Creek Lane Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ian Shanahan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:00:44 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I applaud Oregon’s efforts to combat climate change by reducing emissions. Natural disasters
seem to be frequent. Loss of life due to these disasters is horrible, including those lost after the
event due to exposure to the elements. Limiting Oregon to a single source of energy may
decrease natural disasters, but it will also increase the likelihood that more people will be
without an energy source in the aftermath.
Please consider low emission natural gas as part of Oregon’s future for the safety of our
communities.
Sincerely,
Ian Shanahan
oneagleswingsllc@gmail.com
5740 SW Dickinson Street Portland, OR 97219 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andy Fortier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:43:04 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please do not remove or significantly reduce natural gas unless and until you have another
viable options for how to serve residential, commercial, and industrial customers with
something else.
Sincerely,
Andy Fortier
afortgm@gmail.com
7892 SW Capitol Hill Rd Unit 9 Portland, OR 97219 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristin Gard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:19:34 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
To Whom It May Concern,
I understand that Oregon lawmakers are considering many options for reducing the carbon
footprint of our state, however I am very concerned that we continue to have affordable and
reliable access to energy, which includes access to the use of natural gas to heat and use
appliances in our homes and to run our businesses. The natural gas system is already in place
and has long been a source of clean, reliable and affordable energy. By making natural gas
inaccessible, the expense of switching to other sources of energy for most Oregonians would
be a real hardship and the reliability of other sources of energy, including electricity, wind and
solar, would be in question to say the least. None of those other systems are ready and able, to
my knowledge, to completely take the place of natural gas, and I certainly question whether
this would throw Oregonians into experiencing rolling black outs, financial hardship, and
economic instability as our business sector would struggle as well to replace natural gas use.
We need to work with all forms of renewable energy to reduce carbon emissions in a balanced
and fair manner and banning the use of natural gas would be a completely unnecessary
hardship, whereas encouraging innovation with the infrastructure in place would help bring
about those goals. As a very concerned citizen of this state, I wish to register my complete
opposition to the banning of or the unnecessarily severe restriction of the use of natural gas
and also of hydrogen.
Sincerely,
Kristin Gard
Sincerely,
Kristin Gard
rdg812@hotmail.com
191 NE Ironcreek Terrace Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Yasui
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:20:29 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am perplexed that so much effort is going into reducing emissions (which is not bad) that
will no doubt increase the cost. This is a time when many people are struggling financially.
Perhaps these changes can be implemented after other more pressing issues have been
resolved. (Violence, crimes, shootings, homeless, pandemic) It seems to me, that only the rich
and privileged will be able to afford heat and drive cars if prices continue to rise. And the
homeless will only increase because they won't be able to pay their bills or drive to work
(what single woman would feel safe on public transit with no security these days?). It seems
like it would also put a lot if pressure on businesses struggling to get back on thier feet. I don't
think there should be any forced requirement for this. How many businesses does Portland
want to lose?
Please find a way to make changes that actually benefit people trying to work, live, and
survive. We can worry about emissions later. I want to be able to keep my three year old warm
this winter.
Sincerely,
John Yasui
kypaniolo@outlook.com
5430 SE 140th Portland, OR 97236 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dennis Spink
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:50:14 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I agree that climate change needs to be addressed but it must be done in a balance way both
economically and environmentally. We must have plans in place to replace the energy sources
that need to be reduced before blindly cutting them off. People must not and cannot live in fear
of our government acting irresponsibly in a knee jerk reaction to a problem that will not be
solved overnight.
The concept of just shutting off natural gas, or any other energy source, one day and magically
switching to electricity is not only a pipe dream but is unattainable. We are already being
threatened with rolling brown outs with in the next 2 years, even with solar and wind power
currently being used. The amount of electricity needed cannot be generated with out a balance
PLAN to increase one energy source while curtailing the other. This will take years even
decades to effectively accomplish with out harming ourselves and our economy.
I would encourage the committee not to bow to the radical wind currently blowing over the
landscape. I would hope for a sane and well thought out plan of action rather than a series of
poorly thought out money grabbing tax everyone into submission or else type of approach.
That type approach will only breed hate and increase resistance even to a point of utter
anarchy and revolt.
Sincerely,
Dennis Spink
dspinko@comcast.net
2581 Ptarmigan st NW Salem, OR 97304 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brent A Kibby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:35:58 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As we have learned over the last couple of years, with power outages, it is essential that we
have multiple ways to run our homes and business's. During the recent ice storm, we were
without electricity for over 8 days and had to rely on wood heat, generators, and natural gas to
stay in our home. Had we been solely dependent on electricity, we couldn't even have taken a
shower or had hot water for cooking. We are now looking to have our gas furnace wired so we
can use our generator to power our gas furnace blower so we can have heat should a similar
scenario happen. In our house, we have both electric and gas water heaters, so if one is
unavailable, we will still have another source. The state should not be looking at putting "all
our eggs in one basket", as this would be disasterous for the citizens of Oregon.
Another thing to consider is the cost of these sources for homeowners. We purposely moved
away from electric heating due to the outrageous monthly costs involved in running an electric
furnace. We just couldn't afford it any longer. The price of natural gas has made a big
difference in our monthly bills.
I also believe that having a choice between natural gas and electric helps to maintain
competitiveness.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Brent Kibby, CPPB
algot@aol.com
Sincerely,
Brent A Kibby
algot@aol.com
5495 Val View Dr. SE Turner, OR 97392 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike David Sloan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:25:35 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural gas is needed in an affordable form for heating and power generation. Excessive
regulation will drive up costs and put a big budget strain on already stressed lower income
people. Using the energy we have more effeciently and possibly going to the newer nuclear
technology will go a long way towards reducing carbon output without burdoning us all with
higher costs.
Sincerely,
Mike David Sloan
hmagic2@aol.com
6218 SE Woodward St Portland, OR 97206 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PETER J. LAROCCA
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:09:20 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I support the goal of reducing carbon emissions.
However, I believe Oregon should not force communities to exclusively depend on the electric
grid for all energy needs. There is a place for natural gas. We need a choice of resilient and
dependable energy options.
We should look at all forms of renewable energy, including natural gas.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
PETER J. LAROCCA
petelarocca@yahoo.com
14900 SW Michael Ct Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marie Zens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:59:13 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We do need to protect our environment but the Climate Protection Program has only the limits
that will be imposed on the people of Oregon seemingly without thought on how to actually
get to those limits. Although limiting the use of natural gas may seem like a good idea, how
exactly will we do that? If the people of Oregon are not allowed to use natural gas, then our
energy will need to come from somewhere else. What will that be? If there is not plan to
provide other sources of energy then we will get to those points in time and struggle to provide
enough energy for the people of our state. We could possibly experience rolling blackouts at
times when we most need that energy.
Using a variety of different energy sources will be the key to a sustainable future for
Oregonians and Americans. We cannot rely on just one source of energy (example:
hydroelectric ) to provide all the power our state will need. Our state needs to be looking at
providing energy from multiple sources; hydroelectric, wind, solar, natural gas, and even
nuclear. If one power producing source is lagging in the production of energy, another can be
used to provide the deficiency.
Oregonians deserve a choice in how the type of energy they use in their homes. We should not
be told, or required, to use one type of energy because our government tells us to. Our
lawmakers should be looking for options for our future, not just placing limits on our current
options.
Variety is key in the production of energy, limiting options is not.
Sincerely,
Marie Zens
mariezens@yahoo.com
3932 75th Ave SE Salem, OR 97317 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard L. Egan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:49:09 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Advisor,
Consider the laws of physics which state, in lay terms, you cannot create energy from nothing.
Electricity requires an equal source, be it nuclear, natural gas, or hydro. Solar or wind do not
provide equal energy over the same length of time. High school physics. Affordable energy
makes this nation sustainable.
Sincerely, Richard L. Egan
Sincerely,
Richard L. Egan
enrlgn@aol.com
6745 Parkway Gladstone, OR 97027 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Lutes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:41:02 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.
I would like to see several things done to reduce the overall carbon footprint in Oregon.
1. Begin a program for incentives to install fuel cells in homes and apartment complexes
geared toward middle and low income homes as well as large and small businesses. A pilot
program will likely be needed to iron out the stumbling blocks and provide the necessary
customer education to accompany this equipment to insure maximum efficiency and
longevity.
2. Require the sale of only automobiles that get no less than 50 MPG in town along with
conversion of existing vehicles to natural gas and/or hydrogen fuel. Provide incentives to
convert to all electric automobiles along with the change over to a home installed fuel cell.
3. Eliminate, over a reasonable time period all diesel powered trucks and motors of every kind.
Diesel fuel is a huge source of air pollution.
4. Prevent or stop completely the ability for fuel industry lobbyists to have access to local,
state and federal politicians. Good luck with this one.
5. Begin providing education programs beginning in grade school promoting the long term
benefits of living in a pollution and much reduced carbon polluted environment. The long term
benefits will pay off.
Thank you for listening to my ideas.
Dave Lutes
Sincerely,
Dave Lutes
dlutes@rocketmail.com
245 SW Cherry Park Rd Troutdale, OR 97060-1427 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ramon A Garcia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:32:43 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Although a carbon-neutral goal for energizing the power grid is a worthy goal, it is ultimately
impractical as it is dependent on factors beyond our control (wind, solar, drought). We will
still need backup energy sources such as nuclear and natural gas-powered energy plants.
Sincerely,
Ramon A Garcia
beppo.rag@gmail.com
811 SW Summit View Drive Portland, OR 97225 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dominic Corrado
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:17:32 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I have relied on natural gas for home heating and cooking for over 30 years. I have found it to
be a superior energy choice for those purposes. My previous two homes used electricity and
home heating oil for cooking and heating which I found unsatisfactory. I converted to natural
gas when I purchased my current home in 1990. Nothing would entice me to switch back.
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Homeowners should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to meet their
needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable energy
innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy
needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric power
is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Dominic Corrado
Sincerely,
Dominic Corrado
ncorrado@gmail.com
6917 SW 49th Ave Portland, OR 97219 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nathan Crook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:12:22 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
It’s frankly very foolish to place all of our eggs in one energy basket, such as those cities who
are promoting to “electrify” their areas, with no room for NG. They leave their cities
weakened and more vulnerable to failure.
It would also be foolish to prioritize unreliable, full-time power sources, such as wind turbines
to fill the current need for reliable Full-time sources.
Diversity in energy options creates strength in our community, as most people throughout our
state have very different needs and uses that just cannot be addressed well without natural gas
playing a primary part.
On the coast, in Coos Bay where I live, I see how vulnerable we are when just one electric line
20 miles away, in another county can turn off my power. Natural Gas allows me to keep my
house warm and allows me the option to run a clean generator to keep my lights on.
The population is increasing and our electricity generating options are increasingly being
shuttered, with no good options to replace them with. Natural gas is the obvious, common
sense, clean option of relieving our increasingly strained energy grid.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Thanks for your time,
Nathan Crook
Sincerely,
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Nathan Crook
nathan1915@gmail.com
1915 Cottonwood Avenue Coos Bay, OR 97420 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Closs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:56:54 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural gas is pretty much THE most affordable AND one of the safest forms of energy we
now have. Why must we attempt to inflict "lofty" and perhaps DAMAGING goals on an
industry that, were such goals more modest, will -over time- bring itself into compliance with
efforts to minimize its carbon footprint ? Why not let the marketplace more naturally regulate
this ? Our state is getting more and more radical in it's "do-gooder" agenda - and it's driving
people and business away. Is that what you want ?
Sincerely,
Steve Closs
closspdx@q.com
4738 NE 105th Ave. Portland, OR 97220 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Marchbank
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:18:32 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
WE the people of Oregon should have a choice and not be dictated to in our choice of future
energy. Oregon is a small part of the U. S. and the U. S. is a very small part of the world. Until
the whole world cooperates and buys into climate change our tiny part will make very very
little difference. But you want us to pay the BIG PRICE!
NO I am not for reducing natural gas and going to electricity! Draft your comment here.
Sincerely,
Robert Marchbank
bobalim@msn.com
7695 S. W. 140th Avenue Beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Mendenhall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:00:34 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon is on the wrong track by trying to get rid of or limiting fossil fuels, especially Natural
Gas. We have had a natural gas furnace and water heater for over twenty years and love the
efficiency it provides. We do not need more wind and solar projects that will be probably be
obsolete within twenty to thirty years. The damage these two sources of energy that are doing
to our landscape and what they will do to dispose of them in massive land fills is without
precedence.
We need to really push nuclear research and building of small safe power plants for a safe and
reliable source of energy, which neither solar or wind can do without batteries which are even
more dependent on rare earth metals.
Please consider the tiny amount of help that the reduction of green house gases to the over all
health of our planet is dwarfed by China, India, Mexico and other countries with virtually no
meaningful reduction is planned for years. We should not be raising our costs of RELIABLE,
24/7, gas, coal, and hydro electric power.
Please remember the old saying "Follow the Money", it is in play here with the wind and solar
community!
Sincerely,
Carl Mendenhall
Sincerely,
Carl Mendenhall
cfmendenhall@hotmail.com
5535 NE Mineral Springs Rd. Carlton, OR 97111 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Justin soares
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:39:31 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
While I think we should be conscientious of our impact on the environment, I believe that
natural gas is crucial for the future. There can be balance. I have had my power go out many,
many, many times. But the natural gas that will power the generator to heat my home, will
very likely not. I can’t name a time in my life when the gas has gone out, or been shut down.
How should people otherwise try to stay warm, and keep their home functional when the
power goes down, as it always will? Last winter many people here were without power for a
week or more. I suppose with the appropriate multi fuel generator people could use propane,
or gasoline… but they would likely soon run out, and not burn as clean as natural gas while in
use. The natural gas is already there. Let’s take advantage of this infrastructure. NW Natural
says they’re trying to cooperate and be part of the solution. I would urge you not to push them
aside.
Sincerely,
Justin Soares
Sincerely,
Justin soares
jwsoares@yahoo.com
305 Barker Ave Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Minardi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:38:06 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.
I am in support of NE Naturals recommendation to allow more time to research cost impacts
to consumers as decisions are made that impact Oregon energy resources for the future.
Sincerely,
Steve Minardi
stevenminardi@hotmail.com
204 se 46th drive Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Lundgren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:37:23 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
I feel we are relying too much on electricity in your plans. Electric cars, heat etc. you're
cutting out a lot of reliable generation while requiring a lot more power. Natural gas heat is
comfortable and reasonable. I wouldn't be able to afford a new electric furnace and space
heaters are expensive to run and don't work well. Please take total costs and unintended
consequences into your plans.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Lundgren
kathylundgren1@juno.com
337 NE78th Ave Portland, OR 97213 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Betsy Adams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:46:38 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs.
Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.Draft your
comment here.
Sincerely,
Betsy Adams
betsyadams1904@yahoo.com
8665 SW Pacer Ct Beaverton, OR 97008-6986 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Fielder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:40:23 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Key principles that should be considered:
All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs.
Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Sincerely,
Robert Fielder
bbfielder@yahoo.com
5721 SE Tranquil Ct Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Murray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:23:08 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
To whom it may concern,
I would like to say that Oregon residents should have a choice in the types of energy they use
in their homes. While I agree that we should be moving towards more renewable forms of
energy, such as water, sun and wind, natural gas is a reliable, cost effective and extremely
efficient form of energy. With more and more demands being placed upon the electrical power
grid, Oregon residents need alternative forms of heat in case of power outages etc., not to
mention cost savings with the rising inflation of electrical energy bills.
Natural gas is Oregon’s 2nd largest source of electrical energy, following hydroelectric
(oregon.gov). If the state can decide to use natural gas to power the electrical grid, isn’t it only
fair that Oregon residents continue to have that option as well?
Thank you
Sincerely,
James Murray
risks.lithe_0g@icloud.com
1980 N 14th St. Coos Bay, OR 97420 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Bowman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:18:12 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregonians need to have affordable choices for their energy requirements.
Renewable natural gas should be an option for heating our homes and businesses. It is unwise
to tie us to only electricity which is prone to outages when needed most. Having more than
one energy source only makes sense.
Sincerely,
David Bowman
crazyfishfinder@gmail.com
7840 LIBERTY RD S SALEM, OR 97306-9465 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mandy Lape
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:13:38 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear DEQ,
First, affordability. There is no doubt the rates will go up. This is always a given. I am tired of
watching my bill go up for every utility-increasing additional fee for everything. My problem
with any of this is those of us that actually pay our own bills, end up paying even more to
provide those that now simply refuse to work.
As far as climate change, companies and government make US carry most of this burden.
When China stops producing the most emissions, I will be more apt to take all this seriously.
It’s not like each country has their own separate ozone layer.
Sincerely,
Mandy Lape
Sincerely,
Mandy Lape
mandyscookiejewelry@yahoo.com
5655 Crossler Ct S Salem, OR 97306 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Parmenter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:38:18 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am absolutely in favor of the proposed legislation as presented. Thank you for your
leadership!
Kind regards,
--Pete Parmenter
Sincerely,
Peter Parmenter
peter@parmenter.net
9525 NW SHADYWOOD LN Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberley Hawkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:35:40 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am writing in support of the DEQ's Climate Protection Program and to oppose NW Natural's
"gaslighting" (pun intended) the extremely dire situation we have with the worsening climate
crisis. Personally, I think that a 45% reduction by 2035/80% reduction by 2050 is NOT
aggressive enough. Please understand that I HAVE loved cooking and heating with natural gas
for many years, BUT NO MORE! Not at the expense of the planet and our future. Rather than
wasting resources fighting with concerned citizens and government, get with the program and
aggressively develop gas capture from biomass and more efficient use of the resources we
have. TOTALLY against wasting fossil fuels for our current conveniences, we must do better.
Sincerely,
Kimberley Hawkins
Sincerely,
Kimberley Hawkins
roxycoal@yahoo.com
20355 Noble Lane West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ROBERT A HOLLISTER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:08:31 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We need these natural gas and other renewable power options. Climate change will happen
regardless of intervention or not. the Earth has been here longer than we have and will be long
after we are gone. To blindly go into rulemaking and forcing only on source of energy is
foolish. Never put all your eggs in one basket!! I love and depend on Natural gas and have
supported their green power options 15-20 years ago. Along with PGE. Natural gas and other
sustainable energy sources are vital to us in Oregon. we shouldnt let our politically motivated
dictator make all the rules blindly without careful consideration of all options. Questions that
need to be answered. let this be a logical process about people and the planet not a political
game to help a parties agenda and seek favor from POTUS and funding! Oregon first not
political BS.
Sincerely,
ROBERT A HOLLISTER
rphollister@comcast.net
3409 NE OLYMPIC ST HILLSBORO, OR 97124 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gerald Blucher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:31:44 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I consider it foolish to attempt to depend on electricity only as a source of power and to ban
the use of natural gas. Wall Street Journal experts predict that depending on wind and solar
will create shortages in the power grid. Gov. Borwn is not as smart as she thinks she is. She
does not think things through and only depends on what the "greenies" tell her.
Sincerely,
Gerald Blucher
vidserv@msn.com
2024 SE 158th Ave. Portland, OR 97233 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry E Whittington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:24:25 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid
or GET WOOD STOVES BECAUSE OF THE COST OF ELECTRICITY. for all energy
needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric power
is out. tHIS IS NEEDED BECAUSE MANY CITIES WON'T CUT THE TREES BACK BUT
JUST LET THEM GROW INTO THE ELECTRIC WIRES. ICE STORMS THEN JUST
RAISE THE COST FOR WHOLE COMMUNITIES
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
HOW MUCH CARBON GETS INTO THE AIR FROM THE NATURAL ROTTING OF
TREES PLANTS AND THE SWEAGE PUT INTO THE RIVERS AND WASTE WATER
TREATMENT PLANTS.
DON'T GO GUNG-HOO ON UNPROVEN TECNIQUES ONLY TO HAVE TO REVANT
THE PROGRAM FOR LIVABILITY.
THINK TWICE OR THREE TIMES BEFORE LETTING YOU NAME BE DRUG IN THE
MUD FOR JUST FOLLOWING A CROWD.
Sincerely,
Larry E Whittington
rockhead2u@comcast.net
15876 NE Holladay St. Portland, OR 97230 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John E Sorensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:17:17 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Nicole Singh;
Natural Gas has been a stable cost affordable heating solution in our home for a number of
years. Our 95% efficient furnace has
has cut pollution considerably from the old oil furnace we had before. It is my belief that it
needs to be part of the energy solution in the near term. There is not enough electricity
generation to replace natural gas at this time. Methane capture used for natural gas could help
the Global Warming issue.
Please consider the whole picture when making your decisions and make natural gas a part of
the solution. Thanks
Sincerely,
John E Sorensen
jdsorensen9@msn.com
6421 NE Roselawn St Portland, OR 97218 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cesar Montenegro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:17:14 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As a tax payer and as an engineer I strongly encourage you to consider a mixed and balanced
portfolio of energy sources for households in Oregon. Natural gas is certainly a hydrocarbon,
but it is much cleaner than coal or fuel oil, both of which are being successfully phased out by
NG. Also having electriciy AND natural gas available at home provides an important safety
factor when the power supply fails because of extreme weather. Please do consider these
factors in your analysis. Thanks in advance!
Cesar Montenegro
Sincerely,
Cesar Montenegro
cesar.e.montenegro@outlook.com
2506 NW Pinnacle Dr. Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gordon Quickstad
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:14:58 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I'm a natural gas customer. I believe Gov. Kate Brown's executive order to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions will harm those with lower financial means by making energy too expensive
and even less dependable as a secondary issue. A better plan is needed that works more
equitably for those of us with less means.
Sincerely,
Gordon Quickstad
ceeohtoo@gmail.com
17755 NW FALL CT Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah EspinozaChavez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:12:43 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I think it's a great idea. This world needs a good change to help the earth be better and
healthier.
Sincerely,
Sarah EspinozaChavez
sarahchavez503@yahoo.com
12246 SE KELLY ST portland, OR 97236 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Faber
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:03:38 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Boy, Kaptain Katie must be getting a boatload of kickbacks from PGE!
Why is it always the consumers who suffer and have no choice based on what politicians
decide for us. PGE rates are outrageously high and I do not agree that we consumers will not
have a choice in the future based on 'her majesty's' edict.
Sincerely,
Katie Faber
katiek1047@gmail.com
2445 Hyde St SE Salem, OR 97301 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Heflin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:02:52 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural gas is clean energy and poses no threat to climate change or air quality. The natural
gas industry should be allowed to thrive and prosper without restrictive regulations. Other
forms of energy must be allowed to succeed or fail on their own without the government
having to prop them up and subsidize them.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Robert Heflin
heflinfamily@hotmail.com
29219 SE LUSTED RD GRESHAM, OR 97080-6912 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:51:36 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon already is close to meeting the goals if the government would include hydroelectric.
It’s unreasonable not to include it since most of our power comes from that renewable
resource. And Natural Gas is another low cost low carbon resource. Do what’s right for
Oregonian’s and not to have someone’s name attached to something.
Sincerely,
Greg Wilson
fivewilson1@icloud.com
16350 SE Bel Air Dr Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bruce Wood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:38:05 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I strongly suggest that no measures be taken by the Oreon DEQ to add to the current natural
gas regulations. I am a residential natural gas user, in my 70's and grateful for this cleanburning fuel that was available to heat my home during the ice storm and power outage in Feb
2021. Please stop chasing self-created energy problems that fit a liberal agenda and that will
hurt the economy, consumers and a currently excellent natural gas program.
Sincerely,
Bruce Wood
Sincerely,
Bruce Wood
navyret89@gmail.com
544 Joseph St SE Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shannon Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:32:48 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am a native Oregonian who has lived here almost all my life and seen the climate change
dramatically over the years. I drive a hybrid vehicle, recycle everything I possibly can, and am
looking into solar energy for my home. While I am working to change my habits and
behaviors, my singular effort is hardly going to make a dent in anything. My neighbors are
doing the same, but we need industry to step up to make the real impact. Without DEQ, NW
Natural, and higher level government setting the examples (and quickly), there will be no
future for us. Climate change keeps me up at night, but sadly, it is also the one thing that is
keeping my children up at night too. They are 10 and 13 years old and see no future for
themselves without suffering. Please step up. You need to.
Sincerely,
Shannon Davis
shaburnsie@yahoo.com
3120 NE 29th Avenue Portland, OR 97212 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tichard Weixel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:27:48 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.
Enclosed are my comments on effort to reduce gas emission levels per Governor Brown's
2020 executive order.
There needs to be allowance for all forms of energy including natural gas. Families and
businesses need to be given a choice when it comes to energy options. Energy sources need to
be affordable and reliable. Rules fore measuring emissions needed to be proven as accurate.
Natural gas as an energy option needs to be keep and even allowed to expand within the
emissions guidelines.
Sincerely,
Richard Weixel
Sincerely,
Tichard Weixel
richardwweixel@hotmail.com
831 SE 117th Ave Portand, OR 97216 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dale Rembold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:47:18 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
No changes should be made at this time without a thought process and a plan in place that
makes sense. Too many requirements have already been made without much if any
consideration to cause and effect. The right decision to make at this time; is likely to do
nothing -- other than to think about what you're doing, why, and when after examining facts
you can believe and to make sure what you are doing is NOT on the path of 'Self-Destruction'.
Natural gas and propane have always been considered to be the cleanest fuel known and
people who desire to turn garbage into fuel obviously do not understand anything. -- Just Say'n
Sincerely,
Dale Rembold
dalerembold@yahoo.com
21370 SE Foster Rd Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gene Johnston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:32:10 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Nicole Singh, I understand that protecting one of God's creation, Mother Earth, is very
important but at the same time it is equally important to care for His dearest creation,
mankind. I will be brief with just one point of many that could made and that is, I hope The
State of Oregon learned from the State of Texas that multiple sources of energy are necessary,
especially natural gas, as a resource to retain stability in crucial life threatening circumstances.
On top of that, consideration of the potential $s in very costly lawsuits defending decisions
made and enforced by the State of Oregon. The following is taken from an actual solicitation
for such an event I described:
Freeze damage caused by the Texas winter storms in February 2021 marks the costliest
disaster in the state’s history with estimated damage exceeding $125 billion. Millions of
homes and businesses across the state’s 254 counties were left without power and heat, and
experienced hardships, including property damage, business interruption, medical issues and
injuries. You may be eligible for significant compensation. We understand the physical,
emotional, and financial stress caused by the Texas winter storms and subsequent freeze
damage and are here to advocate for you. We’re ready to help you: Fill out a contact form or
call us at ...-...-....
Thank you your consideration in all aspects of pertinent decisions to be made regarding
emissions control rules.
Sincerely, Gene Johnston
Sincerely,
Gene Johnston
genemjohnston@hotmail.com
1775 NW Ferguson Dr Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Weaser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:18:56 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here. As a Voter and consumer of Natural Gas and other Renewable
Resources, I want Government to co- manage those resources with the Corporate Citizens who
invest in and sell them. All legislative decision making should be apolitical, driven by due
diligence and conscientious, effective decisions , and above all, fair. Opinions on climate
change should’nt override science and economic realities for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Steve Weaser
celtgerm@me.com
7906 Southeast Harney street Portland, OR 97206 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dawn Campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:17:20 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Global warming is real and action to implement changes should be mandated. Careful thought
should be made regarding these changes. Don't put the cart before the horse. Before mandating
disuse of natural gas, ensure there is more than enough electricity to assume usage needs.
Dams and other electricity generation are currently being decommissioned. Black and brown
outs are increasing due to lack of sufficient electricity already. If there isn't enough electricity
to accommodate current users, how can it possibly accommodate the addition of all of the
natural gas users?
It's admirable to have grand plans to mandate only electric vehicles, households and
businesses, BUT BEFORE mandating disuse of gasoline and natural gas, MAKE SURE the
electric grid in all areas throughout the US can provide enough energy for current and future
use!!
Sincerely,
Dawn Campbell
dmccat.dawn@outlook.com
11124 NE Hancock Portland, OR 97220 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharrie Koehn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:14:35 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am all for preservation of our climate and environment. I just hope that those in power do not
let profits govern what we need to do and enforce a real burden on those less fortunate. Case
in point the pharmaceutical companies and their big business.
Sincerely,
Sharrie Koehn
Sincerely,
Sharrie Koehn
sharrie21147@gmail.com
19413 Provisioner Lane Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Haunsperger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:13:33 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I certainly pray that the Oregon DEQ does not make any rules that will limit the availability of
natural gas as an energy source either now or in the future. Natural Gas is safe, reliable,
affordable and one of the cleanest sources of energy available to both residential and
commercial consumers. Over the past 70 years my family has relied upon natural gas as for
home heating, cooking, and hot water and found it to be far more affordable and dependable
than electricity. Please maintain the availability of natural gas for our energy needs.
Sincerely,
William Haunsperger
w_haunsperger@msn.com
7315 SW ASHDALE DR, isN Portland, OR 97223 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Terhune
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:10:25 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural gas should remain as a viable energy source leveraging th existing infrastructure
already in place. Oregon should work with natural gas providers in outlining steps to improve
impacts related to climate change, not simply eliminate natural gas as an energy source.
Sincerely,
Brian Terhune
brian_terhune@yahoo.com
13372 S. Nobel Rd Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Wickham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:09:54 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Reliable, affordable, safe, and clean energy are all significant issues and they need to be
considered in that order of importance. All forms of energy have to be measured against these
factors; and measured fairly. "Clean Energy" (solar and wind primarily), when measured
against oil and gas, are less reliable and more expensive. (I assume our Hydro is maxed.) In
terms of the environment a reasonable argument can be made that renewables cause
significant damage because of the resources required to support these industries, not to
mention the levels of unrecyclable waste created. There are tradeoffs and I do not believe there
is an appreciable understanding of all of the costs to the environment renewable industries
create.
Until nuclear is seriously considered a viable energy resource the idea of reducing greenhouse
gas emissions to the levels of Governor Brown's executive order is fanciful, unless there is
little concern for reducing reliability and increasing cost to levels that would have significant
negative impact on the quality of life in this state.
Although rare, leaders can do the right thing in weighing the welfare of the kingdom against
the interests of a valued constituency - and come out in favor the kingdom's welfare. One
cannot view these four considerations of energy and claim a fair balance for the state's citizens
in Governor Brown's executive order.
Sincerely,
John Wickham
Sincerely,
John Wickham
jgwickham@gmail.com
3222 VALLEY CREST WAY FOREST GROVE, OR 97116-1069 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Douglas Rowe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:07:50 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I would expect that the DEQ would take the time and put in the needed effort to explore and
document the benefits, cost to our citizens, and potential unintended consequences of new or
modified rules. Rigorous investigation and analysis concerning "environmental impact" is
required for most projects that may have an environmental effect. I woudl expect those same
standards to apply here.
Sincerely,
Douglas Rowe
dougro1@frontier.com
6631 SE Grace St Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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To:
Subject:
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John Bakkensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:06:50 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I have been a resident of Oregon for over 70 years. The Climate Protection Program must be
balanced. We have no operating nuclear plants in the state so our power generation must of
necessity be based upon hydroelectric, wind, solar, and natural gas. Wind and solar do not
operate in the absence of wind or sunlight. So we need a robust system of power generation
and therefore hydro and natural gas are key elements of our electric future.
Oregon should not follow the example of California, where some communities are forbidding
new natural gas connections for new homes. California's power grid is not robust because of
the flawed decisions that state has made. We do not want rolling blackouts in Oregon due to
insufficient electrical energy. We do not want higher electrical costs due to flawed decision
making.
Goals of reducing carbon emissions by 45 percent by 2035 and 80 percent by 2050 are not
attainable without seriously jeopardizing Oregon's economy. Careful analysis should be made
by outside experts representing a broad range of views. The cost impact of these proposed
changes must be carefully analyzed.
These are not political questions. They are economic in nature. The future economic welfare
of Oregon is at stake.
John R. Bakkensen
1141 SW Mitchell Lane
Portland, Oregon 97239
Sincerely,
John Bakkensen
jrbakken@aol.com
1141 SW Mitchell Lane Portland, OR 97239 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Calderaz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:05:10 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here. Ridiculous. Simply ridiculous I do not accept the theory of Global
Warming as a scientific proven fact. It has become a religious cult. Look to the disastrous state
of California for a preview of what is to come.
Sincerely,
Gary Calderaz
g.calderaz@me.com
13869 Bean Ct. Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

RALPH CUPPOLETTI
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:59:47 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here. Natural gas is one of the cleanest inexpensive hydrocarbon fuels on
the planet. We do not have an alternate at this time that can compete with this already present
source that works and has the infrastructure to deliver this efficient fuel source.Lets not
fantasize on a wish that isnt available and cost the public dearly for a wish without reality
Sincerely,
RALPH CUPPOLETTI
otsralph@aol.com
31380 SW Parkway WILSONVILLE, OR 97070 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edith Mcconnell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:54:58 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.
All forms of renewable energy should be considered like the one natural gas is using.
Sincerely,
Edith Mcconnell
mcconnell9379@comcast.net
6152 Weldon Pl SW Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sonshing yu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:53:12 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
sonshing yu
sonshingyu1451@outlook.com
1221 se 89th ave portland, OR 97216 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Patterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:49:52 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
The governors executive order for state agencies to reach specific greenhouse gas reduction
goals by 2035 and 2050 are totally unrealistic. If anyone should know it certainly should be
the DEQ. Please inform her of how wrong she is.
Sincerely,
George Patterson
geopatterson@gmail.com
597 Stagecoach Way SE Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Junell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:47:10 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed. Using the natural gas infrastructure already in
place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas
and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
The effects of massive regulations and taxation (reducing supply is a backdoor tax) are already
apparent. The ability to generate enough income to afford all this in the last 10+ years has lead
to massive homeless in the metro area. Just know that restricting natural gas in this way will
lead to more homeless. There is a better way. Mandating electric appliances when they need to
be replaced would be a better way, but still exposes people to harsh weather when the
electricity goes out. At least with this mandate it would be relatively inexpensive and people
could supplement with gas generators during power outages, although most poor will be
exposed to harsh weather when the electricity goes out.
Sincerely,
William Junell
bababilly@comcast.net
6945 Winfield Ct Gladstone, OR 97027 Constituent
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Julie Neff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:41:52 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We replaced the oil furnace with an efficient natural gas furnace in our house in 2020. My
daughter replaced her noisy, inefficient heat pump system with an efficient, quiet forced air
natural gas system in August 2021. We felt very fortunate to have the natural gas heating
option. It's the best heating system we have used and we have used oil, coal, wood & electric
systems. Please continue this important resource for Salem OR.
Sincerely,
Julie Neff
acryptonym@aol.com
4105 BLUFF AVE SE SALEM, OR 97302-1703 Constituent
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To:
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Brock C Blair
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:41:28 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Good Day,
My wife and I recently purchased new furnace and air conditioning units for our home. We
considered how we use these forms of heating and cooling before making up our minds. Our
final decision was based on how much cooling we require and how much heating we require.
Since we only need cooling about 4 months every year we purchased a two stage electric air
conditioner that was 80% efficient and since we need heat 8 months out of every year we
purchased a gas furnace that is 98.6% efficient. Oddly enough, the air conditioner utilizes the
heat exchanger from the furnace which also uses the variable speed fan system, making in my
opinion the air conditioner much more efficient. I never heard the air conditioner or heater turn
on once this past year, yet the thermostat always said it was 70 degrees inside the house. So
little heat escapes the furnace that they use a PVC chimney. My suggestion is to regulate the
sale of furnaces by stating that all furnaces need to be at least 90% efficient by 2035 and
98.6% efficient by 2050, eliminating the sale of any furnace less than 90%. But what you
really want is for everyone to be 98.6% efficient by 2035 and the way to do that is to give
really big tax incentives for only the most efficient furnaces or really efficient electric heat
pumps. If you could talk the suppliers into giving similar incentives you might just meet your
goals. If you eliminate gas heat and make everyone use electricity I don't think the grid will
hold up. Then we won't have any heat. I know there's a company somewhere that discovered a
cost effective way to split Hydrogen from water to fuel cars. Imagine filling your tank with
water and exhausting steam. I'm sure there's an application there for heating as well.
Sincerely, Brock Blair
Sincerely,
Brock C Blair
bmebrockc@gmail.com
2329 S.E. Bush St. Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Ware
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:41:11 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Hi,
While we do use natural gas in our home, and see that it can be used as a bridge to truly green
energy, I would like to see that transition made as fast as possible.
I am concerned about the cost of doing so, but not for myself - I think many families would be
impacted by an increase in cost but that we ought to find a way to offer aid directly to them, as
I do think the cost of natural gas ought to rise overall as we work to phase it out in favor a
truly green energy plan.
Thanks!
Sincerely,
Ben Ware
whereizben@gmail.com
2035 SE 72nd Ave Portland, OR 97215 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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virginia hixson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:36:32 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
No one system is sufficient for energy or almost anything else as I have learned through some
painful experiences. There always MUST be a backup.
Sincerely,
virginia hixson
ergomaven@live.com
545 Jefferson St NE Salem, OR 97301 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ray Martens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:36:15 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
You don’t know what the cost will be. How can you take this action without understanding the
costs and especially impacts on Oregonians? How will you balance the electric loads without
NG and plants Klamath Cogeneration and Klamath speakers, that are running at the highest
levels in 20 years? The Bonneville hydro is maxed out for balancing purposes and is unable
To handle
This function now for much of the year. Don’t take this drastic and ignorant action.
Sincerely,
Ray Martens
martens.xray@yahoo.com
21210 NW Niederberger Rd Dundee, OR 97115 Constituent
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Linda Melikian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:34:57 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please work harder towards using cleaner energy solutions. Innovation is there, it is time we
take the climate change and dependence on fossil fuels seriously.
Sincerely,
Linda Melikian
linda.melikian@yahoo.com
623 Maple St. SW Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Krista Vandestreek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:34:56 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
This bill needs more work done before this can pass.
Sincerely,
Krista Vandestreek
krista811@gmail.com
602 South Vermont Portland, OR 97219 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Rich Cox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:31:51 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Climate scientists have been very clear about the need to reduce Carbon emissions. To achieve
such reductions, we must move away from our dependence on fossil fuels (coal and oil).
Natural gas is far less polluting of our atmosphere and is less expensive than electricity for use
in cooking and heating. Speaking of costs, consideration must be given to the costs to
consumers for any sources of energy. Nevertheless, further development of renewable sources
such as solar and wind energy is essential for the long term. As timelines for change are
developed, they must be achievable, affordable, and in the best interests of the consumers i.e.
end users.
I am not a scientist or business owner. I am your average, intelligent, middle class citizen. It is
us who are affected by your decisions.
Sincerely, Richard
Sincerely,
Rich Cox
coxaloharc@comcast.net
15432 SW 114th Ct, Unit 81 Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen J Payne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:24:43 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Advisor Singh,
I would like to let you know that as a NW Natural gas customer, I am a little concerned that
Natural Gas is not necessarily being considered in the plans for Climate Change through
greenhouse emissions. I am 100 percent in agreement that something has to be done but think
all options should be on the table and taken a close look at. I have been using Natural Gas for
approximately 40 years. It is clean and efficient. If I had been forced to be totally dependent
on electricity this past spring, I would have potentially had many days without heat or a way to
prepare meals for myself when the Salem area experience the ice storm. I believe there is a
need to have a variety of sustainable options available for the people of Oregon to use, there is
no one size fits all.
Sincerely,
Helen Payne
Sincerely,
Helen J Payne
janeilp@hotmail.com
4678 Duke CT NE Salem, OR 97301 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Susan Swanson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:18:13 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Any broad, sweeping legislation of this type needs to be considered and voted upon by the
people of Oregon...not implemented by the Governor. All truthful information should be
presented to the people for a true and accurate vote. Changes and costs that impact the
citizenship must be brought before the people. The Governor is supposed to be representing
the people, not his or her own agenda. We only have political leadership as a representation
"of the people, by the people" not just for the purpose of law making.
Sincerely,
Susan Swanson
Sincerely,
Susan Swanson
hutchins.tvappliance@frontier.com
2903 NE Jackson School Rd Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Corvington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:15:01 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I feel it is so important to not listen to people who want to ban the use of gas in building new
homes. Gas is another source of power like electricity and if it is banned there will be more
and more brown outs in our nation. Gas is affordable and a great alternative to only one power
source. Gas is here when electricity is out. I believe natural gas is continuously looking for
ways to improve and remain affordable. Draft your comment here.
Sincerely,
Diane Corvington
dacorvington@yahoo.com
1354 Oksanna St Springfield, OR 97477 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Swanson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:10:58 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
It is important that you don't go down the path spelled out by the Green New Deal. We need
reliable affordable power sources that do depend or sun. Allowing so many more people into
our country contradicts the concept of using less energy, and is contrary to the falsely made
claim of climate change being man made. The US is creating a fraction of what we once did.
It is well known among honest scientists that if the USA eliminated all carbon use it would not
make a measurable difference to the climate. To the little extent this may be a fossil fuel issue,
and that is not proven, it is China, India, and other countries that are the counties that can
make the biggest difference.
Don't use this as a political fake panic issue.
Sincerely,
Mike Swanson
misuswanson@comcast.net
1258 NW Shattuck Way Unit 201 Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mihaela Mihaescu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:08:30 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
AFFORDABLE, so far none of what you propose is as affordable as Natural Gas. Is your
proposal just for the rich guys?
Sincerely,
Mihaela Mihaescu
mihaescum@anasoftware.com
1625 SW Glenview Ave Portland, OR 97225 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Dan Boettcher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:06:25 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I agree with and support the three Key Principles listed in the NW Natural email. An
uninterrupted supply of gas during power outages is extremely important to me both as a
consumer and as a business owner. My home will soon have a natural gas generator installed
to back it up during power outages. My business relies on natural gas for heat.
Sincerely,
Dan Boettcher
danboettcher923@gmail.com
14692 SW Scarlett Drive Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:06:18 AM

I would like to comment on the above referenced rulemaking. Our family should have a choice of
resilient and dependable energy options to meet our needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense,
gas bans could discourage renewable energy innovation and force communities to exclusively
depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have
energy even when the electric power is out. This just happened last winter.
Please consider my comment.
Sincerely,
Janet and Ernie Chambers
3238 Hidden Valley Dr NW
Salem, OR 97304
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Randall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:01:14 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I believe in reducing our carbon footprints and I feel I do my part in driving less and making
my trips count. Also, I hang my clothes on the line outside whenever possible.
However, there are energy saving innovations that I am totally against, the Wind Turbans! Not
only do they harm the wildlife, the blades of these turbans must be buried. Who thought of
that brilliant idea? Someone is making lots of money which usually is the case when it comes
to new innovations that have not been fully investigated. Retrofitting cars to use natural gas
might be an idea in reducing carbon. . .just an idea. How much research in the electric
vehicles? How do we get the titanium (?) by mining and are the batteries disposable. I know
very little about electric vehicles and the batteries and life of the batteries. More research
needs to be done and informing the public about it.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Randall
kathycatsrandall@yahoo.com
5530 SE 101st Avenue Portland, OR 97266 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Forcier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:55:45 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I believe we should take any measures necessary to reduce our carbon emissions for the sake
of our grandchildren. The time to act is now!
Sincerely,
Richard Forcier
richforcier12@gmail.com
2085 Meridian Dr. Woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DAVID M REMPEL
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:54:42 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon Bath & Kitchen (also dba Brooklake Industries) is a Brooks, OR producer and
installer of high-quality casegoods for local, national, and global consumption, involving
residential, medical/dental, education, military, other government, NGOs, business and
industrial settings. On a local- and national-level we also provide remodeling and installation
services. Our clients are looking for unique and high-quality products not available from large,
“one-size fits all,” models of production. Part of our ability to remain in business, in ever more
competitive markets, is remaining able to reliably obtain materials and services within
competitive rates, provide desired client options, and meet client design and production
expectations—Natural Gas, and other traditional energy sources are an essential part of this
business model.
For the past several decades Natural Gas, and other traditional energy sources, have been
successfully marketed as low carbon, highly reliable, readily available, and low-cost energy
resource. Natural Gas equipment and furnishings, for example, permeate our daily client
conversations, option considerations, and production & installation applications. A shift away
from Natural Gas, at this time, will seriously threaten, and no doubt damage, our ability to
compete, produce, and provide products & support, to those seeking our unique ability to
deliver these goods and services. This in turn directly impacts our employees' economic
security and damages access to resources we provide.
Sincerely,
David M. Rempel
Sincerely,
DAVID M REMPEL
david@brooklakeind.com
4870 Brooklake Rd NE, PO BOX 9277 Brooks, OR 97305 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Forest LeDoux
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:52:23 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate CHANGE is not urgent and must be thought out rationally.
Working together will lead to the most promising energy future.
Solar panels and windmills are not the final answer. Fossil fuels, hydro and nuclear MUST be
used until OTHER methods of energy can be as abundant as they are. Rolling blackouts are
NOT GOOD.
Sincerely,
Forest LeDoux
budl@molalla.net
1213 Meadowlark Place Molalla, OR 97038 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet McCulloch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:44:01 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.
It is time for all citizens to realize that prices in the US and other developed countries have
been artificially low for too long. There is a price to pay for energy and for the costs of
producing food, and other goods and services. We own stock in a wide variety of companies,
and shareholders such as ourselves have been privileged for a very long time. We must insist
that all segments of society, including large corporations, pay a larger share of processes that
mitigate climate change. Although NW Natural Gas has asked for my input, and also carefully
framed their response, part of effective long-term planning in any business, requires planning
for how to pay for unforeseen costs. Rather than focus on what they call "reliable and
affordable energy for families and businesses," they would be better stewards of both the
environment and their corporation, by working on solutions, not just cost controls.
Sincerely,
Janet McCulloch
robert@sonic.net
PO Box 375 Gleneden Beach, OR 97388 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

SUSAN AND DICK BLOCK
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:38:13 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
When we were in the design stage of our new home, we made a specific order that all
appliances that use natural gas were to be installed. So, the stove top, oven, water heater,
clothes dryer and furnace are powered by gas.
The safe use of nat gas stems from my early childhood growing up at our grandparents home
on NE Fremont.
Since then, we have lived in several homes over the past 70 years and used nat gas whenever
possible.
The most important aspect is that at this time, we have a choice on our power suppliers. This is
important because we need to have a competitive nature to insure best pricing.
I think some of us forget that electric energy is produced in part by the use of nat gas,
affordable and clean.
Sincerely,
SUSAN AND DICK BLOCK
rchrd.block@gmail.com
23175 NE SUNNYCREST ROAD NEWBERG, OR 97132 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Hassebroek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:22:47 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please do not give a monopoly to the power companies by reducing our energy choices. The
electric grid is more likely to go down in a severe weather event and would compromise the
safety of Oregonians. I trust all energy providers to continue to innovate and find ways to
reduce carbon emissions.
Sincerely,
Nancy Hassebroek
nancyeh0306@frontier.com
1932 NE 226 Ave Fairview, OR 97024 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Titus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:20:29 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I understand and agree with the goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and at the same
time I'd like to make sure power/fuel sources are reliable and affordable for everyone. Please
keep this balance in mind as you adopt new climate rules.
Sincerely,
Don Titus
don.r.titus@gmail.com
5138 SE 115th Ave Portland, OR 97266 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin A Martinez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:18:31 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
renewable will be great! When our technology can keep up with the growing demand. You are
asking every household to switch over to electric for heating. This will add stress to the grid
that already has estimates of black out brownouts, due to lack of electricity. We are now being
told to sleep in a eighty degree + house. The push for electric cars where is that electricity
coming from. Supply and demand dictates raise in price hurting low and middle income
families.
Sincerely,
Kevin A Martinez
kwsok39@gmail.com
1011 Northeast 162nd Avenue Portland, OR 97230 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy J Simmons
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:17:09 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We must work together to save energy in any way we can for our future generations. We need
to focus more on renewal energy. We need to do what we can to reduce carbon emissions to
our beautiful world.
Sincerely,
Cathy J Simmons
cjccamaro@msn.com
1445 Edison Ave Cottage Grove, OR 97424 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alyson Budde
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:15:46 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
My home has electricity and gas. Because we have a gas stove, gas wall heater, and gas water
heater, we were able to sustain during the week-long electrical power outage that resulted
from the February ice storm. Without gas service, we would have frozen and gone hungry.
Weather events like the ice storm are not less likely to occur in our future. Gas service
provides energy diversity in our home. To eliminate it because of climate change feels like
cutting off a foot to save the body and leaves us vulnerable to an electric grid that is less than
fool proof. I agree that solutions to aid the Earth's transition are necessary and to that end I
have engaged in soil regeneration on my land, a process that allows my plants and soil to
sequester more carbon than my neighbors.
Sincerely,
Alyson Budde
alysonbudde@gmail.com
1010 N Water St Silverton, OR 97381 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Bolzle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:12:11 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Many people want to support renewable energy, but not all do. Different energy sources have
different costs. It would be the best for everyone if all people are allowed options when it
comes to what energy company they support and what energy type they want. Regulations and
bans go against freedom. Carbon taxes just increase cost without eliminating the problem. Let
the individuals and free market decide. If enough people are willing to pay a utility company
for renewable energy, then maybe the fossil fuel companies will naturally go out of business.
But if there is enough demand for fossil fuels, then they should not be stopped. I would use
renewable fuels if they were available to me, but I dont think my choice should be forced on
everyone. Renewable fuel seems to cost more, and not everyone can afford higher costs.
Choice is the only option in a free society.
Sincerely,
Denise Bolzle
bolzle@usa.com
4384 sw 159th ave Beaverton, OR 97078 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edward House
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:07:21 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon needs to move away from the use of fossil fuels; however, it needs to be done in a
measured and gradual transition.
All new State vehicles should be electric, new homes should have on-demand hot water
heaters and solar power as a percentage of electrical consumption. There should be some type
of tax credit for retrofitting existing structures with alternative energy installations. Trees need
to planted in neighborhoods to provide cooling shade and new housing developments allow
for some existing mature trees to stand.
Clear cutting of forests should be banned and selective logging allowing "mother trees" to
remain will provide more cooling shade, better moisture retention and healthier forests.
Electrical "micro-grid" generation should be encouraged so that major blackouts, as
experienced in California, would not be necessary. (Micro-grids can be connected and
disconnected to the regional power grid as needed.)
All this requires a major investment of funding that users will need to pay; however, the costs
should be on a sliding scale so that low income households are not disproportionately affected.
Sincerely,
Edward House
edw.house@frontier.com
14725 SW 83rd Ave Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Johnston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:06:46 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
The only current feasible alternative to fossil fuels is nuclear power. Just ask Germany whose
failed experiment with intermittent solar and wind power has resulted in enormous costs to
society with little or no benefit, and the construction of a second Nordstream II natural gas
pipeline to Russia.
Wind generators kill birds, change migratory patterns, and because it is a distributed system,
requires thousands of miles of copper which requires toxic copper mining at some place on the
planet.
Solar panels support the economy in China rather than the USA, use toxic chemicals such as
arsenic in their manufacture, and the active components end up in a landfill at the end of their
25 year useful life.
Hydro power changes river ecosystems, disrupts fish migration, and kills fish, which leads to
undesirable changes to oceanic ecosystems.
The only reasonable alternative to coal, oil, and natural gas power generation is nuclear power,
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which requires a centralized, safe waste storage facility such as Yucca Mountain, AZ. Oregon
should be working towards centralized, continuous nuclear power with safe waste storage
rather than distributed, intermittent power sources with environmentally damaging and
inefficient large scale battery storage systems.
Sincerely,
Brian Johnston
b.r.johnston@comcast.net
3117 NE 142nd Ave. Portland, OR 97230 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Russell La Barr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:06:07 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I'm concerned with our current approach to climate control. With a growing population in OR
and multiple blackouts for periods at a time throughout the year it seems counter productive to
restrict any forms of renewable energy. For instance natural gas saved my families life due to
the power outage for 4/5 days in February 2021. If these storms are predicted to get worse why
would we restrict something that saves the very lives the state is trying to protect? Technology
is helping with better infrastructure for use of these renewable energies and it seems counter
productive to restrict our communities of these already available services that are continuing
with improvements. It seems odd to me that the best solution for an Oregonian is electrical and
solar both of which wouldn't have helped during the ice storm, both are continually not
consistence through the fall and winter months. Again we need all forms of renewable energy
to sustain our population. Thank you for your time. Russell La Barr
Sincerely,
Russell La Barr
maximuslabarr17@gmail.com
14112 Conway Dr Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:04:14 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
In spring of 2021 I replaced my oil furnace and two wood burning fireplaces with a gas
furnace and gas fireplace inserts. I made this decision because I felt it was the right thing to do
for the environment, and was the best choices that were available to purchase at a reasonable
cost.
Please consider residential consumers during your climate protection plan process. I would
love to convert to more sustainable options when it comes to my home's heating, cooling, and
electrical use, but my options are limited and sometimes cost prohibitive.
Sincerely,
Jason Anderson
lovetaco@gmail.com
4617 SE Franklin St Portland, OR 97206-3145 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Christoferson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:04:11 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear DEQ representatives,
I'm a lifelong Oregon resident. Energy is essential to our safety and civilization. It needs to be
affordable for all and it needs to be reliable. Many of the "renewable alternatives" are not
reliable and frankly, scar our landscapes (solar farms, windmills). They are very expensive
and, honestly, the infrastructure to build them has a moderate life span requiring continued
maintenance, improvements, disposal of non-biodegradable materials and other undesirable
consequences beyond those associated with other energy resources. Their lack of reliability is
evident in western Europe right now. They stressed Texas creating one of our nation's greatest
energy catastrophes. They stressed California as investment was not balanced between
maintenance of the electric grid and other energy sources. Our bureaucracies are in a huge
hurry to claim "renewables" without focusing on the consequences of their initiatives and the
true ability to materially impact climate change which is one of the most natural phenomena
since the beginning of our planet's existence.
While a clean planet is a priority we need to be realistic about energy and our ability to impact
climate change. Natural gas is clean, abundant, powerful and distributable. In Argentina at
virtually every gas station one can also fuel their natural gas powered vehicle. Natural gas is
the most efficient resource we have. It's amazing our bureaucracies are not embracing it as
clean energy.
Political influences often don't consider the practical aspects of their initiatives. Working
together will lead to the most promising energy future. Please don't just charge ahead without
being realistic.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's energy program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals and affordable
energy needs more by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
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right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Thank you for your attention. Please be pragmatists not ideologues.
Sincerely,
Carl B. Christoferson
Sincerely,
Carl Christoferson
carl@oregoninvest.net
168 Pine Valley Rd Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steve westbrook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:00:08 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I'm 100% for doing whatever we can fight climate change but without subsidies and incentives
for switching over to new forms of energy it's near impossible for me. My house is heated by
natural gas. I have a gas insert fireplace so f the power goes out i can still provide some heat to
my home via that gas insert. So, switching these things to other energy sources isn't a walk in
the park. Natural gas is relatively clean compared to other fuels though fracking has serious
problems. Modern nuclear technology seems a good way to bridge the gap as we reduce fossil
fuel use and transition to all forms of renewables but that would require major federal
involvement and development of new technologies which all relevant regulatory departments
seem unwilling to invest in. A decentralized electric grid with localized solar power farms and
solar panels on roofs + batteries seems a good way to go also. These are all complex problems
but putting the burden on individual consumers is a cop out since we know that the bulk of
pollution is caused by a relatively small amount of industries and wealthy extraction
companies. this needs to be considered when making regulations. the burden should be placed
more on them than on the average individual who's already carrying the load of trying to exist
under a capitalist system that is increasingly hostile to workers and the environment. good
luck!
Sincerely,
steve westbrook
dayjob111@yahoo.com
2325 n willamette blvd Portland, OR 97217 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STEPHEN KASSIS
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:57:00 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Moving away from natural gas as a primary source of inexpensive, renewable fuel is a foolish
choice and a costly one. We have huge supplies of natural gas and it is cheap to access.
Proponents who say we must move to all electric or wind power are not realistic and
misinformed.
Recently we have the government pushing for all electric cars. This in itself is unsustainable as
we don't have the infrastructure to support a fraction of the needed vehicle charging
requirements. A single family home will commonly have a 100 amp service. Currently, Tesla's
require 75 amps for charging which doesn't leave enough power for the rest of the home. We
are decades away from being able to supply enough electricity just to charge autos, yet we are
now talking about all electric homes? This is nonsense and unrealistic.
Natural gas has been a dependable, inexpensive and plentiful resource for a hundred years.
Elimination of this vital commodity would cripple our economy as it would force more
expensive alternatives on Oregonians that cannot afford it.
I urge you to vote down this foolish idea.
Sincerely,
Stephen Kassis
Sincerely,
STEPHEN KASSIS
sk@fillingstation.com
990 S 2nd st Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christopher P Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:55:03 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Ms. Singh,
I am absolutely a believer in the climate change that is having its effect on our world today,
and as such, I am also looking at the various ways in which all of us - individuals,
corporations, scientists, and political leaders - can change the ways in which we use energy,
and the ways in which we produce it.
I have read that some governmental bodies have declared that natural gas will not be a part of
any new construction, and yet, it appears that they have no alternative in mind. Do they truly
think that our already overtaxed electrical grid can simply flick a switch and provide the
additional power ?
The costs, in both money and emissions, are likely to be much greater than using our existing
infrastructure , which includes natural gas .
Our country,and our world, needs to be aggressively pursuing alternative energy ideas, while
at the same making use of our existing power supplies.
Finally, I think it behooves all of our leaders to respond to the needs of every citizen, and
consider that families always have to balance their budgets. Telling everyone to " tighten their
belts " has been said far too often. To quote a Gordon Lightfoot song, " The hands of the havenots keep falling out of reach. "
Thank you,
Chris Moore
Sincerely,
Christopher P Moore
spinningtop@frontier.com
2535 NE Hale Ave Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Todd Griswold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:54:36 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I'm not at all in favor of Governmental mandates regarding the requirement to use Electric
power over Natural Gas. The production of Electric power is inherently destructive to the
environment in numerous ways!
Let the public make their own decisions as to which power sources they want to use.
It's not the Governments place to tell us!!!
Respectfully,
Todd S. Griswold
Sincerely,
Todd Griswold
todd@indoorgoals.com
9175 SW 171st Ave Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

SCOTT DONALD TIEDTKE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:51:40 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
Developing new sources "BEFORE" eliminating current affordable options already in place,
creating a hardship and extra cost to the general public and businesses unduly.
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
SCOTT DONALD TIEDTKE
arinat3@msn.com
4120 N LOCUST ST CANBY, OR 97013 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timothy Fromwiller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:48:57 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
When making the ultimate regulatory rules regarding Oregons renewable energy sources,
primary consideration needs to be placed on the reliability of the energy source. Recent natural
disasters (wildfires and ice storms) both had tremendously negative impacts on the electrical
distribution system in our area (neither of which affected the natural gas system.) Without
natural gas in our home we would have been without heat, hot water, and food preparation
capabilities for the weeks that electric power was out.
My wife and I are both over 70 years old and the reliability of our energy sources have a huge
impact on our livelihood.
Unfortunately, these natural disasters will undoubtedly continue to be a reality in our future. It
is because of this that natural gas continue to be an integral part of Oregons energy
infrastructure.
Sincerely,
Timothy Fromwiller
Sincerely,
Timothy Fromwiller
fromwiller5@wavecable.com
910 Grant St Mount Angel, OR 97362 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:47:01 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Consumers must be the final word on what types of energy they use. Being dictated to is very
disrespectful and unproductive. Having multiple sources available to choose from is the
answer. No one knows exactly what planet earth is up to. Research, and what type, is a bit
dictated by who is getting the money at the moment. Is it humans, earthquakes, volcanos, less
trees, the pull of some outside space force we haven't identified yet? In the meantime, I'm
perfectly capable of choosing my own forms of energy to use and resent any government
interference in stopping the choice I might have available.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Smith
jergog@yahoo.com
86308 sanford road Eugene, OR 97402 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Cole
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:42:00 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I rely on natural gas for an affordable energy source for heat and hot water. Electricity costs a
lot more and isn’t necessarily cleaner energy as it is generated by means that cause warming.
Renewable gas seems as much as important as renewable electricity.
Sincerely,
Charles Cole
charlesrcole@gmail.com
14625 SW Beard Rd #103 Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dean Barron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:41:51 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
In a time of rising energy costs, and concern for the environment, consumers are forced to
choose between comfort and social responsibility. While climate change is a reality for
everyone, it is unrealistic to expect people to immediately and completely divorce themselves
from every form of fossil fuel, especially for motor vehicles and for home heating.
It is unrealistic to retrofit every home, school and office building with expensive electric heat,
that will cost home owners and taxpayers billions of dollars each year in increased utility bills.
The emphasis needs to be on finding better ways to conserve energy by insulating all
structures against heat-loss, and to provide incentives for all property owners, regardless of the
source of energy used to heat, (or cool) the structures they inhabit. In this way, everyone can
contribute to the responsible conservation of energy in every form-without going bankruptwhile providing for our basic needs.
It is critical that we strive to maintain a balance of energy resources for our society , while
striving to responsibly protecting the environment and our citizens.
Sincerely,
Dean Barron
deanbarron@gmail.com
4805 NE 77TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97218-4113 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela G Blake
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:40:05 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
KATE BROWN'S EDICT IS THE DUMBEST THING I'VE HEARD.
CLIMATE CHANGE IS NORMAL. DENYING US THE CLEAN ENERGY NATURAL
GAS PROVIDES IN EXCHANGE FOR AN ELECTRIC GRID THAT GETS MORE
FRAGILE DAILY. BROWNOUTS AND BLACKOUTS WILL BE OREGON'S NORMAL
IF THESE PEOPLE GET THEIR WAY.
Sincerely,
Pamela G Blake
pamelablake1872@hotmail.com
4350 Sacramento Ct. NE SALEM, OR 97305 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stacey Mark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:39:44 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am a NW Natural customer. I have received information about NWN's plans for switching to
renewable energy resources but not the cost or how (or how much) the switch will reduce
emissions.
Reducing emissions and improving our air quality immediately should be the first priority.
The current reduction goals are not aggressive enough. We could all be ill or dead from the air
quality weather extremes by 2050.
Equally important are reliable alternatives. It is not clear what those alternatives are. Solar is
not efficient if your house is surrounded by trees.
For those of us who currently rely on natural gas and gas appliances, we will also need help
paying for any change to a more earth friendly energy resource. My husband and I are retired.
We have gas heat, a gas stove, instant gas water heater, gas dryer. Replacing everything will
be incredibly burdensome financially. The state needs to have a program to incent and assist
its residents to move to cleaner utilities.
Sincerely,
Stacey Mark
semark00@gmail.com
6829 SW 7th Avenue Portland, OR 97219 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lawrence Jacobson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:39:37 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As a community we must do whatever we can to quickly and effectively reduce our carbon
footprint and fight off climate change..
DEQ must encourage these changes and support the growth alternative forms of renewable
energy.
Sincerely,
Lawrence Jacobson
jacobsonlm1@yahoo.com
3640 SW Baird St Portland, OR 97219 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Rolloff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:39:22 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Executive Orders are ego dictates. Rely totally on electricity with no plan to manage more
production, or to limit consumers. Add millions of immigrants and think you are positively
affecting the balance of emissions?
Sincerely,
Richard Rolloff
richard.rolloff@icloud.com
12127 SE Sovereign Dr. Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Noble Deckard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:33:17 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I strongly feel that it is necessary to consider all forms of renewable energy including natural
gas. Until there is a reliable development of some sort of effective and efficient electrical
energy storage from wind and solar generation there is a need to have a balanced source of
energy from gas, oil, nuclear and hydro power. All costs and affordability to users must be an
important part of any balanced calculations.
Sincerely,
Noble Deckard
noblesad@comcast.net
911 Cummings Ln N Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Comeaux
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:32:52 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Official’s,
Being in the automotive industry I’ve seen great reductions in emissions over the years. In
regards to our industries I’ve seen massive reductions as well. Natural gas has always been a
very small foot print in our society on emissions. Any excessive regulation as Washington is
doing currently will have a negative hit on Oregon residents and commercially as well.
Considering many homes utilizing natural gas takes the negative on electricity use which we
all know what it takes to produce it. Any further regulation on natural gas would produce
negative results in the bigger picture.
Regards
Mike Comeaux
Sincerely,
Mike Comeaux
mcomeaux2014@gmail.com
581 NW Heath St Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathleen Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:31:49 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Official,
While I support less dependence on carbon-based fuels and reduction in greenhouse gas
emission levels, I was always taught to NEVER put ALL of your eggs in ONE basket.
It is highly unlikely that the USA infrastructure will ever be able to support pure electric
energy, particularly as the demand, including a transition to electric vehicles, continues to
increase.
I have no confidence in Oregon's government. Who's done the math? Issuing a mandate does
not make a plausible path toward a low-carbon future. What's the contingency plan when the
single energy source fails?
The February 2021 ice storm already demonstrated what occurs when electric power lines are
down. Those of us who still had natural gas were able to provide heated space, water and food.
Can you imagine what would have happened if EVERYONE had electric power only?
I agree with NW Natural that all forms of renewable energy – including natural gas and
hydrogen - are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Families and businesses should have a
choice of resilient and dependable energy options to meet their needs.
Sincerely,
Cathleen Miller
Sincerely,
Cathleen Miller
cjmillerap@gmail.com
7115 SE 19th Ave Portland, OR 97202 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Al Schierling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:31:24 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
First I would like to recommend DEQ regulators read the book by S. Fred Singer and Dennis
T. Avery titled Unstoppable Global Warming. In their book they detail how climate change
really works.
It is NOT something to WORRY about or try to CONTROL. It is a natural process that has
been going on since the beginning of CREATION.
Certainly everyone should do their part to make responsible choices. Most of all use common
sense, not radical ideas about what so called environmentalists think we need to do to try to
CONTROL our environment.
Another book that can be very helpful in guiding our decisions about the present and future is
the BIBLE, God's written word, which has history from the time of creation, direction for
daily living, a plan for personal salvation, and ultimately an eternal future.Woven through the
pages you will see the person Jesus who was sent to save the world, not to condemn the world.
You might think I'm being silly, strange, uninformed, not following the science. God's
promises stand as firm as His word.
Sincerely,
Al Schierling
Sincerely,
Al Schierling
alndarla@gmail.com
PO Box 12251 Salem, OR 97301 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lyle Vandestreek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:24:24 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Think this through. Many of us are on fixed income. Energy should come from various
sources, not electricity only. My house used to be all electric and energy bills were outrageous.
I now use electricity AND natural gas. My monthly energy is almose half. Kate Brown has no
business mandating something that affects so many people directly. She is NOT Queen.
Please be responsible with your decisions.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lyle Vandestreek
l25v43@hotmail.com
6015 SE Harrison St Portland, OR 97215 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Beatty
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:16:30 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am a professional climatologist and have been in that business since 1972. Anthropogenic
climate change, in the sense that human activity is responsible for the warming trend over the
past 25,000 years, is a myth. If your intent is to further bankrupt the United States through
government mandated and controlled manipulation of free market forces, and thus reduce or
eliminate use of fossils fuels by creating a society without electricity, without homes heated by
clean natural gas, by returning society to the energy situation of 1810, I can think of no better
way than the path you have chosen. ‘Renewable’ energy has its own unintended consequences
from decimating bird life around wind turbines to altering the albedo of the earth surface with
solar panels to reducing wind energy. In addition, energy sources that rely on wind and solar
energy must have a secure storage capability for night and no-wind situations; and the energy
and natural non-renewable materials required to build batteries often outweigh the energy
saved. Your rush to renewable energy is unnecessary, economically flawed, and, in the form
you propose, is doomed to failure, dragging mankind back into the wood-burning Stone Age.
Slow down.
Sincerely,
David Beatty
banzai_beagle@yahoo.com
300 McLaughlin Dr Woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Westerberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:16:10 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Affordability of natural gas is a huge concern for me. I donate a part of every month's bill to
make natural gas cheaper for low -income Oregonians. Any legislation proposed for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions must be balanced against the cost to low and moderate income
residents.
Paul Westerberg
Sincerely,
Paul Westerberg
paulwesterberg@comcast.net
2670 NW 19th Avenue Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald VanderVeen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:10:57 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here. Oregon has a strong need for reliable, renewable energy and natural
gas is one of the best. Clean burning, quick heating it quickly warms my home on a freezing
morning. I think of those poor people in Texas who had to rely on the power grid that failed
them in freezing weather. How many of them shivered and died when they had no heat? We
have an alternative. Let's not destroy it. The pipelines are already in. Let's use them wisely!
Sincerely,
Ronald VanderVeen
grampavee@yahoo.com
826 SE 36th Avenue Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Hess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:10:22 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.
There is little doubt that CO2 needs to be reduced, but cost and reliability are critical factors.
Having been on the board of a rural electric COOP for 20 years, I know first hand how
important multiple energy sources are for comfort and safety. Renewable sources of all energy
types need to be supported, including wind, natural gas, forest products and even hydrogen.
Thanks for thoughtful and forward looking rule making that actually does something other
than encourage more studies and committees.
Sincerely,
David Hess
hessd@ohsu.edu
PO Box 413 Gleneden Beach, OR 97388 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Tompkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:09:57 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
NW Natural possesses unique underground piping expertise. This expertise could be used to
create water ground loops in neighborhoods. The ground loop could be tapped by home
owners using Geothermal Heat Pumps. By neighbors sharing the cost of the ground loop,
investment by home owners in heat pumps would become practical.
Sincerely,
Robert Tompkins
rwtmpkns@outlook.com
13750 SW Bonnie Brae Street, Beaverton, OR 97005 Beaverton, OR 97005 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David E Bergman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:09:27 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I firmly believe that the science of climate change is NOT SETTLED!! I believe that there are
still so many unknowns about global warming, ocean warming, and the effect humanity is
having on climate that for us to jump headfirst into major changes in energy use is complete
folly.
I believe that we all want and need clean air to breathe and clean water to drink. There are
multiple actions that have been and can be taken to help with those needs. But total upheaval
in regulations and limits on our current energy sources is not an answer that makes sense. The
USA and some European countries making drastic moves won't get any result until the Asian
countries join in. Why throw trillions of dollars away for minimal results?
The fear mongering by the progressive media regarding the subject of "we're doomed if we
don't take drastic action now" is not in the best interest of society. Kids who know practically
nothing about the sciences involved are now being led into demonstrating and protesting that
their future is as stake. What nonsense!
How about we get politics out of this entire energy question? Big government isn't the answer
to our problems, it is the problem! Let the scientists complete the research needed before we
turn things upside down.
Sincerely,
David E Bergman
zebrabeav@yahoo.com
10898 SE Happy Valley Drive Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eve Green
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:09:23 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
There is a push worldwide for control and domination of the population. The environment is
obviously vital, but should never be used as a boogeyman for the empowerment of a very few
who get off on the suffering of the many. Oregon needs resilient, reliable energy for everyone.
Residents and businesses should have a choice of options to meet their energy needs. Take
heed, for I see pitchforks coming out if people keep getting pushed around and tortured
needlessly.
Eve Green
Sincerely,
Eve Green
eve.r.green@hotmail.com
13137 NE Failing Ct, Oregon PORTLAND, OR 97230 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:08:07 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Part and parcel of renewable energy's future has to be availability during natural disasters.
During the 2021 freezing winter weather event here in Oregon that knocked out power to a
large portion of the PDX metro population, it was NG that kept my family warm when our
furnace was not able to run. It heated our water because our HWH is NG and allowed us to
continue to cook our food because our ovens are NG as well.
I support a future of electric power as a natural resource from solar and wind, but not at the
expense of loosing redundant systems that provide essential services to future homes and
businesses.
Michael Brown
Sincerely,
Michael Brown
michael3rown@gmail.com
412 SE 8th Ave Canby, OR 97013 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Kruse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:08:03 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please avoid the problems Europe is having with a lack of reliable green energy causing huge
spies in fuel prices. Green energy can be very unreliable and will stay that way until we find
better ways to store energy.
Sincerely,
David Kruse
dbkruse@comcast.net
17350 Crownview Dr Gladstone, OR 97027 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry R Phillips
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:07:20 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Leave things the way they are. Stop trying to fix something that isn't broken.
Sincerely,
Jerry R Phillips
jerry70@q.com
31535 GOWDYVILLE RD COTTAGE GROVE, OR, OR 97424 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mac McCoslin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:07:02 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
What is wrong with you people? You want to eliminate NG? And replace it with what?
Windmills and Solar panels made in Communist China! Cover the landscape with these
eyesores! What are we supposed to heat our homes with when the wind isn't blowing and the
sun isn't shining? Wake up! Think about what you are saying! You can't be that ignorant!
Natural Gas is plentiful and clean burning. Don't ruin Oregon.
Mac McCoslin
Silverton,Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mac McCoslin
regat69@msn.com
922 S Water St Silverton, OR 97381 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carl D Pfeiffer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:05:22 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Sincerely,
Carl D Pfeiffer
carld1951@gmail.com
11448 SE Highland Loop Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura DeGrace
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:02:54 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Hi,
I bought a house last year with a gas furnace. I am also on a budget and am hoping that I won't
be forced to buy a new furnace because I can't afford it.
Sincerely,
Laura DeGrace
degracelaurabeth@gmail.com
9224 N Chase Ave Portland, OR 97217 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James D. Gallant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:01:14 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
This is an ineffective additional example of our far leftist governor pandering to her base; and
the draft rules do not ensure such reductions or calculate the true costs of the program.
Sincerely,
James D. Gallant
james.gallant@gmail.com
3480 Southwest Buckeye Pl Corvallis, OR 97333 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharona Hollenbach
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:58:52 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please do not take away our natural gas.
Sincerely,
Sharona Hollenbach
sharona7770@yahoo.com
18859 SW Butternut St Beaverton, OR 97078 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Skaggs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:58:40 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.Please consider cost. Natural gas is cheap and efficient. Sure we
need to gradually move away from fossil fuels, but don’t further raise the costs on people who
can least afford it, seniors and the poor. Government agencies always say they’re there for us
but lie as they play politics for more power thinking that they actually know what the future
holds.Such arrogance.
Sincerely,
Jim Skaggs
jamska47@gmail.com
2410 sw 182nd av Aloha, OR 97003 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Olson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:57:14 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am writing to urge you to allow natural gas to continue to be part of our energy sources as we
work toward renewable, non-polluting sources.
Up until it's recent vilification natural gas has been touted as an efficient and clean source of
energy.
We benefit from the relative low cost of gas which provides us a cooking source, heats our
home and provides hot water. I am on a fixed income and increases in energy costs are
difficult to handle. Also, we live near the coast where frequent winter storms knock out power
and when that happens we still have a source of heat, cooking and hot water with natural gas.
Please consider the desires of the people of Oregon and do not institute rules and laws that the
majority of us do not want.
Keep natural gas as a vital part of our energy.
Thank you
Sincerely,
Eric Olson
deadreckon1039@gmail.com
80582 Polo Ridge Rd Warrenton, OR 97146 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Paddock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:56:23 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am a Natural Gas user. If Natural gas is deemed harmful to the planet then it’s use needs to
be curtailed. This isn’t about having “ a choice” as gas companies like yo say but it’s about
doing the right thing.
Sincerely,
John Paddock
pedrohats@yahoo.com
2828 NW Ariel Terrace Portland, OR 97210 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jill hettinga
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:56:06 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here. Kate Brown's executive order on emissions and the overall climate
hysteria and junk science need to end. Electricity require gas and coal to be produced. Also,
mineral mining needed for solar panels is harmful to environment and exploits many people
around the world. We need to do everything we can to steward the environment but this
should be balanced and realistic. We need better solutions such as nuclear energy and we need
back up batteries and ability to operate when its dark or during inclement weather. whatever
we do it needs to be affordable and a sustainable solution that guards our infrastructure and
doesn't cripple us. The United states is already the leader in clean air and water and India and
China are not being held accountable.
Sincerely,
jill hettinga
pjhettinga@comcast.net
860 NE Creeksedge Dr Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randy Springer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:55:26 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We have been using natural gas to heat our home for many years and believe all forms of
renewable energy, including natural gas, is needed to meet balanced low-carbon goals. Oregon
citizens and businesses should have a choice of reliable, affordable and dependable energy
options. Natural gas, which is renewable, should always be one of those choices.
Sincerely,
Randy Springer
randy.springer@comcast.net
30407 rancho drive Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Weflen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:55:02 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Reward businesses and homeowners for reducing carbon emissions. Do not issue executive
orders. The water bureau does not provide affordable resources and this executive order will
do the same thing.
Sincerely,
Susan Weflen
sueweflen@msn.com
16916 SE Franklin St Portland, OR 97236 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mariana Psarianos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:53:03 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
My child is 3 years old and he is my everything. I want him to be able to provide a livable
climate for himself and to his grandchildren etc but I want to ensure that the "green" solutions
are really green & that we move to electric cars as soon as possible - this should somehow be
subsidized for people that have recently bought newer non-electric cars like myself.
Sincerely,
Mariana Psarianos
mpsarianos@gmail.com
21034 NW CANNES DR Portland, OR 97229-7144 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanine Bassett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:52:47 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I fully support implementing change as outlined in the proposal AND immediately starting
work on further response to climate change. We cannot wait. It is better to start with goals and
policies that are less than perfect than to delay the process. Please, help save our planet.
Sincerely, Jeanine Bassett, 4th generation Oregonian
Sincerely,
Jeanine Bassett
jeabas@centurylink.net
5308 NE 23rd Ave Portland, OR 97211 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kate Welch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:52:14 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
Please prioritize the needs of working families and not for-profit utilities. Costs need to be
transparent or else the for-profit entities will drum up a lot of resistance over the necessary
changes we need to make to preserve the environment as well as the health of all Oregonians.
We can do this if we all work together. Don't let private industry pit consumers against climate
change!
Sincerely,
Kate Welch
Sincerely,
Kate Welch
pdxrides@gmail.com
1133 NW 11th St Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Daniels
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:52:00 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We need to take better care of our environment but the war on Natural Gas will not help. Gas
is an abundant and clean energy source, please reconsider including it with dirty fuels like coal
and oil. Gas can help Oregon become a state with clean, sustainable energy.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Daniels
k8daniels@gmail.com
6018 Fernhill Loop Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Meredith Cummings
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:50:49 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I support drastic measures to reduce Oregon's carbon footprint. I think investing in
electrification and green energy infrastructure is of highest priority. I am for phasing out
natural gas in Oregon, but would support higher incentives for installation of higher efficiency
electric appliances, solar panels (with batteries) and/or generators in the residential and more
importantly the commercial sectors.
Thank you!
Sincerely,
Meredith Cummings
meredithac@gmail.com
10247 N Smith Street Portland, OR 97203 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dewayne Hildreth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:50:29 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Committee,
I would like to take this opportunity to express my concerns with having all energy needs to be
provided using 100% electrical.
I believe if that were to happen there would be less opportunities for back up energy.
I would like to see natural gas as an alternative energy solution. We already know that the use
of electricity costs far more and is less efficient for heating purposes.
Dewayne Hildreth
Sincerely,
Dewayne Hildreth
ddhild123@icloud.com
1493 Sherman Avenue North Bend, OR 97459 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larisa Zimmerman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:49:31 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As a homeowner, utility user, and taxpayer with no children, I nonetheless feel strongly that
we must do everything in our power to stop climate change. The only limits I would put on
doing that, is making sure that lower income Oregonians don't bear the brunt of any changes.
Thank you
Sincerely,
Larisa Zimmerman
ohboy@hevanet.com
3543 N ALBINA AVE PORTLAND, OR 97227 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Yoko Miyama
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:47:35 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I would like to have a choice of resilient and dependable energy option to meet my needs. I
have just switched to natural gas because I couldn't afford the price of electricity during hot
and cold seasons.
Sincerely,
Yoko Miyama
yokomusical@yahoo.com
1420 N Locust St Canby, OR 97013 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrick Stinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:50:19 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I would like to express my concern for any rules being considered that would limit the use of
natural gas in homes in Oregon. Our home, like those of thousands of other Oregonians
working to use the cleanest, most energy efficient and dependable option, has an electric heat
pump with a gas furnace as the back up, tankless hot water heaters, gas range and natural gas
for a backup generator. For the State of Oregon to make rules putting any of these uses in
noncompliance would be very short sighted and not in the best interest of all of the citizens of
our state.
I am a retired engineer and part of my career was in the electric power industry. I do not
believe the State of Oregon is prepared to make this huge transition, which will have
irrevocable consequences, to an all electric energy supply at this time. I am very concerned the
State of Oregon is not prepared to either generate or distribute an all electric supply adequate
to the needs of Oregonians to meet our present much less future needs.
Thank you.
L. Patrick Stinson PE
Sincerely,
Patrick Stinson
pashastinson@gmail.com
2540 SW West Wind Dr McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ramona B Rex
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:12:10 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As our society takes on global climate change, it is important to consider all forms of
renewable energy. Transitioning the existing natural gas infrastructure to accommodate more
renewable forms of energy delivered through this infrastructure provides diversity and
possibly lower cost to consumers.
Sincerely,
Ramona Bundus Rex
Sincerely,
Ramona B Rex
rexhoops1@frontier.com
17965 SW Hart Dr. Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

FRED C VOSPER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:43:37 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon needs affordable and reliable energy as it lower its carbon footprint. Natural gas
should remain available a long term source of energy for Oregon's future. Wind turbines and
solar PV need to be complemented by proven technology.
Sincerely,
FRED C VOSPER
fred.vosper@gmail.com
6835 SW Fernbrook Ct. Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent
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Date:

Bruce Humberstone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:23:49 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Any effort to restrict energy use to electricity in any short-term length of time would be
unacceptable! Let's consider the drastic impact on the many consumers who would be unable
to heat their homes or cook there meals if the unstable electrical grid were to fail as it has in so
many areas.
Sincerely,
Bruce Humberstone
bhumberstone@hotmail.com
3215 NE 75th Ave Portland, OR 97213 Constituent
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From:
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Robert G McClellan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:07:48 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
While I appreciate the effort and sacrifice to move to a more carbon-neutral future for the sake
of our planet, we must be careful not to eliminate options which put Oregon at a strategic disadvantage vis-à-vis other states and countries. Measures of the type imposed by the Oregon
Governor should be decided at a national level, not state level.
Furthermore, let's not curtail options which get us closer to the goal, such as natural gas
compared to coal, when viable alternatives (100% renewable energy via electricity) don't
presently exist. There are other more important steps that Gas companies should take in the
short-run, with larger impact in the short-run, such as vastly curtailing methane emissions
during drilling, mining, transport, bio-waste and agriculture.
Sincerely,
Robert G McClellan
bob.mcclellan@comcast.net
1089 Northrup Ct NE Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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To:
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Bill & LauraLee Symes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:13:37 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Bill & LauraLee Symes
wjsymes@gmail.com
6901 SE Oaks Park Way, Slip 5 Portland, OR 97202 Constituent
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Juan Fontenla
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:38:01 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I believe strongly that we must take drastic steps to reduce carbon emissions for the sake of
reducing it's effects on global climate. However, we should not ignore the potential monetary
and human costs of such changes. These changes will disproportionately have a higher
negative affect the lives of those that are already struggling to make ends meet. The higher
costs of using electricity to heat a home and the cost of replacing appliances will put economic
strain on them. There is also the fact that due to costs of living in urban centers, those that earn
lower wages typically have to reside further from their jobs. This means they rely more
heavily on longer distance transportation systems that produce carbon emissions. Increasing
transportation costs will have a much higher negative effect on them as well. The solution
would be to subsidize their travel and their energy use at home. However, the cost to
implement programs to target the individuals that need subsidy and the fact that some people
don't have the capacity to enroll in these programs means that we should look at other
solutions. The money that is saved could be put to researching and developing other renewable
sources of energy and figuring out ways to provide lower costs.
Resilience is also a problem that we should consider if we are going to rely more heavily on
electricity and abandon fuels like natural gas. In January of 2021 the City of Portland had a
significant number of people in the city without electricity for about a week after a snow and
ice storm that damaged power lines. I was able to heat my home at this time using my gas
stove. My gas furnace, although it burns natural gas, cannot operate without electricity. If
homes rely on only source of energy, any interuption of that service could become a dangerous
situation for families in times of extremely hot or cold weather. It is common for people to
improvise heating their houses in ways that put them at risk for carbon monoxide poisoning
when the weather is extremely cold. If we had more sources of energy, and we had appliances
that heat and cool our homes that can work using either source independently then we could
reduce risk to life and suffering and have the flexibility to use the source that offers the best
tradeoff between cost and amount of carbon produced.
The final point to make is that renewable electricity energy sources are not dependable enough
currently because they are dependent on the surface conditions of the planet earth. That means
if it is cloudy or the wind doesn't blow then the amount of energy put into the system will not
be able to supply the demand. This means we would have to install a tremendous amount of
battery capacity to deal with this problem. This is unrealistic because of the cost of batteries
and the scale of the problem. There is also the environmental cost of producing batteries. This
problem is affecting Europe currently and they are having to reverse course and burn fuels that
produce carbon to generate electricity in order to satisfy their energy demand.
I believe that if we are serious about the problem then we need to find a realistic and
sustainable solution that has a high chance of having a net positive effect. If we don't then we
compromise the entire cause of reducing carbon emissions. People will lose hope and protest
in the streets causing politicians to rollback policy.
Sincerely,
Juan Fontenla
Page 5523 of 9889

brassbadger@outlook.com
1739 SE Lexington St Portland, OR 97202 Constituent
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Stephen Sasser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:24:29 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Stephen Sasser
stephensasser@gmail.com
4642 SE Division Street Portland, OR 97206 Constituent
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Eric Wiley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 25, 2021 10:29:56 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am against forcing a reduction in natural gas infrastructure and availability.
While I am also for efficient, globally cost-effective and sound efforts to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions going forward, we must do so in a reasonable, responsible and effective,
including cost-effective, manner.
A forced change resulting in a reduction, or abolition, of existing natural gas infrastructure, or
other energy sources, would be devastating to the local economy and environment. The
amount of monetary cost absorbed by the consumer population of Oregon for attempting to
replace efficient, already installed, functional and effective infrastructure and appliances
would be enormous. The amount of garbage and waste created by the removal of existing
appliances in homes and commercial spaces would also be enormous.
Anyone, including commercial chefs down to the rest of us in the amateur population, knows
that cooking with natural gas, inside and outside, is far and away superior to attempting to do
the same thing with the electric stoves many of us grew up with. Today’s electric stoves really
aren’t much better.
As this past winter has shown us, there is also a safety concern. I personally lost power four
times this past winter due to weather. If I was to only have access to electricity, the home
would not have been functional (gas fireplace with override, gas stove, gas grill and gas water
heater). Portland’s electrical grid is antiquated, has many issues with above ground power
lines (trees/wind/ice storms) and won’t be able to handle the load it will already have to
somehow manage with the electrification of more and more vehicles soon. I am for cleaner
energy. I am for electric vehicles, just to make that clear. I’m simply concerned, with good
reason, that the current electrical grid is already challenged; piling on more and more reliance
on electricity, without first greatly improving the quality and quantity of the electrical delivery
infrastructure, is not a game winning strategy at this time.
Sincerely,
Eric Wiley
ericwiley357@gmail.com
4425 SW 47th Dr Portland, OR 97221 Constituent
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William Carter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 25, 2021 10:08:14 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
William Carter
carterwr@hotmail.com
2461 NE 51st Ave Portland, OR 97213 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Ann Woodard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 25, 2021 8:43:12 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am very concerned about global warming and the effect that our energy use has on it. I
realize there are many areas in which we, globally, can reduce harmful emissions but I believe
we need to approach the enormity of the problem by every possible avenue. Please use your
position to help promote renewable energy in Oregon for our current population and future of
the planet.
Sincerely,
Judith Ann Woodard
heyjude60rn@yahoo.com
7865 SW 84th Ave PORTLAND, OR 97223-7338 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Mason
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 25, 2021 8:31:16 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Climate change around the world is an issue however Brown's executive order does not reflect
the will of the people nor any common sense.
She continues to make non-scientific babble executive orders from her throne that follows no
science. This is a decision that needs to made by the people of Oregon, not some faux ruler
sitting in Salem.
We have an excellent power producing system called hydro electric and NG that Brown is
trying to destroy, this is not right.
Next to hydro, NG is the most cleanest, abundant and reliable power source that we have, but
again Brown wants to destroy it.
Oregon has an almost Zero impact to Climate change as compared to the world, but Brown
wants Oregonians to pay for her pipe smoking dreams. She remains in the dark and wants the
rest of us to also be.
Stop trying to destroy clean reliable safe power which hydro and NG is. We must continue to
invest in NG and hydro infrastructure.
Thank You, Bill Mason
Sincerely,
Bill Mason
bill.mason.pdx@gmail.com
13715 SE Fernridge Ave Milwaukie, OR 97222 Constituent
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john Milward
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 24, 2021 9:14:04 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I applaud the most serious efforts to address emissions and climate change. I believe everyone
should be prepared to sacrifice to protect and preserve a climate that will be livable for those
generations that follow us.
Sincerely,
john Milward
jmilward86@gmail.com
12930 SE 242nd Ave Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Sergy Petrovskiy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 24, 2021 8:02:17 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please consider my opinion on this matter which is described below:
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Sergy V Petrovskiy
Sincerely,
Sergy Petrovskiy
kulemet@comcast.net
11107 SE 51st AVE Milwaukie, OR 97222 Constituent
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From:
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YVETTE Setters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 24, 2021 7:44:56 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
We need to have multiple resources for our current and future energy needs. Electricity alone,
cannot meet all those needs. It does not have capacity needed to be able to take on all
requirements for everyone's daily needs. Natural gas, and supplemental natural gas uses our
resources with a much smaller footprint and helps take the load off the electric power plants.
We cannot put all power needs in one basket. That will be a great disaster waiting to happen.
Disasters will happen, and we need to be able to get up an running as quickly as possible when
they hit. Having multiple sources of energy will help us do just that. For example; I have a gas
furnace and gas water heater. So when there is an electrical outage, I can hook up a gas
generator and have it run my electrical needs, and still have hot water and heat. The people
with gas stoves could still cook a hot meal.
In February we had a major ice storm. There were people without electricity for a week or
more. Those who were on all electric, had to find alternative places to stay until power was
restored.
From what I see, NW Natural is using methane to subsidize the natural gas That is using a
very renewable resource. And with technology constantly improving efficiencies, the carbon
footprint is getting smaller.
We have more and more gadgets that run off electricity. The land space for producing
electricity is getting smaller and smaller. Solar fields and winds farms take up a lot space. We
need to have multiple resources to keep us up and running. We also, need to keep everything
affordable.
The solar panels are not very efficient. It takes a lot to do a little. I have a couple items that are
rechargeable by solar panel and other means. If it was cloudy and no sunlight, the solar panel
gave a very little charge. Also, I have been to campgrounds that have solar panels for the
water pumps. You can barely get any water out. The old fashioned hand pump works much
much better.
Sincerly,
Yvette Setter
Sincerely,
YVETTE Setters
y_setters@hotmail.com
4265 Amherst Ct NE Salem, OR 97305 Constituent
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From:
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Tom O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 24, 2021 1:41:05 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I do not want natural gas hookups and service to be limited or restricted in any way to private
residences or businesses, old or new construction. Natural gas is clean burning, readily
available, reliable and safe. It is the best option we have for cooking and heating and hot
water. I have been using NG for over 60 years. I would like to see it used more as a
replacement for LP gas, diesel oil, and gasoline in homes and cars, trucks, and manufacturing
to reduce overall harmful emissions and air and water pollution. When was the last time you
heard of a Natural gas spill that contaminated our waterways...NEVER! Please hear my
concern and do not restrict NG use and availability.
Sincerely,
Tom O'Brien
twalterobrien@gmail.com
636 E Olive ST Newport, OR 97365 Constituent
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Michelle Lane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 24, 2021 11:59:40 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Michelle Lane
michelle.lane@hotmail.com
1240 4th St Columbia City, OR 97018 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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John Hoffmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 24, 2021 11:34:08 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.THERE SHOULD BE RENEWABLE ENERGY in place before
they decide to cut off what we use now! who will pay for the retrofit ? We that are retired and
barely making it? Lets put some forethought in it before some idiot just decides that it will
look good on their resume.
Sincerely,
John Hoffmann
hoffmannmetalworks@gmail.com
3017 Clearwater Dr NE Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Lampros
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 24, 2021 11:07:53 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I have concerns over the rapid adoption of non-fossil fuel energy without considering the
actual environmental factors: this policy's waste, disposal, and costs. Indeed, we need a more
measured approach that includes natural gas, nuclear, and hydrogen energy.
In particular, is my concern with the disposal of batteries, turbines, and solar panels, all of
which, primarily, end up in landfills, and all of which contain significant environmental
pollutants; such as manganese, cobalt, and nickel; hexafluorophosphate, phosphorus
pentafluoride, and hydrogen fluoride; cadmium and lead. Since the United States does not
have a disposal policy for these products, the future costs can be in the trillions when we have
to go into landfills and clean the pollutants from these technologies--let alone the negative
health costs. In addition, there is a concern with the effect on animals. For example, a Stanford
researcher noted that a "single wind turbine can potentially kill up to 40 birds per year." The
result is hundreds of thousands of bird deaths per year.
Likewise, it appears that our government officials have fallen into the mass hysteria trap of
thinking that we as humans can control global warming, which is one of the primary goals of
adopting non-fossil fuel remedies. Indeed, throughout history (before the industrial age),
civilizations have come and gone due to dramatic environmental changes. For example, global
warming caused the desert expansion in North Africa and Mesopotamia (1600-1200 BCE).
The great drought wiped out the Mayan civilization, and the loss of great lakes and rivers in
Southern Utah turned that area into a desolate desert, to name a few.
Indeed, there should be a measured approach to move forward with clean energy. We must
consider these energies' environmental pollution, disposal, and costs. Thus, natural gas is one
clean energy that will help fill in the gaps until we can devise a better plan to deal with new
clean energy technologies environmental concerns.
Sincerely,
Greg Lampros
gjl4lampros@gmail.com
22115 SW Meinecke Pkwy Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alicia SChubert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 24, 2021 7:30:27 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Thank you for taking the time to read my thoughts on this important subject. I am no scientist,
but I know that we must be bold and take action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. We must
make the most polluting industries do their share. No one should have a loop hole.
I am getting info from NW Natural Gas. Again since I'm not a scientist I don't fully understand
renewable natural gas, but it sounds like it's produced from biogas which I believe is
something that we will always have and so it would be good to harness that power rather than
let it emit more green house gases. It seems like a good renewable energy to add to the mix at
this point. It is important to understand all possible renewable alternatives and choose wisely.
If science says a mix of choices is the best alternative then that is what we should do.
I urge you to make choices based on science, not on peoples profits. We are protecting the
future of our planet and the future of generations to come.
Sincerely,
Alicia SChubert
aliciaschubert@frontier.com
15585 NW Melody Ln Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Feil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:44:54 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregonians should have the choice in what type of energy sources they wish to use in their
homes and businesses. We personally use natural gas and it is a clean source of energy. It has
been an established form of energy in our area for years. If the state bans its use, we will be
forced into heating with wood once again. It is the only other source we have available and
can afford to heat our home with.
Nancy L. Feil
Sincerely,
Nancy Feil
tlfnlf@charter.net
240 N FIR VILLA RD Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Mariusz Jacko
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:29:57 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
First of all addressing climate change became a political issue. Science has been politicized
and now families and businesses in Oregon are being forced to pay price to satisfy political
ambitions of our governing elite. Theory, such as anthropogenic global warming supported by
computer models is not science. Computer models are just tools not scientific facts. Despite of
what politicians and some activists are saying there is no scientific consensus. There is a great
number of scientists who have different view. It is politicians and activists supported by
mainstream media who suppress true and open discussion on this subject - if you do not agree
with our "scientific facts" you are unscientific climate denier. Science is about asking
questions and finding answers, not simply using labels and talking points to shut down
different views. There are plenty of questions that anthropogenic global warming theory does
not answer, such as Roman and Medieval warming periods, and little ice age. And what about
Sun's activity, volcanic activities, ocean current patterns and their impact on Earth's climate?
Before forcing Oregonians to waste money on unsettled science our politicians should
concentrate on how to improve or at least maintain our standard of living and deliver
affordable and reliable sources of energy. Natural gas is one of such sources of energy. The
U.S. has abundance of natural gas and should not be abandoned at least until renewable energy
technologies become cost effective and fully reliable. Unfortunately such technologies are not
yet available. We do not want to face blackouts and unaffordable energy prices. Something
that some European countries start to experience now.
I am not very hopeful that DEQ and politicians will take the above under considerations. They
already made their minds - planet Earth will be destroyed in few years if we do nothing.
Another prediction that will not materialize (will see it in few years). Just as New York
covered in ice in seventies of last century, Maldives underwater by now, Northwest Passage
open all year by now.
Saying this, at the minimum DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program the following:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed. This includes using the natural gas infrastructure
already in place and delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions should not supersede access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
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DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are maintaining
affordability, reliability and choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Mariusz Jacko
Sincerely,
Mariusz Jacko
mariusz.jacko@netzero.com
16242 SW 104th Ave. Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent
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Scott Swanson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 23, 2021 9:38:08 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Scott Swanson
tinker1931@comcast.net
14818 NE Fremont Street Portland, OR 97230 Constituent
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Mark Jakstis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:19:44 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Prudent rulemaking suggests that a mixture of technologies be considered. As is visible in the
European Union, relying on one or two weather variable energy sources can lead to severe
energy shortages - especially when those sources are basic and daily (i.e. cooking and home
heating). To believe that current scientists or rulemakers have a crystal ball that displays the
pitfalls of every choice is foolish.
Reduction of carbon use through an array of choices permits overall system resiliency at
critical junctures. It was nice that the European regulators got their pictures taken when they
passed the rules, but I don't see anyone taking credit for its consequences - i.e. success has
many fathers, failure is an orphan.
Personally, a basket of choices - solar, wind, natural gas, hydrogen, battery storage, etc..., with
a tapering when (or if) renewable resources prove they can reliably supply 100% of the
baseline needs is my choice.
I have already lived through the, "100% of all cars will be electric in 10 years" nonsense for
the past 40 years. Every technology requires supporting structures beyond just the direct
technology. 100% electric cars requires enough electricity available to recharge all the
batteries, power lines in houses and apartment s that can transmit that level of power,
transmission lines that can handle the updated power levels, etc... In my lifetime, businesses,
scientists and rulemakers have 'simplified' the challenges to 'if we build electric cars, the rest
will sort itself out'. That shortsightedness might be okay if another form of transport is readily
available, but when the issue is cooking or home heating power availability, those are
immediate and severely consequential problems - throwing another blanket on the bed doesn't
solve your water pipes freezing and rupturing problem.
Again, I want deeply thought out comprehensive proposals - not the simple, happy time
legislation we have been seeing lately.
Sincerely,
Mark Jakstis
circlext@gmail.com
4140 NW Circle Blvd Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Bline
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:13:24 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
50% of green house gases are the transportation sector.
Electrification of vehicles is a great leap in reducing these green house gasses.
This will require a hefty reliance on a modern, clean electrical grid.
To modernize the grid to efficient use of clean power i.e to balance supply sources and
demand.
To add additional electrification of home heating will overly tax the electrical grid possibly
requiring fossil fuel generation.
Natural gas use in homes will fill that gap in supply. I consider it a bridge to a totally clean
energy supply.
To require conversion to electrical heating will be a financial burden on many people. There
could be a negative reaction to any such mandate which could set up a situation opposite of
the goal to a clean energy future.
FYI. Our household owns two plug in hybrid vehicles and we participate in Pacific Power
Blue Sky program and NN clean energy program -I do not have the name of that program
handy.
I have no intention of converting my house heating to electric. Currently 90%+ gas heat. Gas
water heater, stove and dryer.
Overall MPG on vehicles is 75mpg and 61 MPG. Local driving with frequent charging is over
100 MPG and 75 MPG. We have many new public charging facilities in the county. That is a
necessary infrastructure to attain a clean electrical vehicle future.
Sincerely,
Ronald Bline
rgb2175@hotmail.com
2190 Skyline Drive Seaside, OR 97138 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roger Arnell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 23, 2021 10:57:11 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
This Executive Order is CRAZY and my wife and I vote to not allow this to be put into
practice here in Oregon. Just a power grab without any scientific reason other than political.
Sincerely,
Roger Arnell
roger@arnellfam.com
1570 SE Paloma Ct. GRESHAM, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas A Walker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 23, 2021 9:47:15 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Gentlemen/Ladies,
I implore you to reconsider and diminish Governor Brown's executive order requiring specific
emission reduction goals, because of the significant impact on Oregonians without the desired
improvement for climate change.
Other areas of the country have demonstrated the need for a balanced approach to energy.
Oregonians have invested significantly in the infrastructure to deliver natural gas and
electricity. Abandoning that infrastructure and associated investment will leave us with
brownouts and energy outages. We should let private energy companies continue to
incorporate renewable energy into their programs without an inefficient government mandate.
Climate change should be addressed on a global basis. Again, Oregon's proposed executive
order will have significant impacts on our population with no offsetting improvement in the
climate. We should instead invest in reducing the deforestation in South America, plant more
trees, improve forest management to reduce wild fires, work with China and India to reduce
their industrial carbon footprint, etc. In summary Oregonians can impact climate change in
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much more effective and efficient ways.
Again I implore you to abandon the proposed executive order.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas A Walker
Sincerely,
Thomas A Walker
tomwalker_50@hotmail.com
19055 NW Dorena Street Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michiko Walton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:52:17 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• ALL forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable and sustainable statewide energy system. Wind and solar specifically are not
solely sustainable forms of energy.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
CHOICE for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Michiko Walton
bmcwalton@sbcglobal.net
32099 SW Willamette Way E Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Vandervoort
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:51:28 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We definitely need to move towards renewable energy. But please, don't shut down coal,
carbon, or natural gas until those renewables can meet our needs. In other words, ramp down
carbon energy no faster than we ramp up renewables.
Sincerely,
Steve Vandervoort
srv57@outlook.com
10025 SW Steeplechase Cir. Beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ian Denny
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:14:23 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
This winter when Portland lost power for several days during the ice storm, my family had an
advantage over others on the block because we had a natural gas fireplace, natural gas water
heater, and natural gas stove. I have three small children and our situation would have been
much less safe without natural gas.
I would like to urge reason and resiliency in thinking about climate change. While I am in
strong favor of moving communities to carbon-neutral sources of energy and transportation
urgently and as quickly as possible, I also think it is risky to assume that electricity can be the
sole source of energy. Renewable natural gas is an important part of a sustainable and resilient
energy portfolio.
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a net-zero future. Using the natural gas
infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by delivering
renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Gas bans could discourage renewable energy innovation and force
communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and
businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric power is out.
Diversity is a key to resiliency.
Sincerely,
Ian Denny
ianthomasdenny@gmail.com
1645 SE Harney St Portland, OR 97202 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Margie Hanrahan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:05:34 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
If there really is "renewable" natural gas than I agree we use that on our way to no gas at all or
gas emissions that can be captured. I suspect that will not happen easily and thus I'm behind
the Climate
Protection Plan. We don't have the time to move slowly.
Margie Hanrahan
Sincerely,
Margie Hanrahan
hanrahanmargie@gmail.com
520 SE 4th ST Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheila Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:47:53 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Use carbon free, safe nuclear power. Use the methane from landfills and food waste. Draft
your comment here.
Sincerely,
Sheila Smith
sheilaclicks@gmail.com
925 NW Merrie Dr Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert George Olsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:13:03 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I strongly support Oregon's push for reduction in Greenhouse gases, but I do feel that all forms
of renewable energy need to be considered. Why not go after the the largest contributors to
Greenhouse gases instead of imposing blanket requirements on all?
Sincerely,
Robert George Olsen
bobbygo0825@sbcglobal.net
3905 NE 65TH AVE PORTLAND, OR 97213 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

garry d wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:05:29 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
garry d wilson
gdoublerr@q.com
19338 s rollins street Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bryce watson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:40:40 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
bryce watson
watson_buzz@yahoo.com
193 n 3rd st creswell, OR 97426 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Johnathan Wan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:39:12 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Johnathan Wan
johnnygde@gmail.com
4251 SE KEIL ST PORTLAND, OR 97222-5400 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bruce Shriver
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:18:13 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Bruce Shriver
bjshriver@gmail.com
PO Box 894 Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheri Tellvik
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:10:27 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Sheri Tellvik
stellvik@yahoo.com
6679 SE Gladys St Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tami Goertzen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:08:47 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Tami Goertzen
tamigoertzen@hotmail.com
1555 FAIRGROUNDS RD NE SALEM, OR 97301 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roberta A Powell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:49:58 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Roberta A Powell
msropow@aol.com
12490 SW 27th St. Beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nace Menashe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:16:36 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is NOT urgent and may be complex. Working together will lead to
the most promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is sonewhat important, but so is access to affordable energy and
the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Nace Menashe
nacemenashe@msn.com
15432 Northwest Melody Court Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:13:31 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
There are more people in Oregon than the 3 big cities that are affected by this moronic
legislation. The REAL people in rural communities depend on natural gas for cooking and
heating our homes. Is the State of Oregon going to pay us to replace our stoves, ovens,
washers, dryers, water heaters and heat sources?? The people of Oregon are tired of the
governor and Salem elitists dictating to us for their communist, climate fear tactics. Show us
both sides of the science on climate change, not just the one the Left wants us to see.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Terry Harris
shopmygutsout@outlook.com
19th Street Myrtle Point, OR 97458 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MIke Honan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:59:42 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am a firm believer in clean energy and reducing our carbon foot print. We can't tale away
energy we have without and alternative that is better! Natural gas is our best and cleanest
source of sustainable energy at the present time!
Sincerely Mike Honan
Sincerely,
MIke Honan
mthonan@hotmail.com
776 E ST Gearhart, OR 97138 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Lou Magnuson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:56:53 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Mary Lou Magnuson
marylou.magnuson05@gmail.com
1110 SE 226th Ave. Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Rappe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:54:17 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more
affordably by delivering renewable natural gas.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important all over the world, but so is access to affordable
energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. Meanwhile, as a life long
Oregon resident, the air is better than ever yet we keep taking irresponsible actions that hurt
our local economy. Likely as Oregon sets limits on business and the economic health of our
state, other states (and likely countries) will reap the benefits of less regulation.
Let's tread carefully with these economy breaking rules and regulations as we continue
improving our world, which also should account for our livelihoods and ability to have
sustainable and affordable services like natural gas.
Thanks,
Rick Rappe
Sincerely,
Rick Rappe
rickrappe@gmail.com
1948 Wiessner Dr NE Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allen L Ross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:46:20 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Allen L Ross
allenross3@gmail.com
16825 SW Whitley Way Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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Robert Weatherly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:43:02 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We need affordable and reliable energy. What are the true costs of your Climate Protection
Program and how how effective will it be in achieving its goals of reducing carbon emissions?
Sincerely,
Robert Weatherly
Sincerely,
Robert Weatherly
rweatherb@gmail.com
37255 Agate Dr Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent
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Mark Faulhaber
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:34:57 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Mark Faulhaber
mfaulhab@frontier.com
3990 NE Olympic Court Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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william park
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:28:33 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I see Oregon on course for eliminating natural gas. If you eliminate natural gas, do you think
people can afford to heat their house electrically? Where is the parallel effort to upgrade our
electrical system to support all electric generated energy? I have about 3 power outages a year
in my neighborhood. Where are the tax incentives to go all electric in my house? I just don't
see Oregon pushing any incentives to go 100% electric, just blame / eliminate natural gas as
the bad player.
William Park
Sincerely,
william park
wpark65@gmail.com
20744 NE Wistful Vista Drive Fairview, OR 97024 Constituent
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stan heath
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:06:09 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
1.Don't rush into new rules until a true cost is determined.
2.Reliability and affordability are a must.
3.All types of renewable energy must be considered including natural gas and hydrogen
Sincerely,
stan heath
smheath007@gmil.com
7130 sw molalla bend rd wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent
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From:
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Salah Abughazaleh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:00:02 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Hi,
while I thank you soo much for thinking about our future generation well being and make sure
we don't leave bad env for them, I strongly believe not one against that even the people against
this matter, the discussion here about when and how and how much and what is the cost of
achieving low carbon env. when we decide to do this we have to remember our experience
when many people rushed to switch our fossil fuel with a plant based one, and what happened,
we started congerting our food (corn) to biofuel unsucessfully after we spent the money and
we added more polution to the env, and now we are rushing to switch the natural gas (the
clean burning fossil fuel) with hydrogen, did we thing from where we are going to get the
hydrogen and what is the risk? are we going to extract from the air we breath or from the
water we drink? what is the cost and how much it will add of burden on the shoulder of the
low income people?
Again we all share the same goal but we are different on how and when to achieve it, please
rethink this decision
Sincerely,
Salah Abughazaleh
abughazaleh1@verizon.net
2300 NE 14TH PL Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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David Garlington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:58:46 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
David Garlington
davedo2@frontier.com
1164 Douglas St. Vernonia, OR 97064 Constituent
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Gretchen Swiers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:53:48 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I've heard that getting rid of natural gas in Oregon is on the table. I hope this isn't true. If the
historic ice storm of 2021 taught us anything it's that we can't and shouldn't rely on a single
source of energy. I know someone who was without electricity for 9 days due to the ice storm,
but thanks to their natural gas fireplace they were warm and thanks to their natural gas water
heater they had hot water. I have a house that uses electricity and natural gas. I've only ever
lived in homes with electricity and natural gas and I don't think I'd ever buy a home without
natural gas. Climate change is real and a big deal, but it's also making multiple sources or
energy more important than ever. Let's learn from the ice storm and listen to NW Natural's
ideas for cleaning up natural gas instead of getting rid of it.
Sincerely,
Gretchen Swiers
gretchen.swiers@gmail.com
800 WENDY CT West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent
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KENNETH OAKES
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:38:52 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon's actions to address climate change are harmful, counterproductive, and a waste of
money.
Oregon's actions will literally make no impact on climate change.
Removing coal and natural gas as viable energy sources increases cost to working families
placing an unnecessary and harmful burden on those individuals.
Oregon's morally bankrupt policies in energy, crime, social services, health care, and
education, are misguided and are making Oregon unlivable.
I will not be an Oregonian in five years time. Good riddance.
Ken Oakes
Sincerely,
KENNETH OAKES
kloakes1978@yahoo.com
17940 SW JAY ST BEAVERTON, OR 97003 Constituent
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Tao Yun
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:35:41 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Do we have enough data to support that we can replace all fossil energy with renewables?
Would large scale use of wind and solar energy (which ultimately will also change the
circulations around earth) cause new environmental problems? What is the "energy cost" to
use hydrogen as a new fuel source to make the net result positive?
Sincerely,
Tao Yun
tao_yun2004@yahoo.com
2706 nw 81st pl Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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Keith Bleich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:34:43 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
As we make decisions finding alternative energy sources to lower carbon this must remain
affordable. Chasing business and consumers out of the state and the country does the climate
no justice. Remember we all live under one atmosphere.
Rulemaking is fine but, also enlist some energy engineers to help develop the plan to lower the
carbon.
Keith Bleich
Sincerely,
Keith Bleich
keithbleich@q.com
144 NW Lange Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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Katherine Baker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:26:39 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Katherine Baker
Sincerely,
Katherine Baker
kcodanti@msn.com
426 SW Riverview Ave Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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Paul Donheffner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:20:44 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
As an long time Oregon resident, I am deeply concerned that DEQ isn't doing anything to
increase energy supply, while trying to cut emissions first. Witness what has been happening
in Europe, and you should understand that we should not cut off fossil fuels without first
finding sustainable affordable alternatives.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. It's not a simple matter of cutting
emissions. We need new supply, and we need reliable energy. When the wind don't blow and
the sun don't shine, I don't want to freeze to death or die of heatstroke. Witness Texas.
We need redundancy and resilency. I use Natural Gas and Electric and Wood and don't want
to give up any of it in the name of climate change, while China burns coal like there's no
tomorrow.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
We shouldn't just focus on emissions without addressing supply, redundancy, reliability and
cost. You are missing major pieces of the bigger puzzle.
Paul Donheffner
Salem
Sincerely,
Page 5577 of 9889

Paul Donheffner
paul4oha@gmail.com
5933 Gath RD SE Salem, OR 97317 Constituent
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T Montone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:19:31 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
What matters most to me is that we all do our part to slow climate change, through a variety of
ways, in a way that's affordable to everyone.
We need electricity generated in better/more efficient ways, but we also need the stability &
affordability of natural gas.
When the power goes out for any reason, our residents need a way to stay safe & healthy, and
natural gas never "goes out". It is also much more affordable than electricity.
We need to do as much as possible through all means to reduce carbon emissions, slow
climate change and still provide residents with affordable, clean options to power their homes
& lives.
T. Montone
Sincerely,
T Montone
tmont96@hotmail.com
3320 Marion St Albany, OR 97322 Constituent
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Mark Harpham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:01:26 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is complex. Working together will lead to the most promising
energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Mark Harpham
mharpham@gmail.com
3223 Queens East St Eugene, OR 97401 Constituent
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jim sture
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:01:02 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
i am disappointed that rules are enacted with no thought to practical consequences of
government actions. i believe that much of the analysis behind reducing carbon footprint is
politically driven by only a few powerful and wealthy special interest organizations, and has
been endorsed by politicians for selfish personal reasons. for example what is the true cost of
replacing the electricity generated by the soon-to-be defunct coal fired facilities over the west?
and how dependable is the replacement power from wind and solar in the meantime?
Sincerely,
jim sture
jjsture65@rocketmail.com
4322 barley court NE Salem, OR 97305 Constituent
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ZACHARY YODER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:49:27 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
ZACHARY YODER
yoderdesigns@gmail.com
1415 Country Club Rd Hood River, OR 97031 Constituent
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Gordon Neumann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:46:18 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We need to calculate the true costs and impact of DEQ's Climate Protection Program before
we do anything. Your stated key principles are exactly what should happen and what we need
to do.
Gordon Neumann
Sincerely,
Gordon Neumann
gordonn@chestnutplaceapt.com
12150 SE 31st PL, OFFICE Milwaukie, OR 97222 Constituent
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From:
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Bryan Drysdale
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:30:17 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Please do not get ahead of the curve by setting arbitrary deadlines for carbon reduction. Doing
so is not science based, it is political. As technologies for 100% reliable sources of non fossil
fuel energy production that are available 24/7 regardless of weather conditions that humans do
not control come on line (and they likely will in their own time frame) then transitioning to
them may make sense. These types of arbitrary non-science or non existing technology based
decisions also will have a greater negative impact on the poor and disadvantaged as well as
seniors like myself and my wife who are living on fixed incomes. I urge you to only support
transitioning to non-carbon based energy sources if and when those developing technologies
are fully developed, 100% reliable and competitively priced so as not to be a negative impact
on customers in terms of the costs and lack of choices in a free market economy, or a huge
burden to taxpayers in terms of the government subsidies that will surely be required if they
are mandated for use ahead of their development as reliable and affordable alternatives.
Sincerely,
Bryan Drysdale
bryandrysdale@gmail.com
10309 SE Rex St Portland, OR 97266 Constituent
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Tom Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:47:18 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Tom Smith
coach.tom1@hotmail.com
1076 S Willow St Canby, OR 97013 Constituent
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From:
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Chuck Freeman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:08:00 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Chuck Freeman
chuck@cabdoor.com
1347 Horizon Ridge Ct NE Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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Darcy Tommila
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:44:35 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Darcy Tommila
tommila45@gmail.com
1450 SW Bridlewood Dr Apt 12 Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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Malcolm Bentz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:45:31 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Advisor Nicole Singh I object to the idea that our state of Oregon is having a major negative impact on greenhouse
gas emission levels. Policy-makers that are attempting to make radical reduction on the
emission levels are ignoring the human element side of the equation. The more stringent the
emission levels, the more expensive it'll be to have natural gas or propane. Realistically, we as
a State cannot have our power needs met just with Solar or Wind Energy (or electricity).
As such, I request the DEQ policy-makers to back off from such an extreme goal of reducing
greenhouse gases.
Regards,
Malcolm Bentz
Sincerely,
Malcolm Bentz
mbentz@centurytel.net
10981 Main Street Northeast DONALD, OR 97020 Constituent
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Tyler Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:25:38 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
My family relies on natural gas for heating our home in the winter months as well as for
cooking. Eliminating natural gas would leave us out in the cold and cause electricity to be
more costly. It's vital we maintain diverse energy sources to keep the grid robust.
Sincerely,
Tyler Martin
tyler.j.martin@gmail.com
4236 Heavens Way Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
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Lorri Romie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:23:03 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Lorri Romie
lrromie@me.com
2751 SW Corbeth Ln Troutdale, OR 97060 Constituent
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Harris, James D., Jr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:17:18 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen in addition to increased electricity generation
with nuclear power..
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. It makes no sense at all to have all energy needs tied to the electric grid,
particularly if adequate backup power from fossil fuels and hydro storage are not available to
cover prolonged outages. I live in Cannon Beach, and I have a backup gasoline generator
(with an extra can of fuel) to cover prolonged electrical outages.
We need to keep in mind that it is unlikely that overall worldwide emissions of CO2 will
EVER decrease. Therefore, the emphasis of Oregon policies has to be on making more
efficient use of fossil fuels while adding nuclear and hydro power to the mix for providing
base load power, while at the same time implementing strategies to mitigate the effect of
climate change, whatever the cause. If the last interglacial period is any guide, we have several
more degrees of warming to go before the onset of the next ice age. Which brings up the
existential question: how many PPM of CO2 have to be added to the atmosphere to prevent
the onset of the next ice age (which will reduce the arable land in the US to a narrow strip of
land from San Diego, CA to Jacksonville, FL).
Sincerely,
Harris, James D., Jr
jdharrisjr@att.net
PO Box 1452 Cannon Beach, OR 97110 Constituent
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Kathy Dunbar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:33:49 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I agree wholeheartedly with the bullet points listed on the first page of your e-mail. Consumers
should have a choice so they can decide what fits best for their particular needs and finances. I
have lived in both all electric heated homes and homes using natural gas. By far, natural gas
has been the most economical, the cleanest and the most reliable. I have a whole house
generator for emergencies. The generator is connected to my house gas line. If natural gas was
not available to me, I would be wasting the thousands of dollars I spent to install the generator
and would lose the heat security I have for emergencies which definitely helped me in
February during the 6 days of no electricity in the ice storm. I am so grateful for natural gas
and my natural gas generator which ran flawlessly and continually for 6 days. I am in my 70's
and live alone so having natural gas available is very important to me.Thank you for
considering my comments in decision making..Kathy Dunbar
Sincerely,
Kathy Dunbar
pkde@wwdb.org
16718 SE Austin St. Oak Grove, OR 97267-4954 Constituent
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Jonathan Andrews
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:58:28 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Having recently become aware of the rulemaking process by the DEQ to meet the governor's
executive order regarding the reduction of greenhouse gases, I wish to express my concerns
that one more well-intended plan by government will end up harming everyone.
In the first place, what is described at "science" regarding the effects of CO2 on global
warning is more an attempt to somehow control environmental factors over which we have, in
fact, very little control. There have been major fluctuations in global temperatures in the past
when there were few or no fossil fuels being used and yet somehow we "know" that current
global warming is due to greenhouse gases, namely CO2, just because there is a more CO2 in
the atmosphere?
Understand that I am, for other reasons, in favor of reducing the use of fossil fuels, but in a
measured, sane way, not by making drastic decisions, like rapidly eliminating or severely
restricting the use of natural gas. Based on questionable science the state risks killing the
economy and strapping individual consumers with unsustainable costs (or raising taxes to give
it back to the consumer in subsidies). You will drive even more people out of Oregon, and I
seriously doubt that the actual cost of current proposals is even known, nor its unintended
damage calculated.
Please, whatever you do, even if it's based on so-called science, find balanced ways to regulate
the changes which, in my opinion, no governor alone should even have the power to mandate.
We don't need politically correct or knee jerk reactions to climate change.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Andrews
jdandrews@runbox.com
913 Laurel Ln Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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Cheryl Standley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:46:33 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out. We have experienced this first hand on numerous occasions.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
The last two years, we have lived in the "crisis mode" due to COVID-19. This year alone we
are experiencing increased pricing everywhere we turn. And Oregon already has a problem
with folks living on the streets. Please do not implement rules that drive up energy costs even
higher and implement rules that only seem important to the USA.
Thank you for your serious consideration.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Standley
Sincerely,
Cheryl Standley
stand41@frontier.com
14051 SE Wiese Rd Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent
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Adam Manson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:42:43 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Adam Manson
adammanson@live.com
16715 NW Charlais St Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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Walt Petersen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:34:43 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Just another Democommie issue that we do NOT need. Another excuse for more taxes
Sincerely,
Walt Petersen
waltgp2012@hotmail.com
34498 Vail Ct., 34498 Vail Ct., 97051 Saint Helens, OR 97051-3728 Constituent
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Norman Turrill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:33:43 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, renewable natural gas and hydrogen are acceptable.
All forms of fuel generated from renewable sources are acceptable. For example, wood pellets,
vegetable oil diesel, hydrogen from excess wind and solar power.
Sincerely,
Norman Turrill
nturrill@mac.com
3483 SW Patton Rd Portland, OR 97201 Constituent
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Krista Reynolds
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:27:34 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Oregon Climate Rules. I strongly urge you to
implement a strategy where the majority of solutions for reducing greenhouse gas emissions
are 100% renewable - solar, wind, and other non-polluting technologies.
As you are well aware, the climate crisis is an urgent issue requiring bold solutions. Climate
change and pollution impacts all of us but especially communities of color. Adopting clean
technologies will improve the health of our communities and long-term, reduce health care
costs. "The air and water pollution emitted by coal and natural gas plants is linked with
breathing problems, neurological damage, heart attacks, cancer, premature death, and a host of
other serious problems" (Union of Concerned Scientists).
Installation of solar and wind technologies creates local jobs. If technologies chosen are from
US manufacturers, that will further benefit US industry and spur innovation. Even though
"renewable facilities require upfront investments to build, they can then operate at very low
cost" (Union of Concerned Scientists).
My husband and I have invested in solar panels and electric vehicles so we can impact this
problem. But government agencies can have a much larger impact and set an example for
other businesses and citizens to follow.
Thank you for your time!
Sincerely,
Krista Reynolds
krismarie33@gmail.com
1536 NE Saratoga St. Portland, OR 97211 Constituent
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Phil Ermer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:26:11 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As a former corporate energy manager, not associated with NWN, please maintain gas a a
viable energy option. Trying to rely only on electricity is not practical to heat homes and
businesses.
Trying to only use power would not be reliable and drive tremendous cost into all users.
Phil Ermer
Sincerely,
Phil Ermer
crocus1@msn.com
4440 NW Crocus place Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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Don Kingsborough
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:24:35 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Causing Oregonians to rely on electricity is expensive and foolish. The Oregon bureaucrats
live in a fantasy. Eliminating reliable power, depending on variable power and choosing the
most expensive is not serving the population correctly. Knee jerk decisions need to be
eliminated and more emphasis placed on those that supply reliable power. Relax your rules,
allow private industry to innovate new systems.
Sincerely,
Don Kingsborough
kingsborpops@aol.com
P.O.Box 148 West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent
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Kathleen Kelly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:50:08 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that we are maintaining affordability,
reliability and CHOICE for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Kelly
gig10@live.com
643 NW Survista Ave Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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Kristin Ayers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:49:58 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
We have been using NE Natural to heat our home for many years and recently moved where
we now also use it for cooking.. we are grateful to have this option and it is more affordable
than electric.. please do not take this option away from us..
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Kristin Ayers
ank.ayers@gmail.com
29830 NE Benjamin Road Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent
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Nathan M Collingham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:38:30 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Nathan M Collingham
nathancollingham@gmail.com
1510 SE Miller AVE Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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Marion Ohrtman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:36:36 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I truly believe that natural gas should be a large part of our necessary energy availability. We
have used Natural gas in our home for both heating and cooking for over 35 years! We believe
it has been a very reliable and clean source of energy. Depending more and more on electricity
to run automobiles and provide heat is not near as reliable of a source as natural gas. In times
of power outages we have still been able to cook and get heat from our gas fireplace. What are
those with electric cars supposed to do during power outages and generators as a backup in
homes can only supply some of the necessary power for limited times. A prime example was
the huge power outage during a major storm in Texas last year that left residents without
power for at least a week. What are people supposed to do if they own an electric vehicle and
need transportation but can’t charge their electric cars during major power outages??? Solar is
not always dependable either, especially in places like Oregon, Washington and other cool
weather states where the sun is sometimes not shining for several days or weeks at a time??
We strongly support natural gas as a viable energy source!!!
Sincerely,
Marion and Jim Ohrtman
Sincerely,
Marion Ohrtman
m.ohrtman@frontier.com
20093 SW 69th St Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent
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Brian Whitacre
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:33:38 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Everyone agrees that renewable energy will be the best long term option for the environment.
However at this time renewable energy isn't reliable or affordable enough to be our primary
energy source.
It may take years to get to the point where we can rely solely on renewable energy. It is
appropriate to plan for this for the future. Please don't force the cost of energy usage up so
high it is to the detriment of the citizens. Natural gas is a very clean energy source compared
to other choices. Also the Portland metro area gets a lot of hydroelectric power which is
resilient, affordable and has little to no carbon footprint. There is no need to push our state
towards the aggressive goals when we are already doing well in the area.
In conclusion, please don't unnecessarily raise our energy prices by pushing for zero carbon
emissions too quickly. If folks can't afford to heat their homes in the winter or cool them in the
summer we the citizens will be outraged.
Sincerely,
Brian Whitacre
bwhitacre@gmail.com
4216 SW Binford Ave Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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Cheryl A Dodge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:24:50 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
In the Tillamook area is renewable fuel generation - COWS. They generate manure; when
utilized produces a great deal of methane. The Chinese use it. Why aren't we using it in a
small generating facility.
Sincerely,
Cheryl A Dodge
cheryldodge@msn.com
6125 N.Mississippi Ave Portland, OR 97217 Constituent
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Susan Callihan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:23:55 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Relying solely on electrical appliances, vehicles, etc. Is foolish. Leaving Oregon without
alternative fuels such as CLEAN natural gas would put us all at risk of freezing in winter,
losing food, losing transportation. It will take decades to build out an electrical infrastructure
to support an all-electric state. Millions of people own gas appliances for cooking and heating,
and would be unable to afford new appliances. State assistance to purchase new appliances
would be another huge cost to the State. We see higher taxes in our future on an already overtaxed populace.
Sincerely,
Susan Callihan
scallihan7308@gmail.com
15292 SW Alderbrook Pl Portland, OR 97224 Constituent
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Graham Pugh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:18:15 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I have been contacted by NW Natural about commenting on the Climate Protection Program,
but I disagree with the perspective they offer in their "key principles."
The role of natural gas needs to be considered in the context of the decarbonization of the
entire energy system. Focusing on "greening " the gas system with biomethane and hydrogen
(which is very far from being affordable) is the wrong way to view the problem. We should be
focusing on electrifying everything with carbon-free electricity. That also uses existing
infrastructure. Then natural gas can be used in hard-to-abate sectors that are not amenable to
electric alternatives.
Where this approach would result in hardship, incentives for purchase of more efficient
appliances or subsidies for lower income households would address decarbonization as well as
transition costs. In that sense, I agree that natural gas bans in the absence of transition funding
is not wise. It's important for the public to see that decarbonization can be achieved without
unduly burdening the economically disadvantaged.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,
Graham Pugh
grahammpugh@gmail.com
7317 SE 30th Ave, Street Address 2, Apartment or Suite Number Portland, OR 97202
Constituent
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Dennis Broderick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:16:25 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As Oregon and the country work to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, we need a balanced
approach that does not penalize consumers or businesses unfairly.
Renewal energy sources, such as solar, is very important, but is not the only solution. Other
renewal sources of energy should be given their due in our energy mix to keep the costs as low
as possible while reducing greenhouse gases. Natural gas is an important intermediary fuel
source and should not be eliminated until we have cost comparable replacements. In reality we
may need to keep natural gas in the energy mix for the long term to maintain flexibility and
portability.
I hope you will not rush the decision but allow time for full evaluation of all options.
Sincerely,
Dennis Broderick
Sincerely,
Dennis Broderick
janetanddennis@gmail.com
4327 SE 63rd Ave Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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Kevin Carty
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:13:28 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Sweeping changes right now are NOT needed. Added costs right now are NOT needed
We must get back to a point where we are open for business, open to get back to normal life
before we start piling on more and more restrictions and costs
Sincerely,
Kevin Carty
kevin@classicexhibits.com
7751 SW Alder Street Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent
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Guilherme Cordeiro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:05:40 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
This executive order is ridiculous and it is going to drive the price of energy up. Stop this
crime!!!
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Guilherme Cordeiro
william@expectnet.net
15168 NW Twinflower Dr Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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Nicholas W Bassis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:01:24 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Nicholas W Bassis
nicholaswbassis@gmail.com
1828 WESTHAVEN AVE NW Salem, OR 97304 Constituent
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Mary Grebner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:37:21 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
It is disturbing to hear that reliable, affordable natural gas in Oregon is in jeopardy. It will
most likely drive a deeper wedge between the wealthy and poor/middle class. Most people
cannot afford changing their utilities to ALL electric. It will create chaos to have all electric
reliability and place the majority of our population further into debt. EVERYONE on this
planet (every country, every continent) first needs to agree on a balanced, FREE integration of
electric WITH the existing options we have -not replacement of natural gas, don't make
Oregonians suffer the financial consequences.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Mary Grebner
Sincerely,
Mary Grebner
marycat9395@gmail.com
1177 1st Ave Sweet Home, OR 97386 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted Martino Jr.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 18, 2021 12:43:10 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural Gas is the MOST EFFICIENT source of energy where the end result is to produce
heat!
Things like water heaters, room/home heaters, and cooking on a stove use less energy units
than trying to do the same thing with electricity. Therefore in those cases, there is actually less
harm to the environment with gas.
Please don’t take away this efficient form of energy from Oregon citizens!
Ted Martino, Jr.
446 E Street
Springfield, OR 97477
Sincerely,
Ted Martino Jr.
tmartinojr@hotmail.com
446 E Street Springfield, OR 97477 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 18, 2021 8:53:17 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out. It is important that we don't have all our eggs in one basket with just electricity.
We should have choices so we don't overload one system which may have unintended
consequences.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents. We still live in democracy and it is important that we have
choices.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Miller
Sincerely,
Jennifer Miller
jdmiller@lockton.com
13831 SW Anna Court Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian M. Buxton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 18, 2021 4:22:38 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Regarding Natural Gas:
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Brian M. Buxton
bmvzbuxton@icloud.com
19071 Longfellow Avenue Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrick Dunne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 17, 2021 8:47:55 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I need the ability to use gas that allows me to continue to heat my house and cook food even
when electricity fails. "There has been no calculation of the true costs of the DEQ’s Climate
Protection Program, which will impact every energy user in Oregon. NW Natural supports the
goal of reducing carbon emissions, but the draft rules do not ensure such reductions. And there
are proposals that could discourage renewable energy innovation and force communities to
exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs." DEQ needs to fact check and
address this NW Natural statement. Any proposal for single energy source are unacceptable.
Sincerely,
Patrick Dunne
funpadunne@gmail.com
5155 NE Voyage Ave Lincoln City, OR 97367 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James C Pearson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 17, 2021 3:41:00 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Energy in many forms is and always will be necessary to maintain the ever increasing human
population and associated necessary industry on this planet. There is a common misbelief that
some energy sources, such as natural gas, gasoline and diesel are dirty while electricity is
clean, especially when it is generated by wind, water and the sun. We must look at the overall
picture:
Consider all electrical energy that travels to it's destination through wires. Wires are copper or
aluminum that must be dug from the ground and the wire manufactured in smelters and wire
drawing mills all of which require much energy to operate and the machines in those facilities
and the facilities themselves must be manufactured through similar processes. The wire must
be insulated with a non-conducting material, generally plastic, which is a petroleum product, a
by-product of producing gasoline, diesel, natural gas, lubricating oils, etc. By-the-way, all, and
I mean all moving machinery requires lubricating oil, regardless of how it is powered. The
towers and poles that support the power lines must also be manufactured and erected using
much more machinery.
Wind power requires the manufacture, transportation and erection of thousands of wind
turbines using aluminum, steel, copper, concrete and plastics. The huge propeller blades are
manufactured from glass, kevlar and carbon fibers that are bonded together with various
thermosetting resins that contain petroleum by-products.
Solar power is generated by delicate thin panels manufactured from metals and plastics again
made from petroleum by-products. They also cover vast areas of buildings and open ground.
Ground that will therefore be unusable for agriculture, building sites, roads, etc. Here again all
required components must be dug out of the ground, processed in factories and transported to
installation sites.
Think about electric automobiles, trucks, busses, tractors and airplanes. They require massive
collections of very expensive high energy batteries. These batteries contain elements that are
not recyclable and will be "hazardous waste".
Furthermore neither this country or any other country can generate and transmit enough
electrical energy through existing power grid systems to charge all of the batteries that will be
necessary to replace gasoline and diesel fuel and kerosene currently required to power these
vehicles.
We need all of these energy sources at the same time if we are to survive and prosper.
Sincerely,
James Pearson
.
Sincerely,
James C Pearson
maggieandjim@centurytel.net
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92517 State Champ Road Astoria, OR 97103 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

paul ashton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 17, 2021 12:43:10 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
YES, my time and yours are valueable, so sometimes I use pre-printed messages. However,
this does not lessen my endorsement of these messsages. Thank you.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely, Paul.
Sincerely,
paul ashton
kittospa@aol.com
829 boardwalk ave. n.e. kizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

SHERRY K FROST
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 16, 2021 9:09:07 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Forcing communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs would be
catastrophic for low income families like mine. I had to purchase a new furnace last year and
installed a high efficiency Gas furnace that has saved my family a great amount on energy
costs. If I were forced to change over to electric only I could not afford to do so. You must
think of the consequences for all families. With all the power shut downs needed to prevent
fires during high winds, it make no sense to only use electricity.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Don't forget about all the struggling Oregonians!
Sincerely,
Sherry Frost
Sincerely,
SHERRY K FROST
frosthead3@outlook.com
200 SE 157th Ave Portland, OR 97233 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phyllis Stadler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 16, 2021 2:42:53 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Stadler
lnpstadler@gmail.com
5548 Se Stark St PORTLAND, OR 97215 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melvin G. Mott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:23:22 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I have amended the following stack respone to reflect some of my own personal thoughts.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Really? I disagree with this statement, The
climate will change any way and any time it chooses. There is nothing government can do to
change climate. All government can do is tax, regulate what average (law abiding) people can
and can't do and in most cases, as past government regulations and programs have done, make
things worse, especially for the working class citizens.
That being said, I agree that as a community we all need to be aware of how we and our
businesses may be affecting that enviroment. Give us choices and helpful information, not
regulations and bloated government programs the raise taxes, the cost of resources and uses
tax dollars to fund so called "Green" programs that have very little, if any, real return for the
money that is spent on them.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is not the first the first time that Oregon politicians and special interest groups have tried
to impose unrealistic mandates on the citizens of Oregon. Again, this is an attempt to mandate,
limit, tax, artificially raise prices and spend money on pet projects for pesonnel or private
profit with no consideration for the long term economic impacts to the State, private citizens,
and businesses .
DEQ should look at the list of countries in the world that are emitting the highest levels of
environmental contamination and work on those countries first. and then we can talk about
creating reasonable and realistic rules for reducing greenhouse gas emissions as, while
maintaining affordability, reliability and choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
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Melvin G. Mott
mgm565@msn.com
28e6 SE 48th Ave Portland, OR 97206 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Sullwold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:06:37 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing the governments reaction to climate change is urgent and complex. Working
together will lead to the most promising energy future. Not taking a one way or the highway
approach is paramount.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen. To purposefully curtail the use of natural gas
is draconian and self injurious. It does not serve to help our energy needs. It only hurts and is
senseless.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system. Solar and wind are in no way remotely capable of
providing that energy system and only fools would think so. Are you all fools?
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents. Freedom of choice always produces a better outcome that
bureaucratic control of resources. While it takes control away from the bureaucrats, it solves
problems way more efficiently.
Sincerely,
David Sullwold
dsullwold@gmail.com
4950 SW Natchez St Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacek Mackiewicz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 16, 2021 8:22:59 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Jacek Mackiewicz
jacek131@hotmail.com
31317 Pirtle DR SW Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maarten deVriend
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 16, 2021 7:48:23 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Maarten deVriend
wurtwurtwurt@hotmail.com
321 12th Ave SW Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

peter sorlien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 4:49:14 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
First and foremost, nothing that is being proposed to reduce the
effect of carbon emissions is going to have any long term effect.
The climate changes. IT HAS ALWAYS CHANGED for reasons
no one can influence. Please show me scientific PROOF that
any of the proposed changes to energy will prevent inevitable
accelerated climate change. The USA comprises only 4% of
the total world population. Unless ALL countries are adopting
the same energy changes the efforts of one country are
seemingly useless in minimizing climate changes. So, are
all of them on board??? Assuming all countries were going
along at the same time please submit scientific proof that any
of the proposed changes will offset the fact that earths population
is growing by about 80 million annually. In 30 years the earths
population will have increased by at least 2.4 BILLION.
My suspicions are the efforts to restrict, impede and otherwise
destroy energy sources people depend upon, in the long run
will mean absolutely NOTHING.
Do you really want to solve the carbon related warming issue?
Then halting population growth is the only actual solution the
would have long term benefits.
Sincerely,
peter sorlien
peter.sorlien@comcast.net
PO box 517 Fairview, OR 97024 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Masulis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 4:16:58 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy should be carefully considered.
• Affordability and reliability should be carefully considered.
DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are reducing greenhouse gas
emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and choice for Oregon
residents.
Sincerely,
Paul Masulis
pmasulis@gmail.com
373 SW 37th Cir Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Meduri
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 3:12:32 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Before making any decisions that will impact the health and welfare of the citizens of Oregon,
it is important to address all aspects of what is needed to ensure that all energy needs are being
safely and affordably met.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
John Meduri
jameduri@gmail.com
8712 Wildlife Ln SE Salem, OR 97317 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie G Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 11:54:09 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
AFTER THE FEBRUARY 2021 ICE STORM that cut our power for a full 7 days, it became
evident that a solely electrical powered home is a liability and ineffective in provided needed
services. Because we had no electrical power, we had to borrow a gasoline powered generator
to keep food from spoiling and provide us with intermittent electrical needs. We had no hot
water nor a power source to cook with--again, the downside of electrically powered
appliances.
Fortunately, we had a gas powered fireplace to provide us with some heat because, again, the
electric igniter for our natural gas furnace was inert due to power outage.
This fall we swapped out our electric water heater for a gas powered one. We concurrently had
the gas line run to the kitchen so we may change out the electrically powered cooktop for a gas
stove when we can afford to switch over.
When it comes to dependability, we champion natural gas. In the 33 years I've lived in my
home I cannot cite one incident of natural gas failure that compromised my safety, my
warmth, my ability to carry on my life. I cannot say the same about the electrical grid--too
many fails.
In the name of trending issues, do NOT short us the preferred energy options we consumers
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have come to expect and rely on. In NO WAY can that be considered progress!
Sincerely,
Laurie G Johnson
lgbaird@gmail.com
4181 Barrett Street S Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rudy Vanderzanden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 9:19:16 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am very concerned about the suggestion/plan to reduce/eliminate the use of natural gas in the
state of Oregon. We must have a reliable means of maintaining a steady supply of power to the
customers in this state. Wind and solar power are expensive to build and maintain and cannot
be counted on. If rolling blackouts or brownouts result, you can bet there will be tens of
thousands of noise and carbon polluting generators firing up. What have we gained once that
happens?
Secondly, this plan to have zero carbon emissions is dangerous. What will happen to our
forests and vegetation once they become starved for carbon dioxide? I would suggest they will
no longer be healthy and will easily succomb to terrible wild fires and forest fires that seem to
get worse every year. Perhaps this is why California is having so much trouble with fires, their
carbon foot print is too low. I am not a horticulturist, but shouldn't this be considered?
Oregon has done what it can to curb pollution economically. Let other countries do there fair
share before we go broke trying more.
Sincerely,
Rudy Vanderzanden
rj.vander@frontier.com
482 SE 26th Ave. Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samuel Busskohl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 8:45:32 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We are living in an unprecedented time in history. As we have created a world that has
allowed us to live in ways our forebears never dreamed we have undoubtedly changed that
world around us. Our technological advances have brought consequences and unforseen side
effects. As we have built a world where hunger, clean water, affordable housing, heating and
cooling, are within reach of more people than ever in the history of the world there have
certainly been costs associated with those benefits. We have seen how the energy we harness
and use affects our land, our culture, and our people. We now sit at an energy crossroads
where we must decide how we meet the ever growing energy needs of our nation, our state,
and our communities. It is clear that we must make changes to how we create, store, and use
energy and that it will take action on the part of every citizen to change our habits.
Over the past few decades we have made changes. We have vastly improved the efficiency of
how we heat, cool, light, and power our lives and we have counted and borne the cost of
pollution. We must continue to improve and to count the cost but we must do so carefully,
thoughtfully, and wisely. I believe that in order to achieve our energy goals, protect the
environment that sustains us, and leave a legacy for future generations, we must leave all
options on the table and explore every opportunity to utilize the resources we have been given
responsibly. Every energy user in the great state of Oregon will be directly impacted by the
decisions that are made in the coming months and years. As such, every energy user should
have their voice heard and have the opportunity to choose means of energy that provide them
reliable and affordable methods of heating, cooling, and lighting their homes and businesses.
Natural gas is one of the cleanest, most efficient means of heating we posses. Renewable
natural gas, and hydrogen can play a part in our energy future, helping us to meet our goals
while utilizing infrastructure that is already in place and serving thousands of Oregonians.
I urge you to carefully consider and weigh all our options as the DEQ responds to the
challenges we face.
Sincerely,
Samuel Busskohl
stbusskohl@gmail.com
1103 Lochaven Ave. Springfield, OR 97477 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Chown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 3:53:59 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
It is important to address climate change, but equally important to make sure we have reliable
and inexpensive power and energy supplies.
A ban on natural gas is a horrible idea. It is a vital bridge fuel to get us into the next phase. It
is the lowest greenhouse gas carbon based fuel. The infrastructure is in place, unlike new
energy sources like hydrogen and renewables. We will need it as a backup energy and as a
transition fuel.
Edicts and bans are not the answer. A structured plan with intermediate check points will be
necessary to get us to the goal. And NG is necessary to get there.
Sincerely,
David Chown
dchown@chown.com
333 NW 16th Ave Portland, OR 97209 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Weiler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 3:27:47 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Greetings!
I thought I would add my comments to the proposed rule making process that the DEQ is
going through to lower carbon emissions.
First of all, I would suggest that we go back to proper forest management wherein we harvest
a sustainable percentage of timber from our State lands .(Federal as well, but the State has no
jurisdiction over them.) When Oregon was doing that, the forests were maintained in such a
way that fires were easier to control. More logging roads were put in to do logging and thus
even in areas were logging was not taking place, access was available. Now, we do nothing to
maintain State forests. Underbrush is allowed to grow unchecked, access is limited, etc. The
result is that year after year timber is burning that should not be burning. I can only imagine
the amount of carbon that is putting into the air. It is massive!
But, getting to the point of carbon reduction due to the use of carbon based fuels, I have not
objections to reducing the use of carbon based fuels if, and only if, the means of producing
non-carbon based fuels is in place ahttpsnd is capable of producing the energy we need. As it
is, we know that hydroelectric power is actually decreasing somewhat. We also know that
wind power has a limited upside given the state of the technology. The same can be said for
solar. While solar has room for expansion, it is expensive and as with windmills, takes up a lot
of real estate. Not to mention, storage technology has a long way to go before solar is in any
way, shape, or form a reliable source of energy, particularly to those of us that live in the
Pacific Northwest.
I might also add a comment about the obvious in the drive (no pun intended) to switch
everyone to electric vehicles. There are numerous articles on this subject, but I will direct you
to one published by Reuters. (You won't allow URL's, so I had to delete the link. You can look
it up.)
Here is a notable quote from that article: "So far, investor-owned companies have plans
approved for just $2.6 billion in charging programs and projects, according to trade group
Edison Electric Institute.
“The electrification of the transportation sector will catch most utilities a little bit off guard,”
said Ben Kroposki, director of the Power Systems Engineering Center at the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).
The organization estimates that, by 2050, the electrification of transportation and other sectors
will require a doubling of U.S. generation capacity.
If not managed carefully, the needed investments could saddle consumers with higher energy
bills, according to a report last month by California’s utility regulator. Another challenge:
lower-income customers often can’t afford to make the upfront investment in electric cars,
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home batteries and rooftop solar systems that could save them money in the long term."
So, the problem for most of us "Joe Average" people in the State of Oregon is that many of us
have gas heat and hot water. It is safe and reliable. If you pull the plug on natural gas (which
really has lead the State in reducing carbon emissions), you are, figuratively speaking, putting
a knife in the back of 100's of thousands of Oregonians that have natural gas as a heating
source. And, not taking into account the question of availability of electric power in the PNW,
the cost to convert a home from gas to electric heat is in the range of $10,000 to $20,000. I
don't know about you, but that is a lot of money of money to me. Then, assuming you get all
these homes converted, where will the "reliable" electric power come from? The Pacific
Northwest Electric Power and Conservation Planning Council already predicts that the chance
for blackouts, rolling blackouts, and brownouts will increase to 30% in the next few years. So,
what are we to do? Freeze to death? Die from heat stroke? (I guess that would solve part of the
problem....just get rid of a percentage of the population, particularly the aged folks.)
So, I would advocate for a balanced approach to this thing. We need to keep the infrastructure
that is in place to use gas. Forced reliance on electricity only will lead to "unintended
consequences" like people freezing to death in their homes or dying from heat stroke. I say
that some what "tongue-in-cheek" because it cannot be an "unintended consequence" if you
push forward with the one and only goal of reducing carbon emissions without the real life
problems that this creates.
Again, I am not against reasonable measures to reduce carbon emissions. However, we do
need to maintain a system that is reliable and affordable. If that includes using some carbon
based fuel for home heating, cooking, etc., then so be it.
Thank you for listening.
PS. Regarding electric cars: While it all sounds nice and green, the amount of energy used to
mine the rare earth mineral used to produce those car batteries is staggering! I guess we figure
if the mining takes place in other parts of the world, it is OK. We are green. Very phony logic
in my opinion!
Sincerely,
John Weiler
jodswe@aol.com
2642 NE Aurora Drive Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Avery
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 2:30:13 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
David Avery
davidjavery@comcast.net
552 38TH AVE SE Albany, OR 97322 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LYNDA McDowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 2:19:45 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy are needed. By using the natural gas infrastructure that is
already in place in Oregon, we can reach climate goals more affordably.
Sincerely,
LYNDA McDowell
lyndaleemce@comcast.net
8334 Greenann Court Gladstone, OR 97027 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Derickson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 11, 2021 9:39:34 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain the two top priorities of Oregon’s
energy system. Reducing carbon emissions is important, but access to affordable energy and
the security of a dependable statewide energy system is far more important.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Gary Derickson
Sincerely,
Gary Derickson
gderickson@corban.edu
1781 COLE RD S Salem, OR 97306 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenny Stoutt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 11, 2021 4:57:24 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I understand the need want and desire to move to energy sources with less pollution. I also
understand there is not going to be one simple answer that will solve this extremely complex
and multi faceted issue. My family personally love natural gas, my water heater is
unfortunately electric and doesn't work when the power goes out, however we can still use our
stove. My wife loves to cook on a gas range.
There will need to be a multitude of options with many solutions for us as a community to
reduce overall emissions. This means we all need to cut our emissions and we need to have
multiple sources of energy. Reducing options leaves us with fewer tools and more vulnerable
to supply issues with our current grid.
Everyone talks about "Clean" energy, however, it seems every "Clean" energy seems to have
some negative effect which conservationists have valid issues with. Hydro vs fish and farmers,
Wind vs Birds and Bats, Photovoltaic vs cloudy days and nights, Nuclear vs Safety and
disposal, Gas vs CO2, Waste to Energy vs Carbon emissions. It seems like thermal is the only
one I haven't heard of some negative affect.
I believe gas is one of the cleaner choices as far as carbon emissions are concerned when
compared to other fossil fuel choices.
I don't think we have the capacity on the current electrical grid to rid ourselves from gas
entirely nor do I think we should.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Kenny Stoutt
Sincerely,
Kenny Stoutt
kennystoutt@yahoo.com
13059 SW 169th AVE Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stuart Ragnone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 11, 2021 3:14:36 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents. Additionally Oregon government and DEQ shouldn’t mandate
what dependable energy is to customers. Dependable affordable energy is paramount to
sustainable business and residence.
Sincerely,
Stuart Ragnone
seragnone@me.com
103 SW Sandlewood Loop Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alita Pearl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 11, 2021 11:04:11 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
My house is located in the Coast Range foothills. With tall trees all around us growing a
garden is difficult and solar or wind power is not recommended. Living in the forest near the
end of the power lines we often have outages and often are the last to have power restored. We
have a wood stove so when furnace cannot be used we are still warm. With gas hot water
heater and gas cook stove we are able to bathe and eat. Gas is a very important part of our
lives. In the past we have had power outages that lasted several days and in winter we would
not be able to stay in our home if not for the fact that we have gas appliances. I celebrated my
77 birthday on the 7th of this month and bought my house in 1977. Any kind of fancy upgrade
is not possible as we are on a fixed income.
Sincerely,
Alita Pearl
alita@alitapearl.com
370 N. Schwartz Rd Otis, OR 97368 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert J. Brinker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 11, 2021 9:04:06 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
The rush to wind and solar renewable energy to the exclusion of existing low carbon emitting
sources of energy is a mistake. It will be unnecessarily expensive and harmful to the people of
Oregon. Please consider all forms of renewable energy for the good of the people and
businesses that depend on it.
Sincerely,
Robert Brinker
Sincerely,
Robert J. Brinker
rbrinker@gmail.com
14895 SE MEGAN WAY CLACKAMAS, OR 97015 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Buckles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 10, 2021 2:26:32 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
To whom it may concern: Natural Gas is clean AND efficient. Please use common sense and
DO NOT regulate it. We are already very close to moving out of Oregon because of its far left
progressive feel good policies----Leave Natural Gas alone and focus on fixing Portland!
Regards,
Gary B.
Sincerely,
Gary Buckles
gpbuck@comcast.net
16790 NW Firestone Ct Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Radcliffe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 10, 2021 9:15:42 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We all want and need economical energy but the rush to kill our carbon based supplies is
ludicrous and misplaced. China is the largest carbon emissions producer in the world. They
have well over 1000 coal plants and are building more each week! Do we even have 15
operational coal plants? Reduce China's level of Carbon emissions first and then you can get
serious about helping reduce our footprint in the US. We are not the problem!
Every solution has downsides but we need ENERGY. #1 source should be NUCLEAR
POWER! DON'T LAUGH! No CO2 emissions, just steam. We have safe disposals for
expended fuel rods. Natural gas is one of our cleanest, cheapest and most abundant sources of
energy and we have hundreds of years of supply. That should be our #2 resource while we
explore the more exotic and expensive ways to produce electricity. Oregon is blessed with
water and rivers that support Hydroelectric power. Can we upgrade existing power plants?
Solar and wind are alternatives but they are low on power generation and are hard to dispose
of at their end of life. They are also very expensive and realistically would only generate 3-5%
of our electrical needs.
If we are to solve our future energy needs, we need to do it without destroying our economy
and competitive place in the world. We need good leaders with realistic goals for that to
happen. Maybe that should be the #1 solution first.
John Radcliffe
Sincerely,
John Radcliffe
jdradcliffe@msn.com
1147 S 40th PL Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bruce Reid
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, October 7, 2021 10:36:58 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
If society is truly concerned with reducing green house gas emissions then a purely
nonpolitical, but technical evaluation would come to the conclusion that nuclear power is the
best solution. Up until recently, nuclear power was struggling to compete with cheap natural
gas prices, but this has been shown to be a temporary condition, as seen by the spiking prices
for natural gas. Statistically, nuclear power is one of the safest (yes safest) base load form of
electricity generation and has no emissions. Disposal of spent nuclear fuel has technical
solutions that have been rejected politically by those who do not want repositories in their
backyard regardless of the low risk. If society is going to replace the majority of fossil power
transportation with electric vehicles this power will need to come from somewhere. Nuclear
power is the clear solution, but emotional and illogical people have painted it undeservingly as
undesirable. Almost all current nuclear plants are 50 year old technology. Let's see what the
new nuclear technology can provide.
Sincerely,
Bruce Reid
reidclan2@gmail.com
20 Ridgeview Dr Pasco, WA 99301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Geschwill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 7, 2021 11:13:48 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am a farmer and a nurseryman. Our nursery uses natural gas to heat our greenhouses. I use
gas to heat my home. It is currently affordable. It also clean energy, safe, and reliable energy.
Now the agenda of Kate Brown is mandating that DEQ take natural gas away from
Oregonians.
Wind and solar are not viable solutions to replace our energy needs. Wind farms change the
weather down wind from them. Solar fields prevent the sun from reaching the ground, which
is ruining nightly patterns of air movement due to temperature changes. All of these "FREE"
sources of energy that DEQ wishes to tout, are not free! Has nobody taken a basic physics
course?
The agenda pushers are claiming more erratic weather is occurring. How will that help with
reliable solar and wind energy? What about wind and solar making weather even more erratic?
There are way too many unanswered questions, and DEQ wants to dump the bill on
Oregonians. I do not support any of it, and I do not support taking away natural gas in any
form.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
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Sincerely,
Heidi Geschwill
heidig@wavecable.com
13610 NE Boones Ferry Rd Woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randy Steck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, October 7, 2021 8:57:21 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Nothing Oregon can do will affect the global temperature. Carbon dioxide emissions are
dominated by China and developing countries. The US per capita carbon dioxide emissions
have decreased over the last 20 years, largely due to the conversion from coal to natural gas.
We should be encouraging the use of natural gas and nuclear to further this trend. Anything
else is simply driven by superstition and anti-science posturing by organizations that are
making miliions claiming "green" credentials.
Oregon has done its part with the ongoing Clean Fuels and Carbon tax laws. Stop before
irrevocably damaging the Oregon economy.
Sincerely,
Randy Steck
randy@stex.net
788 SE 58TH CT HILLSBORO, OR 97123 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Alsop
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 5:49:03 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Moreover, reconsider your dependence on solar and wind sources, which requires sourcing
from China. There are not enough solar and wind placements in the world to replace the coalpowered power plants and hydro-electric dams that are being decommissioned. Consider more
natural gas and nuclear. The nuclear technology today is safe and economically feasible. After
all, France's power grid is 80% nuclear. Since Biden became president, the US has moved
from energy independent to energy dependent because of the war against fossil fuels.
Sincerely,
Chris Alsop
calsop24@gmail.com
679 SE Anderson Lane Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey Amrhein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 12:32:53 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please make sure to include measurable and enforceable rules governing carbon emissions. If
the rules are vague or cannot be enforced, we will never get on track with our climate change
goals. I also believe that natural gas is a useful short term energy source that we can rely upon
until we have the infrastructure we need for complete carbon neutrality. Any rules that we put
in place must also be achievable and affordable for most Oregonians.
Thanks!
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Amrhein
tarkus44@gmail.com
6236 NE 27th Ave. Portland, OR 97211 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JULIE MUNSEY
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:22:57 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As an energy consumer for decades in Oregon I have experienced numerous changes in both
rates, availability, sustainability, and affordability. I have chosen, both as a residential, and
commercial, consumer to utilize both natural gas as well as electricity. Additionally, I have
been a consumer of multiple sources of telecommunications as well as other forms of energy
(i.e. propane, solar, wind).
It is my considered opinion that as a community we should look forward to ways that are more
clean, sustainable, renewable, while at the same time affordable and reliable. I agree with
intentions to progress to a more carbon neutral footprint, but also am concerned that certain
policies and political opponents (PACs) have a different agenda.
Not everyone is able to afford a more expensive energy source. Furthermore, some newer
sources of energy have yet to be proven over a long period of time to not have other
detrimental effects to the environment, climate, or human beings.
Ultimately, I am not in favor of a blanket policy that supersedes the choices of consumers of
that energy. As a personal consumer I am willing to offset some cost expenses to allow for
research and development of other energy sources, but I am not willing to have decisions
dictated to me about what is good for me, my family, my community, or my business.
This rule in question appears to be pitting electricity sources against others. The major
problem I have with that is that I have yet to see the rationale for electricity producers address
the harm done to birds, fish, or the mining and recycling/disposal of manufacturing ingredients
sufficient to support their position.
I am not against electricity producers. Obviously as a consumer I utilize electricity everyday,
and I choose to support renewable energy sources. I drive a hybrid vehicle (by choice) and
have considered and EV as well. I am welcoming to solar power and would have it installed if
my home were accommodating. I also have natural gas heating (by choice) and utilize a
propane generator for loss of electricity. Having access to all these options is what makes the
best sense, reliability, and affordability to me to sustain caring for myself and my family.
Respectfully submitted,
Oregon-grown native and small business owner
Sincerely,
JULIE MUNSEY
choicesforlife@sterling.net
4230 SE KING RD STE 270 PORTLAND, OR 97222 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Esther hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 6:26:26 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Esther hall
ehall222@hotmail.com
280 Taurus st Molalla, OR 97038 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sherry Howell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 4:21:53 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Sherry Howell
howellsherry@hotmail.com
2405 Glen Haven Rd Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timothy Dayton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 4:20:28 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
It is unwise to rely on just one form of energy. With increased demand, electricity will be
increasingly prone to failure. Natural gas is always reliable.
Sincerely,
Timothy Dayton
lukedayton@gmail.com
17990, SW frances st Beaverton, OR 97003 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan Thomas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 3:53:37 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
The idea of reducing or removing natural gas as an energy option is ludicrous. We need clean,
renewable energy that is reasonably priced and natural gas fits that bill very well. It provides a
backup energy source for many people, providing heat and hot water when many times
electricity goes out. Removing or reducing natural gas will hurt us all. Leave us alone, the
citizens are being pushed and pulled in too many directions, any and all of which will end up
on the same very bad place eventually.
Sincerely,
Ryan Thomas
rthomasconst@yahoo.com
PO Box 592 Springfield, OR 97477 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Donahe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 12:18:35 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We have a global crisis caused by climate change. We should be doing everything we can to
reduce global warming. Time is running out.
Sincerely,
Terry Donahe
tdonahe@aol.com
15430 STEPHANIE COURT LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97035 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Bonner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 11:52:50 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Robert Bonner
rbonner59@msn.com
1022 ne 196th av portland, OR 97230 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan Childers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 10:36:01 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear DEQ and Oregon regulators,
As climate changes moves irrevocably forward, it is the responsibility and mandate of our
generation to make changes that provide sustainable energy solutions for decades to come.
I have been disappointed to learn about the shortcoming of DEQ in recent years (re: The
Oregonian's "Polluted by Money" journalism series, circa Feb 2019). Our state, which
allegedly prides itself on climate protection and progressive energy solutions, has seemingly
looked the other way when corporate interests gain an foothold at the state capital.
Our state senators, representatives, and our regulatory bodies like DEQ must stand up for
climate protection. The right path is not always the easy path. But if we don't invest and make
the hard choices to reduce carbon usage and improve our climate, the price we all pay especially for future generations - will be insurmountable.
Ryan Childers
Sincerely,
Ryan Childers
rchilde@gmail.com
2135 Ridge Pointe Drive Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary L Shell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 10:32:31 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon needs affordable, dependable energy. Renewable is apparently is a political term that
means whatever they want it to mean.
NW Natural is in the business of supplying Natural Gas which is one of the cleanest forms of
energy we have. If you want to pursue other ways to provide natural gas please insure the cost
to the customer is less than or equal to the traditional sources and that it is equally reliable.
I believe Kate Brown's executive order exceed her authority and it needs to be challenged.
Sincerely,
Gary L Shell
garylshell@gmail.com
11756 SE Brockenhurst Cir. Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bradley Vandehey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:48:50 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Ms Singh
Renewable energy is important. However, on demand energy at an affordable price is even
more important.
There is considerable infrastructure associated with energy especially Natural Gas which is
used by every neighborhood I am familiar with. The solution to the future must include a
balance of relatively clean energy such as Nat Gas. that can become even cleaner with the
right equipment burning the product.
A focus on getting rid of dirty energy such as diesel and coal should be a prime objective.
Reducing infrastructure in roads is not the answer either. Slow traffic is dirty traffic. People
will always drive automobiles. Faster speed of traffic is cleaner.
Regards,
Brad Vandehey
Sincerely,
Bradley Vandehey
bjvandehey@gmail.com
5348 Amberwood Ct Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Dunkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:40:16 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of energy are needed in a balanced, lower-carbon future. Using the natural gas
infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by delivering
renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions in a meaningful and measurable manner, while
maintaining affordability, reliability and choice for Oregon residents. Efforts should include
focus on efficiency and not just elimination. Power resources like BLOOM Energy should be
investigated for unique ways to provide localized energy sources - including off-grid
domestic.
Sincerely,
John Dunkin
jdunkin823@comcast.net
7380 SW 165TH PL BEAVERTON, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MICHAEL CARLSON
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 4, 2021 6:39:01 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here. Governor Brown's goals for lowering greenhouse emission levels is
too aggressive given the resources that she approves of. Natural gas should be a top
consideration to slowly and reasonably reduce greenhouse gas levels. Such goals as Gov.
Brown will hurt the people of Oregon, especially those people at the lower income levels.
Sincerely,
MICHAEL CARLSON
michael_carlson4115@comcast.net
3138 SE FRANKLIN ST Portland, OR 97202 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Timothy Hensley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 4, 2021 5:43:57 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
If this was done by Executive Order and not by duly elected legislators, then I am vigorously
opposed to the process. This State is not a dictatorship and bypassing the legislative process is
a huge mistake.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Timothy Hensley
hensleytim@aol.com
3959 Croisan Mountain Drive S Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joanne Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 4, 2021 1:50:26 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We are all for climate change, but when the cost of new regulations affect me and my family, I
want to know what they are going to be. Also, it has come to my attention that new rules may
require the use of electricity only, in the future. Not sure why that would be, but we need all
forms of renewable energy, including natural gas and hydrogen. I do not want a ban on gas
service. We have gas heat and a water heater, and I like them much better than electric. They
are more efficient and reliable. Thank you
Sincerely,
Joanne Hall
ashcreek63@icloud.com
11056 SW 63rd Ave. Portland, OR 97219-6764 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven C Ryan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 4, 2021 1:27:16 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Steven C Ryan
ryansteve46@gmail.com
29385 SW Teton Way Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lyle Beach
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 4, 2021 1:07:47 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural gas has over the years provide reliable energy and is natural abundant resource. To
depend only electrical energy whether thru hydro , wind , solar does not safeguard the
consumer from unplanned power outages. Time and time again we have seen the power grid
fail and without natural gas it places untold number of consumers in peril when they cannot
heat their home , prepare their foods , heat their water.
There is no guarantee that future legislation will not restrict hydro power thru dam removal ,
onboarding of new electric cars , infrastructure projects that could overload available capacity.
I strongly support natural gas along with green energy but do not support a one size to fit all
approach..
Sincerely,
Lyle Beach
vintage010@msn.com
1200 SE Althaus Drive Troutdale, OR 97060 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Adams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:59:58 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
John Adams
pjadams41@gmail.com
1696 SE LOGANBERRY ST DALLAS, OR 97338-1882 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carl W Geczy-Haskins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 4, 2021 11:59:32 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We need to drastically reduce our use of carbon-emitting energy production NOW! That will
mean looking at a wide variety of options, including renewables for producing electricity but
also how we use existing infrastructure (like our natural gas pipelines). While banning the
installation of new gas hookups and appliances will help, it will take too long and be too costprohibitive to put the entire onus on homeowners to replace existing appliances. There needs
to be action taken on cleaning up our existing gas infrastructure by switching to green fuels
(green hydrogen and bio-methane), and while that is in development taking advantage of new
technologies that burn the existing natural gas in cleaner ways (like pyrolysis) and
repair/prevent leaks (which cause more emissions than just using the gas). An outright ban
doesn’t do enough, and doesn’t address the energy needs of our state in an equitable way.
Please research ALL available methods of making our state a greener and healthier place
before jumping on the gas-hating bandwagon! Read through the recent Scientific American
article “Can Natural Gas Be Part of a Low-Carbon Future?” for examples.
Sincerely,
Carl W Geczy-Haskins
carl.geczyhaskins@gmail.com
17144 SW SANDHILL LN SHERWOOD, OR 97140 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David B Ludwig, III
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 4, 2021 11:19:03 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
What matters to me is to maintain or improve our environment WITHOUT destroying jobs
and livelihoods for Oregonians.
In addition, the State should look at all sides of the "climate" situation. Climate change has
been going on for millions of years and what needs to be determined is EXACTLY how
mankind is affecting climate change out of the climate's normal flow.
Sincerely,
David B Ludwig, III
ludwigdb@outlook.com
117 Iron Mountain Boulevard, Lake Oswego, Oregon, USA Lake Oswego, OR 97034
Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Lattanzi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 4, 2021 11:16:27 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Chris Lattanzi
chrislattanzi@yahoo.com
14468 SE Primrose Avenue Portland, OR 97267 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dwayne Boyce
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 4, 2021 11:14:31 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am all for greener energy and reduction of greenhouse gasses in our atmosphere. Regarding
the new reduction targets, please take into account that we need to taper the use of natural gas
while we ramp up alternative energy sources. Natural gas is one of the cleanest sources of
energy we currently have. Simply eliminating natural gas from our energy make-up is not
realistic. Natural gas needs to be included in our energy mix in order to maintain a low cost
and reliable source of heating, cooking, and electricity here in the Pacific Northwest. Look at
what is happening in England and other parts of Europe. This should be a warning to go slow
during our transition in order to maintain a reliable and sustainable power grid.
Sincerely,
Dwayne Boyce
dwayne@cornerstonesales.ws
15402 SW 144th Terrace Portland, OR 97224 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Olson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 4, 2021 11:00:43 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am in favor of ending any coal or oil use for power generation, but think we need to keep a
strong natural gas energy system for the next couple of decades. I want to transition to a
system that is primarily electric and relies on solar/hydro/windpower, but it will take time to
improve the distribution system and make it more resilient. In the event of a disaster, it is good
that we have both the natural gas network as well as the electrical power network. Natural gas
power generation also serves as a useful buffer for intermittent wind and hydro power
production. If we ever come up with a good large-scale battery storage system we could do
away with natural gas power generation, but that is probably some time away. I encourage you
to push hard for greenhouse gas reduction, but keep resiliency in mind at the same time.
Sincerely,
Steve Olson
steve.olson3113@outlook.com
516 S. College Street Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey Baker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 4, 2021 10:32:17 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I do not support rules, requirements or targets that are based solely on meeting the goals set in
Governor Brown’s order. The energy crises in Europe and China are clear examples of the
unintended consequences of misguided policies that emphasize political preening over realistic
and responsible planning. All energy options should remain available to Oregon consumers
while government agencies, energy providers and Oregon consumers collectively map a
realistic, prudent, and economically sustainable path forward.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Baker
jackpnw@gmail.com
14765 SW Topaz Ct Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Garland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 4, 2021 10:01:00 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Our family wants you to know that Governor mandates need to be strongly rejected in
lawsuits...NWN and everyone need to stand up to these unlawful diktates. We don't have a
monarchy here...the legislature makes laws...not Governors...so on its face this is not lawful
and can be ignored.
Additionally, CO2 is the gas of life...did the collective forget that somehow? Its our
friend...we and the planet exchange gases and everything has worked out just fine for 6000
years...there is no need to follow a lie that we need to save the planet from manmade gas...that
is lunacy and anti-science. Rome fell because of a collective of lunacy in the leadership ...
modern Citizens should remember that a ruling class goes rogue/stupid at some point and we
are there right now.
That being said, plentiful and affordable energy has been one of the hallmarks of a free and
prosperous people and nation. To unwind that is to send our nation and economy backwards
and reverse common sense advances in energy and freedom.
Here's a practical instance of how affordable & plentiful energy from NWN greatly helped our
family this past February, during the massive ice storm and prolonged electrical power outagewe have a family of seven in our home, which includes a medically fragile child who has a
special diet to help prevent seizures. Because NWN Gas provided us with affordable gas,
during this 8 day power outage, we had hot water from our gas water heater; heat from our gas
fireplace insert; and stove/range cooking from our gas range. We we able to easily warm up
our son's specially blended meals
Sincerely,
Eric Garland
eric_garland2004@yahoo.com
15733 SE Wills Way Milwaukie, OR 97267-4275 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Franks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 4, 2021 9:14:15 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.
Oregon really needs as many options a possible for our power. To eliminate viable sources
seems crazy. Over the past years we continually improve our emission levels and should
continue to do so but to eliminate our options doesn't make any sense.
Bob Franks
Sincerely,
Bob Franks
windustries7@qwestoffice.net
33875 SE Peoria Rd Corvallis, OR 97333-2317 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Bechtold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 4, 2021 8:09:40 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
James Bechtold
jamie@willametteelectric.com
20815 beavercreek rd Oregon city, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Shimomura
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:56:38 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
If we are truly serious about thwarting the effect of greenhouse gases, we must consider
nuclear energy as an alternative to other renewable energy sources. Please get the word out
that nuclear is safe, clean, and does not contribute to global warming.
see the energy.gov website for further information.
Sincerely,
Richard Shimomura
rshimomura@gmail.com
2225 NE 26th AVE Portland, OR 97212 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Jaquess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 11:40:21 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon.
Sincerely,
Mark Jaquess
jaquessfam@gmail.com
13530 SW Fern Street Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry Gaidos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:38:33 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I believe that every renewable energy source is necessary in order to provide options to the
community. In addition, it provides back up resources if there is a problem with one of them.
For example, during the ice storm last winter, we had natural gas to cook and heat our house.
As caregivers for my 93 year old mother and our son who has had a stroke, that was critical.
A response to climate change is necessary, we have solar panels on our roof, but making
changes without a consensus on what to change and how the cost will affect Oregonians is
irresponsible.
Sincerely,
Jerry Gaidos
jerrygaidos@gmail.com
923 Julie Ln. Molalla, OR 97038 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Hoedl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 9:51:19 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Greg Hoedl
hoedl3@msn.com
2655 Dillow Dr West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

BARBARA WOODSIDE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 9:42:31 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
IT WOULD BE FOOLISH TO ELIMINATE RENEWABLE NATURAL GAS OPTION!!
1. We must have more than one type of energy to support competition and offer options to
provide potential future renewable energy innovations that electricity alone can not create.
2. Natural Gas is reliable and predictable, where electricity is not. I’ve never been without
natural gas, unlike electricity!!! I can stay warm with my Gas fireplace, have hot coffee with
my Gas stove, and take a hot shower with my Gas water heater, ALL DURING A POWER
OUTAGE IN THE DEAD COLD OF WINTER! Please don’t take that option away from me,
I’m old.
3. Energy must be affordable for everyone! Not just the rich, or subsidized poor, but for
everyone!!! Energy costs are found everywhere, in the production of everything. If energy
costs more in Oregon, then JOBS WILL GO ELSEWHERE!!!
4. Please look at all the true costs!! We already have the piping for Gas, don’t waste that
resource. Also, include the cost of hazardous and toxic chemicals in the waste and byproducts
that batteries and solar panels emit to contaminate land and water. Not everyone recycles you
know. Consider the cost of purchasing new ELECTRIC appliances, and all those gas
appliances and their contaminates going into landfill (or the cost of recycling! If it is done.)
5. There are also many unforeseen costs that non of us are aware of YET!!! HUMANS ARE
FOOLS TO THINK THEY HAVE ALL THE ANSWERS - look at the wonderful job we have
done so far! Humans are an ARROGANT species. Please consider this in your deliberation.
6. We must invest in, and strongly support current and future innovations in Renewable Gas,
as new discoveries may provide even better energy options making Renewable Electricity look
totally inefficient & old school. YOU DON’T KNOW ABOUT THE FUTURE DO YOU!
Please acknowledge this. We need a two prong approach for new innovations in renewable gas
and electricity.
7. It is the responsibility of Oregon DEQ NOT to stifle future innovation.
8. This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get
everything right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the
rules are reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability,
reliability and choice for Oregon residents.
Thank you for considering my testimony,
Sincerely, Barbara Woodside
Sincerely,
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BARBARA WOODSIDE
woodsidebj@gmail.com
14027 SE 118th DR Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent
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eugene gott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 9:11:03 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.My wife and I had electirc heat pump for 15 years in our home.
Then we needed to replaced it. We did and 10 years and 3 months the whole system shorted
out and we needed to again spend 12-14 thousand dollars too replace it again. It failed in
February and it was really cold. Had to wait 15 days for it to be replaced. We then used our
natural gas fireplaces(2) to heat parts of our home. We replaced the electric heat with natural
gas heat at lesser cost.
For a reliable power grid you must have back ups. Natural gas is a important part of the grid.
Please dont put us the position of Texas that, during winter their system failed.
Sincerely,
eugene gott
gott_mmef@frontier.com
13590 sw coach ct beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent
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Paul Baidenmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:53:45 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
When I needed to install a new roof , I was denied the use of white composition shingles or
reflective metal materials to minimize use of air conditioning on sunny days. Now, with
Climate Change as a consideration, it should be a mandatory requirement to maximize sunheat reflection.
Paul Baidenmann
Sincerely,
Paul Baidenmann
pebaiden123@yahoo.com
2089 NW Willamette Dr. McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent
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Mary Nicholson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:39:51 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I do believe we need to respond to climate change before it is too late. All forms of renewable
energy should be considered in order to achieve a low carbon future.
I do not what to see a ban on natural gas here in Oregon. I do not believe it makes sense to
limit our options but should focus on developing new, innovate ways to to make many options
that reduce carbon emissions.
We need to include rules the require meeting certain carbon reduction requirements.
I do not want to be dependent on one, electric grid system for all our power, We have seen
what a disaster that can be recently in Texas. Thank you for soliciting public input.
Sincerely,
Mary Nicholson
mjn215@gmail.com
2115 SE Spruce Ave Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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RC Weber
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choices
Sunday, October 3, 2021 6:52:48 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choices
Dear Advisor Singh,
Intelligent, rational people know that climate change is happening, that it has been happening
for decades and we have no time to lose - because that's exactly what will happen - we'll lose.
It's all well and good to advise consumers to buy electric cars, invest in alternate
heating/cooling systems for their homes, and to do all those wonderful things - until one looks
at the per household cost/income ratios across the board. To wit:
- The well-heeled can manage with ease.
- The middle-income can often "re-balance spending" to do something.
- The low-income are stuck - stuck with gas-powered vehicles in the face of unreliable gas
prices (wanna chat about trying to use mass transit to get between jobs in a day? didn't think
so.); stuck in rentals where they have no say in the residential energy appliance decisions;
even low-income homeowners are stuck because they haven't got the economic resources to
change what they own.
One thing we need to do is bite the bullet:
- tax those who can afford it (the wealthy)
- continue the assists for middle-income
- make it a point of honor to provide low-income with the means to switch to renewable
energy sources.
- btw, natural gas heating does _not_ work in an electrical outage unless someone has figured
out an alternate method for keeping the circulation fan running... think about it! Heat with no
air movement simply over-heats. Kaboom?!? Bad idea!)
We _all_ need a better future starting now. Not just the wealthy; ALL of us.
Fancy words in expensive discussion groups are useless.
Get off your patoots and get it done!
Sincerely,
RC Weber
r.c.weber@comcast.net
123 asd Portland, OR 97217 Constituent
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Steven Peterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 5:06:11 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As an electrical contractor, I can report with first hand experience that our electrical grid
cannot support the elimination of Natural gas as an energy source. Electrical loads for homes
have been climbing for decades. Power producing Dams are being removed, wind and solar
cannot store energy for distribution later, and Nuclear is frowned upon. What will supply this
gap after Gas is banned? The US is not a major greenhouse gas producer compared to other
countries in the world. Try starting there!
Sincerely,
Steven Peterson
steve.cec@comcast.net
2690 Summer St SE SALEM, OR, OR 97302 Constituent
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To:
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Peter Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 4:35:01 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Peter Jones
Sincerely,
Peter Jones
finzondoke@comcast.net
4275 Macleay Rd SE Salem, OR 97317 Constituent
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Kat Neely Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 4:18:18 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Kat Neely Jones
otter58@comcast.net
4275 MACLEAY RD SE SALEM, OR 97317 Constituent
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From:
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Subject:
Date:

Robert Daniels
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 3:49:06 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Do you know that electricity doesn't just come out of thin air? It has to be generated. The old
ways of generating electricity involve the use of fossil fuels. The new ways of renewable
energy cannot meet the demand and are too expensive. Dams kill fish and flood historical
places, windmills kill birds and are extremely ugly in the landscape, color power can't even
make enough electricity to pay for itself. Has anybody even figured out if the electrical grid
can even handle the demands of an all electric heating system? And then there's the thing
about putting all your eggs in one basket. What if we go all electrical and the grid fails? Then
what? We must have a two pronged approach while working on efficiency of both electrical
and natural gas. Let's have common sense, not pie in the sky.
Robert Daniels
Sincerely,
Robert Daniels
r.daniels.l.daniels@gmail.com
3666 NE 90th Ave Portland, OR 97220 Constituent
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John Stanley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 1:48:54 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Hydrocarbons are the ultimate RENEWABLE forms of energy in that they happen over time
and without anything more than solar energy. No they did not come from dinasaurs, they come
from decayed trees and plants, even those lawn clippings.
If you know science you know that the political use of "CARBON" has been used for over 20
years to make people think of black soot falling from the sky. Unfortunately that ploy has been
entirely political and has no truth to it.
Science tells us that Carbon Dioxide, that odorless colorless gas that we and all animals exhale
is an important part of the Carbon cycle necessary for all forms of live on this planet.
When wood, oil and other hydrocarbons are oxidized what do we get: 1: Fresh water, 2:
Carbon Dioxide and 3: small amounts of residuals.
We know where the water goes, but the ignorant do not realize that Carbon Dioxide is
necessary for all plant life, as the carbon isolated during photosynthesis is the primary
component of trees and other plants.
This madness of denial of the facts of life on our planet must stop before its too late, and
before we all have to leave Oregon as we will no longer have energy to heat our homes.
There have been 4 parallel political tracks to deprive us of energy.
1. The vilification of Carbon Dioxide and censoring of education of about the Carbon Cycle.
2. Removal of hydro-electric dams.
3. removal of Coal fired power plants.
4. Fighting to eliminate any nuclear power sources.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is NOT important, as is access to affordable energy and the
security of a dependable statewide energy system.
In order to keep Oregon livable we must maintain affordable, reliable energy sources for
Oregon residents.
John C. Stanley
Hood River, Oregon
Sincerely,
John Stanley
stanco@gorge.net
PO Box 238 hood river, OR 97031 Constituent
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Judy K Henkelman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 1:28:32 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I trust NW Natural Gas to do what is right to help control Climate Change. I do not EVER
want to face the fire damage we faced last year!
Sincerely,
Judy K Henkelman
lavslady@yahoo.com
565 7TH ST LYONS, OR 97358 Constituent
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Casey Flesch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 1:14:33 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Casey Flesch
caseyforegon@gmail.com
1611 11th St. Oregon city, OR 97045 Constituent
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John David Pfeifer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:50:40 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents. I bought my house because of the natural gas feature. Natural is a
life saver in the winter when the electricity goes out. I used to live in Minnesota. Natural gas
has saved our lives many times. Have we forgot about what happened in Oregon in February
2020 ? Natural kept my house warm and let us cook food when we did not have electricity for
days. If any thing, we should expand natural gas services.
Sincerely,
John David Pfeifer
john3670@comcast.net
7921 S E Clackamas Rd. Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent
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Peter Ittner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:27:18 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Note: I've used 'boilerplate' text for the statements below because I BELIEVE what it says
(and it saved time for me).
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Peter Ittner
pete@ittner.com
1246 NE Parks Edge Circle Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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Dennis D Motsinger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 9:38:19 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon, and the country as a whole, needs to maintain and make available all sources of
energy. The continuation of cheaper and reliable natural gas is critical. The USA is already the
leader in curbing harmful emissions from energy usage. Other countries such as China and
India need to comply to reduce emissions. Do not saddle Oregonians with higher energy costs
and needless regulations.
Sincerely,
Dennis D Motsinger
ddmot@comcast.net
13849 SE Knight St Portland, OR 97236 Constituent
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William King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 9:27:32 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
William King
wcking1970@comcast.net
15019 SW Summerview Drive Tigard, OR 97724 Constituent
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Rick Wilkinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:18:02 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Rick Wilkinson
tandrwilk@msn.com
3221 Siuslaw ave. Nw Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Madeleine Clancy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 6:00:23 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We need affordable and reliable energy. I don't feel we should be dependent totally on
electricity...too often we have had electric grid failures. Electric is also very expensive. Can
we not work on safe nuclear power as well?
Sincerely, M Clancy
Sincerely,
Madeleine Clancy
abcclancy@comcast.net
21855 S W Eastview Road Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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From:
To:
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Linda TenZeldam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 12:04:57 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Citizens of Oregon need to have a variety of renewable resources in order to reduce the effects
of global warming. Narrowing it down to just one option is not a choice.
Sincerely,
Linda TenZeldam
lten11@comcast.net
20168 SW Inglis Dr Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra R Ng-Wong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:19:07 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am grateful Oregon is looking to lower carbon emissions. I think it vitally important to
encourage new technology to be used and not just what is already available. Natural Gas is a
reliable form of energy but is obviously a contributor to greenhouse emissions. But it is also
reason to look at Renewable natural gas as a possible solution to our energy needs since there
are several by-products in husbandry that create GHG but could be captured to make RNG.
Changing all future energy sources to electricity may prevent us from developing other types
that could be helpful alternatives. Encourage clean energy technology rather than stifling it.
All research has the potential to help us find better solutions.
Sincerely,
Debra R Ng-Wong
debrang@yahoo.com
3821 E Oak Meadows Loop Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent
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Pat Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:58:47 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions should NOT be a priority, whereas affordable energy for working
families MUST be THE priority. Particularly with a destabilizing economy including current
local, State, and National policies the create displacement of family careers and ever
increasing inflation-driven economic policies.
Sincerely,
Pat Johnson
patrick_johnson@beaverton.k12.or.us
6655 SW Imperial Drive Beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent
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Christine Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:28:06 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
In addition to the form letter below, I would like to stress the affordability of natural gas and
that it is clean energy. Oregon would not be well served by removing all forms of energy
rather than on only one or two forms. Solar energy does have it's own negative effects
(mining, disposal) as well as does wind power. And these forms of energy are not necessarily
cheaper. Applying solar panels are expensive and require maintenance that the homeowner is
responsible for therefore it raises the cost of energy. Please keep a well balanced approach to
energy sources available.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Christine Harris
oreredbird@aol.com
6020 SW 150th Ave Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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Jerry Allen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 5:42:47 PM

All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural gas
infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by delivering
renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
The way I view the situation is, the affordability and reliability of energy must remain key priorities of
Oregon’s energy system. Reducing carbon emissions is important, but it is critically important to
maintain access to affordable energy particularly to low-income residents. The dependability of a
reliable statewide energy system and the security it provides is also key. We don’t want to have a
California or Texas energy event in our state.
Families and businesses must have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to meet their
personal needs. They don’t need the unnecessary expense generated by gas bans which would likely
discourage renewable energy innovation. It also forces communities to exclusively depend on the
electric grid for all energy needs, which has worked badly in many other states.
If you are locked into one option, then one point of failure takes everything down. Homes and
businesses need to have options, particularly during inclement weather, to leverage gas service or
electrical power for primary and backup energy even when the electric power is out or gas is
unavailable.
A competent and resilient plan provides for all forms of renewable energy in a balanced, low-carbon
future. Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more
affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen. Putting all your eggs in a single source
electric system is both bad planning and poor stewardship.
Sincerely,
Jerry L Allen
623 Ironwood Terrace
Woodburn, OR 97071
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From:
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Penny Krueger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 5:38:18 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I totally and enthusiastically agree with the following statement. We need reliable, economical
energy choices. Please take the following well written statement into serious consideration.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely, Penny Krueger
Sincerely,
Penny Krueger
pkrueger@hotmail.com
1380 SW 33 St Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry L Allen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 5:35:58 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
The way I view the situation is, the affordability and reliability of energy must remain key
priorities of Oregon’s energy system. Reducing carbon emissions is important, but it is
critically important to maintain access to affordable energy particularly to low-income
residents. The dependability of a reliable statewide energy system and the security it provides
is also key. We don’t want to have a California or Texas energy event in our state.
Families and businesses must have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to meet
their personal needs. They don’t need the unnecessary expense generated by gas bans which
would likely discourage renewable energy innovation.
It also forces communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs,
which has worked badly in many other states.
If you are locked into one option, then one point of failure takes everything down. Homes and
businesses need to have options, particularly during inclement weather, to leverage gas service
or electrical power for primary and backup energy even when the electric power is out or gas
is unavailable.
A competent and resilient plan provides for all forms of renewable energy in a balanced, lowcarbon future. Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate
goals more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen. Putting all your eggs
in a single source electric system is both bad planning and poor stewardship.
Sincerely,
Jerry L Allen
jerry4golf@hotmail.com
623 Ironwood Terrace Woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eric wagman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 5:34:19 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural Gas is a very viable and sensible fuel to be part of an electric,hydro,natural gas and
nuclear future fuel program. We cannot and will not stand on one power source.
Wind Solar and battery are not dependable for large power operations at this time
Sincerely,
eric wagman
350camaro@frontier.com
2806 NE 6th St Gresham, OR 97030-5969 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carrie Sutherland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 5:33:03 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Carrie Sutherland
carrie@allglorytohim.com
16640 NE Mountain Home Rd. Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Phillips
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 4:48:50 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Mark Phillips
phillips@alumni.caltech.edu
32495 NW Beach Rd Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Evan Oulashin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 4:36:54 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Wasting another dime on the total utter folly of affecting "climate change" is the most stupid
thing our elected officials could possibly be doing, other than supporting the moron Biden.
Quit wasting our time and money on this useless pursuit and try concentrating on something
which we might actually have a chance to affect.
The sun runs the climate show and there's nothing we can do, nor SHOULD do about it. This
is idiotic.
So get back to work on something intelligent!
eno
Sincerely,
Evan Oulashin
eno17@pdxconnect.com
5175 SW Elm Beaverton, OR 97005 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Fournier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 4:32:58 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Hello,
Regarding the new DEQ Climate rules, I feel that there are several key components which
must be considered in order for Governor Brown's executive order to be considered a realistic
goal and more importantly, implementable. These components include:
All forms of renewable energy are necessary in order to achieve a balanced, low-carbon
future. Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals
more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. From every observation I have made, The current NWN gas delivery system is
orders of magnitude more reliable than our current energy grid. Homes and businesses with
gas service can have energy even when the electric power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Thank you very much for considering these important points as we work through Govenor
Brown's Executive Order.
David Fournier
Sincerely,
David Fournier
dndfournier@comcast.net
2145 SE Ryan St Corvallis, OR 97333 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erik Wurgler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 4:03:22 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
My family firmly believes in an open economy in all industries, where consumers get to
decide from a plethora of options which items or services best fit their needs. The energy
market is NO different.
Limiting options of energy types will only create a power vacuum where the companies who
are “in” with those who make the rules will survive, and nobody else. This is immoral and
hurtful to everyone.
This will ultimately make consumers and citizens suffer via increased costs, limiting options
during natural disasters (which will cost lives), as well as make it harder for new houses and
multi-family housing to be built at a low cost.
Restricting the market, especially the energy sector, will result in hurting the planet and the
citizens of Oregon. Competition is needed for everyone to benefit, including our planet.
Sincerely,
Erik Wurgler
erikdwurgler@mgail.com
2230 Justice Way Ct S Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matt Patrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 3:56:33 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Matt Patrick
mpatrick@gracecc.net
13005 Se 242nd Ave Damascus, OR 97089 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Loren Bepristis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 3:30:50 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
To whom it may concern,
Natural gas is one of the cleanest energy sources available.
Restricting use now does not make sense mainly because there is nothing to take it's place.
Our electrical supply is being outpaced by our demand already and this will only serve to
worsen the problem. To add insult to injury there will be no measurable net difference in
global CO2 output. The only tangable result will be higher costs that the disadvantaged will
feel most. This obviously has not been well thought out unless the only goal is to tax and
penalize people who depend on natural gas. I cannot afford to convent to electric heat. Even if
I did somehow manage to buy an all new electric heater the cost of running it all winter would
brake the bank. With cost of everything going up I will have to decide between freezing in my
home and feeding my family.
respectfully,
Loren Bepristis
Sincerely,
Loren Bepristis
lbprist@gmail.com
928 se 174th ave Portland, OR 97233 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rocío Meza
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 3:22:36 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Rocío Meza
manygiggles2002@yahoo.com
638 N. 10th Street Cottage Grove, OR 97424 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Traci Stout
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 2:47:32 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
If DEQ is concerned about carbon they should have all vehicles in the state tested- new cars
should not, if the manufacturers pass the required emissions at factory testing those cars
should not be required for this useless and expensive test. Meanwhile the real vehicles that
pollute the air are allowed to remain on the road.
Natural gas is a very clean fuel and should not be eliminated or curtailed.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
If DEQ is concerned about carbon then all their employees should stop driving cars, stop
flying in planes, or use other fossil fuels, lead by example and perhaps show how this change
can work.
Rolling electrical blackouts should not be the answer to the problem.
Traci Stout
Sincerely,
Traci Stout
t.stout@comcast.net
10300 SW 153rd Ave Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don and Ann Lebold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 2:14:26 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here
We support NW Natural 100%. They are the cleanest and most economical source of energy
that’s available to overtone!
Sincerely,
Don and Ann Lebold
imeternallyhis@yahoo.com
668 Garland Ct N Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harold Rust
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 2:08:57 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is one of several issues facile political discussions and is very
complex. Working together will lead to the most promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
First, we should all recognize that reducing carbon dioxide might not reduce global
temperatures more than 1 or 2 degrees over the next several decades…and it just might be
such a complex set of relationships that it doesn’t lower it at all. Consequently, don’t throw
away money on wasted efforts. It we improve our energy efficiencies and sustainability of
energy sources, then the market will “magically” push in that direction anyway. Let’s do this
responsibly.
In addition:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Harold Rust
hlrust88@gmail.com
18280 Delenka lane Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Blum
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 1:26:55 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Affordability and reliability of energy must remain a priority for Oregon.
Sincerely,
Steve Blum
steveblum@comcast.net
2083 Del Rio Ave SE Albany, OR 97322 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark wiley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 1:04:02 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
As far as * am concerned, the current efforts are fine.
Sincerely,
Mark wiley
mswiley3@gmail.com
14225 SW 128 PL Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gene Benke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:48:26 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.Oregon needs all renewable energy at an affordable cost to all
citizens and businesses, including natural gas, hydrogen and hydroelectric. Solar and wind are
not reliable and abundant in Oregon at present or ever ? 20 or 30 years will never result in
these goals. Fossil fuels that are now considered evil that built this Nation are now
empowering other nations also Exports. Please take a slower approach as your plans might be
100 years in the making ?Black and Brown outs to be backed up by generators run by what ?
Best Regards and good luck Gene
Sincerely,
Gene Benke
gene.benke@gmail.com
2838 seven mile lane Albany, OR 97322 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Milliken
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:38:41 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Ms. Singh,
Thank you for opportunity to comment on Oregon DEQ draft Climate Rules. Please insure
these items are emphasized and in turn promulgated as climate action rules:
- Set carbon tax incentives that promote reduction of fossil fuel use as opposed to "offsets."
- Draft tax incentives for electric and natural gas energy suppliers so they may offer low cost
systems to business and home owners to install energy generating equipment (i.e., solar /
geothermal systems).
- Offer permanent tax incentives to businesses and homeowners who install energy
saving/generating building materials and equipment systems.
- Invest in statewide electric vehicle charging network (especially in rural areas similar to the
consortium that Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin have initiated.
- Set a series of achievable milestones in fossil fuel and energy savings that encourage the
public and offer real environmental economic metrics.
Thank you for your kind consideration
- /s/ John Milliken
Sincerely,
John Milliken
jmilliken07pdx@gmail.com
1231 NE Stanton St. Portland, OR 97212 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Dawson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:22:08 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Climate change is a natural cycle of the planet. We are currently in a cooling trend that will
last longer than I, or likely anyone reading this.
The largest hole in the Ozone layer recently CLOSED. While I'm sure many would like to pat
themselves on the back for this, it really has nothing to do with consumers having to pay as
much as $20,000 more for a car, because it has mandatory, virtually useless yet very expensive
emission control systems. This is a natural progression of time and temperature. Please open a
book.
Solar panels, windmills and electric cars are a joke. Production and disposal at the short 'end
of life' cycle are far more destructive to our environment and economy than internal
combustion powered vehicles.
Solar Panels, windmills and electric cars require loads of petro-chemicals to build. Solar
panels only work when the sun shines and windmills only work when the wind is blowing. At
best, both events only happen during the day. Electric cars will mostly be charging at night,
but not with energy from solar panels and windmills, because they won't be working.
Natural gas is one of, if not the most abundant and clean sources of energy, easily and cheaply
available to us particularly in the Pacific Northwest.
This nonsense is just a small part of a larger power grab that's going on. It's about time our
state and national government listened to their constituents or they will find themselves out on
their collective backsides in the near future.
I understand there is a lot of money to be made in the climate change game, just ask Al Gore,
but we regular tax paying citizens are really getting tired of paying for this pointless garbage!
Sincerely,
Greg Dawson
greg@wesupportamerica.org
18760 NW Idanha St Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Natalya Ghimp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:09:38 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Natalya Ghimp
natalya.kaiser@gmail.com
16370 SE Yamhill street Portland, OR 97233 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Horab
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:55:48 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Brian Horab
cwbyjnky@comcast.net
18536 SW Colfelt Ln Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Flanders
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:54:31 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
The statement from NW Natural sounds like the type of statement from an industry in decline.
We need to 1) make sure we have reliable renewable energy solutions and 2) reduce the
amount of fossil fuels used for energy. We need investments in renewable energy sources,
storage, and transmission and phase out the use of natural gas over the next decade or two. I
was shocked when shopping for a stovetop to learn how much gas stoves pollute our inside
air. I've always used gas to cook and thought it was perfectly safe for my family. Also, we
have two infrastructures for houses: electric lines and piped gas. This seems inefficient. If we
had good house batteries for emergencies we could phase out gas infrastructure all together.
Induction stoves are better than gas stoves for cooking and even some restaurants are making
the change.
Sincerely,
Linda Flanders
lindaflanders@live.com
11541 SE 33rd AVe Milwaukie, OR 97222 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Jung
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:42:12 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here. Renewable energy is not fully reliable or controllable. That can be
deadly.
Sincerely,
Joseph Jung
Sincerely,
Joseph Jung
jhjung@frontier.com
20601 SW BRAMBLEWOOD LN SHERWOOD, OR 97140 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Douglas McLean
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:40:57 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Douglas McLean
dmclean@teleport.com
19444 Marlin Ave Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Goff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:39:06 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
their energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the
electric power is out.
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably.
Sincerely,
Helen Goff
pelicanwatcher@hotmail.com
1263 Goff Rd Forest Grove, OR 97116 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Hantelman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:37:35 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Renewables of all types should be included in any change to energy policies.
Sincerely,
John Hantelman
ajhantelman@gmail.com
1214 Chinook Lane Gearhart, OR 97138 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Leever
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:26:35 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Karen Leever
karensleever6000@yahoo.com
35221 Sykes RD St Helens, OR 97051 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bud Stratton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:12:27 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Bud Stratton
wfscks2@cs.com
13747 SW Essex Dr Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nick Finke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 10:39:18 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I want inexpensive, reliable natural gas for heating and energy use. We do not need to risk
such a dependable energy resource as natural gas.
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Nick Finke
nfinke@gmail.com
17299 Lake Haven Dr Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barry Odgers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 10:28:16 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Coal, hydro, natural gas and nuclear are all needed now and in the future.
DEQ is a dinosaur and needs to go away.
Sincerely,
Barry Odgers
oldvan59@yahoo.com
30158 S Sprague Rd MOLALLA, OR 97038 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Hilgeman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 10:19:08 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Not only is natural gas a clean and efficient option, it also provides heat for cooking and
warmth when the power goes out for those of us who appreciate gas stoves and fireplaces.
Sincerely,
Gary Hilgeman
gary@adaptelectronics.com
17458 SW Beaver Ct Beaverton, OR 97003 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Leyva
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 10:07:38 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Climate change is here, and will continue. We must make stabilizing our climate the top
priority or the future consequences will be dire.
Sincerely,
Linda Leyva
lindaomsi@gmail.com
3143 NE 43rd Ave Portland, OR 97213 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Hudson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:58:30 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Ms. Singh,
I writing to you in support of the recent climate iniative Kate Brown recently announced. For
too long we all have ignored the impact of our actions, and every day are now seeing the
impact of our choices. Reducing carbon emissions at the utility level is the type of significant
action that we need to make, in order to secure a better future for ourselves, and the next
generation.
Holding the utilities responsible, but also as a partner in finding solutions is a delicate balance,
but one with a long tradition in Oregon when it comes to the environment. I believe this
accountability also needs to apply to the packaging of consumer goods, and the reduction of
single use plastics. Having the consumer sort out all the intricacies of recycling is not the
solution. As you are probably aware, it has been estimated that by 2050 there will be more
plastic in the ocean than fish. How can we not take action in the face of such a horrible
prospect?
Thank you for everything you do, and can do, to address our climate crisis, and mitigate some
of the impact of our past choices. Bold action is in order.
Sincerely,
Jeff Hudson
jeffhudsonpdx@gmail.com
5705 SE Bush St. Portland, OR 97206-2835 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Kendall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:53:18 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is not as urgent as some make it out to be. Much of what is being
told is a lie. This earth has been "warmer" in Medieval times and Roman times than we are
right now. Did the world have industrial manufacturing and gas usage back in those days? No.
Real data shows that what the progressive left is pushing is a hoax. They just want our tax
dollars to line their pockets. Oregonians need real solutions, not mandates to take away energy
sources that are working because of fabricated CO2 levels. Working together will lead to the
most promising energy future, but not an energy future that is subsidized by the tax payer. All
the solutions currently on the table are subsidized solutions. Why? Because they are not
financially feasible on their own!
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen. Has it even been considered that turbine wind
blades and solar panels are not "green"? The production of solar takes minerals that are mined
out of the earth? Destruction of our planet? The wind blades of the turbines cannot be
recycled, so they are buried in the earth? What is green in that? The wind turbines use oil and
minerals from the earth as well? These green energy ideas are far from green. In addition, the
wind turbines kill the birds!
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Which is being predicted will not be able to withstand the demand. Oregon is
headed for more brown and blackouts because of the insane call for the reduction and removal
of hydro, coal and natural gas. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even
when the electric power is out. This is vital to Oregonians. This is vital to human life. The
earth has been around for how long? Yeah...it's not going to end anytime soon by man's hand.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is not as important as those who push it. Let's do what is right for
Oregonians, and not what is wanted by the people who push this climate scare. This world is
not going to give out like they say. Let's start listening to common sense instead of nonsense.
Oregonians need access to affordable energy and the security of a dependable statewide
energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We will not get everything
right on the first try because we are listening to lobbyists and not citizens. If DEQ going to
move forward with any of this, they should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the
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rules are reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability,
reliability and choice for Oregon residents. If they are not, then all of this should be
abandoned. Do what is right for Oregonians, not the politicians, not the lobbyists, not the
climate fanatics. Oregon comes first, not those who seek to destroy it.
Sincerely,
John Kendall
johnkendall05@icloud.com
2703 N Fremont St Cornelius, OR 97113 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Royal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:39:34 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Drastic action is required NOW to combat global warming's disastrous effects.
Sincerely,
Richard Royal
royalr49@hotmail.com
2426 NE Weidler St, Apt 3 (Backdoor PORTLAND, OR 97232 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martin Ludwig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:34:28 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon's energy program should be a balance of all forms of available energy: petroleum,
natural gas, nuclear and electricity generated from hydro, solar cells, windmills and other
methods. Please stop putting deadlines on putting in green energy. The transition has been
happening for years and does not need government mandates. If everybody goes electric, I
believe the grid will be unable to support it. How will that electric energy be generated, and
will it be an economic hardship on the population? I feel like Kate Brown and her advisors
have not explained their climate change case well at all and aren't considering the
ramifications of them. Remember what happened last winter in Texas. People froze to death.
Sincerely,
Martin Ludwig
ludwighq@frontier.com
2735 SW Clara Ct Troutdale, OR 97060 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jackie Presley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:32:02 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural Gas is an inexpensive and safe source of energy. I believe NW Natural is already
doing their part in reducing carbon emissions.
Further, by applying the stricter regulations, the cost of Natural Gas will rise, putting many
families and homeowners further into debt as they try to hat their homes in the winter. If
people are forced to switch to other sources of heat, there will be a tremendous strain on the
power grid which is already not strong enough.
My husband and I are in our mid-sixties.
Last February, an historic ice storm hit the Oregon City area, leaving many residents without
power for up to fourteen days. We were lucky: we were without power for only eight days. No
power=no heat. Fortunately, we have Natural Gas. We stayed warm by using our gas stove
and boiling water on the top of it. We closed off every room we were not using. We had hot
water. The furnace didn't work because of the lack of electricity, but we were able to keep the
kitchen area at around 50degrees. Had we not had access to Natural Gas, we would not have
been able to keep warm and might have had to abandon our home for a shelter (not an option
for us or our very active dog).
We were, of course, very careful as regards any carbon monoxide poisoning and did not run
the burners when we were asleep or even at all times. Just enough to keep the ambient
temperature around 50 degrees. Eight days.
Meanwhile, in Texas, where no such option existed for much of the affected areas, people
were dying, freezing to death, all because the power grid was shut down and they had no
access to Natural Gas alternatives.
You have a responsibility to the people of the State of Oregon to encourage renewable energy
innovation such as Northwest Natural has been shown to be capable of.
Sincerely,
Jackie Presley
presleymom@msn.com
321 Ainsworth St Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Calvin Jacobs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:31:34 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Before the state destroyes this Oregon economy and push us taxpayers further in debt.. I
wanna see REAL numbers on how all this change is going to bennifit the enviorment...I know
we wont have the numbers from the state because the state has no evidence...I am sure if the
state could scientificly prove thier case ALL Oregonians would have no problem paying more
for utilities...STOP what you are trying to do just line the pockets of the politicians and thier
buddy unions and corporate ties.KEEP NATURAL GAS at a fair affordable cost.
Sincerely,
Calvin R. JacobsDraft your comment here.
Sincerely,
Calvin Jacobs
cjtrucking2011@yahoo.com
4165 SUNNYVIEW RD NE Salem, OR 97305 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Theresa Schibel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:30:16 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am not sure how much natural gas adds to carbon in the atmosphere. But electricity is not
always available and infrasture providing it is falling apart. We suffer days and weeks when
the power goes down. I wish that all homes had access to gas. And I wish that those that are
new come with a backup generator for furnaces. Other than that I wonder if roofing shingles
can be made that supply solar power. Then you would not have to take down huge Draft your
comment here.
Sincerely,
Theresa Schibel
ledevinemss@comcast.net
1388 SE River Forest Road Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carlen Jupe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:30:11 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Given the facts that 1) automobiles contribute a large percentage of greenhouse gases, and 2)
recharging electric vehicles requires so much amperage that the average neighborhood can
only accomodate 3 or 4 charging stations, and 3) Oregon's electric grid needs so much
updating that, in many areas, even new home-based solar systems, let alone car-recharging
stations, cannot be added without very substantial electric substation upgrades, I think Oregon
needs to at least be very deliberate about phasing out biofuels such as natural gas and
hydrogen. Otherwise, we could create an unnecessary and very painful infrastructure
bottleneck with far-reaching impacts.
Sincerely,
Carlen Jupe
crjupe@gmail.com
561 SE Syron St. DALLAS, OR 97338 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

WILLIAM K COMSTOCK
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:27:21 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I agree with NW Natural Gas approach to help improve emissions.
I don't believe Brown's extreme tax measure will solve the problem. Since global warming can
be slowed down it will never be stopped.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM K COMSTOCK
bandc70comstock@gmail.com
16257 SE KATIE CT MILWAUKIE, OR 97267 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DON WOODLEY
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:17:34 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.
Time and money would better be spent finding ways to survive the ever repeating changing
climate. This last change began approximately 17,000 years ago and is not going to be stopped
by human action no more than it was started by humans. The assumption that we can
introduce a change in the next 14 years is made by fools and politicians. How will the
Socialists of this world save the people is the question.
Sincerely,
DON WOODLEY
dlwoodley@comcast.net
4505 JAPONICA ST NE SALEM, OR 97305 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tim Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:14:19 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The latest figures I have found on renewable energy is that it contributes about 17% of all
generation in the US, and 7% comes from wind and 6.6% from hydropower. Setting goals
with no clear way forward for a major increase in renewable generation is getting the cart not
only before the horse, but detached from it. Unless and until we admit that we need to turn to
nuclear generation, we simply will be making rules with no way of fulfilling them.
And while there is a great interest in all electric vehicles, lithium sources appear finite; battery
development beyond lithium, iron pyrite has yet to be made commercially capable, and cost is
simply not being discussed. Add to that the fact that we have an electric grid which has been
in need of a massive upgrade and has yet to be shown capable of handling a demand of a shift
to all electric vehicles, and we have problems some seem to think are simply going to melt
away.
Setting rules in place and "wishing and hoping" that these issues will actually be able to be
overcome appears more an issue of feeling good about ourselves than actually causing the
changes to occur. Little or nothing seems to be acknowledged in the rules as to how much cost
there will be to make the changes, who is going to pay those costs, and what happens if real
world expertise simply cannot find viable solutions.
Sincerely,
Tim Moore
tim.moore2@frontier.com
4173 Noon Ave NE Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sherry Bullard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:11:12 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Ms. Singh,
As a long time natural gas user and proponent, I feel I need to encourage a balanced view of
the uses of our energy systems. I firmly believe that natural gas is an efficient and improving
method of heating and cooking. Electric has never been as efficient in home heating or in
cooking, and the costs are in fact higher.
Yes, improvements can and should be made in how gas is mined and provided, and
alternatives like methane and hydrogen need to be developed. Relying on the electrical grid as
a "one stop shop" is not the answer...Look at TX this winter. Look at the fires in CA from
faulty and aging equipment. Electricity and electrical providers have not kept up with
improvements and necessary upgrades.
Please, lets not throw out natural gas or put unnecessary restrictions. We need to encourage
development of all natural resources, in a cleaner energy, not narrow choices. Or put
unnecessary hardships on people who use one resource over another.
Thank you for lending an ear to my comments.\
Sincerely
Sherry Bullard
Sincerely,
Sherry Bullard
sherryb589@gmail.com
184 SW Oregon Trail Dr Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Byron Daniel KLaus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:09:24 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Acknowledging that climate change requires a strategic response by our state is something that
reasonable Oregonians would agree with. However an overreliance on one source of power is
not reasonable. Experiments with moving to all electric power without alternative sources will
create overbearing costs and unreliable power as our entire society becomes over reliant (even
addicted) to our devices and "necessities." When business relies on one primary revenue
source it is highly volatile in a changing business climate. The same will be true in
overreliance on a single power source. While pursuit of "cleaner" energy is noble, overreliance
on electricity will be disastrous. Experiments with this in other states have shown clear
liabilities when implemented. Oregon has been pro-active in these public policy issues, but
this kind of one size fits all approach will turn willing supporters into pro-active opposition. If
there is any common sense left in partisan politics today, please stand up and be heard.
Sincerely,
Byron Daniel KLaus
byronklaus@hotmail.com
15916 Ames Street Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kurt Feichtmeir
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:06:19 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I'm a NW Natural customer living in a recently remodeled home in Portland. I applaud
Oregon's goal of taking aggressive action to combat the climate crisis by reducing our carbon
footprint. From what I understand, we need to be thinking about all forms of renewable
energy, included renewable natural gas. Please keep our options open to continue using the
established infrastructure of natural gas delivery (pipelines, home appliances) while exploring
alternative fuel sources.
Sincerely,
Kurt Feichtmeir
kurt@reisdesign.com
6915 SE 18th Ave Portland, OR 97202 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Chan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:00:28 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please consider the rights of Oregonians to choose the energy options they use to heat and
cook with in their homes. Without natural gas I would have starved during last winters ice and
snow storm. With the majority of electric transmission lines subject to wind,snow and ice
damage because they are above ground it seems like a recipe for disaster.
Hydro power generation is important but so is natural gas and their research into innovation is
important too.
Please keep both options available to all Oregonians.
Sincerely
Michael Chan
Sincerely,
Michael Chan
mcoreychan254@gmail.com
2021 SW Palatine St Portland, OR 97219 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JAY IHRKE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:55:19 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
It is not acceptable to have one source of energy during a disaster! I encourage natural gas and
hydrogen to be choices for citizens to choose alternatives to electric. Do a little history
searching to find how effective electricity was decades ago. Expensive choice, due to
maintenance and capital expense to keep up on demands.
Natural gas has a future with improvements in technology and hydrogen energy has not even
been scratched yet for it's potential.
Sincerely,
JAY IHRKE
jay2fly@msn.com
8354 SW 187th Ave Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barry Brunetto
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:52:16 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Barry Brunetto
barry.brunetto@outlook.com
12260 SE Bari Ave Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:51:53 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I find it irresponsible that Oregon would put climate change as a singular issue and disregard
the financial and safety health of all Oregonians. ALL Oregonians will be impacted by your
new rules which would eliminate our access to natural gas due to the fact the electric grid is
already anticipating brown outs in the near future. Those brown outs were predicted before the
impact of natural gas consumers being forced to change to electric power. PLEASE reconsider
your premature deadlines and amend your rules to accommodate the natural gas providers
time to reduce their impact on the environment and partner with other energy providers. This
'only electric' attitude is short sighted. Why would you limit us to this drastic extent when
many of us have seen the time when electric was a problem (think nuclear power
plants/Trojan). Neither our economy or our power producers are ready for a 'one source'
provider. Your comment back on how you foresee this impacting low income/fixed income
elderly natural gas consumers would be welcome.
Sincerely,
Susan Cook
sue_garycook@yahoo.com
9685 SW Serena Way PORTLAND, OR 97224 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Sloop
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:43:04 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We can not place the cart before the horse. Oregon must find a balance and use resources that
are reliable, Oregon can’t rely soley on one or two renewable resources because they are not
reliable-wind and solar. In fact, lack of predicted wind in UK is going to impact winter heating
and electricity.
Oregon’s weather is unpredictable and relying on wind and solar will only cause us to rely on
coal from other states. We have natural gas that is reliable and available. Perfect point is this
past winter during the ice and wind storm. We were without power for 8 days!! Electric cars
couldn’t run-batteries died, solar panels couldn’t recharge. We were trapped by fallen trees
blocking both our driveway and our road. It was not safe to move them due to downed wires
and falling branches. We used our gas cooktop to cook our meals, our gas fireplace to heat our
family room. Hospitals used gas and diesel run generators to operate their facilities and we
used a generator to run our well to get water to drink and to feed our horses and give to our
neighbors who didn’t have a generator.
Oregon has one of the lowest net carbon imprints in the nation. Other states should take notice.
Trees are carbon eaters and our agricultural soils sequester carbon. California is figuring out
their cap and trade isn’t fairing so well and is encouraging agriculture to come back to help
sequester carbon into the soil. Forest management and tree replanting can help with managing
carbon emissions.
I’m all about protecting our environment and finding alternative resources. It must be done in
a multi-tiered approach and the government should never mandate. The government lacks
foresight and common sense.
Sincerely,
Kelly Sloop
mksloop@gmail.com
20565 Fernview Rd West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Zimmerman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:43:01 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural gas at the retail level is not a major global warming issue. Coal and diesel are primary
contributors and need to addressed first. The current analysis understates the costs of the
alternatives you put forward and only contributes to the overall rejection of mitigation efforts.
Honesty in the analysis will go a lot further then misrepresentation.
Nuclear power is needed and until that gets back into the analysis we won't change global
warming. Knocking on natural gas is a show case answer which avoids the real issues.
Sincerely,
Stephen Zimmerman
szimme3950@comcast.net
491 nw 13th ave Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vincent Hill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:40:44 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
With so many restaurants, schools, homes, and businesses relying on natural gas the costs for
replacing equipment and installing other power sources, not to mention the significantly
higher costs of other power sources, will have a significant financial impact. Businesses may
be forced to close, families unable to afford electricity to heat their home will be left without
heat, schools already limited budgets will be stretched further, and many will suffer in today’s
significantly inflated economy that will only get worse as businesses are forced to put the
increased costs from onto consumers.
There needs to be specific, well thought out, plans put in place for reducing carbon emissions.
NW Natural has done well to meet net zero goals and produces a product once promoted as an
approved alternative to gasoline and diesel and needs to continue to be so for all the reasons
noted above.
Sincerely,
Vincent Hill
hillvn@gmail.com
377 West Virginia Street Stayton, OR 97383 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andres Del razo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:36:34 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I believe, gas is a good resource for energy been used for long time also was or still used to
produce energy, I love cook with gas better then wood, coal, electricity, and believe in Oregon
can reach climate goals delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Sincerely,
Andres Del razo
andresdelrazo@aol.com
1140 W Ida St Stayton, OR 97383-1536 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry Holmes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:36:18 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We as citizens of the State of Oregon need to have a choice on what kinds of energy we use.
You must stop this push to narrow our only choice to electricity.
Sincerely,
Jerry Holmes
jeho54@yahoo.com
1530 N.E. Jackson School Rd Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Baldwin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:34:39 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Ken Baldwin
nykbaldwin@yahoo.com
2156 E 3rd St Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

MaryAnn Huggins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:33:20 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
MaryAnn Huggins
Sincerely,
MaryAnn Huggins
maryannhuggins@outlook.com
1915 Reading Ct. SE Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Hebrard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:33:16 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Oregon DEQ:
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Our home depends on natural gas. And after our ice storm in February of this year, we were
able to stay warm (gas fireplace) and cook (gas stove), unlike many of our neighbors who
depend solely on electricity. We were in the dark for over 24 hours and we are not our in the
"boonies." Solar power is not an option for us. We simply do not have enough sunshine to
provide substantial power.
Regards,
Kim Hebrard
Sincerely,
Kim Hebrard
kim@athleticfield.com
12586 SE Bluff Dr. Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Lewis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:31:31 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Jim Lewis
jimlewis@lewislandscape.com
16085 SW Flagstone Dr. Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Hylton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:27:23 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Nicole Singh:
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Eileen W. Hylton
Sincerely,
Eileen Hylton
eileenwhylton@prodigy.net
773 SE 33rd Ave Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nathan Pace
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:26:04 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
yes with reasonable cost
Sincerely,
Nathan Pace
nathanp@centurytel.net
1152 Grove St Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Horn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:20:12 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Continue using fossil fuels options. Natural gas is a logical resource. NO to being totally
dependent on electricity. We all saw what happened in Texas this past winter when everything
froze & many people were without power. Solar & wind are not to be depended on especially
in Oregon where we have more rainy days than sunny days. Also, the wind does not blow
every day. I do not believe the electric grid in Oregon or the entire USA has the capacity to
provide "all electric" power for homes, businesses, and vehicles.
Utility companies & businesses have more leverage than an individual such as myself. The
shutdown of the Keystone XL pipeline was a HUGE mistake. The Keystone XL pipeline
project needs to be restarted & completed. The USA needs to be energy independent.
Sincerely,
Emily Horn
emsville@comcast.net
2536 DeBok Road West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Talbot
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:17:18 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I need more information about how the production and use of natural gas effects climate
change. Please make any studies and/or statistics more widely accessible. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susan Talbot
stalbot21@gmail.com
4117 SE Rex Street Portland, OR 97202 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Lulay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:11:54 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
We love the reliability of natural gas in our rural location. Making advances toward cleaner
gas options is just as viable as moving away from it.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Lulay
dblulay@gmail.com
210 NW Crater St Sublimity, OR 97385 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Huff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:03:10 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
My personal comments:
The states in this country already do a fine job of reducing emissions from businesses.
Businesses and homeowners update their equipment regularly and install better systems for
gas usage that follow up-to-date rules about emissions. I use natural gas for hot water, heating
and cooking with the latest equipment. Unless the state is willing to replace all homeowner
equipment at no cost to the homeowner, then leave natural gas alone!!! if the country wants to
do any good for this planet it should focus all efforts on other polluting countries and better
forest management practices to reduce forest fires world-wide. The U.S. is doing the best it
practically can. Any solutions must be practical and affordable or it is a waste of time for
everyone.
=========================================
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Michael Huff
mshuffstar@icloud.com
Page 5772 of 9889

1288 Irving Ave Astoria, OR 97103 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Streeter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:53:37 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am in favor of moving ever closer to being non-dependent on fossil fuels. I support all efforts
to embrace alternative and renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, wave, biological,
and hydro.
Don Streeter
Sincerely,
Don Streeter
2pooped2toot@comcast.net
2317 NW 12th Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rhonda S Sewell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:47:48 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
I love using natural gas. It is reliable, inexpensive and Clean.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Rhonda S Sewell
llama765@yahoo.com
609 SW Cedar Ave, Warrenton, OR 97146 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Draper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:41:43 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Leslie Draper
haralson28@yahoo.com
5180 se Greenwood Cir Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Travis M Ryan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:36:00 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Travis M Ryan
wtrjock@gmail.com
1990 Se Linden Place Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Leslie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:34:44 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Global Warming, as it is most widely thought-of, was NOT caused (the jury is still out if it is
real, caused by human activity, or just a cycle of planetary life) by human activity. Therefore,
if human activity didn't cause it there is NO WAY humans can fix it! FOLLOW THE
SCIENCE. Reducing carbon will only effect plant-life. And, do we REALLY want starving
plants?!?
Thank you.
James Leslie (Yes, I have looked at the SCIENCE!)
Sincerely,
James Leslie
james.leslie@consultant.com
152 Milton St. Lebanon, OR 97355 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lara Christensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:31:36 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Hi there,
Please consider incentivizing multiple forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced,
carbon-neutral future. Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach
climate goals more quickly by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses must have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to be
resilient in the face of complex climate challenges, including equity issues.
We need to encourage renewable energy innovation without forcing communities to
exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas
service can have energy even when the electric power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, within the lens of access to affordable energy and the
security of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Lara Christensen
laratman47@yahoo.com
1408 SE Lambert St Portland, OR 97202 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vince and Reina Pepitone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:31:14 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
We agree with the prepared statement below but have an additional concern.
The response to climate change should not come at the cost of those least able to afford it.
Natural gas is currently the cleanest and most affordable way to heat industry and home.
If the financial calculations are not carefully done in advance of the regulations, this will be a
regressive tax and hurt those who have the least and do the lowest wage jobs in our
communities.
Thank you for your consideration of our concerns,
Vince and Reina Pepitone
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Vince and Reina Pepitone
vincepepitone@gmail.com
14891 SW Trevor Lane Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Farley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:29:37 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I believe we will need a balanced plan to pivot to carbonless energy. Personally we have gas
and electricity. Last winter we were without electricity for a week during an ice storm and
would have frozen without for a gas fireplace and stove. And, We replaced our cars with an
electric and a hybrid. Point being that our climate demands that we have reliable energy
options.
Sincerely,
James Farley
farley_james@rocketmail.com
165 Barker Ave Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Tsadilas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:28:18 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
James Tsadilas
jtsadilas@frontier.com
2190 NE 229th Ct FAIRVIEW, OR 97024 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karel Rasovsky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 7:25:22 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please stop the Oregon/globalist non-sense about fossil fuels being behind the "global climate
change". For one, it is a made up lie, with no validated data behind it. Second, our civilization
as we know it cannot exist without renewable resources such as natural gas. Not enough solar
or other alternative energy available to support our existence.
Tell Joe Biden, Chuck Schumer, Nancy Pelosi and the rest of the gangsters to start with
themselves. Stop flying, stop building those mammoth super yachts, stop consuming. Let them
set an example of a frugal living to the rest of us commoners.
Laughable. Beyond laughable. Globalist clown show.
Sincerely,
Karel Rasovsky
karel.rasovsky@gmal.com
2228 NE Sheffield Ave Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is NOT urgent and is complex. Working against the rulers of
propaganda and fear, together will lead to the most promising cost effective energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced society and lifestyle, Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach govt. dictated climate goals more
affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. That would also include fossil fuel use and consumption. Aside from the
unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable energy innovation and force
communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and
businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
For the marxists and statist dictators, Reducing carbon emissions is their agenda, but for the
truthful and aware people,so is access to affordable energy and the security of a dependable
statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon' Dictator Kate has decarbonized our economy. We may not
get everything right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that
the Govt. imposed rules are reducing greenhouse gas emissions as forced, while maintaining
affordability, reliability and choice for Oregon residents.
Please read the changed text.
Sincerely,
Walter Bruhn
walterb7@frontier.com
12495 S.W.Summer crest Dr. Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I believe it's vital that all options are considered for renewable energy. I am part of the
program that uses methane to heat my home. Natural gas needs to be included in the
renewable energy options. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Christina Barbosa
tbarboza167@outlook.com
167 S 27th Avenue Cornelius, OR 97113 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
When we had the ice storm earlier this year, we stayed warm with our natural gas. We had
three families in our home because we have natural gas.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Angie Dale
2013jadale@gmail.com
1621 SE 10th Place Canby, OR 97013 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
It's unreasonable to punish the general public by racing headlong into an all-electric future.
Most of the vehicles on the road today could be converted to liquified natural gas or propane
as an intermediate step in lowering the overall carbon emission rate.
Reducing the sale and use of petroleum fuel by conversion to other alternate fuels should be
considered as an intermediate step to greenhouse gas reduction. The electric grid isn't ready to
take on the entire load. Small-scale solar farms, home solar conversions, and single-home
wind generators, along with home battery installations are other paths to increasing the
efficiency of the electric grid.
Sincerely,
William Berninghausen
berninghausenw@comcast.net
4421 SE 24th Dr Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Kohler
ekohler159@gmail.com
6655 NW burgundy Dr Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I must first express my disappointment in this process. It proposes sweeping actions which
have not been fully vetted nor have the future outcomes and costs been sufficiently announced
to the public. The consequences of the path being laid out will affect every Oregonian and yet
there is very little communication to them regarding specifics.
The goals and assumptions are not transparent. I chair a National Fire Codes Association
(NFPA) standards committee, their process is based on the ANSI consensus process, and is
much more transparent and collaborative than this appears to be. This process seems to not be
weighted with enough of the broad public it will affect. This same comment applies to the
science and assumptions being referenced to make these complex decisions. The time frame is
not sufficient to properly evaluate all the consequences and outcomes.
Addressing climate change is complex. Working together will lead to the most promising
energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
I urge you to support a more comprehensive and collaborative process. The current path is
neither and will, in my opinion, result in significant apprehension when the public realizes the
reality. The result will be a questionable plan with limited ongoing support and sustainability
and thus, poor outcomes.
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Frankly, this process is ill-conceived and unfairly proved.
Sincerely,
Jim Muir
jimandkaren@frontier.com
9850 SW Avery St. Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I absolutely agree with NW Natural in their position in response to climate change:
"All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system."
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system."
Please consider this seriously.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Bonnie S Marsh
bonnie7020@gmail.com
5911 SE 17th Loop Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Judy Pierce
bearfampierce@gmail.com
32577 SW Juliette Drive Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here. Climate change is accelerating. We need to move ASAP to as many
renewables as we can. We need to change farming practices. We need to add nuclear power to
the mix.
Ted Koeman
Sincerely,
Theodore Koeman
lakoeman@hotmail.com
11212 SW Pintail Loop Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Nancy Kuney
5queenkuney@gmail.com
11725 SW Butner Road Portland, OR 97225 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Wanda Vinje
pwvinje@icloud.com
18235 SW Division St Beaverton, OR 97078 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
The purpose of these comments is to urge the DEQ and state officials to consider natural gas
(especially the renewable versions) to remain available to the public. Limiting or banning
natural gas and especially the infrastructure might sound good to help with carbon emissions.
However, the long term environmental costs associated with electric is not a solution either.
Please consider the cost of making everything electric, as people depend on batteries, solar
panels, wind turbines, and the heavy metals and plastics needed for this "renewable" energy.
We are trading one environmental disaster (carbon emissions) for another (mining in third
world countries, plastics and waste, the inability to recycle most solar panels, wind turbines, or
batteries, etc.) Maybe natural gas is not carbon neutral, but the costs associated with forcing
people into electric or other energy sources will not only put an unfair burden on working
class citizens and drive up prices on products that depend on commercial gas, but it will not
solve the bigger environmental problems we have either. Please keep natural gas on the table
as they work to lower emissions and find ways to be a renewable energy source. I don't work
for the gas company, nor do I have anything to do with them other than I'm a customer. I am
convinced that moving to an all electric world is not the answer when so many additional
problems will come from limiting energy options. Do not limit natural gas.
Sincerely,
James Sprengle
iap08@hotmail.com
220 SW Nancy Circle Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Kate Brown's mandate is a disaster in the making. Forcing Oregonians to be entirely
dependent on an already strained electrical grid will be catastrophic. Oregonians want options.
We want options like clean, efficient natural gas and don't want it taken away from us. Say
NO to Kate Brown and her executive order.
Sincerely,
Jason Wilson
jawilson1969@msn.com
12018 NE Sacramento st Portland, OR 97220 Constituent
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David Adams
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
David Adams
geocaplan6@gmail.com
4255 S.E. Faith Ave Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
The need for renewable energy is important. the clean burning Natural Gas that I need to
operate my home heating and virtually all of my appliances is of immense value to my family.
Please do not discard this reliable energy source before a RELIABLE and affordable
replacement energy resource is achieved. Hydroelectric sources are usually prevalent but are
severely restricted during drought years
Sincerely,
David Dunkin
dwdfish2@gmail.com
872 Sw Marian Ct dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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Kent Burnett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Kent Burnett
office@kentburnettdds.com
1711 NW Grant Ave Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Ben Miles
benmilesnw@gmail.com
10783 SW Sunnyhill Ln Beaverton, OR 97005 Constituent
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Lisa Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am all for climate change action, but don't see why gas has to be included as one of the fuels
that needs to go away. NW Natural is committed to clean burning fuel with their innovative
technology planned for the next few years. Why can't this be part of the change?
Sincerely,
Lisa Johnson
nipsthecat1@netzero.net
3038 SE TOLMAN ST PORTLAND, OR 97202-8661 Constituent
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Suzanne Jensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:16:50 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
I would add that not just emissions or carbon when an energy type is used should be
considered. The manufacture, distribution, or disposal of those types of energy need to be
looked at as well. Often, renewable sources such as wind and solar or batteries have terrible
environmental consequences in various stages of their use. That should be taken into account
when comparing them to natural gas or other energy sources as well.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Jensen
jensenjunk@yahoo.com
17931 NW Gilbert Ln Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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oliver leclaire
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:30:03 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
hello MY feeling is we need natural gas to power our homes..
Sincerely,
oliver leclaire
bj.oj.9.8@gmail.com
1051 Heckart Ln Harrisburg, OR 97446 Constituent
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Charles Rouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:09:19 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Charles Rouse
charlie_rouse@hotmail.com
17684 SW Frederick Ln. Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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Judith Esrig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:08:35 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
we need to stop the use of fossil fuels and to do so should be using wind, solar, hydro and
natural gas. i have made it a duty of mine to vote only for those running for public office to do
so.
Sincerely,
Judith Esrig
myju1940@yahoo.com
1565 Bridlewood Dr. Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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Michael Wach
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:23:43 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Ms. Singh,
It seems like just a few years ago, the press was touting the story that the United States was
achieving energy independence, largely due to our natural gas resources. Now, suddenly,
natural gas is the enemy. After the disaster that occurred in Texas, we have seen the risk
inherent in over-reliance on the electric grid, and we should have learned that we must have a
diverse portfolio of energy sources to avoid a similar disaster. Do you remember our ice
storms, this past winter? I had no electricity for three days and many homes in the area were
without electricity for much longer. Is this the future we want?
Like many Salem residents, I have a gas furnace and a gas water heater, both of which are in
fine working order and are expected to last years into the future. I have to ask if the DEQ has
considered the environment cost of scrapping thousands of furnaces and water heaters. Are
these items recyclable? What will be the carbon cost and energy costs of manufacturing new
electric furnaces and water heaters? And what about the financial burden placed on
homeowners, who did not budget for a premature replacement of these expensive items?
I am not anti-environment by any means. For several years, I was an environmental attorney
and staff scientist with the Western Environmental Law Center, working with the Sierra Club
and similar organizations. I have a Prius, recycle religiously, and collect water from my
faucets while waiting for the water to heat up, to use in the garden. I take climate change very
seriously, but I ask that the DEQ fully consider the true costs of abruptly switching thousands
of homes and businesses to a different power source. Just as there are serious environmental
costs with electric cars (mining the lithium to make the batteries, lack of recycling options for
spent batteries, costs of building charging stations, and generating additional electricity to
supply them) there will be considerable environmental and financial costs to switching to an
all-electric power system.
Although climate change must be faced and remedied, any options that are adopted must be
based both in sound science and sound economics. Too any governments, both domestic and
international, are making bold promises about going green with little consideration of the true
costs of doing so. The decision facing the DEQ is not about green bragging rights--who can
make the most ambitious promise. We all will have to live with, and pay for, the consequences
of a poorly thought out plan.
Please consider these risks and the associated costs fully and carefully before making
decisions we may regret in a few years.
Sincerely,
Michael Wach
woxinbox@icloud.com
Page 5807 of 9889

679 Foxglove St SE Salem, OR 97306 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susie Schriever
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:32:38 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I believe that All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable
hydrogen - are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs.
Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Sincerely,
Susie Schriever
susieschriever@gmail.com
9096 S Schneider Rd Molalla, OR 97038 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Henry and Janice Sminia
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:26:38 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
We are very happy with our natural gas both because of the cost per month, and the fact it is
so reliable. We feel the management and the workers of NW Gas are very good. I don't know
how they can improve the effective use of the gas operation but even now the byproducts of
the use of natural gas seem much better than other energy products. Even the electric
companies use natural gas as a energy source to generate electrical power in peak use times.
The availability of natural gas and the reliability of service is outstanding and the use seems to
be quite clean to the environment, we encourage the increase use of natural gas into the future.
Sincerely, Tom & Janice Sminia
Sincerely,
Henry and Janice Sminia
tomsminia@gmail.com
6098 SE Lois St. Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter McGoldrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:12:07 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
My wife and I are concerned Oregon homeowners. We have lived in Oregon since 1966. In
planning our present home, built 30 years ago, we were able to include natural gas in the
construction. Currently retired and living in rural Washington county, we enjoy the benefits of
natural gas to heat our home and provide energy for cooking. When the electric grid goes
down out here, we rely on our back up generator powered by natural gas. Prior to having the
natural gas generator we depended on one that used gasoline. Some outages out here have
lasted for a week.
Natural gas is a valuable, clean energy choice that must be included in any future plans
addressing emissions.
Sincerely,
Peter McGoldrick
psmcgoldrick@gmail.com
21580 SW Hells Canyou Rd. Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elsie koppenhafer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:01:13 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I feel that we should have multiple sources of energy. If the energy grid is sabotaged we need
alternate sources. Right now China is limiting their factory operations to 3 days per week, due
to energy shortages. Alternatives are a good protection against terrorism. It gives people a
choice and benefits the public when businesses compete
Sincerely,
Elsie koppenhafer
lckopp@live.com
37961 Sunset St sandy, OR 97055 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derek Neis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 1, 2021 8:52:50 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As you make steps to change the future, I wish to impress upon you the need to continue use
of actual clean, affordable and renewable resources. The idea of eleminating all forms of
energy production to rely solely on wind and solar is folly, it is not reliable and does it
produce enough power to sustain an almost purely electric society.
Please consider the costs relying on solar and wind alone will do to the proletariat. Natural gas
has proven to be extremely efficient, clean, affordable and most importantly reliable. Why
force our society to rely on batteries and power sources that aren't? A person can still cook,
have hot, sterile, clean water with access to natural gas or run a generator if the electric power
grid is out for much less the cost of installing and maintaining solar panels. Perfect example is
northern California the last couple years due to old and exposed transmission lines. I see many
fleet vehicles such as waste management that rely on natural gas to power vehicles, think of
the cost of converting those fleets back to gasoline or diesel because it's the only smart option
for the company to continue providing key services to the community or the imense cost of
starting and funding another company to take over operations.
Please consider a balanced approach for the energy needed for the state. Use every resource
available, most importantly those that have proven themselves clean and efficient such as
natural gas. Do not look at canceling thousands of jobs in the next 10 to 15 years because of
misguided ideas that solar and wind are perfect and clean sources. Keep natural gas an option
for consumers, bring in hydrogen for vehicles as another option instead of relying on electric
vehicles, California and Washington show a much smarter approach, balance it out.
When considering the future think of what the majority of the people can afford and what is
most reliable and safe as the price of living continues to skyrocket due to unbalanced
Government policy. Bring in hydrogen for cars and keep natural gas which is a renewable
resource because the earth produces an abundance. Please actually look at the science!
Northwest Natural has made massive advancements to making the energy production and use
of natural gas very efficient and therefore clean. My gas furnace saves my family thousands a
year, it's clean, works extremely well and most importantly is reliable.
Consider the people, we have the tools to make things better use them until to improve not
cancel good things.
Sincerely,
Derek Neis
derek_neis@outlook.com
42125 NW Wilkes St Banks, OR 97106-9078 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ray Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 1, 2021 3:38:15 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Oregon needs to utilize all forms of energy, as natural gas is part of our energy supply, that has
been cheap, reliable, and less poluting than other forms of energy. Wind and solar are not
capable in their current forms. And we do not have the technology to abandon natural gas as a
continued viable energy option. Slightly lowering our carbon footprint with drastic measures
will definately harm the economy and impact lives negatively but will have no measurable
effect on global climate change, even if Oregon could reach zero...the biggest polluters remain
China being the elephant in the room with no desire to slow their pollution but is currently
increasing it.
Sincerely,
Ray Johnson
Sincerely,
Ray Johnson
machinist707@hotmail.com
4398 Ramona Way S.E. Albany, OR 97322 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

June Brothers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:26:13 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear DEQ Officials,
I am supportive of environmental protection, but not at the cost of human life. To have stable
sources of heating in our homes during cold weather is a matter of life or death for many
people, especially the elderly and fragile.
Electricity by itself is not adequate. We have had multiple power outages during the 15 years
we have lived here. Most recent outage lasted 3 days during the ice storm last winter.
At 85 years of age, I can confidently say the only thing that saved my life was the Natural Gas
Heater in our fireplace, ignited by 2 D cell batteries.
Sincerely,
June S. Brothers
Sincerely,
June Brothers
scottjune@comcast.net
2400 Grice Hill Ct. NW Salem, OR 97304 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pradip J Shah
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:35:28 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I believe in warming of the earth. Increase in Carbon Dioxide levels. I have measure over last
55 years. I have solar panels on my roof. Use Electric battery operated lawn mower, drive
hybrid car. However I recognize the limits of what is politically dictated and the reality. Look
at the winter havoc in Houston, Texas. No room allowed for back up resources.
I visualize Natural gas that is reliable, readily available and affordable. We should not treat
energy in a manner that is very expensive for households and businesses.
Sincerely,
Pradip Shah
Sincerely,
Pradip J Shah
pssone@frontier.com
12877 SE 136th Drive Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

T. Robert Jennings
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:11:43 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
Oregon shouldn't be in line with the AOC and California Green moaners. Most of them have
been brainwashed by liberal schools, with our Tax dollars. My belief is that most of this came
about when we took Kate Brown into our state community as governor.
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Yes, it is probably good that we consider all forms of renewable energy. I believe strongly that
we can use the right kind of coal for another hundred years, if we have the correct kind of
leadership with the appropriate objectives in mind. I'm sick of looking at one million or more
Wind Turbines in Oregon, and twenty other states. Nobody can tell me that adequate research
and testing was done before this became the law of the land. Also, the millions of Solar Panels
scattered to high heaven is what is probably raising the temperature of the planet by 2-3
degrees --- or, as i believe it is just part of the normal five hundred years of seasonal changes.
Don't get me wrong, I could be swayed to consider all modes of energy producing techniques;
but first we need good commonsense and good leadership.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
T. Robert Jennings
chukarwing4@comcast.net
Page 5817 of 9889

520 SW 144th Ave. Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Carlson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:53:33 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• Using the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more
affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Access to affordable energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy system is
critical.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Wind and solar are fraught with many problems. This includes, but is not limited to extensive
land use, killing birds (included protected species), limited places they can be used. Solar as a
real impact on needing rare earth minerals and creates an environmental disaster with
extensive hazardous waste.
We need to keep costs affordable. Increasing cost has an outsized impact on the poor and
those on fixed incomes. At night
and when there is no wind solar and wind power require back up sources, hence you still have
to have other sources of power that can support 100% of demand. Then using wind or solar
just adds to the cost of energy. Using batteries to store power to address these issues is not
only costly, but also has many negative impacts. Focusing on natural gas and hydrogen are the
only ways other than nuclear power to produce power that is safe, affordable and
environmentally friendly.
Sincerely,
John Carlson
jrc.tiger@frontier.com
7105 SW 175th Ave Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Max Stille
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:26:08 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
The politicians are as usual out of touch with the real world. The future of the Earth is one of
being cooler. The policy makers should be exploring "All" forms of energy for the masses.
The current agenda managers have bought and paid for the people in Salem, too bad.
Sincerely,
Max Stille
Sincerely,
Max Stille
mstille43@outlook.com
847 North Harbour Drive Portland, OR 97217 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James harding
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:14:28 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
James harding
jamesg4170@frontier.com
2829 sw 33rd Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Slater
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:06:46 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Nicole,
The future is uncertain and hasty decisions based on optimistic visions of the future rarely turn
out well. Global shortages of all different types are bound to continue for a long time, perhaps
indefinitely. In the face of uncertainty, it is important that a state's energy system be
multifaceted, resilient, and reliable. Natural gas should be part of such a reliable and resilient
energy system. There are minimal dependencies on foreign suppliers and natural gas offers a
much lower emissions profile than coal or even many biomass energy sources.
If Oregon is going to survive and prosper in the future, we need to make smart, forwardlooking choices today. The natural gas system should be maintained and funded indefinitely.
Just as energy supply and affordability in California has been impacted by drought conditions,
the same could easily happen to Oregon. This is just one factor. Wisdom would dictate that we
take great care in throwing away high quality systems. I would urge the DEQ to think slowly
and carefully about the many uncertainties that the state will face in the future and to keep
natural gas energy as part of Oregon's energy portfolio.
Sincerely,
Michael Slater
Sincerely,
Michael Slater
comcast16@baidala.com
31534 Easy Ave SW Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frank Blachly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice including natural gas
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:20:29 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
including natural gas
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear DEQ Officials,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Our family strongly encourages the use of clean burning Northwest Natural Gas...it's efficient,
safe and very cost effective for all who use it.
Best regards and sincerely,
Frank and Diane Blachly
Sincerely,
Frank Blachly
blachly4@frontier.com
2860 N.E. Beech Drive, PLACE BEHIND BRICK ON RT Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dale Raymond Tonagel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:16:18 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Leave our Natural Gas alone. There has been no calculation of the true costs of the DEQ’s
Climate Protection Program, which will impact every energy user in Oregon. Natural Gas is
far more efficient for heating my home than electric and using high efficiency equipment is
cleaner than everything outside of Hydro power that you allow to be sold outside of out
communities. Leave my Natural Gas supply and system alone.
Sincerely,
Dale Raymond Tonagel
dale_tonagel@hotmail.com
ATTN DALE TONAGEL, 429 N BRIDGETON RD, SLIP 12 Portland, OR 97217
Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Orr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:55:23 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs.
Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy.
Other states have rushed to eliminate carbon sources BEFORE establishing replacement
facilities. This is now resulting in what should have easily been clear: Huge cost increases due
to energy shortages, unanticipated lower output by renewables - with no reliable stand by
sources. Such negative results could easily have been prevented and negative headlines don't
encourage movement to renewables as a result of poor planning.
Sincerely,
George Orr
red98pc@gmail.com
1165 SW Courtney Laine Drive, Apartment, suite, unit, etc. (optional) McMinnville, OR
97128 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas W Mossberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:39:11 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Hello,
I am concerned about reducing carbon emissions and am a PhD physicist with 80+ patents and
elected as fellow to the major US physics societies.
Public attitudes regarding means of reducing carbon emissions are often uninformed.
Hydropower is probably the best renewable even if mitigation for fish is required. It is 24/7.
Solar and wind are good but intermittent. Electric power transmission is lossy.
For the future we need solar and wind plus power storage for 24/7 delivery and low loss
distribution. The natural gas distribution system plays directly to core renewable needs. I have
proposed large solar/wind generation sites that use the power to dissociate water into hydrogen
and oxygen with the hydrogen injected into the natural gas distribution system. It may mix
with natural gas or eventually be pure renewable hydrogen. The hydrogen can be pressurized
and stored at the generation sites for distribution when solar/wind input is unavailable. The
hydrogen distribution via pipe is essentially lossless in contrast to electrical transmission lines.
We must continue to build the natural gas distribution network so that as conversion to
hydrogen proceeds we can get the power to many people. Major pipelines can be used to
supply local electrical generators (eliminating long distance transmission losses) to supply
electric power for devices and customers who cannot burn the hydrogen directly.
Please do not let uninformed opinion seeking to limit expansion and development of the future
hydrogen distribution system ruin this excellent approach to entirely renewable hydrogen
power.
I am open to discussions of this approach to carbon reduction should anyone be interested.
Thomas W. Mossberg
Sincerely,
Thomas W Mossberg
tomwilmos@gmail.com
3690 River Heights Dr Springfield, OR 97477-6714 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Bessman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:05:09 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Susan Bessman
suebessman@gmail.com
9037 N. Chicago Ave. Portland, OR, OR 97203 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kent Garrett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:08:12 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Kent Garrett
garretkent42@gmail.com
5455 Val View Dr SE Turner, OR 97392-9568 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tamara Nicholson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:12:52 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Tamara Nicholson
trenee.nicholson@gmail.com
1547 Newport Way Woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Hylton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:19:37 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear Nicole Singh:
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Ronald W. Hylton
Sincerely,
Ronald Hylton
ronald.w.hylton@prodigy.net
773 SE 33rd Ave Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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Julie Seth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:07:55 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Julie Seth
sethgang@msn.com
1977 Chelan St NE Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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DAVID A RUSSELL
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:11:59 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:We need to retain the current renewable energy source such as NW Natural
Gas and hydro at their current amounts and ratio so that the higher cost of solar and wind do
not increase the cost to the consumer very much. Please make public the estimates of the
increases expected . The estiment should include the cost of storage batteries.Also detail the
prospect foe higher charges during peak use or potential blackouts. The public and myself
needs to informed of these facts to intelligently support any plan and the timetable to complete
it.
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
DAVID A RUSSELL
dr_lr_russell@yahoo.com
3850 SW Minter Bridge Road Hilsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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Don Toussaint
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:06:40 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Don Toussaint
dontoussaint@msn.com
2113 NE 55TH AVE Portland, OR 97213 Constituent
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Richard Campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:41:01 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is complex. However the primary cause of global warming is not
carbon dioxide, but naturally occurring cycles of the the earth's orbit, combined with
variations in sun radiation and frequency of sun spots.
The idea of suddenly "decarbonizing" our daily lives is both foolish and dangerous, because
people will die from energy shortages. You must listen to all Oregonians on this matter.
We need natural gas, and it is a matter of life and death.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Richard Campbell
ricksax@comcast.net
16423 SW Luke Ln Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent
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Allan Huffaker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:37:41 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
It will take time to construct and place carbon free nuclear power plants online. Nuclear and
natural gas can both protect the economy and the environment.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Please dont let Kate Brown leave Oregonians in the dark, cold and unemployed !!
Sincerely,
Allan Huffaker
allan_huffaker@hotmail.com
7675 NW McDonald Circle Corvallis, OR 97330 Constituent
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From:
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shirley blacker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:02:22 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
shirley blacker
shirleyblacker@canby.com
1111 SE 3rd Ave #50 CANBY, OR 97013 Constituent
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James Merryman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:40:22 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am a Natural Gas user in Albany and I am not opposed to a reasonable effort to cut down on
greenhouse gas emissions but I am very opposed to not having a reasonable plan, that meets
the common sense test.
Key principles that should be considered:
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
In addition..........Natural gas is a much cleaner fuel, than coal and diesel fuel. It is safer than
nuclear and produces no waste, like nuclear.
A blend of Natural Gas, wind and water is a great way to produce electricity and heat for
homes.
Solar is great after you have made the panels but the construction of the panels are very
destructive to the environment, just like coal and then you have to deal with the waste when
their life is over. Where will this waste go??
The same is true of batteries in electric cars, what happens to this hazardous waste when they
are no longer of use in the car??? Where does this toxic waste go???? This is a huge concern
to me. Electric cars sound great, until you look into the future about where all of the old toxic
batteries are going to end up!
Jim Merryman
Sincerely,
James Merryman
merrymanjsm@gmail.com
4714 Springhill Drive NW Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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John Zagorski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:30:35 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
John Zagorski
zagorskij2@gmail.com
6675 SW King Blvd Beaverton, OR 97008 Constituent
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Thomas Behrens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:22:17 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Thomas Behrens
thmbehr@aol.com
17360 SW FLORENCE ST Aloha, OR 97078 Constituent
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From:
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Brandon Kaopuiki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:16:04 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Brandon Kaopuiki
bkshopper@mac.com
1300 29th Court NW Salem, OR 97304 Constituent
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Andrew Moseley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:13:47 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Don’t cut options and force people one way or the other. Last year we had a major snow and
ice storm that caused significant damage. I was out of electricity for five days. I have a
generator that can power some things but not all. I use natural gas for my water heater and
furnace. During this outage I was able to have hot water and heat because the source was
natural gas. Our electrical grid is not stable and updated enough to handle the load of
everything needing power if we cut natural gas out. Also we should reopen the coal power
plant in boardman. Diversity in infrastructure is good and needed.
Sincerely,
Andrew Moseley
amoseley04@gmail.com
17532 S.E. Colina Vista Ave. Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent
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Mary Regan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:05:27 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Mary Regan
Sincerely,
Mary Regan
regan43@msn.com
12577 Coho Way Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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Richard Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:59:47 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Maintain affordability, reliability and choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Richard Thompson
rthomps@q.com
6747 PeltonCt SE Salem, OR 97306 Constituent
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Michael Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:49:54 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Michael Johnson
mwjohnson1275@gmail.com
7985 SW Fanno Creek Dr Tigard, OR 97224 Constituent
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From:
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Timothy Nichols
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:38:44 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Timothy Nichols
odbgoldfish@web-ster.com
2135 North Country C Canby, OR 97013 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Gerald Backhaus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:59:42 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Gerald Backhaus
backh80@gmail.com
2060 SE Gerhard DR. Hillsboro, OR 97123 Constituent
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From:
To:
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Patricia Kidd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:10:28 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
As a concerned senior citizen of Albany, Oregon, I believe that continued conservation of our
natural resources with renewable, resilient, and affordable energy choices. Aligning with NW
Natural, I believe also:
1.There is a better way, and that working together on pragmatic solutions will lead to the most
promising energy future.
2. All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
3. Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs.
4. Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Thank you,
Patricia Kidd,
Albany, Oregon
Sincerely,
Patricia Kidd
pk.oregon@q.com
2170 Moraga Ave, SE Albany, OR 97322 Constituent
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From:
To:
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Mike Hickey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:01:43 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Mike Hickey
waterboymike@gmail.com
15280 se 262nd ave boring, OR 97009 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jonathan Cutting
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:20:41 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Cutting
cuttingjon@gmail.com
1465 Bair Rd NE Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Donna Bleiler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:17:41 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
The process and study leaves science completely out of the process. It has not been proven
that Oregonians need to suffer to meet some arbitrary goal set by politicians and not science.
Some key principles that are lacking in the program:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs, which has been projected to cause blackouts. Homes and businesses with gas
service can have energy even when the electric power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Draft your comment here.
Sincerely,
Donna Bleiler
dbtalk2u@gmail.com
420 King St S Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Roberta Worstell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:03:21 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Roberta Worstell
robj7678@yahoo.com
616 SE Myrtlewood pl Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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jeffery johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:52:45 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
jeffery johnson
johnsonjefferyh@gmail.com
307 Pleasant Ave. Astoria, OR 97103 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Franklin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:40:11 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Have we learned nothing from the crisis in California and the over burden of their electrical
systems? Must we have the same fate in Oregon? Where do you think all of this electricity
will come from? We can't now or maybe never be able to create enough electricity alone to
completely get rid of all fossil fuel energies. We must have a balance of our energy system,
which means keeping and allowing our current Natural Gas infrastructure.
Please, don't make choices based solely upon radical policy makers. Our governor will not be
in office much longer, hopefully we will have a better choice next time around, and we can
work together to keep what we have as well as a better future for out children and
grandchildren.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Patricia Franklin
ama2escjt@gmail.com
795 N 2ND ST Jefferson, OR 97352 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Erika Glancy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:15:16 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Erika Glancy
erika@glancyfamily.net
11335 Sw Ambiance Pl Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent
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To:
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Kevin Bradley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:11:07 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Kevin Bradley
kevinb763@gmail.com
17718 SE Rose St. Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Herman Fleishman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:51:53 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is not urgent or complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Herman Fleishman
herman@fish-northwest.com
P.O. Box 19633 Portland, OR 97280 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Ahmed Badran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:40:36 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Ahmed Badran
ahmed.badran@gmail.com
28597 SW Morningside Ave Wilsonville, OR 97070-6838 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Sue Lee-Waltrip
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:38:52 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Sue Lee-Waltrip
swaltrip@charter.net
89843 Surf Pines Landing Drive Warrenton, OR 97146 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Dave McNeel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:37:30 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Dave McNeel
davemcneel@msn.com
15711 Henrici Rd Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Faith Schneider
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:23:24 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I wanted to write and share how much we really depend on natural gas for our heat, water
heating and cooking. With a 2-story dwelling, having natural gas not only makes our heating
affordable, it also has been essential for our survival during power outages such as when, as
we experienced earlier this year, freezing temperatures prevailed. Please consider the average
person who can’t afford the expense of electric only.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Faith Schneider
faithie.schneider@gmail.com
4904 SE Meldrum Avenue Milwaukie, OR 97267 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Andrei Poleshuk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:11:11 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Andrei Poleshuk
a_pole@hotmail.com
714 NE 160 th Ave Portland, OR 97230 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Kirk Thiems
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:09:18 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Kirk Thiems
kthiems@aol.com
2270 Maple Ave Ne Salem, OR 97301 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Carla Morreale
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:38:57 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Carla Morreale
carlamor22@gmail.com
592 7th St Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Vladislav Liubich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:37:43 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Vladislav Liubich
liubich_vl@yahoo.com
1333 Stonehaven Dr West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frank & Sharon Lou Hoevet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:15:16 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Draft your comment here.
The input from people who use the natural gas system is also important for decision makers to
consider when they are presented with proposals that could discourage renewable energy
innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy
needs.
We believe there is a better way, and that working together on pragmatic solutions will lead to
the most promising energy future. Key principles that should be considered:
All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs.
Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Sincerely,
Frank & Sharon Lou Hoevet
slhoevet@comcast.net
1235 Moneda Avenue North Keizer, OR 97303-6232 Constituent
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From:
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Steve Manley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:14:22 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is a complex issue. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out. During last winter's ice storm many Oregonians would have suffered significant
damage to their homes without the availability of natural gas stoves and fireplaces to keep
their pipes from freezing.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Steve Manley
steve.virtus@outlook.com
1847 Woodland Terrace Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Daniela Fora
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:41:43 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Daniela Fora
pdfora@yahoo.com
9951 SE EASTVIEW DR HAPPY VALLEY, OR 97086 Constituent
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From:
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DOUGLAS L PERLE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:08:49 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents. The cost to public here in Oregon needs to be addressed. We as
Oregon residents are one of the lowest emission states in America. Renewable energy by
water power needs to replace the failed wind solar as this continues. If it isn't then we will
have rolling blackouts and deaths caused by the Oregon Government and DEQ.
Sincerely,
DOUGLAS L PERLE
perle37@msn.com
1945 Berry St SE SALEM, OR 97302 Constituent
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Scott Zentz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:44:12 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Maintaining affordability, reliability and choice for Oregon residents must be your top
priority. Rule by executive order is wrong and must be thwarted at every turn.
Sincerely,
Scott Zentz
zentz01@aol.com
1331 SE Academy St. Dallas, OR 97338 Constituent
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From:
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dave traweek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:22:00 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
dave traweek
dave.traweek@gmail.com
7756 SW Landau ST Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent
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Ann Reece
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:13:37 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Ann Reece
dashnt@gmail.com
480 Salem Heights Ave S Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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Alex Danilevsky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:49:24 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
To whom it may concern,
Addressing climate change is a complex issue and cannot be solved without taking into
consideration various impacts to the general population, existing industries that rely on
existing infrastructure, simple convenience, and, most importantly costs- both, monetary cost
and energy cost that is required to implement alternative energy source. The later is what
many people and policy makers are conveniently forgetting. It does take some energy to
produce solar panels, wind turbines, batteries etc. Unfortunately, this cost is not negligible and
in many cases is about the same (if not more) as a "traditional" energy sources.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• Monetary and energy costs should be taken into account. Oregon is struggling to deal with
existing homeless problems, drug abuse problems, aging infrastructure and more - where is
money would be coming from to finance the initiative?
• Keeping cost in mind, the natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach
climate goals more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Alex Danilevsky
Sincerely,
Alex Danilevsky
alexd.alexd@gmail.com
Page 5872 of 9889

4125 Hedge Nettle Ct Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent
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Tom Mitchell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:46:17 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
To whom it may concern:
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen. Natural Gas is shown to have helped us to
lower our carbon output.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out. It is imperative that we have reliable power through all seasons.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy for all citizens
and the security of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Tom Mitchell
Sincerely,
Tom Mitchell
greenmit@q.com
1611 SE 47th Ave. Portland, OR 97215 Constituent
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Andrew Ridenour
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:28:37 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Andrew Ridenour
ridenour.andrew@gmail.com
7442 N Foss Ave Portland, OR 97203 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Deborah McLean
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:24:31 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please consider these key principles that should be considered:
I just returned back home from being in the Midwest several years. You have no idea how
much a company cares about the environment and it’s customers until you have lived
somewhere else and come home! There’s no real caring about finding ways to protect the
environment, money matters only.
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Deborah McLean
Sincerely,
Deborah McLean
dlmclean26@gmail.com
1420 Daugherty Avenue Cottage Grove, OR 97424 Constituent
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From:
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Subject:
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Cindy Gardenhouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:01:40 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs.
Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
The state should not mandate arbitrary goals; the process needs to be realistic and affordable.
Sincerely,
Cindy Gardenhouse
sundancemidnight@aol.com
2499 25th Ave SE Albany, OR 97322 Constituent
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From:
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Subject:
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Paul W. Donkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:56:21 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
I agree with the above...not that I expect anybody in the Kate Brown administration to care at
all what I think.
Paul Donkin
Sincerely,
Paul W. Donkin
cdonkin97355@yahoo.com
37619 KGAL Dr. Lebanon, OR 97355-9648 Constituent
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Matthew Bible
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:42:52 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Matthew Bible
mrbible@radiantchristians.com
1882 Evergreen Ave NE Salem, OR 97301 Constituent
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From:
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Elliott, Brett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:31:24 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is complex. Working together will lead to the most promising
energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• ALL forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The cost to families matters too.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Elliott, Brett
elliottfop7@gmail.com
3896 Hulsey Ave SE Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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GALE S HARRIS
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:24:36 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
GALE S HARRIS
saltette@hotmail.com
PO BOX 316 NEOTSU, OR 97364 Constituent
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From:
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Subject:
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John Jamison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:04:46 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please do not spend much effort or taxpayer money trying to alter climate. Science has shown
us that climate has been variable if not cyclic throughout the millinnea; there were periods
even hotter than what we now experience and sea levels far higher. Likewise there were cooler
periods. Natural phenomena such as volcanoes or forest fires produce far more greenhouse gas
emissions than does something as minimal as burning fossil fuels by humans.
All forms of renewable energy are needed and natural gas infrastructure is already in place.
Energy requirements are affordably met by renewable natural gas and hydrogen and have even
greater potential through today's safe nuclear energy.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to depend on the electric grid for all energy needs.
Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon is making such a questionable attempt to decarbonize our
economy. DEQ should add frequent review periods to determine if rules can produce the
climate change intended. Affordability and reliability are far more worthy considerations.
Sincerely,
John Jamison
rickwsm@runbox.com
PO BOX 691 Springfield, OR 97477 Constituent
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From:
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John Goodyear
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:03:14 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
John Goodyear
chios11@gmail.com
2217 NE 42ND AVE PORTLAND, OR 97213 Constituent
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Christopher Simone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:45:34 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Christopher Simone
mcsimone@comcast.net
3292 NE Alameda Street Portland, OR 97212 Constituent
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Dr. Jess W Blankenship
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:44:23 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen. In the future also consider nuclear power in
the form of safe and smaller plants and even portable smaller portable reactors.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Dr. Jess W Blankenship
smiledrpro@icloud.com
280 SE Avondale Way Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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Rebecca Pike
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:32:23 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Pike
filmshooter@hotmail.com
16062 S Springwater Rd Oregon City, OR 97045 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Ned Troelstrup
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:31:11 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Ned Troelstrup
ned.troelstrup@protonmail.com
625 downhill Dr. Gladstone, OR 97028 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Don Perepchuk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:23:08 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Don Perepchuk
perep@aol.com
2575 Meridian Ct Woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Mark Erdmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:17:52 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents. I say NO to Gov. Kate Brown's overreach. We need natural gas,
hydroelectricity. Those the cleanest most efficient and affordable sources of energy.
Sincerely,
Mark Erdmann
Sincerely,
Mark Erdmann
erdmann1351@comcast.net
21101 NW Cannes Dr Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Terry Fitzpatrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:14:33 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Terry Fitzpatrick
terry308@comcast.net
765 53rd Street Springfield, OR 97478-6177 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
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Dennis Creel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:12:43 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
To whom this may concern:
I'm very disappointed that the governor used an executive order to force this discussion during
a pandemic. I read the order and found most of the assumptions that are used to justify this
change are not true. They cannot be used as evidence to justify such a colossal change in our
way of life. In addition, proposed changes do not have evidence that they will provide the
intended changes in climate. This is terrible governing by the same administration that has
done a terrible job on the covid19 epidemic. Top down and my way or the highway. Get your
shot or you go to jail. In spite of this huge mistake the following should be the least you
should do to hope to not create a disaster.
Addressing climate change is complex. Working together will lead to the most promising
energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Dennis Creel
Sincerely,
Dennis Creel
dennis.creel@comcast.net
Page 5891 of 9889

1268 29th ct nw Salem, OR 97304 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Nicole Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Marvin Owen
marvin.owen@mac.com
23171 SW Greengate Place Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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Marvin Owen
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Marvin Owen
marvin.owen@mac.com
23171 SW Greengate Place Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
As a resident of this state that uses natural gas, I do NOT want to see it removed from my
choice of use. All electric is way to expensive to run a home, cooking and heating with natural
gas is a better option and less expensive. During the ice storm when there was NO power we
were able to have heat, hot water and cook because of natural gas.
Sincerely,
PAULINE E KENDALL
pken55b52@comcast.net
6214 GLEN ECHO AVE Gladstone, OR 97027 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Eric Cole
edcofgems56@yahoo.com
P.O. Box 843 Troutdale, OR 97060 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
June Cudahey
jcudahey@outlook.com
6146 Rolletti Dr SE Salem, OR 97306 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
I do not believe that the world is going to end in 12 years, as AOC claims. Al Gore told us in
about 2001 how so much of the world would be underwater within something like 10 years.
This did not happen. He continues to fly in his private jet to environmental conferences. We
little folk need to be able to have affordable energy and not have that taken away from us
through the influence of people like AOC and Al Gore.
Sincerely,
David Brown
cscmis@yahoo.com
PO Box 145 Salem, OR 97308 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
wayne babcock
clipperwoodburn@wavecable.com
3051 camas st woodburn, OR 97071 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents. Oregon must take no steps that prevent citizens from accessing
and using natural gas for their affordable and reliable home energy needs.
Sincerely,
Mark Kruger
krugerpdx@yahoo.com
12955 NW Filbert Street Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is noble but misplaced. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
DEQ should maintain affordability, reliability and choice for Oregon residents. Let the market
be free to chose gas or others energy options.
Sincerely,
Robert Loepp
bloeppjr@msn.com
16154 NW Birdie Ln Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Ross Bradshaw
ross@portlandtrans.com
1016 SE Hawthorne Blvd Portland, OR 97214 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. The process should not be controlled or
"mandated" by people who will benefit from the decisions either politically or financially.
Working together with actual experts rather than political advisors will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Donald Wyman
m60a3andm1@aol.com
7879 ONEIL RD NE KEIZER, OR 97303 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Please do not take Natural gas away as a choice. With the last ice storm we had in western
Oregon, I am sure there would have been more deaths if we would not have had our natural
gas sources of energy available that allowed us to heat our homes with gas fireplaces, cook our
food on gas cooking stoves and take hot showers/baths with water heated with natural gas.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Lance Berkey
lberkey@hubbardchevrolet.com
2491 Tracy Lane Woodburn, OR 97071-7071 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
This is of the utmost importance due to Governor Brown signing an executive order and not
going through a normal process and including the legislation branch which is supposed to
represent their constituents. In my opinion this will end in disaster, increase costs and create
shortages.
Sincerely,
Mike Ouhl
mwo272beach@yahoo.com
272 Elliott Way Cannon Beach, OR 97110 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Too much government money is being spent addressing climate change. Climate change is a
natural occurance and had happened many times in the past.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Carol Earle
carolacelia@comcast.net
1592 6th Avenue West Linn, OR 97068 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Jason Tillotson
jtillotson95@gmail.com
12274 SW 131st Ave Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
Thoughts of mine after 77 years of life:
We were burning cleaner coal and burning it cleaner when Oregon lost sight of the goal of
providing reliable, affordable power and listened to people with little or no knowledge of the
power needs of the entire state. And, now we closed down our coal-fired power plants.
As a former Biology teacher and Emergency Manager, I can tell you that trees need CO2 and
produce O2. God has caused eras of cold followed by eras of heating followed by eras of cold
again. Man can pollute a river or cause smog in a valley but can't do a thing to change global
climate change. Climate change as a cause is the Marxist way of bringing down the economy
of the United States and it is working.
Now, the Marxists are trying to shut down use of naturally-occurring natural gas out of the
ground and replace it with gas from garbage and "cow gas" I guess.
Believe me, once Oregon has all homes and cars only using electricity, there will not only be
rolling brownouts but times with no power at all. I'm buying stock in power generators like the
Marxists and politicians have done already. I'm going to get rich off the climate change lie just
like they are doing.
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
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Sincerely,
John Clouse
linclouse@gmail.com
3834 NW Craig Drive Beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Nick Russell
albanyguns@opusnet.com
1225 Pacific Blvd SE Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Roger Holloway
rohoduck@aol.com
6431 GLEN ECHO AVE GLADSTONE, OR 97027 Constituent
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KATHALEEN B PARKER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:46:40 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
KATHALEEN B PARKER
parker.kathaleen@gmail.com
4462 KURTH STREET S SALEM, OR 97302 Constituent
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Christopher Rotvik
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:44:46 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please consider that:
All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural
gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Christopher Rotvik
chris.rotvik@icloud.com
4208 Haven Street Lake Oswego, OR 97035-6510 Constituent
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Kathy Ballinger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:27:58 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
Here in Douglas county 2 years ago we had over a week of no power. We could not run our
heater in freezing temperatures. A gas stove and water heater are so helpful in power outages.
Now you want to take that away. This not only impacts financially on power outages (have to
go out of area to somewhere that has power and rent a room). But as we are very close to
retirement and living frugally, now you want us to spend more money on new appliances &
water heaters.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
Kathy Ballinger
lynn.0404@live.com
2712 Golfview Avenue Sutherlin, OR, OR 97479 Constituent
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Jim Stanley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:22:36 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Natural gas is one of the best and cheapest energy
Forms.
Sincerely,
Jim Stanley
stanleys35@comcast.net
31025 se bluff Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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Dominic Canazaro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:21:24 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Dominic Canazaro
cazgino@gmail.com
1871 NE 63rd Ave Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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Bruce Ripley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:17:32 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am a real citizen of Oregon and I care.
I do not support the massive intrusion into our energy delivery systems proposed by the
gevenor. Oregon is not going to solve this by taking such drastic action on their own. In fact
it's likely to make people leave rather than stay.
Sad that we live in a state where common sense seems to have gone away.
Below are my thoughts.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Bruce Ripley
bruce_ripley@hotmail.com
15105 SE Diamond Ct. Clackamas, OR 97015 Constituent
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Craig Inselman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:16:33 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Believing that human beings are the only, or even the main, cause of climate change is the
perfect example of human arrogance. The climate has been changing on this planet for billions
of years before humans even existed, much less produced carbon of any consequence. My
belief is government intervention should be limited to only the items for which a government
is useful (i.e. national defense, crime prevention, infrastructure (actual, not the recently made
up definition of "human infrastructure"), etc.). Government is run be people hence it is as
fallible as any other institution but has the added negative consequence of squashing
competition. Hence, it's my personal opinion that the government should have no role in
energy options. I'm all for cleaner energy but that needs to happen through innovation driven
by competition, not mandate by a single elected individual. Working together will lead to the
most promising energy future, not governor mandates.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Craig Inselman
cdi5681@hotmail.com
10502 SW 43rd Ave Portland, OR 97219 Constituent
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Sheri MacDowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:13:36 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sheri MacDowell
Sincerely,
Sheri MacDowell
sheim@macguard.com
62 Touchstone Lake Oswego, OR 97035 Constituent
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Anthony Lash
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:12:45 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Anthony Lash
blrunner1863@yahoo.com
7180 SW Crestdale Ct. Portland, OR 97225 Constituent
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Marcia Vasend
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:12:12 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen. Leave natural gas in the equation it is vital
source of energy alteady in place!
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Marcia Vasend
mvasend@centurylink.net
677 Citation Dr. NE Salem, OR 97301 Constituent
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Eric Buck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:07:26 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Eric Buck
buckbiz@yahoo.com
33773 Terra Circle Corvallis, OR 97333 Constituent
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Charles Carlson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:05:44 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Charles Carlson
charles.carlson@hotmail.com
1818 ARMADALE AVE, HOOD RIVER, OR 97031 Hood River, OR 97031 Constituent
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Lee Stalheim
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:01:50 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Who is going to pay for switching all existing homes and businesses from NW Natural to
electric? It should not be my expense or the tax payers for a ridiculous pipe dream!
Sincerely,
Lee Stalheim
lee.stalheim77@gmail.com
7589 SW Vlahos Dr Wilsonville, OR 97070 Constituent
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Greg Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:58:27 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
As a resident and small business that relies on Natural Gas, I will leave the State of Oregon
and do business elsewhere if it becomes too expensive! And will move to a state where there
is common sense all of the above solutions to address the needs of a greener future. To
demonize the cleanest form of reliable energy which is Natural Gas will hurt many in this
state. I recently installed a very efficient and expensive natural gas heating unit in my home
and invested thousands of dollars. I heat my home, cook, heat my water, dry my clothes, use it
exclusively for my home based business and am considering installing a natural gas fireplace
as to not burn wood, which pollutes.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex.
Working together will lead to the most promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Greg Williams
coolneo-2@frontier.com
17250 SW Augusta Ln Beaverton, OR 97003 Constituent
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Douglas Ingram
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:57:22 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Douglas Ingram
dougingram74@yahoo.com
1365 Fenwick Coos Bay, OR 97420 Constituent
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Tanya Fagan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:56:53 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Tanya Fagan
business@cbcsalem.com
1230 Liberty St SE Salem, OR 97302 Constituent
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Blake Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:47:49 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Blake Williams
blake.williams@comcast.net
4500 NE Blue Heron Ct Newberg, OR 97132 Constituent
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Eric Johansen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Eric Johansen
ej52jj@gmail.com
22095 Sw Taylors Dr Tualatin, OR 97062-8098 Constituent
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JULIE TIEDTKE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
JULIE TIEDTKE
madeiras@canby.com
4120 N LOCUST ST CANBY, OR 97013 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
David Brezinski
dbrezinski@comcast.net
1915 Palisades Terrace Drive Lake Oswego, OR 97034 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Clarke W Powers
clarke.powers@yahoo.com
89975 Surf Pines Landing Drive Warrenton, OR 97146 Constituent
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Earl Rund
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Earl Rund
earlrund1@msn.com
8813 N E Russell St Portland, OR 97220 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs.
Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey White
jeff.l.white@me.com
15045 SW 150th Court Beaverton, OR 97007 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
My wife and I enjoy cooking with natural gas and it is an affordable way to hear our home.
We are senior citizens and the emergency heat offered by natural gas furnaces is not available
with an all electric system. One size does not fit all.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Marshall
ken@vintagerealtynw.com
2697 Broadway St. NW Albany, OR 97321 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
If you want to address climate change then target CHINA and INDIA! Those are the biggest
polluters on the planet and Queen Kate's EO is against the law and has no teeth, NONE! At the
end of the day when no one can afford clean energy like natural gas, we are all going to go
back to burning wood and then DEQ can stick it where the sun does not shine.
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
RT
rmtdc02@gmail.com
13203 SE 172nd Ave, Suite 166-280 Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Lorna Pelcha
lornapelcha@gmail.com
10420 nw Cornell rd Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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Stephen Foltz
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is important and seemingly complex. Working together will lead to
the most promising energy future. While I agree climate change is occurring, I also believe
human related causes are exagerrated.
In any case, the key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate
Protection Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen. This is the fastest amd simplest solution to
reducing CO2 and methane production.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options that
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Stephen Foltz
sfoltzpdx@gmail.com
3618 SE 27th St Gresham, OR 97080-5249 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future.
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs.
Affordability and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.All forms of
renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the natural gas
infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by delivering
renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
Sincerely,
catherine holder
catherine.s.holder@gmail.com
217 S Pendleton St Portland, OR 97239 Constituent
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Maree Piplovick
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Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
These are the points that matter most to me for a Climate Protection Program:
1 - All forms of renewable energy – including renewable natural gas and renewable hydrogen
are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future
2 - Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs
3 - Affordability, sustainability, and reliability must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy
system
I also expect to see a cost analysis for the Climate Protection program and assurance that
communities are not forced into exclusively depending upon the electric grid for all energy
needs.
Sincerely,
Maree Piplovick
Sincerely,
Maree Piplovick
mareepip@yahoo.com
18525 NE Marine Drive, Slip E7 Portland, OR 97230 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
It is inconceivable to me to rely on only one source of energy. The government proposes we
only rely on electricity. Unfortunately, there is not enough electricity to go around currently,
so why will that change in the future? California already has brownouts and even blackouts.
Oregon is proposing the same.
What will happen in the evening when everyone is trying to cook on their electric range, heat
or cool their homes with electricity and plug in their electric cars?
According to electrical engineers in California, the grid will fail and their will be no power at
all.
During the last ice storm (and their will be more) my husband and I did not lose power.
However, if we had, we have a gas log fireplace that would have kept us from freezing like
many people did during the storm. We are in our late seventies and probably would die
without heat.
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Karin Butler
karinloans@comcast.net
14015 SE RIDGECREST RD HAPPY VALLEY, OR 97086 Constituent
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
Decarbonizing our local economy is both unsafe and unwise. The electric grid is very
vulnerable to certain weather conditions in the Northwest during winter windstorms and places
the elderly, disabled and children at risk. Repairing down power lines that come down due to
tree branches may take days or even weeks to repair, especially if a wind or freezing ice
storms affect a large portion of the metro area. To only rely solely on electricity for heating
our homes and cooking meals would be a disaster in itself. With natural gas at our disposal we
can at least heat our homes that have natural gas fireplaces to heat our home and natural gas
stoves in the home to cook our meals.
Natural gas is very much reliable because when the electric
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Daniel Flores
talosxx@yahoo.com
594 NE 58th Ave Hillsboro, OR 97124 Constituent
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brent dowty
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
brent dowty
brentjdowty@gmail.com
14752 nw forestel loop, na beaverton, OR 97006 Constituent
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Tim Stevenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am adamantly opposed to Governor Brown’s executive orders set are more about her ego
than about actual practical actions that will have much more effect on the environment. As
someone on fixed income, my energy prices are becoming more and more burdensome. Please
don’t force us to choose between warmth and food. We can’t afford Governor Brown’s
utopian fantasy. Tim Stevenson
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Tim Stevenson
orstevenson@netscape.net
15641 N. East Stanton Street Portland, OR 97230 Constituent
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Rick Schermerhorn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
Natural Gas is an efficient, inexpensive, abundant and environmentally clean source of energy.
It should remain widely available as an energy source. Continued use and encourage use of
high efficiency gas appliances should be encouraged.
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Rick Schermerhorn
rscherm7@gmail.com
1903 SW Abercrombie P. Portland, OR 97225 Constituent
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Sarah Bailey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:01:58 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future. I strongly believe in the key principles listed below.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Sarah Bailey
sbailey@gmail.com
10565 NW Flotoma Dr Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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Diane DeNuccio
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change needs to follow the science. It needs to be based in reality. It needs
to be un-politicized. Working together will lead to the most promising energy future.
Climate change is a natural and cyclical process of the earth; it happened before humans were
ever on the earth! Do we pollute waters and air? Yes, and we can work on that, but we will
never, ever stop or prevent the natural forces of the earth that create climate change. To
believe that we are responsible for it, or can stop it, is ludicrous, uninformed and arrogant.
For the most part, this climate change hysteria is just another power grab and money grab
foisted on the middle class and the poor. Shameful.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Diane DeNuccio
denuccio8@hotmail.com
9770 SW BUCKSKIN TER BEAVERTON, OR 97008 Constituent
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Aaron Devoe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Aaron Devoe
crujones007@hotmail.com
1452 62nd ave se Salem, OR 97317 Constituent
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tim tynan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:57:03 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
tim tynan
timtynan@yahoo.com
15733 seharrison st portland, OR 97233 Constituent
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Thoma Wig
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Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Thoma Wig
tomwig54@gmail.com
6781 Ivy St Springfield, OR 97478 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stanley Lobdell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:50:13 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Stanley Lobdell
swlobdell@gmail.com
11829 SE Masa Ln. Happy Valley, OR 97086 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rex Turley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:48:30 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Rex Turley
montanarex@gmail.com
1105 W C St Rainier, OR 97048 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Goodman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:46:03 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Jeff Goodman
jamaxinc@aol.com
6553 Doral Dr Se Salem, OR 97306-1461 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Ployer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:59:40 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
David Ployer
dploy@q.com
18115 Hardaway Ct Gladstone, OR 97027 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter von Klargaard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:07:41 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
I do not have enough knowledge to comment directly on the Governors executive Order.
However, I am firmly in the camp that real change needs to be made now to help in what will
be a long and slow climate change program. Natural gas is an important bridge in slowing
down carbon emissions today, but will need to be replaced by cleaner processes at some future
date.
Sincerely,
Peter von Klargaard
vonklarp@gmail.com
2579 NW Pinehurst Dr McMinnville, OR 97128 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Geoffrey Scott Carpenter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:38:37 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Natural Gas is clean energy that needs to be left alone. Right now we need Natural Gas to
bridge the gap between dirty energy ie coal and clean energy. Our power grid CAN NOT
handle everything going to electric, there is no way to produce enough solar or wind power to
make up for the loss Natural Gas would create if essentially not allowed to be used.
Sincerely,
Geoffrey Scott Carpenter
carplg@live.com
302 Cummings Ln N Keizer, OR 97303 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Merle Stutzman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:47:06 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs renewable, resilient, affordable energy choice
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen. There is no viable alternative to natural gas.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out. Furthermore dependence on the electrical grid for all energy needs fails to
acknowledge major incapacity issues. The projection increases likelihood of blackouts and
brown outs from 3% to nearly 30% within two years!
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system. Small business like mine have critical dependence
on clean burning natural gas.
Late model cars emit decreasing amounts of Co2 already. Please make sure that rules and
measurements incorporate the Co2 uptake by plants, grasses, trees etc. It is my understanding
this has been ignored in the calculations presently.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents. Unless we proceed with care and caution and take the least
intrusive approach, we risk unintended and unexpected detrimental consequences. Our
economy and enjoyable way of life is at stake. This whole process should rightly be subject to
representative legislative approval.
Sincerely,
Merle Stutzman
mstutzman@wbcable.net
2930 E Street P O Box 26 Hubbard, OR 97032 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Quirk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs resilient, affordable energy choice.
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 9:20:44 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs.
Natural gas bans could discourage renewable energy innovation and force communities to
exclusively depend on the electric grid for all energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas
service can have energy even when the electric power is out.
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
Sincerely,
John Quirk
pdxquirk@yahoo.com
1280 SW Orinda Way Portland, OR 97225 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Russell Bohanon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs resilient, affordable energy choice.
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:16:40 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs resilient, affordable energy choice.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Executive Order 20-04, while perhaps well intentioned, is too radical and will be too
expensive for lower income and middle class residents. HB 2196 (2009) and SB 324 (2115)
have already cost the public in progressively higher motor fuel costs, with those costs
continuing to increase through 2025 while exempting aircraft, construction equipment, farm
tractors, farm vehicles, implements of husbandry, locomotives, log trucks, military tactical
vehicles and tactical support equipment, racing activity vehicles and watercraft.
Now EO 20-04 also targets electricity and natural gas, and HB 2021 (2021) specifically targets
electrical generation. Approximately 34% of electrical power in Oregon is generated by
natural gas, and about 40% of Oregon households use natural gas for at least one purpose (i.e.
heating, water heating, cooking.) Restrictions and increased regulations on natural gas usage
will only financially hurt Oregonians more than they already are. For a state that only emits
less than one-twentieth of one percent of carbon, the legislative bills and executive order are
too radical, bordering on criminal. Retirees should not have to choose between groceries and
heat, but the added costs could cause many to have to do just that. “Disadvantaged”
communities would also shoulder and feel the burden. With justice and equity rightfully in the
national spotlight, this would be bad policy.
I humbly ask that financial impacts to Oregon residents be taken into thoughtful, realistic, and
serious consideration before implementation of any more energy rules or policies. After all,
we’re the ones who will stuck paying for them whether we’re able to or not.
Sincerely,
Russell Bohanon
rsb97060@frontier.com
4047 SE 5th St Gresham, OR 97080 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Pashley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs to accept natural gas as the best renewable source of energy.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:41:50 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs to accept natural gas as the best renewable source of
energy.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is urgent and complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of renewable energy are needed in a balanced, low-carbon future. Using the
natural gas infrastructure already in place, Oregon can reach climate goals more affordably by
delivering renewable natural gas and nuclear power.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas and nuclear bans could discourage
renewable energy innovation. Nuclear power plants designed by OSU researchers are part of
the answer.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system that includes nuclear power.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We may not get everything
right on the first try. DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules are
reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and
choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Richard Pashley
dpashley@live.com
3128 SE CLAYBOURNE ST, Portland, OR 97202 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Tillett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs to be careful in making drastic and economically impactful changes without
pragmatic consideration.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:39:56 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs to be careful in making drastic and economically
impactful changes without pragmatic consideration.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is worth real discussion, however it should not be a politically
driven initiative. There is evidence from and objective scientific method to be considered that
supports multiple perspectives. I think much of this has been politicized and physics and the
natural world doesn't care about politics. I expect my position is in the minority but I would
consider a more moderate approach to this initiative and ALL planned actions must come with
an objective and pre-planned measure of success. If feedback is successful then the plan
progresses, if not then the plan gets changed. I'm an engineer and a pragmatic and measured
approach has always yielded the best results in my experience.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• A pragmatic balance between renewable energy and more traditional and proven modes of
providing energy. The natural gas infrastructure already in place in Oregon can reach climate
goals more affordably by providing for both traditional and renewable modes.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is important, but so is access to affordable energy and the security
of a dependable statewide energy system.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We WILL not get everything
right on the first try. To my previous point of pre-determined metrics of success and
consequent measurement, DEQ should add mid-term review periods to ensure that the rules
are reducing greenhouse gas emissions as intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability
and choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
James Tillett
padre@surfchurch.org
19360 NW Melrose Dr. Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ehren Schwiebert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs to move away from fossil fuels
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:03:14 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs to move away from fossil fuels
Dear Advisor Singh,
Hello,
You likely are hearing from many customers of NW Natural, who have been urged to contact
you to encourage you to include "renewable natural gas" in the rule changes for oregon's
energy policy. This is part of a well-organized campaign by a fossil fuel company who would
be hurt by a move away from natural gas. I am not only urging you to accelerate our move
away from natural gas, but to please consider the deceptive propaganda that has been fed to
many of the people you are hearing from. Natural gas is not renewable. Burning natural gas
emits carbon. Please focus your rule changes for Oregon's energy future on renewable energy
sources that do not have a carbon emitting impact on our planet.
Sincerely,
Ehren and Caroline Schwiebert
(also on behalf our children and grandchildren and all descendants, who will be living with the
impacts of your decisions for many years after we are gone!)
Sincerely,
Ehren Schwiebert
ehrncare@cox.net
6310 SE WOodstock Blvd Portland, OR 97206 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Ottmer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs to take a sane approach to providing reliable energy for the people of the
state.
Saturday, October 2, 2021 2:50:55 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs to take a sane approach to providing reliable energy
for the people of the state.
Dear Advisor Singh,
Addressing climate change is NOT urgent or complex. Working together will lead to the most
promising energy future by not following the insane example set by our neighbor to the south.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• ONLY REASONABLE COST EFFECTIVE forms of renewable energy are should be used
to supplement the natural gas infrastructure and hydroelectric sources already in place, Oregon
can reach climate goals more affordably by delivering renewable natural gas and hydrogen.
And please do not listen to the radicals who want to take down the dams along the Columbia
River that provide one of the best renewable sources of energy we have.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs (just look at California). Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy
even when the electric power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Reducing carbon emissions is NOT AS important as many of the radical environmentalists
insist. Access to affordable energy and the security of a dependable statewide energy system is
far more important.
This is the first time that Oregon has decarbonized our economy. We will PROBABLY NOT
get everything right on the first try if the Democrats have their way. DEQ should add midterm review periods to ensure that the rules are reducing greenhouse gas emissions as
intended, while maintaining affordability, reliability and choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
Stephen Ottmer
crossgrain@comcast.net
154 Cambridge Ave Silverton, OR 97381 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Ritchie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs truthful energy solutions without political bias
Sunday, October 24, 2021 2:42:21 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Oregon needs truthful energy solutions without political bias
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am here to tell you that the myth that everyone agrees that man made climate change is real
and need to be addressed is very far from being true. The entire farce is built on fabricated
science and the fact that many scientists find that deception is more to their own interest than
truth. This is clearly a politically motivated agenda to create a problem that can only be solved
by the ideology of one side of the political spectrum, namely the Democrats who will offer a
solution to the doomsday scenario they helped create.
Now I implore you to invest just 1 hour to do your own personal common sense investigation.
A high school education is quite adequate to interpret the raw data results and there are many
many true climate scientists who have analyzed the raw data and come up with a completely
different conclusion than the IPCC and other so called "experts" many whom are not climate
scientists in any form but are recruited to perpetuate the farce.
So here are some good places to go to get the real information. The farce has gotten so bad
they are actually willing to change historical raw data to support the cause! Thankfully old
data has been preserved and is still available to see the full evidence of the crime.
The truth about Co2 and greenhouse gases...
www.co2science.org/articles/V24/sep/a2.php
Conclusion: "Considering that the current net effect of clouds is cooling and it seems likely
that total water vapor in the atmosphere is decreasing or staying flat, these results suggest we
have little to worry about regarding increasing GHGs (Green House Gases ).
See how data has been manipulated...
realclimatescience.com/61-fake-data/
wattsupwiththat.com/tag/climate-change/
climatescienceinternational.org/
instituteforenergyresearch.org/climate-change/scaring-the-public-on-climate-change/
I am in support of Natural Gas as the cleanest, most reliable, and abundant energy source
available on the face of the earth. Why? Because it burns cleanly and efficiently, it is a direct
heat source ( does not have conversion losses ), it is readily available in abundant supply and
has the infrastructure to distribute it at a low cost and safe manor. When you factor in the
environmental effects of manufacturing, using, and disposal of wind, solar, nuclear, even
geothermal and heat pump technology, it becomes a much greater impact on our environment.
Then there are the wasteful conversion losses and transmission losses to factor in.
This makes natural gas a good choice especially for the people who can not afford expensive
and complex energy systems. People who do not want holes in their roof from solar panels,
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birds killed with windmills, high maintenance costs, and high voltage that will kill you without
easy detection.
I strongly urge DEQ to embrace Natural Gas as the cleanest possible energy and not mandate
illogical and tyrannical laws and rulings that stifle common sense and burden the less fortunate
making all our lives less comfortable and angry for no good reason.
The key principles that DEQ should take into account for Oregon's Climate Protection
Program include:
• All forms of energy are needed in a balanced future. Using the natural gas infrastructure
already in place.
• Families and businesses should have a choice of resilient and dependable energy options to
meet their needs. Aside from the unnecessary expense, gas bans could discourage renewable
energy innovation and force communities to exclusively depend on the electric grid for all
energy needs. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy even when the electric
power is out.
• The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
Help us maintain affordability, reliability and choice for Oregon residents.
Sincerely,
John Ritchie
mari2000@hevanet.com
27845 SW 207th Ave Sherwood, OR 97140 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Glen Connell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Phase out Natural Gas
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:01:43 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Phase out Natural Gas
Dear Advisor Singh,
Please help industry to phase out Natural Gas as soon as possible. Encourage the industry to
raise prices and accelerate paying off their debts so the industry can go away. The numbers do
not add up. Renewable Natural gas cannot come close to meeting societies needs. Yes it will
cost more, but keeping things cheap has already brought us the climate change problem we
have now.
Sincerely,
Glen Connell
gaspcon@hotmail.com
4030 NE Wistaria Dr Portland, OR 97212 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment: Please don"t fudge with the science in crafting the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:12:04 PM

Dear DEQ,
While it is encouraging that you have begun working on a Climate Protection Plan for Oregon,
it is distressing to see that it does not follow the well-documented science currently agreed to
by most experts regarding the requirements for avoiding a worst-case climate change scenario.
Climate science experts agree that to avoid a climate catastrophe, we need to cut at least 50%
of climate pollution from the covered sources - and the CPP leaves out many sources that need
to be covered - by 2030, and 90% of climate pollution by 2050. The CPP goals fall far short of
these numbers, and leave out many pollution sources which need to be included.
I hope you will adjust the target reduction percentages and dates in the CPP to be more in
accord with generally accepted climate science.
Thank you,
Nancy Harrison
1900 SW Sunset Blvd.
Portland, OR 97239
_____________
Nancy Harrison
Infobridge Solutions
nharrison@infobridge-solutions.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

snardello@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Nardello
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please help save our planet for our children and grandchildren
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:36:35 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sharon Nardello
1407 Kubli Rd Grants Pass, OR 97527-8610
snardello@hughes.net
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please increase climate protections
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:25:07 PM

To the DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
It is beyond argument that one of the most important actions we need to take as a species is
drastically reduce carbon emissions. While the DEQ’s Climate Protection Program proposal
holds some of Oregon’s largest polluters to a limit, we need to go further to ensure a habitable
planet in the future. We should increase the number of companies in the program, and reduce
the emissions cap for each one.
I have now experienced 15 Oregon summers and winters, and the difference could not be more
apparent. This level of consumption is not acceptable; we need to hold the largest polluters
accountable as one important part of a radical shift away from a carbon-based economy.
Thanks you for your work and your consideration.
Sincerely,
Daniel Wilson
Eugene, OR, 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Gordon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please make life-saving choices and quickly!
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 6:40:48 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
I am a practicing psychotherapist for 25 years and for the last 18 months have been using telemedicine. This
pandemic, the drought, the wildfires and eco-anxiety are all due to human choices. When will we put human life,
and all life, ahead of profits? When will we wake up to the EMERGENCY we are ALREADY EXPERIENCING?
We have to implement rules that are expedient, thorough, precise and effective. Please do so now. We need your
strong leadership.
I want our State to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jennifer Gordon, Ph.D.
___________________________
This email was sent by Jennifer Gordon via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jennifer provided an email address
(drjennifergordon@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jennifer Gordon at drjennifergordon@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Kugler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please make the draft Climate Protection Program ambitious and science-based
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:51:38 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
It has been in many ways a terrifying summer: weather event after weather event made it clear that climate change’s
consequences are upon us. We must act now to ensure a livable future for our children and grandchildren.
In the face of that, Oregon is not yet taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, and that against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the
Climate Protection Program, as they have been drafted to now, are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is
your moment in history to step up.
To be clear, I am encouraged that the draft rules aim to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable,
with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than
ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be
retained in the final rules—although it would be even better if it were set at the lowest threshold at the outset.
Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea and can be fruitfully developed.
Now, please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve the GHG
reductions absolutely necessary for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate
Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels
by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions—cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030—are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and this policy must take effect immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
Unbelievably, there are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s
draft rules do not hold industrial sources to the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify the
way best for them to reduce emissions and those polluters would only be required to update their plan twice per
decade. Pollution from these sources could actually INCREASE under this proposal, which flies in the face of its
entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions
necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years
or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also beg DEQ to revisit
very soon covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently
exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. This is novel and potentially beneficial approach, but as currently written there is no guarantee that
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this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also fails to
guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially rural or
low-income Oregonians and many of Oregon’s communities of color. If Community Climate Investments (CCIs)
are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to
occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I desperately hope our state will do everything it can to ensure a better world for our children and grandchildren and
to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential, and to address my hope it
must realize every bit of that and more. Please listen to the voices crying out for environmental justice, climate
protection, and public health, people who have been asking for these changes and more for many months. Help us
make a better future for all Oregonians.
Yours sincerely,
Rob Kugler
West Linn, Oregon, 97068, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Rob Kugler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rob provided an email address (kugler@lclark.edu)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rob Kugler at kugler@lclark.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

beppie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of BEPPIE Shapiro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: PLEASE recognize the climate urgency: strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:14:18 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Every state needs to take unprecedently huge steps to ward off the very worst climate emergency, which threatens
Oregon's citizens, landscape and infrastructure. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not
sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
The Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a pollution cap on
natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set
at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much
further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
Without strong targets and an ambitious annually decreasing cap, this program will not achieve meaningful pollution
reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 2004)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS MUST CONTRIBUTE TO THIS EFFORT:
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
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many months.
Sincerely,
BEPPIE Shapiro
255 SW Harrison St Apt 10E Portland, OR 97201-5387
beppie@hawaii.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peggy Harkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule-making comment: Please strengthen Climate Protection Program rules draft
Sunday, September 12, 2021 4:32:24 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,

What a very sad summer here in Oregon. To see over one hundred of us killed because of
extreme heat exposure due to climate change, has me disgusted that our state cannot make a
climate Protection program with more “bite” in it.

Wildfires continue to burn our drought stricken communities and yet Oregon is not doing its
part dealing with greenhouse gases to the advise of climate scientists. We need to pay attention
and start moving faster to give our planet the chance it needs to provide a sustainable life to
all.

At this point there is no more room for polluters to get a free pass.

1-Large industrial polluters need to have mandatory ongoing emissions reductions.
2- We need to cut climate pollution by 50% by 2030, AND
3- We need to invest in projects to reduce climate pollution all being verified by science.

Please make this program better so that it can have a strong, enforceable directive with
positive change for all our communities. We cannot continue down the path of killing our
planet and its residents. Please strengthen the Climate Protection Program and give
Oregonians a program they can be proud of because we show our responsibility to our planet
and most importantly, to fellow citizens.

Sincerely,
Peggy Harkins
Portland, 97212
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kiersten Hatton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please Strengthen Climate Protection Program Rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:41:14 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our
communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100
of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change. Born and raised
in Oregon, I have experienced first hand how the climate crisis is affecting our seasons and
livability. We must do more to protect our environment for ourselves and for future
generations.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft
rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is
your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be
based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must
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make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from
the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but
as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one
credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering
the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Kiersten Hatton
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allegra Heidelinde
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen Climate Protection rules!
Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:28:50 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am scared, frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, with wildfires and land
parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Our family wants Oregon to take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution
continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
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frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
We want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate
disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Allegra Heidelinde
Portland, Oregon, 97215, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Allegra Heidelinde via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Allegra provided an email address
(allegra.heidelinde@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Allegra Heidelinde at allegra.heidelinde@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Firestone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen Climate Protection rules!
Thursday, September 2, 2021 12:17:28 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that larger climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions
at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution
more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
INCREASE under this proposal, which makes NO SENSE. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from
mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be
verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining
cap trajectory. I urge you also to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate
polluters. They are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
Everyone in my family wants our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential.and can still be meaningful. Please listen to the
voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and
more for many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jane Firestone
Salem, Oregon, 97301, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jane Firestone via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jane provided an email address
(janefire27@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jane Firestone at janefire27@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lindaganzini@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ronald Heintz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:53:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Hello, I write to implore you to improve your climate protection program to strengthen reductions on greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions. Furthermore these reductions must occur quickly and reduce emissions by 50% by 2030.   
Strong rules on all sources of industrial emitters are needed and these emitters must be held accountable.   Any type
of requirements that are only voluntary are likely to fail. You need to devise rules that prevent emitters from
circumventing these rules.  
We must act quickly to make major reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. This should be your highest priority.
We have experienced the effects of climate change now with wildfires and extreme heat episodes.   They will only
worsen if you don’t act decisively.
Sincerely, Ron Heintz
Sincerely,
Ronald Heintz
1440 Hoodview Ln Lake Oswego, OR 97034-1508
lindaganzini@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kjr.johnson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:44:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Johnson
4156 Bluff Ave SE Salem, OR 97302-1704
kjr.johnson@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gsirmans@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Glenna Sirmans
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:29:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Glenna Sirmans
1597 NW Portland Ave Apt 2 Bend, OR 97703-1474
gsirmans@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

roseaj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janice Rose
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: PLEASE strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:29:42 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Janice Rose
20367 S Highway 211 Colton, OR 97017-9458
roseaj@colton.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

public@dmscott.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 9:52:57 AM

To the Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am writing to demand that Oregon take essential climate action. I
believe we are not currently fulfilling our duty to provide a basic
guarantee of health and safety for current and future Oregonians.
The caps set in the current draft regulations are too low. The consensus
of U.N. scientists as published in the recent IPCC report is that every
state and nation must cut climate pollution in half this decade to avoid
a catastrophic level of warming. Oregon must do its part, and cut 50% of
climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
Thank you,
Daniel Scott
Southeast Portland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joeyo.robinson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joey Robinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:04:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joey Robinson
2885 NW 153rd Ave Beaverton, OR 97006-5364
joeyo.robinson@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Conway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:54:26 PM

Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
My name is Kathleen Conway and I live in rural Jackson County. I grew up in Oregon and have
always enjoyed being outdoors and appreciate the beautiful forests and wildlife we are able to
enjoy.
In recent years I have become more and more aware of climate change and the impact it is
having on our ability to enjoy our beautiful state and the quality of life we have experienced
for so long. The threat of wildfire has become a painful part of our summers in southern
Oregon and much energy is spent in preparation as well as worrying about fires coming
through the areas where we and friends live. The realities associated with water shortage and
drought have also become more evident. Local growers who supply our fresh produce were
not able to bring some of their crops to market this year due to water shortages. Additionally,
we hear stories of people in eastern Oregon losing crops as well as those in other states.
These stories of hardships are made worse by recently released information about those who
had information about climate change years before many of us and chose to do nothing.
Recent news reports have revealed that historical documents show that the petroleum
industry scientists knew that CO2 and other pollutants were having climate consequences. But
in public, the industry told a different story. They covered up these stories and engaged in
misinformation.
It is time for us to speak up and in Oregon we have an avenue for action. The Governor’s
Executive order (EO 20-04) gives us a chance to stand up as a state and take a lead, if only DEQ
and EQC will push for action. We must follow the science, which tells us we must cut our
climate pollution 50% by 2030; we cannot give any polluters a free pass. We must hold large
industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. This is something
they knew about for years and could have been taking action. They chose not to do so – we
must require that they do their part. We must also invest in projects that result in real,
verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate
change.
This is serious and we don’t have much time for action. We must move from doing the
minimum to setting Oregon up as a leader who is not afraid of special interests and is willing
to take action to protect the residents of Oregon, the country, and the world.
Next steps - it’s up to you.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Conway
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Jacksonville, OR 97530 (Jackson County)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

barbkgibbs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Gibbs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:57:10 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Thank you for your efforts to protect our climate through rule changes - there is no more important work that you
do.
I am writing in support of further changes advocated by the Oregon League of Conservation Voters, a
knowledgeable and respected partner in your work.
Your decisions now will affect the health and quality of life of my dearly loved grandchild and all of the children of
her generation. If you have children, you know how fast the years will go. NOW is the time to GO BIG or GO
HOME on climate regulations!
Thank you again for your work to date, and thank you for considering the inclusion of further actions.
Sincerely,
Barbara Gibbs
10 Preakness Ct Lake Oswego, OR 97035-1405
barbkgibbs@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Conway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:46:21 PM

Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
My name is Kathleen Conway and I am a rural Oregonian. I was born and grew up in
Oregon and although I left the state for most of my professional career, I returned to
Oregon after retirement because I knew that I would return to a state where people
worked together to address issues and lead by taking action.
During my time away from Oregon I became increasingly concerned about climate
change and the impacts it will have on my children and grandchildren. Now that I
again live in Oregon, dealing with the smoke from fires in Southern Oregon for the
past years has made the consequences of increasing temperatures and reduced
precipitation very real. As we looked through air with an AQI over 200 (Purple range)
it’s clear why U.N. Secretary General Guterres used the warning “Code Red for
Humanity.”
I would like to express my appreciation for all the time and hard work that has been
contributed to develop the draft document. I would like to thank those responsible for
moving us to a point where fossil gas companies are required to reduce their climate
pollution as well as developing a Community Climate Investment fund.
I would, however, like to stress that it is very important to me that you consider
improving this draft document by strengthening it to cut our climate pollution to net
zero by 2030 as the latest IPCC report indicates is necessary to keep global warming
below 1.5⁰C. The science is clear, we don’t have time to suggest minimal changes –
we are now at Code Red. This means that we must hold everybody accountable,
even large industries. They should not receive a free pass – all polluters must take
action. Finally, we must protect our most vulnerable populations. As we invest in
projects, they must result in real reductions that are verifiable and benefit Oregonians
who are most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
Although I realize that the task before us is enormous and acknowledge that the
Climate Protection Program would have been a good start 10 years ago, we are at a
critical time where we need a stronger program. My grandsons will be teenagers in
2030. Will we still be talking about doing something in another 10 years or will we
have established a Climate Protection Program that is really making a difference?
This is Code Red.
Thank you,
Kathleen Conway, Ph.D.
Jacksonville, Oregon (Jackson County)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

yourenjoseph@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joseph Youren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 2:48:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are wholly insufficient to meet the needs of our state
and our population.
Yes, we need a pollution cap on natural gas. This should have been done decades before now. The declining
threshold for fuel suppliers is critical but we need even more accountability from the oil industry. The threshold
should be lower at the beginning. Compromising on this issue will cost us time we simply don't have.
Without stronger targets and a lower cap this program will not achieve meaningful pollution reduction. DEQ must
make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DEQ must require industrial emitters to get under the cap. Voluntary measures have not been adequate and will
never get the kind of GHG reductions we need. Industrial timber producers are no different. DEQ must adequately
account for and begin to reduce emission from harvest, transport, milling, and manufacture of wood products.
DEQ must demonstrate a sense of urgency. Nothing less will have a meaningful impact on the devastation we face
as a result of our man-caused climate disruption.
Sincerely,
Joseph Youren
5584 Sugar Plum St SE Salem, OR 97306-1234
yourenjoseph@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gsirmans@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Glenna Sirmans
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:49:42 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Glenna Sirmans
1597 NW Portland Ave Apt 2 Bend, OR 97703-1474
gsirmans@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cjp8784@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Connie Peterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:57:12 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
While there is much to be commended, DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient.
Although the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before, I urge
improvements to the draft.
The current proposed cap is insufficient. Caps must align with the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s
minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030--are essential. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and
begin immediately.
To my mind, most egregious error is the lack of climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions
and only update their plan twice per decade. WE DO NOT HAVE THIS TIME. Pollution could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. The actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution
reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with
the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ to set dates certain to revisit covering in-state gas power
plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I am nearing despair about the effects of climate change and the world we will be leaving for our children. We
absolutely must take aggressive action. Please FOLLOW THE SCIENCE.
Sincerely,
Connie Peterson
2203 NW Clearwater Dr Bend, OR 97703-7339
cjp8784@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

davidfpagano@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Pagano
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:19:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the proposed rules to establish a Climate Protection Program
for Oregon. As a fourth-generation Oregonian who is increasingly in despair over what is to come for our state and
our planet, I am grateful that DEQ is taking action to reduce emissions from our top sources of climate pollution.
But both science and our recent experiences of extreme weather events in the state have made clear that nothing less
than the strongest measures are now necessary if we are to hope for a livable future for our children.
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules reducing the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to
be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative compliance options, and providing increased oversight to
make sure that the use of those options will meet climate and equity goals.
But we must go further. I urge you most of all to adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available
science and requires a 50 percent emissions reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific
evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe.
In addition, there are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
If this is to be the case, at least their actions to reduce climate-damaging emissions should be verified by an unbiased
third party on a regular basis. I would also urge DEQ to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest
single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
Finally, I am worried that the language regarding Community Climate Investments is too vague and could allow
pollution to continue to disproportionately affect the most vulnerable Oregonians. The investments should involve at
least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit and be held to clear criteria about the types of projects that are eligible
to ensure the greatest community benefit.
Thank you very much for your consideration.
David Pagano
Portland, Oregon
Sincerely,
David Pagano
5827 SW Laber Ct Portland, OR 97221-1216
davidfpagano@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mttpdx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maria Tenorio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:23:00 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am concerned that one of the most important agencies responsible for Oregon’s citizens’ health, and especially our
children’s well-being, is not taking moving forward more aggressive administrative rules for the Climate Protection
program in order to achieve meaningful pollution reduction. While the CPP draft provides for a natural gas
pollution plan and holding the oil industry accountable at a level never before enacted, I believe that given the
current climate crisis of unnatural proportions and greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, I
believe our State response must expeditiously act in accordance with the best advice of scientists, and public health
experts.
Without climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon, it is critical to take the reins by
requiring industrial sources to follow the cap rather than self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions
and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this proposal, which
flies in the face of its entire purpose.
It is unfathomable that Oregon would choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, in
fact, I would also urge DEQ to turn its attention to in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate
polluters, which are currently exempted from the program. While DEQ proposes investment in projects to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, I am not informed of how this may operate in implementation, i.e., will it guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, particularly communities of
color and low-income Oregonians.
I respectfully request your response to my concern over enacting much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities and clarification of project investments which may qualify and
ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
Dr. Maria Tenorio, mttpdx@gmail.com
Sincerely,
Maria Tenorio
7559 SW Aloma Way Apt 1 Portland, OR 97223-7930
mttpdx@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Devon Downeysmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 2:40:33 PM
Oregon CPP Natl Group Letter 9.20.21.docx.pdf

Dear members of the Environmental Quality Commission, Director Whitman, DEQ
staff, and members of the Rulemaking Advisory Committee,
Please see written comments both below and attached from the following
organizations regarding draft rules for Oregon's Climate Protection Program:
Environmental Defense Fund
Sierra Club
Earth Justice
Natural Resources Defense Council
Union of Concerned Scientists
Sincerely,
Devon Downeysmith
Communications Consultant on behalf of EDF
503.866.3508
Pronouns she/her
(Why Pronouns Matter)

https://www.edf.org/
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
700 NE Multnomah St., Suite 600
Portland, OR 97232
Thursday, September 23, 2021
RE: Climate Protection Program 2021
Dear members of the Environmental Quality Commission, Director Whitman, DEQ
staff, and members of the Rulemaking Advisory Committee,
We are writing on behalf of our thousands of Oregon members, as well as our many
thousands more supporters across the country who want to see swift, meaningful
action to reduce climate pollution and put Oregon on the path toward a clean energy
future.
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As NGOs with national and global focuses, we have appreciated Oregon’s
commitment to setting ambitious climate targets and have looked to Oregon as a
potential influential model for U.S. climate action. However, we write now to voice our
disappointment that DEQ has continued to shrink the scope of the Climate Protection
Program (CPP) intended to be a central component of Oregon’s climate policy
package. We believe that the recently released regulatory language for the Program
falls far short of what’s needed to ensure that the State meets its current emissions
reductions goals, much less the increasing ambition science tells us is needed to
stave off the worst impacts of climate change. Furthermore, the proposal does not
follow through on its commitment to promote equitable outcomes. Here’s where the
current proposal falls short:
It doesn’t place a firm limit on all major sources of climate pollution and as
a result does not create policy designed to ensure that Oregon meets its
economy-wide climate targets.
It exempts several key, major sources of greenhouse gas emissions —
including industrial emissions and electricity plants that export power out-ofstate.
The program does not center around the needs of frontline communities
most impacted by climate pollution and climate impacts. Equity is promoted
through the CPP’s Community Climate Investments (CCIs) Program — but to
an insufficient degree. The CCIs will only fund “EJ community investments” at a
fraction of the value of free allowances being provided to regulated industries
and will increase the level of pollution industry is allowed to emit under the
program, effectively undermining program goals and creating a false choice
between community investments and climate ambition.
In order to create a strong, successful program, we urge DEQ to strengthen CPP
program rules to:
1. Establish a CPP that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions at least
50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as
Governor Brown’s executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and
polluting electricity generators that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and
investments based on input from the communities that are most directly
impacted by climate and air pollution: communities of color, tribal communities,
and low-income Oregonians.
To move forward with the Climate Protection Program’s rules as written would be a
huge missed opportunity for Oregon to regain its leadership on the national stage. It
would create a program that looks good on paper but that isn’t nearly strict enough to
effectively meet the crisis at hand. The latest IPCC report reveals that our window to
avoid the most catastrophic impacts of climate change is rapidly closing. However, it
also reveals that taking immediate action to cut climate pollution will slow down the
rate of warming, improve air quality, and create innumerable other benefits for people
and the planet.
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Strengthening Oregon’s Climate Protection Program will save lives today and help
safeguard a stable climate for future generations - and set an example for the rest of
the country to follow suit. We respectfully urge you to incorporate the above proposed
changes into DEQ’s next round of program rulemaking.
Sincerely,
Erica Morehouse, Environmental Defense Fund
Rose Monahan, Sierra Club
Molly Track-Hooper, Earthjustice
Angus Duncan, Natural Resources Defense Council
Jason Barbose, Union of Concerned Scientists
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

colleenandray@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ray Curtis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:43:24 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
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many months.
Sincerely,
Ray Curtis
1791 NE 15th Ave Hillsboro, OR 97124-1955
colleenandray@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roberta Richards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:20:33 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Thank you for your work creating guidelines for the Climate Protection Program. This work
is extremely important. As I’m sure you know:
The devastating heat waves, drought and fires we are currently suffering in Oregon
are occurring with only 1.2 degrees Celsius of warming.
The Paris Climate Accords identify the limit of warming beyond which the
consequences may be too devastating for civilization to survive as 1.5 degrees C.
Currently we are on track to hit warming of 2.7 degrees C (about 5 degrees
Fahrenheit) by the end of the century
U.N. scientists say that our only hope to avoid catastrophe is to reduce emissions by
at least 45% by the end of this decade.
Currently we are on track for emissions to be RAISED by 16% by the end of the
decade.
The most recent assessment of the climate crisis provided by the IPCC was
summarized by U.N. Secretary General António Guterres as a “code red for
humanity.”
As a mother, I am terrified about what the world my children will be living in by mid-century.
I’m also deeply saddened by how youth today view their futures with fear and resignation.
During a routine conversation about the boring topic of retirement savings, my son matterof-factly stated that his plan for retirement was to die fighting in the climate wars. This is
absolutely unacceptable. We are failing our children.
Had the Climate Protection Program been initiated 20 or even 10 years ago, the draft
guidelines would have been sufficient. Given the perilously small window of opportunity that
we have to avert absolute catastrophe, the draft recommendations are not sufficient and
must be strengthened. Specifically, these are the changes that DEQ should enact:
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FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast
enough. Based on the most recent data, the cap must reduce 50% of climate
pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least 100% by 2050.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Stationary source polluters,
including gas-burning power plants, should not be exempted from the cap in the
Climate Protection Program. If DEQ chooses to exempt industrial polluters from the
overall program cap, it should at least require these sources to follow some other
form of mandatory emissions reductions, in line with the state’s climate targets. At
minimum, an unbiased third party should decide what actions industrial emitters must
take to reduce climate and air pollution, and these plans should be reviewed every 3
years.
PRIORITIZE FRONT-LINE COMMUNITIES: Low income and other marginalized
groups who did the least to create the climate crisis are suffering its most severe
impacts. The needs of these groups must be prioritized in any plan to address the
climate crisis.
I recognize that Oregon is a small state, and that our emission reductions alone won’t move
the needle. However, this program can be extremely powerful as a model that other states
and nations can follow. Please follow the science and do the right thing for Oregon children.
The stakes are incredibly high.
Thank you,
Roberta Richards, Ph.D., M.L.I.S.
Southeast Portland

-“We basically have three choices: mitigation, adaptation and suffering. We’re going to do some of
each. The question is what the mix is going to be. The more mitigation we do, the less adaptation
will be required and the less suffering there will be.” ― John Holdren, climate advisor to President
Obama
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roberta Richards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 17, 2021 3:34:23 PM

To the Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:

This email is an addendum to the message I sent several weeks ago. In that original message,
my primary request was for DEQ to follow the science and strengthen the guidelines: to cut
50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and 100% by 2050. Please accept two additional
points from me today.
First, I am writing again because I am dismayed -- though not surprised -- that DEQ extended
the deadline to give industry more time to solicit testimony calling for the weakening of the
guidelines. This doesn't surprise me because I received a "survey" from Northwest Natural that
was clearly designed to identify individuals who were not worried about climate change and
prioritized price over anything else. The survey was full of greenwashing, and after a series of
questions asking our views on a range of issues related to climate and energy bills, we were
asked to give our contact information if we were willing to speak publicly about our views. I
did indicate that I was willing to speak publicly, but of course I was not contacted because my
answers to the survey were not in line with the message that industry wants to send.
Obviously all Oregonians deserve to have their voices heard, but it's worth keeping in mind
that those testifying on behalf of the state's fossil fuel industries were hand picked, and are not
a representative sample.
Second, we are all witnessing the floundering of attempts to enact climate legislation on the
federal level. This created an even greater urgency for leadership by states.
Our beautiful state is burning, and our children are scared, depressed, alienated and cynical.
Hopefully you have seen the heart-wrenching results of a survey of youth, as summarized in
the journal Nature: Young people’s climate anxiety revealed in landmark survey. It is long past time for
the state of Oregon to put aside half measures and address the magnitude of the climate crisis
with bold action.
Thank you,
Roberta Richards
Southeast Portland, 97215

“We basically have three choices: mitigation, adaptation and suffering. We’re going to do some of
each. The question is what the mix is going to be. The more mitigation we do, the less adaptation
will be required and the less suffering there will be.” ― John Holdren, climate advisor to President
Obama
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

portlandkelly@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kelly Rodgers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:06:20 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kelly Rodgers
3011 NE Hoyt St Unit A Portland, OR 97232-3497
portlandkelly@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

iam.lmyeo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Yeo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 1:03:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
We need more ambitious pollution reductions -- by 2030! And caps on industrial polluters. Please do better. The
climate is changing faster than we are.
Sincerely,
Lisa Yeo
1414 SE Ramona St Portland, OR 97202-4922
iam.lmyeo@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pinkiesmom@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Van Hoy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:41:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon legislation needs to match the challenges of our planet, and the needs of Oregonians. Currently DEQ, when
I've talked to them about local polluting issues, have at best passed me off to other agencies. If this is the reaction
locally, no wonder that non-profits are asking DEQ to strengthen a draft of Climate Protection PRogram rules.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
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frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.

Sincerely,
Karen Van Hoy
11700 SW Allen Blvd Apt 44 Beaverton, OR 97005-4852
pinkiesmom@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eric-politics@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric Lambart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 10:31:35 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Eric Lambart
7122 N Oatman Ave Portland, OR 97217-5834
eric-politics@nomeaning.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Willer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:21:13 PM

To the Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am writing to strongly urge that Oregon take bold climate action. I appreciate the hard work of DEQ in
establishing requirements for the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04), and the plan takes into account
that marginalized communities contribute less to Greenhouse Gas emissions, and suffer more from the
pollution than the rest of us.
As a mother, grandmother and retired therapist, I've seen how connection (or lack of it) to the natural
world has a profound effect on human physical and mental health. The devastating heat waves, drought and
fires we are currently suffering in Oregon, are destroying the natural world, our agricultural lands and crops, and
making the livelihoods of our farmers and ranchers increasingly difficult.
That this is occurring with 1.2 C degrees, underscores the imperative that we reduce emissions by at least the targets
of EO 20-04 (45% below 1990 by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050). The caps set in the current draft
regulations are unacceptable.
It is imperative that Community Climate Investments (CCI) be carefully designed and well monitored. CCI
approvals must be contingent upon clear proof of achieving at least as much greenhouse gas reduction in the long
term as would their equivalent direct emission caps.
The consensus of U.N. scientists as published in the recent IPCC report is that every state and nation must cut
climate pollution in half this decade to avoid a catastrophic level of warming. Oregon must do its part, and cut 50%
of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
Thank-you.
Very truly yours,
Judy D. Wilder, LPC
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

katwest5000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kat West
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:21:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kat West
3841 SE MILL St Portland, OR 97214
katwest5000@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kara.s.brody@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kara Brody
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:41:04 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kara Brody
5925 NE 18th Ave Portland, OR 97211-5417
kara.s.brody@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

corypinckard@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cory Pinckard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:32:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Electric cars also destroy the environment through resource mining, manufacturing processes and ultimately going
to the landfill in mass droves. The pollution they cause is simply unnecessary as is the amount of urban space
squandered on parking and other paved over autocentric wastes. They also perpetuate urban sprawl, the food deserts
that come from that invariably, along with cities that are not navigable as a pedestrian or bicyclist and are, in fact,
inhospitable to humanity. They add to traffic congestion. Putting the financial burden of transportation inefficiently
and directly on the individual citizen is simply not wise or fair and hasn’t been the norm for even 80 years. We need
to invest in commuter rail that’s properly implemented as it typically is overseas. The American people are apathetic
through decades of disenfranchisement and a lot of that marginalization (eg Robert Moses’s racist urban renewal) is
through divestment of public infrastructure, utilities and programs to help the American people. Public works
improving life for the taxpaying citizenry materially will bolster civic pride. We need to know we have a future and
an equitable shot at thriving. Transcontinental High Speed Rail should integrate seamlessly with commuter rail
networks so it can evenly function as one cohesive system and this will convert flyover country back into a thriving
heartland by functioning as an artery of commute and commerce which will reduce clustering on the coasts.
Similarly, wholly integrated circuits of commuter rail blended with interurban routes, light rail lines, street car
networks, subways, and even trolleys would prevent people from having to live on top of each other in city centers
in order to have quick access to urban cores and downtown areas so this would stimulate our local economies and
prevent gentrification from demolishing cherished heirlooms of our historicity, destroying our classic
neighborhoods, shredding the fabric of our communities and toppling our civic landmarks and architectural
heirlooms along with other social capital such as venerable culture generating venues. Numerous studies show that
homogenously bleak and bland duplitecture that profiteering developers build for the profits of themselves and
corporate slumlords not only causes homelessness from being financially inaccessible to most Americans, but also
causes depression from creating such a devastatingly depressing, unloving urban habitat that’s too congested and
overcrowded to work properly as a correctly engineered built environment. Our roadways are overcrowded and no
amount of widening them and adding lanes will do anything to help it because it just leads to induced demand that
inevitably grinds to a halt at snags and bottlenecks down the road. Shouldn’t American cities be thriving centers of
culture and character rather than austere and chintzy morasses of mediocrity? I believe that we can build back better
and that we also must for America to have any sort of a bright future ahead of it. Right now we are mired in the
destruction of our cities from the inward attacking neocolonial oppressors who weaponize their clout of wealth
against the nation for their own off-shore un-American gains of privileged, parasitic, private profits. This greed
fueled anti-social exploitation is present day feudalism driving us into another gilded age. Tons of new
petrochemical building “luxury living” housing units remain empty serving only as financial assets in investment
portfolios of hedge fund and permanent capital firm cretins instead of as direly needed shelter for humans. We
deserve a landscape we can be proud of and country should come first before corporate looting and exploitation.
Legacies are important and live on forever. With space opened up in our cities we could rebuild beloved structures
gone from economic and environmental disaster utilizing new technologies such as hempcrete and 3-D printing. We
could create vertical farms etc. on
Sincerely,
Cory Pinckard
10830 SW Canterbury Ln Portland, OR 97224-3648
corypinckard@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:58:12 PM

Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
As a long time resident and climate activist, I am excited that we are starting to see the Oregon
Climate Action Plan take shape. DEQ plays a very important role in this critical time as we
work to reduce our emissions footprint and I am writing today to say that we need to
strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules, so that we are as effective in reducing
emissions as possible.
The most crucial aspect of the OCAP is that it requires large methane gas and oil emitters to
reduce their pollution. We must remain strong on the regulation of these source polluters, and
if possible increase the rate which oil companies are regulated (sooner than 2031).
I worry about the Community Climate Investments offset loophole. While we do need
investments to help frontline communities respond with resiliency to the climate crisis, there is
the risk that polluters can use this to end run the requirement to reduce emissions. I encourage
DEQ to review the CCI program and reduce the amount of offsets that polluters can buy.
Additionally, a percentage of funds in the CCI program must be guaranteed to low-income,
rural, Tribal and BIPOC communities.
I would also like to encourage DEQ to accelerate the reduction of the pollution cap. The data
show that we have no time to lose in reducing our emissions. I support a 50% reduction by
2030 and a 100% reduction by 2050 or sooner. We can achieve net zero emissions by
including “stationary source” industrial polluters in the CPP rules. These polluters should not
be exempt from the cap, and should have a strict schedule to reduce their emissions. All large
polluters must be held accountable.
With OCAP, Oregon has the opportunity to be a leader in successfully reducing greenhouse
gasses. I urge you to leverage the science and listen the communities most affected by the
climate crisis. Please make the best of this short window of opportunity we have.
Sincerely,
Jennifer MacDonald
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nealhadley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Neal Hadley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:12:43 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon must take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis and reduce our climate pollution to 80% below
1990 levels by 2050, not the inflated level from 2010. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
insufficient to meet our goals per Governor Brown's Executive Order. The targets need to be based on the latest
science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are
needed to return to a healthy climate. Make the cap stronger.
The Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a pollution cap on
natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before; this is good. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. This is an unacceptable loophole that
will make our goals unattainable. DEQ should revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single
climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities. At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments
qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I have moved my residence within the last year in large part due to the increasing costs and hazards brought by
climate change. I've heard that Oregon is only one tenth of one percent of the problem with climate pollution and
why should we do the heavy lifting. I say that if our leadership and example brings nine other states of our size on
board, addressing one percent of our global crisis is plenty significant. We've got to get the ball rolling. This
experiment of global warming humans are conducting will take us into uncharted territory. The number of climate
refugees will increase exponentially. Oregon will not be immune.
Sincerely,
Neal Hadley
10907 E Mapleton Rd Mapleton, OR 97453-9635
nealhadley@mulberryorchard.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

anna@growingpeace.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 4:34:53 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
My husband and I are in the process to selling our small farm in Talent, Oregon since we no
longer have sufficient water to maintain the pasture for our sheep. We are just one tiny
example of local Oregonians being effected by climate change. Certainly those Oregonians
who have lost their homes and businesses due to the increasing fires over the last few years are
a much more devastating result of climate change. It is time to take action!
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft
rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is
your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be
based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must
make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from
the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but
as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one
credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering
the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Anna Cassilly
Talent, Oregon 97540
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
If I'm using Nonviolent Communication I never, never, never hear what somebody thinks about me…
Hear the truth. The truth is that when somebody's telling you what's wrong with you, the truth is they
have a need that isn't getting met. Hear that they're in pain.
Marshall Rosenberg
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Anna Cassilly
Growing Peace
www.growingpeace.net
anna@growingpeace.net
541-301-7993
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

glasslab@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Glassmire
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:12:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Please strengthen the draft Climate Protection Program rules.
A. The draft plan has a cap on GHG emissions -- good!
    But do not exempt natural gas power plants from the cap. No power generation should be exempt.
B. Please speed up the schedule for reducing GHG emissions. Regulations to reduce emissions have consistently
failed to act fast enough.
    Please don't make that mistake again.
Thank you.
William Glassmire
Corvallis Oregon
Sincerely,
William Glassmire
1310 NW Spring St Corvallis, OR 97330-2363
glasslab@fastmail.fm
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lcardiff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lynn Cardiff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 24, 2021 8:33:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lynn Cardiff
No NO Salem, OR 97301
lcardiff@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

primocarnese@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Carnese
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 24, 2021 3:10:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Carnese
1627 SE Reedway St Apt 106 Portland, OR 97202-5153
primocarnese@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

julianbose@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julian Bose
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:02:15 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Julian Bose
111 NE 6th Ave Portland, OR 97232-2969
julianbose@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy Spofford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, September 20, 2021 11:23:19 AM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Date: September 20, 2012
Dear DEQ,
We have just witnessed one of the hottest summers in Oregon history and lived through
devastating forest fires and ongoing drought. I despair for my grandchildren’s future. DEQ’s
proposed Climate Protection Program that requires fossil gas companies to reduce greenhouse
gas pollution for the first time is a good start in trying to stem the tide of climate change, but it
does not go far enough if our children and grandchildren are going to have a future,
For Oregon to take responsibility for our share of the climate crisis and prevent more harm to
public health, we must hold the largest climate polluters accountable for reducing climate
pollution. EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting
the six fracked gas power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top polluters off the hook. Together
Oregon’s fracked gas power sector will produce over 9 million tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent each year. This figure does not include the significant upstream pollution that arises
from methane pollution, where fracked gas leaks from wells, pipes, compressors, and other
equipment. The processes of fracking for gas, gathering fracked gas, and transporting and
compressing fracked gas all generate huge streams of methane pollution that are not captured
in the pollution tally for Oregon’s fracked gas power plants.
Some say that RNG, biofuels and biomass are the answer. While these sources of energy may
offer environmental advantages over the combustion of fracked gas, they still contribute to
climate change and harm communities, and DEQ’s rulemaking should not ignore those costs.
The draft rules should not wholly exempt greenhouse gas emissions from the combustion of
RNG, biofuels, and biomass.
Thank you for considering these comments.
Sincerely,
Cathy Spofford
Cspof1@gmail.com
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wesleytward@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wesley Ward
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:24:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
To:             Department of Environmental Quality
From:           Wesley Ward, Portland, Oregon
RE:             Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Rulemaking
I live within 0.2 miles of the Brooklyn railyard and work with three independent organizations and the Brooklyn
Neighborhood Association on diesel pollution and climate change issues.
I endorse all the points made by the Oregon League of Conservation Voters and wish to add the following concerns
and suggestions.
1.      The DEQ proposal is unlikely to reduce GHG emissions quickly enough. Without clear explanation, it ignores
the current and continuing effects of diesel pollution, one of the largest sources of greenhouse gas emissions,
especially in Oregon’s metropolitan areas. Like many others, I had thought of diesel emissions as primarily affecting
public health; but I have come to realize, as DEQ certainly does, that on-going diesel emissions also affect the
climate, both as CO2 and as the aerosol Black Carbon that (along with methane and hydrocarbons) is many times
more damaging than CO2. Because Black Carbon loses its carbon-forcing effectiveness within months, a concerted
effort to diminish these almost constant emissions, now and once and for all, would have much greater impact, more
quickly, than the longer-term actions described in the DEQ proposal.
2.      DEQ’s proposal may have ignored Black Carbon because the Legislature unaccountably has not designated
Black Carbon as greenhouse gas that comes under DEQ’s purview. But regulating diesel CO2 to the extent possible
under existing state and federal law would have the collateral effect of cutting Black Carbon. Moreover, for some
unexplained reason, the DEQ plan ignores a mechanism available under existing law that could effectively manage
both CO2 and Black Carbon without new authority from the legislature. The Indirect Source powers that DEQ and
the EQC already have would provide a mechanism to implement substantial GHG reductions more quickly than the
proposals in this plan. Last year, EQC followed DEQ’s negative recommendation and denied a comprehensive
Indirect Source petition. It did so flatly and gratuitously, when it could have used the petition as a clear indication of
public support and developed its own, less comprehensive and complex Indirect Source rule focused on sites
emitting the highest levels of diesel pollution affecting the most vulnerable neighborhoods.
3.      I urge Governor Brown, the EQC, and DEQ to give serious consideration, as part of this proposal, to
implementing a targeted Indirect Source regulation that will go into effect within three years and will make the
owners of substantial Indirect Sources, such as large construction sites, railyards, warehouses, shipping centers, and
ports, to manage their facilities in a manner that substantially reduces the amount and concentration of climate
forcing, public health menacing diesel pollution by the trucking companies making daily use of these largely
unregulated facilities.
Respectully submitted,
Wesley Ward
SE Portland, Brooklyn Neighborhood
Sincerely,
Wesley Ward
4315 SE 16th Ave Portland, OR 97202-3937
wesleytward@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sevenstarsp7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christopher Michaels
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 24, 2021 1:49:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Christopher Michaels
1193 Van Buren St Eugene, OR 97402-4733
sevenstarsp7@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan LaPoma
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 24, 2021 11:23:41 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution at least by 50%
by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial stationary sources
accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.

FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program
will not achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed
cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum
targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels
by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more
ambitious climate pollution reductions– cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030– are
needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.

DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in
Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and
instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these
sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire
purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then
the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be
verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline
consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later
date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state’s largest single climate
polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.

INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial
approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee that this program
will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or copollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and
communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate
pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the
cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
Additionally, the CCI fund should include carbon sequestration projects as
supportable options.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to define clearly what
kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real
cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off
the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can
still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate
protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ryan LaPoma
Bend, 97702
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alice.shapiro2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alice Shapiro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:32:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I have been active in the environmental movement for many years. Now, as an elder, I work in support of the
younger people who are seeking climate justice. This evening, due to limited time, I will address my concern that
OHSU is excluded from regulation as one of the stationary sources of pollution.
According to an article in OHSU News, January 13, 2021, health care is responsible for a staggering 10% of carbon
emissions in the U.S. An NIH study published in 2016 stated that “The U.S. health care sector is highly
interconnected with industrial activities that emit much of the nation’s pollution to air, water, and soils.” And this
study further states that emissions, which are directly and indirectly attributable to the health care sector, pose
potential harmful effects to public health.
Also, hospitals produce 29 pounds of waste per bed a day and that the anesthetic gases used daily are themselves
greenhouse gases. Those volatile gases have major atmospheric effects that contribute to ozone depletion in the
stratosphere and to greenhouse warming in the troposphere.
I now live in a senior community, Terwilliger Plaza, where several hundred seniors reside, just at the base of
Marquam hill, the location of OHSU. Many of us, including me, rely upon the competent health care we receive
from this facility. However, in order to fully protect our health, we must know which and how many, and what
volume of pollutants are produced by this facility and be able to protect ourselves.
There is an expression, even older than I, “knowledge is power”. We must be empowered to protect our health.
Sincerely,
Alice Shapiro
2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd Apt 320 Portland, OR 97201-6304
alice.shapiro2@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rhonda Lawrence
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 19, 2021 12:57:35 PM

This is no time for compromise. We know that estimates regarding the
reduction of carbon emissions are conservative. We should have the
strongest caps possible on emissions.
I'm a rural Oregonian and I am frustrated and saddened to experience another
summer of fires and smoke in Oregon, and with more than 100 of our fellow
Oregonians killed by extreme heat– all due to climate change.
Please be a leader in the nation and demonstrate to other states what is needed
and how to do it. Giving large polluters a pass might make them happy, but what
about the rest of us? I'm willing to pay more for energy, if we are going to
accomplish significant reductions in emissions.
Thank you,
Rhonda Lawrence
Grants Pass, Josephine County 97526
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rennor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Norah Renken
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 9:32:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Norah Renken
5603 N Syracuse St Portland, OR 97203-5241
rennor@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karl MacNair
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, September 18, 2021 12:24:11 PM

Dear DEQ,
First of all, thank you for all your hard work on the Climate Protection Program (CPP). As detailed in
the recent report by the UN, we have already waited too long to take action
(https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/09/climate/climate-change-report-ipcc-un.html?smid=urlshare).
I am a resident of Medford, OR and I’m very concerned about our impact on the climate and how we
are going to make changes that are impactful enough to ensure my kids can grow up on a planet
that will sustain them. In consideration of that, I would like to offer some comments and encourage
you to make the CPP even stronger:
1. DEQ’s proposal to include an increasing number of oil companies in the program each year is
a good compromise from previous draft rules. I would encourage the final rules to go further
to include more oil companies at a faster rate.
2. Community Climate Investments should be a more limited part of the Climate Protection
Program. DEQ’s recent move to limit how many CCIs polluters can buy and use to comply with
the program is a good start. At minimum, it should stay at these new proposed levels but I
would like to see it decrease further in the final rules to ensure that polluters are actually
reducing more emissions in their own operations. I support a requirement for DEQ to review
the CCI program every two years.
3. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not follow the
science. Oregonians demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered
sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter and your continued efforts to make Oregon a
climate change leader.
Sincerely,
Karl MacNair
Medford, OR 97504
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jsklof@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of S Klof
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 24, 2021 1:12:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
S Klof
766 Charles Ave S Salem, OR 97302-6005
jsklof@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

geiserbend@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Geiser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 12:43:38 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Peter Geiser
97 NW Shasta Pl Bend, OR 97703-2659
geiserbend@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lighttb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ted Light
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 24, 2021 7:21:11 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ted Light
612 SE 48th Ave Portland, OR 97215-1721
lighttb@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amalia Gladhart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:07:13 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
It has been another hard summer of climate crisis in Oregon. The drought-parched air has been
thick with smoke, trees and fish are dying; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by
extreme heat. Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis. Against the
best advice of scientists, our greenhouse gas pollution continues at unsustainable levels.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program represent a missed opportunity; they are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility.
For Oregon to take responsibility for our share of the climate crisis and prevent more harm to
public health, we must hold the largest climate polluters accountable for reducing climate
pollution. DEQ’s proposed Climate Protection Program requires fossil gas companies to
reduce greenhouse gas pollution for the first time in Oregon. It’s a good start, but the rules
must go further. By including only pollution from the combustion of fuels, the plan excludes
leakage of damaging gases throughout the natural gas lifecycle or emissions from fuel
production, resulting in an unreasonable advantage to fossil gas — a fuel that should be
completely eliminated — and biofuels that generate pollution during production and
combustion.
DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not follow the
science. Oregonians demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered
sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050.
I support a requirement for DEQ to review the CCI program every two years to ensure CCIs
investments reduce an average of one ton of climate pollution each or more and prioritize
investments in communities most impacted by climate damages. DEQ should include in its
biennial report to the Environmental Quality Commission a recommendation for changing the
price of CCIs as needed to meet climate and equity goals.
A clear percentage of CCI investments should be guaranteed to those on the frontlines of
harm from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. The
current language is too vague, only prescribing that DEQ *may* prioritize CCI projects that
benefit frontline communities, among other purposes. Each CCI credit should eliminate one
ton of climate pollution. DEQ should review all CCIs every two years to get as close to that
target as possible and the price of a CCI should be adjust when necessary to ensure that it
covers the cost of investing in enough clean energy to achieve that one ton reduction in
pollution.
Stationary source polluters should not be exempted from the cap in the Climate Protection
Program. At the very least, industrial polluters should be required follow some form of
mandatory emissions reductions, in line with the state’s climate targets. At minimum, an
unbiased third-party should decide the actions industrial emitters must take to reduce climate
and air pollution. These plans should be reviewed every 3 years.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
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Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Amalia Gladhart
Eugene, 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

seymh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rona Homer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:18:00 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rona Homer
24745 N 117th St Scottsdale, AZ 85255-5900
seymh@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ms.jdstaton@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janiece Staton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 8:27:36 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Janiece Staton
817 SW 171st Ave Beaverton, OR 97006-4938
ms.jdstaton@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

djripke1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Jean Sharp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 8:26:18 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Donna Jean Sharp
26110 Bud Ln Veneta, OR 97487-9688
djripke1@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mkpritchard1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Pritchard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 10:33:44 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Pritchard
2460 Pioneer Pike Eugene, OR 97401-5588
mkpritchard1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stephaniekhouston@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Houston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 8:13:42 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Houston
1137 Village Square Dr Ashland, OR 97520-2372
stephaniekhouston@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

radtoth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Myra Toth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 8:44:25 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Myra Toth
PO Box 11 Ojai, CA 93024-0011
radtoth@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stacyann.flaherty@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stacy Flaherty
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:07:07 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stacy Flaherty
3210 NE 37th Ave Portland, OR 97212-2801
stacyann.flaherty@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

katswent@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine Wentworth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:49:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Katherine Wentworth
3709 E Coffey Ln Newberg, OR 97132-1595
katswent@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

WalksAlone18@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brendan Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:35:10 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Brendan Lee
PO Box 501 Marylhurst, OR 97036-0501
WalksAlone18@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

NicolaOrangeAndBlue@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nicola Dandelion
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:15:33 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nicola Dandelion
1043 K St Crescent City, CA 95531-2710
NicolaOrangeAndBlue@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mgrtleene@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Margaret Keene
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:26:38 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Margaret Keene
645 SW Loafers Ln Madras, OR 97741-9396
mgrtleene@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

samuelglewis01@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samuel Lewis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:40:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Samuel Lewis
61349 Elkhorn St Bend, OR 97702-2094
samuelglewis01@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

teresas62@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teresa Schader
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:04:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Teresa Schader
20846 Solstice Dr Bend, OR 97703-8405
teresas62@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

teresas62@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teresa Schader
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:04:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Teresa Schader
20846 Solstice Dr Bend, OR 97703-8405
teresas62@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

irisanorga315@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Iris Anorga-Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:23:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Iris Anorga-Cook
1001 NW Lovejoy St Unit 409 Portland, OR 97209-3568
irisanorga315@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

andreab@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of andrea benson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:40:28 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
andrea benson
446 NE Hazelfern Pl Portland, OR 97232-3328
andreab@spiretech.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michemckay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michele McKay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:48:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michele McKay
1307 NW Saginaw Ave Bend, OR 97703-1530
michemckay@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

aliciaschubert@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alicia Schubert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:02:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alicia Schubert
15585 NW Melody Ln Beaverton, OR 97006-5306
aliciaschubert@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tarandactyl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Taran Nadler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:08:26 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Taran Nadler
3116 SE 67th Ave Portland, OR 97206-1942
tarandactyl@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

julie.shjandemaar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julie Shjandemaar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:41:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Julie Shjandemaar
5131 SE Meldrum Ave Milwaukie, OR 97267-6747
julie.shjandemaar@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

goldfeld@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne Goldfeld
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:24:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Anne Goldfeld
18090 NW Cornell Rd Apt A Beaverton, OR 97006-8701
goldfeld@aya.yale.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dianedalychavez@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Chavez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:08:35 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.

Sincerely,
Diane Chavez
370 19th St NE Salem, OR 97301-4301
dianedalychavez@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Craig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:01:37 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I am very concerned about the climate crisis in Oregon, where the state has become
inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians
killed by extreme heat, all due to climate change. My biggest concern is not acting fast enough
and not being as proactive as is necessary to mindfully effect climate change and give future
generations a livable planet.
My wife and I moved to Portland from Cleveland Ohio in 2009, we retired in Bend in 2018.
Oregon offers plenty of clean streams and lakes, mountains, forests, and the Pacific coast for
outdoor recreation. Being able to enjoy all types of outdoor recreation is a big part of why we
live in Oregon. I remember growing up in Cleveland in the 60s when there was smoke and
smell from the steel mills and Lake Erie was considered a dead lake due to pollution. The city
became to butt of a joke when the Cuyahoga River caught fire in the 70s. That made me
aware of what happens to the climate if there aren’t strict regulations about pollution.
Pollution was reduced and fishing is now popular on Lake Erie and even in the Cuyahoga River,
BUT over 50 years later there is still some concern about eating the fish due to mercury and
PCB content. Lake Erie is an example of not being responsible.
Oregon is not taking enough responsibility regarding the climate crisis. The state’s greenhouse
gas pollution is continuing at unsustainable levels and our state officials need to follow the
best advice of scientists. The Department of Environmental Quality’s (DEQ) draft rules for the
Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment
in history to step up.
These 3 points are a good start;
1. For the first time in Oregon, fossil gas companies will be held responsible for reducing
their climate pollution.
2. Oil companies selling in Oregon will be asked to reduce their climate pollution. Each
year companies will be added to the program until 2031 when about 98% of oil’s
climate pollution will be regulated and must be reduced.
3. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are DEQ designed alternatives for large polluters
to account for 10-20% of their required climate pollution reduction in the Climate
Protection Program.
BUT, the 3 points are not enough, in addition, I urge the DEQ to do the following;
1. FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear, and it tells us that every state must cut
climate pollution by 50% by 2030 and 90% by 2050.
2. HOLD LARGE POLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Oregon doesn’t have climate pollution
regulations on major industrial emitters or stationary sources like smoke emitting
factories. Stationary source polluters should not bet exempted from the cap in the
Climate Protection Program. At a minimum, an unbiased third-party should decide the
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actions industrial emitters must take to reduce Climate and air pollution with regular
reviews at least every 3 years.
3. INVEST TO REDUCE POLLUTION & BENEFIT FRONTLINE COMMUNITIES: A clear
percentage Community Climate Investments should be guaranteed to those on the
frontlines of harm from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal and BIPOC
communities.
I encourage our state to do more to ensure a better climate for future generations. This
program has huge potential, can still be meaningful and needs immediate action. Please listen
to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health. Investments in
clean energy will improve health in our communities, lower energy costs, and create good
paying local jobs.
Sincerely,
Joe Craig
Retired SVP of North America, Columbia Sportswear
Board Member of The Conservation Alliance
2807 NW Shields Drive
Bend, OR 97703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rideif@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ross Winsor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:49:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ross Winsor
1609 SW Chandler Ave Bend, OR 97702-5102
rideif@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

john@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Barger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:38:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Barger
7752 SE 44th Ave Portland, OR 97206-8418
john@johnbarger.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marta@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marta Boyett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:47:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marta Boyett
89819 Demming Rd Elmira, OR 97437-9618
marta@epud.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ianddcook@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:25:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Cook
709 S Main St Joseph, OR 97846-8513
ianddcook@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kfrance@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kurt France
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:33:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kurt France
5335 SE Washington St Portland, OR 97215-1870
kfrance@brenntag.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bgreen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of B.Greene
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:51:37 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
B. Greene
4637 N Congress Ave Portland, OR 97217-3031
bgreen@flyingfocus.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kellylanspa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kelly Lanspa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:23:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kelly Lanspa
7710 SE 35th Ave Portland, OR 97202-8408
kellylanspa@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kittysavagenyc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kitty Savage
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:42:44 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kitty Savage
PO Box 415 Tillson, NY 12486-0415
kittysavagenyc@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

landd_2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dave King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:57:21 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dave King
8716 N Edison St Portland, OR 97203-5316
landd_2@q.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

leeschmidt1938@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lee Schmidt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:36:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lee Schmidt
13505 SE River Rd Apt 211 Portland, OR 97222-8230
leeschmidt1938@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marygr8house@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Greathouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:36:02 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Greathouse
4124 Redwood Ave Grants Pass, OR 97527-9220
marygr8house@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mvensnyder@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Valerie Snyder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 11:11:26 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Valerie Snyder
3311 Valley Crest Way Forest Grove, OR 97116-1025
mvensnyder@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cheryl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cheryl Heinrichs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:33:59 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Heinrichs
1965 NW 2nd St Bend, OR 97703-1250
Cheryl@CHArchitecture.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

atomsky@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andy Tomsky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:12:00 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Andy Tomsky
PO Box 683 San Marcos, CA 92079-0683
atomsky@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hotep@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Demelza Costa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:28:17 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Demelza Costa
28626 Ridgeway Rd Sweet Home, OR 97386-9523
hotep@centurytel.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mickeygs49@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mick Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:39:22 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mick Smith
2790 Diane St Ashland, OR 97520-3773
mickeygs49@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

janmacwill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jan MacWilliams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:32:13 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jan MacWilliams
2007 NE 65th Ave Portland, OR 97213-4812
janmacwill@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lha4444@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rev Linda Andrews
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:50:25 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rev Linda Andrews
5114 SW Scholls Ferry Rd Portland, OR 97225-1675
lha4444@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

parkermedford@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Medford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:29:15 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Medford
7020 SW 82nd Ave Tigard, OR 97223-7316
parkermedford@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rpneff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ray Neff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:10:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ray Neff
524 E 32nd Ave Eugene, OR 97405-3761
rpneff@efn.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

karenjmcgill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen McGill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:23:23 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Karen McGill
6235 SE Woodstock Blvd Portland, OR 97206-6648
karenjmcgill@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

barrygreenhill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barry Greenhill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:55:20 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Barry Greenhill
11309 Myrtle Ln Reston, VA 20191-3913
barrygreenhill@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nancyperkinson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Perkinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:06:05 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Perkinson
490 16th Ave Coos Bay, OR 97420-4470
nancyperkinson@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eveorient@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eve Bernfeld
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:23:45 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Eve Bernfeld
6922 N Newcastle Ave Portland, OR 97217-5351
eveorient@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maya.Holzman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of MayaLisa Holzman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 7:29:54 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
MayaLisa Holzman
61486 Hackleman Ct Bend, OR 97702-3560
Maya.Holzman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

clasico18@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Claire Cohen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:54:54 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Claire Cohen
5051 Foothills Dr Lake Oswego, OR 97034-3201
clasico18@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cammiespammie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Camden Sabat
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:50:02 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Camden Sabat
2050 NE Hollow Tree Ln Bend, OR 97701-6551
cammiespammie@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

airbat@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nicholas Lenchner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:45:55 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Lenchner
1324 Cashew Rd Santa Rosa, CA 95403-1543
airbat@pacbell.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jmabwalker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joan Walker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:02:19 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joan Walker
602 W Crocker Ave Big Pine, CA 93513-2042
jmabwalker@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stevetall@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:08:51 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steve Wilson
460 Salishan Hills Dr Gleneden Beach, OR 97388
stevetall@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

salmonberries@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Mamoyac
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:07:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steve Mamoyac
2988 NW Angelica Dr Corvallis, OR 97330-3621
salmonberries@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kenkebisek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ken Kebisek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:08:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ken Kebisek
10986 SW Washington St Portland, OR 97225-6963
kenkebisek@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jmosher1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joyce Mosher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:56:39 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joyce Mosher
61 Wellington Rd Delmar, NY 12054-3321
jmosher1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jfreeberg0@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Freeberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:19:42 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
James Freeberg
823 Blackberry Ln Ashland, OR 97520-1464
jfreeberg0@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

smojo9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Merrill Ahrens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:01:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Merrill Ahrens
424 NE Royal Ct Portland, OR 97232-3342
smojo9@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

manapranabanana@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Larry Morningstar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:03:42 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Larry Morningstar
315 S 1st St Talent, OR 97540-7005
manapranabanana@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jeannestpierre@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeanne St.Pierre
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:25:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS

Sincerely,
Jeanne St. Pierre
5583 Oak Heights Ct SE Salem, OR 97306-1693
jeannestpierre@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kristygiles@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristy Giles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:01:24 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kristy Giles
14381 SE Charjan St Clackamas, OR 97015-9347
kristygiles@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jamfriend@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judith Maron-Friend
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:18:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Judith Maron-Friend
8725 NE Broadway Portland, OR 97220-5630
jamfriend@pm.me
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

homerjim82@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:01:04 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Amy Roberts
2883 NW Sunny Ln Albany, OR 97321-9637
homerjim82@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

miss_sweetyd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of J BVD
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:06:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
J BVD
95 Nashville Rd Eddyville, OR 97343-9752
miss_sweetyd@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

holly.zapf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Holly Zapf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 1:00:31 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Holly Zapf
2137 NE 12th Ave Portland, OR 97212-4307
holly.zapf@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gsirmans@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Glenna Sirmans
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:02:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Glenna Sirmans
1597 NW Portland Ave Apt 2 Bend, OR 97703-1474
gsirmans@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lmurdock@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lewis Murdock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:44:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,

Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.

I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
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frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lewis Murdock
3541 Kent Creek Rd Winston, OR 97496-9539
lmurdock@mcsi.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

becca.bishop@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Bishop
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:44:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Bishop
5253 SW Pacific Coast Hwy Waldport, OR 97394-9080
becca.bishop@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Wheeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:17:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mark Wheeler
628 SE 58th Ave Portland, OR 97215-1826
mark@rootsrealty.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

donna_hostler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Hostler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:40:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Donna Hostler
4915 SW Martha St Portland, OR 97221-1820
donna_hostler@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jen1972@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jen Eiffert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:28:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
jen Eiffert
2955 David Ln Medford, OR 97504-9403
jen1972@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidirfox@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heidi Fox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:10:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Heidi Fox
672 SW Touchmark Way Portland, OR 97225-6314
Heidirfox@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

harigun@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Khalsa-Wyborski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:27:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,

Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Khalsa-Wyborski
980 14th St NE Salem, OR 97301-1330
harigun@lovepac.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steve.oder@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Oder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:43:19 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steve Oder
1865 1/2 NE Seavy Ave Corvallis, OR 97330-4498
steve.oder@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cwbycj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christophe Jonatowski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:19:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Christophe Jonatowski
10114 Stonehurst Ave Sun Valley, CA 91352-1127
cwbycj@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

prapportnd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phyllis Rapport
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:41:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Rapport
620 Morey Rd Talent, OR 97540-7751
prapportnd@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jimaardvark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Hinsvark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:02:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Programdraft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jim Hinsvark
11875 Monitor Mckee Rd NE Woodburn, OR 97071-9089
jimaardvark@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brodnax@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Brodnax
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:02:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Brodnax
1327 Scoville Ave Berwyn, IL 60402-1158
brodnax@alumni.northwestern.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

salarlene@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sally Gillette
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:55:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sally Gillette
9655 SW North Dakota St Portland, OR 97223-6574
salarlene@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kathy.mitchell5232@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Mitchell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 11:01:29 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Mitchell
5232 SE Madison St Portland, OR 97215-2667
kathy.mitchell5232@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

merrittregna@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Regna Merritt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:52:19 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Regna Merritt
260 NW Pittock Ave Portland, OR 97210-1075
merrittregna@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lizartoz86@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizaveta Yufereva
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:58:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Elizaveta Yufereva
320 Lincoln St Apt 201 Fairview, OR 97024-3773
lizartoz86@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gmackertich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of g m
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:07:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
gm
129 Nopal St Florence, OR 97439-9659
gmackertich@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

skazz999W@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Ratcliff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:35:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Philip Ratcliff
4665 Tragen Ct SE Salem, OR 97302-3533
skazz999W@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dgendvil@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:04:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave # 360 Las Vegas, NV 89117-5744
dgendvil@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bch-j@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ben Horner-Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:29:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ben Horner-Johnson
12074 SE 37th Ave Milwaukie, OR 97222-6914
bch-j@nualumni.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

moondaughter72@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Saxon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:09:19 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Diana Saxon
4098 Market St NE Salem, OR 97301-1918
moondaughter72@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

zvan030@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ro Vanstrien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:04:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ro Vanstrien
25 Independence Blvd Warren, NJ 07059-2720
zvan030@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

g.geiser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gloria Geiser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:01:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Gloria Geiser
5237 NE 32nd Ave Portland, OR 97211-6913
g.geiser@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ackley.sally@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sally Ackley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:03:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sally Ackley
4580 SW Chunut Ct Tualatin, OR 97062-6720
ackley.sally@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

flharty@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Florence Harty
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:58:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Florence Harty
1130 NW Baker Dr White Salmon, WA 98672-8901
flharty@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kmfutornick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathi Futornick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:57:20 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. As a former DEQ employee, my review of the draft rules
for the CPP are not sufficient and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathi Futornick
14800 NE Blue Bird Hill Ln Dayton, OR 97114-7005
kmfutornick@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bramma5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barb McCown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:53:13 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Barb McCown
61367 King Jehu Way Bend, OR 97702-2816
bramma5@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dmiles220@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Drew Miles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:49:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Drew Miles
7524 NE Pacific St Portland, OR 97213-6275
dmiles220@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jamesmeyer.rooftop@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of james meyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:42:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
james meyer
3907 SW View Point Ter Portland, OR 97239-4117
jamesmeyer.rooftop@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hjpatterson23@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Howard Patterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:48:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Howard Patterson
267 N Ivy St Portland, OR 97227-1587
hjpatterson23@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kenbrinich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ken Brinich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:38:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ken Brinich
514 NW State St Bend, OR 97703-2553
kenbrinich@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

johnstons@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Johnston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:31:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stephen Johnston
283 E 38th Ave Eugene, OR 97405-4713
johnstons@lanecc.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hmoissant@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Helen Moissant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:26:31 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Helen Moissant
2965 Ross Ln Central Point, OR 97502-1379
hmoissant@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nelo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Payne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:30:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Richard Payne
18925 SW Cascadia St Beaverton, OR 97078-1418
nelo@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lapaget@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ted LaPage
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:26:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ted LaPage
2026 NW Lance Way Corvallis, OR 97330-2211
lapaget@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pierce.linda47@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Pierce
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:19:30 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Pierce
1724 Broadway St NE Salem, OR 97301-0509
pierce.linda47@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jim.rankin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Rankin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:23:29 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
James Rankin
111 NW 11th St Corvallis, OR 97330-6070
jim.rankin@oregonstate.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cheerssusan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:15:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Thompson
PO Box 8046 Portland, OR 97207-8046
cheerssusan@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jimaardvark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Hinsvark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:19:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
As long as we let them industrial polluters will continue to pollute. . We, the people, are the ones who will pay the
long term costs of industrial polluters. They want society to pay the cost of their pollution. Ruin the Commons, that
which belongs to all of us for the gain of a few.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
It amazes me that there are currently no climate pollution regulations on companies.
Do not allow industrial polluters an exemption on polluting. The economy will adjust. That is what capitalism does,
makes room for new and better ways.
Do not allow industrial polluters a free pass on making this world a better place. A better place for not only humans,
but all life.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
We need a program that installs solar arrays for people who can then divert their existing electric bills to paying off
their new systems. In the end they have their own power source and we have a better place to live- a better
environment.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jim Hinsvark
11875 Monitor Mckee Rd NE Woodburn, OR 97071-9089
jimaardvark@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

adrianbergeron@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adrian Bergeron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:11:30 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Adrian Bergeron
128 W DAWSON St Halfway, OR 97834
adrianbergeron@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gailee51@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gail Saito
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:18:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
We must act now to protect our precious earth. PLEASE strengthen the Climate Protection Program. This program
has huge potential. Listen to the voices for environmental justice and climate protection. The earth will thank you!

Sincerely,
Gail Saito
820 Royal Ln Jacksonville, OR 97530-9457
gailee51@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carol@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Wagner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:04:37 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Carol Wagner
350 Timber Ridge St NE Albany, OR 97322-7436
carol@craftedbycarol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dianeegeorge4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane George
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:03:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Diane George
6286 NE Brighton St Hillsboro, OR 97124-5076
dianeegeorge4@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wendomere@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy Holzman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:03:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Wendy Holzman
61486 Hackleman Ct Bend, OR 97702-3560
wendomere@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jettaboy73@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of rob wells
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:01:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
rob wells
1982 Park Forest Ave Lake Oswego, OR 97034-6860
jettaboy73@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

debra.lutje@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Lutje
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:00:18 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Debra Lutje
1214 E 12th St The Dalles, OR 97058-3079
debra.lutje@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

deanndeb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Saude
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:51:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Debra Saude
1910 NE 21st St Lincoln City, OR 97367-3907
deanndeb@centurytel.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

heverlyjc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Craig Heverly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:33:33 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Craig Heverly
3712 SE 9th Ave Portland, OR 97202-3757
heverlyjc@hevanet.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jmbjeb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Burns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:20:33 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Burns
771 Helman St Ashland, OR 97520-1147
jmbjeb@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mdianich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of A Michael Dianich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:49:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS.
Please do not exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, The actions necessary to achieve
climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every year and track a timeline
consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I expect DEQ to cover in-state gas power plants, the state's
largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
The CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in frontline
communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs
reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I expect our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
A Michael Dianich
Page 6282 of 9889

42740 E Larch Mountain Rd Corbett, OR 97019-8774
mdianich@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ibclcprof@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Esther Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:16:36 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Esther Friedman
4160 Hertel Dr S Salem, OR 97302-6173
ibclcprof@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

althea97333@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ann Gaidos-Morgan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:44:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ann Gaidos-Morgan
3565 NE Manchester St Corvallis, OR 97330-4032
althea97333@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nbpierson71@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Neilia Pierson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:41:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Neilia Pierson
805 Caves Hwy Cave Junction, OR 97523-9413
nbpierson71@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

capa_7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Welte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:13:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sarah Welte
18880 SW Hart Rd Aloha, OR 97007-5623
capa_7@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

artspace@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrea Pellicani
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:07:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Andrea Pellicani
388 S Marple St Coos Bay, OR 97420-3251
artspace@sonic.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lskonberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Skonberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:39:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Skonberg
564 Wildcat Canyon Rd Sutherlin, OR 97479-8817
lskonberg@mac.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mzmrpl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeanne Marple
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:36:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jeanne Marple
8291 SW Canyon Ln Portland, OR 97225-3923
mzmrpl@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steven.schafer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Schafer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:03:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steven Schafer
10890 SW Berkshire St Portland, OR 97225-4404
steven.schafer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sastrakbein@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Strakbein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:27:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Strakbein
2723 NW 22nd St Redmond, OR 97756-7761
sastrakbein@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lyle.funderburk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lyle Funderburk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:46:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lyle Funderburk
10003 SE Foster Rd Portland, OR 97266-5100
lyle.funderburk@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jcdwyer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Dwyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:22:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Dwyer
13180 Drendel Rd Huntley, IL 60142-7538
jcdwyer@ameritech.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ran6711@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randy Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:46:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Randy Harrison
4051 Wagner St Eugene, OR 97402-8725
ran6711@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

janemir@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jane Bartosz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:09:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jane Bartosz
1125 Genie Ct SE Salem, OR 97306-1105
janemir@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dduugg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Douglas Eichelberger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:45:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Douglas Eichelberger
1101 SE 33rd Ave Portland, OR 97214-4212
dduugg@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bjcoast@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Crowder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:44:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Crowder
4420 Inwood Ln Eugene, OR 97405-2052
bjcoast@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

morrisgreen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Morris Green
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:05:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Morris Green
15565 SE Fairoaks Ave Milwaukie, OR 97267-3536
morrisgreen@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

feuerle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of LM Feuerle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:00:26 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I have never lived in a state where the residents of only 2 cities in the state are subject to DEQ requirements on their
vehicles and everyone else in the state is permitted to drive around in polluting vehicles spewing visible particulates
in their exhaust scott free!!
As a resident of Portland, I took the bus to work every day and maybe did an occasional grocery shopping trip, but
mainly my car sat in front of my house. When my car failed to pass DEQ, I could not afford to just junk it and buy a
new one, and so was forced to sell my car to a work colleague who had the good fortune to live just over the county
line. The result was that she then drove my old car into Portland every day to work, adding more pollution to the air
in Portland than the car ever did sitting in front of my house while I took the bus to work.
This seems very inequitable to me.
Yes, Oregon must take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, but the application of DEQ must be equitable.
And yes, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists,
we must take strong measures, but they should be equitable measures.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your
moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
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Sincerely,
LM Feuerle
3036 SE Taylor St Portland, OR 97214-4035
feuerle@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

meagansara@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meagan Golec
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:29:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Meagan Golec
9234 N Buchanan Ave Portland, OR 97203-2435
meagansara@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brent_rocks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brent Rocks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:57:35 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Brent Rocks
1518 SW Upper Hall St Portland, OR 97201-6132
brent_rocks@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

scorpcprn53@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy Hamilton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:21:59 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Wendy Hamilton
2207 Wildwood Dr SE Salem, OR 97306-1006
scorpcprn53@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alex@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Cooper-Wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:56:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Cooper-Wright
18707 SE Division St OR97030 Gresham, OR 97030-5142
alex@rabbitengine.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

helena.wald@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Helen Wald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:05:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Helen Wald
885 N Lombard St Portland, OR 97217-1371
helena.wald@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gregandpatrice@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patrice Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:52:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Patrice Roberts
1910 Future Dr NE Salem, OR 97305-2893
gregandpatrice@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rfoxcreek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Noack
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:01:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michael Noack
PO Box 923 Waldport, OR 97394-0923
rfoxcreek@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

londoncalling163@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Monica Beall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:40:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Monica Beall
12085 SW 135th Ave Apt 13 Tigard, OR 97223-1614
londoncalling163@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

duren.denise@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Denise Duren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:59:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Denise Duren
5818 Horizon View St SE Salem, OR 97306-2904
duren.denise@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

storm33@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jean Svadlenka
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:40:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jean Svadlenka
7010 SW Highland Ct Wilsonville, OR 97070-8761
storm33@sonic.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

waynekins@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wayne Kelly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:56:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Wayne Kelly
258 A St Ste Pm 1 Ashland, OR 97520-1947
waynekins@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

andersonjackjane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:28:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Anderson
PO Box 843 Garibaldi, OR 97118-0843
andersonjackjane@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

manilatom@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thomas Rogers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:53:33 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Thomas Rogers
2460 NW Sacagawea Ln Bend, OR 97703-5722
manilatom@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

annaysun@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anna Cowen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:50:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Anna Cowen
19308 Leland Rd Oregon City, OR 97045-8505
annaysun@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rwacklor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Wacklor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:24:43 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Wacklor
523 Daniel St Central Point, OR 97502-1999
rwacklor@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rpross@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Pross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:21:18 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Richard Pross
17560 Kelok Rd Lake Oswego, OR 97034-6654
rpross@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hap@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Harry Freiberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:46:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Harry Freiberg
610 Mardon Ct Brookings, OR 97415-9686
hap@alumni.stanford.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alisonre@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alison Ellsworth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:20:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alison Ellsworth
1825 SE Nehalem St Portland, OR 97202-6735
alisonre@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dustinnguyen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dylan Nguyen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:29:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dylan Nguyen
555 Willow Ave Milpitas, CA 95035-3817
dustinnguyen@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

info@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bret Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:29:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bret Miller
311 N Mountain Ave Ashland, OR 97520-1228
info@atbagsend.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

veracrumley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of vera crumley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:16:30 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
vera crumley
1203 Abbey Cir Asheville, NC 28805-3410
veracrumley@att.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sbcress@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Cress
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:27:21 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sandra Cress
3215 SE Salmon St Portland, OR 97214-4264
sbcress@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

waterlotus@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phe Quillian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:06:18 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Phe Quillian
120 Faith Cir Talent, OR 97540-9630
waterlotus@peoplepc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

parapluiedete@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Whitney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:23:59 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Diane Whitney
12035 SW Bull Mountain Rd Tigard, OR 97224-2546
parapluiedete@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cere7email@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Lyda
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:55:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Lyda
495 Glendon Rd Kerby, OR 97531-5002
cere7email@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

HearMe503@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of C L Nichols
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:50:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
C L Nichols
15790 NW Saint Andrews Dr Portland, OR 97229-7812
HearMe503@sbcglobal.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

floatingcloudwomyn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of JENNIFER DELAO
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:22:28 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
JENNIFER DELAO
7200 SE Woodstock Blvd Apt 32 Portland, OR 97206-5883
floatingcloudwomyn@q.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mlwp1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Lynn Willis Parodi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:46:19 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Lynn Willis Parodi
12045 SW Springwood Dr Tigard, OR 97223-3329
mlwp1@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

charclick1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charlotte Campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:18:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Charlotte Campbell
3425 NW Pineview Pl Albany, OR 97321-9659
charclick1@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bkimple@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bret Kimple
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:17:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bret Kimple
19845 Porcupine Dr Bend, OR 97702-2095
bkimple@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

loeyw1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lois White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:44:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lois White
1470 Redwood Cir Apt A Grants Pass, OR 97527-5584
loeyw1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cherinel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cherine Bauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:41:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cherine Bauer
85 River Loop 1 Eugene, OR 97404-1704
cherinel@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sandi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandi Puro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:16:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sandi Puro
1203 SE Tamango St Hillsboro, OR 97123-4884
sandi@cms-nw.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

t.sivesind@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Torunn Sivesind
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:36:42 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Torunn Sivesind
3200 W Colfax Ave Denver, CO 80204-2218
t.sivesind@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cash4toenails@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jillian Murphy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:15:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jillian Murphy
4111 SE Belmont St Apt 1 Portland, OR 97214-4450
cash4toenails@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

peace@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of lyric apted
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:35:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
lyric apted
2228 NE Multnomah St Apt K Portland, OR 97232-2134
peace@snottygrrl.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stoker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wesley E.Stoker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:15:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Wesley E. Stoker
3565 NE Manchester St Corvallis, OR 97330-4032
stoker@ecoregon.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ignacio927@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stacie Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:34:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stacie Hall
927 Clearbrook Dr Oregon City, OR 97045-3461
ignacio927@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

melloves2run@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melanie Kimple
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:11:37 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Melanie Kimple
19845 Porcupine Dr Bend, OR 97702-2095
melloves2run@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

treonentinc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Treon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:11:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jessica Treon
PO Box 1515 Waldport, OR 97394-1515
treonentinc@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jkimball246@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jess Kimball
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:32:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jess Kimball
3414 SE Harold Ct Portland, OR 97202-4342
jkimball246@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

k1p1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Pazucha
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:28:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Karen Pazucha
8205 SW Carmel Ct Portland, OR 97223-6949
k1p1@usa.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bndass@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jorge De Cecco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:06:42 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jorge De Cecco
705 N State St # 268 Oregon City, OR 97045
bndass@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pppollard7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of pat pollard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:06:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
pat pollard
5697 Westlake Dr Galloway, OH 43119-8498
pppollard7@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mcgavinski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda McGavin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:28:26 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda McGavin
13149 SE Pennywood Ct Milwaukie, OR 97222-3113
mcgavinski@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pat@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pat Dudley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:28:23 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Pat Dudley
6060 Bethel Heights Rd NW Salem, OR 97304-9752
pat@bethelheights.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nora.mattek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nora Polk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:05:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nora Polk
6405 SE 62nd Ave Portland, OR 97206-6605
nora.mattek@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hsfreeman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heather Freeman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:03:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Heather Freeman
128 SE 80th Ave Portland, OR 97215-1522
hsfreeman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

weathernut92@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jess DePew
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:25:29 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jess DePew
38464 Harrington Dr Lebanon, OR 97355-9345
weathernut92@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hemming@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Hemmingsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:24:13 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jim Hemmingsen
1860 Riverview St Eugene, OR 97403-2115
hemming@cyber-dyne.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lorraine@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of lorraine foster
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:02:31 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
lorraine foster
8205 SE 9th Ave Portland, OR 97202-6533
lorraine@spiretech.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ashly.dewey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ashly Martinez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:22:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ashly Martinez
2692 NW Vista Pl Albany, OR 97321-1384
ashly.dewey@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hroberts@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Harriet Edith Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:44:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Harriet Edith Roberts
2510 Woodland Dr Eugene, OR 97403-1866
hroberts@uoregon.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ednecker5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edward Necker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:19:38 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Edward Necker
173 E Hatton Ave Eugene, OR 97404-2610
ednecker5@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susanwechsler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Wechsler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:42:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Wechsler
1820 NE Vine Ave Corvallis, OR 97330-9207
susanwechsler@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bcshelby@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:34:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
BC Shelby
1040 NW 10th Ave Apt 525 Portland, OR 97209-3464
bcshelby@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jaqalthehybrid@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of janna piper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:18:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
janna piper
PO Box 15072 Portland, OR 97293-5072
jaqalthehybrid@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

johnborland08@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Borland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:14:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Borland
2511 Caves Camp Rd Williams, OR 97544-2506
johnborland08@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mizfippin2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lina White
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:34:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lina White
2920 Adams St Eugene, OR 97405-2372
mizfippin2@ail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mbrinkle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Brinkley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:13:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mike Brinkley
2582 W 28th Ave Eugene, OR 97405-1456
mbrinkle@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

encanto@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Milholland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:33:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Milholland
5272 NE 6th Ave Portland, OR 97211-3265
encanto@ochcom.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hienlow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Enlow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:32:33 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Enlow
1460 NW Ashley Dr Albany, OR 97321-1176
hienlow@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

obrien@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:12:37 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mike O'Brien
1905 N Alberta St Portland, OR 97217-3539
obrien@hevanet.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mlmcferran@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michele McFerran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:32:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michele McFerran
15381 SE Lewis St Happy Valley, OR 97086-7338
mlmcferran@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

springkt4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Springer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:12:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Karen Springer
3165 SW 70th Ave Portland, OR 97225-3124
springkt4@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lacedill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of lace dill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:30:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
lace dill
6262 N Astor St Portland, OR 97203-1302
lacedill@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

patriciajane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patricia Armstrong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:10:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Patricia Armstrong
PO Box 653 Yachats, OR 97498-0653
patriciajane@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susansaphone2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Haywood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:29:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Haywood
2146 NW Everett St Portland, OR 97210-3526
susansaphone2@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

missbluevanities@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of miranda sutton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:10:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
miranda sutton
13625 SE Stark St Portland, OR 97233-1871
missbluevanities@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

davidbmuller@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Muller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:09:37 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Muller
5505 NE Rodney Ave Portland, OR 97211-2529
davidbmuller@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tiffany.ashley.snyder@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hon.Tiffany Snyder - Ret.CO Mayor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:28:21 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for its part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want all states to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Hon. Tiffany Snyder - Ret. CO Mayor
175 S 35th St Boulder, CO 80305-5434
tiffany.ashley.snyder@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cnclm1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Craig Marburger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:24:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Craig Marburger
5606 S Riverside Ln Apt 5 Portland, OR 97239-5959
cnclm1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

julieanneh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julie Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:05:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Julie Harris
4185 SW 167th Ave Beaverton, OR 97078-1903
julieanneh@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dlnlcarl2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Carl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:05:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Carl
1014 S Park St Carlton, OR 97111-9606
dlnlcarl2@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nknight@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ned Knight
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:23:14 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ned Knight
2307 E Kennedy Dr Newberg, OR 97132-2268
nknight@linfield.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

candagri@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Candace E.Grier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:04:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Candace E. Grier
1531 Stout St Denver, CO 80202-3217
candagri@cs.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

spec@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Darrell Barnes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:21:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Darrell Barnes
24189 Highway 20 Bend, OR 97701-8302
spec@dbarchinc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

howeird3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Howard Shapiro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:19:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. Again, you are allowing the fox into the
hen house.
The actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party
every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge
DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Howard Shapiro
2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd Apt 320 Portland, OR 97201-6304
howeird3@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marilynmooshie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marilyn Mooshie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:03:25 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Mooshie
970 Lake Shore Dr Selma, OR 97538-9528
marilynmooshie@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

obrien2032@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Caroline OBrien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:19:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Caroline OBrien
92 Pine Brook Rd Pine Brook, NJ 07058
obrien2032@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Black
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:58:04 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
It is my experience that personal freedom requires personal sacrifice. As a third generation
Oregonian, I value the gifts of clean air and clean waters that living in Oregon has bestowed
on me. And to help to preserve that gift I've sacrificed the comfort and convenience of owning
and driving a car for the last 30 years- I walk and bike instead. I am frustrated and angered but
not surprised that rich oil company executives and industrial polluters will not voluntarily
sacrifice anything for the safety of the environment and our future generations. (Now that I'm
a grandmother, I worry even more about the future).
I am pleased that the DEQ draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel (so called) "natural" gas for the first time and
more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The declining threshold for fuel
suppliers is a good compromise and should be retained in the final rules.
But I am saddened that my state DEQ is not willing to make the cap ambitious enough to
reach the minimum targets - Why set ourselves up for failure from the start?? The current
proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan’s minimum targets of at
least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets
need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
Secondly, why are you not holding large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions? You expect industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best to reduce their emissions and only update their plan twice per decade: Pollution from
these sources could increase under this proposal. (I fume about this while biking in the rain.)
Thirdly, though I like the theoretical idea of Community Climate Investments (CCI), I believe
they need refinement to ensure that they benefit BIPOC and low-income communities, which
are unfairly burdened by the greatest impacts of climate pollution. I'm not at all in favor of
CCI if they help the rich benefit the rich, and if you leave any vagueness this is what will
happen. Also, the price of a CCI should be adjusted as-needed to make sure it covers the cost
of investing in enough clean energy to reduce one ton of climate pollution.
Don't let polluters buy their way out of making the sacrifice we need them to make, so that we
can ALL survive and thrive in the future.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Black
-unsubscribe to these emails

_____________________________________
Cynthia Black * Dragonfly Studio
Dragonfly Studio website and art class schedule
Etsy-- where to see my paintings!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

karendeora@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Deora
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:18:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Karen Deora
2715 B NE 14th Ave Portland, OR 97212-3202
karendeora@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Kay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:02:57 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our
communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100
of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft
rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is
your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be
based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must
make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
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There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from
the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but
as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one
credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering
the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Kay
Bend, Oregon, 97703
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Rebecca Kay
Pronouns: She/her/they/them
Rebecca Kay Media
Social Media Marketing
(858) 401-9573
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nlkakuska@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Haas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:14:26 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Haas
65821 Cori Way Bend, OR 97703-9074
nlkakuska@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

elizabethcdix@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elizabeth Dix
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:17:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Dix
5275 SW Chestnut Ave Beaverton, OR 97005-4256
elizabethcdix@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kyle.huth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kyle Huth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:40:18 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kyle Huth
2207 SE 44th Ave Portland, OR 97215-3719
kyle.huth@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

crolynbuhl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carolyn Buhl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:12:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Carolyn Buhl
1128 SE 30th Ave Portland, OR 97214-4011
crolynbuhl@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bsand@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:11:40 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sandra Thompson
1940 NW Monterey Pines Dr Unit 1 Bend, OR 97703-5288
bsand@bendbroadband.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dorindask@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of dorinda kelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:11:23 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
dorinda kelley
314 NE 53rd Ave Portland, OR 97213-3016
dorindask@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

munichgermany2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Larry Branson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:06:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Larry Branson
483 E Alvarado St Pomona, CA 91767-4739
munichgermany2@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ispy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of MARCUS COLLIER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:06:18 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
MARCUS COLLIER
1098 N Panther Creek Rd Otis, OR 97368-9763
ispy@harborside.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

calice58@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alice Elshoff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:05:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alice Elshoff
1454 NW 4th St Bend, OR 97703-1823
calice58@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cklooney@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charles Looney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:04:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Charles Looney
50790 SW Old Portland Rd Scappoose, OR 97056-4211
cklooney@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kprismk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kay Hagen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:03:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kay Hagen
631 Spring Creek Dr Ashland, OR 97520-1454
kprismk@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Olivia Scott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:04:10 AM

To the Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am writing to demand that the guidelines for the Climate Protection Program be strengthened. If the
proposed regulations were put into effect when I was 3 years old, they would have been sufficient. But
two decades later, now that I am 23, we are already in a full blown climate crisis. This is the decade for
dramatic reductions of greenhouse gas emissions. The latest scientific reports have been described as a
Code Red for humanity if these reductions do not happen very quickly.
I grew up enjoying idyllic summers in Oregon's forests, mountains and beaches, really just a few years
ago. Now summers have become times of fear, between heat waves and forest fires. My first sleep-away
camp was at Opal Creek, a place of astonishing beauty, which was burned in the fires of 2020. These
changes have happened very quickly. What will the next decade bring?
Specifically, these are the changes to the proposed legislation that DEQ should enact:

FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough.
Based on the most recent data, the cap must reduce 50% of climate pollution from the covered
sources by 2030 and at least 100% by 2050.

HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Stationary source polluters, including gasburning power plants, should not be exempted from the cap in the Climate Protection Program.
If DEQ chooses to exempt industrial polluters from the overall program cap, it should at least
require these sources to follow some other form of mandatory emissions reductions, in line with
the state’s climate targets. At minimum, an unbiased third party should decide what actions
industrial emitters must take to reduce climate and air pollution, and these plans should be
reviewed every 3 years.

PRIORITIZE FRONT-LINE COMMUNITIES: Low income and other marginalized groups who
did the least to create the climate crisis are suffering its most severe impacts. The needs of
these groups must be prioritized in any plan to address the climate crisis.
Oregon is a small state, but we can provide a model of what it means to take bold action to provide a
liveable future. As a young person, my future is at stake!
Thank you,
Olivia Scott
Southeast Portland, 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kwiley16@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimberly Wiley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 11:26:14 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Wiley
72 Chimney Hill Rd Rochester, NY 14612-1640
kwiley16@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kwiley16@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimberly Wiley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 10, 2021 9:23:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Wiley
72 Chimney Hill Rd Rochester, NY 14612-1640
kwiley16@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bw42844@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of BARBARA WALSH
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 8, 2021 10:41:38 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
BARBARA WALSH
128 South Ave E Missoula, MT 59801-6907
bw42844@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mielable@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Miel Paredes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:05:42 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Miel Paredes
2030 SW Roxbury Ave Portland, OR 97225-5139
mielable@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

m.r.pillon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martine Roberts-Pillon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 2:27:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Martine Roberts-Pillon
6855 SW 63rd Ave Portland, OR 97219-1136
m.r.pillon@me.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

icesk8man@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Casey Sullivan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 4, 2021 10:24:50 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Casey Sullivan
1740 Ridgley Blvd Eugene, OR 97401-6972
icesk8man@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

swirz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sophie and Jim Swirczynski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 5:35:13 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sophie and Jim Swirczynski
297 Hawthorne Ave Eugene, OR 97404-3179
swirz@cyber-dyne.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

antcmills@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anthony Mills
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 4:55:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Anthony Mills
15187 SW Royalty Pkwy Apt E26 Tigard, OR 97224-3945
antcmills@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sambp74@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sonia Battrell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 2:48:33 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
To exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions makes impossible all necessary steps to ensure
our ability to survive.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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Sincerely,
Sonia Battrell
7239 SE Mitchell Ct Portland, OR 97206-5245
sambp74@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

becrocker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bonnie Crocker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 1:53:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Crocker
2036 N Watts St Portland, OR 97217-6456
becrocker@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rebecca.gordonpdx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Gordon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 1:44:28 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Gordon
1023 Rafael St N Keizer, OR 97303-6234
rebecca.gordonpdx@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cpc94118@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christina Cundari
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 1:44:13 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Christina Cundari
131 22nd Ave San Francisco, CA 94121-1216
Cpc94118@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

destmend@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Mendoza
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 11:42:46 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Mendoza
455 N Sherman St Stanfield, OR 97875-2112
destmend@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mollypsasser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Molly Sasser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 11:22:02 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Molly Sasser
1940 Adams St Eugene, OR 97405-2131
mollypsasser@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sam.goeppinger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samuel Goeppinger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 3, 2021 1:01:17 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Samuel Goeppinger
5223 SE 67th Ave Portland, OR 97206-5389
sam.goeppinger@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

djripke1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Jean Sharp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 2, 2021 11:39:27 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Donna Jean Sharp
26110 Bud Ln Veneta, OR 97487-9688
djripke1@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rivmontijo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of River Montijo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:55:11 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
River Montijo
7633 N Dwight Ave Portland, OR 97203-4603
rivmontijo@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

keith.kirts@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Keith Kirts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:16:27 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Keith Kirts
73932 Rimrock Ln Imnaha, OR 97842-8213
keith.kirts@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kathypinsonault@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Pinsonault
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:53:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Pinsonault
3429 SE Rockwood St Milwaukie, OR 97222-5756
kathypinsonault@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

myjunkstuff.stuff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Kubes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 7:29:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Kubes
20488 S Earle Rd Colton, OR 97017-9406
myjunkstuff.stuff@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

earthdiamond4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Fusco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 5:45:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Carol Fusco
50 Del Mar Ave Berkeley, CA 94708-2058
earthdiamond4@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bgreen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of B.Greene
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:18:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
B. Greene
4637 N Congress Ave Portland, OR 97217-3031
bgreen@flyingfocus.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kelitam@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kelita Morris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 11:28:54 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kelita Morris
8845 SW Maverick Ter Apt 906 Beaverton, OR 97008-7467
kelitam@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nflemingrn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Fleming
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:01:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Fleming
943 Lake Front Rd Lake Oswego, OR 97034-4601
nflemingrn@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

murdock_ls@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lauren Murdock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:51:24 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lauren Murdock
3940 Via Lucero Santa Barbara, CA 93110-1669
murdock_ls@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

harigun@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Khalsa-Wyborski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:00:41 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Khalsa-Wyborski
980 14th St NE Salem, OR 97301-1330
harigun@lovepac.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gallanosak@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristin Gallanosa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:00:27 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kristin Gallanosa
1545 Rogers St Richmond, VA 23223-4358
gallanosak@live.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ignacio927@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stacie Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:32:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stacie Hall
927 Clearbrook Dr Oregon City, OR 97045-3461
ignacio927@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

anime2or@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anita Melbo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:36:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Anita Melbo
3216 SW Carson St Portland, OR 97219-3766
anime2or@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

linda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Swanson-Davies
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:04:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Swanson-Davies
4763 SW Maplewood Rd Portland, OR 97219-1439
linda@glimmertrain.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

faylharrison@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Fay Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:34:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Fay Harrison
361 NE 61st Ct Hillsboro, OR 97124-6911
faylharrison@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

greenhouseone@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Betty Shelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:31:33 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
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environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Betty Shelley
8044 SW 10th Ave Portland, OR 97219-4512
greenhouseone@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mark7glasser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Glasser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:47:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mark Glasser
3660 Barry Ave Los Angeles, CA 90066-3202
mark7glasser@ca.rr.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mazda63@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jules Moritz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:54:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jules Moritz
8285 NW Mitchell Dr Corvallis, OR 97330-2824
mazda63@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rivkagevurtz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Theresa Gevurtz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:38:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Theresa Gevurtz
1055 SE Liberty Ave Gresham, OR 97080-1011
rivkagevurtz@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kunga@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Kung
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:01:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Andrew Kung
9116 N Syracuse St Portland, OR 97203-2942
kunga@seiu503.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jstad@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Stadelman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:33:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Stadelman
180 Lithia Way Ashland, OR 97520-1891
jstad@opendoor.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

homerjim82@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:56:35 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Amy Roberts
2883 NW Sunny Ln Albany, OR 97321-9637
homerjim82@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

swfcook@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of S Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:47:51 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
S Cook
17875 SE Division St Portland, OR 97236-1085
swfcook@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cnclm1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Craig Marburger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:22:08 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Craig Marburger
5606 S Riverside Ln Apt 5 Portland, OR 97239-5959
cnclm1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ttalbot7218@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tom Talbot
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:18:51 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tom Talbot
7218 SW 29th Ave Portland, OR 97219-2408
ttalbot7218@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dhalgrn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marc Silverman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:11:58 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marc Silverman
6030 Graciosa Dr Los Angeles, CA 90068-3071
dhalgrn@pacbell.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stacyann.flaherty@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stacy Flaherty
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:10:05 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stacy Flaherty
3210 NE 37th Ave Portland, OR 97212-2801
stacyann.flaherty@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

j.elaine.93@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Hewlett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 10:51:26 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jessica Hewlett
266 SW Central Ave Grants Pass, OR 97526-2934
j.elaine.93@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mdconger69@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of MARCIA D CONGER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:46:08 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
MARCIA D CONGER
1028 SE 33rd Ave Portland, OR 97214-4211
mdconger69@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

laura.oakland@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Allen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:40:48 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Laura Allen
2140 Four Oaks Grange Rd Eugene, OR 97405-1029
laura.oakland@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nancyperkinson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Perkinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:37:03 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Perkinson
490 16th Ave Coos Bay, OR 97420-4470
nancyperkinson@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

agentsassysquirrel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alice West
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:08:57 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alice West
1237 SE 53rd Ave Portland, OR 97215-2646
agentsassysquirrel@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

phil@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phil Goldsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:07:05 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Phil Goldsmith
2420 NW Marshall St Apt 315 Portland, OR 97210-2986
phil@lopglaw.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

threnody09@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erika Bury
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:05:22 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Erika Bury
3617 NE 44th Ave Portland, OR 97213-1019
threnody09@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

samrwidman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samantha Widman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:25:47 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Samantha Widman
350 Timber Ridge St NE Albany, OR 97322-7436
samrwidman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nancyshi123nn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Shinn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:42:00 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Shinn
1044 Pirates Ct Coos Bay, OR 97420-3485
nancyshi123nn@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lynna95@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lynn Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:41:05 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lynn Anderson
485 Fairview St Apt B Ashland, OR 97520-2979
lynna95@att.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rpneff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ray Neff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:31:48 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ray Neff
524 E 32nd Ave Eugene, OR 97405-3761
rpneff@efn.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

julie.shjandemaar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julie Shjandemaar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:37:10 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Julie Shjandemaar
5131 SE Meldrum Ave Milwaukie, OR 97267-6747
julie.shjandemaar@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

republicans-are-traitors@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of c currey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:58:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
c currey
1114 Lake Ter Boynton Beach, FL 33426-4281
republicans-are-traitors@maxxc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jacq23400@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phyllis Schmidt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:01:51 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Schmidt
50 Stackpole St Lowell, MA 01852-1227
jacq23400@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

houseboy_97302@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Keith Lonborg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:00:59 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Keith Lonborg
33538 Wirta Way Scappoose, OR 97056-4327
houseboy_97302@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ahanson47@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Art Hanson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:00:44 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Art Hanson
1815 Briarwood Dr Lansing, MI 48917-1773
ahanson47@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nwrider55@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Valrey Van Gundy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:45:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Valrey Van Gundy
1243 NE 9th St Mcminnville, OR 97128-4108
nwrider55@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kirsten.inga.burt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kirsten Burt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:32:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kirsten Burt
4041 E Burnside St Portland, OR 97214-2023
kirsten.inga.burt@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

manapranabanana@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Larry Morningstar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:29:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Larry Morningstar
315 S 1st St Talent, OR 97540-7005
manapranabanana@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

paregian@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Paregian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:15:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michelle Paregian
6501 3rd St Unit 138 Riverbank, CA 95367-5004
paregian@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

boobalina@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Rokas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:05:01 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Rokas
22168 Schroeder Ave Eastpointe, MI 48021-4008
boobalina@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lisa.whitfield@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Whitfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:25:01 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lisa Whitfield
31700 NW Commercial St Unit 1366 North Plains, OR 97133-0880
lisa.whitfield@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

skazz999W@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Ratcliff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:22:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Philip Ratcliff
4665 Tragen Ct SE Salem, OR 97302-3533
skazz999W@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jjenkins@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacqueline Jenkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:09:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Jenkins
3789 5th Ave N Keizer, OR 97303-5931
jjenkins@volcano.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

clasico18@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Claire Cohen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:09:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Claire Cohen
5051 Foothills Dr Lake Oswego, OR 97034-3201
clasico18@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

paregian@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Paregian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:09:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michelle Paregian
6501 3rd St Unit 138 Riverbank, CA 95367-5004
paregian@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chowski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimberley Parzuchowski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:45:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kimberley Parzuchowski
1357 W 4th Ave Eugene, OR 97402-4505
chowski@uoregon.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ericnchlsn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of eric nicholson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:20:35 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
eric nicholson
86589 Bailey Hill Rd Eugene, OR 97405-9416
ericnchlsn@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

airbat@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nicholas Lenchner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:18:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Lenchner
1324 Cashew Rd Santa Rosa, CA 95403-1543
airbat@pacbell.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

WalksAlone18@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brendan Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:10:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Brendan Lee
5716 S Kelly Ave Portland, OR 97239-3727
WalksAlone18@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kentulloch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of George Tulloch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:04:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
George Tulloch
935 Saint Nicholas Ave Apt 6H New York, NY 10032-5135
kentulloch@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jessen1ri@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Jessen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:58:42 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Robert Jessen
6402 Harlan Dr Klamath Falls, OR 97603-7745
jessen1ri@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

elyce.benham@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elyce M.Benham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:53:18 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Elyce M. Benham
5216 N Gay Ave Portland, OR 97217-3824
elyce.benham@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tkiley5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rita Kiley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:52:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rita Kiley
1162 W 27th Pl Eugene, OR 97405-2238
tkiley5@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

john@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Barger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:24:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Barger
7752 SE 44th Ave Portland, OR 97206-8418
john@johnbarger.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

purplehaze1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of juanita sanderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:22:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
juanita sanderson
PO Box 495 Waldport, OR 97394-0495
purplehaze1@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sevenstarsp7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christopher Michaels
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 8:21:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Christopher Michaels
1193 Van Buren St Eugene, OR 97402-4733
sevenstarsp7@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sbruckner615@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Bruckner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:59:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steven Bruckner
2448 NW Westover Rd Unit 501 Portland, OR 97210-3770
sbruckner615@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bergencarol7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Bergen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:46:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Carol Bergen
13844 SW Fanno Creek Dr Apt 10 Tigard, OR 97223-8126
bergencarol7@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sueacraig@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sue Craig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:26:26 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sue Craig
5229 Glenn Ellen Dr Eugene, OR 97402-6449
sueacraig@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ketousle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kay Tousley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:24:30 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kay Tousley
1400 NE 2nd Ave Apt 1611 Portland, OR 97232-1147
ketousle@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burge.sherry@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Burge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:05:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sharon Burge
5030 Cumberland Ct SE Salem, OR 97306-2011
Burge.sherry@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dr.paulhgoff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of paul goff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:54:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
paul goff
Redwood Hwy Midland, OR 97634
dr.paulhgoff@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susansaphone2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Haywood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:47:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.

Sincerely,
Susan Haywood
2146 NW Everett St Portland, OR 97210-3526
susansaphone2@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

samussr337@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samuel Durkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:44:37 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Samuel Durkin
5048 Lakeview Cir Fairfield, CA 94534-7400
samussr337@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

robustelli@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lucille Robustelli
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:25:01 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lucille Robustelli
33891 De Bonanza San Juan Capistrano CA United Clle San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
robustelli@cox.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

purelyog@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Albee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:18:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Robert Albee
651 E Intervale Rd Grants Pass, OR 97527-9022
purelyog@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

landd_2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dave King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:01:23 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dave King
8716 N Edison St Portland, OR 97203-5316
landd_2@q.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ccross651@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Crossman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:58:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Crossman
1001 SE 15th St Unit 22 Bend, OR 97702-2350
ccross651@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

heverlyjc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Craig Heverly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:55:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Craig Heverly
3712 SE 9th Ave Portland, OR 97202-3757
heverlyjc@hevanet.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hemming@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Hemmingsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:49:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jim Hemmingsen
1860 Riverview St Eugene, OR 97403-2115
hemming@cyber-dyne.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kbrinich@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ken Brinich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:45:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ken Brinich
514 NW State St Bend, OR 97703-2553
kbrinich@bendcable.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

niomi.morr1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Niomi Morr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:41:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Niomi Morr
5634 NE 29th Ave Portland, OR 97211-6122
niomi.morr1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lyonscarrie9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carrie Lyons
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:40:18 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Carrie Lyons
2899 SW Shimmer Ln Grants Pass, OR 97527-6438
lyonscarrie9@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ibclcprof@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Esther Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:37:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Esther Friedman
4160 Hertel Dr S Salem, OR 97302-6173
ibclcprof@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bndass@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jorge De Cecco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:25:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jorge De Cecco
12236 Mimosa Way Oregon City, OR 97045-8455
bndass@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hoepagirl@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Natalie Van Leekwijck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:22:40 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Natalie Van Leekwijck
444 Munn St Hazard, NE 68844-4436
hoepagirl@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

delanab@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Delana Beaton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:20:28 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Delana Beaton
1025 21st St NE Salem, OR 97301-1511
delanab@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kathy.mitchell5232@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Mitchell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:14:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Mitchell
5232 SE Madison St Portland, OR 97215-2667
kathy.mitchell5232@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kgriesar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katie Griesar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:05:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Katie Griesar
507 NW 22nd Ave Apt 305 Portland, OR 97210-3283
kgriesar@hevanet.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

diana.talcott@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Talcott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:53:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Diana Talcott
2806 SE 15th Ave Portland, OR 97202-2208
diana.talcott@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

magicrealtor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanne M James
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:43:40 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joanne M James
9923 NE Prescott St Apt 13 Portland, OR 97220-3576
magicrealtor@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dorindask@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of dorinda kelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:24:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
dorinda kelley
314 NE 53rd Ave Portland, OR 97213-3016
dorindask@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bsand@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:22:59 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sandra Thompson
1940 NW Monterey Pines Dr Unit 1 Bend, OR 97703-5288
bsand@bendbroadband.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jennyhunter12345@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:13:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Hunter
3160 NE Alameda St Portland, OR 97212-1625
jennyhunter12345@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ll_price@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Price
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:05:23 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
All states must take responsibility for their part in the climate crisis, by seeking the best advice of scientists. We
need rules that are sufficient to meet our responsibility to mitigate against more fires, more floods, and other climate
disasters.
Oregon's draft Climate Protection Program may hold some of the worst Oregon polluters accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
threshold reduction for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, or be
reset at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of
much further refinement. Please consider the following improvements to the draft:
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction. Follow Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04) by setting minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the current
recommendations, that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030. DEQ
must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
We need strong climate pollution regulations for major industrial polluters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, defeating the entire purpose.
It is unacceptable to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions. Climate and air pollution
reductions should be checked and verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and remain consistent
with the timeline for the overall cap trajectory. I urge DEQ to revisit covering in-state gas power plants on a regular
schedule, as they are the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach only if it guarantees that this program consistently leads
to at least a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. We must also have solid
provisions for investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change; Black, Indigenous, and
communities of color, rural and low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required
to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, that will allow pollution above prescribed
limits, rendering the cap meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state and nation to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off catastrophic climate
disruption that will come without aggressive mitigation actions.
Sincerely,
Linda Price
2052 Bradbury St Medford, OR 97504-4842
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ll_price@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dfdeloff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of D.Deloff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:04:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
D. Deloff
4430 SW 202nd Ave Beaverton, OR 97078-2254
dfdeloff@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

debra.lutje@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Lutje
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:04:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Debra Lutje
1214 E 12th St The Dalles, OR 97058-3079
debra.lutje@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mikebeilstein@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Beilstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:53:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mike Beilstein
1214 NW 12th St Corvallis, OR 97330-4626
mikebeilstein@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wgorman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Walter Gorman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:53:35 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Walter Gorman
12230 NW Sunningdale Dr Portland, OR 97229-4746
wgorman@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

feiffel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edith Montgomery
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:48:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Edith Montgomery
156 Blue Heron Ln Ashland, OR 97520-7312
feiffel@mind.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jeannestpierre@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeanne St.Pierre
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:42:36 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jeanne St. Pierre
5583 Oak Heights Ct SE Salem, OR 97306-1693
jeannestpierre@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

robertthornhill14@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Thornhill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:40:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Robert Thornhill
13586 SE Nightingale Ave Happy Valley, OR 97015-7703
robertthornhill14@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cere7email@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Lyda
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:35:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Lyda
495 Glendon Rd Kerby, OR 97531-5002
cere7email@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nbpierson71@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Neilia Pierson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:33:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Neilia Pierson
805 Caves Hwy Cave Junction, OR 97523-9413
nbpierson71@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

peace@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of lyric apted
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:30:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
lyric apted
2228 NE Multnomah St Apt K Portland, OR 97232-2134
peace@snottygrrl.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bjcoast@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Crowder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:22:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Crowder
4420 Inwood Ln Eugene, OR 97405-2052
bjcoast@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dbleckinger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dana Bleckinger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:21:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dana Bleckinger
PO Box 904 Yachats, OR 97498-0904
dbleckinger@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carterwstcvn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marian Carter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:20:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marian Carter
501 Tuckaway Dr Elkton, OR 97436-9630
carterwstcvn@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ila47@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ila Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:19:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ila Thompson
697 Sackett St Brooklyn, NY 11217-3119
ila47@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

capa_7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Welte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:17:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sarah Welte
18880 SW Hart Rd Aloha, OR 97007-5623
capa_7@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nelo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Payne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:16:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Richard Payne
18925 SW Cascadia St Beaverton, OR 97078-1418
nelo@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hienlow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Enlow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:06:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Enlow
1460 NW Ashley Dr Albany, OR 97321-1176
hienlow@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tazzannie975@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ann Nowicki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:04:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ann Nowicki
3355 N Delta Hwy Unit 170 Eugene, OR 97408-5915
tazzannie975@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

macaw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sheila Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:03:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sheila Nelson
245 SW Mobile Pl Corvallis, OR 97333-1152
macaw@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jennifer.finley.lac@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Finley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 3:03:38 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Finley
345 NW Riverside Blvd Bend, OR 97703-2577
jennifer.finley.lac@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

candyk196@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of candy king King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:50:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
candy king King
2211 SW 1st Ave Unit 601 Portland, OR 97201-5012
candyk196@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hotep@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Demelza Costa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:38:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Demelza Costa
28626 Ridgeway Rd Sweet Home, OR 97386-9523
hotep@centurytel.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

phalliday@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Halliday
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:36:14 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Paul Halliday
750 Division St Unit 232 The Dalles, OR 97058-5410
phalliday@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rnerwick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randall Nerwick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:34:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Randall Nerwick
3438 SE Mary Ct Milwaukie, OR 97222-5540
rnerwick@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

amiwoman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tascha Babitch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:23:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tascha Babitch
2011 SE 12th Ave Portland, OR 97214-5317
amiwoman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

vidro_de_color@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Soares
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:23:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Soares
5744 Juarez Rd Pollock Pines, CA 95726-9424
vidro_de_color@sbcglobal.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

aquietplace@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cathy Tinker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:20:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cathy Tinker
35075 Bayside Gardens Rd Nehalem, OR 97131-9711
aquietplace@nehalemtel.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rpross@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Pross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:15:30 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Richard Pross
17560 Kelok Rd Lake Oswego, OR 97034-6654
rpross@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mkpritchard1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Pritchard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:13:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Pritchard
2460 Pioneer Pike Eugene, OR 97401-5588
mkpritchard1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jjgreenpdx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jann Green
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:05:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jann Green
55055 NW Potts Rd Gales Creek, OR 97117-9321
jjgreenpdx@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kellie_jensen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kellie Jensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:05:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kellie Jensen
61604 Summer Shade Dr Bend, OR 97702-2014
kellie_jensen@me.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

miss_sweetyd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of J BVD
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:00:21 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
J BVD
95 Nashville Rd Eddyville, OR 97343-9752
miss_sweetyd@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lcaine530@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Caine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:50:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lisa Caine
2014 NE Brazee St Portland, OR 97212-4655
lcaine530@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

loricathcart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lori Voakes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:49:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lori Voakes
10106 SE Merlo St Happy Valley, OR 97086-7676
loricathcart@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

geoyo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Yola Hesser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:44:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Yola Hesser
90916 Southview Ln Florence, OR 97439-8658
geoyo@oregonfast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

djkreiner2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dennis Kreiner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:42:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dennis Kreiner
2307 Arrow St Carpentersville, IL 60110-1201
djkreiner2@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rjones553@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:39:44 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Robert Jones
1976 Fairmount Ave S Salem, OR 97302-5212
rjones553@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dmaebori@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Maebori
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:38:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Donna Maebori
2400 SW Elmhurst Ave Beaverton, OR 97005-1266
dmaebori@spiretech.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shooptroopies@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elyse Shoop
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules; We have to do all that is
possible
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:31:28 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Elyse Shoop
1544 SW Radcliffe Ct Portland, OR 97219-7966
shooptroopies@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

saulpaulus@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bill Both
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:29:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bill Both
145 Highland Dr Leesburg, FL 34788-2724
saulpaulus@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

edm_austin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Michalek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:25:21 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Michalek
25 Eugene St Hood River, OR 97031-2215
edm_austin@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

millerjkate@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kate Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:07:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kate Miller
421 Middlecrest Rd Lake Oswego, OR 97034-3843
millerjkate@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

paulsnow44@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paul Snow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:02:26 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Paul Snow
24 Walking Woods Dr Lake Oswego, OR 97035-1024
paulsnow44@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

soeren@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Soeren Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:58:35 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Soeren Johnson
704 SE 15th Ave Portland, OR 97214-3381
soeren@localmusiclive.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

violet@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Violet Young
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:51:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Violet Young
887 Highway 101 N Yachats, OR 97498-9493
violet@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mscribe9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maureen McCarthy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:45:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Maureen McCarthy
32 South St Marblehead, MA 01945-5515
mscribe9@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mfbuckley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Buckley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:42:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Buckley
6525 NE 36th Ave Portland, OR 97211-7235
mfbuckley@sbcglobal.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alanaliechty@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alana Anne Liechty
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:42:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alana Anne Liechty
12638 SE Ramona St Portland, OR 97236-4643
alanaliechty@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nancystamm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Stamm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:41:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Stamm
11885 Twin Creeks Dr Fort Pierce, FL 34945-2534
nancystamm@edc-inc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

heidihartzorin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heidi Hart-Zorin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:40:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Heidi Hart-Zorin
28 SE 28th Ave Unit 206 Portland, OR 97214-1859
heidihartzorin@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stresskitty@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jen Hazen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:39:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jen Hazen
21745 S Mcburney Rd Beavercreek, OR 97004-9600
stresskitty@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cduren55@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christian Duren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:39:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Christian Duren
5818 Horizon View St SE Salem, OR 97306-2904
cduren55@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lindakayganzini@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Ganzini
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:38:42 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Hello, I write to urge you to strengthen your climate protection program to do everything you can to limit
greenhouse gas emissions and do so at a fast rate, by reducing emissions at least 50% by 2030.   Although the
direction of your plan is good with its plan for pollution caps, it doesn’t go far enough or fast enough. Stronger rules
on industrial polluters are needed, the lack of which make no sense as they are sources of substantial emissions.  
Any type of voluntary self-declarations are likely to fail, and the next set of then needed restrictions will come too
late. You need to anticipate how emitters may skirt these rules and come up with ways to prevent it.   
Importantly we are running out of time on reducing greenhouse gas emissions. We have squandered years. We
must act quickly to make major reductions in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030. The rules must be drawn up so that
they cannot be circumvented by large emitters.
Sincerely,
Linda Ganzini
Sincerely,
Linda Ganzini
1440 Hoodview Ln Lake Oswego, OR 97034-1508
lindakayganzini@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

treonentinc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Treon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:37:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jessica Treon
PO Box 1515 Waldport, OR 97394-1515
treonentinc@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

di4an8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diane Black
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:35:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Diane Black
5305 Joseph St SE Salem, OR 97317-9195
di4an8@q.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mcxerez@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sherry Charles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:28:59 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for and to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come.
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This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice,
climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Sherry Charles
2535 NW Savier St Portland, OR 97210-2411
mcxerez@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jaqalthehybrid@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of janna piper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:25:14 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
janna piper
PO Box 15072 Portland, OR 97293-5072
jaqalthehybrid@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lnorthrup1979@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lori Dingley Northrup
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:23:44 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lori Dingley Northrup
14202 NW 9th Ave Vancouver, WA 98685-1385
lnorthrup1979@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

3qlschultz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lesley Schultz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:22:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lesley Schultz
874 York St Oakland, CA 94610-2121
3qlschultz@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dlsobeys@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Sobelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:22:20 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Sobelson
14602 Sugarpine St Oregon City, OR 97045-7681
dlsobeys@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sarahbutler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sarah Butler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:21:59 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sarah Butler
7800 SW 45th Ave Apt 40 Portland, OR 97219-1567
sarahbutler@lclark.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

zoerolland@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Zoe Rolland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:21:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Zoe Rolland
3032 Winkel Way West Linn, OR 97068-2165
zoerolland@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

laurie.houston@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of laurie Houston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:21:37 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
laurie Houston
1329 Broadway St SW Albany, OR 97321-2171
laurie.houston@oregonstate.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

solacdncs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Juanita Rinas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:18:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Juanita Rinas
975 Lewis Ave Eugene, OR 97402-4270
solacdncs@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pgpierce@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of P Pierce
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:08:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
P Pierce
98 Hearn Rd Saco, ME 04072-8600
pgpierce@att.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ran6711@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randy Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:07:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Randy Harrison
4051 Wagner St Eugene, OR 97402-8725
ran6711@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

drmitch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mitch Stargrove
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:05:25 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mitch Stargrove
25665 SW Wolsborn Ave Hillsboro, OR 97123-9470
drmitch@wellspringofhealth.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

parkermedford@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Medford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:05:13 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Medford
7020 SW 82nd Ave Tigard, OR 97223-7316
parkermedford@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

st99@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Tilley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:04:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Tilley
567 Manzanita Dr Rogue River, OR 97537-5529
st99@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gardeneral@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Clyde Alan Locklear
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:01:44 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Clyde Alan Locklear
6222 SW 36th Ave Portland, OR 97221-3307
gardeneral@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lanny2228@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanne Fredricks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:57:30 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joanne Fredricks
2203 SW Lava Ct Redmond, OR 97756-9013
lanny2228@bendbroadband.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

christineboulder@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christine Walsh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:57:10 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking adequate responsibility for our rt of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution
continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not adequate to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. That is a great concept because every entity needs to pay for and incorporate the real costs of its
product in pricing. Subsidies to some industries not only provide unfair subsidies to stockholders but misrepresent
real cost to consumers who need to be considering climate impacts while purchasing.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do at least our fair share to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of
climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the
voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and
more for many months.
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Sincerely,
Christine Walsh
61419 Rock Bluff Ln Bend, OR 97702-2000
christineboulder@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ahodgdon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alice Hodgdon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:55:08 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alice Hodgdon
1334 NW Baltimore Ave Bend, OR 97703-3127
ahodgdon@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brent_rocks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brent Rocks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:54:07 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Brent Rocks
1518 SW Upper Hall St Portland, OR 97201-6132
brent_rocks@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pmhrothwell@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Paxton Rothwell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:53:30 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Paxton Rothwell
3911 NE Grand Ave Portland, OR 97212-1107
pmhrothwell@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wonmor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karol Dietrich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:53:03 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Karol Dietrich
44401 E Historic Columbia River Hwy Corbett, OR 97019-9634
wonmor@pacifier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gsteinke9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Greg Steinke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:50:17 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Greg Steinke
445 SW Spindrift Depoe Bay, OR 97341-9530
gsteinke9@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

silvercat551@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Barrett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:45:18 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Diana Barrett
23639 Busted Five Ct Rapid City, SD 57702-6536
silvercat551@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bobbyhayden@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bobby Hayden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:43:50 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bobby Hayden
910 NE 110th Ave Portland, OR 97220-3133
bobbyhayden@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

davidbmuller@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Muller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:43:46 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Muller
5505 NE Rodney Ave Portland, OR 97211-2529
davidbmuller@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

angieheide@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of angie heide
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:42:41 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
angie heide
1420 SE 16th Ave Portland, OR 97214-3773
angieheide@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david.bodhi@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Parker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:39:36 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Parker
1953 SE 20th Ave Portland, OR 97214-4805
david.bodhi@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

grantparksoe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Angela Gusa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:37:26 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Angela Gusa
2625 NE 41st Ave Portland, OR 97212-2943
grantparksoe@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cwilli22@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carole Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:35:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Carole Williams
2223 Heritage Pt Morgantown, WV 26505-3065
cwilli22@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eaglelover34@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Henry Mobley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:34:40 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Henry Mobley
5325 Alishire Ct Virginia Beach, VA 23464-5439
eaglelover34@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

swirz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sophie and Jim Swirczynski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:34:12 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sophie and Jim Swirczynski
297 Hawthorne Ave Eugene, OR 97404-3179
swirz@cyber-dyne.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mr9grain@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peter Brewer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:32:07 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Peter Brewer
67265 Bass Ln Bend, OR 97703-9127
mr9grain@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shelleyk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shelley Z.Klappholz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:31:45 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Shelley Z. Klappholz
466 W 23rd Ave Eugene, OR 97405-2634
shelleyk@efn.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pawiter.parhar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pawiter Parhar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:29:33 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Pawiter Parhar
22626 NE Inglewood Hill Rd Apt 635 Sammamish, WA 98074-5009
pawiter.parhar@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

t.cooper50@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of TONI COOPER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:28:17 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
TONI COOPER
3570 S River Pkwy Portland, OR 97239-4534
t.cooper50@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jcbats@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jerry Charlson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:26:55 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jerry Charlson
18398 S Fischers Mill Rd Oregon City, OR 97045-7618
jcbats@ccgmail.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jen1972@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jen Eiffert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:25:25 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jen Eiffert
2955 David Ln Medford, OR 97504-9403
jen1972@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

egillson3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eileene Gillson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:25:07 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Eileene Gillson
23225 SW Orchard Heights Pl Sherwood, OR 97140-7110
egillson3@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chiphall75@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chip Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:24:57 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Chip Hall
PO Box 481 Manzanita, OR 97130-0481
chiphall75@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

patty55@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patty Lofgren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:22:13 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Patty Lofgren
11935 SW Fonner St Portland, OR 97223-2937
patty55@earthlink.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

novk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kay Novak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:17:18 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kay Novak
4941 SW Hollyhock Cir Corvallis, OR 97333-1773
novk@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

scott.hillson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Hillson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:17:17 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Scott Hillson
19461 View Dr West Linn, OR 97068-1339
scott.hillson@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

adamgkane11@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adam Kane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:17:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Adam Kane
10015 SE Talbert St Clackamas, OR 97015-9643
adamgkane11@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marilynmooshie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marilyn Mooshie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:16:57 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Mooshie
970 Lake Shore Dr Selma, OR 97538-9528
marilynmooshie@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dandrward@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dona Ward
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:16:09 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dona Ward
1841 Fairmount Blvd Eugene, OR 97403-1796
dandrward@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

beluskoco@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian French
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:13:37 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Brian French
13124 SE Ankeny St Portland, OR 97233-1560
beluskoco@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

donna.hoak@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Hoak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:10:53 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
My biggest ask is that you honor your name: DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY. Make it so!
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
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many months.
Sincerely,
Donna Hoak
68168 E Maple St Welches, OR 97067-9724
donna.hoak@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

phyllis.jaszkowiak44@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phyllis Jaszkowiak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:07:45 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Jaszkowiak
3012 Furman Dr Lake Oswego, OR 97034
phyllis.jaszkowiak44@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

t.sivesind@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Torunn Sivesind
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:06:17 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Torunn Sivesind
3200 W Colfax Ave Apt 550 Denver, CO 80204-2338
t.sivesind@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

meganerne7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Megan Erne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:05:15 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Megan Erne
634 W 11th Ave Apt 2 Eugene, OR 97402-5265
meganerne7@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stevetall@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 11:02:52 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steve Wilson
460 Salishan Hills Dr Gleneden Beach, OR 97388
stevetall@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rkimsey68@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Kimsey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:59:26 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Kimsey
815 SW 9th St Sublimity, OR 97385-9682
rkimsey68@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

clee103na@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Constance Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:57:45 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Constance Lee
7799 SW Scholls Ferry Rd Apt 255 Beaverton, OR 97008-6579
clee103na@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

leeschmidt1938@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lee Schmidt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:55:00 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lee Schmidt
13505 SE River Rd Apt 211 Portland, OR 97222-8230
leeschmidt1938@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joancj78@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joan Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:54:57 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joan Johnson
2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd Portland, OR 97201-6302
joancj78@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brendelvc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Van Camp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:54:39 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Barbara Van Camp
2198 Courtland Pl Memphis, TN 38104-4215
brendelvc@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gorham.bill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bill Gorham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:54:16 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I live in coastal Curry County and am affiliated with Southern Oregon Climate Action Now (SOCAN). I’m writing
in favor of a strong Climate Protection Program.
I have a PhD in marine biology, worked in the environmental field for over three decades, and care passionately
about not only the ocean but also the future of humanity as both are being impacted by greenhouse gas pollution.
Excess atmospheric CO2 from burning of fossil fuels is warming the planet and making the oceans both warmer and
more acidic. Over 90% of the excess trapped heat has gone into the ocean, causing a double impact to the ocean
ecosystems. Among other effects, a more acidic ocean means crab larvae can’t develop their sensory organs and
have harder time growing their shells both of which impact their survival. This same acidic seawater affects salmon
by reducing the number of pteropods, one of their key prey items, and affecting their sense of smell making them
more vulnerable to predation and preventing them from finding their way home to spawn. Insufficient or no action
on reducing greenhouse gas pollution stands to have major impacts to our oceans’ resources upon which coastal
Oregonians depend.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. While Oregon’s individual contribution to anthropogenic
greenhouse gas emissions is trivial compared to global greenhouse gas emissions, all greenhouse gas emissions are
important in the same way as one individual’s vote is statistically inconsequential yet together, they get politicians
elected or defeated.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program (CPP) are insufficient to meet our responsibility. While the
draft CCP holds many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on natural gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before, all industrial polluters must be covered. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise although it should set at the
lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further
refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
The CPP must include in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, and should require
industrial sources to follow the cap. Allowing industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce
emissions and only update their plan twice per decade could allow pollution from these sources to increase, negating
the CPP’s entire purpose.
At a minimum, if you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then their actions
must be verified by an unbiased third-party every 2 to 3 years on a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap
trajectory.
ENSURE EQUITABLE OUTCOMES
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DEQ must ensure equitability for all Oregonians by investing in projects that reduce the effects of greenhouse gas
pollution for those populations in Oregon that are most impacted by greenhouse gas pollution.
Sincerely,
Bill Gorham
14834 Oceanview Dr Brookings, OR 97415-9326
gorham.bill@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

claw5823@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cheryl Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:53:31 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Johnson
15235 40th Ave N Plymouth, MN 55446-3226
claw5823@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bgsamuelson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Georgeanne Samuelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:52:58 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Georgeanne Samuelson
47525 Perkins St Oakridge, OR 97463-9515
bgsamuelson@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

civiletti@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tom Civiletti
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:52:49 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tom Civiletti
14614 SE Fairoaks Ave Oak Grove, OR 97267-1012
civiletti@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

felicia.madrigal@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Felicia Madrigal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:52:45 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to prevent the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes for many
months. Thank you!
Sincerely,
Felicia Madrigal
PO Box 4017 Beaverton, OR 97075-4017
felicia.madrigal@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nknight@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ned Knight
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:52:44 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ned Knight
2307 E Kennedy Dr Newberg, OR 97132-2268
nknight@linfield.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

waiyeehawaii@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carmen Wong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:52:13 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Carmen Wong
339 SW Texas St Portland, OR 97219-2365
waiyeehawaii@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shirlruns@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shirley Shaw
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:51:12 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Shirley Shaw
5675 NW Foothill Pl Corvallis, OR 97330-3131
shirlruns@mindspring.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marvinfamily@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Roy Marvin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:48:31 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Roy Marvin
615 NW Territorial Rd Canby, OR 97013-9173
marvinfamily@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

yuliabrockdorf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Yulia Brockdorf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:47:32 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Yulia Brockdorf
428 SW Oak St Hillsboro, OR 97123-3936
yuliabrockdorf@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wallmarklinda4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Wallmark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:46:57 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Wallmark
1791 River Pointe Loop Eugene, OR 97408-5923
wallmarklinda4@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mediapro1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Bernstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:46:35 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Barbara Bernstein
1214 SE Flavel St Portland, OR 97202-5932
mediapro1@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bobbuckmister@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bobby Buckmister
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:45:08 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bobby Buckmister
206 Portland Ave Medford, OR 97504-7313
Bobbuckmister@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mcswigan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John McSwigan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:44:28 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John McSwigan
6358 NE Rosebay Dr Hillsboro, OR 97124-5044
mcswigan@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bizzebee_58@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Belinda Colley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:44:15 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Belinda Colley
PO Box 152 Azalea, OR 97410-0152
bizzebee_58@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mcevart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Margarita Evart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:43:51 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Margarita Evart
18951 Indian Springs Cir Lake Oswego, OR 97035-8319
mcevart@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

meagansara@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Meagan Golec
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:41:21 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Meagan Golec
9234 N Buchanan Ave Portland, OR 97203-2435
meagansara@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

karendeora@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Deora
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:41:03 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Karen Deora
2715 B NE 14th Ave Portland, OR 97212-3202
karendeora@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nora.mattek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nora Polk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:39:31 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nora Polk
6405 SE 62nd Ave Portland, OR 97206-6605
nora.mattek@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

missdioni@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dioni Temple
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:39:09 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dioni Temple
4308 NE 17th Ave Portland, OR 97211-5136
missdioni@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jmmaute123@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jane Maute
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:38:08 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jane Maute
2270 Crestview Dr S Salem, OR 97302-5351
Jmmaute123@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

zedlangston@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Zed Langston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:37:23 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Zed Langston
4000 Jessen Dr Eugene, OR 97402-9717
zedlangston@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

luvsea33@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of DIANA KEKULE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:36:02 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
DIANA KEKULE
183 NE Bensell Ave Depoe Bay, OR 97341-1919
luvsea33@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

elizabethdarby137@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of E.Darby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:34:52 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
E. Darby
1020 NW 9th Ave Portland, OR 97209-3473
elizabethdarby137@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kmhgw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine Wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:34:25 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Katherine Wright
3875 Ridgewood Way West Linn, OR 97068-1651
kmhgw@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

garlynn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Garlynn Woodsong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules to meet net zero by 2040
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:33:14 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
The Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a pollution cap on
natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set
at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much
further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030, and net zero by 2040--are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
REGULATE MOBILE SOURCE AND THE FOREST INDUSTRY
Transportation emissions and our forest industry must be held accountable, and regulated to a 50% reduction in
emissions by 2030 and to net zero by 2040.
The current draft is just hot air. Without attaining all of these goals, it’s just an exercise in political check-boxing.
Sincerely,
Garlynn Woodsong
5267 NE 29th Ave Portland, OR 97211-6239
garlynn@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

donkeymom@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erika Robinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:32:43 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Erika Robinson
320 SE 119th St South Beach, OR 97366-9629
donkeymom@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bkimple@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bret Kimple
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:32:21 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bret Kimple
19845 Porcupine Dr Bend, OR 97702-2095
bkimple@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Funk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:32:09 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stephen Funk
2030 SW Roxbury Ave Portland, OR 97225-5139
sf@stephenfunkphotography.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

melloves2run@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melanie Kimple
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:32:04 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Melanie Kimple
19845 Porcupine Dr Bend, OR 97702-2095
melloves2run@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pinkiesleadtheway@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jud schlacter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:31:59 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
jud schlacter
PO Box 10532 Eugene, OR 97440-2532
pinkiesleadtheway@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marilynb123@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marilyn Bergen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:31:09 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Bergen
836 SW Curry St Unit 408 Portland, OR 97239-4523
marilynb123@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ameliaapadilla@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amelia Padilla
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:30:31 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Amelia Padilla
5959 SE Oetkin Rd Portland, OR 97267-3204
ameliaapadilla@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stacywaltman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stacy Kamala Waltman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:29:17 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stacy Kamala Waltman
3003 SE Pine St Portland, OR 97214-1990
Stacywaltman@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

suwenueng@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Su-wen Chen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:28:59 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Su-wen Chen
2831 NW Shields Dr Bend, OR 97703-7301
suwenueng@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lisa_turrini@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Turrini
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:27:34 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lisa Turrini
2626 NW Hilton Ct Bend, OR 97703-5920
lisa_turrini@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dale6050@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Keels Bailey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:27:27 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Keels Bailey
2116 NE 52nd Ave Portland, OR 97213-2604
dale6050@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

amcavoyloans@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne McAvoy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:25:38 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Anne McAvoy
2615 SW West Point Ave Portland, OR 97225-3345
amcavoyloans@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

blue1jay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jay Humphrey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:24:46 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jay Humphrey
25525 S Laura Ln Estacada, OR 97023-9417
blue1jay@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kmhgw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine Wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:24:12 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Katherine Wright
3875 Ridgewood Way West Linn, OR 97068-1651
kmhgw@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

christinekidd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Christine Kidd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:24:09 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Christine Kidd
5940 Summerside St SE Salem, OR 97306-8610
christinekidd@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

monicagilman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Monica Gilman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:24:08 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Monica Gilman
25525 S Laura Ln Estacada, OR 97023-9417
monicagilman@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

masflo222@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Milton and Shirley Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:24:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Milton and Shirley Nelson
1451 Spruce St Apt 323 Florence, OR 97439-9682
masflo222@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lskonberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Skonberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:22:56 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Skonberg
564 Wildcat Canyon Rd Sutherlin, OR 97479-8817
lskonberg@mac.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kssheibley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathryn Sheibley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:22:09 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Sheibley
1054 SE 56th Ave Portland, OR 97215-2702
kssheibley@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

WizardG@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Clifford Myers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:21:43 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Clifford Myers
31719 Tide Creek Rd Deer Island, OR 97054-9528
WizardG@AOL.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gndysart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gretchen Dysart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:20:49 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Gretchen Dysart
16276 Kimball St Lake Oswego, OR 97035-4134
gndysart@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sjfr2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Fuller-Rowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:19:25 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stephen Fuller-Rowell
91 N Polk St Eugene, OR 97402-4108
sjfr2@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michellej2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michelle Jordan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules before it"s too late
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:19:13 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michelle Jordan
720 Avenue G Unit D Seaside, OR 97138-6624
michellej2@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dlnlcarl2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Carl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:19:06 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Carl
1014 S Park St Carlton, OR 97111-9606
dlnlcarl2@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ediestewart29@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edith Orner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:18:22 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Edith Orner
2054 54th Ave SE Albany, OR 97322-7257
ediestewart29@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lyle.funderburk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lyle Funderburk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:17:26 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lyle Funderburk
10003 SE Foster Rd Portland, OR 97266-5100
lyle.funderburk@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

conwayct2007@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cheryl Conway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:17:21 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Conway
1006 Grand Ave Astoria, OR 97103-4700
conwayct2007@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

phillip_callaway@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phillip Callaway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:15:31 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Phillip Callaway
PO Box 243 Crawfordsville, OR 97336-0243
phillip_callaway@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michael.cairns@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Cairns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:15:27 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michael Cairns
593 E St Independence, OR 97351-1717
michael.cairns@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mimiepstein42@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mimi Epstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:14:25 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mimi Epstein
9975 SW Taylor St Portland, OR 97225-6748
mimiepstein42@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sallymaish@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sally Maish
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:14:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sally Maish
987 Gem Dr Roseburg, OR 97471-9716
sallymaish@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bearishly@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Painter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:13:46 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Painter
2599 Rabun Way Central Point, OR 97502-3614
bearishly@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sflask2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Flaskerud
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:12:14 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sandra Flaskerud
PO Box 178 Sandy, OR 97055-0178
sflask2@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alan.scott.sol@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alan Scott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:11:08 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alan Scott
3643 SE 27th Ave Portland, OR 97202-3003
alan.scott.sol@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alanhanson2875@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alan Hanson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:11:07 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alan Hanson
2631 NW Havre Ct Bend, OR 97703-5598
alanhanson2875@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

smojo9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Merrill Ahrens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:10:52 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Merrill Ahrens
424 NE Royal Ct Portland, OR 97232-3342
smojo9@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

duren.denise@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Denise Duren
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:10:46 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Denise Duren
5818 Horizon View St SE Salem, OR 97306-2904
duren.denise@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tnt1014@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peggy Tribble
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:10:15 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Peggy Tribble
48100 SE Tumala Mountain Rd Estacada, OR 97023-9551
tnt1014@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

estry@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hal Estry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:10:07 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Hal Estry
12705 SE River Rd Portland, OR 97222-9799
estry@umich.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cherinel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cherine Bauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:09:55 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cherine Bauer
85 River Loop 1 Eugene, OR 97404-1704
cherinel@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pascalmatheis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pascal Matheis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:09:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Pascal Matheis
2390 SW Vermont St Portland, OR 97219-1977
pascalmatheis@me.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ronm430@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of colonel meyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:09:01 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
colonel meyer
3701 Eagle Pass St # 30 North Port, FL 34286-2009
ronm430@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

maryofthymirth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amanda Tucker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:08:58 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Amanda Tucker
1620 NE Beacon Dr Grants Pass, OR 97526-3511
maryofthymirth@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cebruner@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cheryl Bruner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:08:42 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Bruner
300 Vencill Ln Williams, OR 97544-9792
cebruner@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frankie0004260@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Francisco Gadea
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:07:32 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Francisco Gadea
3519 NE 15th Ave # 166 Portland, OR 97212-2356
Frankie0004260@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

storm33@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jean Svadlenka
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:07:00 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jean Svadlenka
7010 SW Highland Ct Wilsonville, OR 97070-8761
storm33@sonic.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sillahee@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sasha Pollack
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:06:52 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sasha Pollack
4321 SW Washouga Ave Portland, OR 97239-1376
sillahee@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

info@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bret Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:06:40 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bret Miller
311 N Mountain Ave Ashland, OR 97520-1228
info@atbagsend.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

buttontrader@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bryan Gilbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:06:39 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bryan Gilbert
1377 Skye Pkwy West Linn, OR 97068-1844
buttontrader@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gee.whiz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Grace Sanders
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:06:37 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Grace Sanders
636 NW 20th Ave Apt 8 Portland, OR 97209-1218
gee.whiz@outlook.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wkentw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kent Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:06:16 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kent Wilson
335 NW Lost Springs Ter Unit 202 Portland, OR 97229-6445
wkentw@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bcshelby@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:06:03 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
BC Shelby
1040 NW 10th Ave Apt 525 Portland, OR 97209-3464
bcshelby@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mass.communications2011@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:05:54 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Roberts
1111 Swinburne Pl Vernon Hills, IL 60061-1025
mass.communications2011@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sheehy.s@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Sheehy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:04:56 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steve Sheehy
4727 Alpine Dr Klamath Falls, OR 97603-8303
sheehy.s@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

spec@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Darrell Barnes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:04:36 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Darrell Barnes
24189 Highway 20 Bend, OR 97701-8302
spec@dbarchinc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

petalsfab1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rheama Koonce
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:04:25 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rheama Koonce
1286 SW Meadow Ln Depoe Bay, OR 97341-9529
petalsfab1@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cysliders@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:03:24 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Davis
210 SW Nancy Cir Gresham, OR 97030-6522
cysliders@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Wheeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:02:57 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mark Wheeler
628 SE 58th Ave Portland, OR 97215-1826
mark@rootsrealty.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

erik.horeis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erik Horeis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:02:54 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Erik Horeis
900 NE Warner Pl Apt 213 Bend, OR 97701-4687
erik.horeis@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dgendvil@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:02:39 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave # 360 Las Vegas, NV 89117-5744
dgendvil@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rbaxelrod@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Russell Axelrod
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:02:19 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Russell Axelrod
19648 Wildwood Dr West Linn, OR 97068-2210
rbaxelrod@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rennor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Norah Renken
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:02:17 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Norah Renken
5603 N Syracuse St Portland, OR 97203-5241
rennor@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alexkorsunsky@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alex Korsunsky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:01:35 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alex Korsunsky
865 Kingwood Dr NW Salem, OR 97304-3639
alexkorsunsky@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

davemult@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Nichols
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:01:11 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Nichols
5107 NE Couch St Portland, OR 97213-3021
davemult@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

misstkr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tracy Richards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:01:02 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tracy Richards
13900 SE Highway 212 Unit 175 Clackamas, OR 97015-8418
misstkr@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jesseq70@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jesse Burke-Quinn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:51:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jesse Burke-Quinn
12905 Upper Cow Creek Rd Azalea, OR 97410-9778
jesseq70@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

butterflypeace94@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Leuise Crumble
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 2:32:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Leuise Crumble
252 N Hamlin Blvd Chicago, IL 60624-1835
butterflypeace94@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

violet@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Violet Young
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, September 27, 2021 7:10:19 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Violet Young
887 Highway 101 N Yachats, OR 97498-9493
violet@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stephanie.in.pdx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephanie Taylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:11:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stephanie Taylor
40460 SE Cedar Creek Rd Sandy, OR 97055-8502
stephanie.in.pdx@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bch-j@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ben Horner-Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:02:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ben Horner-Johnson
12074 SE 37th Ave Milwaukie, OR 97222-6914
bch-j@nualumni.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cutterscreation@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chris Cramer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 26, 2021 6:48:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Chris Cramer
31773 Goosecreek Rd Mc Arthur, OH 45651-8854
cutterscreation@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nimbusken@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ken Silverman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 26, 2021 4:51:35 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ken Silverman
90 Hillendale Dr Ashland, OR 97520-9508
nimbusken@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

primocarnese@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Carnese
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 26, 2021 4:47:14 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Carnese
1627 SE Reedway St Apt 106 Portland, OR 97202-5153
primocarnese@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ideruyter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ineke Deruyter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 26, 2021 4:43:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ineke Deruyter
9322 N Oswego Ave Portland, OR 97203-2339
ideruyter@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

torolin1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Jenkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 26, 2021 3:39:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Jenkins
14380 Salt Creek Rd Dallas, OR 97338-9307
torolin1@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gallanosak@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristin Gallanosa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 26, 2021 3:51:48 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kristin Gallanosa
1545 Rogers St Richmond, VA 23223-4358
gallanosak@live.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bjclark@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 26, 2021 3:38:17 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Clark
5035 N Depauw St Portland, OR 97203-4418
bjclark@siderial.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gbroelof@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Georgia Roelof
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, September 25, 2021 6:53:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Georgia Roelof
1142 NE Lakewood Lincoln City, OR 97367-3133
gbroelof@outlook.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

andi_b930@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrea Bertram
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, September 25, 2021 6:17:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Andrea Bertram
417 Messenger St Johnstown, PA 15902-2130
andi_b930@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kwolfe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katherine Wolfe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, September 25, 2021 2:20:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Katherine Wolfe
920 Mary Jane Ave Ashland, OR 97520-3635
kwolfe@jeffnet.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

homerjim82@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, September 25, 2021 11:41:59 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Amy Roberts
2883 NW Sunny Ln Albany, OR 97321-9637
homerjim82@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marwrog@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Rogers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, September 25, 2021 9:26:04 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mark Rogers
40601 SE Kubitz Rd Sandy, OR 97055-8517
marwrog@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

danroxu@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of D S
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, September 25, 2021 9:21:22 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
DS
505 SW 139th Ave Beaverton, OR 97006-5840
danroxu@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bklopp@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Basey Klopp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 8:43:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Last Friday as we were preparing to celebrate my son's 11th birthday dinner, the smoke rolled back into Central
Oregon, thick and acrid, and drove us inside again. This is the second year in a row his birthday, September 17th,
was cloaked in hazardous air too dangerous to be outside breathing. This kiddo was born here in Bend in 2010, back
when late summers were gorgeous and September meant snow in the mountains, not smoke that cancelled outings
for weeks on end. Our climate is warming rapidly and making many days in Central Oregon unlivable as a result.
This is tragic. But you can do something about it. In fact, you must. Act Now!
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your
moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. Please
make the following improvements on the draft:
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have
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been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Basey Klopp
1808 NW Vicksburg Ave Bend, OR 97703-1440
bklopp@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

robinpstalcup@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robin Stalcup
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 8:09:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Robin Stalcup
4640 Blackcherry Ct SE Salem, OR 97317-6054
robinpstalcup@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chavez_art@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phyllis Chavez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 7:59:23 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Chavez
2112 Ocean Park Blvd Apt 5 Santa Monica, CA 90405-5038
chavez_art@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kwickflea@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kimberly Wick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 3:50:43 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kimberly Wick
26001 NW Highway 47 Buxton, OR 97109-9507
kwickflea@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

salmek41@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of salme armijo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 2:36:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
salme armijo
1220 Jacobs Dr Apt 51 Eugene, OR 97402-1988
salmek41@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nancy.brightwings@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Boyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 2:19:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Boyd
PO Box 5553 Eugene, OR 97405-0553
nancy.brightwings@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

laura.hanks7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Hanks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 9:43:16 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Laura Hanks
6281 SE Deering Ct Milwaukie, OR 97222-2325
laura.hanks7@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pdelaquil@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pat DeLaquil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 8:34:43 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Pat DeLaquil
155 SE 16th Ct Gresham, OR 97080-5362
pdelaquil@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

zuni97@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Uhler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 8:00:16 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Robert Uhler
5166 Alpine Loop Eugene, OR 97405-4627
zuni97@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bm2foto3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bob Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:28:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bob Miller
1265 Pacific Ave Santa Rosa, CA 95404-3460
bm2foto3@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jsusie23@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of SUSAN CASWELL
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 10:41:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
SUSAN CASWELL
PO Box 347 # HI96776 Paauilo, HI 96776-0347
jsusie23@hawaii.rr.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lida.durant@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Stevenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:40:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michael Stevenson
1610 SW Martin St Corvallis, OR 97333-1453
lida.durant@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marta@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marta Boyett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:59:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marta Boyett
89819 Demming Rd Elmira, OR 97437-9618
marta@epud.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hojoharrison@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Howard Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:53:43 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Howard Harrison
604 Ash Ave Tillamook, OR 97141-3663
hojoharrison@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hojoharrison@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joy Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:53:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joy Harrison
604 Ash Ave Tillamook, OR 97141-3663
hojoharrison@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nora.mattek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nora Polk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:44:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nora Polk
6405 SE 62nd Ave Portland, OR 97206-6605
nora.mattek@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

greengirlspdx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanne Walters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:34:40 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joanne Walters
7103 N Maryland Ave Portland, OR 97217-5427
greengirlspdx@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mpbosch4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Bosch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:31:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Bosch
431 Lakewood Rd Lake Oswego, OR 97034-3837
mpbosch4@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jeannestpierre@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeanne St.Pierre
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:29:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jeanne St. Pierre
5583 Oak Heights Ct SE Salem, OR 97306-1693
jeannestpierre@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

relynn53@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Renee Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:12:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Renee Clark
1580 SE 19th St Apt E9 Lincoln City, OR 97367-2472
relynn53@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dduugg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Douglas Eichelberger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:21:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Douglas Eichelberger
1533 SE 33rd Ave Portland, OR 97214-5020
dduugg@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kristensart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kristen Swanson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:20:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kristen Swanson
1670 Linden Ave Springfield, OR 97477-7633
kristensart@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

angieheide@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of angie heide
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:06:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
angie heide
1420 SE 16th Ave Portland, OR 97214-3773
angieheide@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

spur848@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shelley Ries
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 5:49:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Shelley Ries
2690 SW Pickford St Apt 68A Corvallis, OR 97333-2836
spur848@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alleepa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pamela Allee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 5:18:40 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Pamela Allee
7425 N Portsmouth Ave Portland, OR 97203-4242
alleepa@spiretech.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nanhedrick2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Hedrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 4:51:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Hedrick
6902 N Villard Ave Portland, OR 97217-5157
nanhedrick2@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nmcd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy McDonald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 4:23:40 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy McDonald
6498 Lowry Dr Apt 4 West Linn, OR 97068-2654
nmcd@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gwhiting@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of gm whiting
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 4:03:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
gm whiting
PO Box 591 Joseph, OR 97846-0591
gwhiting@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cnkyoder@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kara Gonterman-Yoder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 3:49:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kara Gonterman-Yoder
291 Lexington Ave Astoria, OR 97103-5013
cnkyoder@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

whitewaterotter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of clifford myers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 3:07:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
clifford myers
31719 Tide Creek Rd Deer Island Or United Stat Deer Island, OR 97054
whitewaterotter@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

oh_otter@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dwight Long
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 2:12:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dwight Long
6523 Valhalla Ave Klamath Falls, OR 97603-5302
oh_otter@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gtahaka@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Catherine Gumtow-Farrior
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 2:04:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Catherine Gumtow-Farrior
4033 SE Tillamook Loop Prineville, OR 97754-8584
gtahaka@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

emilyplatt93@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Emily Platt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 1:45:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Emily Platt
2808 SE 18th Ave Portland, OR 97202-2221
emilyplatt93@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

madeskv@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Valerie Madeska
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 1:26:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Valerie Madeska
10 Fordham Pl Bay Shore, NY 11706-8043
madeskv@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

goldfeld@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne Goldfeld
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 1:24:26 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Anne Goldfeld
18090 NW Cornell Rd Apt A Beaverton, OR 97006-8701
goldfeld@aya.yale.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bridgetmichelle07@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bridget Wyatt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 1:04:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bridget Wyatt
783 NW Naito Pkwy Apt 409 Portland, OR 97209-4754
bridgetmichelle07@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wendy.garbart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy M Garbart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:51:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Wendy M Garbart
736 SE 48th Ave Portland, OR 97215-1723
wendy.garbart@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mlwp1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Lynn Willis Parodi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:26:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Lynn Willis Parodi
12045 SW Springwood Dr Tigard, OR 97223-3329
mlwp1@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tinah53374@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tina Horowitz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:20:31 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tina Horowitz
4701 Pine St Apt M8 Philadelphia, PA 19143-7002
tinah53374@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jennyallison@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jenny Allison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 12:09:20 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jenny Allison
1852 NE 9th Pl Hillsboro, OR 97124-3800
jennyallison@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

seymh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rona Homer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:55:19 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rona Homer
24745 N 117th St Scottsdale, AZ 85255-5900
seymh@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

charmine.rone.tutor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charmine Rone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:51:13 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking enough responsibility for our part of the climate crisis. Our greenhouse gas pollution continues
at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program
are not sufficient, and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased and thankful that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR
accountable, with a pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than
ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be
retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are
an innovative idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious
climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or more
frequently and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later
date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently
exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. Yet it can be much more meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
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environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Charmine Rone
11715 SW Terrace Trails Dr Tigard, OR 97223-2867
charmine.rone.tutor@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

meier235@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria Meier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:40:31 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
We should have acted on comprehensive climate legislation 50 years ago. We did a bit, but the bottle bill isn’t
enough for what faces us this decade. Now is Oregon’s time to act to meet our responsibilities.       
The Climate Protection Program draft is a good start. Many of the worst polluters are held accountable; the
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a fine compromise and should be kept in the final draft; and the Community
Climate Investments are a wonderful creation. That said, the following improvements are vital to the bill:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan minimum targets, which must be
based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least
50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more
quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
Allowing industrial polluters to self-identify twice per decade is barely even a guideline. If you choose to exempt
industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air
pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline
consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state
gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. While this is potentially helpful, it doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change. If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a
1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering
the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities. At minimum, the CCI program
needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to
clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of
project implementation.
This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice,
climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months. I want our
state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come.

Sincerely,
Victoria Meier
4669 Exeter St West Linn, OR 97068-3824
meier235@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

melloves2run@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melanie Kimple
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:29:30 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Melanie Kimple
19845 Porcupine Dr Bend, OR 97702-2095
melloves2run@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bkimple@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bret Kimple
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:28:40 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bret Kimple
19845 Porcupine Dr Bend, OR 97702-2095
bkimple@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tonylaboca@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Workman-Morelli
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:25:23 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michael Workman-Morelli
708 E Aldercrest Dr Newberg, OR 97132-1231
tonylaboca@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

erin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erin Marshall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:16:42 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Erin Marshall
5736 NE 29th Ave Portland, OR 97211-6124
erin@kismet-design.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen_L_Saunders@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ellen Saunders
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:15:11 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ellen Saunders
47950 NW Dingheiser Rd Manning, OR 97125-7165
Ellen_L_Saunders@me.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hemming@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Hemmingsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:15:11 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jim Hemmingsen
1860 Riverview St Eugene, OR 97403-2115
hemming@cyber-dyne.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

james@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of james lung
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:15:08 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
james lung
2908 NE Killingsworth St Portland, OR 97211-6812
james@jameslung.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

laurafmcmullen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura McMullen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 11:08:02 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Laura McMullen
100 Rock Rd Hawthorne, NJ 07506-1565
laurafmcmullen@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

regan.fisher@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Regan Fisher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 10:18:51 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Regan Fisher
1849 SE 43rd Ave Portland, OR 97215-3117
regan.fisher@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

martin.fisher84@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martin Fisher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 10:18:38 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Martin Fisher
1849 SE 43rd Ave Portland, OR 97215-3117
martin.fisher84@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

heatherannedavis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heather Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 10:17:43 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Heather Davis
19963 SW Joann Ct Aloha, OR 97003-2575
heatherannedavis@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

susan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Strauss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 10:17:34 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
How many more fires and unbreathable air does Oregon need for DEQ to take responsibility for our part of the
climate crisis? Our greenhouse gas pollution continues at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Strauss
66280 White Rock Loop Bend, OR 97703-9069
susan@straussstoryteller.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mkpritchard1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Pritchard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 10:06:34 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Pritchard
2460 Pioneer Pike Eugene, OR 97401-5588
mkpritchard1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

care4animals@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Vic Bostock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:47:14 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Vic Bostock
1612 Woodglen Ln Altadena, CA 91001-1819
care4animals@hotmail.co.uk
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mvensnyder@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Val Snyder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:37:20 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Val Snyder
3311 Valley Crest Way Forest Grove, OR 97116-1025
mvensnyder@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

francescagisellevarela@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Francesca Varela
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:36:10 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Francesca Varela
1037 NW 20th Ave Portland, OR 97209-1552
francescagisellevarela@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ohnaa28@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:23:30 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Anderson
39475 Mohawk Loop Rd Marcola, OR 97454-9708
ohnaa28@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nancyperkinson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nancy Perkinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:18:59 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nancy Perkinson
490 16th Ave Coos Bay, OR 97420-4470
nancyperkinson@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

victoria.a.koch@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria Koch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:17:13 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Victoria Koch
1525 W 12th Ave Eugene, OR 97402-3744
victoria.a.koch@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hayden_bill@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bill Hayden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:12:10 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bill Hayden
1254 Karen Way NW Salem, OR 97304-2917
hayden_bill@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

swilson3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sherita Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:04:38 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sherita Wilson
10 N French Rd Amherst, NY 14228-2003
swilson3@daemen.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ohnaa28@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:56:25 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Anderson
39475 Mohawk Loop Rd Marcola, OR 97454-9708
ohnaa28@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mobius@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lilith Gist
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:43:11 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lilith Gist
95625 Coos Sumner Ln Coos Bay, OR 97420-8408
mobius@mo-light.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pjolly36@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of P Jolly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:40:23 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
P Jolly
18785 SW Alderwood Dr Beaverton, OR 97003-2953
pjolly36@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

annesophiehoudek@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anne-Sophie Houdek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:33:51 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Anne-Sophie Houdek
2025 NE 44th Ave Unit 507 Portland, OR 97213-1365
annesophiehoudek@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

snjcutler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Cutler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:23:15 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stephen Cutler
469 Aqua Vista Loop Yachats, OR 97498-8415
snjcutler@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sandicornez@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandi Cornez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:22:18 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sandi Cornez
3323 SW Multnomah Blvd Apt 50 Portland, OR 97219-3774
sandicornez@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

miss.anna.greenberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Anna Greenberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:16:09 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Anna Greenberg
28246 Spencer Creek Rd Eugene, OR 97405-9703
miss.anna.greenberg@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mazda63@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jules Moritz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:16:07 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jules Moritz
8285 NW Mitchell Dr Corvallis, OR 97330-2824
mazda63@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

georgedavidson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of George Davidson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:07:52 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
George Davidson
7633 SW Green Valley Ter Portland, OR 97225-1531
georgedavidson@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jolspoke1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joel Schoening
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:03:19 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joel Schoening
5236 NE 37th Ave Portland, OR 97211-8002
jolspoke1@mac.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stargatekathy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathy Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 8:02:38 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathy Jones
6531 SE Ivon St Portland, OR 97206-1250
stargatekathy@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ljm257@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:59:42 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Moore
43190 Kahler Basin Rd Spray, OR 97874-8263
ljm257@outlook.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

spec@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Darrell Barnes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:45:19 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Darrell Barnes
24189 Highway 20 Bend, OR 97701-8302
spec@dbarchinc.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

trickennedy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Patricia Kennedy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:44:38 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Patricia Kennedy
8665 NE Rockspring St Hillsboro, OR 97006-2204
trickennedy@me.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dirtroadiva@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria Eells
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:18:59 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Victoria Eells
94406 Sixes River Rd Sixes, OR 97476-9717
dirtroadiva@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rpneff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ray Neff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:05:09 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ray Neff
524 E 32nd Ave Eugene, OR 97405-3761
rpneff@efn.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

F2JP@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frank J Perruccio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 7:03:16 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Frank J Perruccio
26887 S Look Rd Colton, OR 97017-8610
F2JP@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ellpfa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ellen Pfander
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:59:14 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ellen Pfander
83435 Tolman Rd Creswell, OR 97426-9708
ellpfa@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

djripke1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Sharp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:59:04 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Donna Sharp
26110 Bud Ln Veneta, OR 97487-9688
djripke1@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wallacelora@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lora Denman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:54:58 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lora Denman
373 SE Baker Ave Gresham, OR 97080-2018
wallacelora@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

info@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bret Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:41:09 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bret Miller
311 N Mountain Ave Ashland, OR 97520-1228
info@atbagsend.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

fylbeall@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Biehl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 6:23:55 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Philip Biehl
11940 SW Carmen St Tigard, OR 97223-2926
fylbeall@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

campbellbarbara79@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 5:49:42 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Barbara Campbell
485 S Tannahill St Vidor, TX 77662-4816
campbellbarbara79@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

diamonds888@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Hower
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 4:05:49 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Barbara Hower
958 NW Sycamore Ave Apt 8 Corvallis, OR 97330-7101
diamonds888@ymail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

airlink66@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rick K.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 2:33:13 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rick K.
18245 Fresh Lake Way Boca Raton, FL 33498-1950
airlink66@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

omaha_sunshine@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stacey Gunderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 1:58:40 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stacey Gunderson
9767 SE Talbert St Clackamas, OR 97015-9682
omaha_sunshine@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ronm430@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of colonel meyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 1:37:32 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
colonel meyer
3701 Eagle Pass St # 30 North Port, FL 34286-2009
ronm430@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

laura.p@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Poueymirou
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 1:02:09 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Laura Poueymirou
925 NE 9th St Bend, OR 97701-4846
laura.p@hdesd.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kathy.mitchell5232@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Mitchell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 23, 2021 1:01:29 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Mitchell
5232 SE Madison St Portland, OR 97215-2667
kathy.mitchell5232@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jalberghini2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Alberghini
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:55:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Alberghini
7740 250th St Bellerose, NY 11426-2622
jalberghini2@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

martinkilbourne@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martin Kilbourne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:54:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Martin Kilbourne
17631 SW Oviatt St Beaverton, OR 97007-6875
martinkilbourne@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stevmedia@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Millan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:42:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steven Millan
8350 W Desert Inn Rd Apt 1091 Las Vegas, NV 89117-9115
stevmedia@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

manapranabanana@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Larry Morningstar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:24:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Larry Morningstar
315 S 1st St Talent, OR 97540-7005
manapranabanana@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jen1972@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jen E
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:24:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jen E
2955 David Ln Medford, OR 97504-9403
jen1972@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

prin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kris N.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:23:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kris N.
633 NE 68th Ave Portland, OR 97213-5523
prin@phoenixfi.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chris.cw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chris Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:17:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
insufficient, and must be improved.
THIS IS AN EMERGENCY, not business as usual. The recent IPCC report states: "unless there are immediate,
rapid and larg-scale reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, limiting warming to close to 1.5C or even 2C will be
beyond reach."
I have two sons who are young adults. They are despondent that their future is literally burning, melting, and
evaporating before their eyes, and yet those in power are not acting like it. My sons know the next 30 years will be
like this one... but ONLY if we take drastic steps to reduce carbon. To do this, the CPP must be much stronger.
This is not a drill. This is our future, and what we do today determines what my sons and Oregon's children will -or won't -- inherit.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules..
Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more
ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy
climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
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continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice,
climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes for many months.
Our future is counting on you.
Sincerely,
Chris Clark
7437 SE 29th Ave Portland, OR 97202-8824
chris.cw@stanfordalumni.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tnoble0210@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of theresa noble
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 11:04:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
theresa noble
22185 SW Riggs Rd Aloha, OR 97078-8466
tnoble0210@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

moondaughter72@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Saxon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:57:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Diana Saxon
4098 Market St NE Apt 23 Salem, OR 97301-1918
moondaughter72@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ibclcprof@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Esther Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:55:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Esther Friedman
4160 Hertel Dr S Salem, OR 97302-6173
ibclcprof@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

patcope@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pat Copenhaver
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:37:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Pat Copenhaver
710 Union St Iowa Falls, IA 50126-1427
patcope@ymail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jjenkins@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jacqueline Jenkins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:35:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Jenkins
3789 5th Ave N Keizer, OR 97303-5931
jjenkins@volcano.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

modusoperandi2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Niall Carroll
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:27:40 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Niall Carroll
3991 Franklin Ave Astoria, OR 97103-2439
modusoperandi2@mac.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jjrahm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Rahm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:26:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Rahm
282 W Clearpine Dr Sisters, OR 97759-2696
jjrahm@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rubydeb5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:21:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Debra Smith
14561 SE Garland Ln Milwaukie, OR 97267-2955
rubydeb5@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ediestewart29@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edith Orner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:19:37 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Edith Orner
2054 54th Ave SE Albany, OR 97322-7257
ediestewart29@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

evelyninthewoods@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Evelyn Hess
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:19:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Evelyn Hess
PO Box 5464 Eugene, OR 97405-0464
evelyninthewoods@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

aquiwebe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mike Gross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 10:07:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mike Gross
26995 Dobbin Creek Rd # 768 Foster, OR 97345-9747
aquiwebe@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

airbat@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nicholas Lenchner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:56:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Lenchner
1324 Cashew Rd Santa Rosa, CA 95403-1543
airbat@pacbell.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cffeck@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charlotte Feck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:39:24 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Charlotte Feck
PO Box 19 Plummer, ID 83851-0019
cffeck@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

adrianbergeron@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Adrian Bergeron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:34:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Adrian Bergeron
128 W DAWSON St Halfway, OR 97834
adrianbergeron@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jpn5710@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Nettleton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:33:20 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Nettleton
4311 SE 37th Ave Portland, OR 97202-3276
jpn5710@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

aschmidt@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrea Schmidt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:28:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Andrea Schmidt
7430 SE Henderson St Portland, OR 97206-7960
aschmidt@pps.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

codyhoff85@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cody Hoff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:20:29 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cody Hoff
3125 Sinton Rd Colorado Springs, CO 80907-5015
codyhoff85@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

erehemanrouy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of james castle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:19:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
james castle
4326 NE 13th Ave Portland, OR 97211-4628
erehemanrouy@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bcshelby@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:14:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
BC Shelby
1040 NW 10th Ave Apt 525 Portland, OR 97209-3464
bcshelby@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

itouchedthewire@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rita Castillo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:10:25 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rita Castillo
6963 B St Springfield, OR 97478-7247
itouchedthewire@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sophielouise89@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sophie Carter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 9:07:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sophie Carter
6807 N Tyler Ave Portland, OR 97203-5534
sophielouise89@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

peace@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of lyric apted
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:49:19 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
lyric apted
2228 NE Multnomah St Apt K Portland, OR 97232-2134
peace@snottygrrl.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jered5235@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Bard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:48:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Who
Sincerely,
Susan Bard
86324 Saddle Mountain Rd Astoria, OR 97103-8126
jered5235@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jillcessna@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jill Cessna
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:46:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jill Cessna
1584 NE 61st Ave Hillsboro, OR 97124-5070
jillcessna@comccast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tylertt8@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tyler Otto
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:36:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tyler Otto
23901 SE 241st St Maple Valley, WA 98038-5203
tylertt8@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

labrooke03@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura Stice
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:33:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Laura Stice
1377 Arthur St Eugene, OR 97402-3511
labrooke03@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alanrkirk@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alan Kirk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:32:36 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I believe that DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility as a
state, and now more than ever it the time to step up.
On the positive side, I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in
Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry
than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and
should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
However, I urge you to please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at
least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on
the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by
2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly,
and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. But as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one
credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in
communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of
color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1
overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the
cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
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environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alan Kirk
4180 NW Canary Pl Corvallis, OR 97330-2269
alanrkirk@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jacobsonlm1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lawrence Jacobson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:31:21 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lawrence Jacobson
3640 SW Baird St Unit 3 Portland, OR 97219-6057
jacobsonlm1@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tjeffries77@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tim Jeffries
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:31:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.

I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tim Jeffries
1455 NW Ithaca Ave Bend, OR 97703-2113
tjeffries77@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nbpierson71@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Neilia Pierson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:29:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Neilia Pierson
805 Caves Hwy Cave Junction, OR 97523-9413
nbpierson71@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

salmonberries@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Mamoyac
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:16:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steve Mamoyac
2988 NW Angelica Dr Corvallis, OR 97330-3621
salmonberries@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

julie_nader@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julianna Nader
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:00:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE -Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Julianna Nader
22525 SW Rickard Pl Sherwood, OR 97140-8221
julie_nader@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

treonentinc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jessica Treon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:00:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jessica Treon
PO Box 1515 Waldport, OR 97394-1515
treonentinc@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jackiecritser@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jackie Critser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:59:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jackie Critser
7552 NE Lessard Rd Camas, WA 98607-9600
jackiecritser@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lcardiff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lynn Cardiff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:59:36 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lynn Cardiff
No NO Salem, OR 97301
lcardiff@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

john@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Barger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:58:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Barger
7752 SE 44th Ave Portland, OR 97206-8418
john@johnbarger.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ketousle@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kay Tousley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:51:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kay Tousley
1400 NE 2nd Ave Apt 1611 Portland, OR 97232-1147
ketousle@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

phillip_callaway@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phillip Callaway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:43:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Phillip Callaway
PO Box 243 Crawfordsville, OR 97336-0243
phillip_callaway@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ignacio927@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stacie Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:41:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stacie Hall
927 Clearbrook Dr Oregon City, OR 97045-3461
ignacio927@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ilenem_1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:40:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Debra Moore
10370 Evelyn Dr Clio, MI 48420-7713
ilenem_1@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steven.schafer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steven Schafer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:31:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steven Schafer
10890 SW Berkshire St Portland, OR 97225-4404
steven.schafer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ronald.laupheimer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ron Laupheimer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:31:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ron Laupheimer
45 Ashbury Ter San Francisco, CA 94117-4501
ronald.laupheimer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mikeandbrandalyn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brandalyn Sprinkle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:31:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Brandalyn Sprinkle
1691 NE Glen Ellen Dr Hillsboro, OR 97124-4092
mikeandbrandalyn@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rjjdcurtis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Curtis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:28:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Richard Curtis
2039 SW Brixton Pl Gresham, OR 97080-9776
rjjdcurtis@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jessen1ri@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Jessen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:26:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Robert Jessen
6402 Harlan Dr Klamath Falls, OR 97603-7745
jessen1ri@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pdlpzzan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eleuthera Paulina du Pont-Passigli
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:26:01 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Eleuthera Paulina du Pont-Passigli
143 Cook Hill Rd Alstead, NH 03602-3206
pdlpzzan@together.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

anoroul@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kevin Fricke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:23:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kevin Fricke
601 NW Deer St Apt 15 Prineville, OR 97754-1160
anoroul@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mlemmdavis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:19:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Davis
70487 Evergreen Ln Pendleton, OR 97801-9029
mlemmdavis@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

vutung@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tung Vu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:18:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tung Vu
16415 SW Keda Ct Sherwood, OR 97140-9133
vutung@sbcglobal.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

levin.beth@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Beth Levin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:16:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Beth Levin
3043 NE 51st Ave Portland, OR 97213-2415
levin.beth@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jerryandjanet@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janet LaFountain
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:15:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I care thatOregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution
continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Janet LaFountain
683 Blue Moon Dr Central Point, OR 97502-8636
jerryandjanet@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dgendvil@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:12:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave # 360 Las Vegas, NV 89117-5744
dgendvil@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

palapadospa@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of r c
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:08:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
  
Sincerely,
rc
321 Clay St Spc 86 Ashland, OR 97520-1361
palapadospa@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

vmacc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria Mcdonald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:06:44 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Victoria Mcdonald
245 NW 13th Pl Canby, OR 97013-2851
vmacc@canby.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wakefieldm_2000@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marie Wakefield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:05:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marie Wakefield
3054 Highway 20 Newport, OR 97365-9519
wakefieldm_2000@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

egillson3@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eileene Gillson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:01:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Eileene Gillson
23225 SW Orchard Heights Pl Sherwood, OR 97140-7110
egillson3@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hotep@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Demelza Costa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:57:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Demelza Costa
28626 Ridgeway Rd Sweet Home, OR 97386-9523
hotep@centurytel.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cahuff@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Constance Huff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:53:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Constance Huff
49460 Mckenzie Hwy Vida, OR 97488-9740
cahuff@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pensignal@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Penny Signalness
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:52:40 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Penny Signalness
3037 NE Newcastle Pl Corvallis, OR 97330-4119
pensignal@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

daveagg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dave Ruud
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:50:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dave Ruud
14139 NW Charlton Rd Portland, OR 97231-1429
daveagg@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

forbux@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Heath
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:49:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Heath
2552 Mount Vernon St SE Albany, OR 97322-8898
forbux@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

karendeora@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Deora
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:45:24 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Karen Deora
2715 B NE 14th Ave Portland, OR 97212-3202
karendeora@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sharzevey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Evey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:42:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sharon Evey
6710 OR-66 Ashland, OR 97520
sharzevey@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jmabwalker@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joan Walker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:34:38 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joan Walker
602 W Crocker Ave Big Pine, CA 93513-2042
jmabwalker@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mariantracy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marian Tracy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:31:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marian Tracy
3235 Pacific Loop Coos Bay, OR 97420-3563
mariantracy@charter.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bhermannsf@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Birgit Hermann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:27:23 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Birgit Hermann
627 Page St San Francisco, CA 94117-2553
bhermannsf@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

heverlyjc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Craig Heverly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:26:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Craig Heverly
3712 SE 9th Ave Portland, OR 97202-3757
heverlyjc@hevanet.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

miss_sweetyd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of J BVD
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:24:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
J BVD
95 Nashville Rd Eddyville, OR 97343-9752
miss_sweetyd@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jim.rankin@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Rankin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:21:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
James Rankin
111 NW 11th St Corvallis, OR 97330-6070
jim.rankin@oregonstate.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michemckay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michele McKay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:20:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michele McKay
1307 NW Saginaw Ave Bend, OR 97703-1530
michemckay@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ocdiegodiva@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Deborah Burdick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:18:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Deborah Burdick
2259 Saint Moritz Loop West Linn, OR 97068-8629
ocdiegodiva@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shepsmith51@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of shepard smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:15:33 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
shepard smith
26761 Bellfountain Rd Monroe, OR 97456-9755
shepsmith51@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cherinel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cherine Bauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:14:13 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cherine Bauer
85 River Loop 1 Eugene, OR 97404-1704
cherinel@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

clasico18@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Claire Cohen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:13:30 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Claire Cohen
5051 Foothills Dr Lake Oswego, OR 97034-3201
clasico18@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rideif@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ross Winsor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:08:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ross Winsor
1609 SW Chandler Ave Bend, OR 97702-5102
rideif@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bsand@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sandra Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:07:13 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sandra Thompson
1940 NW Monterey Pines Dr Unit 1 Bend, OR 97703-5288
bsand@bendbroadband.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bstewart53112@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Stewart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:00:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Brian Stewart
5322 SW Hewett Blvd Portland, OR 97221-2254
bstewart53112@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mjthiel1090@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Thiel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:57:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Thiel
6816 SE 86th Ave Portland, OR 97266-5650
Mjthiel1090@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brian@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Longley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:55:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Brian Longley
525 NW Savage St Grants Pass, OR 97526-1239
brian@zotzdigital.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marymcgaughey@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary McGaughey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:54:29 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary McGaughey
381 NE Village Squire Ave Gresham, OR 97030-1142
marymcgaughey@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kermit.donna@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Donna Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:54:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Donna Harris
55785 Lost Rider Loop Bend, OR 97707-2728
kermit.donna@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

davidhstetler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Stetler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:54:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Stetler
9916 NE 134th Ct Kirkland, WA 98034-1907
davidhstetler@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

misstkr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tracy Richards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:48:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tracy Richards
13900 SE Highway 212 Unit 175 Clackamas, OR 97015-8418
misstkr@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

newtonsj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Newton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:48:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Newton
2611 NW Upshur St Portland, OR 97210-5339
newtonsj@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

deninevh@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of denine heinemann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:47:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
denine heinemann
5531 N Commercial Ave Portland, OR 97217-2339
deninevh@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

erikabkane@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Erika Kane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:45:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Erika Kane
6218 Sconce Rd Hubbard, OR 97032-9448
erikabkane@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tstiffler@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tonya Stiffler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:40:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tonya Stiffler
18051 Sunnyside Ave N Shoreline, WA 98133-4625
tstiffler@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dalton9529@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charles Dalton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:36:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Charles Dalton
3012 Timberline Dr Eugene, OR 97405-1242
dalton9529@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jack.jacque1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Ardner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:36:13 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Ardner
2636 SW Eastwood Ave Gresham, OR 97080-9477
jack.jacque1@icloud.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

t.sivesind@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Torunn Sivesind
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:34:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Torunn Sivesind
3200 W Colfax Ave Apt 550 Denver, CO 80204-2338
t.sivesind@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cathiekwas@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cathie Kwasneski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:32:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cathie Kwasneski
N1691 Mount Hope Rd Brodhead, WI 53520-9573
cathiekwas@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stacybradbury@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stacy Bloodworth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:28:21 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stacy Bloodworth
178 Alder Ln Ashland, OR 97520-1050
stacybradbury@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

coelrus@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Elan Morin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:28:19 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Elan Morin
1233 M St Springfield, OR 97477-3209
coelrus@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lskonberg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Skonberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:27:26 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Skonberg
564 Wildcat Canyon Rd Sutherlin, OR 97479-8817
lskonberg@mac.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

debra.lutje@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Lutje
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:27:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Debra Lutje
1214 E 12th St The Dalles, OR 97058-3079
debra.lutje@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ssteele719@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Sharon Steele
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:25:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Sharon Steele
4050 Spooner Ct S Salem, OR 97302-3191
ssteele719@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tashabuster2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barbara Leicht
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:23:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Barbara Leicht
3011 S Main Rd Apt 209 Lebanon, OR 97355-1882
tashabuster2@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

yogamyjo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Levin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:17:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Amy Levin
1080 Date Ave Coos Bay, OR 97420-1914
yogamyjo@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

geoyo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Yola Hesser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:17:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Yola Hesser
90916 Southview Ln Florence, OR 97439-8658
geoyo@oregonfast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ahodgdon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alice Hodgdon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:15:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alice Hodgdon
1334 NW Baltimore Ave Bend, OR 97703-3127
ahodgdon@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bendher63@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Hendrix
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:15:25 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Hendrix
104 SE Airpark Dr Bend, OR 97702-2491
bendher63@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pat5vesc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pat Vescio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:12:36 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Pat Vescio
312 Arvo Ln Cary, NC 27513-5342
pat5vesc@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cgagen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dennis Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:11:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dennis Smith
505 W Main St # 95 Enterprise, OR 97828-1249
cgagen@spiretech.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

soozikruger@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Suzanne Kruger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:10:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Kruger
60 Huckleberry Ln Harpers Ferry, WV 25425-6416
soozikruger@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

katlogan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Katrina Shortridge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:07:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Katrina Shortridge
5893 SW Englewood Ave Corvallis, OR 97333-3959
katlogan@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ginan5@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gina Norman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:06:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Gina Norman
3436 NE 73rd Ave Portland, OR 97213-5826
ginan5@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

brent_rocks@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brent Rocks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:06:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Brent Rocks
1518 SW Upper Hall St Portland, OR 97201-6132
brent_rocks@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rozyarno@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rozy Arno
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:05:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rozy Arno
20720 Farenuff Pl Bend, OR 97701-8604
rozyarno@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

loricathcart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lori Voakes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:02:36 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lori Voakes
10106 SE Merlo St Happy Valley, OR 97086-7676
loricathcart@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pbm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ben Morrow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:02:01 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ben Morrow
890 NW 6th Ave Canby, OR 97013-3304
pbm@canby.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

landeenc@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Clint Landeen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:01:43 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Clint Landeen
380 S Holly St Canby, OR 97013-4150
landeenc@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wendybreaksout@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy Emerson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:59:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Wendy Emerson
3717 SE 42nd Ave Apt B Portland, OR 97206-3284
wendybreaksout@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

charo33@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kyle Rolnick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:59:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kyle Rolnick
PO Box 999 Lorane, OR 97451-0999
charo33@centurylink.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carol@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carol Wagner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:56:30 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Carol Wagner
350 Timber Ridge St NE Albany, OR 97322-7436
carol@craftedbycarol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hfink2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hans Fink
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:55:25 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Hans Fink
758 NE Fields Ave White Salmon, WA 98672-0438
hfink2@uw.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

johnborland08@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Borland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:53:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Borland
2511 Caves Camp Rd Williams, OR 97544-2506
johnborland08@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

meg.jane.2011@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Megan Alfaro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:52:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Megan Alfaro
700 E Isabella St Lebanon, OR 97355-4500
meg.jane.2011@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

reagan.peg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Peg Reagan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:51:29 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Peg Reagan
97305 Signal Buttes Rd Gold Beach, OR 97444-9577
reagan.peg@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jennifer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jennifer Will
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:50:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Will
21730 Eastmont Dr Bend, OR 97701-9541
jennifer@hdfixer.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jpchase@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John Chase
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:45:14 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John Chase
109 N Main St Memphis, TN 38103-5000
jpchase@visible.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mkadoya@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Kadoya
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:41:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michael Kadoya
1625 NW 88th Ave Portland, OR 97229-5357
mkadoya@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rpross@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Pross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:41:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Richard Pross
17560 Kelok Rd Lake Oswego, OR 97034-6654
rpross@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dickwisingup@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of dick harmon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:38:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
dick harmon
1023 SE Bidwell St Portland, OR 97202-6321
dickwisingup@hevanet.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jessicahike@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of jessica hike siegel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:37:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
jessica hike siegel
3231 NE 54th Ave Portland, OR 97213-2471
jessicahike@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pratherlon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lonnette Prather
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:36:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lonnette Prather
19980 SW Pike St Aloha, OR 97078-1124
pratherlon@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

charmain@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William Koch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:34:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
William Koch
720 Corvallis, OR 97330
charmain@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nelo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Payne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:34:01 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Richard Payne
18925 SW Cascadia St Beaverton, OR 97078-1418
nelo@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nelo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Richard Payne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:33:36 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Richard Payne
18925 SW Cascadia St Beaverton, OR 97078-1418
nelo@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mcgavinski@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda McGavin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:32:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda McGavin
13149 SE Pennywood Ct Portland, OR 97222-3113
mcgavinski@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

chmackie1948@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Craig Mackie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:32:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Craig Mackie
PO Box 636 Camp Sherman, OR 97730-0636
chmackie1948@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

CierraBuer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cierra Buer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:29:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cierra Buer
1570 NW Serrano Ln Powell Butte, OR 97753-1730
CierraBuer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

xkalbr@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ken Humke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:29:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ken Humke
1432 SE 72nd Ave Portland, OR 97215-2912
xkalbr@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

blue1jay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jay Humphrey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:27:52 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jay Humphrey
25525 S Laura Ln Estacada, OR 97023-9417
blue1jay@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rjones553@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Robert Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:27:20 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Robert Jones
1976 Fairmount Ave S Salem, OR 97302-5212
rjones553@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

monicagilman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Monica Gilman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:26:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Monica Gilman
25525 S Laura Ln Estacada, OR 97023-9417
monicagilman@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ran6711@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randy Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:22:35 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Randy Harrison
4051 Wagner St Eugene, OR 97402-8725
ran6711@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

barabajangal@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lisa Buscho
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:22:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lisa Buscho
3473 Chaucer Way Eugene, OR 97405-6215
barabajangal@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kmasters9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kirk Masterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:21:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kirk Masterson
4344 NE 63rd Ave Portland, OR 97218-3214
kmasters9@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

doctor_luvtub@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eric von Borstel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:21:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Eric von Borstel
2515 E Santiam St Stayton, OR 97383-2192
doctor_luvtub@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

zvan030@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ro Vanstrien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:19:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ro Vanstrien
25 Independence Blvd Warren, NJ 07059-2720
zvan030@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

carrie@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Carrie Tilton-Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:15:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Carrie Tilton-Jones
6244 SW Orchid Dr Portland, OR 97219-4981
carrie@ology.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ellismaur3817@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Maureen Ellis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:14:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Maureen Ellis
3817 N Paulina St Chicago, IL 60613-2715
ellismaur3817@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cvar@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Joanne Cvar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:13:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Joanne Cvar
165 SE Rose St Waldport, OR 97394
cvar@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rkimsey68@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Kimsey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:12:19 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Kimsey
815 SW 9th St Sublimity, OR 97385-9682
rkimsey68@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

purelyog@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of robert albee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:12:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
robert albee
651 E Intervale Rd Grants Pass, OR 97527-9022
purelyog@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

solacdncs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Juanita Rinas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:11:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Juanita Rinas
975 Lewis Ave Eugene, OR 97402-4270
solacdncs@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

davemult@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Nichols
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:09:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Nichols
5107 NE Couch St Portland, OR 97213-3021
davemult@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

perrygxx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Perry Gx
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:09:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Perry Gx
14312 Franklin Ave Tustin, CA 92780-7011
perrygxx@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

smgmkg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Steve Garrett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:07:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Steve Garrett
1151 Three Wood Dr Bandon, OR 97411-8873
smgmkg@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bruceandd2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bruce Holser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:07:02 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bruce Holser
6300 SW Arrow Wood Ln Portland, OR 97223-7288
bruceandd2@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

feletar4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Feletar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:06:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Feletar
804 SE 99th Ave Vancouver, WA 98664-4122
feletar4@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

licketysplit777@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Richardson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:02:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Diana Richardson
1905 SW Sunset Blvd Portland, OR 97239-2059
licketysplit777@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jayb1235@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jay Bollman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:01:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
NOT sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up !!!
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DO NOTGIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jay Bollman
11800 SW King George Dr King City, OR 97224-2629
jayb1235@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ianjs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ian Shelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:58:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ian Shelley
50 SW 97th Ave Portland, OR 97225-6902
ianjs@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

julieju@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Julie Masters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:55:28 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Julie Masters
3580 SE Dockside Dr Corvallis, OR 97333-9296
julieju@mailnew.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hanasofia.sant@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Hana Sant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:53:41 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Hana Sant
20952 Westview Dr Bend, OR 97702-2802
hanasofia.sant@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

horky.susan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Horky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:53:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Horky
2115 NE 37th Ave Portland, OR 97212-5251
horky.susan@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cere7email@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mary Lyda
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:53:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mary Lyda
495 Glendon Rd # 1928 Kerby, OR 97531-5002
cere7email@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

docygly@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of DEAN GLYCENFER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:51:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
DEAN GLYCENFER
4631 SE 79th Ave Portland, OR 97206-4209
docygly@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jkarpenick@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janice Karpenick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:50:38 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Janice Karpenick
9601 NW Leahy Rd Apt 102 Portland, OR 97229-6383
jkarpenick@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rissa51920@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marissa Wolfheart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:50:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marissa Wolfheart
4409 WE 66TH Ave Portland, OR 97206
rissa51920@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pascalmatheis@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Pascal Matheis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:50:01 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Pascal Matheis
2390 SW Vermont St Portland, OR 97219-1977
pascalmatheis@me.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

charclick1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charlotte Campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:49:31 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Charlotte Campbell
3425 NW Pineview Pl Albany, OR 97321-9659
charclick1@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alicen31@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alice Nicholson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:47:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alice Nicholson
11556 CR 2316 Porter, TX 75160
alicen31@att.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

skazz999W@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Philip Ratcliff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:47:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Philip Ratcliff
4665 Tragen Ct SE Salem, OR 97302-3533
skazz999W@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rlindey62@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of robert lindey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:46:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
robert lindey
10816 Paiute Way Rancho Cordova, CA 95670-5624
rlindey62@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jess@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jess Grady-Benson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:45:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jess Grady-Benson
6130 SW Brugger St Portland, OR 97219-4929
jess@rogueclimate.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sdelles@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Susan Delles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:45:42 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Delles
2801 Sykes Creek Rd Rogue River, OR 97537-9771
sdelles@jeffnet.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hienlow@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Cynthia Enlow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:45:28 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Enlow
1460 NW Ashley Dr Albany, OR 97321-1176
hienlow@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rlindey62@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of robert lindey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:45:14 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
robert lindey
10816 Paiute Way Rancho Cordova, CA 95670-5624
rlindey62@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cklooney@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charles Looney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:45:06 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Charles Looney
50790 SW Old Portland Rd Scappoose, OR 97056-4211
cklooney@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

samussr337@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Samuel Durkin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:44:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Samuel Durkin
5048 Lakeview Cir Fairfield, CA 94534-7400
samussr337@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

d_grob@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Diana Grob
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:43:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Diana Grob
PO Box 2274 Gresham, OR 97030-0635
d_grob@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kssheibley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathryn Sheibley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:42:17 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Sheibley
1054 SE 56th Ave Portland, OR 97215-2702
kssheibley@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

revrinya@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rinya Frisbie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:42:11 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rinya Frisbie
1539 NE Laurelwood Cir Canby, OR 97013-2960
revrinya@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

laurie3g@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laurie Gorman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:41:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Laurie Gorman
3235 S Johnson Ct Visalia, CA 93277-7425
laurie3g@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jyarbro2003@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jim Yarbrough
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:41:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jim Yarbrough
4102 Greenwood St Newbury Park, CA 91320-5227
jyarbro2003@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ajarneson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Arneson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:40:01 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Andrew Arneson
73 -1306 Onaona Dr Kailua Kona, HI 96740-8644
ajarneson@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

todd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Todd Lavoie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:38:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Todd Lavoie
1705 NW Glisan St Portland, OR 97209-2224
todd@keplers.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

drcskay@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Darrell Kay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:37:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s rules should
require industrial sources to follow the cap and not allow industrial polluters to only update their plans twice per
decade. Pollution of these sources should decrease under these updated laws.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every year and track a
timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. Enforcement should be hefty fines that increase
exponentially with every infraction. I would also urge DEQ to require in-state gas power plants, the state's largest
single climate polluters, to be covered by the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
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environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Darrell Kay
5356 NE Neptune Ln Lincoln City, OR 97367-9465
drcskay@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jkimball246@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jess Kimball
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:36:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jess Kimball
3414 SE Harold Ct Portland, OR 97202-4342
jkimball246@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tobias.boyd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tobias Boyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:36:01 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tobias Boyd
130 NE 72nd Ave Portland, OR 97213-5638
tobias.boyd@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hlhays75@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Helen Hays
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:35:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Helen Hays
115 Barker Rd Oregon City, OR 97045-3425
hlhays75@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

whiteowl1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Bonnie Faith-Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:35:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Bonnie Faith-Smith
290 A Washington St Cambridge, MA 02139-3506
whiteowl1@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ellsworth2359@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gregory Ellworth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:34:20 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Gregory Ellworth
7770 SW 66th Ave Portland, OR 97223-9466
ellsworth2359@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

althea97333@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ann Gaidos-Morgan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:34:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ann Gaidos-Morgan
3565 NE Manchester St Corvallis, OR 97330-4032
althea97333@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

phil@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Phil Goldsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:34:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Phil Goldsmith
2420 NW Marshall St Apt 315 Portland, OR 97210-2986
phil@lopglaw.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marilynalicehansen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marilyn Hansen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:32:38 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Hansen
4687 Firwood Rd Lake Oswego, OR 97035-4217
marilynalicehansen@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

edwin.moore@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edwin W Moore IV
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:32:27 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Edwin W Moore IV
6550 B St Springfield, OR 97478-4500
edwin.moore@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jfillmore66@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jamie Shields
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:31:37 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jamie Shields
15739 NW Rondos Dr Portland, OR 97229-8985
jfillmore66@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lawrkw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Randall Webb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:31:33 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Randall Webb
2328 NW Glisan St Portland, OR 97210-3490
lawrkw@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bjcoast@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Crowder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:29:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Crowder
4420 Inwood Ln Eugene, OR 97405-2052
bjcoast@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cnclm1@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Craig Marburger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:29:30 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Craig Marburger
5606 S Riverside Ln Apt 5 Portland, OR 97239-5959
cnclm1@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wobobr123@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of William O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:29:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
William O'Brien
12520 SW Gem Ln Apt 202 Beaverton, OR 97005-1360
wobobr123@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

shannonhunter11@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Shannon Hunter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:29:07 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Shannon Hunter
3973 N Montana Ave Apt 2 Portland, OR 97227-1100
shannonhunter11@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

melbajade@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melba Dlugonski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:27:39 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Melba Dlugonski
6735 SE 78th Ave Portland, OR 97206-7116
melbajade@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

smojo9@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Merrill Ahrens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:26:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Merrill Ahrens
424 NE Royal Ct Portland, OR 97232-3342
smojo9@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

abutterfield67@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Butterfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:26:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Andrew Butterfield
2830 NE 35th Ave Portland, OR 97212-2712
abutterfield67@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

plaehn@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dave Plaehn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:25:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dave Plaehn
927 NW 33rd St Corvallis, OR 97330-4415
plaehn@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

thekeyman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jeff Tatom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:25:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jeff Tatom
333 SE 8th St Grants Pass, OR 97526-3017
thekeyman@qwestoffice.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bndass@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Jorge De Cecco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:24:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Jorge De Cecco
12236 Mimosa Way Oregon City, OR 97045-8455
bndass@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eileen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eileen Stark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:23:05 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program DO
NOT help & it is your moment in history to step up & do what should have been done decades ago!
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better planet and stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This
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program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate
protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Eileen Stark
3820 NE Wistaria Dr Portland, OR 97212-2830
eileen@sngdesign.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wendomere@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy Holzman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:22:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Wendy Holzman
61486 Hackleman Ct Bend, OR 97702-3560
wendomere@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mike.burmester625@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Burmester
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:21:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michael Burmester
10829 SE Happy Valley Dr Happy Valley, OR 97086-6074
mike.burmester625@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steve-still@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stephen Still
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:21:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Stephen Still
5090 Center Way Eugene, OR 97405-4663
steve-still@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marksiemens@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Mark Siemens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:21:44 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Mark Siemens
1620 Grant St Eugene, OR 97402-3642
marksiemens@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

toritor@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Tori Herbst
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:21:40 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Tori Herbst
1450 N Prescott St Portland, OR 97217-3202
toritor@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kim@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kim Beeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:21:23 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kim Beeler
16400 Westview Dr Lake Oswego, OR 97034-6708
kim@beelermarketing.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

candyk196@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of candy king King
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:20:29 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
candy king King
2211 SW 1st Ave Unit 601 Portland, OR 97201-5012
candyk196@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eleanordowson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eleanor Dowson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:20:24 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Eleanor Dowson
2007 Mill Pointe Dr SE Mill Creek, WA 98012-4817
eleanordowson@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ronaldhousley@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of ronald P housley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:20:19 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
ronald P housley
935 NW Spring St Newport, OR 97365-3300
ronaldhousley@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marty.b@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marty Bankhead
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:20:01 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and NOW is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before.
The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset.
Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the
following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marty Bankhead
17709 Hill Way Lake Oswego, OR 97035-5417
marty.b@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gwenstone7@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gwen Stone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:19:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Gwen Stone
1101 SW Pioneer Way Myrtle Creek, OR 97457-9108
gwenstone7@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

leonard@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Leonard Bottleman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:17:50 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Leonard Bottleman
13033 NW Grizzly Mountain Rd Prineville, OR 97754-8345
leonard@whiteweasel.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

alan.scott.sol@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alan Scott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:17:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alan Scott
3643 SE 27th Ave Portland, OR 97202-3003
alan.scott.sol@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

garyscheppke@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gary Scheppke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:16:33 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Gary Scheppke
2051 SW Nancy Dr Gresham, OR 97080-7322
garyscheppke@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

copley.victoria@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Victoria Copley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:16:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Victoria Copley
123 Apple Dr Wadsworth, OH 44281-9507
copley.victoria@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

judytaylorwilcox@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Judy Wilcox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:14:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Judy Wilcox
1030 SW 17th Way Troutdale, OR 97060-1552
judytaylorwilcox@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

belfayan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Lindsay Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:14:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Lindsay Moore
2435 NE 37th Ave Portland, OR 97212-5257
belfayan@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

beckyfish39@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rebecca Fisher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:14:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Fisher
59330 NW Strassel Rd Forest Grove, OR 97116-9509
beckyfish39@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

scott.hillson@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Scott Hillson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:13:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Scott Hillson
19461 View Dr West Linn, OR 97068-1339
scott.hillson@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

pamryans25@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Jackson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:13:51 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Andrew Jackson
14131 Bishop Bend Ln Houston, TX 77047-4540
pamryans25@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

montevena@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Ray Batch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:13:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Ray Batch
5000 Carman Dr Lake Oswego, OR 97035-3346
montevena@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

linda@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linda Schmoldt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:12:23 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linda Schmoldt
2731 SE Market St Portland, OR 97214-4948
linda@schmoldt.us
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dsbarr2004@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dakoda Barr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:12:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dakoda Barr
31214 Cg Lorane Hwy Cottage Grove, OR 97424
dsbarr2004@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mvest@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Martha Vest
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:12:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Martha Vest
12200 SE Mcloughlin Blvd Apt 15101 Portland, OR 97222-7227
mvest@bitstream.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

feiffel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Edith Montgomery
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:12:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Edith Montgomery
156 Blue Heron Ln Ashland, OR 97520-7312
feiffel@mind.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

langford@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charles Langford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:11:25 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Charles Langford
1640 NW Kings Blvd Corvallis, OR 97330-1904
langford@peak.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kunkelpdx@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of LORI KUNKEL
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:11:20 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
LORI KUNKEL
7605 N Syracuse St Portland, OR 97203-5021
kunkelpdx@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

acroth76@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Amy Roth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:10:53 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Amy Roth
20886 SW Teton Ave Tualatin, OR 97062-8818
acroth76@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

michael_seager@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Seager
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:10:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michael Seager
8253 Westmoor Rd Mentor, OH 44060-7535
michael_seager@att.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

crrfran1936@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Frances Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:09:54 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Frances Davis
8444 SW Crescent Pl Terrebonne, OR 97760-9236
crrfran1936@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mhawkesforster@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Michael Forster
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:09:46 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Michael Forster
1140 SW Edgewater Dr Waldport, OR 97394-9058
mhawkesforster@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kat77klaws@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathleen Ruiz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:09:20 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Ruiz
726 2nd Ave Seaside, OR 97138-6808
kat77klaws@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lieb@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of James Lieb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:08:16 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
James Lieb
20240 SW Lela Ln Aloha, OR 97003-6556
lieb@sea-troll.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ladory411@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of La Dory
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:08:10 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
La Dory
1800 Lakewood Ct Spc 181 Eugene, OR 97402-1677
ladory411@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kricket768@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Charlotte Mullen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:07:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Charlotte Mullen
50 Arlyn Dr Howell, NJ 07731-2755
kricket768@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dan@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dan Sherwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:07:48 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dan Sherwood
1719 SE 35th Ave Portland, OR 97214-5038
dan@dansherwood.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

johnd@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of John DAvolio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:07:43 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
John DAvolio
2543 NE 44th Ave Portland, OR 97213-1218
johnd@triggerfish.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ellieoregon@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of E H MESERVEY
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:07:42 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
E H MESERVEY
455 Alexander Loop Eugene, OR 97401-6525
ellieoregon@msn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dorindask@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of dorinda kelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:07:34 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
dorinda kelley
314 NE 53rd Ave Portland, OR 97213-3016
dorindask@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kralhartdogood@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kyle Alhart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:07:08 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kyle Alhart
2327 NW Candlelight Pl Bend, OR 97703-5450
kralhartdogood@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacobsheatherbeiden@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Heather Jacobs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:05:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Heather Jacobs
3321 SE Loeffelman Rd Milwaukie, OR 97222-7015
Jacobsheatherbeiden@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sethandmarti@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Marti Long
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:05:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Marti Long
2136 5th Ave West Linn, OR 97068-4618
sethandmarti@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kw@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of kathy wilburn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:05:45 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
kathy wilburn
5958 Mission Hills St SE Salem, OR 97306-9364
kw@kathywilburn.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

masflo222@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Milton and Shirley Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:05:12 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Milton and Shirley Nelson
1451 Spruce St Apt 323 Florence, OR 97439-9682
masflo222@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

april@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of April Christenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:04:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
April Christenson
3406 N Gantenbein Ave Portland, OR 97227-1532
april@olcv.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

springkt4@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Karen Springer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:04:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Karen Springer
3165 SW 70th Ave Portland, OR 97225-3124
springkt4@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

changingalison@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Alison Pitale
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:04:57 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Alison Pitale
3372 SW 153rd Dr Beaverton, OR 97003-5121
changingalison@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dandrward@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dona Ward
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:04:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dona Ward
1841 Fairmount Blvd Eugene, OR 97403-1796
dandrward@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

briansromer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Brian Romer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:04:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Brian Romer
2825 SE 67th Ave Portland, OR 97206-1222
briansromer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

BIBLEEOGIRL@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Debra Rehn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:04:37 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Debra Rehn
5130 SE 30th Ave Apt 9 Portland, OR 97202-4557
BIBLEEOGIRL@AOL.COM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bizzebee_58@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Belinda Colley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:04:20 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Belinda Colley
PO Box 152 Azalea, OR 97410-0152
bizzebee_58@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gndysart@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gretchen Dysart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:04:03 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Gretchen Dysart
16276 Kimball St Lake Oswego, OR 97035-4134
gndysart@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

llblackstone@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Linore Blackstone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:03:55 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Linore Blackstone
1745 NE 49th Ave Portland, OR 97213-2025
llblackstone@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wax.delerium@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rowan Everard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:03:49 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Rowan Everard
8527 SE Claybourne St Portland, OR 97266-5357
wax.delerium@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules. This expresses my feelings
exactly!
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:03:42 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Edwards
291 Limerick Ave Eugene, OR 97404-1292
david@riverbird.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nilejamesarena@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nile Arena
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:03:35 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nile Arena
400 1/2 W Wilson St Bloomington, IN 47403-4755
nilejamesarena@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nfeyma@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Nathaniel Feyma
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:03:30 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Nathaniel Feyma
845 Greg Way Eugene, OR 97404-2205
nfeyma@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jaqalthehybrid@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of janna piper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:03:25 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
janna piper
PO Box 15072 Portland, OR 97293-5072
jaqalthehybrid@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

germanobrandes@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Germano Brandes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:03:15 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Germano Brandes
808 Saint Paul St Baltimore, MD 21202-2406
germanobrandes@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

britney992@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Britney VanCitters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:03:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Britney VanCitters
6115 SE 87th Ave Portland, OR 97266-5325
britney992@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

locuststorm@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Melissa Cooper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:02:58 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Melissa Cooper
2390 NE 14th Way Hillsboro, OR 97124-3166
locuststorm@hotmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wumzel@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Laura James
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:02:47 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Laura James
401 Clinton St Ashland, OR 97520-1215
wumzel@me.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cwashington@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Chris Washington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:02:31 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Chris Washington
345 W 58th St Apt 11U New York, NY 10019-1140
cwashington@wlrk.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wren@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wren Wells
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:02:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Wren Wells
3625 SE 37th Ave Portland, OR 97202-1868
wren@oregonwild.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Genly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:56:47 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our
communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100
of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft
rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is
your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45%
below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be
based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must
make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
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There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from
the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but
as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one
credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of
climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering
the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Chris Genly
2137 17th AVE, Forest Grove, OR 97116
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

KB Mercer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 9, 2021 2:09:24 PM
PastedGraphic-3.tiff

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,

I am an ordinary citizen who has been an activist for climate change legislation and more
effective regulation for over a decade now. I am fustrated that we are still not moving
fast enough or effecitvely enough. The Climate Protection Program is not sufficient in its
current form, the following improvements are needed to meet our responsibilities to the
environment and future generations:
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030,
and 100% by 2050.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE

Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will
not achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap
does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at
least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate
pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a
healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and
begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS

There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in
Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead
would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce
emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources
could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then
the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified
by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with
the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
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INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY
FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES

DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach
in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a
“one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also
doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels
and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or lowincome Oregonians. If Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result
in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to
occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution
in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds
of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of
project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the
worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be
meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and
public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,

KB Mercer and David Huffman
10811 SE Schiller St.
Portland, OR 97266
KB Mercer
Managing Director

www.travelinglantern.com
800 936 4723
FB Twitter Instagram Blogspot
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

roseaj@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janice Rose
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: PLEASE strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 4, 2021 1:47:36 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon MUST do more!!
OR is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. PLEASE make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets & an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap & instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions & only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate & air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer &
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel & potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels & climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, & communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless & continuing pollution in Oregon
communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction & investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify & ensure that the price of
CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, & public health who have been asking for these changes & more for many
months.
Sincerely,
Janice Rose
20367 S Highway 211 Colton, OR 97017-9458
roseaj@colton.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Emma DeFontes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:52:07 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
One year ago, I returned to the U.S. after five years living abroad to find my home state,
Oregon, in flames. The smoke in the air was so thick that I could not leave the family house to
see the state I had missed for five years. This past summer, Oregon has fared little better at the
hands of climate change-driven drought and wildfires. As a young Oregonian under 30, I am
both frightened and outraged at how little is being done to curb these natural disasters, as I
know that if nothing is done to stop the pollution that drives climate change, it is my
generation that will continue to bear the immense public financial and health costs for the rest
of our lives.
The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ)’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program hold exciting potential to curb Oregon’s climate change-causing emissions, but as
they stand now, they have little teeth. Oregon needs stronger regulations in place if the state is
to do its part in reducing greenhouse gas pollution and the accompanying natural disasters.
First of all, I am pleased that the current draft rules seek to hold fossil fuel “natural” gas and
oil industry polluters accountable for their pollution. The declining threshold for fuel suppliers
should be retained in the final rules, if not made stricter.
However, I am outraged that major industrial emitters are currently exempted from the cap in
the Climate Protection Program. Industrial emitters are major sources of pollution in Oregon,
and they should be required to reduce their climate pollution alongside the fossil fuel industry,
whether as part of the overall program cap, or by some other form of mandatory emissions
reductions that follow the state’s climate targets.
Likewise, while the idea of Community Climate Investments (CCI) hold promise, their current
definition in the draft rules is too vague and could allow major polluters to get away with
continuing their damaging pollution. Each CCI credit should eliminate one ton of climate
pollution. The price of a CCI should be adjusted as needed to ensure that it sufficiently covers
the cost of this.
Finally, to ensure that polluters do not get away with continuing, or, God forbid, increasing
their pollution through CCIs, DEQ should limit the sales, total number, and length of time
polluters can hold on to CCI credits, and maintain a ban in the draft rules on trading or selling
CCI credits to other polluters.
It is in the best interest of all living and future Oregonians that we halt our climate pollution
and stave off the worst effects of climate change. Just the climate change that we have already
begun to experience has cost us enough. We cannot afford to maintain the status quo; it will
cost too many lives, and demand too many public dollars to fix the wrongs of private industry.
Those who cause the worst pollution in Oregon should be held accountable. They should be
required to do their part to preserve the beauty of our state. The Climate Protection Program
has huge potential to ensure this accountability. I hope you see to it that that potential comes to
fruition.
Sincerely,
Emma DeFontes
Tigard, 97224
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Liz James
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:56:03 PM
10-25-21 Comment_ Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules.pdf

State of Oregon October 25, 2021
Department of Environmental Quality Climate Protection Program
GHGCR2021@deq.state.or.us
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
My name is Elizabeth (LIz) James, I’m a 66 year old rural Oregonian and very concerned worried, actually, about climate change, in my opinion, the climate crisis. I’m worried about
what we have experienced, suffered through and the impacts of the climate crisis, including
drought, wildfires and the resulting smoke and what we will in the years ahead, and how,
according to science (IPCC 2021 Report), that will escalate to the point of no return if many
actions are not taken or committed to, now.
I do want to acknowledge and thank all involved for all their time and efforts including,
requiring fossil gas companies to reduce their climate pollution and developing a
Community Climate Investment fund.
I also respectfully request the following improvements be made in the draft rules for the
Climate Protection Program:
1.
2.

3.

Follow the science, and require we cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.

Respectfully,

Elizabeth (Liz) James
PO Box 1405
Jacksonville, OR 97530
PDF version also attached
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

bizzebee_58@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Belinda Colley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:10:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Belinda Colley
PO Box 152 Azalea, OR 97410-0152
bizzebee_58@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

terilandauer@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Teri Landauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:13:59 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Teri Landauer
26678 Fudge Rd Alsea, OR 97324-9449
terilandauer@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

corkrrans2@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David and Charlotte Corkran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 11:13:11 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
We urge you to strengthen greenhouse gas restrictions. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not
sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
We are phasing out our use of natural gas. Northwest Natural wrote us saying that use of natural gas was a principle
of freedom of choice. We believe in freedom of choice, but that principle is limited by time and circumstance.
Burning natural gas at a time when carbon pollution threatens the welfare of millions of people is a violation of their
liberty. Justice Harlan Stone put the case this way: "There are manifold restraints to which every person is
necessarily subject for the common giood. On any other basis organized society could not exist with safety for its
members. Society based upon the rule that each one is a law unto himself would soon be confronted with disorder
and anarchy." Ecologist Garret Hardin made the point succinctly: "Freedom in the commons brings ruin to all."
Unless DEQ takes decisive action to reduce NW Natural's and its customers' carbon footprint we will keep going
down the road to ruin for all.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.

Sincerely,
David and Charlotte Corkran
130 NW 114th Ave Portland, OR 97229-6126
corkrrans2@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan P. Scott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:30:39 PM

To the Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:
I am adding my voice to those of the many in Oregon who want our state to take bold climate
action now. Forest fires and drought are worsening year by year, and Oregonians are the lucky
ones - other parts of the world are even worse off. My children, both in their twenties now, are
having a hard time seeing their way to any future.
The caps set in the current draft regulations are too low. The consensus of U.N. scientists, as
published in the recent IPCC report, is that every state and nation must act in concert to cut
climate pollution in half, right now - this decade - to avoid catastrophic warming. Oregon is
not the largest or most populous state, but we are a bellwether; many eyes look toward us to
see where the nation is heading. We as Oregonians must do our part to cut 50% of climate
pollution from the covered sources by 2030, and 100% by 2050.
Thank you for your attention.
Alan P. Scott
Southeast Portland (97215)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Klein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
RULEMAKING COMMENT: Please strengthen draft CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM RULES
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:23:31 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our
communities were once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100
of
our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft
rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is
your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time
and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining
threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules,
if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an
innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not
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achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even
follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below
1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based
on
the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make
the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow
industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only
update
their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this proposal,
which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ, at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from
the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED
BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects
to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as
currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one
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credit”
or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful
investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially Black,
Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community
Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically
meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction
and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project
investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst
of
climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful.
Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who
have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Drs. Elizabeth and Arnold Klein
4704 SW Snyder Place
Portland OR 97221
(971)285-0424
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Maddry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:14:01 PM

Greetings. I am an Oregonian and am writing you today to express that we must take the climate crisis more
seriously. We need to take bold action.
Please consider strengthening the cap that is set on pollution. The draft rules call for reducing GHG
pollution to 45% of the base by 2035 and 80% by 2050. The science is clear that this does not go far
enough. The cap must cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and 100% by
2050.
Thank you!
Jim Maddry
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

RonM430@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of colonel meyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:28:52 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
colonel meyer
3701 Eagle Pass St # 30 North Port, FL 34286-2009
RonM430@AOL.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gtahaka@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Catherine Gumtow-Farrior
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:10:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
The people of Oregon demand Bold Actions regulating Corporate power
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
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environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Catherine Gumtow-Farrior
4033 SE Tillamook Loop Prineville, OR 97754-8584
gtahaka@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

hummingbirdzoo@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Janet Roxburgh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: PLEASE strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:32:53 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon needs to take much more responsibility for our part of the climate crisis. Our greenhouse gas pollution
continues at unsustainable levels against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not sufficient, and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am relieved that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable,
with the important pollution cap on natural gas for the first time, and more accountability for the oil industry than
ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise, and should
be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI)
are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Janet Roxburgh
1503 N Hayden Island Dr Unit 860 Portland, OR 97217-8290
hummingbirdzoo@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stuartpitman@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stuart Pitman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:40:09 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Recommendations keep lagging the Science, the Science lags the reality that 'consensus' requirements minimize the
crisis and we get 'surprised' by how the climate crisis keeps being worse than projected.
That is because we are making linear projections to a non linear system, failing both the Planning Fallacy and the
Precautionary Principle.
The Planning Fallacy is that invariably we think things are easier to accomplish than they are, that the worst case
scenario is not as bad as the true worst case scenario.
The Precautionary Principal has you act as if things are going to be bad, as the cost of that action is far less than the
failure to do so when the worst comes about.
We do not have until 2050 to get to 'carbon net zero.' We only have a carbon budget at our burn rate (that is still
accelerating despite all the promises) of 8 more years.
EIGHT years to reach zero. We know as a globe not all players will do so. But we are OREGON, a leader in
environmental and progressive issues. We made our Beaches Public, we passed the Bottle Bill, we recycled before
recycling was cool.
But where are we now? Just corrupt agencies doing the bidding of our corporate masters? Where is the Oregon
DEQ?
What happened to Oregon leadership?
It is missing when we need it most.
Sincerely,
Stuart Pitman
18725 SW Eagle Point Way Mcminnville, OR 97128-8302
stuartpitman@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

MARGARET BOWMAN
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:27:39 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Like so many of my friends and family, I feel growing distress from the increasing effects of
climate change in Oregon. The threat to workers and crops from wildfires, a heat dome that
forced those of us without air conditioning to retreat to our basements (if we were fortunate
enough to have them) and rising health threats to all species during the 2021 summer climate
crisis has made it undeniable that climate change is front and center of the challenges we face
in our state, our country and world.
While I’ve been hopeful about the Oregon DEQ’s draft Climate Protection Program, it’s clear
that it doesn’t go far enough. Oregon has a crucial opportunity to create a national model for
how to cut carbon emissions enough by 2030, when, according to the science, the door will
close on our opportunity to preserve a habitable planet. We must take the strongest action
now! Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, the CPP will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The targets need to be based on the
latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions
at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap
stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions. There are currently no climate pollution
regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what
way is best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade.
Pollution from these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its
entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the
actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an
unbiased third-party every three years less and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas
power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from
the program.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change. DEQ has proposed a unique
way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there
is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of
climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in
communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous,
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and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically
meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of
project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
Whenever I’m watching my grandson I think about the world that awaits him. Will it be one in
which he can thrive or will he witness the darkness of increasing climate disruption? The
Climate Protection Program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the
voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking
for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Margaret (Meg) Bowman
Portland, 97212
503-708-6895
Virus-free. www.avg.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Louise Shawkat
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program Rules
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:39:51 PM

The draft rules for the Climate Protection Program requires improvement. I suggest
the following:
1-science reports we must cut our climate pollution 50% by 2030.
2-large industrial sources need to be held accountable to mandatory declining
emissions reductions
3-What to invest in: projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions, these
projects will benefit Oregon citizens most harmed by fossil fuels and climate
change (social justice)
Thank you,
Louise Shawkat
louise40208@gmail.com

Louise D Shawkat
502.777.7550
870 Cambridge Street

Ashland, Oregon 97520-1008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

helena.wald@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Helen Wald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please Strengthen draft Climate Protection Program Rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 7:13:04 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable,
with a pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before.
The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an
innovative idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS!
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Helen Wald
885 N Lombard St Portland, OR 97217-1371
helena.wald@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mrdanaweintraub@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please Strengthen Draft Climate Protection Program Rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:03:43 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln Beaverton, OR 97003-4249
mrdanaweintraub@tutanota.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angela Munoz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:59:11 PM

To the Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:
My name is Angela Muñoz and I'm a resident of Jackson County just outside the city limits of Talent. I
sincerely believe that the greatest threat to our common future as Oregonians, US citizens, and partners
of the global community is that of climate change. Residents of Talent and Phoenix need only reflect on
just over a year ago as witnesses to the destruction on many levels of the Almeda Fire. This was not an
ordinary fire and it displaced thousands of people within an 18-hour time period. Some of whom will never
come back. Not only that, those who remain are thinking about this past summer of drought, smoke, and
record-breaking temperatures and wondering how much longer can we stay here? We are told we are still
in drought, our water supplies are dwindling, and fire "season" will continue to lengthen. If this is not a
clarion call to making drastic changes in our lifestyles, I don't know what is.
I am very grateful that Oregon sees itself as a leader in making a strong response to the needs before us.
I acknowledge those who faced the arduous task of consulting as many subgroups of the community as
possible so to collect wisdom and create sound policy. We are indebted to all involved as I recognize the
seriousness and commitment in that process. I particularly wish to express my thanks for including in the
Climate Protection Program the requirement that fossil gas companies reduce their climate pollution. I
understand that it will not just effect the companies, but ourselves as consumers and I'm ready to accept
my part in the responsibility.
However, I wish to strongly state that though the effort is clear, we must do more. The Draft Rules for the
Climate Protection Program do not go far enough in addressing the severity of the situation. We as a
country and world community have ignored the science and the signs for too long and so we must take
more drastic steps. We must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030, less than 9 years away. The
largest known polluters are industrial and so we must hold them accountable. It must be mandatory that
they decline their emissions. And we must make real investment in projects that result in verifiable
pollutions reductions that benefit all Oregonians, especially those most hard by fossil fuels and climate
change.
I thank you for taking my comment and hope that it will be taken with the seriousness in which it was
submitted. As a resident of Oregon and member of the global community, I'm ready to do what I must,
sacrifice what I must in order for us to not just survive, but thrive into the future.
Sincerely,
Angela Muñoz
Talent, 97540
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsey Hardy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking comment: Please strengthen Draft CPP rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 4:01:38 PM

Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:
I am writing on behalf of The Environmental Center in Bend, Oregon to encourage you to
strengthen the Draft Climate Protection Program before the program becomes final.
At The Environmental Center, we work hard to help advance a clean energy future in Central
Oregon communities. We do this work because the science says that we must shape future
growth in a more sustainable and equitable way--and because it improves health in our
communities, lowers energy costs, and creates local, good-paying jobs. It’s a win-win-win for
people, the planet, and for profits.
As I sit to write this letter, we are closing out an epic summer that came in hot with an
unseasonable heatwave, early fire season, and the early rationing and shut-off of irrigation water.
I add this context here because as we dive into long documents and the nuance of fine-tuning
numbers by slight percentages, they can feel disconnected from reality. These numbers connect
to real, tangible things in our lives right now. I know that I won’t soon forget the sweat, drought,
and smoke of this summer. I hope we can all keep these concrete examples of how our lives are
impacted by climate change top of mind as we navigate the best interests of our state in the
Climate Protection Program.
Please make the following improvements to the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program:
1.

2.

3.

Follow the best practices that scientists are giving us--we must cut our climate pollution by
50% by 2030. Every state and nation is going to need to do their part to help us get here.
Oregon can and should be a leader in this effort.
Hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
Large polluters should not get a free pass at the expense of our livelihoods.
Invest in projects that benefit frontline communities that are hit hardest by climate change.
At a minimum, the program needs tighter definitions to guarantee projects have real and
verifiable pollution reduction benefits.

This program has huge potential to help build a state where industries can thrive without
sacrificing our future environment.
The Environmental Center urges you to strengthen the Draft Climate Protection Program without
delay.
Sincerely,
Lindsey Hardy
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Lindsey Hardy

she/her/hers (learn more)
Director of Energy & Waste Programs

I am working remotely right now and can be reached on my cell: 541-948-9915.
lindsey@envirocenter.org | www.envirocenter.org
direct: 541.385.6908 x 11 | mobile: 541.948.9915
16 NW Kansas Ave | Bend, OR 97703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

steplightly@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Rick Kronewitter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please strengthen the Climate Protection Plan for my daughter
Sunday, October 24, 2021 7:29:44 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
The web of life on our planet is dying!! A catastrophic result of our warming climate. With the possible exception
of widespread nuclear war, no other issue poses the pending dire consequences and world wide devastation that
climate change does.
Please be dramatic in strengthening the draft Climate Protection Plan rules. Please act as if my daughter and future
generations of all living things are at stake. Because they are.
Thank you for consideration of my views.
Sincerely,
Rick Kronewitter
8615 SW Alyssa Ln Portland, OR 97225-3966
steplightly@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arthur Ungar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Please Strengthen the Draft Climate Protection Program Rules
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:17:43 PM

I am writing of the need to improve the proposed Draft Climate
Protection Program Rules. Although I am not a resident of the State of
Oregon, I am impacted by your decisions because I live just across the
Columbia River. The State of Washington has set ambitious goals to
combat the climate crisis, and the State of Oregon should do at least as
well. The most important goals are the ones for 2030. We we have already
suffered, as did those in Portland, through a 115 degree heat dome. If
we don't have aggressive green house gas reductions in the near term we
will have increasing droughts, heat and fires.
DEQ must follow the science and adopt a more stringent cap trajectory
that cuts emissions 50% by 2030. Washington has a goal of 45% reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions, and Oregon can do better. Conservation
offers the greatest return on investment. Better insulation and more
efficient HVAC in the homes of low income residents not only reduces
emissions, it lowers costs and provides jobs. Pushing utilities to
encourage conservation also offers large payoffs.
Arthur Ungar
-Arthur Ungar
925-451-3025
612 W 36th St, Vancouver WA 98660
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: put a real cap on carbon emissions
Monday, August 30, 2021 8:12:37 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I urge DEQ and Governor Kate Brown to develop robust rules that:
1. Put a real cap on pollution by following the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by
2030. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2. Don’t give any free passes to fossil fuel corporations or industrial polluters. Hold large industrial sources
accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Pollution from these sources could increase under the
current proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
       If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory.
3. Invest in projects to reduce pollution for Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have
been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Yours sincerely,
Deborah Clark
___________________________
This email was sent by Deborah Clark via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Deborah provided an email address
(deborah.clark@lifetime.oregonstate.edu) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Deborah Clark at deborah.clark@lifetime.oregonstate.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dean Vrooman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: RE: Renewable, affordable energy
Monday, October 18, 2021 9:12:17 AM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: RE: Renewable, affordable energy
Dear Advisor Singh,
Dear DEQ - As you consider actions regarding reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 2035
and 2050, please consider RENEWABLE natural gas and hydrogen.
I heat my home with Natural Gas and believe it to be very clean, environmentally responsible,
renewable, in abundant supply and it makes sense in every way. It is affordable and reliable
while also being very responsible when considering limiting carbon emissions.
I hope that DEQ does not move too fast - but rather make sure any changes made really insure
new rules reduce greenhouse gas emissions as intended without implementing any
unnecessary regulations negatively affecting affordable, reliable, renewable natural gas..
Sincerely,
Dean Vrooman
hawksradio@aol.com
8720 SW Yakima Ct Tualatin, OR 97062 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Stock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Related to Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 1:24:55 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Related to Climate Protection Program
Dear Advisor Singh,
I am pleased that the draft Climate Protection Program holds many polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for
the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers
is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest
threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are an innovative idea in need
of much further refinement.
I believe the program would benefit from the following improvements in the draft:
1) Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, the program will not
achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not
even meet the Oregon Climate Action Plan minimum targets, set by Governor Brown's
Executive Order in March 2020, of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that
more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are
needed to return to a healthy climate. The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) must
make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2) There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon.
DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap; instead, they would
allow industrial polluters to self-identify the way that is best for them to reduce emissions and
only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could increase under this
proposal, which flies in the face of the proposal's fundamental purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, the actions
necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased
third party every three years or less, and the actions should track a timeline consistent with the
overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge the DEQ at a later date to revisit covering
in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently
exempted from the program.
3) The DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This is a potentially beneficial approach in
theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton
for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee
meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural and low-income Oregonians. If
CCIs are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants,
they may allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless
and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define the kinds of
project investments that qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real cost of
project implementation.
In conclusion, I want our state agencies to do more to ensure a better environmental future for
all Oregonians and to help mitigate the climate disruption that is sure to come if we do not act
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aggressively. The Climate Protection Program has huge potential. Please listen to the voices
for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for the
changes I have outlined above and more.
Thank you for considering my views.
Sincerely,
Michael Stock
mstock1@frontier.com
13240 SW Brittany Drive Tigard, OR 97223 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Chau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Renewable, resilient diversified energy
Saturday, October 2, 2021 3:11:44 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment: Renewable, resilient diversified energy
Dear Advisor Singh,
As a millennial with young children who lives in Portland, I am very concerned about climate
change. We know that global warming is being caused by emissions of carbon dioxide,
methane and other greenhouse gases. Cutting net emissions of those gases then is the logical
next step.
Recently, I was alarmed to learn of a proposed ban on natural gas, which would shift all
household energy needs to relying solely on electricity. This seems like putting all of our eggs
in one basket and creating a high risk situation for Oregon households. As you know, we have
wind and ice storms every year which cause downed power lines. In an Oregon without
natural gas, not only would people be in the dark, they would be cold without heat and without
hot water. A gas ban is a blunt instrument with a lot of collateral damage.
We know what the cause of global warming is. It makes more sense to restrict carbon dioxide
and methane and let the creativity of millions figure out how to make that happen, whether
that is through renewable natural gas, sequestration, and a host of other solutions yet to be
imagined.
Sincerely,
Tom Chau
tchau15@yahoo.com
10646 NW Jordan Ln Portland, OR 97229 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

thorhinckley53@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Thor Hinckley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Request to Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:18:32 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Hi,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Thor Hinckley
7421 SE Grant St Portland, OR 97215-4180
thorhinckley53@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Eldo Varghese
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Giulia Leggett; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: request to strengthen climate protection program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:20:19 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Giulia and I are angered and saddened by the summer of climate change in
PNW, hundreds of members of our community were killed by extreme heat,
thousands more were effected by wildfire, millions were effected by the
supposed once in a hundred year drought; all due to climate change.
We as a state must do more and take responsibility for our carbon
contributions to this crisis. The latest DEQ draft rules for climate
protection program are not sufficient to reduce our share of carbon
emissions.
While DEQ draft rules include pollution caps on nat gas as well as
accountability for oil industry, the compromise on declining threshold
for fuel suppliers is not acceptable and should be reset back to being
more stringent. We must also lower the threshold at the start to reduce
acceptable pollution from the start of enforcement.
We would like Oregon to step up to the plate and become a climate heavy
hitter. We should leave the environment in a better state than we found
it. DEQ has a huge opportunity to work towards these goals with the CCI
and CPP programs, please make sure these have the teeth necessary to
actually make a difference.
Please listen to the movements for climate protection, environmental
justice and public health, all of whom have been asking for these
changes for many months.
Eldo Varghese & Dr. Gilulia Leggett
Portland, 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Gettel-Gilmartin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment: request to strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 9:00:55 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
I am sure I'm not the only one alarmed by the change in Oregon's climate,
particularly the abundance of forest fires during the summer, and the
unprecedented heat dome in June this year. So, it is with interest that I'm
following the DEQ's draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
First, the good: I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the
worst polluters in Oregon accountable. For example:
a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time
more accountability for the oil industry--the recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and
should be retained in the final rules
Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of
further refinement.
I would request you consider the following improvements:
Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by
50% by 2030.
Don’t give polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources
accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that
benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
The Climate Protection Program has huge potential. Please listen to the
voices in support of environmental justice, climate protection, and public
health.
Respectfully yours,
Michael Gettel-Gilmartin
Portland, OR
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Michael Gettel-Gilmartin
Middle Grade Mafioso
PROJECT MAYHEM

“Play around. Dive into absurdity and write. Take chances. You will succeed if you are fearless of
failure.”
― Natalie Goldberg, Writing Down the Bones: Freeing the Writer Within
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sue Leonetti
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Respectfully, The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened and then be adopted
without delay.
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:25:52 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
It is imperative for Oregon to take responsibility for our part of the climate crisis. Against the recommendations of
scientists greenhouse gas pollution in our state continues at unsustainable levels. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted
without delay this year.
A good start is that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution
cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules. Even better would be to set it at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments
(CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. This is effectively a green light to
flaunt their true responsibility. Pollution from these sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the
face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from the cap, they must still be responsible for
some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore, their identified actions for "best available
emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline
consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I urge DEQ, to revisit at a later date,
covering in-state gas power plants. These are the state's largest single climate polluters. It does not make sense they
are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory. However, as currently written there is no
guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or copollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate
change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community
Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants,
it will allow pollution to occur above the limit. Thus rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing
pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sue Leonetti
Veneta, Oregon, 97487, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Sue Leonetti via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sue provided an email address
(tleonetti3@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sue Leonetti at tleonetti3@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Arlene Sherrett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Should natural gas continue to be excluded from greenhouse emissions targets?
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:58:43 PM

Hello-Updates to the Climate Protection Program do a good job of addressing issues
for the communities that have taken the worst consequences of energy facilities
placement and industrial degradation of low income neighborhoods.
However, Provisions for natural gas in this update have not changed despite the
urgency to make progress on reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Natural gas seems
to be held in a special position, excluded from responsibility to be accountable for
emissions on all fronts. With the latest scientific findings pointing to methane (i.e.
natural gas) as a target for lowering global temperature rise, we really need as a
society to sharply decrease the amount of methane going into our air. From leaks all
along natural gas transmission lines even up to our homes and businesses to the
large amounts of methane being released at wells by "flaring," just to get rid of it
because it's in the way when extracting crude gas, these leaks are part of the
increase in methane emissions that have been seen in the last two decades. We have
to find ways to lower methane gas emissions. Continuing to endorse legislation that
exempts natural gas producers and sellers from controls that aim to lower
greenhouse gas emissions is not one of them.
We also need to find other ways to decrease methane emissions. Gas companies
have been asked to voluntarily reduce methane gas "flares." Although "flaring" does
not take place within our state, it does in some places in our neighboring state,
California. Perhaps national mandates are necessary at this time to meet the urgent
need to reduce methane gas release.
Urgently and respectfully submitted,
Arlene Sherrett
Oregonian
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pech Sakhan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:28:40 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Pech Sakhan
Portland, Oregon, 97206, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Pech Sakhan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Pech provided an email address (psakhan@pdx.edu)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Pech Sakhan at psakhan@pdx.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Shaff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:40:50 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
DEQ has must ban new fossil gas infrastructure; in communities and statewide and set a date to decommission
existing gas infrastructure.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Gary Shaff
Ashland, Oregon, 97520, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Gary Shaff via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gary provided an email address (gshaff@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gary Shaff at gshaff@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kirsten Davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 4:02:02 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Kirsten Davis
___________________________
This email was sent by Kirsten Davis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kirsten provided an email address
(isabeest@icloud.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kirsten Davis at isabeest@icloud.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Clubb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 2:54:36 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
When "Profits and Costs" are prioritized over "The Environment" it is a Dead end.
In late 2013 I purchased a home in a 47 acre neighborhood that doubled as a Riparian Area, State Waters 20' off my
deck. I enjoyed looking at the Colored stones in the sandy bottomed Stream, filled with young Trout and Crayfish. I
enjoyed watching the Blue and Green Herons, several times daily, feeding. I enjoyed the Red-tailed Hawks and
Falcons hunting in my backyard. I enjoyed the Tree Swallows migrating in and filling the skies with their song. I
enjoyed the chorus of Frogs and Crickets. I grew up in the county here in Oregon so having the "Life" around made
up for the 4hrs of traffic noise daily, during Rush-hour.
In 2015 Salem, this year celebrating 50yr as a "Tree City", gave the go ahead to Billionaire Corporation to deforest
the entire area, removing over 500 trees, bulldozing debris onto the bank of state waters, destroying the homes of
millions, without oversight or consequences, in order to place 100 new homes with the same type of Parking runoff
used at the time Salem was becoming a "Tree City".
The only ones to benefit from this was the Billionaire whose only concern is minimizing cost and maximum profits
and the Assessors account for all the "Improvements"
Instantly 175+ families began paying 10%-20% more in Utilities due to exposure to the elements, just to maintain
the comfort they had only days before. Traffic noise is now overbearing for 20hrs a day instead of 4hrs.
The Stream (state water) became Algae coated within a week and remained that way since, we now have several
Algae blooms a year starting with the 1st sunny weekend in Spring. The wildlife is virtually gone, I've seen the
Herons in the Stream only TWICE in the last 6yrs.
To this date Replanting has consisted of a handful of Flowering Plum trees planted far from the State Waters that
was De-Shaded. This Billionaire Corporation continues to use the State Waters as it's personal yard debris receptacle
with no consequences.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
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pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
William Clubb
Salem, Oregon, 97302, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by William Clubb via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however William provided an email address
(bllclubb@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to William Clubb at bllclubb@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsay Mugglestone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:28:04 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Tom and Mugglestone
___________________________
This email was sent by Lindsay Mugglestone via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lindsay provided an email address
(lindsmuggl@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lindsay Mugglestone at lindsmuggl@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roberta Cade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:18:51 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Roberta Cade
Salem, Oregon, 97301, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Roberta Cade via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Roberta provided an email address
(robertaanne1@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Roberta Cade at robertaanne1@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melody DeStefano
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:07:01 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Melody DeStefano
___________________________
This email was sent by Melody DeStefano via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Melody provided an email address
(Melody.destefano@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Melody DeStefano at Melody.destefano@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kris Nelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:20:39 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Kris Nelson
___________________________
This email was sent by Kris Nelson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kris provided an email address
(prin@phoenixfi.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kris Nelson at prin@phoenixfi.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zach Klonoskii
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 25, 2021 11:49:30 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Zachary Klonoski
___________________________
This email was sent by Zach Klonoskii via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Zach provided an email address
(zach.klonoski@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Zach Klonoskii at zach.klonoski@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Dix
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:16:18 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth Dix
___________________________
This email was sent by Elizabeth Dix via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Elizabeth provided an email address
(elizabethcdix@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Elizabeth Dix at elizabethcdix@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

T Cartwright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 24, 2021 7:47:30 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Living close on the border of Winema National Forest, I know personally how our hot climate is directly affecting
me and my neighbors homes, overstretched our limited water resources and detrimentally affected the forests and
our daily lives.
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with unlimited resource extraction, our
greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists & citizens.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are NOT SUFFICIENT to meet our responsibilities. This
program must be STRENGTHENED and ADOPTED without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not SET at the LOWEST THRESHHOLD at the OUTSET. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an
innovative idea in need of much broader and further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in REAL, VERIFIABLE pollution REDUCTIONS that benefit Oregonians most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap DOES NOT even follow the Oregon Climate Action
Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050.
The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger,
reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
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INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
T Cartwright
Oretech, Oregon, 97601, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by T Cartwright via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however T provided an email address
(light7whitetiger@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to T Cartwright at light7whitetiger@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lori Blacklidge Carty
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 10:21:40 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lori Blacklidge Carty
Applegate, Oregon, 97530, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Lori Blacklidge Carty via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lori provided an email address
(lbcarty@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lori Blacklidge Carty at lbcarty@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Poujade-Scott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 9:35:32 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth Poujade-Scott
Aurora, Oregon, 97002, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Elizabeth Poujade-Scott via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Elizabeth provided an email address
(epoujade@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Elizabeth Poujade-Scott at epoujade@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sue Bogenschild
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 23, 2021 9:27:23 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Sue Bogenschild via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sue provided an email address
(susanbogen@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sue Bogenschild at susanbogen@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gleb Garshin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:06:11 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Gleb Garshin
___________________________
This email was sent by Gleb Garshin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gleb provided an email address
(gleb.y.garshin@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gleb Garshin at gleb.y.garshin@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anna Salgado
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:58:33 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Anna Salgado via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Anna provided an email address
(annofreddog@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Anna Salgado at annofreddog@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Fraley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:45:18 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Linda Fraley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Linda provided an email address
(valdezsquaw@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Linda Fraley at valdezsquaw@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Peterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 22, 2021 3:49:43 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Kathleen Peterson
Bandon, Oregon, 97411, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Kathleen Peterson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kathleen provided an email address
(kathylynpet72@outlook.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kathleen Peterson at kathylynpet72@outlook.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Maebori
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:28:17 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
While our Oregon legislature passed the 100% Clean Energy Bill this year there is yet more work to be done.
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient, this program must be strengthened and
adopted without delay this year.
The draft rules do include a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for
the oil industry than ever before, which is really encouraging.. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel
suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at
the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
These following improvement requests on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program I ask you to please
consider.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
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allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do all it can to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate
disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Donna Maebori
___________________________
This email was sent by Donna Maebori via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Donna provided an email address
(dmaebori@spiretech.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Donna Maebori at dmaebori@spiretech.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharee Berman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 9:04:06 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world. My family and
I were on high alert the last 2 summers, since we live in a large heavily wooded area in the foothills of the coast
range.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
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allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sharee Berman
___________________________
This email was sent by Sharee Berman via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sharee provided an email address
(shareesplace@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sharee Berman at shareesplace@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alice West
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:28:10 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Alice West
Portland, Oregon, 97215, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Alice West via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Alice provided an email address
(agentsassysquirrel@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Alice West at agentsassysquirrel@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janice Wier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 4:45:51 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
We need to have “ future since”, where climate change is concerned! Things will not get better if stricter rules are
not put in place. Science has proven the effects of pollution are detrimental to all species, human, animal, oceans
and all plant life. I, do not want to think about my present day extended family and future ancestors having to deal
with the horrible consequences that my and previous generations have wreaked on this planet. Please think of future
societies dealing with our mistakes and attempting breathe and produce food in a toxic world!
Thank you for your time and consideration!
___________________________
This email was sent by Janice Wier via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Janice provided an email address
(jwier.other@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Janice Wier at jwier.other@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jan Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:44:21 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jan Johnson
Portland, Oregon, 97206, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jan Johnson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jan provided an email address
(janjhnsn2@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jan Johnson at janjhnsn2@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 4:40:45 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Bill Harris
Portland, Oregon, 97210, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Bill Harris via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Bill provided an email address (bbharris1936@gmail.co)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Bill Harris at bbharris1936@gmail.co.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Felice Pierce
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:27:28 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Felice Pierce via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Felice provided an email address
(felicepierce@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Felice Pierce at felicepierce@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Merrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 5:22:41 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Don Merrick
Tigard, Oregon, 97223, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Don Merrick via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Don provided an email address
(dlm.6606@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Don Merrick at dlm.6606@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara McSpadden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:21:42 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Barbara McSpadden
Cave Junction, Oregon, 97523, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Barbara McSpadden via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Barbara provided an email address
(taxmarijuana@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Barbara McSpadden at taxmarijuana@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leeanna Badger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 2:20:13 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Leeanna Badger
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Leeanna Badger via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Leeanna provided an email address
(leeannabad@msn.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Leeanna Badger at leeannabad@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amie Lamb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:16:22 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Amie Lamb via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Amie provided an email address
(amiekl@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Amie Lamb at amiekl@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Kahl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 9:51:03 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
David Kahl
___________________________
This email was sent by David Kahl via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however David provided an email address
(ldkahl2000@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to David Kahl at ldkahl2000@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

white sharon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:53:43 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
I just watched a pollution making plant in the Columbia River Gorge and feel compelled to address this and all other
polluters in my world. We must contain pollution.
___________________________
This email was sent by white sharon via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however white provided an email address
(sharinjoy2003@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to white sharon at sharinjoy2003@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wolfson Deborah
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 8:00:26 AM

Please help! We are running out of time.
To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Wolfson Deborah via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Wolfson provided an email address
(debwolfson@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Wolfson Deborah at debwolfson@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Todd Henion
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:38:35 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Todd Henion
Portland, Oregon, 97213, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Todd Henion via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Todd provided an email address
(kinetic27@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Todd Henion at kinetic27@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Earl Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 5:41:48 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Earl Thompson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Earl provided an email address (egth@msn.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Earl Thompson at egth@msn.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marna herrington
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:33:46 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
marna herrington
___________________________
This email was sent by marna herrington via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however marna provided an email address
(marnah@mindspring.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to marna herrington at marnah@mindspring.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gail Zadakis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 12:50:19 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Gail Zadakis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gail provided an email address
(purrfixz@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gail Zadakis at purrfixz@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Fox-Hayward
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:00:35 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Anne Fox-Hayward
Marcola, Oregon, 97454, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Anne Fox-Hayward via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Anne provided an email address
(annefoxhayward@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Anne Fox-Hayward at annefoxhayward@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Winnie Verhaagh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 12:22:17 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Winnie Verhaagh
Eugene, Oregon, 97404, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Winnie Verhaagh via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Winnie provided an email address
(twverhaagh@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Winnie Verhaagh at twverhaagh@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juniper Bartlett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 3:32:43 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.

Yours sincerely,
Juniper Bartlett
Grants Pass, Oregon, 97526, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Juniper Bartlett via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Juniper provided an email address
(junipertreeb@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Juniper Bartlett at junipertreeb@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marian Montoua-Chick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:04:44 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Marian Montoua-Chick
Corvallis, Oregon, 97333, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Marian Montoua-Chick via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Marian provided an email address
(mairchick@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Marian Montoua-Chick at mairchick@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cleary Sage
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 3:09:44 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Cleary Sage via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Cleary provided an email address
(clearysagered@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Cleary Sage at clearysagered@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Betty Odell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:03:31 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Betty Odell
Gladstone, Oregon, 97027, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Betty Odell via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Betty provided an email address
(bellydotell@icloud.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Betty Odell at bellydotell@icloud.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lori GarrattSharp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:46:48 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Lori GarrattSharp via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lori provided an email address
(lgsharp1954@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lori GarrattSharp at lgsharp1954@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Miranda
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 6:51:13 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Michelle Miranda
Newport, Oregon, 97365, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Michelle Miranda via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Michelle provided an email address
(smmiranda48@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Michelle Miranda at smmiranda48@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Salami-Goswick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 5:27:22 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Carol Salami-Goswick
___________________________
This email was sent by Carol Salami-Goswick via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Carol provided an email address (carolsalamigoswick@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Carol Salami-Goswick at carol-salamigoswick@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:41:51 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Helen Friedman
___________________________
This email was sent by Helen Friedman via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Helen provided an email address
(helstarsong@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Helen Friedman at helstarsong@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JoAnne VanDatta
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 4:41:33 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
JoAnne VanDatta
Eugene, Oregon, 97402, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by JoAnne VanDatta via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however JoAnne provided an email address
(joannevand@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to JoAnne VanDatta at joannevand@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bonnie Houston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 10:15:27 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Bonnie Houston
Eugene, Oregon, 97404, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Bonnie Houston via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Bonnie provided an email address
(bshouston686@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Bonnie Houston at bshouston686@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rowan Everard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 2:50:07 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Rowan Everard
___________________________
This email was sent by Rowan Everard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rowan provided an email address
(wax.delerium@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rowan Everard at wax.delerium@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Bittner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 10:02:27 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jessica Bittner
Dorena, Oregon, 97434, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jessica Bittner via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jessica provided an email address
(2jessicabittner@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jessica Bittner at 2jessicabittner@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Carlton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 7:32:54 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Susan Carlton
McMinnville, Oregon, 97128, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Susan Carlton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susan provided an email address
(nonisnana58@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susan Carlton at nonisnana58@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Starkey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 2:02:32 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jennifer Starkey
___________________________
This email was sent by Jennifer Starkey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jennifer provided an email address
(starkey.ja@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jennifer Starkey at starkey.ja@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amandine Hancock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 12:27:49 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Amandine Hancock
CROOKED RIVER, Oregon, 97760, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Amandine Hancock via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Amandine provided an email address
(dina.lrx@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Amandine Hancock at dina.lrx@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Stewart-Rinier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 3:39:35 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Cindy Stewart-Rinier
___________________________
This email was sent by Cindy Stewart-Rinier via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Cindy provided an email address
(cksr@teleport.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Cindy Stewart-Rinier at cksr@teleport.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ray Batch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 11:16:46 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ray Batch
___________________________
This email was sent by Ray Batch via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ray provided an email address (montevena@yahoo.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ray Batch at montevena@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Philip Nemer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 1:02:54 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Philip Nemer
___________________________
This email was sent by Philip Nemer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Philip provided an email address
(philipenemer@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Philip Nemer at philipenemer@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jo Hannan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 11:06:23 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jo Hannan
___________________________
This email was sent by Jo Hannan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jo provided an email address (timjohannan@yahoo.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jo Hannan at timjohannan@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Visse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 12:13:46 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
As a climate analyst for regional government in Portland and as a parent, I feel great anxiety around our global and
local response to climate change. With the Governor's executive order and significant public will on our side, it's
time DEQ use this increasingly waning moment to enact effective policy to drastically drop emissions from our
largest sources. Please review the following requests to strengthen your draft rules and listen most attentively to the
voices of the people, future generations and those whose health and safety are most impacted by these decisions.
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
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INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Dana Visse
___________________________
This email was sent by Dana Visse via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dana provided an email address (danavisse@yahoo.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dana Visse at danavisse@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sonya Kazen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 11:05:04 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sonya Kazen
Beaver, Oregon, 97112, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Sonya Kazen via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sonya provided an email address
(sonyakazen@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sonya Kazen at sonyakazen@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

anand arupo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 9:26:58 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
anand arupo arupo
Joseph, Oregon, 97846, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by anand arupo via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however anand provided an email address
(arupo@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to anand arupo at arupo@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Spencer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:44:18 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Robert Spencer
___________________________
This email was sent by Robert Spencer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Robert provided an email address
(LAKERBOB13@YAHOO.COM) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Robert Spencer at LAKERBOB13@YAHOO.COM.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lydia Felley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 6:20:45 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lydia Felley
Nehalem, Oregon, 97131, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Lydia Felley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lydia provided an email address
(lfelley@nehalemtel.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lydia Felley at lfelley@nehalemtel.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Wiley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 8:26:58 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS

There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
D.A Wiley
___________________________
This email was sent by Deborah Wiley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Deborah provided an email address
(da.wiley1@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Deborah Wiley at da.wiley1@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claudine Paris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 2:40:57 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Claudine Paris
Portland, Oregon, 97209, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Claudine Paris via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Claudine provided an email address
(claudinestil@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Claudine Paris at claudinestil@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chelsea Gutierrez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 8:25:16 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Chelsea Gutierrez
Ashland, Oregon, 97520, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Chelsea Gutierrez via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Chelsea provided an email address
(cmgoots@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Chelsea Gutierrez at cmgoots@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cat Koehn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 12:10:47 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Dear regulators
We demand you protect our environment! Please act now!
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Cat Koehn
Fall Creek, Oregon, 97438, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Cat Koehn via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Cat provided an email address (catfish@efn.org) which
we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Cat Koehn at catfish@efn.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Walbridge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 9:49:03 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Cindy Walbridge
Hood River, Oregon, 97031, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Cindy Walbridge via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Cindy provided an email address
(sunflower@gorge.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Cindy Walbridge at sunflower@gorge.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

rene Cournoyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:55:46 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
rene Cournoyer
Tacoma, Washington, 98405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by rene Cournoyer via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however rene provided an email address
(renecournoyer@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to rene Cournoyer at renecournoyer@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kenneth VanDemarr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:41:09 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Kenneth VanDemarr
West Linn, Oregon, 97068, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Kenneth VanDemarr via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kenneth provided an email address
(pickerdude64@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kenneth VanDemarr at pickerdude64@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brad Nahill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 8:09:07 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
George Nahill
___________________________
This email was sent by Brad Nahill via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Brad provided an email address
(turtleactivist@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Brad Nahill at turtleactivist@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Perry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 3:25:37 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
The effects of climate change are here in Oregon, with each year hotter and dryer that the last. This summer was so
hot and dry even the dandelions in my yard died. I look around and see draught stress in all the trees - in my
neighborhood, in the mountain forests, even on the coast! The Pacific Northwest summers that I grew up with long, bright, and pleasantly warm - have been replaced with record-breaking heatwaves and wild fire smoke. The
rivers are so warm that the waters are killing our region's emblematic salmon. We are well past the time for action it is imperative for our future that we act drastically to curb further effects of a warming climate.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Heidi Perry
___________________________
This email was sent by Heidi Perry via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Heidi provided an email address
(outdoorsygirlsemail@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Heidi Perry at outdoorsygirlsemail@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maia Godet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:17:25 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Maia Godet via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Maia provided an email address (Mgodet@comcast.net)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Maia Godet at Mgodet@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

becky hale
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 6:32:22 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
becky hale
United States
___________________________
This email was sent by becky hale via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however becky provided an email address (bec.hale4@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to becky hale at bec.hale4@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jess DePew
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 12:58:11 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians were killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements to the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The currently proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action
Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050.
The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger,
reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At a minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jess DePew
___________________________
This email was sent by Jess DePew via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jess provided an email address
(weathernut92@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jess DePew at weathernut92@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Letsom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 1:22:45 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Dan Letsom via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dan provided an email address
(letsomd@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dan Letsom at letsomd@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Kinney-Dobbins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 12:41:28 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Donna Kinney-Dobbins
Bend, Oregon, 97701, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Donna Kinney-Dobbins via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Donna provided an email address
(dkartcats@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Donna Kinney-Dobbins at dkartcats@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Stelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 9:59:18 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
James Stelson
Eugene, Oregon, 97401, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by James Stelson via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however James provided an email address
(jmstelson@douglasfast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to James Stelson at jmstelson@douglasfast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Reid Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Friday, October 15, 2021 12:44:25 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Reid Smith
Salem, Oregon, 97301, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Reid Smith via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Reid provided an email address
(collectorreid@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Reid Smith at collectorreid@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Booth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 8:29:52 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Carol Booth
Medford, Oregon, 97501, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Carol Booth via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Carol provided an email address
(cbooth65@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Carol Booth at cbooth65@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Bain
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 11:23:24 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. I am one of them. Many of my trees were destroyed by the freak ice storm last winter, and then the heat
wave last summer. During the Beachie wildfire, we Silverton residents had to evacuate. It was difficult to find a safe
place to go, since the air quality was so bad for some time after we could go back home. Our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world. It's truly frightening.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Karen Bain
___________________________
This email was sent by Karen Bain via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Karen provided an email address (kbain@frontier.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Karen Bain at kbain@frontier.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Kendryna
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 8:00:40 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
John Kendryna
___________________________
This email was sent by John Kendryna via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however John provided an email address
(jkendryna@sbcglobal.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to John Kendryna at jkendryna@sbcglobal.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wany Santos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:08:51 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Wany Santos via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Wany provided an email address
(brazladyja@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Wany Santos at brazladyja@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Woodward
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 7:43:07 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Dan Woodward via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dan provided an email address
(legworklocaldelivery@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dan Woodward at legworklocaldelivery@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Philip Ratcliff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:47:33 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Philip Ratcliff
___________________________
This email was sent by Philip Ratcliff via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Philip provided an email address
(skazz999w@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Philip Ratcliff at skazz999w@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Eells
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 6:54:55 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Victoria Eells
___________________________
This email was sent by Victoria Eells via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Victoria provided an email address
(dirtroadiva@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Victoria Eells at dirtroadiva@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanie Davenport
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:44:45 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jeanie Davenport
Portland, Oregon, 97206, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jeanie Davenport via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jeanie provided an email address
(mommaluna@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jeanie Davenport at mommaluna@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:23:24 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Gary Cook
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Gary Cook via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gary provided an email address
(garywaynecook@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gary Cook at garywaynecook@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wlnnie Verhaagh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Sunday, October 17, 2021 2:10:37 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Wlnnie Verhaagh via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Wlnnie provided an email address
(twverhaagh@gmaiil.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Wlnnie Verhaagh at twverhaagh@gmaiil.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter and Josephine von Hippel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:22:51 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
We are pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution
cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement.
We suggest that you make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. We would also urge DEQ
at a later date, to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
We want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate
disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Peter and Josephine von Hippel
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Peter and Josephine von Hippel via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Peter and Josephine provided an
email address (petevh@uoregon.edu) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Peter and Josephine von Hippel at petevh@uoregon.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Philip Randall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 11:32:01 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Philip Randall
___________________________
This email was sent by Philip Randall via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Philip provided an email address
(philbertr46@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Philip Randall at philbertr46@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Fahey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:53:49 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
John Fahey
Portland, Oregon, 97206, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by John Fahey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however John provided an email address
(faheydesign@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to John Fahey at faheydesign@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosalinda Szliuga
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:40:21 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Rosalinda Szliuga
Tualatin, Oregon, 97062, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Rosalinda Szliuga via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Rosalinda provided an email address
(linda3557@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Rosalinda Szliuga at linda3557@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Souza-Postles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:21:56 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Donna Souza-Postles
Dillard, Oregon, 97432, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Donna Souza-Postles via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Donna provided an email address
(llpndsp@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Donna Souza-Postles at llpndsp@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leslie Recio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 1:13:00 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
It’s time Oregon steps up and confronts climate change. More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters
of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate change. Our communities are once again inundated with
wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
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gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Let’s just not act responsibly, let’s make Oregon a leader in climate solutions!
___________________________
This email was sent by Leslie Recio via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Leslie provided an email address
(leslierecio@live.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Leslie Recio at leslierecio@live.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen cook Ronan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:15:22 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Karen cook Ronan via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Karen provided an email address
(karen.cookronan@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Karen cook Ronan at karen.cookronan@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Godfrey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 12:42:08 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by James Godfrey via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however James provided an email address
(godfreyinny@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to James Godfrey at godfreyinny@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Eye
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:08:50 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Dave Eye
___________________________
This email was sent by Dave Eye via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dave provided an email address (daveeye@hotmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dave Eye at daveeye@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matthew Riley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:43:46 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Hold the fossil fuel companies to account for the destruction of our state and our forests and sue them for every
penny they have!
And end all aerial herbicide spraying!
Fine and arrest people with customized pickup trucks that burn nasty fuel products and emit black smoke clouds on
purpose!
Yours sincerely,
Matthew Riley
Oakland, Oregon, 97462, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Matthew Riley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Matthew provided an email address
(mountainjam@hushmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Matthew Riley at mountainjam@hushmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:03:32 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
kl
___________________________
This email was sent by k l via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they consider
important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our generic noreply address at campaigns@good.do, however k provided an email address (kal4400@gmail.com) which we
included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to k l at kal4400@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Duvall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:59:47 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Mary Duvall
Clatskanie, Oregon, 97016, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Mary Duvall via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mary provided an email address
(mudpuddle@hughes.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Mary Duvall at mudpuddle@hughes.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyle Elwood Elwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:56:01 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Kyle Elwood Elwood
Salem, Oregon, 97306, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Kyle Elwood Elwood via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kyle Elwood provided an email address
(kreede@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kyle Elwood Elwood at kreede@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gwen Stone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:48:27 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Gwen Stone
Myrtle Creek, Oregon, 97457, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Gwen Stone via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gwen provided an email address
(sobercoach2000@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gwen Stone at sobercoach2000@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beeara Edmonds
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:28:05 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Beeara Edmonds
Corvallis, Oregon, 97333, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Beeara Edmonds via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Beeara provided an email address
(beeara@beeara.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Beeara Edmonds at beeara@beeara.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bud McKinley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:25:34 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Bud McKinley
La Pine, Oregon, 97739, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Bud McKinley via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Bud provided an email address
(budmck@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Bud McKinley at budmck@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janelle Adams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:22:25 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Janelle Adams
Tigard, Oregon, 97223, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Janelle Adams via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Janelle provided an email address
(jadams8080@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Janelle Adams at jadams8080@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Allison Handler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:19:38 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Allison Handler
Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Allison Handler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Allison provided an email address
(allison@travertinestrategies.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Allison Handler at allison@travertinestrategies.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Ellis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:07:25 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
William Ellis
Cottage Grove, Oregon, 97424, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by William Ellis via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however William provided an email address
(mobill1@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to William Ellis at mobill1@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Carl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:53:27 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Nancy Carl
___________________________
This email was sent by Nancy Carl via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nancy provided an email address (dlnlcarl2@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nancy Carl at dlnlcarl2@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

connie Cloyed
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:50:05 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world. We used to
encourage friends to enjoy august and September as months of beauty and nice weather. Now, we fear smoke and
wildfires in what used to be our most beautiful season! I am fearful for our health.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
We need to be acting faster!!
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Connie Cloyed
___________________________
This email was sent by connie Cloyed via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however connie provided an email address
(cconifer@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to connie Cloyed at cconifer@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jacqueline HAUSER
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:41:33 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jackie HAUSER
___________________________
This email was sent by Jacqueline HAUSER via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jacqueline provided an email address
(jmchhauser@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jacqueline HAUSER at jmchhauser@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sam Pardue
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:00:52 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sam Pardue
Portland, Oregon, 97217, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Sam Pardue via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sam provided an email address
(sam@indowwindows.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sam Pardue at sam@indowwindows.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Stewart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 4:59:28 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Brian Stewart
___________________________
This email was sent by Brian Stewart via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Brian provided an email address
(brianstewart@electrifynow.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Brian Stewart at brianstewart@electrifynow.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sherry Rilatos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 3:36:13 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sherry Rilatos
Toledo, Oregon, 97391, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Sherry Rilatos via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sherry provided an email address
(parilatos@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sherry Rilatos at parilatos@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dolores Picard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 3:23:21 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Dolores Picard via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dolores provided an email address
(Irvingpicard1@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dolores Picard at Irvingpicard1@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 2:37:57 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Dena Turner
Portland, Oregon, 97215, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Dena Turner via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dena provided an email address
(denaturn62@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dena Turner at denaturn62@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard A Dahl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 2:34:20 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Richard A Dahl
___________________________
This email was sent by Richard A Dahl via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Richard provided an email address
(radahl1@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Richard A Dahl at radahl1@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael G Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 1:18:12 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Michael G Smith
Ashland, Oregon, 97520, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Michael G Smith via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Michael G provided an email address
(mickeygs49@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Michael G Smith at mickeygs49@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Stoyles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 12:44:55 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Robert Stoyles
Sublimity, Oregon, 97385, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Robert Stoyles via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Robert provided an email address
(bobstoyles@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Robert Stoyles at bobstoyles@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Waterhouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 12:36:45 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
The evidence is clear. Climate Change is a real and present danger for Oregonians, and all people living on this
planet we call Earth. I applaud Oregon's effort to act to slow climate change through the Climate Protection
Program. However, DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our
responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Be more ambitious: make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
BE MORE AMBITIOUS
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
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continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Robert Waterhouse
___________________________
This email was sent by Robert Waterhouse via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Robert provided an email address
(rrwaterho@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Robert Waterhouse at rrwaterho@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie A. Richards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 12:06:57 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Julie A. Richards
Clackamas, Oregon, 97015, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Julie A. Richards via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Julie A. provided an email address
(jar97222@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Julie A. Richards at jar97222@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Kreisman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 12:05:36 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sarah Kreisman
___________________________
This email was sent by Sarah Kreisman via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sarah provided an email address
(SARAHKREISMAN@HOTMAIL.COM) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sarah Kreisman at SARAHKREISMAN@HOTMAIL.COM.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Milholland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 11:39:16 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
David Milholland
___________________________
This email was sent by David Milholland via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however David provided an email address
(encanto@ochcom.org) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to David Milholland at encanto@ochcom.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matthew Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 11:21:33 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, 75% of us, are personally experiencing the effects of climate change. Our
communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought.
My neighbor Tommy was one of 100 Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously
heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsible action for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution
continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay
this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Matthew Smith
Portland, Oregon, 97220, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Matthew Smith via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Matthew provided an email address
(matthew.smith.c@icloud.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Matthew Smith at matthew.smith.c@icloud.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harry Freiberg Freiberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 11:16:24 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Harry Freiberg Freiberg
Harbor, Oregon, 97415, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Harry Freiberg Freiberg via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you
regarding issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field
of this email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Harry Freiberg provided an email
address (hap@alumni.stanford.edu) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Harry Freiberg Freiberg at hap@alumni.stanford.edu.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

E. Darby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:52:27 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
E. Darby
Portland, Oregon, 97209, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by E. Darby via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however E. provided an email address
(elizabethdarby137@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to E. Darby at elizabethdarby137@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Saunders
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:44:51 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
The fires, the deadly hot water in our rivers, the decimation of wild life and fish, the toxic poisons sprayed on our
farms, and forests are all contributing to an unlivable Oregon. The fight against fossil fuel has taken many of my
hours and large continuous donations to legally fight industries lies. DEQ must not cave to industries propaganda!
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ellen Saunders
Manning, Oregon, 97125, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Ellen Saunders via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ellen provided an email address
(Ellen_L_Saunders@me.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ellen Saunders at Ellen_L_Saunders@me.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Butterfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:18:49 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Suzanne Butterfield
Oregon, 97703, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Suzanne Butterfield via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Suzanne provided an email address
(srbutterfield@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Suzanne Butterfield at srbutterfield@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walt Mintkeski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:07:54 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the bigest CO2 emitters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution
cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a good compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice,
climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment,
Walt Mintkeski
___________________________
This email was sent by Walt Mintkeski via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Walt provided an email address
(mintkeski@juno.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Walt Mintkeski at mintkeski@juno.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debbie Finney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:00:13 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Debbie Finney
Portland, Oregon, 97219, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Debbie Finney via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Debbie provided an email address
(debbiejamisonfinney@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Debbie Finney at debbiejamisonfinney@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristin Hajny
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:59:06 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Kristin Hajny
Tigard, Oregon, 97223, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Kristin Hajny via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Kristin provided an email address
(kristinhajny@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Kristin Hajny at kristinhajny@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gail Streicker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:33:19 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
The time for action is now! What kind of world are we leaving to our children and grandchildren!
Yours sincerely,
Gail Streicker
Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Gail Streicker via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gail provided an email address
(gstreicker@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gail Streicker at gstreicker@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erna Barnett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:25:01 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Erna Barnett
Port Orford, Oregon, 97465, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Erna Barnett via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Erna provided an email address (ernab9@gmail.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Erna Barnett at ernab9@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Klein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:23:24 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Heidi Klein
___________________________
This email was sent by Heidi Klein via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Heidi provided an email address
(klein.heidi@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Heidi Klein at klein.heidi@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gunilla Malmquist
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:22:47 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Gunilla Malmquist
Medford, Oregon, 97504, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Gunilla Malmquist via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Gunilla provided an email address
(gmalmquist40@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Gunilla Malmquist at gmalmquist40@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sherry Salomon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:21:17 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sherry Salomon
Portland, Oregon, 97205, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Sherry Salomon via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sherry provided an email address
(sherrysalomon@comcast.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sherry Salomon at sherrysalomon@comcast.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Cutler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:18:11 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Stephen Cutler
Yachats, Oregon, 97498, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Stephen Cutler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Stephen provided an email address
(snjcutler@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Stephen Cutler at snjcutler@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Canon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:59:52 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Eric Canon
___________________________
This email was sent by Eric Canon via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Eric provided an email address
(canonmetals@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Eric Canon at canonmetals@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susie Tomita
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:47:19 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Susie Tomita
Gladstone, Oregon, 97027, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Susie Tomita via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Susie provided an email address
(susielilac@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Susie Tomita at susielilac@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jason Graham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:25:08 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Jason Graham
Portland, Oregon, 97266, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Jason Graham via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Jason provided an email address (jagrah75@aol.com)
which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Jason Graham at jagrah75@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Hughes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 8:07:40 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Michael Hughes
___________________________
This email was sent by Michael Hughes via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Michael provided an email address
(michael.a.hughes1951@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Michael Hughes at michael.a.hughes1951@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thaddeus Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 7, 2021 12:34:41 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Thaddeus Moore
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Thaddeus Moore via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Thaddeus provided an email address
(giddycat@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Thaddeus Moore at giddycat@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Mulholland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 4, 2021 10:07:50 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
An alternative approach for industrial users is to ask them to explain their actions to reduce emissions, by requiring:
1) Signage at plant locations identifying annual pollution amount for community members and employees.
2) Communication, annually, from company executives, to local school districts, for distribution to students,
outlining the pollution sources, amounts, and actions underway to reduce emissions
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Yours sincerely,
Dan Mulholland
Eugene, Oregon, 97405, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Dan Mulholland via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dan provided an email address
(mulhollanddr@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dan Mulholland at mulhollanddr@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcia Mersky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:41:09 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Marcia Mersky
___________________________
This email was sent by Marcia Mersky via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Marcia provided an email address
(marciapdx@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Marcia Mersky at marciapdx@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Murphy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:56:23 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Mary Murphy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Mary provided an email address
(MKsunpath@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Mary Murphy at MKsunpath@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Hampton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:40:06 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Stephanie Hampton
___________________________
This email was sent by Stephanie Hampton via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Stephanie provided an email address
(occupystephanie@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Stephanie Hampton at occupystephanie@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsay Malsin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, September 27, 2021 9:09:30 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once
again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme
heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Lindsay Malsin
Portland, Oregon, 97213, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Lindsay Malsin via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Lindsay provided an email address
(lynzeelynx@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Lindsay Malsin at lynzeelynx@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hudson Henry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:29:14 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Hudson Henry
___________________________
This email was sent by Hudson Henry via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Hudson provided an email address
(hudson.henry@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Hudson Henry at hudson.henry@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patty Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 9:53:01 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon must take more responsibility for our part of the climate crisis. Our greenhouse gas pollution continues at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists.
Oregon DEQ’s current draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to meet our responsibility to
substantially reduce climate change. Oregon's Climate Protection Program must be strengthened and adopted
without delay this year.
Gratefully, the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time, and more accountability for the oil industry. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set
at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much
further refinement.
However, please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap that lowers annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the minimum targets of the
Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04) of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. Oregon DEQ must
make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. Oregon DEQ’s draft
rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap, and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify
what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these
sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate
and air pollution reductions. Furthermore, their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be
verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining
cap trajectory. I would also urge Oregon DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's
largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
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Oregon DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. This is a novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written
there is no guarantee that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions
or co-pollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and
climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If
Community Climate Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or
co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and
continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum: The CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify, and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world, and to stave off the worst of climate disruption that modelling
shows is in our future.
This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice,
climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Yours sincerely,
Patty Jones
Pilot Rock, Oregon, 97868, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Patty Jones via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Patty provided an email address
(patriciajones@centurytel.net) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Patty Jones at patriciajones@centurytel.net.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tyson Bittrich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 4:47:04 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Eco-collapse isn’t a problem for our grandchildren to solve. It’s here.
The status quo is not sustainable. You know this.
Do the right thing, even if it’s not economically expedient in the short run. Even if it’s not politically popular.
I have faith that you can.
Tyson Bittrich
___________________________
This email was sent by Tyson Bittrich via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Tyson provided an email address
(tysonbittrich@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Tyson Bittrich at tysonbittrich@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carmen Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:49:32 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
On a personal note, as an avid catch-and-release fly angler for wild fish, I have seen the decline in fishing stocks and
low water levels that impede anadromous fish to access their natal streams. Recreation, which brings a lot of money
to our state, is impacted by climate change. Skiers have less snow in the winter to engage in their sport. A person
cannot camp in summer due to the hazardous smoke caused by wildfires. It's sickening but most of all terribly
frightening. Even city dwellers are not safe from the danger of fires as the wildfires of last summer demonstrated to
us.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
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currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Carmen Smith
___________________________
This email was sent by Carmen Smith via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Carmen provided an email address
(carmenlisa503@yahoo.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Carmen Smith at carmenlisa503@yahoo.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Miriam Landman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 4:43:59 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Miriam Landman
Corvallis, Oregon, 97333, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Miriam Landman via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Miriam provided an email address
(mlandmanz@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Miriam Landman at mlandmanz@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sophia Bowie-Mccoy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Monday, October 18, 2021 11:16:26 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Yesterday, I drove by Blue River, Oregon, on my way to make a video of Oregon's magnficient Sahalie falls. Blue
River area has shanty towns of trailers and naked charred mountainsides. The contrast is gut-wrenching. We make
the link between increased fires and climate change. The Administrative Rules outlined below empower Oregonians
to create a better future than the one we will have if we do not implement these rules.
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
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INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Sophia Bowie-Mccoy
___________________________
This email was sent by Sophia Bowie-Mccoy via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Sophia provided an email address
(sbowiemccoy@hotmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Sophia Bowie-Mccoy at sbowiemccoy@hotmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen and Adopt the Climate Protection Program Without Further Delay
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:36:21 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Dana Weintraub
Hillsboro, Oregon, 97003, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Dana Weintraub via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Dana provided an email address
(mrdanaweintraub@tutanota.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Dana Weintraub at mrdanaweintraub@tutanota.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wendygerlach@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Wendy Gerlach
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen Climate Protection Program rules by adding working lands sequestration
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:53:23 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
The draft DEQ Climate Action Plan aims too low and will achieve too little. The plan needs to take advantage of all
feasible mechanisms to combat the earth's warming. A major tool in meeting net emissions goals and reducing
warming is the sequestration of carbon that takes place in our forests and other natural and working lands.
Sequestration, a scientifically proven tool that is grounded in proven programs, protocols, and technologies that will
support new jobs, was included in earlier drafts of this plan but is now omitted. Especially given that the Oregon
Department of Forestry's response to the Governor's climate order again and again cites sequestration as a key
response to climate change, it is a glaring mistake to not include sequestration in the DEQ plan as a key part of the
solution. I ask you to add sequestration approaches to the Plan, consistent with science, economic opportunities, and
state agency recommendations.
Wendy Gerlach
Sincerely,
Wendy Gerlach
3612 SW Dosch Ct Portland, OR 97221-4136
wendygerlach@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stacy@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Stacy Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:09:00 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
The Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a pollution cap on
natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set
at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much
further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
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Sincerely,
Stacy Smith
95399 Highway 101 S Yachats, OR 97498-9713
stacy@pioneer.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Palmiter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 12, 2021 10:00:45 AM

To DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
There are few Oregonians after the summer of 2020 that are not aware that we are in
the midst of the erratic weather being caused by the climate crisis. Please, DEQ, do
your part to protect Oregonians' health and welfare as we deal with the climate crisis/
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our
greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice
of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are not sufficient to
meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by
2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program
will not achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed
cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum
targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels
by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more
ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are
needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in
Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and
instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these
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sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire
purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then
the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be
verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline
consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later
date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate
polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST
HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial
approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee that this program
will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or copollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and
communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate
pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the
cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what
kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real
cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off
the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can
still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate
protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Susan Palmiter
Multnomah County, 97239
-Susan Palmiter
503-705-9144 (cell)
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“Hope is not a lottery ticket you can sit on the sofa and clutch, feeling lucky. It is an
axe you break down doors with in an emergency. Hope should shove you out the
door, because it will take everything you have to steer the future away from endless
war, from the annihilation of the earth's treasures and the grinding down of the poor
and marginal... To hope is to give yourself to the future - and that commitment to the
future is what makes the present inhabitable.” ― Rebecca Solnit, Hope in the Dark
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

eileen@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Eileen Stark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules!
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:20:00 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to help wild species and stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This
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program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate
protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Eileen Stark
3820 NE Wistaria Dr Portland, OR 97212-2830
eileen@sngdesign.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

anbunz@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Andrew Butz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:45:44 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon needs to take more responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, as our greenhouse gas pollution continues
at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program
are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Andrew Butz
3735 SE 9th Ave Portland, OR 97202-3758
anbunz@yahoo.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lande.gregg@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Gregg Lande
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:32:47 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part in solving the climate crisis. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program are not sufficient and this is your moment in history to do the right thing.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE.
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s
minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030.
And speaking of history, the environmental movement, since at least the first Earth Day in 1970, has been stymied
by INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS who insist they cannot achieve emissions reductions as large or as fast as proposed.
Their assertions have been proved time and again to be completely specious.
I spent my career at DEQ trying to make Oregon do more to ensure a better world for our children and
grandchildren. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Gregg Lande
3402 NW Luray Ter Portland, OR 97210-2727
lande.gregg@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christie Galen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen Draft Climate Protection Making Rules
Monday, September 27, 2021 1:27:49 PM

To DEQ office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Please strengthen the Draft rules for the Climate Protection Program; our children,
grandchildren, wildlife, plants… need stronger protections from climate change. We must do
all that we can now to preserve our future. Please accept climate science and the implications
of not acting soon enough to reduce Green House Gas pollution. Every local and state
government, and nation must act now to cut climate pollution in half and not put it off to the
future.
Please make the cap stronger and cut emissions by 50% by 2030 and 100% by 2050 rather
than 45% by 2035 and 80% by 2050.
Sincerely,
Christie Galen
Multnomah, 97205
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

annie capestany
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen draft Climate Protection Program; follow the science
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:21:13 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Wildfires, heatdomes and drought are still burning in my memory. we need to prevent another horrible summer. To
accomplish that, the DEQ needs to listen to scientists, not industry lobbyists.
our greenhouse gas pollution continues at unsustainable levels. and the DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program are not much help.
There are some good things. I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) FOLLOW THE SCIENCE! WE MUST CUT OUR CLIMATE POLLUTION BY 50% BY 2030
2) NO EXCUSES FOR POLLUTERS; HOLD LARGE INDUSTRIAL SOURCES ACCOUNTABLE TO
MANDATORY DECLINING EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS
3) INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL
FUELS AND CLIMATE CHANGE
(DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.)
We have to do more to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. We have to live up to our
environmentalist legacy. We created the bottle bill. We can be innovative and effective with this program too. Please
listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these
changes and more for many months.
Yours sincerely,
annie capestany
Portland, Oregon, 97202, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by annie capestany via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however annie provided an email address
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(cabeckstany@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to annie capestany at cabeckstany@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Weinstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comment: Strengthen draft Climate Protection Rules, please
Saturday, September 25, 2021 9:10:52 PM

To: The Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
As a concerned Oregon citizen, I am urgently and fervently writing to you to lead Oregon in taking
bold climate action. Our physical health and that of our families as well as the health of the entire
state (indeed world) depend on it.
The caps suggested in the current draft regulations are too low. Oregon must cut 50% of climate
pollution from the covered sources by 2030; and 100% by 2050. The consensus of U.N. scientists as
published in the recent IPCC report is that every state and nation must cut climate pollution in half
this decade to avoid a catastrophic level of warming. Please raise the caps.
Thank you,
Susan Weinstein
1236 NE Market Drive
Fairview, Oregon 97024
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Soledad Ayres
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Saturday, September 18, 2021 3:38:40 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs

I am an Oregon resident, a mother or two small children, and a family physician for mostly
under-served patients. I am very worried about my children’s future on an increasingly
unstable planet with rising risk of natural disasters which is directly linked to human-driven
climate change. The only good news on climate is that we still have the chance to prevent
some of the worse effects of climate change if we rise to the moment and act decisively.

I want to share my thoughts and concerns on the DEQ plan to set a cap for climate pollution in
Oregon starting in 2022. I am really glad that DEQ is taking this important step for our future,
but I have concerns about the limits of the current draft proposal. The current cap is set at 23% reduction per year, whereas we should be closer to 7% per year to avoid some of the worst
impacts of climate change. I am also concerned about how Community Climate Investments
will be used. I worry that they will be hard to access by the communities that most need the
funds, and that ultimately they will be a way for fuel industries to justify ongoing pollution
that is harming our planet. If included in the final proposal, I hope they will be a defined and
very limited portion of the emission reduction required by each company. We need to require
at least one ton carbon reduction for each CCI sold. I also hope that to the extent used, there
will be clear oversight to ensure that they are truly creating the carbon offsets intended and
that they are easily accessed by marginalized communities most impacted by the effects of
climate change.

I am happy to hear DEQ is taking this step to decrease pollution from large energy companies.
Unfortunately the planet is already locked in to a certain amount of warming and climate
instability. I hope that DEQ acts aggressively enough on reductions that we can avoid the
worst impacts of climate change for our children.

Thank you for your time and attention.

Soledad Ayres
Hillsboro, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bonnie New
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen Draft CPP Rules
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:08:43 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs:
Climate change in the crisis of our lifetimes, and will increasingly define the quality of life of
me and my children and grandchildren. Oregon and the world have waited far too long already
to address this crisis. We absolutely can not afford further delay and/or half-way measures.
I am writing to urge you in the strongest possible way to take bold action on climate by
making the Climate Protection Program as ambitious and specific as possible. As they stand
now, the DEQ’s draft rules for the CPP are insufficient to meet Oregon’s responsibility for
climate pollution reduction. We can and must do better.
I do appreciate some good elements of the current draft rules that we definitely need to keep:
(1) the first-time-ever pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas, and
(2) including increasing numbers of oil companies in the program over the years. Re (2),
we do need to include more companies, and over a much quicker time frame. We do
not have time to soft-pedal these changes.
I am not a fan of Community Climate Investments (CCIs) at all, as I feel strongly that the
large polluters for which these are offered can and should take full responsibility for their
required pollution reduction. But if CCIs are to be used, the program needs to be amended
1. to guarantee the program will result in a 1:1 (one ton per 1 credit) reduction of climate
emissions or co-pollutants,
2. to guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and
climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or lowincome Oregonians (the current wording is a very weak “may invest in…”), and
3. to frequently review and adjust the price of CCIs so it reflects the real cost of project
implementation.
The biggest problem with the current draft plan is that the cap doesn’t reduce pollution fast
enough. As written, the cap lowers over time, requiring polluters to reduce their climate
pollution about 2-3% per year on average through 2050. Climate scientists are very clear
that
(1) the reduction should be closer to 7% annually to avoid the worst impacts of climate
change, and
(2) every state and nation must cut climate pollution in half this decade.
Oregon MUST have a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by
2030 and at least 90% by 2050. Again, to be crystal clear, that cut needs to be 50% by 2030,
and at least 90% by 2050.
A related problem is that DEQ’s draft rules don’t subject large industrial sources to the cap at
all. This amounts to a free pass at the expense of every Oregonian and every person on the
planet. The draft rules allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions, and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources
could increase under this proposal! This is thoroughly unacceptable. All industrial polluters
should be covered by the cap, or at least held accountable to a stringent alternate plan overseen
by an independent third party and mandating declining emissions reductions.
The current DEQ draft also exempts in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate
polluters, from the CPP. They need to be brought into the program at the earliest possible
time.
In summary, I strongly urge the DEQ to
(1) follow the science: cut climate pollution 50% by 2030, and at least 90% by 2050;
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(2) do NOT give ANY polluters a free pass - NONE; and
(3) direct CCIs, if used, to projects that produce real, verifiable pollution reductions that
benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
DEQ, this is personal. This is for my future, and 7+ billion others’. This is your chance, and
responsibility, to make it happen for all of us.
Sincerely,
Bonnie New
Bonnie New MD MPH
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Duncan Baruch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: Strengthen/adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:50:09 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Duncan Baruch Baruch
Portland, Oregon, 97219, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Duncan Baruch via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Duncan provided an email address
(c25cle@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Duncan Baruch at c25cle@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ethan Scarl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Ethan
Rulemaking Comment: Stronger rules without exemptions are needed for survival
Monday, October 4, 2021 1:23:10 PM

To: The Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of
Greenhouse Gas Programs
I am a retired 81-year-old physicist, but my 38 year old
son is at least as knowledgeable as I in the dynamics of
climate change. He is deeply fearful that the Earth is
already a decaying world in which he will never have
the chance to be as old as I am now. The reality and
severity of the climate catastrophe can no longer be
debated; extreme drought, unprecedented heat domes ,
and the horrific wildfires they engender are here now.
The DEQ draft ruleset is certainly worthy of applause
for establishing requirements in areas where none yet
exist. But its coverage must be extended and
strengthened if we are to participate responsibly in
giving our children a livable world.
While the draft rules do not even meet the requirements
of the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04, which
sets targets of 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80%
below 1990 levels by 2050), the latest science tells us
that we must cut emissions by at least 50% by 2030.
The innovation of the Community Climate Investment
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(CCI) is a good idea if well-implemented and well
monitored. CCI approvals must be contingent upon
clear proof of achieving at least as much greenhouse
gas (GHG) reduction in the long term, as would their
equivalent direct emission caps.
There is no valid reason for exempting any company
or industrial class from cap assignment, even if
considered non-polluting. Obvious GHG sources like
stationary industrial sites and gas-fired power plants
must absolutely be included! An exemption means
assigning an infinite GHG cap that places uncontrolled
burdens on all of us. The caps can be made larger or
smaller as deemed appropriate, but an exemption is an
abdication of accountability. The cap for a hydro power
plant, for example, can be set very low without harm.
Yes, required GHG reductions will be painful, and it is
critically important that this pain be shared fairly, with
some protections for the low-income, rural, tribal, and
BIPOC communities who contributed the least to the
problem but are the most victimized by the
consequences of its pollution.
The pain of setting and enforcing necessary GHG
reduction is due in no small part to our collective failure
to have taken action when it would have been easier,
though also in part because science had not yet taken
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many harmful positive feedback lops into account. But
the science is here now, and it is a harsh mistress,
granting no exemptions for pain or economic
compromise. The more we compromise and weaken our
targets now, the more difficult it will be on all of us in
the future, if avoiding complete disaster will even be
possible.
Sincerely,
Dr. Ethan A. Scarl
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Fischler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: The draft Climate Protection rules must be stronger
Wednesday, August 25, 2021 9:47:14 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Dear Sirs and Madams, I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of the climate crisis" in Oregon, where
our beloved communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Yours sincerely,
Ben Fischler
Portland, Oregon, 97212, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Ben Fischler via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Ben provided an email address
(ben.fischler@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Ben Fischler at ben.fischler@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: This expresses my feelings exactly! please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program
rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:34:56 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Edwards
291 Limerick Ave Eugene, OR 97404-1292
david@riverbird.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edward Alpern
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: urgent that adoption of Climate Protection Program happens now
Thursday, October 14, 2021 3:36:59 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
This is decades overdue. The data, science, and trend has been well known for decades. It is simply time to take
our collectives heads out of the sand.
You know (or certainly should know) much of the data. Fire smoke exacerbated by climate change has made air
quality near Bend where I live very unhealthy at times. I have met tourists from other states who indicate that they
will not return. Since it seems that dollars are the only thing that matter ... loss of tourism hurts Oregon economy.
The externalized costs of negative health impacts are borne by individuals and/or insurance so are somewhat hidden,
but just like the wind the impact is real!
Yours sincerely,
Edward Alpern
Oregon, 97703, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Edward Alpern via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Edward provided an email address
(edmalpern@aol.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Edward Alpern at edmalpern@aol.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

d-saul@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Saul
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: urgent to strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:49:44 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Saul
285 E 47th Ave Eugene, OR 97405-4808
d-saul@comcast.net
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patty Wentz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: We are running out of time
Monday, October 11, 2021 3:28:33 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
We do not have time to dither or equivocate.
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, say they personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities overcome by wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians
killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
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allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Thank you.
Patty Wentz
Portland, Oregon, 97215, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Patty Wentz via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Patty provided an email address
(patty@wentzjackson.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Patty Wentz at patty@wentzjackson.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

klincoln@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Kathy Lincoln
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment: We must act quickly to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Thursday, September 23, 2021 10:36:02 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Kathy Lincoln
3291 Willamette Dr N Keizer, OR 97303-6045
klincoln@q.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Franz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comment:
Monday, October 4, 2021 1:27:30 PM

Re: Rulemaking Comment:
Dear Advisor Singh,
The affordability and reliability of energy must remain priorities of Oregon’s energy system.
With all the news of power difficulties and shortages both here and in Europe, due to a fast
conversion to renewables, it is unwise to continue along this path of changing our energy
sources so quickly. I thinks market forces and efficiency gains should prevail and I believe
fossil fuels will always have a place. This is not a crisis that needs to be solved within 10 years
or we are all doomed and I will hold stake holders, politicians and activists responsible for any
upcoming blackouts and undue affordability. Also, I am also offended that politicians and
activists are judging FF's in such black and white pejorative terms without acknowledging the
benefits than these energy sources have provided to ALL of us over the last century. They
have not been foisted on civilization, they have been a great solution to our energy needs to
develop and modernize and any disruption will have significant consequences. Any
demonization of NWNG or any other energy company is such hypocrisy in that regard. If we
can come up with "better" forms of energy, great, but I'm very skeptical that 100% renewable/
"clean" energy is the answer to low cost, convenient, reliable power that society needs.
Sincerely,
Larry Franz
lrfranz@msn.com
338 NE Lovrien Ave Gresham, OR 97030 Constituent
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lori Steele
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comments - DEQ
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:34:57 AM
Fishing.Seafood.GHG.Comments.FINAL.pdf

Good morning Ms. Singh,
On behalf of a number of fishing/seafood industry associations in Oregon, I am
submitting the attached letter as comments on DEQ's Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021 Proposed Rulemaking Climate Protection Program. For the reasons
specified in the attached letter, we respectfully ask you please exempt watercraft and
marine fuel from the regulations proposed under DEQ’s Climate Protection program.
Please contact me if you have any questions or if you have any trouble
opening/reading the attachment.
If possible, I would appreciate you confirming that you received this email and the
attachment.
Thank you,
Lori Steele
___________________________________
Lori L. Steele, Executive Director
West Coast Seafood Processors Association
650 NE Holladay Street, Suite 1600
Portland, OR 97232
(503) 227-5076
Fax (503) 296-2824
lori.wcseafood@gmail.com
__________________________________________________
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

RALPH COHEN
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comments - GHG reduction program
Friday, August 27, 2021 2:09:44 PM
Rulemaking Draft comments-RCohen 082721.docx

Please find my attached comments on the recently published DEQ Rulemaking draft
Ralph Cohen, PE
Ralph M Cohen Consultancy
rmoc999@comcast.net
503-292-5633
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Lacy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comments Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 17, 2021 4:14:31 PM

Thank you for the chance to provide comments. I am Craig Lacy abdd I have been a
resident and voter living in Bend Oregon for the past 36 years. I have seen grave
changes to our environment, especially watersheds and forests, over these years.
Thank you for all you are doing to protect our climate. I urge you to improve upon
that by doing the following:
1). Don't let large industries off the hook. They should be held responsible for the
harm they do. Make them accountable with firm deadlines for pollution reduction
based on scientific data.
2). Keep the deadline to cut covered emissions in half by 2030 and 90% by 2050.
The impacts of climate change are upon us now and we can't wait much longer to
effectively cut our greenhouse gasses.
I urge you to adopt a strengthened CPP by the end of the year.
Thanks for all you do,
Craig Lacy
Bend, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PETER Kunen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comments on Climate Protection Plan
Saturday, October 9, 2021 3:11:38 PM

Hi DEQ Rulemaking,
I’m writing from Bend to urge you to make the climate protection plan rules as strong as possible.
Climate change threatens our health, our economy and our enjoyment of our lives and the beauty of Oregon.
We need to reign in carbon pollution as much and as fast as possible and I urge you to make rules that do that,
without exceptions for certain industries. Please realize that the science tells us that climate change is happening
faster than predicted, and we must act as quickly as we can.
Thank you,
Peter Kunen
61132 Manhae Loop
Bend OR 97702
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Cath Foster
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rule-making Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Monday, October 25, 2021 1:01:45 PM

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on Oregon’s Climate Protection Plan. My
name is Catherine Foster. I care deeply about climate protection for several reasons. One is
wildfires and smoke. I lived in Ashland when the Almeda fire happened and could have lost my
home if the wind had gone another direction. Climate change is real and urgently needs our
help to stop it. Also, I have a young daughter and I fear that she will be raising her children
during shortages of food and water and during national and global strife because of the
effects of climate change.
I am adamant that the DEQ and the Environmental Quality Commission adopt the most
ambitious Climate Protection Program possible without delay.
An ambitious Climate Protection Program gives Oregon the opportunity not only to cut
harmful climate emissions, but also to create jobs, improve public health, and invest in
environmental justice communities. I urge the DEQ to maximize these benefits by making the
following improvements to the final rules:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The CPP must follow the best available science, and aim to cut
covered emissions in half by 2030 and by 100% by 2050. Stronger, steeper emissions
reductions targets are essential to avoid the worst impacts of climate change.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: I am deeply concerned that DEQ is
proposing a program that could let large industrial polluters off the hook. I urge you to
hold these large industrial polluters accountable with firm deadlines for mandatory
long-term emission reduction that track science-based targets.
INVEST TO REDUCE POLLUTION & BENEFIT FRONTLINE COMMUNITIES: While I am
pleased that DEQ is considering ways to invest in Oregon communities, I am concerned
that the proposed “Community Climate Investments” will allow pollution to persist
unabated in communities already unfairly burdened by the climate crisis. Please revise
the rules to provide assurances that these projects will result in meaningful, timely
emissions reductions and that investments will be guaranteed in communities
disproportionately impacted by climate change.
I am aware that the Oregon Environmental Council and many other parties submitted joint
comments on October 12. I wish to confirm my strong support for these comments:
Joint NGO Comments re- Climate Protection Program
I urge the Environmental Quality Commission and the Department of Environmental Quality to
strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program by the end of this year.
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Thank you for your time and consideration,
Catherine Foster
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kirsten Lee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rule-making Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 18, 2021 2:40:58 PM

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on Oregon’s Climate Protection Plan. My
name is Kirsten Lee. I care deeply about immediate efforts to protect our climate because I,
like many people, for far too long felt it was a more "faraway" problem. I now recognize it for
the crisis it is--these changes are upon us. We see them every day even though we are blessed
to live in a place where the effects of dramatic climate change seem comparatively mild. I
cannot be complacent, not for my own family and not for the larger "family of 'man'" of which
we are all a part. All I have to do is look out my front window to see the plants that were
literally burned by the extreme heat wave this summer, or be turned back at a road closure
when trying to go for a weekend hike because not only is the road closed but the WHOLE
FOREST is closed to access because of wildfire damage. We are surrounded by this impending
catastrophe and cannot stand by and do too little.
Thank you for everything positive you have built into these rules; however, I am adamant that
the DEQ and the Environmental Quality Commission make further improvements and adopt
the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible without delay.
An ambitious Climate Protection Program gives Oregon the opportunity not only to cut
harmful climate emissions, but also to create jobs, improve public health, and invest in
environmental justice communities. I urge the DEQ to maximize these benefits by making the
following improvements to the final rules:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The CPP must follow the best available science, and aim to cut
covered emissions in half by 2030 and by 100% by 2050. Stronger, steeper emissions
reductions targets are essential to avoid the worst impacts of climate change.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: I am deeply concerned that DEQ is
proposing a program that could let large industrial polluters off the hook. I urge you to
hold these large industrial polluters accountable with firm deadlines for mandatory
long-term emission reduction that track science-based targets.
INVEST TO REDUCE POLLUTION & BENEFIT FRONTLINE COMMUNITIES: While I am
pleased that DEQ is considering ways to invest in Oregon communities, I am concerned
that the proposed “Community Climate Investments” will allow pollution to persist
unabated in communities already unfairly burdened by the climate crisis. Please revise
the rules to provide assurances that these projects will result in meaningful, timely
emissions reductions and that investments will be guaranteed in communities
disproportionately impacted by climate change.
I know that the Oregon Environmental Council and many other parties submitted joint
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comments on October 12. I wish to confirm my strong support for these comments:
Joint NGO Comments re- Climate Protection Program
I urge the Environmental Quality Commission and the Department of Environmental Quality to
strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program by the end of this year.
Please don't miss this opportunity to do all that you can to get us out of this mess.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Kirsten Lee
--

You either walk toward love or away from it with every breath you draw.
Brian Doyle
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Geri Ventura
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Saturday, October 16, 2021 9:56:11 AM

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on Oregon’s Climate Protection Plan. My
name is Geri Ventura, and I care deeply about climate protection because I feel it is important
to protect our planet and leave something worth living to my children and future ancestors. I
am adamant that the DEQ and the Environmental Quality Commission adopt the most
ambitious Climate Protection Program possible without delay.
An ambitious Climate Protection Program gives Oregon the opportunity not only to cut
harmful climate emissions, but also to create jobs, improve public health, and invest in
environmental justice communities. I urge the DEQ to maximize these benefits by making the
following improvements to the final rules:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The CPP must follow the best available science, and aim to cut
covered emissions in half by 2030 and by 100% by 2050. Stronger, steeper emissions
reductions targets are essential to avoid the worst impacts of climate change.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: I am deeply concerned that DEQ is
proposing a program that could let large industrial polluters off the hook. I urge you to
hold these large industrial polluters accountable with firm deadlines for mandatory
long-term emission reduction that track science-based targets.
INVEST TO REDUCE POLLUTION & BENEFIT FRONTLINE COMMUNITIES: While I am
pleased that DEQ is considering ways to invest in Oregon communities, I am concerned
that the proposed “Community Climate Investments” will allow pollution to persist
unabated in communities already unfairly burdened by the climate crisis. Please revise
the rules to provide assurances that these projects will result in meaningful, timely
emissions reductions and that investments will be guaranteed in communities
disproportionately impacted by climate change.
I am aware that the Oregon Environmental Council and many other parties submitted joint
comments on October 12. I wish to confirm my strong support for these comments:
Joint NGO Comments re- Climate Protection Program
I urge the Environmental Quality Commission and the Department of Environmental Quality to
strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program by the end of this year.
The time for meaningful action is NOW.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
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Geri Ventura
geriventura@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Michael Heumann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Friday, October 15, 2021 11:59:58 AM
Joint NGO Comments re- Climate Protection Program.pdf

To: Department of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs and to the
Environmental Quality Commission
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on Oregon’s Climate Protection Plan. We
are Act for Democracy-- A4D -- an Indivisible group with an active and involved membership of
over 749 citizen activists. While our core membership is based in the heart of Portland,
Oregon, it also includes active supporters from regions throughout the state. We are a
member group of COIN (Consolidated Oregon Indivisible Network) comprising over 50
Indivisible groups across the state, collectively consisting of tens of thousands of members.
The members of A4D care deeply about climate protection because we see--not just in the
future, but NOW-- our beloved state beset by the realities of the climate crisis. We are
besieged by the effects of large wildfires and are parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians were killed by extreme heat; our air and water are at risk; the healthy
futures for our children and grandchildren are in peril. We cannot stand by without insisting
that meaningful, substantive and bold action be taken to STOP this perilous direction. We wish
to see Oregon rise as a leader in combating the threats to our shared home and to lift up the
“first and worst”, our neighbors who are most impacted by the climate crisis. We are adamant
that DEQ and the Environmental Quality Commission adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program possible without delay.
An ambitious Climate Protection Program gives Oregon the opportunity not only to cut
harmful climate emissions, but also to create jobs, improve public health, and invest in
environmental justice communities. We urge DEQ to maximize these benefits by making the
following improvements to the final rules:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The CPP must follow the best available science, and aim to cut
covered emissions in half by 2030 and by 100% by 2050. Stronger, steeper emissions
reductions targets are essential to avoid the worst impacts of climate change.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: We are deeply concerned that DEQ is
proposing a program that could let large industrial polluters off the hook. We urge you
to hold these large industrial polluters accountable with firm deadlines for
mandatory long-term emission reduction that track science-based targets.
INVEST TO REDUCE POLLUTION & BENEFIT FRONTLINE COMMUNITIES: We are
pleased that DEQ is considering ways to invest in Oregon communities, we are
concerned that the proposed “Community Climate Investments” will allow pollution to
persist unabated in communities already unfairly burdened by the climate crisis. Please
revise the rules to provide assurances that these projects will result in meaningful,
timely emissions reductions and that investments will be guaranteed in communities
disproportionately impacted by climate change.
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We are aware that the Oregon Environmental Council and many other parties submitted joint
comments on October 12. While we were unable to review these comments in time to add
our organization's name to the list in time to be included among the supporters of those
comments, we have now been able to review them. We confirm our strong support for these
comments:
Joint NGO Comments re- Climate Protection Program (and see attached below).
We urge the Environmental Quality Commission and the Department of Environmental Quality
to strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program by the end of this year.
The time for meaningful action is NOW.
Thank you for your time and consideration, and prompt action on behalf of all Oregonians,

Act for Democracy
Steering Committee Members:
Judy Buffo
Mary Chaffin
Melinda Fleming
Michael Heumann
Guy Nelson
Boyd Osgood
Carol Raphael
Dave Ripley
Roberta Ruimy
Bill Vollmer

Michael Heumann
Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

joe.stodola@charter.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking Comments on the Draft Oregon Climate Protection Program Rule
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:44:20 AM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Luthy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; Elizabeth Luthy
Rulemaking Comments on the Draft Oregon CPP Rule
Sunday, October 24, 2021 8:22:00 PM

Dear DEQ,
I feel like I have PTSD from evacuating my home from fires last year and then freezing in the winter. My best
friend is evacuated right now because of landslide fears in Calif. This is not my parent’s planet. We must follow
the science and reduce emissions by 50% by 2030 or millions may starve. That means not letting large industrial
polluters off the hook. Jeff Bezos might be able to hide from the coming disaster, but as an old woman with a fixed
income, I will not fare as well when food and heat prices rise. I need you to invest in verifiable community projects
that will help the rest of us.
Regards, Elizabeth Luthy
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Laura Edmonds
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comments
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 12:57:25 PM
image002.png
Oregon DEQ re Climate Action Plans NW Gas 09282021.pdf

Please find attached our letter re: Rulemaking Comments: DEQ Oregon DEQ climate rules.
We appreciate you submitting this as testimony in favor of retaining natural gas as a renewal resource for
the Pacific NW.
Thank you,

Laura Edmonds, CEO
North Clackamas Chamber of Commerce
(503) 654-7777
laura@yourchamber.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Brent Leathers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; CTR2021 * DEQ
info@ortrucking.org; Tracey.OFA@gmail.com; "Lila Leathers"
Rulemaking Comments, Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:42:02 PM

Dear DEQ Rule Authorities,
I am writing to simply ask you to STOP the proposed attempt to follow the California CARB
processes. There are many logical arguments against the proposed rulemaking, but I will keep this as
concise as possible in the interest of your time. Simple reasons to consider a delay in implementing
the proposed regulations:
1. Our state and nation are reeling from an unprecedented pandemic and cultural upheaval.
2. There is a considerable shortage of all kinds of supplies, market and consumer goods,
electronics, mechanical parts, and all kinds of important “pieces” that make our businesses,
culture, and overall economy function smoothly.
3. The Oregon legislature was unable to pass the laws to drive this program forward. The
governor has promulgated this policy into reality, when in fact it should require the
agreement and passage by representatives of the people of this state, not a single-party,
single-authority influence.
4. The proposed rulemaking pretends to create new technology that doesn’t currently exist,
despite significant effort by the alternative power engine manufacturers. In simple terms, you
cannot legislate a truck that is capable of “hauling the freight” without the use of diesel fuel.
What currently exist as options are not even close to what is needed, nor does the recharging
network exist in meaningful/functional form.
5. If these changes to the rules would in fact result in a significant impact, a positive shift, on our
global ecology, then it would make complete sense to push forward ahead of virtually every
other government authority on the planet. But that is not the case, and Oregon’s contributory
share to the greenhouse gases and other ecological impacts is de minimis. If the
consequences to the Oregon public and businesses was similarly closer to minimal, then it
could make sense. But the rules you are about to implement will crush Oregon economically
and competitively in the world marketplace, and cost many Oregonians their jobs.
I am a lifelong Oregon resident, and small businessman. I operate trucks as part of my daily
operations. We have struggled through this difficult time, primarily caused by pandemic-related
changes to our work environment, including difficulties in procuring qualified staff and drivers. While
many people were paid by the government to stay home, as an “essential service” in three
categories, we showed up to work every day of the pandemic and attempted to operate as normally
as possible.
Can you allow businesses like ours a period to “catch up” before you burden us with these
expensive, complex regulations?
It seems like every day that another long-term business associate, friend, or neighbor tells me that
they are moving out of Oregon. It is this kind of policy-making that is driving some people away from
the state, particularly people that know how to work. These are the very businesses and workers
that provide the tax base to support decisions like the one DEQ is facing right now. If our business
locations weren’t anchored in place, we also would have left Oregon by now.
The intent of the carbon policies is not wrong. But the timing and expense, relative to the ultimate
benefit, are way out of proportion. I pray that you make a sound, correct decision.
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Sincerely,
Brent Leathers
Brent Leathers, Advisor
Leathers Enterprises, Inc.
503-661-1244, x106
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leland Richey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking comments
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 2:49:33 PM

To Whom It May Concern:
As a retired citizen of the great state of Oregon living on a fixed income, I
would like to provide my input on the future plans for Oregon to reduce
carbon emissions. I strongly urge all members of the panel, before making
a final decision, to first watch the following interview with Bjorn Lomborg
and Peter Robinson of the Hoover Institution:
https://youtu.be/VxWYglbtqnQ
All forms of renewable energy are needed if we are to achieve the desired
outcome. We must consider the cost and availability of all sources of
energy, especially those that have existing infrastucture already in place.
This should include the continuation of the use of natural gas and future
expansion of the use of hydrogen in addition to solar and wind, both of
which are likely not able to produce a continuous supply of energy. Wind
and Solar also create a problem with the future cost of unrecyclability of
the asset when it wears out.
Families and businesses should have a choice of the type of energy they
prefer to use. Homes and businesses with gas service can have energy
even when the electric grid is down. Affordability and reliability are key in
this aspect of the conversation.
The outcomes we seek are forcing us into new and uncharted territory.
Taking too drastic of measures initially could create havoc and confusion if
we are not careful. That is why I urge DEQ to not consider banning natural
gas, hydrogen, and/or other renewable sources of energy.
Thanks for your consideration.
Lee Richey
17911 SW 105th Court
Tualatin, OR 97062
503-692-6584
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jill Fuglister
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comments
Friday, October 15, 2021 4:49:30 PM
Meyer Memorial Trust Comments on Draft Climate Protection Plan October 15, 2021.pdf

Attached please find our comments about the draft Climate Protection Program.
Thank you.

-Jill Fuglister | she/her
Healthy Environment Portfolio Director
Meyer Memorial Trust
We work with and invest in organizations, communities, ideas and efforts that contribute to a
flourishing and equitable Oregon.
Phone 971.230.0527 | Web: http://www.mmt.org | Twitter: @meyermt | Sign up for news alerts!
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rosemary Recek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
rulemaking comments
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 7:47:07 PM

This mandate from the governor is ridiculous , a play for the state to rake in more
money without calling it a tax but will cause energy rates to reach unsustainable
levels for no reason. When first arriving in Oregon natural gas was a cheap, reliable
energy source, perfect for a thriving economy and for families trying to make ends
meet. Now it's deemed a green house gas offender, somehow changing the
environment for the worse. How short sighted. Since some dams are being removed
and electricity seems to be the only allowed energy source, where is all the electric
power coming from? The power grid will be over loaded and black outs will ensue.
Oregon is already becoming a third world state and will go down the sinkhole further.
Man is incapable of changing the climate, maybe the governor is unaware the east
coast from New York north was glacier many thousands of years ago, with no green
house gas contributing to it's melting. And the planet thrived! It's time for grown ups to
stand up and say this is what it is, a power grab and huge setback for Oregonians.
Rosemary Recek
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DR. KERN OLSON
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Comments
Monday, October 25, 2021 9:31:59 AM

To: DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules

Severe heat waves, forest fires and drought conditions are signs of man made climate change.
The obvious cause of these changing conditions are a direct result of greenhouse gas pollution
at unsustainable levels.

Oregon is not doing enough to help solve the climate crisis and make changes with the
necessary urgency. We must cut our climate pollution by 50% and we all must start as soon as
possible to meet or exceed the goal of doing so by 2030.

At this point in time the polluters have a free pass, especially the largest industrial sources.
They must be held accountable to mandatory reductions. DEQ’s draft rules do not require
industrial polluters to follow the cap and lets them “self-regulate” how to reduce emissions.
We all know that self-regulating is not a reliable way to compel large-scale polluters to do
everything in their power to reduce their emissions. Their actions to achieve pollution
reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every three years, or more oftenpreferably more often!

DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not follow the
science. We must demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered
sources by 2030 and at least 90% by 2050. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial
emitters to actually reduce their climate pollution! That means they won’t!

We also need much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities (e.g. Black, Indigenous, people of color, low-income, rural). We need
to clearly define what kind of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs
reflect the real cost of project implementation.

We should prioritize those on the frontlines of harm from climate damage to benefit from
these investments. The current language is too vague, only saying that DEQ “may” prioritize
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CCI projects that benefit frontline communities – among other purposes. We need to do better
for these communities and make the language more specific to meet their needs.

We all know that if we accept the status quo of our current pollution that the worst of climate
destruction is yet to come. Please listen to our voices for environmental justice, climate
protection and public health! We have been asking for these changes for so long and time is
running out.

Thank you for considering these most important changes for the benefit of all concerned.

Sincerely,

Kern Olson, Beaverton, Oregon 97007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Robin Vora
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rule-making Comments: Climate Protection Program (CPP)
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:15:18 AM
Robin Vora Rulemaking Comment Oregon DEQ Climate Protection Program.docx

Please see my attached Rule-making Comments regarding the Climate Protection Program
(CPP). Thank you for your time and consideration.
Please acknowledge receipt so I know I sent it to the correct email address.
Robin Vora
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Barbara Pearson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Jason Kesling
Rulemaking Comments: Climate Protection Program
Friday, August 27, 2021 10:07:36 AM
2021 08 26 ODEQ let rulemaking comments CPP.pdf

Hello Ms. Singh:
The Harney Soil and Water Conservation District has responded to the Climate Protection
Program and has attached a letter for your reference.
Thank you.
-Barbara Pearson, Admin Assist
Harney Soil and Water Conservation District
PO Box 848
530 Hwy 20 S
Hines, OR 97738
541.573.5010
pearson@harneyswcd.net
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bob Woods
GHGCR2021 * DEQ; dpgross@jps.net; dpgross@jps.net
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Rulemaking commwent
Saturday, October 16, 2021 1:26:57 PM

Climate Protection Program

No polluters should not get off from complying. All should be held to to the same standards of
reducing actual emissions. Science tells us what we need to do and when we need to get it
done, so use it!!!
Robert Woods
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kaellen Hessel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking on Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 6:56:39 PM

To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to urge you to be ambitious in setting rules for the Climate Protection Program.
Our world needs to be net zero GHG by 2050. We need to halve our emissions in the next 8
years. We need to lower emissions as much as possible as quickly as possible.
The past two years have been a climate hell in Oregon. Thousands lost their homes due to
wildfire. Millions breathed in smoke that was so toxic that they surpassed what was on the
particulate measuring instruments. Hundreds of thousands of us were without electricity for
days (six days in my case!) because of the ice storm. Scores died because of 117 degree
weather -- millions more of us suffered. We can't keep doing this. We won't survive. Our
world and our sanities are at a breaking point.
Do not exempt industrial polluters from emissions reductions. They are some of the biggest
polluters and GHG contributors. We'll never meet our climate goals unless they do their fair
share. Make sure to regulate natural gas producers and fossil fuels coming in from out-of-state.
I love the idea of community climate investments. Please, make sure this goes to help those
most impacted by climate change and that the impacts of those investments are as strong as
possible. These communities need real change, not greenwashing.
Best,
Kaellen Hessel
-Kaellen Hessel
E-mail: kaellen.hessel@gmail.com | Follow me on Twitter: KaellenHessel
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nadia Gardner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking Public Comment: Climate Protection rules must be more proactive
Monday, August 30, 2021 2:11:14 PM

DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
As a north Oregon coast resident and parent of a young child, I am frustrated and sad to experience this "summer of
the climate crisis" in Oregon, where our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by
drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat-- all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil
industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions
should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall
declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the
state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
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also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Nadia Gardner via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Nadia provided an email address
(nadiaegardner@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Nadia Gardner at nadiaegardner@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gary Beachman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:59:02 PM

To the DEQ:
If it finally REDUCES my heating /AC costs from the beginning of implementation....then
proceed !
That is the ultimate decision tool for me...a homeowner...I am tired of all this. Just leave us as
homeowners..alone.
Several years ago...I did the right thing....scrapped the old oil furnace, dug up the tank and
disposed of it and filled in the hole. Then I had a new NATURAL GAS furnace
installed.....hear that ..NATURAL GAS ! Now you people hate gas and on top of that the
STATE of OREGON supported by environmentalists is suing to allow MORE spillway over
the Columbia River dams to now also drive UP my ELECTRIC costs here in Hood River.
So, my wife and I are 70 years old..we do not want "tax credits" we want you to leave our
natural gas where we spent a lot of money...alone ! Do not do more stupid things. Do not raise
our gas prices due to new STATE requirements then say...in several years when "renewables"
kick in gas prices will come down...NO.
We require you to reduce our natural gas and electric prices starting now . Otherwise you are
not allowed to proceed with any changes.
Call me with questions.
Gary Beachman
Hood River
cell 253.906.0585
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

L.C. Larry Weymouth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking
Monday, September 20, 2021 12:47:45 PM

Subject: Rulemaking Comment: Please Strengthen the Draft Climate Protection
Program Rules
To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate
Protection Program:
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50%
by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources
accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that
benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
Generally, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural"
gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever
before. The recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a
noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at
the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are
an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Sincerely,
Larry Weymouth
415 NW Merrie Drive
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Diane Hodiak
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulemaking: DEQ and EQC Letter attached. thank you
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:16:07 PM
DEQ Comments October 20 2021.docx

Diane Hodiak
Executive Director
She/Her/Hers
206-498-5887 talk or text
dhodiak@350Deschutes.org
Attend the GoCleanEnergy.org Conference
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Weixel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rules Comment on emissions controls.
Thursday, October 7, 2021 7:14:19 AM

Enclosed are my comments on effort to reduce gas emission levels per Governor Brown's 2020
executive order.
There needs to be allowance for all forms of energy including natural gas. Families and businesses
need to be given a choice when it comes to energy options. Energy sources need to be affordable
and reliable. Rules fore measuring emissions needed to be proven as accurate. Natural gas as an
energy option needs to be keep and even allowed to expand within the emissions guidelines.
Sincerely,
Richard Weixel
Sent from Mail for Windows
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

gibbins
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rules for CPP
Thursday, October 21, 2021 3:29:22 PM

October 21, 2021
11520 SE Sunnyside Rd.
Clackamas, OR 97015
Rules for the enforcement of the Climate Protection Program
I am writing to you to voice my support of the rules promulgated for the Climate
Protection Program.
Here are some comments –
While CO2 is being reduced, I encourage the ODEP also to measure the reduction of
the other air pollutants. Such knowledge will help Oregon strategize to reduce these
other harmful pollutants and help Oregon meet its goals of bettering the lives in
environmental justice communities and of indigenous people.
The $50 million in grants for community renewable energy projects also should be
closely monitored. Low income Oregonians, residents in environmental justice
communities, and indigenous people should receive substantial funds from the grant.
We are facing Climate Changes right here. Oregonians can be proud that they will
take an important step in reducing its CO2 emissions.

Helen Gibbins, gibbins@frontier.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Craig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rules for draft Climate Protection Program must be stronger
Friday, September 17, 2021 2:32:17 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality:
I am a lover of nature...birds, insects, native wildflowers. Also, a woman who grew up on a farm, aware of the
difficulty of making a living when the weather doesn't cooperate.
We are slated to lose much of what we love in nature and jobs that rely on soil, water, oceans because of our use of
fossil fuels.
The next generation or two will have a harder time than we have had.
It is your responsibility to make the strongest Climate Protection Program possible NOW. Don't delay. There is no
time to wait.
Strengthen the cap to 50% by 2035; 100% by 2050. Don't let large sources of greenhouse gas escape.
Your children and grandchildren are relying on you to do the right thing.
Best regards and thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Linda Craig
Portland, Oregon, 97210, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Linda Craig via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Linda provided an email address
(lindacraigpdx@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Linda Craig at lindacraigpdx@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Glenn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rules to address climate change
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:05:17 PM

I do not question climate change.
For millions of years our planet has the experience changes.
Scientists and Archaeologists have proven over and over that our planet has evolved over
thousands of Melania. We should make changes only after a thorough study of all the
consequences weighted fairly against the impact on Commerce and the environment. The (
chicken little) mentality should not have a seat at table. The sky is not falling. There was
climate change before humans were upon the Earth so why do we think we must do something
before it's too late. We should manage what we can of course, but only and realistically when
it is weighed against the economic impact and the impact on our climate. Whatever is
proposed must be put to a vote of people.
Bob Glenn
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

P Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Rulmaking comment
Sunday, October 24, 2021 8:21:16 PM

I’m not sure my comments will be taken in consideration at all but here goes.
I’m just an average person who has been reading quite a bit on the subject of global warming/climate change for
many years now. I would be very pleased if a lot more people did the same then maybe the state of Oregon and
indeed the world could see the incredible folly, misinformation, propaganda and outright lies that are being pounded
into our heads every day.
Unlike the phony ‘consensus’ we hear about constantly, the world is not in peril as so many of the alarmists would
have you believe.
There are thousands of climate scientist in the world who say we are indeed not facing climate catastrophe at all, yet
their voices are silenced of muted by both the media and certain politicians.
This alarmism is driven by many who demand ‘income redistribution’ as well as socialism. Many people believe it
because it is constantly drilled into their brains daily by those zealots or others who have bought the notion hook,
line and sinker. Science has been corrupted by money and idealism. Millions of dollars have been given to scientists
for decades if they only go along with the anthropogenic warming theory. Those scientists are human too and many
of them take the bait or risk no generous funding. Look at all the major predictions over the past 30 years or so on
this subject. Far more have been wrong than right. Cities underwater, no more snow, people dying in the street!
Many people still believe the myth of the extinction of polar bears when there are 5 times more that the 1960’s and
are thriving now as we speak. Everyday we hear about storms, hurricanes and the like increasing in number and with
ferocious intensity. All one has to do is look that information up to see it is a bald face lie. The outrageous lies about
how long we have on earth unless we ‘act now’ from corrupted scientists or hack politicians are getting more absurd
every day…. 12 years until the end of the world?!
What I’m trying to say is that NW Natural should stand up, be proud of a clean and important product and not bend
over backwards to the likes of far left environmentalists and especially horrible, dictators like Kate Brown.
I don’t work for NW Natural or any company associated with energy of any kind. I’m just a concerned citizen who
has done some reading and research and am sickened by the outright propaganda that has been part of our everyday
media stream lately.
Thank you for your time,
Peter Cook
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andy von Flotow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Sadly irrelevant gesture
Monday, October 11, 2021 10:14:28 PM

Sadly, Oregon's proposed greenhouse gas rule-making will significantly affect Oregon but will have
negligible effect upon planetary greenhouse gas concentrations. (The effect will be less than 1 part
in 1000.)
This is well-known. The proposed rulemaking must therefore be recognized as a political gesture
rather than an honest effort.
Andy von Flotow
Hood Tech
ph 541-387-2288
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Samuel Butler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Sam Butler - Climate Protection Program Rulemaking Comment
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:21:04 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft
rules for the Climate Protection Program fall short of meeting this moment.
I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon
accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more
accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a declining threshold
for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final rules, if not
set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an
innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory
declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change. This includes Tribal and BIPOC
communities.
These changes are incredibly important to me. I am 18 years old. I do not want to live the rest
of my adult life in a world ravaged by extreme temperature events, flooding, wildfires, and
unacceptable public safety and equity concerns. As Oregonians, we are not doing our part to
combat the climate crisis engulfing our globe that we are helping to create. The time for half
measures and conciliation toward corporations is long past.
DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce pollution fast enough and does not follow the
science. Oregonians demand a cap that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered
sources by 2030, in line with established science.
Stationary source polluters should not be exempted from the cap in the Climate Protection
Program. If DEQ chooses to exempt industrial polluters from the overall program cap, it
should at least require these sources follow some other form of mandatory emissions
reductions, in line with the state’s climate targets. At minimum, an unbiased third-party should
decide the actions industrial emitters must take to reduce climate and air pollution, and these
plans should be reviewed. I also urge DEQ, at a later date, to revisit regulating gas-burning
power plants in Oregon, which are exempted from the program now. As our state's largest
individual climate polluters, the Climate Protection Program should require them to cut their
pollution.
Community Climate Investments should be a more limited part of the Climate Protection
Program. DEQ’s recent move to limit how many CCIs polluters can buy and use to comply
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with the program is a start, and at minimum should stay at these new proposed levels or
decrease further in the final rules, so polluters are required to reduce more emissions in their
own operations. I support a requirement for DEQ to review the CCI program every two years
to ensure CCIs investments reduce an average of one ton of climate pollution each or more
and prioritize investments in communities most impacted by climate damages.
A clear percentage of CCI investments should be guaranteed to those on the frontlines of harm
from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC communities. The current
language is too vague, only prescribing that DEQ *may* prioritize CCI projects that benefit
frontline communities, among other purposes.
This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to
the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been
asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Sam Butler
Welches, Oregon, 97067
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Heather Stebbings
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Shaver Transportation Comments - 2021 Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 25, 2021 2:32:09 PM
image001.png
20211025_Shaver Comments on CPP.pdf

Hello Nicole,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. Please see the attached Shaver comments regarding
DEQ’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Climate Protection Program.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Heather

HEATHER STEBBINGS
Marine Services & Government Liaison
Mobile: 503.307.3776
Direct: 503.972.3092
24/7: 503.228.8850
4900 NW Front Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97210
shavertransportation.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Christa.Lim@shell.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Shell Energy North America Comments to CPP Development
Friday, October 22, 2021 10:02:12 AM
Oregon CPP Second Comments FINAL.pdf

Good morning –
Please find attached Shell Energy North America’s comments on Oregon’s CPP rulemaking.
Christa Lim, JD/MBA

Regulatory Affairs Manager
Shell Energy North America
Cell: +1 858 241 4107
Christa.Lim@shell.com | www.shell.com

Companies within the Shell Trading business may monitor and record communications for legal, regulatory and/or business purposes.
Such communications will be controlled by Shell Energy North America (US) LP on behalf of all Shell Trading entities within the United
States and by Shell International Trading and Shipping Company Ltd for all other Shell Trading entities. Personal data is handled and
protected in accordance with applicable data protection laws and relevant Shell policies and rules. Personal data may be disclosed to
other Shell companies and to third party organizations providing services to the relevant Shell Company or as required by law.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alan Journet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
SOCAN Comments on the draft CPP rules
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:23:57 PM
SOCAN Comments of DEQ CPP Rules.pdf

Please find attached
Alan
----Alan Journet Ph.D.
Co-facilitator
Southern Oregon Climate Action Now (SOCAN)
https://socan.eco
http://socanmcp.eco/ SOCAN's Master Climate Protector - A Primer for Action
7113 Griffin Lane
Jacksonville OR
97530-9342
Professor emeritus
Biology and Environmental Science
Southeast Missouri State University
Cape Girardeau MO 63701-4799
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Alan Journet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Southern Oregon Climate Action Now follow-up comments
Monday, October 18, 2021 4:03:59 PM
SOCAN CPP Follow-up Comments.pdf

Director Whitman, Greenhouse Gas Program Office Manager McConnaha
Please find attached Follow-up comments submitted in response to the CPP
comment period extension.
Thank you for considering these.
Respectfully submitted
Alan Journet
Co-facilitator
Southern Oregon Climate Action Now (SOCAN)
https://socan.eco
541-301-4107

7113 Griffin Lane
Jacksonville, OR 97530-9342
alanjournet@gmail.com or
alan@socan.eco
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Inga Fisher Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Statement for the record re DEQ rule making, Climate Protection Plan (CPP)
Monday, October 4, 2021 7:33:24 AM
DEQ Statemen 10-4-2021-1.pdf

Please make the attached statement part of the hearing record and distribute to all relevant parties
thank you
Inga Fisher Williams
NE Portland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Hogan Sherrow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Statement on CPP
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:14:08 AM
ROCPAC-DEQ.CPP.docx

Hello, please find my comments on the CPP attached. Thank you.
Take care,
Hogan
-"We will rise from these ashes, together!"
Hogan M. Sherrow, Ph.D.
Evolutionary Coach
You Evolving, LLC
541-415-1013
www.you-evolving.com
facebook.com/YouEvolving
twitter: @youevolving
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wesleytward@comcast.net
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
stephanie.caldera@deq.state.or.us
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 8:52:08 AM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments. My name is Wesley Ward and I am
writing as a member of the Climate Change and Environmental Justice Action Team of the
Metropolitan Alliance for Common Good. MACG is an organization of everyday people acting
together for the common good, developing the diverse voices of our community, building
relationships across religion, race, class and neighborhood boundaries. Our twenty-five
member institutions are located in neighborhoods throughout the Portland Metropolitan area
and represent more than 10,000 people across a broad socio-economic spectrum. We pay
attention; we vote; and we want what is best for our families and our communities.
I endorse all the points made by the Oregon League of Conservation Voters in their submitted
comments. In addition, MACG has submitted several additional comments by separate email,
which I endorse. I care deeply about climate protection because it is clear that we are in a
crisis of our own making and we need to show leadership if we are to have a chance at
averting disaster. That is why it is critically important for the Environmental Quality
Commission adopt the most ambitious Climate Protection Program possible without delay.
An ambitious Climate Protection Program gives Oregon the opportunity not only to cut
harmful climate emissions, but also to create jobs, improve public health, and invest in
environmental justice communities. I urge DEQ to maximize these benefits by making the
following improvements to the final rules.
First, the CPP must follow the best available science, and aim to cut covered emissions
in half by 2030. Stronger, steeper emissions reductions targets are needed to avoid the
worst impacts of climate change.
Second, we are extremely concerned that DEQ is proposing a program that could let
large industrial polluters off the hook. We urge you to hold these facilities accountable
with firm deadlines for pollution reduction that track science-based targets.
Finally, while we are excited that DEQ is considering ways to invest in Oregon
communities, we are concerned that the proposed “Community Climate Investments”
will allow pollution to persist unabated in communities. Please revise the rules to
provide assurances that these projects will result in meaningful, timely emissions
reductions and that investments will be guaranteed in communities disproportionately
impacted by climate change.
In addition, please consider coupling the proposed Community Climate Investments
with an Indirect Source regulation that could provide relief for communities most
affected by diesel emissions.
I urge the Environmental Quality Commission and the Department of Environmental Quality to
strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program by the end of this year.
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Thank you for your time and consideration,
Wesley Ward, Brooklyn
Climate Change and Environmental Justice Action Team
Metropolitan Alliance for Common Good
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashlie Tainer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 6:16:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ashlie Tainer
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4128 saw Lobelia st
Tualatin, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Caplan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:47:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
We all want clear air, water, and soil for our own sake and for the health of the planet. Except
it's apparently not all of us, after all. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s
so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in
Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
Not making waves has apparently been the mission of DEQ for years, especially noticeable
since the public's outrage against the LNG terminals and pipelines proposed for the Columbia
River. DEQ's job is not to accommodate the companies's every request, discount public
testimony, and ignore the science about fracking and fracked gas polluters.
We urge EQC to undertake the changes to the program as suggested by Columbia
Riverkeeper. DEQ staffers shouldn't continue to need extensive public prodding to do their job
to protect the quality of our environment.
DEQ must do better, for Oregonians and people everywhere.

Sincerely,
Laurie Caplan
766 Lexington Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Arcana
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:25:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Hello Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners:
I'm writing as an Oregonian to say:
Do not exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
That's always been a bad idea, but as we watch the end of the world coming on more and more
rapidly, the best we can do is try to slow it down, not speed it up.

Sincerely,
Judith Arcana
2034 NE 40th Avenue #416
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ed Averill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:12:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
"Fracked Gas" aka Fossil Methane is an especially troublesome problem for the climate. The
biggest problem comes from extracting it for use, and leaking it to the air directly in large
quantities. Climate activists have been arguing with the industry and bureaucracy for years and
years, as industry talks about it not being the problem that it really is. Methane from both
natural and fossil extraction is the #2 problem in heating.
The UN IPCC addressed this issue in their Code Red for Climate update on climate status a
few weeks ago. Stanford has a paper that explains why "Natural Gas" aka "Fracked Gas" aka
Methane needs to disappear from the extraction process quickly for us to target 1.5 degrees of
temperature rise.
https://scitechdaily.com/stanford-reveals-potential-of-an-overlooked-climate-change-solution/
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. Using fracked gas at all
causes it to magnify its problem as #2 heating agent for the planet. Even though the leakage
isn't within Oregon.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited. These "actual pollution levels should come from life-cycle calculations.
The major climate problem of Methane deserves high level pressure for decreased use.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state and the world.
Thank you
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Sincerely,
Ed Averill
8815 Sw Oxbow Ter
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cassidy Martinez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:18:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Regarding the "Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021", I am puzzled that the state would
exclude our largest climate polluters. It appears we are not serious about doing our part to
survive the heat, fires, salmon extinction, all the stuff that we are masked for and trying to hide
at home from.
I was at a coal hearing where Oregon DEQ representatives told the assembled that without
rules, regs and law, they couldn't execute DEQ's aspirational (as declared on its website)
policies.
Now we can't even have a POLICY that addresses reductions by the major GGE-producers?
These are not usual times, and unusual effort must be made.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Cassidy Martinez
255 N 18th St Apt 11
Saint Helens, OR 97051
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edward Averill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, August 22, 2021 1:57:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have _serious concerns_ regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
1) EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution
a) especially in BIPOC and other frontline communities.
b) All greenhouse gas emissions should be targeted, but the IPCC especially called out
methane as needing control by 2030.
These paramount concerns should be addressed, rather than sculpting the rules to soften the
impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest polluters at the expense of the health of
communities and the world.
EQC should direct Natural Gas to abide by the principle of #NoNewFrackedGasInfrastrucure.
Indeed, we should have a published declining cap on Natural Gas that eliminates it no later
than 2040 and halves it no later than 2030.
In the meantime, when managing the grid, available green energy should always be used in
preference to Natural Gas generators, so EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas
power plants. By exempting fracked gas power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six
polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the communities that
will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited .
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
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further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you
Sincerely,
Edward Averill
8815 SW Oxbow Ter.
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lesley Atlansky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:55:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I am writing to let you know about the serious concerns I have regarding the Department of
Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. Now is the time
for bold climate action!!
In light of the recent IPCC report, we cannot let the DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the
largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the
state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline
communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Lesley Atlansky
1901 NE 64TH Ave
PORTLAND, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Pikus
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:51:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Continuing to support the use of fracked gas sounds more like a policy of Texas or Florida, not
Oregon! What is wrong with you people? Stop spinning us by using the name, "Climate
Protection Program", a load of crap and lies. Exempting the largest climate polluters in
Oregon from regulation as well as supporting the destruction of WATER in order to frack is
unconscionable and makes me wonder who's being paid under the table.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
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state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Barbara Pikus
6109 SE Insley Street
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Del Hamilton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, October 24, 2021 3:29:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Del Hamilton
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7626 SE Martins ST
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, October 24, 2021 3:18:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Eileen Johnson
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614 SE Linn ST
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Boylan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, October 24, 2021 2:21:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kathleen Boylan
Page 8347 of 9889

7626 SE Martins St
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

vl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, October 24, 2021 8:28:40 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
vl
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129 Reserve Cir
Oviedo, FL 32765
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Elischer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, October 23, 2021 6:31:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carol Elischer
Page 8351 of 9889

3400 Summerlinn Dr.
WEST LINN, OR 97068
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy WYRICK
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, October 22, 2021 12:20:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Please do not exempt any large polluters from the long-overdue regulations for Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Program 2021. We all know that the catastrophic fires of last year and the odd
deep freeze last winter were caused by climate disruption due to many years of pollution.
Every industry and every person must be part of the solution and help Oregon meet our
climate goals. I am outraged that DEQ would even consider giving big polluters like NW
Natural a free pass!
Please make sure that EQC undertakes the following changes to the program:
EQC should be regulating fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas power plants,
EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s draft rules fail to
protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The rules create a
loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power from
out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
DEQ should reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much further. There
can be “meaningful” “Climate Protection Program” that exempts the largest climate polluters
in the state.
Thank you,
Catherine Wood Wyrick
Sincerely,
Cathy WYRICK
4819 SW Vermont St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Vogel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:45:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Steven Vogel
Page 8354 of 9889

449 Hampton Ct
Falls Church, VA 22046
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denee Scribner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:40:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Denee Scribner
Page 8356 of 9889

16822 N Columbine Ct
Nine Mile Falls, WA 99026
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Bell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:02:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Scott Bell
Page 8358 of 9889

4760 N Girard St
PORTLAND, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen McCann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:56:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ellen McCann
Page 8360 of 9889

1262 Amalfi Pl
Escondido, CA 92027
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Reverend E. Lloyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, October 21, 2021 12:03:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Reverend E. Lloyd
Page 8362 of 9889

8967 E. Fairway Groves Drive
Tucson, AZ 85730
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

April Atwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:24:53 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
April Atwood
Page 8364 of 9889
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harry and Jill Brownfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:07:04 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
We have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Harry and Jill Brownfield
Page 8366 of 9889
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teresa DeLorenzo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:08:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Teresa DeLorenzo
Page 8368 of 9889
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Astoria, OR 97103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hannah Liu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:05:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Hannah Liu
Page 8370 of 9889
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Vancouver, WA 98686
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Perfrement
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:39:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Eileen Perfrement
Page 8372 of 9889

135 E Mooreview Ln E
Shelton, WA 98584
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

priscilla martinez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:27:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We need to take better care of what is left of our environment, for people, wildlife, marine life,
and plant life.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
priscilla martinez
35411 SE English St
Snoqualmie, WA 98065
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

linda petrulias
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:19:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
linda petrulias
Page 8376 of 9889

23 Silvia Dr
Cazadero, CA 95421
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Harper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:57:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Barbara Harper
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13535 Agua Dulce
Castroville, CA 95012
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheila Tran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:47:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sheila Tran
Page 8380 of 9889

1766 Serpentine Dr.
Eagan, MN 55122
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Andrychowski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:22:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Steven Andrychowski
Page 8382 of 9889
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New Britain, CT 06051
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

S. Nam
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 5:10:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
S. Nam
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Benton Elliott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:12:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Benton Elliott
Page 8386 of 9889

1601 Olive St Apt 1107
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derek Benedict
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:46:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Derek Benedict
Page 8388 of 9889

709 212th Pl SW
Lynnwood, WA 98036
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Van Alyne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:17:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Emily Van Alyne
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West Richland, WA 99353
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:10:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Dana Weintraub
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jarrett Cloud
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:50:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jarrett Cloud
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elaine Becker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:32:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
We ALL need Clean Air!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Elaine Becker
2514 Sharmar Rd
Roanoke, VA 24018
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ernie Walters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:23:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ernie Walters
Page 8398 of 9889

2437 Tartarian Way
Union City, CA 94587
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Valentine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:53:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jennifer Valentine
Page 8400 of 9889

313 1st Ave
Massapequa Park, NY 11762
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Drew
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:44:16 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Susan Drew
Page 8402 of 9889

37770 Hwy 26
Sandy, OR 97055
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Keys
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:23:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Thomas Keys
Page 8404 of 9889

1103 SE 21sr Ct
Gresham, OR 97080
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Eckel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:05:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carolyn Eckel
Page 8406 of 9889

18542 NE Wasco St
Portland, OR 97230
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tedd Ward Jr.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:26:32 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Tedd Ward Jr.
Page 8408 of 9889

10520 Ogden St.
Petersburg, IL 62675
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 11:21:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Stephanie Clark
Page 8410 of 9889

1888 Premier Pl
Concord, CA 94520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Oylear
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:58:32 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Suzanne Oylear
Page 8412 of 9889

8100 SW Kensington Rd
Portland, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Mulcare
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:37:14 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
James Mulcare
Page 8414 of 9889

1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Nicolai
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:36:55 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jane Nicolai
Page 8416 of 9889

2516 SE 113th Ct
Vancouver, WA 98664
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandi Cornez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:27:17 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sandi Cornez
Page 8418 of 9889

3323 SW Multnomah Blvd Apt 50
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brandie Deal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:11:55 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Brandie Deal
Page 8420 of 9889

301 225th St SW
Bothell, WA 98021
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Potts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:05:49 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
David Potts
Page 8422 of 9889

PO Box 1035
Cornelius, OR 97113
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:03:41 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Richard Smith
Page 8424 of 9889

17393 Harman St
Melvindale, MI 48122
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

S.F. Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:53:30 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
S.F. Brown
Page 8426 of 9889

460 Big Leaf Loop
Sequim, WA 98382
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Couch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:34:35 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sandra Couch
Page 8428 of 9889

2903 Bartlett Ct Unit 201
Naperville, IL 60564
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Butler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:33:33 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jane Butler
Page 8430 of 9889

314 Wild Rose Dr
Hedgesville, WV 25427
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Colby Boyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:19:02 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Colby Boyd
Page 8432 of 9889

3440 Donald Street
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Raymond Valinoti, Jr.
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:18:18 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Raymond Valinoti, Jr.
Page 8434 of 9889

16 Warren Pl
New Providence, NJ 07974
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Nettleton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:04:58 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
John Nettleton
Page 8436 of 9889

4311 SE 37th Ave. #21
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Herndon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:03:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Laura Herndon
Page 8438 of 9889

3311 W Alameda Ave
Burbank, CA 91505
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Stern
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:53:02 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Richard Stern
Page 8440 of 9889

11 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10023
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Wood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:47:26 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
John Wood
Page 8442 of 9889

601 State St
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Potts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:34:23 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Paul Potts
Page 8444 of 9889

1720
Raymond, WA 98577
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Morgan MacConaugha-Snyder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:31:34 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Morgan MacConaugha-Snyder
Page 8446 of 9889

2450 Colony Loop
Anchorage, AK 99507
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rita Lemkuil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:22:38 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Rita Lemkuil
Page 8448 of 9889

1909 28th St
Two Rivers, WI 54241
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terrie Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:05:31 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Terrie Williams
Page 8450 of 9889

850 Laura Lane
Vidor, TX 77662
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

D Stirpe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:02:02 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
D Stirpe
Page 8452 of 9889

2311 SE Ash St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vicky Brandt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:01:53 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Vicky Brandt
Page 8454 of 9889

3318 Coachman's Way
DURHAM, NC 27705
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Lytle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:40:09 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Denise Lytle
Page 8456 of 9889

3207 Plaza Dr
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Macy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:37:57 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Michelle Macy
Page 8458 of 9889

12550 Piping Rock Dr
Houston, TX 77077
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

les roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:31:13 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
les roberts
Page 8460 of 9889

PO Box 199
Serafina, NM 87569
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jamie Shields
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:30:14 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jamie Shields
Page 8462 of 9889

15739 NW Rondos Drive
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JL Angell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:28:04 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
JL Angell
Page 8464 of 9889

2391 Ponderosa Road
Rescue, CA 95672
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

tom harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:22:00 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
tom harris
Page 8466 of 9889

17 gate ct
burlington, NJ 08016
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phillip Hope
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:21:16 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Phillip Hope
Page 8468 of 9889

319 Ave C
New York, NY 10009
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Longyear
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:19:22 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sharon Longyear
Page 8470 of 9889

2765 Hyatt St
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Enright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:17:27 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Enright
Page 8472 of 9889

6222 E Avalon Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Monroe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:15:17 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
James Monroe
Page 8474 of 9889

5521 Michigan Blvd
Concord, CA 94521
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:14:42 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Roberts
Page 8476 of 9889

3117 W Sunnyside Ave
Chicago, IL 60625
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rachael Pappano
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:14:34 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Rachael Pappano
Page 8478 of 9889

330 River Rd
Mattawamkeag, ME 04459
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:13:52 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Richard Johnson
Page 8480 of 9889

PO Box 3138
Bellingham, WA 98227
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin Silvey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:13:46 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kevin Silvey
Page 8482 of 9889

9263 78th Pl
Seminole, FL 33777
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

SUSAN BISTLINE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:08:14 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
SUSAN BISTLINE
Page 8484 of 9889

957 W Garfield Bay Rd
Sagle, ID 83860
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Todd Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:06:27 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Todd Clark
Page 8486 of 9889

6785 E 16th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maggie Shiple
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, October 14, 2021 2:05:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Maggie Shiple
Page 8488 of 9889

5212 N Houghton st.
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Natalie Reich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 8:57:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Natalie Reich
Page 8490 of 9889

6109 SW Nevada Court
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christie Bradley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, October 9, 2021 6:53:02 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Christie Bradley
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1383 Tucker Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Stickney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, October 8, 2021 10:15:12 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ben Stickney
Page 8494 of 9889

3540 N Alaska Pl
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Abigail Saddler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, October 7, 2021 3:51:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Abigail Saddler
Page 8496 of 9889

5728 Calle Las Casita
Evansville, IN 47712
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ruby Apsler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 9:02:26 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I am trying to minimize the use of fossil fuels in my life in order to help save the planet. But
what I can do is just a tiny fraction of what you need to do for Oregon's future.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Please preserve the wonders of this state and the health of its inhabitants.
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Thank you,
Ruby Apsler
Sincerely,
Ruby Apsler
2035 SW 19th Ave
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Birkel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, October 4, 2021 7:43:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Steven Birkel
Page 8500 of 9889

4684 NW SILVERLEAF DR
PORTLAND, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alan Winter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, October 4, 2021 6:31:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Alan Winter
Page 8502 of 9889

5707 NE 15th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harriet Cooke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:31:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Harriet Cooke
Page 8504 of 9889

3126 SW Carson St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joel Schipper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, October 4, 2021 2:49:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
WHY THE EXEMPTIONS? WHY ALLOW THE POLLUTION LEVELS OF
STATIONARY SOURCES TO EXCEED 'THE CAP'? This affects everyone!
Now for the guts of the letter ...
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
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Thank you,
Sincerely,
Joel Schipper
4207 NE 24th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marjorie Walters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, October 4, 2021 2:45:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Marjorie Walters
Page 8508 of 9889

1930 NW Irving Street, #404
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Wilhelm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, October 4, 2021 8:00:11 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Eric Wilhelm
Page 8510 of 9889

6925 SW Terwilliger Blvd
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Worley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, October 3, 2021 8:42:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
The Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program
2021 is currently designed to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters means that the state will fail to meet its climate goals
and hence will fail to do what is needed to stop global climate crises.
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These concerns should be addressed first, rather than
sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest polluters at
the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds any
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kathleen Worley
9141 SW 23rd Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bernadette Rodgers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, October 3, 2021 11:42:30 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Bernadette Rodgers
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5105 SW Richardson Dr
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Bryant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:42:24 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Craig Bryant
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9554 SW 62nd Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Bryant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, October 3, 2021 10:15:40 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
DEQ should do everything in it’s power to reduce drastically and eventually eliminate green
house gases emitted by the fossil fuel burning and transporting facilities. Waiting to tax carbon
and other toxic products after they have been released is like saying, “Let us help you burn
your house down but then we’ll call the fire department for you.”
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Thank you,
Sincerely,
Anne Bryant
9554 SW 62nd dr
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Kaczmarek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, October 2, 2021 2:10:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Pat Kaczmarek
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4709 SW 31st Dr
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:10:13 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Dena Turner
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1122 SE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Wysong
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:35:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Linda Wysong
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7616 N Denver Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Evelyn Whitlock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:09:49 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. FIRST AND FOREMOST, we
must ensure that the DEQ rules actually achieve the necessary greenhouse gas emissions!
There is no time to waste. SECOND, we must ensure that these rules clearly address
communities already suffering from the health and environmental impacts of fossil fuels
through ameliorating direct pollution effects and mitigating the impacts they are experiencing
from climate change.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels that still adversely affect health of surrounding communities and promote
global warming.
EQC should bolster rules to ensure that any Community Climate Investment (CCI) program
offsets achieve emission goals (not letting polluters buy their way out of emission reductions)
and directly benefit BIPOC and other frontline communities abilities to adapt and mitigate
climate and pollution effects. CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring
that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC
and low-income rural communities in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to
offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Evelyn Whitlock
1904 N SKIDMORE ST
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katy McFaDDEN
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 12:37:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you, Katy McFadden
Sincerely,
Katy McFaDDEN
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313 SW Maricara St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jan Zuckerman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:32:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jan Zuckerman
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2914 NE 18th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

abi lol
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 1:11:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Abi
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Sincerely,
abi lol
2645 Kingsley Rd
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Hughes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 10:22:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge the following changes :
1. Prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and other
frontline communities.
2. Prioritize BIPOC and low-income rural communities in allocating the Community Climate
Investment fund.
3. Do NOT exempt fracked-gas power plants.
4. Do NOT exempt stationary pollution sources.
Thank you,
Michael Hughes, registered Oregon voter
Sincerely,
Michael Hughes
2701 NW Rolling Green Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phil Goldsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:09:21 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Phil Goldsmith
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2420 NW Marshall St. Apt. 315
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Christie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, September 26, 2021 6:04:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns about DEQ’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In
the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, the Oregon Climate Protection Program
proposes to exempt Oregon's largest climate polluters from regulation, which will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
1. Prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and other
frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first.
2. Change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas power
plants, EQC would let Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook.
3. Limit pollution from stationary sources, such as large refineries and oil train terminals.
Bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited.
4. Strengthen rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
It is beyond urgent that DEQ reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds
much further. We face a climate emergency, and exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state is a very poor way to manage an emergency.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Susan Christie
716 NW 15th Street
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, September 26, 2021 4:18:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I am disturbed about the current proposed DEQ Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021,
aka “Climate Protection Program.” I understand that, as currently written, it will exempt the
largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. What is the point of having such a
program if it fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the potential harm that these
large climate polluters will cause to frontline communities?
Please make the following changes to the Department of Environmental Quality’s Climate
Protection Program:
• Prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC and other
frontline communities.
• Regulate fracked gas power plants, one of Oregon’s top six polluters.
• Limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
• Ensure that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from
Community Climate Investment (CCI) program.
These changes need to be made immediately. The largest climate polluters in the state must be
included for a meaningful and effective Climate Protection Program.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Deborah Clark
31132 Kendall Loop
Shedd, OR 97377
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adel Kedves
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, September 26, 2021 3:34:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Adel Kedves
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PO Box 68098
Portland, OR 97268
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christi Punteney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 25, 2021 4:17:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Christi Punteney
Page 8540 of 9889

4400 SE NAEF RD
MILWAUKIE, OR 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elaine Fischer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:13:25 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Elaine Fischer
Page 8542 of 9889

2514 Sharmar Rd
Roanoke, VA 24018
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elaine Fischer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:12:54 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Elaine Fischer
Page 8544 of 9889

2514 Sharmar Rd
Roanoke, VA 24018
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teresa McFarland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:41:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Teresa McFarland
Page 8546 of 9889

10740 SW 11th Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melba Dlugonski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:58:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Melba Dlugonski
Page 8548 of 9889

6735 SE 78th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Theodora Tsongas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:55:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants.
The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked
gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community. Polluters should not be allowed to shirk
responsibility: they must reduce emissions or not be permitted to operate in Oregon. Offsets
do not help reduce the harm to fenceline, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in
Oregon.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Page 8550 of 9889

Theodora Tsongas
7324 SE Madison St
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Henry Guinn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 4:40:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
#KeepItInTheGround
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters 'off the hook'. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted the most by fossil fuel power
plants.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
Interrupt the false promise of carbon offsets, include BIPOC leadership at every stage of
decision-making, because they carry the weight of the impacts of climate change and are the
'experts' in their context.
We strongly urge DEQ to consider otherwise before the rulemaking process proceeds further.
The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that
protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Henry Guinn
2155 sw edgewood rd
portland, OR 97201
Page 8552 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matthew Sheinin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, September 20, 2021 7:56:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Matthew Sheinin
Page 8553 of 9889

1920 NE 150th Ave
Portland, OR 97230
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marita Ingalsbe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, September 19, 2021 9:17:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Marita Ingalsbe
Page 8555 of 9889

6214 SW 41st Ave
Portland, OR 97221
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Elling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, September 19, 2021 2:46:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants.
The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked
gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jennifer Elling
Page 8557 of 9889

20105 SE Poco Ln
Amity, OR 97101
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melinda Fleming
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, September 19, 2021 7:58:25 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Melinda Fleming
Page 8559 of 9889

1075 NW Northrup St
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 8:17:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Stephanie Clark
Page 8561 of 9889

1888 premier pl
Concord, CA 94520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenifer Schramm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 6:35:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jenifer Schramm
Page 8563 of 9889

2724 NW Thurman St Unit 2
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer siebold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 5:29:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jennifer siebold
Page 8565 of 9889

211 NE Jessup st
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amber Sparks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 2:32:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Amber Sparks
Page 8567 of 9889

4711 ne 60th ave
Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sophia Weir
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 9:50:51 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sophia Weir
Page 8569 of 9889

385 E 19th AVE
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Meya Law
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 9:45:58 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Meya Law
Page 8571 of 9889

7100 Mount Forest Terrace
Forestville, MD 20747
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Youngblood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 2:00:21 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Rebecca Youngblood
Page 8573 of 9889

932 Candlelight Dr
Eugene, OR 98402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Sullivan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 18, 2021 12:42:30 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lauren Sullivan
Page 8575 of 9889

3031 Se 76th ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Mitchell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 11:06:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kathleen Mitchell
Page 8577 of 9889

5232 SE Madison St
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emma Tresemer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:33:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Emma Tresemer
Page 8579 of 9889

1827 Sherman ave
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rhan Gervasi
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 8:07:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Rhan Gervasi
Page 8581 of 9889

85 west hillcrest drive
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Prowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:57:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sarah Prowell
Page 8583 of 9889

2216 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:30:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Judy Anderson
Page 8585 of 9889

74015 Cougar Mt. Rd
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 6:22:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Donna Smith
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1367 Harrington Rd
Havertown, PA 19083
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Garrett Bennett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:44:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Garrett Bennett
Page 8589 of 9889

13215 SE Mill Plain Blvd
Vancouver, WA 98684
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tracey Loyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:15:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Tracey Loyd
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Everett, WA 98208
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gregory Sparks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 1:11:13 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Gregory Sparks
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4711 NE 60th AVE
Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alicia Schubert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 10:01:48 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
We are all in this together. Those who are the largest polluters are the ones whose changes will
make the most difference. They must be included.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Alicia Schubert
15585 NW Melody Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kimberly Maun
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:58:14 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kimberly Maun
Page 8597 of 9889

PO box 78
Rhododendron, OR 97049
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Weil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:33:51 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Janet Weil
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16053 NW Hildago Ln
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Stickney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:32:20 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution, including fracked gas, and
co-pollution in BIPOC and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be
addressed first, rather than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for
Oregon’s biggest polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ben Stickney
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3540 N Alaska Pl
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Winn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:31:30 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Nancy Winn
Page 8603 of 9889
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Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Bryant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:07:04 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Anne Bryant
Page 8605 of 9889
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Josh Spector
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:01:54 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Josh Spector
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ray Donheiser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 9:01:54 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ray Donheiser
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Evelyn Kimbrell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:47:21 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Evelyn Kimbrell
Page 8611 of 9889

2538 N WATTS ST
PORTLAND, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Evans Boyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 7:40:24 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Evans Boyd
Page 8613 of 9889

6325 NE Roselawn St
Portland, NM 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sierra Sanchez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:19:38 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sierra Sanchez
Page 8615 of 9889

519 NE 131st Place
Seattle, WA 98125
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Rynes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 17, 2021 3:06:49 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Michael Rynes
Page 8617 of 9889

570 Harlowe Lane
Naperville, IL 60565
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leila Mohseni
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 7:16:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Leila Mohseni
Page 8619 of 9889

2333 13th St
Boulder, CO 80304
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alexandra D. Pappano
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, September 16, 2021 5:04:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Alexandra D. Pappano
Page 8621 of 9889

330 River Rd
Mattawamkeag, ME 04459
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jorge De Cecco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:29:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jorge De Cecco
Page 8623 of 9889

12236 Mimosa Way
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Nettleton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:48:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
John Nettleton
Page 8625 of 9889

4311 SE 37th Ave Apt 21
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derek Benedict
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:44:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Derek Benedict
Page 8627 of 9889

709 212th Pl SW
Lynnwood, WA 98036
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

les roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 1:11:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
les roberts
Page 8629 of 9889
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ernie Walters
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 12:28:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ernie Walters
Page 8631 of 9889
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Union City, CA 94587
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Van Alyne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 12:26:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Emily Van Alyne
Page 8633 of 9889

6749 Whitestone St.
West Richland, WA 99353
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Eckel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:49:44 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carolyn Eckel
Page 8635 of 9889

18542 NE Wasco St
Portland, OR 97230
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Kirschling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:40:06 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Karen Kirschling
Page 8637 of 9889

633 Oak
SF, CA 94117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlene Lauzon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:19:09 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Charlene Lauzon
Page 8639 of 9889

5715 202nd St SW Apt 3
Lynnwood, WA 98036
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:46:50 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Dana Weintraub
Page 8641 of 9889

17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97003
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Herndon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 10:28:31 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Laura Herndon
Page 8643 of 9889

3311 W Alameda Ave
Burbank, CA 91505
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Vogel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:52:54 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Steven Vogel
Page 8645 of 9889

449 Hampton Ct
Falls Church, VA 22046
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terrie Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:40:05 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Terrie Williams
Page 8647 of 9889

850 Laura Lane
Vidor, TX 77662
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

margo wyse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:31:23 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
margo wyse
Page 8649 of 9889

110 el otro lado
mimbres, NM 88049
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Georgia Shankel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 9:19:29 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Georgia Shankel
Page 8651 of 9889

15 S Homan Ave Apt 212
Chicago, IL 60624
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Mulcare
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:58:59 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
James Mulcare
Page 8653 of 9889

1110 Benjamin St.
Clarkston, WA 99403
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carrie Swank
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:46:59 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carrie Swank
Page 8655 of 9889

69 Michigan Dr
Reading, PA 19608
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Warren M. Gold
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:41:39 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Warren M. Gold
Page 8657 of 9889

300 Monte Vista Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Crowley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:31:57 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Peter Crowley
Page 8659 of 9889

3139 Quince St SE Apt 3
Olympia, WA 98501
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Couch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:07:52 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sandra Couch
Page 8661 of 9889

2903 Bartlett Court - Unit 201
Naperville, IL 60564
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennie Sandler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:06:49 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jennie Sandler
Page 8663 of 9889

25029 S Beeson Rd.
Beavercreek, OR 97004
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

S.F. Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:03:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
S.F. Brown
Page 8665 of 9889

460 Big Leaf Loop
Sequim, WA 98382
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phillip Hope
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 8:02:17 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Phillip Hope
Page 8667 of 9889

319 Ave C
New York, NY 10009
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Longyear
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:58:15 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sharon Longyear
Page 8669 of 9889

2765 Hyatt St
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jl Angell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:53:51 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jl Angell
Page 8671 of 9889

2391 Ponderosa Road
Rescue, CA 95672
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:53:04 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Derek Gendvil
LV
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Sincerely,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Stern
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:47:34 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Richard Stern
Page 8675 of 9889

11 Riverside Dr
New York, NY 10023
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Mazzola
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:47:10 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lisa Mazzola
Page 8677 of 9889

1723 W Followthru Dr
Tampa, FL 33612
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

paul potts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:46:18 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
paul potts
Page 8679 of 9889

1720
raymond, WA 98577
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Levin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:39:34 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Beth Levin
Page 8681 of 9889

3043 NE 51st Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:37:19 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
William Wilson
Page 8683 of 9889

1747 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Stein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:33:17 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Cindy Stein
Page 8685 of 9889

647 Flaming Star Ave
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Lytle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 15, 2021 7:32:37 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Denise Lytle
Page 8687 of 9889

3207 Plaza Dr.
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Prowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:50:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sarah Prowell
Page 8689 of 9889

2216 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Autumn Voirol
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 3:27:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Autumn Voirol
Page 8691 of 9889

6446 NE 24TH AVE
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Murphy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 2:54:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Mary Murphy
Page 8693 of 9889

1614 NE 6th St.
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Mitton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 11, 2021 6:44:14 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Marilyn Mitton
Page 8695 of 9889

1260 NW Naito Pkwy Unit 801
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Waldron
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 4:43:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Our clean fresh water & our very planet is at stake! I have serious concerns regarding the
Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Page 8697 of 9889

Elizabeth Waldron
2610 NW Glenwood Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Turnbull
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 2:16:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Laura Turnbull
Page 8699 of 9889

6125 N Detroit Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aislinn Adams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 8:37:42 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Aislinn Adams
Page 8701 of 9889

1420 COURT ST NE
SALEM, OR 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted Dreier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, September 4, 2021 6:50:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ted Dreier
Page 8703 of 9889

7037 SW 54th Avenue
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kent Sugnet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, September 3, 2021 9:32:42 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kent Sugnet
Page 8705 of 9889

7210 SE Clay St
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shel Neu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, September 2, 2021 4:44:07 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Shel Neu
Page 8707 of 9889

123 Main St
Rainier, OR 97048
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 1, 2021 10:52:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Stephen Smith
Page 8709 of 9889

11516 SW Oak Creek Dr.
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Miyamoto
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, September 1, 2021 11:22:34 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lisa Miyamoto
Page 8711 of 9889

53032 NW 11th Street
Scappoose, OR 97056
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maurine Canarsky
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, August 31, 2021 7:58:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC must prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns must be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC must change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities. Even
Senator Merkley has publicly taken a stand to ban fracking.
EQC must limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies. We strongly
urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are
limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC must bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
DEQ must reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much further. The
agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that
protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Maurine Canarsky
Page 8713 of 9889

1977 SE 22nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Joos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 26, 2021 12:37:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sandra Joos
Page 8715 of 9889

4259 SW Patrick Pl
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kristin Conrad-Antoville
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:30:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kristin Conrad-Antoville
Page 8717 of 9889

10934 SW Celeste Lane, #405
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tara Ohta
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 3:24:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Tara Ohta
Page 8719 of 9889

1431 SW Park Ave. #610
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lee Chapman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:28:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lee Chapman
Page 8721 of 9889

945 NW Albany Ave, apt1
Bend, OR 97703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sam Wardwell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 1:22:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sam Wardwell
Page 8723 of 9889

19741 River Rd Apt A
Gladstone, OR 97027
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Satya Vayu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Tuesday, August 24, 2021 12:58:27 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Satya Vayu
Page 8725 of 9889

608 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Riley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, August 23, 2021 4:59:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sarah Riley
Page 8727 of 9889

8502 North Central Street, Portland, OR, USA
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linore Blackstone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, August 23, 2021 4:37:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners, well, it seems
that I must ask just what your ethic is. Your legacy, of course, will be the concrete
consequences of climate change. All consequences are concrete. Act with integrity.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Linore Blackstone
1745 NE 49th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Basin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, August 23, 2021 2:49:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ben Basin
Page 8731 of 9889

515 SE 19th Ave.
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janice Castle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, August 23, 2021 12:57:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Janice Castle
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martin Fisher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, August 23, 2021 8:46:06 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Martin Fisher
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Regan Fisher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, August 23, 2021 8:45:04 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Regan Fisher
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Polanshek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, August 22, 2021 9:21:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Emily Polanshek
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kayleigh O"Hara
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, August 22, 2021 5:42:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kayleigh O'Hara
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melba Dlugonski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, August 22, 2021 4:35:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Melba Dlugonski
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, August 22, 2021 12:26:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carol Moore
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Harada
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, August 22, 2021 10:52:15 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sharon Harada
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Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcia Hendersen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, August 22, 2021 9:02:55 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Marcia Hendersen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alex Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Sunday, August 22, 2021 8:34:49 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Alex Brown
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Less
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, August 21, 2021 5:13:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sandra Less
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Virginia Tarango
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, August 21, 2021 3:39:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Virginia Tarango
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stacie Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, August 21, 2021 3:09:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Stacie Hall
Page 8757 of 9889

927 Clearbrook Dr
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

marian rauch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, August 21, 2021 2:59:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
marian rauch
Page 8759 of 9889

1574 SE River Ridge Dr
Portland, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph Stenger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, August 21, 2021 11:39:33 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have looked forward to seeing the new CPP from DEQ. However, I am deeply disturbed at
the timidity of this proposal. We have a serious crisis on our hands and must take swift
decisive action to rapidly reduce GHGs. The Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 does not deliver effective action.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities. This is only window dressing when we need transformational action.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
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Thank you,
Sincerely,
Joseph Stenger
4420 NE 36TH AVE
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Scott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, August 21, 2021 10:54:16 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jennifer Scott
Page 8763 of 9889

17280 Whitewater Court
Fort Myers Beach, FL 33931
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Kahlen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, August 21, 2021 10:02:40 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Beth Kahlen
Page 8765 of 9889

8313 SW 46th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Mattson McDonald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, August 21, 2021 8:27:03 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Pamela Mattson McDonald
Page 8767 of 9889

258 Commercial St.
Astoria, OR 97103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Stackhouse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, August 21, 2021 7:10:28 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jane Stackhouse
Page 8769 of 9889

2133 NE Brazee Street
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Rynes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Saturday, August 21, 2021 4:22:40 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Michael Rynes
Page 8771 of 9889

570 Harlowe Lane
Naperville, IL 60565
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dianne Ensign
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 8:46:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
The fate of the environment is the defining issue of our time. I have serious concerns
regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate
Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from
regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual
program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these
facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Page 8773 of 9889

Dianne Ensign
11600 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Schafer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 6:42:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Steven Schafer
Page 8775 of 9889

10890 SW Berkshire St.
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Derek Gendvil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 6:41:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Derek Gendvil
LV
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Sincerely,
Derek Gendvil
9030 W Sahara Ave
Las Vegas, NV 89117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wm Noblin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 5:16:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Wm Noblin
Page 8779 of 9889

7920 sw miller hill rd
Beaverton, OR 97007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Hull
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 5:09:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lisa Hull
Page 8781 of 9889

18265 SE Vista View Ct
Sandy, OR 97055
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alexa Fay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 5:04:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Alexa Fay
Page 8783 of 9889

1507 N 39th ST
Seattle, WA 98103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Daiute
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 3:55:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Diane Daiute
Page 8785 of 9889

1370 Evergreen Ln.
Sweet Home, OR 97386
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 1:08:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Roberts
Page 8787 of 9889

3117 West Sunnyside Ave
Chicago, IL 60625
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Sims
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 11:03:37 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Judy Sims
Page 8789 of 9889

3631 SW Admiral Street
Portland, OR 97221
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Weintrabu
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 10:53:31 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Dana Weintrabu
Page 8791 of 9889

17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97003
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Mulcare
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 9:48:24 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
James Mulcare
Page 8793 of 9889

1110 Benjamin St
Clarkston, WA 99403
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark McCormick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 9:22:30 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Mark McCormick
Page 8795 of 9889

801 Oak St
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenny Holmes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 8:55:38 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. Oregon should be a leader in climate solutions.
This is no time to go backwards. This summer's record-setting heatwaves and fires are clear
warnings that fossil fuel use be reduced dramatically.
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Why? Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state
will result in a meaningless program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state. Yes. Industry is pressuring you to be soft on them. But, you are accountable to the
people of Oregon, and ultimately, the Creation and the Creator. Please do your job.
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Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jenny Holmes
2325 NE 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Danielle James
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 8:49:44 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Danielle James
Page 8799 of 9889

4610 NW Seblar Terrace
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Fromer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 8:14:59 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Eileen Fromer
Page 8801 of 9889

8175 SW 71st Ave
Portland, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

les roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 7:03:35 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
les roberts
Page 8803 of 9889

PO Box 199
Serafina, NM 87569
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Reverend E. Lloyd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Friday, August 20, 2021 5:54:44 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Reverend E. Lloyd
Page 8805 of 9889

8967 E. Fairway Groves Drive
Tucson, AZ 85730
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Horter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 10:45:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Why is it the responsibility of Oregon's citizens to remind our elected and appointed officials
that their--your--duty is to protect public resources, not to give the right to pollute them away
to private interests? The very first section of our State Constitution makes this very clear. And
in that Section you won't find a single mention of private interests' entitlement to foul even 1
square foot of the the public's resources.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants.
The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked
gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
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state.
Thank you
Sincerely,
Patricia Horter
17827 NW Sauvie Island Rd
Portland, OR 97231
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Englert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 10:12:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Mary Englert
Page 8809 of 9889

3525 SE INSLEY ST
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Eda
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:14:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Despite the rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is
poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding such
polluters as fracked gas power plants, large refineries, and oil train terminals will leave us with
an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant
harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate-changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than tweaking the rules to soften the impact on Oregon’s biggest polluters at the expense of
the health of communities.
EQC should broaden the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, such as large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that truly protects frontline communities, by exempting the largest climate polluters
in the state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Judith Eda
4655 NE Killingsworth St
Page 8811 of 9889

Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Haga
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:54:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Barbara Haga
Page 8813 of 9889

1221 NW 11th Ave #619
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

M Leszczynski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:47:08 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
M Leszczynski
Page 8815 of 9889

1535 Lincolnshire Dr
Lapeer, MI 48446
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Barger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:33:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
John Barger
Page 8817 of 9889

7752 SE 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Dickinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:32:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Amanda Dickinson
Page 8819 of 9889

1322 S 18th Ave
Yakima, WA 98902
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gloria Fisher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:27:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Gloria Fisher
Page 8821 of 9889

8725 NE Davis St
Portland, OR 97220
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JULIE POHL
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 6:30:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
JULIE POHL
Page 8823 of 9889

5910 NE 23rd Ave.
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aleks Kosowicz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:51:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Aleks Kosowicz
Page 8825 of 9889

1745 Roberts Ln
Abrams, WI 54101
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Grant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:40:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
David Grant
Page 8827 of 9889

211 Stanford Ave
Medford, OR 97504
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Pinsonault
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 5:15:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kathleen Pinsonault
Page 8829 of 9889

3429 SE ROCKWOOD ST
MILWAUKIE, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Betty Shelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 4:50:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Betty Shelley
Page 8831 of 9889

8044 SW 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stephanie trotter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 4:38:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
stephanie trotter
Page 8833 of 9889

4935 se 74th ave
portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

I. Engle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 4:34:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
I. Engle
Page 8835 of 9889

605 Bosque St.
Village of Tularosa, NM 88352
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Natalie Ranker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 3:47:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Natalie Ranker
Page 8837 of 9889

414 Simpson Ave
North Bend, OR 97459
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Herndon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 3:40:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Laura Herndon
Page 8839 of 9889

3311 W Alameda Ave
Burbank, CA 91505
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Thomas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:56:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kim Thomas
Page 8841 of 9889
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Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

D Stirpe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:56:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
D Stirpe
Page 8843 of 9889

2311 SE Ash St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Vosburg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:44:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Susan Vosburg
Page 8845 of 9889

9922 NW Gales Creek Rd
Gales Creek, OR 97117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Medford
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:39:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
David Medford
Page 8847 of 9889

7020 SW 82nd Ave.
Tigard, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JL Angell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:36:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
JL Angell
Page 8849 of 9889

2391 Ponderosa Rd
Rescue, CA 95672
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen McCann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:35:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ellen McCann
Page 8851 of 9889

1262 Amalfi Pl
Escondido, CA 92027
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Benton Elliott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:34:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Benton Elliott
Page 8853 of 9889

1601 Olive St
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:30:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Larry Martin
Page 8855 of 9889

3715 Arrowhead Ave.
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ninette Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:20:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ninette Jones
Page 8857 of 9889

7637 N Interstate Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lyndee cunningham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:20:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lyndee cunningham
Page 8859 of 9889

1529 DIVISION
CAMAS, WA 98607
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kylo Ginsberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 2:09:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kylo Ginsberg
Page 8861 of 9889

4120 SW 55th Drive
Portland, OR 97221
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Rosenbalm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 1:57:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jean Rosenbalm
Page 8863 of 9889

8024 Sw 158th Pl
Beaverton, OR 97007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin Gallagher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 1:50:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate-changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Kevin Gallagher
Page 8865 of 9889

15866 36th Ave NE
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Kaczmarek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 1:46:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
The Environmental Quality Commission should change the rules to regulate fracked gas
power plants. By exempting fracked gas power plants, commission is letting Oregon’s top six
polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the communities that
will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The rules create a loophole for out-of-state
investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power from out-of-state while the
pollution lands on frontline communities.
The Environmental Quality Commission should limit pollution from stationary sources, like
large refineries and oil train terminals. Please support the use of Best Available Emissions
Reduction (BAER) technologies, and urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so
that the actual pollution levels are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source
operates efficiently, but at higher pollution levels).
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Pat Kaczmarek
Portland, Oregon
Sincerely,
Pat Kaczmarek
4709 SW 31st Drive
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lorraine Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 1:44:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lorraine Johnson
Page 8868 of 9889

13716 Lake City Way NE
Seattle, WA 98125
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Howard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 1:44:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Pamela Howard
Page 8870 of 9889

2445 NW Westover Road
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy Wyrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 1:44:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Cathy Wyrick
Page 8872 of 9889

4819 SW Vermont
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Meya Law
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 1:40:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Meya Law
Page 8874 of 9889

7100 Mount Forest Terrace
Forestville, MD 20747
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Hazynski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 1:03:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Chris Hazynski
Page 8876 of 9889

17 Gate Ct
Burlington, NJ 08016
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Douglas Weir
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:59:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Douglas Weir
Page 8878 of 9889

346 SW Hamilton Ct
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denise Lytle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:43:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Denise Lytle
Page 8880 of 9889

3207 Plaza Dr
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Morgan Olsen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:37:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Morgan Olsen
Page 8882 of 9889

21578 SW 91st AVE
Tualatin, OR 97062
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Connie Peterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:30:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
As a person with long time roots in Oregon, and also long time climate activist, I have serious
concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called
“Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from
regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state is unacceptable. The urgency for
action is as clear as the nose on our faces (Bend had the worst air quality in the NATION three
days ago due to wildfire smoke). I cannot accept an ineffectual program that fails to meet the
state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline
communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be front and center. It is
not OK to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest polluters at the
expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. Even our Senator, Jeff
Merkley, agrees that fracking is unacceptable! Methane is THEE largest contributor to green
house gases! By exempting fracked gas power plants, EQC is failing to hold accountable
Oregon’s top six polluters. As a result, Oregon’s draft rules create a loophole for out-of-state
investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power from out-of-state while the
pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
The DEQ must do better before the rulemaking process proceeds much further. The agency
simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that protects
frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Connie Peterson
2203 NW Clearwater Dr
Bend, OR 97703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vicky Brandt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:18:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Vicky Brandt
Page 8886 of 9889

3318 Coachman's Way
Durham, NC 27705
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Todd Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:18:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Todd Clark
Page 8888 of 9889

6785 E 16th St
Indianapolis, IN 46219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tracey Katsouros
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:18:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Tracey Katsouros
Page 8890 of 9889

1322 Harwich dr
Waldorf, MD 20601
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Mazzola
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:17:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lisa Mazzola
Page 8892 of 9889

1723 W Followthru Dr
Tampa, FL 33612
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Garza
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:16:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Rebecca Garza
Page 8894 of 9889

320 S Montgomery St
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

S.F. Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:15:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
S.F. Brown
Page 8896 of 9889
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Sequim, WA 98382
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Koritz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:15:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Mark Koritz
Page 8898 of 9889

12104 Ashford Gables Dr
Atlanta, GA 30338
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Eckel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:14:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carolyn Eckel
Page 8900 of 9889

18542 NE Wasco St
Portland, OR 97230
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Longyear
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:08:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sharon Longyear
Page 8902 of 9889

2765 Hyatt St
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dwayne hedstrom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:08:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
dwayne hedstrom
Page 8904 of 9889

3726 NE 7th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Van Alyne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 12:04:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Emily Van Alyne
Page 8906 of 9889

6749 Whitestone St
West Richland, WA 99353
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Caroline Skinner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 11:59:04 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I strongly support Columbia Riverkeeper. Like them, I have serious concerns regarding the
Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities. We need to address this. I urge EQC to undertake the following
changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state. Our future depends on it.
Thank you, C. Skinner / Portland, OR
Sincerely,
Caroline Skinner
Page 8908 of 9889

9554 N Kellogg St
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Honthaner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 11:35:23 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Deborah Honthaner
Page 8910 of 9889

7658 SW ALOMA WAY, #5
Ptld, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vanessa Hartman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 11:14:03 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Vanessa Hartman
Page 8912 of 9889

2397 NW Kings Blvd
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alicia Liang
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 11:08:36 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Alicia Liang
Page 8914 of 9889

1915 SE 32nd Pl
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eli Lamb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 10:28:15 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Eli Lamb
Page 8916 of 9889

11921 SW Dickinson Ct
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Glenna Hayes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:56:48 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Glenna Hayes
Page 8918 of 9889

7254 SW 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Morseth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:52:16 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Wendy Morseth, Oregonian
Sincerely,
Page 8920 of 9889

Wendy Morseth
7005 SW 34th Av
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Worley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 9:13:05 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
The Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program
2021 would exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the
largest climate polluters in the state turns the state’s climate goals into so much hot, polluted
and climate-threatening air.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds any
further. The agency cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” by
exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kathleen Worley
9141 SW 23rd Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Snouffer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:58:51 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Michael Snouffer
Page 8923 of 9889

3488 Viewpoint Dr
Medford, OR 97504
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Bruckner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:48:41 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Steven Bruckner
Page 8925 of 9889

2448 NW Westover Rd
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:46:21 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Amy Johnson
Page 8927 of 9889

7405 SW 102nd Ave
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Lou Emerson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:39:34 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Mary Lou Emerson
Sincerely,
Page 8929 of 9889

Mary Lou Emerson
922 SE Lambert St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joana Kirchhoff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:30:51 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you, Joana Kirchhoff
Sincerely,
Joana Kirchhoff
Page 8931 of 9889

3414 NE 73rd Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rachel Ulrich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:18:52 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Rachel Ulrich
Page 8933 of 9889

490 51st St
Astoria, OR 97103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Thrall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 8:11:12 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Thomas Thrall
Page 8935 of 9889

24020 NW Ridge Road
Forest Grove, OR 97116
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elijah Cetas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:57:43 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Elijah Cetas
Page 8937 of 9889

10049 SE 36th Ave
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teresa McFarland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:57:03 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Teresa McFarland
Page 8939 of 9889

10740 SW 11th Dr
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jan MacWilliams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:55:13 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jan MacWilliams
Page 8941 of 9889

2007 NE 65th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

katy mcfadden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:47:55 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
katy mcfadden
Page 8943 of 9889

313 SW Maricara St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Peterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 7:35:18 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Mary Peterson
Page 8945 of 9889
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Newport, OR 97365
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileen Fromer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 6:45:31 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Eileen Fromer
Page 8947 of 9889
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Portland, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susanna Farahat
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Thursday, August 19, 2021 6:21:53 AM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Susanna Farahat
Page 8949 of 9889

3946 NE 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Larry Morningstar
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:57:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Larry Morningstar
Page 8951 of 9889

315 S. 1st St.
Talent, OR 97540
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 11:12:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Helen Anderson
Page 8953 of 9889

435 E Exeter St
Gladstone, OR 97027
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:46:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Bill O'Brien
Page 8955 of 9889

12520 SW Gem Ln Apt 202
Beaverton, OR 97005
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Carter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:39:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Michael Carter
Page 8957 of 9889

3819 SE Holgate Blvd
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Deumling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:37:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sarah Deumling
Page 8959 of 9889

4550 N Oak Grove Rd
Rickreall, OR 97371
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dell goldsmith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:24:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Act responsibly! DO NOT pass this weak and dangerous program!
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Page 8961 of 9889

dell goldsmith
7150 sw newton pl
portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peter Walden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:21:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Peter Walden
Page 8963 of 9889

12837 NE Tillamook st
Portland, OR 97230
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Sewall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 10:11:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Dana Sewall
Page 8965 of 9889

740 NW Cascade Ct.
Gresham, OR 97030
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Polanshek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:51:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Emily Polanshek
Page 8967 of 9889

3841 SW Canby St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Rehder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:15:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Melissa Rehder
Page 8969 of 9889

5630 SE Malden St
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Heath
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:13:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Susan Heath
Page 8971 of 9889

2552 Mt Vernon St SE
Albany, OR 97322
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ray Donheiser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:11:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ray Donheiser
Page 8973 of 9889

408 N Oregon St
Condon, OR 97823
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Shelman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 9:06:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Dave Shelman
Page 8975 of 9889

36141 SE Hurlburt Road
Corbett, OR 97019
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lauren Bryan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 8:29:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Lauren Bryan
Sincerely,
Page 8977 of 9889

Lauren Bryan
1840 Rebecca Ave
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phillip Callaway
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 8:08:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Phillip Callaway
Page 8979 of 9889

PO Box 243
Crawfordsville, OR 97336
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donna Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:55:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Donna Harris
Page 8981 of 9889

55785 Lost Rider Loop
Bend, OR 97707
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Esther Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:48:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Esther Friedman
Page 8983 of 9889

4160 Hertel Dr S
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Wyman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:40:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Page 8985 of 9889

Jean Wyman
3914 NE 75th
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Ennis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:32:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ron Ennis
Page 8987 of 9889

4546 NE Alameda St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gretchan Jackson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:15:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Gretchan Jackson
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Sincerely,
Gretchan Jackson
8047 SE Clay St
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Beilstein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 7:09:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carl Beilstein
Page 8991 of 9889

2485 Greenwood Rd. S
Independence, OR 97351
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roger Kofler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:47:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
It is becoming more and more imperative that we take drastic action to mitigate the effects of
climate change. The extreme weather that is taking place world wide is but a preview of what
lies in store if we fail to take meaningful action. Exempting the largest polluters is simply
unacceptable.
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Thank you,
Sincerely,
Roger Kofler
17177 SE Jennings Crest Ln
Portland, OR 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Carl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:40:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Nancy Carl
Page 8995 of 9889

1014 S Park St
Carlton, OR 97111
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gret Rowe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:40:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Gret Rowe
Page 8997 of 9889

63075 Casey Pl
Bend, OR 97703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Wald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:34:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline Oregonian
communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
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Helen Wald
885 N LOMBARD ST
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Casey Cunningham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:27:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Casey Cunningham
Page 9001 of 9889

7037 ne 8th ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Glazer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:25:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Look. We need aggressive action to address the threat of climate change. Now. I’m using
Columbia Riverkeeper’s click-through to submit this comment. Have I studied the issue
addressed by the language below? No. But you, our political leaders, must do everything in
your power to rein in the fossil fuel industries. Now. I’m betting that Columbia Riverkeeper is
on the right side of the issue. Please follow their lead.
The canned text: I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental
Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly
escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt
the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters
in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and
ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
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state.
Sincerely,
Anne Glazer
1025 NW Couch St
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kacey Donston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:17:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kacey Donston
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6140 Canary Rd
Westlake, OR 97493
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Little
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 6:12:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Wendy Little
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19745 River Rd Apt A
Gladstone, OR 97027
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tamara Wecker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:53:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Tamara Wecker
Page 9009 of 9889

10375 SW 72nd Avenue
Portland, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Nettleton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:46:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
John Nettleton
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4311 SE 37th Ave Apt 21
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Pongracz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:45:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sandra Pongracz
Page 9013 of 9889

5155 Versant Dr
Florence, OR 97439
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paige Knight
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:44:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Paige Knight
Page 9015 of 9889

4624 LOWER DR
LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97035
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Carothers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:43:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Robert Carothers
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6111 Seville Avenue
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lesli Dalaba
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:29:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lesli Dalaba
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283 53rd St
Astoria, OR 97103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

stephanie edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:21:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
stephanie edwards
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2515 Falls St
Forest Grove, OR 97116
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Bolduan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:16:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Linda Bolduan
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1700 S SKYLAND DR
LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John McSwigan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:15:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
John McSwigan
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6358 NE Rosebay Dr.
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randy Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:13:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Randy Harrison
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4051 Wagner St
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennie Sandler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:07:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jennie Sandler
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25029 S Beeson Rd
Beavercreek, OR 97004
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

K Kay Bircher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:01:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
K Kay Bircher
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340 SW Rimrock Way, Unit 21
Redmond, OR 97756
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolynn Kohout
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:58:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
- DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program”
- is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. - NOT OKAY!
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state
- will result in an ineffectual program
- that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and
- ignores the significant harm these facilities pose
- to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
1. EQC should prioritize the
- reduction of climate changing pollution and
- co-pollution
in BIPOC and other frontline communities.
These paramount concerns should be addressed first,
- rather than sculpting the rules
- to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest polluters
- at the expense of the health of communities.
2. EQC should change the rules
- to regulate fracked gas power plants.
By exempting fracked gas power plants,
- EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook.
As a result,
- Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the communities
- that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants.
The rules create a loophole
- for out-of-state investors and
- other industrial users
to buy fracked gas power
- from out-of-state
as the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
3. EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources,
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- like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies.
We urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap
- so that the actual pollution levels
- are limited
- (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently,
- but at higher pollution levels).
4. EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program
- to ensure that BIPOC and other frontline communities
- are able to access and benefit from the program.
CCIs must be, first and foremost, about community:
- ensuring that,
- if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation
- by reducing emissions,
BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon
- benefit from the CCI investment
- intended to offset the pollution.
5. We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now,
- before the rulemaking process proceeds much further.
The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program”
- that protects frontline communities
- by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
SEIU Local 503 Climate Justice Committee member
Sincerely,
Carolynn Kohout
1292 NE Lilac Ct.
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Howard Shapiro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:57:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities. They have caused the pollution and
should be held accountable, not given breaks.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities. It
should make no difference where they obtain their dirty energy, it still pollutes our
environment!
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Howard Shapiro
2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd. #320
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ian Shelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:52:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ian Shelley
Page 9037 of 9889

50 SW 97th Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Robinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:51:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Nancy Robinson
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28979 Hurlburt Rd.
Corvallis, OR 97333
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Regna Merritt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:46:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Regna Merritt
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260 NW Pittock Dr
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dena Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:44:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Dena Turner
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1122 SE 60th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Prowell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:34:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sarah Prowell
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juliana ONeill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:28:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Record breaking fires, heat waves, warming rivers, drying aquifers… the crisis is NOW. I
have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Do your job.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Juliana ONeill
3034 NE 47th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joel Porter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:13:35 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Joel Porter
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bettina Anter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:03:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Bettina Anter
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Portland, OR 97233
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda McGavin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:03:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Linda McGavin
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

R. Peter Wilcox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:03:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
R. Peter Wilcox
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 4:00:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Judy Anderson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:57:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
William Wilson
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1747 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Robinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:56:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Mike Robinson
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alice Shapiro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:55:50 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
We have no time to lose! We have already passed the point of "no return" regarding many of
our climate catastrophe aversion goals as you can surely see from the raging fires throughout
the world. I am concerned for the welfare now of all people & other species & for the future of
my grandchildren & great grandchildren. I have many years as a community college biology
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professor & environmentalist. We are in a dire situation.
Thank you
Sincerely,
Alice Shapiro
2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd Apt 320
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary M Morasch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:51:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
No fracking in Oregon!
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Mary M Morasch
10809 NE Skidmore St
Portland, OR 97220
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jan Stone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:49:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jan Stone
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Beaverton, OR 97007
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joseph DeBin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:47:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Joseph DeBin
Page 9069 of 9889

4214 NE Glisan St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joy mamoyac
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:40:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Joy mamoyac
Page 9071 of 9889

2988 NW Angelica Dr.
Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Grunwald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:38:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
ARE YOU KIDDING! You are still pandering to corporations and oil companies despite the
state of our planet. YOU ARE DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR OUR CLIMATE
CRISIS!!!!!!
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
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Thank you,
Sincerely,
Amanda Grunwald
4312 SE 24th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nora Polk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:28:07 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Nora Polk
Page 9075 of 9889

6405 SE 62nd Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melanie McCloskey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:25:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Melanie McCloskey
Page 9077 of 9889

PO Box 921
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cristy Murray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:16:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Cristy Murray
Page 9079 of 9889

17980 S Redland Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Jacobson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:15:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Don Jacobson
Page 9081 of 9889

2545 SW Terwilliger Blvd. #314
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Manning
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:15:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
We can tackle the Climate Crisis with strong laws! Corporations can do their part to preserve
the health of ecosystems on our planet for future generations. Please do the right thing!
Drought and forest fire tragedies will continue to increase unless we drastically halt carbon
emissions!
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Thank you, Lisa Manning
Sincerely,
Lisa Manning
7063 N Wellesley Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Vasquez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:13:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Pamela Vasquez
Page 9085 of 9889

3668 Silverstone Dr NE
Salem, OR 97305
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:08:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Dana Weintraub
Page 9087 of 9889

17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97003
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kim davis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:02:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
kim davis
Page 9089 of 9889

5455 Oakridge Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Pritt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:00:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sara Pritt
Page 9091 of 9889

343 W 16th Ave
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lawrence Nagel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 3:00:01 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lawrence Nagel
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Ashland Loop Rd
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Benton Elliott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:59:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Benton Elliott
Page 9095 of 9889

1601 OLIVE ST
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Guy Bellingham-Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:52:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Guy Bellingham-Smith
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Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Randall Webb
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:46:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Randall Webb
Page 9099 of 9889
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Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly OHanley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:40:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kelly OHanley
Page 9101 of 9889

6134 NE Alameda St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Craig
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:38:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state and one that the citizens of Oregon can trust in.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Diane Craig
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Beaverton, OR 96008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Melton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:36:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources. I support the use of Best Available
Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies.
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program.
I urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much further. The
agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that
protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
John Melton
3324 King Edwards Ct
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ashley Bromberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:35:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ashley Bromberg
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Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Hedrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:35:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In particular, I am disgusted by the sweetheart deal
that fracked gas continues to receive from government.
In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection
Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation.
Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that
fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to
frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Nancy Hedrick
6902 N Villard Ave
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Loomis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:35:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carol Loomis
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joyce A Sherman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:31:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Joyce A Sherman
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15938 NE Fremont St
Portland, OR 97230
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janice Karpenick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:28:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
I strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
I believe this is the time to hold our biggest polluters accountable. Providing a pass to fracking
companies is the complete opposite of this and goes against good climate policy.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Janice Karpenick
9601 NW Leahy Rd #102
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erika Kane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:25:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Erika Kane
Page 9116 of 9889

6218 Sconce Road
Hubbard, OR 97032
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Alice Levey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:24:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Alice Levey
Page 9118 of 9889

28286 Briggs Hill Rd.
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Wynn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:21:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Gov Brown, Dir Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit. CCIs must be, first and
foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance
obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon
benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
DEQ must reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much further. The
agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that
protects frontline communities by exempting the largest polluters in the state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jean Wynn
5791 SE Harlene St
Page 9120 of 9889

Portland, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LORI KUNKEL
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:19:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
LORI KUNKEL
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7605 N SYRACUSE ST
PORTLAND, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brent Rocks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:18:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
It was a 118 degrees at my house in Portland, how much more information do you need?
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Brent Rocks
1518 SW Upper Hall St
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Greenleaf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:14:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jessica Greenleaf
Page 9126 of 9889

3203 SE ROBIN CIR
Hillsboro, OR 97123
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan Schwartz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:11:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ryan Schwartz
Page 9128 of 9889

1126 NE 69th Ave.
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Dalsemer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:10:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Terry Dalsemer
Page 9130 of 9889

1221 SW 10th Ave #606
Portland, OR 97205
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Houchen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:08:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Why on earth would Oregon give fracked gas a free pass? Only out of disregard for the health
of Oregonians, the air, and the earth. Don't let frackers shift the very substantial polluting costs
of their business onto the state and the planet. Regulations are necessary to keep them from
using the land and air as their garbage dumps.
Hence, please reconsider the “Climate Protection Program” portions of the Department of
Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 that, in the midst
of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
would exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest
climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s
climate goals and ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
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Thank you,
Sincerely,
Amy Houchen
2419 SW Richardson St
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Norm Cimon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:06:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
The recent IPCC report, the first since 2013, emphasized the significant role of methane as a
greenhouse gas. The NY Times used infrared technology to show how egregious fracked-gas
methane emissions are. We're burning up and drying out here in Eastern Oregon, so it's crucial
that the State be clear about the impact of methane emissions by revising DEQ's proposed
emissions program. Fracked-gas must be regulated.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
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state.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Norm Cimon
1208 First St
La Grande, OR 97850
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Hagge
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:05:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Janet Hagge
Page 9136 of 9889

93619 E Blue Bird Ln
North Bend, OR 97459
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ansula Press
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:05:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ansula Press
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5533 NE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phoenix Oaks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:03:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
As an Oregon constituent concerned about climate change and pollution, I have serious
concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called
“Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from
regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual
program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these
facilities pose to frontline communities. We can and must do much better.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
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Sincerely,
Phoenix Oaks
5700 N Kerby Ave Apt 328
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Townsend
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:02:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Charles Townsend
Page 9142 of 9889

623 NE Morris St
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris DeBruler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:00:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Chris DeBruler
Page 9144 of 9889

PO BOX 1262
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Hermanns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:00:33 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
David Hermanns
Page 9146 of 9889

9442 N Tioga Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ansula Press
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 2:00:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ansula Press
Page 9148 of 9889

5533 NE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Preston Eberth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:58:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Preston Eberth
Page 9150 of 9889

2839 SW Custer St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sheila Golden
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:52:30 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Sheila Golden
Page 9152 of 9889

1411 NE 16th Ave Apt 324
Portland, OR 97232
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hayden Marsh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:52:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Hayden Marsh
Page 9154 of 9889

4515 SW Brugger St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lise Hull
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:51:47 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lise Hull
Page 9156 of 9889

150 8th St SW
Bandon, OR 97411
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Burmester
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:47:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Michael Burmester
Page 9158 of 9889

10829 SE Happy Valley Drive
Happy Valley, OR 97086
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jake Lewis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:43:52 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jake Lewis
Page 9160 of 9889

3050 SE Division St Ste 240
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Halliday
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:40:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Paul Halliday
Page 9162 of 9889

750 Division St Unit 232
The Dalles, OR 97058
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Georgeann Courts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:40:28 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Georgeann Courts
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7405 SE 18th Ave.
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Drew Bradbury
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:40:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Drew Bradbury
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Portland, OR 97221
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Duncan Baruch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:38:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Duncan Baruch
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8833 SW 30th Ave #308
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claire Couch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:35:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Claire Couch
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Corvallis, OR 97333
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Gunderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:33:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Scott Gunderson
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3425 NE 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin Test
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:32:32 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I am a resident of Tygh Valley in Wasco County Oregon and I support the following statement
...
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Kevin Test
80112 Pioneer St
Tygh Valley, OR 97063
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Schumann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:27:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
John Schumann
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3025 NE 34th Ave
PORTLAND, OR, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Talcott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:25:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Diana Talcott
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2806 SE 15th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Sheline
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:25:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Chris Sheline
Page 9180 of 9889

4515 SW Brugger St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John DAvolio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:24:59 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
John DAvolio
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Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Crowley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:23:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jeanne Crowley
Page 9184 of 9889

619 Grand Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Corinne Sherton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:23:20 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Corinne Sherton
Page 9186 of 9889

2213 Thrush Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Latierra
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:20:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carolyn Latierra
Page 9188 of 9889

3223 NE Knott Street
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aaron Andrade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:18:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
We are in a global climate emergency.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Aaron Andrade
5621 SE Schiller
PDX, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martina Goin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:17:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Martina Goin
Page 9192 of 9889

33303 NE Mershon Rd
Corbett, OR 97019
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Heverly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:16:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Craig Heverly
Page 9194 of 9889

3712 SE 9th Avenue
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Howard Wade
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:15:53 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Howard Wade
Page 9196 of 9889

1200 SE River Forest Rd
Portland, OR 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Humke
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:14:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants.
The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked
gas power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ken Humke
Page 9198 of 9889

1432 SE 72nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Miriam S
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:13:44 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Miriam S
Page 9200 of 9889

Beaverton
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jamie Shields
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:12:29 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jamie Shields
Page 9202 of 9889

15739 NW Rondos Dr
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Haldeman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:12:26 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Katie Haldeman
Page 9204 of 9889

63127 Peale St
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Burns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:11:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
John Burns
Page 9206 of 9889

771 Helman Street
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teresa DeLorenzo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:10:56 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I am appalled at the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called
“Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from
regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an ineffectual
program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm these
facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Teresa DeLorenzo
Page 9208 of 9889

93121 Knappa Dock Road
Astoria, OR 97103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brenda Jaime
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:10:14 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Brenda Jaime
Page 9210 of 9889
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christopher Glenn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:09:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Can we pretend that our elected leaders aren't easily purchased B-movie villain's for once?
Disappointed, as always,
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Sincerely,
Christopher Glenn
7445 SE 50th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Therese Schwenkler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:07:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Therese Schwenkler
Page 9214 of 9889

4829 NE 28th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Deora
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:04:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program: Take a comprehensive and
strong stand to protect the people of Oregon, not the polluters. Otherwise expect a recall
because you are failing us.
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Karen Deora
2715B NE 14th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Tebben
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:03:36 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Oregonians are calling on you to do your part to protect our state and our planet by ensuring
the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program will actually make meaningful reductions in carbon
emissions. By exempting gas plants, that is a sham.
I want to express my strong concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s
proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating
climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest
climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state
will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
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Thank you,
Sincerely,
Chris Tebben
2515 NE 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Becky Orf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:00:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Our climate is in crisis. I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental
Quality’s proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly
escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt
the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters
in the state will result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and
ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Becky Orf
Page 9220 of 9889

143 Ridge Rd.
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lyle Funderburk
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 1:00:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Lyle Funderburk
Page 9222 of 9889

10003 SE Foster Rd
Portland, OR 97266
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Wilder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:59:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Robert Wilder
Page 9224 of 9889

4513 SE Clinton St.
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Eckel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:56:13 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carolyn Eckel
Page 9226 of 9889

18542 NE Wasco St
Portland, OR 97230
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deena Grossman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:55:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Deena T. Grossman
Sincerely,
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Deena Grossman
7234 SE 17th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jerry Charlson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:55:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jerry Charlson
Page 9230 of 9889

18398 South Fischers Mill Road
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diana Saxon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:51:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Diana Saxon
Page 9232 of 9889

4098 Market St NE Apt 23
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Craig Mackie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:50:58 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Craig Mackie
Page 9234 of 9889

PO Box 636
Camp Sherman, OR 97730
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joanie Levine
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:49:12 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Joanie Levine
Page 9236 of 9889

5707 NE 15th Avenue
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Lutje
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:48:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Debra Lutje
Page 9238 of 9889

PO Box 1038
The Dalles, OR 97058
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janine Mead
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:47:21 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Janine Mead
Page 9240 of 9889

11943 S Gentry Way
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

claud gilbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:47:18 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
claud gilbert
Page 9242 of 9889

2110 se 12th ave
Portland+OR, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:44:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
BC Shelby
Page 9244 of 9889

1040 NW 10th Ave Apt 525
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tracie Hornung
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:43:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Tracie Hornung
Page 9246 of 9889
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Mount Hood Parkdale, OR 97041
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Wheeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:42:43 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Wheeler
Page 9248 of 9889

1406 Taylor Ave
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Wechsler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:41:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Susan Wechsler
Page 9250 of 9889
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Corvallis, OR 97330
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:41:11 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ben Thompson
Page 9252 of 9889

1214 29th St.
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tom Lichatowich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:41:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Tom Lichatowich
Page 9254 of 9889

2919 Greenbrae Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Munro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:39:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Carol Munro
Page 9256 of 9889
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St Helens, OR 97051
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Massinger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:39:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Scott Massinger
Page 9258 of 9889

1532 SW Pendleton St
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donald Kiesling
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:38:24 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Donald Kiesling
Page 9260 of 9889

680 Floral Pl
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christie Little
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:37:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Christie Little
Page 9262 of 9889

5040 NE Skidmore St
Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Weil
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:37:13 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Janet Weil
Page 9264 of 9889

16053 NW Hildago Ln
Portland, OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Saunders
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:35:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Ellen Saunders
Page 9266 of 9889

47950 NW Dingheiser Rd
Manning, OR 97125
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rob Oberdorfer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:31:40 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Rob Oberdorfer
Page 9268 of 9889

7224 n albina ave
portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Bachhuber
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:28:54 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Stephen Bachhuber
Page 9270 of 9889

3428 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ginny Rosenkranz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:28:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
ginny Rosenkranz
Page 9272 of 9889

1211 SW 58th av
portland, OR 97221
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Skinner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:27:05 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC must prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC must change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC must limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
EQC must bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thamk you,
Susan Skinner
Astoria, Oregon
Page 9274 of 9889

Sincerely,
Susan Skinner
511 Jerome Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marjorie Nafziger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:27:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Marjorie Nafziger
Page 9276 of 9889

1804 se Ellis st
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Sansone
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:26:51 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Paul Sansone
Page 9278 of 9889

9922 NW Gales Creek Rd
Gales Creek, OR 97117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Borcherding
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:26:46 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Paul Borcherding
Page 9280 of 9889

PO Box 543
La Grande, OR 97850
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hugh Cochran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:26:41 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Hugh Cochran
Page 9282 of 9889

355 santa clara avenue
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen O"Neal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:26:15 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Maureen O'Neal
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9100 SW 80th Ave
Portland, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Basey Klopp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:24:57 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
Respectfully, Decisionmakers, We have reached CODE RED on the climate. Summers in
Oregon have become increasingly unlivable. Every thing depends on Climate - our forests, our
wildlife, ourselves! To make decisions that further exacerbate climate change is no longer
acceptable.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
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Thank you,
Sincerely,
Basey Klopp
1808 NW Vicksburg Ave
Bend, OR 97703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Keys
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:24:31 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Thomas Keys
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1103 SE 21st Ct
Gresham, OR 97080
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cathy Sampson Kruse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:23:42 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Cathy Sampson Kruse
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2075 Sunray Circle
West Linn, OR 97068
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Priscilla Lane
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:23:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Priscilla Lane
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5529 SE Morrison
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Wheeler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:23:37 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Mark Wheeler
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628 SE 58th
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Snyder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:23:22 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
It just doesn't make sense that these corporations should get a free pass. As citizens of Oregon,
we are still made to get our automobiles tested every two years. Why should companies who
contribute to pollution be able to get away with it? This really sends the wrong message about
how Oregon is treating those who pollute. Please change this.
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Thank you,
Sincerely,
Stephanie Snyder
1901 SE Minter Bridge Rd Unit 51
Hillsboro, OR 97123
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:22:39 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Amy Roberts
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2883 NW Sunny Ln
Albany, OR 97321
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cheryl Trosper
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:22:34 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Cheryl Trosper
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4235 SE Holgate Blvd
Porland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Haywood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:21:38 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
With the heat this summer, the wildfires, and the ice storm, we cannot afford to allow the big
polluters a pass. We are in an existential crisis.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Susan Haywood
2146 NW Everett St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Belson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:21:06 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Laura Belson
Page 9304 of 9889

4400 Calaroga Dr
West Linn, OR 97068
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Allen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:21:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Cindy Allen
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701 Heights Ave
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Brinkley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:20:55 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Mike Brinkley
Page 9308 of 9889

2582 W 28th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katherine Anne Stansbury
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:20:45 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Katherine Anne Stansbury
Page 9310 of 9889

15170 Thayer Road
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Simrat Kaur Annski Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:20:00 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
We must protect resources from the damages of fracking - which highly contaminates
groundwater! We must do this for our children and grandchildren.
Thank you,
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Sincerely,
Simrat Kaur Annski Williams
2824 Harris St
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

mel scott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:19:10 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
mel scott
Page 9314 of 9889

16124 sw 108th ave.
portland, OR 97224
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tara Dunlop
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:18:48 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Tara Dunlop
Page 9316 of 9889

3406 SE Olsen St
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kendall ACHeson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:18:09 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Kendall ACHeson
Page 9318 of 9889

1211 SW Highland Road
Portland, OR 97221
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dustin Kearns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:17:23 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Dustin Kearns
Page 9320 of 9889

7315 SE Tolman St
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Heumann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:16:49 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Judy Heumann
Page 9322 of 9889

4343 NE 49th Ave.
Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Darby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:16:27 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Darby
Page 9324 of 9889

1020 NW 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joni Whitworth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:16:25 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Joni Whitworth
Page 9326 of 9889

1023 North Jarrett Street
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jack West
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:16:19 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jack West
Page 9328 of 9889

3914 SE Licyntra Ln
Portland, OR 97222
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Jokelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:16:04 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Daniel Jokelson
Page 9330 of 9889

370 B St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane pagliarulo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 12:16:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate
polluters in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the
significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
We urge EQC to undertake the following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked gas
power plants, EQC is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train
terminals. We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies,
but we urge DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels
are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher
pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must be, first and foremost, about community: ensuring that, if a polluter chooses not to meet
its compliance obligation by reducing emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities
in Oregon benefit from the CCI investment intended to offset the pollution.
We strongly urge DEQ to reverse course now, before the rulemaking process proceeds much
further. The agency simply cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection
Program” that protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
state.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Jane pagliarulo
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5325 NE Tillamook St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Emily Polanshek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Monday, October 18, 2021 8:20:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. Please take bold action to make our state a
responsible global citizen in regard to lowering carbon emissions.
First, let's get an effective program going to effectively lower our state's carbon emissions.
This rulemaking process has been underway for over 15 months and has involved about a
dozen workshops and half a dozen public hearings. No delays are warranted.
While the Climate Protection Plan is potentially an effective program, it needs to be
strengthened to keep pace with the latest scientific information. We need 50% reduction by
2030 and 100% by 2050.
Any offsets must be limited in time and amount in order to hold large industrial sources to
mandatory long-term emission reductions. Otherwise, we cannot effectively lower carbon
pollution in our state. We must do our part for a livable planet - so many lives depend on
action all over the globe, including by our small state!
Thank you,
Emily Polanshek
Portland, OR 97219
Sincerely,
Emily Polanshek
3841 SW Canby St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JOHN PHILLIPS
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Stop Oregon’s Free Pass for Fracked Gas Polluters
Wednesday, August 18, 2021 5:03:17 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioner,
Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021.
BOTTOM LINE ? ARE YOU PEOPLE INSANE ? !! STOP FRACKING NOW ! OUR
PLANET IS NOT FOR YOU, OR YOUR ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIALISTS' PROFIT.
LOOK AT WHAT IS HAPPENING CLIMATE WISE ! STOP IT ! HAVE SOME
BACKBONE AND DO WHAT IS GOOD FOR US. INSANE !! YOU ARE INSANE !!
Sincerely,
JOHN PHILLIPS
13369 KEASEY ROAD
VERNONIA, OR 97064
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Xanthia Wolland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen & adopt the CPP - 1. Follow the science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:57:49 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
Time is running out to act, which is why I’m eager to see DEQ and the EQC adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program possible without delay. Doing the right thing is protecting the climate from further harm, and
therefore my livelihood and my future kids' well-being. To be specific,
I urge you to maintain language in the final rules that will ensure the integrity of the program, including: reducing
the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program, limiting the use of alternative
compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing increased oversight to make sure that the
CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
I also urge you to make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection
Program follows the best available science, holds industrial polluters accountable for their emissions, and guarantees
investments in environmental justice communities. Specifically, I urge you to:
- Adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires a 50 percent emissions
reduction by 2030. The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions
reductions will be critical to avoiding climate catastrophe. Oregon is already witnessing the extreme cost of climate
inaction firsthand: this summer’s climate-fueled extreme heat, widespread drought, and early wildfire season are just
the latest examples of how climate change is worsening public health crises and costing Oregon taxpayers billions of
dollars in health costs alone. Please strengthen the cap trajectory to reflect the best available science.
- Hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions. Given that there are currently
no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in Oregon, it is unacceptable that emissions from these sources
could increase under the current draft rules. I urge DEQ to require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory
declining emissions limits, and at the very least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a thirdparty and reflects the urgency of the crisis and our state’s overall climate targets.
- Provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve meaningful, near-term
reductions of emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit, and guarantee
investments in Oregon communities historically disenfranchised and disproportionately impacted by climate harms.
I am concerned that without greater clarity, the CCI program will allow pollution to continue unabated in frontline
communities and break the overall emissions “cap.”
Thank you for your consideration, and I once again urge you to strengthen and adopt the most ambitious Climate
Protection Program without delay.
Yours sincerely,
Xanthia Wolland
Portland, Oregon, 97222, United States
___________________________
This email was sent by Xanthia Wolland via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding
issues they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this
email to our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Xanthia provided an email address
(xanthia.wolland@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Xanthia Wolland at xanthia.wolland@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judy Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
strengthen and adopt the Climate Protection Program without delay
Saturday, October 16, 2021 8:59:58 AM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
More Oregonians than ever before, more than three-quarters of us, admit to personally feeling the effects of climate
change. Our communities are once again inundated with wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our
fellow Oregonians killed by extreme heat over the summer-- all due to a dangerously heating world.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility. This program must be strengthened and adopted without delay this year.
I am pleased the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on
fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent
change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the final
rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in
need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to mandatory declining emissions
reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians most harmed by fossil
fuels and climate change.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. The
targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting
emissions at least 50% by 2030-- are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose. If you choose to exempt industrial polluters
from the cap, they must still be responsible for some mandatory climate and air pollution reductions. Furthermore,
their identified actions for "best available emissions reductions" should be verified by an unbiased third-party every
3 years or fewer and track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at
a later date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are
currently exempted from the program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
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that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
___________________________
This email was sent by Judy Hall via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues they
consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to our
generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Judy provided an email address
(sunshadow99@gmail.com) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Judy Hall at sunshadow99@gmail.com.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

nadene@yatesguitar.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen Climate Protection Program rules
Friday, October 1, 2021 5:10:36 PM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
I am writing to urge you to hold polluters to strict standards in the new
Climate Protection Program rules. Under the draft plan, emissions from
stationary sources could actually increase. In order to protect the public
and help climate stability, the plan needs to strengthen regulations for
major industrial polluters.
Many of the most toxic pollutants affect low-income neighborhoods and
communities of color more severely. These communities need strong
protections.
This past year has shown us the urgency of pursuing climate action. We
are beginning to see the financial and personal costs of ignoring climate
science. We cannot operate in a “business as usual” mode. In our
lifetimes, we will see catastrophic climate chaos. The future for our
children and grandchildren looks even bleaker unless we act—now. This
year, not next. This plan, not the next one. Please do the right thing.
Protect Oregonians, support strong climate action, and hold our industrial
polluters accountable.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Nadene LeCheminant
Salem, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Christensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen Climate Protection Program
Sunday, October 10, 2021 11:48:08 AM

Your extension of the rulemaking comment period to Oct. 25 is an unnecessary delay at the
request of Oregon Business and Industry. It devalues the efforts many Oregon citizens and
organizations have already made to offer comments by Oct 4.
Nevertheless, my comments now will address ways the Climate Protection Program can be
strengthened:
While the CPP is basically a good program, it needs to be strengthened to keep
pace with the latest scientific information. We want 50% reduction by 2030 and
100% by 2050
Stationary source polluters should not be exempted from the cap. At minimum, an
unbiased third-party should decide the actions industrial emitters must take to reduce
climate and air pollution, and these plans should be reviewed every 3 years.
A clear percentage of CCI investments should be guaranteed to those on the frontlines
of harm from climate damage, such as low-income, rural, Tribal, and BIPOC
communities.
Each CCI credit should eliminate one ton of climate pollution. DEQ should review all
CCIs every two years to get as close to that target as possible. In addition, the price of a
CCI should be adjusted as-needed to make sure it covers the cost of investing in enough
clean energy to reduce one ton of climate pollution.
Thank you for your ongoing work to improve the CPP and for the opportunity to comment on
your draft.
Respectfully submitted,
John F Christensen, PhD
39825 Gordon Creek Rd.
Corbett, OR 97019
(971) 645-3882
nagarkot247@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

holisticooke@aol.com
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen DEQ Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2021 Program
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:44:02 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
These are urgent times.
We need to be planting seeds (policies and rules) that will allow us to urgently
transform the way our society has been malfunctioning, into one that can
seriously help turn the tide of climate catastrophe and suffering.
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s
proposed Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly
escalating climate crisis, DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised
to exempt the largest climate polluters in Oregon from regulation. This will
result in an ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and
ignores the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge EQC to follow the suggestions of OLCV and Columbia Riverkeepers, Sierra
Club, Physicians for Social Responsibility, and more. I urge you to undertake the
following changes to the program:
EQC should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution
in BIPOC and other frontline communities.
EQC should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. Exempting
fracked gas power plants, lets Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a
result, Oregon’s draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted
by fossil fuel power plants The rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors
and other industrial users to buy fracked gas power from out-of-state while the
pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
EQC should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil
train terminals. These stationary sources must acknowledge they are significant
participants in our biosphere and come under the cap so that the actual pollution
levels are limited (rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates
efficiently, but at higher pollution levels).
EQC should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to
ensure that BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and
benefit from the program.
DEQ must reverse course before the rulemaking process proceeds much further.
We cannot expect to develop a meaningful “Climate Protection Program” that
protects frontline communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the
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state.
Thank you for the hard work needed and difficult decisions required to avert the
great climate catastrophe. The floods, droughts, and fires we have seen are
terrible, but they are just the tip of the iceberg of catastrophes that await us
if we do not move urgently for the strongest and most equitable climate policies
we can enact.
Harriet Cooke, MD, MPH
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Picton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, September 19, 2021 12:37:06 PM

To Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
As a rural Oregonian myself, I am frustrated and sad to experience this “summer of
the climate crisis” in Oregon, where our communities are once again inundated with
wildfires and parched by drought; more than 100 of our fellow Oregonians killed by
extreme heat– all due to climate change.
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our
greenhouse gas pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice
of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program represent a missed
opportunity; they are not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in
history to step up.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the
worst polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil (natural) fuel gas
for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise
and should be retained in the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the
outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much
further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution at least by 50%
by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial stationary sources
accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit
Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.

FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program
will not achieve meaningful pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed
cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan (EO 20-04)’s minimum
targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels
by 2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more
ambitious climate pollution reductions– cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030– are
needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce
pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
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DON’T GIVE ANY INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in
Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not require industrial sources to follow the cap and
instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to
reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these
sources could increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire
purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then
the actions necessary to achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be
verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and track a timeline
consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later
date to revisit covering in-state gas power plants, the state’s largest single climate
polluters, which are currently exempted from the program.

INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
MOST HARMED BY FOSSIL FUELS AND CLIMATE DAMAGES
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in
projects to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial
approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee that this program
will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or copollutants. It also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most
harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, especially Black, Indigenous, and
communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate
pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the
cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon communities.
Additionally, the CCI fund should include carbon sequestration projects as
supportable options.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution
reduction and investment in frontline communities. It needs to define clearly what
kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price of CCIs reflects the real
cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off
the worst of climate disruption yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can
still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for environmental justice, climate
protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
Cynthia Picton
Grants Pass, OR 97526
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Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

veronica poklemba
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen GHG Regulations
Thursday, September 2, 2021 9:38:34 AM

The regulations on greenhouse gas emissions must be strengthened by:
1. Closing loopholes that allow for fracked-gas power plants to go unregulated.
2. Supporting regulations that require technologies that lead to lower emissions at
stationary sources like refineries and oil terminals, but also place hard caps on
emissions at those facilities.
3. Strengthening rules for Community Climate Investment funding so that frontline
and low income communities benefit most.
The disasters we are regularly experiencing in our country, specifically Wildfires here
in Oregon as an example, make it clear we don’t have lots of time to address climate
change. Please take significant action now.
Thank you,
Ronnie Poklemba
4417 SE Crystal Springs Blvd.
Portland, OR. 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anthony Albert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen GHG Regulations
Thursday, September 2, 2021 9:38:29 AM

1. Closing loopholes that allow for fracked-gas power plants to go unregulated.
2. Supporting regulations that require technologies that lead to lower emissions at
stationary sources like refineries and oil terminals, but also place hard caps on emissions
at those facilities.
3. Strengthening rules for Community Climate Investment funding so that frontline and
low income communities benefit most.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary McGaughey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen GHG Regulations
Friday, September 3, 2021 3:59:49 AM

    Please strengthen Oregon’s greenhouse/carbon emission standards. Regulate, then phase out gas frackig facilities.
Phase out all fossil fuel energy ASAP!
    Fossil fuel industries must be regulated and required to use technologies that lower carbon emissions at a firm
cap.
     Assure that ALL communities reap EQUAL benefits.
Thank you for addressing Oregon’s carbon emission standards. To make them work to tackle real climate change
for our Earth.
      Mary McGaughey.     Gresham
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marney Reed
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen GHG Regulations
Monday, September 6, 2021 10:13:02 AM

The regulations on greenhouse gas emissions be strengthened by:
1. Closing loopholes that allow for fracked-gas power plants to go unregulated.
2. Supporting regulations that require technologies that lead to lower emissions
at stationary sources like refineries and oil terminals, but also place hard caps
on emissions at those facilities.
3. Strengthening rules for Community Climate Investment funding so that
frontline and low income communities benefit most.
Thank you for your consideration,
Marney Reed
508 Robin LN
Florence OR. 97439
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victor Chang
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen GHG Regulations
Thursday, September 2, 2021 10:36:16 AM

To Whom It May Concern,
As we endure another awful fire season, it's imperative to do what we can to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in Oregon. Towards that end, I hope that you craft regulations that
are very strict on emissions for all industries, especially the energy industry and transportation
sectors.
We need regulations for industry to "do the right thing".
Thank you,
Victor Chang
Ashland, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kirsten potter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen GHG Regulations
Saturday, September 4, 2021 7:38:54 AM

My wife and I feel strongly that Oregon is way, way overdue [and lax!] in enacting climate change
reduction efforts. How long will bureauocratic delays and years of paper pushing be substitutes for actual
remedial actions? Oregon is way behind Washington and California and we are supposed to be a green
state even featuring a big tree on our license plate! We strongly request the GHG regulations be
strengthened including moving the loopholes and other "escape" provisions that allow significant pollution
to continue. It is time to please clamp down to decrease climate change pollution.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandy Joos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen regulations on green house gas emissions
Friday, September 3, 2021 7:22:47 AM

Please strengthen the regulations on greenhouse gas emissions by:
- Closing loopholes that allow for fracked-gas power plants to go unregulated.
- Supporting regulations that require technologies that lead to lower emissions at
stationary sources like refineries and oil terminals, but also place hard caps on
emissions at those facilities.
- Strengthening rules for Community Climate Investment funding so that frontline
and low income communities benefit most.
Thank you for working to protect us all.
Sandra Joos
4259 SW Patrick Pl
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Mates
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthen the Climate Protection Program
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:10:50 PM

Dear Chair George and EQC Commissioners:
Establishing a new Climate Protection Program is an admirable goal, as Oregon’s greenhouse gas pollution
continues at levels that are unsustainable. The DEQ’s draft rules for such Climate Protection Program are not strong
enough, however.
Holding many of Oregon’s worst polluters accountable is an important element, as is establishing a pollution cap on
natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. I am happy to see
workable compromises, such as a declining threshold for fuel suppliers.
Community Climate Investments (CCI) do need much further tweaking. Please make the following improvements
on the draft:
1. Follow the best, most recent science. The report recently released by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPPC) made it clear that if we cut global emissions by 50% by 2030 and reach net zero by 2050, we
can stop and possibly reverse global warming. The current proposed cap is far from this goal. The DEQ must
make the cap stronger, begin immediately, and hold polluters to reduced emissions much more quickly.
2. All polluters must be under the cap. Large industrial emitters must be held accountable. to mandatory
climate reduction emissions, no matter what sector they are in, no free passes. The DEQ’s draft rules would
allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is best for them to reduce emissions and only update their
plan twice per decade. That means that pollution from these sources could actually increase under this plan.
The review period should be tightened up from 5 to 3 years or sooner. And I hope that the DEQ will later
revisit in-state gas power plants to bring them into the program as well. As the state's largest single climate
polluters, they are currently exempted from the program.
3. Strengthen the program to reduce pollution for the communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate
change. Invest in projects that will reduce pollution where they most affect our citizens, particularly for
Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. The price of CCIs needs to
reflect the real cost of project implementation, and the kinds of project investments that qualify for the
program need to be clearly defined. CCI projects can not only mitigate ongoing pollution, as locals will still
bear the brunt of their effects, so offsets need to be minimized as much as possible, and instead, investments
must be made directly in the communities being harmed. In particular, the DEQ needs to improved
consultation with the nine tribal governments in Oregon.
I hope that you will strengthen and adopt these rules this year. Follow the science and pass a strong plan that will cut
our emissions in half by the end of the decade.
Thank you for your concern and service on this commission.
Sincerely,
Susan Mates
mateslwvor@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Luke Mohlman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
STRENGTHEN THE CLIMATE PROTECTION PROGRAM
Thursday, October 14, 2021 12:31:43 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Program,
I’m writing as a parent of two children under 5 years old and I am deeply worried about the
future we are creating for our children & future generations. It is absolutely imperative that
we act swiftly to drastically reduce our impact on the climate. I fear for the future that my
children will inherit.
I would do anything to protect my kids, and give them a safe and healthy future. But all our
efforts to give children a good life won’t matter if they don’t have a stable climate to live in.
We know that climate change is an existential threat, but now we can see it, feel it, even
smell it. The past few years have given Oregonians a frightening taste of our future as our
planet keeps heating up—the destructive forest fires, the smoke that makes it unhealthy
and dangerous to breathe, the increasingly hot and dry summers, punctuated by deadly
heat waves—and we know that unless we rapidly reduce our GHG emissions, it will only
keep getting worse.
As a busy working parent, I don’t have the time or expertise to delve into all the
complexities of the Climate Protection Program, but I know that the devil is always in the
details with a program like this. So I’m grateful that a statewide coalition of groups has done
so much work to hold DEQ accountable to the science, and to protect our most vulnerable
communities, and I urge you to listen to their critiques.
I’m speaking from the perspective of an ordinary citizen, who has a right to a clean and safe
climate, and demands nothing less for every Oregonian—especially the most vulnerable
and those who have historically been harmed by polluting industries. I want DEQ to know is
that any Climate Protection Plan worthy of its name must:
1) Follow the science, which clearly states that we must cut our climate pollution
50% by 2030.
Currently, DEQ’s cap proposal is not adequate to meet this requirement, only
requiring polluters to reduce their emissions 2-3% per year, instead of the 7-8%
annual reductions that are necessary. This is a shocking derogation of DEQ’s
fundamental duty to the public. Our climate does not care about polluters' profits or
feelings. The climate only cares about the laws of physics. Oregonians demand a cap
that will cut 50% of climate pollution from the covered sources by 2030 and at least
90% by 2050.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
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It is unacceptable to exclude the largest climate polluters in the state, and will result
in an ineffectual program that both fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores
the significant harm these facilities pose to frontline communities. DEQ must regulate
GHG emissions from Oregon’s top 6 climate polluters: fracked gas power plants,
which account for more than half of Oregon’s GHG emissions from stationary sources
with air permits (not including their upstream fugitive emissions). As our state's
largest individual climate polluters, the Climate Protection Program should require
them to cut their pollution.
Merchant power plants that do not supply electricity to Oregon’s grid—because they
export it to other states, or supply private companies directly—are not regulated by
either HB 2021 or the CPP. DEQ’s failure to capture these emissions in the program
is a central failing of the rulemaking.
3) Community Climate Investments must be in projects that result in real, verifiable
pollution reductions that benefit the Oregonians most harmed by fossil fuels and
climate change.
These Investments must benefit local Oregon communities and economies, with
guaranteed investment in frontline communities.
CCI investments must prove real reductions in climate pollution, about one ton
eliminated for every CCI credit sold. If CCIs are not required to result in a 1:1 overall
reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will allow pollution to occur above the
limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in Oregon
communities, especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or lowincome Oregonians.
We are depending on your courage and your moral clarity to fix Oregon’s share of this big
broken system we’re all a part of. All children today deserve a better, safer, fairer world,
and those of us who are adults now, at this critical moment in history, have a profound
responsibility to stave off the worst of climate disruption yet to come. Please listen to the
voices for environmental justice, public health, and climate protection that have so carefully
and assiduously tracked and critiqued this program, take their recommendations, and make
Oregon’s Climate Protection Program stronger and more effective than it is currently
drafted.
Sincerely,

Luke Mohlman
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Dylan Hinson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
CALDERA Stephanie * DEQ
Strengthen the DEQ Climate Protection Program Rules
Sunday, October 24, 2021 1:30:35 AM

Hello,
I am writing today as a climate activist in Southern Oregon. The impacts of Climate Change
are real in Southern Oregon. Smoke lingers for months in my town, Ashland. Talent and
Pheonix were destroyed by fire. The cost of climate change to Oregonians is real. This is why
we need to strengthen the rules in the Climate Protection Program.
The exemption for stationary sources would undermine the intent of Governor Brown's
executive order. Oregon's largest polluters are "natural" gas power plants. These power plants
pour pollution into our skies, to let them go unchecked would be a sham. While HB 2021 sets
utility emission standards it does not regulate the emissions that polluting gas power plants
create when they produce electricity to export from the state. We need to include Oregon's
"natural" gas power plants under the DEQ Climate Protection Program Rules and ensure that
these dirty polluters reduce their emissions.
The exemption of stationary sources from the cap and reduce program is also alarming. Why
would we let our biggest polluters off of the hook? The "Best Available Emissions
Reductions" protocols provide a major loophole to let industry keep polluting. Letting
polluters choose how to reduce their emissions is a fundamentally flawed and ineffective idea.
Businesses will always look after their best interest, not Oregon's, and industry will take every
opportunity it can get to keep emitting as much pollution as we let it. It is unreasonable to
think that the DEQ can fairly and effectively manage the carbon reduction plans of all the
various industries in Oregon. We need to put these polluters back under the Cap and Reduce
program to ensure meaningful fair reductions in our emissions.
We need to ensure that Oregon's largest polluters reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. We
can do this by strengthening our DEQ rules, and regulate stationary sources under the cap and
reduce program.
Thank you for your hard work to protect Oregon.
Dylan Hinson
Southern Oregon Citizens' Climate Lobby
Ashland, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marissa Terwilliger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthening the Climate Protection Program
Friday, September 24, 2021 10:31:13 AM

Here are my tips for ways to strengthen the climate protection program:
- Follow the science. Cut emissions 50% by 2030.
- Hold all polluters accountable. Hold stationary sources of pollution accountable to local communities and third
party experts.
- 100% of community climate investments need to go to environmental justice communities, of that 100%, 50% to
Tribes and communities of color.
- There needs to be environmental integrity. Ensure one CCI offset credit equals one metric ton of CO2e (carbon
dioxide or equivalent greenhouse gas).
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

barbkgibbs@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Barb Gibbs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Strengthening the draft Climate Protection Program rules
Thursday, October 21, 2021 5:13:29 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I have a beautiful new granddaughter whose wellbeing will be directly impacted by DEQ’s rules for the Climate
Protection Program. I agree they are not currently sufficient to meet our responsibility to our children and
grandchildren.
I am grateful that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
Thank you sincerely for your good work to date. Please know that you have strong support to listen to the voices for
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environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months. Please be fearless and make these changes for 10-month-old Edith and for your own grandchildren
— we will support you!
Sincerely,
Barb Gibbs
10 Preakness Ct Lake Oswego, OR 97035-1405
barbkgibbs@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Peg Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Subj: Please make the Climate Protection Plan stronger!
Monday, September 27, 2021 9:34:15 PM
CCRC CPP comment final.pdf

September 25, 2021
To: Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
Subj: Please make the Climate Protection Plan stronger!
We are a collaborative group of Green Team leaders from five Portlandarea retirement communities.
The Climate Crisis is here. Oregon sees it in its wildfires, 100 deaths
from heat, the drought, stressed trees……we are surrounded every day
by clear evidence of climate crisis. We cannot afford to dawdle any
longer.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->· <!--[endif]-->Follow the Science. Science says

emissions need to be cut by 50% by 2030 to mitigate climate crisis. The
UN Secretary General called its 2021 Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change report ‘code red for humanity.’ A more stringent cap
must go into effect immediately.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->· <!--[endif]-->No Free Passes for Industrial

Polluters. The Draft Rules allow industrial polluters to self-identify their
emission reduction methods and only update their plans twice in a
decade. Emissions could increase under this plan, a clear betrayal of its
intent. Third party monitoring of industrial polluters is necessary.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->· <!--[endif]-->Invest in pollution reduction projects

that begin the long road to environmental justice for Oregon
communities. Meaningful investment must flow to communities most
affected by fossil fuels and climate change. These communities are
predominantly populated by people of color, rural, and/or low-income
Oregonians. We also support a 1:1 ton per credit ratio.

Oregon must continue the environmental leadership it has shown
before: the Bottle Bill, land use legislation of the 1970s, premier urban
transportation systems. We implore you to recognize the crisis we are in
and take every measure to save our planet.
Kristin Guest, Chair, Grays Going Green Rosemary Hamilton-Kelly,
Chair,GreenTeam
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Holladay Park Plaza Mary’s Woods
Kathy Suri, Chair, Green Team Marilyn Gottschall, Chair, Green Team
Mirabella Portland Rose Villa
Joan McNamara, Chair, Green Team
Willamette View
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Lou Haas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Subject line: Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:11:14 PM

To the Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
I am writing to demand that Oregon take bold climate action. I am terribly concerned that while our
country and planet are suffering disaster after disaster caused by climate change, we are busy trying to
pretend that it isn't happening. I am making a number of personal choices to lessen my carbon footprint
but I realize that one individual's contribution can be miniscule, It will take the kind of effort that only the
entire state and nation can undertake. That's why I implore you to strengthen the Climate Protection
Program.
The caps set in the current draft regulations are too low. The consensus of U.N. scientists as published in
the recent IPCC report is that every state and nation must cut climate pollution in half this decade to avoid
a catastrophic level of warming. Oregon must do its part, and cut 50% of climate pollution from the
covered sources by 2030 and 100% by 2050.
Thank you,
Mary Lou Haas
3843 SW Canby Street
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Amy van Saun
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
SUFF Comments on draft CPP
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:32:49 PM
image001.png
2021-10-25_SUFF comments on CPP.pdf

Please accept the attached comments on behalf of the Stand Up to Factory Farms coalition.
Best,
Amy van Saun
Senior Attorney
Center For Food Safety
2009 NE Alberta Street, Suite 207
Portland, Oregon 97211
(971) 271-7372
Cell: (585) 747-0151
https://www.centerforfoodsafety.org/pnw
Pronouns: they/them or she/her

This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or
distribution is prohibited by law. If you are not the intended recipient, please
contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steve Birkel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Support for Climate Protection Plan (CPP)
Saturday, September 18, 2021 3:27:17 PM

I strongly support the proposed "Climate Protection Plan (CPP)".
Thank you,
Steven Birkel
4684 NW Silverleaf Dr
Portland, OR
97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Huck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Support for Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 9:09:21 AM

Hello,
We encourage DEQ to stay on track to reduce greenhouse gas emissions as soon as possible.
Oregonians are seeing the damage being done due to climate change, and our lack of backbone to put rules into
place to reduce emissions.
PLEASE stay tough on the rules to reduce emissions. Don’t give in to pressure from the fossil fuel industry. They
need to adapt at some point. Why not now?
Thank you,
Judith and Joe Huck
2085 Mill Pond Lane
Astoria, OR 97103
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Nancy Hamilton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Mike Guebert; Jasmine Zimmer-Stucky; Joe Rossi; Jim Carlson; Laura Masterson; cmacdonald@tnc.org
Support for DEQ funding for sequestration efforts as part of CPP
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:57:08 AM
image001.png
21_09_20SignedClimate-sequestration support BoardLetter.pdf

Attached please find a signed letter of support for DEQ funding for sequestration efforts as part of
CPP, formally approved by our Board of Directors at our September 13, 2021 Board of Directors
meeting. Please let me know if you require any additional information from EMSWCD.
Thank you,
Nancy
Nancy J Hamilton
(she/her)
Executive Director
East Multnomah Soil & Water Conservation District
5211 N. Williams Ave., Portland, OR 97217
C: 971.867.0660
www.emswcd.org
We help people care for land and water
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

DM
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Support for GHG Emissions Program
Thursday, October 14, 2021 12:32:14 PM

Hi - recently moved to Oregon from Colorado. Climate is my litmus issue for anything (people or policy) electionrelated. Many other issues are important, but nothing matters if we don’t address the climate issue and - hence - all
other issues take a back seat. Its a moral imperative and every molecule matters (unlike voting which is all or none
but I always do it anyhow). That’s why I organize and execute my own life accordingly. If no other person, state,
country, etc takes action that doesn’t excuse me from taking action. State level consideration is the same w a much
bigger impact.
Dan MacDonald
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Audrey deCoursey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Support for proposed Climate Protection Program
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 8:20:00 AM

I am an Oregon voter and I support the proposed Climate Protection Program. The
hard caps will go a long way toward equity in impacts. While the 30-year phase-in
does seem like slower action than is required by the climate crisis, I hope that the
program will inspire action ahead of that longer timeline. It certainly insulates the
plan from complaints by fossil-fuel-dependent industries, since they are given such
a long timeframe to adapt to this changing reality.
I am especially concerned that without measures like this one, Oregon could
become a dumping ground for older, inefficient trucks and other vehicles, as our
neighbor states take quicker action to address the threat of climate change and
pollution.
The climate crisis is upon us. Urgent action is required. Thank you for formulating a
workable plan to move us forward.
Audrey Zunkel DeCoursey
Southeast Portland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Hoyt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Support for Rulemaking
Thursday, October 14, 2021 9:42:52 PM

I support the greenhouse gas reduction proposal.
Reducing GHG fast is THE top priority. The opponents' lobbyists are singing the same tired
song from decades past.
Dan Hoyt
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marcos Wright-Kuhns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Supporting Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021
Monday, October 11, 2021 8:20:29 AM

I’m writing in support of the new Climate Protection Program rules being proposed by the
Oregon DEQ. I applaud efforts to support communities most at risk of climate change and
urge you not to lengthen the rollout beyond the current 30 year implementation period.
Thanks for all the work you’re doing.
Best,
Marcos Wright-Kuhns
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

joe@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of R P Joe aka Raoul Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Take care of my grandchildren
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:15:37 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
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yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
R P Joe aka Raoul Smith
2211 NE 21st Ave Portland, OR 97212-4623
joe@smithcompound.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andra Hollenbeck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Take dramatic action to slow down/stop climate change.
Thursday, October 21, 2021 4:04:40 PM

To: Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas
pollution continuing at unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s
draft rules for the Climate Protection Program fall short of meeting this moment.
Credit where credit is due, I am pleased that the draft rules seek to hold many of the worst
polluters in Oregon accountable, with a pollution cap on fossil fuel "natural" gas for the first
time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in
the final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate
Investments (CCI) are an innovative idea in need of much further refinement.
Please make the following improvements on the draft rules for the Climate Protection
Program.
1) Follow the science, which tells us we must cut our climate pollution by 50% by 2030.
2) Don’t give any polluters a free pass; hold large industrial sources accountable to
mandatory declining emissions reductions.
3) Invest in projects that result in real, verifiable pollution reductions that benefit Oregonians
most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change.
We must act to prevent and reduce the devastating wildfires and extreme weather that
we’ve experienced over the last few years. The Labor Day fires of 2020 will go down in
history and the impacts will be felt for generations to come. The burned forests will never be
the same in our lifetime.
The heat dome we experienced in July of this year was directly caused by climate change.
These events will only become more frequent and more severe. On the opposite end of the
spectrum, the ice storm in February of 2021 left thousands without heat or water for days
(even weeks). Again, these extreme weather events will only increase, therefore we must
act.

I lived in smoke for 3 months. We are living on borrowed time.
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This climate protection program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen
to the voices for environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been
asking for these changes and more for many months.
Sincerely,
Andra Hollenbeck
Ashland, Jackson County, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

catie faryl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Testimony for CPP and OCAP
Sunday, October 3, 2021 6:16:28 PM
catie"s testimony following Dr. Seidler"s report to CCP 9 21 2021.docx
Nine Reasons to support agricultural carbon sequestration for Sept 22 2021 DEQ Hearing.docx

Thank you for considering my comments attached.
Sincerely, Catie Faryl
Phoenix, Oregon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Harris
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Testimony on CPP
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 1:38:31 PM

Dept of Environmental Quality:
I have thoughts about the proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program.
CPP Testimony 9/2021

The CPP Rules developed by DEQ include goals which will not be enough to reduce
Oregon’s share of GHG reduction. Executive order 20.04 instructed state government to
make plans to diminish their GHG to “at least 45% of that in 1990 by 2035 and at least
85% of 1990 in 2050.” The science now tells us that the world must cut produced GHG
to 50% by 2035 and 100% (net zero for human caused GHG) by 2050 to avoid great
increase in severe weather events many times as intense and frequent as we have had recently.
DEQ should set its goal at 50% in 2035 and 100% in 2050. After “net zero” we can begin the
effort to sequester atmospheric GHG and approach an earth climate that supports life well.

DEQ is recommending good rules for reducing transportation fuels. Rules
need to be made better by including smaller companies more rapidly under the cap, such as 3
years.

The plans are inadequate for regulating large polluting stationary manufacturing facilities
(steel through
silicone chips to cement). Industry has not come forth with suggestions they can do to make
major
reduction in GHG release. They do argue for arrangements that soften their business burden as
if
global warming is not also their problem. A diminishing cap on GHG would likely be the best
practical
arrangement for these facilities. The planned BAER process will require very firm
independent supervision
for each site with arrangements for redesign to lower GHG release required every 2-3 years
instead of the
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proposed two times each decade.

Community Climate Instruments (CCIs) are a very good new and untried idea. They furnish
flexibility to polluters
unable to meet GHG limits for a period. Their purchase finances community based actions
which trains to green jobs
that diminish GHG production by promoting weatherization, appliance and bulb efficiency,
heat-pumps and promotes
human health in the community. The rules selected should include promotion of electric
transportation by establishing
charging stations and support of electric car coops. Special programs for working lands to
maximize their storing of
carbon should be considered in the CCI effort. Two elements are especially important: each
polluting entity should be
limited to maximum limit of about 10% of their annual goal in CCIs at a time and each
approved CCI needs to be
estimated by established methods to be diminishing GHG by one ton.

The proposed DEQ rules reasonably cap and establish reduction the cap on fossil gas for space
heating.
Maybe gas financial capital can be moved to building and owning generation by wind and
solar.
Thank you, DEQ.

Fossil gas generation of electricity creates an immense amount of released GHG. DEQ should
support and observe
the execution of HB 2021 for possible ways to improve its effectiveness as time passes. It is
likely that cap and steep
reduction of the cap will be the most effective way to manage this large source of GhG

We, Oregon, have no challenge that exceeds controlling our share of world GHG excess and
convincing other states, countries and the world that we are doing so. Others can then do their
best to
do their share. WE and the WORLD’s PEOPLE and the WORLD are interdependent. We can
behave interdependently
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and survive. We should try to do this while there is still time.

Sincerely,
Bill Harris
503 228 3448
Portland, OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Inga Fisher Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
testimony re proposed DEQ rule making , Oregon Climate Protection Program
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 2:26:33 PM
DEQ Statement 10-12-2021.pdf

please accept my attached comments for the record
Inga Fisher Williams
NE Portland
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Shurtleff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Testimony regarding proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 4, 2021 3:58:03 PM

Dear Governor Brown, Director Whitman, Chair George, and Commissioners,
My name is Scott Shurtleff, a resident of southwest Portland. I thank you for accepting my written
testimony regarding DEQ’s proposed 2021 rules for the Climate Protection Program.
I have major concerns about the proposed rules, as the rules fail to take aggressive and urgent
action needed to address the climate crisis. Heat waves, drought and extreme wildfire over recent
years illustrate the urgency for action, which must be both comprehensive and swift. The rules are

also inadequate in providing benefits to the BIPOC, low income and rural communities who are most
affected by climate change.

Oregon needs firm greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction targets that cover all GHG emitters. These rules
fail in this regard by focusing its regulation on the utilities. The proposed rules must be strengthened
to cover all commercial sources of GHG emissions from natural gas combustion, regardless of
whether the entity is a utility. In addition, the rules must close any loopholes that could allow
entities to avoid regulation by purchasing natural gas from out of state sources.
The DEQ also needs to put an emphasis on communities that are most affected by pollution and
climate change, especially BIPOC, low income and rural communities. Specifically, the CCI program
must be strengthened to make sure that benefits flow directly to adversely affected communities
and effect reparations for past damages.
Scott Shurtleff
Portland, OR 97219
203-640-3500
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Guest, Kristin
GHGCR2021`@deq.state.or.us
Testimony related to the DEQ Draft Climate Protection Program (CPP)
Saturday, September 25, 2021 4:07:07 PM

To Whom It May Concern:
The climate crisis is not in the future; it is here today -- in Portland and all over the world in
the form of record temperatures, droughts, forest fires and more. We have only this
opportunity to act; there will not be second chances.
So I am writing to implore you to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan. It is an
unprecedented opportunity to influence Oregon's energy future. Please:
Set a more stringent Cap by following the science. Scientists say we need to cut
emissions by 50% by 2035 and 100% by 2050.
Add language allowing public input to the BAER implementation plan for any covered
industrial entity.
Require each CCI licensed entity to meet a 11 ration on a portfolio basis and establish
set minimums for impacted communities.
Add language to limit the ability for regulated entities to get out of violations, to have
penalty funds invested in new CCI projects.
Please act now on behalf of the people of Oregon and our planet!
Kristin Guest, Portland OR
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ann Turner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Testimony to EQC regarding the proposed Oregon Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 8, 2021 10:01:09 AM
Thank you for taking my testimony.docx

October 8, 2021
Chair George and Members of the Oregon Environmental Quality Commission,
Thank you for taking my testimony. My name is Catherine Bax, I live in Northeast Portland. I
appreciate this opportunity to share with Oregon DEQ and Oregon EQC my concerns about DEQ’s
proposed Climate Protection Program (CPP). This program must ensure that Oregon achieves an
80% Greenhouse Gas (GHG) reduction from 1990 levels by 2050, the goals set by Governor Brown in
Executive Order 20-04. Oregon needs a CPP, but the one that has been proposed is not good
enough. I urge Oregon EQC to insist that the program that is finally accepted does have the detail
and teeth to actually reduce GHG by 80% over the next 29 years. This is really a minimum goal in
light of the report released this summer by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
The 6 power plants in Oregon that use natural gas to produce electricity are the largest GHG
emitters in Oregon and yet these power plants are not regulated by the proposed CPP. Does anyone
really believe that exempting the state’s 6 largest polluters from regulation is compatible with the
required 80% reduction of GHG emissions? For decades the natural gas sector of the fossil fuel
industry has been very effective in convincing policy makers that for one reason or another natural
gas not only should not be regulated, but should be supported because it is “the bridge to the
future” or the “better” fossil fuel. Now the rationale that DEQ seems to be accepting from the
natural gas industry to exempt these 6 power plants from regulation is that including them to be
regulated by the Oregon CPP is a violation of the interstate commerce clause. Oregon has the
authority and the responsibility to regulate all GHG emitters, even those that sell their product to
neighboring states or don’t make electricity for public utilities.
Oregonians, actually our whole human species, need to make smart, difficult, bold choices if we
hope to impact the climate crisis that we have created and must confront immediately. Oregon
policy makers, DEQ and EQC, have a responsibility to make decisions and craft policies that actually
have a chance of reducing GHG emissions by 80% by 2050. The Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality and Environmental Quality Commission must do the hard work now to craft a
Climate Protection Plan that is guided by climate science and not influenced by an industry that
thinks its survival is dependent on continuing to burn fossil fuel.
Thank you for taking my testimony and for your work on the commission.
Catherine Bax
Portland, Oregon 97211
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October 8, 2021
Chair George and Members of the Oregon Environmental Quality Commission,
Thank you for taking my testimony. My name is Catherine Bax, I live in Northeast Portland. I
appreciate this opportunity to share with Oregon DEQ and Oregon EQC my concerns about DEQ’s
proposed Climate Protection Program (CPP). This program must ensure that Oregon achieves an
80% Greenhouse Gas (GHG) reduction from 1990 levels by 2050, the goals set by Governor Brown in
Executive Order 20-04. Oregon needs a CPP, but the one that has been proposed is not good
enough. I urge Oregon EQC to insist that the program that is finally accepted does have the detail
and teeth to actually reduce GHG by 80% over the next 29 years. This is really a minimum goal in
light of the report released this summer by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
The 6 power plants in Oregon that use natural gas to produce electricity are the largest GHG
emitters in Oregon and yet these power plants are not regulated by the proposed CPP. Does anyone
really believe that exempting the state’s 6 largest polluters from regulation is compatible with the
required 80% reduction of GHG emissions? For decades the natural gas sector of the fossil fuel
industry has been very effective in convincing policy makers that for one reason or another natural
gas not only should not be regulated, but should be supported because it is “the bridge to the
future” or the “better” fossil fuel. Now the rationale that DEQ seems to be accepting from the
natural gas industry to exempt these 6 power plants from regulation is that including them to be
regulated by the Oregon CPP is a violation of the interstate commerce clause. Oregon has the
authority and the responsibility to regulate all GHG emitters, even those that sell their product to
neighboring states or don’t make electricity for public utilities.
Oregonians, actually our whole human species, need to make smart, difficult, bold choices if we
hope to impact the climate crisis that we have created and must confront immediately. Oregon
policy makers, DEQ and EQC, have a responsibility to make decisions and craft policies that actually
have a chance of reducing GHG emissions by 80% by 2050. The Oregon Department of
Environmental Quality and Environmental Quality Commission must do the hard work now to craft a
Climate Protection Plan that is guided by climate science and not influenced by an industry that
thinks its survival is dependent on continuing to burn fossil fuel.
Thank you for taking my testimony and for your work on the commission.
Catherine Bax
Portland, Oregon 97211
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Christi Courian
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Thank you for upcoming Climate Protection Program rules
Sunday, October 10, 2021 12:47:10 PM

I appreciate all of the work that went into creating the Climate Protection Program. The
program looks at all of the stakeholders and has a reasonable timeline. Thank you for all of
your efforts.
- Christi Courian
Medford, OR
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Rory Cowal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Plan must do more to protect the climate!
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:35:30 AM

Hello,
I wish to voice my concern about the Climate Protection Plan as it is currently proposed.
Given the urgency of the climate crisis, this program must prioritize public health and climate
action over the profits of Oregon's largest polluters!
In order to actually meet our state's climate goals,
The plan must not exempt large polluters (including fracked gas power plants)
The plan must limit large polluters’ ability to pay for offsets and continue polluting
The interim target and goal for GHG emissions must be strengthened so they get us
closer to our goal of net zero emissions
CPP rules must align with the equity mandate in Gov. Brown's executive order.
Time is running out to truly step up our efforts to avert climate catastrophe. In meeting
Oregon's climate goals, we must choose the most ambitious path.
Thank you,
Rory Cowal
97213
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Lois Feuerle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:01:09 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership.
When I moved here more than 20 years ago I was completely flabbergasted that only Medford
and Portland required DEQ inspections for automobiles!!
It was even more galling that I had to sell my late model car, which had remained parked in
front of my house every day while I took the bus to work, to someone who lived outside of
Portland and who then drove into Portland every single work day with the car that I was no
longer permitted to register in PDX? Where is the logic in that!!!!!
But I’m writing today because I am very disappointed in DEQ’s proposed rules for the
Climate Protection Program that falls far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets
its current emissions reduction goals.
Governor Brown’s executive order re: the CPP was intended to place strict pollution limits on
all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and gave agencies authority in order to meet
Oregon’s climate targets.
But the proposed rules for the program do not do that.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030, starting with consistent standards that apply to every city, town, village
and county.
2. Establish a firm maximum limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources,
including industrial sources and polluting electricity generators that export power out of
Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, starting with equitable DEQ for all
automobiles throughout the entire state of Oregon. Community input from those most directly
impacted by climate & air pollution: communities of color, tribal communities is nice, but you
should also think of the burden placed on low-income Oregonians who have the misfortune to
live in Portland & Medford.
I look forward to your response,
Lois Feuerle
3036 SE Taylor St
Portland, OR 97214
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Sajara Stark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, October 24, 2021 4:39:06 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Sajara Stark
3033 SE 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Phyllis Caisse
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 7, 2021 5:52:37 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Phyllis Caisse
19190 Park Commons Dr
Bend, OR 97701
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Keri Willard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, October 25, 2021 5:33:06 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Keri Willard
59472 Ha Ln
St. Helens, OR 97051
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Marianne Baum
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, October 24, 2021 2:10:53 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Marianne Baum
1467 Siskiyou Blvd
Ashland, OR 97520
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Wessels Stephen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, October 25, 2021 12:06:16 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Wessels Stephen
530 13th St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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Teresa Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 11:01:17 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m a voting Oregonia, proud of our state’s climate leadership. I’m writing today to voice
disappointment w/ DEQ’s proposed Climate Protection Program rules, which fall short of
ensuring the state meets promised emissions reduction goals.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Oregon needs clear
climate leadership and equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Teresa Roberts
7960 SE 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Gregg Russell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:04:01 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Gregg Russell
14100 SW River Ln
Portland, OR 97224
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Marjorie Jones
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 10:51:43 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Marjorie Jones
1190 Alameda Ave
Astoria, OR 97103
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Tracy Nuzum
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 6:57:07 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. I love that Oregon's energy
is water which is renewable. There are some impacts on wildlife but solar and wind have far
more reaching impacts. Climate Protection Program, need to take in account all factors both
economic and success. emissions reduction goals, scientist tell us that even if Oregon (some of
the cleanest air in the country) were to eliminate emissions we would not make any impact
global emissions.
I am glad Oregons are concern about the environment, but rural counties that do not have the
oportunitues that cities have for transportatiin and export/import shoukd not have the same
extreme measures as cities.
I DISAGREE with the agenda to
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan thatconsistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by at
least 50% by 2030. (This would hurt rural counties. ) if Portland wants this let them but leave
rural Oregon out of the equation)
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources. ( a reasonable look
industrial sources and a balance needs to be considered. ) includes electricity generators that
export power from Oregon.
(Generations for producing electricty should not be considered)

With climate-fueled mega wildfires, that harm Oregon families, local economies, and
communities across the state, need to be controlled by foreset management. Turning off power
grids when there are high winds during extreme fire danger.
DEQ must not cave into the demand of 50% reductiin in admissions with no consideration for
the financial impact on low income families, tribal communities and POC.
I look forward to your response,
Tracy Nuzum
4208 Dogwood Ave
Tillamook, OR 97141
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Jennifer Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:55:42 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jennifer Anderson
4996 Hampton Ct
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
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Nathan Ott
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:40:17 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Nathan Ott
156 SW 8th St
Redmond, OR 97756
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Frank Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 10:02:24 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Frank Hall
3348 SW Chintimini Ave
Corvallis, OR 97333
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Wendy Meyers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 10:12:53 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Wendy Meyers
21980 S Ridge Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Myhre
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:35:30 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Kathleen Myhre
1700 Camellia Ave
Medford, OR 97504
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Myron Wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 4:01:32 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
1. Improve forest management. Log government property and plant new trees as new trees use
more co2 than old ones. In the event of fire they supply less fuel therefore less co2 when
Burned.
2. Build additional hydro dams to provide power when solar and wind are not working, the
same that coal and gas plants do now.
3. Consider the new low yield zero pollution buried nuclear generators that Toshiba supplies.
4. As Europe is converting their natural gas lines to handle hydrogen, we should consider the
same.
5. Hydrogen fuel cells can easily run busses, trucks and commuter trains with nothing but pure
water coming from the exhaust. The same for fuel cell cars that will take the strain from our
electrical grid. Even yard mounted fuel cell at residences would remove the drain from our
electrical grid and reduce the requirement for solar panels and windmills.
The above steps would also remove the immediate requirement of having to upgrade the total
electrical grid which is a multi trillion dollar expenditure.
I look forward to your response,
Myron Wright
3449 SE Morrison St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anya Simons
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 9:14:13 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Anya Simons
1315 SW 23rd St
Redmond, OR 97756
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gay Vicki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:47:01 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Gay Vicki
2697 NE Overlook Dr
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Ivey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:28:03 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jennifer Ivey
1573 SE Eddy St
Roseburg, OR 97470
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Newton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:03:12 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Susan Newton
2611 NW Upshur St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Ryland-Anderson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 8:25:27 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Anne Ryland-Anderson
1130 Ivy Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kincaid Lois
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:46:32 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Kincaid Lois
2439 NW Thurman St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nightingale Ross
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:37:39 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Nightingale Ross
134 Estate Loop
Winston, OR 97496
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Francesca Fericano
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 4:18:22 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Francesca Fericano
2979 Dianne St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daiv Skinner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 4:41:17 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Daiv Skinner
PO Box 7495
Salem, OR 97303
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

White Beki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 1:32:03 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
White Beki
737 NE Douglas St
Newport, OR 97365
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Luana Jo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 3:19:58 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Luana Jo
20623 Mustola Rd
Clatskanie, OR 97016
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Corinn Parks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 4:00:51 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Corinn Parks
20375 Rocca Way
Bend, OR 97702
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dale Bailey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 3:46:36 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Dale Bailey
2116 NE 52nd Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marc Perry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 11:26:15 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Marc Perry
1905 SE 47th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brink Karen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 1:30:39 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Brink Karen
22386 S Saling Rd
Estacada, OR 97023
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Juanita Rinas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 3:29:53 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Juanita Rinas
975 Lewis Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Rodgers
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 10:49:51 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Carol Rodgers
1045 S 3rd St
Jacksonville, OR 97530
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kincaid Lois
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 9:36:17 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Kincaid Lois
2439 NW Thurman St
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terry Barber
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 3:16:04 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
KEEP OREGON’s tax dollars away from fossil fuel corporations. We need to build a CLEAN
ENERGY program in Oregon. Fossil fuels are dangerously passé.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Terry Barber
1423 A St
Springfield, OR 97477
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Flick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 8:24:53 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Scott Flick
2250 Biddle Rd
Medford, OR 97504
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Pedemonte
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:07:26 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Michael Pedemonte
12975 SW Copenhaver Rd
Gaston, OR 97119
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Estes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:04:37 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Suzanne Estes
2034 NW Overton St
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jillana Meyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 7:22:37 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jillana Meyer
255 October Ln
Merlin, OR 97532
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chelsey donnelly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 2:49:20 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Chelsey donnelly
3653 SE Gladstone St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ariane Holzhauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:45:42 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Ariane Holzhauer
12412 SW 57th Ave
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Genevieve Pittelkau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 2:45:59 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Genevieve Pittelkau
1589 S Ivy St
Canby, OR 97013
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Borcherding
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 22, 2021 5:30:30 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Paul Borcherding
3302 N Columbia St
La Grande, OR 97850
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brandon Potter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 2:36:48 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
The Federal governments disfunction makes it all the more imperative Oregom DEQ must
step up with strong, uncompromising protections that will address climate change.
I look forward to your response,
Brandon Potter
410 Holly Ave
Cottage Grove, OR 97424
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

April Atwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 22, 2021 4:18:01 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
April Atwood
6306 SE 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Roxburgh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 21, 2021 10:22:26 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Janet Roxburgh
1503 N Hayden Island Dr
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kim Wick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 2:31:22 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Kim Wick
26001 OR-47
Buxton, OR 97109
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ms Bochsler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:03:15 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Ms Bochsler
90 N Garfield St
Mount Angel, OR 97362
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Gonzalez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:31:14 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Stephanie Gonzalez
3720 S Bond Ave
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Val Basom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 21, 2021 2:35:53 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Val Basom
16704 SE Oatfield Rd
Portland, OR 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Allen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:58:49 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Cindy Allen
3533 Avalon Dr
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Dekany
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 1:46:39 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jennifer Dekany
4512 NE 47th Ave
Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linnae Eckley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 1:43:46 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Linnae Eckley
8553 McKenzie Hwy
Springfield, OR 97478
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Colmer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 21, 2021 1:23:44 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
William Colmer
5124 Laurance Lake Dr
Mount Hood, OR 97041
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Del McCluskey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:11:40 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Del McCluskey
34431 NE Wolcott St
Corvallis, OR 97333
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gayle Mackey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:32:44 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Gayle Mackey
129 Section Ave N
Hines, OR 97738
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greg Destro
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 1:42:28 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Greg Destro
1223 S 9th St
Independence, OR 97351
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jay Cosnett
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 21, 2021 7:36:19 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
DEQ's proposal doesn't go nearly far enough. Oregonians will die, our forests will burn, and
we will continue to commit mass suicide. Oregonians want ACTION, not play-acting that
appeases our worst polluters and enables more death and destruction!
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jay Cosnett
3735 SE Cora St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vivian warnock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 1:39:58 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Vivian warnock
NW 149th Terrace
OR 97229
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kawasaki Joan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:47:42 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Kawasaki Joan
15388 SE Kensington Dr
Clackamas, OR 97015
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Luanne Alomair
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 21, 2021 12:22:17 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Luanne Alomair
11684 SW Palermo St
Wilsonville, OR 97070
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Rush
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:10:44 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jeanne Rush
39228 Stayton Scio Rd
Scio, OR 97374
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dorothy Louis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:52:27 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Dorothy Louis
33125 White Oak Rd
Corvallis, OR 97333
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lindsay Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 1:39:34 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Lindsay Moore
1515 NE 50th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mara Lambert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 1:27:54 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place FIRM POLLUTION LIMITS on all major sources of greenhouse gas
emissions, and that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s
ambitious, science-based climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program DO NOT
LIVE UP TO THAT COMMITTMENT, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This
rulemaking is a critical opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s
existing policy portfolio to guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Mara Lambert
484 Samarkand Dr
O'brien, OR 97534
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Athene K
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 4:56:44 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Athene K
7840 SW Hunziker Rd
Portland, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Riley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 7:11:01 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Helen Riley
5262 Takilma Rd
Cave Junction, OR 97523

Page 9454 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matthews Ashley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:21:45 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Matthews Ashley
5619 N Depauw St
Portland, OR 97203

Page 9455 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda McGavin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 9:33:21 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Linda McGavin
13149 SE Pennywood Ct
Milwaukie, OR 97222

Page 9456 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wayne Kelly
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 1:00:58 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Wayne Kelly
258 A St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Gilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:53:48 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Elizabeth Gilson
1620 NE Broadway
Portland, OR 97232
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Safdie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 9:24:39 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Sara Safdie
3903 SW Marigold St
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rick Moon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:50:26 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Rick Moon
2755 E 40th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robin Paynter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:13:54 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
It cannot be 'business as usual' any longer - Climate Change is Real and It Is Here. We need to
curtail emissions now to blunt the worst effects of climate change.
I look forward to your response,
Robin Paynter
4025 SE Franklin St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carey Pivcevich
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 9:14:45 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Carey Pivcevich
19866 Melody Ln
Bend, OR 97702

Page 9462 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Read
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:47:48 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Lisa Read
8717 SE Monterey Ave
Happy Valley, OR 97086

Page 9463 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sean Long
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 1:09:59 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Sean Long
1431 N Park Dr
Mount Prospect, IL 60056
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Fay Harrison
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:47:18 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Fay Harrison
361 NE 61st Ct
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Hillary Tiefer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 8:24:17 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Hillary Tiefer
5007 SW Canterbury Ln
Portland, OR 97219
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jane Bartosz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:45:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jane Bartosz
1125 Genie Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elinor Hadley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 12:19:20 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Climate action is THE most important for our future! Do not weaken Oregon’s plan! Governor
Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was intended to
place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and that agencies
were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, science-based climate
targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment, and it is
essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical opportunity to create a
program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to guarantee that the
state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Elinor Hadley
10907 E Mapleton Rd
Mapleton, OR 97453
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Skye Moret
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 8:12:29 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Skye Moret
4848 NE 37th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wesley Stoker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:43:54 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Wesley Stoker
2165 SE Crystal Lake Dr
Corvallis, OR 97333
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:23:10 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Thomas Martin
2870 Log Bronc Way
Astoria, OR 97103
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Belinda Hanley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:59:27 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Belinda Hanley
14316 NW Lyda Dr
Gales Creek, OR 97117
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Piers Chapin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:31:35 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Piers Chapin
26020 SW Canyon Creek Rd
Wilsonville, OR 97070
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Steven Tichenor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:35:40 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Steven Tichenor
636 Bolt Mountain Rd
Grants Pass, OR 97527
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Rumage
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:37:51 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Diane Rumage
8654 NE Boehmer St
Portland, OR 97220
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Rush
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:37:54 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jeanne Rush
39228 Stayton Scio Rd
Scio, OR 97374
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

sheryl reed
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:37:12 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
sheryl reed
11099 S Ridgetop Dr
Molalla, OR 97038
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dick Merrill
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:56:31 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Dick Merrill
1160 3rd St NE
Bandon, OR 97411
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angie Heide
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:23:17 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Angie Heide
1420 SE 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Glass
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:31:58 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jim Glass
9902 S Wildcat Rd
Molalla, OR 97038
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jill Wyatt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:31:06 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
As a resident of Eastern Oregon, I am witnessing the impacts of climate change - seemingly
eternal drought conditions, raging wildfires in the summer, erratic weather, etc. We need to act
fast and with concrete solutions.
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jill Wyatt
905 Park St
Baker City, OR 97814
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Murray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 10:26:37 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Karen Murray
2645 E 11th St
The Dalles, OR 97058
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sarah Grimm
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:25:32 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I've lived in Oregon my entire life, and plan to continue. I've been so proud of our state's
effective use and protection of natural resources. The past year of watching the climate crisis
gain disastrous speed, makes it clear there is no time to take baby steps, we must be bold and
effective to protect life and property.
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Sarah Grimm
295 W 31st Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Keys
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:31:07 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I lost my home and everything I had accumulated over more than half a century, due in large
part to the oil/gas industries' pouring tons of climate warming chemicals into the atmosphere.
And now you want to give these same industries billion$ for free? I'm in the winter of my life,
but there are thousands of Oregonians less than half my age whose futures are gloomy due to
global climate change. If you follow through with your current plans, it would not surprise me
if some of these dead-end youth decide to retaliate personally for your betrayal of their hopes
for a decent future. I suggest you find a secure hiding place. Boilerplate follows:
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Catherine Keys
321 Clay St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mary Duvall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 7:49:09 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Mary Duvall
73151 Lost Creek Rd
Clatskanie, OR 97016
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jay Roelof
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:19:41 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jay Roelof
1142 NE Lakewood
Lincoln City, OR 97367
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Belinda Colley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:29:10 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Belinda Colley
PO Box 152
Azalea, OR 97410
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jessica Pietrok
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 6:54:15 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jessica Pietrok
11712 Tegen Ln SE
Aumsville, OR 97325
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JAY RICHARDS
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 2:01:30 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
JAY RICHARDS
20801 Cross Ct
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lin Weaver
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:28:33 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Lin Weaver
5921 OR-18
Otis, OR 97368
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Ulman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 4:33:50 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Barbara Ulman
3907 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Teri Landauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 11:31:06 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Teri Landauer
26678 Fudge Rd
Alsea, OR 97324
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brent Rocks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:20:30 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Brent Rocks
1518 SW Upper Hall St
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Victoria Eells
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 4:15:51 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Victoria Eells
94406 Sixes River Rd
Sixes, OR 97476
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joshua Mooney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 11:06:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Joshua Mooney
711 NW Broadway St
Bend, OR 97703
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Looney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:18:08 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Charles Looney
50790 SW Old Portland Rd
Scappoose, OR 97056
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Mowry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 12:36:31 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Judith Mowry
4032 SE Belmont St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Snipes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 10:58:01 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
George Snipes
6934 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Holzman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:17:13 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Wendy Holzman
61486 Hackleman Ct
Bend, OR 97702
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Fitzelle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 10:53:00 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Anne Fitzelle
3532 NE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Livermore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 11:41:50 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Katie Livermore
391 SW 30th St
Corvallis, OR 97331
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Martha Stevens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:15:37 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Martha Stevens
502 Donald St
Wallowa, OR 97885
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Laizure
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 9:25:05 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Carol Laizure
1852 Chapman Hill Dr NW
Salem, OR 97304
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Arayaes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:15:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Judith Arayaes
10993 Southwest Sage Terrace
Tigard, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katharine Salzmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 8:05:55 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Katharine Salzmann
2922 SE Woodward St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 7:05:39 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
DEQ- you are suppose to be for Environmental Quality. You must do more w/ the CPP!!! IT is
vital to the health of us Oregonians.
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Linda Cook
37335 1st St
Nehalem, OR 97131
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eileene Gillson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 12:15:19 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Eileene Gillson
23225 SW Orchard Heights Pl
Sherwood, OR 97140
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Ray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 8:58:49 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Barbara Ray
1315 Chemeketa St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Dibblee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 11:26:17 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Patricia Dibblee
11535 SW Terrace Trails Dr
Tigard, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tim Giugni
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 2:12:07 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Tim Giugni
4773 NE Going St
Portland, OR 97218
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dana Petre-Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 7:26:22 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Dana Petre-Miller
1382 Mandarin St NE
Keizer, OR 97303
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michael Herbert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 9:40:01 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Michael Herbert
83558 Kiechle Arm Rd
Florence, OR 97439
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kamal Belkhayat
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 12:44:25 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Kamal Belkhayat
2305 SE 41st Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Moissant
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:58:26 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Helen Moissant
2965 Ross Ln
Central Point, OR 97502
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julia Warth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 15, 2021 10:00:12 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Julia Warth
8920 SW Oak St
Tigard, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Veronica Hinkes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 9:31:11 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Veronica Hinkes
PO Box 685
Carlton, OR 97111
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

anne ackley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:43:10 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
anne ackley
1068 Park Ave NE
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephanie Adams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, October 17, 2021 9:58:22 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Stephanie Adams
3605 SE 38th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:41:18 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Debra Smith
14561 SE Garland Ln
Milwaukie, OR 97267
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LJ Kelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 15, 2021 9:34:30 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
LJ Kelley
21401 NE Sandy Blvd
Fairview, OR 97024
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

c giles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:14:35 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
c giles
1702 Oak St
La Grande, OR 97850
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Schlotfeldt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 15, 2021 4:55:50 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Ellen Schlotfeldt
121 SE 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walbridge Cindy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, October 17, 2021 9:51:19 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Walbridge Cindy
1015 Columbia St
Hood River, OR 97031
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jack Leishman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 15, 2021 12:57:47 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Jack Leishman
1840 Crestview Dr
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cassie Whitmire
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:09:57 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Cassie Whitmire
18525 Tupper Rd
Sandy, OR 97055
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathleen Osterhout
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, October 17, 2021 8:31:52 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Kathleen Osterhout
PO Box 8312
Bend, OR 97708
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Angela Courtney
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 5:05:37 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Angela Courtney
4623 Live Oak St
Sweet Home, OR 97386
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Norton
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 15, 2021 12:53:04 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Judith Norton
8606 N Portsmouth Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Parmelee
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, October 17, 2021 12:57:25 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Suzanne Parmelee
30339 Cater Rd
Scappoose, OR 97056
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Nichols
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 15, 2021 12:41:29 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
David Nichols
5107 NE Couch St
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Rehder
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 10:03:56 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Melissa Rehder
5630 SE Malden St
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Weinsoft
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, October 17, 2021 10:55:11 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Mark Weinsoft
4106 SW 40th Pl
Portland, OR 97221
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dean Sigler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 15, 2021 11:55:59 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Dean Sigler
18845 SW Vista St
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
To:
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Date:

Stout Carol
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 16, 2021 5:16:52 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Stout Carol
51386 Huntington Rd
La Pine, OR 97739
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Taravella
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 15, 2021 7:48:16 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Linda Taravella
631 SE Taylor St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kyla carreau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 15, 2021 6:36:24 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
kyla carreau
152 Almeda Dr
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pamela Atwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 11:38:23 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Pamela Atwood
1462 N Fremont St
Portland, OR 97227
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andrea Wyckoff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, October 11, 2021 1:18:48 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the ramped-up effort that science tells us is CRUCIAL to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program DO NOT live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
***SO, THANK YOU IN ADVANCE, AND IN THE MEANTIME, PLEASE STOP
LISTENING TO REPUBLICAN INDUSTRY LOBBYISTS.
I look forward to your response,
Andrea Wyckoff
3416 Storey Blvd
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
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Lillian Sullivan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:34:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Lillian Sullivan
S Waldow Rd
OR 97045
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From:
To:
Subject:
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John Lucachick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 8:11:17 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
John Lucachick
1539 NW Iowa Ave
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie Dahrens
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 14, 2021 6:26:21 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Laurie Dahrens
10625 SE 362nd Ave
Boring, OR 97009
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kyla carreau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 14, 2021 5:05:14 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
kyla carreau
152 Almeda Dr
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walter Evans
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 2:00:58 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Walter Evans
762 NW Wintergreen Dr
Mcminnville, OR 97128
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From:
To:
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Mary Briggs
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 14, 2021 7:06:07 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Mary Briggs
1170 W Broadway
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Schlegelmann
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 1:29:04 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I am glad to see our state of Oregon taking a lead role in dealing with climate change. This is
so critical to deal with to avoid leaving a destroyed Earth for our kids and grandkids.
However, I’m writing today to voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the
Climate Protection Program. This program falls far short of what’s needed to ensure that the
state meets its current emissions reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that
science tells us is needed to stave off the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Paul Schlegelmann
6325 NW Fair Oaks Dr
Corvallis, OR 97330
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To:
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Date:

Sarah Shull
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 7:24:00 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Sarah Shull
4716 SE Taylor St
Portland, OR 97215
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janet Downing
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 14, 2021 3:12:48 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Janet Downing
93 California St
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terran Jorgensen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 11:31:25 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Terran Jorgensen
1747 Rainbow Loop
Springfield, OR 97477
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patrice Goodman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 11:08:43 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Patrice Goodman
1001 SE 15th St
Bend, OR 97702
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From:
To:
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Date:

Isabelle Rhodes-Flanary
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 5, 2021 10:53:29 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Isabelle Rhodes-Flanary
21997 Bramble Way
Fairview, OR 97024
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eve Kenyon
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 9:06:58 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Eve Kenyon
5450 SW Erickson Ave
Beaverton, OR 97005
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tina Roe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 4:55:47 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Tina Roe
19610 Apache Rd
Bend, OR 97702
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Donald Swygard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:35:20 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Donald Swygard
11130 SW Meadowbrook Dr
Portland, OR 97224
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melanie Sunday
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 11:46:21 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Melanie Sunday
580 Sherman Way
Eagle Point, OR 97524
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From:
To:
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Kyle Alhart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, October 4, 2021 12:31:37 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kyle Alhart
2327 NW Candlelight Pl
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
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Date:

Jean Svadlenka
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, October 4, 2021 11:43:41 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Jean Svadlenka
7010 SW Highland Ct
Wilsonville, OR 97070
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Hammond
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, October 3, 2021 7:03:21 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
At the bottom of this mass email is a personal comment from me.
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I would add one last comment:
Over the past couple of decades, more and more evidence has been accumulated about the
serious nature of climate change. Very little action has been taken, and as a result, we have a
lot of ground to make up. Equally important, almost all studies that have attemmpted to model
climate change have underestimated both it's effects and how quickly it is happening. Please
take bold decisive action RIGHT NOW. Thank you.
I look forward to your response,
Robert Hammond
23420 SE Franquette Dr
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Amity, OR 97101
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Westover
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, October 3, 2021 4:43:59 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am concerned of our state’s climate leadership. I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
I live in Southern Oregon, in Hugo now for 11+ years. I lived in a magical paradise for the
first several years. Lush, a large diverse wildlife (indicator of a healthy environment),
peaceful. I was happy. The animals were healthy & happy. It is now largely gone. Between the
drought, the increased temperatures, and the passing of the marijuana law - all largely human
caused (the mega drought is a natural cycle but is exacerbated by the warming and the endless
tree stripping & large clear cuts), it is by far challenging for me to stay in what had been my
sanctuary. I really didn't think I could take another summer after 2020, I am referring to the
heat. Now you have to stay inside, it is too hot to do much of anything, and I am aging which
is causing more physical challenges with the intense heat. Not to mention the endless fire
reduction work on my property, much of which I can't even do. Climate 'change' became
noticeable in 2015. The Earth is warming faster than scientists could have predicted. Feedback
loops are now activated. It is crucial to cut our fossil fuel emissions NOW. I am educated in
science (I hold a BS in Biology) and have been following climate destabilization closely since
2015. I have read that with a total stopping of all global emissions now, we will continue to
warm. There certainly is no 'going back'. I won't be around that much longer (who wants to
live in a hot, human crowded, nature deprived world?), but, what about the young people?
And, the remaining wildlife species?
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action. Also, it would be 'just more talk'. Measures to slow climate
destabilization should have began 20 years ago. Where are the guts, the integrity and ability to
make the necessary changes?
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
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on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Karen Westover
5679 Hugo Rd
Grants Pass, OR 97526
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, October 3, 2021 5:58:13 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kelly Wilson
15300 NE 23rd St
Vancouver, WA 98684
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen O"Neal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 2, 2021 9:50:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Maureen O'Neal
9100 SW 80th Ave
Tigard, OR 97223
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From:
To:
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Date:

Sophia Weir
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 2, 2021 6:36:57 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Sophia Weir
385 E 19th Ave
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
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Date:

Kimberly Wick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 2, 2021 4:08:26 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kimberly Wick
26001 OR-47
Buxton, OR 97109
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From:
To:
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Kimberly Wick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 2, 2021 4:05:53 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kimberly Wick
26001 OR-47
Buxton, OR 97109
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Diane Daiute
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 2, 2021 8:08:29 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Diane Daiute
1370 Evergreen Ln
Sweet Home, OR 97386
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From:
To:
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Date:

Oscar Mayer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 3:30:05 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Oscar Mayer
2445 NW Westover Rd
Portland, OR 97210
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From:
To:
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Kimberly Wick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 1:08:46 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kimberly Wick
26001 OR-47
Buxton, OR 97109
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From:
To:
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Kim Wick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:57:48 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kim Wick
26001 OR-47
Buxton, OR 97109
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From:
To:
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Ellen Maddex
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:18:30 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Ellen Maddex
2570 Van Ness St
Eugene, OR 97403
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From:
To:
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Caley Eller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 11:15:30 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Caley Eller
1896 Madras St SE
Salem, OR 97306
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From:
To:
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Kristen Hart
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:54:37 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kristen Hart
224 NE 22nd Ave
Portland, OR 97232
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From:
To:
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Ruba Leech
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 10:28:37 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Ruba Leech
1128 NE Emerson St
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
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Dean Sigler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 9:08:32 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
We can do practical things like mandate and purchase electric school buses and cars used by
municipalities. This would have an almost immediate effect on local pollution issues.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Dean Sigler
18845 SW Vista St
Beaverton, OR 97006
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From:
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Chip Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 8:48:07 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Chip Hall
370 Laneda Ave
Manzanita, OR 97130
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ellen Pfander
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 7:23:28 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Ellen Pfander
83435 E Tolman Rd
Creswell, OR 97426
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From:
To:
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Date:

Meaghan Doherty
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 6:22:00 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Meaghan Doherty
6029 SE 45th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
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Date:

Susan Khalsa-Wyborski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 1, 2021 12:19:00 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
Enlist a Youth Environment Corp to clean up rivers and the beach, clear brush, etc. Pay a
stipend while they work.
I look forward to your response,
Susan Khalsa-Wyborski
980 14th St NE
Salem, OR 97301
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Renfrow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 11:25:37 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Mike Renfrow
205 NE 58th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Obrien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:55:52 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
William Obrien
12520 SW Gem Ln
Beaverton, OR 97005
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

April Atwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:34:07 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
April Atwood
6306 SE 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maureen O"Neal
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:29:22 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Maureen O'Neal
9100 SW 80th Ave
Tigard, OR 97223
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeanne Pierre
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:22:16 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
I look forward to your response,
Jeanne Pierre
5583 Oak Heights Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ann Nowicki
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:04:56 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Ann Nowicki
3355 N Delta Hwy
Eugene, OR 97408
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Norman Lewis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 9:04:07 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Norman Lewis
3876 Monroe St
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Michelle Casey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:17:50 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Michelle Casey
5336 NE 41st Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Denny Duncan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:04:33 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Denny Duncan
4590 SE Heron Loop
Lincoln City, OR 97367
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Barger
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 8:04:02 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
John Barger
7752 SE 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beth Levin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:43:25 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Beth Levin
3043 NE 51st Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Swain
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:36:44 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Paul Swain
5001 NE 36th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Matthew Blackwood
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 7:17:37 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Matthew Blackwood
2095 NE East Devils Lake Rd
Otis, OR 97368
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Morrow
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:54:47 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Karen Morrow
452 5th St
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vida Lohnes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:52:00 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Vida Lohnes
65571 E Sandy River Ln
Rhododendron, OR 97049
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ken lang
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:26:06 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
ken lang
26 Yarmouth Rd
Wellesley, MA 02481
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Susan Barton-Venner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:24:49 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Susan Barton-Venner
31170 SW River Lane Rd
West Linn, OR 97068
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Isabel Lesher
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 6:06:18 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Isabel Lesher
2516 NE Ainsworth St
Portland, OR 97211
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Rick Lambert
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:53:17 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Rick Lambert
1191 High St
Eugene, OR 97401
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Tim Blankenship
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 5:19:07 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Tim Blankenship
63873 Imnaha Hwy
Joseph, OR 97846
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Connor Amundsen-Kuester
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:54:35 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Connor Amundsen-Kuester
1985 SE Crystal Cir
Corvallis, OR 97333
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Setsuko Maruki-Fox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:49:21 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Setsuko Maruki-Fox
3967 Almar Rd
Grants Pass, OR 97527
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Robert Stoyles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:31:01 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Robert Stoyles
524 NW Morning Crest Pl
Sublimity, OR 97385
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Alice Carlson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:29:32 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
As a life-long Oregonian, I have always been proud proud of our state’s climate leadership.
But I’m writing today to voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate
Protection Program, which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its
current emissions reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is
needed to stave off the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Alice Carlson
2439 Pine St
North Bend, OR 97459
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Sherri Bray
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:28:00 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my concern with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program, which is
short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions reduction goals.
Science tells us much more is needed to stave off the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ needs to deliver a program with a firm limit on
emissions that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the
moment.
I look forward to your response,
Sherri Bray
3510 S Kings Valley Hwy
Dallas, OR 97338
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Esther Friedman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:24:34 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Esther Friedman
4160 Hertel Dr S
Salem, OR 97302
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Dana Weintraub
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:17:35 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Dana Weintraub
17124 SW Marty Ln
Beaverton, OR 97006
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Sherry Bohannan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:05:45 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Sherry Bohannan
802 SE 47th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
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Barbara Branham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 4:04:16 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Barbara Branham
3070 SW Garden View Ave
Portland, OR 97225
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Bob Wright
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:48:06 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Bob Wright
2775 University St
Eugene, OR 97403
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Laura Hanks
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:46:06 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Laura Hanks
6281 SE Deering Ct
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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Jennie Sandler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:41:45 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Jennie Sandler
25029 S Beeson Rd
Beavercreek, OR 97004
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Karl Thompson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:33:29 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Karl Thompson
2815 SE 58th Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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Alyssa Deardorff
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:26:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Alyssa Deardorff
32302 S Ona Way
Molalla, OR 97038
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Gail Lamy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:23:48 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Gail Lamy
210 Oak Knoll
Jacksonville, OR 97530
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Debra Rehn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 3:17:52 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Debra Rehn
5130 SE 30th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Demelza Costa
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:59:22 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Demelza Costa
28626 Ridgeway Rd
Sweet Home, OR 97386
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Chuck Tucker
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:47:02 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Chuck Tucker
1944 NW Trenton Ave
Bend, OR 97701
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Linda Skonberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:46:04 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Linda Skonberg
564 Wildcat Canyon Rd
Sutherlin, OR 97479
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David Kelson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:40:08 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
David Kelson
309 1st St apt 288
Rivergrove, OR 97034
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Tracy Richards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:35:38 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Tracy Richards
13900 SE Hwy 212
Clackamas, OR 97015
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Mary Neuendorf
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:28:53 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Mary Neuendorf
1933 Rockland Dr NW
Salem, OR 97304
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Andrew Salkield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:28:02 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Andrew Salkield
135 Laurie Ln
Dayton, OR 97114
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Renee Clark
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:11:47 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Renee Clark
1580 SE 19th St
Lincoln City, OR 97367
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Robert Wisseman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:11:16 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Robert Wisseman
3490 NW Deer Run St
Corvallis, OR 97330
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Kevin Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 2:01:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kevin Brown
916 Sun Valley Ave
Silverton, OR 97381
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Sandi Cornez
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:49:57 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Sandi Cornez
3323 SW Multnomah Blvd
Portland, OR 97219
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Charlie Graham
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:44:19 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Charlie Graham
695 NE 4th Ave
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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Alisha Stireman-Beyer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:27:47 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Alisha Stireman-Beyer
13436 SE Bush St
Portland, OR 97236
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David Berg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:27:05 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
We are Oregonians and we are proud of our state’s climate leadership. But we are
disappointed with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program, which fall far
short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions reduction goals,
much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off the worst impacts
of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
David Berg
4125 Brae Burn Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
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Sue Lundquist
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:14:35 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Sue Lundquist
545 Terrace St
Ashland, OR 97520
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Aviram Sofir
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:13:26 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Aviram Sofir
18855 NE Tanasbourne Dr
Hillsboro, OR 97124
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Pam Doran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:11:03 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Pam Doran
2516 SE Gosling Ln
Waldport, OR 97394
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Erika Patterson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:06:39 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Erika Patterson
2655 Chula Vista Blvd
Eugene, OR 97403
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Yola Hesser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:06:39 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Yola Hesser
90916 Southview Ln
Florence, OR 97439
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Nancy Pole-Wilhite
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 1:04:07 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Nancy Pole-Wilhite
2154 NW Aspen Ave
Portland, OR 97210
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Scott Kacek
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:57:22 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Scott Kacek
11603 E Burnside St
Portland, OR 97216
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Amy Roberts
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:51:46 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Amy Roberts
2883 NW Sunny Ln
Albany, OR 97321
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Nina French
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:50:00 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Nina French
8647 NE Tillamook St
Portland, OR 97220
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Caryn Hyslop
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:49:49 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Caryn Hyslop
3328 Hampton Way
Eugene, OR 97401
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Paul Halliday
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:46:02 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Paul Halliday
750 Division St
The Dalles, OR 97058
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R. Nerwick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:39:48 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
R. Nerwick
3438 SE Mary Ct
Milwaukie, OR 97222
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jud schlacter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:36:45 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
jud schlacter
PO Box 10253
Eugene, OR 97440
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Sabrina McDonald
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:35:41 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Sabrina McDonald
5145 SW 19th Dr
Portland, OR 97239
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Nathaniel Feyma
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:34:02 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Nathaniel Feyma
845 Greg Way
Eugene, OR 97404
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Suzanne Kacskos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:26:03 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Suzanne Kacskos
85879 Cougar Ln
Eugene, OR 97402
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G. Gibson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:19:14 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
G. Gibson
2837 SE Steele St
Portland, OR 97202
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BC Shelby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:17:44 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
BC Shelby
1040 NW 10th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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Sara Wilkes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:15:19 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Sara Wilkes
5278 Berkshire Ct SE
Salem, OR 97306
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Catherine Gumtow-Farrior
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:14:27 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Lets do even better! Yes we can!
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Catherine Gumtow-Farrior
4033 S E Tillamook Loop
Prineville, OR 97754
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Harry Freiberg
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:13:04 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Harry Freiberg
610 Mardon Ct
Brookings, OR 97415
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John Borland
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 30, 2021 12:11:41 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
John Borland
2511 Caves Camp Rd
Williams, OR 97544
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Alain Gauthier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 4:33:54 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Alain Gauthier
5725 NE 28th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
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Teri Landauer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 9:35:29 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Teri Landauer
26678 Fudge Rd
Alsea, OR 97324
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Dirk Williams
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:40:12 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Dirk Williams
3016 G St
Hubbard, OR 97032
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Steph Spencer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:17:10 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Steph Spencer
113 NW Minnesota Ave
Bend, OR 97701
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Lois Kincaid
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:01:25 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Lois Kincaid
2439 NW Thurman St
Portland, OR 97210
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Carol Hanrahan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 6:42:53 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
Embrace the use of biofuels which would go a long way toward cleaning up the environment
and developing CLEAN energy fuels. THINK ABOUT IT!!!!!
I look forward to your response,
Carol Hanrahan
812 Shadow Ranch Ln
Roseburg, OR 97470
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Chuck Nettles
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:52:25 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Chuck Nettles
90410 Sheffler Rd
Elmira, OR 97437
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Del McCluskey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:50:40 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Del McCluskey
34431 NE Wolcott St
Corvallis, OR 97333
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Richard Lindstrom
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 4:09:10 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Richard Lindstrom
61539 Friar Tuck Ln
Bend, OR 97702
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From:
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Judy Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 2:31:51 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Judy Hall
2590 River Rd
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
To:
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Date:

Doreen Hock
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 12:12:42 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Doreen Hock
110 Hansen Ln
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
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Margaret Brown
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 11:31:51 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Margaret Brown
1300 NE 16th Ave
Portland, OR 97232
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Shanti Maffey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 11:05:53 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Shanti Maffey
3135 W 14th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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From:
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Cara Woodard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 10:27:45 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Cara Woodard
149 SW Taft Ave
Bend, OR 97702
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From:
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Elsie Del Monaco
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 10:11:03 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Elsie Del Monaco
1418 12th St
Oregon City, OR 97045
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Lynn Kelley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:39:30 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Lynn Kelley
85961 Edenvale Rd
Pleasant Hill, OR 97455
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Daro Aberle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:37:43 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Daro Aberle
15382 SE Ranger Dr
Happy Valley, OR 97015
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Jan Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:37:33 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Jan Johnson
3041 SE 43rd Ave
Portland, OR 97206
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Elinor Hadley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:20:54 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I want the strongest climate protection program enacted now. I do not want to see loopholes
for forestry or industry; they must sacrifice and pay the price NOW. Let Oregon be the strong
leader and model the way forward. We cannot delay.
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions BY
AT LEAST 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from ALL major emitting sources as Governor
Brown’s executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity
generators that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that EQUITY is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments
based on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air
pollution: communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Elinor Hadley
10907 E Mapleton Rd
Mapleton, OR 97453
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Carol Isaak
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 8:16:24 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Carol Isaak
1831 SW Edgewood Rd
Portland, OR 97201
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From:
To:
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Daniel Potter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 7:45:18 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Daniel Potter
2091 Stone Hedge Dr NE
Keizer, OR 97303
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Karen Hall
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 5:55:33 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Karen Hall
790 SE Holly St
Prineville, OR 97754
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From:
To:
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Ben Duerksen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Monday, September 27, 2021 4:21:18 AM

I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change. Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the
Climate Protection Program was intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of
greenhouse gas emissions, and that agencies were to use all available authority in order to
meet Oregon’s climate targets. But the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment. Failing to strengthen this program would be a huge missed opportunity for
climate leadership and for ambitious, equitable climate action. I urge DEQ to strengthen the
Climate Protection Plan program rules to: 1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is
consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by at least 50% by 2030. 2. Place a firm limit on
climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s executive order
directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators that export power
from Oregon. 3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and
investments based on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate
and air pollution: communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
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Jolene Wallace
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:38:02 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Jolene Wallace
555 Weller Ln
Ashland, OR 97520
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John Benson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 11:12:22 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
John Benson
48990 U.S. 101 S
Neskowin, OR 97149
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Carol Milliman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 10:57:50 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Carol Milliman
839 W 4th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402
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Kyle Furlan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 10:28:21 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kyle Furlan
1849 Magnolia Ave
Medford, OR 97501
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Ineke Deruyter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:58:39 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Ineke Deruyter
9322 N Oswego Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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Elisabeth Moss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:57:02 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Elisabeth Moss
17568 Bray Ln
Brookings, OR 97415
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Joy Fertsch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:13:20 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Joy Fertsch
2020 Providence St
Eugene, OR 97401
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Wolfdreamer Royce
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:03:18 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Wolfdreamer Royce
173 Alder St
Yoncalla, OR 97499
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Lucy Allan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 8:33:34 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Lucy Allan
30720 NW Northrup Rd
North Plains, OR 97133
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kayla Starr
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 8:24:09 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
kayla Starr
355 Colver Rd
Talent, OR 97540
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Luana Jo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 7:18:18 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Luana Jo
20623 Mustola Rd
Clatskanie, OR 97016
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Peter Johnson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 5:00:52 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Peter Johnson
1928 Friendly Alley
Eugene, OR 97405
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john hogue
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 4:55:45 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
john hogue
7326 SE Milwaukie Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Suzanne Ryans
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 3:22:44 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
Go big or we all die. Step up. Be bold. Do the right thing for our planet.
I look forward to your response,
Suzanne Ryans
1790 Starlight Dr NW
Salem, OR 97304
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Kathryn Manifacier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 1:45:17 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kathryn Manifacier
69861 Skookum Ln
Rhododendron, OR 97049
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ana danel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 1:38:20 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
ana danel
1470 NW Glisan St
Portland, OR 97209
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Beverly Byrd
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 1:08:41 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Beverly Byrd
2043 Stonecrest Dr.
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cameron Kadleck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:51:21 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Cameron Kadleck
20241 NW Tristen Way
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
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Date:

Michelle Beaudreau
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 9:24:55 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Michelle Beaudreau
525 NW Columbia St
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Marilyn Shadburne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 8:03:00 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Marilyn Shadburne
1202 N Water St
Silverton, OR 97381
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Scherer
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 7:26:03 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Carol Scherer
3245 Jayhawk Ct
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carolyn Heberlein
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 7:12:16 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Carolyn Heberlein
28950 SW Fernhollow Ln
Hillsboro, OR 97123
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Frank Perruccio
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 3:55:25 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Frank Perruccio
26887 S Look Rd
Colton, OR 97017
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wlnnie Verhaagh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Sunday, September 26, 2021 12:17:10 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Wlnnie Verhaagh
3050 Memory Ln
Eugene, OR 97404
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Petit
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 11:51:28 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
James Petit
85448 S Willamette St
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Maloy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 10:23:49 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
#1 … unless you evaluate and regulate the smoke that DEQ and Oregon Dept of Ag allow to
blow or drift into 97038 from grass seed farm “controlled Burns” you’re just not really doing
your air quality /climate jobs. (And you know it, but somehow the $$ for grass seed industry is
more important than the health of rural Oregonians. I also agree with the following comments
to slow climate change.
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Carol Maloy
14550 S Claim Rd
Molalla, OR 97038
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cat Koehn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 10:04:38 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Cat Koehn
40153 Little Fall Creek Rd
Fall Creek, OR 97438
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lori GarrattSharp
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 10:03:05 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
PLEASE!!!!!!! TAKE SERIOUS ACTION IMMEDIATELY!! OUR AND OUR
GRANDCHILDREN’S LIVES DEPEND ON IT!!! Thank you
I look forward to your response,
Lori GarrattSharp
3700 SE 167th Ave
Portland, OR 97236
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cynthia Laughery
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 9:53:40 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Cynthia Laughery
24352 OR-140
Eagle Point, OR 97524
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rayne Walteryoung
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 9:44:01 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Rayne Walteryoung
1825 NE Schuyler St
Portland, OR 97212
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Frink
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 9:30:09 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Robert Frink
10325 SE Holgate Blvd
Portland, OR 97266
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barb Shamet
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 9:13:38 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Barb Shamet
Box 212, Allegany Or
Allegany, OR 97407
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Sharon Toscano
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:53:41 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Sharon Toscano
17157 Stanhelma Dr
Gladstone, OR 97027
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Allan Newberry
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:37:10 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Allan Newberry
4870 Whiteaker St
Eugene, OR 97405
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Nathan Varns
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:22:20 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Nathan Varns
2769 N Fremont St
Cornelius, OR 97113
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Bill O"Brien
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:21:46 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Bill O'Brien
12520 SW Gem Ln
Beaverton, OR 97005
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Cheryl Coffey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:07:00 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Cheryl Coffey
94015 Kirkendall Ln
North Bend, OR 97459
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Jan Coleman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 7:06:19 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Jan Coleman
8820 SE 137th Ave
Happy Valley, OR 97086
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James Wakefield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 6:41:57 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
James Wakefield
2735 SE 37th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
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Kathleen Persons
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 6:37:43 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kathleen Persons
1280 NE Kane Dr
Gresham, OR 97030
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Rosemary Trierweiler
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 6:36:27 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Rosemary Trierweiler
1720 Bonniebrae Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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Steven McCormick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 6:33:31 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Steven McCormick
2845 Perrydale Rd
Dallas, OR 97338
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Carole Donner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 6:26:35 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Carole Donner
19195 SE Yamhill St
Portland, OR 97233
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Gail Zadakis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 6:17:14 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Gail Zadakis
895 Glory Dr
Eugene, OR 97404
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Mary McGilvra
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 5:54:52 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Mary McGilvra
2309 SW 1st Ave
Portland, OR 97201
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Nancy Willis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 5:19:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Nancy Willis
3404 Fairhaven Ave NE
Salem, OR 97301
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James Godfrey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 5:00:29 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
James Godfrey
1125 NW 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97209
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Roland Chlapowski
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 4:52:07 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Roland Chlapowski
2246 SW Mitchell St
Portland, OR 97239
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Michael Speth
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 4:27:13 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Michael Speth
3859 Ashford Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
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Paul Naylor
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 4:18:25 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Paul Naylor
679 W 27th Ave
Eugene, OR 97405
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Kathleen Roche
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 3:54:48 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kathleen Roche
63255 Stonewood Dr
Bend, OR 97701
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Bonnie Houston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 2:57:35 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Bonnie Houston
3590 Willowbrook St
Eugene, OR 97404
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Linda Taravella
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 1:36:09 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Linda Taravella
631 SE Taylor St
Portland, OR 97214
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Mariarose Shanahe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 1:30:47 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Mariarose Shanahe
730 NW Kinney St
Grants Pass, OR 97526
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Woody Jackson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 12:43:37 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Woody Jackson
51001 Greenway Dr
Gates, OR 97346
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Kevin Cook
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 12:42:56 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kevin Cook
119 Morton Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045
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Kimba Kuzas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 12:06:57 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kimba Kuzas
3519 NE 15th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
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Michaelle Robardey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 12:02:58 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Michaelle Robardey
7002 N Alta Ave
Portland, OR 97203
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Melanie Moran
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 12:01:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Melanie Moran
11980 SW Denney Rd
Beaverton, OR 97008
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Lisa Mazzoni
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 11:27:58 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Lisa Mazzoni
703 18th St
La Grande, OR 97850
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Carol Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, September 25, 2021 11:16:10 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Carol Moore
14280 SW Stallion Dr
Beaverton, OR 97008
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Jennifer Gonzales
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, September 24, 2021 1:20:03 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Jennifer Gonzales
3324 Liberty Rd S
Salem, OR 97302
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Mary Bender
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 23, 2021 2:44:27 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Mary Bender
8717 SE Monterey Ave
Happy Valley, OR 97086
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Mailie Anthopoulos
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, September 23, 2021 5:00:30 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Mailie Anthopoulos
13380 SW Cottontail Ln
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Olivia Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 8:20:19 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Olivia Wilson
1747 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dan Swerbilov
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:15:51 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Dan Swerbilov
2828 NE 69th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Delmonico
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 6:09:27 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Carol Delmonico
2640 NE Daggett Ln
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pam Pinkston
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:54:25 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Pam Pinkston
5780 Cinder St
Springfield, OR 97478
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Alstad
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:44:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Linda Alstad
383 Suncrest Ave NW
Salem, OR 97304
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Strauss
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 5:38:27 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m speaking on behalf of a family of four voters. We are Oregonians and proud of our state’s
climate leadership. But I’m writing today to voice our disappointment with DEQ’s proposed
rules for the Climate Protection Program, which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that
the state meets its current emissions reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that
science tells us is needed to stave off the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
We urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Susan Strauss
66280 White Rock Loop
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Tascha Babitch
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:48:04 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Tascha Babitch
2011 SE 12th Ave
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
To:
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Kevin Dehan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:39:24 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kevin Dehan
1696 S 59th St
Springfield, OR 97478
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From:
To:
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Date:

Jennifer Phillips
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:30:23 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Jennifer Phillips
17360 Holy Names Dr
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
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From:
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Tara Spires
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 4:28:44 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Tara Spires
362 Laurel St
Broomfield, CO 80020
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From:
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William Wilson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:58:43 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
William Wilson
1747 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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Carla Kay
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:54:13 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires (which could be minimized holding power companies
liable to force fire safety regulations), drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Carla Kay
38307 Lower Brice Creek Rd
Culp Creek, OR 97434
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From:
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Gleb Garshin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:52:38 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Gleb Garshin
17492 Dunn Rd NE
Hubbard, OR 97032
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From:
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Kirsten Burt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:52:00 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kirsten Burt
4041 E Burnside St
Portland, OR 97214
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From:
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Kelly Brignell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:50:32 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Weakness is intolerable and unacceptable at this moment of crisis!
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Kelly Brignell
1747 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
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Jennifer Gonzales
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:48:28 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Jennifer Gonzales
3324 Liberty Rd S
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joshua Daniels
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:46:21 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership.
But I’m writing today to voice my great disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the
Climate Protection Program.
What are you thinking!?!
Your goals are woefully short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current
emissions reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to
stave off the worst impacts of climate change. But you know this, and you choose not to
follow it.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets.
But the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment—and you know
this. You are failing citizens and tomorrow's citizens; this is morally outrageous—an half
hearted gesture that gives the appearance of compliance and "caring."
Failing to strengthen this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership
and for ambitious, equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Joshua Daniels
Page 9754 of 9889

2508 Park Forest Dr
Eugene, OR 97405
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Linda Moore
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, September 22, 2021 3:42:30 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Linda Moore
43190 Kahler Basin Rd
Spray, OR 97874
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cameron Kadleck
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 9:24:58 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Cameron Kadleck
20241 NW Tristen Way
Bend, OR 97701
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cassie Cohen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Thursday, October 14, 2021 4:49:01 AM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Cassie Cohen
3809 NE 73rd Ave
Portland, OR 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Kingen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 15, 2021 1:30:12 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Dear DEQ,
Please ignore the mass emailing of pre-worded environmentalist propaganda. Sensible
regulations that protect the environment, as well as our core industries, jobs and our Oregon
way of life are in order. Don't be bullied by the environmental radicals.
Thank You!!
--Mark
I look forward to your response,
Mark Kingen
9850 SE Parkwood Way
Happy Valley, OR 97086
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Wendy Pappadis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Friday, October 8, 2021 7:41:47 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I’m an Oregonian and I am proud of our state’s climate leadership. But I’m writing today to
voice my disappointment with DEQ’s proposed rules for the Climate Protection Program,
which fall far short of what’s needed to ensure that the state meets its current emissions
reduction goals, much less the increasing ambition that science tells us is needed to stave off
the worst impacts of climate change.
Governor Brown’s executive order made clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet Oregon’s climate targets. But
the proposed rules for the program do not live up to that commitment. Failing to strengthen
this program would be a huge missed opportunity for climate leadership and for ambitious,
equitable climate action.
I urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Plan program rules to:
1. Establish a Climate Protection Plan that is consistent with reducing Oregon’s emissions by
at least 50% by 2030.
2. Place a firm limit on climate pollution from all major emitting sources as Governor Brown’s
executive order directs. This includes industrial sources and polluting electricity generators
that export power from Oregon.
3. Ensure that equity is at the heart of the program, delivering outcomes and investments based
on input from the communities that are most directly impacted by climate and air pollution:
communities of color, tribal communities, and low-income Oregonians.
With climate-fueled mega wildfires, drought, and extreme heat already harming Oregon
families, local economies, and communities across the state, we can’t afford missed
opportunities for climate action. DEQ must deliver a program with a firm limit on emissions
that will cut climate pollution in half by 2030. Anything less is a failure to meet the moment.
I look forward to your response,
Wendy Pappadis
PO Box 600
Wilsonville, OR 97070
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kay Hagen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 2:02:08 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
Governor Brown’s executive order made it clear that the Climate Protection Program was
intended to place firm pollution limits on all major sources of greenhouse gas emissions, and
that agencies were to use all available authority in order to meet the state’s ambitious, sciencebased climate targets. Yet DEQ’s proposed rules for the program do not live up to that
commitment, and it is essential that they are strengthened. This rulemaking is a critical
opportunity to create a program that can fill in the gaps in Oregon’s existing policy portfolio to
guarantee that the state achieves its climate goals.
Thousands of Oregonians have already raised their voices this year to demand stronger clean
air protections and a faster transition to a clean energy economy, and I’m proud to be one of
them. As a concerned citizen I ask that DEQ must strengthen the Climate Protection Program
so that the EQC can adopt the most ambitious program possible without delay. DEQ must:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE: The science is clear; we must cut climate pollution in half this
decade. DEQ’s current cap proposal does not reduce harmful pollution fast enough.
Oregonians demand a 50% reduction of climate pollution by 2030.
HOLD ALL LARGE POLLUTERS ACCOUNTABLE: Despite clear direction from
Governor Brown, DEQ’s proposed rules fail to place a firm, declining limit on pollution from
major industrial emitters. ). It’s unacceptable that pollution from industrial sources could
actually increase under DEQ’s current proposal.
INVEST IN THE COMMUNITIES MOST IMPACTED BY CLIMATE POLLUTION: DEQ
promised a program that centers environmental justice. The current proposal does not.
Communities on the front lines of climate change in Oregon must be guaranteed meaningful
investments and swift reductions in climate and air pollution.
I look forward to your response,
Kay Hagen
631 Spring Creek Dr
Ashland, OR 97520
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Kingen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Climate Protection Program must be strengthened to live up to its name
Saturday, October 23, 2021 1:34:01 PM

Dear Department of Environmental Quality,
I've just received this form letter email the Environmental Defense Fund again. Don't be
pressured by a form letter campaign to make bad choices for our future. We must protect the
environment as well as protecting jobs and livelihoods. Pushing us to electric before upgrading
the grid and dealing with the disposal problem of car batteries and turbine blades first is a
really bad idea. We will end up adding a different problem rather than solving the first.
Thanks for reading
--Mark
I look forward to your response,
Mark Kingen
9850 SE Parkwood Way
Happy Valley, OR 97086
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

James Hugo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The effects of Tilling on Air Pollution
Sunday, October 24, 2021 4:04:38 PM

Memorandum
To: Oregon DEQ
From: James Hugo
Date: October 24, 2021
RE: The effects of Tilling on Air Pollution
Many people live in areas with heavy agricultural activity. A common practice among
farmers is to till the soil before crops are planted and again after crops are harvested. This
causes a large amount of dirt to billow up and pollute the air with dirt and CO2. Many people
who live around these farms complain about the amount of dirt in the air and the health
impacts it has on them. In a time where CO2 emissions are a global problem and CO2
sequestration is a global need, we can’t forget the role that agriculture plays.
There has been some research about the effects of tilling on the environment. One
report by Krištof, Šima, Nozdrovický, & Findura, (2014) states that tilling releases CO2 in the
atmosphere adding to the greenhouse effect. The greenhouse effect is related to climate change
and that is an issue of great importance. Climate change impacts every living thing on earth
and is something that everyone should care about. People living close to heavy agricultural
activity should be concerned about their health due to the increased Particulate Matter 10
(PM10). According to Qi, et al (2015) dust from agricultural tilling adds to PM10s in the air.
Furthermore, according to the CDC (2021) PM10s can have negative health effects on the
human respiratory system.
There are also alternatives to this agricultural process that would solve the problem.
One option is No Till farming practices that utilize cover crops. According to Sperow (2020)
the costs of no-till agriculture practices are less expensive than other carbon sequestration
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practices being considered by the government to be funded. Cover crops help to sequester
carbon and help with crop yield (Chahal, Vyn, Mayers, & Van Eerd, 2020). Meaning this
could be a viable solution to the air pollution caused by agriculture. Not only would No Till
farming reduce the amount of carbon released from the soil, using it in coordination with
cover crop farming would increase the amount of carbon sequestered in the soil.
The farmers are key stakeholders and do not want to have regulations because they fear
it would ruin their livelihoods. The people living around the farms are concerned for their
raspatory health due to breathing the dirt in the air. The people living in neighboring areas are
also stakeholders because the wind carries the dirt far and wide. The people who manufacture
and sell tilling equipment stand to lose revenue if their products are no longer needed in
agriculture. The people who sell cover crop seed would benefit because of increased demand
for their product. The politicians are also stakeholders because they want to have people vote
for them and passing regulations could cause many of the people who vote for them that are
farmers to no longer vote for them. In turn the people who vote and want regulations would
not vote for politicians who do not support regulations. The CO2 emissions from agricultural
tilling also affect the environment globally by increasing greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
making all life on earth stakeholders (Krištof, Šima, Nozdrovický, & Findura, 2014).
Currently laws applying to agricultural pollutants apply mostly to water pollution.
Finding laws about agricultural air pollution are harder to find and may not exist yet. The EPA
(2021) does not list tilling and an agricultural source of air pollution. The study done by Qi, et
al (2015) indicated in their conclusion that more research needed to be done before
implementing regulations. However, having regulations that required no till and cover crop
agricultural practices would help the people living near the farms as well as the global
community and should at least be looked into further.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nate S
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
The Governor’s proposal to reduce green house gas emissions in the Sate of Oregon.
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:23:50 PM

I am totally against this bill until I see a comprehensive study on the time frame, proposed by the bill. Can the
power companies even come close to meeting this demand and do they have the money to do it without huge
increases in our utility bills.
This is all going on while the United States exports our natural gas to the whole world
In liquified form. We should stop selling our natural resources to the highest bidder.
The Governor should also look into how much of our electrical energy in the United States is produced with natural
gas.
Nate Streitmatter
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

david@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of David Edwards
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
This expresses my feelings exactly! Rulemaking Comment: please strengthen draft Climate Protection Program
rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 1:53:22 PM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon is not taking responsibility for our part of the climate crisis, with our greenhouse gas pollution continuing at
unsustainable levels, against the best advice of scientists. DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are
not sufficient to meet our responsibility and it is your moment in history to step up.
I am pleased that the Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in OR accountable, with a
pollution cap on natural gas for the first time and more accountability for the oil industry than ever before. The
recent change of a declining threshold for fuel suppliers is a noteworthy compromise and should be retained in the
final rules, if not set at the lowest threshold at the outset. Community Climate Investments (CCI) are an innovative
idea in need of much further refinement. Please make the following improvements on the draft:
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
Without strong targets and an ambitious cap ratcheting down annually, this program will not achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The current proposed cap does not even follow the Oregon Climate Action Plan
(EO 20-04)’s minimum targets of at least 45% below 1990 levels by 2035 and at least 80% below 1990 levels by
2050. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more ambitious climate pollution
reductions-- cutting emissions at least 50% by 2030--are needed to return to a healthy climate. DEQ must make the
cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, and begin immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
There are currently no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon. DEQ’s draft rules do not
require industrial sources to follow the cap and instead would allow industrial polluters to self-identify what way is
best for them to reduce emissions and only update their plan twice per decade. Pollution from these sources could
increase under this proposal, which flies in the face of its entire purpose.
If you choose to exempt industrial polluters from mandatory emission reductions, then the actions necessary to
achieve climate and air pollution reductions should be verified by an unbiased third-party every 3 years or fewer and
track a timeline consistent with the overall declining cap trajectory. I would also urge DEQ at a later date to revisit
covering in-state gas power plants, the state's largest single climate polluters, which are currently exempted from the
program.
INVEST IN PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ has proposed a unique way to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. A novel and potentially beneficial approach in theory, but as currently written there is no guarantee
that this program will result in a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1 reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. It
also doesn’t guarantee meaningful investment in communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change,
especially Black, Indigenous, and communities of color, rural or low-income Oregonians. If Community Climate
Investments (CCIs) are not required to result in a 1:1 overall reduction of climate pollution or co-pollutants, it will
allow pollution to occur above the limit, rendering the cap practically meaningless and continuing pollution in
Oregon communities.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
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I want our state to do more to ensure a better world for our children and to stave off the worst of climate disruption
yet to come. This program has huge potential. It can still be meaningful. Please listen to the voices for
environmental justice, climate protection, and public health who have been asking for these changes and more for
many months.
Sincerely,
David Edwards
291 Limerick Ave Eugene, OR 97404-1292
david@riverbird.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Thomas
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
This is nonsense
Thursday, October 21, 2021 6:18:06 PM

Stop wasting our money on this garbage.
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ryan Haugo
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Amelia Porterfield; Laura Tabor
TNC Comments on Climate Protection Program Proposed Rules
Monday, October 25, 2021 3:17:07 PM
TNC Comments to DEQ CPP 10-25-21.pdf

Hello,
Please see the attached comments from The Nature Conservancy in Oregon on the proposed rules
for the Oregon Climate Protection Program.
Thank you,
Ryan Haugo


Ryan Haugo, PhD
The Nature Conservancy in Oregon
Director of Conservation Science
821 SE 14th Ave
(he/him/his)
Portland, OR 97214
rhaugo@tnc.org
(503) 802-8120 office
(206) 930-6970 mobile
nature.org
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jim Davidson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Jim Davidson
United States Bakery Comments on CPP Rules
Friday, October 22, 2021 9:17:42 AM
Comments on DEQ GHG Proposed Rules_Signed.pdf

This message was sent securely using Zix®

Good morning Ms. Singh.
Attached are the formal comments from United States Bakery (Franz Bakery) as they relate to the
proposed Climate Protection Program.
We appreciate DEQ giving fair weight to our comments and concerns before taking further action on
this rule.
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you.
Jim
For safety is not a gadget but a state of mind. – Eleanor Everet
Jim Davidson
Corporate Safety & Health and Environmental Manager
United States Bakery
Office: (503) 232-2191, Ext. 4228
Cell: (503) 449-5654
** Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. **
------------------------------- Electronic Communications Disclaimer ------------------------------------This e-mail communication and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged
information for the use of the designated recipients named above. If you are not the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this communication in error and that any
review, disclosure, dissemination, distribution or copying of it or its contents is prohibited. If you
have received this communication in error, please notify me immediately by replying to this message
and deleting it from your computer.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This message was secured by Zix®.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

betsy.toll@everyactioncustom.com on behalf of Betsy Toll
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Urgent: Climate crisis is NOW. DEQ must strengthen Climate Protection Program rules
Wednesday, September 29, 2021 10:54:03 AM

Dear Dept. of Environmental Quality Office of Greenhouse Gas Programs,
Oregon's greenhouse gas emissions are continuing at unsustainable levels, despite urgent advice of scientists. And
DEQ’s draft rules for the Climate Protection Program are shamefully insufficient to meet our responsibility. This is
a pivotal time in human history, and now is DEQ's moment to step up.
The Climate Protection Program draft holds many of the worst polluters in Oregon accountable, which is great. It
includes a pollution cap on natural gas and much greater accountability for the oil industry. The recent change of a
declining threshold for fuel suppliers should be retained in the final rules, or better yet, set at the lowest threshold at
the outset. The Community Climate Investments (CCI) plan, however, needs much further refinement.
FOLLOW THE SCIENCE
We must have strong targets and an ambitious cap that ratchets down annually, if we hope to achieve meaningful
pollution reduction for Oregonians. The targets need to be based on the latest science, which says that more
ambitious climate pollution reductions-- cutting emissions by AT LEAST 50% by 2030--are needed to return to
establish a stable climate.
DEQ must make the cap stronger, reduce pollution more quickly, starting immediately.
DON’T GIVE INDUSTRIAL POLLUTERS A FREE PASS
Why do we have no climate pollution regulations on major industrial emitters in Oregon? DEQ must require
industrial sources to follow the cap. Period. No exceptions. Under the current proposal, pollution from these sources
could actually increase. This is suicide.
If you refuse to hold industrial polluters to mandatory emission reductions, your efforts are a farce, wasting time and
betraying our younger and coming generations. There is far more DEQ can and must be doing if Oregon's supposed
commitment to reducing our climate impact is to be meaningful.
PROJECTS TO REDUCE POLLUTION FOR OREGONIANS
DEQ's proposed method to account for climate pollution with investments in projects to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions is nice, but it currently has no teeth -- no guarantee that it will yield a “one ton for one credit” or 1:1
reduction of climate emissions or co-pollutants. Its commitment to meaningful investment in remediation for
communities most harmed by fossil fuels and climate change, primarily Black, Indigenous, communities of color
and rural or low-income Oregonians, is weak.
At minimum, the CCI program needs much stricter definitions to guarantee pollution reduction and investment in
frontline communities. It needs to clearly define what kinds of project investments qualify and ensure that the price
of CCIs reflects the real cost of project implementation.
Come clean, DEQ. Time is running out. Fight for our future, now!
Sincerely,
Betsy Toll
3841 SE 51st Ave Portland, OR 97206-3062
betsy.toll@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Mooneyham (manydawas@gmail.com) Sent You a Personal Message
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Vote against all polluters, protect the people of Oregon
Monday, September 13, 2021 6:15:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
So many of us have loss our homes, community, suffered loss of health and sense of well-being due to heat and
wildfires fires due to climate change. Now is the time to have the backbone to stand up and protect those you serve.
Thank you Jean Mooneyham
We can no longer allow anyone to continue polluting our air. Our Earth and species is already in grave danger.
Please vote on the current science, not political financial pressure. Remember the work of Tom McCall. I know
you?ll do the right thing.
Thank you, Jean Mooneyham
Sincerely,
Jean Mooneyham
6830 SE Fir Ave
Portland, OR 97206
manydawas@gmail.com
(503) 473-3131
This message was sent by KnowWho, as a service provider, on behalf of an individual associated with Sierra Club.
If you need more information, please contact Lillian Miller at Sierra Club at core.help@sierraclub.org or (415) 9775500.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ernest Robirds
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
vote no on cap and reduce!
Wednesday, October 6, 2021 9:30:33 AM

Dear Director Whitman,
As a small business owner, I urge you to reject the greenhouse gas emissions program recently proposed by the
Department of Environmental Quality as a result of Executive Order 20-04.
According to industry experts, this program could cost Oregonians millions of dollars per year in fuel price
increases. I am also concerned that this program will inevitably lead to further increases in the cost of living in our
state and make small businesses less competitive, which means fewer jobs for Oregonians. None of these outcomes
are worth accepting for a program that will offer little in the way of meaningful climate benefits.
Finally, the proposed rule only considers impacts on small businesses that would be directly regulated under the
program, not the tens of thousands of small businesses that would see significant cost increases in the supply chain,
exacerbating price increases and inflation.
Please reject this unaffordable and ineffective program and leave lawmaking to the Legislature and the voters of
Oregon.
Sincerely,
Ernest Robirds
14780 SW OSPREY DR STE 201201
BEAVERTON, OR 97007
ERNIE@INSURANCETEAM.NET
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne Hume
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need a #CleanEarth4Kids. For our children’s future, please stand strong in CPP rulemaking - 1. Follow the
science 2. Hold industry accountable 3. Advance equitable outcomes
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 10:12:40 AM

Dear DEQ Office of Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
We are writing to you from CleanEarth4Kids.org. CleanEarth4Kids.org
is a nonprofit dedicated to children’s health, education and future, which is dependent on clean air, clean water,
streams, rivers, oceans, healthy fish, healthy food, access to green spaces, parks, public lands, schools… that are free
of toxic chemicals. The decisions you make affect our children and future generations.
Our fish, marine mammals, wildlife and people are sick from toxic chemicals that weaken our immune systems and
make us more susceptible to infection and disease.
The burning of fossil fuels causes the premature deaths of one in 10 people in the United States and one and five in
the world.
Air pollution permanently harms children’s brains, reduces learning ability, IQ and creates inflammation and lesions
in the brain causing neurodegenerative diseases and dementias, Alzheimer’s and others and people of all ages. Air
pollution studies also show cognitive decline in women, dogs, etc.
We must take action now to reduce toxic emissions from burning fossil fuels!
Air pollution harms lungs and triggers asthma. Asthma is the number one reason children to school in the third
leading reason why children under 15 are hospitalized.
Air pollution harms hearts and the organs of the body.
Please protect our air, water, oceans, food and soil and future. We need a strong Climate Protection Program to
reduce emissions: toxic air pollution and greenhouse gases warming our planets and affecting our air, water, soil,
public health and wildlife.
100% renewable energy is possible, so please reflect this in your goals.
To gain knowledge, we follow the world’s top experts, scientific leaders and engineers that must stand the test of
professors and critical thinkers with practical knowledge.
(Passing this test, is Global 100 Restrategy with Stanford’s Dr. Mark Z. Jacobson, Penn State’s Dr. Michael Mann
and others. (Dr. Jacobson and Dr. Mann are accessible to nonprofits, students through their lectures, posts on
Twitter, etc.)
The DEQ and the EQC must adopt an ambitious Climate Protection Program.
Please maintain language in the final rules that will work for a better future and ensure the integrity of the program.
1. Please reduce the threshold over time for transportation fuel suppliers to be included in the program.
2. Please limit the use of alternative compliance options (“Community Climate Investments”) and providing
increased oversight to make sure that the CCI program is meeting its stated climate and equity goals.
3. Please make changes to further strengthen the rule language and ensure that the Climate Protection Program
follows the best available science to hold industrial polluters accountable for their emissions and guarantees
investments in environmental justice communities.
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4. Please adopt an emissions cap trajectory that follows the best available science and requires an 90% to 95%
emissions reduction by 2030 and 100% emissions reduction by 2040.
(The recent IPCC report is just the latest scientific evidence that ambitious, near-term emissions reductions will be
critical to avoiding climate catastrophe.)
As you know, clean up from climate disasters and toxic pollution has a high cost: lives, a sick or injured work force,
lost productivity, property damages, toxic fish and unhealthy ecosystems, public lands and oceans are tragic and a
huge taxpayer expense.
People and wildlife in Oregon are experiencing the extreme cost of climate inaction: extreme heat from this
summer, widespread drought, and early wildfire season.
We must take action to protect our children and future generations, wildlife and biodiversity from extreme heat, fire,
toxic air and water, drought. We are experiencing a loss in biodiversity, wildlife destruction and starvation and a
public health crisis!
The public health crisis alone is costing Oregon taxpayers billions of dollars in health costs. We must strengthen the
cap trajectory to reflect the best available science!
5. Please hold industrial polluters accountable to mandatory declining emissions reductions.
It is heartbreaking, sad and shocking that there are currently no climate regulations on major industrial polluters in
Oregon.
We must take action now to decrease emissions from sources. (Do not allow them to increase under the current draft
rules.)
The DEQ must require that industrial polluters be subject to mandatory declining emissions limits, and at the very
least have an emissions reduction plan in place that is verified by a third-party and reflects the urgency of the crisis
and our state’s overall climate targets.
7. Please provide greater certainty that Community Climate Investments (CCI) will achieve meaningful, near-term
reductions of emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit, and guarantee
investments in Oregon communities historically disenfranchised and disproportionately impacted by climate harms.
Without specifics, sadly the CCI program will allow pollution to continue spew toxic pollution in frontline
communities and break the overall emissions “cap.”
Please work to strengthen and adopt an ambitious Climate Protection Program! Our children and future generations
are depending on the decisions that you make.
For our children,
Suzanne Hume and CleanEarth4Kids.org
___________________________
This email was sent by Suzanne Hume via Do Gooder, a website that allows people to contact you regarding issues
they consider important. In accordance with web protocol RFC 3834 we have set the FROM field of this email to
our generic no-reply address at campaigns@good.do, however Suzanne provided an email address
(S@CleanEarth4Kids.org) which we included in the REPLY-TO field.
Please reply to Suzanne Hume at S@CleanEarth4Kids.org.
To learn more about Do Gooder visit www.dogooder.co
To learn more about web protocol RFC 3834 visit: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3834
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Wolfgang
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need a STRONG Climate Protection Program
Monday, October 11, 2021 2:12:44 PM

Hi, DEQ rulemaking advisory folks.
I hope y'all are doing well, as you're finishing up the process of rulemaking for the GHG
program.
Please remember that your work right now is crucial to creating a livable state (and world).
DEQ must follow the science and adopt a more stringent cap trajectory (cut emissions 50
percent by 2030).
DEQ must hold industrial polluters accountable.
And DEQ MUST provide clear language around Community Climate Investments.
Specifically, that means providing greater certainty that these projects will achieve real, lasting
reductions of emissions and co-pollutants, with at least a 1:1 reduction of emissions per credit,
and providing clear criteria about the types of projects that are eligible to ensure the greatest
community benefit. We can't let this novel approach to emissions reductions NOT reduce
emissions!!!!
Sincerely,
Karen Wolfgang
-Karen Wolfgang
503-704-9427
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Candy Baunsgard
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need a well designed Climate Protection Program....please!
Tuesday, October 19, 2021 6:35:26 PM

Dear DEQ,
I am a 6 year resident of Central Oregon and I have fallen in love with the outdoor resources and
beauty of this state. I moved here to play with my 4 grandchildren with hiking, biking, skiing and
kayaking. After our first summer here we experienced “Smoke” pollution for the first time in my 67
years! I play pickleball outdoors and now have to check the AQI to see if it’s safe to be outdoors for
my asthma. This past summer we were impacted for many weeks….it is like being on lockdown from
Covid….we can’t leave the house without wearing a mask. This year I contracted an eye allergy due
to the smoke and have to take medication for it. Our state has been exposed to Evacuations, Water
Shortages as well as Heat Waves causing 100 deaths in Oregon.
All that being said it is imperative that there be no delays in making sure that the DEQ:
1. Follow the Science: you must adopt a more stringent cap trajectory that will cut emissions by
50% by 2030!
2. Hold Polluters Accountable to mandatory declining emission reductions!!
3. Ensure Equitable Outcomes and Environmental Integrity through the proposed alternative
compliance program (e.g. “Community Climate Investments”).
There is still time for DEQ to strengthen the rule language, and make sure that the Climate
Protection Program lives up to it’s name.
Thanks for taking the time to read my email….
Candy Baunsgard
1295 NW Constellation Drive
Bend, OR 97703
541-797-6078
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Antares Boyle
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need accountability & equity in our Climate Protection Program
Friday, October 22, 2021 8:54:26 AM

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021 Oregon Department of Environmental Quality ,
I have serious concerns regarding the Department of Environmental Quality’s proposed
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Program 2021. In the midst of a rapidly escalating climate crisis,
DEQ’s so-called “Climate Protection Program” is poised to exempt the largest climate polluters
in Oregon from regulation. Excluding the largest climate polluters in the state will result in an
ineffectual program that fails to meet the state’s climate goals and ignores the significant harm
these facilities pose to frontline communities.
I urge the DEQ to undertake the following changes to the program:
- DEQ should prioritize the reduction of climate changing pollution and co-pollution in BIPOC
and other frontline communities. These paramount concerns should be addressed first, rather
than sculpting the rules to soften the impact of reducing pollution for Oregon’s biggest
polluters at the expense of the health of communities.
- DEQ should change the rules to regulate fracked gas power plants. By exempting fracked
gas power plants, DEQ is letting Oregon’s top six polluters off the hook. As a result, Oregon’s
draft rules fail to protect the communities that will be impacted by fossil fuel power plants The
rules create a loophole for out-of-state investors and other industrial users to buy fracked gas
power from out-of-state while the pollution lands on BIPOC and frontline communities.
- DEQ should limit pollution from stationary sources, like large refineries and oil train terminals.
We support the use of Best Available Emissions Reduction (BAER) technologies, but we urge
DEQ to bring stationary sources under the cap so that the actual pollution levels are limited
(rather than just ensuring a stationary source operates efficiently, but at higher pollution
levels).
- DEQ should bolster rules in the Community Climate Investment (CCI) program to ensure that
BIPOC and other frontline communities are able to access and benefit from the program. CCIs
must ensure that, if a polluter chooses not to meet its compliance obligation by reducing
emissions, BIPOC and low-income rural communities in Oregon will have a clear path for
accessing investments made directly in the very communities that are being harmed. We
cannot “offset” damage done to the health and safety of communities by placing it elsewhere.
EJ communities--rural, low income and BIPOC communities-- will continue to bear the brunt of
pollution if we do not take pollutants out of the air.
I strongly urge DEQ to strengthen the Climate Protection Program rules. The agency simply
cannot expect to develop a meaningful Climate Protection Program that protects frontline
communities by exempting the largest climate polluters in the state.
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Thank you for ensuring Oregon’s Climate Protection Program is bold and strong enough to
meet the Oregon climate crisis and can help provide the path forward to climate justice that
our state needs and deserves.
Antares Boyle
antaresboyle@gmail.com
5828 NE Everett St.
Portland, Oregon 97213
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Zinter
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:58:04 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
David Zinter
80448 Cooney Ln
Hermiston, OR 97838
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

LELAND ARCE
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:36:50 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
LELAND ARCE
52 E Rainbow Rd
Waldport, OR 97394
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Casity Troutt
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Monday, September 13, 2021 9:17:08 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Casity Troutt
2521 N Hayden Island Dr
Portland, OR 97217
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Deborah Swenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 10:44:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Deborah Swenson
PO Box 225
Tangent, OR 97389
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted Leach
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 8:46:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Ted Leach
40330 SW Lasalle Rd
Gaston, OR 97119
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Petersen
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 4:14:59 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Robert Petersen
570 SW 7th St
Dundee, OR 97115
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Berkey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 3:18:21 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Lance Berkey
2491 Tracy Ln
Woodburn, OR 97071
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Neault
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 1:35:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Richard Neault
144450 Birchwood Rd
La Pine, OR 97739
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Amanda Jordan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 1:01:06 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Amanda Jordan
10663 Brick Rd SE
Turner, OR 97392
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elice Koehne
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 12:11:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Elice Koehne
1415 SE Rex St
Portland, OR 97202
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Ingram
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:28:21 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Robert Ingram
30370 Driver Rd
Shedd, OR 97377
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

William Higby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:27:58 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
William Higby
4163 SE Summercrest St
Albany, OR 97322
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Norm Gibson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:19:02 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Norm Gibson
53424 Deep Woods Rd
La Pine, OR 97739
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nancy Martin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 11:15:38 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Nancy Martin
1443 F St
Springfield, OR 97477
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Daniel Steele
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 10:41:38 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Daniel Steele
7741 SW Cirrus Dr
Beaverton, OR 97008
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brittany Quick-Warner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 10:35:20 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Brittany Quick-Warner
1158 Crenshaw Rd
Eugene, OR 97401
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Dobie
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:53:42 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
John Dobie
2222 W Hayes St
Woodburn, OR 97071
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ted Walsh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:46:58 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Ted Walsh
10691 NW 289th Ave
North Plains, OR 97133
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dale Mattox
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Sunday, September 12, 2021 9:15:29 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Dale Mattox
306 C St Apt 3
Springfield, OR 97477
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lee Graves
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Saturday, September 11, 2021 9:42:15 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Lee Graves
100 Eagle St
Vale, OR 97918
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Thiel
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 11:27:14 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Lisa Thiel
17180 SW Smith Ave
Sherwood, OR 97140
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PATRICK MALMSTROM
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 8:22:09 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
PATRICK MALMSTROM
2755 Commercial St SE
Salem, OR 97302
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dagmar Realini
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 7:16:18 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Dagmar Realini
1771 Apache Dr
Medford, OR 97501

Page 9803 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Mabe
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 3:25:20 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Ronald Mabe
1754 NW 143rd Ave
Portland, OR 97229

Page 9804 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jill soutomaior
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 2:57:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Jill soutomaior
2332 Condor Dr
Redmond, OR 97756

Page 9805 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gale Morgan
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 11:56:51 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Gale Morgan
5320 Royal Ave
Eugene, OR 97402

Page 9806 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Travis Rios
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:21:52 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Travis Rios
3842 Firwood Cir SE
Albany, OR 97322

Page 9807 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Melissa Hainz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:04:23 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Melissa Hainz
3842 Firwood Cir SE
Albany, OR 97322

Page 9808 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Samuel DeSantis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 10:02:59 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Samuel DeSantis
1582 Distinctive Ct S
Salem, OR 97306

Page 9809 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:40:43 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Richard Campbell
16423 SW Luke Ln
Tigard, OR 97223

Page 9810 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

PATRICK MALMSTROM
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:40:31 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
PATRICK MALMSTROM
2755 Commercial St SE
Salem, OR 97302

Page 9811 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Faye Kilpatrick
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:32:04 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Faye Kilpatrick
3655 W 13th Ave
Eugene, OR 97402

Page 9812 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charles Ward
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:29:32 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Charles Ward
96875 Highway 241
Coos Bay, OR 97420

Page 9813 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lance Scholz
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Friday, September 10, 2021 9:20:37 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Lance Scholz
2506 NE Keats Dr
Bend, OR 97701

Page 9814 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

L. Sinclair
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Thursday, September 9, 2021 8:06:02 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
L. Sinclair
14141 NW Laidlaw Rd
Portland, OR 97229

Page 9815 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dale Goodno
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Thursday, September 9, 2021 5:02:30 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Dale Goodno
13860 SW Larch Pl
Beaverton, OR 97005

Page 9816 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia Biglin
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Thursday, September 9, 2021 8:56:13 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Patricia Biglin
17800 SE Marie St
Portland, OR 97236

Page 9817 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Green
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Thursday, September 9, 2021 6:59:43 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Paul Green
2140 NW 135th Ave
Portland, OR 97229

Page 9818 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David De Thier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:07:35 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
David De Thier
17514 SE Howard St
Milwaukie, OR 97267

Page 9819 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave McRae
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 9:19:38 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Dave McRae
2244 SE Airport Way
Redmond, OR 97756

Page 9820 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Storey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 6:42:23 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Doug Storey
10240 SW Barber St
Wilsonville, OR 97070

Page 9821 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Brice
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 6:19:42 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Barbara Brice
452 Redwood Dr
Roseburg, OR 97470

Page 9822 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeffrey Goodman
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 5:01:28 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Goodman
631 Madison Ave
Vernonia, OR 97064

Page 9823 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Mundy
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 4:59:54 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
David Mundy
3655 Upper River Rd
Grants Pass, OR 97526

Page 9824 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Campbell
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 3:17:33 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Richard Campbell
16423 SW Luke Ln
Tigard, OR 97223

Page 9825 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Porfily
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 2:37:46 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Bill Porfily
420 S Main St
Stanfield, OR 97875

Page 9826 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patricia DeThier
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 2:17:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Patricia DeThier
17524 SE Howard St
Portland, OR 97267

Page 9827 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anita Mayhugh
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 1:43:32 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Anita Mayhugh
4276 76th Ave NE
Salem, OR 97305

Page 9828 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Charlie Tragesser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 1:28:48 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Charlie Tragesser
17680 Wayside Ln
Lake Oswego, OR 97034

Page 9829 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lora Dean
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 12:39:03 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Lora Dean
2079 Waln Creek Dr S
Salem, OR 97306

Page 9830 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Roxanne Gillis
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 12:19:52 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Roxanne Gillis
16055 SW Walker Rd
Beaverton, OR 97006

Page 9831 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jay Roundtree
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 12:16:18 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Jay Roundtree
10303 S D St
La Grande, OR 97850

Page 9832 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

ROBERT SULLIVAN
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 11:10:21 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
ROBERT SULLIVAN
5133 Dory Ct N
Keizer, OR 97303

Page 9833 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Irene Smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:51:04 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Irene Smith
4548 SE 96th Ave
Portland, OR 97266

Page 9834 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ronald Farner
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:50:20 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Ronald Farner
988 N Molalla Ave
Molalla, OR 97038

Page 9835 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ed Strange
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:49:59 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Ed Strange
PO Box 1702
Fairview, OR 97024

Page 9836 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Holmes
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:49:51 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Mark Holmes
1980 Landaggard Dr NW
Salem, OR 97304

Page 9837 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Janice Maser
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:45:56 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Janice Maser
1595 Rambling Dr
Springfield, OR 97477

Page 9838 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Don Stevenson
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:42:53 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Don Stevenson
5761 SE Flavel Dr
Portland, OR 97206

Page 9839 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ross Bradshaw
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:41:00 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Ross Bradshaw
1016 SE Hawthorne Blvd
Portland, OR 97214

Page 9840 of 9889

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Miller
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:36:49 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Judith Miller
6477 A St
Springfield, OR 97478
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

wilson smith
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:22:41 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
wilson smith
9207 N Willamette Blvd
Portland, OR 97203
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Patty Dunn
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:20:59 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Patty Dunn
91559 Smith Lake Rd
Warrenton, OR 97146
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Mansfield
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:15:42 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Mark Mansfield
5077 Table Rock Rd
Central Point, OR 97502
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Edward Haddix
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 10:14:51 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Edward Haddix
2155 14th St
Baker City, OR 97814
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Phyllis Kerby
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Wednesday, September 8, 2021 9:51:05 AM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Phyllis Kerby
481 SW River Dr
Dallas, OR 97338
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Morrissey
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
We need your help
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 2:56:10 PM

Dear Oregon Department of Environmental Quality,
As an Oregonian, I am deeply committed to ensuring a healthy environment for my family and
my community. But the Climate Protection Program will raise the cost of living for
Oregonians already on the margins, while doing little to improve the environment around us.
We must learn more about the financial impacts of this program before adopting it, and we
must be certain of the real environmental benefits before burdening businesses with yet
another complex regulation. I urge you to reconsider adopting the CPP until a transparent cost
benefit analysis has been conducted and vetted by those it seeks to regulate.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Morrissey
11750 NW Fox Ridge Rd
Mcminnville, OR 97128
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jessica Spiegel
SINGH Nicole * DEQ; GHGCR2021 * DEQ
MCCONNAHA Colin * DEQ
WSPA Comments on ODEQ Greenhouse Gas Emission Program 2021 Rulemaking
Wednesday, October 20, 2021 6:02:59 PM
image001.png
WSPA OR E 20 04 10_18_2021_Final.pdf

Hi Nicole,
Attached are our WSPA comments regarding the ODEQ Greenhouse Gas Emission Program 2021
Rulemaking. Thank you for your consideration of WSPA’s comments.
We appreciated the opportunity to meet with DEQ last month on this topic, and would like to meet
with the team again to cover any questions you may have. There is quite a lot of information
provided here.
I would also note that my colleague Tiffany Roberts has accepted a new role in another organization,
so I am the point of contact moving forward. We are going to miss her !
Thank you,
Jessica

Jessica Spiegel
Sr. Director, NW Region
M 360.918.2178 E:Jessica@wspa.org
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brian Wenzl
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Yes please, even more than this
Sunday, October 10, 2021 1:02:16 PM

Ms. Singh and staff:
The trucking and fuels industries are crying “ouch,” and I don’t blame them.
The environmental groups are saying “meh, not enough,” and I don’t blame them.
This set of rules is a good start. Thank you for the time and energy you’ve put into it so far.
While we must be mindful not to impoverish people with new rules, we also have to
remember that what we do now sets the limits of the possible tomorrow. Aggressive action
now is invaluable. We can do even more - please keep pushing.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Kind regards,
Brian
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol and Bruce Jolley
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
Yes their could be climate change, but the good news is that it is a natural phenomena as the earth evolves. It
has been evolving as soon as it was created by God.
Sunday, October 3, 2021 11:43:37 AM

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

cj97603
GHGCR2021 * DEQ
You people are Woke cognitive disabled Algorithm I"ll morons.
Tuesday, October 12, 2021 11:18:16 AM

The earth is warming from the sun expanding as it ages.
Also satellite relay microwave bands interfere with magnetic fields.
Microwaves interact with atoms, nuclei, protons, electrons, molecules, clusters of
molecules, and so forth. ... Microwaves make magnetic dipoles rotate and jump up
magnetic energy states. The free electrons in metallic objects absorb greatly
microwaves.
As the magnetic field is compromised my microwaves band of energy allow more sun
radiation through our atmosphere and heating our surfaces.
We will sue to lower our taxes you bunch of Woke morons.
Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device
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